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Introduction

1 The purpose of the Preferred Options Statement of Consultation is to provide the council's
responses to the representations made to the Preferred Options of the County Durham Plan
(June 2018). Consultation on the Preferred Options was undertaken between 22 June 2018
and the 3 August 2018. A total of 3,990 responses were received from 1130 respondents.
In addition, social media played a large part of the consultation process with social media
messages viewed 603,454 times and generating a total of over 1000 comments, albeit these
were not submitted via the formal process.

2 All duly representations submitted in response to the Preferred Options have been
considered and changes made where possible to reflect the comments made when preparing
the County Durham Pre-Submission Local Plan.

Statement of Community Involvement

3 The council's Statement of Community Involvement describes how we will involve our
local communities, our businesses and all other organisations in the preparation of the County
Durham Plan and planning applications. It also sets out our advice on how County Durham
town and parish councils and neighbourhood forums should seek to involve the community
and consult on the preparation of Neighbourhood Plans. The council's Statement of Community
Involvement can be accessed here:

https://www.durham.gov.uk/article/3282/Statement-of-Community-Involvement

Who was consulted on the Preferred Options

4 The relevant regulations(i) require us to consult with relevant ‘specific consultation bodies’,
‘general consultation bodies’, residents and persons carrying on business in our area. We
are also required to consult with the people and bodies included in the Statement of
Community Involvement. Additionally, a ‘duty to co-operate’ applies under section 33A of the
2004 Act which requires us to co-operate on strategic plan-making matters with a number
of prescribed bodies including neighbouring local authorities. We sought to consult as widely
as possible on the Preferred Options including:

General Consultation Bodies

These groups include: voluntary bodies such as the Voluntary Organisation Network
and other known community groups; bodies representing the interests of racial, ethnic
or national groups including the Gypsy and Traveller Law Reform; bodies representing
the interests of different religious groups; bodies representing the interests of disabled
groups including the Disability Partnership Group; and bodies representing of persons
carrying on businesses such as Business Durham and the North East England Chamber
of Commerce.

i The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
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Specific Consultation Bodies / Prescribed Bodies under the Duty to Co-operate

These groups include the Coal Authority; the Environment Agency; Historic England;
the Marine Management Organisation; Natural England; Civil Aviation Authority; Network
Rail; Highways England; Clinical Commissioning Groups; Homes England; relevant local
enterprise partnerships; utility providers including Northumbrian Water and Northern
Powergrid; and the Local Nature Partnership.

Specific consultation bodies include our neighbouring authorities: Northumberland County
Council; Gateshead Borough Council; Sunderland City Council; Hartlepool Borough
Council; Stockton Borough Council; Darlington Borough Council; Richmondshire District
Council; Eden District Council; North Yorkshire County Council and Cumbria County
Council. As well as neighbouring authorities these bodies also include Town and Parish
Councils and relevant Neighbourhood Forums and those in adjoining neighbouring
authorities.

Residents and other persons carrying on business in the County

Asmany residents as possible and other parties with an interest in the county are involved
in the preparation of the Plan. This includes those already registered on our consultation
database but further efforts have been made, as set out below and in our Statement of
Community Involvement, to involve as many as possible by working with our
communications and marketing team, particularly targeting those who are
under-represented in the planning process.

Other Bodies

Across the county there are fourteen Area Action Partnerships (AAPs) which are made
up of an area forum and an area board to identify and tackle issues in local
communities. AAPs have been set up to give people in County Durham a greater choice
and voice in local affairs. The partnerships allow people to have a say on services, and
give organisations the chance to speak directly with local communities. By working in
partnership they help ensure that the services of a range of organisations - including the
county and town and parish councils, police, fire, health, and voluntary organisations -
are directed to meet the needs of local communities and focus their actions and spending
on issues important to these local communities. Other known community organisations
registered on our consultation database are also invited to participate in the consultation.

Methods of engagement

5 A wide range of communication methods were used to inform and engage with County
Durham residents and other interested parties. Methods of communication and engagement
included:

Internet - The Preferred Options and other documents associated with the consultation
were made available both to view and to download on the County Durham Plan
Consultation Pages //durhamcc-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/. The Preferred Options
consultation was also publicised on the council's home webpage, www.durham.gov.uk
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and themain County DurhamPlanWeb page www.durham.gov.uk/future. The Preferred
Options consultation was also listed on the council's consultation webpage
http://www.durham.gov.uk/consultation. In terms of the council's website traffic, the
County Durham PlanWeb Page was viewed 32,000 times. During the consultation period
the County Durham Plan webpage was the the most popular page on the council's
website. Only the council home webpage, search tool and jobs were above it in terms
of popularity.

Social Media - In order to maximise publicity both Facebook and Twitter were used.
Social media messages were viewed a total of 603,454 times. In total there were over
1000 comments on Facebook of which 245 gave contact details allowing responses to
be recorded on the consultation portal; there were also 85,009 animation views, with
the graphics from these animations used for the Preferred Options branding and
marketing.

Direct Contact - All individuals and organisations on our consultation database were
contacted either by email or by letter. We also requested that all fourteen of the County
Durham Area Action Partnerships (AAPs) provide information to their members via email
to their own database of contacts. A list of Frequently Asked Questions was also prepared
to ensure consistent messages across the council including customer services.

Community Venues - Copies of the Preferred Options were placed on deposit at all
local libraries and at council customer access points. Posters were also sent to these
locations and a stock of Executive Summary documents which could be taken away by
the public and paper response forms were also be provided to these locations. Copies
were also sent to the Library Service for their mobile library service.

Press briefing- We held a face to face press briefings before the consultation to give
details about the Preferred Options and attended by the 'Chronicle' and 'The Journal'
newspapers.

Other Local Media - Smooth Radio conducted an event with schools across County
Durham to get their views on what they would like County Durham to look like in 2035.
We also requested that all fourteen of the County Durham Area Action Partnerships
(AAPs) provide information to their members via their own news letters/ social media.
An item was also provided for the County Durham Association of Local Councils
newsletter and the County Durham Partnership newsletter.

Meetings and Consultation Events - Council officers attended a range of pre-existing
organised meetings where presentations were made or information provided to inform
local communities and interested parties that the council was consulting on the Preferred
Options Report. Key meetings and consultations events also included (but were not
limited to):

Nineteen staffed consultation events were held throughout County Durham. These
events enabled residents and other interested parties to find out about the council's
work to prepare a new Plan and ask questions. Copies of the executive summary,
the Preferred Options report and the paper response form were also available at
these events free of charge.
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Barracuda boards which provided information about the County Durham Plan and
the Preferred Options were installed at all of the customer access points to let public
know the consultation was taking place.

Officers attended Area Action Partnership meetings and undertook interactive events
with presentation, questions and feedback where possible.

A business event was held with County Durham businesses.

Engagement activities with school children across eleven schools, including the
Smooth Radio school engagement event.

Printed Media/Publicity Material - Posters were distributed to a range of venues to
provide information on the document and the consultation period. Similarly,
2,500 executive summaries and 1000 copies of the Preferred Options were printed and
made available to the public for no fee.

6 Through the consultation the council sought to specifically engage with a range of hard
to reach groups including:

Communication with Gypsy and Travellers was progressed through information presented
to the site wardens from Gypsy and Traveller Sites at their regular meeting with the
council.
Communication with older people was progressed through meetings with Disability
Partnership group as well as through general consultation with groups representing older
people.

Structure of this document

7 The Preferred Options sought comments on a Vision, Objectives, Spatial Strategy and
61 policies through 68 questions. Policy areas included the location and quantity of new
development, including housing and employment allocations, promoting a strong economy,
the vitality of town centres, design, the built, historic and natural environment; and promoting
healthy communities. The representations and responses to all 68 questions are shown
below, with the representations to question 10 at Appendix A.

The Statement of Consultation also includes sections on the other supporting documents
that were consulted on at the same time as the Preferred Options including:

Building for Life Supplementary Planning Document

Sustainability Appraisal

Habitats Regulation Assessment

Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
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County Durham Parking and Accessibility Guidelines

Statement of Community Involvement
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Preferred Options Statement of Consultation

DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Th proposal for a specific policy for Barnard Castle is
not a sufficiently strategic issue to justify its own policy.

Prism Planning has been engaged by Barnard Castle
School to prepare and submit this representation on

769

Any proposals relating to the school would bethe County Durham Plan, Preferred Options. I should
considered against the relevant policies in the Plan. Inadvise that the representation neither objects to nor
addition it may be possible to include a policy for the
school in a Neighbourhood Plan.

supports any particular policy. Rather, we seek the
addition of an extra policy referring specifically to
Barnard Castle School and the long-term development
programme that the School wishes to embark upon.

Background

As stated on the school’s website, “Barnard Castle
School is an independent day and boarding school for
girls and boys aged 4-18 [and offers] exceptional
all-round education, first class facilities and excellent
pastoral care within a happy, family environment”. The
School provides a Prep School for children aged 4-11;
a Senior School for children aged 11-16 and a Sixth
Form for children aged 16-18.

Barnard Castle School lies to the immediate east of
the Grade I listed Bowes Museum, which is surrounded
by a Grade II listed wall, the eastern length of which
bounds the school grounds. The school itself includes
a number of buildings, some of which are listed.

The extent of the school grounds is shown on the
appended ‘existing site plan’, it will be noted that the
school’s land-holding is extensive and includes land
on either side of Mount Eff Lane.

Barnard Castle School finds itself at a crossroads, it
either needs to commence a redevelopment
programme of the site or relocate.The clear preference
is to remain on the present site. However, a number
of the school buildings are old and showing their age,
some are no longer fit-for-purpose for a 21st century
school, some are in need of refurbishments, some are
in need of upgrade and extension, others have reached
their end-of-life and should be demolished.

Barnard Castle School has high ambitions for the future
roles of the school and to this end has started on the
early stages of preparing a long-term redevelopment
programme which could extend over the next 20 years,
with some works commencing within the next 1-5 years
but others not for a number of years. Taking full note
of the sensitivity of the site, it is acknowledged that a
good proportion of the site (essentially where the
existing buildings stand) lies within the Barnard Castle
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Conservation Area and that particular regard must be
paid to the listed buildings within the site and the
proximity of the Grade I listed Bowes Museum to the
west. In this regard, I should advise that preliminary
discussions have been undertaken with the County
Council’s Built Heritage Officer, Bryan Harris.

Financing the long-term plans of the School is a
significant consideration for the School’s governing
body. In this regard, the School is aware of
development proposals of other independent schools
in the region floundering because there was not a
long-term development programme or masterplan in
place that had the support of the local council.Without
such support, securing finance becomes extremely
difficult.

We have given thought as to how the long-term aims
of Barnard Castle School could best be secured under
the planning regulations. We have concluded that an
Action Area Plan with a masterplan, developed jointly
by the School (aided by their appointed Architects and
Planning Consultants) and the County Council would
be the optimum way forward.

Proposal

Add a new policy to the County Durham Plan referring
to the preparation of an Action Area Plan that will guide
the future development of Barnard Castle School,
providing a framework for the development programme
but being flexible enough to allow for unforeseen
changes in circumstances.

We would be happy to discuss appropriate wording of
the policy and supporting text if this would be of
assistance.

Conclusion

We trust that this submission will be given careful
consideration. Indeed, we hope that the request for an
additional policy referring to the future development of
Barnard Castle School and the preparation of an Action
Area Plan to guide the development programme will
be agreed to
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Question 1  

DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

It is agreed that high quality housing is required to
support a skilled work force and benefit the local
economy.

Says 'will continue to be renowned...'

It is renowned for the majority of areas and housing
stock being of low quality and low desirability. Unless

3Question 1

you state clearly the problem, there will not be sufficient
aspiration.

High quality can be achieved with high density.  Refer
to createstreets.com for an example of how the lagging
towns and villages of Durham could be approached.

You also need to clearly understand that a key problem
is the future of any region reflects the ability to attract
the brightest and most skilled people.They in turn help
create the jobs for others. Unless there is a major shift
in attractiveness vs London and the South East,
Durham will continue to suffer. This means a focus on
the highest quality housing, rather than a general mix
and as often stated, 'to blend in with the background',
which usually means more of the same.

Comments on student accommodation in Durham City
are addressed in reponses to question 23. The Vision

First of all I don't want you to feel that my response  to
the CPD is an angry one, I am not an angry person.

267Question 1

and the Plan as a whole is prepared by the council forMy  direct response comes as a result of a lack of
the benefit of existing and future residents of theconsultation and consideration throughout the previous
county. However developers will ultimately deliver theprocess and this current consultation.There has been
housing and jobs the county need so there concerns
must also be considered.

little solution focused work undertaken or shared as to
how possible solutions could be found to identified
problems. The University and student situation as well
as local relationships is now untenable. Our City has
lost it's identity as DCC has given unmonitored
permission for excessive HMOs to be approved within
the city centre and DCC cannot understand how the
residents feel, as no work has been done with the
residents and the University on development. There
has been a total lack of involvement until a recent
meeting where, it has to be said, the University were
shocked at how the residents felt. This could and
should have been done better, many locals backs are
literally "up" as you simply haven't done enough to
work with those affected, the farmers, the residents
affected and those communities affected. We all could
have had a better outcome and I am sure this plan
would have been applauded, supported and
understood. As it is once again we have confusion and
disappointment. We all want our beautiful city to
flourish, we are proud of it, however you haven't
invested in us as local residents and our invested in
hearing our views. It was hoped you would have
learned from the previous consultation re issues raised
and how vociferous locals and groups were. [content
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

removed] Additionally there is a growing sense that
actually this is the developers plan and not the DCCs.

We all want Durham to thrive, to be economically viable
and be a leader in terms of culture, jobs and prospects.
Housing of course is essential to drive forward that
vision, however whilst I agree with this foreword I do
not agree in the "how" that is to be achieved.
Additionally, I am confused as to why we have this
preferred option presented to us as, in the previous
plan a large % of people were in favour of the previous
options 3/4 yet this recent plan does not take into
account the outcomes of the last consultation and it
has basically reverted back to option 1/2. This is
concerning. Furthermore, this Plan doesn't sit well with
other consultations taking place such as the new
situation of County Hall, Sustainable Transport.

The reasons for choosing the Sustainable Communities
Option relate to sustainbaility, impact on economic

The Vision should be one which is County wide, with
regeneration, housing, development and appropriate

881Question 1

growth, the effective use of land and viability and are
set out in the Plan.

facilities provided across the County, without undue
emphasis on development being concentrated on
Durham City and its immediate environs. At the last
Consultation, the vast majority of Respondents were
in favour of the above County wide approach (as
expressed by their preferences for Options 3&4 in this
previous Consultation). The current CDP now being
presented by DCC for consultation seems to be based
on Options 1&2 of the previous Plan. This puts undue
emphasis on wholly inappropriate development in
Durham City without adequately addressing the needs
of the County as a whole. I would question if DCC have
any intention of carrying out a meaningful Consultation
Process on the latest CDP, when they have ignored
the views of the majority in the previous Consultation
Process.

Support noted.Support the Vision in principle.140Question 1

Comment noted.No one can argue with the basic principles of securing
homes and jobs for our residents, however this plan

127Question 1

is very, very similar to the one previously submitted
that was ruled as being unsound, after several million
pounds and a number of years I would have expected
the council to be more imaginative in their approach
and offer options that both take on board previous
consultation responses and the rulings that have been
previously made in the "unsound plan" It does make
you wonder if consultation responses are actually being
taken onboard.
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Comment noted.National Government has determined to leave the EU
inclusive of the Single Market and the Customs Union.

174Question 1

All independent reports on this course of action have
identified a seriously adverse impact on North East
England, inclusice of County Durham. Statements from
the highest levels in GSK, Hitachii and Nissan,amonst
others, have echoed this concern. Objective 1 must
consequently embrace action to specifically  respond
to this situation.

The housing numbers in the Plan reflect the nationally
forecasted growth in population and households.

It should not necessarily be assumed that the
population in County Durham will continue to grow.
Excluding migration, national trends do not show a

176Question 1

growing population, and the effects of the UK leaving
the EU are not yet known in terms of migration.

Support noted.Page 14-15 Livin welcomes the proposed Spatial Vision
and feel it reflects the key challenges and issues facing
the County and our customers.

203Question 1

Our business strategy recognises key issues including,
an ageing customer base, low income and employment
levels, poor health and the inability to access digital
services. Livin therefore embraces the specific aspects
of the spatial vision which aim to reduce levels of
deprivation, joblessness and associated health and
quality of life improvements, and improve broadband
connectivity.

Enabling tenants to sustain their tenancies and creating
sustainable, well-balanced communities, are key
objectives in Livin’s Business Strategy and we support
the vision for sustainable, balanced and regenerated
communities and the need for a choice of good quality
housing, services and community facilities. We feel a
bigger emphasis in the vision on housing-led
regeneration as well as economic regeneration would
better aid us in meeting our business strategy
objectives.

We welcome the recognition that rural communities
and the rural economy should not be constrained and
are able to thrive through the general principles of
development in the countryside. Rural Housing
Exception Sites (Policy 12) are critical in sustaining
communities by allowing the delivery of affordable
housing to meet local need and we agree that with
substantial viability evidence the development of
market housing to deliver the affordable housing is
necessary.

We have a strong commitment to regenerate and
facilitate sustainable communities through place-based
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

and people interventions and welcome opportunities
for future strategic partnerships to meet this vision

The map bases used are the most up to available form
the Ordnance Survey.

The quality of the mapping supporting the plan is
concerning.  It is inaccurate in its content and appears
outdated, particularly in its representation of

173Question 1

developments approved since the last iteration of the
plan. This is evident in the detail relating to Barnard
Castle, compared to the town council’s local
knowledge.  If this is replicated elsewhere, it is
unfortunate and calls into question the basis of some
of the statements in the plan which are contingent on
areas designated on the maps.

Support noted.The Forum is the approved body for preparing a
neighbourhood plan for the designated area within

204Question 1

Durham City. At the time of designation this was a
non-parished area. However, in May 2018 a Parish
Council for the same area came into existence and will
determine its response to Preferred Options. The
comments made by the Forum are separate from and
without prejudice to any comments that the City of
Durham Parish Council may submit.

The Forum welcomes the release of Preferred Options
in marking a major step forward in having a County
Durham Local Plan. We believe that is essential to
have the right development plan in place as soon as
possible in order to provide positive guidance for
balanced and sustainable development throughout
County Durham. Durham City has particular pressures
and issues which the Neighbourhood Plan intends to
address within the broad principles of the County
Durham Local Plan. Our comments on Preferred
Options, which we have made via the interactive
website, are confined to comparisons with the draft
Neighbourhood Plan policies and do not try to cover
matters beyond our Neighbourhood Plan boundary.
For the avoidance of misunderstanding, it must be
made clear that our silence on such matters does not
carry approval or disapproval.

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
commends the County Council for the quality of the
document and on making major improvements to many
policies of the Withdrawn County Durham Local Plan.

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
supports the preferred Vision.

It is not necessary to introduce this wording within the
vision. An ammendment has been made to paragraph

In relation to quarries it is good to see that the
importance of construction materials is acknowledged

337Question 1

5.487 of the Preferred Options which provides thebut closer reference should be made to the NPPF
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Paragraph 203 which acknowledges that minerals have
to be worked where they are found .The Mineral
Products Association have stated :

supporting justification to Policy 49 to add, "and can
only be worked where they are found".

"Our landscapes have been created and influenced by
the geology that underpins it, and unlike other forms
of activity minerals can only be worked where they lie.
Over 200 active quarry operations are currently located
within areas of landscape designation, with a further
98 sites located within 1km of their designated
boundaries – collectively representing over 23% of all
the active quarry sites in England. Mineral extraction
is a vital and valued activity in all rural settings but
particularly within and around National Parks and
AONBs where economic activity tends to be
comparatively constrained. The minerals industry is a
significant employer and contributes to the wider local
economy by supporting its own supply chain."

Support noted. The council is looking to update the
Sustainable Community Strategy in the near future.

Paragraph 3.1 references the County
Durham Sustainable Community Strategy

416Question 1

and footnote 2 should link to it, but the link
is broken. The Sustainable Community
Strategy page on the County Durham
Partnership website
(http://www.countydurhampartnership.co.uk/article/8453/Sustainable-Community-Strategy)
links to theSustainable Community Strategy
2014 – 2030 and this appears to be the
document referenced in Issues andOptions.
This is dated November 2014 and predates
the Brexit referendum (23 June 2016) which
changed the economic climate. We made
these points in our submission on Issues
and Options.
We have been unable to locate a more
recent version of the SCS, and the 2014
document has limited value given the major
changes that have taken place since then.
We broadly support the Spatial Vision but
feel it needs a sound justification.

Comment noted.How can you say that 'at the heart of communities will
be accessible green infrastructure' when you aren't

440Question 1

providing an infrastructure changes to our area and
are ripping the heart out of the community by
expanding an already over populated area?
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Comment noted.Your preferred vision includes the provision for the
construction of more waste facilities but not for more

1292Question 1

recycling facilities. There are a lot of packaging
materials which could be recycled but cannot be put
in the blue bins e.g. black food trays with recycling
symbols on.

The previous Plan was withdrawn and has no status.
This Plan has been prepared based on robust evidence

I wish to place an OBJECTION to the Plan in its current
form, as it is just a watered down version of what was

968Question 1

and has gone through the required stages ofconsulted on last time, in 2014, and consequently
consultation. The reasons for choosing the preferredwithdrawn. My principle objections are listed below, as

a Countywide issue. spatial strategy are set out in the Spatial Strategy
Justification document.The site you refer to at HeightsToo much emphasis is placed on Durham City, and

removing areas from the Green Belt, including the ‘skid Quarry is now included in the Preferred Areas for
Carboniferous Limestone policy. Although there arepan’ at the former Police Headquarters at Aykley Heads
only a small number of allocations in West Durhamfor 50 new dwellings. By building substantial amounts
other policies in the Plan such as the Exception sites
policy will allow further development to come forward.

of new houses in the City and surrounding area, this
will place a strain on all services (i.e. Schools, doctors,
dentists, hospitals, emergency services, and the
highway network) which could lead to other parts of
the County losing, or having less, this could affect
Weardale, and indeed Teesdale, or some of the East
Coast villages.

Great emphasis is made of the AONB and sourcing
carboniferous magnesiam limestone from outside the
area after 2042. Heights Quarry at Eastgate,
(Weardale) is in this area and employs in excess of 20
local people. It was included in the 2014 Plan, but not
this one, so what has changed? This area needs to
be included in the Plan, and on page 585, the
person who made the decision not to allocate
Heights Quarry or Washpool Craggs in the Plan as
appropriate sites had better come down and see
me, sooner rather than later!

The Plan talks of enhancing and protecting the AONB.
The landscape of the area is formed by its mining past
and there is nothing ‘natural’ about it. If any
development is wanted/needed, it should be
accommodated. The area cannot be allowed to
become a ’living museum’ with restricted services
and developments’.

The only house building mentioned, in Weardale, is on
the Leazes site at Wolsingham. If there was a need to
expand any villages for new housing, as an example,
Stanhope or St John’s Chapel the Plan does not
specifically allow for this, or indeed employment
opportunities. The Plan should accommodate the
need in any small town or village for expansion for
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both housing and employment purposes, around
the County.

At Barnard Castle a suggestion is made that a new
supermarket opportunity should be allowed in the
Town. If this happened all or most of the small retailers
would be forced out of business, in the main streets.
This should not be allowed to go ahead.

The expectation of having 71,000 people a year using
a train station at Horden by 2024, can’t really be
justified, as this equates to 194 people a day using the
service. Can this be best value?

The building of the new Council HQ, should be
reversed and if necessary utilise part of the Aykley
Heads site at some point in the future for smaller
Council offices, when finances are plentiful.

The Council vision for 2035 sees the County having
a thriving economy. If this preferred options
document goes forward in its current form, Durham
City will be a place full of students and gin bars,
and the rest of the County will struggle for the
basic services and facilities which the Council
Taxpayer expects.

Support noted.The Vision is ambitious and concise: delivering on
these objectives will inevitably be constrained by
economic factors.

472Question 1

Comment noted.It is really important that you listen properly to the
people of County Durham and this I believe you do not

1013Question 1

do but rather the Council imposes its aspirations which
are without proper supporting evidence. Overall the
drive is economic gain [content removed] why is this?
rather than what is best socially for the community.
Consultations come with decisions already made and
with biased questionnaires which do not allow for real
opinion.

The Plan's Sustainbale Development Statement is
clear that appropriate new development is encouraged
across the county.

The Plan ignores the needs of many smaller
settlements, by overly concentrating the emphasis on
"desirable economic development"  on the more
lucratively attractiveness to developers, that the Plan
sets out to create in and around Durham City.

1307Question 1

The Plan as drafted seeks to strike a balance to ensure
that society's future needs for minerals can be

As a general observation, Tarmac feels the Plan as
drafted gives a negative perspective of minerals which

1017Question 1

maintained over the Plan period, whilst also ensuringis contrary to the generally positive feel of the Minerals
Technical Paper. that the environment and amenity of local communities

are protected. The Plan is positive in approach
including by seeking to identify the need for further
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working for aggregate minnerals, by including
allocations for future mineral working including for
carboniferous limestone and brick clay and by providing
an appropriate decision making framework for all
minerals which are currently extracted in the county.

Support noted.Paragraph 2.15 - Tarmac supports the recognition of
the County’s mineral wealth and resources, particularly

1020Question 1

nationally significant minerals such as magnesian
limestone in paragraph 2.15, and the need to protect
these whilst seeking to strike a balance
between contributing positively to the wider economy
and protecting areas of particular importance and
sensitivity.

It is not necessary to introduce this wording within the
vision. An ammendment has been made to paragraph

Tarmac supports the Spatial Vision set out in the Plan,
in particular the last paragraph which recognises the

1021Question 1

5.487 of the Preferred Options which provides theimportance of the County’s minerals resources and
supporting justification to Policy 49 to add, "and can
only be worked where they are found".

the need to produce a steady and adequate supply of
mineral.

Nevertheless, the vision should also recognise that
minerals are a finite natural resource and can only be
worked where they are found, thus best use needs to
be made of them to secure their long-term conservation
(in accordance with paragraph 199, Draft NPPF 2018).
The recognition that minerals are finite and can only
be worked where they are found in the vision would
then provide a stronger context for the locational
approach set out in Policy 51 (Need for
Primary Aggregates).

Support noted.We support the spatial vision and objectives set out in
the plan. In particular we welcome the inclusion of

1406Question 1

priorities for the natural environment, adaption to
climate change and water, waste and energy.

Support noted.We support the spatial vision for County Durham. We
particularly support the aspirations for sustainable

1075Question 1

development and for the environment, communities
and businesses to be capable of adaption to and
resilient in the face of climate extremes.

Comment noted.Livin welcomes the proposed Spatial Vision and feel
it reflects the key challenges and issues facing the
County and our customers.

840Question 1

Our business strategy recognises key issues including,
an ageing customer base, low income and employment
levels, poor health and the inability to access digital
services. Livin therefore embraces the specific aspects
of the spatial vision which aim to reduce levels of
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deprivation, joblessness and associated health and
quality of life improvements, and improve broadband
connectivity.

Enabling tenants to sustain their tenancies and creating
sustainable, well-balanced communities, are key
objectives in Livin’s Business Strategy and we support
the vision for sustainable, balanced and regenerated
communities and the need for a choice of good quality
housing, services and community facilities. We feel a
bigger emphasis in the vision on housing-led
regeneration as well as economic regeneration would
better aid us in meeting our business strategy
objectives.

We welcome the recognition that rural communities
and the rural economy should not be constrained and
are able to thrive through the general principles of
development in the countryside. Rural Housing
Exception Sites (Policy 12) are critical in sustaining
communities by allowing the delivery of affordable
housing to meet local need and we agree that with
substantial viability evidence the development of
market housing to deliver the affordable housing is
necessary.
We have a strong commitment to regenerate and
facilitate sustainable communities through place-based
and people interventions and welcome opportunities
for future strategic partnerships to meet this vision.

Comment noted. It is still to early to be clear on the
impact of Brexit. This will of course be monitored and
the Plan updated if required.

Admirable 'mom and apple pie' aspirations! Difficult to
imagine anyone arguing against them. But seem to be
highly reliant on external third parties playing along -
citizens, educators, employers, planners, engineers

599Question 1

etc etc. Need to find a balance between stakeholders'
interests without allowing any single stakeholder to
dominate, eg Durham Uni in Durham City. What
attention has been given to the impact of Brexit?

Support noted.I would agree with you on this623Question 1

Comment noted.The overall vision of providing an adequate supply of
housing which is well designed and which complements

728Question 1

the growing economy and which meets the needs of
existing and future residents is supported.

Comment noted.How can you say "The county will continue to be
renowned for its diverse and high-quality natural, built

746Question 1

and historic environment" when you plan to drive new
roads through woodland, protected wetland and
existing communities creating noise, pollution and
devaluation of such areas along with affected property
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values. This comment relates specifically to the so
called Northern Relief Road.

This reference is too detailed for the Vision and is dealt
with elsewhere in the Plan.

Reference the need for integrated land and water
management.

752Question 1

As mineral planning authority it is the council's role to
plan to provide for the extraction of mineral resources

As this is the County Plan until 2035 and as such will
at that point be inherited by a new generation I would

1385Question 1

of local and national importance and make decisionsexpect to see words such as "enhanced", "improved",
on planning applications which ensure thatetc but instead the summary above includes 'The
unacceptable adverse impacts on the environment andcounty’s rural areas will be continuing...' whilst it is
ensure that sites are restored to high environmental
standards.

noted that 'mineral workings will be guided to
environmentally acceptable locations and carried out
to the highest environmental standards' which leads
readers to wonder whether the County has the will and
resources to ENSURE such developments are carried
out to the highest environmental standards especially
to 2035. Sadly recent experiences do not give
confidence that these aims are not just merely
aspirational.

I note the comments of Cllr Carl Marshall in the
Foreword. " One of the biggest selling points....etc, is
the quality .....etc and our landscape are all assets
which we need to continue to protect AND ENHANCE".
Good words and I make comments below in respect
to particular issues in light of these comments. I also
therefore refer to the 'Assessment of the County Plan
in particular the Processes of Habitat Regulation
Assessment (1.21) and Sustainability Appraisal (1.20)
as both of these and well as the Foreword seem to be
contradicted within parts of the detailed Plan below.

It must also be noted that for the aims of the Plan to
2035 to be met there will need to be changes to current
Durham County approaches otherwise Cllr Marshall's
words will be merely hollow platitudes.

Support noted.The vision and objectives of the CDPPO are supported,
particularly the acknowledgement of the need to

958Question 1

provide communities with an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing, in locations
which offer the best opportunity for sustainable
development patterns.

The allocation of land off The Meadows, Middridge, as
a location for new housing development, which would
include an element of affordable housing and could
also include self/ custom build properties, would clearly
support the delivery of the vision and objectives of the
County Durham Plan.The site would provide 27 homes
that could be delivered early in the plan period. It would
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be highly attractive to the market and would provide
flexibility and choice.

Support noted.3R Land and Property supports the vision set out within
section 3 of the Preferred Options document. In

999Question 1

particular the vision of an “accessible, integrated and
sustainable transport system, resulting in increased
public transport use” is supported and the site at
Neville’s Cross Bank can play an integral role in
achieving this through the provision of a transport
interchange with a new park and ride facility.

Support noted.We have a keen interest in the future development of
County Durham and we are committed to ensuring the

1110Question 1

CDPPO is prepared on a sound and robust basis and
in particular ensuring that the correct provision of
housing and housing allocations are provided
throughout the plan period to meet the needs of
residents within the County.

We are supportive of the Spatial Vision and supports
the reference to having an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing to meet the
needs of all existing and future residents.  However,
we consider that this vision must be followed through,
specifically in relation to ensuring that the housing
requirement is met for the County and that all relevant
strategies aren’t promoted in isolation but work
together, particularly in relation to the jobs growth
aspirations and housing targets.

Support noted.The overall vision of providing an adequate supply of
housing which is well designed and which complements

1147Question 1

the growing economy and which meets the needs of
existing and future residents is supported.

Paragraph 204 of the National Planning Policy
Framework advises that mineral planning authorities

More emphasise needed on housing being
energy-efficient and able to cope with a changing
climate. Mineral extraction should not include COAL.

1267Question 1

should provide for the extraction of mineral resources
of national and local importance, which in a County
Durham context includes coal.

Support noted.We welcome the recognition of the role accessible
green infrastructure has in improving quality of place,

1302Question 1

quality of life and reducing health inequalities, however
would encourage that mention is made of the fact that
the natural environment has a positive contribution to
population health through all stages of life and that the
greatest population health wide benefits come from
daily passive exposure to nature.
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We welcome the recognition of the link between
sustained economic growth, a better sense of place
and strong communities with the need for secured
environmental resources, however we would like to
see the vision go beyond protecting and enhancing
existing resources to embedding environmental growth
into the plan.

Support noted.Durham County Council has a vision focusing on
securing Durham’s long term economic future,

2054Question 1

encouraging new development by building on the
County’s strengths. To meet this vision, it is vital that
the appropriate number of dwellings are built
throughout (and beyond the plan period) to match this
proposed economic growth.
It is noted that in the Vision, County Durham aims to
have a greater choice of good quality homes which
meet the needs of all existing and future residents. As
part of the Spatial Vision, by 2035, County Durham
seeks to create an ‘Altogether Better Durham’. We
support the aspirations and accompanying Spatial
Vision for the County as it is important to reflect the
key challenges facing the County, however, when
meeting the objectively assessed needs for housing
and employment development (and identifying the land
required to meet this need whilst providing the
necessary house types to meet the diverse needs of
existing and future residents), it is vital the development
is spread across the County to benefit the entire County
rather than just specified areas / settlements.

Comment noted.Lanchester Parish Council has considered the
proposals in the document over a number of Council
meetings.

3237Question 1

Lanchester Parish Council acknowledge that there is
a need to consider the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options document as a whole as well as considering
any elements that specifically relate to Lanchester.  In
addition the Parish Council need to consider how the
document relates to the Lanchester Neighbourhood
Plan which is in the final stage of development.

Members would wish to make the following comments:

• Members welcome the broad aims of the
document and its strategic intent to plan for the
next 15 years.

Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan

The Parish Council have considered carefully the
County Durham Plan Preferred Options document
alongside the draft policies for the Lanchester
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Neighbourhood Plan and are pleased to note that both
documents are broadly in alignment. There are no
areas of conflict and both documents complement each
other.  Policy areas of particular note are Housing,
Heritage, Landscape and Environment and Design.
The Lanchester Neighbourhood Plan to be completed
shortly will need to be considered alongside the County
Durham Plan with any proposed development.

Support noted.We welcome the spatial vision however this can only
be delivered if investment is made across the whole

2214Question 1

County and not allow cherry picking of viable areas at
the expense of others which have been allowed to
degenerate.

The council engages with its adjoining authorities as
part of the duty to cooperate. It also responds to

It is worth reminding ourselves what the Localism
Act 2011 was meant to achieve, namely:-

2209Question 1

neighbour consultations on major planning applications.“The Localism Act 2011 (c. 20) is an Ad of
Parliament that changes the powers of local When preparing responses the Spatial Policy Team

also consults our highays and other relevant teams.government in England.The aim of the act is to
These raised no significant issues in regard to thefacilitate the devolution of decision-making powers
developments at Wynyard the impact they would have
on County Durham.

from central government control to individuals and
communities.”

This should be the benchmark which underpins
how the views of individuals and communities have
been taken into account when this Plan is being
developed.

Duty to co-operate. in the case of Wynyard
developments which border Sedgefield and the
potential impact on school places doctors and other
facilities. The development in this area is already
impacting on the number of cars accessing the village,
and particularly on parking is already being felt.

What is being done to halt that pressure which is
set to triple when all the developments are
completed both here and in Wynyard?

Comment noted.What the County Durham Plan is seeking to achieve.2210Question 1

Homes should be built in the right places and where
they are needed. Homes tailored to the demand by
consensus and not by imposition. Continuous
monitoring and analysis of how communities are
evolving rather than reactionary development geared
to profit rather than need.

If regeneration is lacking as a result of planning
permissions being left undeveloped then policy needs
to change and land banking should carry a penalty
clause which the developer should pay as
compensation to that area e.g. a percentage of the
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increase in land value after permission was received
to be used to regenerate the area.

Support noted.Bishop Auckland Town Council supports the overriding
ambition of the County Durham Plan (CDP) to build a

2763Question 1

successful and sustainable future in which all of its
residents have the opportunity to access good housing
and employment in an environment which delivers a
healthy and fulfilled lifestyle.

The Vision sets out what we wish the county to be in
2035 and does not reflect issues that exist now.

NECTAR comprises representation from Campaign to
Protect Rural England, Cyclists’ Touring Group,
Durham Coastliners Rail Users Group, Friends of the

1854Question 1

Earth, Living Streets, Railfuture North East, Saltburn 
Line Rail Users Group, Tyne and Wear Public
Transport Users’ Group and the Tyne Valley
Community Rail Partnership.

The decision to participate in this CDP Preferred
Options consultation process was approved  by
constituent members without demur.

Specifically in answer to Question 1, NECTAR is
supportive of the wording of the Spatial Vision, though
we do caution about the phrase in paragraph 3 
“….complementing the area’s thriving economy….”
There is good evidence that certain sectors are
performing well, but quite visibly retail trade in general
is not, viz recent shutdowns of some top brand stores
in the County.

Separately we have an underlying concern about the
often laudable statements of aspiration  compared with
the ability to actually deliver same. One example we
cite in particular relates to the promise in paragraph 2
that “all communities and businesses will benefit from
an accessible, integrated and sustainable transport
system resulting in increased public transport use and
safe, well used and attractive cycling and walking
routes”.

It isn’t clear what exactly is meant by the term
“integrated transport”. We will suggest later, however,
that the NECTAR understanding of the term means it
is presently not possible to deliver an “integrated”
system in most parts of the County. This does raise
questions, therefore, about how realistic some other
sections of the Preferred Options document might be?

A general observation concerns a perceived sense of
timidity in the approach  to such as housing provision
in the more rural areas, to issues around charging for
work place parking, to the role of the railway and in
some instances to the term “sustainability” itself. With
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reference to this we suggest, certainly for Durham City,
that DCC should say at the outset that the City is to
promote the ethos of “sustainable transport” and
thereafter base its plans around that theme. In this way
it would be able to avoid the fudge involved in
pretending it is going for sustainability whilst at the
same time  lauding the advantages (!) of the Western
Relief Road. Inevitably we will return to these matters.

The scale of employment provided by mineral working
is set out in the Minerals Technical Paper (para 2.6)

Page 11 Paragraph 2.2: It states "The strategy seeks
to focus on delivering more and better jobs". Has any

1478Question 1

drawing from the Business Monitor PA1007. Thedefinition of what constitutes a better job been
Council has sought to identify the scale of currentconsidered? Has the Council made any assessment
employment in the minerals industry through its annualof the jobs undertaken in the minerals industry? We
minerals survey, but has not published this information
because complete returns have never been recieved.

consider that greater clarity is required as to what
constitutes a better job". We believe that jobs in the
minerals industry are highly skilled and well paid and
often lead to extensive long term careers.

Comment noted. The scale of employment provided
by mineral working is set out in the Minerals Technical

Page 12 Paragraph 2.7 It states, "The rural economy
is largely dependent around farming and food

1499Question 1

Paper (para 2.6) drawining from the Business Monitor
PA1007.

production to which the plan needs to be sufficiently
flexible to allow this sector to diversify and remain
resilient". Has the Council considered the importance
of the minerals industry to the rural economy? Mineral
working is largely located in rural areas and provides
much needed income and economic growth to the
locality".

The Plan explicitly recognised the importance of the
minerals industry in paragraph 5.473 of the Preferred

Page 12 Paragraph 2.11 It includes key employment
sectors including construction and utilities. It is noted

1508Question 1

Options. Paragraph 2.11 also refers to key employmentthat there is no reference to the minerals industry.This
sectors, however, mineral extraction is now not a keyis key to the supply of raw materials without which other
employment sector, in 2014 (the last year informationindustries, particularly construction, would be severely
was available) only 467 jobs were provided in theconstrained. Indeed without the minerals industry the
minerals industry in County Durham. The followingaim of the Plan as set out in Paragraph 2.1 to provide
wording has been added to the section on What the‘access to good housing and employment’ would be
County Durham plan is seeking to achieve 'Countyimpeded.We therefore believe the Plan should include
Durham has a rich history of mining and mineralrecognition of the part the minerals industry has to play

in the Delivery of the aims and objectives of the Plan. working and large areas of the county are underlain
by mineral resources of local and national importance.
County Durham's many quarries are regionally
important producers of aggregates, industrial minerals
and other mineral commodities which provide the raw
materials for the infrastructure, buildings, energy and
goods that society needs. Taking into account that
minerals can only be worked where they are found,
the Plan will provide for their extraction whilst
minimising their impacts on the environment and the
amenity and health of local communities.'
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The following wording has been added to the section
on What the County Durham plan is seeking to achieve

The spatial vision is largely supported. However with
regard to the final paragraph which relates to minerals
and waste the Plan should include recognition that:

1514Question 1

'County Durham has a rich history of mining and
mineral working and large areas of the county arei) Minerals can only be worked where they are found;

and
ii) Inert waste can be a valuable resource for use in
the restoration of mineral workings.

underlain by mineral resources of local and national
importance. County Durham's many quarries are
regionally important producers of aggregates, industrial
minerals and other mineral commodities which provide
the raw materials for the infrastructure, buildings,
energy and goods that society needs. Taking into
account that minerals can only be worked where they
are found, the Plan will provide for their extraction
whilst minimising their impacts on the environment and
the amenity and health of local communities.'

Comment noted.The Spatial Vision for the rural areas will not be met
through a focus on the reckless and wholescale

2369Question 1

development of areas close to Durham City via the
deletion of Green Belt through the catch all ‘Exceptional
Circumstances’ clause.

The Plan acknowledges the challenges the county is
curently experiencing and sets out a policy framework

I agree with the vision but how can we be sure it will
be achieved in the next 17 years, when none of the
issues have been achieved to date?

1610Question 1

which the council believe has the best opportunity of
addressing those challenges.None of these key infrastructure elements have been

initiated in the last 17 years  ie; Health and Well-Being,
raised Life Expectancy, NHS provision (Doctors,
Dentists, Nurses,) A & E provision. NEAS service, New
jobs, Affordable Housing, Schools and Law
Enforcement ie: the quote on Page 4 of the “Summary
of The Preferred Options 2018”  A5 booklet sums it
up: ““County Durham is currently below the
National Average for both economic performance
and well – being of residents”.

Comment noted.The Preferred Options should be a major motivator for
a County Durham Local Plan which enhances the

2501Question 1

wellbeing of all County Durham residents in the coming
decades. However, it is essential to have the right
development plan in place as soon as possible in order
to provide positive guidance and to learn the lessons
of the previous plan.Sadly, many options proposed still
do not demonstrate enough response to the feedback
given by the previous Inspector nor to the evidence
that was presented by other relevant parties.

The new NPPF is predicated on providing “The right
homes in the right places” and “building a strong,
competitive economy”.

The preferred options ignore the over 50% feedback
from the previous consultation for the wider disposal
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option (sections 4.57/58) and continue to concentrate
development in and around Durham City ignoring calls
and opportunities to regenerate the wider County,
despite the deprivation evidenced in the North West
and East of County Durham.

Proposed transport links and developments to the north
and west of Durham City which endanger the City’s
already constrained Green Belt were rejected by the
last EIP Inspector but remain in the current Council
plan.

The unquestioning support for the Durham University
expansion plans and promotion of the city’s evening
economy but dismissal of the damaging effects on the
community and calls from resident groups for a better
response will further unbalance the city community.
The reduction in the remaining families in the city
(permanent residents are now less than half the total
population of the City) further undermine the
commercial offerings in the city. Remaining retail outfits
instead demonstrate a clear trend towards student
shoppers (bars, cafes, Clubs)

The change of the interim HMO policy to a “Student
Tax Exempt” homes policy with no control over
student/permanent resident population ratios
undermines the sustainable community strategy. The
interim HMO strategy lacked the needed strength
suggested as important by the last EIP Inspector and
nor do the new proposals. This should be a Balanced
Community Policy with robust policies to halt and
reverse the takeover of family homes by student
accommodation throughout the City.

There should be concentration on education, culture
and developing wellbeing throughout County Durham.

The Spatial Vision should be for “County Durham to
be a good place to be educated, remain and to get old
in.”

It should have taken more cognisance of the reasons
that the previous County Durham Local Plan was
withdrawn as it will be equally strongly resisted as that
one was.
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Support noted.I am glad to have the opportunity of commenting on the Durham County Plan: Preferred Options document which I welcome as an 
improvement upon the earlier Plan.
I hope that the 2018 Plan can be further improved to the extent necessary for it ultimately to be accepted as adoptable.
In welcoming a much improved plan I wish to record my support for  
• Spatial Vision  
• Plan Objectives  
• Sustainable Development Statement  
• General Development Principles 
• Plan Policies in General (excluding Policy 17.1) 

2417Question 1

It is both existing and future routes that will exist by
2035. The provision of new and protection of existing

The LAF supports the aim that the County will have
“safe and well used and attractive cycling and walking

2042Question 1

routes is covered elsewhere in the Plan and otherroutes”. However it is not clear from this statement
suporting documents such as the Durham City
Sustainable Transport Plan.

whether these are existing routes which will be
improved or new paths being created or possibly both.
This requires some clarification. In addition, whilst this
is a laudable ambition, there is nothing in the plan to
indicate how this proposal will be achieved or financed.
Is it the intention that developers will be expected to
pay for these improvements? In the circumstances the
financing of objectives of this nature should be set out
in an accompanying strategic statement.

Support noted.What the Plan is seeking to achieve2031Question 1

Question 1; 2.12; p.12

Comment: I support the Council’s commitment to the
principle of allocating brownfield land first wherever
possible. Brownfield sites with outline planning
permission, being land-banked by developers and
allowed to stand, for many years, as derelict wasteland
is unacceptable and damaging to the local
communities.

Support noted.I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments
regarding the Spatial Vision, the objectives of the Plan.

2047Question 1

The plan explicitly recognises the importance of the
minerals industry in paragraph 5.473 of the Preferred

Para 2.11 - The paragraph refers to a range of key
employment sectors, including construction

1682Question 1

Options. Paragraph 2.11 also refers to key employmentIt is notable that raw materials supply is not referenced
here. Without the supply of raw materials to basic sectors, however, mineral extraction is not a key

employer in County Durham.industries, economic growth and housing delivery
would be severely constrained.

Required amendment - The Council may want to
Review the UK Minerals Strategy launched on 10th
July to assess the contribution made by the minerals
sector
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It is not necessary to introduce this wording within the
vision. An ammendment has been made to paragraph

The spatial vision is largely supported, however, it the
final paragraph, it must also recognise that minerals

1694Question 1

5.487 of the Preferred Options which provides thecan only be worked where they are found. Required
amendment - Amend the Spatial Vision accordingly supporting justification to Policy 49 to add, "and can

only be worked where they are found".

Redraft to read "Protection and management…" final
sentence.

Para 2.16 - The final sentence of this paragraph refers
to “Protection of these assets”.

1690Question 1

To accord with national planning policy, in view of the
array of designations referred to in the policy, some
international, some local, the sentence should read
“Management of these assets”.

Required amendment - Amend the text accordingly.

Paragraph 1.8 of the preferred Options has been
amended to change reference "if" to "where". Council

Para 1.8 - “….considered to meet the future needs of
County Durham and make an appropriate contribution,
if necessary….”

1666Question 1

officers have undertaken engagement and necessary
discussions with the minerals industry in line with our
Statement of Community Involvement.

The LAA is clear on Durham’s contribution to the wider
regional and national needs. The text should be
amended to say “…..where necessary….”

Required amendment
Page 4
Foreword
We note in the 3rd Paragraph the Councillor references
discussions with businesses, developers and investors.
In the spirit of clarity and duty to cooperate, it would
be helpful, if the councillor could confirm with whom
discussions have taken place and whether or not any
discussions have taken place with the minerals sector.

Required Amendment - Point for clarity

As documented through our record of duty to
cooperate, in relation to other local authorities, the

Para 1.24 - We have formal arrangements with
authorities in Northumberland, North Yorkshire and

1668Question 1

council has considered the provisions of a number ofCumbria, where specific issues such as minerals and
waste are discussed. othee nearby local authorities local aggregate

assessments including the North Yorkshire sub regionMinerals matters go beyond the authorities identified
notably with regards to industrial minerals, building which includes the Yorkshire Dales and North York

Moors National Park Authorities, Lancashire andstone and high PSV aggregates. The scope of
Cheshire West and Cheshire LAA. Comments havediscussions should go beyond the authorities identified.
been provided where needed on emerging Local Plans.It is notable that the Northumberland, Yorkshire Dales
Correspondence has also occured with otherand North Yorkshire National Parks are within a
authorities in relation to planning for industrial minerals.reasonable distance which in the long term may have
The Council is not aware of any supply issues over thesupply issues and there are also significant

interregional movements occurring. Plan period emanating from surrounding mineral
planning authorities which would require an amended

Required amendment - Durham should consider much
wider engagement than that identified under the duty
to cooperate.

approach to the supply of crushed rock or sand and
gravel aggregate.
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The scale of employment provided by mineral working
is set out in the Minerals Technical Paper (para 2.6)
drawing from the Business Monitor PA1007.

Para 2.7 - Reference is made to the rural economy
being ….” Largely dependent around farming and food
production…”

1676Question 1

As referred to above, we ask whether or not the Council
has undertaken an assessment of the importance the
minerals industry to the economy of Durham. This is
clearly a sector which is predominantly located in rural
areas supplying skilled employment.

Required amendment - We seek clarity on this matter

Council officers have undertaken engagement and
necessary discussions with the minerals industry in
line with our Statement of Community Involvement.

Page 4 - Foreword

We note in the 3rd Paragraph the Councillor references
discussions with businesses, developers and investors.

1663Question 1

In the spirit of clarity and duty to cooperate, it would
be helpful, if the councillor could confirm with whom
discussions have taken place and whether or not any
discussions have taken place with the minerals sector.

Required amendment - Point for clarity

It is not necessary to introduce this wording within the
vision. An ammendment has been made to paragraph

The final paragraph of the Vision should recognise that
minerals can only be worked where they are found.

1697Question 1

5.487 of the Preferred Options which provides the
supporting justification to Policy 49 to add, "and can
only be worked where they are found".

This paragraph has been rewritten to reflect the issues
raised.

Para 2.15 - “County Durham has a wealth of natural
resources with nationally significant mineral
resources….”

1688Question 1

Whilst we support the Council’s approach and principle
in this paragraph, the term “Nationally significant
mineral” is not recognised in planning policy and not
clarified in the glossary. The use of loose terminology
may lead to confusion in the application of planning
policy.

Required amendment - The Council should use
recognised terminology as in the NPPF – “mineral of
national importance”, unless it proposes to use its own
definition which should therefore be included in the
glossary.

For minerals, the agent of change principle is
addressed through the provisions of the policy relating

Para 2.12 - “The Plan is based upon the principle of
allocating brownfield land first wherever possible”

1685Question 1

to Safeguarding Mineral Sites, Minerals RelatedWe draw the Council’s attention to paragraph 182 of
the NPPF 2018 and the “Agent of Change” principle. Infrastructure and Waste Managenment Sites. The

policy introduces the concept of minerals and wasteOur experience suggests that inappropriate
site safeguarding zone which will allow thedevelopment on brownfield sites has the potential to

severely restrict existing industrial activities. consideration of the compatibility of non mineral
development with existing and allocated mineral
development.
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The Council should reflect on the “Agent of Change”
principle and ensure existing developments are not
needlessly sterilised or hindered by inappropriate
housing or other developments.

The Plan's monitoring areas do not relate to minerals.
The cross boundary movement of minerals is

Para 1.27 - Monitoring Areas

The plan indicates nine monitoring areas. It is not clear
what this monitoring will involve and how this will

1672Question 1

considered in the Joint Local Aggregate Assessment
for County Durham, Northumberland and Tyne and
Wear (April 2018).

address minerals matters. Greater clarity is sought on
minerals matters, particularly where this involves cross
boundary movements.

The scale of employment provided by mineral working
is set out in the Minerals Technical Paper (para 2.6)

Para 2.2 & 2.3 - Reference is made to “better jobs” and
“economic growth”

1674Question 1

drawing from the Business Monitor PA1007. TheWe would ask the Council whether or not any detailed
assessment has been made of the importance of the
minerals industry to the economy of Durham.

council has sought to identify the scale of current
employment in the minerals industry through its annual
minerals survey, but has not published this information
because complete returns have never been recieved.We seek clarity on this matter. Further it is well known

that jobs in the minerals sector are highly skilled and
well paid, when compared with other jobs in rural areas.

The Vision has been amended to include the word
'culture' before 'diverse and high quality' in the fourth

I think the central aim should be to preserve and
enhance the quality of life of the residents of County

1475Question 1

paragraph. Reference to 'recreation' has also been
added after 'community facilities' .

Durham. This must involve preserving and enhancing
the key advantages of the county relative to other parts
of the country, ie beautiful natural landscapes, relatively
low population densities, relatively good road links. It's
important to avoid over development and congestion
and preserve natural landscapes and nature. Improving
the economy should only be a target as a means to
achieve this end. I think the spatial vision must
incorporate an uncongested county with excellent
transport links enabling people to get from A to B
quickly and affordably (and public transport needs to
be more attractive than now, by being faster and
cheaper, not by making car usage as unpleasant as
possible). The vision should incorporate good public
services administered fairly and cost-effectively. The
vision has to incorporate successful, stable, well
supported industry/commerce with residents having
relatively competitive per capita income in relation to
costs of living, and strong access to cultural,
recreational and social opportunities so that residents
are happy to live and work here.

The Vision recognises the transport links that exist
including those other than roads.The Plan's objectives

We once again point out that the vision seems to
encourage the use of high-carbon forms of transport

1463Question 1

make it clear that the Plan encourages travel other
than by the private car.

(‘capitalising on its strategic location on the A1(M),
A19, East Coast Mainline and close proximity to
Durham Tees Valley and Newcastle Airports’), which
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is potentially inconsistent with Objective 17 (Low
Carbon - ‘ Reduce the causes of climate change and
support the transition to a low carbon economy... ’).
We therefore believe that the Council’s vision appears
inconsistent with the UK Government’s commitment
to support the outcomes of COP 22.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham

2118Question 1

county comprising assessable, well-designed range
and choice of good quality housing, services
and community facilities, complementing the area’s
thriving economy and meeting the needs of all existing
and future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

1937Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Hellens considers that the vision is sound and provides
a positive framework to guide the development of the

2472Question 1

County over the plan period. The following text is
particularly welcomed:

“By 2035 County Durham will have a thriving economy,
reducing levels of deprivation, social exclusion and
joblessness with the associated health and quality of
life improvements. It will also be bridging the gap
between its economic performance and that of other
parts of the North East and the rest of England…”.

“…The county will have an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing, services
and community facilities, complementing the area’s
thriving economy and meeting the needs of all existing
and future residents…”.

“…The county’s rural areas will be continuing to play
a vital role in the county’s economy, employment, and
tourism, including through diversification and embracing
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the opportunities provided by improved broadband
connectivity..,”.

Support noted.As one of the most pro-active estate agents within the
county of Durham, covering Rothbury to Richmond

1553Question 1

and across to Weardale in the west, we write to confirm
our full support to the Plan, briefly outlined as below;

Support Economic Ambition

• The Plan has the right level of ambition to
achieve economic growth in County Durham with
flexible policies to ensure we attract growth.This
ambition can only be recognised if supported by
the community and as such we want to see this
happen.

• The allocation of land within our strong market
areas (A1 Corridor, A19 Corridor, and Durham
City) is the right approach to providing
employment land that will meet existing and
future needs of businesses. The benefit of two
major commuting road networks offering easy
access across and throughout our region needs
to be maximised, and as such the new plans will
allow this.

• The plan sets out a proposition for the whole
county which is key in encouraging
entrepreneurship and developing SME’s that
support the County economy. The seeds sown
at start-up stages can only lead to greater
encouragement for future business growth.

• Aykley Heads provides an attractive location for
private sector investment and growth, it is
important that further land is made available
following recent successes on the site. This is a
mature, leafy, pleasant environment to work,
offering a healthy workplace, encouraging
general well-being in the workplace for employers
to attract the right calibre of staff.

Support noted.As one of the most pro-active estate agents within the
county of Durham, covering Rothbury to Richmond

2178Question 1

and across to Weardale in the west, we write to confirm
our full support to the Plan, briefly outlined as below;

Support Economic Ambition

• The Plan has the right level of ambition to
achieve economic growth in County Durham with
flexible policies to ensure we attract growth.This
ambition can only be recognised if supported by
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the community and as such we want to see this
happen.

• The allocation of land within our strong market
areas (A1 Corridor, A19 Corridor, and Durham
City) is the right approach to providing
employment land that will meet existing and
future needs of businesses. The benefit of two
major commuting road networks offering easy
access across and throughout our region needs
to be maximised, and as such the new plans will
allow this.

• The plan sets out a proposition for the whole
county which is key in encouraging
entrepreneurship and developing SME’s that
support the County economy. The seeds sown
at start-up stages can only lead to greater
encouragement for future business growth.

• Aykley Heads provides an attractive location for
private sector investment and growth, it is
important that further land is made available
following recent successes on the site. This is a
mature, leafy, pleasant environment to work,
offering a healthy workplace, encouraging
general well-being in the workplace for employers
to attract the right calibre of staff.

Support Housing Growth

• Housing growth in locations such as Durham City
can complement economic ambitions. In order
to build active cities, there is a genuine need to
offer; work, rest and play in a city – we strongly
believe there is a need to offer diverse-style
luxury housing, high-end family housing as well
as affordable, smaller flat-style units for
key-workers.

• Businesses and investors require a range of good
quality housing in the right locations, such as
Durham City, to attract the right calibre of worker
and meet aspirations.This is clearly missing from
the current housing stock, with buyers traveling
from out of the county for suitable executive
housing stock.

Town Centres

• Increased population growth within the County
will increase spend that can benefit the City/town
centres whilst making the County more attractive
for investors.

• Important that the plan is flexible to new uses in
town centres given the challenges that they face,
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allowing it to be reactive to new and changing
markets. AGREE

Transport

• Reducing congestion and improving the road
network in Durham City and around the County
can support economic growth and increase its
attractiveness to investors. AGREE

Support noted.The Parish Council is supportive of the spatial vision
for County Durham.

1587Question 1

Support noted.We support the general Spatial Vision1590Question 1

Support noted. As you say there are other teams within
the council that seek to secure investment into the

I'd like to write to offer some feedback on the County
Durham Plan, which I have read the majority of in

1834Question 1

county but the Plan does support this by allocatingdetail, and have scanned the rest (it is very long! I know
employment and housing sites in those areas whichthat's not always a sign of effort put in, but in this case
we believe are most aatractive to developers and
investors.

I'm sure it is, so thank you for putting so much work
into it).

In general I am very positive about the plan. I think the
vision and the aims that you have set out are a hopeful
and optimistic view of the future of the county, and give
a good balance of understanding the various pressures
for and on any new development, regeneration and
decline in any area or industry - and importantly give
a great set of values for sustainable growth and change
that will benefit many in County Durham.

Unfortunately, while I think the vision of the Plan is
excellent, in its current form I fail to see clear enough
evidence of the detail of how such sustainable
investment will be attracted, and hope that this is
considered in more detail, across the whole of the
council (not just the planning team who do not have
the power to achieve this alone), when the next
iteration of the CDP is produced.

Comment noted. Heritage assets as a general term
used in the Plan includes designated and
non-designated heritage assets.

We support many of the objectives and policies
contained within the Preferred Options. However we
would like to make three initial points:- 

1867Question 1

 It is essential that the County maintains a high quality
planning service with appropriate levels of specialist
support in archaeology, historic buildings, conservation
and landscape if the relevant policies are to be applied
successfully.

It is essential that there should be careful and adequate
monitoring of conditions attached to planning consents
(eg listed building consents) and where a breach has
occurred and is significant there should be proper
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enforcement which should include legal action where
necessary.

Non-designated heritage assets are only mentioned
with respect to the policies on Durham University, wind
turbines and historic environment (and there
archaeological assets only). In every section where
heritage assets are mentioned, consideration should
be given to whether only designated assets are
intended to be covered, or whether non-designated
assets should be explicitly added.

In the section on 'What the County Durham Plan is
seeking to achieve' the word 'historic' has been added

1869Question 1 • What the County Durham Plan is seeking to
achieve

after 'built' in paragraph 2.2 of the Preferred Options.We think there should be a specific reference to the
protection and enhancement of the historic environment 'Two hundred and twenty six scheduled monuments'

has been added after 'conservation areas' in paragraphin 2.2, including locally and nationally significant buried
2.17. The protection and enhancement of the historicremains. We appreciate that there is reference to the
environment is included in the Built and Historichistoric environment in 2.16 & 2.17 although it is not
Environment Objective. This objective would alsoreferred to as such. There is no reference to the
provide suffcient protection of historic buildings in townscheduled monuments within the county which are
centres and in relation to the effective use of land.Thealso part of the county’s cultural history.We would also
word 'heritage' has been added after 'social' in the
Effective Use of Land Objective.

like to point out that there are settlements within the
County which predate the Roman period.

• Vision and Objectives – Spatial Vision

We think that there should be a specific reference to
the protection and conservation of the built and historic
environment.This is not just achieved by ensuring new
development adheres to high standards of design and
sustainability principles, but by ensuring that repairs,
renovations, conversions and changes of use to historic
buildings adhere to principles of sympathetic design
(cf. paragraph 5.296, Policy 46(b) and paragraph
5.455).

• Vision and Objectives – Objectives

Objective 5 Town Centres – We think there should be
a specific reference to the conservation and protection
of buildings within historic town centres.We appreciate
there is a general reference to protecting and
enhancing the historic environment in Objective 10.

Objective 8 Effective use of land – We think there
should be a specific reference to the need to preserve
historic buildings where appropriate and adapt them
in an appropriate manner (if necessary). In addition,
the phrase “provided that it is not of high social or
ecological value” should be amended to include
heritage value.
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The words 'and contributing to' has been added after
'complementing' to acknowledge the role new housing
can have in improving economic performance.

The Spatial Vision for County Durham is generally
supported; however it is considered that specific
reference should be made acknowledging the role new
housing can have in improving economic performance,

2089Question 1

by addressing potential barriers to investment. This
would accord with NPPF2 paragraph 81c) and ensure
that the plan can be found sound.This would also align
the Vision with part 2 of the Sustainable Development
Statement (page 19), which states that “development
should deliver economic growth and new job
opportunities. This should be supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing which meets
identified need and is located in places where people
wish to live.”

Support noted.We write in response to the County Durham Plan
Business Breakfast event held on the 24th July which

2173Question 1

was attended by our client, CAS Trust, who owns the
DurhamGate site at Spennymoor which has planning
consent for residential, office, retail and leisure uses
as well as landscaping and infrastructure works.
The CAS Trust welcomes the overall spatial vision and
objectives within the plan; these closely reflect the key
challenges and issues facing the County. In particular,
the Sustainable Development Statement within the
plan draws parallels with the sustainable development
principles being delivered at DurhamGate. Our client
fully supports this approach.
In relation to section 4 of the Preferred Options
document, our client is supportive of the need to deliver
new housing and a thriving economy. Whilst it is
important that the plan allocates specific uses, the
NPPF outlines that plans should be sufficiently flexible
to enable rapid responses to changes in economic
circumstances. It is therefore essential for the plan and
policies to allow a degree of flexibility to enable growth
and development throughout the plan period.
The NPPF outlines that significant weight should be
placed on the need to support economic growth and
productivity, taking into account both local business
needs and wider opportunities for development. CAS
believe that the plan ensures the economic growth and
productivity are fully supported and, as such, I trust
that the above comments will be taken into account
when preparing the subsequent version of the Local
Plan document and that our client, along with other
local businesses, continue to be involved in the plan
making process.

A scheme to address the issues at Oxhill is currently
being considered.

Traffic Jams Through Oxhill and East Stanley at
peak times

2215Question 1
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Page 12 2.12 Reduce Need for Travel - Radio
Newcastle Traffic reports on slow moving traffic on
many occasions – highlighting Stanley as a problem
area. No other site in County Durham is highlighted
and this is detrimental.

Page 9 1.20 Sustainability Appraisal and Page 9 1.22
Equality Impact - Oxhill Nursery, East Stanley Primary
and North Durham Academy are all sited on this route
which is not sustainable or healthy for our young
people.

Support noted.Our client is supportive of the spatial vision for the
County.

2268Question 1

Support noted.These representations are submitted on behalf of our
client, Urban & Civic Ltd, in respect of land to the

2301Question 1

north-west of the junction between the A167 and St
Andrew’s Way, Newton Aycliffe. The site is currently
used for storage and distribution purposes (Use Class
B8) in association with the adjacent John Wades
Aggregates operation. It occupies a sustainable
location in close proximity to both the residential areas
of Aycliffe Village and also the growing number of
business/industrial uses within Heighington Lane
Industrial Estate, including the new Hitachi train
assembly facility. These representations set out the
site’s suitability and viability to accommodate
much-needed new retail and leisure uses to serve the
growing residential and employment populations of
Newton Aycliffe and the immediately surrounding local
area. In this context, Urban & Civic supports the Spatial
Vision for County Durham, as set out in the Preferred
Options draft of the Local Plan, and in particular the
assertion that key development will be located where
sustainable patterns of development can occur, and
the county will have an accessible and well-designed
range of services and facilities, complementing the
area’s thriving economy and meeting the needs of
residents.

Support noted.Our Client has a keen interest in the future
development of County Durham and they are

2311Question 1

committed to ensuring the CDPPO is prepared on a
sound and robust basis and in particular ensuring that
the correct provision of housing and housing allocations
are provided throughout the plan period to meet the
needs of residents within the County.

Our Client is supportive of the Spatial Vision and
supports the reference to having an accessible, well
designed range and choice of good quality housing to
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meet the needs of all existing and future residents .
However, our Client considers that this vision must be
followed through, specifically in relation to ensuring
that the housing requirement is met for the County and
that all relevant aspirations and growth targets aren’t
promoted in isolation but work together, particularly in
relation to the jobs growth aspirations and housing
targets. This is discussed in further detail below.

Our Client also supports the comments of the Home
Builders Federation (HBF), who consider that greater
reference should be made to the different spatial
elements of the county and how they are anticipated
to develop to meet particular issues and aspirations.
This will help ensure the plan is locally specific and
provides a true vision for Durham.

Support noted.Further to your email below and the meeting I attended
in Durham, I can wholeheartedly say on behalf of

2308Question 1

myself and the directors of Devine Chemicals, that we
find ourselves in full support of your proposals.

As a rapidly growing company we find the proposals
detailed in the Key Messages document, and in the
larger County Durham Plan booklet to be most
impressive and representative of where we would like
to see our county going and very much mirror our own
aspirations.

Of major concern for us is the improvements for the
road network and the reduction of congestion in our
part of the county. We note the proposals regarding
transport with great enthusiasm.

In all, we hope the council will continue to confidently
press on with the County Durham Plan which has this
company’s full approval and support.

Support noted. The Vision is a high level statement,
the detail regarding specific areas is included
elsewhere in the Plan.

Whilst the overall approach to the Spatial Vision is
understood and our Client in particular supports the
reference to ‘well designed range and choice of good
quality housing’, it is considered that to make the

2448Question 1

Spatial Vision sound, by it being effective, a greater
emphasis needs to be placed on how specific areas
of the county relate to the Vision and how the vision
will be achieved in certain places. Currently the Vision
only relates to the County as a whole and does not
reflect its wide and diverse nature.

Support noted.The University is supportive of the spatial vision for
County Durham.

3635Question 1
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Support noted. The Vision is clear that we will build
sufficient houses to meet the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The Plan sets out the Spatial Vision for County
Durham, which states that:

“By 2035 County Durham will have a thriving economy,
reducing levels of deprivation, social exclusion and

3001Question 1

joblessness with the associated health and quality of
life improvements”.

It also states that there will be:

“….a well-designed range choice of good quality
housing, services and community facilities,
complementing the area’s thriving economy and
meeting the needs of all existing and future residents”.

Our Client supports the recognised need for a range
and choice of good quality housing, however, considers
that the Spatial Vision should also recognise the need
to significantly boost the supply of housing.

Paragraph 59 of the Revised National Planning Policy
Framework dated July 2018 (the Framework) places
a requirement on ensuring that a sufficient amount and
variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing
requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay.
This is to support the Government’s objective of
significantly boosting the supply of homes.

Support noted. It eould not be appropriate to identify
specific sites in the Vision. Project Genesis has its own
section within the Employment Land policy.

PGL supports the Plan's overall spatial vision of
sustainable, balanced and regenerated communities,
with development being located to achieve sustainable
patterns of development and support the vitality and
vibrancy of existing centres.

3242Question 1

However, that vision must include the identification of
the Site as an urban extension to Consett.Without this,
the Plan fails to deliver its spatial objectives and is not
sound within the meaning of paragraph 35 of the NPPF
(July 2018).

The words in the sentence 'meeting the needs of all
existing and future residents' indicate that the number

BDW are generally supportive of the Vision.  It is
agreed that key development, including housing

2542Question 1

of houses should be sufficent, therefore adding withdevelopment, should be located to ensure sustainable
patterns of development (para 2). the word is unnecessary. The spatial elements of the

strategy are elsewhere in the Plan and would make
the Vision too long and unwieldly if included here.

It is additionally agreed that the County should have
an accessible, well designed range and choice of good
quality housing, (paragraph 3).  It is suggested that the
word 'sufficient' should be included within the first
sentence of paragraph 3 such that it reads;

"The County will have sufficient, accessible, well
designed range and choice of good quality housing…".
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BDW consider that the Vision could be further improved
by adding in greater reference to the different spatial
elements of the County and how they are anticipated
to develop to meet particular issues and aspirations.
This would ensure the Local Plan is locally specific and
provides a true vision for Durham.

Support noted.Council’s economic performance and that of
neighbouring authorities and beyond.The identification

3106Question 1

of the A19 as an important strategic location is
welcomed, as is the acknowledgement that sustainable
patterns of development integrated into existing
infrastructure are key to sustainable and balanced
communities.

We note with caution, however, that in order to
accomplish its spatial vision, the Council must adopt
policies which allow for a degree of flexibility over the
plan period, particularly with regard to mixed use
development when promoted as an effective use of
land (NPPF paragraph 118), as well as further planning
obligations such as older persons housing.

The Vision is clear that the protection and
enhancement of the built, historic and natural

The County Durham Plan as proposed is based on an
outdated discredited model and a set of ideas which

3429Question 1

environment is a priority. The reasons for the reliefhave been tried and failed many times. It completely
roads you mention are set out in the Plan and thefails to recognize progressive thinking in the areas of
amount of housing we are proposing is to meet ourhousing and transport and whilst it pays lip service to
needs as identified using the government's standard
methodology (adjusted to reflect past performance).

action on climate change and sustainability many of
the policies proposed would clearly add to
environmental damage.

My main objections are to the 2 proposed roads to the
west and north of Durham City. However I also believe
the proposals for the scale and type of new housing
are seriously flawed.

Support noted.Persimmon Homes generally support the Spatial Vision
for County Durham. Particularly welcomed is the

3307Question 1

inclusion of “an accessible, well designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.”

Support noted.KSL supports the Spatial Vision for County Durham,
and in particular the statement that growth will be

2882Question 1

located where sustainable patterns of development
can occur. Equally, KSL supports the statement that
the county will have an accessible, well designed range
and choice of good quality housing to complement the
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area’s thriving economy and meet the needs of existing
and future residents.

Support noted.I support the overriding ambition of the County Durham
Plan (CDP) to build a successful and sustainable future

3096Question 1

in which all of our residents have the opportunity to
access good housing and employment in an
environment which delivers a healthy and fulfilled
lifestyle.

As a County Councillor and Town Councillor I am
delighted to see the significant role Bishop Auckland
will play in delivering this ambitious vision.

Support noted.Story Homes support the proposed Spatial Vision for
County Durham and especially welcome the aspiration

2695Question 1

that by 2035 it will have a thriving economy and be a
top location for business and tourism. It is vital that the
County plays its part in realising the regional economic
growth aspirations being pursued by the North East
Local Enterprise Partnership, particularly given that
the County benefits from a key strategic location in the
North East on key transport corridors such as the East
Coast Mainline, A1(M), A19 and close proximity to
international airports at Newcastle and Durham Tees
Valley.

The Council’s commitment to creating sustainable and
regenerated communities, with key development being
located to achieve sustainable patterns of development,
the most effective use of land and support the vitality
and vibrancy of existing centres, is also welcomed and
is consistent with the overarching aims of the new
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published
in July 2018. The proposed Spatial Vision reflects the
fact that there are clear links between new housing
and economic growth and that a well designed range
and choice of good quality housing is essential to
compliment a thriving economy.

Support noted.Story Homes support the proposed Spatial Vision for
County Durham and especially welcome the aspiration

2801Question 1

that by 2035 it will have a thriving economy and be a
top location for business and tourism. It is vital that the
County plays its part in realising the regional economic
growth aspirations being pursued by the North East
Local Enterprise Partnership, particularly given that
the County benefits from a key strategic location in the
North East on key transport corridors such as the East
Coast Mainline, A1(M), A19 and close proximity to
international airports at Newcastle and Durham Tees
Valley.
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The Council’s commitment to creating sustainable and
regenerated communities, with key development being
located to achieve sustainable patterns of development,
the most effective use of land and support the vitality
and vibrancy of existing centres, is also welcomed and
is consistent with the overarching aims of the new
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published
in July 2018. The proposed Spatial Vision reflects the
fact that there are clear links between new housing
and economic growth and that a well designed range
and choice of good quality housing is essential to
compliment a thriving economy.

The Vision is clear that protection and enhancement
of the built, historic and natural environment is a
priority.

There should be commitment to investment in the
natural environment and protection of natural
environment sites and species.  A commitment to
securing strong bio-diversity.

3272Question 1

Comment noted.2.10; p.12
‘…The public sector remains important to the success
of the county however this Plan proposes better

3482Question 1

co-operation and an improved understanding of private
sector investment and business in the face of reduced
public sector funding.’

Comment:This reads like code for support of neoliberal
structures and is not befitting of a Labour-run council.
Overall, I am inclined to agree with Josephine Ellis, of
Blue Kayak Environmental Consultants, who stated;
this Plan has ‘the modernity of your granny’s tin
cupboard and the greenness of Exxon Valdez’.

What the Plan is seeking to achieve

Question 1; 2.12; p.12

Comment: I support the Council’s commitment to the
principle of allocating brownfield land first wherever
possible. Brownfield sites with outline planning
permission, being land-banked by developers and
allowed to stand, for many years, as derelict wasteland
is unacceptable and damaging to the local
communities.

Support noted.The overall vision of providing an adequate supply of
housing which is well designed and which complements

3040Question 1

the growing economy and which meets the needs of
existing and future residents is supported.

It will be necessary to plan for sufficient housing in
areas where people live and work.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2846Question 1
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will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2841Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2564Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.
The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2718Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2920Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that "By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy" and "be a top location for business
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and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location" is
also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2716Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of  good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Comment noted. Any proposal for a hotel would be
assessed against either existing policies or the Plan
once adopted.

The spatial vision is clear that by 2035 there will be a
thriving economy and that the county will be a top
location for business and tourism, capitalising on its
strategic location. Objective 15 specifically refers to

3127Question 1

the importance of the visitor economy, to strengthen
County Durham’s role as a visitor/ tourist destination
through supporting and enhancing existing attractions
and visitor accommodation.

The provision of high-quality hotel accommodation
clearly has a vital role in sustaining the economy of
the county. Not only through the provision of
accommodation for tourists but also through the
provision of high quality accommodation for those
visiting the area on business. A lack of high-quality
accommodation could therefore have a negative impact
on the economy of County Durham.

As explained in section 2, the Durham Tourism
Management Plan highlights that the county lacks
specific tourist accommodation where there is a visitor
demand, this includes boutique hotels. A prime
example of the lack of accommodation is that during
the 2019 cricket world cup, team hotels include the
Hilton in Gateshead. Figure 5 below, clearly illustrates
the shortage of hotel accommodation in the county.

The allocation of The Hermitage as a location for the
provision of a boutique hotel would support the delivery
of the vision and objectives of the County Durham Plan,
without which, there will remain a severe shortage of
hotel accommodation.

Questions 1 and 2

The vision and objectives of the CDPPO are supported,
particularly the acknowledgement of the importance
of tourism to a thriving Durham economy and the
recognition that the county will be a top location for
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business and tourism.The amendments to the tourism
objective, are particularly welcome. This now
acknowledges the importance of the provision of
tourism accommodation as requested in the
representation to the Issues and Options consultation.

The allocation of The Hermitage as a location for the
provision of a boutique hotel would support the delivery
of the vision and objectives of the County Durham Plan,
without which, there will remain a severe shortage of
hotel accommodation.

Support noted.It is Raby Estates view that the vision is sound and
provides a positive framework to guide the

2925Question 1

development of the County over the plan period. The
following text is particularly welcomed:
“By 2035 County Durham will have a thriving economy,
reducing levels of deprivation, social exclusion and
joblessness with the associated health and quality of
life improvements. It will also be bridging the gap
between its economic performance and that of other
parts of the North East and the rest of England…”.
“…The county will have an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing, services
and community facilities, complementing the area’s
thriving economy and meeting the needs of all existing
and future residents…”.
“…The county’s rural areas will be continuing to play
a vital role in the county’s economy, employment, and
tourism, including through diversification and embracing
the opportunities provided by improved broadband
connectivity..,”.

Support noted.Our client is supportive of the spatial vision for the
County.

3069Question 1

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2508Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham
will have a thriving economy” and “be a top location
for  business and tourism, capitalising on its strategic
location” is also welcomed.

Support noted.Durham County Council has a vision focusing on
securing Durham’s long term economic future,

2511Question 1

encouraging new development by building on the
County’s strengths.
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To meet this vision, it is vital that the appropriate
number of dwellings are built throughout (and beyond
the plan period) to match this proposed economic
growth.

It is noted that in the Vision, County Durham aims to
have a greater choice of good quality homes which
meet the needs of all existing and future residents. As
part of the Spatial Vision, by 2035, County Durham
seeks to create an ‘Altogether Better Durham’.

We support the aspirations and accompanying Spatial
Vision for the County as it is important to reflect the
key challenges facing the County, however, when
meeting the objectively assessed needs for housing
and employment development (and identifying the land
required to meet this need whilst providing the
necessary house types to meet the diverse needs of
existing and future residents), it is vital the development
is spread across the County to benefit the entire County
rather than just specified pockets.

Support noted.Story Homes supports the Council’s spatial vision for
County Durham, and in particular its desire  to  support

2585Question 1

 the  County’s  rural  areas,  as  this  relates  to  our
 development  site  off Stockton Road, Hawthorn.

The Plan includes policies and there is an
accompanying Building for Life Supplementary

Build houses but don’t allow builders to cram them in
like sardines in a can. Wider roads which allow people

2590Question 1

Planning Document which seek to ensure that new
housing is of high quality in terms of design

to park on the roads not on the footpaths or is that the
plan to gain more revenue when it becomes illegal to
park on a footpath like being trialled in Scotland. Bigger
driveway to allow up to three cars, Also think of leaving
land for children to play on & better dog walking
facilities. In fact do completely the opposite of what
you do now !!!

Support noted.2612Question 1 • Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision
for County Durham, in particular, Durham county
comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s
thriving economy and meeting the needs of all
existing and future residents.

• The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will
have a thriving economy” and “be a top location
for business and tourism, capitalising on its
strategic location” is also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2818Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
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of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.

The ambition that "By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy" and "be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location" is
strongly supported by our Client.

The words 'including affordable housing,' have been
added after 'housing'.

The Spatial Vision for County Durham is generally
supported; however it is considered that specific
reference should be made to affordable housing when

2807Question 1

considering the range and choice of housing the plan
aims to deliver to meet the needs of existing and future
residents.

It is right that the Vision mentions the advantages of
the county's location. It does also however mention

TD believes the vision seems to encourage the use of
high-carbon forms of transport (‘capitalising on its

2890Question 1

increased use of public transport and improved routes
for walking and cycling.

strategic location on the A1(M), A19, East Coast
Mainline and close proximity to Durham Tees Valley
and Newcastle Airports’), which is potentially
inconsistent with Objective 17 (Low Carbon - ‘Reduce
the causes of climate change and support the transition
to a low carbon economy...’). We therefore believe that
the Council’s vision appears inconsistent with the UK
Government’s commitment to support the outcomes
of COP 22.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2901Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for

business and tourism, capitalising on its strategic
location” is also welcomed.

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

2903Question 1

comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
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and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Given the county's economic performance it is right
that the Vision has a focus on economic development

This plan can only achieve it's aims in some areas of
the County due to the narrow focus of Economic

2946Question 1

and job creation across the whole of the county.Development.  As a result there will continue to be
areas of deprivation in many communities. However the Vision is also clear that protection and

enhancement of the built, historic and natural
environment is a priority.

The Focus for Economic Development and job creation
is far too narrow and fails to recognise the needs of
the whole county by concentrating on the Al(M) and
A19 corridors and Durham City.

This current plan still fails to take into account the
criticisms raised by a huge number of residents and
the Planning Inspector on that previously submitted
for approval.  As a result of this failure some parts of
North Durham, such as Stanley, which has been in
desperate need of regeneration for more than 20 years
will not benefit by this plan.  As a result it will continue
to be an area of deprivation with higher than the
average of unemployment.

Support noted.Durham County Council has a vision focusing on
securing Durham’s long term economic future,

3014Question 1

encouraging new development by building on the
County’s strengths. To meet this vision, it is vital that
the appropriate number of dwellings are built
throughout (and beyond) the plan period to match this
proposed economic growth.

It is noted that in the Vision, County Durham aims to
have a greater choice of good quality homes which
meet the needs of all existing and future residents. As
part of the Spatial Vision, by 2035, County Durham
seeks to create an ‘Altogether Better Durham’. We
support the aspirations and accompanying Spatial
Vision for the County as it is important to reflect the
key challenges facing the County. Durham Cathedral
as one of its own strategic goals, seeks to promote
excellence in the North East and to increase visitor
numbers and dwell-time in North East England.

However, when meeting the objectively assessed
needs for housing and employment development (and
identifying the land required to meet this need whilst
providing the necessary house types to meet the
diverse needs of existing and future residents), it is
vital the development is spread across the County to
benefit the entire County rather than just specified
areas / settlements.
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Support noted. The Vision is a high level statement,
the detail regarding specific areas is included
elsewhere in the Plan.

The introductory statement provides a well-balanced
vision for economic, social and environmental
prosperity within County Durham by 2035. Of particular
importance and mirroring the key driver behind the

3175Question 1

NPPF is the ambition for “sustainable, balanced and
regenerated communities”.With respect to Edmondsley
this is vitally important. Without sustained economic
growth villages of this size will continue to lose their
sense of place facing the loss of key services and
ultimately population decline.

In respect of the comments made earlier, the spatial
vision should make greater reference to the different
spatial elements of the county as identified by the nine
monitoring areas to ensure the Plan is locally specific.

The role housing can play is recognised in the Plan
but the specific points you raise would be too detailed
for the Vision.

Question 1: The Spatial Vision for County Durham is
generally supported; however it is considered that
specific reference should be made acknowledging the
role new housing can have in improving economic

3211Question 1

performance, by addressing potential barriers to
investment. This would accord with NPPF2 paragraph
81c) and ensure that the plan can be found sound.
This would also align the Vision with part 2 of the
Sustainable Development Statement (page 19), which
states that “development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities. This should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing
which meets identified need and is located in places
where people wish to live.”

Support noted.HCSL broadly support the vision for the County and,
in particular, the intention that by 2035 the County will

3472Question 1

have a thriving economy. HCSL recognises the
importance of further housing delivery in the County
to assist in realising this vision.

Support noted.4.1.1 Question 1 requests comments on the preferred
vision that is contained within the emerging Local Plan.

3531Question 1

The vision and objectives that are set out within the
Plan are preceded by a section entitled “What the
County Durham Plan is seeking to achieve”, which sets
out a positive ambition to build a successful and
sustainable future for the County. This includes
significant focus on the efforts that have been made
in recent years to encourage economic growth and in
particular the successes that have been achieved over
the last nine years that have maximised opportunities
and attracted economic investment. The significant
potential for continued success is made clear to the
reader, as well as the need to improve the prospects
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for people in a County that that continues to “lag behind
national and regional indicators in respect of
employment and wages”. In preparing the Plan, it is
therefore clear that substantial weight should be
afforded to the need to support continued regeneration,
economic growth and productivity.
4.1.2 Gladman largely supports the intentions of the
proposed Spatial Vision. In particular, the clear
ambition for the County to comprise of sustainable,
balanced and regenerated communities, with key
development being located to achieve sustainable
patterns of  development. The focus on the creation
of a thriving economy and sustained economic growth
is also welcomed, together with the aim to support a
range and choice of good quality housing, services
and community facilities.
4.1.3 The vital importance of housing to the economic
success of our cities and regions is highlighted in the
Government’s “Industrial Strategy: building a Britain
Fit for the Future”, November 2017. This includes
reference to the introduction of planning reforms (now
brought into policy through NPPF, 2018) that will
ensure more land is available for housing, and that
better use is made of underused
land in our cities and towns. It also sets out the
challenge to raise housing supply nationally to 300,000
per year before the end of the current Parliament. The
Government wants to support places with ambitious
and innovative plans to build additional homes where
they are needed, and those which will support wider
economic growth. Furthermore, the Government wants
to support greater collaboration between councils, a
more strategic approach to the planning of housing
and infrastructure, more innovation and high quality
design in new homes and the creation of the right
conditions for new private investment.

Support noted.The vision and objectives of the CDPPO are supported,
particularly the commitment to provide communities

3549Question 1

with an accessible, well designed range and choice of
good quality housing, in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns.

Bowburn is a town with a population of around 3,500
with excellent access to a range of services and
facilities, as well as education and employment
opportunities. The allocation of land to the south west
of Durham Road West, Bowburn as a location for new
housing development, would clearly support the
delivery of the vision and objectives of the County
Durham Plan.The site could provide up to 100 homes,
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depending on the site density. The development could
include an element of affordable housing and also self/
custom build properties to meet identified needs.

Whilst the site is greenfield, it is located within the
urban area. In accordance with the requirements of
paragraph 138 of the NPPF, the site could assist the
council to deliver its housing requirement whilst
reducing the need for Green Belt deletions.

Support noted.I am writing to give my comments on the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options document as part of

4203Question 1

the formal consultation process. I welcome the release
of the Preferred Options, as it is vital that a plan is in
place as soon as possible for the county, and the City
of Durham too. My comments will concentrate on the
City of Durham constituency.

Question 1 – Spatial Vision for County Durham

As a broad direction for the spatial strategy for County
Durham, this vision addresses the key points to
consider within the Plan, namely the need for Durham
to have a thriving economy, reduced levels of
deprivation, social exclusion and joblessness, as well
as a well-designed range and choice of good quality
housing.

It is also welcome that the Spatial Vision recognises
the need for sustainable, regenerated and balanced
communities, and acknowledges the need for
accessible green infrastructure and protection for the
natural, built and historic environment of Durham.

The Plan does recognise the importance of the county's
historic environment but it is agreed that this could be

Page 11. para 2.2: We welcome the stated intention
that the strategy seeks to protect and enhance the

4172Question 1

reinforced by the changes you suggest. Therefore the'high quality built and natural environment.' However,
while this may incorporate many elements of the word 'historic' has been added through out the Plan

where the county's environment is being referred to.historic environment. it does not cover all.  For
In terms of our town centres the use of the word historicexample, heritage can be buried archaeology,
was more about how our towns had developed as retailearthworks, or designed landscapes. We would
centres rather than the historic character but to avoidtherefore prefer this phrase to be amended to read '..
confusion and to make it clear that the historichigh quality built, historic and natural environment' This
environment can be an opportunity the word 'historic'phrase 's repeated in a number of areas of the plan,
has been deleted and the following wording added toincluding paragraph 2.16, and we would recommend
the end of the paragraph 'and making the most of theamending all references. This would also bring the

phrase in line with the Spatial Vision. assets that our centres do have such as their historic
character.' The word 'enjoyed' has also been added
before 'protected' in the fourth parargraph of the Vision.

Page 13. para 2.14: It is unfortunate that the plan's
first clear mention of the historic environment alludes
to it as a constraint rather than an opportunity. The
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remainder of this paragraph references aspects where
the historic environment could potentially be a positive
support (for example, the creation of attractive and
welcoming shopping areas, and diversification into
leisure and the night time economy). We would prefer
a more positive tone to the historic environment withm
this paragraph, along with recognition that it could
benefit other areas such as tourism and the locational
decisions made by those investing in the rural economy
and town centres (eg. paras 2.7-2.9).

A minor typo to note in paragraph 2.17: 'roman' should
be 'Roman'.

Page 14. Spatial Vision: While we welcome the
reference to the historic environment within the spatial
vision, the wording could currently be read as
suggesting that the historic environment will only be
protected and enhanced through high standards of
design and sustainability principles. While these
aspects are extremely important, they are just one
element of the 'positive strategy for the conservation
and enjoyment of the historic environment' as required
by the NPPF (paragraph 185). This wording should
therefore be amended.  Further information is provided
within our advice note (referenced above).

Support noted.I commend the County Council for its work to develop
this plan.  In particular I welcome the focus on the

3731Question 1

Economic Development of the County – it is vital that
we attract inward investment and create high-quality
job opportunities for those in our community.

While individual schemes might give rise to local
opposition, it is important that the Council retains its
focus on the strategic level.  It is also clear that having
a Local Plan enables the authority to manage
development – there are significant risks to the County
if such a plan is not in place.

In summary, I endorse the ambition of the Plan “to build
a successful and sustainable future in which all of its
residents have the opportunity to access good housing
and employment in an environment which delivers a
health and fulfilled lifestyle.”

Support noted. The council will continue to work with
Darlington Borough Council as both local plans
progress.

Thank you for consulting Darlington Borough Council
on the County Durham Plan Preferred Options. The
Council is broadly supportive of the Durham Plan and
remains committed to discussing further any
development issues which affect both authorities.

3785Question 1
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Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

3752Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.

The ambition that “by 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Durham City is already an important location for jobs,
the Plan recognises this but also identifies employment
allocations across the county.

4155Question 1 1 Is there an unemployment problem in Durham
City and County Durham? The level currently is
under 5% not much more than the national
average? We guess it is much lower than that in
Durham City. If so why do we need more jobs in
Durham City?

2 The main focus of the Plan seems to be upon
making Durham City the hub for the County’s
economic development.Why is there such limited
wider focus upon alternative social, cultural, and
environmental views of development, equally if
not even more important?

Support noted.3.1. Our Client has a keen interest in the future
development of County Durham and is committed to

3821Question 1

ensuring the CDPPO is prepared on a sound and
robust basis and in particular ensuring that the correct
provision of housing and housing allocations are
provided throughout the plan period to meet the needs
of residents within the County.
3.2. Our Client is supportive of the Spatial Vision and
supports the reference to having an accessible, well
designed range and choice of good quality housing to
meet the needs of all existing and future residents.
However, our Client considers that this vision must be
followed through, specifically in relation to ensuring
that the housing requirement is met in full for the
County and that all relevant aspirations and growth
targets are not promoted in isolation but work together,
particularly in relation to the jobs growth aspirations
and housing targets. This is discussed in further detail
below.

Support noted.Q1 - Spatial Vision for County Durham3982Question 1

2.3 Story Homes support the proposed Spatial Vision
for County Durham and especially welcome the
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aspiration that by 2035 it will have a thriving economy
and be a top location for business and tourism. It is
vital that the County plays its part in realising the
regional economic growth aspirations being pursued
by the North East Local Enterprise Partnership,
particularly given that the County benefits from a key
strategic location in the North East on key transport
corridors such as the East Coast Mainline, A1(M), A19
and close proximity to international airports at
Newcastle and Durham Tees Valley.

2.4 The Council’s commitment to creating sustainable
and regenerated communities, with key development
being located to achieve sustainable patterns of
development, the most effective use of land and
support the vitality and vibrancy of existing centres, is
also welcomed and is consistent with the overarching
aims of the new National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) published in July 2018. The proposed Spatial
Vision reflects the fact that there are clear links
between new housing and economic growth and that
a well designed range and choice of good quality
housing is essential to compliment a thriving economy.

Comment noted.The new National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
for England published July 2018 covers food production
and access to healthier food.

3853Question 1

The new NPPF supports the development and
diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural
businesses (NPPF Para 83). National policy to protect
soils continues and the economic and other benefits
of the best and most versatile agricultural land are
recognised (NPPF Para 170). However, it is for local
councils to decide where new housing should be.
Whilst previously-developed or ‘brownfield’ land should
be prioritised to meet the need for more homes,
planning policies and decisions should recognise the
valuable role of undeveloped land in food production.
(NPPF Para 118).

Community food growing spaces are places which will
meet national objectives for healthy and safe
communities. Community gardens address the issues
listed in the Framework (NPPF Para 91) such as “social
interaction, including opportunities for meetings
between people who might not otherwise come into
contact with each other”, reducing the fear of crime,
enhancing community cohesion and producing “high
quality public space which encourages the active and
continual use of public areas”.
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The new NPPF specifically recognises in planning
policy the role of food in creating healthy communities.
The new Framework (paragraph 91) states that
planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve
healthy, inclusive and safe places which enable and
support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would
address identified local health and well-being needs –
for example through the provision of safe and
accessible green infrastructure, local shops, access
to healthier food, and allotments.

The new Framework supports the role that town
centres play at the heart of local communities access
to food and expects councils “to retain and enhance
existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introduce
or create new ones”. (NPPF Para 85)

The Framework confirms the creation of high quality
buildings and places is fundamental to what the
planning and development process should achieve.
Food Durham looks forward to DCC taking up this
challenge to ensure new housing has sufficient space
for families to cook fresh food and to eat together in
homes on streets with edible planting and communal
gardens. (NPPF para 124)

In our response to the Issues and Options consultation
in 2016 (person ID 1010731) Food Durham
recommended the inclusion of the following sentence
in the Vision:

“County Durham will have a revitalised, viable and
diverse local food system that supports the local
economy and makes available to all a wide range of
fresh, healthy foods that are sustainably produced in
or around County Durham.”

Food Durham objects to the omission of this clause
and would like the spatial plan to be a mechanism for
delivering the ambitions of the County to be a
Sustainable Food County as expressed in the
Sustainable Local Food Strategy 2014 – 2020. Food
Durham is one of only 17 Food Partnerships in the UK
(from a total of 50 network members) to be awarded
a Bronze Sustainable Food Cities Award from the
Sustainable Food Cities Network. This demonstrates
a significant level of activity across six strands involving
multiple partners. Food Durham is actively supporting
the local food economy by its innovative Food Hub.

The benefits of encouraging a more locally based food
system were spelled out in our previous response. In
addition to those mentioned is the strong link to the
tourism sector, where 37% of spend is on food.
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Support noted.The Spatial Vision for County Durham is generally
supported; however it is considered that specific

3901Question 1

reference should be made acknowledging the role new
housing can have in improving economic performance,
by addressing potential barriers to investment. This
would accord with NPPF2 paragraph 81c) and ensure
that the plan can be found sound.This would also align
the Vision with part 2 of the Sustainable Development
Statement (page 19), which states that “development
should deliver economic growth and new job
opportunities. This should be supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing which meets
identified need and is located in places where people
wish to live.”

Support noted.Our Client generally supports the Spatial Vision for
County Durham, in particular, Durham county

3993Question 1

comprising assessable, well designed range and choice
of good quality housing, services and community
facilities, complementing the area’s thriving economy
and meeting the needs of all existing and future
residents.

The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will have
a thriving economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism, capitalising on its strategic location” is
also welcomed.

Support noted. The Vision is a high level statement,
the detail regarding specific areas is included
elsewhere in the Plan.

The HBF generally supports the introductory statement
which states that ‘by 2035 County Durham will have a
thriving economy, reducing levels of deprivation, social
exclusion and joblessness with the associated health

3874Question 1

and quality of life improvements’ and the line that states
there will be a ‘well designed range and choice of good
quality housing, services and community facilities,
complementing the area’s thriving economy and
meeting the needs of all existing and future residents’.
It is, however, considered that the vision could be
improved by greater reference to the different spatial
elements of the county and how they are anticipated
to develop to meet particular issues and aspirations.
The objectives do begin to pick up such issues, but
these should be augmented to ensure the plan is locally
specific and provides a true vision for Durham.

Support noted.It is County Durham Land LLP’s view that the vision is
sound and provides a positive framework to guide the

3875Question 1

development of the County over the plan period. The
following text is particularly welcomed:
“By 2035 County Durham will have a thriving economy,
reducing levels of deprivation, social exclusion and
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joblessness with the associated health and quality of
life improvements. It will also be bridging the gap
between its economic performance and that of other
parts of the North East and the rest of England…”.
“…The county will have an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing, services
and community facilities, complementing the area’s
thriving economy and meeting the needs of all existing
and future residents…”.

Support noted.3.1 The following representations are been made to
the content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred

3638Question 1

Options (2018), forms have been completed and
submitted to the Council with respect to the relevant
paragraph, policy or Evidence Base document.

3.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
each question in the Preferred Options document in
turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

3.3 Question 1 – This is our preferred Vision. Do
you have any comments?

3.4 Our Clients generally supports the Spatial Vision
for County Durham, in particular, Durham County
comprising assessable, well-designed range and
choice of good quality housing, services and
community facilities, complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all existing and
future residents.

3.5 The ambition that “By 2035 County Durham will
have a thriving economy” and “be a top location for
business and tourism, capitalising on its strategic
location” is also welcomed.

The improvements you suggest will be considered as
part of the Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure
Plan.

Further comments follow with regard to the Plan itself
and forward direction for Spennymoor.

Strategic vision - Town Centres and Infrastructure.
 See comments as above.  Currently there is a lack of

3653Question 1

cycle paths to industrial and leisure areas within
Spennymoor and beyond together with safe and secure
cycle bays where residents can leave their cycles to
allow for shopping, leisure or work.

Road infrastructure within the Town Centre would
benefit from a one way system along Oxford Road and
Cheapside, Spennymoor, particularly if the new
supermarket development proceeds to avoid vehicle
offloading problems as currently exist with
supermarkets along Oxford Road that currently have
to reverse into the main road itself.
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The towns of Spennymoor and newton Aycliffe have
been added to the list.

In submitting my comments I am in particular focusing
on the Town and Parishes that I represent
(Spennymoor, Middlestone and Tudhoe) as it applies
to the County Durham Plan.

3644Question 1

First of all it is disappointing that Spennymoor and
Newton Aycliffe are NOT listed on page 12, item 2.8
that states “We also have a number of main towns
such as Barnard Castle, Consett, Stanley, Bishop
Auckland and Crook which all provide a key location
for local and regional businesses contributing to the
employment base and local economy.”

Spennymoor is not mentioned until much later in the
document as a larger town and indeed has a larger
Town Council representing the Parishes of the area.
Given its attraction for large scale industry in the past,
it should still have equal stature as other larger towns
in the area to attract businesses to the area. If it is not
recognised as a major manufacturing centre it will not
be in a position to attract the business developments
that it needs.

Support noted.At its last meeting held on Thursday 12th July 2018
Winston Parish Council considered your County

3708Question 1

Durham Plan Preferred Options documentation.
Winston Parish Council is happy with the preferred
options being proposed and look forward to seeing the
subsequent draft County Durham Plan which will duly
be considered by Parish Councillors.

Response required.Foreword:-3722Question 1

Infrastructure is a key element of the Plan and we need
to ensure that together with the new homes we get the
necessary education, health and social provision as
well as improved transport links. Where are the
improved transport links mentioned?

 One of the county’s biggest selling points, apart from
its people, is the quality of place and life. Our coast,
our dales, Durham City and the Cathedral and our
landscape are all assets which we need to continue to
protect and enhance. – protect & enhance the
landscape when you want to destroy it completely.

All whilst protecting and enhancing the environment in
which we live. – Again protecting & enhancing by
destrying the existing well establishment
countryside.

Health Impact Assessment

2.2 The strategy, by understanding the opportunities
and needs of all our people as well as the towns and
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villages to which they belong, seeks to focus on
delivering more and better jobs; the delivery of a wide
choice of quality homes meeting needs and in locations
that reduce the need to travel and where people want
to live; protecting  and enhancing our high quality built
and natural environment; and ensuring that the key
infrastructure required to support this growth such as
transport, health and education is delivered alongside
any future development.- What area is this talking
about as Consett has no major industry or any sign
of increased job prospects, people have to travel
long distances to get to work via car as the existing
transport links are pathetic.

2.12 In allocating new development there is a need to
ensure that both the site and the essential infrastructure
required to support it are deliverable. Locating jobs in
the most accessible and sustainable locations is a key
objective of the Plan. Similarly allocating housing close
to jobs and services in order to reduce the need to
travel and ensuring that existing services are supported
is fundamental to ensuring sustainable development.
The Plan is also based on the principle of allocating
brownfield land first wherever possible, then utilising
sustainable greenfield sites, only then considering the
release of Green Belt as a last resort and where
exceptional circumstances exist. Indeed, a significant
proportion of the housing required up to 2035 currently
benefits from planning permission or is under
construction. – as per 2.2 above this doesn’t relate
to Consett at al. Consett is 75% a commuter town.l

2.16 Our built and natural environment is as diverse
as the communities that make up the county and
includes a landscape that is celebrated and appreciated
by visitors and residents alike. At Issues and Options
stage it was made clear the extent to which County
Durham residents and businesses value their built and
natural heritage, and the Plan responds to that. A
significant area of outstanding natural beauty, the
Cathedral and Castle World Heritage Site, a heritage
coast and the Durham Dales provide a backdrop to
our towns and villages. Large swathes of high quality
landscape means that you are rarely far from being in
the countryside. Protection of these assets and the
widespread and varied ecology runs right through the
Plan. Protecting these assets by destroying them?

Spatial Vision for County Durham
By 2035 County Durham will have a thriving economy,
reducing levels of deprivation, social exclusion
and joblessness with the associated health and quality
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of life improvements. It will also be bridging the gap
between its economic performance and that of other
parts of the North East and the rest of England. It will
be a top location for business and tourism, capitalising
on its strategic location on the A1(M), A19, A66, East
Coast Mainline, its east/west links and its close
proximity to Durham Tees Valley and Newcastle
Airports. We have no transport links, it can take
1.5hrs at rush hour to get to Newcastle, Durham &
Sunderland.

The county will comprise of sustainable, balanced and
regenerated communities, with key development being
located to achieve sustainable patterns of development,
ensure the effective use of land and reduce our
contribution to climate change and support the vitality
and vibrancy of existing centres. All communities and
businesses will benefit from an accessible, integrated
and sustainable transport system, resulting in increased
public transport use and safe, well used and attractive
cycling and walking routes. Building H19 will remove
our access to existing waking routes & the
countryside meaning we will have to travel by car
to access our local countryside.

The county will continue to be renowned for its diverse
and high-quality natural, built and historic environment.
This will be protected and enhanced by ensuring new
development adheres to high standards of design and
sustainability principles. This will ensure that our
environmental resources are secured in the long-term,
providing for sustained economic growth, a better
sense of place and strong communities. Our
environment, communities, businesses and transport
infrastructure will be capable of adaptation and be
resilient in the face of climate extremes supporting
opportunities to establish a low carbon economy.- As
above this will restrict our access to the
countryside.

Support noted.The ambitions set out through the proposed Vision and
Objectives are broadly supported. In particular the

3729Question 1

economic ambition and commitment towards the
creation of sustainable communities by locating key
new development in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns. It is
however vital that the policies of the CDLP create the
conditions necessary for the County, with Durham City
at its heart, to achieve its ambition to be a top location
for business and tourism that capitalises on the benefits
associated with its a strategic location in the North
East, on the East Coast Mainline, the A1(M), A19 and
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its proximity to regional airports at Durham Tees Valley
and Newcastle.

Durham City is located at the heart of the North East
region, and is an important population centre,
employment location, visitor destination, transport hub
and University City. The City’s population is
approximately 42,000 people and is, therefore,
significantly larger than any other town in the County.

The City is already the main focal point of economic
and cultural activity and stands out as a key economic
driver for the County and wider North East region.
Durham City also has a locational advantage in that it
is close to the main north-south axes of communication
through the North East region, and between the Tyne
& Wear and Tees Valley City Regions.

Durham City has long been recognised as being central
to the future prosperity of the area and as such must
form a central pillar in any growth strategy. The former
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) recognised Durham
City as:

“… one of the Region’s major assets with its Cathedral
and Castle World Heritage Site; a university with an
international reputation for research; a retail centre
serving the surrounding settlements; a popular tourist
destination in its own right; and a service sector
including important public sector employers… The City
will continue to contribute to the Region’s future
prosperity.”

The City is also identified as a ‘Sub-Regional Centre’
in retail terms; the only one in County Durham.

 As the largest and most sustainable settlement within
County Durham, it is appropriate to focus a significant
proportion of new housing and employment
development at Durham City.

Further housing growth must be focused in those
settlements that are considered to be the most
sustainable and provide a range of existing services
and facilities. Such an approach will support and
consolidate the economies of these settlements and
encourage the development of sustainable
communities in which residents have easy access to
facilities and services, without the need to travel.

It is acknowledged that there are significant issues that
have restricted Durham City from fulfilling its full
potential. The realisation of Durham City’s economic
potential in the recent past has been inhibited by:
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• A failure to maximise the potential of the existing
cultural, housing, commercial and environmental assets
which the City has to offer.

 • Diluted targeting of development activity across the
County which has failed to enable the emergence of
Durham as a principal location for economic growth.
• A lack of development activity over many years in
respect of transport, retail, housing and commercial
activity has meant that the role of the City as a main
centre is fragile whilst many other historic cities (e.g.
York) have become generators of growth in terms of
becoming world class cities capable of attracting major
regional, national and international business activity.

In essence, the County lacks a central core around
which a critical mass of investment activity can be
based and upon which further growth can be located.
Durham City has the potential to help bridge this gap
and this, in turn, will provide economic benefits for
other parts of the County. By focusing significant
development at Durham City in addition to a dispersed
pattern of development to specifically support the
sustainability of settlements across the hierarchy, the
CDLP would be proactively seeking to address the
identified constraints, to enable the City to make its
contribution to the future prosperity of the County, as
well as the wider North East region and nationally.The
recent development activity within the commercial core
of the City will need to be assisted by a positive plan
that enables housing growth to support the economic
development of the City.

Support noted. The Vision is supported by the
Sustainability Statement which helpes define what
sustainbility looks like in County Durham.

The following representation is written in response to
the County Durham Plan Preferred Options (2018)
Consultation. It has concern to the village of Southside
and looks to promote land at Moorfields, South Side,

3772Question 1

Butterknowle, Bishop Auckland for a sustainable
housing in the village. The principle of the vision is
commendable and agreed with, though it is felt it should
go further in its definition of sustainability. Many villages
face stagnation, the villages are too small to sustain a
range of services, as such young people are forced to
move away from the areas they grew up in, creating
villages of economically inactive people. The Local
Planning Authority should recognise this problem and
include an ambition to foster rural services via the
inclusion of evidenced development in rural areas.

Support noted.The Plan’s ECONOMIC STRATEGY and ambition is
positive, especially its recognition of Aycliffe Business

3786Question 1

Park (ABP) as an industrial driver of the county.  I
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would be keen to see how the plan will help regenerate
smaller towns and villages.

Comments noted. The word 'leisure' has been added
after 'community'.

The city and towns of County Durham were established
at centres of employment, eg. agriculture, mining,
industry, religion and learning, and grew to service

3800Question 1

those centres. Likewise transport infrastructure
developed to service those centres.

What is the County Plan starts with homes then
progresses to shops businesses and offices. There is
a statement that County Durham is below the national
average for both economic performance and wellbeing
of residents.

The County Plan should start with business, industry
and technological education as priority being the
centres of wealth creation followed by transport links
to and from markets. The housing and retail
infrastructure will follow to service the communities. Is
the economic performance due to lack of knowledge
and experience of entrepreneurship in the Council
Team? Jobs in themselves do not create wealth, it is
the wealth creation that provides jobs. Building houses
does not create wealth but created wealth buys houses.

The main sites for industry will be dictated partly by
history and partly by transport infrastructure. The
capacity of the present infrastructure should be
assessed together with the growth possibilities. Free
flowing efficient transport is essential.

In the north of the county all the main transport links
are north-south and are to the east of Durham City.
A1M, A19 ,A690, East Coast Mainline and Sunderland
-Middlesboro rail line. In addition the Leamside Railway
Line offering a possible commuter link to Sunderland
and Washington has been neglected for too long. The
ports of Sunderland and Seaham offer export portals.

The south of the county has north-south links, A19,
A1M and the rail lines and east west links A689 and
A66M. The ports of Hartlepool and Tees offer export
portals.

These frame the areas for most economic activity.

The area to the West of Durham City has limited
transport links. The towns and villages only have a
limited capacity to expand and should therefore be
targeted for development of on-line business with
super-fast broadband and small artisan workshops.
The potential of the countryside and the byways should
be recognised and preserved and supported for leisure
and tourism.
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The wellbeing of residents should be targeted by
conservation of open spaces and outdoor activities,
walking, cycling, horse riding, water sports. The
preservation of mature trees is essential for public
health, wildlife habitat and new planting should be
undertaken in advance of any destruction . Trees
absorb CO2 and produce oxygen and no mature tree
is of low standard in this respect, the level of current
planting is inadequate. Hopefully the Governments 25
year plan for nature will provide a guide.

The County Plan needs to be more ambitious for
wealth creation and less targeted on council tax
revenue.

Support noted.The ambitions set out through the proposed Vision and
Objectives are broadly supported. In particular the

3824Question 1

economic ambition and commitment towards the
creation of sustainable communities by locating key
new development in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns. It is
however vital that the policies of the CDLP create the
conditions necessary for the County, with Durham City
at its heart, to achieve its ambition to be a top location
for business and tourism that capitalises on the benefits
associated with its a strategic location in the North
East, on the East Coast Mainline, the A1(M), A19 and
its proximity to regional airports at Durham Tees Valley
and Newcastle.

Durham City is located at the heart of the North East
region, and is an important population centre,
employment location, visitor destination, transport hub
and University City. The City’s population is
approximately 42,000 people and is, therefore,
significantly larger than any other town in the County
(County Durham Settlement Study [Durham County
Council, September 2012])

The City is already the main focal point of economic
and cultural activity and stands out as a key economic
driver for the County and wider North East region.
Durham City also has a locational advantage in that it
is close to the main north-south axes of communication
through the North East region, and between the Tyne
& Wear and Tees Valley City Regions.

Durham City has long been recognised as being central
to the future prosperity of the area and as such must
form a central pillar in any growth strategy. The former
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) recognised Durham
City as:
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“one of the Region’s major assets with its Cathedral
and Castle World Heritage Site; a university with an
international reputation for research; a retail centre
serving the surrounding settlements; a popular tourist
destination in its own right; and a service sector
including important public sector employers[1] The City
will continue to contribute to the Region’s future
prosperity.” (Paragraph 2.99, The North East of
England Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy to 2021
[Government Office for the North East, July 2008]

The City is also identified as a ‘Sub-Regional Centre’
in retail terms; the only one in County Durham (Retail
and Town Centre Uses Study: Quantitative Retail Study
Update [GVA, April 2013]).

As the largest and most sustainable settlement within
County Durham, it is appropriate to focus a significant
proportion of new housing and employment
development at Durham City.

Further housing growth must be focused in those
settlements that are considered to be the most
sustainable and provide a range of existing services
and facilities. Such an approach will support and
consolidate the economies of these settlements and
encourage the development of sustainable
communities in which residents have easy access to
facilities and services, without the need to travel.

It is acknowledged that there are significant issues that
have restricted Durham City from fulfilling its full
potential. The realisation of Durham City’s economic
potential in the recent past has been inhibited by:

• A failure to maximise the potential of the existing
cultural, housing, commercial and environmental
assets which the City has to offer.

• Diluted targeting of development activity across
the County which has failed to enable the
emergence of Durham as a principal location for
economic growth.

• A lack of development activity over many years
in respect of transport, retail, housing and
commercial activity has meant that the role of
the City as a main centre is fragile whilst many
other historic cities (e.g.York) have become
generators of growth in terms of becoming world
class cities capable of attracting major regional,
national and international business activity.

In essence, the County lacks a central core around
which a critical mass of investment activity can be
based and upon which further growth can be located.
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Durham City has the potential to help bridge this gap
and this, in turn, will provide economic benefits for
other parts of the County. By focusing significant
development at Durham City in addition to a dispersed
pattern of development to specifically support the
sustainability of settlements across the hierarchy, the
CDLP would be proactively seeking to address the
identified constraints, to enable the City to make its
contribution to the future prosperity of the County, as
well as the wider North East region and nationally.The
recent development activity within the commercial core
of the City will need to be assisted by a positive plan
that enables housing growth to support the economic
development of the City.

Comment noted.I am writing to object to the Preferred Options Plan
2018.

3890Question 1

In the ‘What is the Co Durham Plan’ booklet it says Co
Durham is ‘currently below the national average for
both economic performance and the wellbeing of its
residents’.

Locals here have no trust in Durham CC’s ability to
provide them with the future they want. This has been
proven in the recent past when £600,000 was spent
on public realm improvements, new paving, lighting,
street furniture and planting areas. None of which was
appreciated by Consett residents, especially the light
coloured paving which shows up the chewing gum,
cigarette ends and rubbish even more than the old
paving. Middle Street is even more deserted and
derelict, exacerbated by the expansion of Hermston
Retail Park, and the once very popular market is a
shadow of its former self. The lighting on the A692
between the Morrison’s Roundabout and The Grove
was removed with little regard for the people who walk
to and from the town, but thankfully due to public
demand they have been reinstated – but at great
expense – another project imposed by DCC on Consett
which did not understand our needs or  have our
interests at heart.

The previous Plan was withdrawn and has no status.
The Vision talks about the county as a whole and

I am writing as Chairman of the Project Genesis Trust
in response to the county council's request for

3981Question 1

makes no specific mention to any particular locations.comments on the draft County Durham Plan Preferred
Options, as part of the consultation process. It is clear from other policies in the Plan that although

Durham City is an important location there areFirst of all I would express my deep disappointment at
the wasted opportunity regarding the chance to learn proposals, commitments and site allocations across

the county.from the failures associated with the withdrawn plan
and for the county council to produce a new plan,
inclusive of the whole county, reflecting the needs and
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aspirations of all of our communities to develop and
flourish, rather than a limited Durham City centric plan,
which focuses development and therefore investment
in the City area and transport corridors, leaving the
rest of the county's towns and communities with little
or no physical development allocations.

Even in the foreword to the document, which one would
have expected to at least have paid lip service to
inclusivity, there is a clear focus on the city with no
reference to the importance of other market towns
across the county, their capacity for economic growth
and the additionality which this would bring to the
county overall.

Support noted. It is not the place of this document to
articulate the detail behind the aspiration of the major

TAP supports the general principals covered in this
section, although we feel that tourism and the service

4029Question 1

tourism attractions in the county, as this is the role ofsector industries that support it, need to be recognised
their own master plans or strategies. The Plan shouldas a major industry in the County, as it employs a high

proportion of people. be read as a whole, however additional wording has
been added to Section 2 where appropriate.We also feel that this section needs to articulate the

ambition and vision of some of the major tourism
venues in the area such as TAP, Eleven Arches,
Beamish, Durham Cathedral and coast and
countryside.

With regard this we feel 2.6 should include good
transport links between tourism and cultural venues,
using the road and rail network to develop transport
links for visitors from outside the area, connecting the
coast, Durham City and Durham Vale together, taking
public transport to the centre of towns or close to the
visitor attractions.  Also recognising that the majority
of visitors will come by car, we feel that adequate car
parking needs to be provided close to visitor attractions
and venues. This section should also include clear
signage on major roads in the area, and connectivity
between the ferry port at North Shields and County
Durham via the road network.

In section 2.9, we fully support the ongoing rollout of
broadband, for many of the businesses and individuals
who are employed in the tourism industry. However,
we feel this section significantly misses the point that
the culture and tourism sector has the potential to
become one of the major industries in the County.
There is a shortage of skilled workers in this area, the
development of home grown talent is key to help
County Durham prosper and TAP is keen to see
workforce development  in the cultural and tourism
sector highlight in some way in this section.
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Similarly, with 2.11 we feel this section underplays
tourism as a major employer in the County. When all
of TAPs and Eleven Arches plans come to fruition we
expect to employ in excess of 600 people in our
attractions.

We fully support 2.17, the history of the area is rich
and under played. With the investment, research and
planned development we are undertaking in Bishop
Auckland we hope that we can add value to this.

The council have engaged with communities
throughout the plan preparation process and also work

TAP supports sustainable,  balanced and regenerated
communities,  however, communities need to own this

4030Question 1

with those that are preparing their own neighbourhoodvision.   How Durham County Council engage with
plans.We will be happy to engage specifically with thecommunity groups and organisation will be vital to the
TAP as the Plan moves forward. The Plan should besuccess of this. TAP believes 'Social Development'
read as a whole and all relevant policies (including is key to helping sustainable communities. TAP is
those relating to traffic, transport and parkingdeveloping  its work streams in this area and would be
standards) applied in decision making including for
tourist attractions.

delighted to work with Durham County Council to take
some of this work forward.

With regard objective 15, we believe this objective
should include transport infrastructure to enable the
visitor economy to fully develop. Car Park capacity at
many visitor attractions is inadequate and needs to be
addressed now to be able to cope with  increase footfall
in the future. We feel that visitor car parking needs to
be provided close to the venue, rather than a park and
ride scheme.To support the ambition articulated in the
plan, we would like to see this addressed. We are also
keen to explore transport hubs in towns like Bishop
Auckland - linking  Durham Coast, Durham City and
Durham Vale together,  supporting the growing visitor
economy and enabling residents get to places of
employment easily,  but the key to the success of the
transport system will be taking it to the heart of the
town or close to the visitor attraction.

If the above points are taken into account TAP would
support the Vision and Objectives.
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It would not be possible to use compulsory purchase
orders to force the reuse of empty properties.

Objective 8. Make some sort of compulsory use orders
or purchase orders so that existing property is used
first before building new ones. I don't see this
happening.

75Question 2

The Plan is supported by extensive evidence including
the Spatial Strategy Justification and the Exceptional

Objectives 7,8 and 13 are not achieved by your own
Plan. In the Plan you seek to extensively develop the

106Question 2

Circumstances which set out the reasons for the Plan's
chosen strategy.

Green Belt around Durham City without justification or
exceptional circumstances.Your assessment of
alternative sites has been to brief and not truly
assessed other options.You have not sought to use
other land effectively. In addition, the Plan is too
Durham City centric, dismissing other communities
and towns as second rate. The Plan does not seek to
tackle inequalities in the County.

Support for the objectives noted. In terms of the 'how'
this is set out throughout the Plan in its policies and

These are all plausible goals and ambitions and one
would aspire ones home city to have high aspirations,

269Question 2

allocations. Subject to viability all housingagain my concern is re the "how" which I shall focus
developments across the county will include affordableon later in my response. In terms of visitor economy,
housing. In Durham City this would be 25% of the total.people want to come and visit a City where they can
It is recognised that are some Green Belt in the Plan
but this is only 2% of the total.

park easily and reasonably, I believe that the current
situation re car parking is inadequate. I also feel
aesthetically, more need to be done re North Road and
the bus station activities and behaviours of some of
our people. It's off putting to say the least.

Objective 4 Infrastructure. Really? Nothing has been
produced to inform those responding as to how on
earth this is going to happen in terms of additional
school placements, medical facilities etc I could go on
and on re this point. Not enough detail. Where is the
how to this? 

Objective 3 Housing need. I will deal with this issue
more fully later on in this response, however, I am
disappointed that once again, we see a high
concentration of houses in Durham City, which will not
be affordable to those families we need to attract to
keep our community vibrant or those on lower incomes
wanting to get on the property ladder.

Re Objective 7 Green Belt, this plan does not protect
the green belt and there has been little innovative
discussion about what brown fields are potential
development sites. Why oh why are you not moving
County Hall out of Durham and developing such areas
as the old Finchale training site or the old munitions
storage site? There is the added potential of having a
new railway station there, the infrastructure is already
in place,  which could further support reduced traffic
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from areas such as Newton Hall. A total lack of
innovative thinking. Disappointing, and within this
consultation those responding are totally in the dark
as to what real choices we may have. I would have
been happy to be part of a fuller discussion prior to the
plan being published. It feels like a done deal.

Objective 9 Natural Environment. The Northern Relief
road will cut right across a natural resource with many
protected animals, birds and trees.The Western Relief
Road will seriously impact on protected species such
as kingfishers, water voles, badgers and otters which
we have cultivated on our riverbank on the Browney
River. Additionally, the road will drive right through the
ancient and historic pathway of oak trees, some of
which have been used in the building of Durham
Cathedral. Why do these trees not have TPOs on
them? This is not protection this is annihilation of
protected natural resources.Why have these not been
addressed in the plan? Durham are actively, within this
plan promoting the destruction of the green belt and
natural and protected resources.Work undertaken will
disrupt and potentially kill off protected species. The
noise levels let alone the pollution will have a serious
impact on the natural landscape.

The council are not 'proposing' to increase traffic but
instead are seeking to deliver infrastructure to cope

1 Agree - with the emphasis on "the whole of the
County"

882Question 2

with the increase that the government is projecting will2 Agree - but the need is to take advantage of strategic
locations County wide (e.g  - A1 (M), A66 and A19 happen anyway. Proposing housing in Durham City

will give its residents the best opportunity to takecorridors, near Sea Ports and Airports, near existing
advantage of the city's existing public transport, walkingand viable extended rail links etc.) The CDP states in
and cycling infrastrucre and access to services andthis Objective "sustainable development patterns,
facilities. Subject to viability all housing developmentsincluding means of transport other than the private car"
across the county will include affordable housing. In
Durham City this would be 25% of the total.

- this is totally at odds with the Council's proposals for
large scale housing development in Durham City, large
scale development at Aykley Heads, and relocating
County Hall to The Sands Area within the City Centre
and their proposals for the Northern and Western Relief
Roads. DCC have stated there is a problem with traffic
in Durham at present but are proposing large scale
developments which will hugely exacerbate this
problem - this approach defies logic. DCC are probably
the only Authority in The UK, and possibly in Europe,
who as part of their preferred planning strategy, are
proposing to increase the traffic volumes within their
cities.

3 Agree - However DCC are not showing any
meaningful commitment to delivering housing stock
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County wide, or to affordable housing. Neither do their
Preferred Policies address the need for accessibility.
They are concentrating on promoting unsustainable,
damaging, unimaginative and high value housing (and
other commercial developments) in Durham City.
These developments and housing rely on a large
extent, for accessibility on private cars, and DCC
propose to develop on the Green Belt and harm the
environment in an ill founded strategy to justify this
approach.. DCC are promoting the use of the car,
without any meaningful proposals for encouraging
sustainable or public transport.

4 Agree, but the Preferred Options of DCC are totally
at odds with this Objective in relation to transport and
green infrastructure and in support of development and
ambitions OF THE COUNTY. There is little detail in
the CDP relating to health and education and no
strategy relating to these matters for the proposed large
scale housing developments at Sniperley.

5 Agree, but our Town Centres are in rapid decline and
DCC do not appear have any effective strategies for
reversing this decline.

6.Agree, but CDP preferred options shows little
commitment to these aims.

7. Agree, however, it is obvious that DCC's preferred
options do  not meet this objective. They are actively
promoting development in The Green Belt with ill
conceived proposals for large scale housing
developments which they consider will need a Western
Relief Road constructing, they propose to construct
this in The Green Belt and use this as a wholly
unfounded justification to supposedly demonstrate
"exceptional circumstances" which would allow
development in The Green Belt.

8. Agree, but DCC need to be much more proactive in
promoting the use of Brownfield Sites County wide,
rather than concentrating on promoting development
on Green Field Sites, in The Green Belt and in prime
City Centre locations.

9. Agree, but see comments on (7) above.

10. Agree, however DCC's preferred options (of
development in Durham City Centre with attendant
increase in traffic) would be massively detrimental the
Built and Historic Environment and irrevocably damage
the character of The City.

11.Agree, however the ongoing development at "The
Riverwalk", the proposals for the development at
Milburngate and the New County Hall certainly do not
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demonstrate "the highest quality of design and
innovation" or "reflect local distinctiveness".

12, 13, 14 &15 Agree, but these Objectives need to be
implemented County wide.

16 It would be laughable if it was not so incompetent
and inept of DCC - "ensuring that new development is
located away from areas of flood risk" - so let's relocate
County Hall to The Sands on the Flood Plain of The
River Wear??????

17,18,19 &20 Agree, but DCC show little imagination
and commitment in promoting "sustainable and active
transport"

Support noted.Support the Objectives in principle.142Question 2

Comment noted.As previously stated no one could object to the
objectives within the plan, it is merely the method of
delivery that must be questioned.

128Question 2

The importance of broadband connectivity is
recognised by the council therefore the word 'digital'

The Spatial Vision talks about 'improving the
opportunities provided by improved broadband

183Question 2

has been added after 'education' in the Infrastructureconnectivity' yet there is no reference to this in the
objective to show that this is a key element of the
county's infrastructure.

objectives stated above (with the exception of Objective
9 where this is tagged on at the end and does not seem
to link in with preceding statements) Broadband
connectivity across the whole county should meet
USO standards by 2020 and not just be 'improved'  -
in our area businesses are struggling with speeds of
2.2 Mbps and unless we meet the USO standard we
will still be at a disadvantage.

But better broadband services will have a very positive
impact across nearly all of the Objectives by enabling
the growth of employment in the Knowledge Economy,
facilitate more sustainable communities, reduce the
dependency on cars and help our adaptation to Climate
Change ... and so on. It should not be seen as an
add-on but as an underpinning theme of the Spatial
Vision, Objectives, Policy and Plan if we are to compete
and survive in the Third Millennium

The needs of older people and those with mobility
difficulties is covered by the Housing need and Quality
of Life objectives.

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports the preferred Objectives and
suggests that there should be an extra objective

205Question 2

to provide for the needs of older people and
those with mobility difficulties.

Comment noted.We need a good public transport network. Durham is
very good compared to many areas, but we most think

230Question 2
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about the young and elderly and people without cars.
Encourage people to visit the Durham Dales.

The words 'and improving the resilience of the county's
economy' have been added to the Economic Ambition

Objective 1 should incorporate the requirement to
mitigate the adverse impact of the withdrawl from the

264Question 2

objective. The needs of the vulnerable elderly areEuropean Union, Single Market and Customs Unit
addressed by the Housing need, Tackling Deprivation
and Inequalities and Quality of Life objectives.

identified in all independent reports concerning County
Durham and tNorth East Endland in general.

objective 15 requires incorporation of the needs of the
vulnerable elderly  arising from the demographic
change. Particular attention is required in respect of
the NHS Transformation and Sustainability Plan and
infrastructure associated with the crisis in Social Care

Support noted.Objective 19 is supported and needs to closely refer
to the NPPF 

338Question 2

This issue is too specific for the objectives but would
be covered by the Town Centre objective which seeks
to maintain vibrant town centres.

Objective 5 - 

Instead of having many closed town centre former retail
properties, encourage them to be converted into

300Question 2

low-cost starter flats/homes which should enhance the
appearance of the areas (better than bill-postered
semi-derelict eyesores).

This point is covered by the text relating to addressing
social inequalities the Tackling Deprivation and
Inequalities objective.

Paragraph 91 of the NPPF (2018) says
"Planning policies and decisions should aim
to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe

418Question 2

places…". While inclusivity is mentioned
later in individual policies, it is important
enough to be included in the Objectives. We
suggest Objectives 13 and/or 14 could be
updated to incorporate this.

The Plan includes a number of proposals for
sustainable travel such as the new rail station in

Objectives 2 & 4:- Consett is a commuter town so we
have no choice but to travel by car as the public

441Question 2

Horden and the safeguarding of the Leamside Line.transport links are non existent, a bus takes up to 75
Policies in the Plan also seek to protect the county'sminutes to get to Newcastle. Where are the plans for
built, historic and natural environment and balance thisthe infrastructure changes required for future travel,

such as rail links etc...? protection with the need for new development where
this is necessary.Objectives 9 :- How can you be protecting the

environment by destroying well established fields,
hedgerows & wild life habitats to build houses?
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Objectives 14:- We have a reasonable quality of life
that will be decimated by additional noise, air and water
pollution as well as preventing our easy access to the
beautiful countryside we have on our door step.

Improving GVA is a recognised aim of the council and
the County Durham Economic Partnership so should

Obj 1 - it is worthwhile considering other measures
than just gva which gives no account of service

435Question 2

therefore be recognised in the Plan's objectives. Theactivities where substantial employment exists and can
list of uses was not intended to be exhaustive but tobe further developed.We do not want to disincentivise
make this clear the words 'and other appropriate' haveinvestment in this sector just because it does not

support the target. been added after 'leisure' in the Town Centres
objective.Obj 5 - we must not constrain high street uses to only

those listed, it appears normal commentary that a
change in focus is required which may include for
example more residential uses being appropriate
and/or actual town centre footprints contracting.

The Natural Environment and the Natural Resources
objectives cover the issues raised.

Objective 6 might usefully make reference to the need
to support the rural economy ‘whilst conserving the
natural environment’. We recommend this because a

985Question 2

high quality natural environment fundamentally
underpins the whole economy but the rural economy
in particular.

Objective 9 appears poorly drafted, with the reference
to ‘connectivity’ seeming like an afterthought. The
reference to ‘important natural environment’ is an
inappropriate shorthand for what we think you mean;
it also uses the word, ‘important’, implying therefore
that some things (some species, for example) are ‘not
important’ – this is not the case. This needs rewording
to convey the message that policies and actions will
protect the county’s landscapes, wildlife and geological
heritage and its resources of clean air, soils and water.

Support noted.Tarmac supports the Objectives, specifically Objectives
18 and 19 on natural resources and supply of minerals
respectively.

1022Question 2

Support noted.We support the spatial vision and objectives set out in
the plan. In particular we welcome the inclusion of

1408Question 2

priorities for the natural environment, adaption to
climate change and water, waste and energy.

Support noted.Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1078Question 2

region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
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through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding.Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational, non operational and surplus land.They
act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by producing
and submitting LDF representations to safeguard or
release any operational or surplus land.They also seek
opportunities to redevelop our redundant sites.
Consequently, you will see two separate responses
submitted from Northumbrian Water for this emerging
plan.These responses should be read individually with
an understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

We support the objectives proposed and consider that
all key themes have been comprehensively addressed.
We particularly support objectives 2, 4, 7, 9, 14, 16
and 18, all of which mirror our own principles and
values as the statutory water and sewerage undertaker
for the region.

We are particularly pleased to note Objective 16, which
references the importance of SUDS, as well as stating
that all new  development will be constructed away
from flood risk and shall include integrated approaches
to water management.

Support noted.These objectives sound very positive and reasonable474Question 2

Support noted.We support the spatial vision and objectives set out in
the plan. In particular we welcome the inclusion of

1204Question 2

priorities for the natural environment, adaption to
climate change and water, waste and energy.

The Addressing Housing Need and the Type and Mix
policies seek to ensure that there is not an over

There are a significant number of objectives in the Plan
which directly link to Livin’s Business Strategy. A

701Question 2

concentration of particular house types or tenures,clearer link between the objectives and how the
having regard to the Strategic Housing Marketsubsequent Policies will meet the objectives would be
Assessment, allowing off-site contributions forwelcomed, for example objective 13 refers to
affordable housing where appropriate.The Exceptionsregeneration of communities, but housing-led
policy also allows an element of market housing on
exception sites.

regeneration is not subsequently mentioned in the
remainder of the Plan.

We support the need to improve the rural economy
and promote appropriate new developments in rural
settlements. To ensure that developments are
‘appropriate’ we would like to see a clearer recognition
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within the Plan that some communities within County
Durham have sustainability issues around demand for
existing affordable housing, and building new affordable
housing in some of these communities will have a
further negative impact on the demand and lettings of
older existing stock. We would encourage a planning
process which does not take a blanket approach to the
requirement of affordable housing.

Bringing empty homes back into use in an important
element of making use of the existing stock as included

Obj 2 Whilst encouraging  means of travel without the
private car it is important not to forget the car and
manage its demands as well

509Question 2

in the Housing Need objective. Green Wedges are a
detailed issue and are more appropriately dealt with
in neighbourhood plans.

Obj 3 The targets for dealing with empty housing seem
minimal. It seems a fresh view of this is required
including a clearer understanding of which empty
housing is recoverable for use and if some is past
redemption how this should be managed with due
consideration of affected communities

Obj 4 I agree that infrastructure considerations require
strong engagement with neighbouring authorities, a
prime example being the Darlington northern bypass
on the Aycliffe industrial park

Obj 7 I would like to see protecting the green belt
include protection of green wedges for example those
identified around Newton Aycliffe delivering separation
of the villages at Aycliffe and Middridge. Similarly for
the corrridor around the Woodham Burn.

Obj 11 Please include Design in its broadest sense
and where appropriate allow some outstanding
innovation.

The words 'and improving the resilience of the county's
economy' have been added to the Economic Ambition
objective.

My only comment on the Preferred Options for the
County Durham Plan (CDP) in GENERAL is with
regard to Objective 1 (on Page 15), which sets out an
entirely worthy Economic Ambition. My only concern

562Question 2

is that Brexit, particularly a ‘No Deal’ Brexit, is likely to
LIMIT its achievement. The remainder of my
Comments are with regard to Policies which will
specifically affect Middridge Parish where I live.

I have no Objection to Housing Allocation H31 (on
Page 54) in Middridge Parish, as this is simply a
repetition of the existing allocation of this Site for
Development in the current Local Plan, a saved Version
of the Sedgefield Borough Plan (SBP), and this Site is
currently the subject of a Full Planning Application.
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The Definition of an Area as ‘Built-up’ or ‘Countryside’
is covered by two parts of the CDP:-

1 Paragraph 115 (on Page 69) defines a ‘Built-up
Area’, which thus comes under Policy 7
(Development on Unallocated Sites in the Built-up
Area).

2 Paragraph 65 (on Page 87) defines ‘Countryside’,
which thus comes under Policy 11 (Development
in the Countryside).

However, the DEFRA Rural Urban Classification Map
(on Page 84) gives a DIFFERENT view of the Rural
and Urban (‘Built-up Area’) Classifications. As an
example, the DEFRA Map shows Middridge Parish as
part of the Newton Aycliffe ‘Urban City and Town’
Classification. In fact Middridge Parish is almost entirely
Rural, and we have been assured that we would be
classified by DCC as ‘Countryside’. Hence I find this
Map CONFUSING, and would suggest that some
CLARIFICATION is desirable.

Moreover, I am concerned about the Fields in
Middridge Parish which are North of Cobblers Hall
Plantation, and to the immediate West of the Newton
Aycliffe Boundary Road (the extension of Greenfield
Way called Middridge Road), which we understand a
Developer has an Option to Purchase. Is there any
danger of this Land being considered as on “the Edge
of a Settlement” i.e. Newton Aycliffe, and thus coming
under Policy 7, rather than Policy 11?

I am also concerned to ensure that there is adequate
Protection against uncontrolled Urban ‘Sprawl’, and
the Maintenance of the Separateness of Towns and
Villages. Whilst the CDP provides some such
Protection, Policy E4 of the SBP provides SPECIFIC
Protection by its definition, and identification, of what
it calls “Green Wedges”. In my opinion the CDP would
be much STRONGER and CLEARER in providing
such Protection, if it also included something akin to
these “Green Wedges”. The obvious answer would be
to define new Areas of ‘Green Belt’, but I understand
from Paragraph 5.181 (Page 123) that the Government,
through the NPPF, basically considers that England
has enough ‘Green Belt’. Consequently if this, or
something akin to “Green Wedges”, prove impossible,
I know who to blame!

NOTE – I am a Member of the Middridge
Neighbourhood Plan (NP) Working Group, and we are
endeavouring to address these Issues in our NP.
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All objectives are equally important, the order is not an
indicator of priority.

Need to explicitly clarify whether the order of these
objectives indicates priority or whether they have equal
priority

601Question 2

The Sustainbale Communities objectives reflects the
Plan's Sustainability Statement and spatial strategy of

The Plan is clear that by 2035 the County will have an
accessible and well designed range of housing which

726Question 2

the Plan.The Plan also acknoweldges the interactions
with neighbouring authorities.

is of high quality complementing the area’s thriving
economy and meeting the needs of all future and
existing residents.

The County’s rural areas will continue to provide a vital
role in the vision and objectives of the Plan and in order
to do so, ensuring the delivery of rural housing sites
that are attractive to the market will be a key factor in
the delivery of this vision.

The objectives recognise that promoting development
in smaller settlements will ensure that their vitality and
viability is supported. Development in villages such as
at the proposed site can also play a part in improving
sustainability, by supporting local facilities and services.

It is agreed that the County’s rural areas will continue
to play a role in this. Objective 2 is supported because
housing must be located where it can be supported
and where it in turn supports the viability of services.
However, it should also be a goal to proactively seek
to improve the sustainability of settlements by the
provision or enhancement of services and housing
sites is one way of achieving this where there may also
be opportunity to both support existing services but
provide land or funding to improve, expand or provide
additional new shops or facilities.

Objective 3 is supported thought it is also right that the
housing need should be met by a variety of sites of
varying scale in locations where people want to live.
Whilst it is considered that the County comprises one
Housing Market Area, the important interactions with
other areas should be acknowledged and assessed.
Given the close proximity of Gainford to Darlington,
the Council should ensure that when defining the
distribution of development across the County, this
relationship is fully recognised. Gainford has an
important role in supporting the delivery of housing
within a sustainable location across two Housing
Market Areas, greatly assisting in addressing a recent
acute shortage of housing in that Borough.

In terms of the rural economy, objective 6 seeks to
support and improve the rural economy by encouraging
diversification, retaining and enhancing key facilities,
infrastructure and services whilst promoting appropriate
new development in rural settlements. We contend
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that there will not always be opportunity to meet the
needs of rural communities within settlements, and
there should be parameters for suitably proportioned
new development adjacent to settlements where they
relate well to the existing built form and do not harm
the rural character of settlements.

In addition to Aykley Heads the Plan identifies
employment allocations across the county. The

Objective 1. Suggests developing the whole county
which differs from current proposals to generate 6000

781Question 2

proposal to reduce the number of lanes on Milburngatejobs at Aykley Heads and a further 1000 in the city
would only happen when the additional capacitycentre when such jobs are much needed in the
provided by the Northern Relief Road is realised. Thesurrounding towns and villages. The creation of so
Plan is supported by extensive evidence including themany jobs triggers many other demands on the city
Spatial Strategy Justification and the Exceptionalinfrastructure which seems to be working against other
Circumstances which set out the reasons for the Plan's
chosen strategy.

stated objectives to reduce city centre traffic and
improve air quality.

Objective 2. seems to relate to things like cycle lanes
and my comment relates to information provided at
one of the consultation meetings where a Council
Official informed me of the intention to reduce
Milburngate bridge down from 4 traffic lanes to 2 so
that cycle lanes can be created. This sounds absurd
given the additional traffic that would be created by
6000 jobs on Aykley Heads and 1000 at a new County
Hall on the riverside suggesting that the Council have
not learned anything from previous proposals rejected
out of hand due to ill thought out and unnecessary
proposals.

Objective 3. appears to be another attempt to build
thousand of houses on green belt areas around
Durham destroying its unique character and I have to
wonder if this concept is driven by the need to raise
money from housing developers to pay for other
unnecessary and unwanted schemes.

Objective 7. is misleading as it is clear that Durham
Council have previously had plans to build on the
greenbelt thrown out however they persist to generate
plans to continue to utilise this protected space.

Objective 8. differs considerably from the proposed
plans to move County Hall to the riverside when there
are plenty of cheaper alternatives available outside the
city limits which would help reduce traffic and pollution
within the city centre.

Objective 9.  It is easy to say that protected areas are
important however evidence of the Councils plans
contradict this totally and it is clear that they will change
the rules as they see fit and pay no heed to residents
wishes.
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The words 'best and most versatile agricultural land'
has been added to the Natural Resources objective.

Obj 6 should specifically mention the need for soil
sustainability, which will have a major benefit of the

753Question 2

The word 'appropriate' has been added afterhealth of surface water bodies and on groundwater
quality. 'promoting' in the Adaptation to Climate Change

objective. The word 'and sustainable' has been added
after 'acceptable' in the Natural Resources objective.

Obj 10: The Wear River system is a natural asset and
is iconic flowing past Durham Cathedral. Should be
referenced.

Obj 16: SuDS to be suitable for local conditions. Risk
to groundwater if wrong SuDs used in permeable
landscapes. Areas of thin glacial drift equating to areas
of high permeability/risk of groundwater contamination
are available and should be referenced.  Could
reference Topsoil here.

Topsoil can be summarised: to more fully
understand interactions between surface water,
including river channels and direct infiltration
through soils, and (mainly) near surface
groundwater and from groundwater to the surface
(flushes and springs), particularly focussing on
mitigation of pollution risks and pathways. Utilise
Topsoil learning to directly inform practical
management of the land and water environment
and the development of policy.

Suggest “integrated approach to land and water
management”

Obj 18: suggest “acceptable and sustainable use of
the County’s resources”. See Obj 16 above

Although only specifically mentioned in two objectives
many of the others also address the needs of young

The voice of Children and Young People does not
come through in this Plan.

793Question 2

people such as the Infrastructure (particularly digitalParagraph 2.1 says ‘The ambition for County Durham
is to build a successful and sustainable future in which and green infrastructure), Town Centres, Built and

Natural Environment, Tackling Deprivation objectives.all of its residents have the opportunity to access good
The need for support is recognised but it is right thathousing and employment in an environment which
a Plan for the future promotes aspiration among our
residents including young people.

delivers a healthy and fulfilled lifestyle’. This ambition
will be of most value to our up-coming generation of
young people.

In the 20 Objectives (section 3), children and young
people are only mentioned twice.  Once, under
housing, as part of a list of many different groups and
again under ‘raising aspirations’. This second one I
find particularly concerning as we are learning that just
talking about aspiration and high expectations, without
balancing with support, understanding and reducing
stress, is having an effect on the mental health of our
children and young people.  It is vital that the Plan
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reflects what our young people want from their planned
environment – this should be reflected throughout the
document.

The Natural Resources and Supply of Minerals
objectives. The NPPF requires the council prepares

Objective 17: Low Carbon is noted and expected as a
consequence of UK Climate Change commitments

1386Question 2

planning policies for minerals of national and localfrom the 2015 Paris Agreement but the detail in the
importance, which in County Durham includes coal.Plan below does not match this Objective. It is
Without a policy on surface mined coal the Countyexpected that, Climate Change deniers aside, that
Durham Plan would be silent on this form of energybetween 2018 and 2035 much more will be needed in
development and the presumption in favour ofMitigation and therefore the Plan needs to be bolder
sustainable development in paragraph 11 of the NPPF
would then apply.

and have more detail. For example the Plan still refers
to coal extraction (by opencasting) in an ever reducing
market, whilst it fails to explain how it will create and
environment where local communities will benefit from
renewable energy especially wind (when the NE is a
leading region) and how it will work with local
communities to create a more positive atmosphere for
wind generation. Nor does the Plan examine solar
energy potential where Durham could lead in innovative
policies for employing technologies. For example
requiring that solar (and other energy conserving
methods) be a requirement for all new household and
commercial build in the County. There is significant
opportunity within Planning the regime to require such
things integrated into all new build.

Meanwhile the Plan seems to accept the need for
destructive coal extraction, contrary to Objective 17
and UK commitments.

Similarly Objective 18: Natural Resources although it
seeks to protect AND enhance there is a contradiction
as it seems to state that coal extraction can be
environmentally acceptable against one of the Plans
Key Priorities around Climate Change.

In light of the comments just made and Objective 19:
Supply of Minerals, how continued support of Durham
County Council of coal extraction matches with the aim
of 'within the principle of sustainable development'
needs to be examined further.

Support noted.The vision and objectives of the CDPPO are supported,
particularly the acknowledgement of the need to

964Question 2

provide communities with an accessible, well designed
range and choice of good quality housing, in locations
which offer the best opportunity for sustainable
development patterns.

The allocation of land off The Meadows, Middridge, as
a location for new housing development, which would
include an element of affordable housing and could
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also include self/ custom build properties, would clearly
support the delivery of the vision and objectives of the
County Durham Plan.The site would provide 27 homes
that could be delivered early in the plan period. It would
be highly attractive to the market and would provide
flexibility and choice.

Support noted. The objectives are intended to work
together as a whole.

Q2 – Objectives

We are supports objective 1 “Economic Ambition” but
would encourage the Council to ensure that economic

1113Question 2

aspirations and targets are closely linked to other
objectives such as new homes and infrastructure as
they are not mutually exclusive and can only be
achieved when considered jointly.

We also support objective 2 “Sustainable Communities”
and the aim to locate development in sustainable
locations allowing for such development to be
supported by a high quality environment, services and
infrastructure and that this new development helps
support Durham’s towns and villages.We believes that
new development provides the opportunity to enhance
the vitality of settlements and improve the quality of
accommodation and the environment in which people
live.  An increase in choice and availability of new
homes reduces inequalities and can increase the
wellbeing of residents.

We fully support objective 3 “Housing Need” and would
encourage the Council to ensure that sufficient
sustainable locations for new housing development
are identified within the CDP so as to ensure that the
correct types and choice of new homes can be
delivered. Effectively the CDP must provide a robust
planning framework to meet the projected growth
aspirations of the Council.

Support for Objectives 2 and 3 noted. The Exceptions
policy allows affordable and market housing adjoining

It is agreed that the County’s rural areas will continue
to play a role in this. Objective 2 is supported because

1148Question 2

settlements to meet needs and support existing
services and facilities.

housing must be located where it can be supported
and where it in turn supports the viability of services.
However, it should also be a goal to proactively seek
to improve the sustainability of settlements by the
provision or enhancement of services and housing
sites is one way of achieving this where there may also
be opportunity to both support existing services but
provide land or funding to improve, expand or provide
additional new shops or facilities.

Objective 3 is supported thought it is also right that the
housing need should be met by a variety of sites of
varying scale in locations where people want to live.
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In terms of the rural economy, objective 6 seeks to
support and improve the rural economy by encouraging
diversification, retaining and enhancing key facilities,
infrastructure and services whilst promoting appropriate
new development in rural settlements. We contend
that there will not always be opportunity to meet the
needs of rural communities within settlements, and
there should be parameters for suitably proportioned
new development adjacent to settlements where they
relate well to the existing built form and do not harm
the rural character of settlements.

The word 'culture' has been added after 'leisure' in the
Town Cetnre objective.

For greater flexibility and conformity with the definition
of town centre uses articulated by the NPPF (2018),
we recommend revision of Objective 5 as suggested
below:

1182Question 2

Maintain a clear hierarchy of vibrant, diverse and
distinct retail centres that are the focus for commercial,
retail, cultural and leisure uses.

We welcome and support the caveat included within
Objective 8 that re-use of land and buildings should
not undermine social value. We also welcome and
support the protection afforded to social and cultural
facilities within Objective 14.

The words' through securing net gains wherever
possible and' have been added after 'including' in the

We generally agree with the objectives but have a
couple of comments on specific points.

1347Question 2

Natural Environment objective to reflect changes toObjective 2: Sustainable Communities - we would
welcome inclusion of natural capital growth and how the NPPF. Applying the objectives as a whole would

address the other specific issues raised.development can contribute to this alongside the
performance of towns and villages

Objective 9: Natural Environment - we suggest that a
mention is made of the ambition of an overall net
positive impact is made here.

Objective 11: High Quality Design - we would welcome
the inclusion of biodiversity considerations within the
high quality design objectives. New housing
developments and the houses themselves should be
designed to integrate space for both wildlife and
people, as well as reducing carbon emissions and
minimising water use. There is also the need to
promote resource efficient through sustainable design
and construction techniques including the use of
sustainable local materials.

Objective 13: Tackling Deprivation and Inequalities -
we welcome the recognition of environmental
inequalities as a key element of this objective.
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Objective 14: Quality of Life - we would like to see a
recognition of the role of everyday exposure to nature
in improving quality of life, as well as the provision of
green infrastructure.

Support noted.Q2 We would suggest that in the spirit of the NPPF
that the Local Planning Authority will also work

2217Question 2

pro-actively with residents and communities to ensure
that the development will improve the economic, social
and environmental conditions for them and not just
applicants. We agree with the principles in paragraph
1 and 3 and that the right type of homes in the right
places is a priority given the demographics of people
aged 60 and over will more than double its current
level.

Response required.Objective 5, Tackling Deprivation and
Inequalities. Ferryhill should be highlighted as not only

3337Question 2

one of the major centres for regeneration but the
priority centre with the re-introduction of the Masterplan
for Ferryhill Station and Dean Bank, which are areas
of high deprivation. These areas have been neglected
by Durham County Council and the lack of funding is
unacceptable to the Council.

The points raised are addressed in the Effective Use
of Land, Infrastructure and Adaptation to Climate
Change objectives.

NECTAR is supportive of the listed objectives as
worded, save for the following suggested
modifications:-

1855Question 2

(i)  Objective 3 re Housing Need: add the words “and
brown field sites” at the end.

(ii) Objective 8 re Effective Use of Land: add the words:
“Ensure that development is built at a sufficient density
to minimise unnecessary urbanisation and maximise
accessibility by sustainable modes of transport, while
maintaining amenity and townscape.”

(iii) Objective 15 re Visitor  Economy: amend to read:-
“Strengthen Co Durham’s role as a visitor/tourist
destination through supporting and enhancing existing
attractions including the means of accessing them,
visitor accommodation, townscapes, landscapes and
the historic and natural environment”.

(iv) Objective 16 re Adaptation to Climate Change:
suggest a wording modification to include reference to
the threat from very hot weather e.g. in relation to care
of livestock and to fire prevention near woodlands or
on moorland areas.

The Supply of Minerals objective already refers to,
'meet society's needs and ensure a steady and

The objectives are largely supported. However we
would comment as follows: Objective 1: Economic

1516Question 2
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adeqquate supply……'. The wording of the Waste
Management objective has been amended to recognise
that value can be recovered from waste.

Ambition. This objective refers to ‘creating more
and Better jobs’. However as already noted there is no
definition included of what constitutes a better job. In
this context we would point out that the minerals
industry provides highly skilled, long term jobs in rural
areas.

Objective 19: Supply of Minerals. This objective is
supported but could be improved by including a
statement which recognises the importance of minerals
in delivering the other objectives of the Plan.

Objective 20: Waste Management. This objective is
supported but could be Improved by including a
statement which recognises that waste can be
considered a valuable resource which can be
re-used in the restoration of mineral workings.

Comment noted.I support the high-level objectives in general terms,
but disagree with how the Council has chosen to

2246Question 2

interpret or apply them in some of the draft policies,
as indicated by subsequent answers.

Proposing housing in Durham City will give its residents
the best opportunity to take advantage of the city’s

Objective 2: This will not be met by building 1,900
‘expensive’ (Council Officers at Public Meetings

2371Question 2

existing public transport, walking and cyclingSummer 2018) houses at Sniperly given the Council
infrastructure and access to services and facilities.assumption these will be for those employed mainly
Developers are required to provide affordable housingat the County Hall Business Park site it is highly
unless they can provide robust evidence that this wouldunlikely such home owners would either walk or bicycle
not be viable. Policies in the Plan also seek to protectto work in the winter months or when the weather was

inclement leading to greater levels of traffic congention. the county's built, historic and natural environment and
balance this protection with the need for new
development where this is necessary.

Objective 3: This will not be met given the recent (July
2018) direction by the relevant Minister of State that
developers are free to ignore the 10% (min) affordability
criteria if their profits would be affected and the poor
response of Local Authorities in general in defending
agreed Section 106 levels with developers.

Objective 7 & 9: These will not be met given the
proposed developments at Sniperly and the Northern
Relief Road proposed route which will negatively
impact ancient woodland and SSSI’s at Brasside
(against existing County policy).

Objective 10 & 15: These will not be met through the
over-development of Durham City as a city of modern
new large buildings with a very small inner-core of
three medieval/victrian streets and the peninsula World
Heritage Site

Although only specifically mentioned in two objectives
many of the others also address the needs of young

The first comment must be the noticeable lack of an
EDUCATION policy or strategy within the Plan for the

1607Question 2

people such as the Infrastructure (particularly digitalyoung people of our county. The word “EDUCATION”
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is only mentioned in Objectives 4 and 12 on Page 15,
DCC LEA need to initiate a  policy and strategy related

and green infrastructure), Town Centres, Built and
Natural Environment, Tackling Deprivation objectives

to Secondary school and 6th. Form provision.
Spennymoor now has only 1 x secondary school,
recently classed by Ofsted as inadequate and now no
6th. Form provision! For a population of 27,000 +
residents this is unacceptable related to nurturing the
aspirations of the young people of our town, they are
being let down badly currently.

Raising aspirations for young people is mentioned
within the Plan but again there is no policy or strategy
as to how this will be achieved ie. Skills training,
apprenticeships, greater links with colleges, local
employers and businesses etc!

In terms of the how the objectives will be deliver this
is set out throughout the Plan in its policies and

Again I agree with the objectives but how/who is going
to drive these objectives to actually make them happen

1613Question 2

allocations. The Developers Contributions policy willwithin the stated time frame ie. Ref. Objectives 2,3,4
ensure that developers will be required to contribute&5, none of these have been achieved in Spennymoor,
to infrastructure to mitigate the impact of their
development.

despite high numbers of new homes being built and
the extensive New Homes Bonus paid by Government
to DCC no NHB has been invested in improved
infrastructure in Spennymoor apart from “stick –on “
classrooms to existing Primary schools. Why has the
NHB not been spent on the inadequate Spennymoor
Infrastructure to date, to cope with all the new homes
that have already been built?

Support noted.I am glad to have the opportunity of commenting on the Durham County Plan: Preferred Options document which I welcome as an
improvement upon the earlier Plan.

2419Question 2

I hope that the 2018 Plan can be further improved to the extent necessary for it ultimately to be accepted as adoptable.

In welcoming a much improved plan I wish to record my support for  
• Spatial Vision  
• Plan Objectives  
• Sustainable Development Statement  
• General Development Principles 
• Plan Policies in General (excluding Policy 17.1)  

Support noted.Whilst in principle supporting all the objectives from
1-20 in the plan, I would specifically mention the
following as being particularly important to LAF:
Objective 7: Green Belt. The LAF totally supports the
vision of the County Council set out in this objective.

2045Question 2

Objective 9: Natural Environment. The LAF totally
supports this aim.
Objective 16: Adaptation to climate change. The LAF
totally supports this aim.
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The restoration of minerals sites will be addressed by
a policy in the future Minerals and Waste Development

Paragraph 2.15 considers the significance County
Durham’s natural resources with nationally significant

2241Question 2

Plan Document. The Natural Environment objectives
addresses enhancement.

mineral resources, stating “The Plan must protect these
resources, ensuring that we contribute positively to the
wider economy whilst at the same time protecting areas
of particular importance and
sensitivity. This balance can sometimes be difficult
however our policies reflect an understanding of the
impacts of mineral extraction on communities and the
environment.”
The RSPB is disappointed that there is no strong
commitment or detailed guidance within the Plan on
the restoration of former mineral sites. Please see our
further comments on Objective 16 and Policies 49/50.

Paragraph 2.16 considers the diversity and significance
of County Durham’s built and natural environment.
The RSPB welcomes that the Plan seeks to protect
the ‘high quality landscape’ and ‘varied ecology’. We
would like to see an ambition to enhance these assets.
We would also like to see specific mention of the
internationally important nature conservation sites in
this section. These amendments would align detail on
what the plan is seeking to achieve with the Spatial
Vision and Objectives – particularly Objective 9.

The RSPB welcomes the vision that the natural
environment will be protected and enhanced.
We would like to see wording expanded in this section
to include a commitment regarding restoration of
mineral sites. Please see our further comments on
Objective 16 and Policies 49/50.

Objective 9 states:
Natural Environment - Protect, enhance, maintain and
manage the county’s locally, nationally and
internationally important natural environment, including
through protecting connectivity. The RSPB welcomes
this vision. We would like to see this vision being more
clearly defined within individual policy wording.

Objective 16 states:
Adaptation to Climate Change - Adapt to the impacts
of climate change and extreme weather conditions by
promoting sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDs)
in new developments, promoting sustainable land
management and conservation including protecting
habitats such as woodland and peatland, ensuring that
new development is located away from areas of flood
risk, with an integrated approach to water management
across all areas and encouraging appropriate building
and infrastructure design and through the restoration
of minerals and waste sites.
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The RSPB welcomes that the Plan includes policies
to mitigate and adapt to climate change. Please see
our further comments on Policies 35-39. We also
welcome that wording includes an objective to restore
minerals sites – although please see our further
comments regarding Policies 49/50.
With regards to protecting habitats such as woodland
and peatland we would like to see policy wording that
promotes expansion of such habitats.

The Plan explicitly recognises the importance of the
minerals industry in paragraph 5.473 of the Preferred

Obj 1 - Economic Ambition. The Council makes
reference to “better jobs” No definition of “better jobs”

1698Question 2

Options. However, mineral extraction is not now a keyis provided in the plan.The minerals industry provides
employment sector in County Durham. The council'shighly skilled jobs often in remote areas. The Council
Employment Land Review has undertaken a sectorshould qualify what it means by “better jobs” and

recognise the value of the minerals sector. analysis and advised that this sector has low
representation and low growth. In 2014, the last yearA2. We seek clarification on the term “better jobs” but

are largely supportive of the objectives information was available only 467 jobs were employed
in mineral working in County Durham (Business
Monitor, PA1007 Mineral Extraction in Great Britain).Obj 18 - Natural Resources - We support the

Objective. No amendments necessary

Obj 19 - Supply of Minerals - We strongly support this
Objective - No amendments necessary

It is accepted that some trips will always be made by
the private car however the use of modes should be

I think objective 2, as drafted, could be construed as
opposing use of the private car, rather than also

1476Question 2

encouraged. Locating new housing close to existingencouraging other types of transport. I think use of the
job opportunities is a sustainbale approach but it isprivate car is always going to be the only practical
agreed that this must also recognise the places where
people wish to live.

means of many people getting to work or to retail and
leisure outlets, and the concept of building huge
numbers of new houses near workplaces rather than
where people want to live and expecting people to
move is unrealistic and potentially damaging to
commuter communities. I think 'including means of
transport other than the private car' should be removed.
Building a new house near a workplace will have a
more detrimental impact on the environment than
someone commuting a few miles to work! Otherwise
the objectives as written are not particularly
contentious, with the devil being in the detail.

The Economic Ambition objective is one of many and
the order in the Plan does not mean that the others

We remain concerned that the only measure of
progress specifically cited is that of GVA (a measure

1464Question 2

are less important.This is reflected throughout the Planof economic growth) in Objective 1. We would like to
and recognises the balance that must be madesee the inclusion of a measure of progress that more
between new development and its impact. Support forbroadly relates to quality of life, such that economic
the Design objective noted. The Sustainable Designgrowth does not outweigh all other objectives. See
policy has been amended to include an ambition for
zero carbon buildings.

Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a
21st Century Economist , by Kate Raworth.
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We support inclusion of objective 11 - High Quality
Design and note its states that all new development
should be low carbon. We are very disappointed that
this objective is not reflected within Policy 31, as
Building for Life quality standard does not meaningfully
address energy efficiency.

It focuses on the wider streetscape rather than the
construction of individuals housing units. We are
concerned that Objectives 16 and 17 in relation to
Climate Change seem in direct contradiction to
Objective 1 - increasing GVA, Objective 4 -
Infrastructure (road building), Objective 11 - High
Quality Design (this does not require high standards
of energy efficiency in new build) and
Objective 19 - Supply of Minerals (supporting continued
exploitation of coal).

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2119Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035 

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

1941Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Hellens considers that the objectives are sound. In
respect of its land interests within the County, Hellens

2475Question 2

particularly welcomes and supports Objectives 1, 2
and 3.

Reference to natural capital has been added to the
Natural Environment and Quality of Life objectives.

Objectives While generally we have no comment on
these, we do make the following comments

1594Question 2

Objective 3 Housing Need – we support this objective
in principle and are pleased that the Council has
adopted the Standard Method for calculating the
Objectively Assessed Need.We do have some specific
comments however that we will make in relation to the
relevant Policy

Objective 4 Infrastructure – again we support the
requirement to ensure infrastructure is delivered as
development takes place. We represent however that
transport should include a reference to sustainable
transport and that green infrastructure should be
extended to include Natural Capital. We will address
this further in relevant policies below.
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Objective 14 Quality of Life – as with Objective 4,
we represent that Natural Capital should be included
here with Green Infrastructure

Objective 19 Supply of Minerals – While in general
we have no comment on this objective, we note that
in Objective 20 (Waste Management) there is a proviso
that human health and the environment should be
protected. We represent that there should be a similar
objective here

Support noted.We strongly support Objective 3, acknowledging the
need to deliver new, high quality housing to meet the
needs and aspirations of County Durham’s residents.

2090Question 2

Comment noted.Objective 4 Infrastructure and Objective 2 Sustainable
Communities - Traffic Jams Through Oxhill and East
Stanley at peak times

2218Question 2

- Radio Newcastle Traffic reports on slow moving traffic
on many occasions – highlighting Stanley as a problem
area. No other site in County Durham is highlighted
and this is detrimental.

- Oxhill Nursery, East Stanley Primary and North
Durham Academy are all sited on this route which is
not sustainable or healthy for our young people

Policies and proposals throughout the Plan address
tourism, the environment, town centres and parking

Objective 1 – Economic Ambition, Objective 5 Town
Centres, Objective 5 Town Centres, Objective 9 Natural
Environment.

2222Question 2

which all apply to Stanley as well as the rest of the
county.Stanley to develop its heritage links to Beamish

Museum, Beamish Hall, Tanfield Old Railway, Causey
Arch.

Little reference to the 800,000 visitors to Beamish
Museum in the plan or the Protected Historic and
Protected Special Sites around Stanley.

Stanley could maximise its location if investment and
thought was given to a specialist approach to revitalise
the Town Centre as an extension to Beamish Museum
and the other specialist sites. Independent traders DH9
Café, White Room Gallery, Durham Trains of Stanley
can be added attractions.

With new retailers coming to Stanley – Home Bargains,
Aldi and McDonalds, Stanley Town Centre needs clear
and defined walkways / places to meet / café culture
so that the Front Street benefits not “dies” from these
incoming investors. Infrastructure is required to build
upon current developments. Consider public transport
from Beamish Street through Front Street to help
elderly / with disabled parking bays.
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Comment noted.Digital Employment – Chameleon House, Tanfield2227Question 2

Objective 1 Economic Ambition - Build on Stanley’s
infrastructure and create a centre for digital industries
at Tanfield Lea Industrial Estate and possible an IT
Hub on Stanley Front Street.

Support noted.Our client is supportive of and agrees with the
objectives

2271Question 2

Support noted.The Plan also recognises the imprtance
of Newton Aycliffe as a location for employment and
housing.

Our client is broadly supportive of the Council’s
objectives, as set out in the Preferred Options Draft
and, in particular, Objective 1’s economic ambition to
increase the employment rate within the County. In

2302Question 2

this regard it is important to note that retail and leisure
uses themselves comprise economic development,
and the jobs such uses create will therefore be a major
factor in whether this objective is achieved within the
plan period.

Objective 2 states that, in pursuit of sustainable
communities, new development will be located in areas
which offer the best opportunity for sustainable
development patters; ensuring that new homes and
jobs are supported by appropriate services and
infrastructure. Urban & Civic recognise the potential
for growth offered by Newton Aycliffe’s strategic
location on the A1(M) corridor, and the influx of new
businesses, homes and jobs generated by, amongst
others, the development of the Hitachi rail assembly
facility.

Such factors underpin the viability of the subject site
as a retail location, and are recognised by Great
Aycliffe Town Council in the Great Aycliffe
Neighbourhood Plan (made July 2017).

Support noted. The words 'and cannot be achieved in
isolation' have been added to the introduction to the
objectives to reflect that they most considered jointly.

Our Client supports objective 1 “Economic Ambition”
but would encourage the Council to ensure that
economic aspirations and targets are closely linked to
other objectives such as new homes and infrastructure

2313Question 2

as they are not mutually exclusive and can only be
achieved when considered jointly.

Our Client also supports objective 2 “Sustainable
Communities” and the aim to locate development in
sustainable locations allowing for such development
to be supported by a high quality environment, services
and infrastructure and that this new development helps
support Durham’s towns and villages. Our Client
believes that new development provides the opportunity
to enhance the vitality of settlements and improve the
quality of accommodation and the environment in which
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people live. An increase in choice and availability of
new homes reduces inequalities and can increase the
wellbeing of residents.

Our Client fully supports objective 3 “Housing Need”
and would encourage the Council to ensure that
sufficient sustainable locations for new housing
development are identified within the CDP so as to
ensure that the correct types and choice of new homes
can be delivered. Effectively the CDP must provide a
robust planning framework to meet the projected
growth aspirations of the Council.

Support noted. The words 'and cannot be achieved in
isolation' have been added to the introduction to the

Again, our Client generally supports the objective of
the emerging CDP but would like to see the relationship

2449Question 2

objectives to reflect that they most considered jointly
including Economic Ambition and Housing Need.

between Objective 1 (economic ambition) and
Objective 3 (housing need) better explained as in the
need to ensure an appropriate balance between these
objectives in order to ensure a sustainable pattern of
development is established in the county. This will
ensure the approach to the CDP is sound by being
positively prepared, effective and consistent with
national policy.

Support noted.The University agrees with the objectives.3636Question 2

Support noted.The Council has set out a number of Objectives in
order to achieve their overall Vision for the County.

3002Question 2

Objective 3 specifically relates to housing need which
stipulates that new, high quality housing will be
delivered that is accessible to and meets the needs
and aspirations of Durham’s residents.

Whilst our Client generally supports this Objective, for
this to be achieved throughout the new Plan Period,
the Council must ensure that sufficient housing land
is allocated to ensure sufficient housing supply is being
delivered.

Support noted.PGL supports Strategic Objectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 14,
15 and 17.

3248Question 2

In the County Durham Plan Issues and Options
Consultation Feedback Report June 2018 ("Feedback
Report), the Council specifically acknowledged the
need to refer to brownfield land in the strategic
objectives. This has now been reflected in Objective
1, which provides that new development should make
the most effective use of previously developed land
wherever possible.

The Updated Masterplan and proposed policy for
Project Genesis is aligned with the Plan’s stated
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objectives by providing an urban extension to Consett
which will deliver sustainable development within one
of the Main Towns in Durham County. Moreover, it is
available now.

The words 'in a range of house types and tenures,' has
been added after 'housing' in the Housing Need

BDW offer general support for the Objectives.  In
particular it is agreed that Economic Ambition be

2548Question 2

objective. The words 'and cannot be achieved inObjective 1, improved economic importance being very
important for the County. isolation.' have been added after 'the Plan' in paragraph

3.2 of the Preferred Options.The respondent would note the interrelationship
between Objective 1 (Economic Ambition) and
Objective 3 (Housing Need), sufficient quality housing
being necessary to support the delivery of the
Economic Ambition.  It follows that sufficient housing
needs to be delivered by the Plan such that the County
can achieve its Economic Ambition.

On objective 3, BDW would suggest adding in a
reference to providing a range and choice of housing,
house types and tenures to meet the needs of current
and future residents.

Following on from the above it is noted that the
Objectives do not include any weighting which is
believed to be appropriate.  It is suggested that a
sentence be added to explain the approach that will
be taken.  For discussion purposes it is suggested this
be along the lines;

"The objectives cannot be achieved in isolation
because they are mutually independent. Their
achievement will be sought jointly and simultaneously
through guiding development to sustainable solutions
across the County".

The needs of older people and those with mobility
difficulties is covered by the Housing need and Quality
of Life objectives.

The objective of providing “alternatives to the private
car” is not supported by the development options.

There should be an extra objective to provide for the
needs of disabled and older people.

2504Question 2

Comment noted.The CDPPO objectives, along with the spatial vision,
underpin the aims and aspirations of the Plan, and are

3107Question 2

a crucial starting point for the setting out, interpretation
and application of, the policies contained within. The
20 objectives that are set out in the CDPPO are broadly
similar to the 18 stated in the County Durham Plan
Issues and Options (CDPIO). The following are
considered to relate to our Client’s land interests:

• Objective 1: Economic Ambition.
• Objective 2: Sustainable Communities.
• Objective 3: Housing Need.
• Objective 4: Infrastructure; and
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• Objective 8: Effective Use of Land.

We are pleased to see the removal of the reference to
the 73% target for employment rate of the working age
population in Objective 1, and this instead should be
monitored throughout the life of the plan to ensure the
rate is at an acceptable standard, and increasing the
employment rate, reducing unemployment and
therefore improving the County’s Gross Value Added
(GVA), is a supported objective.

We support Objective 2, and our Client considers that
their land is a good example of a mix of uses which
can be developed in harmony with housing delivery
supporting jobs growth on a sustainable location near
to a strategic employment corridor, public transport,
shops and services and a built-up area.

The lack of housing delivery is one of the biggest
factors holding back economic aspirations as is
persistent under delivery, and this is evidenced in
County Durham through their Spatial Strategy
Justification. The consideration of Objective 3 in light
of the Council’s economic aspirations and demands
of its population should not be underplayed, and the
Council must strive to, as a minimum, meet its housing
delivery target in line with the requirements of the
NPPF.

In relation to Objective 4, our Client agrees that
infrastructure plays an important part in facilitating the
spatial vision and wider objectives stated in the
CDPPO, and matters such as transport, health and
education are important issues to consider. Our Client
believes that the delivery of their Site, would facilitate
wider highways network improvements and improve
road safety, as well as having the potential for
biodiversity net gains, increasing connectivity to local
path and cycle networks and provide crucial support
to local services.

The addition of Objective 8 is supported by our Client
which is reflective of Section 11 of the NPPF. Making
effective use of land forms an important part of the
NPPF and its support to sustainable development and
boosting the supply of housing. We would advise the
NPPF’s flexible approach to effective land use is
adopted as is the specific reference to the
encouragement of multiple benefits from urban and
rural land, including mixed use schemes, which we
advise in not reinforced strongly enough in the CDPPO.

The High Quality Design objective has been rewritten
to reflect the changes to NPPF and now reads as

Persimmon Homes generally support the objectives
of the County Durham Local Plan (CDLP).The principle

3308Question 2
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follows 'Well Designed Places - Ensure the creation of
high quality buildings and places that reflect local

of objective 2 to locate new development in areas
which offer the best opportunity for sustainable

distinctiveness, promote sustainability, support thedevelopment patterns is one that we entirely support.
transition to a low carbon future and achieve safe and
secure communities.'

However it is of concern that this objective is not
reflected in the proposed distribution of new homes
within the CDLP. As will be discussed in greater detail
in response to Question 10 – Housing Allocations, the
proportion of housing distributed to North Durham and
in particular the settlement of Chester-le-Street appears
too low and not commensurate with area, or
settlement’s, strategic position in regards to proximity
to key transport links and major urban centres of
Durham, Gateshead and Newcastle and, at a local
level, the sustainability of Chester-le-Street itself.

Objective 3 of delivering new, high quality housing that
is accessible to, and meets the needs and aspirations
of, County Durham residents is supported by
Persimmon Homes.

Objective 8: Effective Use of Land should be amended
to reference the need to utilise appropriate
development densities to ensure effective use of land.
Given that the Local Authority is seeking to evidence
exceptional circumstances in order release greenbelt
land for development the matter of development density
should reflect that of NPPF2 paragraph 137 in seeking
to optimise the density of development.

Persimmon Homes object to the reference within
Objective 11 for all new development to incorporate
the highest quality of design. The requirement for
development to achieve the highest quality of design
is ambiguous, unjustified and is not consistent with
revised NPPF Chapter 12 which only refers to the need
to achieve well-designed places.

Support noted.KSL particularly supports Objectives 2 and 3, which
make clear that new development will be located in

2884Question 2

areas which offer the best opportunity for sustainable
development patterns and that high quality new
housing will be delivered to meet the needs and
aspirations of County Durham’s residents. In this
context, the KSL / Sirap site itself is situated at a key
gateway location to the Sedgefield settlement. Whilst
technically located within Salters Lane Industrial Estate,
the nature of uses surrounding the site has softened
over recent years.The site lies around 1km to the north
of Sedgefield’s historic centre, adjacent to the new
Sedgefield Community Hospital, to George Bolam
Foods and to the recently-constructed Sainsbury’s
foodstore.
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The site also benefits from excellent sustainability and
accessibility, being within short walking distance of bus
stands and a range of local facilities, including shops,
services and schools. In particular, bus stands on the
B1278 Salters Lane provide linkages from the subject
site to both surrounding villages and larger towns and
cities such as Middlesbrough and Durham. Salters
Lane and the nearby A177 also provide excellent
access to the strategic highway network, including the
A1(M) a short distance to the west.

Support noted.Story Homes supports the Council’s draft objectives
set out in the Preferred Options consultation document

2697Question 2

which will help to ensure that the spatial vision for
County Durham is realised by 2035. Objective 3 in
particular which seeks to deliver new high quality
housing that is accessible to, and meets the needs and
aspirations of, County Durham’s residents is a key
factor underpinning the economic ambitions identified
in Objective 1 and the clear links between new housing
and jobs growth is welcomed.

The word 'appropriate' has been added after
'promoting' in the Adaptation to Climate Change

Obj 6 - Support for greener technologies. Protection
of soils and surface and ground waters.

3273Question 2

objective. The restoration of minerals sites will beObj 7 – Invest in the management and protection of
protected sites in the Greenbelt. addressed by a policy in the future Minerals and Waste

Development Plan Document.
Obj 9 –investment in the appropriate management of
the natural environment, protected sites and species
should be recognised.

Obj 16: SuDS to be suitable for local conditions. Risk
to groundwater if wrong SuDs used in permeable
landscapes. Areas of thin glacial drift equating to areas
of high permeability/risk of groundwater contamination
are available and should be referenced

Obj 18: suggest “acceptable and sustainable use of
the County’s resources”. Also include habitats and
species as identified natural resources as these provide
economic benefit; cleaning water & air, pollinating
crops, and health and wellbeing benefits.

Obj 19: A reference to enhancing bio-diversity through
the return of mineral sites to sites of a nature
conservational importance during and after working
should be mentioned here.

Support noted.The overall vision of providing an adequate supply of
housing which is well designed and which complements

3042Question 2

the growing economy and which meets the needs of
existing and future residents is supported.
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It will be necessary to plan for sufficient housing in
areas where people live and work.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2565Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2720Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2922Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2928Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2717Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.The objectives are sound insofar as they relate to Raby
Estates land interests. Objectives 1, 2, 3, 6 and 15 are
particularly welcomed and supported.

2927Question 2

Support noted.Our client is supportive of and agrees with the
objectives.

3071Question 2

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2514Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.As set out at paragraph 3.2 of the consultation
document, strategic objectives are derived from the

2512Question 2
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Vision and focus on the key issues which the Plan
needs to address. We support the proposed 20
objectives in principle.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2616Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2822Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.We strongly support Objective 3, acknowledging the
need to deliver affordable housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of County Durham’s residents.

2808Question 2

The Economic Ambition objective is one of many and
the order in the Plan does not mean that the others

TD are concerned that the only measure of progress
specifically cited is that of GVA (a measure of economic

2893Question 2

are less important.This is reflected throughout the Plangrowth) in Objective 1. We would like to see the
and recognises the balance that must be madeinclusion of a measure of progress that more broadly
between new development and its impact. Support forrelates to quality of life, such that economic growth

does not outweigh all other objectives. the Design objective noted. The Sustainable Design
policy has been amended to include an ambition for
zero carbon buildings.

We support inclusion of Objective 11 - High Quality
Design and note its states that all new development
should be low carbon. We are very disappointed that
this objective is not reflected within Policy 31, as
Building for Life quality standard does not meaningfully
address energy efficiency.  It focuses on the wider
streetscape rather than the construction of individuals
housing units.

We are concerned that Objectives 16 and 17 in relation
to Climate Change seem in direct contradiction to
Objective 1 - increasing GVA, Objective 4 -
Infrastructure (road building), Objective 11 - High
Quality Design (this does not require high standards
of energy efficiency in new build) and  Objective 19 -
Supply of Minerals (supporting continued exploitation
of coal).

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

2905Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.
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The Plan allocates over 6 hectares of employment land
on the industrial estates at Tanfield Lea.

As a result of the narrow focus for Economic
Development and job creation Objectives 1, 2 and 13
can never be met in North Durham.

2962Question 2

The plans put forward by the County Council in 2007/8
for the further development of land between Tanfield
North and Tanfield South Industrial Estates and the
abandoned without even starting should be resurrected
and brought to completion. These Industrial Estates
are only 6 miles from the A1(M) and yet the County
Council continues to neglect this area.

The approach to identifying housing allocations is set
out in the supporting text to that policy.

The Plan contains a number of important objectives
which apply to Edmondsley. Objective 2  – sustainable
communities, which runs in conjunction with objective

3176Question 2

1 – economic ambition requires “new development that
supports the vitality, viability and economic
performance of our towns and villages”. Therefore
restricting development in Edmondsley would be
contrary to the key objectives of the Plan.

Further support is given to smaller settlements by
objective 6 – rural economy and objective 13 – tackling
derivation and inequalities which support the
regeneration needs of County Durham’s communities.
A new sustainable development would bring 
investment to a village which has a growing elderly
population with increasingly fewer services. This
despite excellent transport links to Chester-le-Street
and Durham City with a primary school recognised as
‘outstanding’ by Ofsted.

Support noted.Question 2: We strongly support Objective 3,
acknowledging the need to deliver new, high quality

3212Question 2

housing to meet the needs and aspirations of County
Durham’s residents.

The needs with special needs and mobility difficulties
is covered by the Housing Need and Quality of Life
objectives and the Addressing Housing Need policy.

Where will the Council provide provision for non
academic learners and provision for families and
individuals with special learning and support needs?

3418Question 2

Does the council want a healthy happy future for
Durham or is it happy with the huge amount of poverty
and ill health our current society reflects?

A new objective has been added to the Plan -
'Sustainable Transport - Ensure that all new

Newcastle International Airport (NIA) is the main
international gateway for the North East region, with

3517Question 2

development can be easily and safely accessed by alldirect connections to over 80 destinations, and 6 hub
members of the community by, wherever possible,Airports. In 2017 nearly 5.4m passengers passed
sustainable forms of transport to reduce the impact of
traffic on congestion, air quality and the environment.'

through the Airport and there were nearly 60,000
aircraft movements.The Airport is currently consulting
on a new Masterplan to 2035 which forecasts that
passenger numbers could grow up to 9.4m per annum
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by the end of the plan period through an expanding
route network, which would have significant economic
benefits for the Airport’s catchment.

As well as being a fundamental part of the North East’s
transport infrastructure the Airport is also a driver of
the regional economy, employing nearly 3500 people
on site. Through its international connections the
Airport also supports County Durham’s export driven
businesses to maintain and grow trade links, as well
as being pivotal to the tourism sector, supporting nearly
19,000 jobs indirectly. In total the Airport and its route
network contribute over £1.1 billion per annum to the
regional economy.

Growth Strategy

NIA in principle supports spatial development plans in
its catchment which seek to implement a positive
strategy to deliver new homes and business space to
drive economic growth.The Airport is both a driver and
beneficiary of population growth and improved
economic performance.

NIA is therefore specifically supportive of objectives 1
and 3 for the plan, but also objective 4 in recognising
the need for improved infrastructure to support future
growth. It is suggested however that the development
of transport infrastructure in the County should also
focus on better integration between modes and
connectivity to international gateways. NIA supports
road and rail investments which will improve
connectivity to Newcastle Airport, such as the potential
reintroduction of train services on the disused
Leamside line.

The Airport is currently consulting on new Masterplan
plan for the Airport looking forward to 2035. This sets
out growth forecasts as to potentially how the Airport
could grow, and strategic plan for land use and surface
access required to deliver and mitigate for this growth.
The Airport requests that the Local Plan recognises
that the Airport Masterplan, in its current and future
iterations, should be the reference source for future
growth of the region’s international gateway in planning
strategic transport investment. Development which
would demonstrably improve access between County
Durham and Newcastle Airport should be supported
and given due weight in decision making.

Support noted.The Plan includes a list of 20 objectives and Question
2 requests comments on them. Gladman welcomes

3536Question 2

the intention within the objectives to support the vitality,
viability and economic performance of the towns and
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villages of County Durham. In order to achieve this, it
is vital that the Plan creates that right conditions for
the economic potential of the area to be fulfilled over
the plan
period, by ensuring that the housing and employment
land needs can be met in a manner that reflects those
ambitions.

Whilst Gladman supports the Spatial Vision and
Objectives for County Durham that have been
proposed, it is vital that they are fully considered and
reflected through the plan’s proportionate evidence
base and that its policies are drafted in a manner that
will ensure that a local plan is put in place that will
provide the framework needed to deliver its laudable
economic, social and
environmental vision and objectives.

Support noted.The vision and objectives of the CDPPO are supported,
particularly the commitment to provide communities

3553Question 2

with an accessible, well designed range and choice of
good quality housing, in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns

Bowburn is a town with a population of around 3,500
with excellent access to a range of services and
facilities, as well as education and employment
opportunities. The allocation of land to the south west
of Durham Road West, Bowburn as a location for new
housing development, would clearly support the
delivery of the vision and objectives of the County
Durham Plan.The site could provide up to 100 homes,
depending on the site density. The development could
include an element of affordable housing and also self/
custom build properties to meet identified needs.

Whilst the site is greenfield, it is located within the
urban area. In accordance with the requirements of
paragraph 138 of the NPPF, the site could assist the
council to deliver its housing requirement whilst
reducing the need for Green Belt deletions.

Comment noted.There are a number of policies in the
Plan which apply to Durham City such as Employment

The objectives are broadly correct for the City of
Durham, particularly Objective 1 (Economic Ambition),

4204Question 2

Allocations, Aykley Heads Strategic Employment Site,Objective 2 (Sustainable Communities), Objective 3
Housing Allocations, Durham City Urban Extensions
and Durham City Sustainable Transport.

(Housing Need), Objective 4 (Infrastructure), Objective
5 (Town Centres), Objective 7 (green Belt) Objective
10 (Built and Historic Environment), Objective 11 (High
Quality Design) Objective 12 (Raising Aspirations),
Objective 13 (Tackling Deprivation and Inequalities)
Objective 14 (Quality of Life), Objective 15 (Visitor
Economy) and Objectives 16 and 17 (Adaptation to
Climate Change and Low Carbon respectively)
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However despite many policies referencing the City of
Durham, there is no individual policy to directly address
the future direction of the city. The previous version of
the Plan did have a particular reference to the City
Centre, and this document instead separates these
issues out. While the level of detail contained within
this plan is greater than before, it is important that the
strands of these policies are carried through to a clear
vision for Durham City, particularly with regard to
objectives 5, 10 and 11.

The words 'the signifcance of' has been added after
'enhance' in the Built and Historic Environment
objective.

4173Question 2 • It is unclear if Objective 7 is citing uses for the
Green Belt in addition to the five purposes?

While preserving the setting and special character of
historic towns is one of these purposes, the Green Belt
also offers additional opportunities to both enhance
and enjoy heritage assets.

• Objective 10 should mention 'significance'
(including any contribution made by the setting),

as this is a key concept when referring to heritage
assets, and underpins national policy on heritage
conservation and enhancement. The term is defined
within the NPPF, and a greater explanation is provided
within the NPPG and on our website
at: https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/constructive-conservation/conservation-principles/

• Objective 11 is welcome in mentioning local
distinctiveness.

• Objective 15 is welcome in providing a strategic
link between tourism and historic environment.
This stance could be stronger in the plan.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

3759Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted. The words 'and cannot be achieved in
isolation' have been added to the introduction to the
objectives to reflect that they most considered jointly.

Our Client supports objective 1 “Economic Ambition”
but would encourage the Council to ensure that
economic aspirations and targets are closely linked to
other objectives such as new homes and infrastructure

3822Question 2

as they are not mutually exclusive and can only be
achieved when considered jointly.

Our Client also supports objective 2 “Sustainable
Communities” and the aim to locate development in
sustainable locations allowing for such development
to be supported by a high quality environment, services
and infrastructure and that this new development helps
support Durham’s towns and villages. Our Client
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believes that new development provides the opportunity
to enhance the vitality of settlements and improve the
quality of accommodation and the environment in which
people live. An increase in choice, range and
availability of new homes reduces inequalities and can
increase the wellbeing of residents.

Our Client fully supports objective 3 “Housing Need”
and would encourage the Council to ensure that
sufficient sustainable locations for new housing
development are identified within the CDP so as to
ensure that the correct types and choice of new homes
can be delivered. Effectively the CDP must provide a
robust planning framework to meet the projected
growth aspirations of the Council.

Support noted.Story Homes supports the Council’s draft objectives
set out in the Preferred Options consultation document

3983Question 2

which will help to ensure that the spatial vision for
County Durham is realised by 2035. Objective 3 in
particular which seeks to deliver new high quality
housing that is accessible to, and meets the needs and
aspirations of, County Durham’s residents is a key
factor underpinning the economic ambitions identified
in Objective 1 and the clear links between new housing
and jobs growth is welcomed.

The words 'including through the development of a
diverse and thriving local food system.' have been
added after 'waste' in the Natural Resources objective.

In our previous response Food Durham said that the
importance of health should be made a key element
of the vision with a specific objective.

3854Question 2

Food Durham objects to the omission of this
suggested objective:

Food Durham considers greater emphasis be given
to health and requests a new objective for “Healthy
Communities” which ensures new development will
enable all residents in County Durham to have better
access to nutritious, affordable, sustainable food.

In this respect we draw your attention to the NPPF
Guidance referring to the promotion of access to
healthier food [Paragraph 002 Reference ID:
53-002-20140306] and to the updated Paragraph [006
Reference ID: 53-006-20170728] stating that “Local
Planning Authorities can have a role in enabling a
healthier environment by supporting opportunities for
communities to access a wide range of healthier food
production and consumption choices.” (Revision date
28/07/2017).

Food Durham also objects to the omission of the
request to insert a new objective to cover the food
system e.g.
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"To support and encourage the development of a
diverse and thriving local food system which supports
the local economy, the environment, and enhances
resident’s quality of life”.

Support noted.We strongly support Objective 3, acknowledging the
need to deliver new, high quality housing to meet the
needs and aspirations of County Durham’s residents.

3903Question 2

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

3995Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

Support noted.The HBF generally consider that objective 1 in relation
to economic ambition and 3 in relation to housing need

3879Question 2

are appropriate and would highlight the importance
balancing this economic ambition with appropriate
housing provision and the need to deliver new, high
quality housing that meets the needs and aspirations
of County Durham’s residents.

Support noted.The objectives are sound insofar as they relate to
County Durham Land LLP’s land interest at Sniperley

3881Question 2

Park. Objectives 1, 2 and 3 are particularly welcomed
and supported.

Support noted.Our Clients broadly supports the County Durham Plan
Preferred Objectives.The proposed strategic objectives

3649Question 2

will provide a broad direction that will ensure that the
preferred spatial vision and policies for County Durham
are met by 2035.

The Plan locates employment allocations in the places
our evidence indicate will be the most attractive to

The strategic objectives are derived from the Vision
and focus on the key issues which the Plan needs to

3724Question 2

investors. It also seeks to secure the infrastructure weaddress. The objectives provide the broad direction of
need to support new development. The Plan'sthe spatial strategy and the detailed policies of the

Plan. approach to town centres uses is suitably flexible to
help them to address difficult trading conditions.Objective 2: Sustainable Communities - Locate new

development in areas which offer the best opportunity Policies in the Plan also seek to protect the county's
built, historic and natural environment and balance thisfor sustainable development patterns, including means
protection with the need for new development where
this is necessary.

of travel other than the private car, thus ensuring that
new homes and jobs are supported by a high quality
environment, services and infrastructure and in turn
new development supports the vitality, viability and
economic performance of our towns and
villages.-Where are the jobs coming from, what
infrastructure?
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Objective 4: Infrastructure - Enable the delivery of the
necessary infrastructure such as transport, health and
education and green infrastructure, that is required to
support new and existing development and the
economic, social and environmental ambitions of the
county.As above there is no infrastructure.

Objective 5: Town Centres - Maintain a clear hierarchy
of vibrant, diverse and distinct retail centres that are
the focus for commercial, retail and leisure uses.-  no
retailers in the main street to vibrant town centre.

Objective 7: Green Belt - Support the aims and
purposes of Green Belt and seek to positively enhance
its beneficial use, including increased opportunities to
provide access, outdoor sport and recreation; to retain
and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and
biodiversity and/or to improve damaged and derelict
land. – No outdoor sports here & how can you
retain & enhance landscapes by destroying them?

Objective 8: Effective Use of Land - Make the most
effective use of land, buildings and existing
infrastructure, re-using land and buildings that have
been previously developed, wherever possible,
provided that it is not of high social or ecological value
and taking into account the need for remediation or
the existence of unstable and/or contaminated land.-
suggest you check you land surveys as this land
is unstable,

Objective 14: Quality of Life - Safeguard, enhance
and provide a wide range of educational, social,
sporting, health, recreational and cultural facilities
including green infrastructure and seek to prevent and
address pollution issues  to contribute to the quality of
life, satisfaction and health and well being of people
who live, work within and visit County Durham,
including addressing the needs of those with physical
and mental disabilities.- Pollution will increase,
quality of life will go down & those will physical or
mental disabilities will be affected by lack of access
to existing countryside.

Objective 16: Adaptation to Climate Change  - Adapt
to the impacts of climate change and extreme weather
conditions by promoting sustainable urban drainage
systems (SUDs) in new developments, promoting
sustainable land management and conservation
including protecting habitats such as woodland and
peatland, ensuring that new development is located
away from areas of flood risk, with an integrated
approach to water management across all areas and
encouraging appropriate building and infrastructure
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design and through the restoration of minerals and
waste sites.-  this area has a flood risk & you are
going to destroy habitats no protect them.

Support noted.The ambitions set out through the proposed Vision and
Objectives are broadly supported. In particular the

3730Question 2

economic ambition and commitment towards the
creation of sustainable communities by locating key
new development in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns. It is
however vital that the policies of the CDLP create the
conditions necessary for the County, with Durham City
at its heart, to achieve its ambition to be a top location
for business and tourism that capitalises on the benefits
associated with its a strategic location in the North
East, on the East Coast Mainline, the A1(M), A19 and
its proximity to regional airports at Durham Tees Valley
and Newcastle.

Durham City is located at the heart of the North East
region, and is an important population centre,
employment location, visitor destination, transport hub
and University City. The City’s population is
approximately 42,000 people and is, therefore,
significantly larger than any other town in the County.

The City is already the main focal point of economic
and cultural activity and stands out as a key economic
driver for the County and wider North East region.
Durham City also has a locational advantage in that it
is close to the main north-south axes of communication
through the North East region, and between the Tyne
& Wear and Tees Valley City Regions.

Durham City has long been recognised as being central
to the future prosperity of the area and as such must
form a central pillar in any growth strategy. The former
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) recognised Durham
City as:

“… one of the Region’s major assets with its Cathedral
and Castle World Heritage Site; a university with an
international reputation for research; a retail centre
serving the surrounding settlements; a popular tourist
destination in its own right; and a service sector
including important public sector employers… The City
will continue to contribute to the Region’s future
prosperity.”

The City is also identified as a ‘Sub-Regional Centre’
in retail terms; the only one in County Durham. As the
largest and most sustainable settlement within County
Durham, it is appropriate to focus a significant
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proportion of new housing and employment
development at Durham City.

Further housing growth must be focused in those
settlements that are considered to be the most
sustainable and provide a range of existing services
and facilities. Such an approach will support and
consolidate the economies of these settlements and
encourage the development of sustainable
communities in which residents have easy access to
facilities and services, without the need to travel.

• It is acknowledged that there are significant
issues that have restricted Durham City from
fulfilling its full potential. The realisation of
Durham City’s economic potential in the recent
past has been inhibited by:
A failure to maximise the potential of the existing
cultural, housing, commercial and environmental
assets which the City has to offer.

• Diluted targeting of development activity across
the County which has failed to enable the
emergence of Durham as a principal location for
economic growth.

• A lack of development activity over many years
in respect of transport, retail, housing and
commercial activity has meant that the role of
the City as a main centre is fragile whilst many
other historic cities (e.g.York) have become
generators of growth in terms of becoming world
class cities capable of attracting major regional,
national and international business activity.

In essence, the County lacks a central core around
which a critical mass of investment activity can be
based and upon which further growth can be located.
Durham City has the potential to help bridge this gap
and this, in turn, will provide economic benefits for
other parts of the County. By focusing significant
development at Durham City in addition to a dispersed
pattern of development to specifically support the
sustainability of settlements across the hierarchy, the
CDLP would be proactively seeking to address the
identified constraints, to enable the City to make its
contribution to the future prosperity of the County, as
well as the wider North East region and nationally.The
recent development activity within the commercial core
of the City will need to be assisted by a positive plan
that enables housing growth to support the economic
development of the City.
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Consultation with residents is important but it must be
balanced with other planning considerations.

Objective 3 should include an aspiration to allow
development in areas where a housing need can be
evidenced, or is wanted, by the local community.

3774Question 2

Support noted.The ambitions set out through the proposed Vision and
Objectives are broadly supported. In particular the

3830Question 2

economic ambition and commitment towards the
creation of sustainable communities by locating key
new development in locations which offer the best
opportunity for sustainable development patterns. It is
however vital that the policies of the CDLP create the
conditions necessary for the County, with Durham City
at its heart, to achieve its ambition to be a top location
for business and tourism that capitalises on the benefits
associated with its a strategic location in the North
East, on the East Coast Mainline, the A1(M), A19 and
its proximity to regional airports at Durham Tees Valley
and Newcastle.

Durham City is located at the heart of the North East
region, and is an important population centre,
employment location, visitor destination, transport hub
and University City. The City’s population is
approximately 42,000 people and is, therefore,
significantly larger than any other town in the County
(County Durham Settlement Study [Durham County
Council, September 2012])

The City is already the main focal point of economic
and cultural activity and stands out as a key economic
driver for the County and wider North East region.
Durham City also has a locational advantage in that it
is close to the main north-south axes of communication
through the North East region, and between the Tyne
& Wear and Tees Valley City Regions.

Durham City has long been recognised as being central
to the future prosperity of the area and as such must
form a central pillar in any growth strategy. The former
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) recognised Durham
City as:

“one of the Region’s major assets with its Cathedral
and Castle World Heritage Site; a university with an
international reputation for research; a retail centre
serving the surrounding settlements; a popular tourist
destination in its own right; and a service sector
including important public sector employers[1] The City
will continue to contribute to the Region’s future
prosperity.” (Paragraph 2.99, The North East of
England Plan: Regional Spatial Strategy to 2021
[Government Office for the North East, July 2008]
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The City is also identified as a ‘Sub-Regional Centre’
in retail terms; the only one in County Durham (Retail
and Town Centre Uses Study: Quantitative Retail Study
Update [GVA, April 2013]).

As the largest and most sustainable settlement within
County Durham, it is appropriate to focus a significant
proportion of new housing and employment
development at Durham City.

Further housing growth must be focused in those
settlements that are considered to be the most
sustainable and provide a range of existing services
and facilities. Such an approach will support and
consolidate the economies of these settlements and
encourage the development of sustainable
communities in which residents have easy access to
facilities and services, without the need to travel.

It is acknowledged that there are significant issues that
have restricted Durham City from fulfilling its full
potential. The realisation of Durham City’s economic
potential in the recent past has been inhibited by:

• A failure to maximise the potential of the existing
cultural, housing, commercial and environmental
assets which the City has to offer.

• Diluted targeting of development activity across
the County which has failed to enable the
emergence of Durham as a principal location for
economic growth.

• A lack of development activity over many years
in respect of transport, retail, housing and
commercial activity has meant that the role of
the City as a main centre is fragile whilst many
other historic cities (e.g.York) have become
generators of growth in terms of becoming world
class cities capable of attracting major regional,
national and international business activity.

In essence, the County lacks a central core around
which a critical mass of investment activity can be
based and upon which further growth can be located.
Durham City has the potential to help bridge this gap
and this, in turn, will provide economic benefits for
other parts of the County. By focusing significant
development at Durham City in addition to a dispersed
pattern of development to specifically support the
sustainability of settlements across the hierarchy, the
CDLP would be proactively seeking to address the
identified constraints, to enable the City to make its
contribution to the future prosperity of the County, as
well as the wider North East region and nationally.The
recent development activity within the commercial core
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of the City will need to be assisted by a positive plan
that enables housing growth to support the economic
development of the City.

Support noted.Highways England can be generally supportive of the
objectives, which are generally consistent with the

3956Question 2

objectives from the withdrawn Plan and continue to
seek to deliver sustainable patterns of development
that reduce the need to travel by private car and deliver
the transport infrastructure necessary to support the
development aspirations and sustainable economic
growth within Durham.

The council have engaged with communities
throughout the plan preparation process and also work

TAP supports sustainable, balanced and regenerated
communities, however, communities need to own this

4032Question 2

with those that are preparing their own neighbourhoodvision. How Durham County Council engage with
plans.We will be happy to engage specifically with thecommunity groups and organisation will be vital to the
TAP as the Plan moves forward. The Plan should besuccess of this. TAP believes 'Social Development'  is
read as a whole and all relevant policies (includingkey to helping sustainable communities. TAP is
those relating to traffic, transport and parkingdeveloping  its work streams in this area and would be
standards) applied in decision making including for
tourist attractions.

delighted to work with Durham County Council to take
some of this work forward.

With regard objective 15, we believe this objective
should include transport infrastructure to enable the
visitor economy to fully develop. Car Park capacity at
many visitor attractions is inadequate and needs to be
addressed now to be able to cope with increase footfall
in the future. We feel that visitor car parking needs to
be provided close to the venue, rather than a park and
ride scheme.To support the ambition articulated in the
plan, we would like to see this addressed. We are also
keen to explore transport hubs in towns like Bishop
Auckland - linking  Durham Coast, Durham City and
Durham Vale together, supporting the growing visitor
economy and enabling residents get to places of
employment easily,  but the key to the success of the
transport system will be taking it to the heart of the
town or close to the visitor attraction.

If the above points are taken into account TAP would
support the Vision and Objectives.
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Comment noted.Needs to be forward thinking. We are moving
increasingly to a knowledge economy. People can live

6Question 3

anywhere.They choose to live in London, Bath, Bristol.
Towns know they need to be attractive environments
to compete. High tech companies in the US locate to
areas where there are extensive cycle lanes because
they know this is what is needed to attract the digitally
skilled.

Durham is so far behind. There may be areas where
a complete rebuild is required. Knock down areas and
rebuild new towns and villages from scratch, with an
attractiveness to match the best in Europe.

Comment noted. The numbering of the principles has
been amended as suggested.

There is a lot of talk about changing private car use
(throughout the plan and the supporting
documentation), but little about how this might be

24Question 3

achieved - a central issue for many of the policies and
something which will be critical to success.  I get a
sense that the Council's view might be to discourage
travel by making it difficult, rather than improving traffic
flow.

There is a typo in the Sustainable Development
Statement in that points 2 (second one), 3 and 4 should
be 3, 4, and 5.

Comment noted.All this is so vague as to be virtually meaningless.84Question 3

Comment noted.Your Plan does not adhere to the Sustainable
Development objectives. It does not seek to spread

107Question 3

prosperity to other smaller communities or rural areas.
It is too Durham City focussed. Smaller towns are being
ignored in favour of a prosperous Durham City.

Support noted.We support the clear reference in point 1 of the
Sustainable Development Statement, to making the

131Question 3

most effective use of previously developed land where
possible. We consider that the use of previously
developed land and the opportunities for its
redevelopment must be fully and proactively explored
prior to any potential development of greenfield sites
or indeed any amendments to green belt boundaries.
A proactive approach to achieving this sustainable
development aim and the use of previously developed
land as prescribed in the NPPF is therefore required

The methodology for identifying housing allocations
and set out in the Plan is clear that all suitable, viable

This Statement stresses the need to make "the most
effective use of previously developed land", DCC is

883Question 3

and deliverable brownfield sites were allocated firstnot being proactive in this and their preferred Policies
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favour development on Greenfield Sites (e.g.Sniperley,
Mount St Oswald's amongst others).

before grrenfield sites were then considered. Policies
in the Plan also specify a mix of housing based on
evidence of need and aspiration. The Plan alsoThis Statement also states that development should

be "supported by an appropriate scale and mix of identifies how it directs development to the county's
most accessible and sustainbale locations.housing". Again there is little evidence that DCC are

delivering on this. Preferred Policies focus on more
expensive housing in the more prosperous areas of
The County, and development  is been driven by
builders to maximise profits, rather than DCC ensuring
appropriate development is taking place. . Planning
Permission should not be granted to developers unless
they comply with providing the appropriate percentage
of affordable housing and DCC should be proactive in
promoting sites in more affordable areas.

The Statement identifies the need for "convenient
access........ by public transport, walking and cycling
as alternatives to the private car". Preferred DCC
Policies (over development in Durham City and its
environs) do not appear to have properly considered
the above. There have been no meaningful or
imaginative proposals, just proposals for development
which would increase the use of private cars.

The stated aim "to allow smaller communities to
become more sustainable and resilient" will not be met
by DCC's fixation on the  misguided overdevelopment
of Durham City.

Support noted.I agree.231Question 3

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
supports the preferred Sustainable Development
Statement.

206Question 3

Support noted.The stated General Development Principles are sound
subject to strict and consistent application by the
Development Control process.

265Question 3

This issue will be addressed in the future Minerals and
Waste Development Plan Document.

In relation to minerals close reference needs to be
made to the NPPF paragraph 205 

339Question 3

Support noted.The City of Durham City Trust welcomes
this Statement.

420Question 3

Support noted.Very good statement  444Question 3

Support noted.Very good policy on sustainable development.448Question 3
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Support noted.Tarmac supports the presumption in favour of
sustainable minerals and minerals related development

1024Question 3

as set out in the second paragraph of the Plan’s
sustainable development statement.

To reflect the principles in the Statment the following
words have been added to the supporting text 'The

Pages 17-19

Livin fully supports the notion that development should
deliver economic growth and new job opportunities,

702Question 3

nature of the county's dispersed settlement plan does
mean however that there will be occasions whensupported by a mix of housing which meets needs. As
development would be acceptable in smaller, morepart of our commitment to regenerate failing
rural settlements to support the resilience and ensure
they are sustainable'.

communities this principle directly meets our Business
Strategy objectives.

We agree with principle 3 which supports the ongoing
sustainability of smaller settlements and communities.

We would like to see the need for infrastructure,
including transport, to be a key consideration when
developing rural areas and deciding upon the type and
tenure of housing. Excellent public transport links and
community facilities are required for those on lower
incomes and who have the potential to become socially
isolated, especially in areas lacking a broadband
connection. Without the necessary infrastructure,
development in these areas should concentrate on
accommodation suitable for those in households who
are in car ownership and socially included.

Page18, Para.3.5

This paragraph contradicts principle 3 which supports
development of small settlements to make them more
resilient, and also suggests that development will not
take place in locations that do not have the best access
to service and facilities. It is suggested a caveat to
cover this point off should be included.

Renaming the Statement 'Location of Development'
would imply a more limited scope rhan is the reality
and be misleading.

The lengthy preamble before the policies start contains
many laudable aspirations. However, laudable
aspirations are pointless if the detail of the strategy
that follows works against them.

492Question 3

Sustainable Development Statement

The Sustainable Development Statement is concerned
with the location of development. I am pleased to see
that DCC recognises the importance of location in
delivering sustainability. However, sustainability is a
much broader topic than this. A truly comprehensive
Sustainable Development Statement would include a
commitment to delivering all of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and a description of how these
goals might be delivered. As this would be a lengthy
statement, and as many of the topics within the UN
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SD Goals are dealt with elsewhere in the Plan, I
propose that this Statement should be renamed
“Location of Development”.

Response required.Need to explicitly state that where developers' and the
County's differ and a compromise can't be reached it

603Question 3

is the County that will take priority, ie no more bullying
by 3rd parties

Comment noted.Try to encourage village communities to accept people
who move in. E.G. publicise social events and
emphasise everyone is welcome to attend

720Question 3

Principle 3 includes reference to 'seeking opportunities
to secure improvements' relating to infrastructure and
the environment.

The sustainable development statement should
reference the need for visibility of environmental
opportunities as well as risks to the environment and
not just for smaller communities. (Point 3)

755Question 3

Comment noted.Make sure that new developments are convenient for
local services eg GP surgeries and schools/shops. (At

779Question 3

the moment I know there has been controversy
regarding proposed development at Langley Park and
this has been mentioned)BUT

The council needs to point out very clearly that there
should be no unpleasantness towards 'new people'
moving into areas...I am disgusted that such views
have been expressed by supporters of the 'Langley
Park Says No' group (see Facebook page and copies
of objection letters).

Presumably those expressing such views are unaware
of the potentially [content removed]

County Schools are for EVERYONE not just for people
whose relatives have lived in an area for a long time..

Faith Schools eg R.C. are also there for anyone
regardless of ethnicity etc but RC children given priority
for places.

Support noted.The sustainable development statement is supported.
It clearly defines that development will be supported

965Question 3

where it will create and support strong, vibrant, resilient
and healthy communities, enabling people to have
convenient access to jobs, training, services and
facilities by public transport, walking and cycling. In
addition, that the location and scale of new
development should meet the needs of communities
by supporting levels of growth commensurate with their
access to services and facilities. The statement goes
on to state that smaller communities will be allowed to
become more sustainable and resilient, by supporting
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development that delivers environmental and
community benefits and social cohesion.

The proposals for residential development on land off
The Meadows, Middridge will deliver sustainable
development. As previously explained, whilst being
located outside the main settlements of Newton Aycliffe
and Shildon, because of its close proximity to them it
is highly sustainable. Future residents will have access
to a range of services and facilities without needing to
travel by car. The level of development proposed is
commensurate both to the level of services and
facilities available and to the size of the village. The
provision of much needed new homes will help the
village to become more sustainable and resilient in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 78 of
the NPPF.

Support noted.Q3 – Sustainable Development Statement1119Question 3

We support the intentions of the statement and
considers that it accurately reflects both current and
emerging national policy and guidance.

The inclusion of the words 'where possible' following
the effective use of previously developed land would
include considerations of viability and deliverability.

Sustainable Development Statement (Question 3)

We support the inclusion of the ‘Sustainable
Development Statement’ as it follows the requirements

2055Question 3

set out by the Planning Inspectorate and the overall
aim of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
It is vital that the Plan is prepared positively and that
development needs are met during the plan period.

The NPPF seeks that development proposals which
accord with the development plan should be approved
without delay, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. Based upon a ‘Plan Positively’ agenda,
policies must not contain too many restrictive and
unduly onerous conditions which may result in unviable
and, ultimately, undeliverable development sites. It is
therefore considered that the proposed Sustainable
Development Statement reflects the model wording as
proposed by the Planning Inspectorate.

However, whilst we consider the ‘Sustainable
Development Statement’ to be ‘sound’ in principle,
there is concern over some of the text and we therefore
proposed a slight amendment to be included within
this  Statement. This change is in respect of Principle
No. 1, which states that the Council will make effective 
use of previously developed land wherever possible.
Whilst we do not have any objections to this in
principle, it is important to acknowledge that previously
developed sites are limited and those available can
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have viability issues associated the remedial works
required to enable them to be suitable for development.
We would therefore suggest that the policy text is
amended to read:

“New development should create and support strong,
vibrant, resilient and healthy communities, making the
most effective use of financially viable previously
developed land wherever possible, and…”.

Subject to the above proposed amendment, we support
Principle No. 3 which seeks to allow smaller
communities to become more sustainable and resilient
as this is in accordance with the 2018 NPPF;
particularly paragraph 78. Given the rural nature of
much of the County, it is essential that the Plan looks
to promote a strong rural economy by supporting
sustainable growth (both employment and housing)
throughout all subareas.
In conclusion, we support the inclusion of a Sustainable
Development Statement with an approach to
concentrate development in locations which provide,
or have the potential to provide, the greatest access
to services and facilities. However, it is important that
such development is financially viable otherwise the
sites will not be built leaving the county vulnerable with
regard to its housing and employment land supply.
Furthermore, we support the development strategy
where it recognises that to support smaller settlements,
housing growth will also be required in those areas
too.

As the Statement is high level it includes the three
principles of sustainability but soes not at this stage

Sustainable development is described in the revised
NPPF as having three objectives. Even though the

2140Question 3

break them down. The aspects of the envionmentalstatement in the Plan includes the environmental
relating to the built, natural and historic environment
are dealt with in more detail elsewhere in the Plan.

objective, it does not specifically mention the natural
environment. It only refers to meeting the needs of the
environment and therefore does not reflect that the
NPPF seeks to enhance the natural environment and
improve biodiversity.

Support noted.Q3 We agree that the plan should support sustainable,
balanced and regenerated communities. Most recent

2233Question 3

development on previously allocated sites in the earlier
plan, added to the housing allocations in adjacent Local
Authority Areas has already put pressure on our
services and facilities in Sedgefield, and this will be
exacerbated if more housing development is allowed,
particularly when the full extent of permissions are
fulfilled.

It is also important to note that previous permission
granted for approximately 300 caravans and lodges
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at Brakes Farm has yet to come to fruition and
should be given due weight in Q5, and Q6, Policy
2 as this development will undoubtedly add
pressure to local services and facilities, and
parking.

We agree that all communities and businesses will
benefit from an accessible and integrated transport
system but where is it? We cannot see how this is
going to be achieved, particularly for the South East
of the County.

Renaming the Statement 'Location of Development'
would imply a more limited scope rhan is the reality
and be misleading.

The Sustainable Development Statement is concerned
with the location of development. NECTAR is pleased
to see that DCC recognises the importance of location
in delivering sustainability. However, sustainability is

1856Question 3

a much broader topic than this. A truly comprehensive
Sustainable Development Statement would include a
commitment to delivering all of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and a description of how these
goals might be delivered. As this would be a lengthy
statement, and as many of the topics within the UN
SD Goals are dealt with elsewhere in the Plan, we
propose that this Statement should be renamed
“Location of Development”.

When new housing is proposed policies in the Plan
make it clear that the developer must provide financial

Having read the sections of the plan with which I have
particular concerns I would make the following

1972Question 3

contributions which address the direct impact of thecomments which I believe are related to two of your
specific questions, Question 3 and Question 34. scheme on existing infrastructure such as schools and

health provision. Overall spending and provision asMy concerns are based on my experience as a resident
of the Consett area for over 30 years.In this time there you acknowledge is not something that can be

controlled by the local plan.has been a significant increase in house building in
the area but there appears to have been little increase
in the infrastructure necessary to cope with the extra
demand on services.

Local health provision is now much worse than when
I first arrived in Consett. Whilst  both major local GP
practices have moved into new purpose built premises
in the last 15 to 20 years the ease of obtaining an
appointment has reduced significantly. There would
also seem to be a threat to the local Shotley Bridge
Hospital which the rumour mill suggests is scheduled
for closure and where certainly, many services which
were previously provided locally have either been
reduced or removed entirely.

Whilst I understand that this present planning process
cannot dictate directly to the NHS what provision is
made in any specific locality the ability or preparedness
of the National Health Service to provide services must
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be a factor in any process which determines where
and how many new residential properties are built. A
growing and aging population should have local access
to necessary medical facilities.

I note that in your Sustainable Development Statement
– 2 The location and scale of any new development
should ........... support.. levels of growth commensurate
with access to services and facilities.

QUESTION 3  There should be no further residential
building in the Consett area until improved medical
provision above the current inadequate level can be
guaranteed through necessary discussion with the
NHS.

I would make the general comment that whilst to a
layman many sections of the plan are thorough and
well thought out -sections on Wind Turbines for
example appear excellent -in some areas the plan
seems to be pedestrian and lack imagination making
it inadequate for the middle years of the 21st Century.

Support noted.I agree with the statement but again the NPPF
document must really be adhered to by DCC and more

1621Question 3

importantly by developers too with regard to
sustainable developments and communities!

Support noted.I am glad to have the opportunity of commenting on the Durham County Plan: Preferred Options document which I welcome as an 
improvement upon the earlier Plan.

2420Question 3

I hope that the 2018 Plan can be further improved to the extent necessary for it ultimately to be accepted as adoptable.

In welcoming a much improved plan I wish to record my support for:
• Spatial Vision  
• Plan Objectives  
• Sustainable Development Statement  
• General Development Principles 
• Plan Policies in General (excluding Policy 17.1)  

The word 'safe' has been added before 'walking' in the
first principle.

Sustainable Development Statement  The Club is
pleased to reference to cycling in this Statement.While
appreciating the broad nature of this Statement

1843Question 3

however, we represent that the word “safe” should
appear and that the Statement makes it clear provision
will be made for safe cycling to important hubs, eg
retail centres.

Economic growth can be achieved whilst seeking to
limit its adverse impact. In a county like Durham where

It is of considerable concern to CDGP that the
Sustainable Development Statement grossly corrupts

1465Question 3

economic performance is so low in comparison tothe internationally accepted meaning of the term. First
national averages it is rightthat improving the county'sexpressed by the 1987 Brundtland Report - Sustainable
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development is the organising principle for meeting
human development goals while at the same time

economy be a key pritoirty of the Plan. However the
Plan acknowledges and includes policies that also seek

sustaining the ability of natural systems to provide the to protect and enhance the county's unique built,
historic and natural environment.natural resources and ecosystem services upon which

the economy and society depend. The desired result
is a state of society where living conditions and
resource use continue to meet human needs without
undermining the integrity and stability of the natural
system. Sustainable development can be classified as
development that meet the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations.

In paragraph 3.3 - The Council’s preamble to the
statement - we see the sentence, “In accordance with
this, the County Durham Plan, when read as a whole,
seeks to deliver sustainable development as a means
of growing the County’s economy”. In the actual
statement, principle 2 states, “In order to secure
balanced communities, development should deliver
economic growth…”

The desire to achieve economic growth dominates the
Council’s Sustainable Development Statement,
however, economic growth acts to directly increase
consumption of natural resources and the generation
of waste and carbon. As a goal, it sits in direct
opposition to Sustainable Development. Idolatry of
economic growth increases the likelihood of
growth/recession cycles which have blighted the
County economy for decades. What’s needed is the
use of ‘metrics’ that support economic stability and
quality of life, and the creation of an economy that
meets the needs of residents without compromising
the environment.

‘Sustainability Tests’ were a key feature of the
withdrawn CDP Deposit Draft 2013. These formed a
framework for assessing the sustainability of
development proposals, and helped ensure delivery
against the, ‘presumption for sustainable development’.
CDGP is very concerned to note that this wholly
desirable approach no longer figures within the current
preferred options paper.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2120Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
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“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018). 3.10 The Settlement Study however does
not provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

1942Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018). The Settlement Study however, does
not provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted.The Sustainable Development Statement is sound.
The following principles are particularly welcomed:

2476Question 3

“New development should create and support strong,
vibrant communities … and enabling a larger number
of people to have convenient access to jobs, training,
services and facilities (including multi-functional green
space) by public transport, walking and cycling as
alternatives to the private car.”

“In order to secure balanced communities development
should … be supported by an appropriate scale and
mix of housing which meets identified need and is
located in places where people wish to live.”

With respect to Hellens’ interests at Sedgefield, this
provides a unique opportunity to deliver affordable new
homes at a sustainable location. Hellens is seeking
allocation of its land interest for housing which would
in part deliver “entry-level homes” as encouraged the
new NPPF (July 2018).

The site is accessible to a wide range of local facilities,
services, jobs and recreational opportunities and is
located within a High Value Area.This however means
that homes are beyond being affordable for many and
the offer by Hellens therefore provides an opportunity
to deliver balanced communities with a mix of housing
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to meet the identified need in a place where people
wish to live.

Although Ushaw Moor and Bearpark are close to each
other they are distinct settlements. Furthermore

The Parish Council agrees with the Sustainable
Development Statement but disagrees with Settlement

1591Question 3

clustering them would likely not change the scoring or
the number of allocations in either settlement.

Study. Although Bearpark and Ushaw Moor villages
are separated by green belt it is only a narrow strip
and we share many of the same services and issues,
and could benefit from a co-ordinated approach. We
request that this is recognised and reconsidered as a
cluster including Bearpark, Aldin Grange, Ushaw Moor
and Broompark.

The wording of the statement has been amended to
more closely follow the model policy wording issued
by the Planning Inspectorate.

Sustainable Development Statement   Although we
accept that this Statement is generally in accord with
the National Planning Policy Framework, we represent
that the 3rd paragraph needs re-writing, with the word

1598Question 3

“unless” appearing twice in the same sentence. We
also represent that it would be helpful if the criteria
were structured to positively distinguish sustainable
development from unsustainable development, which
would not be acceptable. At present, the criteria are
presented as a range of options whereas sustainable
development should meet all (or as many as possible)
to give the classic win-win-win solutions.

The number of allocations identified in the Plan are
sufficient to meet the county's housing needs up to

This specific enquiry aside, I have a more general point
of feedback. As I mentioned, I think your vision for

1833Question 3

2035. The NPPF supports a plan led approach as thesustainable development is extremely laudable, but
starting point for decision making therefore the planmy concern is that behind all of the zoning of certain
also includes policies which will resist inappropriate
development.

areas is an assumption that developers will come
forward with sustainable development proposals. The
CDP itself (section 5.4) states that to date it has been
difficult to attract such investment. Will simply creating
new zones for employment and housing solve this
problem?

Moreover, the policies that have been created to control
development and ensue that it is sustainable in both
economic, environmental (natural and cultural) and
social ways are reasonably stringent - which is
absolutely right, and I agree with many of the points in
these policies. The issue I have is that the planning
department can only work with schemes that are
presented to it for approval. Some of these schemes
for the proposed zones may be exactly the kind of
sustainable development the CDP seeks to encourage.
Others will doubtlessly be less than sustainable -
especially in regard to the environmental and social
sustainability, given that developers are essentially
driven by profit and the economic sustainability of any
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scheme. Given the Central Government requirement
to build a quota of housing, what will DCC do if only
schemes that are not especially sustainable are
submitted by developers? Eventually will not the
planning department will be forced, under their own
intent or the instruction of others, to accept some of
these less desirable schemes in order to fulfil quotas
- and will then be criticised for accepting less desirable
development, which perhaps delivers economic
sustainability but at the sacrifice of environmental and
social sustainability?

Surely there needs to be a wider approach to
encouraging sustainable development, which includes
all elements of the council? Business rates that
encourage sustainable regeneration of town centres?
Economic incentives to developers who construct good
quality sustainable social infrastructure for new housing
developments? Economic disincentives to developers
seeking to construct new employment centres that are
not as environmentally sustainable as they could be?

It is, of course, a gross simplification to characterise
all private developers as doing as much as possible
to cut corners by disadvantaging others and maximise
their own profits, but there is a degree of truth to this
trope.The truth within this stereotype must be mitigated
against by making it profitable for developers to submit
sustainable development proposals that are easy to
align with the excellent vision and policies of the CDP,
rather than those which will just about squeeze through
the planning system but be damaging for the social
and environmental health of the county. Or alternatively
without enough incentives will the new zoning simply
fail to elicit the private investment the CDP relies on?

Support noted.Our client agrees with the Sustainable Development
Statement.

2272Question 3

Support noted.Our Client supports the intentions of the statement and
considers that it accurately reflects both current and
emerging national policy and guidance.

2314Question 3

The Statement included in the Plan includes the
definition from the NPPF but also adds an additional

Whilst the Council’s definition of sustainable
development includes reference to the NPPF, it also

2450Question 3

interpretation which recognises the uniqueness of
County Durham.This is one of the roles of a local plan.

includes additional points and criteria. Whilst these
additional elements of the policy are well intentioned,
they are inconsistent with national policy as they are
not included within the definition of sustainable
development set out in the NPPF (paragraph 8 of the
current NPPF and paragraph 7 of the previous NPPF).
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We therefore suggest that this is amended so that the
definition matches that set out in the NPPF, with the
additional elements deleted or moved to the
Vision/Objectives areas of the CDP (where they would
be more appropriately served).

Support noted.The University agrees with the Sustainable
Development Statement.

3637Question 3

Comment noted.3347Question 3 1 Neighbourhood Plan

Ferryhill Town Council are currently undertaking a
Neighbourhood Plan which, when finalised, will
ultimately feed into the County Durham Plan.

Comment noted.This statement advises that the Council will take a
positive approach that reflects the presumption in

3263Question 3

favour of sustainable development and work proactively
with applicants to secure development that improves
the economic, social and environmental conditions in
County Durham.

Project Genesis already has a proven track record of
delivering sustainable development and has facilitated
£150m of investment in the regeneration of the former
steelworks.   Its obvious potential to continue this
delivery must be recognised in the Plan and would
accord with its stated principles. To date, this
regeneration of brownfield land (requiring significant
remediation) has included:

700  new  homes  including  30  affordable  bungalows
 (meeting the  15%  requirement)  for Durham Aged
Miners Housing Association. Development is on-going
at Regent Park;

• Tesco foodstore;
• Restaurant operated by Man V Food;
• Drive thru Starbucks;
• Frank’s Flooring retail unit;
• 16  high  quality  offices  for  local  start-up

businesses  at  the  Innovation Centre  and Steel
House;

• New bus maintenance and distribution facility for
Go-Ahead Group;

• Office and depot facility, Mill House, Hownsgill;
• 13 industrial and office units totalling 3,700sqm

gross at Hownsgill – under construction;
• New Campus for Derwentside College;
• New depot for JT Doves Builders Merchants; and
• New bus maintenance and distribution facility for

Go-Ahead Group.
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As a result of the above, the unique arrangements of
Project Genesis have realised the following significant
community benefits:

• 24-hour CCTV system through the Project
Genesis area including rapid response police;

• Creation of the Urban Park to the west of Genesis
Way;

• Creation of Fawcett Park – 2-hectare site
including children’s play area and feature art
works;

• Improvements to the Coast to Coast cycleway
including new signage, fencing and landscape
improvements;

• Environmental enhancements to the street scene
created by features walls and entrances to
several developments;

• Features art works dedicated to the history of
Consett and notably the former steelworks;

• Project Genesis Management Company which
is privately funded by leaseholders on the Site
for the sole purpose of providing community
support, security and maintain the public areas
of the Site including landscape maintenance,
environmental improvements, repairs, litter
picking etc.

Paragraph 3.4 of the Plan states:

“A local plan should ensure that sufficient land of the
right type is available in the right places to support
growth by identifying and coordinating development
requirements, including infrastructure.”

In this regard, the Council has failed to recognise the
achievements of Project Genesis to date and the
long-term regeneration benefits of the Site by omitting
to include a policy for Project Genesis and Updated
Masterplan in the Plan; and by not acknowledging the
land that is available in Consett to support growth.
Therefore, the Council has not complied with its own
Sustainable Development Statement and consequently,
the Plan is not sound.

Comment noted.The Sustainable Development Statement is not actually
supported by other preferred options. Proposals for

2505Question 3

demolition of existing buildings to be replaced by
residential and commercial development which then
require major road building and incursion into the green
belt are totally unsustainable.

Comment noted.Our Client agrees that the Council should apply the
NPPF’s presumption in favour of sustainable

3108Question 3
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development (Paragraph 11) and maintain their
commitment to working with applicants to secure
development that improves the economic, social and
environmental conditions within the County. As noted
in the NPPF, planning policies should not only aim to
meet the needs of the plan area as a minimum but be
sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change.

We consider that our Client’s land would meet the 5
principles set out in the Sustainable Development
Statement and make an important contribution to both
the Council’s economic aspirations and the delivery of
much needed homes.

We also note a drafting error in the numbering of the
principles, with number ‘2’ appearing twice.

Support noted.1.10 Persimmon Homes generally support the content
of the Sustainable Development Statement. The

3310Question 3

statement is reflective of the NPPF and we particularly
welcome the commitment to “work pro-actively with
applicants jointly to find solutions which mean that
proposals can be approved wherever possible”.

1.11 The sustainable development principles, although
general in nature, are well founded and sound as broad
principles to guide sustainable development. Principle
2 promoting the provision of a scale and mix of housing
where people wish to live and Principle 3, promoting
the location and scale of new developments to meet
the needs communities and businesses and supporting
levels of growth commensurate with their access to
services and facilities (as set out in the County Durham
Settlement Study) are fully endorsed by Persimmon
Homes. However as noted previously, and discussed
in more detail in response to Question 10 below, the
proposed distribution of housing to North Durham and
Chester-le-Street is considered insufficient to allow an
appropriate scale of growth within one of the County’s
most in demand and sustainable settlements.

Support noted.Sustainable Development Statement2698Question 3

The proposed Sustainable Development Statement is
consistent with the aims and objectives of the new
NPPF and Story Homes are supportive of its intentions
which will help to secure delivery of the spatial vision
for the County. Again, the links between housing and
economic growth are welcomed with very clear
recognition that in order to secure balanced
communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing which meets
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identified need and is located in places where people
wish to live.

Support noted.Sustainable Development Statement2803Question 3

The proposed Sustainable Development Statement is
consistent with the aims and objectives of the new
NPPF and Story Homes are supportive of its intentions
which will help to secure delivery of the spatial vision
for the County. Again, the links between housing and
economic growth are welcomed with very clear
recognition that in order to secure balanced
communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing which meets
identified need and is located in places where people
wish to live.

Principle 3 which includes the reference to
environmental opportunities applies to all development
not just in smaller communities.

The sustainable development statement should
reference the need for visibility of environmental
opportunities as well as risks to the environment and
not just for smaller communities. (Point 3).

3274Question 3

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2848Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2577Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018). The Settlement Study, however, does
not provide a threshold between differing settlement
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groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2721Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2935Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
"development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live".

3.10 Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham
Settlement Study (2018). The Settlement Study
however does not provide a threshold between differing
settlement groupings; this would be welcomed to aid
consistency when assessing the sustainability of
settlements in conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2719Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
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when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. A Settlement Study could be prepared
using a range of methodologies. The council believe

The Sustainable Development Statement is generally
sound and the following principles are particularly
welcomed:
“To allow smaller communities to become more
sustainable and resilient, development that delivers

2929Question 3

the approach it has used is appropriate is robust. It
should also be noted that there are policies in the Plan
such as the Development on Unallocated Sites,

environmental and community benefits, social cohesion Countryside and Exception policies do allow for suitable
and economic vitality will be permitted, particularly if it windfall sites to come forward in places such as
benefits nearby communities that individually lack, Ferryhill in addition to the allocations in the Plan.

Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.services, facilities and/or employment opportunities;
and
In rural areas, development that meets the economic
and housing needs of the local community, including
appropriate tourist development, will be permitted
providing it is appropriate and the quality, character
and valuable features of the countryside are protected.”
Raby Estates is however concerned about the
reference in Principle 2 to the location and scale of
new development being commensurate with access
to services and facilities “as set out in the County
Durham Settlement Study” on the grounds that the
methodology employed in this study does not provide
a true indication of the sustainability of these
settlements.
A new methodology has been employed for the 2018
study, intended to reflect the updated data sources
which are available. The Study notes that this was
intended to provide a more robust and comprehensive
understanding of the services and facilities available
within each settlement.Whilst the total number of data
sources has been increased, the number of categories
where a weighting has been applied has been reduced
and this is of concern. Previously whereas facilities
such as Community Centres were given weighted
scores dependent upon the quality of their facilities
and the services offered, the current methodology does
not differentiate. It is considered that this new
methodology penalises sustainable settlements, such
as Staindrop and Gainford, by failing to recognize the
quality and range of facilities available.
Staindrop has been given a score of 27.4 in the County
Durham Plan Settlement Study (2018). It offers a
number of existing services and facilities all of which
are readily accessible on foot from the periphery of the
settlement. Services and facilities include:
• Two Churches;
• a GP Surgery;
• a Post Office;
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• Local shopping provision including a butcher and a
Spar convenience food store; and newsagents
• A Day Nursery;
• Staindrop C.E Primary School;
• Staindrop Academy Secondary School;
• a Scout/Guide Hut;
• a Village Community Hall and Function Rooms;
• a Play Area;
• a barber, hairdresser and beauty room;
• Tea Rooms; and
• a Pub
Gainford has been given a score of 23 in the County
Durham Plan Settlement Study (2018). It offers a
number of existing services and facilities all of which
are readily accessible on foot from the periphery of the
settlement. including:
• Three Churches;
• a GP Surgery;
• a Post Office;
• Local shopping provision including a butcher, a corner
shop and a boutique
• Gainford C.E Primary School;
• a Village Hall;
• a Play Area;
• a Fish and Chip Shop;
• Café and a Pop-Up Restaurant; and
• a Pub.
Both settlements also benefit from a regular bus service
providing connections to local rural settlements as well
as the larger centres of Barnard Castle and Darlington.

Although the majority of future housing growth within
County Durham should be accommodated within the
largest settlements, it is clear that there is also a need
for housing within smaller settlements. This is
emphasised in the Council’s Rural Proofing Report
(2018) which acknowledges that overly restrictive
planning policies or the use of narrow definitions of
what constitutes sustainable development can have
adverse impacts on smaller settlements in rural areas.
Raby Estates is concerned that, whilst the services
and facilities in both Gainford and Staindrop are
commensurate with those in larger settlements, no
residential allocations are proposed. Both are
settlements characterised by an ageing population,
with a higher proportion of single person households
and fewer families with children. Coupled with high
levels of surplus capacity in existing local services this
presents a key risk to the future sustainability of the
settlements.
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A failure to meet this need would result in localised
housing pressures, worsening affordability and
demographic pressures. It would also have the
potential to undermine the viability and sustainability
of smaller settlements, putting the survival of local
services, facilities and communities at risk, contrary to
the objectives identified in the Rural Proofing Report.
In order to meet the Government’s objective of
“significantly boosting the supply of homes” the NPPF
(2018 at para. 59 states that “it is important that a
sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward
where it is needed, that the needs of groups with
specific housing requirements are addressed”.
Sustainable settlements such as Gainford and
Staindrop require future residential development to
ensure continued maintenance and improvement of
the economic and social aspects of the settlements
which contribute to their vibrancy and desirability as
places to live. Despite the recognition in the
Sustainable Development Statement that development
is needed to allow smaller communities to become
more sustainable, only two allocations are proposed
in Policy 5 within the whole of the West Durham area
(in Barnard Castle and Wolsingham)
Raby Estates submit that without further residential
development in Gainford and Staindrop over the Plan
Period to 2035 it will prove difficult for these settlements
to properly sustain their services and their function as
vibrant sustainable rural settlements. A lack of housing
allocations will result in the settlements failing to meet
the needs of local people and potentially falling in to
decline.
A public consultation event was hosted by Raby
Estates at Gainford Village Hall in August 2016 to seek
the views of local residents on the prospect of new
housing development in the village. Overall, the
proposals were well received, and the community
provided valuable feedback in terms of local priorities,
needs and aspirations.The responses revealed strong
support for new housing in Gainford with more than
half of the attendees stating that they would like to see
new family homes in the area.
New housing development in sustainable rural
settlements such as Staindrop and Gainford within the
west of the County offers significant opportunities to
deliver development which meets the needs of wider
rural communities and will enable these settlements
to properly sustain their role and function as vibrant
sustainable rural communities and desirable places to
live. To ensure that robust information is available on
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the services and facilities within settlements such as
this the methodology employed in the Settlement Study
should be revisited.
In conclusion Raby Estates would suggest the inclusion
of text in to the policy from the Rural Proofing paper
(2018) recognising the role rural settlements perform.

Support noted.Our client agrees with the Sustainable Development
Statement.

3072Question 3

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2516Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

The inclusion of the words 'where possible' following
the effective use of previously developed land would
include considerations of viability and deliverability.

We support the inclusion of the ‘Sustainable
Development Statement’ as it follows the requirements
set out by the Planning Inspectorate and the overall
aim of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

2665Question 3

It is vital that the Plan is prepared positively and that
development needs are met during the plan period and
it is considered that the proposed Sustainable
Development Statement reflects the model wording as
proposed by the Planning Inspectorate.

The NPPF seeks that development proposals which
accord with the development plan should be approved
without delay, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. Based upon a ‘Plan Positively’ agenda,
policies must not contain too many restrictive and
unduly onerous conditions which may result in unviable
and, ultimately, undeliverable development sites. We
reiterate the importance of this in several other policies
set out below. Notwithstanding this, we consider the
‘Sustainable Development Statement’ to be ‘sound’ in
principle.

The only concern and proposed change we would like
to see reflected in this Statement is in respect of
Principle No. 1, which states that the Council will make
effective use of previously developed land wherever
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possible. Whilst we do not have any objections to this
in principle, it is important to acknowledge that
previously developed sites are limited and those
available can have viability issues associated the
remedial works required to enable them to be safe to
develop. We would therefore suggest that the policy
text is amended to read:

“New development should create and support strong,
vibrant, resilient and healthy communities, making the
most effective use of financially viable previously
developed land wherever possible, and…”.

We particularly support Principle No. 3 which seeks to
allow smaller communities to become more sustainable
and resilient as this is in accordance with the NPPF
and particularly paragraph 78. Given the rural nature
of much of the county, it is essential that the Plan looks
to promote a strong rural economy by supporting
sustainable growth (both employment and housing)
throughout all subareas.

In conclusion, we support the approach to concentrate
development in locations which provide, or have the
potential to provide, the greatest access to services
and facilities. However, it is important that the
development strategy also recognises that to support
smaller settlements, housing growth will also be
required in those areas too. Please see below for
further thoughts on this matter.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

2622Question 3 • The preferred Sustainable Development
Statement is welcomed, specifically in that

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

securing balanced communities, development
should deliver economic growth and new job
opportunities which should be supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing. We also
welcome the reference made in section 3.4 which
relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable
and located in placed where people wish to live".

• Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham
Settlement Study (2018). The Settlement Study
however does not provide a threshold between
differing settlement groupings; this would be
welcomed to aid consistency when assessing
the sustainability of settlements in conjunction
with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

3.6 The preferred Sustainable Development Statement
is welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2824Question 3
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grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
"development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live".

3.7 Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Economic growth can be achieved whilst seeking to
limit its adverse impact. In a county like Durham where

It is of concern to TD that the Sustainable Development
Statement corrupts the internationally accepted

2894Question 3

economic performance is so low in comparison tomeaning of the term.  Sustainable development is the
national averages it is rightthat improving the county'sorganising principle for meeting human development
economy be a key pritoirty of the Plan. However thegoals while at the same time sustaining the ability of
Plan acknowledges and includes policies that also seeknatural systems to provide the natural resources and
to protect and enhance the county's unique built,
historic and natural environment.

ecosystem services upon which the economy and
society depend.The desired result is a state of society
where living conditions and resource use continue to
meet human needs without undermining the integrity
and stability of the natural system. Sustainable
development can be classified as development that
meet the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations.

In paragraph 3.3 - The Council’s preamble to the
statement - we see the sentence, “In accordance with
this, the County Durham Plan, when read as a whole,
seeks to deliver sustainable development as a means
of growing the County’s economy”.   In the actual
statement, principle 2 states, “In order to secure
balanced communities, development should deliver
economic growth…”

The desire to achieve economic growth dominates the
Council’s Sustainable Development Statement,
however, economic growth acts to directly increase
consumption of natural resources and the generation
of waste and carbon.   As a goal, it sits in direct
opposition to Sustainable Development. Idolatry of
economic growth increases the likelihood of
growth/recession cycles which have blighted the
County economy for decades. What’s needed is the
use of ‘metrics’ that support economic stability and
quality of life, and the creation of an economy that
meets the needs of residents without compromising
the environment.
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‘Sustainability Tests’ were a key feature of the
withdrawn CDP Deposit Draft 2013. These formed a
framework for assessing the sustainability of
development proposals, and helped ensure delivery
against the, ‘presumption for sustainable
development’. TD is concerned to note that this wholly
desirable approach no longer figures within the current
preferred options paper.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

2906Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

It is acknowledged that job creation is based on a
number of different factors outside the remit of the

The Sustainable Development Statement is not
compatible with the County Durham Plan as Principles

2964Question 3

Plan. What the Plan does is identify the employment1, 2 and 3 are not being addressed in all of the main
towns named in Paragraph 2.8 on Page 12. sites which our evidence shows are most attractive to

investors and seeks to ensure that we provide the rightIn the main town of Stanley and the surrounding area
many housing developments have gone ahead and housing to meet needs and support new and existing

jobs.more with planning permission have yet to start.
However, during the same period there has been very
little economic development and job creation, and the
amount of land allocated for industrial development
has been repeatedly reduced due to decisions made
by the County Council.  As a result the Statement in
Para. 3.6 on Page 18 is not compatible with the
Sustainable Development Statement.  As a result the
Principles 1, 2 and 3 cannot be met.

The inclusion of the words 'where possible' following
the effective use of previously developed land would
include considerations of viability and deliverability.

We support the inclusion of the ‘Sustainable
Development Statement’ as it follows the requirements
set out by the Planning Inspectorate and the overall
aim of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

3016Question 3

It is vital that the Plan is prepared positively and that
development needs are met during the plan period.

The  NPPF  seeks  that  development proposals  which
 accord  with  the  development plan  should  be
approved without delay, unless material considerations
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indicate otherwise. Based upon a ‘Plan Positively’
agenda, policies must not contain too many restrictive
and unduly onerous conditions which may result in
unviable and, ultimately, undeliverable development
sites. It is therefore considered that the proposed
Sustainable Development Statement reflects the model
wording as proposed by the Planning Inspectorate.

Whilst we consider the ‘Sustainable Development
Statement’ to be ‘sound’ in principle, there is concern
over  some  of  the  text  and  we  therefore proposed
a  slight  amendment to  be  included  within  this
Statement. This change is in respect of Principle No.
1, which states that the Council will make effective use
of previously developed land wherever possible.Whilst
we do not have any objections to this in principle, it is
important to acknowledge that previously developed
sites are limited and those available can have viability
issues associated with the remedial works required to
enable them to be suitable for development.We would
therefore suggest that the policy text is amended to
read:

“New development should create and support strong,
vibrant, resilient and healthy communities, making the
most effective use of financially viable previously
developed land wherever possible, and…”.

We particularly support Principle No. 3 which seeks to
allow smaller communities to become more sustainable
and resilient as this is in accordance with the NPPF
and particularly paragraph 78. Given the rural nature
of much of the county, it is essential that the Plan looks
to promote a strong rural economy by supporting
sustainable growth (both employment and housing)
throughout all sub-areas.

In conclusion, we support the inclusion of a Sustainable
Development Statement with an approach to
concentrate development in locations which provide,
or have the potential to provide, the greatest access
to services and facilities. However, it is important that
such development is financially viable otherwise
development sites will not be built, leaving the county
vulnerable with regard to its housing and employment
land supply.

Furthermore, it  is  important that  the  development
strategy also  recognises that  to  support smaller
settlements, housing growth will also be required in
those areas too. Please see below for further thoughts
on this matter.

Comment noted.Sustainable Development Statement3179Question 3
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Principle 3 of the sustainable development statement
states;

“To allow smaller communities to become more
sustainable and resilient, development that delivers
environmental and community benefits, social cohesion
and economic vitality will be permitted, particularly if it
benefits nearby communities that lack services,
facilities and/or employment opportunities”.

A  residential scheme of  approximately 50 new homes
with the appropriate level of  affordable housing would
represent a substantial investment in Edmondsley
sensitive to the scale and need of the village. The
recent closure of several business demonstrated by
the letters of support received from those which remain
is due to prolonged outer migration. Without any local
housing offer this trend will continue. Not only would
a new scheme appeal to those within the village but it
would be attractive to those not necessarily able to
afford properties within Chester-le-Street. It is common
knowledge  that  Edmonsdley Primary is  predominantly
 used by  residents of nearby  towns. This causes
serious congestion along Congburn Bank and other
side streets during drop-off and pick-up times. This
has been confirmed to me by Ward Councillors who
recognise that a local scheme which helps alleviate
this issue would be of great benefit to the area. As such
I propose that a section of the south east corner be
used for a school car park or mitigation measures. I
would be happy to discuss an appropriate design or
strategy with Council officers to this respect.

The Plan seeks to give the county the best chance of
improving its economy whilst protecting its unique built,

I hope you will welcome this human, informal feedback
with as much weight as the brilliant prepared responses

3421Question 3

historic and natural environment. This, together withI am sure you will have had, from some well respected
the vision, objective and policies in the Plan will seekpeers of mine within our county. I would like to agree
to improve the quality of life of existing and future
residents.

with the responses from Transition Durham and
Durham Food who have, in a much more eloquent
way, responded officially to your request for feedback.

Our organisation is somewhat different and my
response reflects this. We want to be the voice of the
many unheard residents of Consett and the
surrounding villages and we speak out for the future
of our town.

The call from the people in our area is please stop!
Stop following short term thinking practices and please
start to support the local people, from the bottom up,
and meet the desperate needs of our communities.

Please stop selling off our local land assets to private
investors and large corporations to fund new
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developments that we don't need and do not serve the
vast majority.

Please stop ignoring real issues faced daily by local
residents and start to address the huge social and
financial disparity in your county.

Your current plan meets only the needs of profit,
business and declining middle class population and
ignores the quality of life of low income individuals and
future generations in our county completely.

Your plan provides nothing but housing and big retail
crammed together with no provision for the autonomy
and individual needs of the population. People wth
hopes and dreams and aspiration beyond working at
Poundland or doing admin in an office; people who
want more than living a commuter lifestyle to pay for
over price, badly designed, plastic box living, never
seeing their children and having ever increasing stress
an health issues.

As director of The ALT Group I have had the
opportunity to work with several of your departments
and your employees. They all have a great
understanding of the underlying needs of our
community and ideas of how these needs could be
met.Your plan does not seem to mirror any of the
opinions I have heard from these separate
departments, with a wealth of knowledge and
experience.

I am also concerned about the finances of this plan,
considering earlier this year your spending outside of
statutory provisions, suddenly there is enough budget
to fund a new head quarters. I think there is a need to
consider a radical new way of thinking regarding how
the council is spending and funding non-renewable
and non-sustainable practices, while it is duty bound
to provide this sort of planning on the behalf of
residents.

I would implore all planners to ask themselves this:

Will your plan for Durham benefit generation 7?

Our future relies on your ability to see beyond profits
and short term gain and to broaden our planning policy
to effect not only the next ten years but the next
hundred years and indeed beyond.

The policies and proposals in the Plan are the means
of delivering the principles set out in the Sustainable

4.2 Sustainable Development Statement

4.2.1 Question 3 seeks views on a proposed
‘Sustainable Development Statement’.This Statement

3539Question 3

Development Statement. The Statement also sets out
how the council will approach decision making in the
context of the development plan and the NPPF.

provides details of how development proposals will be
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considered and offers additional detail on the principles
of sustainable development that will be pursued in the
context of County Durham. Having considered the
content of the Statement, Gladman are generally
supportive, but are of the view that the wording reads
as a statement of policy. In preparing future iterations
of the Plan,
consideration should therefore be given to the status
of this Statement and further clarification provided on
the role that it is expected to play in decision making.

4.2.2 A Statement of this nature should ideally be
contained within a policy of the Plan and seek to ensure
that there will be a local approach to planning that will
always work proactively with applicants to find solutions
to support the social, environmental and economic
conditions of the area. This is important because the
ethos of sustainable development is key to assessing
planning proposals.

This will include the need to pro-actively manage the
circumstances whereby relevant policies could be
deemed out of date over the course of the plan period,
particularly as a result of any inability to demonstrate
a five year housing land supply of deliverable housing
sites against up-todate evidence of housing need and
any associated requirement to take positive action. It
is vital that the policies of the plan are responsive to
rapid changes in circumstance and provide sufficient
flexibility to demonstrate that the development needs
of the area will be met as a minimum over
the plan period.

4.2.3 Paragraph 3.8 makes reference to the County
Durham Settlement Study, which assesses 229
communities. In implementing the dispersed settlement
strategy, it is vital that the approach to the allocation
of sites takes full account of this part of the evidence
base by providing the opportunity for all settlements
to maintain and, wherever possible, improve their
sustainability by recognising opportunities to support
development that is needed to enable local
regeneration.
Indeed, Paragraph 78 of the NPPF 2018 requires the
promotion of sustainable development in rural areas
and the need to locate housing in locations where it
will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
communities. Planning policies should identify
opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, particularly
where this will support local services.
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Support noted.The sustainable development statement is supported.
It clearly defines that development will be supported

3555Question 3

where it will create and support strong, vibrant, resilient
and healthy communities, enabling people to have
convenient access to jobs, training, services and
facilities by public transport, walking and cycling. In
addition, that the location and scale of new
development should meet the needs of communities
by supporting levels of growth commensurate with their
access to services and facilities.

The proposals for residential development on land to
the south west of Durham Road West will deliver
sustainable development. As previously explained, as
a result of its location it is highly sustainable, whilst it
is a greenfield site it is located within the urban area
and not in the Green Belt. Future residents will have
access to a range of services and facilities without
needing to travel by car. It would therefore fully accord
with the principles set out within the sustainable
development statement.

Support noted.The sustainable development statement appears to
address the need for sustainability throughout

4205Question 3

communities in County Durham, as outlined at the
Issues and Options stage of the Plan. Of particular
note is that the local authority will pursue the principle
that “New Development should create and support
strong, vibrant, resilient and healthy communities”, and
that “…development should deliver economic
growth…supported by an appropriate scale and mix
of housing.”

It is also welcome that the Sustainability Statement
recognises that the location and scale of new
development should meet the needs of the community.
It is particularly important that the ambition of smaller
communities to expand and become more sustainable
and resilient is fully supported by measures in the Plan
too.

Response required.The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

3760Question 3

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham Settlement
Study (2018).The Settlement Study however does not
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provide a threshold between differing settlement
groupings; this would be welcomed to aid consistency
when assessing the sustainability of settlements in
conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted.Q3 – Sustainable Development Statement
3.6. Our Client supports the intentions of the statement
and considers that it accurately reflects both current
and emerging national policy and guidance.

3823Question 3

Support noted.Q3 - Sustainable Development Statement3984Question 3

2.6 The proposed Sustainable Development Statement
is consistent with the aims and objectives of the new
NPPF and Story Homes are supportive of its intentions
which will help to secure delivery of the spatial vision
for the County. Again, the links between housing and
economic growth are welcomed with very clear
recognition that in order to secure balanced
communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities supported by an
appropriate scale and mix of housing which meets
identified need and is located in places where people
wish to live.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

The preferred Sustainable Development Statement is
welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced

3996Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.

communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
"development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live".

3.10 Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham
Settlement Study (2018). The Settlement Study
however does not provide a threshold between differing
settlement groupings; this would be welcomed to aid
consistency when assessing the sustainability of
settlements in conjunction with preferred Objective 2.

Support noted.Sustainable Development Statement3882Question 3

The HBF considers that the principle to secure
balanced communities through economic growth
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing
is generally appropriate for Durham.

Support noted.Question 3 – Delivering Sustainable Development3883Question 3

The Sustainable Development Statement is sound.
The following text is particularly welcomed:
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“New development should…[enable] a larger number
of people to have convenient access to jobs, training,
services and facilities (including multi-functional green
space) by public transport, walking and cycling as
alternatives to the private car”

“[development] should be supported by an appropriate
scale and mix of housing which meets identified need
and is located in places where people wish to live”
(strong housing market areas e.g. Durham City).

With respect to County Durham Land LLP’s site at
Sniperley Park, the allocation of this site for 1,900
houses offers significant opportunities for residents to
access the jobs, services and facilities in Durham City
using existing bus, cycle and walking routes
(particularly by Sniperley Park and Ride). The site is
in a high value, desirable area and thus represents a
place where people wish to live.

Support noted. Thresholds have not been used in the
settlement study as there is no objective method for

3.8 Question 3 – This is our Preferred Sustainable
Development Statement. Do you have any
comments?

3656Question 3

grouping different levels of services, any distinstion
would therefore be subjective and easily challenged.3.9 The preferred Sustainable Development Statement

is welcomed, specifically in that securing balanced
communities, development should deliver economic
growth and new job opportunities which should be
supported by an appropriate scale and mix of housing.
We also welcome the reference made in section 3.4
which relates to the right type of land; identifying that
“development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in placed where people wish to live”.

3.10 Section 3.8 refers to the County Durham
Settlement Study (2018) and our Clients notes how
well the Coxhoe cluster scores in this Study. The
Settlement Study however does not provide a threshold
between differing settlement groupings; this would be
welcomed to aid consistency when assessing the
sustainability of settlements in conjunction with
preferred Objective 2.

Comment noted.New development should create and support strong,
vibrant, resilient and healthy communities, making the

3726Question 3

most effective use of previously developed land
wherever possible, and enabling a larger number of
people to have convenient access to jobs, training,
services and facilities (including multi-functional green
space) by public transport, walking and cycling as
alternatives to the private car.-  No convenient access
to jobs, just a long commute by car.
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The Settlement Study has been taken into account in
determining the distribution of development in the Plan

It is vital that the CDLP responds positively to the
County Durham Settlement Study that is referenced

3732Question 3

which aims to direct development to the most
accessible and sustainbale locations.

in the supporting text to the Sustainable Development
Statement at paragraph 3.8. In this regard, it will be
vital that sufficient development is directed to the
County’s most sustainable settlements, such as
Durham City, in order to support the long term
economic potential of the area and the ability to achieve
the sustainable development ambitions set out in the
Vision and Objectives of the Plan. This will also be a
key element in achieving the approach set out in
paragraph 3.8 of the CDLP, which indicates that the
local plan should ensure that sufficient land of the right
type is available in the right places to support growth
by identifying and coordinating development
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure.
Development must also be viable, deliverable and
located in places where people wish to live. In order
to achieve this, it is considered necessary for the CDLP
to identify and where necessary allocate or safeguard
further development opportunities adjacent to Durham
City. It is essential that the CDLP takes full account of
the need to promote sustainable patterns of
development by ensuring that sufficient land is provided
adjacent to Durham City to meet development needs
in a manner that ensures that the Green Belt
boundaries can endure beyond the plan period. In this
regard, the reintroduction of a settlement hierarchy
within the plan would be a useful tool in ensuring that
development is directed to the most sustainable
settlements and responds positively to any specific
needs that are identified within the associated evidence
base.

The wording 'allow smaller communities to become
more sustainable and resilient' in principle 4 indicates

The following representation is written in response to
the County Durham Plan Preferred Options (2018)

3776Question 3

that there can be benefits to communities of allowingConsultation. It has concern to the village of Southside
new development, including to support existing ir new
services and facilities.

and looks to promote land at Moorfields, South Side,
Butterknowle, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL13
5JU for a sustainable housing in the village.

Question 3
Point 2 (second point 2 beginning with 'The location
and scale of new development should meet the needs
of our communities') should include reference to the
positive effect new development can have in making
settlements with limited services more sustainable,
with the inclusion of new residents.

It is the wish of this representation for attachment 1 to
be included within the adopted Plan as an allocated
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site, a site which will provide much needed housing in
an area which struggles for investment.

The Settlement Study has been taken into account in
determining the distribution of development in the Plan

It is vital that the CDLP responds positively to the
County Durham Settlement Study that is referenced

3833Question 3

which aims to direct development to the most
accessible and sustainbale locations.

in the supporting text to the Sustainable Development
Statement at paragraph 3.8. In this regard, it will be
vital that sufficient development is directed to the
County’s most sustainable settlements, such
as Durham City, in order to support the long term
economic potential of the area and the ability to achieve
the sustainable development ambitions set out in the
Vision and Objectives of the Plan. This will also be a
key element in achieving the approach set out in
paragraph 3.8 of the CDLP, which indicates that the
local plan should ensure
that sufficient land of the right type is available in the
right places to support growth by identifying and
coordinating development requirements, including the
provision of infrastructure. Development must also be
viable, deliverable and located in places where people
wish to live. In order to achieve this, it is considered
necessary for the CDLP to identify and where
necessary allocate or  safeguard further
development opportunities adjacent to Durham City.
It is essential that the CDLP takes full account of the
need to promote sustainable patterns of development
by ensuring that sufficient land is provided adjacent to
Durham City to meet development needs in a manner
that ensures that the Green Belt boundaries can endure
beyond the plan period. In this regard, the
reintroduction of a settlement hierarchy within the
plan would be a useful tool in ensuring that
development is directed to the most sustainable
settlements and responds positively to any specific
needs that are identified within the associated evidence
base.

Comment noted.While TAP supports the ideals in this section we are
concerned that it does not address how communities

4033Question 3

and residents will be involved in this process. We are
concerned that 'hard to reach communities' will find it
difficult to participate and feel ownership of sustainable
development. TAP would be keen to work with Durham
County Council in this area, we are looking to develop
a 'Deep Adaptation'  community development
 approach to sustainability as a way to engage with
communities in Bishop Auckland.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Item k "reduce the need to travel and car use", this is
critical to much of the policy in the plan - perhaps it is

25Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thethe "want to travel by car" which needs to be worked
on, rather than the "need to travel". Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionI see no mention of encouraging high speed broadband
installation - something critical to allowing more people
to work form home and thus avoid travelling.

makers. It has therefore been deleted. Reducing the
need to travel is addressed by the Delivering
Sustainable Transport policy. Broadband is covered
by the Utilities and telecommunications Infrastructure
policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

All rather bland and obvious statements. Who is going
to say we are going to build of lower quality.

7Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theNeeds more clear cut statements. e.g. we will tackle
the obesity crisis by enabling walking and cycling to Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

be the norm. We will link up non road routes to make
Durham an attractive place for the active.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Fine aspirations46Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We note and welcome reference in section g. of Policy
1 to the promotion and encouragement for the effective

132Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theuse of previously developed land, providing it is not of
Plan the General Development Principles policy ishigh environmental value. We consider that this is a
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionkey requirement of the plan but would highlight that
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The use ofwhere existing previously developed land may have
brownfield land must recognise the ecological value
of some sites that have regenerated.

higher environmental value the ability for this land to
be redeveloped should not be discounted. We consider
that the policy should make provision for the reuse of
previously developed land with high environmental
value, where a scheme can demonstrate that this
environmental value will either be safeguarded or
enhanced.  Due to the relative lack of available
previously developed land within the Durham Plan area
it is considered that this proactive approach to the
reuse of previously developed land is required to be
reflected in policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Add the following:
l. Contribute towards healthy neighbourhoods and
consider the health impacts of development

141Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
supporting diverse communities and the needs of Plan the General Development Principles policy is
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unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The needs of

existing and future users of all ages including those
with disabilities and dementia.

these groups has been addressed by the Sustainable
Design policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

In terms of this principle " Provide high standards
of amenity and privacy, and minimise the impact of

270Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thedevelopment upon the occupants of existing adjacent
Plan the General Development Principles policy isand nearby properties" There is going to be a serious
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionimpact on local residents if this plan proceeds. There
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The needs ofhas been no consultation with those potentially affected
these groups has been addressed by the Sustainablewith a road in full view of their property, or
Design policy. Planning applications with issues relatingconsideration re the impact the development of such
to amenity would be considered against the Amenity
and Pollution policy.

a road will have on the quality of their life or the
reduction in value of certain residents properties. It
would have been good form and polite also to inform
those landowners who will be affected that this is what
potentially may happen to their land. I am led to believe
and would like confirmation that information provided
on farmland was done so without the permission and
approval of the landowners.

 A real issue for me is where the proposed Western
By Pass will sit in terms of farmland and is there an
issue looking at the map, in that Baxter Wood Farm
would potentially become isolated and lose a
secondary entrance/exit should it be needed in an
emergency? What if the bridge collapses that crosses
the Browney to that farm, how would the residents then
get out or indeed how would a fire tender get to them
if needed? Does that not have a serious impact on a
local resident? 

Congestion should have been tackled differently in a
solution focused way, "this is where we are, this is what
we need, and this is how we can achieve that". I go
back to the times of the alleged congestion and
why.  Additionally this plan actually threatens
communities as we well know, if approved, there will
be a corridor of building along what used to be the
A167 with villages and communities merging into one
thus losing their identity. I propose that more
consideration should be given to establish green belt
barriers to protect communities.

In terms of this principle " Minimise vulnerability and
provide resilience to impacts arising from climate
change including, but not limited to, flooding" I have a
real concern here re where new builds are to be
developed. I have already mentioned the proposed
new County Hall site, to be built on a flood plain where
one is obviously with confidence thinking we can build
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it not to flood! However, there are much bigger issues
for proposed areas such as drainage capacity,
frequency of gutter cleaning, drain cleaning and
currently there is a view that budget cuts have impacted
on the frequency of these being done. If one is to
develop in rural areas, which I applaud, residents must
have a guarantee that drainage will be adequate. Too
often many small villages are still reliant on ancient
drainage systems which do not have the capacity to
support additional housing. Plus, many developments
are on old pit reclamation land which have acted as
natural drainage systems. Should these areas be
technically filled with concrete a natural drainage
process will be lost.

In terms of the following principle " Plan positively and
enhance local landscape characteristics, geological
conservation interests and soils, and avoid, remedy or
mitigate any impact on natural features, open spaces
and identified views and maintain or where possible
seek net gains in biodiversity" this principle is
technically compromised in terms of how and where
you propose developments to occur. Several residents
will have their views totally ruined as will their living
experience be, as they are faced with vehicles
thundering across a by pass which will echo noise,
pollute natural resources and protected species.

Your principle " It is vital to plan buildings and
communities that are resilient to potential climate
change impacts. Development must therefore be
designed to withstand future weather trends as flooding
events and heat waves will become a much more
regular occurrence. For example, the use of green and
brown roofs, and sustainable drainage systems, will
be encouraged." I totally agree with this however this
will not fit well with the proposed incredulously large
build in  Sniperly, it will technically separate old from
new and would be a very large blot on what is currently
a beautiful landscape.

In terms of your principle 3.17 " New schemes must
demonstrate how the location of the development
meets sustainability criteria including access to
services, access to employment opportunities and
impact upon the natural environment. Existing and
proposed infrastructure, including access to public
transport, should also be key consideration in order to
reduce the need to travel and minimise car use." You
as a council need to look at what you already have and
how you can make this better for Durham City. What
more can schools, the Land Registry do to reduce
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traffic as stated in this document already, we seriously
have no traffic issues during school holiday periods so
what can you do to assist those schools in reducing
the use of cars taking individual pupils to school in a
car. We are the 2nd obese area re our population in
the UK so let's do something about this. Increase the
park and ride services, get more school buses on,
provide safer walking/cycling to school initiatives and
be creative. This whole development smacks of the
developers driving the agenda. We have a total lack
of information to support the principles you have cited.
This is a development proposal but we need to know
far more about the how! It is frustrating and is reflective
of the previous process which was rejected by the
inspector.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
supports the preferred General Development
Principles, with which our Policy S1 is fully consistent.

207Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1.e

This should be extended to all new development as
natural gas is not a renewable energy source. It would

187Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isalso be good to see commercial and industrial buildings
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionrequired to incorporate renewable energy production

to provide lighting and heating. makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainable
Design policy includes requirements related to energy

Buildings should be orientated to maximise the
potential for solar energy production.

efficiency and the use of renewable energy in new
developments.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1

a DCC Preferred Options do not comply with the stated
aims of this Policy. Their Proposals for developments

885Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is(and ongoing developments) in Durham City and the
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

surrounding areas do not "ensure a high
quality,appropriate and sympathetic response to an
area's character, significance and local settings in
terms of scale, massing, design, layout, function and
materials". The above Proposals/developments are
unimaginative, aesthetically of poor quality
inappropriate and unsympathetic to their surroundings
and character of The City. Furthermore,they are of
inappropriate scale (being massively oversized) and
of poor design with many of the materials used in
construction being inappropriate to their surroundings.

d. The scale of the development proposed at Sniperly,
Aykley Heads, the Western and Northern Relief
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Roads,the relocation of County Hall and the attendant
traffic increase associated with all of these is clearly
at odds with the stated aim to "minimise the impact of
development upon the occupants of existing and
nearby properties" and indeed on The City and
surrounding areas as a whole.

g. DCC needs to be much more proactive in identifying
BrownField Sites for potential development. Rather
than relying on owners of these sites to propose
developments on them, DCC needs to identify potential
sites, assess their suitability, contact landowners and
actively work with the landowners to promote
appropriate development.

j/k. The Preferred Options do not meet this Policy. The
planned infrastructure would not be "well served by
transport" nor would it "reduce the need to travel and
minimise car use". The Preferred Options of DCC do
the complete opposite. (Inappropriate large scale
development concentrated in and around Durham City,
construction of Relief Roads and an attendant increase
in traffic).

3.10 See comments on  1a above.

3.13 See comments on 1d above

3.14 Is the target for a reduction in CO2 emissions
likely to be met by traffic increase which will be arise
from DCC's Preferred Options?

3.16 the siting of The New County Hall adjacent to The
River Wear does not comply with this objective.

3.17 The unnecessary Development in The Green
Belt,based on flawed arguments  proposed by DCC
will obviously conflict with "impact on the natural
environment". The Preferred Options will do the
opposite to "reduce travel and minimise car use".

3.18 The fundamental proposals for the Northern and
Western Relief Roads and the detailed design
associated with these (e.g. diversion of cycle paths,
access to adjacent land, emergency access etc.)
conflict with this Objective.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

I agree232Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The aspirations are good but from my experience at
Langley Park all previous planning policy has been
over-ridden by political decisions.

263Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The General Development Principles are sound,
subject to strict and consistent application under the

266Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theDeveloment Control process. Monitoring should
incorporate these principles. Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The contribution of quarries to Biodiversity Action Plans
and geological RIGS sites should be acknowledged .

340Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.The contribution
of mineral sites through their restoration to the delivery
of Biodiversity Action Plan objectives and the creation
of features of geodiversity interest is long estabished.
Such matters will be addressed through a new mineral
site restoration and aftercare policy through work to
prepare the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations document. In the interim criteria (h) of Policy
1 will provide sufficient policy guidance. This criterion
refers to "plan positively and enhance" "geological
conservation interests" and "where possible seek net
gains in biodiversity". In addition the plans Biodiversity
and Geodiversity policy would also be applicable to
any proposal.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The City of Durham City Trust agrees with
these Principles, but would welcome the

421Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theaddition of a further point to address the Plan the General Development Principles policy is
needs of people with disabilities and unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
dementia, in line with paragraphs 61 and
110(b) of the NPPF (2018).

makers. It has therefore been deleted. The needs of
these groups has been addressed by the Sustainable
Design policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Point d. :- Provide high standards of amenity and
privacy, and minimise the impact of development

442Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theupon the occupants of existing adjacent and
Plan the General Development Principles policy isnearby properties; - Can you explain how building
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

290 houses on the rear of my property destroying my
view, peace, extending my working life by 5 to 10 years
(to pay off negative equity) as well as the danger to
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my grand children from the link road is minimising the
impact on occupants of existing properties? 

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We feel strongly that this plan should be bold in the
face of the huge challenges facing our biodiversity. It

987Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theshould ensure that development delivers net gain for
Plan the General Development Principles policy isbiodiversity in all development and item h under the
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiongeneral development principles is currently too weak
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The need for– ‘maintain or where possible seek net gain for
biodiversity net gains is included in the Biodiversity
and Geodiversity policy.

biodiversity’ – it is always possible to ‘seek’, but we
think this should have stronger wording - ‘to secure
net gain for biodiversity in all development’

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Good quality design also includes consideration of
dwelling size. UK allows construction of smallest homes

934Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thein Western Europe.  Most new home owners surveyed
Plan the General Development Principles policy iswhilst happy with brand new property are somewhat
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiondissatisfied with amount of storage and general internal
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Space standardsspace after living in property for a short while. Planners

can set minimum space standards for new houses are included in the Sustainbale Design
policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Great Aycliffe Town Council supports and encourages
any policy which will provide good design, using

512Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in therenewable and energy efficient materials.  Good design
Plan the General Development Principles policy iswith mixed use developments in character and keeping
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

with the area(s) will encourage further investment in
those areas.

Any development in the Parish of Great Aycliffe would
need to first consider any neighbourhood planning
policies as part of their submission.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1080Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theregion. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
Plan the General Development Principles policy isthese services we are a formal consultee on all
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational, non operational and surplus land.They
act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by producing
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and submitting LDF representations to safeguard or
release any operational or surplus land.They also seek
opportunities to redevelop our redundant sites.
Consequently, you will see two separate responses
submitted from Northumbrian Water for this emerging
plan.These responses should be read individually with
an understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

We generally welcome policy 1 on the General
Development Principles in particular part F, which
states that all development proposals will be required
to minimise vulnerability and provide resilience to
impacts arising from climate change. We support the
prominence of climate change within the wider text, as
adaptation and mitigation should form key elements
of any planning documents spanning decades – during
which the impacts of climate change could change
substantially.

We note that Part J highlights that new development
shall take into account existing or planning
infrastructure so that development is well served. As
the statutory water and sewerage undertaker it is our
duty to ensure that appropriate infrastructure is in place
to appropriately serve all our customers and that new
development is located in sustainable areas which our
facilities can accommodate an increase in population.
NWL has a large capital investment programme for
the whole of the north east region which operates in 5
yearly cycles known as Asset Management Plan
periods (AMPs). The next AMP period is from 2020 to
2025 and is now finalised, but our investment process
does allow for some flexibility to enable new
development with regards to network reinforcement.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Page 18-22 

Livin supports the general development principles
which are reflected in our building and acquiring homes

706Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isstrategic objective. A concern we have with the
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionfeasibility of Principle E, is that without Government
makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainableintervention and legislation this principle will be
Design policy includes requirements related to energyunachievable, especially considering the viability of
efficiency, the use of renewable energy in new
developments the use of didtrict energy.

affordable housing development in low value areas of
which there are a number across the County.

With regard to the use of district energy schemes, there
needs to be an infrastructure readily available to sites
for connection, otherwise the cost of infrastructure may
create viability issues. Additionally this option could
require installation of traditional systems for a period
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of time until infrastructure is available which will result
in later changes of systems and higher life cycle costs.

Livin supports principle K, however this should be in
the context of where excellent public transport links
already exist, or will be put in place, to ensure residents
are not socially excluded or have limited employment
options.

Para 3.12

Livin supports the contribution of development to
facilitate healthy neighbourhoods and future-proofing
housing for people with disabilities and dementia, as
set out in principle L.

Para 3.14

The incorporation of sprinkler systems to aid fire safety
within new developments is something which Livin are
keen to progress with and therefore fully support this
measure.

Unless there is Government intervention to make
BREEAM accreditation mandatory, there is a concern
that this aspiration could potentially deter development.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Whilst minimising car use is laudable we must still plan
to incorporate the car, housing developments in

511Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theparticular need to facilitate appropriate parking. The
Plan the General Development Principles policy isChapter homes site at Newton Aycliffe being an
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

example of good practice, can we encourage these
standards as a base for others?

Particularly endorse point l re disability and dementia
considerations 

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Item K is not specific enough about how to reduce the
need to travel. It should mandate design features which

493Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thehave been shown to reduce the need to travel and
Plan the General Development Principles policy isprioritise sustainable transport modes: increased
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiondensities, particularly around main public transport
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Reducing theroutes; clear and legible urban layouts, with high levels
need to travel is addressed by the Delivering
Sustainable Transport policy.

of pedestrian interconnectivity; incorporation of local
amenities, facilities and services within new
development; provision of safe, direct and segregated
pedestrian and cycle routes; appropriate controls on
motorised traffic in dangerous or congested areas.

Item L is not specific enough about the health
implications of development. It should mandate design
features which have been shown to contribute towards
healthy lifestyles.These include features which support
and encourage active travel, such as increased
densities, clear and interconnected urban layouts, and
safe, direct and segregated cycle routes, but also
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features such as: ensuring good-quality parks, playing
fields, allotments and other open spaces; ensuring that
people have access to a variety of food through support
for local retail.

Supporting text should discuss walkable environments,
sustainable transport infrastructure and obesogenic
environments, with reference to the planning literature
on these subjects.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Criterion f - reference avoidance of development on
flood plans. Use of permeable materials to minimise
hardening the landscape and increasing run-off.

756Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is3.16 reference use of appropriate SuDS for the

geological conditions to protect groundwater. See Q2
Obj 16 above.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Flooding issues
are addressed in the Water Management policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1 e provides a start in respect to low carbon but
could go further be more innovative and bolder. As

1387Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thewith my comments earlier DCC should require all new
Plan the General Development Principles policy isbuild to incorporate solar and other renewable or
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionenergy saving techniques within Planning Consents.

This would assist in delivering para 3.15. makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainable
Design policy includes requirements related to energyPolicy 1 k highlights the need to reduce travel and car

use but within the Plan there is little to suggest how efficiency and the use of renewable energy in new
developments.this may be achieved. For example how will DCC work

with neighbouring local councils to help facilitate
integrated or new transport options between now and
2035.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The general development principles set out within
policy 1 are supported. The illustrative development

966Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theframework demonstrates that the proposed new homes
Plan the General Development Principles policy ison land off The Meadows, Middridge accords with the
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

general development principles. As this has been
informed by a settlement appraisal, the proposal will
contribute positively and ensure a high quality,
appropriate and sympathetic response to the village’s
character, significance and local setting. It will provide
high standards of amenity and privacy and minimise
the impact of development upon the occupants of
existing adjacent properties and minimise car use.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Q4 – Policy 1: General Development Principles

We are generally supportive of the twelve principles
set out in policy. Principle E which relates to climate

1123Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy ischange and carbon emissions and supporting
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionparagraph 3.14 references that for the next stage of
makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainablethe plan the Council will undertake further work looking
Design policy includes requirements related to energyat the viability of incorporating the requirement for
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Home Quality Mark accreditation, BREEAM and a 10%
carbon reduction target on all new development.Whilst

efficiency and the use of renewable energy in new
developments.

we are supportive of this principle and supports all
aspirations to reduce carbon emissions, as correctly
pointed out by the Council, they must be mindful of the
potential impact upon viability and ultimately scheme
deliverability.

It is our view that this requirement should have been
assessed within the Local Plan Viability Study prior to
sites being allocated. Our view is also shared by the
HBF who are clear that such requirements should not
become mandatory as they would be contrary to the
Government’ intentions as set out in the Fixing the
Foundations and Housing Standards Review, which
stated that energy requirements are a matter solely for
Building Regulations. The HBF also shares concerns
on the impact this could have upon scheme viability,
which has not been considered to date, with the
requirements potentially leading to the non-delivery of
homes in areas where development is intended to be
focused. This policy must be fully justified and
consistent with national policy. We retain the right to
comment on this matter further at the next consultation
stage, if necessary.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We welcome the recognition that previously developed
land can have a high biodiversity value and that this

1404Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thewill be taken into account when looking at sites to
promote for development. Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionWe would request that "where possible" is removed
from principle h in terms of seeking net gains in makers. It has therefore been deleted. The need for

biodiversity net gains is included in the Biodiversity
and Geodiversity policy.

biodiversity. By removing this caveat it would increase
the likelihood of actually achieving net gains as there
will be outside determinants that will regulate whether
it is possible, without providing a disincentive within
planning policy.

We would request that provision of everyday exposure
to nature is made within principle h as well as formal
green infrastructure and open space as this had the
biggest impact of communities health and wellbeing.

We would request mention of across the life course
within principle k

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1 General Development Principles (Question 4)

We support Policy 1 in principle in that all new
development will be expected to be of a high design

2058Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isquality that respects and responds to the local context
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionand distinctiveness of the area. However, with regard
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Theto criteria g), we propose that reference to brownfield
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development sites should be amended so that it refers
to viable previously developed sites.

methodology used for identifying housing allocations
required brownfield sites to be viable before they were
allocated. The Plan contains a specific chapter on
addressing the needs of rural areas.

It is important to acknowledge that previously
developed sites are limited and those that exist can
have viability implications (e.g. costs linked with
remedial works associated with contamination etc.). It
is therefore proposed that criteria g) is amended as
follows:

“g) Promote mixed use development and encourage
the effective use of financially viable previously
developed (brownfield) land (providing its not of high
environmental value), whilst demonstrating the efficient
use of land and resources by ensuring development
is built at appropriate densities…”

Notwithstanding this, it is acknowledged that not all 12
criteria will be relevant for every development and we
support the inclusion of this text within the policy
justification.

With regard to paragraph 3.17, whilst we acknowledge
that new schemes should demonstrate how the location
of the development meets sustainability criteria,
including access to services, access to  employment
opportunities and impact upon the natural environment,
it is also vital that the County  Durham Plan supports
rural communities throughout the County.

As set out in the NPPF, local planning authorities
should be responsive to local circumstances and plan
housing development to reflect local needs. Paragraph
78 of the 2018 NPPF states “To promote sustainable
development in rural areas, housing should be located
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
communities. Planning policies should identify
opportunities for villages to grow and thrive,
especially where this will support local services.Where
there are groups of smaller settlements, development
in one village may support services in a village nearby”.

Subject to the slight proposed amendments to the text
of Policy 1, with regard to viable brownfield
development sites, we would support Policy 1 in
principle.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1h includes ‘where possible seek net gains in
biodiversity’. However, NPPF para 170 states that

2141Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theplanning policies should minimise impacts on and
Plan the General Development Principles policy isprovide net gains for biodiversity, while para 174 also
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionstates that plans should pursue opportunities for
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The need forsecuring measurable net gains for biodiversity.

Therefore, the ‘where possible’ should be omitted.
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In addition, it is unclear what ‘remedying’ impacts on
natural features entails and how this differs from

biodiversity net gains is included in the Biodiversity
and Geodiversity policy.

mitigation. In line with para 175, the mitigation hierarchy
of avoid, mitigate and as a last resort compensate,
should be applied.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Concerns were identified regarding infrastructure
including; highways, drainage, sewage, education,

3276Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thehealth, parking etc particularly with the impact of any
Plan the General Development Principles policy ishousing developments to the North and West of the

Parish. unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.Flooding is a major concern in Lanchester and across

the County (see policy 37 Question 45)

Green infrastructure has been identified as particularly
important through the Neighbourhood Plan process
and any development should improve existing
provision.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Q4 Policy 1 We agree with the General Development
Principles in particular para g, and i.

2236Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

ENVIRONMENT2130Question 4

• Point Policy 1.e Question 4 – This should be
extended to all new development as natural gas in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the

Plan the General Development Principles policy isis not a renewable energy source. It would also
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionbe good to see commercial and industrial
makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainablebuildings required to incorporate renewable
Design policy includes requirements related to energyenergy production to provide lighting and heating.
efficiency and the use of renewable energy in new
developments.

Buildings should be orientated to maximise the
potential for solar energy production

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

NECTAR welcomes the general thrust of the proposed
policy. For the sake of clarity we suggest that at 3.17 

1857Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thethe wording should include specific reference to
facilities for young people. Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionStill with 3.17, we note the reference oft repeated in
the Preferred Options  document  about minimising
the need to travel and car use.

makers. It has therefore been deleted. Reducing the
need to travel is addressed by the Delivering
Sustainable Transport policy.

Item K is not specific enough about how to reduce the
need to travel. It should mandate design features which
have been shown to achieve this and prioritise
sustainable transport modes: increased densities,
particularly around main public transport routes; clear
and legible urban layouts, with high levels of pedestrian
interconnectivity; incorporation of local amenities,
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facilities and services within new development;
provision of safe, direct and segregated pedestrian
and cycle routes; appropriate controls on motorised
traffic in dangerous or congested areas.

Item L is not specific enough about the health
implications of development. It should mandate design
features which have been shown to contribute towards
healthy lifestyles.These include features which support
and encourage active travel, such as increased
densities, clear and interconnected urban layouts, and
safe, direct and segregated cycle routes, but also
features such as: ensuring good-quality parks, playing
fields, allotments and other open spaces; ensuring that
people have access to a variety of food through support
for local retail.

Supporting text should discuss walkable environments,
sustainable transport infrastructure and obesogenic
environments, with reference to the planning literature
on these subjects.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

In general, the policy should include a recognition that
minerals can only be worked where they are found.
More specifically, Policy 1b refers to minimising the
use of non-renewable and unsustainable resources.

1520Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is

This appears negative regarding the use of
resources and should be amended accordingly.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

I support the general approach proposed in this policy.2250Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

These already failed as planning approval for
developments within Durham City which are under
construction do not meet this criteria.
These will not be met as the Sniperly development is
grossly out of scale to the adjacent villages of

2376Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.Framwellgate Moor and Pity Me and will result in their

being ‘caught’ in the middle of large scale existing
developments (Newton Hall) and the proposed Sniperly
development.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Again the NPPF is the “bible” to be rigorously followed
by DCC and developers alike.

1625Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Too many undefined adjectives e.g. “seeking to achieve
zero carbon buildings” and proposals need to be
strengthened to turn words into deeds.

2518Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

I am glad to have the opportunity of commenting on the Durham County Plan: Preferred Options document which I welcome as an 
improvement upon the earlier Plan.
I hope that the 2018 Plan can be further improved to the extent necessary for it ultimately to be accepted as adoptable.
In welcoming a much improved plan I wish to record my support for  
• Spatial Vision  
• Plan Objectives  
• Sustainable Development Statement  
• General Development Principles 
• Plan Policies in General (excluding Policy 17.1)  

2421Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

I agree with many of the policies outlined in the
Preferred Options documents.  However, I think that

1775Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theseveral of these policies take too little account of the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isclimate and other changes that are likely to happen
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

during this and following plan periods.  My concerns
relate to how the county plans to respond to:

Underlying causes of climate change including:

• Carbon fuel use
• Misuse of natural resources
• Effects of climate change including:
• Sea Level rise
• Increased likelihood of extreme weather events
• Changes to growing seasons
• The need to grow more of our food in the UK

While the intentions of the plan, set out in Policy 1 are
sound, much of the detail does not support these aims.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Paragraph h. states:
Plan positively and enhance local landscape
characteristics, geological conservation interests and

2243Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
soils, and avoid, remedy or mitigate any impact on Plan the General Development Principles policy is
natural features, open spaces and identified views and unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
maintain or where possible seek net gains in
biodiversity;
Paragraph 3.9 states that “All development proposals
will be assessed against this policy”.
Therefore, the RSPB would like to see stronger wording
/and/or further clarity regarding the requirement for
new development to achieve net gains in biodiversity.

makers. It has therefore been deleted. The need for
biodiversity net gains is included in the Biodiversity
and Geodiversity policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1 b. The current policy refers to minimising the
use of non-renewable and unsustainable resources.

1701Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
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The wording appears quite negative to the use
of resources.The opening section should be amended.

Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.The SustainableRequired amendment - Reword accordingly
Design policy includes requirements new developments
to use resources efficiently.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Para 3.11 - This paragraph currently states “New
development should seek to minimise the use of
resources”.
Again, this has a rather negative feeling. In order to
plan positively, it would be more appropriate to state

1706Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision

“New development should seek the sustainable use makers. It has therefore been deleted.The Sustainable
of resources”. Required amendment - This would make
the plan read more positively

Design policy includes requirements new developments
to use resources efficiently.

Response required.Following responses to the
consultation and on further reflection it is considered

This policy is wholly welcomed by CDGP. We look
forwards to its comprehensive and widespread
implementation.

1470Question 4

that as many of the criteria in the policy repeated
elements of other policies in the Plan the GeneralWe are concerned however, that its effectiveness will

not be monitored in and of itself, but rather, “the Development Principles policy is unnecessary and
potentially confusing for decision makers. It has
therefore been deleted.

effectiveness of this policy will be judged in conjunction
with the performance of other policies that relate to the
criteria of this policy”. Given that the other policies in
the Preferred Options Paper do not cover all aspects
of policy 1, it appears that monitoring the effectiveness
of Policy 1 will not be possible. For example, policy 31
on ‘Sustainable Design and the Built Environment’
requires coherence with the Building for Life quality
standard, but this standard does not require carbon
neutrality in new building. Therefore part e of policy 1
is unlikely to be realised.

Likewise, we do not find that point k. “Reduce the need
to travel and minimise car use” is likely to be delivered
by following other policies in the Plan. In particular, we
find that this aim is likely to be directly contradicted by
the Plan’s inclusion of major new road schemes on the
pretext that they will cut congestion.

We also do not find that point l. referring to the health
impacts of development, can be delivered by the Plan.
The Plan does not acknowledge the impact of
obesogenic environments on health. It does not put
forward a functional strategy for facilitating and
increasing the proportion of journeys undertaken by
active travel. It does not mandate the development of
walkable neighbourhoods. It does not put forward a
meaningful strategy for the reduction of air pollution in
the City Centre AQMA,
preferring rather to claim that the construction of roads
around the city will have this result, when in fact, their
own study has rejected that claim.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2122Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

1982Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Energy

Draft Policy 1(e) states that all development proposals
will be required to “minimise greenhouse gas emissions

2477Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isby seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionproviding renewable and low carbon energy generation,
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youincluding connections to an existing or approved district

heating scheme, where viable opportunities exist”. raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.
NPPF is clear that new development should help to

Hellens supports the need to minimise greenhouse
gas emissions in line with national standards and

reduce greenhouse gas emissions including through
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 of

regulations. Hellens understands that Policy 1(e) is NPPF states that to help increase the use and supply
seeking to secure zero carbon buildings however this of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plans
exceeds the requirement prescribed in the new NPPF should, amongst other things, set down a positive
which refers to low rather than zero carbon (paragraph strategy for energy from these sources. The council
148 and 151). Hellens also considers that it should be have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
clear that connecting to a district heating system is not
a policy requirement.

development to incorporate these sources, including
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in lineThe Council will be aware that the Housing Standards

Review and ministerial statement dated 25 March 2015 with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
clearly identify that, in relation to housing, energy of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
efficiency measures will be solely dealt with through
the Building Regulations.

technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability ofHellens therefore suggests that Policy 1(e) is amended

as follows: new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015

“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to
achieve low zero carbon buildings and providing

confirmed that local authorities can continue to set
energy performance standards higher than building

renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
with any national technical standards set through for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
Building Regulations and explore opportunities to of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
including connections to any existing or approved as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
district heating scheme where viable opportunities
exist.”

enacted. Renewable energy technologies will be
encouraged on-site. Where opportunities for viable
installations have been identified, it is expected thatThese changes are required to ensure the CDP is

deliverable, viable and consistent with national
technical standards and national planning policy.

such installations would go forward as part of the
development. Major developments will also be required
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to connect to an existing or approved district energy
scheme where viable opportunities exist. Developments

For consistency, Hellens also suggests that the third
sentence of paragraph 3.14 is amended as follows to
ensure accordance with national standards: in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG as their main

heating fuel which is both expensive and carbon“New dDevelopment must therefore target Zero Carbon
Buildings should through energy efficiency should be intensive. New development in these areas will

therefore be required to utilise renewable and lowenergy efficient and use of renewable and low carbon
carbon technologies as their main heating source.energy technologies to mitigate carbon dioxide
These policy requirements accord with paragraph 151
of NPPF.

emissions, where appropriate, whilst having regard to
the type of development involved, its design and
viability, and in line with national technical standards.
Compliance with nationally recognised standards
including BREEAM will therefore be encouraged and
supported by the council. For the next stage of the Plan
we will also be undertakingfurther work to determine
the viability of incorporating the requirement for Home
Quality Mark accreditation, BREEAM and the
introduction of a 10% carbon reduction target for all
new development.

Hellens also requests that the last sentence of
paragraph 3.15 is amended as follows to provide
flexibility:

“Developments in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG
as their main heating fuel which is both expensive and
carbon intensive. New development in these areas will
therefore be required to utilise renewable and low
carbon technologies as their main heating source,
where possible and viable.”

Infrastructure

Policy 1(j) relates to development being well served
by transport, social and economic infrastructure.
Hellens recognises the need for new infrastructure in
some instances and supports the need for development
to make contributions towards its provision where it is
required. However, as the Council is aware, any
requests for additional infrastructure need to comply
with the tests set out in Regulation 122 of the
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 in
that the additional infrastructure has to be necessary.

Other

Hellens supports the recognition in paragraph 3.9 that
not all elements of Policy 1 will be relevant for every
development and therefore it is suggested the policy
should amended to state ‘where appropriate’.

Hellens suggests that the third sentence within
paragraph 3.10 is amended as follows to ensure some
flexibility to enable the removal of some valuable
features provided appropriate mitigation or
compensation can be provided:
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“It should also seek to maximise the benefits of the
site's characteristics and ensure valuable features and
characteristics are protected and enhanced, wherever
possible, or appropriate mitigation is provided.”

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The Parish Council agrees with this policy.
However we think 3.17 is weakened by only mentioning
“public transport” and should be strengthened by
including walking and cycling as ‘sustainable transport’.
“Existing and proposed infrastructure required to
support sustainable transport, including access to
public transport, should also
be [a] key consideration in order to reduce the need
to travel and minimise car use.”

1592Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Reducing the
need to travel is addressed by the Delivering
Sustainable Transport policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1 General Development Principles In general,
CPRE Durham supports this policy but represents

1602Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the1) Point g. is not strong enough in relation to Brownfield
Land. We note the provisions of paragraph 117 of the Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionConsultation Document for a revised NPPF which
makers. It has therefore been deleted. natural Capitalstates “Strategic plans should contain a clear strategy
is referenced in the Biodiversity and Geodiversity
policy.

for accommodating objectively assessed needs, in a
way that makes as much use as possible of
previously-developed or ‘brownfield’ land”. We
acknowledge the exception for brownfield land of
environmental value but represent that merely
“encouraging” the use of such land is not strong
enough.

2)In point i., we represent that every development
should take account of Natural Capital in providing
open space and green infrastructure

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

There is no reference to the need to have regard to
the conservation, enhancement and enjoyment of the

1874Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thehistoric environment (see NPPF principles). This
Plan the General Development Principles policy isomission must be rectified, as without it being
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionmeasured against such a principle, developers are

likely to fail to contribute to objectives 5, 8, 10 and 15. makers. It has therefore been deleted. The historic
Environment policy includes requirements related to
conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

Support noted. The requirements have been viability
tested through the preparation of the Plan and the

Our Client is supportive of the twelve principles set out
in policy. Principle E which relates to climate change

2315Question 4

supporting text makes it clear that the requirements
are subject to not making the scheme unviable.

and carbon emissions and supporting paragraph 3.14
references that for the next stage of the plan the
Council will undertake further work looking at the
viability of incorporating the requirement for Home
Quality Mark accreditation, BREEAM and a 10%
carbon reduction target on all new development.Whilst
our Client is supportive of this principle and supports
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all aspirations to reduce carbon emissions, as correctly
pointed out by the Council, they must be mindful of the
potential impact upon viability and ultimately scheme
deliverability.

The potential remains for sites that have been allocated
for development in the CDPPO and assessed within
the Local Plan Viability Study to be adversely impacted
by this potential requirement, should it come forward.
As such, it is our Clients view that this requirement
should have been assessed within the Local Plan
Viability Study (2018) prior to sites being allocated.
Our Client retains the right to comment on this matter
at the next stage of the consultation process.

 Our Client’s view is also shared by the HBF who are
clear that such requirements should not become
mandatory as they would be contrary to the
Government’ intentions as set out in the Fixing the
Foundations and Housing Standards Review, which
stated that energy requirements are a matter solely for
Building Regulations. The HBF also shares concerns
on the impact this could have upon scheme viability,
which has not been considered to date, with the
requirements potentially leading to the non-delivery of
homes in areas where development is intended to be
focused. This policy must be fully justified and
consistent with national policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Whilst the General Development Principles laid out in
Policy 1 are laudable, it needs to be clarified that many

2451Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theof its requirements should not be classed as
Plan the General Development Principles policy ismandatory; most notably those that relate to minimising
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiongreenhouse gas emissions, inclusion of renewable

energy sources or inclusion of low carbon technology. makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues you
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.Our Client considers that any mandatory requirements

would be contrary to the Government’s intentions, as NPPF is clear that new development should help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughset out in Fixing the Foundations and the Housing
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofStandards Review, which specifically identified energy
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplyrequirements for new housing development to be a
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansmatter solely for Building Regulations with no optional
should, amongst other things, set down a positivestandards. The Deregulation Act 2015 was the
strategy for energy from these sources. The councillegislative tool used to put in place the changes of the
have sought to maximise the potential for suitableHousing Standards Review. This included an
development to incorporate these sources, includingamendment to the Planning and Energy Act 2008 to
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providingremove the ability of local authorities to require higher
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in linethan Building Regulations energy efficiency standards
with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainabilityfor new homes. Transitional arrangements were set

out in a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015. of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
technical standards. While there has been some

Our Client believes that the Council should ensure that
this policy is justified and consistent with national

confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
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new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015

policy. The potential cost of the requirements of this
policy needs to be taken into consideration in terms of

confirmed that local authorities can continue to setviability and deliverability of sites. There are concerns
energy performance standards higher than buildingthat requirements such as these could lead to the
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Codenon-delivery of homes in areas where development is
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementintended to be focused. Our Client believes that this
of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,requirement should therefore be removed as it is

unjustified and inconsistent with national policy. as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted. The Plan is supportive of sustainableThe policy also requires all development proposals to

promote mixed use development and encourage the development including mixed use schemes, and, the
prioritisation of previously developed land whereeffective use of previously developed land. It is not
possible.The requirement to maximise brownfield landclear to our Client how ‘all’ development will be able
has been moved to the Development on Unallocatedto do this, and request that the Council reconsider this
Sites in the Built Up Area Policy, to ensureelement of the policy to also acknowledge that Council
development where applicable maximises the effectiveshould also plan for development by examining
use of previously developed (brownfield) land
(providing it is not of high environmental value).

extensions to existing villages and towns and the
potential for new settlements (paragraph 72 of the
current NPPF and 52 of the previous NPPF).

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The University agrees with this policy.3639Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Developers are set to be banned from selling new-build
houses with leases that end up costing families a

3350Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thefortune.  Ministers are drawing up plans to outlaw the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is‘feudal’ practices of builders who sell new houses with
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionleases, forcing buyers to pay a yearly ground rent to

the freeholder. makers. It has therefore been deleted.
Leasehold/Freehold issues are not within the remit ofSome of these fees can double every decade, crippling

homeowners and making the property almost the Plan. The Sustainable Design policy includes
requirements related to energy efficiency and the useimpossible to sell on. A report by DCLG has revealed
of renewable energy in new developments. Thethat one in five private properties in England – four
housing needs of older persons is addressed by the
Addressing Housing Need policy.

million in total – are leasehold. STC wish DCC to take
this into account when planning permissions are
sought, and would like to see DCC taking proactive
action, effective immediately, as opposed to waiting
for Government legislation/regulation to be developed.

e) It has been proved that part of the land in
Spennymoor, and in particular on existing and future
housing developments, is suitable for using the mine
water beneath them to heat homes. However, because
there is no DCC Planning Condition available to make
the developers use this zero carbon method to heat
houses the developers can ignore requests to do so.
Senior Academics at Durham University have put such
proposals forward at a recent planning meeting, but
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their advice was ignored. Durham County, as we know,
is built above old mine workings so it makes sense that
we have a Planning Condition to make developers
think about this option.

3.11 STC agree that a Waste Audit in regards to waste
generation through the construction phase should be
included in any application. Some developers do not
pay enough attention to environmental consideration
when building, a Waste Audit Plan may give planning
enforcement officers greater control over developers.

3.18 Our population is aging and more attention should
be paid to accommodation that is suited to them.

The policies look at the quantitative and qualitative
evidence as per government guidance but fails to take
into account the local factors such as the ageing
population and the health of the local population.

In terms of quality and quantity, the plan fails to take
into account the need for accommodation to meet the
needs of an ageing population which for many will
mean the need for single story properties, adapted to
meet health needs. It should be set out in the plan how
the council intends to support these people who live
locally or how it intends to supply properties to those
who may wish to move into the area having these
specific requirements. Much of these housing needs
are supplied by social housing providers but there is
also a place for the private sector builders to assist in
this supply.  From a developers point of view
bungalows are an inefficient us of land and try to avoid
them, we must look to more off site programmes
financed between Developers and Registered Social
Landlords to enable more bungalows to be built.

It can be argued that rather than larger spaces being
designated for housing that smaller sites be also
identified which meet travel and sustainable
development criteria for the older generation and those
with specific housing needs. It is also worth mentioning
that the student and post graduate population at
Durham University with disability and accessibility
needs is increasing substantially which brings in a need
to plan long term to meet the requirements across the
county.

STC agree in general to the policy but suggest there
should be a Planning Condition introduced for the use
of Pumped Mine Water for heating purposes on
developments where it can be applied.

STC would also like to see DCC take proactive action
to prevent new builds with unacceptable leaseholds,
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rather than waiting for Govt regulation/legislation to be
developed.

STC believes that more emphasis should be given to
housing and facilities for the growing elderly population.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The policy is a catchall policy which underpins all
policies in the Plan.  A concern with catchall policies

2550Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theis their interrelationship with more detailed specific
Plan the General Development Principles policy ispolicies.  Criteria of specific concern in Policy 1 include
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisioncriterion (b) and criterion (e).  In relation to criterion (b)
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youit is not clear what policy test is to be applied, 'minimise'
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.being a laudable objective but not a measurable test.
NPPF is clear that new development should help toIn relation criterion (e), this does not provide a clear
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughtest.  Amongst other things what is a 'zero carbon'
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofhome and what is meant by 'providing renewable and
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplylow carbon generation'?  Clear measurable tests in a

specific policy are needed. of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plans
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveFollowing on from the above paragraphs 3.14 and 3.15

reference Zero Carbon Buildings, a 10 percent carbon strategy for energy from these sources. The council
have sought to maximise the potential for suitablereduction target and renewable energy technologies.
development to incorporate these sources, includingAs with the above, the policy requirements should be
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providingset out clearly and should not exceed those set
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in linenationally including in the Building Regulations which

should not be duplicated. with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
of buildings should reflect the Government’s national

BDW would ask the Council to consider the viability
implications of zero carbon homes and the deliverability

technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot

of sites in the draft Local Plan. BDW believe that to be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
make the most of potential energy saving in homes, it new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
is necessary to adopt a holistic approach that a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
encompasses all aspects of a building’s fabric. By confirmed that local authorities can continue to set
taking a fabric first approach, BDW as developers are
‘future proofing’ their designs.

energy performance standards higher than building
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementThe policy also requires ‘all’ development proposals

to promote mixed use development and encourage of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
the effective use of previously developed land. It is not as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been

enacted.clear how ‘all’ development will be able to do this. The
Council should reconsider this element of the policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We wish to make the following responses to the
specified questions raised in the above document.

3648Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theWhile broadly in support of draft Policy 1, criterion (g)
seeks to promote mixed use development and Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

encourage the effective use of previously developed
land.Whilst again not opposed to the intentions behind
this element of the policy, given that all development
proposals would fall to be assessed against draft Policy
1 it is difficult to see how all schemes could comply
with this requirement. Careful consideration therefore
needs to be given to the wording of this criterion.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The proposed wording creates ambiguity in so far as
what ‘all development proposals’ would be required to

3110Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theachieve. When considering ‘principle e’, and the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isinferred requirement to seek to achieve zero carbon
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionbuildings and provide renewable and low carbon
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youenergy generation, this is likely to be unviable for most
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.schemes. The overarching ambition to adapt and
NPPF is clear that new development should help torespond to climate change is understood but we object
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughto the wording in its current form as it places undue
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofemphasis on all developers to archive low carbon
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplydevelopment which is not a stance supported in
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansguidance published by the Government through the
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveNPPF or Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) and is not
strategy for energy from these sources. The counciljustified, evidenced or planned positively, and would

act as a significant development constraint. have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
development to incorporate these sources, including
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to set
energy performance standards higher than building
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Persimmon Homes consider Policy 1 – General
Development Principles to be unsound as the

3311Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in therequirements of point e are unjustified and not
consistent with national policy. Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionThis policy requires all development proposals to
minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues you

raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.achieve zero carbon buildings and providing renewable
NPPF is clear that new development should help toand low carbon energy generation, including
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughconnections to an existing approved district heating
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofscheme. Persimmon Homes would query if this policy
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplyis in line with the Governments intentions as set out in
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansFixing the Foundations and the Housing Standards
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveReview, which specifically identified energy
strategy for energy from these sources. The councilrequirements for new housing developments to be a

matter solely for Building Regulations. have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
development to incorporate these sources, including

The Deregulation Act 2015 was the legislative tool
used to put in place the changes of the Housing

seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
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renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability

Standards review. This included an amendment to the
Planning and Energy Act 2008 to remove the ability of

of buildings should reflect the Government’s nationallocal authorities to require higher than Building
technical standards. While there has been someRegulations energy efficiency standards for new
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannothomes. The potential cost of the requirements of this
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability ofpolicy need to be taken into consideration as there are
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,concerns that requirements such as these could lead
a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015to non-delivery of homes in areas where development
confirmed that local authorities can continue to setis intended to be focused. Further it should be noted
energy performance standards higher than buildingthat connecting to a district heating system is not a

policy requirement. regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementAccordingly Persimmon Homes suggest that this

requirement is either deleted or amended as follows; of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been

“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to
achieve low zero carbon buildings and providing

enacted. Renewable energy technologies will be
encouraged on-site. Where opportunities for viable

renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line installations have been identified, it is expected that
with any national technical standard set through such installations would go forward as part of the
Building Regulations and explore opportunities to development. Major developments will also be required
including connections to an existing or approved district
heating scheme where viable opportunities exist.”

to connect to an existing or approved district energy
scheme where viable opportunities exist. Developments
in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG as their mainFurther in order to reflect the above amendment within

the supporting text paragraph 3.14 should be amended
as follows;

heating fuel which is both expensive and carbon
intensive. New development in these areas will
therefore be required to utilise renewable and low“New development must therefore target Zero Carbon

Buildings should through energy efficiency should be carbon technologies as their main heating source.
These policy requirements accord with paragraph 151energy efficient and consider the use of renewable and
of NPPF. The requirements have been viability testedlow carbon energy technologies to mitigate carbon
through the preparation of the Plan and the supportingdioxide emissions, whilst having regard to the type of
text makes it clear that the requirements are subject
to not making the scheme unviable.

development involved, its design and viability, and in
line with national technical standards. Compliance with
nationally recognised standards including BREEAM
will therefore be encouraged and supported by the
Council. For the next stage of the Plan we will also be
undertaking further work to determine the viability of
incorporating the requirement for Home Quality Mark
accreditation, BREEAM and the introduction of a 10%
carbon reduction target for all new development.”.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Story Homes generally supports the development
principles identified in draft Policy 1 of the County

2699Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theDurham Plan and agrees that it represents an
Plan the General Development Principles policy isappropriate overarching policy against which all
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiondevelopment proposals should be assessed. There
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youare concerns however over criteria (e) and (g) of the
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.draft policy which require further consideration and

clarification. NPPF is clear that new development should help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughCriterion (e) aims to minimise greenhouse gas

emissions by seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 of
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplyand providing renewable and low carbon energy
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generation. Whilst not opposed to the encouragement
of energy efficiency measures and/or the inclusion of

of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plans
should, amongst other things, set down a positive

renewable energy sources within new developments, strategy for energy from these sources. The council
Local Authorities are unable to require higher than have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
Building Regulations energy efficiency standards for development to incorporate these sources, including
new homes following an amendment to the Planning seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
and Energy Act 2008. The Council therefore needs to renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
consider whether criterion (e) of the policy would be with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
justified and consistent with national policy whilst also of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
assessing the potential impacts this could have on the technical standards. While there has been some
delivery of new housing schemes through increased
costs to developers.

confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,Criterion (g) seeks to promote mixed use development

and encourage the effective use of previously a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to setdeveloped land. Whilst again not opposed to the
energy performance standards higher than buildingintentions behind this element of the policy, given that
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Codeall development proposals would fall to be assessed
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementagainst draft Policy 1 it is difficult to see how all
of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,schemes could comply with this requirement. Careful
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not beenconsideration therefore needs to be given to the

wording of this criterion. enacted. The Plan is supportive of sustainable
development including mixed use schemes, and, the
prioritisation of previously developed land where
possible.The requirement to maximise brownfield land
has been moved to the Development on Unallocated
Sites in the Built Up Area Policy, to ensure
development where applicable maximises the effective
use of previously developed (brownfield) land
(providing it is not of high environmental value).

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Story Homes generally supports the development
principles identified in draft Policy 1 of the County

2804Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theDurham Plan and agrees that it represents an
Plan the General Development Principles policy isappropriate overarching policy against which all
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiondevelopment proposals should be assessed. There
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youare concerns however over criteria (e) and (g) of the
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.draft policy which require further consideration and

clarification. NPPF is clear that new development should help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughCriterion (e) aims to minimise greenhouse gas

emissions by seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 of
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplyand providing renewable and low carbon energy
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansgeneration. Whilst not opposed to the encouragement
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveof energy efficiency measures and/or the inclusion of
strategy for energy from these sources. The councilrenewable energy sources within new developments,
have sought to maximise the potential for suitableLocal Authorities are unable to require higher than
development to incorporate these sources, includingBuilding Regulations energy efficiency standards for
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providingnew homes following an amendment to the Planning
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in lineand Energy Act 2008. The Council therefore needs to
with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainabilityconsider whether criterion (e) of the policy would be
of buildings should reflect the Government’s nationaljustified and consistent with national policy whilst also
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assessing the potential impacts this could have on the
delivery of new housing schemes through increased
costs to developers.

technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,Criterion (g) seeks to promote mixed use development

and encourage the effective use of previously a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to setdeveloped land. Whilst again not opposed to the
energy performance standards higher than buildingintentions behind this element of the policy, given that
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Codeall development proposals would fall to be assessed
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementagainst draft Policy 1 it is difficult to see how all
of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,schemes could comply with this requirement. Careful
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not beenconsideration therefore needs to be given to the

wording of this criterion. enacted. The requirements have been viability tested
through the preparation of the Plan and the supporting
text makes it clear that the requirements are subject
to not making the scheme unviable.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

All development proposals will be required to:

a. Contribute positively and ensure a high quality,
appropriate and sympathetic response to
an area’s character, significance and local setting in
terms of scale, massing, design, layout, function and

3191Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The design ofmaterials, helping to create and reinforce locally

distinctive and sustainable communities; new development is addressed by the Sustainable
Design policy.

WHSC – The reference to ‘significance’ is ambiguous,
it is assumed that this refers to ‘heritage’ significance
and it should be altered to reflect this.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2849Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2578Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2723Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2938Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in

2722Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thethe Plan consultation. We anticipate that Policy 1 will
Plan the General Development Principles policy isbe categorised as a strategic policy, this needs to be

clarified in future stages of the consultation by the LPA. unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The National Trust supports the General Development
Principles set out in Policy 1, particularly criterion (g)

3235Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thewhich recognises the importance of previously
Plan the General Development Principles policy isdeveloped (brownfield) land in delivering sustainable
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

growth. We welcome the application of this principle
in guiding the allocation of sites for new development,
reducing the likelihood of unsustainable greenfield sites
outside the main settlements coming forward over the
plan period.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1(e) - Energy

Policy 1(e) requires all development proposals to
“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to

2931Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isachieve zero carbon buildings and providing renewable
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionand low carbon energy generation, including
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youconnections to an existing or approved district heating

scheme, where viable opportunities exist”. raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.
NPPF is clear that new development should help to

Raby Estates supports the need to minimise
greenhouse gas emissions in line with national

reduce greenhouse gas emissions including through
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 of

standards and regulations. Raby Estates understands NPPF states that to help increase the use and supply
that Policy 1(e) is seeking to secure zero carbon of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plans
buildings; whilst the NPPF (July 2018) refers to low should, amongst other things, set down a positive
rather than zero carbon (para. 151). Raby Estates also strategy for energy from these sources. The council
considers that it should be clear that connecting to a
district heating system is not a policy requirement.

have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
development to incorporate these sources, including
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providingThe Council will be aware that the Housing Standards

Review and ministerial statement dated 25 March 2015 renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
clearly identify that, in relation to housing, energy with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
efficiency measures will be solely dealt with through
the Building Regulations.

of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannotRaby Estates therefore suggests that Policy 1(e) is

amended as follows: be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,

“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to
achieve low zero carbon buildings and providing

a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to set

renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
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with any national technical standards set through
Building Regulations and explore opportunities to

energy performance standards higher than building
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code

including connections to any existing or approved for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
district heating scheme where commercially viable
opportunities exist.”

of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted. Renewable energy technologies will be• These changes are required to ensure the CDP

is deliverable, viable and consistent with national
technical standards and national planning policy.

encouraged on-site. Where opportunities for viable
installations have been identified, it is expected that
such installations would go forward as part of the

Policy 1(j) – Infrastructure development. Major developments will also be required
to connect to an existing or approved district energyPolicy 1(j) relates to development being well served

by transport, social and economic infrastructure. Raby scheme where viable opportunities exist. Developments
Estates supports this statement but considers in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG as their main
accessibility issues in rural areas should be reflected heating fuel which is both expensive and carbon
in this policy, given that it may not be possible for new intensive. New development in these areas will
development in more rural areas to be well served by therefore be required to utilise renewable and low
transport, social and economic infrastructure. Raby carbon technologies as their main heating source.
Estates suggests that Policy 1(j) is amended as follows
to ensure consistency with the NPPF 2018 (para. 84):

These policy requirements accord with paragraph 151
of NPPF. The requirements have been viability tested
through the preparation of the Plan and the supporting“Take account of existing or planned infrastructure and

contribute to additional infrastructure (where necessary) text makes it clear that the requirements are subject
to not making the scheme unviable.so that development is well served by transport, social

and economic infrastructure where possible, taking
into account that the opportunities to access such
infrastructure will vary from urban to rural areas.”

These amendments would also be consistent with the
following paragraphs of the draft County Durham Plan:

• paragraph 5.61 which recognises that rural
settlements should not be unduly constrained
and that they have a greater reliance on the car
than urban areas;

• paragraph 5.64 which recognises the importance
of rural proofing policies to ensure that rural areas
are not disadvantaged; and

• paragraph 5.188 which recognises that there are
parts of the county where there is little or no
alternative to using the private car.

Raby Estates supports the recognition in paragraph
3.9 that not all elements of Policy 1 will be relevant for
every development and therefore it is suggested the
policy should amended to state ‘where appropriate’.

Raby Estates suggests that the third sentence within
paragraph 3.10 is amended as follows to ensure some
flexibility to enable the removal of some valuable
features provided appropriate mitigation or
compensation can be provided:

“It should also seek to maximise the benefits of the
site's characteristics and ensure valuable features and
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characteristics are protected and enhanced, wherever
possible, or appropriate mitigation is provided.”

Raby Estates also suggests that the third sentence of
paragraph 3.14 is amended as follows to ensure
accordance with national standards:

“New dDevelopment must therefore target Zero Carbon
Buildings should through energy efficiency should be
energy efficient and use of renewable and low carbon
energy technologies to mitigate carbon dioxide
emissions, where appropriate and commercially viable,
whilst having regard to the type of development
involved, its design and viability, and in line with
national technical standards. Compliance with
nationally recognised standards including BREEAM
will therefore be encouraged and supported by the
council. For the next stage of the Plan we will also be
undertaking further work to determine the viability of
incorporating the requirement for Home Quality Mark
accreditation, BREEAM and the introduction of a 10%
carbon reduction target for all new development.

Raby Estates suggests the last sentence of paragraph
3.15 is amended as follows to provide flexibility:

“Developments in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG
as their main heating fuel which is both expensive and
carbon intensive. New development in these areas will
therefore be required to utilise renewable and low
carbon technologies as their main heating source,
where possible and commercially viable.”

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2519Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We support Policy 1 in principle in that all new
development will be expected to be of a high design

2666Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thequality that respects and responds to the local context
Plan the General Development Principles policy isand distinctiveness of the area. However, with regard
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionto criteria g), we propose that reference to brownfield
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Thedevelopment sites should be amended so that it refers
methodology used for identifying housing allocationsto viable previously developed sites. As set out above,
required brownfield sites to be viable before they wereit is important to acknowledge that previously
allocated. The Plan contains a specific chapter on
addressing the needs of rural areas.

developed sites are limited and those that exist can
have viability implications (e.g. costs linked with
remedial works associated with contamination etc.). It
is therefore proposed that criteria g) is amended as
follows:
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“g) Promote mixed use development and encourage
the effective use of financially viable previously
developed (brownfield) land (providing its not of high
environmental value), whilst demonstrating the efficient
use of land and resources by ensuring development
is built at appropriate densities…”

Notwithstanding this, it is acknowledged that not all 12
criteria will be relevant for every development.

With regard to paragraph 3.17, whilst we acknowledge
that new schemes should demonstrate how the location
of the development meets sustainability criteria,
including access to services, access to employment
opportunities and impact upon the natural environment,
it is also vital that the County Durham Plan supports
rural communities throughout the County.

As set out in the 2018 NPPF, local planning authorities
should be responsive to local circumstances and plan
housing development to reflect local needs. Paragraph
78 of the NPPF states “To promote sustainable
development in rural areas, housing should be located
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
communities. Planning policies should identify
opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially
where this will support local services.Where there are
groups of smaller settlements,
development in one village may support services in a
village nearby”.

Subject to the slight proposed amendments to the text
of Policy 1, as set out above, we would support the
policy in principle.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2640Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2825Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We do not find that point k. “Reduce the need to travel
and minimise car use” is likely to be delivered by

2895Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thefollowing other policies in the Plan. In particular, we
Plan the General Development Principles policy isfind that this aim is likely to be directly contradicted by
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the Plan’s inclusion of major new road schemes on the
pretext that they will cut congestion.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Reducing the
need to travel is addressed by the Delivering
Sustainable Transport policy.

We also do not find that point l. referring to the health
impacts of development, can be delivered by the Plan.
The Plan does not put forward a functional strategy for
facilitating and increasing the proportion of journeys
undertaken by active travel. It does not mandate the
development of walkable neighbourhoods. It does not
put forward a meaningful strategy for the reduction of
air pollution in the City Centre AQMA, preferring rather
to claim that the construction of roads around the city
will have this result, when in fact, their own study has
rejected that claim.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

2907Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

The Plan fails to address the requirements of items G
and K listed in the General Developments Principles
on Page 19.

2977Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isMore needs to be done to develop economic and

employment opportunities in several other areas of the unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The location ofCounty than is covered by this plan.  For example there
employment land is addressed by the Employment
Land policy.

are some areas in the region around Stanley which
are Brownfield Sites and suitable for Industrial
Development.  If these were to be developed it would
increase job prospects whcih in turn would mean fewer
of the residents having to commute to other areas,
boost the local economy and help reduce the
deprivation in the local area.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We support Policy 1 in principle in that all new
development will be expected to be of a high design

3017Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thequality that respects and responds to the local context
Plan the General Development Principles policy isand distinctiveness of the area. However, with regard
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionto criteria g), we propose that reference to brownfield
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Thedevelopment sites should be amended so that it refers

to viable previously developed sites. methodology used for identifying housing allocations
required brownfield sites to be viable before they wereAs set out above, it is important to acknowledge that

the remaining previously developed sites are limited allocated. The Plan contains a specific chapter on
addressing the needs of rural areas.and can have viability implications (e.g. costs linked

with remedial works associated with contamination
etc.). It is therefore proposed that criteria g) is amended
as follows:
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“g)      Promote mixed use development and encourage
the effective use of financially viable previously
developed (brownfield) land (providing its not of high
environmental value), whilst demonstrating the efficient
use of land and resources by ensuring development
is built at appropriate densities…”

Notwithstanding this, it is acknowledged that not all 12
criteria will be relevant for every development.

With regard to paragraph 3.17, whilst we acknowledge
that new schemes should demonstrate how the location
of the development meets sustainability criteria,
including access to services, access to employment
opportunities and impact upon the natural environment,
it is also vital that the County Durham Plan supports
rural communities throughout the County.

One of Durham Cathedral’s Strategic Goals is to
promote excellence in the North East and be a force
for good in the region through their work, and in
partnership with others. As such, our client will continue
to enhance the Cathedral’s economic contribution
regionally and nationally through taking initiatives to
increase visitor numbers and dwell-time in North East
England.

As set out in the NPPF, local planning authorities
should be responsive to local circumstances and plan
housing development to reflect local needs. Paragraph
78 of the NPPF states “To promote sustainable
development in rural areas, housing should be located
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
 communities.  Planning  policies  should  identify
 opportunities  for  villages  to  grow  and  thrive,
especially where this will support local services.Where
there are groups of smaller settlements, development
in one village may support services in a village nearby”.

Subject to the slight proposed amendments to the text
of Policy 1, as set out above, we would support the
policy in principle.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

I welcome the implementation of a County Durham
Plan and acknowledge the hard work that members

3465Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theand council officers have made in compiling the
document.
I have serious concerns about how proposed
development sites for new housing will be decided by

Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Policies in the

the Council. We are increasingly seeing more green Plan seek to protet existing green space and ensure
spaces surrounding town and village centres being more is provided as part of new developments. The
used for the development of housing despite these Plan also requires developers to contribute financially
areas having been declared as outside of settlement to the additional infrastructure their developments will
historically. An example is in Consett where project
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genesis have developed a large proportion of the
former steelworks site and are continuing to do so as

require. Policies in the Plan protect the countryside
from inappropriate development.

this consultation runs. Whilst the development of
housing (and additional uses of the land) has been
welcomed by the town and has undoubtedly added
economic benefits, I fear now the development is
beginning to encroach on green space land which is
frequently used by residents and will undoubtedly
destroy the image of the countryside and risk further
negative impacts on local residents. These negative
impacts include pressure on housing, schools, road
infrastructure and health benefits given the importance
of green spaces in the locality of settlements. This is
highlighted in a number of studies, but a parliamentary
summary of evidence suggested closer green spaces
are likely to be used more frequently. Benefits include
reduced BMI and obesity and numerous studies are
available on this issue. As many of our villages and
towns have suffered from austerity in recent years and
the loss of large amounts of employment in decades
earlier (mining, manufacturing, steelworks etc.) I feel
this is an important issue which needs to be addressed.
At the moment there is a threat that the development
taking place on the former steelworks site is now
encroaching into areas which have become part of the
Derwent Valley countryside and risks damaging the
character & ecosystem of this area as well as reducing
the diversity of wildlife.This area is one of the county’s
most beautiful spots and I believe development here
should be prevented. There are ancient woodlands
nearby which offer enormous benefits, supported by
many trees which are in mature stages, approaching
ancient status.
Further development of such areas is also detrimental
to the environment and biodiversity of the county. The
county is renowned for its rolling hills and outstanding
countryside between settlements. Development in
these areas I feel will have a negative impact on this
and on commuting wildlife as it will undoubtedly require
the removal of trees, hedgerows (important for many
threatened and protected species) and grassland.
These areas are important ecosystems and the council
in my opinion should prioritise the retention of such
areas and offer greater protection to mature as well as
ancient trees within the county.Veteran trees, of which
there are numerous across the county (which may be
in threat from development) are defined by the
government as: ‘‘Veteran trees in this guide refers to
veteran, ancient, or aged trees. They have cultural,
historical, landscape and nature conservation value
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because of their age, size, or condition. They can be
individual trees or groups of trees within wood pastures,
historic parkland, hedgerows, orchards, parks, or other
areas.’ I hope the Council protect such trees and carry
out a modern appraisal of the trees within the council
boundary.
I am also hoping that the Council retains policies
inherited from the Former District Council Plans which
were introduced to protect the landscape such as the
following from the Derwentside Plan:
• EN23 states that the nature and integrity of wildlife
corridors in the Derwent Valley must be considered
• Policy H05 regarding permitted development within
settlement(s)
• EN22 listing The Grove Ponds (directly north and
north east) and Howden Wood (North West of the site)
as SNCIs of county importance
• The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) regarding the defined boundaries of
settlements

There are not many places like County Durham, with
its diverse wildlife and beautiful countryside with
excellent schools, good town centres, employment
opportunities, world renowned history and modernised
leisure facilities. It would be a shame to see
development encroaching into our countryside for the
sake of houses when there’re many more suitable sites
around the county.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

HCSL supports in particular part g of Policy 1 where it
expresses support for encouraging the effective use

3473Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theof previously developed (brownfield) land (providing
Plan the General Development Principles policy isthat it is not of high environmental value). HCSL
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

considers that this reflects paragraph 117 and 118 of
the NPPF which set down clear policy support for the
principle of re-using previously developed land for
housing. This is of particular relevance to HCSL who
own a number of brownfield sites that are considered
to be suitable for redevelopment for residential
purposes in sustainable settlements such as Ferryhill
and Newton Aycliffe (Site Plans enclosed for
reference). As such, HCSL supports Policy 1, and in
particular part g of this policy, and considers it to be
compliant with the relevant tests of soundness set
down in the NPPF.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

This provides a broad set of principles that will form
requirements for all development proposals.The Policy

3541Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theincludes a total of 12 criterion that cover a range of
Plan the General Development Principles policy isdifferent planning issues. It is essential that any such
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policy is effective and consistent with national policy
and therefore Gladman would advise that Policy

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted. Landscape
setting is addressed by the Landscape policy.1 should be reframed to make it clear that all

development proposals should have regard to
these principles, rather than requiring all development
proposals to achieve them. Several of the provisions
set out in the policy do not appear to be consistent with
the current NPPF and will therefore need to be
reconsidered in drafting future versions of the Plan.
For example, ‘Criterion H’ does not currently reflect
the commensurate approach that is advocated within
the NPPF in regards to the consideration of landscape
setting, which indicates that policies should not 
discourage appropriate change that is sympathetic to
local character.

It may be the case that many of the development
principles are covered by specific
development management policies elsewhere in the
Plan and consideration should therefore be given as
to whether the policy as a whole is necessary. Indeed,
the box ‘How will this Policy be monitored?’ sets out
that the monitoring of this policy will be based on the
performance of other policies that relate to the criteria
that is contained within Policy 1.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

As highlighted at the Issues and Options Stage, these
development principles are broadly correct for the

4206Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thecounty. In relation to the City of Durham constituency,
Plan the General Development Principles policy isof particular note is that all development will be required
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionto “Contribute positively and ensure a high quality,
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The strategyappropriate and sympathetic response to an area’s
for Durham City is included within the overall vision ofcharacter, significance and local setting in terms of
the Plan and in the specific policies relating to
allocations etc. throughout the Plan.

scale, massing, design, function, layout and materials”
and that the impact on the amenity of existing
properties will be minimised.

Other development principles that require development
to minimise greenhouse gas emissions, promote mixed
use development and incorporate design measures to
provide a safe and inclusive environment are also
welcome.

Again however, the Plan seems to be lacking a clear
strategic vision for Durham City to add important detail
as to how the development principles will be applied
to the city. This is very important as much recent
development is considered by many to be inappropriate
for a beautiful, historic city.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

It is unclear if part (a) is referencing the historic
significance?  There is no overt reference to the historic

4174Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theenvironment within the wording, although several other
Plan the General Development Principles policy isaspects of environmental planning are discussed within
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionthe policy. We would therefore recommend referencing

the historic environment explicitly. makers. It has therefore been deleted. The need for
development to repect the historic environment is
included in the Historic Environment policy.

para 3.10: This paragraph should make reference to
history in the list of issues. The word "valuable" would
be better expressed as "significant" to ensure there is
no confusion over financial value, and to better reflect
the NPPF as noted above. It would also be more
accurate to say "Density is on integral port of the design
process and ... "

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

3761Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Our Client is generally supportive of the twelve
principles set out in policy. Principle E which relates

3825Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theto climate change and carbon emissions and
Plan the General Development Principles policy issupporting paragraph 3.14 references that for the next
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

stage of the plan the Council will undertake further
work looking at the viability of incorporating the
requirement for Home Quality Mark accreditation,
BREEAM and a 10% carbon reduction target on all
new development. Whilst our Client is supportive of
this principle and supports all aspirations to reduce
carbon emissions, as correctly pointed out by the
Council, they must be mindful of the potential impact
upon viability and ultimately scheme deliverability.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Story Homes generally supports the development
principles identified in draft Policy 1 of the County

3986Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theDurham Plan and agrees that it represents an
Plan the General Development Principles policy isappropriate overarching policy against which all
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisiondevelopment proposals should be assessed. There
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youare concerns however over criteria (e) and (g) of the
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.draft policy which require further consideration and

clarification. NPPF is clear that new development should help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughCriterion (e) aims to minimise greenhouse gas

emissions by seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 of
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplyand providing renewable and low carbon energy
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansgeneration. Whilst not opposed to the encouragement
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveof energy efficiency measures and/or the inclusion of
strategy for energy from these sources. The councilrenewable energy sources within new developments,
have sought to maximise the potential for suitableLocal Authorities are unable to require higher than
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Building Regulations energy efficiency standards for
new homes following an amendment to the Planning

development to incorporate these sources, including
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing

and Energy Act 2008. The Council therefore needs to renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
consider whether criterion (e) of the policy would be with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
justified and consistent with national policy whilst also of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
assessing the potential impacts this could have on the technical standards. While there has been some
delivery of new housing schemes through increased
costs to developers.

confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,Criterion (g) seeks to promote mixed use development

and encourage the effective use of previously a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to setdeveloped land. Whilst again not opposed to the
energy performance standards higher than buildingintentions behind this element of the policy, given that
regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Codeall development proposals would fall to be assessed
for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencementagainst draft Policy 1 it is difficult to see how all
of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,schemes could comply with this requirement. Careful
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not beenconsideration therefore needs to be given to the

wording of this criterion. enacted. The Plan is supportive of sustainable
development including mixed use schemes, and, the
prioritisation of previously developed land where
possible.The requirement to maximise brownfield land
has been moved to the Development on Unallocated
Sites in the Built Up Area Policy, to ensure
development where applicable maximises the effective
use of previously developed (brownfield) land
(providing it is not of high environmental value). The
requirements have been viability tested through the
preparation of the Plan and the supporting text makes
it clear that the requirements are subject to not making
the scheme unviable.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

3997Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isWe anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

This policy requires development to minimise
greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to achieve zero

3884Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thecarbon and providing renewable and low carbon energy
generation. Plan the General Development Principles policy is

unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionThe HBF does not generally object to encouragement
for the need to minimise the greenhouse gas makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues you

raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.emissions, or the inclusion of renewable energy
NPPF is clear that new development should help tosources, or the inclusion of low carbon energy,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughhowever, it is important that this is not interpreted as
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofa mandatory requirement. The HBF consider that any
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplymandatory requirements would be contrary to the
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansGovernment’s intentions, as set out in Fixing the
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveFoundations and the Housing Standards Review, which
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specifically identified energy requirements for new
housing development to be a matter solely for Building

strategy for energy from these sources. The council
have sought to maximise the potential for suitable

Regulations with no optional standards. The development to incorporate these sources, including
Deregulation Act 2015 was the legislative tool used to seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
put in place the changes of the Housing Standards renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line
Review. This included an amendment to the Planning with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
and Energy Act 2008 to remove the ability of local of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
authorities to require higher than Building Regulations technical standards. While there has been some
energy efficiency standards for new homes. confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot
Transitional arrangements were set out in a Written be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
Ministerial Statement in March 2015. The HBF new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
recommend that the Council ensure that this policy is a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
justified and consistent with national policy. The confirmed that local authorities can continue to set
potential cost of the requirements of this policy needs energy performance standards higher than building
to be taken into consideration.There are concerns that regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
requirements such as these could lead to the for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
non-delivery of homes in areas where development is of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
intended to be focused. The HBF considers that this
requirement should be removed.

as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted. The requirements have been viability tested
through the preparation of the Plan and the supportingIt also requires all development proposals to promote

mixed use development and encourage the effective text makes it clear that the requirements are subject
to not making the scheme unviable.use of previously developed land. It is not clear to the

HBF how ‘all’ development will be able to do this, and
request that the Council reconsider this element of the
policy.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Policy 1(e) requires all development proposals to
“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to

3885Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theachieve zero carbon buildings and providing renewable
Plan the General Development Principles policy isand low carbon energy generation, including
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionconnections to an existing or approved district heating

scheme, where viable opportunities exist”. makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues you
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.County Durham Land LLP supports the need to

minimise greenhouse gas emissions in line with NPPF is clear that new development should help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions including throughnational standards and regulations. County Durham
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofLand LLP understands that Policy 1(e) is seeking to
NPPF states that to help increase the use and supplysecure zero carbon buildings; whilst the consultation
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, plansdraft NPPF (March 2018) refers to low rather than zero
should, amongst other things, set down a positivecarbon (para. 150). County Durham Land LLP also
strategy for energy from these sources. The councilconsiders that it should be clear that connecting to a

district heating system is not a policy requirement. have sought to maximise the potential for suitable
development to incorporate these sources, including

The Council will be aware that the Housing Standards
Review and ministerial statement dated 25 March 2016

seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providing
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line

clearly identify that, in relation to housing, energy with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
efficiency measures will be solely dealt with through
the Building Regulations.

of buildings should reflect the Government’s national
technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannotCounty Durham Land LLP therefore suggests that

Policy 1(e) is amended as follows: be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
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“minimise greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to
achieve low zero carbon buildings and providing

a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
confirmed that local authorities can continue to set

renewable and low carbon energy generation, in line energy performance standards higher than building
with any national technical standards set through regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
Building Regulations and explore opportunities to for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
including connections to any existing or approved of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
district heating scheme where viable opportunities
exist.”

as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted. Renewable energy technologies will be
encouraged on-site. Where opportunities for viableThese changes are required to ensure the CDP is

deliverable, viable and consistent with national
technical standards and national planning policy.

installations have been identified, it is expected that
such installations would go forward as part of the
development. Major developments will also be required

Policy 1(j) – Infrastructure to connect to an existing or approved district energy
scheme where viable opportunities exist. DevelopmentsPolicy 1(j) advises that all development proposals will

be required to contribute towards additional in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG as their main
infrastructure. County Durham Land LLP recognises heating fuel which is both expensive and carbon
the need for new infrastructure in some instances and intensive. New development in these areas will
supports the need for development to make therefore be required to utilise renewable and low
contributions towards its provision where it is required. carbon technologies as their main heating source.
However, as the Council is aware, any requests for These policy requirements accord with paragraph 151
additional infrastructure need to comply with the tests of NPPF. The requirements have been viability tested
set out in Regulation 122 of the Community through the preparation of the Plan and the supporting
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 in that the
additional infrastructure has to be necessary.

text makes it clear that the requirements are subject
to not making the scheme unviable.

County Durham Land LLP supports the recognition in
paragraph 3.9 that not all elements of Policy 1 will be
relevant for every development and therefore it is
suggested the policy should amended to state ‘where
appropriate’.

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the third
sentence within paragraph 3.10 is amended as follows
to ensure some flexibility to enable the removal of some
valuable features provided appropriate mitigation or
compensation can be provided:

“It should also seek to maximise the benefits of the
site's characteristics and ensure valuable features and
characteristics are protected and enhanced, wherever
possible, or appropriate mitigation is provided.”

• County Durham Land LLP also suggests that the
third sentence of paragraph 3.14 is amended as
follows to ensure accordance with national
standards:

“New dDevelopment must therefore target Zero Carbon
Buildings should through energy efficiency should be
energy efficient and use of renewable and low carbon
energy technologies to mitigate carbon dioxide
emissions, where appropriate, whilst having regard to
the type of development involved, its design and
viability, and in line with national technical standards.
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Compliance with nationally recognised standards
including BREEAM will therefore be encouraged and
supported by the council. For the next stage of the Plan
we will also be undertaking further work to determine
the viability of incorporating the requirement for Home
Quality Mark accreditation, BREEAM and the
introduction of a 10% carbon reduction target for all
new development.

County Durham Land LLP suggests the last sentence
of paragraph 3.15 is amended as follows to provide
flexibility:

“Developments in off-gas areas usually use oil or LPG
as their main heating fuel which is both expensive and
carbon intensive. New development in these areas will
therefore be required to utilise renewable and low
carbon technologies as their main heating source,
where possible and viable.”

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

We have various concerns with Policy 1. Firstly,
criterion (e) of this policy seeks to minimise greenhouse

3802Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thegas emissions by seeking to achieve zero carbon
Plan the General Development Principles policy isbuildings and providing renewable and low carbon
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decisionenergy generation. As a sustainable developer Story
makers. It has therefore been deleted. The issues youHomes does not object to the principle of these
raise are no included in the Sustainable Design policy.matters; however, we would urge the council to adopt
NPPF is clear that new development should help toa more flexible approach as these should not be

interpreted as mandatory requirements. reduce greenhouse gas emissions including through
its location, orientation and design. Paragraph 151 ofThe Deregulation Act (2015) amended the Planning

and Energy Act (2008) and removed the ability  for NPPF states that to help increase the use and supply
of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, planslocal authorities to require higher than Building
should, amongst other things, set down a positiveRegulations energy efficiency standard for new housing
strategy for energy from these sources. The councildevelopments. The Council should amend Policy 1 to
have sought to maximise the potential for suitableensure that that it is justified and consistent with
development to incorporate these sources, includingnational policy. Adopting stringent requirements that
seeking to achieve zero carbon buildings and providingare over and above Building Regulations standards
renewable and low carbon energy generation, in linemay also have detrimental impacts in terms of housing

delivery due to viability issues. with NPPF. Any local requirements for the sustainability
of buildings should reflect the Government’s national

Secondly, criterion (g) of the policy seeks for all future
development proposals to promote mixed use

technical standards. While there has been some
confusion and uncertainty about what can and cannot

development and the use of PDL land. Story Homes be done at the local level to raise the sustainability of
remain very concerned that this policy is incredibly new build homes, particularly for energy and carbon,
onerous and restrictive. Surely the Council cannot a Written Ministerial Statement in March 2015
expect all development proposals, including housing confirmed that local authorities can continue to set
schemes of all scales and sizes, to promote mixed- energy performance standards higher than building
use development for example. Policy 1 should therefore regulations. They can be up to the equivalent of Code
be amended to reflect our concerns accordingly and for Sustainable Homes Level 4 'until commencement
to provide greater flexibility and transparency for
applicants.

of amendments to the Planning and Energy Act 2008’,
as the powers to amend the 2008 Act have not been
enacted. The Plan is supportive of sustainable
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development including mixed use schemes, and, the
prioritisation of previously developed land where
possible.The requirement to maximise brownfield land
has been moved to the Development on Unallocated
Sites in the Built Up Area Policy, to ensure
development where applicable maximises the effective
use of previously developed (brownfield) land
(providing it is not of high environmental value). The
requirements have been viability tested through the
preparation of the Plan and the supporting text makes
it clear that the requirements are subject to not making
the scheme unviable.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteriaWe have no comment to make at this stage, but

reserve the right to comment further at later stages in
the Plan consultation.

3660Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.We anticipate that Policy 1 will be categorised as a

strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Provide high standards of amenity and privacy, and
minimise the impact of development upon the

3728Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in theoccupants of existing adjacent and nearby properties;
Plan the General Development Principles policy is- I think you will find that by building these houses you
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

will have a huge impact on the occupants of existing
adjacent & nearby properties.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

It is important that any policies relating to ‘General
Development Principles’ within the CDLP are consistent

3733Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thewith national policy if they are to be considered sound
Plan the General Development Principles policy isat Examination. As currently drafted, this Policy
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

requires all development proposals to meet the
requirements of the criteria that has been set out. It is
considered necessary for this to be amended to require
development proposals to have regard to such
principles, as opposed to requiring all of the specific
criteria to be achieved.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

It is important that any policies relating to ‘General
Development Principles’ within the CDLP are consistent

3834Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thewith national policy if they are to be considered sound
Plan the General Development Principles policy isat Examination. As currently drafted, this Policy
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

requires all development proposals to meet the
requirements of the criteria that has been set out. It is
considered necessary for this to be amended to require
development proposals to have regard to such
principles, as opposed to requiring all of the specific
criteria to be achieved.
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Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Highways England can be generally supportive of the
preferred option for general development principles

3958Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in thethat will be applied when assessing the
Plan the General Development Principles policy isappropriateness of new development. In particular,
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.

criteria j and k, which require development to be
supported by adequate infrastructure, services and
community facilities and reduce the need to travel by
private car.

Notwithstanding this, we would also recommend a
further criterion which requires development to not
adversely impact on highway safety.

Following responses to the consultation and on further
reflection it is considered that as many of the criteria

Dementia friendly policies within the Plan are positive.4050Question 4

in the policy repeated elements of other policies in the
Plan the General Development Principles policy is
unnecessary and potentially confusing for decision
makers. It has therefore been deleted.
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Comment noted. Bringing empty homes back in to use
is a key priority for the council. We also recognise the

Need more extensive demolition of the failing areas
that have had so much outward migration and so much

9Question 5

issues experienced in some areas as a result ofof a sink, with poor quality housing. Then do a restart
of these areas or return to nature. concentrations of vacant, underused properties and

will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in
particular Homes England to pursue funding that will
allow as many properties as possible to be brought
back into use. It is recognised that in some areas there
is no demand for the existing housing stock even if it
was to be improved. The methodology used for
identifying housing site allocations priortises the use
of viable, deliverable brownfield sites before greenfield.
The rate of demolitions will be monitored and the
allowance will be adjusted if required.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Again I think your projections for housing need are
over estimating the likely requirement.

85Question 5

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Comments noted.The employment land requirements
are based on a range of forecasting methods

I would like to question the assumptions for growth in
business and employment in the region.  It all seems
to be based on tenuous assumptions. What evidence

92Question 5

is there for business investment in the NE and Durham
more specifically?  There is much mention of the role
of expansion of University in bringing jobs. The aim
of the University is to increase student numbers without
a commerserate increase in staffing and spinouts are
minimal.  I do not see this increasing employment
substantially in Durham since the growth is in students
predominantly.
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Comments noted. The plan protects the signifcant
employment area at Beechburn Industrial Estate and

I am a resident of Crook, we are being designated with
350+ homes but I can see no development of

129Question 5

also at High Hope Street. The Plan will be supportiveemployment opportunities in the Crook area, this is
of employment generating uses in the town subject to
meeting other policies within the Plan.

disappointing and also would lead to increased traffic
issues (and increased vehicle emissions) due to future
residents having to travel to other areas to work / attend
schools / doctors etc 

There is a real flood risk on the High West Road /
Mown Meadows estate which already suffers from
frequent floods during adverse weather.  In addition
350 houses could easily lead to an additional increase
in vehicles between 350 to 1000 this is a dramatic
increase in emissions and all entering and leaving of
one junction on High West Road, this road already
suffers from serious ant social traffic issues including
HGV activity, excessive speed and other associated
problems.  Mr Timmis at a recent meeting said a traffic
survey may need to be conducted, if so this needs to
be a covert survey to get the real picture (people sat
at the side of the road with clipboards and hi viz jackets
will not get the real picture due to modified behavior) 
Any survey needs to be carried out with the
involvement of local residents who can advise on days
/ times etc when the problems are most evident.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates land across the
County for business and industrial purposes. This is

I totally understand the need to develop appropriate
sites to encourage large businesses in to our County,

271Question 5

based on understanding economic needs, markethowever on reading the CDP I feel a sense of
attractiveness and past take up of employment land
allocations.

disconnectedness in terms of the proposed housing
strategy as well as other plans up for consultation. Far
more innovative work should have been undertaken
to revitalise those outlying villages who have the
capacity and space to secure external businesses,
along side a sustainable travel plan. We were
predominantly a mining County where those local
villages thrived on local employment and retail via the
pits. Since the closure of the pits these villages have
not only wilted but many have died leading to a lack
of services, community spirit and community cohesion.
More work needs to be done to relocate businesses
into such communities as, Thornley, Wingate, Bishop
Auckland, Spennymoor etc . These are the places
where creative thinking should prioritise work, housing,
sustainable travel and community capacity.

There is a total lack of cohesive thinking in this plan
tell me please where the information is on those out
of work, those receiving housing benefits and those
with disabilities needing supported accommodation,
the elderly,  or those with addictions, special needs or
long term illness. Now tell me where is the planning re
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these figures and the location of the above? I bet my
bottom dollar that the highest  % of those in this
category are in outlying villages so this reinforces my
view that this plan has been developed without realistic
knowledge of what is actually needed where.You are
going to develop more employment opportunities in
Durham City which will not attract those currently
unemployed. Have you developed a skills matrix of
what skills are actually needed within Durham County
re jobs, have you liaised with colleges, trainers etc to
see how these gaps can be filled? I would like to see
all of this evidence and be convinced that this Council
has actually worked thoroughly through what are our
real issues rather than come up with a plan that suits
developers.We need employment opportunities at the
heart of where the need is! 

Comments noted. There is currently a significant
oversupply of employment land across the County that

Creation of new employment land should be across
the County. Spreading employment use into smaller

108Question 5

has led to a strategy of deallocation. This is land thatsettlements to support industry and reduce
has remained undeveloped and unattractive to theinfrastructure issues around the larger settlements.
market. New employment land has been allocated in
locations that are attractive to the market.

Incentives should be in place to create a spread of
employment. Out of town retail parks should be limited
to safeguard the town centres.

Comments noted. The plan allocates significant
ammounts of employment land at locations such as

The amount of employment land and its location needs
to be based on realistic projections and on what is

887Question 5

Aycliffe and NETPark.The plan allocates land for xxxx
housing in East Durham.

actually happening "on the ground" regarding practical
deliverable growth (hopefully) in employment. It should
not be based on biased and unrealistic aspirational
projections to justify DCC's preferred options. Rather
than promoting projected flawed and unfounded
employment at Aykley Heads we should be looking at
realistic projects. There are real expansions ongoing
at Netpark and Newton Aycliffe. Also, there is a
projected significant expansion proposed at Nissan.
Although in a neighbouring Borough, much of the
workforce for The Plant reside in Durham. it would
therefore be logical to provide new housing, in County
Durham, near to The Plant, or with easy access to it.
(e.g. Along the A19 corridor and in the nearby former
"Pit Villages")  

Support noted.I agree233Question 5

Comment noted. The text in the plan reflects the
government's intention as set out in National Planning

I want to make a very clear and rather disturbing point
here,  an extract from page 58 point 4.84 where you

291Question 5

Policy Framework to significantly boost the supply ofstate that the number of homes identified in this Plan
homes. Please note, this text relates to the quantum
of housing rather than specific sites.

is a target and not a ceiling figure and if housing
completions, and I am assuming sales in one specific
area, exceed the target then this will be seen as a
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buoyant market. Does that mean for example, if a
developer ever does get approval to build at Sniperly
on greenfield land and all houses sell they can then
come back and say we want to build more there? So
why the heck have you done all the work on trying to
convince people of need? In other words some
developments may all sell and other may not so .....
awkward and the wording is in direct conflict with this
plan.

Comments noted. The Plan considers mineral
resources and extraction through polices within the
Minerals and Waste chapter,

The provision of land for general industrial uses /
mineral processing needs to be considered because
many established general industrial estates are
eventually constrained by housing developments .

341Question 5

Support noted.Great Aycliffe Town Council are happy with allocation
of employment land which recognises the importance
and potential of Aycliffe Business Park.

513Question 5

Support noted.Kookaburra Limited remains generally supportive of
the Local Planning Authority's strategy towards the

791Question 5

redevelopment of the majority of the Peterlee North
East Industrial Estate for housing, particularly with
regard to the exclusion of a number of 'Protected
Employment Sites' from the area allocated for housing
(paragraph 4.41), one such 'Protected Employment
Site' being the site of the Kookaburra Limited factory.

Although there is only a general reference in the East
Durham section of Table 4 to the 'Peterlee North East
Industrial Estate' as a location including 'Protected
Employment Sites', Kookaburra Limited acknowledges
that its site is satisfactorily identified and clearly
indicated on the 'County Durham Preferred Options
Policies Map' as being outside the surrounding
allocation of land for housing but within the are of
'Protected Employment Sites'.

The company appreciates the continuing policy support
of the Local Planning Authority for the factory and
welcomes the fact that the County Durham Plan will
formally recognise the future existence of this
successful business, putting to rest previous intentions
to secure the relocation the factory to another site away
from the Peterlee North East Industrial Estate.

The company continues to prosper and grow; has
recently been subject to significant internal alteration;
and employs an expanding workforce of primarily
locally-based employees. Although the demise of the
majority of the industrial estate has opened an
opportunity for the re-cycling of land to provide
much-needed housing, the factory continues to
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contribute in no small measure to the local and wider
Durham economy.

The company has had some concern over future
intentions for the estate in view of the fact that an
application for outline planning permission for housing
development on the land surrounding its factory
remains undetermined despite its validation in May
2014 and a report to the Planning Committee having
been prepared in January 2016. Although the 'Peterlee
Masterplan Update 2016' indicated that over £767,000
had been spent on property acquisition within the
industrial estate between 2014-16, with a further
£828,000 committed for acquisitions between 2016-19,
the inclusion of the factory within the 'Protected
Employment Sites' designation will offer the company
an appropriate level of certainty to enable it to make
future investment decisions.

Comment noted.Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1081Question 5

region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational , non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus land.
They also seek opportunities to redevelop our
redundant sites. Consequently, you will see two
separate responses submitted from Northumbrian
Water for this emerging plan.These responses should
be read individually with an understanding of the two
different planning roles Northumbrian Water
undertakes.

We support sustainable development
which is commensurate to the
aspirations DurhamCounty Council.We
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do not have an opinion on broad
employment growth rates across the
County, however we will provide
opinion on other questions relating to
growth locations which have the
potential to impact on our
infrastructure.

Comments noted. Employment land has been
deallocated where there is considered to be limited

Page 22-19

Livin agrees with releasing and de-allocating what was
previously employment sites for housing. Community

710Question 5

prospect of it coming forward for employment purposes.
The suitability of the land for housing will be consideredand housing needs have changed over time and many

of them could now be useful as housing sites. through the policy criteria and other policy within the
Plan. Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key

Para 4.20 priority for the council. We also recognise the issues
experienced in some areas as a result ofLivin fully agrees with the proposals for windfall sites

as many small communities that have a need for concentrations of vacant, underused properties and
affordable housing, to sustain the community, will not
have strategically identified sites.

will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in
particular Homes England to pursue funding that will
allow as many properties as possible to be broughtPara 4.24
back into use. I is recognised that in some areas there

Livin would like to seek clarification between the
proposed number of demolitions in the Plan and the

is no demand for the existing housing stock even if it
was to be improved. The methodology used for

context of the Council’s Regeneration Statement, given identifying housing site allocations priortises the use
there is an oversupply of certain house types or tenures of viable, deliverable brownfield sites before greenfield.
in certain communities. In line with the Estate The rate of demolitions will be monitored and the

allowance will be adjusted if required.Regeneration National Strategy, it may be advisable
not to reduce demolition numbers with the need to
regenerate housing estates in specific areas of County
Durham. For example, Livin plans to demolish 63
homes in defined regeneration schemes in the next 12
months.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

A number of commitments are projected to contribute
towards supply. The Plan needs to be clear as to the

1067Question 5

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitestatus of commitments to provide certainty throughout
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe Plan period.The respondent asks that SHLAA site
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has4/WR/02 (Land at Station Road, West Rainton) which
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionswas granted planning permission on 27 August 2015
consultation responses which have been received..under reference 8/CMA/4/112 be allocated for housing
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieddevelopment in the Plan. The respondent would record
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘that progress is being made towards lawful
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteimplementation of a planning permission on the site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewedand an application has recently been made for the
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discharge of pre-commencement conditions.  Absolute
certainty in the Plan is however necessary

on the Council’s website. Any commitments would be
included on the trajectory.

Support noted. The policy provides criteria for where
other use may be suitable.

Our client is supportive of the vision to deliver a thriving
economy through the provision of strategic and general
employment land. The Forrest Park site is included

797Question 5

within the Employment Land Review and is assessed
as a suitable site which can contribute towards the
provision of employment land in County Durham.

Comments noted.The Employment Land Review (ELR)
provides a break down of land take up by market area.

4.2 287 hectares have been developed post 2001, how
much was present prior to this date?

915Question 5

It also provide an understanding of vacancy rates byHow much of the existing was occupied prior to this
date? and what is the latest occupation figures? market area. Whilst data is available of take up pre

2001, it is considered monitoring from 2001 provides
Please split these figures into county areas too. an adequate time frame to understand past trends and

take up.

Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Q5 and Q6 – Policy 2: Quantity of New Development
and Q7 – Policy 3: Employment Land

1126Question 5

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesQuestions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the should develop an idea of future needs based on a

range of data which is current and robust. In addition
it is also important to understand qualitative factors.

CDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
Policy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of County
Durham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
will provide 305 hectares of employment land and
25,992 dwellings.

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In
terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035).

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land
allocations are within existing employment areas and
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
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NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

Paragraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
growth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
support those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
from the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
that the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
demonstrates the link between the level of housing in
the plan and the likely level of employment growth.
The Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
delivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment
land.

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the
housing strategy. This is a significant concern given
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.” The
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
employment land’ in the plan it will require a
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

The new  NPPF also reflects the tests within the
previous NPPF, and establishes four new tests at
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should, where possible, meet their
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objectively assessed needs, be appropriate taking into
account alternatives and be deliverable over the plan
period. Plans should provide policies and sites which
attract investment and remove barriers to that
investment.The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity
between its economic strategy and its housing strategy
will result in one of two eventualities:

• The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment.
Housing will therefore be a barrier to investment
and sustainable economic growth in the County.

• The take up in employment land will be in line
with the CDPPO but without enough housing in
the County to accommodate the required labour
force, commuting into the County will increase
significantly causing unsustainable travel patterns
and potentially affecting the ability of other
economic and housing market areas (Tyne and
Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised.

It is our view that to make the CDPPO sound there will
need to be an alignment between the employment and
housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
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fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.”

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
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NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO should be
revised to take into account the issues raised above.
This is a position which is also strongly supported by
the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions with County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the disjointed approach between
the employment growth aspirations and the housing
targets to support this growth. Perhaps the most
relevant decision is that for Land to the east of
Woodham Burn and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe
(May 2018) ref: APP/X1355/W/17/3180108. The
Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

It was also argued that the economic growth aspirations
of County Durham represented circumstances where
it is justifiable to identify need above the need figure
identified by the standard methodology. The Inspector
added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

We do not agree with the current methodology and
approach, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would suggest that a
more balanced approach is taken between employment
growth aspirations and the provision of new homes in
order to identify an appropriate housing requirement.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
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application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

We consider this approach to be wholly unsound and
unjustified with no credible evidence base cited, but
rather a reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites
being granted planning permission again, which is then
used to justify a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be made upon no robust planning basis or
evidence base and appear to be ignorant of key factors
which could impact upon both the reasoning as to why
permissions lapse in the first instance whilst at the
same time making unjustified assumptions about the
likelihood of sites securing permission again, simply
because they have been granted permission in the
past. There are a number of factors that can impact
upon and/or explain why sites with planning permission
lapse and also why a broad assumption should not be
made on the likelihood of a previously consented site
being granted permission again.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

We encourage the Council to review the current level
of lapse rate applied to the residual housing
requirement figures in line with our comments above
or further evidence must be prepared to justify the
current approach.

Comments noted.The Employment Land Review (ELR)
provides details of sites and the amount of land that
have been deallocated.

Question 5: We support the quantity of proposed
employment land detailed within Policy 2, which is in
line with the most recent Employment Land Review
(ELR, 2018). However, it should be made clear in the

1227Question 5

supporting text of Policy 2 the quantity of land that is
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proposed for de-allocation as a result of the most
recent ELR.

Comments noted.The Employment Land Review (ELR)
provides details of sites and the amount of land that
have been deallocated.

Question 5: We support the quantity of proposed
employment land detailed within Policy 2, which is in
line with the most recent Employment Land Review
(ELR, 2018). However, it should be made clear in the

1246Question 5

supporting text of Policy 2 the quantity of land that is
proposed for de-allocation as a result of the most
recent ELR.

Support noted. The policy provides criteria for where
other use may be suitable.

We welcome the protection of Employment Land in
Sedgefield, however this must be seen with as certain
amount scepticism taken the recent planning

2239Question 5

application in Sedgefield where employment land has
already been lost to housing.

Comment noted, given the level of vacancies on the
site, it was considered that the employment site was

Policy 2 - Amount of Employment Land

Quantity of new development Policy. We broadly
support the calculation of the need for employment

2345Question 5

no longer performing its function and therefore the Plan
no longer protects the site. The site has not however
been allocated for housing.

land informed by the County Durham Employment
Land Review (“ELR”). We support the de-allocation of
employment land at Bearpark following a qualitative
study and consider the land should now be
re-considered for an alternative land use and allocated
for housing development. This will round off housing
allocation site H7 and will bring it in line with the live
planning application (DM/18/00129/FPA).We note that
the ELR 2018 recommended the de-allocation of this
site, whilst paragraph 22 of the NPPF seeks to avoid
long term protection of employment land.The following
conclusion was drawn;

“Bearpark Extension (EMP15): the existing industrial
estate at Bearpark, which is located outside of Durham
City, is small with rising vacancy rates. Based upon
the scale and profile of occupiers, as well as historic
levels of activity (it is understood that no development
has taken place for over a decade) DCC officers have
advised that the adjacent extension of 3.28ha (which
is not being marketed) is unlikely to be required over
the Plan period. It is therefore identified as a candidate
for de-allocation.”

The following assessment was made “Overall the site
was assessed by Council officers as being of poor
quality”. The site scored poorly (12/30) as part of the
assessment.

We request, therefore, that the land be allocated for
residential development, tied in with proposed
allocation H7.
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Paragraph 4.42 – Non-Protected Employment Sites

The text within this paragraph recognises the
conclusions of the ELR 2018 which considered a
number of employment sites currently in use, either in
full or in part, which are not considered necessary to
protect. This is due, in part, to the high vacancy rates
or low demand and this aligns with NPPF. We broadly
support this paragraph which allows the delivery of the
wider Bearpark housing allocation H7.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates 10.18ha of
employment land in Spennymoor. This is for B1, B2
and B8 uses.

I don’t agree with paragraph 4.6 under Supply,
Spennymoor new housing has already taken over
de-allocated employment land to create an imbalance
in the loss of jobs v the quantity of new homes ie:

1629Question 5

Durham Gate projected to create 2000 new jobs, reality
150 actually created!

Comments noted. The data from Experian provides
just one element of understanding employment land

Determining the Need for Employment Land

4.2 Labour Demand

2019Question 5

needs. Popultaion growth and past take up are also
considered along with a numer qualitative factors.Comment: I do not agree that using data from

companies such as Experian gives a true reflection of
the employment/ unemployment trends in the area.

An assessment of the lapse rate of planning
permissions granted in County Durham shows that

Para 4.18 - The Council has highlighted a lower than
average rate of lapses in planning permission. (10%
as opposed to 17%.)

1710Question 5

from 2011/12 to 2014/15 an average of 17% of the
units granted permission have lapsed. In order to takeIt is not clear why the Council has adopted the

approach indicated. We would welcome clarity on this
point

this evidence into account and ensure we are not
hampered in meeting our housing need we have also
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
permission that have not started of 10% to account for
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. In
addition there are a further 845 houses on 9 sites which
we expect to be delivered beyond the Plan period for
various reasons set out in the data supporting the
housing trajectory.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2123Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The
Consultation Document addresses three scenarios and
sets out the Employment Land Trajectory and
considers deallocation of sites which have not come
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forward in previous Plan periods. We reserve the right
to comment further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

1984Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.As one of the most pro-active estate agents within the
county of Durham, covering Rothbury to Richmond

1546Question 5

and across to Weardale in the west, we write to confirm
our full support to the Plan, briefly outlined as below;

Support Economic Ambition

• The Plan has the right level of ambition to
achieve economic growth in County Durham with
flexible policies to ensure we attract growth.This
ambition can only be recognised if supported by
the community and as such we want to see this
happen.

• The allocation of land within our strong market
areas (A1 Corridor, A19 Corridor, and Durham
City) is the right approach to providing
employment land that will meet existing and
future needs of businesses. The benefit of two
major commuting road networks offering easy
access across and throughout our region needs
to be maximised, and as such the new plans will
allow this.

• The plan sets out a proposition for the whole
county which is key in encouraging
entrepreneurship and developing SME’s that
support the County economy. The seeds sown
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at start-up stages can only lead to greater
encouragement for future business growth.

• Aykley Heads provides an attractive location for
private sector investment and growth, it is
important that further land is made available
following recent successes on the site. This is a
mature, leafy, pleasant environment to work,
offering a healthy workplace, encouraging
general well-being in the workplace for employers
to attract the right calibre of staff.

Comments noted, the Plan allocates land across the
County, Durham City has approximately 11ha of

The Parish Council acknowledges there is a balance
to be struck between economic investment in the most

1593Question 5

employment land out of a total 302ha across theattractive economic market areas and Policy 1 which
seeks to minimise travel. County. Accessibilty of sites has been considered when

allocating employment land.We feel the plan has got the balance wrong by the
main focus being on Durham City and the economic
investment should be more dispersed. The focus on
Durham City will ensure the likelihood of people
travelling from the rest of the County to Durham City.

People living in deprived areas are less likely to own
a car and far more likely to rely on public transport to
access work; while concentrating development for
employment in very specific areas of the County may
seem sensible, there will be substantial barriers to
accessing it by the vast majority of the unemployed
and low skilled.

Effectively the first hour earned at minimum wage can
be spent accessing employment & it can easily take
an hour to get a bus to work taking into account waiting
times for connections, this is a barrier to the job market
for unemployed and low paid. Employment sites should
be developed that are sustainable & promote and make
access convenient by active travel, walking
and cycling. A four week bus ticket on Arriva for
Durham County is £87. A bike from Recykybike in
Durham is £80 & it will last longer than four weeks.
Active travel puts money in people’s pockets so they
can spend more in local shops.

Comments noted. The policy relates to land and
therefore it is considered more appropriate that land
take up is measured.

Question 5 Employment Land Monitoring If job
numbers were linked to the employment land
allocations (using e.g. standard job density by sector
data) then the monitoring could include “jobs created”

1619Question 5

and so give a closer link to the Strategic Economic
Plan.
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Comments noted.Our client is supportive of the vision to deliver a thriving
economy through the provision of strategic and general
employment land.

2273Question 5

As noted earlier, the Milburngate site has approval for
a mix of uses, including office space (use class B1).
Furthermore, the Council’s Employment Land Review
makes reference to Milburngate and its potential to
deliver office space which can contribute towards the
provision of employment land in the City and County
Durham.

We would request that the allocation of the Milburngate
site in the Policy Map is amended from a housing
commitment to a site allocation for mixed-use in line
with the planning approval for the site (ref:
DM/16/01228/FPA).

Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Questions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the

2317Question 5

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
should develop an idea of future needs based on aPolicy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
range of data which is current and robust. In addition
it is also important to understand qualitative factors.

aspirations of present and future residents of County
Durham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
will provide 305 hectares of employment land and
25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis).

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In
terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should
represent the minimum starting point and no uplift has
been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations.

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land
allocations are within existing employment areas and
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
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land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

Paragraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios,
‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated growth in
jobs and a calculation of land needed to support those
jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs from the
calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore that the
Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO demonstrates
the link between the level of housing in the plan and
the likely level of employment growth. The Labour
Supply scenarios concludes that the delivery of 25,992
dwellings (the OAN) would generate a labour supply
equivalent to 86ha of employment land.

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the
housing strategy. This is a significant concern given
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.” The
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
employment land’ in the plan it will require a
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

The new NPPF does reflect the tests within the
previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
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alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:

The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.

The take up in employment land will be in line with the
CDPPO but without enough housing in the County to
accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.
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There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.” (Savills emphasis).

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO, in our view,
should be revised to take into account the issues raised
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above. This is a position which is also strongly
supported by the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions within County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the imbalance between the
employment growth aspirations and the housing targets
to support this growth. Perhaps the most relevant
decision is that for land to the east of Woodham Burn
and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe (May
2018) ref: APP/X1355/W/17/3180108. The Inspector
argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

In the appeal it was also argued that the economic
growth aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology. The Inspector agreed, concluding that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Our Client objects to the methodology and approach
used, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would advocate that
a more balanced approach is taken between
employment growth aspirations and the provision of
new homes to identify an appropriate housing
requirement. Without this then we consider that the
current approach is unsound.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
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application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

Our Client considers this approach to be unjustified
and not supported by the evidence base, but rather a
reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites being
granted planning permission again, which therefore
justifies a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be ignorant of key factors which could impact
upon both the reasoning as to why permissions lapse
in the first instance whilst at the same time making
unjustified assumptions about the likelihood of sites
securing permission again simply because they have
been granted permission in the past. There are a
number of factors that can impact upon and/or explain
why sites with planning permission lapse and also why
a broad assumption should not be made on the
likelihood of a previously consented site being granted
permission again. The list below identifies some of
these factors but is by no means exhaustive:

New national and local planning policies can change
the planning potential of sites and their ability to come
forward for development i.e. sites previously granted
planning permission may have been allocated for
development but either that allocation has been
removed or altered sufficiently enough as a result of
policy changes meaning that the site may not now have
the same potential to come forward at all or in a similar
quantum/type as before;

Changing policy burdens and planning obligations
could render a consented site as unviable meaning
that permission lapses and a new permission of a
similar type and nature cannot be brought forward
unless the viability issues can be addressed by policy
changes or improved/different market conditions;

Changing market conditions and/or housing
requirements could render a site undeliverable based
upon the consented scheme and so the permission
lapses and a new consent comes forward but of a
different nature, type or quantum to that previously
consented;

Changing land ownerships and/or developer interest
could impact upon a sites ability to come forward and
so planning permission may lapse and new applications
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may not come forward as the landowner is not willing;
Each planning permission must be determined upon
its own merits and planning decisions are a matter of
judgment made by the decision maker so just because
a site has been granted planning permission before
does not mean the same scheme or a very similar
scheme would automatically be granted permission
again.

The above factors demonstrate why in our Client’s view
it is unreasonable to reduce the lapse rate by 7% based
upon what is effectively an assumption that lapsed
permissions will secure permission again for a similar
scheme and therefore contribute towards meeting the
housing requirement.This of course reduces the need
to allocate further sites for housing development.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

Should the lapse rate be increased to 17% then this
would see the need for an additional 1,176 residual
homes to be split across the monitoring areas,
representing an increase of almost 19% on the current
residual housing requirement.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

Our Client objects to the current level of lapse rate
applied to the residual housing requirement figures
and would request that the approach is amended in
light of the above comments or that proportionate
evidence is brought forward to support the Council’s
position.

Within the housing requirement calculations the Council
are also proposing to make an allowance for 50
dwellings a year to be delivered through redundant or
empty properties being brought back into use. The
Council have failed to provide sufficient evidence at
this stage to justify these numbers and our Client
considers that these numbers should be flexible and
without further justification they should not form part
of the housing supply. This is supported by the PPG
(ID 3-039) which states “any approach to bringing
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empty homes back into use and counting these against
the housing need would have to be robustly evidenced
by the local planning authority at the independent
examination of the draft Local Plan, for example to test
the deliverability of the strategy and to avoid double
counting (local planning authorities would need to
demonstrate that empty homes had not been counted
within their existing stock of dwellings when calculating
their overall need for additional dwellings in their local
plans)”.

Should the Council consider that they can provide
robust evidence to support this position then paragraph
4.24 of the CDPPO seems to conflict with the numbers
as it acknowledges that on average there have been
75 demolitions each year within the county. This is
inconsistent and should be amended to reflect the
evidence.

Our Client does not support these assumptions around
windfall allowance, bringing back into use empty homes
and demolitions and suggests that either further
evidence is brought forward to justify the numbers or
they are amended to ensure adequate supply within
the city over the plan period. Unless this is done then
it is considered that the current assumptions are
unsound.

Support noted.Whilst the University does not wish to comment on the
quantum of land proposed for employment uses, the

3640Question 5

University supports economic investment in the most
attractive economic market areas and would support
the main focus being on Durham City. This focus will
optimise the likelihood of economic development,
employment and housing provision in a manner that
the University can both contribute to, and benefit from.

The University particularly supports the allocation of
NET-Park as noted at paragraph 4.8.

Comments noted. The Plan does not deallocate any
further employment land at Spennymoor, allocating

Historically, the amount of land projected for strategic
and general employment of 287 hectares based on

3352Question 5

10ha at Green Lane/Durham Gate and protectingPast Take Up would look to be the way forward, and
existing uses on this site as well as at Merrington Lanea strategic figure of 305 hectares correct. Spennymoor
and Tudhoes. It is however acknowledged that land
has been lost to residential development in the past.

has gained little in terms of jobs since 2001 and
Durham Gate employment predictions have turned out
to be totally understated. It is difficult to assess whether
or not 10 hectares of land at Green Lane/Durham Gate
set aside in Spennymoor will be sufficient or not
because of the lack of priority for job creation in
Spennymoor. One major concern for Spennymoor is
highlighted in paragraph 4.6 of Policy 2 and that is the
mention of the potential deallocation of employment
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land and the reallocation of it to housing. This is not
appropriate for Spennymoor.

In answering question 5 STC would accept the
preferred option but would have reservations on any
de-allocation of employment land in Spennymoor.

Comments noted. The land allocations within the A19
Corridor is considered closely alligned with with the

As part of the CDPPO’s spatial vision, the aim for the
county by 2035 is to have a thriving economy, bridging

3111Question 5

indicative demand and this was accepted within thethe gap between its economic performance and
conclusions of the Employment Land Review.The Plancapitalising on its strategic location, which includes the
will be supportive of employment generating uses inA19 corridor. The Government, for its part, places the
the County outside of the allocated sites subject toeconomy as one of its three overarching objectives
meeting other policies within the Plan. The allocations
will be reviewed over the Plan period.

that contribute to sustainable development (NPPF
paragraph 8), and it is clear that economic growth is
vital when making considerations against the
presumption in favour of sustainable development
(NPPF paragraph 11). Paragraph 81 of the NPPF sets
out what planning policies should set out to achieve in
order to build a strong, competitive economy. This
includes being flexible enough to accommodate needs
that are not anticipated in the plan

Draft Policy 2 outlines that the proposed amount of
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes over the plan period is 305 hectares. The
Employment Land Review (ELR) sets out that the A19
is a key strategic route and states in paragraph 5.17
that “the importance of the A1 and A19 corridors can
clearly be observed, further demonstrating the
significant influence that proximity to the trunk road
network exerts upon the County’s commercial property
markets.”, and the market area is considered to be one
of the Council’s key industrial locations.

When assessing the employment land available in the
A19 corridor, the ELR states that there is 105.46ha of
net employment land currently available, made up of
allocated sites and undeveloped allocated sites. In
assessing the available land in the A19 corridor, the
ELR recommends, and the CDPPO follows through
on, the deallocation of
68.29 hectares of land from employment use (64.8%
of the land available). This leaves an indicative supply
of just
37.17 hectares in the A19 corridor.

The indicative demand calculated in the ELR for the
A19 corridor is between 40 - 55 hectares. This,
therefore, leaves a shortfall between the indicative
supply and indicative demand of up to 17.83 hectares.
Table 10.18 in the ELR equates the demand supply
balance in the A19 corridor as being ‘broadly in
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alignment’, however, it is the only market area where
indicative supply is lower than indicative demand and
this is not addressed in the ELR Chapter 10 summary
or its conclusions. It is our Client’s view that the
demand for employment land in the A19 corridor is not
correctly reflected in the CDPPO, and that the Council
are not striving to meet the economic demands which
are set out in its own evidence base.

It should also be noted that whilst the amount of
employment land identified in Draft Policy 2 is based
on the ELR, which has taken account of supply,
demand and past take-up rates, there is a lack of
foresight to future needs that may or may not be
anticipated to occur in the plan period. In particular,
there appears to be no consideration at any stage to
the Government’s Northern Powerhouse initiative.The
Government published its Northern Powerhouse
Strategy in November 2016 which set out its ambitions
to create a vibrant and growing economy and turn the
region into an economic powerhouse as part of the
re-balancing of the UK economy.

As set out in NPPF paragraph 81, the Council should
still plan positively, and be flexible enough for needs
not anticipated during the plan period. Whilst specific
initiatives of the Northern Powerhouse may still be in
its infancy, any assessment of demand for employment
land must take in to account the Government’s
Northern Powerhouse

and the uplift it may have, as County Durham clearly
falls within the area covered by the initiative. We
contend that the CDPPO does not do this at present,
and crucially under-estimates the role the county will
have as part of the closing of the gap between the UK’s
regional economies.

On that basis our Client wishes to object to the quantity
of employment land identified in Draft Policy 2 as it is
not positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent
with national planning policy, and the Council should
seek to review the assessment in light of the
Government’s overarching economic initiatives, and
increase the amount of allocated employment to
accommodate the demand anticipated in the A19
corridor.

Comments noted.The site will continue to be protected
until evidence identifies that this specific site is no

KSL supports the identification of sufficient employment
land to meet the needs and aspirations of the county.

2885Question 5

longer suitable for employment uses. The policyAs set out above, however, KSL’s site in Sedgefield is
identifies criteria for considering alternative uses onleased to Sirap, who themselves own a freehold
employment sites through the planning applicationinterest in adjoining land. Together the two land
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ownerships comprise around 7 acres. However Sirap’s
lease, which expires in September 2019, has not been

process. Alternative uses can therefore be considered
through any forthcoming planning application.

renewed. Furthermore the premises which occupy the
site, which date back to the early 1960s, are nearing
the end of their commercial lifespan. Indeed, those
parts of the site previously occupied by Gordon
Laboratories are already vacant and unlettable given
their condition and the bespoke nature of the
accommodation they offer. Should Sirap decide to
relocate upon the expiry of their lease, then the KSL /
Sirap site would fall wholly vacant.

In this context, it appears likely that Sirap will vacate
the site on or before September 2019, and the
re-occupation of their Salters Lane premises would be
contingent upon the viability of any similar industrial or
office use. In this regard, national property agents have
advised that demand for B1/B2/B8 accommodation at
Salters Lane Industrial Estate is weak, reflecting
reduced demand from industrial occupiers in secondary
locations and also the increased importance of
accessibility from the strategic road network.

These issues were considered recently by both Durham
County Council and commercial agents during the
determination of the planning application for the former
Turner’s site in Sedgefield in March 2018, which itself
is comparable to the KSL / Sirap site in terms of its
location and commercial characteristics. In this instance
the Council accepted that there was no realistic
prospect of the Turner’s site being redeveloped for
traditional B Class employment uses (see further
details in respect of Question no. 7 below).

Support noted.Policy 2: Quantity of New Development -
Employment Land

2700Question 5

Story Homes agree that to support economic growth
across County Durham it is essential that a suitable
supply of sites and premises is actively planned for in
order to attract and retain businesses in the future.The
proposed allocation of 305ha of employment land to
meet the employment needs of the County over the
lifetime of the Plan period, including an element of
flexibility to acknowledge that many of the employment
land allocations are within existing employment areas
and therefore unsuitable for other uses, is considered
to represent an appropriate quantity of development
in support of the economic ambitions of the region,
especially when NETPark at Sedgefield does not form
part of the 305ha identified due to the land being
allocated for a specific type of employment use. It is
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also noted that further land at NETPark, and Integra61
at Bowburn, is safeguarded for delivery beyond the
Plan period.

Support noted.Policy 2: Quantity of New Development -
Employment Land

2805Question 5

Story Homes agree that to support economic growth
across County Durham it is essential that a suitable
supply of sites and premises is actively planned for in
order to attract and retain businesses in the future.The
proposed allocation of 305ha of employment land to
meet the employment needs of the County over the
lifetime of the Plan period, including an element of
flexibility to acknowledge that many of the employment
land allocations are within existing employment areas
and therefore unsuitable for other uses, is considered
to represent an appropriate quantity of development
in support of the economic ambitions of the region,
especially when NETPark at Sedgefield does not form
part of the 305ha identified due to the land being
allocated for a specific type of employment use. It is
also noted that further land at NETPark, and Integra61
at Bowburn, is safeguarded for delivery beyond the
Plan period.

Comments noted. The majority of employment land
allocated is on existing business parks and industrial

The level of increase on employment land and housing
sees a net decrease in available agricultural land,

3277Question 5

estates.Whilst it is acknowledged that in some instancebrownfield sites, and natural habitats. National Planning
agricultural land will be lost, it is considered thePolicy Framework should be adhered to at all times,
potential job creation and economic benefits outweighs
this loss.

ensuring consideration and protection of important
habitats and species and protected sites. Loss of
suitable habitat including impact on farmland wildlife
should be considered and mitigated against for both
onsite and offsite impacts.

Comments noted. The data from Experian provides
just one element of understanding employment land

Determining the Need for Employment Land

4.2 Labour Demand

3485Question 5

needs. Popultaion growth and past take up are also
considered along with a numer qualitative factors.Comment: I do not agree that using data from

companies such as Experian gives a true reflection of
the employment/ unemployment trends in the area, as
they are a government organisation. This government
would have people believe that unemployment figures
have dropped since they have been in power, whilst
in reality their figures are skewed by the number of
people on zero hours contracts and claimants who
have been sanctione.

Quantity of Employment Land

Question: 5

4.27 Spatial Distribution of Development (Where)
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Comment: The 24.97 hectares of development land
identified as “employment land” in Mid Durham could
easily be used to grow industrial hemp. This highly
sustainable, easy to grow, crop worth approximately
£150,000.00 per hectare (based on the Swiss model),
can be used in a wide range of industries and could,
potentially, also reduce unemployment.

4.28 Distribution of Employment

Comment: Ferryhill is on the International Market
Corridor between the A1 and the A19. This enviable
strategic location means that this town is ideally
situated to be considered as an area of the county that
could offer good opportunities to attract investment.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2850Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. The Plan will be supportive of
employment generating uses in the County outside of

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2702Question 5

the allocated sites subject to meeting other policiesCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
within the Plan. The allocations will be reviewed over
the Plan period.

of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

In accordance with the economic ambition of both the
overarching Vision and Objectives, it is considered that
to meet the economic aspirations of the County and in
order to assist in the economic performance relative
to other parts of the North East and the rest of England,
the County Durham Plan should aim to retain and
attract more and better employment opportunities which
in turn retain and attract high-skilled workers to live
and work in County Durham.
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Our Client is agreeable to that in order to support
economic growth across the county, it will be essential
that a suitable supply of sites and premises are actively
planned for if the county is to attract and retain
businesses in the future.

The Employment Land Trajectory considers the
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods. Paragraph 4.5 of the
consultation document acknowledges that the county
has an approximate 728ha of allocated employment
land; however, these allocations may be in locations
of the county which do not serve the needs of
businesses as a result of former local authorities
allocating their own sites.

From an assessment of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be circa 260ha. In order to
give flexibility and acknowledgement that many
employment land allocations are within existing
employment areas and therefore unsuitable for other
uses, the Plan identifies slightly higher supply of land
of 305ha; our Client welcomes this increase.

Although we agree that the strategic employment land
figure should be increased, we consider that this figure
should not be capped at the 305ha. This is in order to
ensure that the policy remains in line with national
policy and is effective for the area, and sufficiently
flexible to respond to a change in circumstances in
economic growth. We would therefore encourage this
notion is stated within Policy 2 of the Plan.

The Consultation Document should be fully justified
and suggest the trajectory will change over the Plan
period and should be continually monitored to be able
to understand delivery and supply. The trajectory and
supporting evidence base need to be publically
available and regularly updated to understand the
delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst also meeting housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2579Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make with regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2727Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make with regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2961Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of "305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing" and "25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure" has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
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previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2725Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our client is supportive of the vision to deliver a thriving
economy through the provision of strategic and
general employment land.

3073Question 5

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2523Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.2645Question 5 • The Policy identifies that in order to meet the
needs and aspirations of present and future
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residents of County Durham and deliver a thriving
economy a figure of “305 hectares of strategic
and general employment land for office, industrial
and warehousing” and “25,992 new homes of
mixed type, size and tenure” has been proposed.

• We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets
out the Employment Land Trajectory and
considers deallocation of sites which have not
come forward in previous Plan periods. We
reserve the right to comment further at later
stages in the Plan period.

• We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised
as a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2827Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

Our Client is agreeable to that in order to support
economic growth across the county, it will be essential
that a suitable supply of sites and premises are actively
planned for if the county is to attract and retain
businesses in the future.

Although we agree that the strategic employment land
figure should be increased, we consider that this figure
should not be capped at the 305ha. This is in order to
ensure that the policy remains in line with national
policy and is effective for the area, and sufficiently
flexible to respond to a change in circumstances in
economic growth. We would therefore encourage this
notion is stated within Policy 2 of the Plan.

We reserve the right to comment further at later stages
in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2908Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
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new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make with regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates land across the
County the County for business and industrial purposes

This Policy does not address the needs of the County
overall, and still focuses on selected parts only.

2983Question 5

including sites at Tanfield Lea, Morrison Busty andParts of North Durham such as Stanley which is listed
as one of the "Main Towns" in the Plan is woefully Greencroft. This is based on understanding economic

needs and past take up of employment land allocations.neglected in respect of Economic Development and
employment opportunities.

Historically the town of Stanley was the main hub for
the surrounding villages for up to a 5 mile radius. This
area still has many pockets of deprivation as a result
of the lack of job opportunities.  Surely the prospect of
quality jobs is one of the main requirements to provide
a sustainable community, which in turn reduces
commuter traffic.This Plan needs to be revised to take
account of this if the local economy is to improve
and deprivation reduced.

Support noted.2.4 In relation to the above [Q2], the Airport is
supportive of the headline housing and employment

3519Question 5

land allocation indicated in policy 2 which is intended
to meet forecast need and deliver the strategy. It is
welcomed that policy 3 that as well providing a portfolio
of general employment land, also makes specific
allocations to deliver regeneration as well as providing
for high value growth sectors.

Comments noted. The Plan will be supportive of
employment generating uses in the County on non

Quantity of New Development

Policy 2 ‘Quantity of Development’ provides details of
the proposed Local Plan requirement for the delivery

3544Question 5

allocated sites subject to meeting other policies within
the Plan. Housing needs in County Durham have beenof employment land and housing. Question 5 seeks
developed in line with the government's standardcomments on the employment land component of this
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancerequirement and Question 6 seeks comments on the

proposed requirement for new homes. and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed

From a general perspective in relation to Policy 2,
Gladman would highlight the need for the Policy to

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

clarify the period that the development requirements results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
relate to, rather than simply indicating an end date for
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the Plan (i.e. make clear that this relates to the period
2016 to 2035). Furthermore, the requirements set out

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

in the policy should be cited as a minimum for the
corresponding plan period.

for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous deliveryAs the Council will be aware, the Planning Practice

Guidance relating to ‘Housing and levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. ThisEconomic Development Needs Assessments’ was

updated on 24 July 2018 and states:
“Your attention is drawn to the following wording within
the government response document to the revised
National Planning Policy Framework:
A number of responses to this question provided
comment on the proposed local housing need

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it ismethod. The government is aware that lower than
considered that this level of housing will serve topreviously forecast population projections have an
maintain recent momentum within the County Durhamimpact on the outputs associated with the method.
economy and will therefore support the Plan's visionSpecifically it is noted that the revised projections are
and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate oflikely to result in the minimum need numbers generated
planning permissions granted in County Durham showsby the method being subject to a significant
that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% ofreduction, once the relevant household projection
the units granted permission have lapsed. In order tofigures are released in September 2018. In the housing
take this evidence into account and ensure we are notwhite paper the government was clear that reforms set
hampered in meeting our housing need we haveout (which included the introduction of a standard
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planningmethod for assessing housing need) should lead to

more homes being built. permission that have not started of 10% to account for
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We

In order to ensure that the outputs associated with the
method are consistent with this, we will

have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2

consider adjusting the method after the household large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
projections are released in September 2018. We will and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
consult on the specific details of any change at that
time.

Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
permission than in recent years, and the housingIt should be noted that the intention is to consider

adjusting the method to ensure that the starting point in allocations identified to meet the housing need have
the plan-making process is consistent in aggregate been subject to robust methodology including viability

assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.with the proposals in Planning for the right homes in
the right places consultation and continues to be
consistent with ensuring that 300,000 homes are built
per year by the mid 2020s.“

It is vital that any housing requirement is informed by
a local housing need assessment that is fully reflective
of the standardised methodology, taking account of
any revisions that the Government may introduce after
the release of the 2016-based household projections
in September. In addition, the final figure should be
formulated in a manner that examines whether
exceptional circumstances exist that justify an
alternative approach which also reflects current and
future demographic trends and market signals. In this
regard, it is important that careful consideration is given
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to the the longterm economic interests of the County
and the wider region.

The Plan’s employment land requirement of 305ha
(B1, B2 and B8 use class) is formulated through the
evidence contained in the County Durham Employment
Land Review, June 2018 which has been prepared for
the Council by Lichfields. The Review, at paragraph
2.4, acknowledges the requirement within national
policy to place significant weight on the need to support
economic
growth through the planning system and the
requirement for local policies to be flexible enough to
accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and
allow rapid response to changes in economic
circumstance. It is therefore important that this is
reflected through the policies of the plan by identifying
the requirement as a minimum and by providing
sufficient flexibility within the wording of countryside
policies to provide a positive approach to supporting
employment generating proposals that may be required
to meet a need during the plan period that has not been
anticipated at this stage.

The Plan sets a housing requirement of 25,992 based
on the emerging standardised methodology that was
previously consulted upon as part of MHCLG’s draft
revisions to the NPPF. The proposed figure includes
an affordability adjustment of 46 dwellings per annum
and results in a requirement of 1368 dwellings per
annum (25,992 over the plan period 2016 to 2035).
Details are then provided on the components of
housing supply that are expected to contribute towards
meeting the needs of the County over the plan period.
It highlights that current committed sites have a
capacity of 16,808 dwellings. In determining the
residual housing requirement, the accompanying
‘Housing Non-Delivery Evidence Paper, June 2018’
seeks to explain the rationale for applying a
non-delivery rate of 10% to this element of the supply.
Gladman would caution against using a 10% lapse
rate and suggest that the average lapse rate of 17%
would provide a more accurate reflection of
the evidence and improve the prospect of achieving
the minimum housing requirement over the plan period.

The residual requirement for allocation takes into
account a 10% non-delivery rate, a windfall allowance
totalling an additional 1820 units and a reduction of
850 dwellings to take into account a demolition rate of
50 dwellings per annum. In addition, the Plan indicates
that a total of 850 empty homes will be brought back
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into use over the course of the plan period. The
residual for allocation is therefore quoted as 6272
dwellings. As indicated above, any such requirement
will need to be updated in due course to reflect the
Standardised Methodology and careful consideration
given the need to uplift this figure to reflect market
signals. In addition, any assumptions relating to
the intention to bring empty homes back into use must
be robustly evidenced in terms of its deliverability and
to ensure that no double counting has taken place as
a result of these dwellings having been counted in the
existing housing stock.

Finally, if the housing requirement within the Plan is to
be achieved, it is important that it is treated as a
minimum and that sufficient land is identified through
the proposed residential allocations to ensure that this
target can realistically be achieved. This is discussed
further in Section 4.5 below in relation to the proposed
housing allocations contained in Policy 5 of the Plan.

Comments noted. The policies do not preclude the
'knowledge based' uses coming forward on land
allocated within Durham City.

The amount of employment land that is safeguarded
within the plan appears to be adequate for the future
needs of businesses, however it is disappointing that
once again there is no allocation for land focussed on

4207Question 5

developing a knowledge-based economy within
Durham City. Within the 2004 Saved Local Plan, part
of the Mount Oswald site was allocated for a
‘knowledge campus’ prior to planning permission being
granted for housing. Sadly, as this element of the Local
Plan was ignored when planning permission was
granted for development on the Mount Oswald site, a
prime location for such a development has been lost.
The acknowledgement of this, and the allocation of
further land within the city for this purpose is needed.
I will deal with this issue further under question 8
(Aykley Heads).

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

3762Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed. We have no comments to make regard to
the employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.We anticipate
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that Policy 2 will be categorised as a strategic policy,
this needs to be clarified in future stages of the
consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. The Plan will be supportive of
employment generating uses in Teesdale subject to

Policy 2 Question 5

The TAP Board acknowledge that the existing
Employment Sites have been safeguarded with scope

4104Question 5

meeting other policies within the Plan. In addition
employment exception sites will also be considered into extend in some cases.The TAP Board still feels that
rural areas which would be supportive of business start
ups.

provision is inadequate and efforts should be made to
identify sites in the larger villages such as
Middleton-in-Teesdale. Building local employment
opportunities and enabling micro-business start-ups
will help the sustainably of our villages and Barnard
Castle, as well as reducing the carbon footprint due to
commuting.

Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Q5 and Q6 – Policy 2: Quantity of New Development
& Q7 – Policy 3: Employment Land

3826Question 5

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesQuestions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the should develop an idea of future needs based on a

range of data which is current and robust. In additionCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
it is also important to understand qualitative factors.Policy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
Housing needs in County Durham have beenaspirations of present and future residents of County
developed in line with the government's standardDurham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancewill provide 305 hectares of employment land and

25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis). and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national local housing need provides the minimum starting point
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required for determining the number of homes needed in an
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO). authorities should also consider previous delivery
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
represent the minimum starting point and no uplift has
been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations.

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for LocalIn terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states

that “following a review of the existing supply of Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
employment land and potential new employment sites, housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility considered that this level of housing will serve to
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
allocations are within existing employment areas and economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies and objectives. In response to the reference to the
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph most recently reference appeal decision
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha, P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to note that the
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context has changed since this decision was issued
on the 10th May 2018 which means the Inspector's

the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)

determinations are not readily transferable to theland at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3). current context. Firstly, this decision was issued prior

to the publication of the revised NPPF and updatedParagraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes: '…whilst I

accept that the Draft Framework and standard OAHNscenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
methodology are closer to coming into being than whengrowth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
considered by the Inspector in the Dalton Heightssupport those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
appeal, it is important to bear in mind that thisfrom the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
expression of emerging national policy has not yetthat the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
come into force. Until such time as it has, it would bedemonstrates the link between the level of housing in
premature to apply it in my determination of thisthe plan and the likely level of employment growth.
appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further guidanceThe Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
has been published and as set out above this isdelivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate

a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment land. reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the decision,
the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The Council is

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the

yet to formally adopt a position on using the standard
methodology'. This statement precedes the decision

housing strategy. This is a significant concern given of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree to the
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
preparation and review of all policies should be published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned, addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
and take into account relevant market signals.” The rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the 17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for order to take this evidence into account and ensure
employment land’ in the plan it will require a we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the PlanThe new NPPF does reflect the tests within the

previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these 17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:
“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively

2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites

encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set granted planning permission than in recent years, and
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
investment to match the strategy and to meet need have been subject to robust methodology
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek including viability assessments giving more certainty

over their delivery.to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
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assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:
  The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.
  The take up in employment land will be in line with
the CDPPO but without enough housing in the County
to accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.
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There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:
“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.” (Savills emphasis).

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO, in our view,
should be revised to take into account the issues raised
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above. This is a position which is also strongly
supported by the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions within County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the imbalance between the
employment growth aspirations and the housing targets
to support this growth. Perhaps the most relevant
decision is that for land to the east of Woodham Burn
and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe (May 2018) ref:
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108.The Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

In the appeal it was also argued that the economic
growth aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology. The Inspector agreed, concluding that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Our Client currently objects to the methodology and
approach used, particularly the isolated nature of the
housing and employment strategies and would
advocate that a more balanced approach is taken
between employment growth aspirations and the
provision of new homes to identify an appropriate
housing requirement.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
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lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

Our Client considers this approach to be unjustified
and not supported by the evidence base, but rather a
reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites being
granted planning permission again, which therefore
justifies a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be ignorant of key factors which could impact
upon both the reasoning as to why permissions lapse
in the first instance whilst at the same time making
unjustified assumptions about the likelihood of sites
securing permission again simply because they have
been granted permission in the past. There are a
number of factors that can impact upon and/or explain
why sites with planning permission lapse and also why
a broad assumption should not be made on the
likelihood of a previously consented site being granted
permission again. The list below identifies some of
these factors but is by no means exhaustive:
  New national and local planning policies can change
the planning potential of sites and their ability to come
forward for development i.e. sites previously granted
planning permission may have been allocated for
development but either that allocation has been
removed or altered sufficiently enough as a result of
policy changes meaning that the site may not now have
the same potential to come forward at all or in a similar
quantum/type as before;
  Changing policy burdens and planning obligations
could render a consented site as unviable meaning
that permission lapses and a new permission of a
similar type and nature cannot be brought forward
unless the viability issues can be addressed by policy
changes or improved/different market conditions;
  Changing market conditions and/or housing
requirements could render a site undeliverable based
upon the consented scheme and so the permission
lapses and a new consent comes forward but of a
different nature, type or quantum to that previously
consented;
  Changing land ownerships and/or developer interest
could impact upon a sites ability to come forward and
so planning permission may lapse and new applications
may not come forward as the landowner is not willing;
  Each planning permission must be determined upon
its own merits and planning decisions are a matter of
judgment made by the decision maker so just because
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a site has been granted planning permission before
does not mean the same scheme or a very similar
scheme would automatically be granted permission
again.

The above factors demonstrate why in our Client’s view
it is unreasonable to reduce the lapse rate by 7% based
upon what is effectively an assumption that lapsed
permissions will secure permission again for a similar
scheme and therefore contribute towards meeting the
housing requirement.This of course reduces the need
to allocate further sites for housing development.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

Our Client does not support the current level of lapse
rate applied to the residual housing requirement figures
and would request that the approach is amended in
light of the above comments or that proportionate
evidence is brought forward to support the Council’s
position.

The remainder of these representations demonstrate
that our Client’s Site at Sniperley is suitable, available
and achievable and can assist the Council in meeting
the increased housing requirement.

Support noted.Q5 - Policy 2: Quantity of New Development -
Employment Land

3989Question 5

2.10 Story Homes agree that to support economic
growth across County Durham it is essential that a
suitable supply of sites and premises is actively
planned for in order to attract and retain businesses in
the future. The proposed allocation of 305ha of
employment land to meet the employment needs of
the County over the lifetime of the Plan period,
including an element of flexibility to acknowledge that
many of the employment land allocations are within
existing employment areas and therefore unsuitable
for other uses, is considered to represent an
appropriate quantity of development in support of the
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economic ambitions of the region, especially when
NETPark at Sedgefield does not form part of the 305ha
identified due to the land being allocated for a specific
type of employment use. It is also noted that further
land at NETPark, and Integra61 at Bowburn, is
safeguarded for delivery beyond the Plan period.

Comment noted.The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

3998Question 5

County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
of "305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing" and "25,992
new homes of mixed type, size and tenure" has been
proposed.

We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation
Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I understand  that the baseline OAN used is calculated
through to 2026, and that the economic strategies

4135Question 5

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceunderlying the Plan also run through to 2024/26 at the
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationlatest. I am  therefore concerned that hard provision
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedis being made through housing allocations on the basis
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicof a baseline OAN rate of 1368 hpa for the whole 19
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisyears of the Plan, through to 2035. Given these
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceuncertainties, I am not convinced that the “exceptional
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingcircumstances” required for Green Belt deletion (para
local housing need provides the minimum starting point4.89) apply. I strongly argue that the Plan should be
for determining the number of homes needed in anreviewed in 2024/25 and that allocations intended to
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatcome forward later in the Plan period should be
authorities should also consider previous delivery“safeguarded” rather than explicitly allocated, pending
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thedelivery of the 16k+ planning consents, progress of
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisthe sub-regional economic strategy and update of the

baseline OAN housing rate. record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum

Comment noted.Section 4 – How much Development and Where3661Question 5

Policy 2 – Quantity of New Development
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3.14 Question 5 – This is our preferred option for
the amount of employment land we need. Do you
have any comments?

3.15 The Policy identifies that in order to meet the
needs and aspirations of present and future residents
of County Durham and deliver a thriving economy a
figure of “305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing”
and “25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure”
has been proposed.

3.16 We have no comments to make regard to the
employment figure at present. The Consultation

Document addresses three scenarios and sets out the
Employment Land Trajectory and considers
deallocation of sites which have not come forward in
previous Plan periods.We reserve the right to comment
further at later stages in the Plan period.

3.17 We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 sets out the proposed quantity of new
development over the plan period to 2035.This reflects

3739Question 5

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingthe proposed move towards the use of the standardised
completions do exceed this level then this will bemethodology that has now been confirmed through the
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingpublication of the NPPF 2018 (see Section 2 above).
text has been amended to note that '…this number isTo determine the minimum number of home needed,
a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in Countythe Council will need to reconsider the figure of 25,992
Durham have been developed in line with thethat is currently set out within Policy 2. This relates to
government's standard methodology as set out inthe consultation draft NPPF proposals and it is now
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect theclear that these figures will be revisited in due course
government's Technical Consultation published on theto reflect the 2016-based household projections that
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedare due to be published in September 2018. In addition,
data should provide the demographic baseline forthe Government has drawn attention to its intention to
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287revisit the proposed methodology and consider
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesadjusting it to ensure that the starting point is consistent
that the standard method for assessing local housingwith its stated aim to ensure that 300.000 homes are

built per year by the mid-2020s.
In preparing the Pre-submission version of the Plan,
it will be important for the Council to determine the

need provides the minimum starting point for
determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

minimum number of homes needed and set strategic also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
policies within the CDLP in a manner that is consistent 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with the revised Framework. It will therefore need to on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
be informed by a local housing need assessment be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
conducted using the standard method, which fully need above the minimum starting point. For this
explores whether exceptional circumstances exist that reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
would justify the use of an alternative approach. This the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
would include the need to carefully consider local adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
demographic trends over the plan period and a range for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
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annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recent

of market signals. Any associated housing requirement
that is generated from this exercise should then be

momentum within the County Durham economy andexpressed within the policies of the Plan as a
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.‘minimum’ rather than a ‘maximum’. These particular
It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receiveissues will need to be fully explored by the Council
planning permission during the Plan period, it isonce the Government’s intentions relating to the
considered that these should not be relied upon tostandard method have been further clarified over the
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4coming months. Notwithstanding the need for the
hectares (12 houses) have historically made aCouncil to revisit its evidence with regards to housing
contribution to past housing delivery (an average ofneeds, it is clear from the emerging approach to
117 houses per annum for the past five years).determining the residual housing requirement for
However it is expected that with the Plan in place theallocation that a number of assumptions are being
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it ismade that would act to reduce the number of homes
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on smallto be allocated within the Plan. At this stage we would

raise specific concerns regarding the following: sites would be appropriate. The Development on
Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

The proposed lapse rate of just 10% in relation to
committed sites. This is not justified given that the
average rate has been 17% over the period 2011/12
to 2014/15 and historically higher.

The assumption of 130 dwellings per year from
windfall development over the plan period. This
approach is not considered to be justified as it is higher
than the 126 dwelling per year average and it is usual
for the rate of windfall completions to reduce once a
local plan has been adopted.

The allowance of 50 dwellings a year associated
with bringing empty homes back into use. This
assumption has not been robustly justified within the
Council’s evidence base. In order to count such sites
against housing need it is important that certainty is
provided with regard to the associated programme and
funding that will enable this to be achieved.
Furthermore, it is essential that information is provided
that makes it clear that empty homes have not already
been counted within the existing housing stock.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 sets out the proposed quantity of
new development over the plan period to 2035. This

3835Question 5

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingreflects the proposed move towards the use of the
completions do exceed this level then this will bestandardised methodology that has now been
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingconfirmed through the publication of the NPPF 2018

(see Section 2 above). text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in CountyTo determine the minimum number of home needed,

the Council will need to reconsider the figure of 25,992 Durham have been developed in line with the
government's standard methodology as set out inthat is currently set out within Policy 2. This relates
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect theto the consultation draft NPPF proposals and it is now
government's Technical Consultation published on theclear that these figures will be revisited in due course
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedto reflect the 2016-based household projections that
data should provide the demographic baseline forare due to be published in September 2018. In addition,
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the Government has drawn attention to its intention to
revisit the proposed methodology and consider

assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes

adjusting it to ensure that the starting point is consistent that the standard method for assessing local housing
with its stated aim to ensure that 300.000 homes are
built per year by the mid-2020s.

need provides the minimum starting point for
determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities shouldIn preparing the Pre-submission version of the Plan,

it will be important for the Council to determine the also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredminimum number of homes needed and set strategic
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canpolicies within the CDLP in a manner that is consistent
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingwith the revised Framework. It will therefore need to
need above the minimum starting point. For thisbe informed by a local housing need assessment
reason, housing need in County Durham is based onconducted using the standard method, which fully
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needexplores whether exceptional circumstances exist that
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needwould justify the use of an alternative approach. This
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perwould include the need to carefully consider local
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatdemographic trends over the plan period and a range of
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentmarket signals. Any associated housing  requirement
momentum within the County Durham economy andthat is generated from this exercise should then be
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.expressed within the policies of the Plan as a

‘minimum’
rather than a ‘maximum’. These particular issues will
need to be fully explored by the Council once the

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4Government’s intentions relating to the standard
hectares (12 houses) have historically made amethod have been further clarified over the coming

months. contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
117 houses per annum for the past five years).

Notwithstanding the need for the Council to revisit its
evidence with regards to housing needs, it is clear from

However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is

the emerging approach to determining the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
residual housing requirement for allocation that a sites would be appropriate. The Development on
number of assumptions are being made that would act Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.to reduce the number of homes to be allocated within
the Plan. At this stage we would raise specific concerns
regarding the following:

• The proposed lapse rate of just 10% in relation to
committed sites. This is not justified given that the
average rate has been 17% over the period 2011/12
to 2014/15 and historically higher.
• The assumption of 130 dwellings per year from
windfall development over the plan period. This
approach is not considered to be justified as it is higher
than the 126 dwelling per year average and it is usual
for the rate of windfall completions to reduce once a
local plan has been adopted.
• The allowance of 50 dwellings a year associated with
bringing empty homes back into use. This assumption
has not been robustly justified within the Council’s
evidence base. In order to count such sites against
housing need it is important that certainty is provided
with regard to the associated programme and funding
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that will enable this to be achieved. Furthermore, it is
essential that information is provided that makes it
clear that empty homes have not already been counted
within the existing housing stock.

Support noted.Overall the quantum of development has reduced,
when compared to the previous withdrawn Plan and

3959Question 5

therefore points towards the likelihood of a reduction
in traffic demands at the SRN when compared to the
2014 Plan. Given that Highways England was
ultimately able to provide general support to the overall
development aspirations for the 2014 Plan, it is
considered that this policy and the growth aspirations
within it can continue to be supported.
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Number of houses seem too high.10Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Local Plan Spatial Strategic Housing appraisal
1. Latest ONS Population Projections not used;
DurhamCC have used DCLG2014 Housing projections
when currently there is a more up-to-date ONS2016

37Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published May2018 at LA level that allows an estimate published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
of ONS-Ministry of Housing, Communities, and Local that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
Government MHCLG 2016Housing using DCLG2014
population to housing conversion ratios.
It is a NPPF, aswell as NPPGuidance requirement to
use the latest data. ONS2016 Population projections

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

Pub May2018, aswell as the ONS Workplace median for determining the number of homes needed in an
house prices to earning 2017Affordability ratios 1:4.456 area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
published April2018, which have not been used. In authorities should also consider previous delivery
September MHCLG-ONS2016 Housing projections
will replace DCLG2014.
DurhamCC have used old or becoming redundant data
of DCG2014 Housing projections, and ONS Workplace

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

median house prices to earning 2016Affordability ratios point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
1:4.553, when ONS2016 population projections, and is based on the minimum assessment for Local
ONS 2017affordability ratios are available. That has Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
significant impact on realistic statistical assessment of
housing requirement.

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

2. Housing requirement disparity between
DurhamCC preferred option and latest ONS2016
projections
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Durham Local Plan suggest 1,368/annum (25,992
2016-2035 19 years), however using latest ONS2016
housing estimate and latest 2017Affordabilty ratios as
1066 (10662 2016-2026) and 724/annum (6517
2026-2035) or over the full period as 904/annum
(17,179 2016-2035)
MHCLG2016 housing projections are to be used
Published Sptember2018 rather than estimates, and
an affordability ratio at 2026 should be used for the
next ten year cycle 2026-2035 and not in this case
where DurhamCC used out of date 2016Affordability
ratio over the 19 year period as a linear trend.
There is a significant disparity between DurhamCC
preferred option of 25,992 and latest ONS2016
population projections converted to housing as 17,179
2016-2035.
Table01

Preferred Option

2016 estimated + 2017Affordability ratio 4.456

Durham

Preferred

/annum

2016 est hse+AR

/annum

Disparity of Preferred

2016-2026

13680

1368

10662

1066

3018

28.31%

more

2026-2035

12312

1368

6517

724

5795

88.92%

more

2016-2035
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25992

1368

17179

904

8813

51.30%

more

DCLG2016 Housing estimated as ONS2016 population
(May2018) minus DCLG2014 institutional, then
DCLG2014 Population to Households conversion ratios
applied, with a DCLG Standard Approach
2017Affordability addition AR median workplace
2017Affordability 1:4.456.

3. Linear extrapolation 2016-2026 housing
requirement applied to whole 19 year plan period
DurhamCC have applied DCLG2014 Housing
projections 2016-2026+affordabilty addition as a linear
trend to the whole period 2016-2035. That does not
account to what happens in those projections
2026-2035 which are well below that linear trend.
DurhamCC preferred option 13,268/annum that is using
old data, is not aligned to the latest ONS2016 housing
estimates with 2017Affordability ratio addition, as
1066/annum 2016-2026 and 724/annum 2026-2035
as 904/annum 2016-2035.
DurhamCC applied linear calculation negates the
non-linear ONS2016 population projections 2016-2035.
The period 2026-2035 has significantly less
population-housing requirement compared to
2016-2026. Using the DurhamCC 10 year 2016-2026
linear extrapolation applied for the whole of 2016-2035
negates the DCLG2014 data 2026-2035. That has
caused the Standard Approach per annum assessment
for the whole period 2016-2035 to be based on 10years
2016-2026, while 2026-2036 is significantly lower and
ignored.

4. Statement of Common Ground
DurhamCC have given Planning permission consent
for 16,808 to March2018 which pre-empts any Local
Plan strategic assessment by Planning Inspectorate
as to “type of housing”, or “where located”. That also
impacts the “Statement of Common Ground” as to how
many houses within the full Housing Market Area HMA
of the North East Region 12 local Authorities (also as
NECA Combined 7 LAs). It pre-empts and negates
any Statement of Common Ground for the overall HMA
appraisal.
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Within the revised NPPF, a Statement of Common
Ground is required.
a. Out-of-date data: For the North East NE12LAs, the
Standard Approach using DCLG2014 inclusive of
out-of-date 2016Affordability 1:4.553 ratio is
6,183/annum (117,485 2016-2035). However, there is
currently a NE20LAs preferred aspiration for
8,004/annum (152,070 houses 2016-2035).
That is a excessive disparity of (152070-117485)
34,585 houses 29% more than the full NE 12 LAs HMA
Standard Approach housing requirement inclusive of
affordability.

However using the latest ONS2016 population to
housing estimate + 2017Affordability1:4.456;
b. Latest current Data: The Standard Approach using
ONS2016 Housing estimate inclusive of current
2017Affordability ratio is 4,528/annum (86,034
2016-2035). However there is currently a NE12LAs
preferred aspiration for 8,004/annum (152,070
2016-2035).
That is a disparity of (152070-86034) 66,036  76.8%
more than the North East Region 12 LAs full HMA
Standard Approach inclusive of affordability, and
unjustifiably excessive 76.8% double counting of
housing within the NE12LAs HMA.

There is significant impact to any Statement of
Common Ground if the aggregate full HMA for the 12
North East region LAs preferred aspiration
8,004/annum (152,070 2016-2035), when ONS2016
population to housing estimates is 4,528/annum
(86,034 2016-2035.) Table02

As there is significant population reduction 2026-2035
then NE12LA as 5,265/annum 2016-2026 reduces to
3,709/annum 2026-2035 Table02. Similar with Durham
as 1066/annum 2016-2026 reduces to 724/annum
2026-2035 Table01 and demonstrates the
DurhamCC’s 2016-2026 linear extrapolation applied
to the period 2016-2035 as inappropriate and
unrealistic.
Table02

Preferred Option

2016 estimated + 2017Affordability ratio 4.456

NER12LAs

Preferred

/annum

2016 est hse+AR

/annum
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Disparity of Preferred

2016-2026

80037

8004

52654

5265

27383

52.01%

more

2026-2035

72033

8004

33380

3709

38653

115.80%

more

2016-2035

152070

8004

86034

4528

66036

76.76%

more

DCLG2016 Housing estimated as ONS2016 population
(May2018) minus DCLG2014 institutional, then
DCLG2014 Population to Households conversion ratios
applied, with a DCLG Standard Approach
2017Affordability addition AR median workplace
2017Affordability. 1:4.456
Summary
Within that full HMA assessment Durham
DCLG2014+2016Affordability ratio as 1368/annum
throughout 2016-2035, is 28.3% more than
ONS-MHCLG2016 housing estimate 1066/annum
2016-2026,  89% more than 724/annum 2026-2035,
and as 51.3% more than 904/annum 2016-2035
Table01.
The result of not using the latest data ONS2016
housing estimate or 2017Affordability ratios is a
Durham preferred option 1368/annum x 19 years as
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25,992 2016-2035. However using the latest ONS2016
Housing estimate is 1066/annum x 10years +
724/annum x 9years as 17,179 2016-2035 with a
significant disparity of (25992-17179) 8,813 houses as
51.3% more.
The result of a DurhamCC preferred option
1368/annum (25,992 2016-2026-2035) 10 year linear
trend applied to 19 years negates a significant
population reduction 2026-2035. However using
ONS2016 population projections, and 2017Affordability
ratio is a realistic assessment of 1066/annum
2016-2026, 724/annum 2026-2035, with the whole plan
period as 904/annum 17179 2016-2026-2035.
The latest ONS2016 population projections converted
to housing and addition 2017Affordbity ratio, aswell as
the population-housing reduction 2026-2035 creates
17,179 housing requirement as a 8,813 disparity with
the proposed 25,992 houses 2016-2035.

The above will be validated by the publication of
ONS2016 Housing projections in September 2018.
The accuracy of the above ONS2016 population to
housing conversion estimates is dependent on the
volatility of the Household representative rates. Areas
with high migration as more volatile.(either way).
Until published, it requires DurhamCC to appraise the
latest data inclusive of standard practice to convert
ONS2016 population projections to housing using
previous DCLG2014 Household population to Housing
projections conversion ratios.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I would like to question the assumptions for the number
of houses required.  Is there really a housing shortage

91Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceand do national targets make sense to be applied
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationacross the NE?  Across Durham, Tyne and Wear and
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedNorthumberland we see new housing being built
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicindiscriminately.  Is there a need for this housing?  The
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thispopulation is declining, people are having fewer
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicechildren and immigration is (supposedly) falling.  Is this

to relocate people from other parts of the county? Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointMore focus should be on bringing old (but usable)

housing units back into use rather than building new
stock.

for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery

Also is it realistic to assume given that amount of
student housing that is being built that HMOs won't be

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

released into the general housing market?  I find this
hard to believe.

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
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housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. Bringing empty homes back in
to use is a key priority for the council. We also
recognise the issues experienced in some areas as a
result of concentrations of vacant, underused properties
and will continue to work with all relevant agencies and
in particular Homes England to pursue funding that will
allow as many properties as possible to be brought
back into use.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I am saddened and disheartened to read these
proposals. See my comments above. There has been

272Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancea clear lack of creative thinking in these proposals. In
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationthe first instance do we really need another 6272
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedhouses built in County Durham given that the figures

used are the 2016 SHMA figures. that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisWe know that most forward thinking authorities align

their housing to need. I see no evidence that a critical
scoping exercise has been undertaken.

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Comment noted.The housing need is accept, what is not acceptable is
the spread of housing.

109Question 6

The approach you suggest is something the council is
currently exploring.

Question 6 – regarding point 4.22 Empty homes

Where properties are empty and owners are unwilling
to engage with the council to bring them back into use

188Question 6

the council should buy the property though compulsory
purchase and use it for social housing.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

As with employment land the number and location of
houses must be based on valid demonstrable need

886Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceand not on a biased evaluation to support DCC's
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationPreferred Option. I do not consider the fundamental
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedneed for and demand for housing has been realistically 
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicassessed or demonstrated by DCC in arriving at their

Preferred Options in The CDP. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
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Central Government have issued guidelines specifying,
to councils, the number of houses required, this has

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

resulted in a considerable decrease in housing needs for determining the number of homes needed in an
from previous DCC projections. Also population area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
forecasts are predicting a population fall. This poses authorities should also consider previous delivery
the question if there is actually a justifiable need for levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
large scale housing development in The County, as council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
awhole, and that proposed by DCC in Durham City in record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
particular. Also of the total new housing stock projected of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
in the CDP, 40% of these are planned to be sited in point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
Durham City - this is a totally disproportionate and
unsubstantiated number.

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum commends the County Council’s

208Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
adoption of the standardised national method and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
for calculating housing need anduse of themost published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
up-to-date Sub-National Household Projections, that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thiswhich at the time of writing are the 2014 ones.
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

However, we note that the 2016 projections Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
are due to be published in September, and local housing need provides the minimum starting point
consequently these would be the ones to be for determining the number of homes needed in an

area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatused in subsequent stages of the Plan. The 2016
authorities should also consider previous delivery

population projections were published in May, levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
and these show a further reduction in the council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
projected County population in 2035 from record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting560,200 (2014) to 546,900 (2016). Subject to
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

theprecise assumptions onprojectedhousehold is based on the minimum assessment for Local
sizes, we would expect the Sub-National Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
Household Projections in September to reduce housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

dwellings per annum. The council has no evidence ofthe County Durham Objectively Assessed
HMOs being converted into family homes as required

HousingNeed and therefore the estimatedneed
in Durham City.

by government guidance if it is going to be taken into
account in housing supply.

The Forum appreciates that the standardised
national methodology only provides a gross
figure of the number of residential units
required to accommodate the projected
number of households in the County as awhole.
Whilst this figure is described as housing need,
the Forum points out that in reality the
provision that is needed should be determined
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by the particular requirements of each
community rather than a top-down County
target for house-builders to achieve.

The Forum notes Paragraph 4.23 and suggests
that a positive policy to encourage the
conversion of student HMOs back into family
homes would mean some allowance could be
made here towards meeting housing need
figures.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council.

More empty homes should be brought back into use.234Question 6

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

1368 houses per year seems very limiting when we
have seen developments of 200+ approved all in one

302Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceplanning permission e.g. in Startforth, recently. What
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationwill your planning committee's response be if 1368
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedhouses have been approved by halfway through the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicyear? Will they stop approving new housing
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thissubmissions? How do their activities co-ordinate with

this number? results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. It is important to note that this
figure is a target and not a ceiling, if housing
completions do exceed this level then this will be
reflective of a buoyant housing market.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Consider the proposed number of houses is too low
and needs to be materially increased. The figure

366Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceproposed would entail materially less supply than was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationachieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15. The County

should be positively planning for growth. published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.

Delivering sufficient quality housing is integral to the baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
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necessary include responding to other issues of
acknowledged importance, regeneration, improving

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

affordability and the delivery of affordable housing for area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
example.  Additionally there is a need for a buffer and
flexibility within the Plan.

authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has used a buffer
of 10% to account for those sites with planning
permission but not started that are not expected to
come forward during the Plan period.

Support notedIt is of great importance that large windfalls should not
be relied upon to meet the planned housing The

396Question 6

certainty of where housing should be located must not
be undermined or exploited by developers. Well
managed small windfall provision is potentially very
helpful and the historic annual average excluding the
first three  years of the plan, to avoid double counting
of commitments, is fully supportable.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is

Given that a major green belt deletion is proposed in
Durham to accommodate this demand the suggestion

921Question 6

considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement.

that the possible contribution to supply of large windfall
sites should be ignored needs to be justified.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Consider the proposed number of houses is too low
and needs to be materially increased. The figure

401Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceproposed would entail materially less supply than was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationachieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15. The County

should be positively planning for growth. published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.

Delivering sufficient housing is integral to the baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointnecessary include responding to issues of
for determining the number of homes needed in anacknowledged importance which include providing a
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatrange and choice of housing and providing a buffer

and flexibility within the Plan. authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
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housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.The council has used a buffer of
10% to account for those sites with planning permission
but not started that are not expected to come forward
during the Plan period.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The respondent considers the proposed number of
houses is too low and needs to be materially increased.

408Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe figure proposed would entail materially less supply
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationthan was achieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15.

The County should be positively planning for growth. published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.

Delivering sufficient quality housing is integral to the baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointnecessary include responding to other issues of
for determining the number of homes needed in anacknowledged importance, regeneration, improving
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thataffordability and the delivery of affordable housing for
authorities should also consider previous deliveryexample.  Additionally there is a need for a buffer and

flexibility within the Plan. levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has used a buffer
of 10% to account for those sites with planning
permission but not started that are not expected to
come forward during the Plan period.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The County Council has accepted the
standardised national method for calculating

423Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancehousing need and the most up-to-date and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
Sub-National Household Projections (2014). published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
The Trust welcomes and endorses this that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisapproach. Population projections from a
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice2016 base were published in May, and Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

these show a further reduction in the local housing need provides the minimum starting point
projected County population in 2035 from for determining the number of homes needed in an

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that560,200 (2014) to 546,900 (2016). The
authorities should also consider previous deliverySub-National Household Projections (2016) levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

will be published in September andmay well council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
reduce the County Durham Objectively record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

of a greater housing need above the minimum startingAssessed Housing Need and therefore the
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamestimated need in the City of Durham. Due is based on the minimum assessment for Local
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Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

to the very high number of PBSAs that
opened in 2017 (1,027 bed-spaces), and

dwellings per annum. The council has no evidence ofdue to open in 2018 (1,115 bed-spaces) HMOs being converted into family homes as required
and 2019 (473 bed-spaces), some HMOs by government guidance if it is going to be taken into

account in housing supply.may be released onto the general market
and the position as set out in paragraph
4.23 needs to be kept under review.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

i am not convinced that the county requires the number
of houses stated as needed in Durham City. Projections
may decrease.

446Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationi support the conversion of HMOs back to family

housing in Durham City. published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Supply side - but can get heads together on a response
to this one if needed

More effort should go into bringing Students' vacated
HMO's back into the general Housing Market. There
should be a time-limited requirement for areas left from

462Question 6

Student use to be returned to residential use. Landlords
should not be allowed to sit on properties until the price
goes up- thay should be made to refurbish properties
to an average comparative local standard and release
control.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

1211Question 6 • Growing concern in Annfield Plain and Catchgate
about the number of properties which are empty
– not necessarily older properties either experienced in some areas as a result of

concentrations of vacant, underused properties and• Empty properties are creating an eyesore and
‘grot spots’ in some locations because they are
not maintained

will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in
particular Homes England to pursue funding that will
allow as many properties as possible to be brought
back into use
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I disagree with the projected housing requirements in
the Plan. The Plan describes “housing need” but

1134Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“need” should be determined on a
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationcommunity-by-community basis not as an overall target
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedfor County Durham. Moreover although the Plan is
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicusing the government’s formula for calculating housing
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisneed the figures are not up to date: 2014 figures have
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicebeen used instead of the latest ones available from
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing2016. Based on the latest figures from 2016, 6,300

fewer houses would be required. local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in anIn addition much more should be done to bring empty

homes back into use - the target of 50 per annum is
not ambitious enough.

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

I disagree with the fact that no allowance has been
made for student HMO’s being released into the

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

housing market when calculating the amount of new of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
housing that needs to be allocated. There are already point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
too many student HMO’s and the County Council needs is based on the minimum assessment for Local
to do more to return HMO’s back to homes for Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
long-term non-student residents and an allowance
should be made in the allocation calculations.

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has no evidence of
HMOs being converted into family homes as required
by government guidance if it is going to be taken into
account in housing supply.

The monitoring line sets out the expected cumulative
number of dwellings built over the plan period.

I do not find this information easily understandable -
what is the monitor line showing?

473Question 6

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The starting point for assessing the number of new
homes to be built should take into account the number

1061Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceof houses which are empty. The council have this
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationinformation in their community charge department.
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedThese figures should be included in the Plan. If too
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicmany houses are built, this causes empty homes, when
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thispeople cannot find a buyer or a tenant when they need
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceto move. In the long run, oversupply of houses will lead
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingto derelict houses blighting communities all over
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointDurham, including in Durham City, contributing to social
for determining the number of homes needed in anproblems and dangers for pedestrians walking past
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatthem on pavements. Empty homes should be brought
authorities should also consider previous deliveryback into use as quickly as possible. The council can
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thehelp to achieve this by collecting community charge
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisfrom the owners of unoccupied homes. Could this
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativemoney be re-allocated to give refurbishment grants to
of a greater housing need above the minimum startinglow-income first-time buyers of unoccupied houses, to

help them afford to bring them back into use? point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.The council is currently exploring
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new approaches to bringing empty properties back into
use.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2 proposes adopting the minimum OAN figure
of 25,992 new dwellings over the 19 year period which

1352Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancethe plan will cover. We believe that a higher figure
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationcould have been justified on the basis of the need for
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedeconomic growth in the county bearing in mind that
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicother northern authorities have adopted a similar
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisapproach. However we are sympathetic to the County
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeCouncil’s position in that the withdrawn County Durham
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingPlan proposed a growth focused number of new
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointdwellings which contributed to the inspector’s concerns
for determining the number of homes needed in anover the soundness of the plan. Even with the minimum
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatOAN figure it is clearly demonstrated that there would
authorities should also consider previous deliveryneed to be release of some Green Belt land around
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theDurham. A higher OAN might well require further Green
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. ThisBelt releases so we appreciate the Council’s reluctance
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeto promote higher growth in this plan. The priority has
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingto be to get one plan adopted so that it can start to
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamdeliver some household growth for the County. We do
is based on the minimum assessment for Localhowever have concerns regarding the assumptions
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thewhich generate the proposal for 43 housing allocations
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

with 6,925 dwellings in Policy 5. The assumptions are
set out in Table 2 of the plan. In particular the proposed
“lapse rate” of 10% appears too low. By the Council’s
own admission it has been around 17% in the past.
We believe it will go up rather than down as a
consequence of the approval of a number of
speculative housing developments concentrated in a
limited number of market areas which could prove to
be saturated. We do not believe that taken as a whole
the distribution of the 25,992 new dwellings will properly
reflect a sustainable spatial distribution. We have
commissioned a report into Build Out Rates in Durham
by consultants Johnson Mowat which is attached.This
recommends:

1 The Council adopt a robust SHLAA methodology
with realistic timeframes and lead in times to
house completions.

2 Consider the ability of weaker market areas to
sustain historic delivery rates.

3 Allow for a lapse rate in the order of 20%.
4 Align demolitions and windfall completions with

historic data. Also anticipate that windfall sites
may reduce as a result of planned development.

If these recommendations were adopted the Local Plan
would need to plan for 2,371 more housing completions
by 2035. Banks Property is promoting the allocation
of two sites at Barnard Castle and Pelton which would
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help meet this anticipated shortfall. In selecting any
further allocations the Council needs to be confident
that there is sufficient market demand for further sites
in that area.We believe that Barnard Castle and Pelton
demonstrate market demand.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I attach my submission relevant to my initial appraisal
of;
ref:
County_Durham_Plan_Preferred_Options_7700419311037372967
consultation

572Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicPolicy 2 - Quantity of Development
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

Local Plan Spatial Strategic Housing appraisal results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing1. Latest ONS Population Projections not used;
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointDurhamCC have used DCLG2014 Housing projections

when currently there is a more up-to-date ONS2016 for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatpublished May2018 at LA level that allows an estimate
authorities should also consider previous deliveryof ONS-Ministry of Housing, Communities, and Local
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theGovernment MHCLG 2016Housing using DCLG2014

population to housing conversion ratios. council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

It is a NPPF, aswell as NPPGuidance requirement to
use the latest data. ONS2016 Population projections

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

Pub May2018, aswell as the ONS Workplace median
house prices to earning

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

2017 Affordability ratios 1:4.456 published April2018,
which have not been used. In September
MHCLG-ONS2016 Housing projections will replace
DCLG2014.

DurhamCC have used old or becoming redundant data
of DCG2014 Housing projections, and ONS Workplace
median house prices to earning 2016Affordability ratios
1:4.553, when ONS2016 population projections, and
ONS 2017affordability ratios are available. That has
significant impact on realistic statistical assessment of
housing requirement.

2. Housing requirement disparity between DurhamCC
preferred option and latest ONS2016 projections

Durham Local Plan suggest 1,368/annum (25,992
2016-2035 19 years), however using latest ONS2016
housing estimate and latest 2017Affordabilty ratios as
1066 (10662 2016-2026) and 724/annum (6517
2026-2035) or over the full period as 904/annum
(17,179 2016-2035)

MHCLG2016 housing projections are to be used
Published Sptember2018 rather than estimates, and
an affordability ratio at 2026 should be used for the
next ten year cycle 2026-2035 and not in this case
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where DurhamCC used out of date 2016Affordability
ratio over the 19 year period as a linear trend.

There is a significant disparity between DurhamCC
preferred option of 25,992 and latest ONS2016
population projections converted to housing as 17,179
2016-2035.

Table01 Preferred Option

2016 estimated + 2017Affordability ratio 4.456

Durham

Preferred

/annum

2016 est hse+AR

/annum

Disparity of Preferred

2016-2026

13680

1368

10662

1066

3018

28.31%

more

2026-2035

12312

1368

6517

724

5795

88.92%

more

2016-2035

25992

1368

17179

904

8813

51.30%

more
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1 Linear extrapolation 2016-2026 housing
requirement applied to whole 19 year plan period

DurhamCC have applied DCLG2014 Housing
projections 2016-2026+affordabilty addition as a linear
trend to the whole period 2016-2035. That does not
account to what happens in those projections
2026-2035 which are well below that linear trend.
DurhamCC preferred option 13,268/annum that is using
old data, is not aligned to the latest ONS2016 housing
estimates with 2017Affordability ratio addition, as
1066/annum 2016-2026 and 724/annum 2026-2035
as 904/annum 2016-2035.

DurhamCC applied linear calculation negates the
non-linear ONS2016 population projections 2016-2035.
The period 2026-2035 has significantly less
population-housing requirement compared to
2016-2026. Using the DurhamCC 10 year 2016-2026
linear extrapolation applied for the whole of 2016-2035
negates the DCLG2014 data 2026-2035. That has
caused the Standard Approach per annum assessment
for the whole period 2016-2035 to be based on 10years
2016- 2026, while 2026-2036 is significantly lower and
ignored.

1 Statement of Common Ground

DurhamCC have given Planning permission consent
for 16,808 to March2018 which pre-empts any Local
Plan strategic assessment by Planning Inspectorate
as to "type of housing", or "where located". That also
impacts the "Statement of Common Ground" as to how
many houses within the full Housing Market Area HMA
of the North East Region 12 local Authorities (also as
NECA Combined 7 LAs). It pre-empts and negates
any Statement of Common Ground for the overall HMA
appraisal.

Within the revised NPPF, a Statement of Common
Ground is required.

a. Out-of-date data: For the North East NE12LAs, the
Standard Approach using DCLG2014 inclusive of
out-of-date 2016Affordability 1:4.553 ratio is
6,183/annum (117,485 2016-2035). However, there is
currently a NE20LAs preferred aspiration for
8,004/annum (152,070 houses 2016-2035). That is a
excessive disparity of (152070-117485) 34,585 houses
29% more than the full NE 12 LAs HMA Standard
Approach housing requirement inclusive of affordability.

However using the latest ONS2016 population to
housing estimate + 2017Affordability1:4.456;
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b. Latest current Data: The Standard Approach using
ONS2016 Housing estimate inclusive of current
2017Affordability ratio is 4,528/annum (86,034
2016-2035). However there is currently a NE12LAs
preferred aspiration for 8,004/annum (152,070
2016-2035).

That is a disparity of (152070-86034) 66,036 76.8%
more than the North East Region 12 LAs full HMA
Standard Approach inclusive of affordability, and
unjustifiably excessive 76.8% double counting of
housing within the NE12LAs HMA.

There is significant impact to any Statement of
Common Ground if the aggregate full HMA for the 12
North East region LAs preferred aspiration

8,004/annum (152,070 2016-2035),
when ONS2016 population to
housing estimates is 4,528/annum
(86,034 2016-2035.) Table02
As there is significant population reduction 2026-2035

then NE12LA as 5,265/annum 2016- 2026
reduces to 3,709/annum 2026-2035
Table02. Similar with Durham as
1066/annum 2016- 2026 reduces to
724/annum 2026-2035 Table01 and
demonstrates the DurhamCC’s
2016- 2026 linear extrapolation
applied to the period 2016-2035 as
inappropriate and unrealistic.
Table02 Preferred Option

2016 estimated + 2017Affordability ratio 4.456

NER12LAs

Preferred

/annum

2016 est hse+AR

/annum

Disparity of Preferred

2016-2026

80037

8004
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52654

5265

27383

52.01%

more

2026-2035

72033

8004

33380

3709

38653

115.80%

more

2016-2035

152070

8004

86034

4528

66036

76.76%

more

Summary

Within that full HMA assessment Durham DCLG2014+

2016Affordability ratio as
1368/annum throughout 2016-2035,
is 28.3% more than
ONS-MHCLG2016 housing estimate
1066/annum 2016-2026, 89% more
than 724/annum 2026-2035, and as
51.3% more than 904/annum 2016-
2035 Table01.
The result of not using the latest data ONS2016

housing estimate or 2017 Affordability ratios
is a Durham preferred option
1368/annum x 19 years as 25,992
2016-2035.However using the latest
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ONS2016 Housing estimate is
1066/annum x 10years + 724/annum
x 9years as 17,179 2016- 2035 with
a significant disparity of
(25992-17179) 8,813 houses as
51.3% more.
The result of a DurhamCC preferred option

1368/annum (25,992
2016-2026-2035) 10 year linear
trend applied to 19 years negates a
significant population reduction
2026-2035. However using
ONS2016 population projections,
and 2017Affordability ratio is a
realistic assessment of 1066/annum
2016-2026, 724/annum 2026-2035,
with the whole plan period as
904/annum 17179 2016-2026-2035.
The latest ONS2016 population projections converted
to housing and addition 2017Affordbity ratio, aswell as
the population-housing reduction 2026-2035 creates

17,179 housing requirement as a
8,813 disparity with the proposed
25,992 houses 2016-2035.
The above will be validated by the publication of
ONS2016 Housing projections in September 2018.

The accuracy of the above ONS2016 population to
housing conversion estimates is dependent on the
volatility of the Household representative rates. Areas
with high migration as more volatile.(either way).

Until published, it requires DurhamCC to appraise the
latest data inclusive of standard practice to convert
ONS2016 population projections to housing using
previous DCLG2014 Household population to Housing
projections conversion ratios.

Comment noted.Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1083Question 6

region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
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these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational , non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus land.
They also seek opportunities to redevelop our
redundant sites. Consequently, you will see two
separate responses submitted from Northumbrian
Water for this emerging plan.These responses should
be read individually with an understanding of the two
different planning roles Northumbrian Water
undertakes.

We support sustainable development which is
commensurate to the aspirations Durham County
Council. We do not have an opinion on broad housing
growth rates across the County, however we will
provide opinion on other questions relating to growth
locations which have the potential to impact on our
infrastructure.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Livin would like to see the number of homes to be
developed, and approved, per year (1368nr) broken

717Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancedown to reflect the number of affordable homes
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationrequired per annum. The SHMA states there is an
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedaffordable net need of 378 homes annually.
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicAdditionally, it is felt that the figures should state the
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisrequirements for older person’s accommodation, as
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicethis is the highest demographic growth rate in the

County. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointIn determining where the number of new properties

are, consideration should be given to the number and for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thattenure of existing properties, and where there is an
authorities should also consider previous deliveryoversupply of a tenure type in the housing market, e.g.
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theaffordable housing. On new developments targeted
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisfor market sale, the developer should not be required
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeto build S106 affordable housing where this would be
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
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point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

to the detriment of existing rental stock, with preference
given to off-site contributions where tenancy
sustainability issues exist. Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308Additionally, when calculating the annual need for new
homes, consideration should be given to stalled sites dwellings per annum. The requirements for affordable

homes are set out within the policy 'Addressingwith planning approval where development is unlikely,
Housing Needs'.The council has used a buffer of 10%and on viable sites engage Homes England who has

a remit to accelerate housing delivery on such sites. to account for those sites with planning permission but
not started that are not expected to come forward
during the Plan period.

As set out at paragraph 4.11 of the Preferred Options
Plan, following the publication of the Issues and

I note that, since local authorities are now required to
base their household projections on official figures

494Question 6

Options document, the government subsequentlyrather than being able to calculate their own, the
consulted on and updated the approach to assessingproposed number of dwellings has come down
housing needs. It is important to note however, thatsignificantly. I feel that this calls into question the
the alternative options put forward as part of the Issuesrobustness of the Issues and Options consultation,
and Options were based on official figures (DCLGwhich appears to have been based on erroneous

assumptions. Household Projections) and were developed in the
context of the methodology as set out in PlanningI do not accept that it is appropriate to ignore the

potential contribution of large windfall sites in the Practice Guidance at the time. For the current stage
plan, housing needs in County Durham have beendistribution of development across the County.Windfall
developed in line with the government's standardsites make a contribution to housing delivery across
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemany parts of the country, but in County Durham,
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationwhere, as the Plan admits, there are likely to be quite
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedsignificant amounts of demolition over the Plan period,
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicthus creating a new set of brownfield housing sites, it

seems inaccurate to ignore their potential. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

I do not accept that it is reasonable to ignore the
potential contribution of student housing in returning

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

dwellings to the open housing market, especially since for determining the number of homes needed in an
Policy 17 specifically allocates land for significant area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
amounts of purpose-built student housing. I believe authorities should also consider previous delivery
that the contribution of this type of development should levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
be assessed with reference to the University’s
ambitions for expansion in the future.

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has no evidence of
HMOs being converted into family homes as required
by government guidance if it is going to be taken into
account in housing supply.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The respondent considers the proposed number of
houses is too low and needs to be materially increased.

1065Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe figure proposed would entail materially less supply
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
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published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

than was achieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15.
The County should be positively planning for growth.

baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.
Delivering sufficient quality housing is integral to the results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
for determining the number of homes needed in annecessary include responding to other issues of
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatacknowledged importance, regeneration, improving
authorities should also consider previous deliveryaffordability and the delivery of affordable housing for
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theexample.  Additionally there is a need for a buffer and
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisflexibility within the Plan to ensure timely delivery

amongst other things. record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

Additional housing allocations in West Rainton are
requested by the respondent in response to question
11.

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has used a buffer
of 10% to account for those sites with planning
permission but not started that are not expected to
come forward during the Plan period.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The respondent considers the proposed number of
houses is too low and needs to be materially increased.

631Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe figure proposed would entail materially less supply
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationthan was achieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15.

The County should be positively planning for growth. published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.

Delivering sufficient quality housing is integral to the baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointnecessary include responding to other issues of
for determining the number of homes needed in anacknowledged importance, regeneration, improving
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thataffordability, and the delivery of affordable housing for

example. authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

Additionally there is a need for a buffer and flexibility
within the Plan.

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingA housing allocation in Coundon is requested by the

respondent in response to question 11. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has used a buffer
of 10% to account for those sites with planning
permission but not started that are not expected to
come forward during the Plan period.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The respondent considers the proposed number of
houses is too low and needs to be materially increased.

959Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe figure proposed would entail materially less supply
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than was achieved in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15.
The County should be positively planning for growth.

and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicObjective 1 in the Plan is Economic Ambition.

Delivering sufficient quality housing is integral to the baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceachievement of the County's Economic Ambition.
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingOther factors which indicate a higher figure is
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointnecessary include responding to other issues of
for determining the number of homes needed in anacknowledged importance, regeneration, improving
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thataffordability, providing range and choice and the
authorities should also consider previous deliverydelivery of affordable housing for example.  Additionally
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thethere is a need for a buffer and flexibility within the Plan

to ensure timely delivery amongst other things. council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

A housing allocation in High Shincliffe is requested by
the respondent in response to question 11.

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. The council has used a buffer
of 10% to account for those sites with planning
permission but not started that are not expected to
come forward during the Plan period.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

It was noted that the amount of housing proposed in
the current CDP had fallen from that in the 2016 CDP.

595Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceCentral Government have now imposed restrictive
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationguidelines, specifying the number of houses required
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedto Councils.This has resulted in an 8,000 unit reduction
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicin housing need from previous DCC projections.
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisPopulation forecasts predict a 13,000 fall in the amount
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceof population growth by 2035. So this posed the
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingquestion if there is a justifiable need for large scale
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointhousing development in The County and for that

proposed by DCC in Durham City in particular. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:

613Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
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that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

a thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035:

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceb) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.”
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

standardised methodology for assessing housing need area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the authorities should also consider previous delivery
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
projections) depending on how far above the local is based on the minimum assessment for Local
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
adopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018 it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
should apply the standardised methodology. It is Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
interesting to note that in its current form the alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 County Council and as set out for consultation within
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by 2020)
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.

the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
As noted in your representation, the three alternative
scenarios for housing need as outlined in the IssuesThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Options document have and Options stage plan have been superseded by the
new standard methodology. In response to thebeen superseded by the new standard methodology

that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan. reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to

However, there is a case for an uplift to the County
Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states:

note that the context has changed since this decision
was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the
Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issued
point in establishing a need figure for the purposes of prior to the publication of the revised NPPF and
plan production. The method relies on past growth updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
trends and therefore does not include specific uplift to '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
account for factors that could affect those trends in the standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
future. Where it is likely that additional growth (above being than when considered by the Inspector in the
historic trends identified by household projections) will Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
occur over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may that this expression of emerging national policy has
be applied to produce a higher need figure that not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
reflects that anticipated growth. Circumstances would be premature to apply it in my determination of
where an uplift will be appropriate include but are not this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
limited to; where growth strategies are in place, guidance has been published and as set out above
strategic level infrastructure improvements are planned, this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
funding is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Housing Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
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August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in

addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
it is considered that this level of housing will serve tocurrent local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
maintain recent momentum within the County Durhamadopted the level of housing identified by the
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
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delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights, Seaham
(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector argued that
weighting could not be given to the 1,329 derived from
the standard methodology as this approach was at that
time the subject of a consultation process. The
Inspector also states that the OAHN of 1,533 proposed
in the Issues and Options might not be as robust as
the higher figures as it was based on short term
migration trends over the deep recessionary period
and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629 was
appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."
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Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
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supported by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted
above is the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:

734Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposeda thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035: that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
b) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.” results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingThe Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's local housing need provides the minimum starting point
standardised methodology for assessing housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose authorities should also consider previous delivery
approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamprojections) depending on how far above the local
is based on the minimum assessment for Localaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theadopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectiveshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofinteresting to note that in its current form the
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durhamstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
County Council and as set out for consultation within- someway short of the 300,000 target (by 2020)

announced by Government in the Autumn Budget. the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
As noted in your representation, the three alternative

The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Options document have

scenarios for housing need as outlined in the Issues
and Options stage plan have been superseded by the

been superseded by the new standard methodology
that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan.

new standard methodology. In response to the
reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important toHowever, there is a case for an uplift to the County

Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states: note that the context has changed since this decision
was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable
to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issuedpoint in establishing a need figure for the purposes of
prior to the publication of the revised NPPF andplan production. The method relies on past growth
updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:trends and therefore does not include specific uplift to
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework andaccount for factors that could affect those trends in the
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intofuture. Where it is likely that additional growth (above
being than when considered by the Inspector in thehistoric trends identified by household projections) will
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindoccur over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may
that this expression of emerging national policy hasbe applied to produce a higher need figure that
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itreflects that anticipated growth. Circumstances
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofwhere an uplift will be appropriate include but are not
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherlimited to; where growth strategies are in place,
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strategic level infrastructure improvements are planned,
funding is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e.

guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the

Housing Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rdAcross the North East, the figures taken from the

standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology fordwellings delivered per annum when compared against
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
it is considered that this level of housing will serve toadopted the level of housing identified by the
maintain recent momentum within the County DurhamGovernment through the standard approach this would
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.
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Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights, Seaham
(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector argued that
weighting could not be given to the 1,329 derived from
the standard methodology as this approach was at that
time the subject of a consultation process. The
Inspector also states that the OAHN of 1,533 proposed
in the Issues and Options might not be as robust as
the higher figures as it was based on short term
migration trends over the deep recessionary period
and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629 was
appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
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Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
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from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
supported by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted
above is the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

749Question 6 • The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposeda thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035: that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
b) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.” results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingThe Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's local housing need provides the minimum starting point
standardised methodology for assessing housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose authorities should also consider previous delivery
approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamprojections) depending on how far above the local
is based on the minimum assessment for Localaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theadopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectiveshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofinteresting to note that in its current form the
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durhamstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
County Council and as set out for consultation within- someway short of the 300,000 target (by 2020)

announced by Government in the Autumn Budget. the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
As noted in your representation, the three alternative

The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Options document have

scenarios for housing need as outlined in the Issues
and Options stage plan have been superseded by the

been superseded by the new standard methodology
that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan.

new standard methodology. In response to the
reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important toHowever, there is a case for an uplift to the County

Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states: note that the context has changed since this decision
was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable
to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issuedpoint in establishing a need figure for the purposes of
prior to the publication of the revised NPPF andplan production. The method relies on past growth
updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:trends and therefore does not include specific uplift to
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework andaccount for factors that could affect those trends in the
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intofuture. Where it is likely that additional growth (above
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historic trends identified by household projections) will
occur over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may

being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind

be applied to produce a higher need figure that that this expression of emerging national policy has
reflects that anticipated growth. Circumstances not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
where an uplift will be appropriate include but are not would be premature to apply it in my determination of
limited to; where growth strategies are in place, this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
strategic level infrastructure improvements are planned, guidance has been published and as set out above
funding is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
Housing Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rdAcross the North East, the figures taken from the

standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology fordwellings delivered per annum when compared against
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
it is considered that this level of housing will serve toadopted the level of housing identified by the
maintain recent momentum within the County DurhamGovernment through the standard approach this would
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.
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An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

The site is located within the North West monitoring
area; and as the Plan’s preferred approach to housing
distribution is the ‘Sustainable Communities’, this
allocates approximately 13% (c.3,379 dwellings) of the
total housing requirement to the North West area. The
Council set out that they have a total of 1,978 housing
commitments in the North West monitoring area.Whilst
the accompanying Settlement Study, providing a
scoring to understand the facilities and services
available within each settlement, ranks Medomsley
85th out of 232 settlements. Whilst this is relatively
high in terms of Medomsley considered in the top third
of settlements across the County, it could be argued
that with the level of existing services and facilities that
exist in Medomsley, that the settlement could be ranked
higher and could clearly support additional housing
growth through the allocation of this site, which would
be commensurate with the scale, role and function of
the area; and in turn supporting the growth aspirations
contained within the Plan.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.
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In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights, Seaham
(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector argued that
weighting could not be given to the 1,329 derived from
the standard methodology as this approach was at that
time the subject of a consultation process. The
Inspector also states that the OAHN of 1,533 proposed
in the Issues and Options might not be as robust as
the higher figures as it was based on short term
migration trends over the deep recessionary period
and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629 was
appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".
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Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
supported by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted
above is the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:

765Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposeda thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035: that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
b) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.” results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingThe Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's local housing need provides the minimum starting point
standardised methodology for assessing housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose authorities should also consider previous delivery
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levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamprojections) depending on how far above the local
is based on the minimum assessment for Localaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theadopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectiveshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofinteresting to note that in its current form the
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durhamstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
County Council and as set out for consultation within- someway short of the 300,000 target (by 2020)

announced by Government in the Autumn Budget. the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
As noted in your representation, the three alternative

The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Options document have

scenarios for housing need as outlined in the Issues
and Options stage plan have been superseded by the

been superseded by the new standard methodology
that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan.

new standard methodology. In response to the
reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important toHowever, there is a case for an uplift to the County

Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states: note that the context has changed since this decision
was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable
to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issuedpoint in establishing a need figure for the purposes of
prior to the publication of the revised NPPF andplan production. The method relies on past growth
updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:trends and therefore does not include specific uplift to
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework andaccount for factors that could affect those trends in the
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intofuture. Where it is likely that additional growth (above
being than when considered by the Inspector in thehistoric trends identified by household projections) will
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindoccur over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may
that this expression of emerging national policy hasbe applied to produce a higher need figure that
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itreflects that anticipated growth. Circumstances
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofwhere an uplift will be appropriate include but are not
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherlimited to; where growth strategies are in place,
guidance has been published and as set out abovestrategic level infrastructure improvements are planned,
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of thefunding is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e.
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'TheHousing Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using thecircumstances, the local housing need figure can be
standard methodology'. This statement precedes thereflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agreebeing as a minimum the figure calculated using the

standard method." to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in

August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for

dwellings delivered per annum when compared against addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
adopted the level of housing identified by the maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
Government through the standard approach this would economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives.result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
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substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.
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The site is located within the North West monitoring
area; and as the Plan’s preferred approach to housing
distribution is the ‘Sustainable Communities’, this
allocates approximately 13% (c.3,379 dwellings) of the
total housing requirement to the North West area. The
Council set out that they have a total of 1,978 housing
commitments in the North West monitoring area.Whilst
the accompanying Settlement Study, providing a
scoring to understand the facilities and services
available within each settlement, ranks Medomsley
85th out of 232 settlements. Whilst this is relatively
high in terms of Medomsley considered in the top third
of settlements across the County, it could be argued
that with the level of existing services and facilities that
exist in Medomsley, that the settlement could be ranked
higher and could clearly support additional housing
growth through the allocation of this site, which would
be commensurate with the scale, role and function of
the area; and in turn supporting the growth aspirations
contained within the Plan.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights, Seaham
(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector argued that
weighting could not be given to the 1,329 derived from
the standard methodology as this approach was at that
time the subject of a consultation process. The
Inspector also states that the OAHN of 1,533 proposed
in the Issues and Options might not be as robust as
the higher figures as it was based on short term
migration trends over the deep recessionary period
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and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629 was
appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
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Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
supported by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted
above is the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

801Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsubsequently been set out within the revised NPPF

(2018). baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointprojections) depending on how far above the local
for determining the number of homes needed in anaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. If
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatadopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
authorities should also consider previous deliverysupporting PPG, the Government proposes that any
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thearea due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeparticularly relevant to note that in its current form the
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s)
is based on the minimum assessment for Localannounced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theis because of the 40% 'cap' which is applied in the

proposed methodology. housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,

The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of

superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.

alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.However, it is Dere Street Homes’ view that there is a

case for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. The
emerging PPG which states:

The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting point in representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Optionsestablishing a need figure for the purposes of plan
stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) haveproduction. The method relies on past growth trends
been superseded by the new standard methodology.and therefore does not include specific uplift to account
In response to the reference to the most recentlyfor factors that could affect those trends in the future.
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itWhere it is likely that additional growth (above historic
is important to note that the context has changed sincetrends identified by household projections) will occur
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over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects

this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
means the Inspector's determinations are not readily

that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
growth strategies are in place, strategic level and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these being than when considered by the Inspector in the
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range that this expression of emerging national policy has
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
would be premature to apply it in my determination of
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
guidance has been published and as set out above

The County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of

this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The

scenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County. Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
The outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
of between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
are significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed
in the Preferred Options.

to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan madeThe Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper

highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
level of household growth modelled, annual average maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends.

economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

Considering this, an OAHN of 1,368, as derived from
the standard methodology, will be insufficient to create
more and better jobs and increase the employment
rate.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
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Project forward past trends which in the North East are
characterised by low levels of housing delivery; and

Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."
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Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:"Economic
Ambition - Improve the economic performance of the
whole of County Durham by creating more and better
jobs, increasing the employment rate and reducing
unemployment, thereby increasing GVA (a measure
of economic performance), household income and
demand for local goods and services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is Dere Street Homes’ view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,617 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

1141Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has

subsequently been set out within the adopted NPPF.
The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

projections) depending on how far above the local Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is local housing need provides the minimum starting point
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the for determining the number of homes needed in an
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
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authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s)
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. ThisThe three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

of a greater housing need above the minimum startingsuperseded by new standard methodology that results
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamin 1,368 dpa outlined in the Preferred Options

document. is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The

However, it is Esh Development’s view that there is a
case for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. The
emerging PPG states:

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting point in alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan County Council and as set out for consultation within
production. The method relies on past growth trends the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
trends identified by household projections) will occur representation, the three alternative scenarios for
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift been superseded by the new standard methodology.
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where In response to the reference to the most recently
growth strategies are in place, strategic level reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in is important to note that the context has changed since
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intoThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindscenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
that this expression of emerging national policy hasThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherin the Preferred Options.The Demographic Analysis
guidance has been published and as set out aboveand Forecasts paper highlighted that the demographic
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of thebaseline scenario of 1,329 dpa would only support an
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'Theannual average jobs growth of 295. Even the scenario
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using thewith the greatest level of household growth modelled,
standard methodology'. This statement precedes theannual average jobs growth was limited to 535. This

is significantly below past trends of jobs growth. decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in

published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made

dwellings delivered per annum when compared against use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
adopted the level of housing identified by the it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
Government through the standard approach this would
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result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.compared to the current evidence. This would have

substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.
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Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
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Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".
The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

Esh Development’s position is that the economic
growth aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,617 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

872Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has

subsequently been set out within the adopted NPPF.
The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

projections) depending on how far above the local Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is local housing need provides the minimum starting point
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the for determining the number of homes needed in an
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s)
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.
The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

superseded by new standard methodology that results of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Preferred Options
document.
However, it is Kenley Holdings view that there is a case
for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. The
emerging PPG states:
"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
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alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan
production. The method relies on past growth trends

the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.and therefore does not include specific uplift to account
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed byfor factors that could affect those trends in the future.
the County Durham Demographic Analysis andWhere it is likely that additional growth (above historic
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in yourtrends identified by household projections) will occur
representation, the three alternative scenarios forover the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Optionsapplied to produce a higher need figure that reflects
stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) havethat anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift
been superseded by the new standard methodology.will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where
In response to the reference to the most recentlygrowth strategies are in place, strategic level
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itinfrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in
is important to note that the context has changed sinceplace to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 whichDeals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these
means the Inspector's determinations are not readilycircumstances, the local housing need figure can be
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decisionreflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFbeing as a minimum the figure calculated using the

standard method."
The County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of

and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into

scenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County. being than when considered by the Inspector in the
The outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
of between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios that this expression of emerging national policy has
are significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
in the Preferred Options.The Demographic Analysis would be premature to apply it in my determination of
and Forecasts paper highlighted that the demographic this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
baseline scenario of 1,329 dpa would only support an guidance has been published and as set out above
annual average jobs growth of 295. Even the scenario this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
with the greatest level of household growth modelled, decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
annual average jobs growth was limited to 535. This
is significantly below past trends of jobs growth.
Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in

Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being

dwellings delivered per annum when compared against published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
adopted the level of housing identified by the use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
Government through the standard approach this would addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
compared to the current evidence. This would have economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives.substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.
The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.
The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
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(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).
Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.
An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.
Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.
Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN
There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.
In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
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whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.
For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."
Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.
The Inspector added that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".
Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:
"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".
The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.
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It is Kenley Holdings view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,617 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

We are pleased that DCC are using the Government’s
new standardised approach for calculating housing

842Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceneed, and strongly support this decision. This
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationcalculation is based on the 2014 Sub National
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedHousehold Projections. However the 2016 figures have
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicbeen released and the housing need will therefore
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisneed to be recalculated: it appears that this would
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceresult in a lower housing need figure for County

Durham. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:

847Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposeda thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035: that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
b) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.” results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingThe Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's local housing need provides the minimum starting point
standardised methodology for assessing housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose authorities should also consider previous delivery
approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamprojections) depending on how far above the local
is based on the minimum assessment for Localaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
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housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,

adopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any

it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectivearea due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durhaminteresting to note that in its current form the
County Council and as set out for consultation withinstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.- someway short of the 300,000 target (by 2020)

announced by Government in the Autumn Budget. As noted in your representation, the three alternative
scenarios for housing need as outlined in the IssuesThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Options document have and Options stage plan have been superseded by the
new standard methodology. In response to thebeen superseded by the new standard methodology

that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan. reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to

However, there is a case for an uplift to the County
Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states:

note that the context has changed since this decision
was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the
Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issued
point in establishing a need figure for the purposes of prior to the publication of the revised NPPF and
plan production. The method relies on past growth updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
trends and therefore does not include specific uplift to '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
account for factors that could affect those trends in the standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
future. Where it is likely that additional growth (above being than when considered by the Inspector in the
historic trends identified by household projections) will Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
occur over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may that this expression of emerging national policy has
be applied to produce a higher need figure that not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
reflects that anticipated growth. Circumstances would be premature to apply it in my determination of
where an uplift will be appropriate include but are not this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
limited to; where growth strategies are in place, guidance has been published and as set out above
strategic level infrastructure improvements are planned, this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
funding is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Housing Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan madeAcross the North East, the figures taken from the

standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
it is considered that this level of housing will serve tocurrent local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
maintain recent momentum within the County Durhamadopted the level of housing identified by the
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
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subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

project forward past trends which in the North East are
characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and

due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
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(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights, Seaham
(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector argued that
weighting could not be given to the 1,329 derived from
the standard methodology as this approach was at that
time the subject of a consultation process. The
Inspector also states that the OAHN of 1,533 proposed
in the Issues and Options might not be as robust as
the higher figures as it was based on short term
migration trends over the deep recessionary period
and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629 was
appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:
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"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
supported by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted
above is the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Despite the choice of the Sustainable Communities
option there appears to be minimal overall change to

935Question 6

the previous plan. Durham City’s weighting is even
greater, followed by the Main Towns with the continued
noticeable low weighting of Chester-le-Street
considering the Sustainable Communities option
‘Executive Summary – Housing in the Right Places’
states that Durham City and Chester-le-Street have
the highest level of demand for new housing and
associated high land values. At the very least this will
maintain suspicion that this is at Councillor Henig’s
behest.

Within the County Durham Plan Preferred Options,
DCC now officially accept the updated methodology
within the government White Paper – ‘Planning for the
Right Homes in the Right Places’ for the calculation of
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housing need equating to 1,368 properties per year
(rather than the previously considered options of 1,533;
1,629 or 1,717 properties per year).

However DCC already appear to be working on ways
to increase this figure, initially with an additional 1,680
properties over the fifteen years of the proposed Plan
based on a lapse rate of applications being approved
but not developed. Should this not already be taken
into account by the government methodology and
should the calculated figure (especially in the north-east
rather than the areas such as the south-east of
England) not be used as a total rather than a base with
ad hoc additional extras?

DCC have a history of providing a stated housing need
base figure whilst in practice actually using an uplifted
figure. Any additional uplift to the figure is not a
requirement and is made purely by DCC’s choice.Why
should DCC continually wish to uplift the figure and
what could be gained by doing so? The figure is a
target minimum and is in no way a maximum figure so
approvals can be made much in excess of the housing
need figure, as was the case in 2017.

If appears that the only effect of a higher housing need
figure is to cause a situation where a five year housing
supply may not be available which would encourage
applicants to submit unsuitable applications and cause
DCC to approve applications which would not otherwise
be the case.

We agree with County Durham’s target housing figure
of 1,368 houses as calculated by current government
methodology.

Additionally, the government’s ‘Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment’ states, “The
government is aware that lower than previously
forecast population projections have an impact on the
outputs associated with the method. Specifically it is
noted that the revised projections are likely to result in
the minimum need numbers generated by the method
being subject to a significant reduction.”

We disagree that there should be any inflation
whatsoever of this housing need figure. Any addition
to the figure being considered should be included within
the County Durham Plan together with a full
explanation of the methodology utilised.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2 identifies that in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of the county

967Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceand to deliver a thriving economy there is a need to
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deliver 25,992 new homes to 2035. This overall level
of development is supported; however, it is essential

and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed

that the CDP allocates the sites required to deliver the that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
housing target and provide flexibility and choice to the
market.

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

There is no intention within the Plan to allocate any
former opencast sites for development.

Table 2 C Windfall for sites over 0.4ha. The allocation
is 0 (zero). Does that mean that land restored following
opencast will not be allocated for building (domestic
not commercial)?

1388Question 6

In respect of the ELR Labour Supply is just one
element of calculating employment land needs across

Q5 and Q6 – Policy 2: Quantity of New Development
and Q7 – Policy 3: Employment Land

1130Question 6

the County. National policy identifies that localQuestions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the authorities should develop an idea of future needs

based on a range of data which is current and robust.CDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
In addition it is also important to understand qualitativePolicy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
factors also. Housing needs in County Durham haveaspirations of present and future residents of County
been developed in line with the government's standardDurham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancewill provide 305 hectares of employment land and

25,992 dwellings. and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national local housing need provides the minimum starting point
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required for determining the number of homes needed in an
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO). authorities should also consider previous delivery
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035).

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingIn terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states

that “following a review of the existing supply of point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
employment land and potential new employment sites, is based on the minimum assessment for Local
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
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housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is

of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land

considered that this level of housing will serve toallocations are within existing employment areas and
maintain recent momentum within the County Durhamtherefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
economy and will therefore support the Plan's visiona slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
and objectives. In response to the reference to the4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
most recently reference appeal decisionthe plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to note that theNETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
context has changed since this decision was issuedland at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy

3). on the 10th May 2018 which means the Inspector's
determinations are not readily transferable to theParagraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three

scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the current context. Firstly, this decision was issued prior
to the publication of the revised NPPF and updatedscenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes: '…whilst Igrowth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
accept that the Draft Framework and standard OAHNsupport those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
methodology are closer to coming into being than whenfrom the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
considered by the Inspector in the Dalton Heightsthat the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
appeal, it is important to bear in mind that thisdemonstrates the link between the level of housing in
expression of emerging national policy has not yetthe plan and the likely level of employment growth.
come into force. Until such time as it has, it would beThe Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
premature to apply it in my determination of thisdelivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further guidancea labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment

land. has been published and as set out above this is
reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the decision,

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the

the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The Council is
yet to formally adopt a position on using the standard

housing strategy. This is a significant concern given methodology'. This statement precedes the decision
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree to the
preparation and review of all policies should be County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned, use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
and take into account relevant market signals.” The addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15 an average of
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for 17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
employment land’ in the plan it will require a order to take this evidence into account and ensure
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have also applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% toThe new  NPPF also reflects the tests within the

previous NPPF, and establishes four new tests at account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these period. In addition there are a further 845 houses on
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

9 sites which we expect to be delivered beyond the
Plan period for various reasons set out in the data
supporting the housing trajectory.“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic

vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
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to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should, where possible, meet their
objectively assessed needs, be appropriate taking into
account alternatives and be deliverable over the plan
period. Plans should provide policies and sites which
attract investment and remove barriers to that
investment.The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity
between its economic strategy and its housing strategy
will result in one of two eventualities:

• The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment.
Housing will therefore be a barrier to investment
and sustainable economic growth in the County.

• The take up in employment land will be in line
with the CDPPO but without enough housing in
the County to accommodate the required labour
force, commuting into the County will increase
significantly causing unsustainable travel patterns
and potentially affecting the ability of other
economic and housing market areas (Tyne and
Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised.

It is our view that to make the CDPPO sound there will
need to be an alignment between the employment and
housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
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plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.”

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
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draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO should be
revised to take into account the issues raised above.
This is a position which is also strongly supported by
the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions with County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the disjointed approach between
the employment growth aspirations and the housing
targets to support this growth. Perhaps the most
relevant decision is that for Land to the east of
Woodham Burn and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe
(May 2018) ref: APP/X1355/W/17/3180108. The
Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

It was also argued that the economic growth aspirations
of County Durham represented circumstances where
it is justifiable to identify need above the need figure
identified by the standard methodology. The Inspector
added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

We do not agree with the current methodology and
approach, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would suggest that a
more balanced approach is taken between employment
growth aspirations and the provision of new homes in
order to identify an appropriate housing requirement.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
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2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

We consider this approach to be wholly unsound and
unjustified with no credible evidence base cited, but
rather a reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites
being granted planning permission again, which is then
used to justify a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be made upon no robust planning basis or
evidence base and appear to be ignorant of key factors
which could impact upon both the reasoning as to why
permissions lapse in the first instance whilst at the
same time making unjustified assumptions about the
likelihood of sites securing permission again, simply
because they have been granted permission in the
past. There are a number of factors that can impact
upon and/or explain why sites with planning permission
lapse and also why a broad assumption should not be
made on the likelihood of a previously consented site
being granted permission again.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

We encourage the Council to review the current level
of lapse rate applied to the residual housing
requirement figures in line with our comments above
or further evidence must be prepared to justify the
current approach.
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The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 Quantity of New Development (Question 6)

Policy 2 will seek to deliver at least 25,992 new homes
during the plan period. However, it is vital that the

2059Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housing
completions do exceed this level then this will beproposed housing figure is a minimum housing figure,
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingnot a cap. We therefore suggest that the policy text is

amended to read: text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'To provide clarification,

“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver

paragraph 4.12 of the Preferred Options Plan referred
to the alternative secnarios for housing need as set

a thriving economy, the following minimum levels of
development are proposed up to 2035…”

out in the Issues and Options and the role of the SHMA
in the context of determining a prefered option scenario
from those options.The alternative options put forwardIt is key that there is flexibility within the Plan with

regard to housing numbers and future development as part of the Issues and Options were based on the
opportunities to ensure that housing need and demand
is met throughout the Plan period.

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
at the time. For the current Plan, housing needs in
County Durham have been developed in line with theAs required by the NPPF, this Plan must define the

overall level of growth over the Plan period (up to government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the2035), based on the requirement to meet the County’s
government's Technical Consultation published on theobjectively assessed needs (OAN). Determining the
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedOAN for housing is usually assisted by the Strategic
data should provide the demographic baseline forHousing Market Assessment (SHMA). However,
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287instead of relying on the figures set out in the SHMA,
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesthe Council states at paragraph 4.12 of the consultation
that the standard method for assessing local housingdocument that, the introduction of the new standard
need provides the minimum starting point forapproach (as set out within the 'Planning for the Right
determining the number of homes needed in an area. InHomes in the Right Places' published in September

2017) has removed this requirement. this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past

We note the figure set out in the Government’s
proposed standardised methodology calculates a Local

5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can

Housing Need (LHN) for Durham of 1,368 dwellings be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
per hectare (dpa). Multiply this by 19 years (2016 – need above the minimum starting point. For this
2035) and we reach the calculated figure of 25,992 as reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
set out in the Plan. We note that the Government’s the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
new standardised approach for calculating housing adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
need should be used by local authorities, unless their for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
plan will be submitted for examination on or before 31 annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
March 2018, or before the revised Framework is this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
published (whichever is later). As Durham Council will momentum within the County Durham economy and

will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.not have reached that stage before the introduction of
the new approach, the Council is right to use this
approach.

However, whilst we support the Council using the
‘Housing need consultation data table’ which is based
on household projections and affordability ratios, with
a cut-off point to prevent authorities’ need figures going
over a certain fixed point, the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government's (MHCLG -
formerly the Department for Communities and Local
Government) has been very clear in that this calculation
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is very much a starting point. As such, it is considered
that, to support the vision of a thriving economy, the
Council should seek to support a pro-growth agenda
and therefore undertake additional evidence base
research to establish suitable development needs
rather than just relying on the emerging new
methodology.This will ensure that the Council will have
every opportunity to create sustainable mixed
communities which will match the vision and objectives
of the Local Plan.

As highlighted by the Home Builders Federation (HBF)
to the Governments consultation on the new
methodology, the standard method could have
implications for housing targets in some areas of the
country (principally in the north of England) where
economic growth strategies may not be supported by
local authorities that plan for the minimum number of
additional dwellings as indicated by the standard
methodology. By using the proposed methodology,
without additional evidence, the calculation could lead
to the County not planning enough homes to support
the economic growth strategy.

It is therefore vital that further evidence base work on
local need is undertaken to support the economic
growth for the County. An updated SHMA is considered
essential to support the drafting of the Local Plan as
the current SHMA is dated 2016.We therefore propose
that the County Council undertakes a 2018 SHMA to
ensure that the evidence base data is fully up to date
when informing the Local Plan.

If the updated evidence supports the Government’s
proposed standardised methodology calculation of
1,368 dwellings figure set out in the Plan, then it will
be acknowledged that the calculations are correct to
support the local market, however, is essential that
whatever the final housing figure is, this figure should
not be seen as a ceiling, but rather the level of growth
which is both needed and anticipated to take place
over the Plan period. As a minimum target there should
also be the opportunity to exceed this figure should
there prove to be market need and demand.

If the Council does not seek to meet the most
appropriate level of development needs it is considered
that the County would suffer significantly from
out-migration, reduced / limited employment
opportunities and a detrimental impact on the existing
supply of local services and facilities.This goes against
the strategic Vision, Strategy and Objectives of the
Plan and it would therefore lead to the Plan being
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unsound as it would not have been planned positively.
Further evidence base work is therefore essential.

Notwithstanding this, we agree with paragraph 4.17 of
the consultation document, which states that the
Council cannot place too much reliance on existing
commitment’s as the effect of non-delivery of some
developments will have a significant effect of the
housing land supply position. However, we do question
whether the 10% discount for non-delivery is the correct
percentage.We therefore propose that the percentage
should be increased to ensure accuracy and flexibility.

We therefore request that further evidence based work
on assessing the objectively assessed housing need
is undertaken (this includes a 2018 SHMA) to ensure
that the Council is planning for the correct number of
units over the Plan period. Furthermore, whatever the
final OAN is, the housing figure should very much be
set out as a minimum figure (not a ceiling) to ensure
the need is met up to 2035.

The Housing Allocations policy does not identify any
housing site allocations in the South East monitoring

Q6 Policy2   Quantity of New Development

We note the target of 25,992 new homes of mixed,
type, size and tenure,

2242Question 6

area as there are suffcient commitments in that area
to accord with the Sustainable Commuities spatial

We note the 305 hectares of employment land supply,
and that the land at NETPark is excluded from that
figure.

distribution. The 2016 SHMA has now been
superceded however Map 12 showed how prices which
although they inform viability is not the same thing,
hence why they are different.We also note the reduction in land earmarked for the

expansion of NETPark ,which was the preferred option
in the previous plan 2013.

Is this correct or is the land earmarked for other
development?

We note that 1368 dwellings per annum is the target
for 2016 – 2035, and that a total of 16,808 new houses
are either under construction, or on sites not started
with planning permission.

The total commitments for South East Durham are
shown as 607 (Table 1 pg 26 ) and this includes new
houses under construction, or on sites not started with
planning permission.

In the Preferred Options Policies Maps, it is not at all
clear which communities are included in each
designation as the maps are far too small to read even
when printed out. The County Durham Monitoring
Areas Map which shows all areas including South East
Durham does not show the settlements contained
within that designation. (Map 1.2 SHMA Doc).
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Could you please clarify which settlements are
included in the South East Durham Area.

Could you also explain why the areas on Map 1.2
of the SHMA are different from Map F Viability
Areas and where we can find the rationale behind
the chosen boundaries for this exercise?

Given that we have around 471 homes with permission,
some already started, in Sedgefield ( approx.300 on
Eden Drive, 100 on the old Community Hospital site,
71 on Turner’s site) this leaves an allocation of around
136 to include the outlying villages of which known
sites at Fishburn are 100 dwellings, leaving a surplus
of around 36 which we can only assume are sites with
planning permission or have not as yet been developed
and possibly some in Trimdon, then  in the South East
Durham area we have almost reached our quota for
the life of the Plan. Do you agree?

This assumption is based on the figures in Policy 5 of
the Plan (Housing Allocations) for Sedgefield as zero,
however we would like assurance that this is the case
by including in the Housing Allocations Table 5 a clear
statement that there is no housing allocation for the
South East Area – for the avoidance of doubt.

The approach you suggest is something the council is
currently exploring.

HOMES2105Question 6

• Question 6, point 4.22 Empty homes - Where
properties are empty and owners are unwilling
to engage with the council to bring them back
into use the council should buy the property
through compulsory purchase and use it for social
housing.

• Point 4.23 Student housing - Development of
student housing should be encouraged in the
villages as part of enabling ‘’balanced
communities’’. Within Deerness, Ushaw College
has 2 substantial and near derelict building which
could be developed into halls of residence.

As set out at paragraph 4.11 of the Preferred Options
Plan, following the publication of the Issues and

NECTAR are interested to note that, since local
authorities are now required to base their household

1859Question 6

Options document, the government subsequentlyprojections on official figures rather than being able to
consulted on and updated the approach to assessingcalculate their own, the proposed number of dwellings
housing needs. It is important to note however, thathas come down significantly. We feel that this calls
the alternative options put forward as part of the Issuesinto question the robustness of the Issues and Options
and Options were based on official figures (DCLGconsultation, which appears to have been based on

erroneous assumptions. Household Projections) and were developed in the
context of the methodology as set out in PlanningWe do not accept that it is appropriate to ignore the

potential contribution of large windfall sites in the Practice Guidance at the time. For the current stage
plan, housing needs in County Durham have beendistribution of development across the County.Windfall
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sites make a contribution to housing delivery in many
parts of the country.

developed in line with the government's standard
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationNECTAR welcome the inclusion of sites for

purpose-built student accommodation. We are published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicconcerned, however, that these have not been taken
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisinto consideration with regard to the calculation of
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicehousing need. Again, we fear that their contribution
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingmay have been discounted to provide justification for

the Sniperley development. local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. It is accepted that some large
windfalls may still receive planning permission during
the Plan period, it is considered that these should not
be relied upon to meet our housing requirement.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I welcome the fact that in this iteration of the County
Plan the Council has accepted the Government’s

2252Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancestandardised approach to population and household
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationforecasting. Once the September revisions are
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedincorporated, this will provide a firm and defensible

base for the Plan’s county-wide housing projections. that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

This is using 2014 data and is highly optimistic (at best)
there has been no study in this document as to the

2378Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
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and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed

effect of Brexit on the structure of employment and
population level changes within the County.

that 2014-based data should provide the demographicIt is not clear how the figure of 1,900 ‘expensive’
houses for Sniperly has been derived.  An examination baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceof the number of homes planned for the City of Durham
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingarea is grossly out of proportion to the remainder of
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointthe County and runs the real risk of creating economic
for determining the number of homes needed in anand deprivational ‘ghettos’ of wide areas of the county
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatespecially in Coastal East Durham and Western

Durham beyond Bishop Auckland and Crook. authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

The annual increase of 1,368 homes is crude at best
the type of homes require specification developers will

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

tend to build as high priced as possible and not to what
is locally affordable or required.

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Preferred Options consultation is a positive step
towards achieving a County Durham Local Plan.

1988Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceHowever, it is important that the Plan works for the
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationbenefit of the whole County.  County-wide blanket
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedobjectives and targets may not always be appropriate
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicand I believe that some policies lend themselves to a

more bespoke community approach. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticePolicy 2 – Quantity of New Development
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

Question 6: local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in anI disagree with the projected housing requirements in

the Plan. The Plan describes “housing need” but area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
“need” should be determined on a authorities should also consider previous delivery
community-by-community basis not as an overall target levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
for County Durham. Moreover although the Plan is council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
using the government’s formula for calculating housing record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
need the figures are not up to date: 2014 figures have of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
been used instead of the latest ones available from point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
2016. Based on the latest figures from 2016, 6,300
fewer houses would be required.

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308In addition much more should be done to bring empty

homes back into use - the target of 50 per annum is
not ambitious enough.

dwellings per annum. The council has no evidence of
HMOs being converted into family homes as required
by government guidance if it is going to be taken into
account in housing supply.I disagree with the fact that no allowance has been

made for student HMO’s being released into the
housing market when calculating the amount of new
housing that needs to be allocated. There are already
too many student HMO’s and the County Council needs
to do more to return HMO’s back to homes for
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long-term non-student residents and an allowance
should be made in the allocation calculations.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

Housing

Empty Homes (4.22, p.27) “Bringing empty homes
back in to use is a key priority for the council”. And
Demolitions (4.24, p.27)

2024Question 6

experienced in some areas as a result of
concentrations of vacant, underused properties and
will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in

Comment: I do not agree that a commitment to bring
50 empty homes per year back into use, across the

particular Homes England to pursue funding that will
allow as many properties as possible to be brought

County, is adequate. Empty properties generally make back into use. Past performance shows that on
areas less desirable to live in and this has an adverse average, around 34 houses per year have been
effect on these communities. There has been no brought back into use. This gross figure is however
compensation for lack of regeneration in Ferryhill offset to some degree by those that move from being
following the Council’s decision to abandon Sedgefield short term vacancies to become long term vacancies
Borough Council’s Master Plan. I would like to see a during the same period. As homes fall in and out of
commitment by DCC to ensure that County Council long term vacancy for a whole host of reasons it is
owned properties in Ferryhill are either brought back
into use, with immediate effect, or demolished.

difficult to do anything more than estimate future impact
upon housing supply based upon past trends and
known future council activity. It therefore seemsComment:  I believe that prioritising bringing empty

homes back into use, and therefore revitalising reasonable to assume a figure of 40 houses per year
although this figure will be carefully monitored.communities which are currently blighted by run-down,

long-term vacant, tinned-up housing, should be a key
priority of the council, before building new homes. This
approach would also be far more sustainable by
reducing pollution and waste and reusing existing
materials. I would urge the council to take inspiration
from the successes of the Granby 4 Streets model in
Liverpool, where a previously run-down neighbourhood
has been regenerated in the interest of and with
participation from the local community.

On further examination the annual average
fordemolitions is 35 a year. The allowance has
therefore been adjusted to 40 per year.

Para 4.24 - Again, the Council has highlighted a lower
than average number of demolitions. (50 as opposed
to 75.) 
It is not clear why the Council has adopted the
approach indicated. We would welcome clarity on this
point.

1712Question 6

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

It is difficult to follow the calculations and underlying
assumptions for housing need. However, housing

1479Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceprices have fallen since the height of the market in
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation2007 and have remained the same or fallen slightly in
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedrecent years.This is a strong indicator that there is not
that 2014-based data should provide the demographica shortage of private housing, at least in south Durham,
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thiswhere I live. Private rental charges are also static,
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceagain indicating there is not a shortage. Any review of
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessinghouses for sale websites reveals many properties
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointunsold, some for many months, again indicating no
for determining the number of homes needed in anhousing shortage. Meanwhile in the past year or two,
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatmany new housing estates are being built across the
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county, to the point where it seems there is a massive
rush to build houses for the sake of it. I am strongly of

authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

the view that there is too much house building going council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
on, and great care is needed to avoid over building, record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
and especially of too many houses of the same type. of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
Demographic projections show that there will be point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
disproportionate growth in numbers of elderly people, is based on the minimum assessment for Local
but the vast majority of new builds are family homes Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
unsuitable for elderly people. Furthermore, if the housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
Council genuinely wants to improve prosperity of the dwellings per annum. The County Durham Plan also
majority of its residents, it should restrict supply to contains a specific policy designed to deliver homes

to meet the needs of older people.increase demand, thereby pushing house prices
upwards towards the national average, making all
house owners more wealthy! It is slightly reassuring
to read that many of the houses shown in the draft plan
as to be built are those currently being or recently
having already been built, but enough is enough!

The County Durham SHMA considers a range of
factors and proposes that County Durham is a single

It is reasonably common for residents to move across
county boundaries with Darlington, Teesside and

1472Question 6

functional Housing Market Area. Housing needs inTyneside. Therefore, “it seems very unlikely that the
County Durham have been developed in line with thestatement ‘the SHMA does however establish that
government's standard methodology as set out inCounty Durham is a self contained housing market
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect thearea ” has been based on an impartial appraisal /
government's Technical Consultation published on thesurvey. The Green Party remains concerned that the
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedstated approach seems far too ‘convenient’ for the
data should provide the demographic baseline forCouncil, in that it enables the Council review to its
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287housing needs in isolation, and avoids the need for

cross-boundary analysis of need and allocation. homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes
that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for
determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
need above the minimum starting point. For this
reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The sub-regional housing projections HERE for Co.
Durham show that the vast majority of projected

1473Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceincrease in households 87% is required by the 75+
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationage bracket. Therefore, the main issue that County
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedDurham will need to deal with is an increase in the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicnumber of older people resident in the county -
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thislogically, most new housing should be built with this
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group in mind, with consideration of how the design of
this housing can assist with mobility problems,

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

loneliness, accessibility to services and the availability
of care.

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatCDGP are deeply concerned at the statement 4.17 “A

significant proportion of new houses we need are authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thealready committed on sites not started with planning
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thispermission (a total of 16,808 houses as at 31st March
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative2018)”. These are NOT the houses we need as they
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingare not focussed on the needs of the correct age group.
point. For this reason, housing need in County DurhamThis creates a residual allocation of 6272 houses,
is based on the minimum assessment for Localsimply nowhere near sufficient quantity to provide for
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thethe needs of our aging population.What’s more, some
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,3082000 of this residual allocation are to be based in
dwellings per annum. The Plan contains a policy onDurham Green Belt. This is not a suitable location for
Addressing Housing Needs, which seeks to deliverhousing that suits the needs of older people as it will
homes to meet the housing needs of older people. Anrequire car ownership to access services. CDGP is
assessment of the lapse rate of planning permissionsconcerned that this approach has vastly restricted the
granted in County Durham shows that from 2011/12capacity of DCC to make future allocation to address

future projected housing needs. to 2014/15 an average of 17% of the units granted
permission have lapsed. In order to take this evidence

This abandonment of needs based delivery of homes
is in stark contrast to Policy 50 of the NPPF which
states:
50. To deliver a wide choice of high quality homes,
widen opportunities for home ownership and create

into account and ensure we are not hampered in
meeting our housing need we have also applied a
reasonable discount to sites with planning permission
that have not started of 10% to account for sites that
are likely to lapse within the Plan period.

sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities, local
planning authorities should:
  Plan for a mix of housing based on current and future
demographic trends, market trends and the needs of
different groups in the community (such as, but not
limited to, families with children, older people, people
with disabilities, service families and people wishing
to build their own homes);

We do not accept the rationale for including a lapse
rate of 10% on dwellings already permitted. It is not
surprising that high lapse rates have taken place in the
past decade, given the fluctuations of the economy.
However, if the same rate were to continue, it would
be an indication that the market was weak, and
therefore it would be poor planning to assume that if
a site lapses, it should be matched with a site
elsewhere. The practice also fails to consider that
lapsed permissions are on sites which have, of course,
already been deemed to be developable, and may
therefore be considered to be potential housing sites
just as new allocations are, whether or not the original
developer builds them out.

We do not accept that it is good planning to state that
the proposed number of dwellings is a target and not
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a ceiling. Since all development has environmental
impacts, the idea that there should be no limit to the
amount of dwellings built in the period to 2035 is
irresponsible.

We do not accept that there should be no allocation
for windfall sites. As the Plan states, windfall allocations
have made a considerable contribution to housing
delivery in recent years and we do not accept that this
is bound to cease.

Furthermore, the rationale given for these two previous
decisions is contradictory. It is claimed that to provide
an allocation for windfall sites would “undermine the
purpose of the local plan in providing certainty on
where these houses are to go.” If this were true (and
we do not accept that it is) then the same must also
be true of a strategy which proposes that there should
be no limit to the number of dwellings permitted.

Finally, CDGP supports the use of the most up-to-date
Sub-National Household Projections, and we note that
the plan is based on the 2014 projections, and not the
2016 projections that are due to be published in
September. It is likely that these will show a continuing
trend of reduced overall housing need.

In sum, it seems clear that DCC is doing everything in
its power to massage the figures upwards so as to
justify the release of as much land as possible. This
would be consistent with a strategy of maximising profit
and developer contributions from the allocation of
high-value land so as to fund the Northern and Western
Relief Roads.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

I note the housing numbers are based on revised
calculation contained within the Government’s white

1616Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancepaper. Given the population figures for County Durham
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationand with Brexit preventing migration from the EU, the
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedplan should reconsider its proposals if the population

growth doesn’t materialise. that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisWill all the housing be required? If it isn’t, how are the

relief roads to be funded? Do even DCC still deem
them necessary?

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
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is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft County Durham Plan, Preferred Options
(2018) is clear that the housing target identified (25,992

2095Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancefor the period 2016-2035) is based on the
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationGovernment's standardised methodology for assessing
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedhousing need which was proposed as part of its
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic'Planning for the Right Homes in the Right Places'
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisconsultation, whose approach has subsequently been
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceset out within the revised NPPF which has been

recently published (July 2018). Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointParagraph 60 of the revised NPPF requires housing

need to be informed by a local housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatassessment, conducted using the standard method in
authorities should also consider previous deliverynational planning guidance (except in exceptional
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thecircumstances). The standard methodology for
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisassessing housing needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativethe household projections) depending on how far above
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingthe local affordability ratio (median workplace-based)
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamis. Albeit, we understand that these LHN numbers are
is based on the minimum assessment for Locallikely to be subject to change following publication of
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theupdated household projections in September 2018 and

not all of the guidance has yet been published. housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,

It is particularly relevant to note that in its current form
the standardised approach gives a national total of

it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of

266,000 - someway short of the 300,000 target (by the alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
2020s) announced by Government in the 2017 Autumn
Budget.

County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed byThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Option document for Durham the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
County Council (DCC) have been superseded by new
standard methodology that results in 1,368dpa.

Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and OptionsHowever, it is the view of Duchy Homes that there is

a case for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. This stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
been superseded by the new standard methodology.reflects Paragraph 60 of the revised NPPF which is
In response to the reference to the most recentlyclear that the standard method should be used ‘‘to
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itdetermine the minimum number of homes needed’’

(Lichfields emphasis added). is important to note that the context has changed since
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which

Duchy Homes is concerned that over-reliance on the
MHCLG household projections, and a failure to

means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision

interrogate their outputs, could have a was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
counter-productive impact on the ability to provide and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPA areas.

standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
being than when considered by the Inspector in the
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Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
that this expression of emerging national policy has

The County has demonstrated the strength of its
economy over the past 16 years and, if Objective 1 in

not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itthe Preferred Options (to create more and better jobs
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofand increase the employment rate), is to be fully
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherrealised, the County will need to ensure that any
guidance has been published and as set out aboverevised OAHN which is proposed following the
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of theGovernment’s re-publication of household projection
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'Thenumbers is sufficient to stand up to such objectives.
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using theGiven past trends in jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is
standard methodology'. This statement precedes theneeded in the County from the standard methodology

to ensure the economic ambition can be supported. decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options beingIn addition, there is a precedent in recent years of

Inspectors agreeing with appellants in matters published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan madeconcerning the OAHN of County Durham, which gives
use of the outcome of the standard methodology forweight to a future housing need above that identified

by the Government's standard methodology. addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
it is considered that this level of housing will serve to

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector

favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
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Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

Duchy Homes consider that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

On this basis it is clear that the Council will need to
allocate additional sites to mitigate for a shortfall in
supply. It is Duchy Home’s view that the Council should
be looking to allocate sites of a variety of scales and
capacities to afford flexibility and add certainty to
ensuring its need figure is met.This could be achieved
by allocating additional sites such as the one controlled
by Duchy Homes at Wolsingham Road, Brancepeth
(as assessed as part of SHLAA site ref. 4/BH/01).The
site comprises 1.2ha of land and is proposed for the
development of 13 dwelling houses which could be
delivered in the first five years of the plan period.

As set out in Duchy Homes’ response to Question 10
of this consultation, the site is suitable, sustainable,
available and achievable. At the local level, it is evident
that Brancepeth is at risk of declining from impacts of
an aging population. The proposed development by
Duchy Homes would provide much needed family
homes as well as a new attractive recreation area
which would assist in securing the future success of
the community. At the County level, allocating the site
would enable the Council to bring forward a varied
supply and strategy which can maintain flexibility and
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respond to both short-term and long-term housing
needs.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of County

2125Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingDurham and deliver a thriving economy a figure of “305
completions do exceed this level then this will behectares of strategic and general employment land for
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingoffice, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992 new
text has been amended to note that '…this number ishomes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

60) sets out a standard methodology should be used also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
by the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon toThe guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made athat local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we
contribution to past housing delivery (an average ofsuggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992
117 houses per annum for the past five years).(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly
However it is expected that with the Plan in place theambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it isof housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on smallfigure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to
sites would be appropriate. The Development onexisting housing commitments in the County.
Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either
under construction or have not started as of 31 March
2018, further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all
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of these will come forward during the Plan period for
a variety of reasons”. Given the significant proportion
of the total OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed
approval rate between 10 and 17%, it would be
sensible to promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling
figure. The evidence suggests that the proposed OAN
should be a minimum and should consider review of
delivery throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF
states at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine
‘the minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered 3.24 (NPPG paragraph
24, Ref ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance
may be justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning
authority has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at  paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply.

We agree with the LPAs assessment that given the
previous and significant reliance on large windfall sites
as a consequence of the age of existing local plans in
the Plan area, that providing an allowance for large
windfall sites has the potential to undermine the
purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the
County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates
and expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70,
NPPF). Furthermore, it is considered that this
allowance should be subject to the inclusion of
development management policies which are
supportive of windfall sites coming forward for
development.To support this allowance, consideration
should be given of a criteria based policy to allow
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specific consideration of small sites less than 0.4ha.
This should not be restricted to the number of
dwellings as the design of each site should respond
to the location and character of the area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the
standard methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph
60) and the national planning guidance.
The Consultation Document should specifically
demonstrate how the standard methodology has
been calculated for the Plan area. However, this should
be clearly stated within the proposed policy as
a minimum target. This would ensure that the policy in
line with national policy and is effective for the area,
and sufficiently flexible to respond to a change in
circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply.
The trajectory and supporting evidence base need to
be publically available and regularly updated
to understand the delivery rates of the Plan area
throughout the Plan period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction 3.29 with the aspirations
of the spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan
period, it will be important for the Plan period to grow
in both economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

1985Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
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of “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
land for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992

completions do exceed this level then this will be
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supporting

new homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
proposed.

text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

sets out a standard methodology should be used by also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon toThe guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made athat local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we
contribution to past housing delivery (an average ofsuggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992
117 houses per annum for the past five years).(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly
However it is expected that with the Plan in place theambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it isof housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on smallfigure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to
sites would be appropriate. The Development onexisting housing commitments in the County.
Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
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a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
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people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however,
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

2479Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsubsequently been set out within the newly adopted

NPPF (July, 2018). baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointprojections) depending on how far above the local
for determining the number of homes needed in anaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is
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particularly relevant to note that in its current form the
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery

- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County DurhamThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Option document have been is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thesuperseded by new standard methodology that results

in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan. housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,

However, it is Hellens’ view that there is a case for an
uplift to the County Durham OAHN.The emerging PPG
which states:

it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting point in the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
production. The method relies on past growth trends the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. representation, the three alternative scenarios for
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
trends identified by household projections) will occur stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be been superseded by the new standard methodology.
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects In response to the reference to the most recently
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where is important to note that the context has changed since
growth strategies are in place, strategic level this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of that this expression of emerging national policy has
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itscenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
guidance has been published and as set out aboveare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed

in the Preferred Options. this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The

The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
level of household growth modelled, annual average published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).

August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
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In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be

it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham

insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.create more and better jobs and increase the

employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

Figure 1 Total Jobs in County Durham (2000 - 2016)
- see attachment for images

Table 1 Annual Average Job Growth

Average Type

Annual Average Jobs Growth

Peak to Peak

857

Trough to Trough

1,500

Yearly Average

1,063

Mean of Averages

1,140

Source: ONS/ Lichfields Analysis

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
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result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• Project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• Due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
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support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:
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"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is Hellens’ view that the economic growth aspirations
for County Durham qualify as circumstances under
which it is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that
calculated from the standard methodology.We suggest
that the 1,629 dpa supported by Inspectors in the four
appeals highlighted above is the most appropriate
quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

1452Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsubsequently been set out within the revised NPPF

(2018). baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointprojections) depending on how far above the local
for determining the number of homes needed in anaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. If
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatadopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and
authorities should also consider previous deliverysupporting PPG, the Government proposes that any
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thearea due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisshould apply the standardised methodology. It is
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeparticularly relevant to note that in its current form the
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingstandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s)
is based on the minimum assessment for Localannounced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
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housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,

is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.
The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of

superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.
However, it is Esh Developments view that there is a
case for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. The
emerging PPG which states:

alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your"The need figure generated by the standard method

should be considered as the minimum starting point in representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Optionsestablishing a need figure for the purposes of plan
stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) haveproduction. The method relies on past growth trends
been superseded by the new standard methodology.and therefore does not include specific uplift to account
In response to the reference to the most recentlyfor factors that could affect those trends in the future.
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itWhere it is likely that additional growth (above historic
is important to note that the context has changed sincetrends identified by household projections) will occur
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 whichover the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be
means the Inspector's determinations are not readilyapplied to produce a higher need figure that reflects
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decisionthat anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFwill be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where
and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:growth strategies are in place, strategic level
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework andinfrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intoplace to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing
being than when considered by the Inspector in theDeals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindcircumstances, the local housing need figure can be
that this expression of emerging national policy hasreflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itbeing as a minimum the figure calculated using the

standard method." would be premature to apply it in my determination of
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further

The County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of

guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the

scenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County. decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
The outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
of between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
are significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed
in the Preferred Options.
The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
level of household growth modelled, annual average it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends.

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as

derived from the standard methodology, will be
insufficient (to create more and better jobs and increase
the employment rate).

Standardised OAHN
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Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations.
Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery;
and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN
There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
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recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is Esh Developments view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Objection
Gleeson Regeneration Ltd is concerned that the County
Council has used the ‘base’ housing figure set out in

1431Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
the Government’s draft housing methodology and and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
consideration does not appear to have been given to published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
the need to adjust this to take account of economic
ambition and employment growth.
The Spatial Vision of the plan is that by 2036 County
Durham will have a thriving economy, and Objective

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

1 states that the economic performance of the whole local housing need provides the minimum starting point
of the County will be improved by creating more and for determining the number of homes needed in an
better jobs. The Employment Land Review refers to area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
employment land forecasts that suggest that some authorities should also consider previous delivery
13,000 jobs might be created over the plan period, levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
which is higher than the average experienced over the
period 1997 to 2016.

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingIn this context we consider that there is a need for the

plan to give consideration to economic and point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Localemployment growth when determining what is an
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theappropriate housing requirement for the County. A
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308shortage of housing will hinder the economic growth
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it isambitions of the plan, stifle employment creation and
considered that this level of housing will serve topotentially lead to unsustainable commuting patterns

across the County. maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.Requested Change

The plan should give consideration to economic and
employment growth when determining what is an
appropriate housing requirement for the County. The
housing requirement of the County should be amended
(upwards) accordingly.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

I wish to air my concerns to Durham County Council
re building of 6000 new homes.  If this is the case I ask
you to consider the following:

1563Question 6

experienced in some areas as a result of
concentrations of vacant, underused properties andConsideration needs to be given to the hundreds of

properties standing derelict in the surrounding villages will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willand towns. Can these not be renovated or knocked
allow as many properties as possible to be brought
back into use

down and properties rebuilt. This would avoid building
into the green belt and would certainly improve the
look of the villages and towns.

On further examination the annual average for empty
properties being brought back into use is 34 a year.

The Parish Council supports the delivery of new
housing.
4.22 The plan should be more ambitious about bringing
empty homes back into use. If the Council currently

1597Question 6

The allowance has therefore been adjusted to 40 per
year.

averages 100 a year, why has it dropped to 50 per year
in the plan?
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The County Durham SHMA considers a range of
factors and proposes that County Durham is a single

Policy 2 quantity of new development CPRE
welcomes the fact that the OAN has been significantly

1608Question 6

functional Housing Market Area. Housing needs inreduced from the number of houses proposed for the
County Durham have been developed in line with theprevious, now withdrawn, Plan from over 30,000 to
government's standard methodology as set out inslightly less than 26,000. However, we make the

following representations Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the
government's Technical Consultation published on the1) The Government’s Standard Method states that the

annual need for county Durham until 2026 is 1368 26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
data should provide the demographic baseline forhouses a year. As the Plan period runs from 2016 to
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,2872015, we accept that this figure has been adopted.
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesHowever, as the Standard Method goes up to 2026,
that the standard method for assessing local housingwe represent that there should be a review after 2026
need provides the minimum starting point forin case the government’s figure has changed, be it

upwards or downwards. determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

2) We note from the text that a number of houses have
already been committed but text is not policy. We

also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered

represent that the Policy should clarify more precisely on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
what the OAN is for the Plan period, resulting in a figure be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
not exceeding 1368 houses per year.We note that this need above the minimum starting point. For this
figure is given in the Target section, but question if this reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
will disappear in the final Plan so that the explanation
is omitted.

the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
annum.

3) This could be important in determining whether all
the sites allocated, particularly within the Green Belt,
are in fact needed. We are also aware of concerns
about other sites particularly at Delves Lane in Consett
and in Crook.

4) We also represent that it is necessary to consider
the impact of the Garden Village at Seaham should
this be granted permission. CPRE has objected to the
application but if permission is granted, this will add
1500 houses to the Council’s total.

5) We note that most of the Councils in both Tyne and
Wear and Teesside have adopted Plans with housing
figures well in excess of the Government’s Standard
Method. While there are other councils that share a
boundary with County Durham, these two are the ones
where commuters from Durham are most likely to
travel. If these authorities find they have significantly
over-provided for their housing need, it could
significantly impact on the need in county Durham.
This is one reason why a review after 2026 is, in our
opinion, essential. (As an aside, we note that
Darlington, which has also just published its Preferred
Options, has in fact proposed an OAN that is about
four times that given in the government’s Standard
Method. CPRE Durham is making strong
representations about this but again this figure for
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Darlington may, if adopted, significantly impact on the
OAN for County Durham.)

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

We support the aims and aspirations of the Plan,
however, we would encourage the Council to take a

2092Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemore positive approach to delivery of housing. Durham
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationCounty Council (DCC) have adopted the standardised
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedmethodology for calculating objectively assessed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographichousing needs (OAHN) which equates to 1,368
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisdwellings per year. It is understood that this method
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceproduces a baseline figure which should be considered

as a minimum requirement by all local authorities. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointWe object to the calculation of residual number of

houses to be allocated is based on an unrealistic for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatexpectation of the number of units to be delivered from
authorities should also consider previous deliverycommitments. We consider that the discount for
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thenon-delivery of commitments should be increased to
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisa more realistic figure of 15-20%, reflecting the 17%
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeaverage, and the number of houses to be delivered
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingduring the plan period on new allocation sites increased

accordingly. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

Paragraph 4.15 (page 26) states that the standardised
methodology used for the Objectively Assessed Need

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

(OAN) for housing would result in in 1,368 dwellings dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
per annum (dpa).We note that this figure is significantly considered that this level of housing will serve to
lower than the housing numbers of which were maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
proposed at the Issues and Options Stage (June 2010), economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
which ranged from 1,533 to 1,717 dpa.This substantial and objectives. In response to the reference to the
reduction significantly risks undermining the ability to appeal decision APP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is
meet the needs and aspirations of existing and future important to note that the context has changed since
residents and provide housing which supports the this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
economy of the county and the need for more and
better jobs.

means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFFurthermore, we note a recent Appeal Decision (ref:

APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) which questioned the and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
Council’s decision to use the standardised methodology '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
for calculating the Objectively Assessed Housing Need standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
(OAHN) with no uplift to reflect economic aspirations
of the County.

being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
that this expression of emerging national policy hasWe support the Council’s aspiration of a 73% Economic

Activity Rate (EAR), as set out by the County Durham not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofEconomic Partnership, and we consider an uplift to the
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherOAHN figure of above 1,368 dpa would be wholly
guidance has been published and as set out aboveappropriate to reflect the economic aspirations of the

County and support the delivery of affordable homes. this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
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to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
order to take this evidence into account and ensure
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, and
the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

As set out at paragraph 4.11 of the Preferred Options
Plan, following the publication of the Issues and

Our client considers that the proposed target of
delivering 25,992 additional homes in the County by

2104Question 6

Options document, the government subsequently2035 is inadequate and that it needs to be increased.
consulted on and updated the approach to assessingAt this level the Plan will fail to deliver on its Spatial
housing needs. Housing needs in County Durham haveVision which states :that : “By 2035 County Durham
been developed in line with the government's standardwill have a thriving economy, reducing elves of
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancedeprivation, social exclusion and joblessness with the
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationassociated health and quality of life improvements . It
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedwill also be bridging the gap between its economic
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicperformance and that of other parts of the north East

and the rest of England.” baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeMuch is made in the supporting text of the plan of the

need to promote economic growth in County Durham Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointto address the key social and economic issues outlined
for determining the number of homes needed in anabove. New housing development has a central role
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatto play in achieving such objectives and the scale of
authorities should also consider previous deliverydevelopment now proposed (25,992 - 1368 dpa) is

simply in sufficient to meet these aspirations. levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

Previous assessment work undertaken by DCC at the
issues and Options Stage identified a requirement for

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

a scale of development somewhere in the range of point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
1533dpa – 1717dpa over roughly the same period, to is based on the minimum assessment for Local
address the economic development issues faced by Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
the County and ‘bridge the gap’ with other parts of the
north East and the rest of the UK .

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
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dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve to

The adoption of the an Objectively Assessed Need
(OAN) figure well below even the lowest figure in the

maintain recent momentum within the County Durhamabove range as the housing requirement for the
economy and will therefore support the Plan's visionCounty, based solely on the national standard
and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate ofmethodology, without any uplift to reflect stated
planning permissions granted in County Durham showseconomic regeneration aspirations is therefore wholly
that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% ofinappropriate and appears doomed to ensure that

failure. the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
take this evidence into account and ensure we are notOur client would seek a higher minimum requirement

figure closer to the 1,717 Long Term Population Growth hampered in meeting our housing need we have
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planningscenario identified in the Issues and Options Paper.
permission that have not started of 10% to account forThis would provide an appropriate response to the
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. Westated aims of the Council and would ensure that
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,economic growth is not stifled either by too few houses
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2being built overall or the adoption of a spatial strategy
large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,that fails to deliver the right number of houses in the
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.right place as would be the case if the Sustainable
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedCommunities Spatial Strategy proposed elsewhere in

the plan were to be adopted. there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
permission than in recent years, and the housing

In this context it is therefore necessary for the Plan to
seek to allocate a greater number and range of housing

allocations identified to meet the housing need have
been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.sites to meet the revised requirement. It is suggested

that our client’s site at Barras Hill, Sacriston (see Figure
1) would provide a suitable and sustainable additional
housing site that would both help meet the overall
requirement and provide additional geographical
flexibility and robustness in the proposed supply.

Our client would also support representations submitted
by the Home Builders Federation (HBF) as follows;

• The ‘lapse rate’ for planning consents should be in
line with actual experience in Co Durham and should
be 17% rather than the estimate of 10%;
• Not make and allowance for windfall development ;
• Delete the proposed allowance for bringing back
empty homes into residential use, in the absence of
information to support such an allowance; and
• Make a higher allowance (75 dpa) for demolitions of
in line with past experience/trends rather than the figure
of 50dpa proposed.

Figure 1- see attachment

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Oliver Family wish to thank the Council for the
opportunity to comment on the County Durham Plan

2185Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance(CDP) Preferred Options Report and in particular
Question 6.
The Draft CDP is clear that the number of new homes
to be delivered across the Plan period (1,368 dwellings

and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

per annum (dpa)) is based on the Government's baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
standardised methodology for assessing housing need results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
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Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose

for determining the number of homes needed in anapproach has subsequently been set out within the
newly adopted NPPF (July 2018).
The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

projections) depending on how far above the local council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) is based on the minimum assessment for Local
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.
The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range of

superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft CDP .
However, it is our clients’ view that there is a case for
an uplift to the County Durham Objectively Assessed

alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by

Housing Needs (OAHN) which will deliver more homes
over the Plan period.The emerging PPG which states:
"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
production. The method relies on past growth trends been superseded by the new standard methodology.
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account In response to the reference to the most recently
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic is important to note that the context has changed since
trends identified by household projections) will occur this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
growth strategies are in place, strategic level '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be that this expression of emerging national policy has
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."
The County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of

would be premature to apply it in my determination of
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the

scenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County. decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
The outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
of between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
are significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed
in the Preferred Options.
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The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
level of household growth modelled, annual average use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).
In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be

addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to

create more and better jobs and increase the
employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth,
Policy 2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.
ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.
Standardised OAHN
Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.
The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.
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The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).
Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.
An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.
Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.
Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN
There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.
In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
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Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.
For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.
Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."
Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.
The Inspector added that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".
Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:
"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".
The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
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of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.
Summary
It is our clients’ view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.
Accordingly, we respectfully request that the housing
requirement per year is increased from 1,368 to 1,617.

Support notedOur client supports the delivery of new housing.2274Question 6

In respect of the ELR Labour Supply is just one
element of calculating employment land needs across

Questions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the

2319Question 6

the County. National policy identifies that localCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
authorities should develop an idea of future needsPolicy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
based on a range of data which is current and robust.aspirations of present and future residents of County
In addition it is also important to understand qualitativeDurham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
factors also. Housing needs in County Durham havewill provide 305 hectares of employment land and

25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis). been developed in line with the government's standard
methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe CDPPO describes how the employment and

housing needs of the County have been calculated. In and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedterms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographictiming of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisDurham Plan will be examined under the new national
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceplanning regime and that it will be therefore be required
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingto adopt the new standardised method for calculating
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointhousing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
for determining the number of homes needed in anParagraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatstandard calculation and the resulting need figure of
authorities should also consider previous delivery1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) therepresent the minimum starting point and no uplift has

been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations. council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

employment land and potential new employment sites, is based on the minimum assessment for Local
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
allocations are within existing employment areas and considered that this level of housing will serve to
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha, and objectives. In response to the reference to the
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at most recently reference appeal decision
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment) P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to note that the
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context has changed since this decision was issued
on the 10th May 2018 which means the Inspector's

land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

determinations are not readily transferable to theParagraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios,
‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated growth in
jobs and a calculation of land needed to support those

current context. Firstly, this decision was issued prior
to the publication of the revised NPPF and updated
PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes: '…whilst I
accept that the Draft Framework and standard OAHN
methodology are closer to coming into being than whenjobs. The jobs figures used are outputs from the
considered by the Inspector in the Dalton Heightscalculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore that the
appeal, it is important to bear in mind that thisLabour Supply scenario in the CDPPO demonstrates
expression of emerging national policy has not yetthe link between the level of housing in the plan and
come into force. Until such time as it has, it would bethe likely level of employment growth. The Labour
premature to apply it in my determination of thisSupply scenarios concludes that the delivery of 25,992
appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further guidancedwellings (the OAN) would generate a labour supply

equivalent to 86ha of employment land. has been published and as set out above this is
reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the decision,

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the

the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The Council is
yet to formally adopt a position on using the standard

housing strategy. This is a significant concern given methodology'. This statement precedes the decision
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree to the
preparation and review of all policies should be County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned, use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
and take into account relevant market signals.” The addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for 17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
employment land’ in the plan it will require a order to take this evidence into account and ensure
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% toThe new NPPF does reflect the tests within the

previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic

vision and strategy which positively and proactively this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sitesencourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
granted planning permission than in recent years, andcriteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
the housing allocations identified to meet the housinginvestment to match the strategy and to meet
need have been subject to robust methodologyanticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
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alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:

The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.

The take up in employment land will be in line with the
CDPPO but without enough housing in the County to
accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.
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There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.” (Savills emphasis).

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO, in our view,
should be revised to take into account the issues raised
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above. This is a position which is also strongly
supported by the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions within County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the imbalance between the
employment growth aspirations and the housing targets
to support this growth. Perhaps the most relevant
decision is that for land to the east of Woodham Burn
and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe (May
2018) ref: APP/X1355/W/17/3180108. The Inspector
argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

In the appeal it was also argued that the economic
growth aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology. The Inspector agreed, concluding that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Our Client objects to the methodology and approach
used, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would advocate that
a more balanced approach is taken between
employment growth aspirations and the provision of
new homes to identify an appropriate housing
requirement. Without this then we consider that the
current approach is unsound.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
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application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

Our Client considers this approach to be unjustified
and not supported by the evidence base, but rather a
reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites being
granted planning permission again, which therefore
justifies a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be ignorant of key factors which could impact
upon both the reasoning as to why permissions lapse
in the first instance whilst at the same time making
unjustified assumptions about the likelihood of sites
securing permission again simply because they have
been granted permission in the past. There are a
number of factors that can impact upon and/or explain
why sites with planning permission lapse and also why
a broad assumption should not be made on the
likelihood of a previously consented site being granted
permission again. The list below identifies some of
these factors but is by no means exhaustive:

New national and local planning policies can change
the planning potential of sites and their ability to come
forward for development i.e. sites previously granted
planning permission may have been allocated for
development but either that allocation has been
removed or altered sufficiently enough as a result of
policy changes meaning that the site may not now have
the same potential to come forward at all or in a similar
quantum/type as before;

Changing policy burdens and planning obligations
could render a consented site as unviable meaning
that permission lapses and a new permission of a
similar type and nature cannot be brought forward
unless the viability issues can be addressed by policy
changes or improved/different market conditions;

Changing market conditions and/or housing
requirements could render a site undeliverable based
upon the consented scheme and so the permission
lapses and a new consent comes forward but of a
different nature, type or quantum to that previously
consented;

Changing land ownerships and/or developer interest
could impact upon a sites ability to come forward and
so planning permission may lapse and new applications
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may not come forward as the landowner is not willing;
Each planning permission must be determined upon
its own merits and planning decisions are a matter of
judgment made by the decision maker so just because
a site has been granted planning permission before
does not mean the same scheme or a very similar
scheme would automatically be granted permission
again.

The above factors demonstrate why in our Client’s view
it is unreasonable to reduce the lapse rate by 7% based
upon what is effectively an assumption that lapsed
permissions will secure permission again for a similar
scheme and therefore contribute towards meeting the
housing requirement.This of course reduces the need
to allocate further sites for housing development.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

Should the lapse rate be increased to 17% then this
would see the need for an additional 1,176 residual
homes to be split across the monitoring areas,
representing an increase of almost 19% on the current
residual housing requirement.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

Our Client objects to the current level of lapse rate
applied to the residual housing requirement figures
and would request that the approach is amended in
light of the above comments or that proportionate
evidence is brought forward to support the Council’s
position.

Within the housing requirement calculations the Council
are also proposing to make an allowance for 50
dwellings a year to be delivered through redundant or
empty properties being brought back into use. The
Council have failed to provide sufficient evidence at
this stage to justify these numbers and our Client
considers that these numbers should be flexible and
without further justification they should not form part
of the housing supply. This is supported by the PPG
(ID 3-039) which states “any approach to bringing
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empty homes back into use and counting these against
the housing need would have to be robustly evidenced
by the local planning authority at the independent
examination of the draft Local Plan, for example to test
the deliverability of the strategy and to avoid double
counting (local planning authorities would need to
demonstrate that empty homes had not been counted
within their existing stock of dwellings when calculating
their overall need for additional dwellings in their local
plans)”.

Should the Council consider that they can provide
robust evidence to support this position then paragraph
4.24 of the CDPPO seems to conflict with the numbers
as it acknowledges that on average there have been
75 demolitions each year within the county. This is
inconsistent and should be amended to reflect the
evidence.

Our Client does not support these assumptions around
windfall allowance, bringing back into use empty homes
and demolitions and suggests that either further
evidence is brought forward to justify the numbers or
they are amended to ensure adequate supply within
the city over the plan period. Unless this is done then
it is considered that the current assumptions are
unsound.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

This policy sets out the level of development proposed
up to 2035. It suggests 25,992 homes should be

2452Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceprovided, this equates to 1,368 dwellings per annum
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation(dpa). The justification to this policy sets out that the
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedCouncil consider that the CLG standard methodology
that 2014-based data should provide the demographichas superseded the evidence set out in the 2016
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisStrategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). The
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice25,992 homes calculation is based on the CLG

methodology. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointHowever, the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) in

relation to the standard method makes it clear that the for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatneed figure generated is to be considered as the
authorities should also consider previous deliveryminimum starting point and that the method relies on
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thepast growth trends, which in the case of Durham may
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thishave been affected by the lack of appropriate site
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeallocations and poor housing delivery. It goes on to
of a greater housing need above the minimum startinghighlight circumstances where an uplift will be
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamappropriate such as where growth strategies are in
is based on the minimum assessment for Localplace (for example the Northern Powerhouse) or where
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thefunding is in place to facilitate growth such as the
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308Housing Infrastructure Fund. It is therefore clear that
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it isin the case of Durham an uplift would very much be

considered appropriate. considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
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It is also noted that the CLG figure is significantly below
any of the options previously consulted upon at the

economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.The supporting text to this policy in the

Issues and Options stages (Population Growth Short Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that
Term: 1,533 dpa, Population Growth Combination: this number is a target and not a ceiling, if housing
1,629 dpa and Population Growth Long Term: 1,717 completions do exceed this level then this will be
dpa). The demographic forecasts paper explored a reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supporting
number of scenarios including those in relation to text has been amended to note that '…this number is
migration and household formation, these issues will a minimum and not a ceiling...' An assessment of the
not have been considered within the CLG methodology lapse rate of planning permissions granted in County
and will presumably remain issues not to be addressed Durham shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an
through the new housing requirement. Our Client average of 17% of the units granted permission have
considers that this raises concerns with the use of the lapsed. In order to take this evidence into account and
CLG methodology without any further consideration. ensure we are not hampered in meeting our housing
Our Client also has concerns that the proposed housing need we have applied a reasonable discount to sites
requirement does not represent an appropriate figure with planning permission that have not started of 10%
once consideration is given to the potential for to account for sites that are likely to lapse within the
economic growth and job formation. Our Client Plan period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than
continues to consider that an appropriate balance the 17% average, as it is noted that there was spike
should be sought between employment growth
aspirations and the provision of homes.

in 2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units)
lapsed equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse
rates this high is rare. Furthermore, once the CountyAs a result of this our Client considers that Policy 2

does not comply with the current NPPF at paragraph Durham Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall
sites granted planning permission than in recent years,60 and paragraph 47 of the previous NPPF. These
and the housing allocations identified to meet theboth refer to local planning authorities needing to, as
housing need have been subject to robust methodologya minimum, meet their housing need (both market and
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

affordable) and, typically, planning policies on housing
supply tend to reflect this by referring to housing targets
as minimum figures rather than capped amounts. The
current wording of Policy 2 does not contain any
flexibility in this regard and is not consistent with either
the current or previous NPPF which both reiterate that
the supply of housing be significantly boosted. As such,
our Client objects to the current wording of Policy 2 on
the basis that it has not been positively prepared. This
element of the policy could be made sound by referring
to the preferred housing figure (which, in this instance,
we do not support for the reasons set out above) as a
minimum.

The explanatory text which accompanies Policy 2
identifies that a proportion of this housing target is
already committed, although it does highlight that not
all of these commitments will come forward during the
Plan period. Paragraph 4.18 states that based on their
assessment an average of 17% of developments
between 2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed, however, it then
goes on to consider a 10% lapse rate appropriate.

These commitments form an important part of the
housing provision over the plan period (65% of its
housing need) and we regard the current approach of
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the Council wholly inadequate in protecting these sites.
It stands that if a notable proportion of these sites were
to lapse and the planning permissions expire, the
Council would need to find a significant amount of
additional housing sites to make up the shortfall.Whilst
our Client notes the use of the lapse rate, this seems
to be a ‘best guess’ by the Council and not based on
any specific site assessment (rather it is an estimate
based on previous lapse rates which vary wildly year
to year). Consequently, there is every possibility that
the lapse rate would be higher and this would then put
the soundness of the plan at risk as the Council would
not have enough housing sites to meet its housing
requirement (which in any event is a minimum).

Whilst the CDP makes reference to some lapsed sites
potentially still being deliverable on the basis of new
planning permissions being granted on these sites, it
should be noted that many of the larger sites which
were granted planning permission in the county over
recent years were done so on the basis of the Council
not having a 5 year supply of deliverable housing land,
with many granted at planning appeal. There is
therefore little certainty that in the event of an adopted
CDP and revised NPPF, that these sites would then
be granted planning permission again.

The lack of policy protection for committed sites may
also have wider consequences for specific settlements
as the Council’s approach makes little mention of the
impact of expired permissions in specific areas of the
county. It stands that viability and deliverability in the
county vary to a notable degree and there is a danger
that any lapses in the committed sites could adversely
affect some settlements more than others depending
on the viability situation. It is clear from examining the
emerging CDP that some major settlements have few
or no allocations at all and rely heavily on commitments
for their housing growth. If a significant amount of these
then expire in any one settlement or area, this has the
potential to negatively affect some settlements more
than others. The effect of this will be to stall much
needed growth in these settlements/areas of the county
and to undermine the Vision and Objectives of the
CDP. In this instance the Council would struggle to
promote sustainable patterns of development.

As this is the case, we believe that the Council should
be undertaking a closer examination of the deliverability
of committed sites (rather than applying a general lapse
rate) and then those sites which can be assessed as
being deliverable (such as our Client’s land at
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Middlestone Moor) can be offered a degree of policy
protection in the shape of their own policy which clearly
lists the deliverable committed sites and states that in
the event that planning permissions expiring, there
would be a presumption that development would still
be acceptable on these in the event of a resubmitted
planning application (subject to addressing appropriate
development management issues).

We also note that the approach from the Council seeks
to effectively allow part of their housing need to also
be accommodated through windfall and bringing back
into use empty homes. The NPPF and PPG allows for
this and it is noted that the windfall allowance (130
dwellings per annum for sites under 0.4ha/12 houses)
is based on past trends (paragraph 4.20 of the CDP).
However, it is considered that windfall rates will likely
drop upon adoption of the CDP as it follows that the
Council will get a greater supply of sites from
allocations following the adoption of the Local Plan as
more sites (including those of less than 0.4ha or 12
dwellings) will have been identified and adopted in the
plan, thereby reducing the reliance on smaller windfall
sites. It is noted that there is no allowance for larger
windfall developments.

Likewise, for bringing empty homes back into use, the
PPG states (ID reference: 3-039) that:

“…any approach to bringing empty homes back into
use and counting these against housing need would
have to be robustly evidenced by the local planning
authority at the independent examination of the draft
Local Plan, for example to test the deliverability of the
strategy and to avoid double counting (local planning
authorities would need to demonstrate that empty
homes had not been counted within their existing stock
of dwellings when calculating their overall need for
additional dwellings in their local plans).”

Our Client does not believe such robust evidence exists
and so this allowance requires further justification in
order to be considered sound.

Comment noted.Whilst the University does not wish to comment on the
number of houses proposed, the University supports

3641Question 6

the delivery of new housing. The University agrees
that the situation regarding the release of HMOs back
into the general housing market should be monitored
(paragraph 4.23).
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Background to the Site

The Site is located to the south of Coxhoe, at the
corner of Station Road and the A177.To the immediate

3004Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationnorth and east of the Site are residential dwellings and
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthe land to the immediate west has been granted

planning permission for residential development. that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

Coxhoe village centre is located approximately 500m
north of the Site, where a range of local shops and

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

services can be found, including a small supermarket, local housing need provides the minimum starting point
medical centre, opticians, public house and village hall. for determining the number of homes needed in an
Access to public transport is available along Station area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Road, with the provision of regular bus services to authorities should also consider previous delivery
larger centres such as Durham, Middlesbrough and
Bishop Auckland.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeAn outline planning application was approved in

February 2014 for up to 50 dwellings, thus of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
demonstrating that the Site is entirely appropriate for point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
residential use. Condition 2 of that consent requires is based on the minimum assessment for Local
reserved matters to be submitted within five years from Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
the grant of planning permission (i.e. by February
2019).

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve toThe outline consent therefore remains extant and our

Client continues to be committed to its delivery. A
reserved matters application will be submitted in 2018.

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate of

Housing Requirement planning permissions granted in County Durham shows
that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% ofPolicy 2 sets out that the following levels of

development are proposed up to 2035: the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
take this evidence into account and ensure we are not• 305ha of strategic and general employment land

for office, industrial and warehousing purposes;
and

hampered in meeting our housing need we have
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
permission that have not started of 10% to account for• 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and

tenure. sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,

The Issues and Options previously consulted upon
identified a need of between 1,533 and 1,717 dwellings

as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,

per annum. These explored a number of scenarios and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
including those in relation to migration and household Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
formation which are not addressed through the new
housing requirement.

there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need haveThe revised target of 25,992 new homes (1,368 per

annum) in the Preferred Options Plan is based upon been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.the Communities and Local Government Standard

Methodology (the Standard Methodology). The
justification to this Policy sets out that the Council
consider that the Standard Methodology supersedes
the evidence set out in the 2016 SHMA.

The 2018 consultation on the Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) makes it clear that the housing need
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figure generated by the Standard Methodology is
considered as the minim um starting point and that the
method relies on past growth trends. The PPG
consultation sets out circumstances where an uplift
will be appropriate. These include where growth
strategies such as the Northern Powerhouse are in
place or where funding is in place to facilitate growth
such as the Housing Infrastructure Fund.

Our Client is concerned that the housing requirement
proposed through the Preferred Options will not deliver
the amount of homes actually required across the
County and does not represent an appropriate figure
once consideration is given to the potential for
economic growth and job formation.

An uplift for Durham would therefore be considered
necessary.

We note that at this stage we have not undertaken our
own assessment of the housing need figures and
reserve the right to comment on these at a future stage,
if required.

Source of Housing Supply

The Plan goes on to note that the source of new homes
is to be made up of commitments (sites under
construction or sites not started with planning
permission as at 31st March 2018), windfalls, empty
homes and housing allocations.

Taking the sources of supply identified within the Plan,
the residual requirement for allocations is just 6,272
homes.

For the reasons discussed, we consider that the
housing requirement proposed is too low.
Notwithstanding, we support the statement made in
Paragraph 4.15 that “It should be noted that this
number [the housing need figure] is a target and not a
ceiling. If housing completions do exceed this level,
then this will be reflective of a buoyant housing market”.
Rather than this being in the justification text however,
we suggest that Policy 2 would benefit from greater
clarity in relation to the housing target being a
minimum.

The Plan recognises that a significant proportion of
new homes are committed either on sites under
construction or not started with planning permission.
Committed sites equated to 16,808 houses at 31st
March 2018, according to the Council. Paragraph 4.17
rightly acknowledges that it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan Period.
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Housing Commitments

The Plan recognises that a significant proportion of
new homes are committed either on sites under
construction or not started with planning permission.
Committed sites equated to 16,808 houses at 31 March
2018, according to the Council. Paragraph 4.17 of the
Plan rightly acknowledges that it is unlikely that all of
these will come forward during the Plan Period.

The existing commitments make up 65% of the OAN
and we agree with the Council’s statement at
paragraph 4.17 that the effect of non-delivery of some
of the commitments on the ability to meet the Plan’s
OAN has the potential to be significant.

The Council however only allow for a 10% non-delivery
rate for the existing commitments compared to a
national average of 17%. We consider that this
non-delivery rate is too low and may result in the
Council being unable to meet their OAN. Furthermore,
the Council do not apply any non- delivery rate on the
proposed allocations which we do not consider to be
a sound approach.

The Proposals Map which accompanies the Plan
identifies inter alia proposed allocations as well as
existing housing commitments.

Our Client’s site is one commitment identified by the
Council within the Plan as it benefits from an extant
outline consent. Our Client remains committed to
deliver this Site which will help to achieve the Council’s
housing need in the Plan Period.

As such, our Client supports the Plan’s identification
of the Site as a commitment.

Summary and Conclusions

These representations are made to the Preferred
Options version of the County Durham Plan. The Plan
sets out the Council’s preferred development strategy
and proposed sites.

To achieve the housing needs of the County in the
Plan Period, the Council recognise that there are inter
alia existing commitments, which amount to
approximately 65% of the OAN.

Our Client’s site (SHLAA reference 4/CO/06) has an
extant outline planning consent for up to 50 dwellings
which are deliverable in the Plan Period. Our Client is
committed to delivering the Site which will help to
contribute towards the Council’s housing requirement.

As such, the Site should remain as a commitment
within the Plan.
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Housing Requirement

Policy 2 sets out that the following levels of
development are proposed up to 2035:

3039Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

• 305ha of strategic and general employment land
for office, industrial and warehousing purposes;
and

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

• 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and
tenure.

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointThe Issues and Options previously consulted upon

identified a need of between 1,533 and 1,717 dwellings for determining the number of homes needed in an
per annum. These explored a number of scenarios area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
including those in relation to migration and household authorities should also consider previous delivery
formation which are not addressed through the new
housing requirement.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe revised target of 25,992 new homes (1,368 per

annum) in the Preferred Options Plan is based upon of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamthe Communities and Local Government Standard
is based on the minimum assessment for LocalMethodology (‘the Standard Methodology’). The
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thejustification to this Policy sets out that the Council
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308consider that the Standard Methodology supersedes

the evidence set out in the 2016 SHMA. dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve to

The 2018 consultation on the Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) makes it clear that the housing need

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

figure generated by the Standard Methodology is and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate of
considered as the minim um starting point and that the planning permissions granted in County Durham shows
method relies on past growth trends. The PPG that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of
consultation sets out circumstances where an uplift the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
will be appropriate. These include where growth take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
strategies such as the Northern Powerhouse are in hampered in meeting our housing need we have
place or where funding is in place to facilitate growth
such as the Housing Infrastructure Fund.

applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
permission that have not started of 10% to account for
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. WeOur Client is concerned that the housing requirement

proposed through the Preferred Options will not deliver have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
the amount of homes actually required across the as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
County and does not represent an appropriate figure large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
once consideration is given to the potential for
economic growth and job formation.

and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
there will be less large windfall sites granted planningAn uplift for Durham would therefore be considered

necessary. permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need have

We note that at this stage, we have not undertaken
our own assessment of the housing need figures and

been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

reserve the right to comment on these at a future stage,
if required.

Source of Housing Supply

The Plan goes on to note that the source of new homes
is to be made up of commitments (sites under
construction or sites not started with planning
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permission as at 31st March 2018), windfalls, empty
homes and housing allocations.

Taking the sources of supply identified within the Plan,
the residual requirement for allocations is just 6,272
homes.

For the reasons discussed, we consider that the
housing requirement proposed is too low.
Notwithstanding, we support the statement made in
Paragraph 4.15 that “It should be noted that this
number [the housing need figure] is a target and not a
ceiling. If housing completions do exceed this level
then this will be reflective of a buoyant housing market”.
Rather than this being in the justification text however,
we suggest that Policy 2 would benefit from greater
clarity in relation to the housing target being a
minimum.

Housing Commitments and Allocations

The Plan recognises that a significant proportion of
new homes are committed either on sites under
construction or not started with planning permission.
Committed sites equated to 16,808 houses at 31st
March 2018, according to the Council. Paragraph 4.17
of the Plan rightly acknowledges that it is unlikely that
all of these will come forward during the Plan Period.

The existing commitments make up 65% of the OAN
and we agree with the Council’s statement at
paragraph 4.17 that the effect of non-delivery of some
of the commitments on the ability to meet the Plan’s
OAN has the potential to be significant.

The Council however only allow for a 10% non-delivery
rate for the existing commitments compared to a
national average of 17%. We consider that this
non-delivery rate is too low and may result in the
Council being unable to meet their OAN. Furthermore,
the Council do not apply any non- delivery rate on the
proposed allocations which we do not consider to be
a sound approach.

Windfall

The Council intend to make an allowance of 130
dwellings per annum for windfall development.
Paragraph 4.20 notes that historically, small sites
(under 0.4ha/12 houses) have delivered an average
of 126 homes each year, and this has been rounded
to the 130 dwellings assumption.

We would however expect the level of housing delivery
from windfall developments to decrease following the
adoption of the Local Plan as more sites will have been
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identified and adopted in the Plan, thereby reducing
the reliance on smaller windfall sites.

We consider that the reliance on windfall delivery to
ensure a sufficient supply to achieve the spatial
distribution strategy is considered unrealistic and
unachievable as there is likely a lack of supply of sites
of this size and type due to green belt restrictions
around the City.

Empty Homes

The Council intend to make an allowance of 50
dwellings a year to allow for the bringing back into use
of empty homes. There is a lack of robust evidence
that empty homes will be brought back into use and
so should not be included within the supply at this
stage.

The PPG is clear (ID 3-039) that “any approach to
bringing empty homes back into use and counting
these against housing need would have to be robustly
evidenced by the Local Planning Authority at the
independent examination of the draft Local Plan, for
example to test the deliverability of the strategy and to
avoid double-counting (local planning authorities would
need to demonstrate that empty homes had not been
counted within their existing stock of dwellings when
calculating their overall need for additional dwellings
in their local plans”.

Paragraph 4.42 highlights that there have been on
average 75 demolitions each year within the County.
However, the Council only intends to make an
allowance for around 50 homes each year. This is not
consistent with the evidence and should be amended
to reflect the evidence.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The projected requirement of 25,992 hoses is a
reduction on the previous attempt at a DCC County

3353Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidancePlan. It is still a little ambitious and especially so in
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationSpennymoor.There is still in the region of 1897 houses
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedpassed the planning stage and waiting to be built in
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicSpennymoor. The three proposed sites set out for
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisfurther development and totalling another 210 houses
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceshould not be built. It is significant that all this land

belongs to DCC. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointIn answering question 6, STC would disagree with the

final figure based on the below. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that

In County Durham as of 31st of March 2018 the amount
of houses already committed by either being under

authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

construction or passed the planning stage is 16,808, council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
a shortfall of only 9,184 houses between now and record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
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of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

2035. This figure is arrived at taking into account
numerous factors; including shortfall calculations

is based on the minimum assessment for Local(10%), windfall sites (sites under 12 houses),
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thedemolition allowance (assumes 50 houses a year
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308demolished in the county), and bringing empty homes

back into use (50 per year). dwellings per annum. Further analysis has shown that
the historically performance for bringing empty homesThe calculation for Windfall sites appears right

historically, however, as Registered Social Landlord back into use is 34 per year and for demolitions around
35 per year.Therefore a slightly increased assumption
of 40 per year for each has been used.

seem to be bringing forward more small plots to utilize
their land (i.e. through demolition of old garage sites)
we think this figure is probably understated by at least
20 units per anum.

The calculation for the demolition allowance (50 per
anum) is lower than the historical figure of 75 per year.
We believe that as old properties are continuing to
deteriorate and as people’s expectations on modern
properties increase the current level of 75 is low and
should be aimed at 100. However we do understand
it is private money that will drive this figure but we
believe the county can try and influence this more in
the future.

Empty properties are very problematic in some areas;
often contributing towards anti-social behaviour. Homes
England can provide financial support to the council
and with their help the council have been bringing 100
houses per year back into use. I understand that it is
difficult to monitor this figure as houses move in and
out of occupancy but I cannot see why we set a figure
below what we have been achieving. As empty
properties present problems for other agencies such
as the police and the fire service we believe the figure
of 100 properties should be the minimum the council
aims for.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

It is suggested that policy 2 should include a base date
within the text of the policy.

2552Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe number of new homes in criterion (b) should be
expressly stated to be a 'minimum net' figure. and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
It is considered the number of new homes, 25,992 is
too low and needs to be increased.  Amongst other

that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

things the figure is significantly below any of the options results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
previously consulted upon and in the context of a Plan Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
in which Economic Ambition is Objective 1, the figure local housing need provides the minimum starting point
is unsound. The close interrelationship between for determining the number of homes needed in an
economic growth and housing is well established and area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
is to be afforded positive weight in setting the OAN authorities should also consider previous delivery
figure (Draft Planning Practice Guidance Updates
March 2018).

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
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record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

The target is based on the CLG standard methodology.
Planning Practice Guidance states that the figure

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamgenerated by the standard method is to be considered
is based on the minimum assessment for Localas the minimum starting point. It is important to note
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thethat the method relies on past growth trends. Past
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308growth trends in Durham are likely to have been
dwellings per annum.The supporting text to this policyaffected by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
in the Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should bepoor housing delivery particularly in the recessionary

years. noted that this number is a target and not a ceiling, if
housing completions do exceed this level then this willThe PPG further highlights circumstances where an

uplift will be appropriate such as where growth be reflective of a buoyant housing market' This
supporting text has been amended to note that '…thisstrategies are in place (e.g. the Northern Powerhouse)
number is a minimum and not a ceiling...' Anor where funding is in place to facilitate growth such
assessment of the lapse rate of planning permissionsas the Housing Infrastructure Fund. It is therefore clear
granted in County Durham shows that from 2011/12that in the case of Durham an uplift would very much

be appropriate. to 2014/15, an average of 17% of the units granted
permission have lapsed. In order to take this evidence

As mentioned above, it is noted that the Standard
methodology figure is significantly below any of the

into account and ensure we are not hampered in
meeting our housing need we have applied a

options previously consulted upon at the Issues and reasonable discount to sites with planning permission
Options stages. These options previously that have not started of 10% to account for sites that
accommodated for various levels of growth, migration are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We have
and household formation. These issues will not have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average, as it
been addressed in the CLG methodology, which means is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2 large
that no economic growth, migration or household sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%, and
formation has been allowed for in the new housing we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
requirement. It is clear that the figure proposed is not Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
appropriate when consideration is given to the potential there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
for economic growth and job formation. The Council permission than in recent years, and the housing
must reconsider its housing target to ensure an allocations identified to meet the housing need have
appropriate balance is achieved between employment
growth aspirations and the provision of homes.

been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

Paragraph 4.14 makes reference to a step 2
calculation, adjustment to take account of market
signals. This calculation should be set out in the Plan.

In paragraph 4.15 it should be recorded the number
of dwellings is the net additional number. The second
sentence should be revised to state, "It should be noted
that this number is a minimum and not a ceiling...",
therefore the word 'target' substituted for 'minimum'.

Following on from the above according to the para 4.29
of the SHMA over the period 2004/5 to 2014/15 a total
of 15,945 dwellings were built across County Durham
representing an annual gross rate of 1,450 net
additions. The difference between this delivery rate
and the proposed OAN figure per annum is 82
dwellings per annum fewer (1,450 – 1,368 = 82).  Over
the Plan period use of the 1,368 figure would equate
to 1,558 dwellings fewer than were delivered on
average in the period 2004/5 – 2014/15.  In the context
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of an Authority planning for positive growth and seeking
to respond to issues of acknowledged importance,
affordability and delivering affordable housing amongst
other things, the requirement for which is 378 dwellings
per annum according to paragraph 5.90 of the Plan,
the proposed OAN figure is not sound.

Further factors which support this include that there
was a severe recessionary period in the 2004/5 –
2014/15 period when the annual gross rate of 1,450
net additions was achieved.  A further factor is that
Local Plans across the County were intended to cover
the period up to 2006. These Plans are now 12 years
out of date but still remain part of the Development
Plan. This potentially has suppressed supply amongst
other things many applications being speculative.

Table 1 needs to be updated. It is noted that the
SHLAA has a base date of 31 March 2018.  For site
specific details we have reviewed the Council's
evidence in relation to an appeal on land adjoining
Woodham Bridge, Cobblers Hall Road, Newton
Aycliffe. This included as Appendix 1 a housing
trajectory dated 19 March 2018.  Analysis of this
document indicates that a number of the suggested
commitments amounting to 2,182 units have expired.
It follows that in Table 1, Row G should be reduced
commensurately and Row J increased
commensurately. This is without prejudice to the
contention that the OAN figure should be higher as set
out previously. We would suggest the Council remove
the sites unlikely to come forward.

In relation to paragraph 4.18 it is not agreed a 10%
lapse rate should be used.  As stated in the Housing
Non Delivery Evidence Paper (page 2), there is a clear
difference between the numbers of units which are
being granted permission and the number which are
being completed. This is consistent year on year and
consistent with the findings above in relation to
Appendix 1 of the Council's evidence in relation to land
adjoining Woodham Bridge, Cobblers Hall Road,
Newton Aycliffe.  As set out in the paragraph there was
a 17% average lapse rate over a 4 year period. The
Housing Non Delivery Evidence Paper suggests this
figure is distorted by one year when there was a high
lapse rate.  Even if this was accepted at least in part,
a higher lapse rate than 10% is needed.  An objection
is therefore submitted to the proposed 10% lapse rate.
BDW suggest the Council apply a minimum of 17%
lapse rate to existing commitments.
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In relation to paragraph 4.19, a 10% lapse rate is not
agreed for the reasons outlined in the respondent's
response to 4.18.

In relation to paragraph 4.20, for clarification purposes
it is queried whether a lapse rate is proposed to be
applied to 'new' small windfalls going forward?   Without
prejudice to this clarification sought, BDW consider all
small windfall sites should be removed. BDW considers
that once Durham has adopted a Plan with allocations,
it would stand to reason that the level of windfall
development will reduce and diminish as a source of
supply. More sites, including those of less than 0.4ha
or 12 houses, will have been identified and adopted in
the Plan, the purpose of the Plan being to allocate land.
Due to the uncertainties over future supply from
windfalls, BDW would recommend that supply from
windfalls is removed. It is noted that there is no
allowance for larger windfall developments.

In relation to paragraph 4.22, it is queried over what
period the average of 100 empty properties figure being
brought back into use comes from?  The SHMA in table
5.1 records in 2015 there were 11,522 empty dwellings
in the County, nearly 5% of the County's stock which
appears high.  Confirmation is requested as to the up
to date figure, it presumably having been reduced
acknowledging 'bringing back into use' and
'demolitions'.  It is important to note that demolitions
and rebuilds cancel each other out in terms of numbers.
 Further comments are made in relation to this in
response to paragraph 4.24 below.

In relation to paragraph 4.23, it is agreed that no
allowance be included for student housing.

In relation to paragraph 4.24, it should be specifically
stated in the paragraph that demolitions will be
replaced on a 1 for 1 basis.  Additionally the
interrelationship between empty homes and demolitions
needs to be explored conscious that para 4.24 records
that there have been around 75 demolitions per annum
in the past.  In Table 2 the impact on the 'bringing back
into use' allowance needs to be justified over the Plan
period this being expected to make a significant
contribution towards supply.   In turn 'Empty Dwelling'
needs to be defined.  Does it include for example the
many abandoned dwellings in Upper Weardale?  Does
it include houses being empty but in the process of
being sold, the normal churn in the housing stock.  In
turn it needs to be recognised that some empty homes
in the County may never be occupied again and plans
made accordingly.  In the circumstances the
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respondent considers these homes should be
discounted.

In relation to Table 2, this needs to be updated.  In
summary at this stage the respondent considers;

Row A             The OAN needs to be increased,

Row B             There be 0 allowance for small windfall
sites,

Row E             Following on from comments in relation
to paras 4.22 and 4.24, the 850 allowance for bringing
homes back into use needs to be justified / explained,

Row G             The commitments need to be updated
to reflect permissions which have expired,

Row H             A 10 % discount for non delivery of
commitments is too low. BDW consider a  17% lapse
rate should be applied,

Row J              The residual for allocation needs to be
updated.

In relation to paragraph 4.26, the 5 year supply needs
to be updated to reflect the definition of 'Deliverable'
in Annex 2 of the NPPF. This states amongst other
things that sites with outline planning permission,
permission in principle, allocated in the development
plan or identified on a brownfield register should only
be considered deliverable where there is clear evidence
that housing completions will begin on site within 5
years.  Applying this to the Council's Housing Trajectory
dated 19 March 2018 provided in relation to the appeal
on land adjoining Woodham Bridge, Cobblers Hall
Road, Newton Aycliffe suggests that 1,662 units should
be removed from the 5 year supply. The Council must
also ensure the delivery rates of sites is realistic,
approximately 30-35 dwellings per annum.

In light of the above BDW would encourage the Council
to allocate additional land to support its economic
objectives and provide sufficient flexibility within the
Local Plan. The Council must treat the housing
requirement as a minimum figure and ensure that more
land is identified than the minimum to ensure flexibility,
choice and competition in the market to meet the
housing target and fulfil the objectives of the Plan.

In terms of the SHLAA supply BDW has reviewed the
remaining sites and has the following comments:

SHLAA No

Site Name

No. of houses

BDW Comment
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3/BA/28

Land North of Etherley Moor – South Durham

150 (90 in 5YLS)

Application was taken to planning committee in June
2017 with a resolution to grant outline permission
subject to a S106. The resolution to grant still remains
pending as no S106 has yet been completed, 13
months later. Planning permission does not therefore
exist.The site is not available now. During the planning
determination a number of potentially significant issues
arose that have led to the imposition of several
conditions which require significant amounts of work
before a Reserved Matters application can be
submitted.

3/BA/38

Land North of Woodhouse Farm – South Durham

234 (155 in 5YLS)

Application was taken to planning committee in July
2017 with a recommendation to approve subject to
S106. Application is still pending 1 year later. A
discharge of condition application has been submitted,
without the grant of planning permission this is
unlawful.

5/WI/12

Land South of Wellfield Road – East Durham

250 (100 in 5YLS)

An outline application was submitted in December 2016
and subsequently taken to planning committee in
November 2017.The site lies immediately to the south
of another housing site where it took over 4 years from
grant of the outline permission to start on site.
Therefore this outline application will not be available
for development until 2020/21 at the earliest

7/FB/146

Land North of Salvin Terrace – SE Durham

70

There is no completed S106 13 months after a
resolution to grant permission at committee. There is
no housebuilder on board and the access to the site
lies in third party ownership

7/FH/039

Land South of Dean Road – Mid Durham

161 (120 from 5YLS)
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There is no completed S106 1 year after the grant of
approval at committee. A condition from the Coal
Authority indicates the presence of shallow depth coal
mines which is likely to have viability implications on
the deliverability of the site

5/PE/18

North East Industrial Estate – East Durham

390 (70 from 5YLS)

No S106 has been completed 30 months after grant
of approval at committee.

4/BS/09

Finchale College – Durham City

100 from 5YLS

No developer on board. Significant demolition needs
to be undertaken before conditions can be discharged

5/SE/15

Land to the South of Dalton Heights – East Durham

75 from 5YLS

Not considered deliverable in short term as
housebuilder does not have a programme for
commencement

3/BA/20

Catkin Way – South Durham

101 (75 from 5YLS)

S106 still has not been signed 7 months from grant of
resolution at committee. No housebuilder on board.

7/SF/050

Land East of Sedgefield Community College – SE
Durham

100 from 5YLS

No developer on board. Reserved matters approval
has not yet been approved.

7/SP/097

Land North West of Tudhoe Grange School – Mid
Durham

155

Access is not achievable

7/SP/142

Mount Pleasant Grange – Mid Durham

11
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Lapsed consent suggests viability constraints. No
developer on board

7/SP/153

Former Electrolux Site, Merrington Lane Industrial
Estate – Mid Durham

374 from 5YLS

Site has outline planning permission.This was granted
14 October 2013. No reserved matters application has
been submitted nearly 5 years later

7/SP/328

Land North of South View – Mid Durham

38 from 5YLS

S106 still to be signed. Currently used as outdoor sport
space within the OSNA

7/SP330

Former Hartwall Factory – Mid Durham

70

Conditions relating to ground stability and land
contamination was approved In November 2016. No
further work or conditions have been discharged for
20 months

7/SP/331

Land at Grayson Road – Mid Durham

159

No work has taken place since the application was
approved in April 2007

7/SP/339

Former Spennymoor Day Centre

14

Demolition of the building and creation of a new access
may not make the site viable

3/SS/03

Land adjacent to the Paddock – Mid Durham

12

Permission lapsed

Five Year Land Supply

Paragraph 47 of the Framework requires LPAs to meet
the full objectively assessed needs for market and
affordable housing. It also requires LPAs to boost
significantly the supply of housing and identify a
five-year supply of deliverable housing land, with an
additional buffer of 5% to ensure choice and
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competition in the market for land. It is further added
that where there has been a record of persistent under
delivery of housing, LPAs should increase the buffer
to 20% in order to provide a realistic prospect of
achieving the planned supply and to ensure choice
and competition in the market for land.  A 20% buffer
should therefore be applied in the County.

Conclusion

As set out above BDW Trading Limited (BDW)
welcomes the emerging Plan and looks forward to
working with the Council towards the Adoption of the
Plan and the continued delivery of needed housing in
sustainable locations.

BDW's responses are set out below to a number of the
questions posed in the Preferred Options Consultation
and are intended to facilitate positive discussion.

Comment noted. The councils Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) has evidenced a need

The housing market in Durham city is significantly
stronger than in much of County Durham, as evidenced
by house prices.

2608Question 6

for affordable housing in County Durham. The policy
in the County Durham Plan provides a means to deliverPreferred Options Policy 16 sets out a range of

percentage requirements for affordable housing affordable housing across County Durham to meet
needs. In line with the National Planning Policydepending upon whether the development is in a
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requireshighest, high, medium or low value area. That correctly
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasreflects the reality that the very high and high value
been undertaken through the Local Plan Viabilitydesignations apply to Durham city due to the
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realisticinvestment returns of student lets in houses of multiple
targets for the delivery of affordable housing.The policyoccupation, HMOs, such that even people receiving
also provides a means to deliver homes to meet thegood salaries such as University lecturers have
needs of older people. Please note, the Durhamdifficulty finding an affordable property in the city. This
University Strategy and associated Estate Masterplan
is distinct and separate to the County Durham Plan.

process is exacerbating the unbalanced nature of
communities within Durham city and needs to be
addressed by allocating affordable and social housing
development sites within the city and insisting that
Durham University accommodate a much higher
percentage of its students. The University’s concept
of University Affiliated Accommodation would allow
them to accommodate the huge majority of their
students and return it to the proper “Collegiate”
structure by which it advertises itself. The city has a
high proportion of aging residents but there is little
provision for suitable Later Life accommodation.

The council has no evidence of HMOs being converted
into family homes as required by government guidance
if it is going to be taken into account in housing supply.

The rejection of the wider disposal option imposes
overdevelopment around Durham City which
undermines your objectives and sustainable
development policy.

2609Question 6

 A policy to reduce the demand for student HMOs and
to enable the conversion of hundreds of student HMOs
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and inappropriate and under occupied PBSAs into
family homes would help to meet housing need figures.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The supporting text to draft Policy 2 sets out the
justification for the Council considering that the

3651Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceGovernment’s standard methodology for calculating
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationhousing need has superseded the evidence set out in
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthe 2016 SHMA. This is partially agreed but would
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsuggest it should be regarded as a minimum and
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisprovide for flexibility in growth patterns throughout the

plan period. results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingThe standard methodology for calculating housing need

relies on past growth trends which in the case of local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in anCounty Durham have been affected by the lack of
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatappropriate site allocations and poor housing delivery.
authorities should also consider previous deliveryThis has not always been the case however and
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theconsequently there is a need to take a longer term view
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thison past delivery. In this context a more positive historic
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativedemographic picture is evident which is not unduly
of a greater housing need above the minimum startinginfluenced by the more suppressed recent period. An
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamupward adjustment of the demographic forecasts must
is based on the minimum assessment for Localbe provided in recognition that recent market trends
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thehave been overshadowed by recovery from the

recession. housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

The consultation document advises that existing
commitments make up 65% of the objectively assessed
need (OAN) presented and therefore acknowledges
that the effect of non-delivery of some developments
on the ability to meet the Plan’s OAN has the potential
to be significant. This is a significantly important issue
in the view our view and throughout the house building
industry.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Draft Policy 2 has identified  a requirement for 25,992
homes to be provided over the plan period, which runs

3112Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancefrom 2016 to 2035. The Council has, in order to
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationcalculate its housing target, used the Government’s
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedstandard method, first proposed  in the  Housing White
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicPaper  (2017), which has been  firmed up through  the 
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisPPG and latterly  the  revised NPPF, which states in
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceparagraph 60 that  local housing  need  should  be
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingcalculated using  the  standard method  in national
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointguidance, unless exceptional circumstances justify an

alternative approach, such as local market signals. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatFollowing the publication  of the revised NPPF, the

PPG was updated to reflect the current situation to
state:

authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

“The government is aware  that lower than previously
 forecast population projections have an impact on the

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
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point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

outputs associated  with the method. Specifically, it is
noted that the revised projections are likely to result in

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thethe minimum need numbers generated by the method
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308being subject to a significant  reduction, once the
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it isrelevant household projection figures are released in
considered that this level of housing will serve toSeptember 2018.  In  the  housing  white  paper,  the
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham government  was  clear  that  reforms  set  out  (which
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision included  the introduction of a standard method for
and objectives.The supporting text to this policy in theassessing  housing need) should lead to more homes
Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted thatbeing built. In order to ensure that the outputs
this number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingassociated  with the method are consistent  with this,
completions do exceed this level then this will bewe will consider adjusting the method after the
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportinghousehold projections are released in September 2018.
text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'

We will consult on the specific details of any change
at that time.”

There are two points which the Council must consider
 here, as it progresses with its emerging  CDP. The
first is the backdrop of the NPPF’s objective of
‘significantly boosting the supply of homes’, and the
second the appropriateness of using the standard
method to calculate its housing target.

As noted  above,  the  standard method  should  be
 used  to  determine a minimum  housing  delivery 
target, unless exceptional circumstances  justify  an
 alternative  approach. The  PPG clearly  sets  out
 above  that  the  standard methodology  is under
review considering  the most recent  projections, with
an adjustment to the method  possible. The method
relies on past growth trends  as part of its calculations,
and it is identified  that  where growth strategies are in
place, uplift in the housing target would be considered
appropriate.

Our Client is of the clear belief that  there  are
extenuating circumstances based  on the market 
signals,  overarching Government objectives  and a
significant  growth  strategy in the  Northern
 Powerhouse  which justify the  use  of an alternative
approach to calculating housing numbers in order to
ensure the Council’s spatial vision and objectives are
met and the Council contribute to the boosting of
housing supply.

The proposed  CDPPO requirement for 25,992 units
 over the plan period equates to 1,368 units  per
annum. This is significantly below any of the options
 consulted on in the  CDPIO, of which the lowest was
1,533 units  per annum. Over the plan period this is a
reduction of 3,135 units when assessed against  the
lowest CDPIO scenario.  Against the highest CDPIO
housing delivery scenario, the proposed reduction is
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significantly higher, at 6,631 units. This is a clear
diversion, when the previous scenarios in the CDPIO
were based on the Council’s own 'County Durham
Demographic Analysis & Forecasts’ report,  and  the
 evidence  available clearly  shows  that  the  use  of
the  standard method  for calculating housing targets
is not appropriate in this instance for the Council to
rely on for its housing delivery.

The wording of the policy is also unhelpful  in that  it
does not reflect  NPPF paragraph 60, which stated the
standard method should be used to determine a
minimum number of homes needed. The wording does
not make it clear the housing target is a minimum target
and should be revised to reflect that any housing target
is a minimum, in line with the national  guidance.
 Based on the above, our Client wishes to object to the
Draft Policy 2, as it is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national planning policy.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

This policy sets out the level of development proposed
up to 2035. It suggests 25,992 homes should be
provided, this equates to 1,368 homes each year.

3312Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationThe justification to this policy sets out that the Council

consider the CLG standard methodology has published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsuperseded the evidence set out in the 2016 SHMA.

The 25,992 homes is based on the CLG methodology. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

However, the 2018 consultation on the Planning
Practice Guidance (PPG) in relation to the standard

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

method makes it clear that the need figure generated for determining the number of homes needed in an
is to be considered as the minimum starting point and area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
the method relies on past growth trends, which in the authorities should also consider previous delivery
case of Durham, may have been affected by the lack levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
of appropriate site allocations and poor housing council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
delivery. It goes on to highlight circumstances where record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
uplift will be appropriate such as where growth of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
strategies are in place (for example the Northern point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
Powerhouse) or where funding is in place to facilitate is based on the minimum assessment for Local
growth such as the Housing Infrastructure Fund. It is Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
therefore clear that in the case of Durham an uplift
would very much be considered appropriate.

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectiveIt is also noted that the CLG figure is significantly below

any of the options previously consulted upon at the Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
Issues and Options stage (Population Growth Short alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
Term; 1,533dpa, Population Growth Combination; County Council and as set out for consultation within
1,629 dpa and Population Growth Long Term: the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
1,717dpa).The demographic forecasts paper explored The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
a number of scenarios including those in relation to the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
migration and household formation, these issues will Forecasts paper (2016).The three alternative scenarios
not have been considered within the CLG methodology, for housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
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stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) were
developed in line with the former PPG which has been

and will presumably remain issues not to be addressed
through the new housing requirement. Persimmon

superseded by the new standard methodology. InHomes consider that this raises concerns with the use
response to the reference to the most recentlyof the CLG methodology without any further
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itconsideration. Persimmon Homes also have concerns
is important to note that the context has changed sincethat the proposed housing requirement does not
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 whichrepresent an appropriate figure once consideration is
means the Inspector's determinations are not readilygiven to the potential for economic growth and job
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decisionformation. Persimmon Homes continue to consider
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFthat an appropriate balance should be sought between
and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:employment growth aspirations and the provision of

homes. '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intoThe Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper (2016)

highlights that the demographic baseline would only being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindsupport an annual average jobs growth of 295. Even
that this expression of emerging national policy hasthe scenario with the greatest level of household growth
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itmodelled, annual average jobs growth was limited to
would be premature to apply it in my determination of535.This is still significantly below historic trends within
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherthe County. In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of
guidance has been published and as set out above1,368dpa, as derived from the standard methodology,
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of thewill be insufficient if Objective 1 of the Preferred
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'TheOptions, to create more and better jobs and increase

the employment rate, is to be realised. Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the

Numerous recent planning appeals have set a
precedent in regards to the appropriate OAHN for the

decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being

county. Inspectors concluded during the following
appeals that the noted OAHN’s where appropriate;

published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for• Salters Lane, Sedgefield

(APP/X1355/W/16/3163598) – 1,629dpa addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
it is considered that this level of housing will serve to• Beacon Lane, Sedgefield

(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717) – 1,533 to 1,717dpa maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision• Dalton Heights, Seaham

(APP/X1355/W/16/3165490) – 1,629dpa and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate of
planning permissions granted in County Durham shows• Woodham Burn, Newton Aycliffe

(APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) – 1,629dpa that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of
the units granted permission have lapsed. In order toIt is Persimmon Homes’ view that the economic growth

aspirations for County Durham qualify as take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
hampered in meeting our housing need we havecircumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planningOAHN above that calculated from the standardised
permission that have not started of 10% to account formethodology. It is suggested that the 1,629dpa
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. Wesupported by inspectors on the above four appeals is

the most appropriate assessment of housing need. have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2

Whilst the justification within paragraph 4.15 does
suggest that the housing requirement is a target and

large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.

not a ceiling and the housing completions could exceed Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
the requirement figure, this is not set out in the policy there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
itself. The policy would benefit from greater clarity in permission than in recent years, and the housing
relation to the figure being a net figure and a minimum allocations identified to meet the housing need have
for example “the following levels of development are
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proposed up to 2035:… a minimum of xx,xxx net new
homes of mixed type, size and tenure…”

been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

Delivering the New Housing Required

The justification identifies that a significant proportion
of the housing target is already committed (16,806
dwellings). Although it does highlight that not all of
these commitments will come forward during the Plan
period paragraph 4.18 states that based on the
Council’s evidence an average of 17% of developments
between 2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed, however, it the
goes on to only consider a 10% lapse rate is applied.
Persimmon Homes suggest that the as a minimum the
assumed future lapse rate should be set at 17% to
reflect historic evidence.

Due to the significant reliance on the delivery of
committed dwellings to deliver the Plan Persimmon
Homes suggest that the Council undertake a complete,
detailed assessment of all committed sites
deliverability, rather than relying upon a general lapse
rate assumption. We are concerned that the plan
depends upon the delivery of a substantial sum of
committed sites which are located in areas less
attractive to developers or are of a size considered too
small for volume national housebuilders. Consideration
needs to be given to the reduced market presence of
small to medium housebuilders whom such sites would
predominantly be delivered by. Persimmon Homes
welcome the identification of a range of site sizes and
typologies however ultimately deliverability is about far
more than the simple granting of planning permission.
Fundamentally in order for such sites to be delivered
a delivery partner must be identifiable. As such the
deliverability of sites dependant upon the small to
medium providers who are far less active in the market
must be weighted accordingly.

The Council also intend to make an allowance of 130
dwellings a year for windfall development. It is noted
that paragraph 4.20 states that historically small sites
(under 0.4ha / 12 houses) have delivered an average
of 126 houses each year, and that this has been
rounded to the 130 dwellings assumption. However,
Persimmon Homes would expect the level of housing
delivery from windfall developments to decrease
following the adoption of the Local Plan as more sites
(including those of less than 0.4ha or 12 dwellings) will
have been identified and adopted in the plan, thereby
reducing the reliance on smaller windfall sites.

Further, as is discussed in greater detail at paragraph
1.65 – 1.70 of this representation the reliance on
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windfall delivery to ensure sufficient supply to achieve
the spatial distribution strategy within Durham City is
considered to be unrealistic and unachievable as there
is likely a significant lack of supply of sites of this size
and type due to the greenbelt restriction around the
city historically causing a high demand for such sites
over previous plan periods. This means that moving
forward they will be a significantly depleted source of
supply and should not be relied upon to achieve the
housing target within the city.

The Council also intend to make an allowance of 50
dwellings a year to allow for the bringing back into use
of empty homes. Persimmon Homes consider that due
to a lack of robust evidence that empty homes will be
brought back into use that this should only
provide flexibility to the supply and should not be
included within the supply at this stage. The PPG is
clear (ID 3-039) that “any approach to bringing empty
homes back into use and counting these against the
housing need would have to be robustly evidenced by
the local planning authority at the independent
examination of the draft Local Plan, for example to test
the deliverability of the strategy and to avoid double
counting (local planning authorities would need to
demonstrate that empty homes had not been counted
within their existing stock of dwellings when calculating
their overall need for additional dwellings in their local
plans)”.

Paragraph 4.24 highlights that there have been on
average 75 demolitions each year within the county.
However, the Council only intends to make an
allowance for around 50 homes each year, this appears
inconsistent and should be amended to reflect the
evidence.

Due to all of the above Persimmon Homes consider
that the housing requirement is too low and should be
uplifted to adequately account for economic growth
strategies and the associated job formation. Further,
assumptions around windfall allowance, bringing back
into use empty homes and demolitions should be
amended to reflect accurately the evidential justification
and consideration as to the implications of windfall
allowance dependence within Durham City should be
considered and addressed to ensure adequate supply
within the city over the plan period. The resultant
housing target should then clearly be set as a minimum
requirement to be exceeded within the policy.

In order to achieve the resultant higher housing
requirement additional allocations will be required to
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be identified. Persimmon Homes have a number of
assets currently omitted from the plan across a range
of the sub-areas which could contribute to achieving
the housing target over the plan period and as such
should be considered for allocation.

Comment noted.As set out above, KSL supports the proposed
development of new housing to meet the needs and

2886Question 6

aspirations of present and future residents of the
County.Whilst the draft County Durham Plan proposes
a reduced allocation of housing across the County
compared to the options identified in the August 2016
consultation, paragraph 4.20 - 4.21 of the Preferred
Options Draft acknowledges the role windfall housing
development can play in meeting the County’s housing
requirement over the plan period.

In this regard, the KSL site represents an acceptable
and sustainable location for the construction of
residential development. Indeed, the KSL site is located
just to the north of Sedgefield centre, adjacent to the
recently developed Sedgefield Community hospital, to
George Bolam Foods and the new Sainsbury’s
foodstore. It also lies in close proximity to the
residential estate which has now been developed on
the former Winterton hospital site. It is therefore
situated in what is now a mixed use area, close to but
not physically or perceptually part of the rest of Salters
Lane Industrial Estate. In addition, consultation with
local residents and stakeholders as part of the
emerging Sedgefield Neighbourhood Plan has
highlighted considerable support within the local
community for the KSL site to be redeveloped for
residential purposes, particularly given its prominent
gateway location and brownfield status.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2: Quantity of New Development - Housing

In addition to the level of employment land being
proposed up until 2035, draft Policy 2 of the County

2701Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationDurham Plan: Preferred Options consultation sets out
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthe level of housing development proposed for the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsame period.This suggests that 25,992 homes should
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisbe provided over the duration of the Plan equating to

1,368 homes per year. results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

The supporting text to draft Policy 2 sets out the
justification for the Council considering that the

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

Government’s standard methodology for calculating area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
housing need has superseded the evidence set out in authorities should also consider previous delivery
the 2016 SHMA. Story Homes do not dispute the
Council’s position on this.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
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record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

However, whilst the figure of 25,992 homes presented
in the Preferred Options consultation document is

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhambased on the Government’s standard methodology
is based on the minimum assessment for Localwith an adjustment to take account of affordability,
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. ThePlanning Practice Guidance (PPG) is clear that the
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308housing need figure generated by the standard method
dwellings per annum. An assessment of the lapse rateis to be considered as the minimum starting point. It
of planning permissions granted in County Durhamgoes on to highlight circumstances where an uplift will
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average ofbe appropriate such as where growth strategies are in
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. Inplace and/or where funding is in place to facilitate
order to take this evidence into account and ensuregrowth. In the case of County Durham an uplift would
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need webe appropriate, not least to support the ambitious
have applied a reasonable discount to sites witheconomic growth ambitions of the Council locally and
planning permission that have not started of 10% tothe North East LEP regionally. The ability to attract
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Planmore and better jobs, rebalance the population and
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than thebecome a top location for business and tourism hinges
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike inon being able to provide new high quality housing that
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsedis accessible to, and meets the needs and aspirations

of, County Durham’s existing and future residents alike. equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County DurhamThe housing figure presented in the Preferred Options

consultation document is also significantly lower than Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, andany of the options previously consulted upon at the
the housing allocations identified to meet the housingIssues and Options stage. At that stage, three growth

scenarios were presented as follows:
• Population Growth Short Term 1,533 dwellings per
annum
• Population Growth Combination 1,629 dwellings per
annum
• Population Growth Long Term 1,717 dwellings per
annum

need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

The preferred option figure of 1,368 dwellings per
annum now being presented therefore represents an
11% reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage, and
a 26% reduction on the highest level growth scenario.

Story Homes’ Key Concerns

Whilst consistent with the baseline housing figure when
applying the Government’s standard methodology,
Story Homes have concerns that the housing
requirement now being proposed does not represent
an appropriate figure once consideration is given to
the potential for economic growth and job formation.
Indeed, Story Homes consider that an appropriate
balance should be sought between the Council’s
ambitious employment growth aspirations and the
provision of new housing. A proportionate uplift in the
housing requirement is necessary to ensure the
employment ambitions for the County are realised.
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It is accepted that the housing requirement proposed
in the Preferred Options consultation is a target and
not a ceiling and confirmation of this in paragraph 4.15
of the consultation document is welcomed, albeit this
is not reflected in the wording of the policy itself which
would benefit from clarification on this point.

Story Homes have a number of other concerns with
such a suppressed housing target which can be
summarised as follows and which in our view would
justify an increase in the minimum housing requirement
being proposed:

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. This has not always been
the case however and consequently there is a
need to take a longer term view on past delivery.
In this context a more positive historic
demographic picture is evident which is not
unduly influenced by the more suppressed recent
period. An upward adjustment of the
demographic projections is therefore needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.

• An analysis of market signals over a longer
historic time period highlights the importance of
a positive adjustment to address issues facing
younger households in the housing market
constructively rather than replicating the impact
of past
housing market failures.Younger households
have been constrained from forming due to the
lack of accessible and appropriate housing stock
and a positive adjustment is needed to reverse
this trend.

• There is an evident risk to the aspirational levels
of economic growth being proposed for the
County, with a wider impact on regional economic
prosperity, by planning for levels of population
and household growth that is consistent with the
baseline figure driven out by the Government’s
standard methodology with no uplift at all for
economic factors. Whilst the policy ambitions to
elevate labour-force participation and rebalance
the working age population are strongly
supported, the extent to which they will be
achievable is questionable on the basis of the
evidence presented to date by the Council.
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• Finally, planning for a higher level of housing
provision than that currently being proposed in
the Preferred Options consultation would present
significant opportunities to address the identified
need for affordable housing in the County and
secure investment in major infrastructure
improvements, both of which are identified as
key objectives in the draft Plan.

In terms of delivering the new housing that is required,
paragraph 4.17 of the Preferred Options consultation
document identifies that a significant proportion of the
new homes needed are already committed either on
sites under construction or sites not started with
planning permission (a total of 16,808 houses as at
31st March 2018). However, the Council recognises it
is unlikely that all of these will come forward during the
Plan period for a variety of reasons.

The consultation document advises that existing
commitments make up 65% of the objectively assessed
need (OAN) presented and therefore acknowledges
that the effect of non-delivery of some developments
on the ability to meet the Plan’s OAN has the potential
to be significant.This is a highly important issue in the
view of Story Homes, particularly given the importance
of an appropriate level of new housing provision to
support the ambitious economic growth objectives for
the County as referenced above.

Lapse Rates

Paragraph 4.18 of the consultation document states
that based on the Council’s assessment, an average
of 17% of permissions for new housing between
2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed, with lapse rates varying
from between 9% and 35% in any one year. It then
goes on to consider a 10% lapse rate as being
appropriate.

Story Homes consider that the assumption of a 10%
lapse rate for the non-delivery of existing planning
permissions is low based on past trends and that a
minimum lapse rate of at least 20% should be applied
to better reflect the 17% average lapse rate over the
four year period between 2011/12 and 2014/15. This
would also be broadly consistent with the findings and
recommendations set out in a study by
ChamberlainWalker in September 2017, commissioned
by Barratt Homes, entitled “The Role of Land Pipelines
in the UK Housebuilding Process” which found that
recent Government analysis through DCLG (now
MHCLG) has identified a 30 - 40% lapse rate on
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average across the country with 60% lapse rates being
recorded in some areas.

Overall, the previous DCLG analysis reported in the
ChamberlainWalker report highlights that between 10
- 20% of permissions never materialise into a start on
site at all, with up to another 20% being the subject of
scheme re-engineering through a fresh planning
application.

The evidence presented in the ChamberlainWalker
study, supported by DCLG analysis and 2017 Barbour
ABI data, when combined with lapse rates locally in
County Durham, provides a compelling justification
that the proposed application of a 10% lapse rate by
the Council is too low and that a minimum rate of 20%
should be applied to better reflect delivery trends in
the County in recent years and also the national
position in this respect.

Windfall Sites

Story Homes also have concerns over assumptions
made in relation to the number of units expected to be
delivered from windfall sites, the bringing back into use
of empty homes, and the allowances made for property
demolitions. Historically, small windfall sites have
delivered an average of 126 houses per year therefore
the allowance for 130 dwellings a year for windfall
development may at first appear reasonable. However,
the level of housing delivery from windfall sites is
expected to fall following adoption of the County
Durham Plan and therefore a significantly reduced
reliance on smaller windfall sites should be reflected.
An allowance of 50 dwellings a year for the bringing
back into use of empty homes is also questionable with
Story Homes very firmly of the view that, due to the
lack of any robust evidence to demonstrate that empty
homes will be brought back into use, this should only
provide flexibility to the supply and should not be
included within the supply calculations at this stage.
In contrast, the allowance for around 50 homes being
demolished each year appears low given that evidence
exists, and as recognised in paragraph 4.24 of the
Preferred Options consultation document, that there
have consistently been on average around 75
demolitions per year across the County.

Summary

All of the above points to a conclusion that the housing
requirement proposed in the County Durham Plan:
Preferred Options consultation is low and there are a
number of factors that would justify a substantial uplift
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in the requirement, above the baseline figure generated
by the Government’s standard methodology, in line
with advice contained in the NPPF and PPG. These
are summarised below:

• The housing need figure generated by the
standard methodology should be considered as
the minimum starting point and, in line with
Government guidance, Story Homes broadly
support the application of an uplift where this
would be appropriate.

• The proposed housing requirement presented in
the Preferred Options consultation of 1,368
dwellings per annum represents an 11%
reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage,
and a 26% reduction on the highest level growth
scenario.

• In the case of County Durham an uplift would be
appropriate, not least to support the ambitious
economic growth ambitions of the Council locally,
and the North East LEP regionally, in seeking to
attract more and better jobs, rebalance the
population and become a top location for
business and tourism.

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. An upward adjustment of
the demographic projections is needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.
A positive adjustment is also required to address
issues facing younger households in the housing
market constructively rather than replicating the
impact of past housing market failures.

• Without an uplift there is an evident risk to the
aspirational levels of economic growth being
proposed for the County, with a wider impact on
regional economic prosperity, by planning for
levels of population and household growth that
is consistent with the baseline figure driven out
by the Government’s standard methodology.
There is also an inherent risk in not planning for
a higher level of housing provision than that
currently being proposed in the Preferred Options
consultation that the Council may fail in its ability
to address the identified need for affordable
housing in the County and secure the necessary
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investment in major infrastructure improvements
to achieve the key objectives in the draft Plan.

• A minimum lapse rate of 20% should be applied
by the Council in recognition that for the period
2011/12 - 2014/15 the average non-delivery rate
for sites with planning permission averaged 17%
and reached as high as 35% in some years.The
application of a 20% lapse rate would also be
reflective of the current national situation as
evidenced in the ChamberlainWalker report “The
Role of Land Pipelines in the UK Housebuilding
Process” published in September 2017.

• Whilst small windfall sites have delivered an
average of 126 houses per year, the level of
delivery from such sites is expected to fall
following adoption of the County Durham Plan
and therefore a significantly reduced reliance on
smaller windfall sites should be reflected or
removed altogether.

Overall, the evidence for applying an uplift to the
proposed housing requirement is clear and compelling
and this should be reflected in the next version of the
draft County Durham Plan. It naturally follows that with
an elevated housing target, additional sites will need
to be identified in the Plan to ensure flexibility in supply
and certainty of delivery. Story Homes’ site at
Waldridge Road, Chester-le-Street has the ability to
deliver much needed housing growth in a high value
market area and in a location that is close to a wide
range of employment opportunities and well connected
to strategic road infrastructure and public transport
links. There are exceptional circumstances to justify
the release of the site from the Green Belt and Story
Homes are intent on working closely with the Council
in bringing the site forward for development alongside
the many benefits to the local community it is capable
of delivering.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2: Quantity of New Development - Housing

In addition to the level of employment land being
proposed up until 2035, draft Policy 2 of the County

2806Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationDurham Plan: Preferred Options consultation sets out
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthe level of housing development proposed for the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsame period.This suggests that 25,992 homes should
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisbe provided over the duration of the Plan equating to

1,368 homes per year.

The supporting text to draft Policy 2 sets out the
justification for the Council considering that the

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

Government’s standard methodology for calculating area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
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authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

housing need has superseded the evidence set out in
the 2016 SHMA. Story Homes do not dispute the
Council’s position on this.

However, whilst the figure of 25,992 homes presented
in the Preferred Options consultation document is

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhambased on the Government’s standard methodology
is based on the minimum assessment for Localwith an adjustment to take account of affordability,
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. ThePlanning Practice Guidance (PPG) is clear that the
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308housing need figure generated by the standard method
dwellings per annum. An assessment of the lapse rateis to be considered as the minimum starting point. It
of planning permissions granted in County Durhamgoes on to highlight circumstances where an uplift will
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average ofbe appropriate such as where growth strategies are in
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. Inplace and/or where funding is in place to facilitate
order to take this evidence into account and ensuregrowth. In the case of County Durham an uplift would
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need webe appropriate, not least to support the ambitious
have applied a reasonable discount to sites witheconomic growth ambitions of the Council locally and
planning permission that have not started of 10% tothe North East LEP regionally. The ability to attract
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Planmore and better jobs, rebalance the population and
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than thebecome a top location for business and tourism hinges
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike inon being able to provide new high quality housing that
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsedis accessible to, and meets the needs and aspirations

of, County Durham’s existing and future residents alike.

The housing figure presented in the Preferred Options
consultation document is also significantly lower than

equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, and

any of the options previously consulted upon at the the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
Issues and Options stage. At that stage, three growth
scenarios were presented as follows:

need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.• Population Growth Short Term 1,533 dwellings

per annum
• Population Growth Combination 1,629 dwellings

per annum
• Population Growth Long Term 1,717 dwellings

per annum

The preferred option figure of 1,368 dwellings per
annum now being presented therefore represents an
11% reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage, and
a 26% reduction on the highest level growth scenario.

Story Homes’ Key Concerns

Whilst consistent with the baseline housing figure when
applying the Government’s standard methodology,
Story Homes have concerns that the housing
requirement now being proposed does not represent
an appropriate figure once consideration is given to
the potential for economic growth and job formation.
Indeed, Story Homes consider that an appropriate
balance should be sought between the Council’s
ambitious employment growth aspirations and the
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provision of new housing. A proportionate uplift in the
housing requirement is necessary to ensure the
employment ambitions for the County are realised.

It is accepted that the housing requirement proposed
in the Preferred Options consultation is a target and
not a ceiling and confirmation of this in paragraph 4.15
of the consultation document is welcomed, albeit this
is not reflected in the wording of the policy itself which
would benefit from clarification on this point.

Story Homes have a number of other concerns with
such a suppressed housing target which can be
summarised as follows and which in our view would
justify an increase in the minimum housing requirement
being proposed:

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. This has not always been
the case however and consequently there is a
need to take a longer term view on past delivery.
In this context a more positive historic
demographic picture is evident which is not
unduly influenced by the more suppressed recent
period. An upward adjustment of the
demographic projections is therefore needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.

• An analysis of market signals over a longer
historic time period highlights the importance of
a positive adjustment to address issues facing
younger households in the housing market
constructively rather than replicating the impact
of past housing market failures.Younger
households have been constrained from forming
due to the lack of accessible and appropriate
housing stock and a positive adjustment is
needed to reverse this trend.

• There is an evident risk to the aspirational levels
of economic growth being proposed for the
County, with a wider impact on regional economic
prosperity, by planning for levels of population
and household growth that is consistent with the
baseline figure driven out by the Government’s
standard methodology with no uplift at all for
economic factors. Whilst the policy ambitions to
elevate labour-force participation and rebalance
the working age population are strongly
supported, the extent to which they will be
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achievable is questionable on the basis of the
evidence presented to date by the Council.

• Finally, planning for a higher level of housing
provision than that currently being proposed in
the Preferred Options consultation would present
significant opportunities to address the identified
need for affordable housing in the County and
secure investment in major infrastructure
improvements, both of which are identified as
key objectives in the draft Plan.

In terms of delivering the new housing that is required,
paragraph 4.17 of the Preferred Options consultation
document identifies that a significant proportion of the
new homes needed are already committed either on
sites under construction or sites not started with
planning permission (a total of 16,808 houses as at
31st March 2018). However, the Council recognises it
is unlikely that all of these will come forward during the
Plan period for a variety of reasons.

The consultation document advises that existing
commitments make up 65% of the objectively assessed
need (OAN) presented and therefore acknowledges
that the effect of non-delivery of some developments
on the ability to meet the Plan’s OAN has the potential
to be significant.This is a highly important issue in the
view of Story Homes, particularly given the importance
of an appropriate level of new housing provision to
support the ambitious economic growth objectives for
the County as referenced above.

Lapse Rates

Paragraph 4.18 of the consultation document states
that based on the Council’s assessment, an average
of 17% of permissions for new housing between
2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed, with lapse rates varying
from between 9% and 35% in any one year. It then
goes on to consider a 10% lapse rate as being
appropriate.

Story Homes consider that the assumption of a 10%
lapse rate for the non-delivery of existing planning
permissions is low based on past trends and that a
minimum lapse rate of at least 20% should be applied
to better reflect the 17% average lapse rate over the
four year period between 2011/12 and 2014/15. This
would also be broadly consistent with the findings and
recommendations set out in a study by
ChamberlainWalker in September 2017, commissioned
by Barratt Homes, entitled “The Role of Land Pipelines
in the UK Housebuilding Process” which found that
recent Government analysis through DCLG (now
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MHCLG) has identified a 30 - 40% lapse rate on
average across the country with 60% lapse rates being
recorded in some areas.

Overall, the previous DCLG analysis reported in the
ChamberlainWalker report highlights that between 10
- 20% of permissions never materialise into a start on
site at all, with up to another 20% being the subject of
scheme re-engineering through a fresh planning
application.

The evidence presented in the ChamberlainWalker
study, supported by DCLG analysis and 2017 Barbour
ABI data, when combined with lapse rates locally in
County Durham, provides a compelling justification
that the proposed application of a 10% lapse rate by
the Council is too low and that a minimum rate of 20%
should be applied to better reflect delivery trends in
the County in recent years and also the national
position in this respect.

Windfall Sites

Story Homes also have concerns over assumptions
made in relation to the number of units expected to be
delivered from windfall sites, the bringing back into use
of empty homes, and the allowances made for property
demolitions. Historically, small windfall sites have
delivered an average of 126 houses per year therefore
the allowance for 130 dwellings a year for windfall
development may at first appear reasonable. However,
the level of housing delivery from windfall sites is
expected to fall following adoption of the County
Durham Plan and therefore a significantly reduced
reliance on smaller windfall sites should be reflected.
An allowance of 50 dwellings a year for the bringing
back into use of empty homes is also questionable with
Story Homes very firmly of the view that, due to the
lack of any robust evidence to demonstrate that empty
homes will be brought back into use, this should only
provide flexibility to the supply and should not be
included within the supply calculations at this stage.
In contrast, the allowance for around 50 homes being
demolished each year appears low given that evidence
exists, and as recognised in paragraph 4.24 of the
Preferred Options consultation document, that there
have consistently been on average around 75
demolitions per year across the County.

Summary

All of the above points to a conclusion that the housing
requirement proposed in the County Durham Plan:
Preferred Options consultation is low and there are a
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number of factors that would justify a substantial uplift
in the requirement, above the baseline figure generated
by the Government’s standard methodology, in line
with advice contained in the NPPF and PPG. These
are summarised below:

• The housing need figure generated by the
standard methodology should be considered as
the minimum starting point and, in line with
Government guidance, Story Homes broadly
support the application of an uplift where this
would be appropriate.

• The proposed housing requirement presented in
the Preferred Options consultation of 1,368
dwellings per annum represents an 11%
reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage,
and a 26% reduction on the highest level growth
scenario.

• In the case of County Durham an uplift would be
appropriate, not least to support the ambitious
economic growth ambitions of the Council locally,
and the North East LEP regionally, in seeking to
attract more and better jobs, rebalance the
population and become a top location for
business and tourism.

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. An upward adjustment of
the demographic projections is needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.
A positive adjustment is also required to address
issues facing younger households in the housing
market constructively rather than replicating the
impact of past housing market failures.

• Without an uplift there is an evident risk to the
aspirational levels of economic growth being
proposed for the County, with a wider impact on
regional economic prosperity, by planning for
levels of population and household growth that
is consistent with the baseline figure driven out
by the Government’s standard methodology.
There is also an inherent risk in not planning for
a higher level of housing provision than that
currently being proposed in the Preferred Options
consultation that the Council may fail in its ability
to address the identified need for affordable
housing in the County and secure the necessary
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investment in major infrastructure improvements
to achieve the key objectives in the draft Plan.

• A minimum lapse rate of 20% should be applied
by the Council in recognition that for the period
2011/12 - 2014/15 the average non-delivery rate
for sites with planning permission averaged 17%
and reached as high as 35% in some years.The
application of a 20% lapse rate would also be
reflective of the current national situation as
evidenced in the ChamberlainWalker report “The
Role of Land Pipelines in the UK Housebuilding
Process” published in September 2017.

• Whilst small windfall sites have delivered an
average of 126 houses per year, the level of
delivery from such sites is expected to fall
following adoption of the County Durham Plan
and therefore a significantly reduced reliance on
smaller windfall sites should be reflected or
removed altogether.

Overall, the evidence for applying an uplift to the
proposed housing requirement is clear and compelling
and this should be reflected in the next version of the
draft County Durham Plan. It naturally follows that with
an elevated housing target, additional sites will need
to be identified in the Plan to ensure flexibility in supply
and certainty of delivery. Story Homes’ site at Red
House Farm, Durham has the ability to deliver much
needed housing growth in a high value market area
and in a location that is close to a wide range of
employment opportunities and well connected to
strategic road infrastructure and public transport links.
There are exceptional circumstances to justify the
release of the site from the Green Belt and Story
Homes are intent on working closely with the Council
in bringing the site forward for development alongside
the many benefits to the local community it is capable
of delivering.

A further and important consideration in this instance
is that the site forms part of a wider land parcel put
forward by the Council for a strategic allocation in the
previous version of the County Durham Plan. In
December 2010, the Council published a ‘Consultation
Report Durham City Green Belt Assessment Phase
2’. This paper completed the second phase of an
assessment of potential Green Belt release sites
around Durham City and was published for
consultation, provided an assessment of each of the
sites that were identified in an earlier scoping paper.
The site area was identified as ‘Area 2(iii)’, part of the
wider ‘Site 2 North of Arnison Centre and Newton Hall’.
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The Sustainability Appraisal recommended that Site
2, Area 2 (iii) should be taken forward to be considered
for release from the Green Belt as a strategic site.

The site therefore formed part of a proposed allocation
in the previous version of the County Durham Plan for
residential development across 84.5ha of land
interspersed with strategic green space. The larger
site was promoted jointly by Turleys on behalf of Story
Homes and Ainscough Strategic Land with the
proposed allocation anticipating a yield of
approximately 1000 dwellings.

Story Homes now realise that a different development
strategy is required and has chosen to pursue only
part of the land previously proposed for allocation.The
land being promoted by Story Homes and to which
these representations relate would comply entirely with
the findings and recommendations of that previous
Green Belt Assessment and the proposal would allow
for the least sensitive part of the wider previously
proposed strategic site allocation to be brought forward
for development in isolation and without the wider
impacts on the Green Belt that would have inevitably
resulted from the much greater quantum of
development then being proposed.

The proposal now being presented to Durham County
Council represents a more sustainable, sensitive and
appropriate Green Belt release that would still deliver
significant housing growth opportunities whilst
maintaining the integrity and fundamental purpose of
the Green Belt in this location thus representing a
better planning outcome overall. The proposals also
present options for the site both with and without the
Northern Relief Road alignment as currently proposed
in the emerging County Durham Plan.

The Plan contains policies that protect important
habitats and species and seeks to secure net gains
for biodiversity.

The level of increase on employment land and housing
sees a net decrease in available agricultural land,
brownfield sites, and natural habitats. National Planning
Policy Framework should be adhered to at all times,

3278Question 6

ensuring consideration and protection of important
habitats and species and protected sites. Loss of
suitable habitat including impact on farmland wildlife
should be considered and mitigated against for both
onsite and offsite impacts.

Comment noted.Durham County Council and just for the record I think
the amount of new houses already planned for Coxhoe
is more than enough thank you

2662Question 6
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Comment noted. The Plan contains a policy to deliver
affordable housing and homes to meet the needs of

Instead of letting builders build square boxes in our
villages can you not make them build houses with a

2691Question 6

older people.The Plan is supported by an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.

bit character to enhance our villages not spoil
them..affordable cottages, bungalows etc ..something
that will make our village nicer..don't take away our
green spaces as this is what makes our area
beautiful...as someone has said ..give grants to
improve older houses e.g for roofs, windows, render
and drive ways etc..start planting trees etc ...get the
council house list back up and running so family's can
stay in their villages as people from other areas
sometimes get priority over local families...don't over
populate a village as schools, doctors etc can't cope
with it..think outside the box and think of other ideas
to get accommodation for people etc..there is a ex
council building stood empty at Ferryhill..this has stood
empty for at least 2 years..maybe turn this into
accommodation etc ..come on Durham County Council
have a good think about this and don't spoil our
Villages!

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Council’s draft Policy 2 (Quantity of New
Development) stipulates:
“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present
and future residents of County Durham and to deliver

2541Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

a thriving economy, the following levels of development
are proposed up to 2035:

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisb) 25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and tenure.”
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing
requirement identified is based on the Government's

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

standardised methodology for assessing housing need for determining the number of homes needed in an
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose authorities should also consider previous delivery
approach has subsequently been set out within the
revised NPPF.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
projections) depending on how far above the local point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) it is. If is based on the minimum assessment for Local
adopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018 dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
should apply the standardised methodology. It is it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
interesting to note that in its current form the Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by County Council and as set out for consultation within
2020) announced by Government in the Autumn
Budget.

the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
As noted in your representation, the three alternative
scenarios for housing need as outlined in the Issues
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The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Options document have

and Options stage plan have been superseded by the
new standard methodology. In response to the

been superseded by the new standard methodology
that results in 1,368 dpa utilised in the Draft Local Plan.

reference to the most recently reference appeal
decision PP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to
note that the context has changed since this decisionHowever, there is a case for an uplift to the County

Durham OAHN. The emerging PPG which states: was issued on the 10th May 2018 which means the
Inspector's determinations are not readily transferable

"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting

to the current context. Firstly, this decision was issued
prior to the publication of the revised NPPF and

point in establishing a need figure for the purposes of updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
plan production. The method relies on past growth '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
trends and therefore does not include specific uplift standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
to account for factors that could affect those trends in being than when considered by the Inspector in the
the future. Where it is likely that additional growth Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
(above historic trends identified by household that this expression of emerging national policy has
projections) will occur over the plan period, an not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a would be premature to apply it in my determination of
higher need figure that reflects that anticipated this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
growth. Circumstances where an uplift will be guidance has been published and as set out above
appropriate include but are not limited to; where this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
growth strategies are in place, strategic decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
level infrastructure improvements are planned, funding Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
is in place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,Across the North East, the figures taken from the

standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives.adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum
being delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5-6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have
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also experienced low levels of inward migration, this
will be factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower
household growth projections. An adjustment to take
account of market signals may not be sufficient to
compensate (as a big percentage uplift to a low figure
still results in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of
housing delivery impacted upon by the recession,
which in turn impacts on past trends in
household formation; and

• due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to
support existing and planned jobs, thereby failing
to support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN
There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for land at the former Sedgefield
Community Hospital, Salters Lane, Sedgefield
(App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector favoured a
minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in the Issues
and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533 dpa would
not be sufficient to support the average forecast jobs
growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal Decision
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for land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision relating to land to the South
of Dalton Heights,
Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the Inspector
argued that weighting could not be given to the 1,329
derived from the standard methodology as this
approach was at that time the subject of a consultation
process. The Inspector also states that the OAHN of
1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options might not
be as robust as the higher figures as it was based on
short term migration trends over the deep recessionary
period and concluded a minimum OAHN of 1,629
was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for land
to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the A167,
Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), the
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify an
OAHN above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham
by creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
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household income and demand for local goods and
services."

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

With this in mind, the economic growth aspirations for
County Durham qualify as circumstances under which
is justifiable to uplift the OAHN above that calculated
from the standard methodology. The 1,617 dpa
supported by Inspectors in the four appeals
highlighted above is the most appropriate quantity of
housing need.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

Housing

Empty Homes (4.22, p.27)  “Bringing empty homes
back in to use is a key priority for the council”.

3487Question 6

experienced in some areas as a result of
concentrations of vacant, underused properties and

And Demolitions (4.24, p.27) will continue to work with all relevant agencies and in
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willComment: I do not agree that a commitment to bring

50 empty homes per year back into use, across the allow as many properties as possible to be brought
County, is anywhere near adequate. Empty properties back into use. Past performance shows that on
generally make areas less desirable to live in and this average, around 34 houses per year have been
has an adverse effect on these communities. There brought back into use. This gross figure is however
has been no compensation for lack of regeneration in offset to some degree by those that move from being
Ferryhill, following the Council’s decision to abandon short term vacancies to become long term vacancies
Sedgefield Borough Council’s Master Plan. I would like during the same period. As homes fall in and out of
to see a commitment by DCC to ensure that County long term vacancy for a whole host of reasons it is
Council owned properties in Ferryhill are either brought
back into use, with immediate effect, or demolished.

difficult to do anything more than estimate future impact
upon housing supply based upon past trends and
known future council activity. It therefore seemsQuantity of new development
reasonable to assume a figure of 40 houses per year
although this figure will be carefully monitored.Question 6; Policy 2
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Comment:  I believe that prioritising bringing empty
homes back into use, and therefore revitalising
communities which are currently blighted by run-down,
long-term vacant, tinned-up housing, should be a key
priority of the council, before building new homes. This
approach would also be far more sustainable by
reducing pollution and waste and reusing existing
materials. I would urge the council to take inspiration
from the successes of the Granby 4 Streets model in
Liverpool, where a previously run-down neighbourhood
has been regenerated in the interest of and with
participation from the local community.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The current wording of the housing target policy states
that 25,992 homes should be provided across the plan

2693Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceperiod, equating to 1,368 homes each year. It should
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationbe noted that recent guidance highlights circumstances
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedwhere an uplift to housing targets (based on the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicstandard methodology) will be appropriate such as
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thiswhere growth strategies are in place (for example the
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeNorthern Powerhouse) or where funding is in place to
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingfacilitate growth such as the Housing Infrastructure
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointFund. It is therefore clear that in the case of Durham

an uplift would very much be considered appropriate. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatWhilst the justification (para. 4.15) does suggest that

this is a target and not a ceiling and that housing authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thecompletions could exceed this, this is not set out in the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thispolicy itself.The policy may benefit from greater clarity
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativein relation to the figure being a net figure and a
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingminimum for example ‘the following levels of
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamdevelopment are proposed up to 2035: . . . a minimum
is based on the minimum assessment for Localof xx,xxx net new homes of mixed type, size and

tenure.’ Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.The supporting text to this policy
in the Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be
noted that this number is a target and not a ceiling, if
housing completions do exceed this level then this will
be reflective of a buoyant housing market' This
supporting text has been amended to note that '…this
number is a minimum and not a ceiling...'

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2853Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and  “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with the
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The SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is
a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph

government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the

4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council government's Technical Consultation published on the
has not been asked by any other local authority to 26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
make provision to meet a proportion of their housing data should provide the demographic baseline for
need and Durham is also not expecting any other assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287
authority to meet a proportion of their housing homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes
requirement. We agree that County Durham can be
considered as being a Housing Market Area.

that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for
determining the number of homes needed in an area. InParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively

Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60) this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastsets out a standard methodology should be used by
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredthe LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
need above the minimum starting point. For thisstandard methodology and should be calculated to this
reason, housing need in County Durham is based oneffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needwith national planning policy and the wording of the
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.

The  currently calculated  OAN  over  the  Plan  period
 takes  into  account  previous  delivery  and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the  Plan  period. Further, the  NPPF 
states  at  paragraph 60  LPAs  are  required to
determine ‘the minimum number of homes needed’,
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therefore, proposed policy should state the calculated
figure as a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and  significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham  Strategic  Housing  Land  Availability 
Assessment,  historic  windfall  delivery  rates  and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
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methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We  therefore welcome the  inclusion of  the  housing
trajectory in  line  with  national guidance;  however
 suggest  further  justification  is  required  to  outline
 the  conclusions  of  the anticipated delivery rates set
out in the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2580Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and to deliver a thriving economy, a
completions do exceed this level then this will befigure of “305 hectares of strategic and general
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingemployment land for office, industrial and warehousing”
text has been amended to note that '…this number isand  “25,992 new homes of mixed type, size and

tenure” has been proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that  County Durham

is  a self-contained Housing Market Area and government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect theparagraph 4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham
government's Technical Consultation published on theCounty Council has not been asked by any other local
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedauthority to make provision to meet a proportion of
data should provide the demographic baseline fortheir housing need and Durham is also not expecting
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287any other authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes
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that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

requirement. We agree that County Durham can be
considered as being a Housing Market Area.

determining the number of homes needed in an area. InParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60) this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastsets out a standard methodology that should be used
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredby the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
need above the minimum starting point. For thisstandard methodology and should be calculated to this
reason, housing need in County Durham is based oneffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needwith national planning policy and the wording of the
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.

The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period
takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
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consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans, large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past; therefore, evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPA’s assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
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is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places  emphasis on  rates  of  delivery as
 well as  supply (sites  which are  allocated or
permitted). We therefore welcome the inclusion of the
housing trajectory in line with national guidance;
however, suggest further justification is required to
outline the conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates
set out in the trajectory for it to be positively prepared
and effective. The Consultation Document should be
fully justified and suggest the trajectory will change
over the Plan period and should be continually
monitored to be able to understand delivery and supply.
The trajectory and supporting evidence base need to
be publically available and regularly updated to
understand the delivery rates of the Plan area
throughout the Plan period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2728Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past60) sets out a standard methodology should be used

by the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
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be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
need above the minimum starting point. For this

for housing delivery is required to be in line with the
standard methodology and should be calculated to this

reason, housing need in County Durham is based oneffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needwith national planning policy and the wording of the
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made a

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and
17%, it would be sensible to promote that the total OAN
is not a ceiling figure. The evidence suggests that the
proposed OAN should be a minimum and should
consider review of delivery throughout the Plan period.
Further, the NPPF states at paragraph 60 LPAs are
required to determine ‘the minimum number of homes
needed’, therefore, proposed policy should state the
calculated figure as a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
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exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however,
suggest further justification is required to outline the
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conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2963Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof "305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing" and "25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure" has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’).The NPPF (paragraph 60)sets

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

out a standard methodology should be used by the also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
LPA for assessing the local housing need in line with 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
national planning guidance. The figure proposed for on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
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this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and

the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period
takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made a

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that "it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons". Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
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where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
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publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2729Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and  “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

sets out a standard methodology should be used by also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The  currently calculated  OAN  over  the  Plan  period

 takes  into  account  previous  delivery  and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon toThe guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
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contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
117 houses per annum for the past five years).

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992

However it is expected that with the Plan in place the(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it isambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on smallof housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the
sites would be appropriate. The Development onfigure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to
Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

existing housing commitments in the County.
Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the  Plan  period. Further, the  NPPF 
states  at  paragraph 60  LPAs  are  required to
determine ‘the minimum number of homes needed’,
therefore, proposed policy should state the calculated
figure as a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and  significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham  Strategic  Housing  Land  Availability 
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Assessment,  historic  windfall  delivery  rates  and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We  therefore welcome the  inclusion of  the  housing
trajectory in  line  with  national guidance;  however
 suggest  further  justification  is  required  to  outline
 the  conclusions  of  the anticipated delivery rates set
out in the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
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economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Brookhouse Group and its wholly-owned housing
subsidiary Lancet Homes is a nationwide investor and

2899Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancedeveloper, with a commercial property base of circa
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation£450m. The Group is actively engaged in development
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedopportunities in the County. Brookhouse Group
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicwelcome the opportunity to comment on the County

Durham Plan (CDP) Preferred Options Report. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number

identified is based on the Government's standardised Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointmethodology for assessing housing need which was
for determining the number of homes needed in anproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
authorities should also consider previous deliverysubsequently been set out within the newly adopted

NPPF (July 2018). levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

projections) depending on how far above the local point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is is based on the minimum assessment for Local
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.

Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation withinThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Option document have been the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.

The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in yourHowever, it is the Brookhouse Group’s view that there

is a case for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN.
The emerging PPG which states:

representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have

"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

been superseded by the new standard methodology.
In response to the reference to the most recently

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
production. The method relies on past growth trends is important to note that the context has changed since
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
trends identified by household projections) will occur was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
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being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind

will be appropriate include but are not limited to; where
growth strategies are in place, strategic level

that this expression of emerging national policy hasinfrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itplace to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofDeals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furthercircumstances, the local housing need figure can be
guidance has been published and as set out abovereflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of thebeing as a minimum the figure calculated using the

standard method." decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using theThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agreescenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options beingThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rdof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan madeare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed

in the Preferred Options. use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,

The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest

level of household growth modelled, annual average
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).

In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be
insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to
create more and better jobs and increase the
employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

Figure 1 Total Jobs in County Durham (2000 - 2016)

Source: ONS/ Lichfields Analysis

Table 1 Annual Average Job Growth

Average Type

Annual Average Jobs Growth

Peak to Peak

857

Trough to Trough
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1,500

Yearly Average

1,063

Mean of Averages

1,140

Source: ONS/ Lichfields Analysis

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
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exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• Project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• Due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

The Brookhouse Group support the acknowledgement
in para 4.12 that the housing numbers within the plan
are a target and not a ceiling.

Planning Practice Guidance acknowledges that will be
a need to review the OAHN following the release of
the latest household projections in September 2018 in
order to ensure that policy remains consistent with
ensuring that 300,000 homes are built in the UK by the
mid 2022’s. In this context the Council should include
a review mechanism within the local plan timetable.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
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forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
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household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is the Brookhouse Group’s view that the economic
growth aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Support notedOur client supports the delivery of new housing.3075Question 6

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2524Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and  “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

sets out a standard methodology should be used by also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The  currently calculated  OAN  over  the  Plan  period

 takes  into  account  previous  delivery  and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

An assessment of the lapse rate of planning
permissions granted in County Durham shows that
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from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of the
units granted permission have lapsed. In order to take

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

this evidence into account and ensure we are notthat local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we
hampered in meeting our housing need we havesuggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly
permission that have not started of 10% to account forambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. Weof housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2existing housing commitments in the County.
large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedconstruction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
there will be less large windfall sites granted planningfurther acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
permission than in recent years, and the housingwill come forward during the Plan period for a variety
allocations identified to meet the housing need haveof reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the  Plan  period. Further, the  NPPF 
states  at  paragraph 60  LPAs  are  required to
determine ‘the minimum number of homes needed’,
therefore, proposed policy should state the calculated
figure as a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.
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It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham  Strategic  Housing  Land  Availability 
Assessment,  historic  windfall  delivery  rates  and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We  therefore welcome the  inclusion of  the  housing
trajectory in  line  with  national guidance;  however
 suggest  further  justification  is  required  to  outline
 the  conclusions  of  the anticipated delivery rates set
out in the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
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spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 will seek to deliver at least 25,992 new homes
during the plan period. However, it is vital that the

2668Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingproposed housing figure is a minimum housing figure,
completions do exceed this level then this will benot a cap. We therefore suggest that the policy text is

amended to read: reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supporting
text has been amended to note that '…this number is“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present

and future residents of County Durham and to deliver a minimum and not a ceiling...'To provide clarification,
paragraph 4.12 of the Preferred Options Plan referreda thriving economy, the following minimum levels of

development are proposed up to 2035…” to the alternative secnarios for housing need as set
out in the Issues and Options and the role of the SHMA

It is key that there is flexibility with regard to housing
numbers and future development opportunities to

in the context of determining a prefered option scenario
from those options.The alternative options put forward

ensure that housing need and demand is met
throughout the Plan period.

as part of the Issues and Options were based on the
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
at the time. For the current Plan, housing needs inAs required by the NPPF, this Plan must define the

overall level of growth over the Plan period (up to County Durham have been developed in line with the
2035), based on the requirement to meet the County’s government's standard methodology as set out in
objectively assessed needs (OAN). Determining the Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the
OAN for housing is usually assisted by the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment (SHMA).

government's Technical Consultation published on the
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
data should provide the demographic baseline forHowever, instead of relying on the figures set out in

the SHMA, the Council states at paragraph 4.12 of the assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesconsultation document that, the introduction of the new
that the standard method for assessing local housingstandard approach (as set out within the 'Planning for
need provides the minimum starting point forthe Right Homes in the Right Places' published in

September 2017) has removed this requirement. determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

We note the figure set out in the Government’s
proposed standardised methodology calculates a Local

also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered

Housing Need (LHN) for Durham of 1,368 dpa. Multiply on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
this by 19 years (2016 – 2035) and we reach the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
calculated figure of 25,992 as set out in the Plan. We need above the minimum starting point. For this
note that the Government’s new standardised approach reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
for calculating housing need should be used by local the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
authorities, unless their plan will be submitted for adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
examination on or before 31 March 2018, or before for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
the revised Framework is published (whichever is later). annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
As Durham Council will not have reached that stage this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
before the introduction of the new approach, the
Council is right to use this approach.

momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and
objectives.An assessment of the lapse rate of planningHowever, whilst we support the Council using the

‘Housing need consultation data table’ which is based permissions granted in County Durham shows that
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from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of the
units granted permission have lapsed. In order to take

on household projections and affordability ratios, with
a cut-off point to prevent authorities’ need figures going

this evidence into account and ensure we are notover a certain fixed point, the Ministry of Housing,
hampered in meeting our housing need we haveCommunities and Local Government's (MHCLG -
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planningformerly the Department for Communities and Local
permission that have not started of 10% to account forGovernment) has been very clear in that this calculation
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. Weis very much a starting point. As such, it is considered
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,that, to support the vision of a thriving economy, the
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2Council should seek to support a pro-growth agenda
large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,and therefore undertake additional evidence base
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.research to establish suitable development needs
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedrather than just relying on the emerging new
there will be less large windfall sites granted planningmethodology.This will ensure that the Council will have
permission than in recent years, and the housingevery opportunity to create sustainable mixed

communities. allocations identified to meet the housing need have
been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

As highlighted by the Home Builders Federation, the
standard method could have implications for housing
targets in some areas of the country (principally in the
north of England), where economic growth strategies
may not be supported by local authorities that plan for
the minimum number of additional dwellings as
indicated by the standard methodology. By only using
the proposed methodology it could lead to the County
not planning enough homes to support the economic
growth strategy.

It is therefore vital that further evidence base work on
local need is undertaken to support the economic
growth for the County. An updated SHMA is considered
essential to support the drafting of the Local Plan as
the current SHMA is dated 2016.

If the updated evidence supports the Government’s
proposed standardised methodology calculation of
1,368 dwellings figure set out in the Plan, then it is
essential that this figure should not be seen as a
ceiling, but rather the level of growth which is both
needed and anticipated to take place over the Plan
period.

If the Council does not seek to meet the most
appropriate level of development needs it is considered
that the County would suffer significantly from
out-migration, reduced / limited employment
opportunities and a detrimental impact on the existing
supply of local services and facilities.This goes against
the strategic Vision, Strategy and Objectives of the
Plan and would therefore be unsound as the plan would
not have been planned positively. Further evidence
base work is therefore required.

Notwithstanding this we agree with paragraph 4.17 of
the consultation document, which states that the
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Council cannot place too much reliance on existing
commitment’s as the effect of non-delivery of some
developments will have a significant effect of the
housing land supply position. However, we do question
whether the 10% discount for non-delivery is the correct
percentage.We therefore propose that the percentage
should be increased to ensure accuracy and flexibility.

We therefore request that further evidence based work
on assessing the objectively assessed housing need
is undertaken to ensure that the Council is planning
for the correct number of units over the Plan period.
In any event, whatever the OAN is, the finalised
housing figure should very much be set out as a
minimum figure (not a ceiling) to ensure the need is
met by 2035.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2 sets out the level of housing development
proposed in the emerging plan which equates to 1,368

2588Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancehomes per year or a total of 25,992 homes over the
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationplan period. This figure is aligned with the
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedGovernment’s recently introduced standard
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicmethodology for calculating housing  need  which  is
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This also  25,992.  Story  Homes  have  significant
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice concerns  with  this approach. As set out in the PPG,
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingthe housing need figure generated by the standard
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointmethodology should be used as a minimum starting

point for identifying housing needs in Local Plans. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatThe PPG also highlights various circumstanced

whereby an uplift to the standard figure is appropriate, authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thefor example where there are growth strategies in place.
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. ThisThis is particularly pertinent for County Durham to
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeensure that the emerging local plan can support both
of a greater housing need above the minimum startinglocal economic growth ambitions and the North East

LEP. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

Furthermore, the housing need figure is significantly
lower than the previous options that were consulted

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

upon by the Council at Preferred Options stage, which
were as follows:

dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham    Population Growth Short Term - 1,533 dwellings per

annum economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives. The small site windfall allowance has    Population Growth Combination - 1,629 dwellings

per annum been cut from 130 per year to 80 per year.An
assessment of the lapse rate of planning permissions

    Population Growth Long Term - 1,717 dwellings per
annum

granted in County Durham shows that from 2011/12
to 2014/15, an average of 17% of the units granted
permission have lapsed. In order to take this evidenceIn summary, the Preferred Options figure of 1,368

homes (25,992 over the plan period) is between 11% into account and ensure we are not hampered in
to 26% lower than the various housing growth
scenarios that were previously consulted upon.

meeting our housing need we have applied a
reasonable discount to sites with planning permission
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that have not started of 10% to account for sites that
are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We have

Story Homes Concerns

Story Homes have significant concerns with the
emerging housing requirement. This figure is far too applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average, as it

is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2 largelow and we consider that there are a number of factors
sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%, andthat the Council should consider which would justify a
we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.substantial uplift in the housing requirement over and
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedabove the standardised figure which would be in
there will be less large windfall sites granted planningaccordance with national policy set out in the new

NPPF (2018) and PPG. permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need have

1 The housing need figure generated by the
standard methodology should be used as a

been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

minimum starting poin In accordance with
national guidance, there should be an uplift
applied to this figure of 25,992;

2 The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
have been greatly affected by both the lack
appropriate residential housing allocations and
poor rates of overall housing delivery. Moreover,
we consider that an uplift is also needed in
relation to recent market trends that have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession
and the issues facing younger households
accessing the housing market;

3 An uplift to the standard figure is also justified
and consistent with national policy as it is aligned
with the Council’s ambitious local economic
strategy as well as the north east LEP. These
strategies seek to attract an increased amount
and higher quality of jobs to the region and seek
to rebalance the population to ultimately ensure
that the area can become a key location for
business and tourism;

4 Should the Council not be minded to adopt an
uplifted housing figure then there is a high risk
that both local and regional economic aspirations
will be jeopardis Moreover, it is also highly
unlikely that both affordable housing needs and
major infrastructure improvements identified
within the emerging plan will be able to be
delivered over the plan period;

5 It is evident that the Council have not adopted a
suitable ‘lapse rate’, i.e. sufficient cover for the
non-implementation of housing sites over the
next plan period. We consider that a minimum
lapse rate of 20% should be applied due to the
fact that the average non-implementation rates
for sites with planning permission between
2011/12 to 2014/15 ranged from 17% and up to
35%
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6 Our proposed inclusion of a 20% lapse rate is in
accordance with national trends that are clearly
evidenced in ChamberlainWalker’s report “The
Role of Land Pipelines in the UK Housebuilding
Process” published in September 2017. This
report concluded that between 10 - 20% of
permissions never materialise into a start;

7 We contest that the Councils approach to
including an allowance for 130 dwellings a year
from windfall sites should be removed. Although
we acknowledge that there has been some
historic delivery on such sites, the adoption of a
new local plan should remove this component
from the housing supply; and

8

Lastly, 65% of the OAN comprises of existing
commitments as therefore there is a significant
risk of widespread non-implementation. We
consider that the housing supply should be more
positive prepared and include a greater
proportion of new housing allocations.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2647Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

sets out a standard methodology should be used by also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
with national planning policy and the wording of the adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
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this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy andThe currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.
It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
existing housing commitments in the County. sites would be appropriate. The Development on
Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65% Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered 3.24 (NPPG paragraph 24,
Ref ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may
be justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning
authority has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
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the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
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trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted. The Plan contains a policy to deliver
affordable housing and homes to meet the needs of

I think the Council needs to get priorities right first
before just look at building new houses there again

2684Question 6

older people.The Plan is supported by an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.

what type of houses, most of the young people can’t
afford to get a foot hold to be able to buy a new house
,living in rented accommodation with landlords putting
up the rent whenever they want while trying to save
for a deposit I really feel for most of them . I know
because I have a granddaughter in that situation, The
services need to be upgraded long before they even
think of building, Doctors Surgeries, Schools, Post
Office, public transport, but this will never happen it
never does,

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

why not just refurb all the thousands of terraced houses
that are standing empty !!!!

2689Question 6

experienced in some areas as a result ofDurham County Council i am pleased to hear this...as
a builder myself i welcome the fact that these up and concentrations of vacant, underused properties and

will continue to work with all relevant agencies and incoming projects will create work for hundreds of
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willtradesmen and women and also give opportunities for
allow as many properties as possible to be brought
back into use.

apprenticeships to young people....i also hope some
of these contracts will be passed down to smaller
businesses like my own. I have seen how they
refurbished some terraced houses down Manchester
totally amazing and very futuristic and environmentally
friendly.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2828Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the
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government's Technical Consultation published on the
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based

4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
has not been asked by any other local authority to

data should provide the demographic baseline formake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287need and Durham is also not expecting any other
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesauthority to meet a proportion of their housing
that the standard method for assessing local housingrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. need provides the minimum starting point for
determining the number of homes needed in an area. InParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively

Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60) this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastsets out a standard methodology should be used by
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredthe LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
need above the minimum starting point. For thisstandard methodology and should be calculated to this
reason, housing need in County Durham is based oneffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needwith national planning policy and the wording of the
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.It

The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period
takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.
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With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
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Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The following comments are made in relation to Policy
2 and paragraphs 4.1 to 4.26 of the Preferred Option
County Durham Plan.

2820Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationTaylor Wimpey supports the recognition in Policy 2

that housing growth is required meet the ‘needs and published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicaspirations of present and future residents… and to

deliver a thriving economy’. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice

However Taylor Wimpey has significant concerns that
this policy, its underlying calculations and resultant site

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

allocations are not capable of meeting this objective, for determining the number of homes needed in an
particularly in areas of the county such as East
Durham. The key reasons for this are:

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the• An insufficient level of housing growth proposed

to meet socio-economic aspirations council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative• An unrealistic dependency on existing

permissions to deliver the majority of housing of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
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point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

• The inclusion of inappropriate adjustments in
calculating the ‘residual for allocation’

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. TheTaylor Wimpey therefore objects to the level of housing
development proposed in this policy of 25,992 housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it isdwellings over the period 2016-2035, equating to 1,368
per year for 19 years. considered that this level of housing will serve to

maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
Housing Growth and Socio -Economic Aspiration economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate ofIn 2012, Durham County Council published a
Regeneration Statement (2012-2022) which underpins planning permissions granted in County Durham shows
its Sustainable Communities Strategy and supports its that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of
vision for an ‘Altogether Wealthier’ Durham. It includes
the following targets for the period to 2030:

the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
hampered in meeting our housing need we have• Creation of 30,000 additional jobs for County

Durham residents applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
permission that have not started of 10% to account for• Facilitate the delivery of 30,000 new homes
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We• The number of businesses in the County to

increase by 4,300 contributing towards the rise
in the employment rate

have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,• Gross household disposable income to rise within

the next 20 years to a position that is 103% of
the region’s values

and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
there will be less large windfall sites granted planning

In 2016, Durham County Council consulted on ‘issues
and options’ for the County Durham Plan. In light of

permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need have

the overarching ambition for socio-economic growth, been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.this set out three growth scenarios to inform the

number of houses required.These ranged from 29,127
to 32,623 dwellings (1,533 to 1,717 houses per year).

The Preferred Options Plan now proposes 25,992
dwellings (1,368 per year) representing a reduction of
between 11% and 20% or in other terms a reduction
of total housing numbers of between 3,135 and 6,631
dwellings over the plan period.

Not only is this a significant reduction in housing target
numbers, it represents either a direct reduction in
socio-economic ambition or a disconnect between
stated socio- economic ambition and the number of
houses needed to achieve this.

The revised objectively assessed need (OAN)
calculated using the ‘standard methodology’ results
largely from consideration of past growth trends which
themselves may have been affected by poor housing
delivery and challenging socio-economic conditions in
the preceding period.

No uplift is made in the calculation of the revised OAN
to reflect socio-economic objectives and growth
strategies as would be appropriate in County Durham
given the Council’s stated ambitions.
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Taylor Wimpey considers that the OAN should be
recalculated and uplifted to reflect growth strategies
which is necessary to ensure that sufficient housing is
able to be delivered during the plan period to ‘meet the
needs and aspirations of present and future residents…
and to deliver a thriving economy’ as stated by Policy
2.

Taylor Wimpey would consider that housing growth
within the range explored at the Issues & Options stage
to be more appropriate to achieving this
socio-economic objective.

Dependency on Existing Permissions

The calculation of housing numbers required to be
accommodated by new site allocations is significantly
influenced by a dependency on existing planning
permissions (commitments).

This is expected by the Council to meet 65% of the
housing need (some 16,808 units) for the plan period,
which Taylor Wimpey does not consider to be
appropriate or realistic, even including a 10% discount
for non-delivery.

Data held by the Council (for the period up to
31/03/2018) indicates that planning permissions making
up this supply date back to April 2003 and that 15% of
this supply, comprising 2,534 units and 123
applications, was granted planning permission more
than 5 years ago (before 31/07/13).

Of these ‘older’ permissions, some 284 dwellings are
within permissions where no dwellings have been
completed to date.There is therefore significant doubt
as to whether any dwellings will come forward from
this supply irrespective of whether the permission has
been implemented.

55 of these ‘older’ permissions are for schemes of
fewer than 100 dwellings, the construction period of
which would not need to be phased over an extended
time period (i.e. longer than three years), where 226
fewer dwellings than approved have been completed
to date. There is considered to be significant doubt as
to whether any further dwellings will be completed
under these older planning permissions, particularly
the very large number of small schemes (sub 10 units)
which have not been built out in full.

Whilst the draft Plan does include a 10% discount for
non-delivery, this is considered to be inappropriate as
not soundly based on the evidence available.
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The Council’s calculation of this non-delivery discount
is based solely on the lapse of planning permissions
and does not include provision for the failure of extant
planning permissions to deliver the full number of
approved dwellings even as this becomes increasingly
unlikely over time as described above.

Taylor Wimpey considers that there may be around
500 dwellings that are unlikely to be delivered from the
existing commitments (implemented permissions),
before potential for lapse is considered.

The Plan references the period 2011/12 to 2014/15
during which the annual rate of planning permission
lapses was up to 35% of dwellings approved and was
an average of 17%. Over the same period the
proportion of planning permissions lapsing was
between 36% and 54% of the number of applications
granted.

Notwithstanding that planning permission may
subsequently be granted for a site where a previous
permission has lapsed, it is considered that the
translation of this lapse rate alone to an anticipated
non-delivery rate of existing approved dwellings of only
10% is inappropriate in this context. Furthermore, the
suggestion that the lapse of two large planning
permissions in one particular year has skewed the
average and should therefore be dismissed, is wholly
inappropriate as these dwellings would otherwise have
been deemed to contribute significantly to the housing
supply.

It is therefore considered necessary that a greater
discount for non-delivery should be applied to the
commitments, which may reasonably be in the order
of 20% as this reflects the average lapse rate and
allows a small margin for non-delivery from
implemented permissions. This equates to a revised
non-delivery discount of 3,362 dwellings.

Dependency on Re use of Empty Homes

Taylor Wimpey objects to the Council’s inclusion of an
allowance of 50 dwellings per year (850 houses over
the plan period) for empty houses being brought back
into use. Given the lack of robust evidence that this
number of empty homes can be brought back into use
(without double counting etc), Taylor Wimpey
Considers that provision should be removed from the
planned supply and solely provide flexibility in the ability
to meet the target if they do come forward.
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The appropriate omission of this element from the
planned supply would require a corresponding increase
of 850 houses to be delivered from allocated sites.

Inappropriate Adjustments to Calculations

Taylor Wimpey objects to the subjective adjustment of
allowances in the housing allocation calculation which
result invariably in a reduction to the number of houses
to be allocated. In particular, we have concern
regarding the adjustment to the number of houses to
result from windfall or lost by demolition.

The windfall allowance is rounded up from the past
average of 126 to 130 dwellings per annum (for 14
years) whilst the demolitions are adjusted down from
the past average of 75 to 50 dwellings per annum (for
17 years). This results in a reduction from the
preceding averages equating to 481 dwellings over
the plan period to 2035.

Quantity of Development Conclusions

This failure to plan for sufficient housing directly risks
undermining the ability to meet the needs and
aspirations of existing and future residents and provide
housing which supports the economy of the county
and the need for more and better jobs.

This issue is particularly acute in East Durham where
a qualitative enhancement as well as quantitative
increase in housing delivery is required to support
economic growth and regeneration. A dependency on
brownfield sites within existing settlements (e.g.
Seaham) cannot deliver the type and size of housing
in the right locations which will generate the step
change in economic growth that is the Council’s
aspiration as set out in its Regeneration Statement.
To achieve these objectives, the allocation of more
land for housing is required.

To accommodate a more realistic discount to the
number of houses to be delivered from commitments,
no dependency on reuse of empty homes, and more
appropriate adjustments for windfall and demolition,
the number of houses to be delivered from new
allocations to meet the Council’s defined OAN (25,992
houses) should be increased accordingly. On the basis
of the information set out above, this would require an
additional c.3,000 dwellings to be allocated.

Further to this, if the OAN were to be increased as we
suggest is appropriate, then those additional houses
would need to be accommodated on additional site
allocations. For instance if the OAN was increased to
30,000 (for the sake of argument), the additional
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number of dwellings required to be allocated would be
c.7,000 more than that proposed to be allocated in the
Preferred Options Plan, and an overall total of c.13,300.

For ease of comparison, these figures are set out below
in the same format as table 2 of the preferred options
plan.

DCC CDP PO Table 2

TW Scenario 1 (change from CDP PO)

TW Scenario 2 (change from CDP PO)

Component

Total

Total

A

OAN

25,992

25,992 (0)

30,000 (+4,008)

B

Small windfall

(126 pa for 14 years1)

-1,820 (130 pa)

-1,764 (+56)

-1,764 (+56)

C

Large windfall

0

0

0

D

Demolition

(75 pa for 17 years2)

850 (50 pa)

1,275 (+425)

1,275 (+425)

E
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Empty home reuse (0 pa)

-850 (50 pa)

0

0

F

Former student units (0 pa)

0

0

0

G

Commitments

-16,808

-16,808

-16,808

H

20% discount for non-delivery

1,681 (10%)

3,362 (+1,681)

3,362 (+1,681)

I

Completions to 31/03/18

-2,773

-2,773

-2,773

J

Residual for allocation

6,272

9,284 (+3,012)

13,292 (+7,020)

Proposed allocation

6,295

c.9,300 (+c.3,000)

c.13,300 (+c.7,000)

1.  14 years is consistent with DCC’s calculation of 130
pa resulting in a total of 1,820
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2. 17 years is consistent with DCC’s calculation of 50
pa resulting in a total of 850

It is noted that the Council’s calculation of total supply
from annual rates multiplied by a period differs across
the various components without satisfactory
explanation. The small site windfall calculation is
indicated as ‘130 pa from 2019 onwards’, but the total
attributed of 1,820 equates to a period of 14 years
which appears inconsistent with plan period to 2035.
The demolition allowance of 50 pa totals 850, which
equates to a period of 17 years. For consistency, the
above calculation of Taylor Wimpey’s scenarios
maintain these same periods.

Land in Taylor Wimpey’s control at Seaham Grange
is capable of delivering approximately 400 houses
which would make a significant contribution to the
housing need and socio- economic objectives for East
Durham.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

We believe the preferred option for the number of
houses needed is too low.

2789Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe justification for determining the objectively
assessed need for housing needs to be reviewed in and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedlight of the new NPPF published since the start of the
preferred options plan consultation period. that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
The preferred options plan suggests that the standard
methodology results in a minimum requirement of 1,368

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

dwellings per annum, which when applied over the local housing need provides the minimum starting point
plan period results in a local housing need of 25,992
dwellings over the plan period 2016 to 2035.

for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous deliveryThe  PPG  allows  Councils  to  consider  increases

 above  the  minimum  local  housing  need figure.  One levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
 such justification relates to the economic aspirations council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
for the region and County as expressed by not only record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
the local authority but also the North East Local of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
Enterprise Partnership which the Council is a member. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
The aspiration for an Economic Activity Rate of 73%
still applies.

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

Accordingly, in order to achieve this Economic Activity
Rate there will be a need for at least 1,629 dwellings
per annum. This results in a local housing need figure
of 30,951 dwellings over the plan period 2016 to 2035.

The next iteration of the plan should reflect this higher
figure in the housing requirement policy.

As a result, there will be a need to identify additional
allocations (4,959 dwellings) at the sustainable
settlements to meet this more appropriate level of
housing.
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

We support the aims and aspirations of the Plan,
however, we would encourage the Council to take a

2809Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemore positive approach to delivery of housing. Durham
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationCounty Council (DCC) have adopted the standardised
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedmethodology for calculating objectively assessed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographichousing needs (OAHN) which equates to 1,368
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisdwellings per year. It is understood that this method
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceproduces a baseline figure which should be considered

as a minimum requirement by all local authorities. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointWe are concerned that the calculation of residual

number of houses to be allocated is based on an for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatunrealistic expectation of the number of units to be
authorities should also consider previous deliverydelivered from commitments. We consider that the
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thediscount for non-delivery of commitments should be
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisincreased to a more realistic figure of 15-20%,
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativereflecting the 17% average, and the number of houses
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingto be delivered during the plan period on new allocation

sites increased accordingly. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

Paragraph 4.15 (page 26) states that the standardised
methodology used for the Objectively Assessed Need

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

(OAN) for housing would result in in 1,368 dwellings dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
per annum. We note that this figure is significantly considered that this level of housing will serve to
lower than the housing numbers of which were maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
proposed at the Issues and Options Stage (June 2010), economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
which ranged from 1,533 to 1,717 dwellings per annum. and objectives. In response to the reference to the
This reduction provides uncertainty over the ability of appeal decision APP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is
the Plan to meet the housing needs and aspirations of
existing and future residents.

important to note that the context has changed since
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
means the Inspector's determinations are not readilyFurthermore, we note a recent Appeal Decision (ref:

APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) which questioned the transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
Council’s decision to use the standardised methodology was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
for calculating the Objectively Assessed Housing Need and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
(OAHN) with no uplift to reflect economic aspirations
of the County.

'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
being than when considered by the Inspector in theWe support the Council’s aspiration of a 73% Economic

Activity Rate (EAR), as set out by the County Durham Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
that this expression of emerging national policy hasEconomic Partnership, and we consider an uplift to the
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itOAHN figure of above 1,368 would be wholly
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofappropriate to reflect the economic aspirations of the

County and support the delivery of affordable homes. this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
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use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
order to take this evidence into account and ensure
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, and
the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The sub-regional housing projections for County
Durham show that the vast majority of projected

2897Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceincrease in households 87% is required by the 75+
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationage bracket. Therefore, the main issue that County
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedDurham will need to deal with is an increase in the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicnumber of older people resident in the county -
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thislogically, most new housing should be built with this
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicegroup in mind, with consideration of how the design of
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingthis housing can assist with mobility problems,
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointloneliness, accessibility to services and the availability

of care. for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatTD are concerned at the statement 4.17 “A significant

proportion of new houses we need are already authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thecommitted on sites not started with planning permission
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This(a total of 16,808 houses as at 31st March 2018)”.
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeThese are NOT the houses we need as they are not
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingfocussed on the needs of the correct age group. This
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamcreates a residual allocation of 6272 houses, simply
is based on the minimum assessment for Localnowhere near sufficient quantity to provide for the
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Theneeds of our aging population. What’s more, some
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,3082000 of this residual allocation are to be based in
dwellings per annum. The Plan contains a policy onDurham Green Belt. This is not a suitable location for
Addressing Housing Needs, which seeks to deliverhousing that suits the needs of older people as it will
homes to meet the housing needs of older people. Itrequire car ownership to access services. This
is accepted that some large windfalls may still receiveapproach has vastly restricted the capacity of DCC to
planning permission during the Plan period, it ismake future allocation to address future projected

housing needs. considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement.
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This abandonment of needs based delivery of homes
is in stark contrast to Policy 50 of the NPPF:

“50. To deliver a wide choice of high quality homes,
widen opportunities for home ownership and create
sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities, local
planning authorities should:

Plan for a mix of housing based on current and future
demographic trends, market trends and the needs of
different groups in the community (such as, but not
limited to, families with children, older people, people
with disabilities, service families and people wishing
to build their own homes);”

We do not accept that it is good planning to state that
the proposed number of dwellings is a target and not
a ceiling. Since all development has environmental
impacts, the idea that there should be no limit to the
amount of dwellings built in the period to 2035 is
irresponsible.

We do not accept that there should be no allocation
for windfall sites. As the Plan states, windfall allocations
have made a considerable contribution to housing
delivery in recent years and we do not accept that this
is bound to cease.

TD supports the use of the most up-to-date
Sub-National Household Projections, and we note that
the plan is based on the 2014 projections, and not the
2016 projections that are due to be published in
September.  It is likely that these will show a continuing
trend of reduced overall housing need.

It seems clear that DCC is massaging the figures
upwards to justify the release of as much land as
possible. This would be consistent with a strategy of
maximising profit and developer contributions from the
allocation of high-value land so as to fund the Northern
and Western Relief Roads.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

2911Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
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make provision to meet a proportion of their housing
need and Durham is also not expecting any other

26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
data should provide the demographic baseline for

authority to meet a proportion of their housing assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287
requirement. We agree that County Durham can be
considered as being a Housing Market Area.

homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes
that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point forParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively

Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60) determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities shouldsets out a standard methodology should be used by
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastthe LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingstandard methodology and should be calculated to this
need above the minimum starting point. For thiseffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
reason, housing need in County Durham is based onminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needwith national planning policy and the wording of the
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy and

The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period
takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.
It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon toThe guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County

Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
existing housing commitments in the County. sites would be appropriate. The Development on
Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65% Unallocated Sites policy wil be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
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ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
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area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however,
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 will seek to deliver at least 25,992 new homes
during the plan period. However, it is vital that the

3018Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingproposed housing figure is a minimum housing figure,
completions do exceed this level then this will benot a cap. We therefore suggest that the policy text is

amended to read: reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supporting
text has been amended to note that '…this number is“In order to meet the needs and aspirations of present

and future residents of County Durham and to deliver a minimum and not a ceiling...'To provide clarification,
paragraph 4.12 of the Preferred Options Plan referreda thriving economy, the following minimum levels of

development are proposed up to 2035…” to the alternative secnarios for housing need as set
out in the Issues and Options and the role of the SHMA

It is key that there is flexibility within the Plan with
regard to housing numbers and future development

in the context of determining a prefered option scenario
from those options.The alternative options put forward

opportunities to ensure that housing need and demand
is met throughout the Plan period.

as part of the Issues and Options were based on the
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
at the time. For the current Plan, housing needs inAs required by the NPPF, this Plan must define the

overall level of growth over the Plan period (up to County Durham have been developed in line with the
2035), based on the requirement to meet the County’s government's standard methodology as set out in
objectively assessed needs (OAN). Determining the Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the
OAN for housing is usually assisted by the Strategic government's Technical Consultation published on the
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26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
data should provide the demographic baseline for

Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). However,
instead of relying on the figures set out in the SHMA,

assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287the Council states at paragraph 4.12 of the consultation
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesdocument that, the introduction of the new standard
that the standard method for assessing local housingapproach (as set out within the 'Planning for the Right
need provides the minimum starting point forHomes in the Right Places' published in September

2017) has removed this requirement. determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities shouldWe note the figure set out in the Government’s

proposed standardised methodology calculates a also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredLocal Housing Need (LHN) for Durham of 1,368
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery candwellings per hectare (dpa). Multiply this by 19 years
be considered as being indicative of a greater housing(2016 – 2035) and we reach the calculated figure of
need above the minimum starting point. For this25,992 as set out in the Plan. We note that the
reason, housing need in County Durham is based onGovernment’s new standardised approach for
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needcalculating housing need should be used by local
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needauthorities, unless their plan will be submitted for
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perexamination on or before 31 March 2018, or before
annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthe revised Framework is published (whichever is later).
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentAs Durham Council will not have reached that stage
momentum within the County Durham economy andbefore the introduction of the new approach, the
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.Council is right to use this approach. However, this
An assessment of the lapse rate of planningfigure appears to be 15 per cent lower than the
permissions granted in County Durham shows thatprevious consultation draft and perhaps not as
from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of thereflective of the possible economic growth as it could

be. units granted permission have lapsed. In order to take
this evidence into account and ensure we are not

Whilst we acknowledge the reasoning behind the
Council using the ‘Housing need consultation data

hampered in meeting our housing need we have
applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning

table’ which is based on household projections and permission that have not started of 10% to account for
affordability ratios, with a cut-off point to prevent sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
authorities’ need figures going over a certain fixed have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
point, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
Government's (MHCLG - formerly the Department for large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
Communities and Local Government) has been very and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
clear in that this calculation is very much a starting Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
point. As such, it is considered that, to support the there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
vision of a thriving economy, the Council should seek permission than in recent years, and the housing
to support a pro-growth agenda and therefore allocations identified to meet the housing need have
undertake additional evidence base research to been subject to robust methodology including viability

assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.establish suitable development needs rather than just
relying on the emerging new methodology. This will
ensure that the Council will have every opportunity to
create sustainable mixed communities which will match
the vision and objectives of the Local Plan.

As highlighted by the Home Builders Federation (HBF)
to the Governments consultation on the new
methodology, the standard method could have
implications for housing targets in some areas of the
country (principally in the north of England) where
economic growth strategies may not be supported by
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local authorities that plan for the minimum number of
additional dwellings as indicated by the standard
methodology. By using the proposed methodology,
without additional evidence, the calculation could lead
to the County not planning enough homes to support
the economic growth strategy.

It is therefore vital that further evidence base work on
local need is undertaken to support the economic
growth for the County. An updated SHMA is considered
essential to support the drafting of the Local Plan as
the current SHMA is dated 2016.We therefore propose
that the County Council undertakes a 2018 SHMA to
ensure that the evidence base data is fully up to date
when informing the Local Plan.

If the updated evidence supports the Government’s
proposed standardised methodology calculation
of 1,368 dwellings, then it will be essential that this
housing figure should not be seen as a ceiling, but
rather the minimum level of growth which is both
needed and anticipated to take place over the Plan
period. As a minimum target there should also be the
opportunity to exceed this figure should there prove to
be market need and demand.

If the Council does not seek to meet the most
appropriate levels of development it is considered that
the County would suffer significantly from out-migration,
reduced / limited employment opportunities and it would
have detrimental impact on the existing supply of local
services and facilities. This goes against the strategic
Vision, Strategy and Objectives of the Plan and it would
therefore lead to the Plan being unsound as it would
not have been positively planned.

Notwithstanding this, we agree with paragraph 4.17 of
the consultation document, which states that the
Council cannot place too much reliance on existing
commitments as the effect of non-delivery of some
developments will have a significant effect on the
housing land supply position. However, we do question
whether the 10% discount for non-delivery is the correct
percentage.We therefore propose that the percentage
should be increased to ensure accuracy and flexibility.

We therefore request that further evidence base work
on assessing the objectively assessed housing need
is undertaken (this includes a 2018 SHMA) to ensure
that the Council is planning for the correct minimum
number of units over the Plan period. Furthermore,
whatever the final OAN is, the housing figure should
very much be set out as a minimum figure (not a
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ceiling) to ensure the need is met up to 2035
throughout the County.

Support notedWith regard to the draft Plan, it is noted that the
housing requirement is based on the new standardised

3031Question 6

methodology set out within revised National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) and associated Planning
Practice Guidance (PPG) published on 24 July 2018.
 As the County Durham Plan will be submitted after
the transitional arrangements, Sunderland City Council
support this approach, which will ensure consistency
with the Framework against which the Plan will be
examined.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

This representation has been prepared on behalf of
three landowners who own the following land at Fence
Houses:

3097Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultation• Mr Swinburn - the owner of two fields to the south

of the settlement which are referenced 2/FE/02a published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicand 2/FE/02B in the Council’s Strategic Housing

Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA); baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice• Mr Graham Monte and Mr Shaun Darren Monte

who own Monte’s Transport Spares site (SHLAA
reference 2/FE/17); and

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an• Mr Jewers who is acting on behalf of the owner

of Penny Petroleum, Fence Houses Service
Station (SHL reference 2/FE/18).

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

They would like to thank the Council for the opportunity
to comment on the County Durham Plan (CDP)

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

Preferred Options Report and in particular Questions
6 and 11.

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for LocalThe Draft CDP is clear that the number of new homes

to be delivered across the Plan period (1,368 dwellings Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
per annum (dpa)) is based on the Government's housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
standardised methodology for assessing housing need dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
which was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Right Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
approach has subsequently been set out within the
newly adopted NPPF (July 2018).
The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by

projections) depending on how far above the local the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the representation, the three alternative scenarios for
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This been superseded by the new standard methodology.
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.
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The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

In response to the reference to the most recently
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it

superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft CDP.
However, it is our clients’ view that there is a case for
an uplift to the County Durham Objectively Assessed

is important to note that the context has changed since
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision

Housing Needs (OAHN) which will deliver more homes
over the Plan period.The emerging PPG which states:
"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan being than when considered by the Inspector in the
production. The method relies on past growth trends Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account that this expression of emerging national policy has
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic would be premature to apply it in my determination of
trends identified by household projections) will occur this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be guidance has been published and as set out above
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
growth strategies are in place, strategic level standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."
The County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of

addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.scenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.

The outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
of between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
are significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed
in the Preferred Options.
The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of
1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest
level of household growth modelled, annual average
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).
In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be
insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to
create more and better jobs and increase the
employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
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employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.
ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

Figure 1 Total Jobs in County Durham (2000 - 2016)
- see attachment 
Source: ONS/ Lichfields Analysis

Table 1 Annual Average Job Growth

Average Type

Annual Average Jobs Growth

Peak to Peak

857

Trough to Trough

1,500

Yearly Average

1,063

Mean of Averages

1,140

Source: ONS/ Lichfields Analysis

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.
Standardised OAHN
Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.
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The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.
The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).
Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.
An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.
Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.
Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN
There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.
In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
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Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.
For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.
Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."
Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.
The Inspector added that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."
Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".
Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:
"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
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increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".
The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

Summary
It is our clients’ view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.
Accordingly, we respectfully request that the housing
requirement per year is increased from 1,368 to 1,617.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Messrs Scott wish to thank the Council for the
opportunity to comment on the County Durham Plan

3178Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance(CPD) Preferred Options Report and in particular
question 6. and reflect the government's Technical Consultation

published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedThe Draft CPD is clear that the number of new homes
to be delivered across the Plan period (1,368 dwellings that 2014-based data should provide the demographic

baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisper annum (dpa) is based on the Government's
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicestandardised methodology for assessing housing need
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingwhich was proposed as part of its 'Planning for the
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointRight Homes in the Right Places' consultation, whose
for determining the number of homes needed in anapproach has subsequently been set out within the

newly adopted NPPF (July, 2018). area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery

The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

projections) depending on how far above the local record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 is based on the minimum assessment for Local
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.

dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Option document have been alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.

County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed byHowever, it is our clients’ view that there is a case for

an uplift to the County Durham Objectively Assessed the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in yourHousing Need (OAHN) which will deliver more homes

over the Plan period.The emerging PPG which states: representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
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"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have
been superseded by the new standard methodology.

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan In response to the reference to the most recently
production. The method relies on past growth trends reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account is important to note that the context has changed since
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
trends identified by household projections) will occur transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
growth strategies are in place, strategic level being than when considered by the Inspector in the
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing that this expression of emerging national policy has
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be would be premature to apply it in my determination of
reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'TheThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes thescenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agreeThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options beingof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rdare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed

in the Preferred Options. August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for

The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
it is considered that this level of housing will serve to

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives.level of household growth modelled, annual average
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).

In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be
insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to
create more and better jobs and increase the
employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.
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This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
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counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• Project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• Due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.
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Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

 "It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is our clients’ view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Accordingly, we respectfully request that the housing
requirement per year is increased from 1,368 to 1,617.
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Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2 sets out the level of development “to meet the
needs and aspirations of present and future residents

3181Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceof County Durham and to deliver a thriving economy”.
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationIt suggests 25,992 homes should be provided, which
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedequates to 1,368 homes per annum between 2016 and
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic2035. The justification to this policy sets out that the
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisCouncil consider that the CLG standard methodology
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicehas superseded the evidence set out in the 2016

SHMA. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointThis is significantly less than the 31,400 homes (1,653

per annum) DCC previously considered sufficient to for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatmeet the County’s development needs. Furthermore,
authorities should also consider previous deliverythe proposed target is lower than all three options
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theconsulted upon at the Issues and Options stage

(Population Growth Short Term:
1,533 dpa, Population Growth Combination: 1,629 dpa
and Population Growth Long Term: 1,717 dpa). The

council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamdemographic forecasts paper explored a number of
is based on the minimum assessment for Localscenarios including those in relation to migration and
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thehousehold formation, these issues will not have been
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308considered within the CLG methodology, and will
dwellings per annum. It should be noted that the threepresumably remain issues not to be addressed through

the new housing requirement. options put forward as part of the Issues and Options
stage Plan were based on the former methodology,

Notwithstanding the commitment by Government to
review the standardised methodology, its fundamental

which has been superceded by the new standard
method. An assessment of the lapse rate of planning

purpose is to see more homes being built, not fewer. permissions granted in County Durham shows that
The calculation is a starting point which relies on past from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of the
trends which in Durham’s case have been driven by units granted permission have lapsed. In order to take
poor housing delivery. Therefore, I have fundamental this evidence into account and ensure we are not
concerns with the use of the CLG methodology without hampered in meeting our housing need we have
any appropriate uplift for local circumstance or applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
ambition. The Plan must at least return to the three permission that have not started of 10% to account for
options consulted previously to be considered justified
and positively prepared.

sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2Whilst paragraph 4.15 identifies the housing target is

not a ceiling, Policy 2 should confirm the target
identified is a minimum for greater clarity.

large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedDelivering the New Housing Required
there will be less large windfall sites granted planning

The justification identifies that a proportion of this
housing target is already committed, although it does

permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need have

highlight that not all of these commitments will come been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.forward during the Plan period. Paragraph 4.18 states

that based on their assessment an average of 17% of
developments between 2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed,
before considering a 10% lapse rate more appropriate.
Firstly, where a site is expected to fail it should be
removed from the projected supply as advised by PPG.
A lapse rate should be applied to those expected to
deliver for increased certainty and flexibility. The fact
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of the matter being DCC would not have granted
planning permission to any site it thought would not
deliver.With that being said Table 2 should only include
those commitments DCC expects to deliver without
lapsing during the plan period. The 10% lapse rate
should then be applied to the revised number.

On an area specific basis, it is clear that whilst the
‘Chester-le-Street cluster’ as identified by the
Settlement Study is one most sustainable settlements
in County Durham, it has less committed development
than its counterparts. I presume the identified total
includes consented development at Lambton Park
which is not directly related to the town either. Inspector
Stephens in his report to the withdrawn Local Plan
concluded that greater attention should be given to the
development needs of towns and villages in the
north/north west of the County. It would appear the
Preferred Options fails to tackle address this valid
concern.

The Council also intend to make an allowance of 130
dwellings a year for windfall development. It is noted,
that paragraph 4.20 states that historically small sites
(under 0.4ha / 12 houses) have delivered an average
of 126 houses each year, and that this has been
rounded up to the 130 dwellings. With the adoption of
this Plan one would expect the level of housing delivery
from windfall development to decrease. It is also
considered that it would be more positive and better
justified to plan for this development in areas which
require it most such as Edmondsley. Similarly, the lack
of robust evidence behind bringing empty homes in to
use and demolitions demonstrates this could be more
positively targeted towards new sustainable
development. Any success in these areas would remain
welcome in any event with the Plan’s target being a
minimum rather than a maximum.

The countywide housing delivery trajectory identified
by paragraph 4.12 represents a concerning ‘boom and
bust cycle’. DCC must consider the entire plan period
and beyond when allocating land for future
development. Once a site is allocated t will come
forward as the market or its technical issues determine
however on the face of it the trajectory appears
unrealistic and perhaps geared towards ensuring a 5
year housing supply is demonstrable.

Comments noted. Housing needs in County Durham
have been developed in line with the government's

Could I start with some general comments re the
county plan? The stated aim of the plan is “We need

3186Question 6

standard methodology as set out in Planning Practice
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Guidance and reflect the government's Technical
Consultation published on the 26th October 2018 which

to make sure ours is the right one for the people
who live and work in county Durham”. (CDP)

proposed that 2014-based data should provide theThe population increase in Durham is expected to be
48,200 people by 2034 and this is what we are planning demographic baseline for assessment of local housing

need.This results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planningfor: actually the current population rise is negligible the
Practice Guidance notes that the standard method forexpected rise is as a result of migration (Durham
assessing local housing need provides the minimumdemographics) therefore the above figure isn’t to make
starting point for determining the number of homesthe right plan for the population of Durham it’s for

expected migration. needed in an area. In this context, the Guidance notes
that authorities should also consider previous delivery

The actual preference for the county would be to
maintain and support an aging population effectively,

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This

plan for age related issues and protect the environment record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a beautiful rural county without the need to cover it
in houses for the external population.

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for LocalThe country as a whole is addressing the issue of

migration and looking to decrease this substantially Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
into the future so we may be planning on data that housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

dwellings per annum.does not materialise, however the county council will
no doubt have a policy on migration into the county,
to encourage employment and take into account
previous history.

In terms of age profile, by 2034 the people aged 18-64
are expected to fall by 7,700 people,  65+ increases
by 48,200 and over 85 + increases by 28,700 people.
As you can see the working/child producing ages are
falling and the elderly are increasing substantially.

The plan for Crook states a local population of around
9,000 people- the expectation is a rise of around 4%
of population that would be 360 people, forgetting the
current building , the developments in Helmington Row,
why are we suggesting we build another 400/450
houses in Crook?  We could suggest that these are
for local jobs but out of the local working population
only 6.1% work in the Crook area, 751 out of 9.000!!!
Conversely we have 960 people claiming benefit in the
same area. The reduction in population would lead to
full employment of the existing population helping those
who live in Durham to prosper, have work prospects
and the chance to earn a living. Encouraging migration
will maintain the status quo or make the opportunities
worse for our existing population.

Encouraging migration into the Crook area without first
having a major plan for the expansion of the
employment opportunities which aren’t in the plan, is
just adding to the pressures in the housing,
educational, health and social care services, its
reckless as in the current political/funding scenario it
isn’t going to balance out.
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Transport links are predominantly to Bishop Auckland/
Darlington or increasingly Durham through a single
umbilical cord in any direction. To build another 450
houses and subsequent workers predominantly
travelling to work, we are directing a substantial number
of cars through the centre of Crook on the way to
Durham on a morning and later on return from work.

The house prices in Crook are already a lot lower than
the surrounding areas, the average price of a terraced
house is £64,336 Semidetached  £110,472 and across
all stock the average price is £86,900. The smallest
house on the Helmington Row development is
£105,000 which will include a proportion of “affordable
housing” I don’t know what the definition of affordable
housing is but would assume that if the average house
price is £86,900 and the Terraced stock is £64,336
then affordable housing is for those who can’t afford
these prices so logically has to be below this price.
The lowest priced house in Helmington is £105,000
eighteen thousand above the average price how can
this be regarded as affordable housing?

House prices in Crook have dropped 11% since 2006
and went down by 6% in the last year (Halifax BS stats)
and yet we don’t have full occupancy of the current
stock.

Housing need has also changed: in 1971 19% of all
households were single occupancy; by 2009 this had
risen to 33% of households. Married couples were the
biggest area at 70% in 1971 which dropped to 42% in
2009 there was a rise in cohabitating 11% and lone
parent 8%.

The question has to be “are we providing
accommodation for people, or just houses” if it’s 48,200
people than the figures would suggest a third of this
housing is for single people, therefore a town house
of three floors could easily provide three one/two bed
flats. That’s 15,000 people in 5,000 houses!!!

I would assume a large proportion of these newcomers
would be to replace the retiring baby boomers, it these
are family units and therefore are 2/3 per household
then the need is for 12,000 houses. Overall the need
across Durham would be for 6,000 single multi
occupancy houses and 12,000 family homes that’s
18,000 houses not the 26,000 proposed we have
already met our total we just need to be smarter about
use and type of housing.

Single accommodation increases in the elderly, and
as we can see this population is expected to rise and
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balance out the expected increases- again above
48,000. Therefore the balance of single
accommodation for the disabled and frail will double
the above number. Releasing a corresponding number
of existing houses for the decreasing 18-65 population
should provide a surplus of housing stock in the future,
if we invest in the single, ground floor accommodation
that will be required.

In summary:

• Address the migration issue and make it work
for Durham

• Plan for people not houses/builders
• Build the types of accommodation that people

need.
• Acknowledge the steep rise in single

accommodation and build houses for multiple
occupancy.

• Acknowledge the increase in the elderly and
anticipate a rise in the need for singe floor or
ground floor accommodation.  Each town house
of three flats could have the ground floor
identified for the over 60 population.

• Use the already identified housing better.
Stipulate to builders what will be built rather than
3-4 bed houses for the reducing 18-65 age group,
and which the cohabiters, young single and single
parents can’t afford.

• Stop the identified extra 6,272- it isn’t needed.
• Build in places where the work is negating the

need to travel, saving the environment and
enabling better targeted local public transport.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Question 6: We support the aims and aspirations of
the Plan, however, we would encourage the Council

3213Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceto take a more positive approach to delivery of housing.
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationDurham County Council (DCC) have adopted the
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedstandardised methodology for calculating objectively
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicassessed housing needs (OAHN) which equates to
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This1,368 dwellings per year. It is understood that this
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicemethod produces a baseline figure which should be
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingconsidered as a minimum requirement by all local

authorities.
We object to the calculation of residual number of
houses to be allocated is based on an unrealistic

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that

expectation of the number of units to be delivered from authorities should also consider previous delivery
commitments. We consider that the discount for levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
non-delivery of commitments should be increased to council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
a more realistic figure of 15-20%, reflecting the 17% record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
average, and the number of houses to be delivered of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
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point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

during the plan period on new allocation sites increased
accordingly.
Paragraph 4.15 (page 26) states that the standardised
methodology used for the Objectively Assessed Need

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

(OAN) for housing would result in in 1,368 dwellings dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
per annum (dpa).We note that this figure is significantly considered that this level of housing will serve to
lower than the housing numbers of which were maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
proposed at the Issues and Options Stage (June 2010), economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
which ranged from 1,533 to 1,717 dpa.This substantial and objectives. In response to the reference to the
reduction significantly risks undermining the ability to appeal decision APP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is
meet the needs and aspirations of existing and future important to note that the context has changed since
residents and provide housing which supports the this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
economy of the county and the need for more and
better jobs.
Furthermore, we note a recent Appeal Decision (ref:
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) which questioned the

means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:

Council’s decision to use the standardised methodology '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
for calculating the Objectively Assessed Housing Need standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
(OAHN) with no uplift to reflect economic aspirations
of the County.
We support the Council’s aspiration of a 73% Economic
Activity Rate (EAR), as set out by the County Durham

being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
that this expression of emerging national policy has
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it

Economic Partnership, and we consider an uplift to the would be premature to apply it in my determination of
OAHN figure of above 1,368 dpa would be wholly this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
appropriate to reflect the economic aspirations of the
County and support the delivery of affordable homes.

guidance has been published and as set out above
this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
order to take this evidence into account and ensure
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, and
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the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

HCSL notes that Policy 2 contains the aspiration to
provide some 25,992 homes within the Plan period up

3474Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceto 2035. This figure represents a significant decrease
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationon the figures put forward by the Local Planning
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedAuthority at Preferred Options stage which ranged from
that 2014-based data should provide the demographic1,533 dwellings per annum (dpa) to 1,717 dpa. HCSL
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisconcurs with the HBF in regard to this decrease and
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceconsiders this housing figure is not appropriate when
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingconsidered in the context of supporting future economic
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointgrowth and job formation. At present, HCSL is of the
for determining the number of homes needed in anview that the significant decrease in housing numbers
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatfails to correspond with the economic growth
authorities should also consider previous deliveryaspirations set down in the CDP. HCSL therefore
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theobjects to the 25,992 figure put forward in Policy 2 and
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisconsiders that it is unsound on the basis that it has not

been positively prepared. record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingIn addition to this, HCSL considers that Policy 2 does

not comply with the NPPF at paragraph 60. Paragraph point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local60 refers to Local Planning Authorities determining the
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The“minimum number of homes needed” and, typically,
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308planning policies on housing supply tend to reflect this
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it isby referring to housing targets as minimum figures
considered that this level of housing will serve torather than capped amounts. The current wording of
maintain recent momentum within the County DurhamPolicy 2 does not contain any flexibility in this regard
economy and will therefore support the Plan's visionand is not consistent with paragraph 59 of the NPPF
and objectives.The supporting text to this policy in thewhich reiterates the previous version of the Framework
Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted thatin requiring that the supply of housing be significantly
this number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingboosted. As such, HCSL objects to the current wording
completions do exceed this level then this will beof Policy 2 on the basis that it has not been positively
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingprepared. This element of the policy could be made
text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'

sound by referring to the preferred housing figure
(which, in this instance, we do not support for the
reasons set out above) as a minimum.

Support notedIn relation to the above [Q2], the Airport is supportive
of the headline housing and employment land allocation

3520Question 6

indicated in policy 2 which is intended to meet forecast
need and deliver the strategy.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Quantity of New Development
Policy 2 ‘Quantity of Development’ provides details of
the proposed Local Plan requirement for the delivery

3547Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
of employment land and housing. Question 5 seeks and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
comments on the employment land component of this published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed
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that 2014-based data should provide the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need. This

requirement and Question 6 seeks comments on the
proposed requirement for new homes.

results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeFrom a general perspective in relation to Policy 2,
Gladman would highlight the need for the Policy to Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

local housing need provides the minimum starting pointclarify the period that the development requirements
for determining the number of homes needed in anrelate to, rather than simply indicating an end date for
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatthe Plan (i.e. make clear that this relates to the period
authorities should also consider previous delivery2016 to 2035). Furthermore, the requirements set out
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thein the policy should be cited as a minimum for the

corresponding plan period. council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

As the Council will be aware, the Planning Practice
Guidance relating to ‘Housing and

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

Economic Development Needs Assessments’ was
updated on 24 July 2018 and states:
“Your attention is drawn to the following wording within
the government response document to the revised
National Planning Policy Framework:
A number of responses to this question provided
comment on the proposed local housing need method.
The government is aware that lower than previously
forecast population projections have an impact on the

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate of
planning permissions granted in County Durham shows

outputs associated with the method. Specifically it is that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of
noted that the revised projections are likely to result in the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
the minimum need numbers generated by the method take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
being subject to a significant reduction, once the hampered in meeting our housing need we have
relevant household projection figures are released in
September 2018.
In the housing white paper the government was clear
that reforms set out (which included the introduction

applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
permission that have not started of 10% to account for
sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,

of a standard method for assessing housing need) as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
should lead to more homes being built. In order to large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
ensure that the outputs associated with the method and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
are consistent with this, we will consider adjusting the Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
method after the household projections are released there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
in September 2018. We will consult on the specific
details of any change at that time.

permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need have
been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

It should be noted that the intention is to consider
adjusting the method to ensure that the starting point in
the plan-making process is consistent in aggregate
with the proposals in Planning for the right homes in
the right places consultation and continues to be
consistent with ensuring that 300,000 homes are built
per year by the mid 2020s.“

It is vital that any housing requirement is informed by
a local housing need assessment that is fully reflective
of the standardised methodology, taking account of
any revisions that the Government may introduce after
the release of the 2016-based household projections
in September. In addition, the final figure should be
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formulated in a manner that examines whether
exceptional circumstances exist that justify an
alternative approach which also reflects current and
future demographic trends and market signals. In this
regard, it is important that careful consideration is given
to the the longterm economic interests of the County
and the wider region.

The Plan’s employment land requirement of 305ha
(B1, B2 and B8 use class) is formulated through the
evidence contained in the County Durham Employment
Land Review, June 2018 which has been prepared for
the Council by Lichfields. The Review, at paragraph
2.4, acknowledges the requirement within national
policy to place significant weight on the need to support
economic
growth through the planning system and the
requirement for local policies to be flexible enough to
accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and
allow rapid response to changes in economic
circumstance. It is therefore important that this is
reflected through the policies of the plan by identifying
the requirement as a minimum and by providing
sufficient flexibility within the wording of countryside
policies to provide a positive approach to supporting
employment generating proposals that may be required
to meet a need during the plan period that has not
been anticipated at this stage.

The Plan sets a housing requirement of 25,992 based
on the emerging standardised methodology that was
previously consulted upon as part of MHCLG’s draft
revisions to the NPPF. The proposed figure includes
an affordability adjustment of 46 dwellings per annum
and results in a requirement of 1368 dwellings per
annum (25,992 over the plan period 2016 to 2035).
Details are then provided on the components of
housing supply that are expected to contribute towards
meeting the needs of the County over the plan period.
It highlights that current committed sites have a
capacity of 16,808 dwellings. In determining the
residual housing requirement, the accompanying
‘Housing Non-Delivery Evidence Paper, June 2018’
seeks to explain the rationale for applying a
non-delivery rate of 10% to this element of the supply.
Gladman would caution against using a 10% lapse
rate and suggest that the average lapse rate of 17%
would provide a more accurate reflection of
the evidence and improve the prospect of achieving
the minimum housing requirement over the plan period.
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The residual requirement for allocation takes into
account a 10% non-delivery rate, a windfall allowance
totalling an additional 1820 units and a reduction of
850 dwellings to take into account a demolition rate of
50 dwellings per annum. In addition, the Plan indicates
that a total of 850 empty homes will be brought back
into use over the course of the plan period. The
residual for allocation is therefore quoted as 6272
dwellings. As indicated above, any such requirement
will need to be updated in due course to reflect the
Standardised Methodology and careful consideration
given the need to uplift this figure to reflect market
signals. In addition, any assumptions relating to
the intention to bring empty homes back into use must
be robustly evidenced in terms of its
deliverability and to ensure that no double counting
has taken place as a result of these dwellings having
been counted in the existing housing stock.

Finally, if the housing requirement within the Plan is to
be achieved, it is important that it is treated as a
minimum and that sufficient land is identified through
the proposed residential allocations to ensure that this
target can realistically be achieved. This is discussed
further in Section 4.5 below in relation to the proposed
housing allocations contained in Policy 5 of the Plan.

Comments noted.Policy 2 identifies that in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of the county

3557Question 6

and to deliver a thriving economy there is a need to
deliver 25,992 new homes to 2035. This overall level
of development is supported; however, it is essential
that the CDP allocates the sites required to deliver the
housing target and provide flexibility and choice to the
market.

As set out at paragraph 4.11 of the Preferred Options
Plan, following the publication of the Issues and

Our client considers that the proposed target of
delivering 25,992 additional homes in the County

3602Question 6

Options document, the government subsequentlyby 2035 is inadequate and that it needs to be
consulted on and updated the approach to assessingincreased. At this level the Plan will fail to deliver on
housing needs. Housing needs in County Durham haveits Spatial Vision which states :that : “By 2035 County
been developed in line with the government's standardDurham will have a thriving economy, reducing elves
methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceof deprivation, social exclusion and joblessness with
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationthe associated health and quality of life improvements
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposed. It will also be bridging the gap between its economic
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicperformance and that of other parts of the north East

and the rest of England.” baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeMuch is made in the supporting text of the plan of the

need to promote economic growth in County Durham Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointto address the key social and economic issues outlined
for determining the number of homes needed in anabove. New housing development has a central role
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to play in achieving such objectives and the scale of
development now proposed (25,992 - 1368 dpa) is
simply in sufficient to meet these aspirations.

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. ThisPrevious assessment work undertaken by DCC at the

issues and Options Stage identified a requirement for record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum startinga scale of development somewhere in the range of
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham1533dpa – 1717dpa over roughly the same period, to
is based on the minimum assessment for Localaddress the economic development issues faced by
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Thethe County and ‘bridge the gap’ with other parts of the

north East and the rest of the UK . housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is

The adoption of the an Objectively Assessed Need
(OAN) figure well below even the lowest figure in the

considered that this level of housing will serve to
maintain recent momentum within the County Durham

above range as the housing requirement for the economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
County, based solely on the national standard and objectives. An assessment of the lapse rate of
methodology, without any uplift to reflect stated planning permissions granted in County Durham shows
economic regeneration aspirations is therefore wholly that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% of
inappropriate and appears doomed to ensure that
failure.

the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to
take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
hampered in meeting our housing need we haveOur client would seek a higher minimum requirement

figure closer to the 1,717 Long Term Population Growth applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
scenario identified in the Issues and Options Paper. permission that have not started of 10% to account for
This would provide an appropriate response to the sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
stated aims of the Council and would ensure that have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
economic growth is not stifled either by too few houses as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2
being built overall or the adoption of a spatial strategy large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
that fails to deliver the right number of houses in the and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
right place as would be the case if the Sustainable Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adopted
Communities Spatial Strategy proposed elsewhere in
the plan were to be adopted.

there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
permission than in recent years, and the housing
allocations identified to meet the housing need haveIn this context it is therefore necessary for the Plan to

seek to allocate a greater number and range of housing been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.sites to meet the revised requirement. It is suggested

that our client’s site at Barras Hill, Sacriston (see Figure
1) would provide a suitable and sustainable additional
housing site that would both help meet the overall
requirement and provide additional geographical
flexibility and robustness in the proposed supply.

Our client would also support representations submitted
by the Home Builders Federation (HBF) as follows;

• The ‘lapse rate’ for planning consents should be
in line with actual experience in Co Durham and
should be 17% rather than the estimate of 10%;

• Not make and allowance for windfall development
;

• Delete the proposed allowance for bringing back
empty homes into residential use, in the absence
of information to support such an allowance; and
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• Make a higher allowance (75 dpa) for demolitions
of in line with past experience/trends rather than
the figure of 50dpa proposed.

The council has no evidence of HMOs being converted
into family homes as required by government guidance
if it is going to be taken into account in housing supply.

While the document notes that current evidence does
not indicate the development of new Purpose Built
Student Accommodation is resulting in houses
returning to the general housing market (Paragraph

4208Question 6

4.23), it would be helpful if the document contained a
further commitment from the local authority to support
schemes that would encourage the conversion of
HMOs back into family housing, which would also have
an impact on the number of houses needed in the city.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

3763Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been
a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in Countyproposed. The SHMA (2016) established that County
Durham have been developed in line with theDurham is a self-contained Housing Market Area and
government's standard methodology as set out inparagraph 4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect theCounty Council has not been asked by any other local
government's Technical Consultation published on theauthority to make provision to meet a proportion of
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedtheir housing need and Durham is also not expecting
data should provide the demographic baseline forany other authority to meet a proportion of their housing
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287requirement. We agree that County Durham can be
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesconsidered as being a Housing Market Area.
that the standard method for assessing local housingParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
need provides the minimum starting point forAssessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)
determining the number of homes needed in an area. Insets out a standard methodology should be used by
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities shouldthe LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canstandard methodology and should be calculated to this
be considered as being indicative of a greater housingeffect. The housing figure needs to be set as a
need above the minimum starting point. For thisminimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line
reason, housing need in County Durham is based onwith national planning policy and the wording of the
the minimum assessment for Local Housing Needproposed policy should be amended to demonstrate
adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing needthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings perthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentThe currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.
It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
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contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
117 houses per annum for the past five years).

(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply

However it is expected that with the Plan in place theof housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the
number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it isfigure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on smallexisting housing commitments in the County.
sites would be appropriate. The Development onParagraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
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residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.
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We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

In respect of the ELR Labour Supply is just one
element of calculating employment land needs across

Questions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the

3831Question 6

the County. National policy identifies that localCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
authorities should develop an idea of future needsPolicy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
based on a range of data which is current and robust.aspirations of present and future residents of County
In addition it is also important to understand qualitativeDurham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
factors also. Housing needs in County Durham havewill provide 305 hectares of employment land and

25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis). been developed in line with the government's standard
methodology as set out in Planning Practice GuidanceThe CDPPO describes how the employment and

housing needs of the County have been calculated. In and reflect the government's Technical Consultation
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedterms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographictiming of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
baseline for assessment of local housing need. ThisDurham Plan will be examined under the new national
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceplanning regime and that it will be therefore be required
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingto adopt the new standardised method for calculating
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointhousing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
for determining the number of homes needed in anParagraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatstandard calculation and the resulting need figure of
authorities should also consider previous delivery1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) therepresent the minimum starting point and no uplift has

been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations. council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicative

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

employment land and potential new employment sites, is based on the minimum assessment for Local
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
allocations are within existing employment areas and considered that this level of housing will serve to
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha, and objectives. In response to the reference to the
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at most recently reference appeal decision
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment) P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is important to note that the
land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

context has changed since this decision was issued
on the 10th May 2018 which means the Inspector's
determinations are not readily transferable to theParagraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three

scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the current context. Firstly, this decision was issued prior
scenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated to the publication of the revised NPPF and updated
growth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes: '…whilst I
support those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs accept that the Draft Framework and standard OAHN
from the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore methodology are closer to coming into being than when
that the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO considered by the Inspector in the Dalton Heights
demonstrates the link between the level of housing in appeal, it is important to bear in mind that this
the plan and the likely level of employment growth. expression of emerging national policy has not yet
The Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the come into force. Until such time as it has, it would be
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premature to apply it in my determination of this
appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further guidance

delivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment land.

has been published and as set out above this isIt is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the decision,

the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The Council ishousing strategy. This is a significant concern given
yet to formally adopt a position on using the standardparagraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
methodology'. This statement precedes the decisionpreparation and review of all policies should be
of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree to theunderpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
County Durham Plan Preferred Options beingshould be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rdon supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan madeand take into account relevant market signals.” The
use of the outcome of the standard methodology forapproach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapseemployment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
rate of planning permissions granted in County DurhamCouncil is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average ofemployment land’ in the plan it will require a
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. Insignificantly greater level of housing than it is currently

proposing. order to take this evidence into account and ensure
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we

The new NPPF does reflect the tests within the
previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at

have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to

paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:
“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively

period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates

encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
investment to match the strategy and to meet granted planning permission than in recent years, and
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
to address potential barriers to investment, such as need have been subject to robust methodology
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be including viability assessments giving more certainty

over their delivery.flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:
  The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.
  The take up in employment land will be in line with
the CDPPO but without enough housing in the County
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to accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:
“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
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uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.” (Savills emphasis).

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO, in our view,
should be revised to take into account the issues raised
above. This is a position which is also strongly
supported by the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions within County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the imbalance between the
employment growth aspirations and the housing targets
to support this growth. Perhaps the most relevant
decision is that for land to the east of Woodham Burn
and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe (May 2018) ref:
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108.The Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
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order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

In the appeal it was also argued that the economic
growth aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology. The Inspector agreed, concluding that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Our Client currently objects to the methodology and
approach used, particularly the isolated nature of the
housing and employment strategies and would
advocate that a more balanced approach is taken
between employment growth aspirations and the
provision of new homes to identify an appropriate
housing requirement.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

Our Client considers this approach to be unjustified
and not supported by the evidence base, but rather a
reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites being
granted planning permission again, which therefore
justifies a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be ignorant of key factors which could impact
upon both the reasoning as to why permissions lapse
in the first instance whilst at the same time making
unjustified assumptions about the likelihood of sites
securing permission again simply because they have
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been granted permission in the past. There are a
number of factors that can impact upon and/or explain
why sites with planning permission lapse and also why
a broad assumption should not be made on the
likelihood of a previously consented site being granted
permission again. The list below identifies some of
these factors but is by no means exhaustive:
  New national and local planning policies can change
the planning potential of sites and their ability to come
forward for development i.e. sites previously granted
planning permission may have been allocated for
development but either that allocation has been
removed or altered sufficiently enough as a result of
policy changes meaning that the site may not now have
the same potential to come forward at all or in a similar
quantum/type as before;
  Changing policy burdens and planning obligations
could render a consented site as unviable meaning
that permission lapses and a new permission of a
similar type and nature cannot be brought forward
unless the viability issues can be addressed by policy
changes or improved/different market conditions;
  Changing market conditions and/or housing
requirements could render a site undeliverable based
upon the consented scheme and so the permission
lapses and a new consent comes forward but of a
different nature, type or quantum to that previously
consented;
  Changing land ownerships and/or developer interest
could impact upon a sites ability to come forward and
so planning permission may lapse and new applications
may not come forward as the landowner is not willing;
  Each planning permission must be determined upon
its own merits and planning decisions are a matter of
judgment made by the decision maker so just because
a site has been granted planning permission before
does not mean the same scheme or a very similar
scheme would automatically be granted permission
again.

The above factors demonstrate why in our Client’s view
it is unreasonable to reduce the lapse rate by 7% based
upon what is effectively an assumption that lapsed
permissions will secure permission again for a similar
scheme and therefore contribute towards meeting the
housing requirement.This of course reduces the need
to allocate further sites for housing development.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
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higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

Our Client does not support the current level of lapse
rate applied to the residual housing requirement figures
and would request that the approach is amended in
light of the above comments or that proportionate
evidence is brought forward to support the Council’s
position.

The remainder of these representations demonstrate
that our Client’s Site at Sniperley is suitable, available
and achievable and can assist the Council in meeting
the increased housing requirement.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

4042Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemethodology for assessing housing need which was
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsubsequently been set out within the newly adopted

NPPF (July 2018). baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe standard methodology for assessing housing

needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointprojections) depending on how far above the local
for determining the number of homes needed in anaffordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. It is
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatparticularly relevant to note that in its current form the
authorities should also consider previous deliverystandardised approach gives a national total of 266,000
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s)
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisannounced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeis as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied

in the proposed methodology. of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

The three alternative scenarios for housing need
outlined in the Issues and Option document have been

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The

superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respectiveHowever, it is the Trustees view that there is a case

for an uplift to the County Durham OAHN. The
emerging PPG which states:
"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed by
production. The method relies on past growth trends the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
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representation, the three alternative scenarios for
housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options

for factors that could affect those trends in the future.
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic

stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) havetrends identified by household projections) will occur
been superseded by the new standard methodology.over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be
In response to the reference to the most recentlyapplied to produce a higher need figure that reflects
reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, itthat anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift
is important to note that the context has changed sincewill be appropriate include but are not limited to; where
this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 whichgrowth strategies are in place, strategic level
means the Inspector's determinations are not readilyinfrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decisionplace to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFDeals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these
and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:circumstances, the local housing need figure can be
'…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework andreflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming intobeing as a minimum the figure calculated using the

standard method." being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mindThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of that this expression of emerging national policy has
not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, itscenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
guidance has been published and as set out aboveare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed

in the Preferred Options. this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The

The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
level of household growth modelled, annual average published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).

August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as

derived from the standard methodology, will be it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
create more and better jobs and increase the economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision

and objectives.employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

Figure 1 See attachment
Table 1 See attachment

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
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that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
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the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:
• Project forward past trends which in the North East
are characterised by low levels of housing delivery
impacted upon by the recession, which in turn impacts
on past trends in household formation; and
• Due to the ageing population would result in a future
labour force which is unable to support existing and
planned jobs, thereby failing to support the jobs growth
underpinning the economic future of the North East.

The Trustees support the acknowledgement in para
4.12 that the housing numbers within the plan are a
target and not a ceiling.
Planning Practice Guidance acknowledges that there
will be a need to review the OAHN following the release
of the anticipated household projections in September
2018 in order to ensure that policy remains consistent
with ensuring that 300,000 homes are built in the UK
by the mid 2022’s. In this context the Council should
include a review mechanism within the local plan
timetable.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the

Appeal Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane,
Sedgefield (APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector
considered whether the council could demonstrate a
5-year housing land supply against and OAHN between
1,533 and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
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consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:
"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:
"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is the Trustees view that the economic growth
aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
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by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2: Quantity of New Development - Housing

In addition to the level of employment land being
proposed up until 2035, draft Policy 2 of the County

3990Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationDurham Plan: Preferred Options consultation sets out
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthe level of housing development proposed for the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicsame period.This suggests that 25,992 homes should
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisbe provided over the duration of the Plan equating to

1,368 homes per year. results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

The supporting text to draft Policy 2 sets out the
justification for the Council considering that the

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

Government’s standard methodology for calculating area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
housing need has superseded the evidence set out in authorities should also consider previous delivery
the 2016 SHMA. Story Homes do not dispute the
Council’s position on this.

levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeHowever, whilst the figure of 25,992 homes presented

in the Preferred Options consultation document is of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
based on the Government’s standard methodology point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
with an adjustment to take account of affordability, is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) is clear that the Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need figure generated by the standard method housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
is to be considered as the minimum starting point. It dwellings per annum. An assessment of the lapse rate
goes on to highlight circumstances where an uplift will of planning permissions granted in County Durham
be appropriate such as where growth strategies are in shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
place and/or where funding is in place to facilitate 17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
growth. In the case of County Durham an uplift would order to take this evidence into account and ensure
be appropriate, not least to support the ambitious we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
economic growth ambitions of the Council locally and have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
the North East LEP regionally. The ability to attract planning permission that have not started of 10% to
more and better jobs, rebalance the population and account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
become a top location for business and tourism hinges period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
on being able to provide new high quality housing that 17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
is accessible to, and meets the needs and aspirations
of, County Durham’s existing and future residents alike.

2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County DurhamThe housing figure presented in the Preferred Options

consultation document is also significantly lower than Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, andany of the options previously consulted upon at the
the housing allocations identified to meet the housingIssues and Options stage. At that stage, three growth

scenarios were presented as follows: need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.• Population Growth Short Term 1,533 dwellings

per annum
• Population Growth Combination 1,629 dwellings

per annum
• Population Growth Long Term 1,717 dwellings

per annum
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The preferred option figure of 1,368 dwellings per
annum now being presented therefore represents an
11% reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage, and
a 26% reduction on the highest level growth scenario.

Story Homes’ Key Concerns

Whilst consistent with the baseline housing figure when
applying the Government’s standard methodology,
Story Homes have concerns that the housing
requirement now being proposed does not represent
an appropriate figure once consideration is given to
the potential for economic growth and job formation.
Indeed, Story Homes consider that an appropriate
balance should be sought between the Council’s
ambitious employment growth aspirations and the
provision of new housing. A proportionate uplift in the
housing requirement is necessary to ensure the
employment ambitions for the County are realised.

It is accepted that the housing requirement proposed
in the Preferred Options consultation is a target and
not a ceiling and confirmation of this in paragraph 4.15
of the consultation document is welcomed, albeit this
is not reflected in the wording of the policy itself which
would benefit from clarification on this point.

Story Homes have a number of other concerns with
such a suppressed housing target which can be
summarised as follows and which in our view would
justify an increase in the minimum housing requirement
being proposed:

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. This has not always been
the case however and consequently there is a
need to take a longer term view on past delivery.
In this context a more positive historic
demographic picture is evident which is not
unduly influenced by the more suppressed recent
period. An upward adjustment of the
demographic projections is therefore needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.

• An analysis of market signals over a longer
historic time period highlights the importance of
a positive adjustment to address issues facing
younger households in the housing market
constructively rather than replicating the impact
of past housing market failures.Younger
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households have been constrained from forming
due to the lack of accessible and appropriate
housing stock and a positive adjustment is
needed to reverse this trend.

• There is an evident risk to the aspirational levels
of economic growth being proposed for the
County, with a wider impact on regional economic
prosperity, by planning for levels of population
and household growth that is consistent with the
baseline figure driven out by the Government’s
standard methodology with no uplift at all for
economic factors. Whilst the policy ambitions to
elevate labour-force participation and rebalance
the working age population are strongly
supported, the extent to which they will be
achievable is questionable on the basis of the
evidence presented to date by the Council.

• Finally, planning for a higher level of housing
provision than that currently being proposed in
the Preferred Options consultation would present
significant opportunities to address the identified
need for affordable housing in the County and
secure investment in major infrastructure
improvements, both of which are identified as
key objectives in the draft Plan.

In terms of delivering the new housing that is required,
paragraph 4.17 of the Preferred Options consultation
document identifies that a significant proportion of the
new homes needed are already committed either on
sites under construction or sites not started with
planning permission (a total of 16,808 houses as at
31st March 2018). However, the Council recognises it
is unlikely that all of these will come forward during the
Plan period for a variety of reasons.

The consultation document advises that existing
commitments make up 65% of the objectively assessed
need (OAN) presented and therefore acknowledges
that the effect of non-delivery of some developments
on the ability to meet the Plan’s OAN has the potential
to be significant.This is a highly important issue in the
view of Story Homes, particularly given the importance
of an appropriate level of new housing provision to
support the ambitious economic growth objectives for
the County as referenced above.

Lapse Rates

Paragraph 4.18 of the consultation document states
that based on the Council’s assessment, an average
of 17% of permissions for new housing between
2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed, with lapse rates varying
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from between 9% and 35% in any one year. It then
goes on to consider a 10% lapse rate as being
appropriate.

Story Homes consider that the assumption of a 10%
lapse rate for the non-delivery of existing planning
permissions is low based on past trends and that a
minimum lapse rate of at least 20% should be applied
to better reflect the 17% average lapse rate over the
four year period between 2011/12 and 2014/15. This
would also be broadly consistent with the findings and
recommendations set out in a study by
ChamberlainWalker in September 2017, commissioned
by Barratt Homes, entitled “The Role of Land Pipelines
in the UK Housebuilding Process” which found that
recent Government analysis through DCLG (now
MHCLG) has identified a 30 - 40% lapse rate on
average across the country with 60% lapse rates being
recorded in some areas.

Overall, the previous DCLG analysis reported in the
ChamberlainWalker report highlights that between 10
- 20% of permissions never materialise into a start on
site at all, with up to another 20% being the subject of
scheme re-engineering through a fresh planning
application.

The evidence presented in the ChamberlainWalker
study, supported by DCLG analysis and 2017 Barbour
ABI data, when combined with lapse rates locally in
County Durham, provides a compelling justification
that the proposed application of a 10% lapse rate by
the Council is too low and that a minimum rate of 20%
should be applied to better reflect delivery trends in
the County in recent years and also the national
position in this respect.

Windfall Sites

Story Homes also have concerns over assumptions
made in relation to the number of units expected to be
delivered from windfall sites, the bringing back into use
of empty homes, and the allowances made for property
demolitions. Historically, small windfall sites have
delivered an average of 126 houses per year therefore
the allowance for 130 dwellings a year for windfall
development may at first appear reasonable. However,
the level of housing delivery from windfall sites is
expected to fall following adoption of the County
Durham Plan and therefore a significantly reduced
reliance on smaller windfall sites should be reflected.
An allowance of 50 dwellings a year for the bringing
back into use of empty homes is also questionable with
Story Homes very firmly of the view that, due to the
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lack of any robust evidence to demonstrate that empty
homes will be brought back into use, this should only
provide flexibility to the supply and should not be
included within the supply calculations at this stage.
In contrast, the allowance for around 50 homes being
demolished each year appears low given that evidence
exists, and as recognised in paragraph 4.24 of the
Preferred Options consultation document, that there
have consistently been on average around 75
demolitions per year across the County.

Summary

All of the above points to a conclusion that the housing
requirement proposed in the County Durham Plan:
Preferred Options consultation is low and there are a
number of factors that would justify a substantial uplift
in the requirement, above the baseline figure generated
by the Government’s standard methodology, in line
with advice contained in the NPPF and PPG. These
are summarised below:

• The housing need figure generated by the
standard methodology should be considered as
the minimum starting point and, in line with
Government guidance, Story Homes broadly
support the application of an uplift where this
would be appropriate.

• The proposed housing requirement presented in
the Preferred Options consultation of 1,368
dwellings per annum represents an 11%
reduction on the lower housing growth scenario
consulted upon at the Issues and Options stage,
and a 26% reduction on the highest level growth
scenario.

• In the case of County Durham an uplift would be
appropriate, not least to support the ambitious
economic growth ambitions of the Council locally,
and the North East LEP regionally, in seeking to
attract more and better jobs, rebalance the
population and become a top location for
business and tourism.

• The standard methodology for calculating
housing need relies on past growth trends which
in the case of County Durham have been affected
by the lack of appropriate site allocations and
poor housing delivery. An upward adjustment of
the demographic projections is needed in
recognition that recent market trends have been
overshadowed by recovery from the recession.
A positive adjustment is also required to address
issues facing younger households in the housing
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market constructively rather than replicating the
impact of past housing market failures.

• Without an uplift there is an evident risk to the
aspirational levels of economic growth being
proposed for the County, with a wider impact on
regional economic prosperity, by planning for
levels of population and household growth that
is consistent with the baseline figure driven out
by the Government’s standard methodology.
There is also an inherent risk in not planning for
a higher level of housing provision than that
currently being proposed in the Preferred Options
consultation that the Council may fail in its ability
to address the identified need for affordable
housing in the County and secure the necessary
investment in major infrastructure improvements
to achieve the key objectives in the draft Plan.

• A minimum lapse rate of 20% should be applied
by the Council in recognition that for the period
2011/12 - 2014/15 the average non-delivery rate
for sites with planning permission averaged 17%
and reached as high as 35% in some years.The
application of a 20% lapse rate would also be
reflective of the current national situation as
evidenced in the ChamberlainWalker report “The
Role of Land Pipelines in the UK Housebuilding
Process” published in September 2017.

• Whilst small windfall sites have delivered an
average of 126 houses per year, the level of
delivery from such sites is expected to fall
following adoption of the County Durham Plan
and therefore a significantly reduced reliance on
smaller windfall sites should be reflected or
removed altogether.

Overall, the evidence for applying an uplift to the
proposed housing requirement is clear and compelling
and this should be reflected in the next version of the
draft County Durham Plan. It naturally follows that with
an elevated housing target, additional sites will need
to be identified in the Plan to ensure flexibility in supply
and certainty of delivery. Story Homes’ site north of
Newbiggen Lane in Lanchester has the ability to deliver
much needed housing growth in a high value market
location and in a settlement that is close to a wide
range of employment opportunities and well connected
to strategic road infrastructure and public transport
links. There is a strong justification for the allocation
of this site for housing in the emerging County Durham
Plan and Story Homes are intent on working closely
with the Council in bringing the site forward for
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development alongside the many benefits to the local
community it is capable of delivering.

A further and important consideration in this instance
is that the site has previously been the subject of a
planning application from Story Homes for the
construction of 149 dwellings (ref: DM/14/00763/FPA)
which was refused in June 2015 for the following
reason:

“The Local Planning Authority considers that the
proposed development is of a scale and form that
would be out of proportion with the function and role
of the settlement. The development would result in an
unacceptable incursion into open countryside on
greenfield land with resultant significant landscape and
visual harm. The development is therefore considered
contrary to Policies GDP1, EN1, EN2 and H07 of the
Derwentside District Local Plan and advice contained
within the "Twelve Core Planning Principles" of the
NPPF at paragraph 17 and paragraphs 109 and 111
at Part 11 of the NPPF.”

A subsequent appeal by Story Homes, involving a
public inquiry, was dismissed in July 2016 with the
Planning Inspector concluding that “development would
result in significant harm to the character of the
landscape and some harm to visual amenity ….. the
environmental dimension of sustainable development
would therefore not be achieved and the objections in
this respect are particularly strong.This weighs heavily
against the appeal together with the effect on the
non-designated heritage asset.”

Following the unsuccessful appeal outcome, Story
Homes have reviewed options in relation to the site
and realise that a different development strategy is
required. In the first instance this will involve promoting
the site as a suggested housing allocation in the
emerging County Durham Plan.These representations
should read alongside and in conjunction with the
accompanying Delivery Document and Technical
Appendices.

The Delivery Document sets out how Story Homes
have responded positively to the issues raised in the
previously refused application and subsequent
Inspectors decision, and demonstrates how a more
sensitive and appropriate scheme can be delivered on
the site to ensure the delivery of much needed housing
growth in the area to help achieve the Council’s
ambition of rebalancing the population of the County
and identifying new development sites that can meet
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the future housing needs of the area in sustainable,
well connected locations.

Whilst the previous application was refused and
subsequent appeal dismissed, the Council at no point
challenged the principle of new housing development
in Lanchester generally, or on the proposed site
specifically, and accepted Lanchester as a sustainable
location. This was reinforced by the Inspector in her
appeal decision who recognised the status of
Lanchester as a “Local Service Centre” as defined in
the Durham County Settlement Study (2012) and
agreed that its status had not changed in the
intervening period.

The Inspector confirmed that the status of the village
as a Local Service Centre, whilst below “Smaller Towns
and Larger Villages” in terms of its sustainability
credentials, did not prohibit new housing development
and he acknowledged that a form and scale of
development such as that being proposed by Story
Homes would go some way towards addressing a
declining population in the settlement which evidence
shows had a reduction of 130 people between 2001
and 2011.

The Council conceded during the public inquiry that
the proposed development site could be capable of
delivering around 100 units which in its view would be
more appropriate than the 149 units being proposed
at the time. The Inspector in dismissing the appeal on
landscape and visual amenity impact grounds agreed
with the Council on this point and confirmed in her
decision letter at paragraph 67 that “I am satisfied by
the evidence that Lanchester could potentially sustain
additional housing of the scale proposed subject to its
effect on landscape character and visual amenity”.

The above context provides an important starting point
in assessing whether the proposed site is suitable for
inclusion in the emerging County Durham Plan as a
housing allocation. There is a clear acceptance that
the site is a sustainable and desirable location for
new housing and that, subject to the resolution of
issues raised by the Council in refusing the previous
application and the Inspector in dismissing the
subsequent appeal, it should naturally follow that the
site is suitable for housing development and should
therefore be included in the emerging Plan. The site
is available for development, demonstrably deliverable
and the Delivery Document provides compelling
explanation and evidence to the Council to demonstrate
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how their outstanding concerns have been positively
addressed and resolved.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council.

You must review all empty housing stock and make
good use of that and align those to new businesses
and employment.

4119Question 6

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

We support the aims and aspirations of the Plan,
however, we would encourage the Council to take a

3909Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancemore positive approach to delivery of housing. Durham
and reflect the government's Technical ConsultationCounty Council (DCC) have adopted the standardised
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedmethodology for calculating objectively assessed
that 2014-based data should provide the demographichousing needs (OAHN) which equates to 1,368
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisdwellings per year. It is understood that this method
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceproduces a baseline figure which should be considered

as a minimum requirement by all local authorities. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointWe object to the calculation of residual number of

houses to be allocated is based on an unrealistic for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatexpectation of the number of units to be delivered from
authorities should also consider previous deliverycommitments. We consider that the discount for
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) thenon-delivery of commitments should be increased to
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisa more realistic figure of 15-20%, reflecting the 17%
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeaverage, and the number of houses to be delivered
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingduring the plan period on new allocation sites increased

accordingly. point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

Paragraph 4.15 (page 26) states that the standardised
methodology used for the Objectively Assessed Need

Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

(OAN) for housing would result in in 1,368 dwellings dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
per annum (dpa).We note that this figure is significantly considered that this level of housing will serve to
lower than the housing numbers of which were maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
proposed at the Issues and Options Stage (June 2010), economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
which ranged from 1,533 to 1,717 dpa.This substantial and objectives. In response to the reference to the
reduction significantly risks undermining the ability to appeal decision APP/X1355/W/17/3180108, it is
meet the needs and aspirations of existing and future important to note that the context has changed since
residents and provide housing which supports the this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
economy of the county and the need for more and
better jobs.

means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPFFurthermore, we note a recent Appeal Decision (ref:

APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) which questioned the and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
Council’s decision to use the standardised methodology '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
for calculating the Objectively Assessed Housing Need standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
(OAHN) with no uplift to reflect economic aspirations
of the County.

being than when considered by the Inspector in the
Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
that this expression of emerging national policy hasWe support the Council’s aspiration of a 73% Economic

Activity Rate (EAR), as set out by the County Durham not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
would be premature to apply it in my determination ofEconomic Partnership, and we consider an uplift to the
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, furtherOAHN figure of above 1,368 dpa would be wholly
guidance has been published and as set out aboveappropriate to reflect the economic aspirations of the

County and support the delivery of affordable homes. this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'The
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Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using the
standard methodology'. This statement precedes the
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agree
to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd
August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for
addressing housing needs. An assessment of the lapse
rate of planning permissions granted in County Durham
shows that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of
17% of the units granted permission have lapsed. In
order to take this evidence into account and ensure
we are not hampered in meeting our housing need we
have applied a reasonable discount to sites with
planning permission that have not started of 10% to
account for sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan
period. We have applied a 10% rate rather than the
17% average, as it is noted that there was spike in
2012/13 where 2 large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed
equating to 35%, and we recognise that lapse rates
this high is rare. Furthermore, once the County Durham
Plan is adopted there will be less large windfall sites
granted planning permission than in recent years, and
the housing allocations identified to meet the housing
need have been subject to robust methodology
including viability assessments giving more certainty
over their delivery.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

3999Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be
that the standard method for assessing local housingconsidered as being a Housing Market Area.
need provides the minimum starting point forParagraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
determining the number of homes needed in an area. InAssessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities shouldsets out a standard methodology should be used by
also consider previous delivery levels. Over the pastthe LPA for assessing the local housing need in line
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has deliveredwith national planning guidance. The figure proposed
on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery canfor housing delivery is required to be in line with the
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standard methodology and should be calculated to this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a

be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
need above the minimum starting point. For this

minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
with national planning policy and the wording of the the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
this is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
the policy is effective, positively prepared and in line
with national planning policy.

annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
momentum within the County Durham economy andThe currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.
It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

considered that these should not be relied upon to
meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
existing housing commitments in the County. sites would be appropriate. The Development on
Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65% Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
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of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
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the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2: Quantity of New Development

This policy sets out the level of development proposed
up to 2035. It suggests 25,992 homes should be

3886Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationprovided, this equates to 1,368 homes each year. The
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedjustification to this policy sets out that the Council
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicconsider that the CLG standard methodology has
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thissuperseded the evidence set out in the 2016 SHMA.
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeThe 25,992 homes is based on the CLG standard

methodology. Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point

However, the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) draws
attention to the wording of the Government’s response

for determining the number of homes needed in an
area. In this context, the Guidance notes that

to the revised NPPF which states that ‘the Government authorities should also consider previous delivery
was clear that reforms set out (which included the levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
introduction of a standard method for assessing council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
housing need) should lead to more homes being built. record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
In order to ensure that the outputs associated with the of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
method are consistent with this, we will consider point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
adjusting the method after the household projections is based on the minimum assessment for Local
are released in September’. Therefore, the Council Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
should be aware that the housing figures provided by
the CLG standard methodology are likely to change.

housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
considered that this level of housing will serve toThe figure generated by the standard method is

considered as the minimum starting point, it is noted maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
that it relies on past growth trends, which in the case economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
of Durham may have been affected by the lack of and objectives. In considering the appeals cited, it is
appropriate site allocations and poor housing delivery. noted that in all of these decisions the respective
It goes on to highlight circumstances where an uplift Inspectors gave consideration to the range of
will be appropriate such as where growth strategies alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
are in place (for example the Northern Powerhouse) County Council and as set out for consultation within
or where funding is in place to facilitate growth such the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan
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(2016). The three alternative scenarios for housing
need as outlined in the Issues and Options stage plan

as the Housing Infrastructure Fund. It is therefore clear
that in the case of Durham an uplift would be
considered appropriate. were developed within the context of the former PPG

which has been superseded by the new standardThe CLG figure is significantly below any of the options
previously consulted upon at the Issues and Options methodology. The Former Sedgefield Community

hospital Appeal decision (APP/X1355/W/16/3163598)stages (Population Growth Short Term: 1,533 dpa,
was made on the 28th July 2018. This decisionPopulation Growth Combination: 1,629 dpa and
therefore precedes the new standard method. ThePopulation Growth Long Term: 1,717 dpa). The
Woodham Burn and West of A167 decision (demographic forecasts paper explored a number of
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) is more recent however,scenarios including those in relation to migration and
it is important to note that the context has changedhousehold formation, these issues will not have been
since this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018considered within the CLG methodology, and will
which means the Inspectors determinations are notpresumably remain issues not to be addressed through
readily transferable to the current context. Firstly, thisthe new housing requirement. The HBF consider that
decision was issued prior to the publication of thethis raises concerns with the use of the CLG
revised NPPF and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of themethodology without any further consideration. The
decision notes: '…whilst I accept that the DraftHBF also have concerns that the proposed housing
Framework and standard OAHN methodology arerequirement does not represent an appropriate figure
closer to coming into being than when considered byonce consideration is given to the potential for
the Inspector in the Dalton Heights appeal, it iseconomic growth and job formation.The HBF continue
important to bear in mind that this expression ofto consider that an appropriate balance should be
emerging national policy has not yet come into force.sought between employment growth aspirations and

the provision of homes. Until such time as it has, it would be premature to apply
it in my determination of this appeal.' Subsequent to

It is also noted that there has been a precedent in
recent years of Inspectors agreeing with appellants at

this decision, further guidance has been published and
as set out above this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly,

appeals in relation to the OAN for Durham, for example as part of the decision, the Inspector noted at
the appeal at land at the former Sedgefield Community paragraph 39: 'The Council is yet to formally adopt a
Hospital[1] where the Inspector favoured the 1,629dpa position on using the standard methodology'. This
figure or Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west statement precedes the decision of Durham County
of the A167[2] where the Inspector considered that the Council's Cabinet to agree to the County Durham Plan
housing numbers may well need to be uplifted above Preferred Options being published for consultation from
the 1,368 dpa figure in order to align with the EAR
aspiration.

22nd June to 3rd August 2018. The Preferred Options
stage plan made use of the outcome of the standard
methodology for addressing housing needs. TheWhilst the justification (para. 4.15) does suggest that

this is a target and not a ceiling and that housing supporting text to this policy in the Preferred Options
completions could exceed this, this is not set out in the Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this number is a
policy itself.The policy may benefit from greater clarity target and not a ceiling, if housing completions do
in relation to the figure being a net figure and a exceed this level then this will be reflective of a buoyant
minimum for example ‘the following levels of housing market' This supporting text has been
development are proposed up to 2035: . . . a minimum amended to note that '…this number is a minimum and
of xx,xxx net new homes of mixed type, size and
tenure.

not a ceiling...' An assessment of the lapse rate of
planning permissions granted in County Durham shows
that from 2011/12 to 2014/15, an average of 17% ofDelivering the New Housing Required
the units granted permission have lapsed. In order to

The justification identifies that a proportion of this
housing target is already committed, although it does

take this evidence into account and ensure we are not
hampered in meeting our housing need we have

highlight that not all of these commitments will come applied a reasonable discount to sites with planning
forward during the Plan period. Paragraph 4.18 states permission that have not started of 10% to account for
that based on their assessment an average of 17% of sites that are likely to lapse within the Plan period. We
developments between 2011/12 and 2014/15 lapsed,
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however, it then goes on to consider a 10% lapse rate
appropriate.The HBF consider that given the evidence

have applied a 10% rate rather than the 17% average,
as it is noted that there was spike in 2012/13 where 2

provided a higher lapse rate would be more
appropriate.

large sites (243 and 258 units) lapsed equating to 35%,
and we recognise that lapse rates this high is rare.
Furthermore, once the County Durham Plan is adoptedThe Council also intend to make an allowance of 130

dwellings a year for windfall development. It is noted, there will be less large windfall sites granted planning
permission than in recent years, and the housingthat paragraph 4.20 states that historically small sites
allocations identified to meet the housing need have(under 0.4ha / 12 houses) have delivered an average
been subject to robust methodology including viability
assessments giving more certainty over their delivery.

of 126 houses each year, and that this has been
rounded up to the 130 dwellings. However, the HBF
would expect the level of housing delivery from windfall
development to decrease following the adoption of the
Local Plan as more sites (including those of less than
0.4ha or 12 dwellings) will have been identified and
adopted in the plan, thereby reducing the reliance on
smaller windfall sites. The HBF recommend that the
windfall allowance should be removed and instead
accepted as an additional flexibility in the supply, if it
is to be retained it is suggested that it is significantly
reduced. It is noted that there is no allowance for larger
windfall developments.

The Council also intend to make an allowance of 50
dwellings a year to allow for the bringing back into use
of empty homes. The HBF consider that due to the
lack of robust evidence that empty homes will be
brought back in to use that this should only provide
flexibility to the supply and should not be included
within the supply at this stage. The PPG is clear (ID
3-039) that ‘any approach to bringing empty homes
back into use and counting these against housing need
would have to be robustly evidenced by the local
planning authority at the independent examination of
the draft Local Plan, for example to test the
deliverability of the strategy and to avoid double
counting (local planning authorities would need to
demonstrate that empty homes had not been counted
within their existing stock of dwellings when calculating
their overall need for additional dwellings in their local
plans)’.

Paragraph 4.24 highlights that there have been on
average 75 demolitions each year, however, the
Council only intends to make an allowance for around
50 homes each year, this appears inconsistent.

Table 2 sets out how the Council have taken these
allowances into account in order to identify the number
of dwellings to be allocated (6,272 dwellings).

[1] Land at the former Sedgefield Community Hospital,
Salters Lane, Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598)
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[2] Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108)

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Question 6 – Housing Allocations

The Draft Local Plan is clear that the housing number
identified is based on the Government's standardised

3887Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidance
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationmethodology for assessing housing need which was
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedproposed as part of its 'Planning for the Right Homes
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicin the Right Places' consultation, whose approach has
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thissubsequently been set out within the consultation

NPPF. results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practice
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing

The standard methodology for assessing housing
needs sets fixed levels of uplift (to the household

local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

projections) depending on how far above the local area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
affordability ratio (median workplace-based) is. If authorities should also consider previous delivery
adopted as part of the changes to the NPPF and levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
supporting PPG, the Government proposes that any council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
area due to submit a Local Plan after March 2018 record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
should apply the standardised methodology. It is of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
particularly relevant to note that in its current form the point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
standardised approach gives a national total of 266,000 is based on the minimum assessment for Local
- someway short of the 300,000 target (by the 2020s) Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
announced by Government in the Autumn Budget.This housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
is as a consequence of the 40% 'cap' which is applied
in the proposed methodology.

dwellings per annum. In considering the appeals cited,
it is noted that in all of these decisions the respective
Inspectors gave consideration to the range ofThe three alternative scenarios for housing need

outlined in the Issues and Option document have been alternatives for housing need as put forward by Durham
superseded by new standard methodology that results
in 1,368 dpa outlined in the Draft Local Plan.

County Council and as set out for consultation within
the Issues and Options stage County Durham Plan.
The Issues and Options Stage Plan was informed byHowever, it is County Durham Land LLP’s view that

there is a case for an uplift to the County Durham
OAHN. The emerging PPG which states:

the County Durham Demographic Analysis and
Forecasts paper (2016). As noted in your
representation, the three alternative scenarios for

"The need figure generated by the standard method
should be considered as the minimum starting point in

housing need as outlined in the Issues and Options
stage plan (and as developed in the 2016 paper) have

establishing a need figure for the purposes of plan been superseded by the new standard methodology.
production. The method relies on past growth trends In response to the reference to the most recently
and therefore does not include specific uplift to account reference appeal decision P/X1355/W/17/3180108, it
for factors that could affect those trends in the future. is important to note that the context has changed since
Where it is likely that additional growth (above historic this decision was issued on the 10th May 2018 which
trends identified by household projections) will occur means the Inspector's determinations are not readily
over the plan period, an appropriate uplift may be transferable to the current context. Firstly, this decision
applied to produce a higher need figure that reflects was issued prior to the publication of the revised NPPF
that anticipated growth. Circumstances where an uplift and updated PPG. Paragraph 41 of the decision notes:
will be appropriate include, but are not limited to; where '…whilst I accept that the Draft Framework and
growth strategies are in place, strategic level standard OAHN methodology are closer to coming into
infrastructure improvements are planned, funding is in being than when considered by the Inspector in the
place to promote and facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Dalton Heights appeal, it is important to bear in mind
Deals, Housing Infrastructure Fund). In these that this expression of emerging national policy has
circumstances, the local housing need figure can be
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reflected as a range, with the lower end of the range
being as a minimum the figure calculated using the
standard method."

not yet come into force. Until such time as it has, it
would be premature to apply it in my determination of
this appeal.' Subsequent to this decision, further
guidance has been published and as set out aboveThe County Durham Demographic Analysis and

Forecasts paper (2016) considered a range of this is reflected in the Plan. Secondly, as part of the
decision, the Inspector noted at paragraph 39: 'Thescenarios when undertaking its OAHN for the County.
Council is yet to formally adopt a position on using theThe outcomes of the scenarios ranged from an OAHN
standard methodology'. This statement precedes theof between 1,717 dpa and 1,516 dpa. The scenarios
decision of Durham County Council's Cabinet to agreeare significantly higher than the 1,368 dpa proposed

in the Preferred Options. to the County Durham Plan Preferred Options being
published for consultation from 22nd June to 3rd

The Demographic Analysis and Forecasts paper
highlighted that the demographic baseline scenario of

August 2018. The Preferred Options stage plan made
use of the outcome of the standard methodology for

1,329 dpa would only support an annual average jobs addressing housing needs. In reflecting past delivery,
growth of 295. Even the scenario with the greatest it is considered that this level of housing will serve to
level of household growth modelled, annual average maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
jobs growth was limited to 535. This is significantly
below past trends of jobs growth (Figure 1).

economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
and objectives.

In light of this, it is clear that an OAHN of 1,368, as
derived from the standard methodology, will be
insufficient if Objective 1 in the Preferred Options (to
create more and better jobs and increase the
employment rate) is to be fully realised. Although the
Plan does not specify a number for jobs growth, Policy
2 proposes 305 hectares of strategic and general
employment land for office, industrial and warehousing
purposes.

ONS data shows that total job numbers increased by
17,000 in County Durham between 2000 and 2016,
giving a jobs growth of between 857 and 1,500 jobs
per annum (Figure 1 and Table 1) depending on the
approach taken to calculating the average change over
this period.

This analysis identifies the strength of the economy of
the County over the past 16 years, it also demonstrates
that in past evidence documents which supported the
Issues and Options paper, the economic-led scenario
which identified the highest OAHN for the County would
support c.500 jobs per annum. Given past trends in
jobs growth, it is clear an uplift is needed in the County
from the standard methodology to ensure the economic
ambition can be supported.

Standardised OAHN

Across the North East, the figures taken from the
standard methodology result in a 31% reduction in
dwellings delivered per annum when compared against
current local OAHN evidence. If the North East LPAs
adopted the level of housing identified by the
Government through the standard approach this would
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result in 1,370 less dwellings per annum being
delivered. This is equivalent to a 20% reduction
compared to the current evidence. This would have
substantial implications for supporting future economic
aspirations and also the economic benefits which
housing can bring - directly and indirectly.

The reason why the Government's proposed approach
results in a lower housing need for local authorities in
the North East is because many current OAHNs and
subsequent housing requirement figures are based on
economic-led future scenarios.

The new methodology uses as its starting point a level
of population growth based on recent migration
(particularly over the last 5/6 years). In areas that have
experienced low housebuilding since the recession
and economic downturn, which are likely to have also
experienced low levels of inward migration, this will be
factored into the SNPP, resulting in lower household
growth projections. An adjustment to take account of
market signals may not be sufficient to compensate
(as a big percentage uplift to a low figure still results
in a figure that is too low).

Using the household projections as the starting point
for assessing needs results in an artificially suppressed
starting point. In particular in the North East, it will
exacerbate past trends which do not align with the
economic ambition for the future of the region since
the starting point for the new methodology is a level of
population growth based on the recent low migration
which characterised during the recession.

An over-reliance on the MHCLG household projections,
and a failure to interrogate their outputs, could have a
counter-productive impact on our ability to provide
sufficient housing going forward. This is particularly
the case in the North East as the affordability uplift has
little effect in many LPAs.

Without the uplift provided through the alignment of
housing and economic scenarios, the North East would
be constrained to a level of future growth underpinned
by the demographic projections which:

• Project forward past trends which in the North
East are characterised by low levels of housing
delivery impacted upon by the recession, which
in turn impacts on past trends in household
formation; and

• Due to the ageing population would result in a
future labour force which is unable to support
existing and planned jobs, thereby failing to
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support the jobs growth underpinning the
economic future of the North East.

Appeal decisions regarding County Durham's
OAHN

There is a precedent in recent years of Inspectors
agreeing with appellants in matters concerning the
OAHN of County Durham, which gives weight to a
future housing need above that identified by the
Government's standard methodology.

In the Appeal Decision for Land at the former
Sedgefield Community Hospital, Salters Lane,
Sedgefield (App/X1355/W/16/3163598), the Inspector
favoured a minimum OAHN of 1,629 dpa identified in
the Issues and Options, arguing that an OAHN of 1,533
dpa would not be sufficient to support the average
forecast jobs growth up to 2033. Similarly, in the Appeal
Decision for Land south of Beacon Lane, Sedgefield
(APP/X1355/W/16/3155717), the Inspector considered
whether the council could demonstrate a 5-year
housing land supply against and OAHN between 1,533
and 1,717.

For the Appeal Decision Land to the South of Dalton
Heights, Seaham (APP/X1355/W/16/3165490), the
Inspector argued that weighting could not be given to
the 1,329 derived from the standard methodology as
this approach was at that time the subject of a
consultation process. The Inspector also states that
the OAHN of 1,533 proposed in the Issues and Options
might not be as robust as the higher figures as it was
based on short term migration trends over the deep
recessionary period and concluded a minimum OAHN
of 1,629 was appropriate.

Most recently (May 2018), the Appeal Decision for
Land to the east of Woodham Burn and west of the
A167, Newton Aycliffe (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108),
the Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

Furthermore, it was argued that the economic growth
aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology.

The Inspector added that:
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"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Although the Preferred Options Plan does not specify
an employment rate target for County Durham,
Objective 1 of the Preferred Options states:

"Economic Ambition - Improve the economic
performance of the whole of County Durham by
creating more and better jobs, increasing the
employment rate and reducing unemployment, thereby
increasing GVA (a measure of economic performance),
household income and demand for local goods and
services".

The Council’s Corporate Plan ‘State of the County’
(February 2018), states that one of their key measures
of success will be to achieve an employment rate of
73% by 2030.

It is County Durham Land LLP’s view that the economic
growth aspirations for County Durham qualify as
circumstances under which it is justifiable to uplift the
OAHN above that calculated from the standard
methodology.We suggest that the 1,629 dpa supported
by Inspectors in the four appeals highlighted above is
the most appropriate quantity of housing need.

James to consdeirPlease find below my comments on Durham County
Plan

4152Question 6

No mention that Stanley is one of the closest towns to
Newcastle the area with the biggest business sector
in the north east.

No mention of the proximity to Newcastle Airport or
the large Train Station in Newcastle, the plan makes
reference to Tees-valley Airport  in the South Durham
part of the plan, so there should be references in the
north.

Very small areas of employment land in the North of
the County in the plan particularly Stanley area in
comparison to other areas.

Very little vision for new types of employment or the
preparation for it, there is existing infrastructure to
support it, which is available in Tanfield, Durham
County owns servers that could support or house
business IT requirements you could build on this.
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Very little reference to super fast broadband and its
possible use for business development and reducing
our carbon footprint.

Stanley is sandwiched between Consett and
Chester-le-Street both towns have a bigger housing
allocation because of the employment available in
these towns, if Stanley doesn't have more employment
land we will continue to decline.

No links to tourism and attractions close to Stanley e.g.
Beamish.

Not really consultations no consideration for people
who don't have IT skills, drop in sessions in Stanley
officers could have been completing submission forms
or recording comments.Your officers were very friendly
and did send me further information not a complaint
about your officers but your process.

I'm still not sure what category of Town Stanley is, main
town or major town or what? How does this affect the
future plans, and what criteria is used to define the
category.

What happens to my comments, how are they included
and acted upon?

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

The Policy identifies that in order to meet the needs
and aspirations of present and future residents of

3667Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingCounty Durham and deliver a thriving economy a figure
completions do exceed this level then this will beof “305 hectares of strategic and general employment
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingland for office, industrial and warehousing” and “25,992
text has been amended to note that '…this number isnew homes of mixed type, size and tenure” has been

proposed. a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in County
Durham have been developed in line with theThe SHMA (2016) established that County Durham is

a self-contained Housing Market Area and paragraph government's standard methodology as set out in
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the4.12 going on to ascertain that Durham County Council
government's Technical Consultation published on thehas not been asked by any other local authority to
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedmake provision to meet a proportion of their housing
data should provide the demographic baseline forneed and Durham is also not expecting any other
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287authority to meet a proportion of their housing
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrequirement. We agree that County Durham can be

considered as being a Housing Market Area. that the standard method for assessing local housing
need provides the minimum starting point for

Paragraphs 4.10 – 4.26 presents the Objectively
Assessed Need (‘OAN’). The NPPF (paragraph 60)

determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

sets out a standard methodology should be used by also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
the LPA for assessing the local housing need in line 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
with national planning guidance. The figure proposed on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
for housing delivery is required to be in line with the be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
standard methodology and should be calculated to this need above the minimum starting point. For this
effect. The housing figure needs to be set as a reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
minimum target for delivery over the Plan period in line the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
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adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per

with national planning policy and the wording of the
proposed policy should be amended to demonstrate

annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered thatthis is a minimum requirement. This will ensure that
this level of housing will serve to maintain recentthe policy is effective, positively prepared and in line

with national planning policy. momentum within the County Durham economy and
will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.The currently calculated OAN over the Plan period

takes into account previous delivery and considers
commitments, windfall sites and new identified sites.

It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
planning permission during the Plan period, it is
considered that these should not be relied upon to

The guidance of NPPG (step 3), states that for County
Durham there will not be a cap for the level of increase

meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
hectares (12 houses) have historically made a

that local authorities should plan for. Therefore, we contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
suggest that the proposed housing figure of 25,992 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
(1,368 dwellings per annum) is not considered overly However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
ambitious in that it will not significantly boost the supply number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
of housing as required by the NPPF. Similarly, the considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small
figure of 25,992 should be amplified with respect to sites would be appropriate. The Development on
existing housing commitments in the County. Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the

suitability of future windfall sites.Paragraph 4.17 identifies that a total of 16,808 (65%
of the total OAN) have permission and are either under
construction or have not started as of 31 March 2018,
further acknowledging that “it is unlikely that all of these
will come forward during the Plan period for a variety
of reasons”. Given the significant proportion of the total
OAN, at 65%, tallied with the annual lapsed approval
rate between 10 and 17%, it would be sensible to
promote that the total OAN is not a ceiling figure. The
evidence suggests that the proposed OAN should be
a minimum and should consider review of delivery
throughout the Plan period. Further, the NPPF states
at paragraph 60 LPAs are required to determine ‘the
minimum number of homes needed’, therefore,
proposed policy should state the calculated figure as
a minimum.

With reference to windfall development sites in the
Plan area, it is considered (NPPG paragraph 24, Ref
ID: 3-24-20140306) that a windfall allowance may be
justified in the 5-year supply if a local planning authority
has compelling evidence that such sites have
consistently become available in the local area and
will continue to provide a reliable source of supply, as
set out at paragraph 70 of the NPPF. Paragraph 4.21
of the Consultation Document recognises that due to
the historic nature of the existing local plans large
windfall sites have made a significant contribution to
housing delivery in the recent past, therefore evidence
exists to suggest they could provide a reliable source
of supply. We agree with the LPAs assessment that
given the previous and significant reliance on large
windfall sites as a consequence of the age of existing
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local plans in the Plan area, that providing an allowance
for large windfall sites has the potential to undermine
the purpose of the Local Plan in providing certainty on
where new housing should be located. However, this
reinforces that the Council must allocate sufficient
housing sites in order to meet the OAN as a minimum
and it is noted that other sites should come forward to
significantly boost the supply of housing delivery.

It is further considered that any windfall allowance
should be realistic, having regard to the County
Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and
expected future trends and should not include
residential gardens (Paragraph 70, NPPF).
Furthermore, it is considered that this allowance should
be subject to the inclusion of development
management policies which are supportive of windfall
sites coming forward for development. To support this
allowance, consideration should be given of a criteria
based policy to allow specific consideration of small
sites less than 0.4ha. This should not be restricted to
the number of dwellings as the design of each site
should respond to the location and character of the
area.

As a result of the former reliance on large windfall sites,
a substantial emphasis should be placed on site
allocations in locations that are sustainable, where
people want to live and sites which have the ability to
deliver throughout the Plan period.

We agree that the OAN figure for housing delivery
should be calculated in line with the standard
methodology set out in the NPPF (paragraph 60) and
the national planning guidance. The Consultation
Document should specifically demonstrate how the
standard methodology has been calculated for the Plan
area. However, this should be clearly stated within the
proposed policy as a minimum target. This would
ensure that the policy in line with national policy and
is effective for the area, and sufficiently flexible to
respond to a change in circumstances.

The NPPF places emphasis on rates of delivery as
well as supply (sites which are allocated or permitted).
We therefore welcome the inclusion of the housing
trajectory in line with national guidance; however
suggest further justification is required to outline the
conclusions of the anticipated delivery rates set out in
the trajectory for it to be positively prepared and
effective. The Consultation Document should be fully
justified and suggest the trajectory will change over
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the Plan period and should be continually monitored
to be able to understand delivery and supply. The
trajectory and supporting evidence base need to be
publically available and regularly updated to understand
the delivery rates of the Plan area throughout the Plan
period.

We would support further growth as part of the new
Local Plan. In conjunction with the aspirations of the
spatial vision for County Durham over the Plan period,
it will be important for the Plan period to grow in both
economic prosperity whilst meeting the housing
requirements.

We anticipate that Policy 2 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 2 sets out the proposed quantity of new
development over the plan period to 2035.This reflects

3742Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancethe proposed move towards the use of the standardised
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationmethodology that has now been confirmed through the
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedpublication of the NPPF 2018 (see Section 2
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicabove). To determine the minimum number of home
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisneeded, the Council will need to reconsider the figure
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceof 25,992 that is currently set out within Policy 2. This
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingrelates to the consultation draft NPPF proposals and
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointit is now clear that these figures will be revisited in due
for determining the number of homes needed in ancourse to reflect the 2016-based household projections
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatthat are due to be published in September 2018. In
authorities should also consider previous deliveryaddition, the Government has drawn attention to its
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theintention to revisit the proposed methodology and
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisconsider adjusting it to ensure that the starting point
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeis consistent with its stated aim to ensure that 300.000

homes are built per year by the mid-2020s.
In preparing the Pre-submission version of the Plan,
it will be important for the Council to determine the

of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

minimum number of homes needed and set strategic Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
policies within the CDLP in a manner that is consistent housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
with the revised Framework. It will therefore need to dwellings per annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is
be informed by a local housing need assessment considered that this level of housing will serve to
conducted using the standard method, which fully maintain recent momentum within the County Durham
explores whether exceptional circumstances exist that economy and will therefore support the Plan's vision
would justify the use of an alternative approach. This and objectives.The supporting text to this policy in the
would include the need to carefully consider local Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that
demographic trends over the plan period and a range this number is a target and not a ceiling, if housing
of market signals. Any associated housing requirement completions do exceed this level then this will be
that is generated from this exercise should then be reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supporting
expressed within the policies of the Plan as a text has been amended to note that '…this number is
‘minimum’ rather than a ‘maximum’. These particular a minimum and not a ceiling...' It is accepted that some
issues will need to be fully explored by the Council large windfalls may still receive planning permission
once the Government’s intentions relating to the during the Plan period, it is considered that these
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should not be relied upon to meet our housing
requirement. Small sites under 0.4 hectares (12

standard method have been further clarified over the
coming months. Notwithstanding the need for the

houses) have historically made a contribution to pastCouncil to revisit its evidence with regards to housing
housing delivery (an average of 117 houses per annumneeds, it is clear from the emerging approach to
for the past five years). However it is expected thatdetermining the residual housing requirement for
with the Plan in place the number of windfalls willallocation that a number of assumptions are being
reduce, therefore it is considered that an allowance ofmade that would act to reduce the number of homes
80 per annum on small sites would be appropriate.to be allocated within the Plan. At this stage we would

raise specific concerns regarding the following: The Development on Unallocated Sites policy will be
used to assess the suitability of future windfall sites.The proposed lapse rate of just 10% in relation to

committed sites. This is not justified given that the
average rate has been 17% over the period 2011/12
to 2014/15 and historically higher.

The assumption of 130 dwellings per year from
windfall development over the plan period. This
approach is not considered to be justified as it is higher
than the 126 dwelling per year average and it is usual
for the rate of windfall completions to reduce once a
local plan has been adopted.

The allowance of 50 dwellings a year associated
with bringing empty homes back into use. This
assumption has not been robustly justified within the
Council’s evidence base. In order to count such sites
against housing need it is important that certainty is
provided with regard to the associated programme and
funding that will enable this to be achieved.
Furthermore, it is essential that information is provided
that makes it clear that empty homes have not already
been counted within the existing housing stock.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The policy should make it clear that the Objectively
Assessed Need (OAN) sets a minimum not maximum

3765Question 6

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancefor housing. Even if the Local Planning Authority can
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationdemonstrate a 5 year housing land supply they should
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposednot be resistant to if applications are presented that
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicmeet the criteria of sustainable development, that

provide a clear community benefit. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeA further material consideration is the Housing White

Paper ‘Fixing our broken housing market’ (February
2017).

Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting point
for determining the number of homes needed in an

The forward to Housing White Paper is as follows:
“We need to build many more houses, of the type
people want to live in, in the places they want to live.

area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous delivery
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the

To do so requires a comprehensive approach that council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. This
tackles failure at every point in the system. “ Prime
Minister, Theresa May

record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County DurhamThe Housing White Paper clearly identifies National

Government Policy; more houses need to be built and is based on the minimum assessment for Local
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Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308

Local Planning Authorities need to plan for these
houses.

dwellings per annum.The supporting text to this policySummary
in the Preferred Options Plan set out: 'It should be

The County Durham Plan Preferred Options is, on the
whole, supported. The Plan should make it clear that

noted that this number is a target and not a ceiling, if
housing completions do exceed this level then this will

the OAN is not a maximum, rather it is a minimum to be reflective of a buoyant housing market' This
be achieved and Policy should reflect that well planned supporting text has been amended to note that '…this

number is a minimum and not a ceiling...'development can help the sustainability of rural
settlements.

The supporting text to this policy in the Preferred
Options Plan set out: 'It should be noted that this

Policy 2 sets out the proposed quantity of
new development over the plan period to 2035. This

3838Question 6

number is a target and not a ceiling, if housingreflects the proposed move towards the use of the
completions do exceed this level then this will bestandardised methodology that has now been
reflective of a buoyant housing market' This supportingconfirmed through the publication of the NPPF 2018

(see Section 2 above). text has been amended to note that '…this number is
a minimum and not a ceiling...'Housing needs in CountyTo determine the minimum number of home needed,

the Council will need to reconsider the figure of 25,992 Durham have been developed in line with the
government's standard methodology as set out inthat is currently set out within Policy 2. This relates
Planning Practice Guidance and reflect theto the consultation draft NPPF proposals and it is now
government's Technical Consultation published on theclear that these figures will be revisited in due course
26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-basedto reflect the 2016-based household projections that
data should provide the demographic baseline forare due to be published in September 2018. In addition,
assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287the Government has drawn attention to its intention to
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notesrevisit the proposed methodology and consider
that the standard method for assessing local housingadjusting it to ensure that the starting point is consistent
need provides the minimum starting point forwith its stated aim to ensure that 300.000 homes are

built per year by the mid-2020s. determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should

In preparing the Pre-submission version of the Plan,
it will be important for the Council to determine the

also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered

minimum number of homes needed and set strategic on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
policies within the CDLP in a manner that is consistent be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
with the revised Framework. It will therefore need to need above the minimum starting point. For this
be informed by a local housing need assessment reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
conducted using the standard method, which fully the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
explores whether exceptional circumstances exist that adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
would justify the use of an alternative approach. This for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
would include the need to carefully consider local annum. In reflecting past delivery, it is considered that
demographic trends over the plan period and a range of this level of housing will serve to maintain recent
market signals. Any associated housing  requirement momentum within the County Durham economy and
that is generated from this exercise should then be will therefore support the Plan's vision and objectives.
expressed within the policies of the Plan as a It is accepted that some large windfalls may still receive
‘minimum’ rather than a ‘maximum’. These particular planning permission during the Plan period, it is
issues will need to be fully explored by the Council considered that these should not be relied upon to
once the Government’s intentions relating to the meet our housing requirement. Small sites under 0.4
standard method have been further clarified over the hectares (12 houses) have historically made a
coming months. Notwithstanding the need for the contribution to past housing delivery (an average of
Council to revisit its evidence with regards to housing 117 houses per annum for the past five years).
needs, it is clear from the emerging approach to However it is expected that with the Plan in place the
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number of windfalls will reduce, therefore it is
considered that an allowance of 80 per annum on small

determining the residual housing requirement for
allocation that a number of assumptions are being

sites would be appropriate. The Development onmade that would act to reduce the number of homes
Unallocated Sites policy will be used to assess the
suitability of future windfall sites.

to be allocated within the Plan. At this stage we would
raise specific concerns regarding the following:

• The proposed lapse rate of just 10% in relation
to committed sites.This is not justified given that
the average rate has been 17% over the
period 2011/12 to 2014/15 and historically higher.

• The assumption of 130 dwellings per year from
windfall development over the plan period. This
approach is not considered to be justified as it
is higher than the 126 dwelling per year average
and it is usual for the rate of windfall completions
to reduce once a local plan has been adopted.

• The allowance of 50 dwellings a year associated
with bringing empty homes back into use. This
assumption has not been robustly justified
within the Council’s evidence base. In order to
count such sites against housing need it is
important that certainty is provided with regard
to the associated programme and funding that
will enable this to be achieved. Furthermore, it is
essential that information is provided that makes
it clear that empty homes have not already been
counted within the existing housing stock.

Comment noted. The Plan is supported by an
Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

How about instead of building houses on every single
bit of land we have spare, think about where all these
people moving into these houses are going to go to

3938Question 6

school at?!  Or how much longer we're going to have
to wait to see a doctor!  You're building houses but we
don't have the services to accommodate more
residents!  You need to be improving the houses we
already have and making then suitable for larger
families!  You should be putting money into converting
lofts into rooms for the people who have large families
and can't afford anything bigger than they've got!  One
of the areas of land you are wanting to build on in
Crook had wildlife there, including hedgehogs, which
are now protected and you're wanting to build on that,
there's no common sense in what you're actually
planning to do!

Support notedOverall the quantum of development has reduced,
when compared to the previous withdrawn Plan and

3960Question 6

therefore points towards the likelihood of a reduction
in traffic demands at the SRN when compared to the
2014 Plan. Given that Highways England was
ultimately able to provide general support to the overall
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development aspirations for the 2014 Plan, it is
considered that this policy and the growth aspirations
within it can continue to be supported.
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 Spatial Distribution of Development (Where)

DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

The Plan recognises the importance of Stanley but no
longer includes a specific category of 'major town'.

In the plan Stanley doesn't appear to be registered as
a major town, it's geographic situation is near to the
major conurbations of Gateshead and Newcastle and

400

the opportunity that brings are not noted.  ICT
development and interlinks to enterprise in Stanley
could be noted. Tourism development and potential
employment could be recognised by mention of
Stanley's nearness to major tourist attractions of
Beamish Museum, Tanfield Railway, Causey Arch and
these attractions need to be recognised.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

Cornforth Parish Council wishes to object to the County
Durham Plan in a number of grounds.

3676

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comeThe County Plan includes no measures to address the
decline of small settlements such as Cornforth. The forward in places such as Ferryhill in addition to the

allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also
identify further sites.

County Council has for too many years ignored the
plight such villages, which need investment and
regeneration. This plan, like its predecessor, fails its
electorate in this respect.  In addition, its proposed
pattern for development exacerbates the problem.

The concentration of development in the central
corridor continues the strategy of the previous,
discredited and unpopular plan. The effect will be to
draw families from villages, placing strain on the
infrastructure of the “favoured” settlements. The
villages left behind, like Cornforth, have schools,
community facilities and shops that need those families
to continue to thrive.  Cornforth needs housing
development, particularly three bedroom plus family
houses.  It has land suitable for them and that land has
planning permission, (Banks’s site and the former petrol
filling station on Station Road).  It also has undeveloped
clearance areas owned by Livin’. That land will be
wasted and communities will die as a result of the
County’s policy to favour and promote its centrist
policies.

This exclusively market-led plan for new development
will depress housing values in other areas of the
County. We have already seen housing values fall to
an extent where the market is open to unscrupulous
and uncaring private landlords. We have already seen
the results of that in terms of poorly maintained
property, additional pressure on social services, the
police and other public services.  County-wide, your
policies are not sustainable and need serious
reconsideration.
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There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

As part of the Council's consultations for the future of
County Durham. I would like to see the Council invest

2442

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comein Ferryhill. I do feel Ferryhill has be neglected for some
forward in places such as Ferryhill in addition to thetime, by the County Council & the Town Council I have
allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also
identify further sites.

lived in the town for 20years & have seen NO
investment in Ferryhill, in housing Transport etc.
Ferryhill is in desperate Need regeneration, In
especially Dean Bank. Ferryhill seems NEVER to get
any investment as do other parts of the County. I would
also like to say Dean Bank area is a disgrace in terms
of the state of the streets, Housing etc. Nothing is
happening & something needs to be done.
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Comments noted, the plan allocates land across the
County based on market attractiveness amoungst other

Much good work has gone into this document to identify
potential business growth. However there is a lack of

273Question 7

things, this includes protecting existing employment
sites in villages such as Wingate.

development in smaller villages such as Bearpark
which currently has a very half hearted usage on a site
in Colliery Road. More needs to be done in Wingate,
Wheatley Hill and other smaller mining communities.

The Dragonville site, which is a protected site, needs
further development and finishing off.

In terms of the document you have produced why have
you not mirrored this with housing need in that area?
I am struggling to see how these two major issues fit
together. It feels very disjointed and that a decision
has been made re Durham City being "the" most
important area to develop. Move on.

Comments noted, the policies in the Plan will not
restrict suitable development coming forwad on these

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports Policy 3 but will also in the

209Question 7

sites subject to meeting the policies within the Plan
and the NPPF.Neighbourhood Plan support employment sites

at Mountjoy, Blagdon Depot, Providence Row
and Fowlers’ Yard.

Support noted.I agree235Question 7

Comments noted, the plan allocates land at Aykley
Heads but also at other sites across the City including

THE COMMENTS ON THIS QUESTION ALSO APPLY
TO QUESTION 8

888Question 7

Belmont and Dargonville. Land allocations in DurhamDue consideration should be given to a realistic
strategy to develop diverse employment sites across provide approximately 11ha of a total of 301ha of

employment land across the County.The County and not limited to a "fixation" by DCC to
propose the only major sites are in Durham City.

The "need" to develop a business park at Aykley Heads
appears to be based on suspect employment
projections and unsubstantiated aspirations of DCC to
justify theif preferred options in the CDP.These flawed
arguments support their desire to relocate County Hall.
(This has been highlighted in my responses to some
of the Questions above). If County Hall needs to be
replaced, why can the new building not be located at
Aykley Heads?

Development of business parks should be encouraged
throughout the County, and if in Durham, more
emphasis should be placed on Dragonville and
Belmont. These locations have large areas available,
with good communications and development here
would not cause vast increases in City Centre traffic.
Their development would produce a more equitable
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distribution of new housing stock and regeneration of
wider brownfield areas.

As mentioned in my comments above, DCC need to
be more proactive in identifying brownfield sites for
development.They are narrow in their thinking - eager
to promote sites which fit in with their preferred options
but show little enthusiasm and no vision or innovation
to identify and develop those outside prime City Centre
locations. Have they given any thought to develop the
derelict munitions facility at Brasside? This would form
an ideal location for the new County Hall and other
developments. It could relatively easily be linked to the
ECML and this would benefit communities in Brasside
and Newton Hall.

Comments noted.Sites suitable for Highways England highway
maintenance contracts need to be considered.

299Question 7

Comments noted, the policies in the Plan will not
restrict suitable development coming forwad on these

Other sites exist in Barnard Castle which I believe DCC
is aware of but they have not been included in this
document:

303Question 7

sites subject to meeting the policies within the Plan
and the NPPF.• Smith's site on Queen Street, Barnard Castle

• The Auction Mart on Vere Road
• The old Addison's auction rooms on the A688

Are there reasons why these sites have not been
included? Are they now designated for retail or
residential use?

Support noted.I agree with the list of protected employment sites in
West Durham

342Question 7

Comments noted. It is considered that the policy has
sufficient flexibility in order for alternative uses such

Policy 3 Protected Employment

London & Cambridge Properties Limited (LCP) own
industrial land at Enterprise City, Spennymoor (circa

356Question 7

as gyms and creches. The policy recognises the
importance that these can play.15,900 sqm) and at Drum Industrial Estate (1,553

sqm).  It is noted that both sites are identified as
protected employment sites.

LCP have no objection in principle to the identification
of both sites as protected employment sites but would
want to ensure that there is flexibility for other possible
uses to be accommodated provided that a range of
criteria are satisfied, namely: -

1 There was no demand for either the land or the
industrial buildings and that it had been marketed.

2 That the proposed use should help widen the
function of the employment site or be ancillary
to the main employment use for the site.
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LCP own and manage a number of employment areas
throughout the UK, they have found through their
experience that a degree of flexibility in terms of other
uses e.g. gyms, creches etc have helped retain the
attractiveness of these employment uses.

Support noted.Kookaburra Limited remains generally supportive of
the Local Planning Authority's strategy towards the

873Question 7

redevelopment of the majority of the Peterlee North
East Industrial Estate for housing, particularly with
regard to the exclusion of a number of 'Protected
Employment Sites' from the area allocated for housing
(paragraph 4.41), one such 'Protected Employment
Site' being the site of the Kookaburra Limited factory.

Although there is only a general reference in the East
Durham section of Table 4 to the 'Peterlee North East
Industrial Estate' as a location including 'Protected
Employment Sites', Kookaburra Limited acknowledges
that its site is satisfactorily identified and clearly
indicated on the 'County Durham Preferred Options
Policies Map' as being outside the surrounding
allocation of land for housing but within the are of
'Protected Employment Sites'.

The company appreciates the continuing policy support
of the Local Planning Authority for the factory and
welcomes the fact that the County Durham Plan will
formally recognise the future existence of this
successful business, putting to rest previous intentions
to secure the relocation the factory to another site away
from the Peterlee North East Industrial Estate. The
company continues to prosper and grow; has recently
been subject to significant internal alteration; and
employs an expanding workforce of primarily
locally-based employees.

Although the demise of the majority of the industrial
estate has opened an opportunity for the re-cycling of
land to provide much-needed housing, the factory
continues to contribute in no small measure to the local
and wider Durham economy. The company has had
some concern over future intentions for the estate in
view of the fact that an application for outline planning
permission for housing development on the land
surrounding its factory remains undetermined despite
its validation in May 2014 and a report to the Planning
Committee having been prepared in January 2016.

Although the 'Peterlee Masterplan Update 2016'
indicated that over £767,000 had been spent on
property acquisition within the industrial estate between
2014-16, with a further £828,000 committed for
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acquisitions between 2016-19, the inclusion of the
factory within the 'Protected Employment Sites'
designation will offer the company an appropriate level
of certainty to enable it to make future investment
decisions.

These comments are a copy of those submitted in
relation to Question 5. Although there is some
relevance to both Question 5 and Question 7, the
comments are perhaps more pertinent in respect of
Question 7.

Comments noted. We will continue to work with
Northumbria Water in the allocations process.

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the
region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of

1084Question 7

these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational , non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus land.
They also seek opportunities to redevelop our
redundant sites. Consequently, you will see two
separate responses submitted from Northumbrian
Water for this emerging plan.These responses should
be read individually with an understanding of the two
different planning roles Northumbrian Water
undertakes.

We support economic development in sustainable
locations. Any major economic development land users
are encouraged to initiate early discussions with
Northumbrian Water regarding any specific water
requirements for production and / or waste removal.
We have already undertaken a high level assessment
of the SHLAA sites to identify any areas of incapacity
or sites which have strategic assets on site which
require any necessary diversion, relocation or
protection measures.

Support noted.Page 30-38719Question 7
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The further expansion of Newton Aycliffe, with one
third of allocated employment land located in the Town,
is supported as it is in line with the regional Strategic
Economic Plan.

Comments noted.The Plan allocates sites in the most
attractive market areas, on of the key factors that
makes these site's attractive is their accessibility.

A significant determinant of industrial land allocations
should be the accessibility of sites from centres of
population by modes other than the private car. The
County’s low rates of car ownership, together with its

495Question 7

dispersed settlement pattern, makes this extremely
relevant: inaccessible employment opportunities cannot
be reached by those most in need. Given that there is
an oversupply of industrial land in the County, I propose
that sites which cannot be accessed by public
transport, cycling and walking should be deallocated,
unless there are no viable alternative sites in the area.

Support noted.Our client is supportive of the allocation of Forrest Park
for employment use, including Class B1, B2 and B8
uses.
As part of the proposals for the site, our client is
seeking to utilise a proportion of the front area of the

798Question 7

site for retail uses which will be ancillary to and will
support the employment uses on site. This area of the
site has potential to be brought forward in advance of
the employment uses. As such, our client is supportive
of criterion c. of the ‘Development of Employment Sites
for Other Uses’ section and considers it prudent that
this criterion is included within the policy. The
supporting text at paragraph 4.30 is also welcomed as
it explains the requirement for ancillary uses to support
the functioning of larger employment sites by providing
facilities for those working at the site.
The supporting text at paragraph 4.31 and 4.32 is also
welcomed as it explains Forrest Park’s potential to
deliver a prestige employment development in the
South Durham area which can contribute significantly
towards the economy.

Comments noted.The additional land provides a logical
extension to the site submitted and therefore will
continue to be allocated.

On behalf of our client, Forrest Park (Newton Aycliffe)
Ltd, we hereby submit the following written
representations to the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options 2018 in respect of land known as Forrest Park,
Newton Aycliffe, County Durham.

795Question 7

Forrest Park comprises 55 hectares of land and is
located to the south of the Aycliffe Prestige Business
Park, to the west of the A167 Durham Road, and to
the west of Newton Park Service Station and to the
north of the A1.To the east of the site is the Darlington
and Stockton railway line and beyond are open fields.
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The site has already secured £13 million funding from
the Local Enterprise Partnership to facilitate the
construction of a new electric substation and highway,
including a new junction on the A167 to allow traffic
flow into the site.

Our client is committed to bringing the site forward for
employment use, class B2/B8 use with ancillary office
space (Class B1) and ancillary retail units to the front
of the site.

County Durham Plan Preferred Options – Policies Map

The site is shown on Polices Map 49 and is allocated
for employment land. This allocation is supported
however, it should be noted that the north-western
corner of the allocation is not within the client’s
ownership and does not form part of the proposals.
Please refer to the red line boundary included at
Appendix 1.

Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Q5 and Q6 – Policy 2: Quantity of New Development
and Q7 – Policy 3: Employment Land

1131Question 7

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesQuestions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the should develop an idea of future needs based on a

range of data which is current and robust. In addition
it is also important to understand qualitative factors.

CDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
Policy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of County
Durham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
will provide 305 hectares of employment land and
25,992 dwellings.

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In
terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035).

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land
allocations are within existing employment areas and
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
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4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

Paragraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
growth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
support those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
from the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
that the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
demonstrates the link between the level of housing in
the plan and the likely level of employment growth.
The Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
delivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment
land.

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the
housing strategy. This is a significant concern given
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.” The
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
employment land’ in the plan it will require a
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

The new  NPPF also reflects the tests within the
previous NPPF, and establishes four new tests at
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”
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It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should, where possible, meet their
objectively assessed needs, be appropriate taking into
account alternatives and be deliverable over the plan
period. Plans should provide policies and sites which
attract investment and remove barriers to that
investment.The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity
between its economic strategy and its housing strategy
will result in one of two eventualities:

• The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment.
Housing will therefore be a barrier to investment
and sustainable economic growth in the County.

• The take up in employment land will be in line
with the CDPPO but without enough housing in
the County to accommodate the required labour
force, commuting into the County will increase
significantly causing unsustainable travel patterns
and potentially affecting the ability of other
economic and housing market areas (Tyne and
Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised.

It is our view that to make the CDPPO sound there will
need to be an alignment between the employment and
housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
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so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.”

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
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economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO should be
revised to take into account the issues raised above.
This is a position which is also strongly supported by
the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions with County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the disjointed approach between
the employment growth aspirations and the housing
targets to support this growth. Perhaps the most
relevant decision is that for Land to the east of
Woodham Burn and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe
(May 2018) ref: APP/X1355/W/17/3180108. The
Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

It was also argued that the economic growth aspirations
of County Durham represented circumstances where
it is justifiable to identify need above the need figure
identified by the standard methodology. The Inspector
added that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

We do not agree with the current methodology and
approach, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would suggest that a
more balanced approach is taken between employment
growth aspirations and the provision of new homes in
order to identify an appropriate housing requirement.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
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delivered in future years should a new planning
application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

We consider this approach to be wholly unsound and
unjustified with no credible evidence base cited, but
rather a reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites
being granted planning permission again, which is then
used to justify a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be made upon no robust planning basis or
evidence base and appear to be ignorant of key factors
which could impact upon both the reasoning as to why
permissions lapse in the first instance whilst at the
same time making unjustified assumptions about the
likelihood of sites securing permission again, simply
because they have been granted permission in the
past. There are a number of factors that can impact
upon and/or explain why sites with planning permission
lapse and also why a broad assumption should not be
made on the likelihood of a previously consented site
being granted permission again.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

We encourage the Council to review the current level
of lapse rate applied to the residual housing
requirement figures in line with our comments above
or further evidence must be prepared to justify the
current approach.

The Plan allocates land in north Durham based on
evidence within the ELR which considers past take up

Please find below my comments on Durham County
Plan

1102Question 7

within this area amoungst other things. Land has beenNo mention that Stanley is one of the closest towns to
Newcastle the area with the biggest business sector
in the north east.

allocated at Tanfield Lea and Greencroft within the
Stanley area. In addition employment sites have been
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protected at these locations as well the sites at
Morrison Service and Morrison Busty. The Utilities,

No mention of the proximity to Newcastle Airport or
the large Train Station in Newcastle, the plan makes

Telecommunications and Other Broadcastreference to Tees-valley Airport  in the South Durham
Infrastructure policy recognises the importance ofpart of the plan, so there should be references in the

north. broadband equipment. Whilst not directly referenced
within any policies, the plan will protect Beamish andVery small areas of employment land in the North of

the County in the plan particularly Stanley area in
comparison to other areas.

other tourist attractions from development that would
undermine their important economic role within the
County.

Very little vision for new types of employment or the
preparation for it, there is existing infrastructure to
support it, which is available in Tanfield, Durham
County owns servers that could support or house
business IT requirements you could build on this.

Very little reference to super fast broadband and its
possible use for business development and reducing
our carbon footprint.

Stanley is sandwiched between Consett and
Chester-le-Street both towns have a bigger housing
allocation because of the employment available in
these towns, if Stanley doesn't have more employment
land we will continue to decline.

No links to tourism and attractions close to Stanley e.g.
Beamish.

Not really consultations no consideration for people
who don't have IT skills, drop in sessions in Stanley
officers could have been completing submission forms
or recording comments.Your officers were very friendly
and did send me further information not a complaint
about your officers but your process.

I'm still not sure what category of Town Stanley is, main
town or major town or what? How does this affect the
future plans, and what criteria is used to define the
category.

What happens to my comments, how are they included
and acted upon?

Comments noted. The accessibilty of sites and
locations has been considered when allocating sites.

Employment

Whilst I understand the need for some specialist
industrial sites for new high tech industry thought needs

1187Question 7

to be given to transport requirements to sites such as
NetPark. Transport from the Crook area is fine to
Durham, Darlington and towns such as Bishop
Auckland which are on these routes but elsewhere it
is at least a two bus journey if you do not have a car.
This can incur travel costs of £30-£50 which can be
out of  some peoples reach. For this reason care needs
to be taken when looking at sites of employment. I am
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pleased to see the existing employment areas will be
retained in the plan but this is not likely to be enough.

The Employment Land Review (ELR) provides details
of sites that have been deallocated.

Question 7: We support Policy 3: employment land;
however, we consider that employment sites proposed
for de-allocation should be clearly outlined in the
supporting text of Policy 3 in the interests of clarity.

1237Question 7

The Employment Land Review (ELR) provides details
of sites that have been deallocated.

Question 7: We support Policy 3: employment land;
however, we consider that employment sites proposed
for de-allocation should be clearly outlined in the
supporting text of Policy 3 in the interests of clarity.

1248Question 7

Comments noted. The requirement for the relevant
retail tests is outlined in Policy 10 and it is not
considered necessary to repeat this in other policies.

OGC recognises that the future prosperity of Bowburn
will be supported through the delivery of appropriate
growth and therefore provides qualified support to the
Integra 61 employment site, which is allocated for Class
B1, B2 and B8 uses by Preferred Options Policy 3.

1291Question 7

However, it is important that allocated sites meet
intended needs and that policies are worded precisely
in order to ensure that the type of development that
comes forward in practice is appropriate and does not
prejudice other proposals in the Plan. In this regard, it
is relevant to note that there are only a limited number
of retail operators that are currently acquisitional and
seeking new premises. As such, it is necessary to
ensure that employment allocations appropriately
provide for Class B uses and that the allocation does
not provide for a form of development that could
prejudice the delivery of retail facilities in more central
locations (such as at our client’s Bowburn Colliery site).

The NPPF requires development plans to be prepared
in accordance with legal and procedural requirements
and for their policies to be ‘sound’. Paragraph 35 of
the NPPF indicates that a plan will be ‘sound’ when it
is positively prepared, justified, effective, and consistent
with national policy. NPPF paragraph 35 clarifies that
a plan will be positively prepared where it ‘…seeks to
meet the area’s objectively assessed needs’.

A justified plan is one which represents ‘…an
appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable
alternatives’.

A plan will be consistent with national policy where it
enables the delivery of sustainable development in
accordance with the policies of the NPPF.

We note that Policy 3 sets out criteria that relate to the
development of employment sites for other uses.These
criteria generally relate to the suitability of a given
employment site to accommodate Class B uses.
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However, the third criterion indicates that the alternative
non-employment uses should ‘…support the wider
functioning of an employment site and would be
ancillary to the main employment use of the site.’

In this regard, we note that the Council has already
granted outline planning permission (reference
DM/15/03912/OUT) for 1,858 sq.m of bulky goods retail
floorspace as part of the wider mixed-use Integra 61
development scheme directly to the south of Bowburn
(which also includes residential dwellings alongside a
substantial quantum of Class B2 and B8 floorspace).
Given the scale of the Integra 61 development (and
the relatively ambiguous reference in Policy 3 to
‘ancillary’ development), we believe that it would be
appropriate for Policy 3 to directly address retail uses
in order that the Council retains appropriate control
over future development. Without any such
qualification, the delivery of retail development on
allocated sites and in town centres could be
jeopardised.

As such, we recommend that additional text is added
to Policy 3 to reiterate that the sequential and impact
tests (as articulated by Section 7 of the NPPF and as
referred to by Preferred Options Policy 10) apply to all
retail floorspace proposed within employment sites.

Such an amendment will result in a greater likelihood
of identified needs being met in the appropriate
location, thereby according with the requirements for
policy to be positively prepared and justified. A direct
reference to the NPPF retail policy tests within Policy
3 would also be consistent with national planning
policy.

In conclusion, OGC provides qualified support to the
identification of the Integra 61 site as an employment
allocation under Policy 3. However, in order to ensure
that employment sites are delivered in a manner that
is complementary to the Plan’s other policies and
proposals, we request that an additional criterion is
provided in relation to the development of employment
sites for other uses. The additional text should refer
directly to the need for any proposals for additional
retail floorspace within employment sites to satisfy the
requirements of the key retail sequential and impact
tests as set out at Section 7 of the NPPF and at Policy
10 of the Plan.
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Comments noted. The Plan will no longer protect this
site based on the existing uses and the future
prospects for development.

I would  question the suitability of maintaining the
protected status of the  entire Shotton Colliery Industrial
 Estate. The area behind Front Street and the former
Melrose Arms is in a state of complete dereliction,

2341Question 7

particularly compared to the  remaining industrial estate
and Shotton Airfield. There is no genuine prospect of
this area being regenerated for business and there has
been in a  cycle of decay since the closure of Oakleaf
Kitchens and Bathrooms. If Durham County Council
have no specific plans for this site, maintaining its
protected employment status would just prolong the
suffering of neighbouring residents who live near this
eye-sore of derelict factory unit.

Comments noted. The station will connect people in
Horden to areas of employmment (such as the Tees

To coincide with and leading up to the opening of the
new Horden Rail station, consideration should be given

2352Question 7

Valley and Tyne and Wear conurbations) as well asto designating the area around  the  proposed  station
making East Durham more attractive to inward as a  Local  Enterprise Zone in order to encourage

new business and commercial opportunities. investment. Land is allocated at the near by Sea View
Industrial Estate.

Comments noted. A site status as amber is recognition
of its unsuitability for housing and therefore its

Q7 Policy 3 Employment Land which is shown as
protected is supported however alongside that

2244Question 7

protection for employment purposes. Whilst there willprotection has been given to a site which has already
always be circumstances where a site may bebeen through the process of suitability for development
redeveloped, the wording in the policy still remainsfor housing scoring amber. We would therefore
relevant as the starting point is the land is protected
for employment purpsoes.

question the use of the word ‘protected’, in the context
of a planning application coming forward. We are
concerned that land cannot actually be ‘protected’,
although it can be earmarked for that use. This
statement is therefore misleading.

Comments noted. A Section 106 agreement must be
directly relevant to the proposed development, in this

Building a Strong Competitive Economy   We
welcome the principle of building a strong competitive

2324Question 7

instance it is felt that a requirement for business units
would not achievable under planning regulations.

economy, creating new jobs and business
opportunities, however weight must be given to area
of deprivation which still exist within the county. That
is why housing development should be accompanied
by some contribution to job opportunities and building
business units as part of their S106 agreement. CIL
should be implemented by DCC to ensure that Town
and Parish council’s and ultimately communities benefit
directly from any housing development in their area.
Affordable homes are not enough, and often not
sustainable being sold off to housing associations.

Support noted.We propose that a significant determinant of industrial
land allocations should be the accessibility of sites from

1860Question 7

centres of population by modes other than the private
car. The County’s low rates of car ownership, together
with its dispersed settlement pattern, makes this
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extremely relevant: inaccessible employment
opportunities cannot be reached by those most in need.
Given that there is an oversupply of industrial land in
the County, we propose that sites which cannot be
accessed by public transport, cycling and walking
should be deallocated, unless there are no viable
alternative sites in the area.

Ref 4.32. Reference is made to the Forrest Park
Industrial Site at Newton Aycliffe and to the possibility
of constructing a rail connected  freight interchange
facility there. No such depot currently exists in the
North East (compare with the North West where there
are three). The absence of same represents a
significant deficit in the  efficient  movement of both
road and rail freight in the region. The North East
Freight Partnership, in which DCC is a participant, has
identified the need for a freight interchange site as
being highly desirable: NECTAR would support the
Freight Partnership in its stance and would therefore
urge DCC to use its best endeavours to make progress
in taking the Forrest Park project  forward.

Ref 4.39 NETPark. NECTAR endorses DCC’s policy
with regard to this important industrial land which has
attracted a number of advanced technology companies.
We agree that maintaining the site’s specialist role in
the advanced technology field makes good sense.

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review has
identified where sites are no longer worthy of

In my long local government career it was my
experience that employment land was almost always

2260Question 7

protection. These have then been considered through
the SHLAA process as potential housing sites.

over-supplied through the planning process, partly
because of changing employment requirements but
also for safeguarding reasons. In practice, however,
this leads owners and developers in many instances
to seek a change of use, generally for housing or retail,
and to situations where (sometimes on appeal) a
sub-optimal planning outcome results from such a
reactive case-by-case approach.
I cannot speak from direct knowledge of most of the
sites covered by this policy, but I wonder if it would be
prudent for the Council to take a further overview
before finalising the Submission Draft to determine
whether some of the listed employment sites might
find a better strategic use with a housing designation.
For example, it is very evident when passing through
Northallerton that in that relatively small town a number
of industrial sites have now been developed for
housing. The objectives of the Durham County Plan
might therefore be better achieved by taking a
pro-active view of similar strategic opportunities at the
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outset rather than by processing downstream change
of use proposals as they arose.

Comments noted. The Plan does not allocate land
within the location described.

No building should be permitted beyond the current
new police headquarters down the slope of land
towards the East Coast Main Line. Any such

2399Question 7

development will be visually intrusive from the
Cathedral Tower and Market Place.

Comments noted.The County continues to lag behind
national and regional indicators in respect of

Is there an unemployment problem in Durham City and
County Durham? The level currently is under 5% not

2043Question 7

employment and wages, the Plan allocates land acrossmuch more than the national average? We guess it is
the County to improve economic performance across
the County.

much lower than that in Durham City. If so why do we
need more jobs in Durham City?

The main focus of the Plan seems to be upon making
Durham City the hub for the County’s economic
development. Why is there such limited wider focus
upon alternative social, cultural, and environmental
views of development, equally if not even more
important?

Comments noted. Area to be removed from the
employment designations on the Policies Map

Policy 3 Employment Allocation  Two sites are
allocated for employment in Bowburn at Integra 61 and
Bowburn North Industrial Estate.

1936Question 7

Members have supported the Integra 61 applications,
albeit on occasions with a number of comments.While
there are issues relating to design and the proposed
Bowburn Relief Road, members support this allocation.

It is not clear what extra allocation is to be made at
Bowburn North. With regard to the Policies Map, page
22, it is noted that the trees south of Bowburn South
Industrial Estate are shown as allocated. Although
there is no public access to these trees, they form an
important feature next to the Fire Service Training
Centre and it is represented that this area should be
removed from the Map

Comments noted.In my opinion, the approach of the CDP to the County’s
economy appears to be that of repeating the same
mistakes and expecting a different outcome.

2016Question 7

Comments noted. The policy is considered flexible
enough to consider new employment markets. There

4.27 Spatial Distribution of Development (Where)

Comment: The 24.97 hectares of development land
identified as “employment land” in Mid Durham could

2020Question 7

remains undeveloped land at Dean and Chapter
Industrial Estate in Ferryhill that will continue to beeasily be used to grow industrial hemp. This highly
allocated. The policy will also protect existing areas of
employment on the estate.

sustainable, easy to grow, crop worth approximately
£150,000.00 per hectare (based on the Swiss model),
can be used in a wide range of industries and could,
potentially, also reduce unemployment.
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4.28 Distribution of Employment

Comment: Ferryhill is on the International Market
Corridor between the A1 and the A19. This enviable
strategic location means that it is ideally situated to be
considered as an area of the county that could offer
good opportunities to attract investment, and more
than those which are including in this Preferred Options
document.

Comments notedOn balance I support the promotion of the employment
sites close to where I live, at Forrest Park and Newton

1480Question 7

Aycliffe industrial estate, but I am unconvinced that
this necessitates the building of huge numbers of new
houses on farm land at Copelaw, as this area is easily
commutable from surrounding villages and other major
towns. I can not comment on other areas which I do
not know so well.

The Plan allocates sites in the most attractive market
areas, what makes these site's attractive is their

Overview of CDGP Position

CDGP reiterate our position from the Issues and
Options consultation. In a document intended to set

1477Question 7

accessibility. Policies within the Plan will also allow
employment uses to come forward on non allocated
sites

out a range of options for the future, it is a narrow
outlook to simply assume the current market conditions
as a given, as opposed to considering how they could
or will be changed by public policy.

In some areas the lack of desirability for businesses
and for residents are problems which feed off each
other, and it therefore ought to be possible to kick-start
a regeneration process. For instance, a recent article
in the Guardian newspaper quoted a local estate agent
as saying house prices in Ferryhill had fallen because
it has missed out on ‘investment in both infrastructure
and essentials for the local people, such as schools
and shops’. The Plan seems to rule out the potential
regenerative benefits of investment in poorer
communities that need this the most. The SA of the
plan makes the assumption that the the Dispersed
Communities model will not result in economic
regeneration and increased employment within towns
and villages, whilst assuming the Sustainable
Communities model will achieve this in Durham City.

Distribution of Employment

CDGP again point out the vast majority of the proposed
employment allocations are based around major roads
(the A1 and the A19). We are concerned that this
conflicts with the strategic objective of moving towards
a low-carbon transport policy which would encourage
travel to work by means other than the privately owned
motor vehicle.
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We remain concerned that the factors do not appear
to take into consideration the likely needs of a future
‘low carbon’ economy. For example, there will be a
need for land allocations to ensure farming can provide
locally sustainable food and biomass crops, and land
allocations need also be made to enable habitat
interconnectivity to mitigate the impact of climate
change on local biodiversity as well as to mitigate the
impact of flooding.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages of
the Plan consultation.

2154Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

1989Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted, the aviation airfields in Fishburn and
Shotton Colliery are covered in the Safeguarded Areas
Policy.

Dear Sirs,  Further to my earlier letter, dated 30 July
2018, may I also draw your attention to what I believe
are serious omissions in your document, 'County
Durham Plan - Preferred Options 2018'.

1471Question 7

First, although you highlight the 2 airports at Durham
Tees Valley and Newcastle (Page 14) I can find no
reference to the 2 general aviation airfields in County
Durham at Fishburn and at Shotton Colliery.The latter
airfield hosts the very successful 'Peterlee Parachute
Academy', the only sport parachute centre in the North
East of England.

Moreover, there is no reference, that I can find, to the
successful port, together with the marina, the water
sports centre and the East Coast Heritage Lifeboat
Museum at Seaham. Although there is reference to
strategic roads, the A1(M), A19, A66, and East Coast
Mainline. Sea transport should not be omitted from
'The Plan', you may agree.

A further omission is any reference to the levels of
occupation of current business parks and industrial
estates. For example the Business Park at Belmont is
half empty, despite being established for many years.
There are also large vacant areas at Dragonville and
there are empty factory units at the Foxcover Industrial
Estate and the Spectrum Business Park at Seaham,
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to name but a few. Is it sensible to grant planning
permission to turn agricultural land into further industrial
estates, for example 'Integra 61' at Junction 61 of the
A1(M), when the current industrial estates have large
areas of land, together with buildings, that are
unoccupied?

Comment noted, given the level of vacancies on the
site, it was considered that the employment site was

The Parish Council does not support the deletion of
the site Cook Avenue North as an employment site
and its reallocation as Housing Land (H8).

1601Question 7

no longer performing its function and therefore the Plan
no longer protects the site. The site has not however
been allocated for housing.

With the Cook Avenue (H7) site in planning at the
moment, which would redevelop the existing light
industrial site in the village, the Parish Council consider
it vital that employment is encouraged in the parish
and that the existing allocation as employment land is
maintained.

Comments noted.The polcies within the plan will allow
employment uses to come forward in rural areas where
there are no allocations in place.

Policy 3 Employment Land De-allocation criteria
should include local availability of other employment
land. Loss of the only dedicated employment land
available in West Durham and other rural areas could

1624Question 7

make a community unsustainable, similar to protecting
the last Post Office, pub or shop in a village.

The policy should also make it explicit where (in most
cases hopefully) employment land should not be used
for retail purposes, or development of non-town centre
retail complexes.

Comments noted. The Plan will consider the potential
to incorporate renewable energy through the

1/ Policy 35 Renewable and Low Carbon Energy,
Policy 3 Employment Land, and Policy 5 Housing
Allocations

1659Question 7

Sustainable Design Policy including the BREEAM
rating.I believe  these policies do not follow up on the

previous Altogether Greener, Climate Change Strategy
approved July 2015.

The Climate Change Strategy states: on page 10,
"we(the council and partners) will

a/ reduce the demand for 'carbon' energy,

b/ ensure homes and buildings are energy efficient,
and

c/ promote alternative low carbon forms of energy
production."

The Strategy also states, on page 13, "we will

a/ work to help decarbonise the electricity grid through
appropriate positive renewable energy planning,

b/ promote micro generation schemes across the
County aiding individuals, community groups and
businesses to access capital funding."
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Policy 35, 3 and 5 need to incorporate these strategies
from the 2015 Climate Change Policy.

This can be done by stating all new buildings will
include renewable energy appropriate to the size of
development. A list could be given, i.e. PV, wind, solar
heat, ground heat, or air heat, and bio.

The above will be in addition to the latest insulation
regulations over the life of the Plan.

I look forward to the outcomes on page 14 of the
County Durham Climate Change Strategy being truly
implemented.

Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Questions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the

2323Question 7

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
should develop an idea of future needs based on aPolicy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
range of data which is current and robust. In addition
it is also important to understand qualitative factors.

aspirations of present and future residents of County
Durham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
will provide 305 hectares of employment land and
25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis).

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In
terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should
represent the minimum starting point and no uplift has
been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations.

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land
allocations are within existing employment areas and
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).
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Paragraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
growth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
support those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
from the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
that the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
demonstrates the link between the level of housing in
the plan and the likely level of employment growth.
The Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
delivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment land.

It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the
housing strategy. This is a significant concern given
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.” The
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
employment land’ in the plan it will require a
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

The new NPPF does reflect the tests within the
previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:

“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
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The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:

The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.

The take up in employment land will be in line with the
CDPPO but without enough housing in the County to
accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

There is a clear justification for increasing the housing
requirement to meet a local economic strategy in the
planning regime. Whilst further details are still to be
published in relation to Housing and Economic
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Development Needs Assessment within the new
Planning Practice Guidance, the draft makes it clear
that:

“There may be circumstances where it is justifiable to
identify need above the need figure identified by the
standard method. The need figure generated by the
standard method should be considered as the minimum
starting point in establishing a need figure for the
purposes of plan production.The method relies on past
growth trends and therefore does not include specific
uplift to account for factors that could affect those
trends in the future. Where it is likely that additional
growth (above historic trends identified by household
projections) will occur over the plan period, an
appropriate uplift may be applied to produce a higher
need figure that reflects that anticipated growth.
Circumstances where an uplift will be appropriate
include, but are not limited to; where growth strategies
are in place, strategic level infrastructure improvements
are planned, funding is in place to promote and
facilitate growth (i.e. Housing Deals, Housing
Infrastructure Fund). In these circumstances, the local
housing need figure can be reflected as a range, with
the lower end of the range being as a minimum the
figure calculated using the standard method. Where
an alternative approach identifies a need above the
local housing need assessment method, the approach
will be considered sound, unless there are compelling
reasons to indicate otherwise.” (Savills emphasis).

The draft PPG therefore states that the housing need
identified through the standard method is just the
minimum starting point and where additional growth is
likely to occur an uplift to the requirement can be
provided which reflects this. It should be highlighted
that the Council will not be penalised for pursuing a
high growth strategy (as perhaps was the case in the
previous iteration of the CDP). This is because the
draft PPG now states that where an alternative
approach identifies a need above the local housing
need method it will be considered sound, unless there
are compelling reasons against this.There is therefore
a clear justification for an increase in housing to meet
economic objectives given the provisions of the new
NPPF. This being the case the CDPPO, in our view,
should be revised to take into account the issues raised
above. This is a position which is also strongly
supported by the HBF.

Recent appeal decisions within County Durham have
also made reference to the OAN and although prior to
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the introduction of the standard methodology, many of
these decisions settled on a housing requirement which
lay above that proposed in the CDPPO and also made
direct reference to the imbalance between the
employment growth aspirations and the housing targets
to support this growth. Perhaps the most relevant
decision is that for land to the east of Woodham Burn
and west of the A167, Newton Aycliffe (May 2018) ref:
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108.The Inspector argued that:

"It seems clear to me that housing numbers may well
need to be uplifted above the OAHN figure of 1,368 in
order to align with the EAR aspiration.To do otherwise
could result in an imbalance between economic and
housing growth."

In the appeal it was also argued that the economic
growth aspirations of County Durham represented
circumstances where it is justifiable to identify need
above the need figure identified by the standard
methodology. The Inspector agreed, concluding that:

"It seems to me that this is precisely the circumstance
in County Durham and that the standard methodology
figure of 1,368 does not account for the likely reality
of the situation going forward."

Consequently, the Inspector concluded that "the figure
of 1,629 is the one that currently provides the best
evidence of OAHN for County Durham".

Our Client objects to the methodology and approach
used, particularly the isolated nature of the housing
and employment strategies and would advocate that
a more balanced approach is taken between
employment growth aspirations and the provision of
new homes to identify an appropriate housing
requirement. Without this then we consider that the
current approach is unsound.

Paragraphs 4.18, 4.19 and Table 2 ‘Number of Houses
to be Allocated’ reference the investigations undertaken
into lapse rates which shows that between 2011/12 –
2014/15 (4 year period) that the total number of houses
approved and lapsed i.e. the planning permission had
expired, ranged between 9% and 35% resulting in an
average of 17%. Paragraph 4.18 goes on to state that
“it is possible that some of these sites may still be
delivered in future years should a new planning
application be granted. To recognise this possibility it
is considered that a 10% lapse rate, rather than the
17% average, would be more appropriate”. This 10%
lapse rate is then taken forward in Table 2 identifying
the residual homes to be allocated by the CDP, which
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at present equates to an additional 1,681 homes
needing to be allocated.

Our Client considers this approach to be unjustified
and not supported by the evidence base, but rather a
reference to the ‘possibility’ of lapsed sites being
granted planning permission again, which therefore
justifies a 7% reduction in the lapse rate or an
equivalent 1,176 homes. As stated, these assumptions
appear to be ignorant of key factors which could impact
upon both the reasoning as to why permissions lapse
in the first instance whilst at the same time making
unjustified assumptions about the likelihood of sites
securing permission again simply because they have
been granted permission in the past. There are a
number of factors that can impact upon and/or explain
why sites with planning permission lapse and also why
a broad assumption should not be made on the
likelihood of a previously consented site being granted
permission again. The list below identifies some of
these factors but is by no means exhaustive:

New national and local planning policies can change
the planning potential of sites and their ability to come
forward for development i.e. sites previously granted
planning permission may have been allocated for
development but either that allocation has been
removed or altered sufficiently enough as a result of
policy changes meaning that the site may not now have
the same potential to come forward at all or in a similar
quantum/type as before;

Changing policy burdens and planning obligations
could render a consented site as unviable meaning
that permission lapses and a new permission of a
similar type and nature cannot be brought forward
unless the viability issues can be addressed by policy
changes or improved/different market conditions;

Changing market conditions and/or housing
requirements could render a site undeliverable based
upon the consented scheme and so the permission
lapses and a new consent comes forward but of a
different nature, type or quantum to that previously
consented;

Changing land ownerships and/or developer interest
could impact upon a sites ability to come forward and
so planning permission may lapse and new applications
may not come forward as the landowner is not willing;
Each planning permission must be determined upon
its own merits and planning decisions are a matter of
judgment made by the decision maker so just because
a site has been granted planning permission before
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does not mean the same scheme or a very similar
scheme would automatically be granted permission
again.

The above factors demonstrate why in our Client’s view
it is unreasonable to reduce the lapse rate by 7% based
upon what is effectively an assumption that lapsed
permissions will secure permission again for a similar
scheme and therefore contribute towards meeting the
housing requirement.This of course reduces the need
to allocate further sites for housing development.

Paragraph 4.18 also states that the average was taken
over a four year period with lapse figures ranging
between 9% and 35%. The Council’s decision to
reduce the figure to 10% means that this is only 1%
higher than the lower threshold, yet 25% lower than
the upper threshold. It is therefore considered that the
17% lapse figure should be used as the minimum.

Should the lapse rate be increased to 17% then this
would see the need for an additional 1,176 residual
homes to be split across the monitoring areas,
representing an increase of almost 19% on the current
residual housing requirement.

The Council’s approach to lapse rates and the seeming
dismissal of the 17% figure without any evidence or
justification is also noted by the HBF, who advocate
that evidence must be brought forward by the Council
to robustly justify this approach.

Our Client objects to the current level of lapse rate
applied to the residual housing requirement figures
and would request that the approach is amended in
light of the above comments or that proportionate
evidence is brought forward to support the Council’s
position.

Within the housing requirement calculations the Council
are also proposing to make an allowance for 50
dwellings a year to be delivered through redundant or
empty properties being brought back into use. The
Council have failed to provide sufficient evidence at
this stage to justify these numbers and our Client
considers that these numbers should be flexible and
without further justification they should not form part
of the housing supply. This is supported by the PPG
(ID 3-039) which states “any approach to bringing
empty homes back into use and counting these against
the housing need would have to be robustly evidenced
by the local planning authority at the independent
examination of the draft Local Plan, for example to test
the deliverability of the strategy and to avoid double
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counting (local planning authorities would need to
demonstrate that empty homes had not been counted
within their existing stock of dwellings when calculating
their overall need for additional dwellings in their local
plans)”.

Should the Council consider that they can provide
robust evidence to support this position then paragraph
4.24 of the CDPPO seems to conflict with the numbers
as it acknowledges that on average there have been
75 demolitions each year within the county. This is
inconsistent and should be amended to reflect the
evidence.

Our Client does not support these assumptions around
windfall allowance, bringing back into use empty homes
and demolitions and suggests that either further
evidence is brought forward to justify the numbers or
they are amended to ensure adequate supply within
the city over the plan period. Unless this is done then
it is considered that the current assumptions are
unsound.

Support noted.The University supports the allocation of NetPark as
a specific use employment site for ‘Research and

3642Question 7

Development’ in Policy 3 as it is an internationally
recognised location for science and technology.

The supporting text at paragraph 4.39 is also welcomed
as it explains NETParks’s vital role in unlocking the
research potential of North East universities and
colleges.

Comments noted. Over 10ha of land remains allocated
at Durham Gate/Green Lane. Any deallocations at the

We agree with the policy but would express concern
over any de-allocation of employment land at Durham

3355Question 7

site are a reflection of planning permissions for
alternative uses such as housing and retail/leisure.

Gate/Green Lane without discussions around the
criteria mentioned in part b) of this policy.

It is disappointing to see that the Durham Gate
development has been taken off the CDP. The site
offers potential for office and visitor accommodation.

Because of its proximity to Durham Gate North, the
site of Tudhoe Industrial Estate which presently offers
a variety of thriving SME’s, providing many local jobs,
would be ideally placed for an extension towards the
A167 with better access being provided from the east.
Similarly to the site at South Church which services
Bishop Auckland, this site is in high demand for local
business and start ups. Its access via Tudhoe Front
Street is potentially a reason for businesses not to
relocate here but an extension offering better access
would unlock its potential.Taking into account the need
to have people working without the need to travel
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longer distances and its potential to provide the right
sort of jobs that meet local needs, this area needs to
specifically identified for SME’s in the same way as
the Dean and Chapter Ind. Est. at Ferryhill has been.

Comments noted. The plan identifies 10.8ha of land
to be allocated at Hownsgill Industrial Estate. The

For the reasons set out below, PGL objects to the Plan,
principally on the basis that it omits to properly plan
for the future development of Project Genesis.

3275Question 7

supporting text identifies the site's role as part of
Project Genesis. The plan does not allocate all of thePGL is a joint venture between Dysart Developments

Ltd and Durham County Council with the purpose of Project Genesis Masterplan, the elements of the
masterplan which are consistent with national and localachieving redevelopment of the Site, which is of

strategic significance. policy are however reflected including the Hownsgill
allocation.

Project Genesis was recognised with a specific policy
in the former Derwentside District Local Plan, which
reflected the masterplan for the Site at that time. The
purpose of the policy was to facilitate the regeneration
of the former steelworks site and bring this sustainable
brownfield site back into use.

PGL prepared a new concept masterplan for Project
Genesis in 2012 ("the Masterplan") in discussion with
house builders, commercial agents, transport
consultants, ecologists and civil engineers, to
determine the developable ‘zones’ and the types of
uses the Site can support as an urban extension to
Consett.

Site Specific Policy in the Plan

The Masterplan was submitted to the Council in June
2012 to inform preparation of the then emerging County
Durham Plan and the subsequent related Examination
in Public in 2014. PGL sought the inclusion of a specific
policy for Project Genesis, by reference to the
Masterplan, to secure the long-term regeneration of
the former steelworks site in a co-ordinated manner
that complies with the NPPF. The following Site
Specific policy was recommended to (and subsequently
endorsed by) the Inspector:

“Policy 7A – Project Genesis

The Council will support the long term, sustainable
regeneration of the former Consett Steelworks site.

The land as shown on the proposals map is allocated
for comprehensive development including the following
uses:

• Sites A, B, C, D, E and K – housing (up to 1,500
new homes) including affordable housing (subject
to viability) and ancillary community facilities;

• Site G - a range of uses to include 4,400 sqm
gross A1 (retail), A3 (restaurants), A4 (drinking
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establishments), C1 (including hotels), C2
(including training centre), D1 (including crèche
and health facilities) and D2 (including a gym),
trade park and car showrooms;

• Site H – recreation and tourism use including a
visitor’s centre, improvements to the Coast to
Coast route and development of facilities for
cyclists and walkers, informal outdoor sport area,
picnic areas, leisure/recreation/outdoor activity
based-retail;

• Site I – B2 and B8, Renewable Energy Schemes
and trade and industry-based education and
training facility;

• Site J – B1, B2 and B8.

Prior to the submission of a planning application for
any part of the site, an illustrative masterplan for the
site will be prepared by the developer and agreed with
the Council.

Development will be required to provide:

1. A range of sizes, types and (subject to viability)
tenure of housing;

2. A  comprehensive  package  of  on  and  off-site
 transport  measures  to  mitigate  the  traffic impacts
of the proposed development on the highway network
and encourage sustainable modes of transport;

3. Measures to mitigate noise;

4. Pedestrian routes and cycle routes to connect
existing networks, green spaces and public realm
facilities;

5. An appropriate quantum of on-site formal and
informal open space and play facilities;

6. A foul and surface water drainage strategy which
demonstrates there is sufficient capacity for the
development;

7. Measures to incorporate renewable or low carbon
technologies, subject to viability.”

For information, the SHLAA site references for the
proposed housing sites are as follows:

• Site A – 1/CO/26
• Site B – 1/CO/102
• Site C – 1/CO/105 and 1/CO/48
• Site D - 1/CO/92
• Site E – 1/CO/103 and 1/CO/101
• Site K – 1/CO/41 and 1/CO/104

The proposed uses and quantum of gross floorspace
for Site G is:
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1. Retail – 4400sqm comprised of 5-10, 10000sqft un

2. Public House – 600sqm

3. Hotel – 3280sqm (80 bed)

4. Car Showroom – 800sqm

5. Budget Gym – 550sqm

6. Cinema – 2900sqm

7. Training Academy – 2500sqm”

The Inspector, who was charged with conduct of the
Examination, published an interim report ("the
Inspector's Report") on 18 February 2015.  Paragraph
106 of the Inspector's Report supported the inclusion
of Project Genesis as part of the then emerging Plan
due the significance of the Site as a long-term
regeneration initiative. Accordingly, the Inspector
considered that Project Genesis should be expressly
recognised with a policy that reflected submissions
made by PGL to the Examination.  In particular, the
Inspector's Report stated that:

'The policy would secure co-ordinated investment in
housing, employment, retail, leisure, education, health
facilities, infrastructure and renewable energy. In my
view, the majority of the proposals set out in the master
plan are in broad conformity with policies in the NPPF
and can be supported. The  CDP should be amended
accordingly… ' (our emphasis)

The recommendation of the Inspector is very clear.
Whilst we acknowledge that the Inspector's Report
was subject to a successful legal challenge by the
Council, that challenge did not bear directly upon the
Inspector's conclusions in relation to the Site, which
remain valid.

Current situation

It is disappointing that the Plan does not include a
specific policy for Project Genesis, as supported by
the Inspector, and we would respectfully invite the
Council to reconsider its position in this regard.

The Plan fails to acknowledge the achievements of
Project Genesis in Consett since the 1980s and fails
to make use of significant areas of land that have been
previously developed. This is contrary to the NPPF,
the Spatial Vision for County Durham and the related
Strategic Objectives.

The undoubted significance of the Site as a long-term
regeneration initiative should be expressly recognised
in the Plan to secure co-ordinated investment in
housing, employment, retail, leisure, education, health
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facilities, infrastructure and renewable energy. The
provision of a specific policy in the Plan for the Site
with reference to the Masterplan would address an
obvious gap in the Plan strategy in relation to Consett
and ensure that it is sound in this respect.

Updated Masterplan and Policy wording

The representations made by PGL in response to the
Issues and Options version of the Plan, which were
submitted to the Council in August 2016, listed minor
amendments that had been made to the Masterplan.
Since then, and in response to changes in market
conditions and local circumstances, a further
refinement has been made to Site G ("Updated
Masterplan"). A copy of the Updated Masterplan is
submitted with this letter.

Given this, we would suggest that the text of the
proposed Site Specific policy is revised to reflect the
changes made to Site G. These amendments do not
change the principle of the policy. The changes are
shown in red text, for ease:

“Policy 4A – Project Genesis

The Council will support the long term, sustainable
regeneration of the former Consett Steelworks site.

The land as shown on the policies map is allocated for
comprehensive development including the following
uses:

• Sites A, B, C, D, E, K and N – housing (up to
1,500 new homes) including affordable
housing (subject to viability) and ancillary
community facilities;

• Site G – Mixed-use development within Use
Classes C2, D1, D2, A1, A3 and A4 to include
(but not exclusive to) health care facility (including
hospital), Extra care unit; social care unit; gym;
public house; micro-brewery, training academy,
nursery, retail, restaurants;

• Site H – recreation and tourism use;
• Site I – B2 and B8, Energy Plant, Renewable

Energy Schemes and trade and industry-based
education and training facility;

• Site J – B1, B2 and B8;

• Site L – Solar Farm;
• Site M – recreational water-based activities,

outdoor leisure and tourism including tourist
accommodation

Prior to the submission of a planning application for
any part of the site, an illustrative masterplan for the
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site will be prepared by the developer and agreed with
the Council.

Development will be required to provide:

1 A range of sizes, types and (subject to viability)
tenure of housing;

2 A  comprehensive  package  of  on  and  off-site
 transport  measures  to  mitigate  the  traffic
impacts of the proposed development on the
highway network and encourage sustainable
modes of transport;

3 Measures to mitigate noise;
4 Pedestrian routes and cycle routes to connect

existing networks, green spaces and public realm
facilities;

5 An appropriate quantum of on-site formal and
informal open space and play facilities;

6 A foul and surface water drainage strategy which
demonstrates there is sufficient capacity for the
development;

7 Measures to incorporate renewable or low carbon
technologies, subject to viability.”

For information, the SHLAA site references for the
proposed housing sites are as follows:

• Site A – 1/CO/26
• Site B – 1/CO/92 and 1/CO/103
• Site C – 1/CO/105 and 1/CO/48
• Site D - 1/CO/92
• Site E – 1/CO/103 and 1/CO/101
• Site K – 1/CO/41 and 1/CO/104

The proposed uses and quantum of gross floorspace
for Site G is:

1 Retail – 4400sqm comprised of 5-10, 10000sqft
un

2 Public House – 600sqm
3 Hotel – 3280sqm (80 bed)
4 Car Showroom – 800sqm
5 Budget Gym – 550sqm
6 Cinema – 2900sqm
7 Training Academy – 2500sqm”

In light of the above, which is entirely consistent with
the clear recommendations of the Inspector's Report,
we formally request, on behalf of PGL, that this policy
wording is included in the Plan and the Site shown on
the Policies Map.

The Council’s approach in 'Policy 3 – Employment
Land' of the Plan to the Hownsgill Industrial Estate,
which  forms  part  of Project Genesis  and  is  identified
 as  Sites  I  and J  on  the  Updated Masterplan, is
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very confusing.This site was allocated for employment
uses in the Derwentside District Local Plan and is
therefore a long-standing employment allocation. PGL
has continued to show its commitment to providing the
Hownsgill Industrial Estate for employment uses since
this time, including through the Masterplan (since it
was first prepared in 2012) and through representations
to various iterations of the Plan. Sites I and J of the
Updated Masterplan replicate the area historically
allocated for employment land through the Derwentside
District Local Plan. We note that the 10.8-hectare site
is not referenced as an employment land site in Table
3 of Policy 3, but rather footnote 9 on page 31 provides
that the site is included in the total site area for North
West Durham.

Reference is then made on page 33 to Project Genesis
stating:

“In order to progress the regeneration of Consett the
council will support mixed use development on the
Project Genesis site, as shown on the policies map,
including a site of 10.8 hectares at   Hownsgill Industrial
Estate for general employment land, provided the
development accords with all the relevant development
plan policies.”

Other  than the  Hownsgill  Industrial  Estate shown
on  the  policies map as ‘Employment Land  –
Allocation’ and ‘Employment Land - Protected Site’,
no other sites are ‘shown’ or allocated for development
within Project Genesis. Further, the Project Genesis
boundary is not shown on the policies map so it is not
possible for the decision maker on any planning
application to know which part of the Site is being
referred to. This is an obvious flaw in the Plan.

Unfortunately, it is indicative of the whole misconceived
approach taken by the Council with regard to Project
Genesis.  It is simply not justified to confine this
approach to a single paragraph in an Employment Land
policy that relates to a very small (but unidentified) part
of the overall Site. Its failure to identify the whole Site
with a specific policy linked to a Masterplan is a
significant omission and should be addressed now by
the Council. Relevantly, the policy drafted by PGL (as
stated above) was accepted and endorsed by the
Inspector at the Examination in Public of the then
emerging Plan in 2014. Despite this recommendation,
the Council has chosen to omit this policy from the
latest iteration of the Plan and the reason for this is not
known and has not been articulated by the Council.
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Given the significance of the Site, this flawed approach
undermines the soundness of the Plan.

Comments noted. Whilst the ELR identfied concerns
with regards to the employment elements of the wider

Table 3: Employment Land Allocations by Local Plan
Monitoring Areas in Draft Policy 3 sets out the

3113Question 7

site submitted, the conclusions of the SHLAA are alsoproposed employment land allocations which total
relevant. It is noted that the site has been deemed304.85ha. Notwithstanding existing concerns as to
unsuitable due to concerns over landscape impact andwhether this number is truly reflective of demand over
ecological concerns amongst other issues. Giventhe plan period when taking growth strategies such as
concerns identfied within the SHLAA and ELR, the sitethe Northern Powerhouse in to account, we consider
has not considered for allocation for housing or
employment purposes.

that the land allocated for the A19 corridor, a key
strategic market area, is too low, and would actually
harm the economic aspirations of the Council.

In Table 10.18 in the ELR, the A19 corridor is the only
market area where indicative supply has a shortfall to
indicative demand. In all other market areas, indicative
supply has been set at a level above the highest
threshold for indicative demand.This is an inconsistent
approach and one which our Client does not support.

To readdress this imbalance, we consider that our
Client’s area of mixed use land would contribute to the
allocation of employment land in the A19 corridor. As
set out in the accompanying Promotional Brochure,
the indicative developable land for B1, B2 and B8
employment uses in 14 hectares, and is located
immediately adjacent to the A19 strategic corridor.The
allocation of this land and contribution to the allocation
of employment land in the A19 corridor would ensure
that the indicative supply would at least fall within the
indicative demand bracket making the proposed
employment polices more robust.

Our Client’s mixed-use site west of the A19 was
identified and assessed as a proposed employment
site in the ELR with an employment land component
of 27.45 hectares. The ELR reports that the allocation
of this site was not considered for allocation because
it would give an oversupply of employment land within
the A19 corridor. Even at 27.45 hectares, factoring this
in to the indicative demand and supply figures from
ELR Table 10:18, that would mean the A19 corridor
would have an indicative supply of 64.62 hectares,
against the upper threshold for indicative demand of
55 hectares.Whilst supply would then outstrip demand,
this is currently the case in all other market areas.

Following review of the ELR, the Site is considered to
have average potential when considered against the
ELR’s scoring criteria. Our Client considers that the
scoring of the site has not been applied consistently
towards their Site, which has resulted in the Site
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scoring lower than it should have. As an example, the
Site is assessed to have limited access to public
transport. The boundary of the Site is less than 200m
from east/west bus stops on Wellfield Road South
which is currently serviced by the X21, X22 and indiGo
202 and 206 bus routes, which accommodate a 3 or
4 time per hour service and serves locations such as
the centre of Wingate, Darlington, Middlesbrough,
Peterlee and Sunderland.The site is also marked down
on compatibility with adjoining uses, seemingly on the
basis that it is a mixed-use site. Mixed use sites are
promoted through national policy and reflected in the
CDPPO, and the Site should be assessed as an
opportunity to promote employment land in sustainable
locations and matters such as interaction between the
mix of uses would clearly be determined and agreed
through the planning process, notwithstanding its prime
location adjacent to the A19.

The barrier to delivery being access/infrastructure is
noted but is by no means insurmountable and a
preliminary access assessment has shown that access
into the Site could be achieved and would actually have
net benefit to the highways network, and this should
be seen as on opportunity to unlock sustainable
development in line with national guidance and other
CDPPO policies, and one which can be discussed
further with the Council.

Our Client wishes to object in principle to Draft Policy
3 as it is not considered to be positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national planning
policy as it does not allocate enough employment land
and the fact that the A19 corridor, a key strategic
market area, is proposed to have less supply than
demand is an inconsistent approach that is not justified.
The allocation of our client’s land adjacent to the A19
would go some way to rectifying this and ensuring the
policy is sound.

Comments noted.The site will continue to be protected
until evidence identifies that this specific site is no

Table 4 of the Preferred Options draft identifies Salters
Lane Industrial Estate as a ‘Protected Employment

2887Question 7

longer suitable for employment uses. The policySite’. The draft Proposals Map confirms that this
identifies criteria for considering alternative uses ondesignation encompasses KSL’s site.The background
employment sites through the planning applicationtext within the Preferred Options draft at paragraph
process. Alternative uses can therefore be considered
through any forthcoming planning application.

4.41 explains that these protected sites ‘…make an
important contribution to the economy of the county
and are of sufficient quality that they should be
protected for employment use.’
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However, it should be noted that paragraph 120 of the
National Planning Policy Framework (‘NPPF’, as
updated July 2018) states that:

“Planning policies and decisions need to reflect
changes in the demand for land. They should be
informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated
for development in plans, and of land availability.
Where the local planning authority considers there to
be no reasonable prospect of an application coming
forward for the use allocated in a plan:

a) they should, as part of plan updates, reallocate the
land for a more deliverable use that can help to address
identified needs (or, if appropriate, deallocate a site
which is undeveloped);”

In this context, and as set out above in response to
Question no. 5 above, Sirap’s current lease expires in
2019 and, should the site be vacated, present market
intelligence would suggest that there is no realistic
prospect of the site being re-occupied for traditional
industrial use. On this basis KSL has previously made
repeated representations to both Durham County
Council and the Sedgefield Neighbourhood Plan
confirming the KSL site could potentially be brought
forward for a range of alternative uses in the future,
including housing.

This reflects recent cases within the vicinity of the KSL
site, including Durham County Council’s decision to
grant outline planning permission for the development
of up to 71 dwellings on the vacant former Turners
Garage site within the southern extents of Salters Lane
Industrial Estate (ref. DM/17/03887/OUT). As set out
above, the former Turner’s site exhibits all of the same
locational and commercial characteristics of the KSL
site and is also situated within Salters Lane Industrial
Estate. It is therefore pertinent to note the conclusion
of Council officers within their Committee Report
(March 2018) that:

“The findings of the ELR (Employment Land Review)
would suggest that there is limited prospect of the site
being re-used for business purposes. In support of the
planning application the applicant has also submitted
an ‘Employment Land and Premises Report’ (by
Connect Property North East) which also concludes
that the redevelopment of the site for speculative
industrial and distribution development is unlikely due
to viability. That redevelopment for offices, retail and
leisure is also considered unlikely due to the lack of
market demand. The Spatial Policy Section have
reviewed this report and conclude that these findings
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are broadly acceptable. Consistent with the NPPF
paragraph 22, it is therefore appropriate to consider
applications for alternative uses on their merits.”

The full Employment Land and Premises Report
prepared by Connect Property North East actually goes
beyond this, advising that the Turner’s site has no
future development prospects for either its traditional
use or alternative office, retail or leisure development
due to a lack of market demand. Equally, the prevailing
economies of new industrial and distribution
development generally render speculative development
in Sedgefield, and indeed the wider north east,
unviable. These conclusions apply equally to KSL’s
site. We therefore request that the KSL / Sirap
ownership within Salter’s Lane Industrial Estate is
omitted from the land identified as a ‘Protected
Employment Site’ on the draft Proposals Map, in order
to maximise the prospects of the site being brought
forward for an alternative, sustainable future use.

Comment noted.In my opinion, the approach of the CDP to the County’s
economy appears to be that of repeating the same

3483Question 7

mistakes over and over again and expecting a different
outcome.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2854Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2582Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted.The site is located within Green Belt,
given the levels of oversupply in employment land,

We have been instructed on behalf of Mr S Gregson
(‘our Client’), to make the following representations to

2703Question 7

there is considered to be no exceptional circumstancesthe County Durham Preferred Options (June/July
for the land's removal from the Green Belt and
allocation for employment uses.

2018), the (‘Consultation Document’). The
representations have been prepared in respect of land
to the north of Seaham Grange Industrial Estate SR7
0PY.

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the
Preferred Options and other documents within the
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Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to
the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

Positively prepared;
Justified;
Effective; and
Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non-strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

Site Location, Description and Constraints

Our Client owns approximately 2.77ha of land, which
is located to the north of Seaham Grange Industrial
Estate SR7 0PY. The land in its present form is open
countryside, but lies immediately adjacent to Seaham
Grange Industrial Estate.

The site in its existing form is utilised for agricultural
purposes.

The site’s local character is rural, residential and
industrial. The site is well contained by existing built
development and the surrounding vegetation; it is
bounded:

To the north by A1018/ B1285 roundabout;
To the south by Seaham Grange Industrial Estate;
To the west by A1018 and agricultural land beyond;
and
To the east by B1285 and agricultural land beyond.
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The site can be accessed by the existing point of
access to the site from B1285, to the south east of the
site.

The site has previously been promoted through the
County Durham Employment Land Review, identified
as site reference EMP162, and lies immediately
adjacent to Seaham Grange Industrial Estate (site
reference EMP28). Comments have previously been
made at preceding stages of the County Durham Plan
preparation on behalf of our Client.

Our Client, Mr Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land north of Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate is free from known constraints which
would prevent development. It can also be
demonstrated that the land proposed for inclusion
within the Plan for employment purposes is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the Plan
period.

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
extent of the site boundaries of land within our Client’s
ownership.

Our Client supports the protection of employment land,
site reference EMP28. Our Client would also support
the allocation of land, site reference EMP162 as an
employment land use.

The parcel of land amounts approximately 2.77ha of
land which is currently utilised for agricultural purposes.

There is an established point of access available on
the south-east corner of the site.

The local character of the site and surrounding area
is predominantly rural and industrial. The site is
physically contained by the existing industrial estate
to the south and bound by the local highway network
(A1018 and B1285), to the north, east and west.

Paragraph 4.5 of the Preferred Options consultation
document acknowledges that the county has an
approximate 728ha of allocated employment land;
however, these allocations may be in locations of the
county which do not serve the needs of businesses as
a result of former local authorities allocating their own
sites. On this basis we propose the allocation of land
within our Client’s ownership; this can be seen at
Appendix A.

Assessment

The LPA have previously conducted a qualitative
assessment of the sites submitted following specific
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criteria in accordance with those identified in PPG and
the ODPM ‘brown book’ guidance on Employment Land
Reviews in order to determine their suitability for
different types of employment uses and likely
attractiveness to the market.

We have assessed our Client’s land against the same
assessment the LPA have previously utilised - this is
shown below:

Strategic access: The site is located adjacent to the
A19 and within 2km of the junction and would therefore
score well with regard to the strategic access required
for employment land.

Local accessibility: The site is located within close
proximity of the A19 junction. Furthermore, the site is
located in proximity to local roads off the A19; these
local and internal road networks are good and would
be capable of accommodating large vehicles/HGVs.
Bus stops are also located on the eastern boundary
of the site contributing to the high score of local
accessibility (local road access and public transport).

Proximity to urban areas and access to labour and
services: it has been identified that the site sits on the
northern periphery of Seaham, served by a bus service.
The site is also within walking distance of residential
areas to the south. It is therefore considered that the
site benefits from good access to labour and services
in the area.

Compatibility with adjoining uses: To the north, east
and west of the site is the local highway network, with
agricultural land lying beyond. To the south of the site
lies the existing boundary of the Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate. It is therefore considered that the
site, if developed for employment land use, would be
compatible with the adjoining land uses.

Development and environmental constraints: The site
lies within the Green Belt but as the site does not fulfil
the purposes of the Green Belt, it is therefore proposed
that the land be deleted from the boundary as part of
the next rounds of consultation on the Plan.

Market attractiveness:The site is well used and vibrant
with limited vacancies evident in Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate, to the south, evidencing a
requirement for further additional space.

Timescales: It is considered that if developed, the site
has the capability to be delivered within 0-5 years.

The decision made by the LPA to not allocate the site
in conjunction with the protected site, to the south was
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justified by the Green Belt designation. However, we
consider that the site should be deleted from the
boundary as it does not fulfil the purposes of the Green
Belt; an assessment of this is considered at Question
30 below.

The site was further excluded as it was considered that
there is vacant floor space in the A19 corridor and
employment land available at Jade Park, Murton (site
ref. EMP36). We do not consider that the employment
land will be delivered at Jade Park in the short term
given that as identified within the LPA's assessment
of the site, the A182 link road is still yet to be opened
and the site as a result of which, is therefore vacant.

The land within our Client’s ownership is immediately
available for development and is not reliant on any
third party land or cooperation to come forward, which
increases the site’s deliverability in the Plan period.
Furthermore, the LPA’s assessment of Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate indicates that there is a shortage of
available vacancies in this location which, in
accordance with the LPA’s assessment, demonstrates
its market attractiveness. It is therefore considered that
a moderate extension to the north of the existing
industrial estate would be a logical extension in a
location where there is a clear demand for growth.The
proposed extension to the north, given the level of
physical constraints, would not result in the
coalescence of any neighbouring settlements.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period
for employment land in conjunction with Seaham
Grange Industrial Estate.There are no known technical
constraints which would prevent the development of
the site coming forward in the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Summary

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –
Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client.

Our Client, Mr S Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land north of Seaham Grange
Industrial Estate is free from known constraints which
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would prevent development and it can be demonstrated
that the land proposed for allocation in the Plan is
suitable, achievable, and therefore deliverable within
the plan period.

It has been evidenced that the site does not meet the
five purposes of the Green Belt and should therefore
be deleted from the Green Belt and the boundary be
reviewed by the LPA as part of the emerging Local
Plan. The identification of the site as an employment
site would provide an opportunity to expand the existing
industrial site to the north, forming a logical and
contained extension. The inclusion of the site within
the Plan for employment use will help to assist meeting
the LPA’s employment land requirements at the
beginning of the Plan period.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that the land
within our Client’s ownership (site reference EMP162)
is deleted from the Green Belt and is considered for
allocation for employment use within the next stages
of the Local Plan process.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2730Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2970Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2734Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. Given the market for employment
land in County Durham, it is considered that sufficent

Our client is supportive of the allocation for employment
use within the site.
Policy 7 includes a section on the development of
employment sites for other uses. Whilst the

3081Question 7

time should be given for an employment site to come
forward for its intended use.

suggested criteria are considered acceptable we would
request that the policy wording allows for further
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flexibility to enable the change of use
should employment uses not be deliverable.
On this point, it should be noted that the NPPF outlines
at Paragraph 11 that plans should ‘be
sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change’ and also
be flexible enough to ‘enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.’ (paragraph 81).
To ensure an NPPF compliant policy we suggest that
paragraph b is reworded to:
b. Evidence is presented to demonstrate that there is
no demand for the use as proposed. This can include
a 12 month period of
unsuccessful active marketing of both properties and
land or other such evidence, as agreed with the LPA.

We also suggest an appropriate change to the final
paragraph as follows:
Any new development for non-employment uses on
employment allocations or existing
protected employment sites should comply with other
relevant policies in the plan.
Wherever possible, existing jobs on site should be
relocated.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages

2525Question 7

of the Plan consultation. We anticipate that Policy 7
will be categorised as a strategic policy, this needs to
be clarified in future stages of the consultation by the
LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2657Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2830Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. The policy deals specifically with
employment uses within the B1, B2 and B8 uses

Distribution of Employment

The vast majority of the proposed employment
allocations are based around major roads (A1 and

2900Question 7

classes. The employment land allocations are based
on market attractiveness, a key part of their
attractiveness is their accessibility.

A19). We are concerned that this conflicts with the
strategic objective of moving towards a low-carbon
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transport policy which would encourage travel to work
by means other than the privately owned motor
vehicle.

We remain concerned that the factors do not appear
to take into consideration the likely needs of a future
‘low carbon’ economy. For example, there will be a
need for land allocations to ensure farming can provide
locally sustainable food and biomass crops, and land
allocations need also be made to enable habitat
interconnectivity to mitigate the impact of climate
change on local biodiversity as well as to mitigate the
impact of flooding.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates land across the
County the County for business and industrial purposes

This Development Policy is totally inadequate for many
areas of the County due to the narrow focus of

3011Question 7

including sites at Tanfield Lea, Morrison Busty andIndustrial Development being on Durham City, the
Greencroft. This is based on understanding economic
needs and past take up of employment land allocations.

A1(M) and A19 corridors. Other areas also need the
opportunity for employment in their vicinity.The options
shown here do not support Principle No 2 in the
Sustainable Development Statement on Page 17.  A
major factor for making areas such as North Durham
sustainable is access to employment. This in turn will
lead to improvements in local economies, reduce
unemployment, deprivation, less need to commute and
reduce traffic congestion.  Under this Plan and its
Policies there will still be many years of the County
which will fail to improve economically.

The Plan should be revised with particular emphasis
on changes to the Spatial Strategy to distribute
industrial development over more area in the County.

Comments noted. It is not evident that land between
Tanfield Lea North and South Industrial Estate has

This Plan appears to show the area between Tanfield
North and Tanfield South Industrial Estates as a

3012Question 7

ever been allocated for industrial development. A smallprotected Environmental Area.  Formally this area was
parcel of land north of the Tanfield Lea has beendesignated for Industrial Development and in 2007/08
identifed for deallocation. The land designated is athe County Council planned to develop the site as such.
Local Nature Reserve designated by the formerAnyone who has looked seriously at the need of the
Derwentside District Council and Tanfield Marsh LocalStanley Area  and surrounds can see that if the local
Wildlife Site understood to be designated over 20 years
ago.

economy in the area is to be improved there needs to
be more Industrial Development to bring about better
employment prospects.This current County Plan must
be revised in accordance with the 2007/08 Plan for
these two Industrial Estates in particular this is far more
important for improvement to the local economy than
it is as a protected Environmental Area.

The Plan should be revised prior to submission with
particular re-assessment and change to the Spatial
Strategy and distribution of Industrial Development to
allow more possibility of economic improvement
countywide.
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It would appear that this current Plan is as deeply
flawed as that previously submitted and so heavily
criticised by many residents and the Planning
Inspector. As a result many of the objectives,
particularly Nos 1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 13 and 14 will never be
achieved countywide.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates land across the
County the County for business and industrial purposes

This Development Policy is totally inadequate for many
areas of the County due to the narrow focus of

3010Question 7

including sites at Tanfield Lea, Morrison Busty andIndustrial Development being on Durham City, the
Greencroft. This is based on understanding economic
needs and past take up of employment land allocations.

A1(M) and A19 corridors. Other areas also need the
opportunity for employment in their vicinity.The options
shown here do not support Principle No 2 in the
Sustainable Development Statement on Page 17.

The list of market area in "Distribution of Employment"
(Para. 4.28) should also include "Stanley and
Surrounds". One of the major factors in making areas
such as North Durham sustainable is access to
employment which in turn will lead to less commuter
traffic and therefore less congestion. Under this Plan
and its Policies many residents will continue to be
forced to commute to other area for Employment, and
the local economy will remain stagnant.

Comments noted. The SHLAA site referenced has
been identified as common land and therefore the land
is not considered for allocation.

First of all, I’d like to say that I am very happy with the
current content in the preferred options, and I have no
objections to any land allocations or designations in
the Tow Law electoral division. Although there are a
few extra suggestions which I would like to make.

2980Question 7

Extension of employment land allocation at Tow Law
(Dans Castle) industrial estate: This would cover the
site referred to as unsuitable for housing development
in the SHLAA (3/TL/13). The owner of the site is
preparing to begin pre-planning to install 10 new
industrial units on the site. He is currently waiting on
legal terms to be finalised over the purchase of a spot
of Council owned land for the purposes of installing an
access road to the site.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2912Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The figures in the Plan have been amended to
correspond to those you propose.

Finally, it is noted that Paragraph 5.5 of the draft Plan
makes reference to the proposed International
Advanced Manufacturing Park (IAMP). Whilst

3033Question 7

recognition of the IAMP as a driver of regional
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economic growth within the draft Plan is welcomed,
the allocation area and number of jobs anticipated on
the site set out within Paragraph 5.5 are not consistent
with the adopted IAMP Area Action Plan (AAP).  During
the Examination in Public for the AAP, a main
modification was made which increased the size of the
allocation from 100ha to 150ha.

This in turn would increase the anticipated number of
jobs to be created on the site to approximately 7,850.
The Plan should be updated to reflect the IAMP AAP
which was adopted by both Sunderland City Council
and South Tyneside Council in November 2017.

Comments noted. The policy will protect Chameleon
House at Tanfield for employment purposes.

More  Digital  Employment Zones in Stanley Front
Street.  CDP does not recognise Stanley has largest
County Durham Server at Chameleon  House, Tanfield.

3150Question 7

Digital  Hub for digital  entrepreneurs in Stanley Front
Street.

Incubator opportunities for young graduate/ start up
schemes.

Comments noted. The Plan allocates land across the
County the County for business and industrial

Have you considered where local business will be
hosted and included in all your residential planning
consents?

3441Question 7

purposes. This is based on understanding economic
needs and past take up of employment land allocations.

Comments noted. The development needs of the
County have been considered when allocating and
protecting land for employment purposes.

Spatial Distribution of Development

Employment

It is vital that local plans contain policies that positively
and proactively encourage the scale of development

3554Question 7

that is required to support the delivery of sustainable
economic growth and in doing so contribute towards
building a strong, competitive economy both locally
and nationally.

A clear economic vision and strategy should be put in
place.This should reflect local business needs and be
responsive to any wider opportunities that will allow
the area to build on its strengths, counter any
weaknesses and address future challenges. The
policies of the local plan should match the economic
strategy for the area and include policies that
encourage the local and inward
investment that is required to meet anticipated needs
over the plan period. Furthermore, it is vital that local
policies are responsive to changing circumstances and
that they are suitably flexible to ensure that sufficient
land of the right type is made available and that the
planning system does not act as an impediment to
sustainable growth.
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The National Planning Policy Framework, 2018 sets
out that:

“Achieving sustainable development means that the
planning system has three overarching objectives,
which are interdependent and need to be pursued in
mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can be
taken to secure net gains across each of the different
objectives):

An economic objective – to help build a strong,
responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that
sufficient land of the right types is available in the right
places and at the right time to support growth,
innovation and improved productivity; and by identifying
and coordinating the provision of infrastructure;”
(Paragraph 8)

Significant weight should be placed on the need to
support economic growth and productivity, taking into
account both local business needs and wider
opportunities for development (Paragraph 80)

“Planning policies should: seek to address potential
barriers to investment, such as inadequate
infrastructure, services or housing, or a poor
environment;” (Paragraph 81.c)

“Planning policies should: be flexible enough to
accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan…”
(Paragraph 81.d)

“Planning policies and decisions should recognise and
address the specific locational requirements of different
sectors. This includes making provision for clusters or
networks of knowledge and data-driven, creative or
high technology industries; and for storage and
distribution operations at a variety of scales and in
suitably accessible locations.” (Paragraph 82)

“Planning policies and decisions should recognise that
sites to meet local business and community needs in
rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
existing settlements, and in locations that are not well
served by public transport. In these circumstances it
will be important to ensure that development is
sensitive to its surroundings, does not have an
unacceptable impact on local roads and exploits any
opportunities to make a location more sustainable…”
(Paragraph 84)

National policy indicates that significant weight should
be placed on the need to support economic growth
and productivity through the planning system and the
need for an approach that recognises and seeks to
address potential barriers to investment. This should
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therefore be reflected within the drafting of local policies
to ensure that local plans are fully responsive to
economic
development needs, including those that have not been
anticipated within the Plan. It is therefore essential that
due consideration is given to overall development
needs in the context of economic growth. It will also
be important for any policies that relate to the protection
of the countryside to provide sufficient flexibility to
support proposals for development where it can make
a
demonstrable contribution towards the sustainable
development of the area.

Comments noted.Whilst NETPark is allocated for R&D,
it is not the intention that this is the only site where

I welcome the allocation of employment land in the
Durham City and Central Durham areas, and these

4209Question 7

such a use would be suitable. Policies in the Planappear to be located in the right areas, however the
would not preclude R&D coming forward on other sites
across the County.

document indicates that the only land allocated for
research and development is at NETPark in Sedgefield.
As previously mentioned, a commitment for such an
allocation in Durham City would help with the retention
of graduates, the development of a knowledge-based
economy, and the diversification of jobs within Durham.
As Policy 4 goes on to outline the local authority’s plans
for the Aykley heads site, it would seem to be an ideal
location for such allocation, and this seems to be a real
missed opportunity within the Plan.

Commnets noted. A full assessment has now been
carried out above and beyond the assessment within

As we have noted above, site allocations should avoid
harming the significance of both designated and

4175Question 7

the ELR, this has considered the impact of theundesignated heritage assets, including effects upon
allocations on designated and undesignated heritagetheir setting.  At present, we are concerned that the
assets. As a result of this assessments, amendments
have been made to the allocation at Aycliffe South.

draft Plan appears to be allocating a number of sites
for employment without sufficient evidence of the
impact allocations will have on the historic environment.

We have noted that the Employment Land Review
(ELR} document provides an initial assessment, but
this is extremely limited and is not consistently applied
across all sites.  For example, the assessment of only
one site (Aykley Heads, referenced EMP17 within the
ELR) mentions the presence of a conservation area,
but provides no assessment of the impact the allocation
would have on its significance.

Other allocations where heritage assets have not been
fully assessed in the ELR include the following:

• Bowburn-Conservation Area: this is on the
national Heritage at Risk register, partly due to
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the impact of traffic on the main road.The impact
on the conservation area of allocations at lntegra
61 (EMP5 and the safeguarded transport route
in Policy 25) should be discussed, including
whether they would increase (or indeed
decrease) traffic through the conservation area.
The setting of Hett Conservation Area might also
need to be addressed.

• The setting of Aycliffe Village Conservation Area
and several listed buildings would be affected by
EMP133 (Aycliffe South). close to the existing
important Hitachi operation.  Analysis in the ELR
says there are no obvious constraints; however,
this conclusion cannot be drawn without an
assessment of impact on the setting of the
various heritage assets affected.

• A similar analysis of allocations at Meadowfield
Industrial Estate (EMP14) on the setting of
Burnhall Conservation Area or Brancepeth
Conservation Area might also be needed.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages

3766Question 7

of the Plan consultation. We anticipate that Policy 7
will be categorised as a strategic policy, this needs to
be clarified in future stages of the consultation by the
LPA.

Local employment opportunities in areas mentioned
can come forward through Rural Exceptions policy

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3949Question 7

(Policy 11).This allows employment premises to come
forward on non allocated sites where it meets criteria.POLICY  3

Employment sites

I support that the existing Teesdale employment  sites
have  been safeguarded  and that a potential
extension/growth has been included to cover Stainton
Grove Industrial Estate.

However, that provision  is  inadequate and efforts
should be made to identify sites in the larger villages
such as Middleton-in- Teesdale.   Building local
employment opportunities and enabling micro-business
start-ups will help the sustainability of our villages and
Barnard Castle, as well as reducing the carbon footprint
due to commuting.

Support noted.TAP is pleased to see that the existing Teesdale
employment sites have been safeguarded and that a

4078Question 7

potential extension/growth has been included to cover
Stainton Grove Industrial Estate.
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Comments noted. Labour Supply is just one element
of calculating employment land needs across the

Q5 and Q6 – Policy 2: Quantity of New Development
& Q7 – Policy 3: Employment Land

3832Question 7

County. National policy identifies that local authoritiesQuestions 5 and 6 request comments on the amount
of employment land and housing provided for in the should develop an idea of future needs based on a

range of data which is current and robust. In additionCDPPO.To understand the context of these questions
it is also important to understand qualitative factors
also.

Policy 2 states that “in order to meet the needs and
aspirations of present and future residents of County
Durham and to deliver a thriving economy” the CDPPO
will provide 305 hectares of employment land and
25,992 dwellings (Savills emphasis).

The CDPPO describes how the employment and
housing needs of the County have been calculated. In
terms of housing, the CDPPO states that due to the
timing of the draft NPPF it is likely that the County
Durham Plan will be examined under the new national
planning regime and that it will be therefore be required
to adopt the new standardised method for calculating
housing need (paragraph 4.11 of the CDPPO).
Paragraphs 4.14 and 4.15 of the CDPPO describe the
standard calculation and the resulting need figure of
1,368 dpa (2016 to 2035). Importantly, 1,368dpa should
represent the minimum starting point and no uplift has
been applied to reflect economic growth aspirations.

In terms of the employment land, the CDPPO states
that “following a review of the existing supply of
employment land and potential new employment sites,
the ELR recommends that County Durham’s portfolio
of employment land should be 260 ha.To give flexibility
and to acknowledge that many of the employment land
allocations are within existing employment areas and
therefore unsuitable for other uses, the plan identifies
a slightly higher supply of land of 305ha.”(Paragraph
4.7).The CDPPO also states that on top of the 305ha,
the plan allocates 13.5ha of employment land at
NETPark and a 10.8ha of mixed use (with employment)
land at Project Genesis (see Paragraph 4.8 and Policy
3).

Paragraph 4.2 of the CDPPO sets out the three
scenarios that the ELR considered. One of the
scenarios, ‘Labour Supply’, “is based on the estimated
growth in jobs and a calculation of land needed to
support those jobs. The jobs figures used are outputs
from the calculation of the OAN”. It is clear therefore
that the Labour Supply scenario in the CDPPO
demonstrates the link between the level of housing in
the plan and the likely level of employment growth.
The Labour Supply scenarios concludes that the
delivery of 25,992 dwellings (the OAN) would generate
a labour supply equivalent to 86ha of employment land.
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It is clear from this analysis that there is a significant
mismatch between the employment strategy and the
housing strategy. This is a significant concern given
paragraph 31 of the new NPPF which states that “the
preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focussed tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.” The
approach of the CDPPO with respect of housing and
employment is far from integrated. It is clear that if the
Council is to deliver the ‘objectively assessed need for
employment land’ in the plan it will require a
significantly greater level of housing than it is currently
proposing.

The new NPPF does reflect the tests within the
previous NPPF, establishing four new tests at
paragraph 36 which are set out in Section 1 of these
representations. In addition, Paragraph 81 of the new
NPPF states that:
“Planning policies should; “set out a clear economic
vision and strategy which positively and proactively
encourages sustainable economic growth […], “set
criteria or identify strategic sites, for local and inward
investment to match the strategy and to meet
anticipated needs over the plan period” and […] “seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as
inadequate infrastructure, services or housing” and “be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated
in the plan […] and to enable a rapid response to
changes in economic circumstances.”

It is clear from paragraphs 36 and 81 of the new NPPF
that plans should where possible meet their objectively
assessed needs, be appropriate taking into account
alternatives and be deliverable over the plan period.
Plans should provide policies and sites which attract
investment and remove barriers to that investment.
The CDPPO, with its significant incongruity between
its economic strategy and its housing strategy will result
in one of two eventualities:

The economic strategy will fail as there will be
insufficient housing and therefore labour force to
support the required local or inward investment. A lack
of housing will therefore be a barrier to investment and
sustainable economic growth in the County.

The take up in employment land will be in line with the
CDPPO but without enough housing in the County to
accommodate the required labour force, commuting
into the County will increase significantly causing
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unsustainable travel patterns and potentially affecting
the ability of other economic and housing market areas
(Tyne and Wear / Teesside) to function as planned.

If the economic strategy is set up to fail it is therefore
not effective, justified or positively prepared. If the
assumption of the Council is that the CDP will result
in significant in-commuting there is no evidence of this
being achievable, no assessment of the additional
transportation burden that this will have on the County
and the surrounding areas and no Duty to Cooperate
agreement discussing how this ‘cross boundary
strategic matter’ will be addressed. In this case the
plan would also not be effective or justified. On these
bases, under the new NPPF, the strategy of the CDP
with respect of housing and employment is unsound
and should be revised in the next version of the plan.

It is our position that to make the CDPPO sound there
will need to be an alignment between the employment
and housing elements of the plan. This will involve
increasing the level of housing delivered over the plan
period so that it provides the requisite labour force
supply to meet the employment strategy of the CDPPO.
If the ELR’s analysis is that 25,992 dwellings is equal
to a need for 86ha of employment land then to support
the 305ha of employment land allocated in the CDP
plus the 13.5ha at NETPark and 10.8ha at Project
Genesis (potentially up to 330 ha of employment land)
will require a significantly greater level of housing. At
this stage, we have not undertaken the analysis
required to quantify this but we reserve the right to do
so should the Council fail to provide this evidence or
fail to address the soundness issues we’ve identified
within the CDPPO.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages

4000Question 7

of the Plan consultation. We anticipate that Policy 7
will be categorised as a strategic policy, this needs to
be clarified in future stages of the consultation by the
LPA.

Comments noted. Given the number of active
employment uses on the site, it is considered that there

This representation has been prepared by Lichfields,
on behalf of Elddis Transport (Consett) Ltd (Elddis). It

4028Question 7

is no justification for removing the protection of the siteresponds to the consultation currently being undertaken
for employment purposes. The policy sets out criteriaby Durham County Council in respect of the Preferred
for considering other uses on the site through planningOptions draft of the County Durham Plan. It has also
applications. It is considered necessary for land to bebeen prepared in the context of the future aspirations
protected for up to 5 years to give every chance forof Elddis for the redevelopment of their land and

buildings at Pit Lane, Durham.
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Overview of Policy 3: Employment Land the land allocations to come forward for their intended
use.Policy 3 allocates a range of sites for Class B1

(Business), B2 (General Industrial) and B8 (Storage
and Distribution) uses within Table 3. Table 4, which
is found within the supporting text but cross-referenced
within the policy itself, lists various Protected
Employment Sites across the County, including Abbey
Road, within Durham City. The latter includes the
Elddis site, which fronts onto Pit Lane.

Policy 3 states that proposals for non-employment uses
(i.e. outwith Use Classes B1, B2 and B8) on
employment allocations or existing protected
employment sites (such as that at Abbey Road) will
not be permitted unless:

- the plot of land or building is no longer physically
suitable for employment uses and there is no prospect
of re-use or redevelopment/development for such uses;
and

- there is documented evidence of unsuccessful active
marketing for employment use with at least one
recognised commercial agent at local market levels,
over a continuous period of at least 12 months for a
property and 5 years for a plot of land; or

the proposed use would support the wider functioning
of an employment site and would be ancillary to the
main employment use of the site.

The Elddis Site

The Elddis site is located on the western side of Pit
Lane, to the north of the Low Carrs residential park
and south of the Pullman car sales business. It
comprises land and warehousing associated with
various businesses, including car service, MOT and
repair, and transport and warehousing. Part of the site
is currently used for the storage of motor vehicles
associated with the Pulman Volkswagen Dealership
(located to the north east of the site) and informal car
parking for employees of nearby businesses.

However, although it is used by a number of
businesses of differing natures, there is a relatively low
number of people directly employed on the site, relative
to its size, and it therefore has low ratio of jobs to
occupied floorspace on the site.The existing premises
on the site are dated, particularly compared to more
modern business accommodation found elsewhere in
the city. Whilst in need of investment to facilitate its
ongoing regeneration, there is limited prospect of the
site being redeveloped for traditional new employment
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premises, and certainly in isolation (and without
cross-subsidy) from any other uses.

Elddis are currently in the early stages of formulating
their future plans for the site. However, they are likely
to include a mix of different commercial and/or
residential uses, dependent on the extent and nature
of demand from developer and operators. Their site is
accessed via Pit Lane itself and not inter-connected
with other parts of the Abbey Road employment site.
Subject to achieving a suitable design and layout, such
development would be unlikely to have any significant
impact upon the continued operation of the wider
industrial estate – which has also experienced
diversification in the form of non-B Class uses, such
as car showrooms.

County Durham Employment Land Review Update
(June 2018)

The County Durham Employment Land Review (ELR)
Update was prepared in 2018. It provides an
understanding of the area’s current position with
respect to employment land supply and the likely
demand for employment land over the period between
2016 and 2035, and in order to inform the development
of the Local Plan.

In overall terms, the 2018 ELR Update recommends
that DCC gives consideration to planning for the
provision of between 190ha and 260ha of employment
land across the County in order to meet demand over
the remainder of the Plan period – or 120-164 ha within
the combined A1 Corridor/Durham City and Locality
market areas (within which the Elddis site is located).
This compared with a total supply of available
employment land of 639 ha across the County (or 313
ha within the combined A1 Corridor and Durham City
and Locality market areas), and equates to an
over-supply of between 418 ha 348 ha of employment
land overall.

The ELR Update confirms that Officers propose to
de-allocate a total of 241 ha available employment land
across Durham which, after allowing for specialist use
sites and safeguarded land, results in a total indicative
portfolio of 305 ha. However, this figure remains
significantly above (by around 45 ha) the upper end of
the range set out above as required to meet demand.

Although the Elddis site is not classed as available
land within the study, the above conclusions remain
relevant to consideration as to whether it should
continue to be designated as a Protected Employment
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Site, having regard to relative levels of supply and
demand for such land across the County.

Analysis

As set out above, a significant over-supply of land for
B Class uses was identified as part of the 2018 ELR
Update – even allowing for the Council’s proposed
de-allocation of previously allocated sites. Furthermore,
and as set out above, the Elddis site supports a
relatively low number of jobs, and it therefore makes
only a limited contribution towards meeting local
employment needs. Whilst the existing premises on
the site are old and in need of investment, this
investment is unlikely to occur through B Class
development coming forward in isolation on the site.

The continued designation of the site as part of the
wider Abbey Road Protected Employment site could
prevent the successful regeneration of the site by
placing a policy presumption against alternative
commercial uses, which could help to meet local needs
and generate more significant levels of employment.
Indeed, the potential new job creation of any future
redevelopment should be afforded significant weight
when considering the most appropriate future use(s)
for the site – particularly given the significant weight
placed on the need to support economic growth by the
NPPF.

In relation to the policy approach towards
non-employment uses proposed on protected sites,
Elddis support the inclusion of criteria (a), which
requires consideration of whether the land/building is
suitable for employment (i.e. B Class) uses and there
is any prospect of re-use of redevelopment for such
uses. They also support criteria (c), which applies to
uses that would support the wider functioning of, and
be ancillary to, the main employment use. In our view,
however, criteria (b), which requires evidence of
marketing for 12 months for a property of five years
for a plot of land, is unreasonably onerous.

As set out above, the Elddis site is unlikely to come
forward for traditional employment uses in isolation, or
even as the primary use in any redevelopment scheme.
Whilst a significant proportion of the site is occupied 
by existing buildings, should the Council require
evidence of unsuccessful marketing of the land over
five years, this could prevent alternative uses from
coming forward which have similar, if not greater,
benefits, in terms of creating new jobs and meeting
local needs. It could also effectively ‘sterilise’ this and
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other sites in the short and medium terms and
significantly reduce the flexibility that the Council would
otherwise have to bring forward non-B Class uses
which meet wider sustainability objectives.

It is therefore considered that the marketing period
required by part (b) should be reduced down to 12
months and that the policy should be amended to make
clear that only one of the criteria needs to be satisfied
- not least given that whether it has been marketed
should not be relevant, if a site is not physically suitable
or there is no prospect of its redevelopment.

Proposed Changes to Policy 3

In the context of the above, it is requested that the
Elddis site at Pit Lane be removed from the Abbey
Road Protected Employment Site, as defined on the
Proposals Map and referred to in Table 4 (Policy 3) of
the plan.

It is also requested that criteria (b) be amended as
follows:

“Development for non-employment uses on
employment allocations (as identified in Table 3) or
existing protected employment sites (as identified in
Table 4) will not be permitted unless:

“a. The plot of land or building is no longer physically
suitable for employment uses and there is no prospect
of re-use or redevelopment/development for such uses;
or and

b. There is documented evidence of unsuccessful
active marketing for employment use with at least one
recognised commercial agent at local market levels,
over a continuous period of at least 12 months for a
property and 5 years for a plot of land; or

c. The proposed use would support the wider
functioning of an employment site and would be
ancillary to the main employment use of the site.”

Given the conclusion of the 2018 ELR Update, and the
limited number of persons currently employed on the
site, it is not considered that the above amendments
would have any material impact upon the ability of the
Council to meet traditional employment needs. Rather,
by removing potential barriers to other forms of
employment creating development coming forwards,
it would help to ensure that the plan is positively
prepared and deliverable, and helps to contribute
towards the achievement of sustainable development,
in line with the requirements of paragraph 16 of the
NPPF.
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Support noted.It is welcomed that policy 3 that as well providing a
portfolio of general employment land, also makes

4167Question 7

specific allocations to deliver regeneration as well as
providing for high value growth sectors.

NotedWe have no comment to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

3668Question 7

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted.The plan allocates over 10ha of land
at Durham Gate/Green Lane.This is part of a portfolio

Spennymoor is quickly becoming a commuter town
with large new housing developments offering high

3645Question 7

of sites across the County which is considered the bestvalued properties designed for the more affluent
sites to meet business needs over the plan period.Webusiness people who are able to commute by car to
will keep employment land needs in Spennymoor under
review.

their place of work which could be within a 25 mile
radius of Spennymoor.  Business development sites
have been predominantly targeted for areas such as
Durham with the offer of 6000 new jobs, with the result
that there are fewer attractions for businesses to grow
and develop in outer regions such as Spennymoor
unless there is significant grant opportunities and a
marketing plan that will encourage businesses to move
there.

Durham Gate is the only identified area for further
business development in our Town and currently I
believe there is little prospect of business take up with
the decision to focus growth into other areas such as
Durham City with its prospects of 6000 new jobs. The
initial indicator in 2007/8 when the original scheme for
Durham Gate was approved was to have 2000
additional jobs on Durham Gate. Very few NEW jobs
have been created as of today as it has been existing
business that have relocated to the Durham Gate site
e.g. Livin.

Additionally,  the original development scheme
approved in 2007/8 under the old Sedgefield Borough
Council of a shopping mall on Durham Gate has now
also disappeared with the emphasis now on building
houses on the land previously allocated for this
shopping boulevard.

Comments noted, amendments have been made to
the allocation following the proposed approved uses

Policy Overview

Policy 3 allocates a range of sites for Class B1
(Business), B2 (General Industrial) and B8 (Storage

3797Question 7

on the site. Given the market for employment land in
County Durham, it is considered that sufficent timeand Distribution) uses. There are four sites allocated
should be given for an employment site to comewithin the Durham City Local Plan Monitoring Area
forward for its intended use and therefore the Plan will
continue to require marketing for a period of 5 years.

(LMA), comprising 11.5 ha in total, out of a total for the
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County as a whole of 304.9 ha. This includes one site
at Dragonville in Durham (comprising 1.7 ha), which
is owned by Angel Developments, and located on the
eastern side of Dragon Lane, to the north of its junction
with Renny’s Lane.This site was formerly occupied by
the Kerry Foods factory although, following the
demolition of this factory, and more recent
developments (see below), it is now known as St
Andrew’s Park.

Policy 3 also states that proposals for non-employment
uses (i.e. outwith Use Classes B1, B2 and B8) on these
employment allocations or existing protected
employment sites will not be permitted unless:

• the plot of land or building is no longer physically
suitable for employment uses and there is no
prospect of re-use or
redevelopment/development for such uses; and

• there is documented evidence of unsuccessful
active marketing for employment use with at least
one recognised commercial agent at local market
levels, over a continuous period of at least 12
months for a property and 5 years for a plot of
land; or

• the proposed use would support the wider
functioning of an employment site and would be
ancillary to the main employment use of the site.

The St Andrew’s Park Site

Along with land to the south, immediately adjacent to
Renny’s Lane, outline planning permission was granted
on this proposed allocation in May 2015, for the
development of 7,777 sqm floorspace for trade
warehousing and showrooms (including 5,207 sqm
new buildings and 2,570 sqm refurbished buildings),
as well as a drive-through restaurant and associated
car parking (235 car spaces) (ref. DM/14/03806/OUT).
There is a Section 106 agreement associated with this
permission, which provides for a financial contribution
towards the proposed Sherburn Road Retail Link Road.

Whilst reserved matters details were approved in April
2016, and around 2,600 sqm Class B8 floorspace has
been constructed, demand for new trade counter uses
has been limited, and only four units have been
occupied to date. Revised proposals were therefore
submitted in July 2018 for the remainder of the former
Kerry Foods site, to the north of the already constructed
units, which take into account the current scale and
nature of commercial demand.These proposals include
the following:
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• a full planning application on the south-western
part of the site, adjacent to Dragon Lane, for the
erection of a McDonald’s drive-thru restaurant of
415 sqm gross, with associated access, parking
and landscaping; and

• an outline planning application (with all matters
reserved, except for access) on the remainder
of the site for new retail development (5,398 sqm
gross floorspace over three units, including
mezzanine floors), with associated access,
parking and landscaping.

These developments would provide a range of benefits,
including enhancing the existing range and choice of
retail/food and beverage provision available to local
residents, the regeneration of a prominent vacant site,
and the creation of new job opportunities. The
developments would be conveniently accessible by a
choice of means of transport, and there would be
pedestrian connections to the surrounding retail
developments and existing Sherburn Road/Dragon
Lane District Centre.

Whilst the two applications are yet to be determined,
consultation with the local community was undertaken
prior to their submission, which included a drop-in event
and separate discussions with Council Officers and
Members. In total, 134 completed questionnaires were
received, with the majority of respondents (84%) being
in favour of the proposals and 94% agreeing that there
was a need for the site to be redeveloped.

County Durham Employment Land Review Update
(June 2018)

The County Durham Employment Land Review (ELR)
Update was prepared in 2018 and incorporates work
on employment land issues undertaken in 2016. It
provides an understanding of the area’s current position
with respect to employment land supply and the likely
demand for employment land over the period between
2016 and 2035, and it intended to inform the
development of the Local Plan.

In overall terms, the 2018 ELR Update recommends
that DCC gives consideration to planning for the
provision of between 190ha and 260ha of employment
land across the County in order to meet demand over
the remainder of the Plan period – or120-164 ha within
the combined A1 Corridor/Durham City and Locality
market areas (within which the St Andrew’s Park site
is located). This is compared with a total supply of
available employment land of 639 ha across the County
(or 313 ha within the combined A1 Corridor and
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Durham City and Locality market areas), and equates
to an over-supply of between 418 ha 348 ha of
employment land overall.

The ELR Update confirms that Officers propose to
de-allocate a total of 241 ha available employment land
across Durham which, after allowing for specialist use
sites and safeguarded land, results in a total indicative
portfolio of 305 ha. However, this figure remains
significantly above (by around 45 ha) the upper end of
the range set out above as required to meet
demand.

Analysis

Employment Allocation

In the context of the significant over-supply of land for
B Class uses identified as part of the 2018 ELR Update
– even allowing for the Council’s proposed
de-allocation of other sites - there is no need to allocate
the remainder of the St Andrews’ Park site for B Class
uses. This allocation appears to have been proposed
on the basis of the site’s availability for redevelopment
and the planning permission previously granted for
Class B8 units, rather than any assessment of its likely
attractiveness and viability for different types of
commercial uses.

In the absence of any commercial demand for the
development of B Class uses, such an allocation could
act to stymie the successful regeneration of this site.
The proposed allocation also fails to recognise the
planning permission recently granted on the wider site,
which included non-B Class floorspace (i.e. a drive-thru
restaurant), the benefits which would be delivered by
the current application proposals for new retail/food
and beverage uses, and the significant support for
these proposals from the local community.

In this context, the current application proposals have
been formulated specifically to cater for demand from
large format, non-food bulky retail operators which
cannot be accommodated and/or have been displaced
from other nearby locations – including Durham City
Centre and the Arnison/Mercia District Centre. These
types of uses would both enhance and complement
the existing range and choice of provision serving the
local area, generate linked trips and spin-off trade for
uses within Sherburn Road/Dragon Lane District Centre
and create a significant number of new employment
opportunities. The approval of the current proposals
would also facilitate a financial contribution towards
the new Sherburn Road Retail Link Road, which would
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in turn help to deliver important benefits in highways
terms.

The potential new job creation should be afforded
significant weight when considering the most
appropriate future use(s) for the site - not least given
that paragraph 80 of the recently published revised
NPPF (July 2018) states that significant weight should
be placed on the need to support economic growth.
These job benefits may not be realised should the site
be allocated solely for B Class uses.

Development of Employment Sites for Other Uses

Angel Developments support the inclusion of criteria
(a), which requires consideration of whether the
land/building is suitable for employment (i.e. B Class)
uses and there is any prospect of re-use of
redevelopment for such uses, and criteria (c), which
applies to uses that would support the wider functioning
of, and be ancillary to, the main employment use. In
our view, however, criteria (b), which requires evidence
of marketing for 12 months for a property of five years
for a plot of land, is unreasonably onerous.

Paragraph 31 of the revised NPPF states that:

“The preparation and review of all policies should be
underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.This
should be adequate and proportionate, focused tightly
on supporting and justifying the policies concerned,
and take into account relevant market signals.“

As set out above, whilst outline and reserved matters
approvals have been granted on the St Andrew’s Park
site for 7,777 sqm floorspace for trade
warehousing/showrooms and a drive-through
restaurant, demand for new trade counter uses has
been limited and only around 2,600 sqm Class B8
floorspace has been constructed. Despite an active
marketing campaign, just four units have been
occupied in the 18 months since the new floorspace
was constructed, and no firm interest has been
expressed in taking the remaining units over the last
nine months. It is clear that the remainder of the site
is unlikely to come forward for traditional employment
uses and the current planning applications for
alternative uses, which take into account the demand
which does exist for retail/food and beverage uses,
have been submitted in this context.

By requiring evidence of the unsuccessful marketing
of a plot of land over a continuous period of five years,
the plan could have an adverse impact upon the ability
to bring forward alternative uses which help to meet
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identified local needs, create valuable new employment
and regenerate vacant sites. It would effectively
‘sterilise’ some sites in the short and medium terms
and significantly reduce the flexibility that the Council
would otherwise have to bring forward other uses which
meet wider sustainability objectives.

It is therefore considered that the marketing period
required by part (b) should be reduced down to 12
months and that the policy should be amended to make
clear that only one of the criteria needs to be satisfied.
This is not least given that, if a site is not physically
suitable or there is no prospect of its redevelopment,
the matter of whether it has been marketed has no
relevance.

Proposed Changes to Policy 3

In the context of the above, it is requested that the
proposed allocation of 1.68 ha of land in this
location be removed from the draft plan, including
within Table 3 within Policy 3 and the accompanying
Proposals Map. As well as the lack of demand for
traditional employment development on the site, this
would reflect the planning permission previously
granted in 2015, which included a drive thru restaurant
– and confirms that non-B class uses on the site have
previously been considered as acceptable by the
Council.

It also reflects the more flexible approach taken to
previous proposals for new retail development on land
at Dragonville Industrial Estate by the Council. Saved
Policy S8 of the current City of Durham Local Plan
currently supports new bulky goods retail warehouse
development on a significant proportion of land at the
estate, subject to satisfying various criteria. This
includes land now occupied by Durham City Retail
Park, as well as the Alexage and former Mono
Containers sites to the south of St Andrew’s Park, both
of which were subject to planning permissions for new
non-food retail warehousing granted in 2003 (and the
Council has recently granted a new permission for a
new discount foodstore and non-food retail unit on the
former).

It is also requested that criteria (b) should be amended
as follows:

“Development for non-employment uses on
employment allocations (as identified in Table 3) or
existing protected employment sites (as identified in
Table 4) will not be permitted unless:
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“a. The plot of land or building is no longer physically
suitable for employment uses and there is no prospect
of re-use or redevelopment/development for such uses;
or and

1 There is documented evidence of unsuccessful
active marketing for employment use with at least
one recognised commercial agent at local market
levels, over a continuous period of at least 12
months for a property and 5 years for a plot of
land; or”

2 The proposed use would support the wider
functioning of an employment site and would be
ancillary to the main employment use of the site.

Given the conclusion of the 2018 ELR Update, it is not
considered that the above amendments would have
any material impact upon the ability of the Council to
meet traditional employment needs. Rather, by
removing potential barriers to other forms of
employment creating development coming forwards,
it would help to ensure that the plan is positively
prepared and deliverable, and helps to contribute
towards the achievement of sustainable development,
in line with the requirements of paragraph 16 of the
NPPF.

Comments noted.The plan allocates land and protects
extsing employment sites within Consett. It is

In 2.6 of the Plan you talk of ease of movement and
access citing the A1, A19 and the East Coast Mainline.

3897Question 7

acknowledged within the ELR that Consett serves more
of a local market.

The Co Durham Employment Land Review states at
4.70 “settlements in the A1 and A19 corridors are more
likely to be a regional and national draw for business
investment.”  Consett is as far as we could be from the
main transport links. It has a poor transport
infrastructure with no railway or close motorways, just
local roads becoming more congested. Consett is also
the highest town in Co Durham and suffers the worst
conditions in the winter which can seriously affect the
movement of people and goods when smaller local
roads cannot be driven on, another reason for industry
to not want to set up businesses here.

Comments noted. The Council will continue to work
with National Grid in the allocations process.

National Grid owns and operates the high voltage
electricity transmission system in England and Wales
and operates the Scottish high voltage transmission

3940Question 7

system.  National Grid also owns and operates the gas
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the
transmission system and enters the distribution
networks at high pressure. It is then transported
through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is
finally delivered to our customers. National Grid own
four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport
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gas to 11 million homes, schools and businesses
through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North
West, East of England, West Midlands and North
London.

To help ensure the continued safe operation of  existing
sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be
involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.

Specific Comments - Proposed sites crossed or in
close proximity to National Grid infrastructure:

Electricity Transmission

• Shotton Colliery Industrial Estate (East
Durham) Protected Employment Site (our
reference ET223)

Gas Transmission

• Chilton Extension - Employment Land
Protected Site (our reference GT73)

Please see enclosed plan referenced ET223, ET224,
GT72, GT73 & GT74,at Appendix 1. The proposed
Housing, Employment and Minerals sites are crossed
by a National Grid high voltage electricity transmission
overhead lines and underground high-pressure gas
pipelines.

National Grid prefers that buildings are not built directly
beneath its overhead lines.This is for two reasons, the
amenity of potential occupiers of properties in the
vicinity of lines and because National Grid needs quick
and easy access to carry out maintenance of its
equipment to ensure that it can be returned to service
and be available as part of the national transmission
system. Such access can be difficult to obtain without
inconveniencing and disturbing occupiers and
residents, particularly where properties are in close
proximity to overhead lines.

Support noted.This policy details the spatial aspirations for
employment land and identifies the location and

3961Question 7

quantum of employment land required to meet the
Plan’s economic growth aspirations.The accompanying
position statement has considered the potential impact
of the Plan on the SRN and includes a comparison of
the spatial aspirations identified in the Plan in 2014
and the current spatial aspirations to determine if the
likely traffic demands at the SRN are likely to have
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materially changed since the previous Plan was
considered.

On the basis of these comparisons, it is considered
that it is likely that there will be a reduction in traffic
demands at the SRN associated with the current Plan
when compared to the 2014 Plan, as the overall level
of development being sought by the Plan is less than
that previously proposed and the detailed analysis has
identified that the Plan does not seek to achieve a shift
from the spatial pattern presented within the 2014 Plan
that could focus more trips at the SRN.

Consequently, Highways England can be supportive
of this policy.

Comments noted. The plan identifies 10.8ha of land
to be allocated at Hownsgill Industrial Estate. The

It is clear that with regard to the Genesis site and
'Master Plan' the criticism received of the 'withdrawn

3985Question 7

supporting text identifies the site's role as part ofplan' has had little/no impact on this new draft, with no
Project Genesis. The plan does not allocate all of thereference to how the plan responds to that criticism or
Project Genesis Masterplan, the elements of theindeed has countered it, nor any acceptance of the
masterplan which are consistent with national and localInspector's recommendation that the Genesis Master
policy are however reflected including the Hownsgill
allocation.

Plan should be incorporated in the Durham County
Plan.

With regard to the detail of the development proposals
and the likely impact on the Genesis site, as well as
the town of Consett, again I would express my concern
that the inspector's conclusions regarding the
incorporation of the Genesis master plan into the
Durham Plan, have obviously been discounted and
ignored. This, despite the reassurances given by
county officers during a number of meetings over the
last 18 months, that the previous Inspector's comments
would be taken into account and that the Genesis
master plan would be included in the new Durham
Plan.

The consultation plan takes no account of the
contribution which Project Genesis has made to the
area in levering in investment through development of
the former steelworks site, nor does it take any account
of the contribution we have made to the local economy,
job creation, affordable housing, environmental
improvement and leisure provision.

As a consequence of this, the plan therefore makes
no reference to the contribution Genesis can make to
these county-wide aspirations for the future and this,
one would say, cynical exclusion of the facts justifies
by silence the exclusion of the Genesis master plan
from consideration or adoption. A master plan for the
use of the former steelworks site was seen as
fundamental to the District Council development plans
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prior to local government review and my contention
would be that this should be no different now if the
aspirations of the community of Con sett and its
surrounding area are to be responded to and achieved.
I
would ask therefore, that following the consultation
period the County Council reinstate the master plan
as an adopted plan within the county plan.

Comments noted. Given the number of active
employment site, it is considered that there is no

Basis for Objection - The Plan’s Proposal and
Justification

4072Question 7

justification for removing the protection of the site forPolicy 3 identifies Roman Way Industrial Estate in
Bishop Auckland as an existing Protected Employment employment purposes. The policy sets out criteria for

considering other uses on the site through planning
applications.

Site in Table 4 of the Plan. The boundaries of the site
are illustrated below, which is an extract from the
Preferred Options Policies Map.

Figure 1 -  Existing Protected Employment Area

(see attached files)

Para 4.41 of the Plan implies that the designated
existing protected employment sites make an important
contribution to the economy of the County and are of
sufficient quality that they should be protected for
employment use. Policy 3 therefore restricts the loss
of such sites to when the following exceptional
circumstances can be demonstrated:

a) The plot of land or building is no longer physically
suitable for employment uses and there is no prospect
of re-use or redevelopment/development for such uses,
and

b) There is documented evidence of unsuccessful
marketing for employment use with a least one
recognised commercial agent at local market levels,
over a continuous period of at least 12 months for a
property and 5 years for a plot of land, or

c) The proposed use would support the wider
functioning of an employment site and would be
ancillary to the main employment use of the site.

Para 4.30 states that The County Durham Employment
Land Review played a key role in identifying protected
employment sites by carrying out an appropriate
assessment against a range of criteria in order to
identify their strengths and limitations.The assessment
carried out for Roman Way Industrial Estate is central
to this objection.

The assessment of employment sites is set out in
Section 7 of the Employment Land Review (ELR)
Update – Final Report (June 2018). Para 7.1 states
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that a total of 84 sites were looked at. Para 7.2 states
that these were looked at in 2017 and that the
assessment criteria used forms Appendix 2 to the ELR.
Para 7.3 states that each criterion was scored 1 to 5,
with 1 being poor and 5 being best, with an explanation
given for each score. Para 7.4 states that the overall
scores for each site were totalled and used to rank
sites within the sub-area as being good, average or
poor. The individual pro-formas and scores form
Appendix 3 to the ELR.

Table 7.7 of the ELR provides a summary of the
available employment land within the Bishop Auckland
and Surrounding area, which is where the Roman Way
Industrial Estate is situated (Roman Way West –
EMP75). The table concludes that of the 19 sites
looked at in this area, none were classified as being
of “good quality,” with 79% (84.84 Ha – net) being
regarded as “average quality” and 21% (22.78Ha –
net) regarded as of “poor quality.” The Roman Way
Industrial Estate (Site EMP75) attained a score of 16,
taking it just into the “average quality” designation
(16-23).

It is noteworthy that the ELR commentary for Site
EMP75 is set out in Para 7.88. It states that that the
site:

“is located at the southern entrance to Bishop Auckland
and primarily accommodates heavier industrial uses.
As such, the site is relatively untidy. Nevertheless, the
site serves a good local niche and appears to be
relatively attractive to this particular market. There
would appear to be limited opportunities for
development on large areas of the site, with
redevelopment and intensification of the site
problematic due to the existing uses and potential
contamination….”

It is also noted in table 10.11 that for Bishop Auckland
and the Surrounding Area, that the ELR proposes the
deletion of 14 sites. Table 10.12 shows that following
the deletion of 78.65 Ha, there will be an indicative
supply of 28.97 Ha of employment land in this area.

Basis for Objection – The facts behind Roman Way
Industrial Estate

In December 2017, a consortium of property owners
on Roman Way Industrial Estate commissioned MTP
McKenzie Town Planning Ltd to carry out a detailed
survey on all land and buildings on the estate. The
survey was focussed on property owners (although
the majority were owner occupiers). A copy of the
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questionnaire used in this survey is attached as
Appendix 1 to this submission. The survey secured a
100% response from all property owners, and a
significant proportion of these commented that this was
the first time they had been surveyed and the first
opportunity they have had to raise their concerns.The
results of the survey are attached as Appendix 2. This
covers everything listed below:

• Participation levels
• Vacant land and buildings
• Tenancies
• Business uses on site
• Infrastructure
• Building conditions
• Investment deterrents
• Employment
• Trading models
• Satisfaction levels
• Relocation options
• Marketing failure
• Redevelopment impacts
• Willing vendors
• Council owned land
• Future opportunities

Summary findings

The majority of property owners felt that the estate was
showing the signs of decades of neglect,
mismanagement and under investment, which was
exhibited by poor infrastructure (particularly the roads),
substandard buildings and an overall unattractive and
oppressive environment that encouraged anti-social
behaviour, which deters investment, making land and
buildings difficult to sell or let, and hampering trade.
There is a consensus view that the industrial estate
has become dysfunctional and an unattractive place
to work and visit.

Whilst it is appreciated that the Council visited the site
as part of the ELR, it is unlikely that with the sheer
volume of sites looked at that they would have
considered it in the same level of detail set out in the
attached survey, which could account for any
differences in opinion between the two pieces of work.
However, with the survey commissioned by the
consortium of landowners, the findings are formed by
the property owners and therefore carries significant
material weight.

Fundamentally, as part of this submission, it is felt that
the conclusions reached for this site as set out in Para
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7.88 need to be looked at again.This is set out in table
1 below.

Table 1 – Commentary on the conclusions reached in
Para 7.88

Conclusions reached in ELR

Comments

The site primarily accommodates heavier industrial
uses

The authorised uses on the estate include B1, B2, B8,
D2(e), B4(c) and Sui Generis (cement batching plant).
Although a number of the units and land parcels are
vacant, the majority of existing business fall within the
B1, B2 and B8 uses and could not be described as
“heavy industry” The Cement batching plant is closest
to that description, accounting for less than 5% of the
total estate area. As such, it is felt that the ELR
conclusion is misleading.

As such, the site is relatively untidy

The site is not untidy due to the Cement batching plant,
which is relatively well contained. The site is untidy
due to decades of neglect and under investment,
providing an environment that is unconducive to
business that depend on people visiting the estate.

The site serves a good local niche and appears to be
relatively attractive to this particular market.

The majority of businesses on the estate are struggling
financially and want to move away but feel trapped due
to the poor reputation of the estate, which drives land
values down. Many units are long term vacant with the
majority of property owners wanting to relocate
believing marketing their property would be a waste of
time and money. Notwithstanding this, some
landowners have had a marketing sign on the entrance
wall to the estate for over 5 years promoting land for
sale/lease with no interest shown.The main landowner
has also used an estate agent for a period of 3 years
and had no interest (see Appendix 3). This volume of
evidence suggests that ELR conclusions that the site
appears to be relatively attractive is flawed.

There would appear to be limited opportunities for
development on large areas of the site, with
redevelopment and intensification of the site
problematic due to the existing uses and potential
contamination
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All of the landowners have indicated that they would
be willing to sell their property to enable the
redevelopment of the site. Some would wish to remain
on the estate as part of a mixed-use scheme that
introduced modern fit for purpose units with more
convenient access for customers.There is no evidence
to suggest the land is contaminated or that any
problems are insurmountable.The Council itself is also
considering options for relocating the waste recycling
centre.

Based on the above information, it is felt Roman Way
Industrial Estate should be looked at again in relation
to the criteria used in the ELR for assessing the value
of the site. As set out above, the site scored 16, which
took it into the “average category” (16 – 23). However,
following consideration of the relevant factors from the
separate survey commissioned by the consortium of
landowners, the score was reduced to 12 (despite
increasing the score in one area). This is highlighted
yellow in Table 2. Based on the applied methodology
this would rank the site as “poor quality.” As such, it is
felt that the site should be removed from Policy 3 as
an existing protected Employment Site if the Council
want to apply its approach transparently and fairly.

Table 2 – ELR scoring matrix and additional
cometary/scoring 

Criteria

ELR Comment

ELR Score

Additional Comments

Revised

Score

Strategic

Access

The site is located 11.5km from the A1(M0 Junction
59

1

Agreed

1

Local accessibility (local road access and public
transport)
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Local roads to the site are adequate.The internal road
network is poor in areas. Bus stop is located adjacent
to the estate

3

Disagree. The internal roads are in a diabolical
condition and are an acknowledged deterrent to
businesses and customers. Users of the waste transfer
site also block internal access, adversely affecting
businesses 

1

Proximity to urban areas and access to labour and
services

The site is located adjacent to Bishop Auckland and
is well connected to the town by public transport. The
A688providesd a barrier which may reduce
opportunities to walk to the site. The site has good
access for labour and services

4

Agreed. The site has good access to the local
employment market with good public transport access.
There are already houses on the same side of the road
and something needs to be done to improve
accessibility for them

4

Compatibility with adjoining uses

The site is located in a largely commercial area, notably
to the north of the site. Open countryside is
predominantly to the south. There are however
residential uses at the west of the site, notably a large
recently constructed dwelling as well as a terrace of
houses.  In addition, there are residential uses located
to the east of the site

2

Disagree. Having stated the site accommodates the
“heavier types of industry,” the acknowledged close
proximity of a significant number of residential
properties (including gypsies and travellers) should be
a major concern, with the opportunity to achieve
compatible uses encouraged

1

Development and environmental constraints

There would appear limit opportunities for development
on large areas of the site with redevelopment and
intensification of the site problematic due to the existing
uses and potential contamination. Land at the south
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has recently been subject to an application for B2/B8
uses but later withdrawn, on visiting the site it was in
use informally for logging

3

Disagree. As the recent survey shows, the site is
genuinely available and deliverable. “Heavy industry”
accounts for less than 5% of the entire site, with the
remainder being predominantly compatible B1/B2/B8
uses. Some of the major landowners have had their
land surveyed re contamination and do not consider
there to be any insuperable constraints, although the
roads need improving. The logging area referred to in
the ELR is actually a significant established B8 open
storage area associated with an existing business on
site

4

Market Attractiveness

The site appears to be well used by local forms. The
site may not be attractive to all users due to nature of
uses on site (e.g. Municipal waste Facility)

3

Disagree. None of the landowners or tenants recall
speaking to anyone as part of the ELR. If they had,
they would have discovered that a significant number
of units are vacant. Many landowners have marketed
their land and buildings both passively and actively
with estate agents and there has been no interest due
to the condition and reputation of the estate. Talks are
underway about relocation the municipal waste facility,
recognising the adverse effect it is having on existing
businesses located there

1

Planning Factors

Erection of 13 no commercial units, use class
B2/B8and one units as Hot Food Takeaway
(15/00450/FPA) on land to the south of the estate
(withdrawn) Informal logging taking place on visiting
the site. Outline application for the erection of 144 no
dwellings, 2 industrial unis and relocation of household
waste recycling centre (3/2011/0135) Residential
re-development of Roman Way Industrial estate
(Refused)

N/A

The application for 13 units was a desperate attempt
to provide some modern fit for purpose employment
units on the estate to tackle some of the acknowledged
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problems on the estate.The application was withdrawn
as it became too difficult to meet planning requests.

There is a desire among all of the landowners to secure
a better quality working/living environment. The
removal of the site as a protected employment site will
help achieve this

N/A

Barriers to delivery

Contamination, proximity of neighbouring uses

N/A

We do not believe that there are any insuperable
constraints to the redevelopment of the site. The
adjacent neighbouring residential uses are
acknowledged and measures should be deployed to
help secure the redevelopment of the site to improve
the quality of life of those residents

N/A

Potential Uses

B2/B8

N/A

B1/B2/B8/Residential

N/A

Timescale/ Availability

6-10 years

N/A

The land is immediately available. With 100% of all
private property owners willing to sell.

N/A

TOTAL SCORE

16

12

Conclusions

Although the removal of the site from Policy 3 as a
protected employment site would help provide a more
favourable planning policy context to secure the future
redevelopment of the site, it is felt that the Council
should go one step further and allocate the red and
blue lined areas shown below as a mixed-use
development site (the blue lined area is County Council
owned land).
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Figure 2 – Proposed area for a mixed use development
allocation

(see attached files)

The planning merit for this can be summarised as
follows:

• The land is genuinely available – 100% private
landowners on board 

• The majority of the land is brownfield with
consented or established use 

• A mixed-use scheme is viable – A viability
appraisal will be submitted in support of this
proposal 

• The Council is looking to relocate the household
waste transfer station and could be a potential
JV partner 

• The site has become dysfunctional as an
employment site and needs substantial
investment to move forward otherwise it will soon
become largely abandoned and derelict, acting
as a haven for antisocial and criminal activity 

• The site occupies a gateway location and could
be transformed in order to create a quality
entrance and approach to the town 

• Improving the appearance of this area will help
attract more inward investment for the proposed
leisure uses directly opposite the site to the west
by offering a more compatible use

• The site could be linked to the land to the west
and north via a new pedestrian crossing point,
thus integrating existing adjacent residential
development with the town centre by sustainable
transport, including walking 

• There are no insuperable constraints to
development

Support noted.Support for County Durham Plan
We are writing on behalf of our client Integra 61
(Durham) Limited as owners and operators of the

4154Question 7

strategic employment site Integra 61. Our client chose
to invest in County Durham and Integra 61 because
of the excellent opportunities within the County in so
far as its strategic location on a major transport
corridor,good access to other key infrastructure and
an available labour force for potential occupiers.
Recently, the region has seen a significant take up of
storage and distribution land so much so that there are
limited sites that can accommodate future demand
which is essential for the continued economic growth
of the region and County Durham. Integra 61 is a key
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strategic employment site with consent for 279,000sqm
of B2/B8 floorspace as well as other supporting
complementary uses. Work on the site commenced in
early 2018 with the first phase of road and service
infrastructure which is ongoing, soon to be joined in
2019 by significant improvements to Junction 61 of the
A1 (M) to facilitate the road transport associated with
the site.
As County Durham represents a key gateway from the
south to the Tyne and Wear conurbations and beyond
as well as drawing on labour from these areas as well
as areas to the south\west and Teesside, it is well
placed to meet the future employment demands of the
region. This is a reality we are pleased to see
recognised in the consultation draft of the County
Durham Plan.
Strategic rail freight is significantly under-represented
in the North East in comparison to other regions and
we are pleased to see that land adjacent to Integra 61
is safeguarded for general employment use and given
its location parallel to the former Leamside Line could
be rail freight connected if the Leamside Line were to
reopen during the plan period.

Please register this letter as our clients support for the
County Durham Plan as a policy framework for the
delivery of the employment aspirations and economic
growth that the County will capitalise on over the plan
period.
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Comments noted. Aykley Heads is located in close
proximity to the city's railway and bus stations and is

Re Aykley Heads - there is a tacit acceptance that
private companies would wish their personnel to use

26Question 8

on key bus routes, including those used for the Parkprivate cars, so some further road development will be
and Ride. In order to ensure that the traffic associatednecessary.  How are you going to discourage such
with the new businesses does not have unacceptableuse? Free access to Park and Ride?  Although not that
impacts on the existing road network, highways
improvements will be required.

far when walking in good weather, Aykley Heads is a
very long way fro town when it is raining!

Comments noted. The investement at the Gates,
Milburngate and Freemans Reach will bring about new

This section states that private sector investment at
the Gates, Freeman's Reach and Milburngate House

93Question 8

and improved town centre uses. The new HQ site isis suggestive of future such investment. The town
currently subject to a planning application and fallscentre is now going to be bloated with chain restaurants
outwith the scope of this policy. Improving facilitieswhich make the centre identikit to other city centres
within the city centre and the development of Aykleyand reduce the unique character of the city and 2
Heads and creating job opportunities will all be factors
in improving graduate retention.

cinemas - to add to the Gala one which is underused.
These developments should never have been allowed
to go ahead. This development and a bank at Aykley
Heads does not indicate that there will be future
investment. The County Council is selling off Aykley
Heads to make money, that is all.

The new Council Offices should not be built on the
Sands Car Park. This is valuable parking for the city
(where parking is already tight) and will only increase
congestion into and out of the city which the Council
is trying to avoid through building expensive bypasses
etc. This is a terrible idea.  It would be better to move
the Council Offices OUT of town.

The section mentions graduate retention.  It is well
known that most Durham students come here to study
then have no intention of staying.  I don't think a
business park will change this

Comments noted. It is considered that enhancing land
to the east of the site to of a high quality is integral to

I recognise the importance of Aykley Heads as an
employment site and I support the allocation of the

198Question 8

the site's development. It is important to retain itsemployment land shown on the Proposals Map. I also
openness and provide an attractive, safe and enhancedsupport the proposed 'green infrastructure referred to
network of multi user routes, enhancing the opportunity
for tree planting.

in Policy 4 and particularly item (f) of the policy, namely
a "new city park". However, the policy as it stands has
serious flaws as set out below.

a) The area  to be covered by the "new city park" is
not defined in any way other than "to the east of the (
employment land ) site". This means the park could
end up being very little. The area to be covered by the
park should be defined on the Proposals Map and
should comprise the area defined by the following
physical features:
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i) existing and allocated employment and housing land
to the north and west;

ii) Hoppers Wood to the west;

iii) the railway to the south;

iv) the A691 to the south west.

The boundaries of the park should be based upon the
Aykley Heads site ( G3.1.13 ) in the "Emerald Network"
proposals of the Durham City Neighbourhood Draft
Plan which broadly corresponds with the boundaries
referred to above.

b) There is no explanation in Policy 4 or the
accompanying text as to how the "green infrastructure"
will be achieved. No mention is made as to how the
green infrastructure will be funded; will developers of
the employment land be expected to provide developer
contributions towards it ? The rate of development of
the employment land should be dependent upon
progress in the provision of the green infrastructure.
The policy and the text should be amended to explain
these points.

The policy monitoring indicator ( after paragraph 4.56
) should include, in addition to employment floorspace
completed, the provision of green infrastructure ( items
(d) to (g) in the policy ).

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office market

I agree that some elements of the Green Belt are
already developed and therefore have no purpose in

110Question 8

and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Thethe Green Belt, however, Aykley Heads is already an
requirments for highways improvements areover populated area with significant traffic and parking
acknowledged and these improvements will be
determined through planning applications on the site.

problems in all offices. Creating more development
here can not be an option. Commercial office space
should be considered in other settlements where the
rents are cheaper and businesses are encouraged to
thrive and are more sustainable.

Comments noted. The masterplan for the site was
approved by Cabinet, the planning application for the

How can a master plan for Aykley Heads be approved
when it hasn't even gone out to consultation? I struggle

274Question 8

site will be subject to pre-application consultation asto understand why when we have such a beautiful city
well as consultation when it is submitted. The new HQthat there is a sheer determination to over populate it.
site is currently subject to a planning application on aDeveloping Aykley Heads as a "job site" as well as
site at the Sands and falls outwith the scope of this
policy.

moving the current County Hall next to the Passport
Office will only further compromise our beautiful city.
We know we have traffic issues caused by a lack of
planning when allocating the most busy services e.g.
schools, hospitals, land registry offices and County
Hall to inner city sites. Why oh why can people not
think out of the box. The new proposed County Hall
should NOT be built where it is proposed to be built, 
rather the planners should be creative and move the
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whole dang shabang outside of the city centre to some
other location such as  Finchale munitions site,
Ferryhill, Bishop Auckland, Spennymoor, Seaham or
other smaller communities.Let's feed them and give
them some status.

You consultation period for the new County Hall was
disgustingly short which leads me to believe you didn't
want this proposal made more public.

What would I do at Akley Heads, well I would develop
a super duper eco friendly glampy, camping tourist site
with no cars allowed into the city. They should be
parked at a car park well outside of the city and
transported in. I would host a variety of interesting and
creative workshop events there such as, silver making,
our heritage talks etc etc. Also I would build some pods
to accommodate and showcase our local artists and
designers work with living accommodation attached to
these pods to offer them a sales outlet and encourage
our brilliant local designers,  who tend to drift down to
London seeking work opportunities, to remain in the
North East. It would be a village theme, this idea I do
feel will put us, as a Council, on the map for originality
and creative thinking. Workshops offered would also
encourage tourism. I would also build a large
amphitheatre on that site to put us firmly on the map
in terms of offering large bands or theatrical
experiences. Again all those attending would not be
allowed to bring their cars into the city centre. How
brilliant is that idea? Make us something different and
very very special.

So as to you proposals for the development of Aykley
heads that is, from me a big fat no, let's be creative.

Comments noted.The new HQ site is currently subject
to a planning application on a site at the Sands and

Point 4.48 – Aykley Heads

It would be possible to incorporate the new County
Council offices into the design for Aykley Heads

189Question 8

falls outwith the scope of this policy. The Durham City
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out a postive
vision that will see walking and cycling improvements.

potentially reducing the burden on rate payers and
development in an already congested area of Durham
City.

Point 4.55 - Aykley Heads

The new development should also be connected to
the existing cycle routes from the villages into Durham;
improvements to the routes connecting “the lines” to 
Aykley Heads should be incorporated into the plan,
particularly along the A167.
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Comments noted. The site is allocated for office uses
and the policy does not preclude local businesses
locating on the site.

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports the proposed range of ancillary
uses, withwhich our Policy E1 is consistent. The

210Question 8

Forum also supports the strong green
infrastructure and new public park proposed in
Policy 4, andwelcomes the absence of previous
development proposals in the Green Belt
plateau area of Aykley Heads. The Forum
considers that provision should be made not
only for ‘footloose’ employment projects but
also for ‘home-grown’ new and expanding
businesses.

Comments noted. The SHLAA sites mentioned have
been deemed unsuitable due to their location within
the Green Belt.

Support the proposal for a quality employment location
at Aykley Heads. Consider however the Plan to make
best use of the location needs to consider the future
of SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,

293Question 8

4/DU/18B and DU/114 and adopt a comprehensive
approach to this part of the City.

Comments noted. The Riverwalk development is
currently under construction. The policy recognises

Views of the World Heritage site - important for Aykley
Head Development, but also important from other

387Question 8

the need for high quality design on the site which hasdirections.  Pity about the height of the new Gates
regards to views and the significance of the World
Heritage Site.

Development which obstructs views from the A690
approach.

Comments noted.The Plan will support an appropriate
scheme to redevelop the bus station but falls outwith
the scope of this policy.

As a very proud Durham City Alderman, I would like
to compliment Durham County Council on their
ambitious plans to create a prestige Business Park
creating 6,000 much needed jobs for our ever
improving City and Villages.

388Question 8

Our hard working MP Roberta Blackman-Woods says
it is vital that Durham is able to compete with other
cities. The Leader of the Council, Simon Henig says
he believes when we look back we will be able to pin
point this decision as making a step change in
Durham's prospect and let us work together and make
it a reality.  Councillor Carl Marshall says there is
nothing like this in the Country, where a Council owns
land overlooking a historic city with good transport
links.  I agree with them all.

But, once again no mention of that we have the worst
bus station in the Country, it is a disgrace to our historic
city. This must be addressed as soon as possible and
only then will the millions of pounds of investment and
public money will have been well spent and I am sure
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our City will be one of the premier Cities in the North
of England and not just for our cultural heritage.

To conclude I appeal once again to our MP and all
County Councillors of all parties to work together and
give our historic city and surrounding villages the new
bus station they surely deserve.

Comments noted. In order to ensure that the traffic
asocaited with the new businesses does not have

The Trust notes that the target is for
completion of 47,500 square metres of

424Question 8

unaccepatble impacts on the existing road network,floorspace and that, if the Parking and highways improvements will be required. The detail of
Accessibility Guidelines are applied, a total these improvements will be determined as part of a
of 1,900 car parking spaces associated with future planning application when the detail of the final

proposals are known. The strength of the site is itsthe development would be allowed. This
location in close proximity to the city's railway and buswould be a more than negligible addition to

the peak traffic flow.
The Trust would like to see stronger wording
to give assurance that the design and

stations and on key bus routes, including those used
by the park and ride. Whilst this, alongside the
measures put forward by the Durham City Sustainable
Transport Delivery Plan, will encourage people to travel
by means other than the car, it is acknowledged thatdevelopment of the site will contribute to car parking provision will be required to provide choice
and a site that is attractive to investors.rebalancing the city's dependence on car

travel for accessing employment. The policy
includes point n: "while providing sufficient
parking to major investors and prestige
businesses". There is an unwelcome hint in
this policy that, in order to attract prestige
businesses, the Council might forego the
opportunity to effect a real transformation
in access to the site, and permit car parking
in excess of the guidelines. Many
businesses now recognise health and
productivity benefits that flow from enabling
active travel to workplaces. The text in the
Policy, and in paragraph 4.55, should be
strengthened to require ambitious travel
plans for the site, and to make the most of
the site's proximity to the railway station and
to areas of housing. The proportion of
people driving to work in the site should be
much closer to that achieved by city centre
businesses and public sector employers like
the Passport Office, rather than a highly
car-dependent business park.
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The Council should consider retaining the
freehold of any car parking areas, and
thereby maintain control over the motor
traffic generated by the site. Ultimately this
would be good for employers, as a
co-ordinated permit system would be a
useful tool to reduce congestion and
encourage sustainable travel. If, over the
life of the plan, the Durham City Sustainable
Transport Delivery Plan delivers a strong
modal shift away from the private car, such
that less car parking is required at Aykley
Heads, retention of the freehold would allow
the Council to realise the value of the land
by constructing additional offices or other
facilities.
The Trust also notes in relation to point n of
Policy 4 that Park and Ride is included as
a form of “sustainable transport”. Park and
Ride obviously encourages car
journeys, albeit slightly truncated ones.

Comments noted, this policy relates to Aykley Heads
and the exceptional circumstances to justify removal

Great Aycliffe Town Council feel there is a real
possibility that the expansion of Durham City and the

517Question 8

of the car park from the Green Belt are the uniqueloss of the green belt will result in the historic city centre
economic opportunities that this location brings. Thelosing its appeal to visitors.  Careful consideration must
new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

be given to establish that the expansion of the city and
surrounding area will provide substantial gains, not
only in housing and employment but also as a way to
maintain the heritage of the area rather than a benefit
only in current investment terms. Will the long term
proposals protect the heritage of the city which is a
World Heritage Site visited by thousands each year?

We are concerned with the traffic congestion issues in
and around Durham City and do not see any transport
schemes to alleviate that.

The proposal to move County Hall to the site of The
Sands is a badly thought out decision.  It will make it
difficult for staff and visitors to access the site. There
must be more suitable places where County Hall could
be relocated  i.e. Meadowfield

Comments noted. The site is allocated for office uses
and the policy does not preclude local businesses

The focus here seems to be exclusively on attracting
businesses from outside the County.  More emphasis

1146Question 8

locating on the site. The Aykley Heads site in the Planshould be placed on providing opportunities for growing
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new and existing local businesses throughout the
County not just in the city.

is considered to meet potential demand over the Plan
period. The County continues to lag behind national
and regional indicators in respect of employment andWhat are the precise projections of the nature and

timing of the 4,000 jobs that are apparently to be wages, the Plan allocates land across the County to
improve economic performance across the County.created?  How many of these will be “new” jobs and

how many will be transfers from existing businesses
in the County?

Unemployment in Durham is not much higher than the
national average – 4.9% v 4.3% (April 2017-Mar 2018).
 Presumably unemployment will be much lower in
Durham City.  If so why do we need more jobs in
Durham City?

Comments noted, the redevelopment of Aykley Heads
will be for office development and not industrial units.

I am Very concerned regarding the resiting of Durham
council offices. The current site is in a very prominent

1304Question 8

The policy sets design criteria in order that the
development has regards to its sensitive location.

position and proposed industrial units would be
incongruous in relation to the historic City.

(If the offices must be moved surely an edge of town
site would be more suitable than what is proposed. I
cannot believe anyone could seriously think that the
riverside sands would be suitable for reasons of
access/ loss of green space etc.)

Comments noted. The site is allocated for office uses
and the policy does not preclude local businesses
locating on the site.

I support the aim of creating employment, yet are small
local manufacturing businesses not a better plan than
hi-tech outsiders? Remember the Phillips fiasco!

620Question 8

I have lived in Durham most of my life & its a great
place to live. So lets keep it that way, rather then
making it a clone of everywhere else. Back to the
drawing board, please.

Comments noted. The allocation is for office
development , however it is acknowledged that there

There should not be hotels, restaurants, gym and
drinking establishments allowed on the Aykley Heads

1060Question 8

may be some potential for ancillary facilities to supportsite if this is allocated as a Strategic Employment Site.
the employment uses on the site. The policy coversThis would turn the site into an out of town leisure area
the Aykley Heads site, the new HQ site is currentlywith a night time economy in what is at present a quiet
subject to a planning application and falls outwith the
scope of this policy.

area of the city in the evenings and at weekends. It is
also close to a residential area.Workers should not be
encouraged to drink alcohol in their lunch hours.

The County Hall car park should not be the site of a
new office block because it would potentially affect
views to and from the World Heritage site, and could
tower over the city centre in that location.

The proposal to re-locate County Hall to the Sands
Car Park will create many problems with traffic, air
quality and car parking in Durham City. The routes to
the site are not suitable for the extra traffic generated
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by this, on top of the recent building in that area.
Removing the Sands Car Park then bringing hundreds
of council workers, mobile workers and council visitors
to the site will take up much of the parking spaces left
in the city centre.This will damage the visitor economy
as well as make Durham a difficult place to visit for
locals, and shops will suffer if people can't get parked.

It would be much better to relocate County Hall
completely outside Durham City, in a central location
for the whole county. It would be better to relocate to
somewhere such as Spennymoor, where it would
revitalise the town, and where there are good roads
and public transport links. There could also be room
to expand, if it is possible to employ more council
workers in the future.

Support notedBanks Property supports the allocation of land at
Aykley Heads for employment led development. We

1356Question 8

agree that a development of this nature is vital to
broadening Durham City’s economic base and offering
office space to rival the best in the North East.

Support noted.We support Policy 4 part J, which states the
incorporation of SuDS will be required on the site at

1086Question 8

Aykley Heads. We are pleased to note the approach
to be taken will utilise SuDS to manage water drainage
as well as incorporating wetland habitats which
highlights an essential link between green infrastructure
and Sustainable Drainage. By designing a development
site to utilise green infrastructure with sustainable
drainage systems, the green infrastructure is able to
provide further benefits in the form of improved water
quality, reduced flood risk, whilst continuing to deliver
the more recognised benefits, including amenity value
and biodiversity enhancement.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

Proposal 4.48, the building of a new County Hall on
the Sands Car park completely contradicts part of
Objective 16 "ensuring that new development is located
away from areas of flood risk".

475Question 8

Proposal 4.49 contradicts Objective 7 (Green Belt)
which mentions "retain and enhance landscapes, visual
amenity and biodiversity". Green Belt in Durham seems
to be something that can be moved whenever it suits
the council.

What is the point in having objectives when they are
simply ignored in the actual plan?!
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Comments noted. The strength of Aykley Heads as a
strategic employment site is its location within close

The Aykley Heads site is located within very easy
walking distance of main line rail services and bus

496Question 8

proximity to the city's railway and bus stations and onservices, and is at the centre of the County’s largest
key bus routes including those used for the park andsettlement, on which all public transport services
ride. Whilst this, alongside the measures put forwardconverge. Therefore, it should be designed and
by the Durham City Sustainable Transport Deliverymanaged so as to be accessed principally by
Plan, will encourage people to travel by means othersustainable and active modes of transport. Parking
than the car, it is acknowledged that car parkingshould be kept to a minimum and there should be a
provision will be required to provide choice and a site
that is attractive to investors.

comprehensive network of safe, segregated and direct
cycle routes.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning

There was a consensus that the proposed
developments at Aykley Heads and Sniperley were

592Question 8

application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.inappropriate and would irrevocably blight this area of
The Aykley Heads site in the Plan is considered to
meet potential demand over the Plan period.

The City. Also, the developments in The City Centre
(e.g. New County Hall, Passport Office) were
considered inappropriate.

Although supposedly forming part of the consultation
process for The CDP, it was noted that the proposed
development of Aykley Heads and the relocation of
The County Hall, had effectively been approved by
DCC. Conceptual design of these projects has already
started. There was apparently an opportunity to
comment on the proposals for relocation of County
Hall. However, this was little publicised, few were
aware of it and this process was on an unacceptably
short timescale.

The question was raised as to how the projected
employment figures (which seem unrealistic) for the
Aykley Heads site had been arrived at by DCC, and if
their aspirations to attract businesses to this site were
achievable. (Particularly, as an Insurance Company,
a major employer at the site, had recently closed their
office there, and was unable to sell it as a viable unit).

Comments noted. Aykley Heads is dominated by a
variety of landscape environments and settings, which

Development of the County Hall site must (not ought
to) retain trees, parkland etc. Any building must not

605Question 8

any scheme must respect and work with to ensure that(not should not) be higher and preferably should be
the site's unique setting is preserved.The developmentlower than the existing County Hall. Lip service to the
of the site should cause no subtantial harm to the
significance of the World Heritage Site.

retention of views of the cathedral is ironic given the
height of the new development on the site of the
Millburngate shopping centre - city visitors arriving by
train have superb views of the cathedral which are
soon lost at pavement / road level

Comments noted.The evidence identifies that Durham
City is the county's key office location and dominates

To bring this many jobs into the city centre and close
to our site of historic interest is totally at odds with the

786Question 8

the county's office market. There is demand for officestated objective of protecting that site and improving
accommodation and lack of supply. This supports theair quality within the city. The idea that this can be
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compensated for by rerouting traffic down new roads
built between two existing housing developments is

need to develop a business location of strategic
importance within Durham City.

both absurd and morally reprehensible as you will be
penalising those residents environments so that you
can reap developer profit elsewhere.

Comments noted. The DLI grounds fall outwith the
Strategic Employment Site.

We are pleased that the plan for Aykley Heads does
not included the Green Belt (except for the small space
currently the County Hall car park). The points about

848Question 8

including and enhancing existing open spaces and
green assets in the design and protecting the
conservation aspects and World Heritage Site views
are crucial. However, the DLI grounds are not
mentioned. These are incredibly sensitive and
important to local people. The policy needs a specific
statement that these grounds will be retained, e.g. as
a memorial garden.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

The residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive and
Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

1277Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1. The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2. Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3. Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a

High Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
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Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The allocation would not result in
the loss of any playing pitch.

While the National Planning Policy Framework has
radically simplified the Planning system in England, a
central tenet of Plan-making remains that the plan must

2189Question 8

be based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant
evidence about the economic, social and environmental
characteristics and prospects of the area.

The NPPF explains that Local Planning Authorities
should set out the strategic priorities for the area,
including strategic policies to deliver ….(inter alia)
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• the provision of health, security, community and
cultural infrastructure and other local facilities

Paragraph 171 falls within the section of the NPPF that
sets out advice on the evidence base that Plans need,
and deals with Health and Well-Being. It advises;

“Local planning authorities should work with public
health leads and health organisations to understand
and take account of the health status and needs of the
local population (such as for sports, recreation, and
places of worship), including expected future changes
and any information about relevant barriers to
improving health and well-being.”

This advice is amplified in the section of the NPPF that
deals with promoting healthy communities. Paragraph
73 states;

“Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities
for sport and recreation can make an important
contribution to the health and well-being of
communities. Planning policies should be based on
robust and up to date assessments of the needs for
open space, sports and recreation facilities and
opportunities for new provision. The assessments
should identify specific needs and quantitative or
qualitative deficits or surpluses of open space, sports
and recreational facilities in the local area. Information
gained from the assessments should be used to
determine what open space, sports and recreational
provision is required.”

 In light of the above, it is Sport England’s policy to
challenge the soundness of Local Plan and Local
Development Framework documents which are not
justified by;

-              an up to date playing pitch strategy (carried
out in accordance with a methodology approved by
Sport England)

-              an up to date built sports facilities strategy
(carried out in accordance with a methodology
approved by Sport England).

For a playing pitch strategy (PPS) to be considered
“up to date”, it should have been undertaken within the
last three years. For a built facilities strategy to be
considered “up to date” it should have been carried
out within the last five years. In Durham’s case work
was undertaken on a Built Sports Facility Strategy
during 2013 but this was never taken through for
adoption. We understand there is the potential for the
data which underpins this Strategy to be reviewed and
refreshed in order for it be taken forward for adoption.
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County Durham’s overarching PPS was adopted in
2014, then the 14 Playing Pitch Action Plans which sit
beneath it were completed during 2015. The PPS
coverage for County Durham will become out of date
as the Plan progresses to adoption.

Where a PPS is out of date Sport England considers
that it is not possible for a Plan to be able to justify
allocations which seek the development of playing field
sites, unless it is proposed that the playing field be
replaced as part of the plan.

In light of the above we consider the following sites to
be playing field or would prejudice the use of playing
field;

Policy 4 – Aykley Heads

In lieu of evidence which shows that there is a surplus
of playing pitches across the respective areas, Sport
England wishes to object to the above allocations as
they are not considered to accord with paragraph 74
of the NPPF or Sport England’s Playing Field policy.

We trust you will give the matters raised in this
response your fullest consideration and would be happy
to engage with you to ensure that the evidence base
for sport is robust and able to shape the Plan’s
progression.

Comments noted.The new HQ site is currently subject
to a planning application on a site at the Sands and

INFRASTRUCTURE2113Question 8

• Point 4.48 Aykley Heads - It would be possible
to incorporate the new County Council offices falls outwith the scope of this policy. The Durham City

Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out a postiveinto the design for Aykley Heads potentially
vision that will see walkinga nand cycling
improvements.

reducing the burden on rate payers and
development in an already congested area of
Durham City.

• Point 4.55 Aykley Heads - The new development
should be connected to the existing cycle routes
from the villages into Durham, improvements to
the routes connecting ‘’the lines’’ to Aykley Heads
should be incorporated into the plan, particularly
the A167

Comments noted. In order to ensure that the traffic
asocaited with the new businesses does not have

NECTAR appreciates the reasons DCC  wishes to
create a quality business area in Durham City and the

1861Question 8

unaccepatble impacts on the existing road network,Aykley Heads site certainly has many attractive
highways improvements will be required. The detail offeatures.We note that (assuming the plan goes ahead)
these improvements will be determined as part of acare will be taken to ensure that the site does not
future planning application when the detail of the finalcompromise the views associated with the Durham
proposals are known. The strength of the site is itsWorld Heritage Site and that there will be emphasis
location in close proximity to the city's railway and buson the creation of considerable green infrastructure to

help blend Aykley Heads into the surrounding area. stations and on key bus routes, including those used
by the park and ride. Whilst this, alongside the
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We have two  primary observations: measures put forward by the Durham City Sustainable
Transport Delivery Plan, will encourage people to travela) If DCC proceeds with its current proposals we urge

that a  programme of incremental developments is by means other than the car, it is acknowledged that
car parking provision will be required to provide choice
and a site that is attractive to investors.

pursued  so that frequent and  detailed assessments
can be made  about both the physical and economic  
impact the project is having on the surrounding area 
stage by stage.

What we are suggesting basically is that it would be
wiser to proceed with caution rather than adopt a “big
bang” approach from the outset. If  Aykley Heads
proves to be attractive  to high grade private sector 
companies seeking to locate in Durham, then fine:
conversely if the take up is less and/or slower than
hoped, then the way would be open to readjust plans 
accordingly.

b) The transport implications of what is being proposed.

The mention of the need to develop good walking  and
cycling conditions both within and without the site is in
keeping with the stated sustainability ethos of the CDP.
Obviously NECTAR welcomes this. The reasonably
close (walking and cycling)   proximity of Durham
Railway Station is an obvious “plus” whilst the
availability of Park and Ride  and  a good range of
“ordinary” stage carriage bus services nearby is an
added bonus in the sustainability stakes. (“Close
proximity” to Durham Bus Station as per 4.55 is
questionable however).

But the “elephant in the room” as at point n) in the
Policy 4 box, and again at 4.55,   is the issue of car
parking provision on the Aykley Heads site itself.

If all goes to plan up to 4000 posts will be created 
there, with the possibility of a further 2000 if the site of
the former Police HQ was to be utilised as well, though
were this to happen it would not be in the near term.
The hope of the CDP is that a goodly proportion of the
4000  staff at Aykley Heads will walk, cycle, bus or
train to work. But that is not guaranteed: and in fact is,
in our view, undermined by the assertion in both n) 
and 4.55 that  access by car and car parking are
attractive to private sector employers. (And attractive
to Public Sector employers as well no doubt!) The
strong (but unfortunate) implication therefore is that
generous parking provision  will be made on the Aykley
Heads site.

After many years of  following transport developments,
NECTAR knows  that one of the  surest ways of
creating peak time town centre  traffic  congestion is
to provide  large car parks in or near to urban centres.
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And in fact this is recognised within the CDP as well,
yet so far as Aykley Heads is concerned it seems as
though accumulated wisdom may  be thrown out of
the window!

On site, free car parking, according to The Economist
(23rd June 2018 at p 14) constitutes a direct subsidy
to drivers, or, put another way, an incentive to  use the
car to get to work.

So what is the solution at Aykley Heads? It is certainly
not to cave in to the desire of “private sector” employers
to have free parking and  easy access to their cars.
Were that to happen it would certainly add strength to
our contention in our response to Question 1 that the
CDP is guilty of timidity in its approach to aspects of
transport sustainability.

NECTAR’s advice to DCC is that it takes a bold, but
decisive, stance over  parking by declaring  that  Aykley
Heads  will operate a strictly sustainable approach to
transportation in and out of  the site as well as to actual
vehicle parking.Thus DCC should lay down a  directive
that  there will be an expectation that, say, 70% of the
total work force will  make their way to the site using
sustainable means (walking, cycling, bus, train, taxi)
whilst there will be allocated  car parking provided
sufficient for up to thirty per cent  of staff.

With appropriate advance publicity to this effect,
NECTAR believes that the idea of a large, attractive
work site committed  to upholding principles of
sustainable travel, would prove popular, especially
when staff came to experience regular hassle-free
ingress and egress at Aykley Heads, plus the
exhilaration of a bike ride, or the relaxation provided
by a bus or train journey to work, or even the
occasional taxi.

So our hope is that DCC will opt to be brave by
embracing  a contemporary approach  to the travel
issues that the new Aykley Heads project will present.
The alternative, a laissez faire attitude to how staff
travel to work together with a large provision for on site
car parking, will result in the usual peak hour
frustrations and all the attendant  harmful effects that
will beset staff members themselves as well as  other 
people in the areas adjacent to Aykley Heads.

Referring back to our suggestion that Aykley Heads 
is developed incrementally, one advantage of this
would be a gradual build-up of staff numbers. Thus at
first there might  be as few as  500 people on site.This
sort of number would allow testing out of the
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transportation arrangements  early  on and  the results 
closely monitored, a task  clearly more manageable
when only a few hundred are involved as opposed to
the possible 4000 who might eventually land there.

In the event that DCC does not adopt  the policy
NECTAR has advocated, we would recommend that
the scheme, as currently envisaged, should not
proceed.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

I welcome the adoption of a more phased approach to
the development of the Aykley Heads site, but still

2264Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasconsider the employment potential of the site to be
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketoverstated. I am also concerned at the frontloading of
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyparking place provision that could result from the
Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meetapplication of the Parking and Accessibility Guidelines,
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatialand wish to see the emphasis on sustainable travel
Strategy Justification sets out the importance ofprovision in Policy 4 considerably strengthened to
directing some development to Durham City includingreflect the site’s easy access by bus and rail transport.
the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County'sFinally, in acknowledgment of Aykley Head’s key
objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It islocation at the entry to the city, the reference in
however acknowledged travel to work patterns showsub-paragraph (l) of the policy to gateway functions
that many people travel into Durham City forshould be extended to protect the green entrance to
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporatethe city provided by the A691 frontage as well as to
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andthe site itself. This protection should be maintained
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoiningduring the building-out of the site as well as featuring

in its long-term planning. facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

Comments noted. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office market

Aykley Heads Response: No evidence has been
given that national or international employers will be
attracted to the site.

2401Question 8

and increased demand due to a lack of supply, it should
be noted the ELR has considered as best it can theGreen Infrastructure Response: Planners

monocultures of tightly mown grass should be avoided impacts of Brexit. Aykley Heads is dominated by a
variety of landscape and settings, the policy will require
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any schemes coming forward to respect and this and
to preserve the site's unique setting. The unique

a range of native species of tress and heding should
be planted and maintained

economic opportuinties linked with the site provide thePara 4.48 Response: These regional organisations
have vested interests in ensuring the development of
the Aykley Heads site proceeds they are not impartial.

exceptional circumstances to justify the minor deletion
of the car park site from the Green Belt. The
requirments for highways improvements are

Para 4.49 Response: The use of exceptional removal
from the Green Belt is a constant around issues

acknowledged and these improvements will be
determined through planning applications on the site.

connected with Durham City. The Green Belt is being
piecemeal removed by ‘Exceptional Circumstances’
The carpark should not have a visible presence onto
Framwellgate Peth but should be heavily screened by
native tress to provide as minimal an intrusion as
possible.

Para 4.50 Response: This is pure conjecture and is
not backed up by any evidence and as such has no
place in this document.  It also does not take into
account changes following Bexit to the overall national,
regional, sub-regional and local economy. Throughout
this document there is no meaningful risk assessment
of options.

Para 4.55 Response: Highway improvement should
occur before office development alongside the
improvement to pedestrian and cycling infrastructure 

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

I agree with the policy except for the proposed location
of the new County Hall ie: The Sands in Durham City,
a prime value land site, not served by good service
roads and access. DCC are always commenting about

1633Question 8

Government economic cuts, this is one DCC should
make themselves in the current climate of reduced
available public money. As a County Hall it does not
have to be in Durham City to function efficiently for the
whole of the County, site it at Meadowfield with the
other existing DCC buildings?

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Whilst I support, in principle, the proposed
redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a major centre of

2413Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasemployment I have been unable to review the Master
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketPlan for the redevelopment of the site as approved by
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleythe County Council Cabinet in January 2018. At this
Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meetstage, therefore, I strongly object to the scale and
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatialrapidity of planned development which I shall maintain
Strategy Justification sets out the importance ofuntil the ability of access roads and others in and
directing some development to Durham City includingaround the Sniperley roundabout to cope satisfactorily
the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County'swith the build up and convergence of traffic in the area
objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It iscan be demonstrated, taking into account not only
however acknowledged travel to work patterns showtraffic movements generated by development at Aykley
that many people travel into Durham City forHeads, but also the link between Aykley Heads and
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporatethe proposed building of 1900 houses at Sniperley
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Park, together with additional traffic within the area
generated by the proposed Western Relief Road.

convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forSubject to this, and a demonstration of the fundability

and sustainability of necessary road infrastructure in the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofthe area, I would be prepared to withdraw my

objection. increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

Comments noted. The redevelopment of the site will
not preclude people accessing the site for recreational

Aykley Heads
The LAF welcomes the proposal that public access
will be retained and improved on the Aykley Heads

2050Question 8

use. There is the opportunity to improve the area for
recreation.site. However the LAF would prefer development to

be confined to the land currently being used for
employment purposes, excluding staff car parks, the
former leisure centre area and playing fields. City
dwellers can currently access the site for relaxation,
exercise and recreation, and the loss of any part of this
site for development purposes would have an impact
on the welfare of the people of  Durham. There
would also be environmental implications, for example
habitat loss and traffic congestion which would also
have a negative effect on city dwellers.

Comments noted. The Aykley Heads site in the Plan
is considered to meet potential demand over the Plan
period. This will create approximately 4000 jobs.

2035Question 8 1 Apparently 6000 jobs will be created at Aykley
heads. Is there a detailed projection as to the
nature as well as timing of these jobs?

2 Is there an estimate of how much of the new
development will be transferred into the Akley
Heads facility from elsewhere in the Durham City
area or the County.as a whole? Transfers already
form apart of the  development in the Aykley
Heads area – so there may not be total net new
job creation? What calculations have been made
in this respect?

Comments noted. The site is allocated for office uses
and the policy does not preclude local businesses

Policy 4 – Aykley Heads

Question 8:

1990Question 8

locating on the site. The Aykley Heads site in the Plan
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The focus here seems to be exclusively on attracting
businesses from outside the County.  More emphasis

is considered to meet potential demand over the Plan
period. The County continues to lag behind national

should be placed on providing opportunities for growing and regional indicators in respect of employment and
new and existing local businesses throughout the
County not just in the city.

wages, the Plan allocates land across the County to
improve economic performance across the County.

What are the precise projections of the nature and
timing of the 4,000 jobs that are apparently to be
created?  How many of these will be “new” jobs and
how many will be transfers from existing businesses
in the County?

Unemployment in Durham is not much higher than the
national average – 4.9% v 4.3% (April 2017-Mar 2018).
Presumably unemployment will be much lower in
Durham City.  If so why do we need more jobs in
Durham City?

Comments noted. In order to ensure that the traffic
asocaited with the new businesses does not have

Policy 4  Aykley Heads

These proposals are unrealistic and undesirable. The
6,000 extra jobs provided by “national and international

1447Question 8

unaccepatble impacts on the existing road network,
highways improvements will be required. The detail ofemployers” in “prestige businesses” will not
these improvements will be determined as part of apredominantly be filled by employees prepared to walk,
future planning application when the detail of the finalcycle or take the bus to work. At peak times the
proposals are known. The strength of the site is itsSniperley and Blackie boy roundabouts are at a
location in close proximity to the city's railway and busstandstill, and the vague comments about the need to
stations and on key bus routes, including those used“mitigate the impact of increased traffic” and to
by the park and ride. The non B1 uses on the site will“encourage the use of Park and Ride schemes and
be ancillary to the main use and will not be of a scale
to be a destination in their own right.

other forms of sustainable transport” (‘Transport’,
paragraphs m and n) do nothing to address the
problem. Are there any concrete, practical plans? A
Western Relief Road won’t make a scrap of difference,
and in any case won’t be completed for many years (if
at all).

Since the plan says that “Commuter inflows into
Durham City are far greater than outflows” the
emphasis should be on creating jobs elsewhere in the
county, not in Durham City.

Yet more traffic will be created by the daily deliveries
and refuse collections needed for all the other services
mentioned in the proposal (A1 convenience retail,
sandwich bar; A2, A3, A4, C1, D1 and D2).

Paragraph 4.48

It sounds as if it has already been agreed that the
council’s new HQ will be located on the Sands car
park.  Madness! More cars in the centre of the city.
Why not choose somewhere outside the city?  Barnard
Castle or Seaham, for example.  After all a clear
majority of respondents to the consultation on
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distribution of housing  preferred the Wider Dispersal
Option. (paragraph 4.57)

Paragraph 4.49

I am against any development on the Green Belt.

This is partly a matter of principle. It is also because
of the consequences the last time the planners allowed
Green Belt development, at Maiden Castle on the
important approach road to the city from the A1(M) via
Bowburn,  where the site is now a hideous mess of
floodlights reminiscent of a prison exercise yard.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

Policy 4 Aykley Heads

I support many of the changes outlined for the
development of the Aykley Heads area.  However, the

1781Question 8

new County Hall should stay at Aykley Heads
because:

• It is too close to river level
• (Especially as more frequent and severe

flooding is likely)
• It has poor access, especially from public

transport
• It will create congestion which will degrade the

environment of many existing premises and
facilities nearby

• It has excellent transport links
• Aykley Heads is suitable in character for what

could and should be an      important,
well-designed civic building

• A smaller County Hall than the proposed one
would be practical

• (Many support and back office functions could
be done elsewhere)

• The proposed site for the new County Hall is
unsuitable because:

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

1461Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasobject to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketon the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleynecessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meetSniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an

Aykley Heads development. the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance ofThis is an excellent example of an over-concentration

of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

directing some development to Durham City including
the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the

however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
that many people travel into Durham City for

potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
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convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining

housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which

facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forwill otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area. the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the

private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofRedevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have increased traffic. The movement frameworks should

incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durhamour support The extent to which funding for the Western
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.TrafficRelief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently thedependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
most congested part of the transport network in bothfrom the release of a major tract of land currently within
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effectivethe Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
alternative and the existing and future congestion thereRoad and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstratesdevelopers are in place for the development of
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbateSniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore theparticular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
development of the site will require the additionalvery strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
capacity introduced to the highway network by theextensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The policy seeks sustainable
development principles and sustainabale construction

Policy 4 describes the ‘Sustainable Design’ expected
at Aykley Heads at (H) as intending to: “Deliver

1486Question 8

methods. In addition the Plan also sets out aattractive, high quality design incorporating sustainable
Sustaianble Design policy which considers this issuedevelopment principles and adopting sustainable

construction methods.” further and the potential to incorporate such measures
through this.Without specification of a design / quality standard, it

will not be possible to ensure the buildings are truly
sustainable. CDGP recognise that from the date of the
Deregulation Bill, 2015 the Council can not apply and
enforce design standards that go beyond the building
regulations, but nonetheless recommend wording of
this policy that increased the likelihood that the
developer will deliver an exemplar design. The
following text is suggested:

'H. Given the prestige positioning of this site, the
Council expects a sustainable design of the highest
standards incorporating sustainable development
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principles and adopting sustainable construction
methods.'

The wider impacts of development in Durham have
been considered through transport modelling. Specific

Aykley Head’s development
I am also extremely concerned by the vague promise
of yet more (unspecified) highway improvements in
Durham City (paragraph 4.55 of the plan)
In order to ensure that the traffic associated with the
new businesses does not have unacceptable impacts

1618Question 8

improvments in relation to Aykley Heads will be
considered when the details of the final scheme are
known

on the existing road network, highways improvements
will be required. The detail of these improvements will
be determined as part of a future planning application
when the detail of the final proposal is known. It is likely
that some of the funding and delivery of these
improvements will be linked to the delivery of the site,
whilst some others will occur independently.
It is completely unacceptable to have a plan for the
development of the Aykley Heads site, with upto 6,000
new jobs, without detailing the impact on the local
traffic, and specifying what any required highway
improvements are likely to be. Has the impact of such
development and associated increase in car traffic on
the busy road junctions at Aykley Heads, County Hall
and Sniperly been fully investigated? Has the impact
on access for emergency vehicles to the hospital been
considered?
In conclusion and summary, I would like to register my
strong objection to the Draft County Durham Plan and
the preferred option, and its focus on development,
jobs, housing and road infrastructure almost exclusively
in and around the already prosperous Durham City.
The plan in its current form would result in Durham
City becoming busier and more congested, with the
loss of significant and valuable green space, and
increased traffic on the regions road network. It would
in my view also severely harm the appeal of the historic
City of Durham as a tourist attraction.

Such investment should rather be spread out across
some of the other towns in the region, spreading the
investment to less prosperous areas, whilst
simultaneously protecting the unspoilt green
environment around the City of Durham.

Evidence has identfied that the land allocated will meet
needs across the Plan period. Aykley Heads is

I’m concerned that there is such a concentration of
employment land at Aykley Heads and am uncertain

1620Question 8

considered to be very well located in terms of publicthat the demand will be there through the plan period
transport hubs, within walkable distance of Durhamfor it to be built out. Preference would be that the
rail and bus stations and with existing bus stops located
adjacent to the site.

employment land was allocated around the county
close to public transport hubs.
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Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

1442Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3. Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a

High Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled-down scheme for the redevelopment of Aykley
Heads would offer the great advantage of the potential
for a pro-rata reduction in the need for housing,
appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs, and a
significant reduction in the volume of traffic which will
otherwise need to travel daily through our exclusively
residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support. The extent to which funding for the
Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road
may be dependent upon contribution from s.106
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monies arising from the release of a major tract of land
currently within the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the
Western Relief Road and perhaps the Northern Relief
Road will remain unconfirmed until legally binding
agreements with developers are in place for the
development of Sniperley Park and until that point is
reached, these particular proposals will remain
unsound. This gives a very strong clue as to why this
release needs to be so extensive and calls into serious
doubt the extent to which s.106 monies could also be
applied to relief roads after first meeting the substantial
additional infrastructure requirements necessitated by
the scale of residential development proposed for
Sniperley Park.(See provision for schools and sewage
treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted, the private sector investment by
Atom Bank and Waterstons is evidence of the site's

The Parish Council appreciates the ambition but given
the difficulty experienced by Sunderland Marine

1603Question 8

attractivenes to the Private Sector. Salvus House isInsurance the former owners of the high quality
now nearly fully let by a number of companies sinceoffice accommodation Salvus House in finding tenants
Sunderland Marine vacated.The Plan allocates 302haand/or a buyer, such that DCC stepped in and acquired
of employment land across the County to meet needs
across the County.

the building to convert into incubation space, is
there going to be sufficient demand to create 47,500m2
of high quality floorspace in this location?

A smaller more appropriate allocation of employment
land would enable Aykely Heads to be a mixed use
development with a larger housing allocation.
This would reduce the need for such a large site at
Sniperly.

The Parish Council would prefer employment land be
allocated in communities in need of regeneration, such
as our own.

Support noted. Proposals will be required to consider
impacts on the WHS and the Conservation Area, this

Policy 4 Aykley Heads CPRE welcomes much of this
proposed Policy and the fact that there is now no

1628Question 8

will allow the impact on the cityscape to be considered.proposed deletion from the Green Belt in respect of it.
With regards to the indicators it is considered more
appropriate that land take up is measured.

The proposals regarding sustainable transport are
noted but it is represented that building design in this
development should take account of the need for
employees to change should they use sustainable
transport to the site.While it is anticipated that this may
be included in the forthcoming Walking and Cycling
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Strategy, there should be some provision for it in this
Policy. In addition, we make the following comments

• As well as safeguarding views of the Cathedral
and Castle, the policy should take into
consideration views of the new development ie
the impact it makes on the cityscape. At present
the overall wooded approaches add a green
element to the cityscape 

• Are g) green routes from the rail station and k)
pedestrian and cycle routes from the rail station
separate – or the same route fulfilling two
functions? What is a “green route” otherwise? 

• CPRE notes that the aspiration is to create 4000
new jobs on the site. Monitoring uptake of the
employment land (not just completion) and
number of jobs actually created would reflect the
purpose of the development not just its
implementation in planning terms. The current
monitoring would be positive even if the site
remained vacant.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

1649Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3. Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a

High Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
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Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County

1730Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan-Preferred Options which seriously threaten our
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketlocal residential environment in a number of

unacceptable and distressing ways. and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykley
Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meetSpecifically,
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(1) I wish to register my strong objection to the building
of a Western Relief Road & the development of a major

the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

housing estate at Sniperley Park, such proposals being directing some development to Durham City including
unwarranted, unsustainable and unsound. My concern the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
is based both on intrusion into or loss of Green Belt objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
land and serious environmental degradation which will however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
impact in a totally unacceptable way in our that many people travel into Durham City for
neighbourhood where additional traffic flows will
converge. Ecological loss - noise, air and light pollution.

employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining(2) The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of

Aykley Heads which, when linked to 1900 new houses facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on theplanned for Sniperley Park, will engender a level of
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofincreased traffic pressure in our neighbourhood which
increased traffic. The movement frameworks shouldless intensive development at both Aykely Heads and

Sniperley Park would moderate. incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic

(3) I would also object to any future plan to release the
Green Belt from the paddock area off Witton Grove

modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both

which would change the character of this area. the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
Concerns have arisen regarding amenity from the
extension of the Park and Ride.

alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstratesAll of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade

the quality of our existing residential environment tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
through convergence of traffic around and through a
network of roundabouts which surround us.

existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by theThis will include increased noise and light pollution,

and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.

Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

Comments noted.The site is located in close proximity
to the city's railway and bus station and on key bus

The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of Aykley
Heads which, when linked to 1900 new houses planned

1772Question 8

routes including those used for the Park and Ride. Infor Sniperley Park, will engender a level of increased
order to ensure that the traffic associated with the newtraffic pressure in our neighbourhood which less
businesses does not have acceptable impacts on theintensive development at both Aykley Heads and

Sniperley Park would moderate. existing road network, highways improvements will be
required. The detail of these improvements will be
determined as part of a future planning application
when the detail of the final proposals are known.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

1852Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
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however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
that many people travel into Durham City for

the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby. employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate

convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining

facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High

Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with

developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
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roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

They wish to build a relief road through Low Newton,
but attract 6000 jobs into the centre of town, Akley
Heads. The council also wish to build the new County
Hall in the centre of town, increasing the need for traffic

1865Question 8

to enter the centre of town. If the road were to be built,
why would any commuter, turn off the west bound
A690, head north to Newton Hall, to turn south to get
to Akley Heads or the centre of town? Also vague is
the multi-storey car park. Why should tax payers pay
for councillors to park for free, when other public sector
workers are not fortunate  enough to have free parking
at work.  Dragonville is desperate for regeneration, the
site opposite Tesco's for instance. This plan is poorly
thought through and as a resident of Durham City, I
am convinced the County Council, will not be content
until the River Wear is relegated to a walled canal.

Comments noted. The policy identifies the need have
regard to the significance of World Heritage Site.

It is essential that any proposed development should
not impair or detract from views across to and out from
the Durham World Heritage site nor impair the

1876Question 8

significance of the World Heritage site. Policy 4(i) and
paragraph 4.55 need modification to refer not only to
views of the WHS but also views from the WHS. This
is explicitly referenced in the WHS Management Plan
section 1.4: “there is a need to protect key views to
and from the Castle, Cathedral and town”: a phrase
which could be used here. This would be consistent
with Paragraph 5.400, which commits to contributing
to the implementation of the WHS Management Plan,
and Policy 47(c) on the setting of the WHS.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location.
Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

2000Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office market

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykley
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
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Strategy Justification sets out the importance of
directing some development to Durham City including

Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development. This is an excellent

the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County'sexample of an over-concentration of development
objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It iswithin Durham City and the consequent downgrading

of our City environment. however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
that many people travel into Durham City forA scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of

Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andpotential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoininghousing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forand a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewill otherwise need to travel daily through our

exclusively residential area. private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have

incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic

our support The extent to which funding for the Western modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be most congested part of the transport network in both
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
from the release of a major tract of land currently within alternative and the existing and future congestion there
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
developers are in place for the development of existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these development of the site will require the additional
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a capacity introduced to the highway network by the
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

The council have an ambition to remove significant
volumes of traffic from the city centre to improve air

I am writing to provide comments, and register my
objection to many aspects of the draft County Durham
Plan.

2082Question 8

quality, the public realm and make it easier for people
to access the city centre by sustainable transportMy concerns are largely focussed on the proposed

transport infrastructure, as well as the location of modes. The evidence demonstrates that a mixture of
demand management measures and the introductionsignificant proposed housing development in the Green

Belt. of relief roads would accommodate expected traffic
growth and is part of a plan to remove traffic from the
city centre.Aykley Head’s development
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I am also extremely concerned by the vague promise
of yet more (unspecified) highway improvements in
Durham City (paragraph 4.55 of the plan) 

The Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTDP) sets out an ambitious and positive vision
for the entire transport network across the city and has
been developed in partnership with the city’s keyIn order to ensure that the traffic associated with

the new businesses does not have unacceptable stakeholders after a series of targeted events and
consultations. The DCSTDP sets out how modal shiftimpacts on the existing road network, highways
can be practically achieved in the city by identifyingimprovements will be required.The detail of these
packages of demand management and infrastructureimprovements will be determined as part of a future
improvements to reduce traffic.This includes deliveringplanning application when the detail of the final
the Northern Relief Road as a means to removeproposal is known. It is likely that some of the
through traffic and improve conditions in the city centre
for those travelling by sustainable modes.

funding and delivery of these improvements will
be linked to the delivery of the site, whilst some
others will occur independently. Congestion to the west of the city is a significant barrier

to people accessing employment and education andIt is completely unacceptable to have a plan for the
development of the Aykley Heads site, with upto 6,000 this is set to continue as traffic continues to grow.

Therefore, after assessing and understanding thatnew jobs, without detailing the impact on the local
alternatives do not help the network perform to antraffic, and specifying what any required highway
acceptable standard, we plan to correct the highwayimprovements are likely to be. Has the impact of such
network by building a Western Relief Road to address
the existing issues and cater for planned growth.

development and associated increase in car traffic on
the busy road junctions at Aykley Heads, County Hall
and Sniperly been fully investigated? Has the impact The main findings of all the strategic modelling reports

justify the proposed relief roads and these technicalon access for emergency vehicles to the hospital been
considered? reports have been summarised in the Durham Local

Plan Traffic Impact Report 2018. Further technicalIn conclusion and summary, I would like to register
my strong objection to the Draft County Durham detail is available in the Local Plan evidence library.

The summary document concludes that both thePlan and the preferred option, and its focus on
Western and Northern relief roads will help the city’sdevelopment, jobs, housing and road infrastructure
network mitigate traffic growth and address exiting
problems in the city centre.

almost exclusively in and around the already
prosperous Durham City. The plan in its current form
would result in Durham City becoming busier and more
congested, with the loss of significant and valuable
green space, and increased traffic on the regions road
network. It would in my view also severely harm the
appeal of the historic City of Durham as a tourist
attraction.

Such investment should rather be spread out across
some of the other towns in the region, spreading
the investment to less prosperous areas, whilst
simultaneously protecting the unspoilt green
environment around the City of Durham.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Durham County Plan - Preferred Options 2018

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County Plan

2211Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketPreferred Options which seriously threaten our local
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyresidential environment in a number of unacceptable

and distressing ways. Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial

Specifically, Strategy Justification sets out the importance of
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directing some development to Durham City including
the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's

1 I wish to register my strong objection to the
building of a Western relief road & the

objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It isdevelopment of a major housing estate at
however acknowledged travel to work patterns showSniperley Park, such proposals being
that many people travel into Durham City forunwarranted, unsustainable and unsound.  My
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporateconcern is based both on intrusion into or loss
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andof Green-Belt land and serious environmental
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoiningdegradation which will impact in a totally
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forunacceptable way in our neighbourhood where
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on theadditional traffic flows will converge.  Ecological

loss - noise, air & light pollution. private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should2 The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of

Aykley Heads which, when linked to 1900 new incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
houses planned for Sniperley Park, will engender City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
a level of increased traffic pressure in our modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
neighbourhood which less intensive development most congested part of the transport network in both
at both Aykley Heads and Sniperley Park would
moderate.

the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.3 I would also object to any future plan to release

the Green-Belt from the paddock area of Witton Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
Grove which would change the character of this tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
area.  Concerns have arisen regarding amenity
from the extension of the Park and Ride.

existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by theAll of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade

the quality of our existing residential environment Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.through convergence of traffic around and through a

network of roundabouts which surround us.

This will include increased noise and light pollution,
and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Durham County Plan - Preferred Options 2018

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County Plan

2229Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketPreferred Options which seriously threaten our local
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyresidential environment in a number of unacceptable

and distressing ways. Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial

Specifically, Strategy Justification sets out the importance of
directing some development to Durham City including1 I wish to register my strong objection to the

building of a Western relief road & the the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
development of a major housing estate at objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
Sniperley Park, such proposals being however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
unwarranted, unsustainable and unsound.  My that many people travel into Durham City for
concern is based both on intrusion into or loss employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
of Green-Belt land and serious environmental convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
degradation which will impact in a totally cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
unacceptable way in our neighbourhood where facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
additional traffic flows will converge.  Ecological
loss - noise, air & light pollution.

the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
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increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

2 The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads which, when linked to 1900 new

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffichouses planned for Sniperley Park, will engender
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently thea level of increased traffic pressure in our
most congested part of the transport network in bothneighbourhood which less intensive development
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effectiveat both Aykley Heads and Sniperley Park would

moderate. alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.3 I would also object to any future plan to release

the Green-Belt from the paddock area of Witton Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
Grove which would change the character of this tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
area.  Concerns have arisen regarding amenity
from the extension of the Park and Ride.

existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by theAll of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade

the quality of our existing residential environment Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.through convergence of traffic around and through a

network of roundabouts which surround us.

This will include increased noise and light pollution,
and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.

Comments noted. The allocation is for office
development not for drinking establishments.

Aykley Heads - The site can accommodate a smaller
replacement County Hall without reducing space for
Financial and Professional services. Therefore there

2821Question 8

is absolutely no need for yet more drinking
establishments.  New and better jobs - yes - but not in
bars.

Comments noted.There has been recent private sector
investment at Aykley Heads by Atom Bank and

It is surprising that years after the first proposals for
Aykley Heads were suggested no new developments

2610Question 8

Waterstons. Salvus House (former Sunderland Marine)have actually occurred. In fact, one of the few
is now home to a number of smaller businesses. Thebusinesses there, Sunderland Marine, have left and
site is located in close proximity to the city's railwayits building, Salvus House, is largely unoccupied

despite a huge investment by Durham County Council. and bus station and on key bus routes including those
used for the Park and Ride. An analysis has identifiedWell publicised supposed new businesses are actually

relocations from the same site or other parts of the city. that there are not the sites closer to the city centre to
accommodate the level of floorspace proposed at
Aykley Heads.

The quality of jobs provided is not of the standard
predicted being largely low paid Call Centre work.

The site is NOT close to transport links other than
public transport as the major highway links are to the
East of the city.

The emphasis on the need for private cars to be
accommodated is in direct contravention of
sustainability policies and will further reduce the already
poor air quality in the area.

There are several already available or developed but
underutilised sites close to Durham City for commerce
and industry which are truly close to major Highways.
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Comments noted. The policy only proposes minor
green belt deletions. This is the existing County Hall

I wish to make comment and objections to the planned
building on Green Belt land at Sniperley and Aykley
Heads. as suggested in the County Durham Plan.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets
out the policies for England and how they are expected

3586Question 8

car park which is brownfield and a clear urban use.
This area does not perform well against Green Belt
purposes set out on NPPF. The exceptional

to be applied by Local Planning Authorities. These circumstances to justify its removal from the Green
policies contained within are a material consideration
in the determination of planning applications.

Belt are the unique economic opportunities that this
location brings.

Paragraph 79 explains great importance is attached
to the Green Belt It stated that the fundamental aim of
Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping
land permanently open; the essential characteristics
of Green Belt are their openness and their
permanence.

Paragraph 80 states that the Green Belt serves five
purposes;

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas
to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another
to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment
to preserve the setting and special character of historic
towns; and
to assist in urban regeneration , by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land

In order to build on Green Belt Land there needs to be
Very Special Circumstances.There are no Very Special
Circumstances that can possibly be attached to this
planning apllication to build on this land.

There is no infrasctruture regarding roads, traffic
congestion already at a standstill, schools, doctors etc.
Suggestions to build a western bypass( the road from
nowhere to nowhere to bypass some 3 miles past a
school on the A167) seems ludicrous to most residents.
To suggest that the traffic comes out through Park and
Ride site proves the point.

There are more that 20 BrownField sites in the Durham
area that can be built upon. A number of these sites
have access to the City and other employment sites.

From the meetings I have attended I feel that the
Council wants to build on the Green Belt site mentioned
to facilitate their eagerness to promote Aykley Heads
site as a business park. Maybe the Council should
reflect and look at the empty premises and land at
other business parks in the City area that are empty
and unfulfilled. Particularly the one labelled the Jewel
in the Crown previously that is not fully developed.
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Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning

The County Council intend to relocate County Hall and
to develop their estate at Aykley Heads Durham as a

3315Question 8

application and falls outwith the scope of this policy. Itprestige business park with ancillary facilities such as
is considered that the Aykley Heads site is highlya hotel. While this location is convenient for the A167
accessible and the ELR highlights strength of the officeand rail links, it is less convenient for the A1 and A19,
market within Durham City and the potential of the
Aykley Heads site to be attractive to future occupiers.

as well as Newcastle and Durham Tees Valley airports.
And as the County Council admits in Section 4.70:
“The County Durham Employment Land Review shows
that settlements in the A1 and A19 corridors are more
likely to be a regional and national draw for business
investment.”

Other uses for the previously developed land at Aykley
Heads could include a new, but smaller County Hall;
a much-needed extension to the University Hospital
to improve healthcare for the people of County Durham;
some business/commercial space. It would also be
ideal for specialist elderly housing as it is on a level
site and close to the city centre, station and hospital.

Support and comments noted.(Re: Policy 4)3192Question 8

Sustainable Design
i. Have regard to views and the significance of the
Durham Castle and Cathedral World Heritage Site;

WHSC – The reference to the WHS is very welcome
but it would be useful to include the WHS setting to
become ‘Have regard to the setting, views and the
significance’

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

2712Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
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modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective

alternative and the existing and future congestion there3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.

Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.
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Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

2782Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High

Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
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from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

2857Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3. Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a

High Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
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Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The policy seeks sustainable
development principles and sustainabale construction

Policy 4 describes the ‘Sustainable Design’ expected
at Aykley Heads, in,

2902Question 8

methods. In addition the Plan also sets out a
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1. Deliver attractive, high quality design incorporating
sustainable development principles and adopting
sustainable construction methods.

Sustaianble Design policy which considers this issue
further and the potential to incorporate such measures.

Without specification of a design/quality standard, it
will not be possible to ensure the buildings are truly
sustainable. We recommend rewording of this policy
to increase the likelihood that the developer will deliver
an exemplar design.  Suggested text:

“H.  Given the prestige positioning of this site, the
Council expects a sustainable design of the highest
standards incorporating sustainable development
principles and adopting sustainable construction
methods.”

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

2989Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High

Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived capacity introduced to the highway network by the
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
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This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

A New County Hall

Whilst the plan to develop Aykley Heads as a
commercial centre, as opposed to the heavy reliance

3008Question 8

on public service employment in Durham City, has
some merit, the proposal to move of County Hall into
a 5 storey building, together with a multi-storey car
park, on the Sands Car Park, in the centre of Durham
City, with 1,000 employees, has no merit at all. This
plan requires some very close scrutiny. Apart from the
fact that the proposed location is on a flood plain, the
access via Providence Row and Claypath is a known
traffic bottleneck. This plan just doesn't make sense
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as the new County Hall could be anywhere in County
Durham. However, if Durham City is regarded to be
the only venue then, after taking into consideration
potential flooding, traffic flows and the traffic congestion
in the city centre, surely, the Belmont Business Park,
which stands half empty, would be the better location?

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location.
Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

3087Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review has
identified the strength of Durham City's office market

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykley
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an Strategy Justification sets out the importance of
Aykley Heads development. This is an excellent directing some development to Durham City including
example of an over-concentration of development the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
within Durham City and the consequent downgrading
of our City environment.

objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
that many people travel into Durham City forA scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of

Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andpotential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoininghousing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forand a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewill otherwise need to travel daily through our

exclusively residential area. private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have

incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic

our support The extent to which funding for the Western modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be most congested part of the transport network in both
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
from the release of a major tract of land currently within alternative and the existing and future congestion there
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
developers are in place for the development of existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these development of the site will require the additional
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a capacity introduced to the highway network by the
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute

to the funding of the Western Relief Road.extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
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consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

Regarding the movement of County Hall to Freeman's
Quay, we have concerns about the views of the
riverside being lost due to the increased
development, availability of parking, the risk of flooding,

3121Question 8

being on a flood plane, and the increased pressure
of queuing traffic at the exit at the top of Claypath bank.

Comments noted. The SHLAA sites mentioned have
been deemed unsuitable due to their location within
the Green Belt.

Support the proposal for a quality employment location
at Aykley Heads.  Consider however the Plan to make
best use of the location needs to consider the future
of SHLAA sites 4/DU/117,  4/DU/117B,  4/DU/18A,

3136Question 8

 4/DU/18B  and  DU/114  and  adopt  a comprehensive
approach to this part of the City.

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

3142Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018 document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thewe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

1.The Western Relief Road City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High

Quality Employment Location. is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the

object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site development of the site will require the additional
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
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necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the

capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comments noted. The site is allocated for office use,
this would not preclude start up space being developed
to encourage graduate retention.

While I welcome the inclusion of a policy for the
development of the Aykley Heads site, it is vital that
this space is considered alongside the Core Principles
(paragraph 5.11) which recognises that there is a low

4210Question 8

retention rate of graduates in the city. The Aykley
Heads site offers a real opportunity to increase the
number of graduates who choose to remain in Durham,
and build a base of high quality jobs in the city. A
strategic approach to the development of this site is
necessary to include space for start- ups and spin out
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businesses from the University to encourage graduates
to remain the city. As such, the allocation of space
within Aykley Heads for the development of a
knowledge-based economy and some land for research
and development on this site, as identified in question
7, is lacking.

Comments noted. A full assessment has now been
carried out above and beyond the assessment within

The wording of Policy 4, Aykley Heads employment
allocations, is not strong enough in addressing the

4176Question 8

the ELR, this has considered the impact of thehistoric environment.  As above, the ELR is insufficient
allocations on designated and undesignated heritagein assessing any impact upon the significance of
assets. The policy and supporting text now addresses
the site's location within the Conservation Area.

heritage assets. The NPPF and the plan's draft historic
environment policies require more than to "have regard
to views and significance" when addressing heritage
assets, especially those of the highest significance
such as World Heritage Sites.

Paragraph 4.49 refers to the Green Belt Assessment
(GBA). While we welcome the comprehensive
consideration of heritage assets within the GBA, this
is assessing those assets in terms of Purpose 4 of the
Green Belt, which is a separate issue to the
assessment of impact of site allocations on heritage
assets.

Paragraph 4.54 (last sentence) appears to suggest
that only 'substantial harm' to the significance of the
WHS would not be permitted.  However, paragraph
193 of the NPPF is clear that great weight should be
given to the conservation of heritage assets,
irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to
substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial
harm.

The policy and the supporting text should also address
Durham City Conservation Area; one of the allocations
is partly within it and the remainder are within its
setting.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

The building of the new Council HQ, should be
reversed and if necessary utilise part of the Aykley
Heads site at some point in the future for smaller
Council offices, when finances are plentiful.

4137Question 8

Comments noted. The Plan alloctes land across the
County to meet employment land needs evidenced
within the Employment Land Review (ELR).

Due consideration should be given to a realistic
strategy to develop diverse employment sites across
The County and not limited to a "fixation" by DCC to
propose the only major sites are in Durham City.

4123Question 8

The "need" to develop a business park at Aykley Heads
appears to be based on suspect employment
projections and unsubstantiated aspirations of DCC to
justify theif preferred options in the CDP.These flawed
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arguments support their desire to relocate County Hall.
(This has been highlighted in my responses to some
of the Questions above). If County Hall needs to be
replaced, why can the new building not be located at
Aykley Heads?

Development of business parks should be encouraged
throughout the County, and if in Durham, more
emphasis should be placed on Dragonville and
Belmont. These locations have large areas available,
with good communications and development here
would not cause vast increases in City Centre traffic.
Their development would produce a more equitable
distribution of new housing stock and regeneration of
wider brownfield areas.

As mentioned in my comments above, DCC need to
be more proactive in identifying brownfield sites for
development.They are narrow in their thinking - eager
to promote sites which fit in with their preferred options
but show little enthusiasm and no vision or innovation
to identify and develop those outside prime City Centre
locations. Have they given any thought to develop the
derelict munitions facility at Brasside? This would form
an ideal location for the new County Hall and other
developments. It could relatively easily be linked to the
ECML and this would benefit communities in Brasside
and Newton Hall.

Comments noted, the policy covers the Aykley Heads
site.The new HQ site is currently subject to a planning
application and falls outwith the scope of this policy.

The council’s new HQ should be located on Aykley
Heads.

4069Question 8

Comments noted. The allocation of Sniperley Park is
not directly linked to the allocation of Aykley Heads as

We, the residents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive
and Witton Grove in Durham City, object to the County

3715Question 8

a business park. The Employment Land Review hasPlan: Preferred Options 2018document on the grounds
identified the strength of Durham City's office marketthat development proposals continue to reflect an
and increased demand due to a lack of supply. Aykleyover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

Heads is therefore considered an ideal location to meet
the need for offices over the Plan period. The Spatial
Strategy Justification sets out the importance of

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to directing some development to Durham City including
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and the allocation of Sniperley Park to meet the County's
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of objectively assessed housing need (OAN). It is
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned however acknowledged travel to work patterns show
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. Sniperley Park will incorporate
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
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private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should

we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic1.The Western Relief Road
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High

Quality Employment Location. Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbateWhilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an

excellent location for high quality employment, we existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additionalobject to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
capacity introduced to the highway network by theon the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
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consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Support notedThis policy details the development aspirations for the
Aykley Heads strategic site and identifies the quantum

3964Question 8

of employment land that would be supported within the
site. As noted above, the accompanying position
statement has considered the potential impact of the
Plan on the SRN and includes a comparison of the
spatial aspirations identified in the Plan in 2014 and
the current spatial aspirations, including the strategic
sites, to determine if the likely traffic demands at the
SRN have materially changed since the previous Plan
was considered.

On the basis of these comparisons, it is considered
that it is likely that there will be a reduction in traffic
demands at the SRN associated with the current Plan
when compared to the 2014 Plan, as the overall level
of development being sought by the Plan is less than
that previously proposed and the detailed analysis has
identified that the Plan does not seek to achieve a shift
from the spatial pattern presented within the 2014 Plan
that could focus more trips at the SRN.

Consequently, Highways England can be supportive
of this policy.

Comments noted. The site is located with close
proximity of Durham Railway Station and Durham Bus
Station.

With regard question 8, TAP would like to see the idea
of a transport hub added here - joined up public
transport to take people from the hotels in Durham City
to the heart of visitor attractions based on the Durham

4112Question 8

Coast and in the Durham Vale. This would also benefit
people who live in the outlying areas who need to use
public transport to travel to work.
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

The Spatial Strategy Justification is listed fifth in the
evidence library.

In 4.63 we are referred to more detail as set out in the
"Spatial Strategy Justification document", but there is
no such document listed in the evidence library to

23Question 9

which the hyperlink
points: https://durhamcc.objective.co.uk/portal/planning/cdpev/ 

Can you please publish this justification document, or
correct the reference? 

The interim policy on student accommodation currently
in use and included in the Plan looks to limit over

I've no real issue about the Spatial Distribution of
housing, but a key issue is how the onward expansion

27Question 9

concentration of HMOs occupied by students. Anof the university affects house availability (and therefore
Article 4 is also in place across much of the city whichprices).  Surely some control of "buy to let" and
limits permitted development rights in relation to
changes of use to HMOs.

landlords with multiple properties rented to students
needs to be introduced in order to improve housing
availability?  Throughout the plan, the University seems
only to be seen as an asset to the area, whist it's
negative impacts are ignored.

Comment noted.It doesn't matter where the housing is placed if it's not
affordable! I currently pay £275 per month rent.  I could

79Question 9

look to buy a house of £53000 approx value however
the lack of zero deposit mortgages is a big downfall!
Ensure there are zero deposit mortgage options
available to enable people to buy!

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan.

The planned concentration of houses in Pity Me DOES
NOT seem to match with the preffered option of wider
dispersal which was favoured by the vast majority of
respondents in your other consultation.

94Question 9

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

What is not acceptable is the spread of housing.

Over 50% of the respondents called for wider
development across the County, yet this has been

111Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread acrossignored in the development of the Plan. Growth has
the rest of the county. In terms of employment, Durhambeen focused on key settlements which is against the
City is the principle employment centre in the countyobjective of reducing inequality across the area.
but it should be noted that of the 300 hectares ofSustainability is not just commuter miles. The reason
employment land identified in the Plan, 96% of it is
outside of Durham City.

why the traffic is so bad around Durham is that the
houses prices and rents are too high causing people
to commute from the outlying towns (such as Consett).
If you spread the development across the County, in
particular employment, there would be less need to
commute. Rural areas would thrive as services become
more sustainable due to a critical mass being achieved.
Focusing on three or four towns across such a wide
geographical area is unsustainable.The views of a few
people have been outweighed over the desires of the
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masses.Your Plan does not achieve your own Plan
Objectives.

Only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham
City the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of
the county.

It is important to concentrate development on towns,
not just the Durham city area.

178Question 9

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

With reference to this statement " As part of the Issues
and Options consultation, four different spatial options

275Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whywere presented for comment. Just under 10% of
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are
set out in the Plan.

respondents preferred the Main Town Focus option,
around a quarter of respondents chose the Sustainable
Communities option, just over 5% of respondents
chose Sustainable Communities with Central Durham
Villages or another option altogether and just over half
of respondents preferred the Wider Dispersal option."
Help me understand how we have arrived at the current
housing proposal? Why did we even bother to submit
our comments last time? Why are we NOT going for
a wider dispersal option? Is there any point in me even
making comments as I feel rather strongly that I take
the time and effort to respond but no matter what I say
things will be done your way! We have been made
aware that you have had staff out asking people on
the street if they think the traffic is too congested in
Durham and you are now using that information in this
consultation process. That is NOT consultation.

Your statement " Positive comments made on the
Main Town Focus option were that it would concentrate
housing in desirable areas and would reduce the need
to travel by the private car. However there were
concerns focused around the over concentration of
development in one location which could affect delivery
and direct funding from elsewhere in the county. It was
also thought that it would cause traffic congestion and
have an unacceptable impact on the character of
Durham City and the World Heritage Site" This was
under 10% of the total comments under 10%!!! We
need to move away from concentrated developments
such as Sniperly. I am not sure why you have even
added this comment into this plan as the numbers who
supported Durham City developments are insignificant.
However I support the concerns they have raised.

So a mere 10% supported this development but then
raised serious concerns? Really?

In terms of this statement" Some of the key advantages
of the Wider Dispersal option were thought to be that
it increased opportunities for regeneration across the
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county and could safeguard and enhance existing
services in some settlements. It would also not include
any Green Belt land and reduce the impact on the
historic core of Durham City. However some
respondents thought it was not sustainable, would
increase traffic and air pollution and cause more out
commuting to surrounding areas. There was also
concern whether it was deliverable as it did not focus
on strong market areas." This is your job to make this
happen to make those areas strong by developing
employment opportunities thus increasing community
capacity, identity and cohesion. This is my preferred
option and NO Western Relief Road.

Whilst I note that you are clearly citing that this
statement and option is the one you support " The
Sustainable Communities option was thought to be a
balanced approach to locating development and by
focusing on areas with better access to services and
facilities maximises opportunities for using public
transport, walking and cycling and the associated
benefits of improving health and reducing congestion
and greenhouse gas emissions. It would also help to
ensure that investment continues to be attracted to the
county. Disadvantages mentioned included putting
unacceptable pressure on Durham City, there is no
evidence that it would provide economic or social
resilience and it would need the removal of Green Belt
land." This is unacceptable and not what the
highest percentage of people wanted in the last
consultation on the CDP. People have actually taken
the time and become well informed about these
proposals and voiced their opinions, wishes and
desires, yet you are wanting to run roughshod over
them and are proposing to go with a model that was
technically rejected in the last consultation process. I
have never before met so many passionate, well
informed, highly educated, highly knowledgeable
people, who can actually make a well informed decision
on this plan. Please listen to our/their views this is our
home city!

Far more work needs to be undertaken with the
University in terms of accommodation which in turn
will have an impact on central city capacity. It is obvious
from recent meetings that the University are working
in isolation as they were unaware of the strong feelings
of the community. We are actually ruining our city with
the over accommodation of students within it. Whilst I
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applaud and am very proud of having such a fantastic
University in Durham, one I attended, I feel strongly
that you need to do more with them to moderate inner
city student lets. This is what is technically pushing up
the prices of houses. The University needs to work
with you, hand in glove, and scope how many student
houses there are in Durham owned by private
Landlords. They then need to develop out of city
accommodation for at least  80% of what is currently
there. They need to work with you on this. This will
drive down the prices of houses in the central city and
will afford more suitable housing for local people. Very
soon we will be totally a student run City, this has to
stop and quickly. A story here, a colleague saw a sign
going up for sale on a property in central Durham and
immediately telephoned the estate agent who,
informed him it was sold, a cash buyer going to change
it into an HMO. Have you ever actually scoped how
many rental properties there are in Durham City at
affordable prices for locals? I would formally ask that
you supply this information during this process. How
many houses in Durham City have HMOs on them only
available for student letting (as cited on the boards
outside these properties ) compared to how many
private rentals there are for local people? This is a
formal request from you via this process. If HMOs were
released and more student University owned
accommodation was built outside of the city centre,
we would need no more houses in the central Durham
area. Why don't you buy up all of the HMOs and put
them into your housing stock portfolio? It's not as bad
a suggestion as this plan is!

A very concerning comment made by Stuart Timmiss,
(Head of Planning and Assets at DCC),  at the AAP
meeting, when challenged by a member of public about
the low % of affordable housing, he stated that builders
didn't want to prioritise that stock as there was no profit
in such a development and DCC were happy for the
developers to proceed on that basis and grant planning
permission accordingly!!!!!!! 

Community facilities will be provided and the larger
allocations, it is not viable or possible to provide them
on all sites.

It is not clear what measures are being taken to
evaluate how the additional demand for community
facilities arising from new development will be met.

229Question 9

Shared spaces available for community use provide
essential support mechanisms and can provide
essential support and services for vulnerable residents,
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for whom it is good to see that housing provision is
being made.  Access by sustainable transport means
(particularly walking) is particularly important for the
accessibility of services delivered from these venues.

In the case of larger developments (Sniperley,
Sherburn Road?), what provision is being made for
local Community Centres, and will this be financed by
the developers or council support?  In the case of
smaller developments, how will demand on existing
services be evaluated, and how will necessary
upgrades or improvements be funded and delivered?

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

The proposals for the locations for such housing is
certainly not based on any creditable data or
projections.

889Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areWhy, when half of the respondents to The Issues and

Options Consultation preferred The Wider Dispersal set out in the Plan. The Main Town Focus option was
not the preferred option. it should also be noted thatOption have DCC chosen what is effectively The Main
only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in DurhamTown Focus Option as their Preferred Option,when
City the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of
the county.

under 10% of respondents preferred this Option. This
calls into question DCC's commitment to the
consultation process, it shows they are just "paying lip
service" to the process and it indicates an arrogant
attitude where they ignore the wishes of the majority
to proceed with their own agenda. It also calls into
question the ethics of DCC - we are aware their
preferred option is partly funded by developers, with
whom they have formulated their preferred strategies.

It appears DCC are just "going through the motions"
with this latest CDP Consultation. They ignored the
wishes of the majority at the last consultation,so it is
highly likely they will do so again with this current
consultation.

4.58 "Positive comments" in relation to concentrating
housing in desirable areas are at odds with the stated
aim of providing affordable housing. It has been
accepted by DCC that The Main Town Focus, with
large developments in Durham City would INCREASE
traffic - they use this to argue for the need provide a
Western Relief Road.

I totally agree with the last 2 sentences in 4.58.

4.61 The Wider Dispersal Option would provide the
benefits stated here. However, it needs an open
attitude, a strong commitment, imagination and
innovative thinking to deliver it. (These are attributes
the DCC as a body do not seem to possess).

4.64 In arriving at their Preferred Option DCC have not
fully considered changes and improvements to public
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transport, (including strategic rail links) walking and
cycling. These have not been fully explored, or
arbitrarily dismissed, when justifying their proposals to
construct The Relief Roads.

4.65 Annoyingly, this again demonstrates DCC'S
narrow thinking and their obsession with development
in Durham City.Yes, The City has more facilities and
opportunities than elsewhere in The County, but surely
The CDP should be addressing the perceived shortfall
of these Countywide, improving these, so that all
residents of The County benefit from improved facilities.
(See 2.1 of the CDP "The ambition for County Durham
is to build a successful and sustainable future in which
all of its residents have the opportunity  to access good
housing and employment in an environment which
delivers a healthy and fulfilled lifestyle"). Where is the
commitment in The CDP to improve the towns
mentioned (and environs) such as Bishop Auckland,
Consett, Newton Aycliffe, Peterlee and Seaham? 

4.71/4.72 There is little evidence in The CDP, that
meaningful consideration is being given to provision
of affordable housing, or that there is any strategy to
provide homes and supporting employment and
infrastructure in the more deprived areas of The
County.The significant developments being specifically
identified, promoted and ongoing are of housing at the
upper end of the market in high value land areas.

4.73/4.74 I do not agree that DCC is performing well
in identifying and developing Brownfield sites. As I
have stated above, DCC need to be much more
proactive in promoting the development of such sites.

4.76 What a surprise that "sites in highest value areas
have the highest probability of being delivered".These
sites will always be the most attractive to developers
as they have the most potential to maximise profit.
DCC also actively promote these sites. They have a
responsibility, to ensure that less profitable areas are
developed and affordable housing is provided to deliver
benfits to all County Residents. DCC should place high
priority on actively promoting such developments and
not colluding with developers to "cherry pick" and
develop the most profitable sites.

Although there are only a small number of allocations
in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as the

The housing stock in West Durham is relatively old and
inefficient with high energy costs and polluted locations

343Question 9

Exception sites policy will allow further development
to come forward.

on road sides.  It would be useful to designate sites
where some new build could take place in this area for
the resident working people.
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Although there are only a small number of allocations
in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as the

West Durham should have space allocated for new
housing to replace the older properties which will not

344Question 9

Exception sites policy will allow further development
to come forward.

be sustainable if fuel prices continue to increase
relative to other costs. People working in the area will
not be able to access suitable housing and they will
leave the area creating labour shortages.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and the Spatial

While the requirement to deliver housing is directed
by government and the Sustainable Communities is

354Question 9

Strategy Justification document. In terms of thethe indicated option, large developments, such as the
selection of allocations the approach used is set outproposal H22 for 350 homes on a greenfield site at
in the supporting text for the Housing Allocations policy.High West Road, Crook, remote from centres of
In identifying housing sites in the Plan previouslyemployment (Durham City, Newton Aycliffe, Tyneside,
developed land was considered first and allocatedTeesside etc) should be avoided. The geography
where it is suitable and deliverable. Developers areincluding distance from employment centres and
required to make financial contributions to support theamenities (shopping centres, recreational facilities)
additional infrastructure requirements that arise as aand topography (hillside location surrounded by steep
result of new developments including towards health
provision and school places where required.

ridges on 3 sides) should be considered where cycling
and walking are unlikely to be favoured, public transport
is minimal (especially evenings and weekends) which
will promote private car use. This is in conflict with
Vision Objective 2 which seeks to promote 'means of
travel other than private car', Objective 9 - protecting
the environment, Objective 11 - promoting sustainable,
low carbon, safe and secure communities and
Objective 18 - protect and enhance air....qualities.  An
additional 700 - 1000 vehicles operating along already
congested road corridors (eg A690 to wards Durham) 
will increase road safety risks and increase air and
noise pollution.

The CPV study within the body of evidence already
suggest that developments such as the H22 proposal
for Crook  would only be viable if the sales value is
increased by 5% and even then would produce little
contribution to Durham City Western Relief Road
funding , which seems to be the key driver for such a
large development in an area where there is already
ample property on the market (ca. 305 homes on the
market in the vicinity of Crook on 26 Jul 18, which more
including affordable housing in build).

The city and larger towns, which are the main centres
of employment and amenities, may be better suited to
support larger housing developments with more
adequate infrastructure (including healthcare provision).
It may be wiser to spread smaller developments, using
brownfield sites where possible, among the more
remote towns and villages of the county to avoid
stressing infrastructure including provision of medical
and health care and reducing traffic congestion from
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commuting and associated pollution and road safety
risks in line with vision Objective 2.

Comment noted.Durham City - largest employer.  Developments, Crook
& Willington - increase in traffic through Brancepeth to

383Question 9

& from Durham. Village is split by the A690, the main
volume of population NW (including the vulnerable
residents of the old peoples bungalows) but the main
places of activity are to the SE.  (church, castle, village
hall, golf club).  Currently quite difficult to cross the
road due to vehicles speeding - despite it being a 30
mph area - and this will inevitably get worse.
Brancepeth residents recommend installation of fixed
"average speed" cameras.

Support noted.The respondent supports the preferred spatial strategy
for housing dispersed across key settlements in the

367Question 9

County. The respondent's particular interest is in
relation to the Consett cluster, an acknowledged
sustainable location for new development. An additional
housing allocation is suggested in the response to
question 11.

The Plan identifies a number of sites less than 1
hectare.

The Plan should specifically allocate small sites less
than 1 hectare in area in accordance with NPPF para
68 (a).The Plan should additionally specifically allocate
sites for self build housing and for executive housing.

402Question 9

Support noted.The respondent supports the preferred spatial strategy
for housing dispersed across the County focused

409Question 9

around the Main Towns and Secondary Settlements.
The respondent's particular interest is in relation to
Chilton, an acknowledged sustainable location for new
development.

It is material that in last 10 – 20 years Chilton has
delivered new housing which amongst other things has
positively contributed to its regeneration, a process
which should be supported and encouraged during this
Plan period including through new housing allocations.

Additional housing allocations in Chilton are suggested
in the response to question 11.

Comment noted.It is noted that there are no new housing allocations
proposed in Chilton. Housing has been delivered in

410Question 9

Chilton over the last 10 – 20 years and amongst other
things it has positively contributed to its regeneration.
The respondent considers new housing allocations
should be made in Chilton in this Plan period.
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Additional deliverable land for allocation in Chilton is
suggested in the response to question 11.

There are significant commitments in the South East
Durham monitoring area particularly considering the

Paragraph 4.76 of the Plan confirms that housing
delivery in the South East Durham monitoring area is

432Question 9

small number of existing dwellings when compared to
the other monitoring areas.

relatively strong. However, the Plan makes no housing
allocations within the South East monitoring area at
all, and Table 1 of the Plan shows that this area also
has by far the lowest number of commitments at 604.
This approach to provide for no new housing
development with the exception of a small number of
existing commitments until 2035 is not acceptable and
will lead to stagnation of the housing market in this
area of Durham. For the South East Durham monitoring
area this approach fails to meet the second test of
plan-making as set-out at paragraph 16 of the NPPF,
namely the Plan has not been prepared positively.

Although there are only a small number of allocations
in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as the

It seems very strange, given the large expanse of land
in West County Durham that such a small number of
houses are planned for that area. Why is this?

463Question 9

Exception sites policy will allow further development
to come forward.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

Hi, in response to the consultation process I would like
to comment on the proposed levels of new build

804Question 9

experienced in some areas as a result ofresidential development, particularly the numbers in
concentrations of vacant, underused properties andEast Durham.  More investment should be targeted at
will continue to work with all relevant agencies and inimproving and regenerating existing communities and
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willproperties within them.  In East Durham there are
allow as many properties as possible to be broughtsignificant numbers of properties that are in private
back into use. However it must also be recognised thatownership which could be bought by local
in some areas there is no demand for the existing
housing stock even if it was to be improved.

housing associations and improved so that they can
be used for affordable housing. Too much emphasis
is being placed on building new houses in green open
space areas when a lot more could be done to improve
run down areas in places such as Easington,
Horden, Blackhall and Wingate.

If housing is improved then the local shops and
businesses also have a better chance of succeeding.
Some street in the areas I have mentioned have
numerous properties for sale and so it would not be
difficult for housing association to 'reclaim' areas from
slum landlords.  Also  efforts should be made to
improve neighbourhoods through environmental
improve schemes linked to housing improvements.

East Durham has a magnificent coastline, while the
beaches have been cleaned and the former coal mining
era is almost completely gone, the residential
areas which served those who worked in the coal
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mines need to be improved.  Efforts should be made
to 'start again' and rebuild communities.

In summary existing streets and communities are being
forgotten about, a lot of new housing is not needed, its
simply benefiting house builders and not the
communities.

Although there are only a small number of allocations
in Teesdale other policies in the Plan such as the

I am concerned that the specified allocation of housing
in Teesdale is limited. In villages such as in Gainford

2481Question 9

Exception sites policy will allow further development
to come forward.

and Staindrop, which are closer to employment
opportunities in the Tees Valley, they will attract
disproportionately large number of housing proposals
which will not go to satisfying County Durham’s
demographic needs but instead the Tees Valley's
demographic needs. How can we get a reasonable
spread of housing in an area like Teesdale, rather than
bunched housing development in villages such as
Gainford and Staindrop.

It should be noted that only 14% of the houses needed
to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread

Dear Sir/Madam, I would like to object to the plan in
the strongest possible terms, as follows;

1283Question 9

across the rest of the county. The reasons why theDurham City is overdeveloped as it is, and DCC should
be planning for a more dispersed development across
the County

Sustainable Communities option was chosen are set
out in the Plan.

Destroying the peace, beauty and tranquillity of the
Browney Valley is environmental vandalism, ditto for
the Northern Relief Road

There is plenty of space for new housing in Durham
City itself, but plan it properly, and stop allowing every
square foot to be used for student sheds. Insist the
University can only expand if it builds the halls required

The reduction in numbers on the Copelaw only relates
to those expected to be delivered in the Plan period.

Great Aycliffe town Council felt it was disappointing to
see the housing numbers reduced for Newton Aycliffe.

516Question 9

The site will eventually be a total of 1400 houses butThe County Durham Plan places great emphasis on
we anticipate that 600 of these will be delivered within
the Plan period.

housing being near to employment and transport links
to make it more sustainable. The Town Council feel
that the housing allocation for Great Aycliffe in
particular the Copelaw development has been reduced
from 900 dwellings to 650 yet this meets all the criteria
Durham specify for preferred housing sites. There is
more on this at question 10, Housing Allocations.

Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements
that arise as a result of new developments.

I am concerned as to whether the hospital at Durham
can cope with the expected increase in residents,
especially in the Durham City area.

1299Question 9
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Support noted.I support the Sustainable Communities option for
housing development

489Question 9

Support noted.Kookaburra Limited supports the Local Planning
Authority in its commitment to the re-use of previously

874Question 9

developed land and brownfield land (paragraphs
4.73-4.74), particularly as this relates to the Peterlee
North East Industrial Estate. The company notes the
inclusion of the land within the Council's Brownfield
Land Register (site number 18), and that the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment indicates the
site to be deliverable for housing within the first
five-year period of the Local Plan.

The company welcomes the continuing commitment
to the redevelopment of the industrial estate for
housing, and, accepting that progress has been made
in recent years in relation to property acquisition,
building demolition and site remediation, is anxious to
see the pace of change maintained, in order to avoid
a prolonged period in which the land remains in limbo
and potentially subject to abuse.

Comment noted.My comments to Question 6 above apply here.1358Question 9

Housing proposals should fully aim to properly meet
"area by area" needs figures of the 229 settlements
identified by the Durham County Plan. The needs of
each settlement should be met by sound planning
balancing the overall economic and social needs of
the County with the particular needs of each
community.

The draft proposals concentrate upon an "overall
County figure", justified by "cherry picked" and
subjective evidence from a small, select group,
primarily comprised of developers and estate agents.

Support noted.Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its
duty to provide water and waste water services to

1087Question 9

the region. As a statutory undertaker in the
provision of these services we are a formal
consultee on all emerging planning policy. Our
New Development department provides a planning
service which seeks to protect our assets and
supports new development through ensuring our
network and facilities have capacity to
accommodate sustainable growth.We work closely
with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our
consultation responses to emerging planning
policies reflect this. We also seek to promote
sustainable design in drainage and water
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conservation as part of tackling flooding.
Separately, our Estates department is responsible
for land and estate issues associated with our
operational , non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus
land.They also seek opportunities to redevelop
our redundant sites. Consequently, you will see
two separate responses submitted from
Northumbrian Water for this emerging plan.These
responses should be read individually with an
understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

It is our duty to support new development across the
county and therefore we do not object to any proposed
growth options. However, we seek to encourage
sustainable development in sustainable locations and
consequently we are pleased that the ‘Sustainable
Communities’ option has been selected.The dispersed
pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county, focusing growth in and around towns, is
the most appropriate growth option with regards to our
duty to support new development as the statutory water
and sewerage undertaker. As mentioned in our
response to Question 4, NWL has a large capital
investment programme which has been finalised for
the next 5 year period leading up to 2025, and therefore
it is vital for us to understand the housing land supply
and delivery timescales to ensure we can facilitate the
proposed development. Our primary interest is to
ensure that all our customers are appropriately served
and that new development is located in sustainable
areas which will not adversely affect flood risk and that
our facilities can accommodate an increase in
population.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Durham is a small city and a community in its own
right.The statement that the Cabinet and a number of

928Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyregional organisations supported this development
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areshould have been counter balanced with the views of
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyits residents and the Durham Town Council. The
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityemerging County Durham Plan appears to be heavily
the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of the
county.

focussed on a Duham City conurbation concept and a
repeat of the abortive controversial first vesion.

County Hall is supposed to serve the whole of County
Durham and be readily acceptable to people fron the
distant parts of the county. Re-location to the Sands
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Ca rpark in the conjested centre of the city directly
contradicts the principle of concvenient access for all
areas of the county. Relocation to a site outside of
Durham City is essential,

The Addressing Housing Needs policy sets out
occasions where on-site provision of affordable housing
may not be the most appropriate option.

In determining where the number of new properties
are, consideration should be given to the number and
tenure of existing properties, and where there is an
oversupply of a tenure type in the housing market, e.g.

723Question 9

affordable housing.  On new developments targeted
for market sale, the developer should not be required
to build S106 affordable housing where this would be
to the detriment of existing rental stock, with preference
given to off-site contributions where tenancy
sustainability issues exist.

Page 43-46

Question 9 links development, housing and
employment together, something which Livin’s
Business Strategy strongly promotes. The preferred
spatial strategy, concentrating on the Sustainable
Communities option, is therefore supported by Livin to
bring development, housing and employment together
at a strategic level in key settlements such as Newton
Aycliffe and Spennymoor.

The Sustainable Communities option also overcomes
the issue of poor transport links not supporting
development in the smaller settlements, and promotes
the use of public transport over private car use.

It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%

I acknowledge that sustainable development may be
best served by focusing new housing and employment

497Question 9

is spread across the rest of the county. In terms ofaround existing centres of population, and that the
employment, Durham City is the principle employmentco-location of employment and housing around the
centre in the county but it should be noted that of theCity of Durham increases the potential for active travel.

However: 300 hectares of employment land identified in the Plan,
only 96% of it is outside of Durham City.

1 a) I am concerned that an excessive level of
centralisation may limit the local economies of
the Main Towns other than the City of Durham.
Since several of these towns have poor
connectivity to the City by modes other than the
private car, I fear that failing to develop local
economies may force a greater number of people
to commute by car, thus exacerbating existing
levels of congestion and pollution in and around
the City.

2 b) The sustainability advantages of centralisation
and co-location of residential and employment
development cannot be maximised within the
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current Plan, which assumes that increased
population necessitates new road infrastructure.
The argument that centralisation yields
sustainable development is invalid unless that
centralisation is accompanied by policies seeking
to bring about modal shift by prioritising active
and low-carbon transport over the private car.

Support noted.The respondent supports the preferred spatial strategy
for housing dispersed across the County focused

1066Question 9

around the Main Towns and Secondary Settlements.
The respondent's particular interest is in relation to
West Rainton, an acknowledged sustainable location
for new development, physically and functionally
closely related to Durham City.

Additional housing allocations in West Rainton are
requested by the respondent in response to question
11.

Support noted.The respondent supports the preferred spatial strategy
for housing dispersed across the County focused

633Question 9

around the Main Towns and Secondary Settlements.
The respondent's particular interest is in relation to
Coundon, within one of the Mid Durham clusters.

The Plan should specifically allocate small sites less
than 1 hectare in area in accordance with NPPF para
68 (a).

A housing allocation in Coundon is requested by the
respondent in response to question 11.

Support noted.The respondent supports the preferred spatial strategy
for housing dispersed across the County focused

960Question 9

around the Main Towns and Secondary Settlements.
The respondent's particular interest is in relation to
High Shincliffe, an acknowledged sustainable location
for new development, physically and functionally
closely related to Durham City.

The Plan should specifically allocate small sites less
than 1 hectare in area in accordance with NPPF para
68 (a).The Plan should additionally specifically allocate
sites for self build housing and for executive housing.

A housing allocation in High Shincliffe is requested by
the respondent in response to question 11.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

The commitment to DCC to a true and meaningful
consultation process was questioned. It was noted that

558Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyin the last consultation on the CDP of 2016 the vast
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen aremajority of the residents of County Durham, who had
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commented on the above CDP, had expressed a
preference for the Options of widespread development

set out in the Plan. The Main Town Focus option was
not the preferred option. it should also be noted that

and regeneration of County Durham as a whole, rather only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham
than the bulk of development being concentrated in City the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of

the county.Durham City and its immediate environs. However,
DCC have ignored the above response and the
Preferred Option they are presenting in the current
CDP for consultation proposed the bulk of development
in Durham City. This includes development in The
Green Belt, which DCC have used spurious and ill
conceived arguments and unimaginative policies to
supposedly demonstrate "exceptional circumstances"
to enable them to promote development in The Green
Belt.

It was noted that the policies in The CDP were based
on DCC's Evidence Library, which is on line and
contains a large range of documents dealing with the
wide range of topics addressed in The CDP.

As a principle many agreed that, rather than large scale
development in Durham City, it would be preferable to
develop smaller communities County wide.
Concentrating on regenerating areas which had
historically received inadequate investment.This would
make these communities more viable and encourage
the restoration of local infrastructure and employment.

It was noted that of some 6290 houses projected in
The CDP, over 40% of these were planned to be sited
in Durham City - a totally disproportionate and
unsustainable number.

It was felt that DCC should be proactive in promoting
the development of Brownfield Sites. There are many
such sites county wide.

Following the highlighting of the questionable genuine
need for large scale housing development it was again
stated that no development of The Green Belt should
be carried out and that no "exceptional circumstances"
had been demonstrated to justify this.

Expansion of employment and industry together with
the construction of new facilities at Netpark and Newton
Aycliffe has recently taken place and is ongoing. Also,
there is a reported large projected expansion at Nissan.
This is evidence of where real business expansion is
taking place (not in Durham City based on
unsubstantiated projections). Consequently the need
for housing, regeneration and improved infrastructure
should be concentrated on these and other areas of
genuine sustainable expansion.
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The findings of the last local plan were quashed by the
high court and have no legal standing. The reasons

See attached representations

Distribution of housing Question 9 This is our preferred
spatial strategy for the distribution of housing. Do you
have any comments?

1216Question 9

why the Sustainable Communities option was chosen
are set out in the Plan.

As considered above, the inspector for the previous
(now withdrawn) Countywide Local Plan identified
significant failings with the proposed overreliance on
the growth of Durham City. Whilst the inspector’s
letter of interim findings has been quashed, his
approach to spatial distribution was reasonable, and
was not an element which was challenged by the
Council in its Judicial Review. Having reviewed the
evidence in support of the Sustainable Communities
spatial distribution, it is considered any reasonable
inspector would reach a similar conclusion, and
consider the proposed strategy is not sound, or an
‘appropriate strategy’.

The Sustainable Communities with Central Durham
Villages provides an alternative which places greater
emphasis on locations such as Brandon, where there
are large scale suitable, viable and deliverable sites
which will reduce the pressure on the Durham Green
Belt.The evidence prepared by the Council, and indeed
the conclusions of the previous EiP inspector confirm
the Central Durham villages are sustainable locations
for growth, which have many of the same economic
and job creation benefits of development being
attached to the main urban area of Durham City.
Brandon in particular, when considered as a ‘cluster
settlement’ as it is in the   Settlement Study, is within
the top 15% of sustainable settlements across the
whole County.   It has good levels of accessibility to
services and facilities, including a commitment to
increase employment generation at Meadowfield which
is within walking distance of the site. Furthermore, the
Brandon South site has the physical capacity to
accommodate a mixture of uses which can further
increase the sustainability of the location.

In consideration of the published evidence, it is not
considered that the Sustainable Communities strategy
is an ‘appropriate strategy’, and will not be considered
sound. The Sustainable Communities with Central
Durham Villages does offer an appropriate strategy
which should be taken forward in future rounds of
consultation on the emerging Local Plan.

The Plan recognises the impotance of the main
economic corridors such as the A1 and the A19 and

Whilst no issue is taken with the general approach of
promoting the Sustainable Communities option, I am

654Question 9

this is one consideration of the Sustainableconcerned that (contrary to the assertions in paragraph
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4.72) insufficient consideration is given to the
importance of settlements in the main economic

Communities option. This is also one of the reasons
justifying the location of some development in Durham
City.corridors and those that can support investment in the

county, by ensuring that the right homes are provided
in the right places.

 In this regard, the strategy involves housing
development in the settlements referred to above
together with development within the proposed urban
extensions around Durham City, which will necessitate
the removal of considerable areas of land from the
Green Belt. However, no real attempt appears to have
been made to maximise the economic and other
benefits that will result from housing development in
the above ‘important’ settlements in order to ensure
that Green Belt releases are minimised (whilst still
recognising the benefits that will flow from such
releases). In this respect, it is noted that the
‘exceptional circumstances’ summarised in paragraph
4.97 make no reference to the achievement of such a
necessary balance, nor do they seek to indicate that
Green belt deletions have been kept to the minimum
that is realistically necessary in order to achieve the
objectives of the plan.

 One of those objectives (Objective 3) seeks to deliver
new, high quality housing that is accessible to, and
meets the needs and aspirations of, the County’s
residents. If, as I believe to be the case, inadequate
consideration has been given to the merits of new
housing development in settlements (including
Lanchester) which are recognised as being important
in terms of the strategy, then the strategy will fail to
satisfy Objective 3, whilst at the same time promoting
an over emphasis on Green Belt releases around
Durham City which are insufficiently justified.

These comments should be read in conjunction with
my further representation in respect of Policy 5.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Whilst the updated County Durham SHMA (part 1 -
June 2016) identifies that the County comprises one

727Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyHousing Market Area, it also acknowledges the
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areimportant interactions with other areas, Darlington in
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyparticular (paragraphs 3.13 and 3.26). Given the close
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityproximity of Gainford to Darlington, the Council should
the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of theensure that when defining the distribution of
county.There are a small number of allocations in ruraldevelopment across the County, this relationship is
areas and other policies in the Plan such as thefully recognised. Gainford has an important role in
Exception Sites policy will allow further development
in these areas to come forward.

supporting the delivery of housing within a sustainable
location across two Housing Market Areas. This is
particularly relevant when considering the difficulties
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Darlington Borough Council has had in recent years
in meeting its own housing needs.

The Council’s preferred distribution model is not
supported. Whilst it is recognised that a large
proportion of housing development over the plan period
must be directed towards main employment hubs, this
ignores the need to both support the viability of rural
areas, support employment there, and provide
affordable and available housing to those living and
working in the countryside.

The model has been chosen despite the majority of
respondents preferring a wider dispersal model, and
in recognition of the need to support employment areas
it is suggested that a mixture of the two models would
be most appropriate.

This would identify suitable areas in more rural
settlements and service areas for new development,
including the establishment of a rural hierarchy. The
Council’s preferred option turns its back on the housing
needs of south Durham where a minimal proportion of
the housing would be directed.

Paragraph 4.61 which comments on the sustainability
of the wider dispersal model fails to recognise the fact
that whilst there will always be commuting to larger
employment areas from the rural areas, this is a choice.
Limiting housing there simply drives up prices making
it difficult for local needs to be met both in terms of
those wishing to live and raise families where they
grew up or where they work, or for rural businesses to
find good workers to fill vacant positions. The rural
areas of County Durham provide significant
employment and agriculture and land based
businesses contributes a significant amount to the
economy of the County. This should be recognised in
the housing allocation there.

It is not clear in the Preferred Options document how,
as it is stated in para 4.67,
appropriate quantities of
development in other settlements
will be delivered across the county,
to sustain their vitality, support new
and existing services and facilities
and to provide suitable housing for
local communities. There are so few
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allocations or a generic proposed
policy for such development, the
plan fails to recognise that most
opportunities for development will
have been exhausted by an historic
and rigid application of settlement
boundary / rural restraint policies.
The quite apparent absence of any significant allocation
of smaller sites across the villages of south Durham is
likely to be harmful to the sustainability of the
settlements there, damaging to rural businesses,
schools and services, and a proportion of the housing
allocation afforded to Durham City (requiring the
release of Green Belt), and the towns which have seen
significant large scale housing development during the
regeneration focussed approach of the former Districts
(Crook, Spennymoor, Consett for example), should be
re-distributed to areas of south and south west Durham
which are currently vibrant, sustainable and attractive
to markets.

The preferred approach is not sufficiently evidenced
and will result in the decline of rural areas important
to the economy of the County as a whole. The
approach ignores the role Gainford can make in
contributing towards addressing recent acute shortfall
in housing supply in the adjoining Darlington Borough.

The local needs of the communities of south Durham
need to be addressed in terms of providing housing to
enable sufficient growth to support businesses and the
viability of existing services, as well as promote the
increased sustainability of the settlements. The
preferred approach to the dispersal of housing will
restrain development in the rural areas of the County
to such an extent that will see their decline over the
plan period. This misses the opportunity provided by
a population which is traditionally entrepreneurial and
a sector which contributes significantly to the economy
of the County.

It is therefore submitted within these representations
that a proportion of the housing allocated within the
Green Belt of Durham and within some of the former
coalfield areas is allocated to the more sustainable
villages, or a policy approach taken to allow modest
growth of settlement adjacent to built-up areas which
relate well to villages.
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The attached site in Gainford would meet that criteria,
and would provide an ideal opportunity to provide
housing which would be attractive to those wishing to
live and work in the area as well as enhance the
sustainability of the settlement and those around it.

Support noted.Distribution of Housing814Question 9

It is Dere Street Homes view that the Sustainable
Communities option is the most appropriate and offers
the greatest potential to ensure future sustainable
growth of County Durham’s economy. Focusing a
proportion of development in Durham City offers the
greatest potential to support sustainable transport, to
maximise economic growth and retail expenditure
within the County. However, it is vital that an
appropriate level of development is directed to other
local centres within the County, particularly those from
which key employment sites can be reached through
sustainable means, to support their services and
facilities.

It is Dere Street Homes view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of villages and towns
throughout the County. The Sustainable Communities
option recognises that within the single housing market
area identified there are a number of sub markets
operating, which is reflected in the delivery areas
identified across the County.

Sustainability

The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
modes.

Our clients interest in Land north of A689 Wolsingham
is a sustainable choice. The site is in a sustainable
location 900m from the centre of the town and 100m
to bus stops with services to Stanhope, Crook and
Bishop Auckland. The location is considered a local
centre but crucially performs a key role as a service
centre to the rural surrounding area as a gateway to
Weardale and as such has shops and facilities that
reflect this, such as general stores, cafes, pubs and
financial services. It’s rating in the settlement study
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does not adequately recognise its important role in the
rural and tourism economies and should be supported
through a proportionate amount of housing growth to
support the settlements functional role.

Viability and deliverability

The Local Plan Viability Assessment shows that sites
with the highest value have the greatest chance of
being delivered. Therefore, to ensure that housing is
delivered, a spread of allocations across the County
is needed, including high value areas where delivery
is more certain. Allowing sustainable housing growth
around Wolsingham in an area with high house prices
will ensure new-housing is delivered to meet local
demand which will consequently support the rural
economy which is a key objective (6) of the plan.

Summary

Dere Street Homes supports the view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the spatial strategy
offering the greatest opportunities for sustainable
development and economic growth within the County.
Whilst development should be focused in the main
service centres there should be adequate provision for
housing in key rural areas like Wolsingham. The
Council’s vision recognises the role of tourism which
is a major contributor to the economy in West Durham
and the Council’s strategic objective (6) is to support
the rural economy, therefore proportionate housing
developments in deliverable areas like Wolsingham
should be provided to support this rural economy.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Distribution of Housing
It is Esh Developments view that the Sustainable
Communities option is the most appropriate and offers

1153Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Lanchester that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.the greatest potential to ensure future sustainable

growth of County Durham’s economy. Focusing a
proportion of development in Durham City offers the
greatest potential to support sustainable transport, to
maximise economic growth and retail expenditure
within the County. However, it is vital that an
appropriate level of development is directed to other
main towns within the County, particularly those with
a sustainable range of services and facilities.

It is Esh Developments view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of villages and towns
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throughout the County. The Sustainable Communities
option recognises that within the single housing market
area identified there are a number of sub markets
operating, which is reflected in the delivery areas
identified across the County.

The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
methods.

Lanchester’s demographics demonstrate the clear
need for development as the population is ageing and
the younger generations move out of the settlement
due to lack of choice and affordability. This is clear
from the 2011 census which shows that 60% of
Lanchester’s population is over 60 compared to 46%
across County Durham.

Despite dismissing the application the inspector in a
recent appeal decision for 149 dwellings1 in Lanchester
stated that:

“On balance I consider that the local infrastructure is
capable of supporting the increase in population which
would result from the development” (paragraph 142)

The settlement has an ageing population and the range
of services has reduced in recent years, for example
with the closure of pubs and a bank. This trend is set
to continue as the population continues to grow older
and no new stock is available within the settlement.
The County Durham Plan needs to ensure that this
slide is arrested and that Lanchester is allowed to grow
in a proportionate and sustainable manner.

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
does not identify any potentially suitable and

The Preferred Options has no housing allocations for
Lanchester despite its suitability for growth, significant

1157Question 9

deliverable housing sites in Lanchester that could be
considered as possible housing allocations.

housing demand and historic underdelivery of houses.
These past trends have stifled the settlements vitality
and resulted in a number of facilities closing, including
a bank. The demographics in Lanchester continue to
show an ageing population and the negligible supply
of new homes across the plan period will further
exacerbate these demographic trends.

Support noted.Section 4.73 references to flood risk/topography are
welcome.

757Question 9

Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements
that arise as a result of new developments.

I am aghast to learn the Durham County Council are
considering allowing yet more houses to be built in
Consett, not on old industrial land but now destroying
the green belt.

815Question 9
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There are still approved developments being built in a
town that is already straining with over population.
The schools and doctors surgeries are over subscribed
offering a poor service to the population in health and
education not to mention the environmental damage
caused by the construction of the houses.

Resulting in yet more cars polluting the atmosphere
on already crumbling and congested roads especially
as a large number of people in Consett Commute to
Durham or Tyneside when there is great concern with
air pollution which will increase.

Why not just improve the health and education services
and improve the services and infrastructure that is
already in place instead of adding to more
environmental damage.

It appears that a Labour council has little regard for
the environment or the long term future health of the
local area and planet after doing very little to stop the
disaster of the open cast mine in the Pont Valley now
you wish to allow the destruction of more green belt
land. This appears very short-sighted, a quick cash
injection from developers with no long term
sustainability.

Support noted.It is Kenley Holdings view that the Sustainable
Communities option is the most appropriate and offers

875Question 9

the greatest potential to ensure future sustainable
growth of County Durham’s economy. Focusing a
proportion of development in Durham City offers the
greatest potential to support sustainable transport, to
maximise economic growth and retail expenditure
within the County. However, it is vital that an
appropriate level of development is directed to other
main towns within the County, particularly those from
which key employment sites can be reached through
sustainable means, to support their services and
facilities.
It is Kenley Holdings view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of towns throughout the
County. The Sustainable Communities option
recognises that within the single housing market area
identified there are a number of sub markets operating,
which is reflected in the delivery areas identified across
the County.
The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
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existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
methods. Bishop Auckland is one of the most
sustainable settlements in the County with a wide range
of services and facilities.The distribution of new homes
throughout the County should reflect the sustainability
of Bishop Auckland and focus a proportionate number
of new homes within the town.

Comment noted.Re the responses to the Issues and Options
consultation, DCC states on p.43 that "around a quarter

858Question 9

of respondents chose the Sustainable Communities
option ... and just over half of respondents preferred
the Wider Dispersal option." However, DCC has chosen
the 'Sustainable Communities' option. The negative
aspects to this as noted in the previous consultation
still stand, as summarised on p.43 "Disadvantages
mentioned included putting unacceptable pressure on
Durham City, there is no evidence that it would provide
economic or social resilience and it would need the
removal of Green Belt land." We therefore object to
the DCC's preferred spatial strategy for the distribution
of housing.

Support noted.It is Taylor Wimpey UK’s view that the Sustainable
Communities spatial strategy option (as introduced as

849Question 9

part of the Issues and Options consultation) is the most
appropriate and offers the greatest potential to ensure
future sustainable growth of County Durham’s
economy. It is vital that an appropriate level of
development is directed to other main towns within the
County, alongside Durham City particularly those from
which key employment sites can be reached through
sustainable means, to support their services and
facilities.

It is Taylor Wimpey’s view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of villages and towns
throughout the County. The Sustainable Communities
option recognises that within the single housing market
area identified there are a number of sub markets
operating, which is reflected in the delivery areas
identified across the County. The option supports the
fact that that sites such as Taylor Wimpey UK’s at
Laurel Drive (H18), which is located within the Ward
of Leadgate (Local Centre), within Consett (Main Town)
comprise sustainable locations for housing
development and this is welcomed.
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Overall, it is Taylor Wimpey UK’s view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the spatial strategy
that offers most appropriate opportunities for
sustainable development and economic growth. This
option delivers a level of growth for Durham City which
will support its important economic and cultural role in
the County and the wider North East whilst also
supporting the wider regeneration objectives of the
County, with 71% of future household growth being
directed into the areas outside of Durham City and the
Central Durham Delivery Area.

Comment noted.I'd like to object to the development of - 857Question 9

Q9: Housing site H22 'Greenfield' Crook - High West
Road [See also comments to Q10]

As the site as now identified in the Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment is in flood zone 3 the site
is now 'unsuitable red'.

We have major concerns regarding the accuracy of
the updated DCC 2018 Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) Individual Sites
Assessment.

936Question 9

Relating to sites which were included in the 2013
SHLAA and remain in the 2018 SHLAA we were
informed by DCC Spatial that undated amendments
had been made from 2015 to 31st March 2018, being
the cut-off date for the current SHLAA.

However these amendments appear to have been
made in a very piecemeal fashion which has
contributed to major factual inaccuracies and
omissions. We have been informed by DCC Spatial
that the 2018 SHLAA is not a fixed document and will
be updated in relation to factual errors / omissions
where new information is considered correct and
considered by the council to warrant changes.

This being the case, in relation to our local Sunnybrow
site 3/SB/03 we consider the following should be
updated within the current SHLAA:

1. Local Wildlife Site. In 2013 SHLAA the site was said
to be located 120 metres away from the Ancient
Woodland of Willington South Dene Local Wildlife Site.
DCC subsequently confirmed that they were aware
that South Dene actually borders the site. However
2018 SHLAA continues to state that South Dene is 120
metres away

2. Ownership of the site. 2013 SHLAA stated ownership
of the site as ‘unknown.’ DCC subsequently confirmed
they were aware that the site was privately owned.
However in 2018 SHLAA ownership is stated as ‘Local
Authority.’ DCC Spatial subsequently confirmed that
DCC have not purchased the site; which remains
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privately owned; and this error arose as the SHLAA
database populated the field by automated process as
the site adjoins DCC land to the south.This land being
a children’s playground which has been the case for
a number of years before the previous SHLAA.

3. Functional Floodplain. In 2016 DCC implemented a
flood management scheme on the highway adjacent
to the site. This purpose built scheme involves water
being diverted away from the highway and crossing
300 metres directly through the site to a local
watercourse. As DCC’s own actions have necessitated
that the site is required to allow water to flow in times
of flood, the site is a functional floodplain. This
important information has not been added to the site
details.

As the site is a functional floodplain, therefore classified
as Floodzone 3b, the site should be considered ‘Red
- unsuitable for development’ as Floodzone 3b is in
the relevant Category 1 designation within the SHLAA
methodology which applies Red status.

We were somewhat surprised by DCC Spatial’s
confirmation that an existing SHLAA site, including
details such as the integral matter of the extent of the
site, could be amended without the request or
involvement of the landowner and that DCC do not
have records to confirm whether changes were made
at the request of the landowner.

As such information is not recorded, DCC Spatial were
unable to confirm or deny whether our local site
3/SB/03 had been split into two sites (3/SB/03a and
3/SB/03b) at the request of the landowner. However
DCC did confirm that they could action the change
without such a request.

DCC Spatial confirmed that the split was actioned in
relation to a prior planning application which only
intended to utilise part of the site. As this planning
application was never completed and was ‘Finally
Disposed Of’ by DCC in 2016, the reason for such
action remains unclear.

We were further surprised that it appears sites can be
included within 2018 SHLAA without having specifically
defined boundaries clearly showing which land is
included and which land is not included within a site.

DCC Spatial stated that SHLAA mapping is based on
information provided by the proposer. However in the
example provided it appears that the proposer has not
requested the individual sites. Additionally it was stated
that the split was based on an outdated and aborted
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planning application but although the application did
not utilise the full site, it did not confirm what area was
to be used and mapping of the site was specifically not
to scale.

As the split between the sites runs down the middle of
two large fields and does not follow any field boundary
or geographical feature, we have repeatedly requested
DCC Spatial provide confirmation of the specifically
defined boundaries of each site that clearly show which
land is included and which land is not included within
the sites. Such information has not been forthcoming.

There are clear and obvious dangers to sites of
undetermined scale being included within the SHLAA.

Support noted.Paragraph 4.78 of the CDPPO identifies that the spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing is a dispersed

970Question 9

pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county and principally focused in and around the
towns where the greatest opportunities for employment,
services and facilities, public transport and other
infrastructure, such as healthcare and education exist.

The principle of this approach is supported, however
in practice it has resulted in some sustainable
settlements, such as Middridge, including no draft
housing allocations.Whilst services and facilities within
the settlement are limited, given the proximity to
Newton Aycliffe and Shildon, the village is sustainable.
Paragraph 78 of NPPF requires planning policies to
identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive. In
order to accord with this requirement, it is submitted
that land off The Meadows, Middridge should be
allocated for residential development within the CDP.

Support noted.Q9 – Distribution of Housing & Sustainable
Communities Option

1132Question 9

The supporting text set out under the ‘Distribution of
Housing’ begins by setting out how the preferred spatial
strategy option was consulted upon at the Issues and
Options Stage in 2016 and how since then further
evidence studies including the Spatial Strategy
Justification, County Durham Settlement Study
(update), Sustainability Appraisal, Brownfield Register
and Local Plan Viability Study have helped inform the
decision to choose the Sustainable Communities option
as the preferred spatial strategy for the distribution of
housing.

We are supportive of the Sustainable Communities
option and considers that it represents a balanced
approach to locating development and maximises
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opportunities for sustainable travel and improving the
health and wellbeing of communities whilst tackling
climate change issues. This option delivers a level of
growth for Durham City which will support its important
economic and cultural role in the County and the wider
North East.

The Plan's Settlement Study does not identify specific
categories of settlement but rather provides a list which

I'm still not sure what category of Town Stanley is, main
town or major town or what? How does this affect the

1112Question 9

ranks all of the county's settlements based on the
availability of services and facilities.

future plans, and what criteria is used to define the
category.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

The Council’s preferred distribution model is not
supported. Whilst it is recognised that a large

1151Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyproportion of housing development over the plan period
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen aremust be directed towards main employment hubs, this
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyignores the need to both support the viability of rural
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityareas, support employment there, and provide
the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of theaffordable and available housing to those living and

working in the countryside. county.There are a small number of allocations in rural
areas and other policies in the Plan such as theThe model has been chosen despite the majority of

respondents preferring a wider dispersal model, and Exception Sites policy will allow further development
in these areas to come forward.in recognition of the need to support employment areas

it is suggested that a mixture of the two models would
be most appropriate.

This would identify suitable areas in rural settlements
for new development, including the establishment of
a rural hierarchy. The Council’s preferred option turns
its back on the housing needs of south west Durham
where a minimal proportion of the housing would be
directed.

Paragraph 4.61 which comments on the sustainability
of the wider dispersal model fails to recognise the fact
that whilst there will always be commuting to larger
employment areas from the rural areas, this is a choice.
Limiting housing there simply drives up prices making
it difficult for local needs to be met both in terms of
those wishing to live and raise families where they
grew up or where they work, or for rural businesses to
find good workers to fill vacant positions. The rural
areas of County Durham provide significant
employment and agriculture and land based
businesses contributes a significant amount to the
economy of the County. This should be recognised in
the housing allocation there.

It is not clear in the Preferred Options document how,
as it is stated in para 4.67, appropriate quantities of
development in other settlements will be delivered
across the county, to sustain their vitality, support new
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and existing services and facilities and to provide
suitable housing for local communities. There are so
few allocations or a generic proposed policy for such
development, the plan fails to recognise that most
opportunities for development will have been exhausted
by an historic and rigid application of settlement
boundary / rural restraint policies.

The quite apparent absence of any significant allocation
of smaller sites across the villages of south west
Durham is likely to be harmful to the sustainability of
the settlements there, damaging to rural businesses,
schools and services, and a proportion of the housing
allocation afforded to Durham City (requiring the
release of Green Belt), and the towns which have seen
significant large scale housing development during the
regeneration focussed approach of the former Districts
(Crook, Spennymoor, Consett for example), should be
re-distributed to areas of south west Durham and the
former Wear Valley and Teesdale Districts which are
currently vibrant, sustainable and attractive to markets.

Clusters of settlements can meet the needs of housing
growth in these areas and in turn that growth could
support the continuation of existing amenities and the
growth of new ones. The preferred approach is not
sufficiently evidenced and will result in the decline of
rural areas important to the economy of the County as
a whole.

The local needs of the rural communities of south west
Durham need to be addressed in terms of providing
housing to enable sufficient growth to support
businesses and the viability of existing services, as
well as promote the increased sustainability of the
settlements. The preferred approach to the dispersal
of housing will restrain development in the rural areas
of the County to such an extent that will see their
decline over the plan period. This misses the
opportunity provided by a population which is
traditionally entrepreneurial and a sector which
contributes significantly to the economy of the County.

It is therefore submitted within these representations
that a proportion of the housing allocated within the
Green Belt of Durham and within some of the former
coalfield areas is allocated to the villages, or a policy
approach taken to allow modest growth of settlement
adjacent to built-up areas which relate well to villages.

The attached site in Ingleton would meet that criteria,
and would provide an ideal opportunity to provide
housing which would be attractive to those wishing to
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live and work in the area as well as enhance the
sustainability of the settlement and those around it.

Although the site at Glenhurst Farm is green in the
Strategic Land Availability Assessment our viability

Very concerned by the decisions being made by
Durham Council Spatial Policy Department and

1351Question 9

work has indicated it is not deliverable. However if thisPlanning Department and by the delay in amending
was to change the policies in the Plan would allow the
site to come forward.

the Durham Local Plan - three years have passed since
the Durham Local Plan - preferred options document
was withdrawn and over that time numerous planning
applications have been submitted to Durham Council
and approved (and left undeveloped) leaving other
more appropriate sites (situated in County Durham) at
a disadvantage.

The Durham Local Plan - preferred options document
issued in 2015 showed that a site in Easington Colliery
(Glenhurst Farm) had been overlooked as a residential
development site even though this site was included
in the Durham SHLAA document, was developable
and deliverable and had previously had a planning
application approved for housing, and yet again in
Durham Councils new amended Local Plan - preferred
options document this site has been omitted as a
housing development site while planning applications
relating to other inferior sites (close to Glenhurst Farm)
were approved for housing both just prior to the 2015
Durham Local Plan document being produced and in
the three years that have lapsed since that date, this
does raise serious concern since important decisions
being made by Durham Council Staff at this stage will
have an impact on the lives of Durham Residents for
decades.

Response Required.The exceptional circumstances
are set out in the council’s evidence base and in

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1343Question 9

summary are: Ensuring sustainable patterns ofPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
development are achieved by building on Durham City'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). position as the county's employment centre, regional
transport hub and regional centre for services andAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states facilities, such as secondary schools and health
facilities; Maximising the number of journeysthat achieving sustainable development means that
undertaken by sustainable means such as walking,the planning system has three overarching objectives:
cycling and public transport and minimising overallan economic objective, a social objective and an
journey distances and times; Providing the right typeenvironmental objective. These objectives are
of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). existing and future residents; Helping address
economic under-performance across the county by

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and
Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other

throughout their preparation by a sustainability infrastructure by locating development in the highest
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
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relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant

were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses

adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
policies in the Plan such as the Development on
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policiesThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in
addition to the allocations in the Plan. NeighbourhoodCity, only made viable subject to major road
plans can also identify further sites. The Strategicinfrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identifyRelief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sitesthat exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
in Kelloe that could be considered as possible housing
allocations.

of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
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sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns land on the north side of Kelloe
(SHLAA site ref. 4/KE/02). Kelloe has been identified
in the City of Durham Local Plan (2004) as a “Coalfield
Village most in need of regeneration”, and in the
CDPPO as a ‘Medium’ viable area for addressing
affordable housing. Promoting sustainable development
in Kelloe will support desired objectives set out in the
CDPO; including; Sustainable Communities (Objective
2), Rural Economy (Objective 6) and supporting the
aims of Green Belt (Objective 7).

Accordingly, Kelloe is a logical location for new housing
development that would otherwise be neglected under
the Council’s preferred spatial strategy for the
distribution of housing.

The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1400Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved byPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
building on Durham City's position as the county'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asthat achieving sustainable development means that
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightan economic objective, a social objective and an
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofenvironmental objective. These objectives are
existing and future residents; Helping address“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest

throughout their preparation by a sustainability viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided policies in the Plan such as the Development on
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in
addition to the allocations in the Plan. NeighbourhoodThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham plans can also identify further sites. The Strategic
City, only made viable subject to major road Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identify
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any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sites
in Wheatley Hill that could be considered as possible
housing allocations.

infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.
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Wheatley Hill contains an excellent range of facilities
and serves a function to a wider area, it was identified
in the Settlement Study (2010) as a ‘local service
centre’, two points short of being classified as a
‘secondary settlement’. However, without housing
allocations at Wheatley Hill, it is clear that the long-term
vitality and sustainability of the village will suffer,
highlighted by the recent closure of ‘Nimmo Hotel’ (pub)
around 2015.

Accordingly, Wheatley Hill is a logical location for new
housing development that would otherwise be
neglected under the Council’s preferred spatial strategy
for the distribution of housing.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

Like many residents, I  have significant concerns about
the scale of development of housing in East Durham

2337Question 9

experienced in some areas as a result ofpermitted by Durham County Council and public 
concentrations of vacant, underused properties andbodies such  as the Planning Inspectorate. The table
will continue to work with all relevant agencies and inin the County Durham Plan Preferred Options (p.26)
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willshows that of the nine areas covered  by the plan, East
allow as many properties as possible to be broughtDurham  has more house build commitments than  any
back into use. However it must also be recognised thatother area. However, while  significant new housing
in some areas there is no demand for the existingdevelopment has been permitted, the associated
housing stock even if it was to be improved. Theinfrastructure required to create sustainable and
methodology used for identifying housing sitecohesive communities have been overlooked. There
allocations priortises the use of viable, deliverableis a lack of modern sports and leisure facilities such
brownfield sites before greenfield. The rate ofas 4G playing pitches, swimming facilities in Seaham
demolitions will be monitored and the allowance will
be adjusted if required.

and accessible public transport infrastructure and
sustainable transport infrastructure to facilitate cycling
and walking in East Durham.

Much of the older former colliery housing stock along
the east coast in Easington, Horden and Blackhall  has
fallen  into a  state of disrepair and dilapidation,
 characterised  by poor quality and   low   demand.
These areas   should   be  the   primary   focus   for 
 regeneration   and redevelopment to create new
housing sites rather than using greenfield sites, which
has taken place between  Peterlee  and  Easington
 leading  to  coalescence. The numbered  streets  in
Horden  and Blackhall and the A,B,C streets In
Easington are an ongoing example of a failing private
rented sector characterised  by disinterested absentee
landlords and  a deterioration in the local environment.
I  am therefore concerned that para. 4.24 estimates
only 50 housing demolitions per year, which is a gross
underestimate given the extent of the housing issues
in  East  Durham,  let  alone  the  wider  County.  If
 Durham County  Council  will  not  clear  low demand
housing to create new housing sites, a  stronger
regulatory approach to housing in the  rented  sector
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 must  be considered  to  improve  housing quality,
 including  County-wide licensing of private landlords
and greater use of powers such as Empty Dwelling
Management Orders.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

As a result of the Issues and Options Consultation over
50% of respondents preferred the Wider Disposal

2062Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isoption with regard to the future spatial distribution of
housing. We agreed with this approach. in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across

the rest of the county. In identifying housing sites inWhilst there is support for future development at
Durham City due to it being a sustainable City within the Plan previously developed land was considered

first and allocated where it is suitable and deliverable.the County, it is vital that consideration is given to
There are policies in the Plan such as the Developmentensure that there is not unacceptable pressure on the
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and ExceptionCity going forward and that the smaller settlements

throughout the County also remain sustainable too. policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to come
forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.Bishop Auckland is identified as a Sub Regional Centre

which is at the same level of the settlement hierarchy
as Durham City. It is therefore considered that South
Durham, as a subarea, can accommodate more
development to support this major settlement and its
many surrounding settlements. As such, rather than
focusing all development to Durham City, the Council
should ensure that support is given to the surrounding
subareas / settlements / villages by providing a
disbursed pattern of development that would benefit
many communities, not just a few; safeguarding and
enhancing existing services throughout the County,
enabling a large number of existing communities to
remain sustainable.

Additionally, as previously mentioned, in respect of the
effective use of brownfield land, we do question the
level of development that could be achieved in line with
this strategy due to brownfield development
opportunities within the urban area becoming more
limited. Greenfield development is therefore required
during the Plan period to ensure the housing need it
met. We do however, question the current housing
allocations. Please see our comments to Policy 5
(Questions 10 and 11 below) for further detail on this
matter.

Whilst we support a dispersed pattern of development
located across key settlements in the County and,
principally focused in and around the towns where the
greatest opportunities for employment, services and
facilities, public transport and other infrastructure such
as healthcare and education exist, it is considered that
the Spatial Strategy needs some amendments. To
ensure that housing for the existing
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and future residents across the entire County is built,
the Council must provide a good spread of allocations
across the county to support the smaller, yet still
sustainable, locations.This will ensure that the Council,
via its Local Plan, will have a balance of housing across
the county to meet the objectively assessed need for
housing for a multitude of communities. For example,
as set out in the introduction
above, our client has interest in four potential
residential development sites which are located within
the South Durham Subarea at High Escomb, Low
Etherley, Coundon and Shildon. Please see our
comments to Question 11 in respect of further details
of these four potential residential development sites.

Comment noted.Hi, i am writing on behalf of Wingate Parish Council
and in response to the County Durham Plan. Wingate

2262Question 9

is increasingly becoming congested as a result of
significant new build residential developments that are
either ongoing or that have already taken place in the
village. Wingate is almost unique in the county area in
that it has three main schools all on or just off the main
front street. School buses and parents dropping off
and picking up children is problem which adds to the
congestion and creates parking problems. However,
in addition Wingate acts a link road when traffic is
diverted from the A19 which at times worsens matters
further still.

These congestion issues need to be addressed in the
local plan.

The high viability areas idenitfied in the Local Plan
Viability study are based on available up to date
evidence.

Q9 We are concerned to see that Sedgefield is once
again in the High Viability area as shown on Map F,
and we understand the reasons for this as set out in
the methodology particularly as the SHLAA Partnership

2249Question 9

is made up of predominantly developers, registered
providers and similar interested parties however we
cannot recall any community representation being
sought from Sedgefield when this methodology was
agreed upon.

It is obvious to lay people such as ourselves that
‘green’ suggests development here is sure to sell. It is
also worthy of note that there is no OAN allocation for
Sedgefield contained in Policy 5.

These are issues of detail which cannot be addressed
by the Plan.

3334Question 9 1 Effective Use of Land

The Council support the protection of all greenfield
sites within Ferryhill, for example the old Praxis site in
Dean Bank, and the prioritisation of any
re-development on brown field sites.
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Durham County Council owned buildings such as
Feryemount in Ferryhill town centre, which has been
unoccupied for almost 2 years and Clevesferye House,
unoccupied almost 5 years, create an appearance of
neglect within the town. The former Neecol site at
Ferryhill Station has been neglected for over 10 years
despite planning permission being granted for a
housing development there. The Council would wish
to see a timeframe on planning permission if there has
been no activity on the site and some mechanism in
place to enforce action to be taken.

In identifying housing sites in the Plan previously
developed land was considered first and allocated
where it is suitable and deliverable.

ENVIRONMENT 2126Question 9

• Brown field sites at Esh Winning and Brandon
need to be developed before encroaching onto
greenfield sites in order to build houses

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

NECTAR has consistently supported a  dispersed
approach to  housing distribution in Co Durham.Whilst

1863Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 iswe understand the attraction to developers of building
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

new dwellings on  the “best” (commercial) sites, we
are clear that DCC’s  strategy must be driven by a
process that identifies  where the greatest need lies.

We acknowledge that sustainable development may
be best served by focusing new housing and
employment around existing centres of population, and
that the co-location of employment and housing around
the City of Durham increases the potential for active
travel. However:

a) We are concerned that an excessive level of
centralisation may limit the local economies of the Main
Towns other than the City of Durham. Since several
of these towns have poor connectivity to the City by
modes other than the private car, we fear that failing
to develop local economies may force a greater number
of people to commute by car, thus exacerbating
existing levels of congestion and pollution in and
around the City.

b) The sustainability advantages of centralisation and
co-location of residential and employment development
cannot be maximised within the current Plan, which
assumes that increased population necessitates new
road infrastructure. The argument that centralisation
yields sustainable development is invalid unless that
centralisation is accompanied by policies seeking to
bring about modal shift by prioritising active and
low-carbon transport over the private car.

Of the County are changing rapidly towards a
population which contains a greater number of older
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people and more people in smaller households. We
are, therefore, concerned with the repeated use of the
word “houses” rather than “dwellings”. We believe that
DCC should be planning for a range of housing types
to meet the needs of the ageing population, a range
of household sizes, and a population who are
increasingly unable to afford larger new-build dwellings.
We are also concerned that an exclusive focus on
building houses rather than denser forms of
development does not permit the most efficient use of
land, or the form of development which best facilitates
walking, cycling and public transport.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The DCC preferred option of
Sustainable Communities is rejected in full

2406Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isThe Main Town Focus Option is rejected in full
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.The only acceptable option is that of Wider Dispersal.

It minimises the traffic impact on the City of Durham
from very local commuting and it ensures that housing
development is more equitably spread throughout the
County. It also protects the Green Belt.

It will prevent the City of Durham acting as a ‘suction’
for economic and housing development at the expense
of the remainder of the County and its economic
development.

4.71 To support our economic ambitions and the
existing and future investment described above we
must also have a complementary housing offer with
the right types of housing in the right locations. It is
therefore necessary to ensure that homes are being
built which meet the needs and aspirations of the
county's existing and future population including by
identifying sites in the right locations including releasing
some land in high value areas. This ensures that our
housing market is not over reliant on products such as
Help to Buy and will secure additional affordable
housing and other supporting infrastructure.

Response: It is not clear how this will be accomplished
– any such activity must take place under public
scrutiny to ensure developers do not have the ‘whip
hand’ in such discussions.  It is also not clear why land
in high value areas should be released.  DCC already
identifies that in Durham City there is now a shortage
of ‘Green Spaces’.

It should be a guiding principle that ‘market
attractiveness’ should not be used as an ‘Exceptional
Circumstance’ to remove land from the Green Belt.
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Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements
that arise as a result of new developments.

I agree in principle with but again point out 4.59 on
Page 43, Sustainable Communities must be created
in line with the NPPF.

1634Question 9

Spennymoor is saturated with an imbalance of new
homes now and no new infrastructure. Before more
new homes we need the basic infrastructure to just
cope let alone improve and create a sustainable
community!

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

PLAN IMBALANCE 

The new Plan remains unbalanced in that, despite the sensible decision by Durham County Council to reduce the extent to which new 
development should be centred on Durham City, certain major development proposals to which I make very strong objections do not 
respond to the clear preference of the public for more widely distributed provision across the County, as expressed through the public 
consultation exercise conducted in 2016.

2440Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City
the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of the
county.

CONCLUSION 

5.1
Whilst each of the proposals to which I object will have the damaging and unacceptable consequences identified, it is the cumulative effect of all of them which, taken together, will have the most devastating permanent environmental impact. How this could possibly be justified in the context of Objective 2 – Sustainable Communities needs to be demonstrated. A rudimentary understanding of the concept of sustainability confirms to me that 
these proposals are unsustainable, contrary to the Plan’s commitment to sustainability and the NPPF.

5.2
Before it is too late the County Council must take the opportunity to review these proposals, taking a fresh and imaginative look at how 
society is likely to evolve over the protection, and health and safety.
5.3
Finally, the Plan would greatly benefit from the inclusion of a much firmer commitment to:
A)
the provision of an additional ‘Park & Ride’ facility to serve traffic from the south west and west of Durham City—preferably on a site to be identified on the A690, and  
B)
the re opening of the Leamside Line, preferably linked to the Tyne & Wear Metro, which offers an enormous opportunity to take pressure off the 
road system in and around Durham City and beyond, with obvious economic, health, and environmental benefits. I believe an initiative to achieve this within the life time of the Plan would command widespread public support across the County.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Paragraph 4.68

 So the Sustainable Communities option has been
chosen, despite the fact that only around a quarter of

1448Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen arerespondents chose it (paragraph 4.57)?   And despite

the disadvantages mentioned in paragraph 4.59 ? set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City

Paragraph 4.65 the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of the
county.The list of amenities that Durham City already enjoys

(“employment opportunities, services, cultural offer,
leisure facilities etc.”) is actually a powerful argument
for directing developments away from the city, not
towards it, so that other towns can benefit.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

I wrote in last time giving my views on the County Plan,
which seem to have fallen on deaf ears, in fact this

1828Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comeplan is worse, Cornforth is no longer a village but is
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hid under a yellow cloud with Mineral and Waste Areas
printed on top. As I pointed out last time in the early

forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.

1960s the County brought out a plan called “Catorgarie
D” these were villages that would be left to die, after
massive anger from the people the plan was scrapped
but you have managed to bring it back through  stealth,
again as I pointed out last time you should look  closely
at your Equality impact Assessment which allows you
to assess any risk of discrimination before introducing
new policies; I still believe you are discriminating
between  the less prosperous villages in pursuit of
sustainability in the more prosperous areas. The
amount of housing you have allowed on the177/167
has had a serious impact on Cornforth with many of
the working age population moving to Coxhoe, causing
boarded up properties and shops, you have created
this problem and it would be wise to  recognise this in
the plan with some mention of regeneration. Cornforth
has a new school you should be looking at how this
can be sustainable in the future. New housing is very
important to the growth and prosperity of the County,
but as I said last time it must not be at the expense of
the smaller villages. Finally I read with interest the
leaders two page article in the Northern Echo on
everything what was good in County Durham it was
very impressive but will someone tell him to take the
rose tinted glasses off and put the specsavers back
on.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

We, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred

1456Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

development proposals continue to reflect an
over-concentration of development within Durham City,
at the expense of the wider County.

In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and
North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.
The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north
of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level.
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Comment noted.Why bother to consult again on this? Half of the
respondents to the housing survey favoured the wider

1483Question 9

dispersal approach and only 25% the sustainable
communities option, which was chosen by the Council
as its preferred option, largely because it's most
sustainable!!! Having said this, the Council has
presented cogent reasons for not going with what the
majority would prefer.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

CDGP note that just over half of the consultation
respondents supported the Wider Dispersal Option

1487Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyand a quarter chose the Sustainable Communities
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areOption . There is considerably more support from

consultees for the Wider Dispersal Option. set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham CityCDGP notes that the principle reasons given by DCC

for rejection of the option favoured by consultees stem the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of the
county.There are a small number of allocations in ruralfrom the associated Sustainability Appraisal. CDGP
areas and other policies in the Plan such as thecontend that the outcome of the Sustainability Appraisal
Exception Sites policy will allow further development
in these areas to come forward.

is erroneous, misleading and has resulted in the false
justification of the Sustainable Communities as the
preferred option. Specifically:

  SAl Objective 1 - Decent affordable homes

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as able to provide more decent affordable
homes than the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the
short, medium and long terms.

However, the SC option focus home building within
areas of high market value, ensuring that their final
cost will be higher, and of course reduces the likelihood
of home building in smaller communities as more
profitable development options are made available
elsewhere. The SA report is incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 2 - Promote Strong and Secure
Communities

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to provide strong and stable
communities than the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in
the short, medium and long terms. Design within the
urban environment provides the Council with its most
powerful lever with regards building strong and stable
communities, particularly through designing out crime,
creating a stronger sense of place and fostering local
pride.The coalfield communities are in far greater need
of this sort of support, and the overall benefit in terms
of promoting strong and secure communities would be
far more significant to these communities, should
development be focussed on them. However, the SC
option will result in reduced regeneration within these
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communities in favour of the more wealthy market
areas. The SA conclusion is incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 3 - Education, Training and Lifelong
Learning

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to provide Education, Training
and Learning in than the Wider Dispersal Option (WD)
in the short, medium and long terms. CDGP contend
that the reverse is actually the case, focussing house
building into fewer areas will rapidly exceed the
capacity of existing educational facilities in those
locations, whereas the dispersal model will share the
increased load more evenly over all educational
facilities. The SA conclusion is
incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 4 - Health inequalities and Lifestyle

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to reduce health inequalities and
improve lifestyles than the Wider Dispersal Option
(WD) in the short, medium and long terms. Coalfield
communities suffer some of the poorest levels of health
in the country. CDGP find it frankly absurd that the SA
concludes that the SC option is of greater benefit to
these
communities than the WD option, when the SC option
will clearly reduce the opportunities for regeneration
of urban and green space, and job creation within these
locations.

Since the SC option is taken to entail the construction
of the Northern and Western Relief Roads, it is clear
that opportunities for facilitating active travel have not
been taken seriously. The Plan assumes the
construction of obesogenic environments in which the
primary mode of transport is the private car. The SA
conclusion is incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 5 - Need to travel and sustainable
transport

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to reduce the need to travel and
provide sustainable transport than the Wider Dispersal
Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms.The
SA also states in 4.2.4.9 in relation to the WD option
‘The distance from Durham City and the key economic
market areas are likely to result in more journeys and
thus increased traffic and congestion and impact upon
the AQMA’.

The SA appraisal makes the assumption that housing
needs to be located in the vicinity of areas of current
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economic strength in order to regenerate the County
economy, and also makes the assumption that locating
housing within towns and villages will not result in
economic regeneration and employment. This is akin
to abandonment of the prospects for regeneration of
the poorer areas of the County. Instead, the Council,
through allocation of land for housing and employment
purposes, should be implementing policies that
empower local people to start businesses within their
own community and strengthen existing businesses
through driving local customers towards them -
concomitantly reducing the overall need to travel.
Instead, the Council is favouring a spatial option that
will result in the further migration of employees and
customers to centres of economic strength
and away from those areas that need regeneration.

The SC option includes substantial development on
the Green Belt, but argues that the spatial approaches
will reduce the need for travel as development is in
closer proximity to key areas of employment. Clearly,
development in Green Belt will dramatically increase
the requirement for private car ownership as new
households will have to travel by car to access services
and employment. Siting housing within or adjacent to
existing settlements, as would be the case in the WD
option, avoids this need and ensures that if the
residents do need to commute they will be close to a
public transport route.

While we accept that co-location of housing with
facilities and services can reduce the need to travel, it
is clear that the Plan as it stands does not take this
objective seriously. The development of large estates
in the green belt is being used as a rationale for
justifying the Northern and Western Relief Roads, on
the assumption that they will generate large volumes
of traffic. This assumption implies that there will be no
effort made to facilitate active and low-carbon transport.
It is grossly misleading
to present Green Belt development as favourable in
terms of sustainable transport. The SA conclusion is
incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 7 - Economy and Employment

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to improve the economy and
employment than the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in
the short, medium and long terms.This is undoubtedly
true for those wealthy residents who live and work in
the economic centres of the County, however it is the
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poorer areas that should be seen as the priority for
economic regeneration.

Focussing development on already successful areas
can only reduce the opportunity that development might
bring for economic improvement in poorer areas. In
this instance, the conclusions of the SA are misleading
as they focus on the economic opportunities for a
socioeconomic group that should not be the priority for
DCC.

  SA Objective 8 - Climate Change Mitigation

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to Mitigate Climate Change than
the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium
and long terms. CDGP note with concern that SA omits
consideration of the environmental consequences of
the Northern Relief Road, which is inseparably coupled
with the Main Town and Sustainable Communities
Options. Construction of this road will cause very
considerable carbon emissions, serious ecological,
landscape and heritage impacts.The road is only made
possible by the CIL generated by the sale of high
market value homes in prestige areas (Durham Green
Belt), and is only made necessary by the increased
car ownership these properties will generate. Inspector
Harold Stephens in his interim views on the previously
withdrawn CDP, paragraph 97 states, “However, the
DfT publication Smarter Choices showed that a high
intensity programme of sustainable travel initiatives
could achieve a reduction in peak hour traffic of 21%.
The issue for Durham is all about peak hour travel
demand so such evidence should be fully taken into
consideration”. Once again, the conclusion that the
WD model will increase overall journey distance is akin
to abandonment of the prospect of economic
regeneration within the poorer communities of Durham.

The conclusion simply assumes that this won’t happen,
and that instead, all new employment opportunities will
occur within wealthy areas of the County, causing
residents to travel. It is akin to saying that the County
economy cannot be influenced by the Plan Making
process which undermines the very purpose of the
emerging plan, i.e. to proactively effect a positive future
for the people of Durham. CDGP believes that plan
making should be positive, proactive (as opposed to
passive) and genuinely focus on those with greatest
need. We believe that it is possible to regenerate the
economies of poorer communities, so creating
sustainable employment to improve the quality of
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people’s lives. With regards the SA conclusion is
incorrect and misleading.

  SA Objective 13 - Resources: Air, Water and Soil

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC)
option as better able to conserve resources including
air, water and soil than the Wider Dispersal Option
(WD) in the short, medium and long terms.

Air

It should be noted that all options associated with
increased house building create environmental impacts
both associated with construction of homes, and the
future use by residents. Where viable alternatives to
the private car do not exist, most family homes will
result in 2 additional cars therefore during the lifetime
of the plan, an additional circa 50,000 cars may be
introduced onto the Cunty road network.

Durham City already faces air quality problems and,
given that central government have no immediate plans
to phase out diesel vehicles, the only solution to this
problem is to reduce the overall number of cars on the
city highways network. The SC option will achieve the
polar reverse of this as the proposed Green Belt
development will add substantially more cars to the
network and the
Northern and Western Relief Roads will stimulate the
growth of more traffic.

It is claimed that the Northern and Western Relief
Roads will draw traffic out of the City Centre, so that
the existing AQMA is less polluted. However, Valley
Environmental Consulting’s study “Durham Relief
Roads, Air, Noise and Water Impacts Appraisal, 2014”
shows that the relief roads will create no material
benefit in relation to air pollution. We are very
concerned that the Council are cherry-picking evidence
to support their claims in this matter, and request that
this document is submitted as material evidence to
inform the consultation process.

Also the SC options positions the City as the major
focus and of employment and economic growth, and
this will of course draw additional cars into the city as
residents drive to work (those who work in the city
cannot afford to live in it, or in it’s immediate vicinity
due to house prices, and this forces additional car
journeys).

CDGP do not consider the western and northern relief
roads to be a viable solution to the problem of traffic
congestions as
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  It is a well-established principle of transport planning
that the construction of new roads tends to stimulate
a considerable growth in traffic.This principle has been
suggested since at least the 1960s and was definitively
proven by the Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk
Road Appraisal’s report in 1994, since when the trend
has continued. Typically, traffic volumes rise
by an average of 20% in the first instance. In
subsequent years, they rise according to the capacity
of the new roads, so that the system becomes as
congested as before, only with more vehicles, more
pollution and more land-take.
  It has not been demonstrated that traffic crossing the
City in order to access the A1 is the primary cause of
congestion through the City.The Northern Relief Road,
therefore, would not solve the congestion issue, even
temporarily, by removing traffic from the city centre.
  The roads will act to establish an outer perimeter to
the city which will ultimately result in infill development
up the the relief road. This would further add to the
congestion and pollution issues in and around the City.
This is exactly what has occurred in other County
Durham and North East towns including Gateshead,
Newcastle, and closer to home at Spennymoor where
traffic is at a standstill along the bypass during rush
hour. And historically, the A690 that passes through
Durham was originally built to ease congestion through
Durham Market.

Soil

Options involving green spaces development will
clearly have a greater impact on the availability of soil,
in particular for local food production. The SC option
relies on the release of green belt. With regards these
resources, the SA again concludes that the WD option
has a greater overall impact, and this is not the case.
SA conclusion is incorrect and misleading.

In summary, CDGP feel that the Sustainable
Communities option should not have become the
preferred option as the decision seems largely based
on a SA making the erroneous assumption that
development within towns and villages would not
stimulate the economies of these locations. It instead
assumes that regardless of plan interventions, the city
will form the focus of future economic development
and job creation. Unfortunately, the preferred spatial
option fails to deliver for the the poorer communities
of County Durham.
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The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan.

I think this plan is unsustainable and should be
rethought.The reliance on developing houses and new
roads in the green belt is very uninspiring, “Sustainable

1615Question 9

Communities with Central Durham Villages” was a
better proposal.

The houses are not required to fund the relief roads
but to meet the housing needs of the county. Similarly

My preferred option was “Sustainable Communities
with Central Durham Villages”. Therefore I find such a

1622Question 9

the road is not needed for the housing but to addressconcentration on Durham City, requiring greenbelt
deletions, as unsustainable.
Especially as the Council has constructed a circular
argument that the housing needs the relief roads & the
relief roads are funded by the housing.

an existing congestion issue on the A167.The reasons
why the Sustainable Communities option was chosen
are set out in the Plan.

Support noted.It is Duchy Homes’ view that the Sustainable
Communities spatial strategy option (as introduced as

2106Question 9

part of the Issues and Options consultation) is the most
appropriate and offers the greatest potential to ensure
future sustainable growth of County Durham’s
economy. It is vital that an appropriate level of
development is directed to other main towns as well
as smaller villages within the County, alongside
Durham City particularly those from which key
employment sites can be reached through sustainable
means, to support their services and facilities.

The Sustainable Communities option strikes the most
appropriate balance between acknowledging the
economic, cultural and administrative importance of
Durham City whilst also facilitating regeneration of
villages and towns throughout the County. The option
recognises that within the single housing market area
identified there are a number of sub markets operating,
which is reflected in the delivery areas identified across
the County. This option delivers a level of growth for
Durham City which will support its important economic
and cultural role in the County and the wider North
East whilst also supporting the wider regeneration
objectives of the County, with 71% of future household
growth being directed into the areas outside of Durham
City and the Central Durham Delivery Area.

It follows that Duchy Homes consider that the preferred
‘Sustainable Communities’ spatial strategy would
support the principle of housing development on its
site at Wolsingham Road, Brancepeth (as assessed
as part of SHLAA site ref. 4/BH/01).The site is located
to the north-east corner of the existing Brancepeth
settlement and the proposal for 13 new family dwellings
offer an appropriate scale of extension to this
settlement.The new supply would support the existing
village, which has been recognised to be showing signs
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of an ageing population, and offer regeneration related
benefits to ensure the desirability and sustainability of
the settlement for future generations.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2156Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

1992Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however, we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Hellens considers that the Sustainable Communities
option is the most appropriate and offers the greatest

2482Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Sedgefield that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.

potential to ensure future sustainable growth of County
Durham’s economy. As described in paragraph 4.59,
it is a balanced approach to locating development and
focuses on areas with better access to services and
facilities. Hellens considers that an appropriate level
of development should be apportioned to main towns
and other sustainable settlements within the County.

Sustainability
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The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
methods.

Paragraph 4.65 in the supporting text describes how
The County Durham Settlement Study (2018) helps
the Council to “understand the roles and the access
to services and facilities of each of the county’s
settlements.” Hellens supports the third sentence in
paragraph 4.65 which states:

“It shows that locating new housing in the county's
larger settlements would maximise the opportunity for
residents to travel to work and to other services and
facilities by sustainable modes of transport.”

Table 1 in the Settlement Study ranks the settlements
by scores and it is evident that Sedgefield performs
very highly with a score of 117.5. It is also noted that
this score is based on the facilities in Sedgefield alone
whereas the majority of the other settlements are
actually scored on ‘clusters’ which group multiple
settlements/communities.

Hellens considers that the amount of services and
facilities in Sedgefield provides an opportunity to direct
housing growth. Hellens therefore requests that the
final sentence in paragraph 4.65 is amended as follows:

“Other towns with a good range of services and
facilities include Bishop Auckland, Consett, Newton
Aycliffe, Peterlee, Sedgefield and Seaham.”

Policies in the Plan such as the Development on
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward.

In relation to the spatial distribution of housing the
policies of the plan include allocations and allowance
for non-allocated sites in the main built up areas.There
is always likely to be windfall sites, particularly

1449Question 9

previously developed site, that are not in the main built
up areas that may be suitable for housing and policies
should allow for this. Residential development of these
peripheral, previously developed sites, may be
preferable to a non-residential use in terms of impact
on the surrounding area, and also generate less traffic
movements than a purely commercial use.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Esh Developments acknowledges the importance of
Durham City if the city and county are to realise their

1458Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Chilton that could be
considered as possible housing allocations.

aspirations for sustainable economic growth. However,
it is important to recognise the importance of smaller
settlements in achieving economic vitality over the
whole County and that solely city centre first policies
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will leave many smaller towns and villages without any
growth ultimately leading to these communities being
stagnant.

Esh Developments controls land at North Chilton.
Currently there are no sites allocated for residential
development within Chilton. Due to the smaller scale
of the settlement (around 4000 people) any future
development will need to be of an appropriate scale
but even as a smaller area it will experience levels of
growth. Ultimately the current approach stifles the
areas vitality and will be detrimental to the local
community.

Chilton has suffered from a declining population and
has experienced some levels of deprivation. The
housing mix in this area is largely traditional terraced
housing which reflects the economic history of the
town. The allocation of land for residential purposes is
essential for providing new housing stock to stem
outmigration and attract new homeowners to the area
and offer options for families to grow who currently
reside in Chilton.

The site should not be dismissed for residential
development on the basis that it has been allocated
for employment proposes.This is in line with the NPPF
(paragraph 121. a) which states to ‘use retail and
employment land for homes in areas of high housing
demand, provided this would not undermine key
economic sectors or sites or the vitality and viability of
town centres, and would be compatible with other
policies in this Framework ‘. The attached note from
agents Bradley Hall outlines limited demand for
commercial use of the site and this is not expected to
change over the Plan period, the functional demand
for employment is covered by the existing industrial
estate and to grow any larger would be disproportionate
to the settlement and location.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Distribution of Housing

It is Esh Developments view that the Sustainable
Communities option is the most appropriate and offers

1455Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Chilton that could be
considered as possible housing allocations.the greatest potential to ensure future sustainable

growth of County Durham’s economy. Focusing a
proportion of development in Durham City offers the
greatest potential to support sustainable transport and
to maximise economic growth and retail expenditure
within the County. However, it is vital that an
appropriate level of development is directed to other
local centres within the County, particularly those from
which key employment sites can be reached through
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sustainable means, to support their services and
facilities.

It is Esh Developments view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of villages and towns
throughout the County. The Sustainable Communities
option recognises that within the single housing market
area identified there are a number of sub markets
operating, which is reflected in the delivery areas
identified across the County.

Sustainability

The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
methods.

Esh Development’s site at Chilton should be
considered as a sustainable housing site as it is in
close proximity to existing bus services which run along
the southern boundary of the site in the direction of
Durham and Darlington at 30min intervals. The site is
already part approved for housing and will be delivered
early in the Plan period and it is envisaged that if the
whole site were to come forward for housing this could
be delivered at the same time. Chilton as a settlement
is under represented in the settlement study scoring,
with its excellent bus links, range of shops and
community\religious buildings it can sustain its own
housing allocation and will not come at the cost of
employment land as the County has a healthy supply
of general employment land and the existing industrial
estate is safeguarded and still has vacant plots.

The Employment Land Review highlights the area as
the Chilton Extension (EMP139).The ELR recognises
the sites proximity to Chilton industrial estate and the
fact mixed use residential development has been
granted previously. It is noted in the ELR that current
availability is limited within the existing industrial estate
and for that reason the site at North Chilton may
experience future demand for employment use.
However, there is good availability in other locations
across the County and there is still vacant plots within
the current estate, our market evidence (see
attachment) clearly demonstrates that the land at
Chilton has not had any firm interest for employment
use. Chilton is not a prime general industrial location
and any growth will be slow and incremental
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commensurate with the location and serving generally
a local need, therefore land cannot be justifiably
retained for a future extension that will not realistically
be delivered.

The Sustainable Communities spatial strategy option
achieves a balance in focusing development in Durham
City, where the greatest opportunities for sustainable
transports exist and where the greatest number of
services and facilities can be accessed, but other
well-serviced local centres such as Chilton should also
benefit from smaller housing allocations to support
their viability and regeneration.

Summary

Esh Developments supports the view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the spatial strategy
that offers greatest opportunities for sustainable
development and economic growth for the County.
This option delivers a level of growth for Durham City
which will support its important economic and cultural
role in the County and the wider North East. It supports
the identified objectives for County Durham in the
Preferred Options, in particular supporting sustainable
development. It also supports the wider regeneration
objectives of the County, with 71% of future household
growth being directed into the areas outside of Durham
City and the Central Durham Delivery Area. However,
the distribution of housing should also support smaller
local centres such as Chilton, and the services and
facilities they provide to allow them to grow over the
Plan period which can be facilitated if the overall
housing figure is uplifted.

The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1319Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved byPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
building on Durham City's position as the county'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asthat achieving sustainable development means that
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightan economic objective, a social objective and an
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofenvironmental objective. These objectives are
existing and future residents; Helping address“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest

throughout their preparation by a sustainability viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
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This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives

were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses

(including opportunities for net gains). Significant needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

policies in the Plan such as the Development on
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward inThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites. The StrategicCity, only made viable subject to major road
Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identifyinfrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sitesRelief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
in Coundon that could be considered as possible
housing allocations.

that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
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of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns land in Coundon within the built-up
area of the settlement which provides a logical site for
sustainable housing growth and a continuation of
successful new building housing schemes to the west.
Coundon is located 3km from Bishop Auckland,
therefore has convenient access to a wider range of
services and facilities. The Settlement Study (2010)
identified Coundon as containing an excellent range
of facilities, it was 1 point short of being classified as
a ‘secondary settlement’ only by error, as highlighted
by other respondents at that time. If assessed
accurately in 2010, Coundon would have been
identified as a secondary settlement. In the updated
Settlement Study 2018 Coundon again scores highly
demonstrating its suitability for additional housing
development.

Promoting additional sustainable housing development
in Coundon will support desired objectives set out in
the CDPPO; including; Sustainable Communities
(Objective 2), Rural Economy (Objective 6) and
supporting the aims of Green Belt (Objective 7).

In identifying housing sites in the Plan previously
developed land was considered first and allocated
where it is suitable and deliverable.

Why do planning allow new housing estates to be built
on green land. Why can't parts of housing estates that
have been demolished be built on first along with old
industrial land. There is land on wood house that has

1384Question 9

roads and even street lights installed not be used rather
than take another field ......... there are plenty of areas
at Tindale that used to be commercial buildings that
are not longer there that are not longer there that could
make housing also.

Housing sites with planning permission have been
taken account when determining how much land is

The Parish Council welcomes the opportunity to
comment on this planning document for County

1434Question 9

needed for new housing and the numbers for each
monitoring area are set out in the Plan.

Durham however does not at this stage propose to
make detailed comments on all relevant aspects of the
Plan. The Parish Council understands much of the
broad principles it lays down for achieving good
development and protecting our landscape.
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There are, however, some particular matters that the
Parish Council wishes to highlight at this stage, as
follows.

1 There has been significant development within
our parish area since 2013 and there is no
mention of this within the plan.The parish council
question whether this gives a skewed account
of the proposed number of houses being built
within the framework of the plan and does not
show the true picture of land set aside for
development. Perhaps this could be included as
an addendum or within an appendix to the plan.

2 One of the busiest roads in the County, the A693
cuts through our parish and this has been
significantly impacted upon, as a result of
additional traffic and housing in the area. In
addition, infrastructure such as GP’s, dentists
and schools are facing additional strain due to
increasing demands. We note that in addition
specialised and non-specialised vascular services
are to be relocated to City Hospital Sunderland
and this places additional pressure on the A693.
I can't find reference to this in the plan.

Thank you again for the opportunity to submit our
comments. I trust that you will take these into
consideration.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

Durham city is in the throes of massive hideous building
projects already. The impact of these is not

1513Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isincorporated into the plan. Nor is the planned university
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

expansion by 25%.The city should be allowed to be a
small historic jewel and all development should be
allocated to other deprived towns in the county.

Support noted. The need for good quality housing in
sustainable locations is one of the reasons for the
selection of the Sustainbale Communities option.

Support Housing Growth1556Question 9

• Housing growth in locations such as Durham City
can complement economic ambitions. In order
to build active cities, there is a genuine need to
offer; work, rest and play in a city – we strongly
believe there is a need to offer diverse-style
luxury housing, high-end family housing as well
as affordable, smaller flat-style units for
key-workers.

• Businesses and investors require a range of good
quality housing in the right locations, such as
Durham City, to attract the right calibre of worker
and meet aspirations.This is clearly missing from
the current housing stock, with buyers traveling
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from out of the county for suitable executive
housing stock.

The plan identifies two allocations for a total of 250
houses. The Strategic Housing Land Availability

Bearpark Parish Council wishes to support growth
within its area over the plan period and the Durham

1588Question 9

Assessment does not identify anyfurther sites inPlan should recognise and support this. Council
Bearpark that could be considered as housing
allocations.

support through the Local Plan process is vital for the
parish in securing growth and sustainable development.
Sustainability benefits of growth in the Bearpark Parish
(“the parish”) would include:
  Inward investment for employment in the parish.This
will prevent the parish becoming a ‘dormitory town’ on
the outskirts of Durham City.
  Contribution to the County’s housing requirement.
  Provide direct employment in the parish and indirect
employment in the rest of the County.
  Preservation and enhancement of heritage assets.
  Sustainable travel – The whole parish is within 2.5
miles of the market place in Durham City. Being located
so close to Durham City, with some investment into
the infrastructure to improve it and remove barriers,
walking, cycling and the bus would provide a viable
alternative to driving.
Bearpark Parish Council want to work collaboratively
with the Council to achieve appropriate and planned
development for both the parish and city. Both parties
have mutual goals of achieving economic, social and
environmental sustainability and this can be achieved
through a positively prepared Local Plan.

The Parish Council agrees with the objectives.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The Parish Council queries whether having such a
concentration on Durham City and requiring greenbelt
deletions is sustainable.

1605Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

The Parish Council preferred the option in the Issues
& Options Paper was one of “Sustainable Communities
with Central Durham Villages”.We disagree with DCC’s
assessment that turning the Central Durham villages
into sustainable communities would increase
commuting by car; that would only happen if there
wasn’t appropriate investment into sustainable travel.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

Question 9 Housing Distribution CPRE notes that
the housing distribution “rewards winners” (para 4.78)

1631Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isbeing “principally focused in and around the towns
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread acrosswhere the greatest opportunities for employment,
the rest of the county. There are also other policies inservices and facilities, public transport and other

infrastructure such as healthcare and education exist”. the Plan such as the Development on Unallocated
Sites, Countryside and Exception policies do allow for
suitable windfall sites to come forward.
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It is hoped that DCC has a complementary social and
community cohesion policy to address issues arising
in communities that do not meet these criteria.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

1651Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Options 2018document on the grounds that
development proposals continue to reflect an
over-concentration of development within Durham City,
at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and
North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north
of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

1. The Western Relief Road

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.
Taking each in turn:

1. Proposed Western Relief Road.
We do not accept that the need for a Western Relief
Road or the benefits claimed for it have been
demonstrated, the conclusionbeing underpinned by
unconvincing analysis.
Ostensibly the Western Relief Road is intended to take
pressure off the A 167/ A 690 intersection at Nevilles
Cross.
To the extent to which relief at Nevilles Cross might
be achievable in the short term, the pressure of traffic
from the south-westand west would simply be diverted
along the Relief Road to what may become known as
the Sniperley Interchange.
The fact of the matter, as revealed in the Jacobs
Report, is that the construction of a Western Relief
Road, would "help toenable the delivery of future
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housing growth in locations and settlements to the west
of the City". (See para 3.51) (The undeclared real
reason for the WRR proposal?) Whilst fully endorsing
the submission made by The Friends of Durham Green
Belt in relation to the impact of the Western ReliefRoad
on the western edge of the City, we wish to place very
particular emphasis on the environmental impact of
the Western Relief Road in terms of the spread of
noise, air, and light pollution in consequence of the
attraction of very substantial additional traffic into the
heart of our neighbourhood.

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:
1. 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and; 2.
The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.
The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.
Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.
It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.
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These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.
Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.
We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location.

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we
object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.
This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.
A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
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infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).
That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Comment noted.Comment 2:  Housing question1759Question 9

I’ve moved back home to Co Durham from an area in
Yorkshire where the locals fought against housing
being built. They were still built regardless and are
currently expanding their new housing developments
five years on. It’s very unsettling buying a house in an
area where you know the majority of residents didn’t
want you there. I lasted five years in that house which
was my first home, some residents used car horns
every morning in protest which simply woke a majority
of the new home owners and this continued for the
entire time I was there.

I’ve now purchased a home built only ten years ago
and have to say it’s a vast improvement with a striking
difference being a home owner in Co Durham
compared with the area I’ve moved from. Simple fact
is, homes are needed for my generation, the generation
after and so one.

We all need to understand with life expectancy
increasing and more homes continuing to be occupied,
we need new homes to meet the increasing demand.
We need to have genuine objections to housing or full
support and that is only possible with active
involvement instead of a “NIMBY attitude”

There’s an attitude of “not in my back yard” from most
people but even more so in Yorkshire to the point it
drives people to some extreme actions.You need to
ask yourself about your current home, what happened
when your homes were built? Yes even your homes
had objections to them being built, but you now live in
them.

Yes brown field sites are preferred to develop and
derelict buildings renovated, but there’s far more
demand than what’s available and new developments
sites will be needed.

I needed a home, others do too.

Comment 3: Housing question
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I couldn’t afford a house in the city, I couldn’t even
afford one in the town I grew up in. My generation are
being pushed out because of price but I didn’t let that
stop me.

I moved to where I could afford.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

What about grant schemes or similar for people do do
up old existing houses. All the new build estates are

1783Question 9

experienced in some areas as a result ofdoing is lowering house prices for existing properties.
concentrations of vacant, underused properties andThere are lovely older properties, perfect for first time
will continue to work with all relevant agencies and inbuyers, but nobody wants them because they aren't
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willworth anything so there is no future in them. Not saying
allow as many properties as possible to be broughtall old houses are worth spending money on, but some
back into use. However it must also be recognised thatcertainly are. More space, more character and with a

little help, a good family home. in some areas there is no demand for the existing
housing stock even if it was to be improved.

A range of house types and sizes will be required on
new housing developments.

You need to build four bedroom homes.

I live in a Durham City homes with three children, two
girls and a boy. There aren't any four bed homes in
our village.

1790Question 9

Comment noted.Soooo many people on low income round here and
struggling to secure social housing yet people with high

1812Question 9

incomes are living in social housing when they could
clearly afford to rent privately or even buy a house.
Also older people and those with mobility issues need
bungalows.
Over the last few years I have seen DCC sell off land
to private developers instead of using it to build more
social housing. It’s ridiculous.

It should be noted that only 14% of the houses needed
to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread

Following the adoption by the County Council of the
Government’s standard method for calculating local

1820Question 9

across the rest of the county. There are also otherauthorities’ housing need results in a significantly lower
policies in the Plan such as the Development onquantity of housing development than in the Withdrawn
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward.

Plan. As a result, the new County Plan needs to find
land for only 6,272 new residential units across the
whole of County Durham. The proposal in Preferred
Options is that 40% of this total i.e. 2,320 should be
located at Sniperley and the Sherburn Road on the
edge of Durham City, arguing that this requires a
reduction in the Durham Green Belt. This is totally
unjustified.  Rather than large scale development in
Durham City, it would be preferable to develop smaller
communities county wide, concentrating on
regenerating areas which have historically received
inadequate investment. This would make these
communities more viable and encourage the restoration
of local infrastructure and employment.
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The words 'natural or historic' have been added before
'environmental'.

Paragraph 4.74 states that brownfield sites for
development should be “not of high environmental
value”. This should be strengthened by stating “not of
high natural or historic environmental value”.

1879Question 9

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

I am writing to provide comments, and register my
objection to many aspects of the draft County Durham
Plan.

2081Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

My concerns are largely focussed on the proposed
transport infrastructure, as well as the location of
significant proposed housing development in the Green
Belt.

Proposed housing development in Durham City
Green Belt

Whilst I recognise the need for housing in the county, I
can see little justification in building 1,900 homes on
Green Belt land at Sniperly Park.There are other towns
in the county where this scale of housing could be
provided – which would then reduce the pressures on
congested Durham roads and reduce the need for
the major road infrastructure in Durham as discussed
above. Why not, for example, provide much of the
required new housing, together with the new DCC HQ,
in the less congested Crook, Chester-Le-Street (where
there is a mainline train station) or Seaham?  This
would bring new income to poorer parts of the county,
as well as making Durham a less congested and more
sustainable city.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

We support paragraph 4.69 (page 43) which states
‘any option for the distribution of development should

2093Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Lanchester that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.

be considered in terms of its ability to support economic
growth and the regeneration requirements of County
Durham’.

The Draft Plan acknowledges that in order to support
the economic ambitions of the County it ‘must also
have a complementary housing offer with the right
types of housing in the right locations’ (paragraph 4.71,
page 43). We agree with the statement that ‘it is
necessary to ensure that homes are being built which
meets the needs and aspirations of the county’s
existing and future population including by identifying
sites in the right locations including releasing some
land in high value areas’. Lanchester is a high value
area and an additional housing site to the north of the
village will deliver housing of a value and benefit not
possible within other parts of County Durham.

Paragraph 4.77 states the plan ‘provide a good spread
of allocations across the county including the highest
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and high value areas’ which we support on the whole.
However, there are no proposed housing allocations
for Lanchester.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

In the light of representations made in response to
Policy 2 seeking the adoption of a higher housing

2114Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isrequirement for the County of 1717dpa our client would
object to Policy H5. in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across

the rest of the county. The exceptional circumstancesDistribution of Housing/ Spatial Strategy
justifying the Green Belt sites encompass all aspects

The supporting text to Policy 5 confirms that the
Council intends to adopt a ‘Sustainable Communities’

of sustainable development and are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

spatial strategy that seeks to focus development on sustainable patterns of development are achieved by
areas with better access to services and facilities building on Durham City's position as the county's
thereby maximising opportunities for using public employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
transport, walking & cycling and reducing greenhouse centre for services and facilities, such as secondary
gasses. The Council acknowledge in para 4.59 that schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
the disadvantages of such an approach is that it puts of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such as
unacceptable pressure on Durham City, there is no walking, cycling and public transport and minimising
evidence that it would provide economic or social
resilience and it require the removal of Green Belt land.

overall journey distances and times; Providing the right
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
existing and future residents; Helping addressIt is clear that in doing so the Council is in effect

equating ‘accessibility’ with ‘sustainability’. Giving far economic under-performance across the county by
greater prominent to this ‘role’ at the experience of the supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and
economic and social roles.The Council is not therefore Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
complying with NPPF which states that: “to achieve infrastructure by locating development in the highest
sustainable development, economic, social and viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies

were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.environmental gains should be sought jointly and
simultaneously through the
planning system.”

In contrast we would support a Wider Dispersal option
that would see Durham City and its historic setting and
Green Belt protected and the scale of development
currently attributed to Durham City directed to those
surrounding settlements, such as Sacriston, that are
readily accessible to Durham City by public transport
and where development will also help support the
vitality and viability of local
communities at both a social and economic level.
Development in these locations would achieve a broad
spectrum and balance of social, economic and
environmental gains making them sustainable ‘in the
round’ rather than just on one aspect.

The difference between the housing numbers in
Consett and Stanley is the availability of suitable,

Traffic Jams Through Oxhill and East Stanley at
peak times

2219Question 9

deliverable sites in both towns idenitifed in the StrategicBearing in mind the traffic jams currently being
experienced, high concern now raised at the allocation Housing Land Availability Assessment. The

development of the Board school would likely befor over 700 more new homes in Consett which will
put more pressure on traffic through Stanley
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Stanley has a disproportionate lack of planned housing
allocation with around 40 more new homes at Annfield
Plain.
More homes suggested in The Board School – Stanley
Front Street and other suitable locations
County Durham Plan Preferred Options to consider
more new housing allocations nearer to the A1 rather

acceptable under the Development on Unallocated
Sites policy.

than at Consett which puts pressure on Stanley roads,
homes and residents.
Stanley is the closest town to Gateshead & Newcastle
and should be treated with high priority as a place for
new homes

Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements

I am not against the new developments. What I would
like to express concerns about is the huge increase in

2285Question 9

that arise as a result of new developments includinghouses in the Consett area and the lack of
infrastructure improvements. towards health provision and school places where

required. Roads and parking on new housing estatesBy this I mean resources such as doctors or dentists,
schools etc. I have lived in Consett my whole life. I am is guided by the standards in the council's parking and

Accessibility Standards.36. In that last ten years or so there have been
hundreds of new homes built if not thousands. Other
than the academy which merged Blackfyne and
Moorside comprehensive schools, I can recall no
additional schools and there have been no additional
doctors surgeries built.

Getting an appointment at Consett doctors is ridiculous.
You have to call up on a Monday morning (if you can
get through on the phone) to get an appointment (if
you are lucky) three weeks in advance. Their duty
doctor triage system has reduced in its operating time
meaning it only operates on a morning. I can only
assume this is due to strain on them due to numbers
of patients.These high numbers of patients must relate
to the extremely large number of additional residents
in our areas.

I would like the plan to look into the provision of another
doctors surgery. I would like the plan to consider how
many additional children the plan will introduce to the
area and the effect that will have on school places for
all ages. These children include existing children and
planning for future children.

Finally I would like the roads in new estates to be made
wider. These estates have one allocated space on a
drive outside their house.The residents other cars then
live on the road, sometimes half on the path and
sometimes just on the road. Shared unallocated spaces
elsewhere don’t work as people are idle and want to
park outside their own house. Garages don’t work for
several reasons. People have cars too large for their
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garage, people are too idle to open the door to park
their car inside or they convert them into other
rooms/storage to add floor space to the property. If
roads were widened this would then allow emergency
services access to streets when required without them
being overloaded with cars.This would also make your
refuse collection simpler but as most cars will be out
at workplaces during the day it probably doesn’t effect
your services.

Lastly all houses should be built with clear signage and
numbers visible from the road. I volunteer as a police
officer and the amount of badly signed and poorly
numbered streets makes finding houses problematic
and if you are attending an emergency call this could
be dangerous.

Comment noted.Spennymoor has had more than its fair share of new
houses. We don’t need anymore. We have a failing

2397Question 9

secondary school, over flowing primary schools and
can’t get into the doctors for two weeks when you ring
up.

Support noted. The distribution of allocations, as well
as reflecting the spatial strategy, also has to take into

The supporting text set out under the ‘Distribution of
Housing’ begins by setting out how the preferred spatial

2325Question 9

account the availability of suitable and deliverable sitesstrategy option was consulted upon at the Issues and
as identified in the Strategic Housing Land Avaialbility
Assessment.

Options Stage in 2016 and how since then further
evidence studies including the Spatial Strategy
Justification, County Durham Settlement Study
(update), Sustainability Appraisal, Brownfield Register
and Local Plan Viability Study have helped inform the
decision to choose the Sustainable Communities option
as the preferred spatial strategy for the distribution of
housing.

Our Client is broadly supportive of the Sustainable
Communities option in general and considers that it
represents a balanced approach to locating
development and maximises opportunities for
sustainable travel and improving the health and
wellbeing of communities whilst tackling climate change
issues such as reducing CO2 emissions. This option
delivers a level of growth for Durham City which will
support its important economic and cultural role in the
County and the wider North East. It also supports the
wider regeneration objectives of the County, with 71%
of future household growth being directed into the
areas outside of Durham City and the Central Durham
Delivery Area.

Notwithstanding the above, our Client does retain
concerns with how sites have been identified and
assessed in determining the residential allocations. In
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particular, they do not consider that the allocations
proposed are truly reflective of the spatial strategy as
suitable settlements appear to have been overlooked,
despite the wording at paragraph 1.14 of the Spatial
Strategy Justification which states “the spatial strategy
does however also identify appropriate quantities of
development in other settlements across the county
(outside of the larger settlements), to sustain their
vitality, support new and existing services and facilities
and to provide suitable housing for local communities”.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

It would be lovely to have some (affordable homes)
built in West Cornforth!!!

2404Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to come
forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.

The Plan's Settlement Study does not identify specific
categories of settlement but rather provides a list which

The distribution of housing seeks a dispersed pattern
of development located across key settlements in the

2453Question 9

ranks all of the county's settlements based on thecounty, with a focus on towns where there is the
availability of services and facilities. It is consideredgreatest opportunity for employment, services and
that introducing a hierarchy into this list would befacilities, public transport and other infrastructure.
arbitrary and subjective and would not be of any
additional benefit when allocating sites.

Whilst our Client broadly agrees with the focus of
development in sustainable settlements across the
county, with access to services, facilities, employment
and transport options, this could be better articulated
by clearly setting out a settlement hierarchy, as it is
currently unclear which settlements the Council
believes fulfil these criteria.

We note that a Settlement Study was undertaken in
June 2018. We believe it would assist the CDP if this
was reflected in the plan as an explicit settlement
hierarchy.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The supporting text to Policy 5 confirms that the
Council intends to adopt a ‘Sustainable Communities’

2492Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isspatial strategy that seeks to focus development on
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread acrossareas with better access to services and facilities
the rest of the county. The exceptional circumstancesthereby maximising opportunities for using public
justifying the Green Belt sites encompass all aspectstransport, walking & cycling and reducing greenhouse
of sustainable development and are set out in thegasses. The Council acknowledge in para 4.59 that
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuringthe disadvantages of such an approach is that it puts
sustainable patterns of development are achieved byunacceptable pressure on Durham City, there is no
building on Durham City's position as the county'sevidence that it would provide economic or social

resilience and it require the removal of Green Belt land. employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryIt is clear that in doing so the Council is in effect

equating ‘accessibility’ with ‘sustainability’. Giving far schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asgreater prominent to this ‘role’ at the experience of the
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingeconomic and social roles.The Council is not therefore
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightcomplying with NPPF which states that: “to achieve
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sustainable development, economic, social and
environmental gains should be sought jointly and
simultaneously through the planning system.”

type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
existing and future residents; Helping address
economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; andIn contrast we would support a Wider Dispersal option

that would see Durham City and its historic setting and Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highestGreen Belt protected and the scale of development
viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategiescurrently attributed to Durham City directed to those
were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.surrounding settlements that are readily accessible to
Although there are only a small number of allocationsDurham City by public transport and where
in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as thedevelopment will also help support the vitality and
Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside andviability of local communities at both a social and
Exception policies do allow for suitable windfall siteseconomic level. Development in these locations would

achieve a broad spectrum
and balance of social, economic and environmental
gains making them sustainable ‘in the round’ rather
than just on one aspect.
As part of this strategy we would also seek a greater
share of the identified housing requirement directed

to come forward in addition to the allocations in the
Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also identify further
sites.

towards West Durham which offers a distinctly different
housing market and where the Local Plan proposes to
allocate just two sites, one in each of the two main
settlements, with a total yield of just some 75 dwellings.
This is simply inadequate. There are a number of
sustainable large villages within the West Durham area
with a good range of services and facilities where a
meaningful amount of new housing development will
be essential to maintain their long term social and
economic vitality and viability for the benefit of existing
and future residents. In failing to allocate sites in these
types of villages the Plan must be regarded as not
being positively prepared nor effective.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

In regards to where you should build more new
homes... Trimdon Village and Trimdon Grange could

2625Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comedo with a new injection of housing. However, I strongly
forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.believe that you need to look at infrastructure of the
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.area and need to look at amenities. We have bought
Developers contributions are required for primary anda new build at Sedgefield, however I cannot get my
secondary provision if there are insufficient spaces
available.

children into either of the primary schools in Sedgefield.
I have had lengthy conversations with the headteachers
of both schools and they are disheartened that the
council are not allocating some of the funding that
developers pay to the primary schools.... it tends to go
to the secondary school. The council MUST look at
how over subscribed the schools are and consider
building an extra classroom on the primary school site
to allow for an increase in pupil numbers. As a result
I am taking my children to Wynyard school which is in
another local authority.... surely this shouldn't be the
case, and not great news for County Durham.
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Sedgefield would also benefit from additional amenities
such as new medical centres and perhaps a mini retail
park nearby where the Sainsbury's has been built. It
would serve a large community and surrounding
villages (Trimdon, Fishburn, Coxhoe)

Support noted. The Plan's Settlement Study does not
identify specific categories of settlement but rather

Paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 sets out the justification for
the Council’s spatial strategy for the distribution of

3005Question 9

provides a list which ranks all of the county'shousing. It sets out that the Sustainable Communities
settlements based on the availability of services andoption is the chosen strategy and informs the Plan’s

housing allocations. facilities. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitableThe Sustainable Communities option is a dispersed

pattern of development located across key settlements and deliverable housing sites in Coxhoe that could be
considered as possible housing allocations.in the county and principally focussed in and around

the towns where the greatest opportunities for
employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure exist.

Our Client broadly supports the notion that new
development should be situated within and around the
most sustainable communities. However, it is important
that development is also directed towards smaller
villages to ensure their continued vitality.

The Plan is not clear as to which communities are
considered to be the most sustainable. It does not set
out a hierarchy of settlements or indeed set out which
settlements are considered the most sustainable.
Instead, Policy 5 goes on to list which sites are
allocated for housing.

We note that no additional sites are allocated within or
around the settlement of Coxhoe however this does
not mean that Coxhoe is not a sustainable community.
Indeed, within the existing Local Plan Coxhoe is
identified as a Local Centre and a Smaller Town/Larger
Village and 2nd tier in the County Durham Settlement
Study. In determining the planning application on our
Client’s site, the Council themselves recognised the
sustainability benefits of Coxhoe in terms of shops,
services and public transport provision.

Support noted. The Plan's Settlement Study does not
identify specific categories of settlement but rather

Paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 sets out the justification for
the Council’s spatial strategy for the distribution of

3029Question 9

provides a list which ranks all of the county'shousing. It sets out that the Sustainable Communities
settlements based on the availability of services andoption is the chosen strategy and informs the Plan’s

housing allocations. facilities. Support for development in Newton Aycliffe
noted.The Sustainable Communities option is a dispersed

pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county and principally focussed in and around
the towns where the greatest opportunities for
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employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure exist.

Our Client broadly supports the notion that new
development should be situated within and around the
most sustainable communities. However, it is important
that development is also directed towards smaller
villages in order to ensure their continued vitality.

The Plan is not clear as to which communities are
considered to be the most sustainable. It does not set
out a hierarchy of settlements or indeed set out which
settlements are considered the most sustainable.
Instead, Policy 5 goes on to list which sites are
allocated for housing.

A number of sites are allocated within and around
Newton Aycliffe, including our Client’s Site (reference
H30). We support the level of growth proposed in and
around Newton Aycliffe and reiterate that it should be
a focus for growth given the settlement’s size and
sustainability characteristics.

Support noted. The Plan's Settlement Study does not
identify specific categories of settlement but rather

Paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 sets out the justification for
the Council’s spatial strategy for the distribution of

3045Question 9

provides a list which ranks all of the county'shousing. It sets out that the Sustainable Communities
settlements based on the availability of services and
facilities.

option is the chosen strategy and informs the Plan’s
housing allocations.

The Sustainable Communities option is a dispersed
pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county and principally focussed in and around
the towns where the greatest opportunities for
employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure exist.

Our Client broadly supports the notion that new
development should be situated within and around the
most sustainable communities. However, it is important
that development is also directed towards smaller
villages which are also considered to be sustainable
to ensure their continued vitality.

The Plan is not clear as to which communities are
considered to be the most sustainable. It does not set
out a hierarchy of settlements or indeed set out which
settlements are considered the most sustainable.
Instead, Policy 5 goes on to list which sites are
allocated for housing.

A number of sites are allocated in and around Durham
City which is considered to be a sustainable location
and a main area for growth.This includes a Sustainable
Urban Extension at Sherburn Road (reference H6).
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Our Client’s Site could provide a further sustainable
mixed-use development in this area for growth.

Support noted. The Plan's Settlement Study does not
identify specific categories of settlement but rather

Paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 sets out the justification for
the Council’s spatial strategy for the distribution of

3084Question 9

provides a list which ranks all of the county'shousing. It sets out that the Sustainable Communities
settlements based on the availability of services andoption is the chosen strategy and informs the Plan’s

housing allocations. facilities. Support for development in Bishop Auckland
noted.The Sustainable Communities option is a dispersed

pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county and principally focussed in and around
the towns where the greatest opportunities for
employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure exist.

Our Client broadly supports the notion that new
development should be situated within and around the
most sustainable communities. However, it is important
that development is also directed towards smaller
villages to ensure their continued vitality.

The Plan is not clear as to which communities are
considered to be the most sustainable. It does not set
out a hierarchy of settlements or indeed set out which
settlements are considered the most sustainable.

Instead, Policy 5 goes on to list which sites are
allocated for housing. We note that sites are proposed
to be allocated in Bishop Auckland which suggests that
the Council consider this is a sustainable community.
Our Client agrees that Bishop Auckland is sustainable
and specifically their Site at Bracks Farm which benefits
from an extant planning permission.

Support noted. The Plan's Settlement Study does not
identify specific categories of settlement but rather

Paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 sets out the justification for
the Council’s spatial strategy for the distribution of

3065Question 9

provides a list which ranks all of the county'shousing. It sets out that the Sustainable Communities
settlements based on the availability of services andoption is the chosen strategy and informs the Plan’s

housing allocations. facilities. The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitableThe Sustainable Communities option is a dispersed

pattern of development located across key settlements and deliverable housing sites in Sherburn Village that
could be considered as possible housing allocations.in the county and principally focussed in and around

the towns where the greatest opportunities for
employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure exist.

Our Client broadly supports the notion that new
development should be situated within and around the
most sustainable communities. However, it is important
that development is also directed towards smaller
villages which are also considered to be sustainable
to ensure their continued vitality.
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The County Durham Settlement Study (2012) formed
part of the evidence base to the now withdrawn Local
Plan. Within this Study, Sherburn was classified within
the category of ‘Smaller Towns and Larger Villages’.
These are the second largest and most sustainable
settlements, with ‘Main Towns’ being the most
sustainable.

The Plan is now not clear as to which communities are
considered to be the most sustainable. It does not set
out a hierarchy of settlements or indeed set out which
settlements are considered the most sustainable.
Instead, Policy 5 goes on to list which sites are
allocated for housing and these are only within main
towns.

No site allocations are identified within villages, despite
their sustainability. For example, no sites are allocated
in or around Sherburn Village despite its sustainability
credentials and proximity to Durham City Centre.

The failure to allocate sites within and around villages
will mean that the vitality and vibrancy of these
settlements is not supported and will result in
decreasing affordability in these areas.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The supporting text to Policy 5 confirms that the
Council intends to adopt a ‘Sustainable Communities’

2467Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isspatial strategy that seeks to focus development on
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread acrossareas with better access to services and facilities
the rest of the county. The exceptional circumstancesthereby maximising opportunities for using public
justifying the Green Belt sites encompass all aspectstransport, walking & cycling and reducing greenhouse
of sustainable development and are set out in thegasses. The Council acknowledge in para 4.59 that
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuringthe disadvantages of such an approach is that it puts
sustainable patterns of development are achieved byunacceptable pressure on Durham City, there is no
building on Durham City's position as the county'sevidence that it would provide economic or social

resilience and it require the removal of Green Belt land. employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryIt is clear that in doing so the Council is in effect

equating ‘accessibility’ with ‘sustainability’. Giving far schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asgreater prominent to this ‘role’ at the experience of the
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingeconomic and social roles.The Council is not therefore
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightcomplying with NPPF which states that: “to achieve
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofsustainable development, economic, social and
existing and future residents; Helping addressenvironmental gains should be sought jointly and

simultaneously through the planning system.” economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

In contrast we would support a Wider Dispersal option
that would see Durham City and its historic setting and

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest

Green Belt protected and the scale of development viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
currently attributed to Durham City directed to those were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
surrounding settlements that are readily accessible to Although there are only a small number of allocations
Durham City by public transport and where in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as the
development will also help support the vitality and
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viability of local communities at both a social and
economic level. Development in these locations would
achieve a broad spectrum
and balance of social, economic and environmental
gains making them sustainable ‘in the round’ rather
than just on one aspect.
As part of this strategy we would also seek a greater
share of the identified housing requirement directed

Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and
Exception policies do allow for suitable windfall sites
to come forward in addition to the allocations in the
Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also identify further
sites.

towards West Durham which offers a distinctly different
housing market and where the Local Plan proposes to
allocate just two sites, one in each of the two main
settlements, with a total yield of just some 75 dwellings.
This is simply inadequate. There are a number of
sustainable large villages within the West Durham area
with a good range of services and facilities where a
meaningful amount of new housing development will
be essential to maintain their long term social and
economic vitality and viability for the benefit of existing
and future residents. In failing to allocate sites in these
types of villages the Plan must be regarded as not
being positively prepared nor effective.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

Within the plan there are no sites allocated for housing
in Ferryhill. The lack of a broad range of housing in

3318Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comeFerryhill needs to be addressed, in particular the need
forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.

for new semi-detached and detached housing, as there
is little option for families wishing to move up the
property ladder other than to migrate to other local
towns.

Over 80% of the housing stock in Ferryhill is Band A,
usually terraced and of low value, which attracts
migrating families from many areas of the country to
Ferryhill and creates a transient community. This has
led to many issues with anti-social behaviour,
particularly in the Dean Bank area of Ferryhill where
much of the terraced housing stock is owned by private,
and often absent, landlords.   Much of this housing is
unfit for purpose and requires major investment and
the landlord registration system set up to provide
protection for tenants seems to be ineffective.

Support noted. It is agreed that viability is a key
consideration informing the spatial strategy and
ensuring delivery.

We agree that of the 4 policies put forward the best for
the people of County Durham would be the Sustainable
Community Option stated in 4.59. It gives a dispersed
pattern of development for sustainability around

3356Question 9

employment, facilities, public transport, health care,
and education.

We would however pass the comment below.

Viability is a critical in regards to the future delivery of
housing. It is very important a development is viable
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while at the same time allowing a developer to make
the necessary community contributions through 106
agreements.Viability should be a partnership between
DCC, The Developer, AND the Community. Build target
pressure should not allow Developers to dictate to us
around Development Viability at the expense of S106
agreements and our communities.

The current Plan recognises the importance of Bishop
Auckland to the spatial strategy. In terms of comparison

Whilst being supportive of the desire of the County to
see more development taking place over the life of the

3255Question 9

with the last Plan the difference is that many of the
sites now have planning permission.

Plan period, we feel that the Council should take a
more positive approach to the delivery of housing,
particularly in the Bishop Auckland area. We are
disappointed to note the much reduced level of housing
being proposed for Bishop Auckland in comparison
with the Issues and Options Stage of the Plan issued
in 2010. Indeed, the whole tone of the 2010 plan was
bolder and more visionary than the Preferred Options
now being presented.

We feel that the area of Bishop Auckland is on the cusp
of a potential revival brought about by a number of
welcome initiatives such as the work being undertaken
by the Auckland Project. We feel that much of the
increased economic and social growth which is being
hoped for will be not achievable without an
accompanying growth in housing availability in the
town.

The current Plan recognises the importance of Consett
to the spatial strategy. Although not a full policy Project

In the Issues and Options version of the Plan, PGL
supported the Sustainable Communities option for the

3301Question 9

Genesis is the only site with a specific section withinspatial strategy for distribution of housing, which has
the Employment Land policy recognising itsnow been identified in the Plan as the Council’s chosen

strategy. importance. Although some parts of the steelworks
can be considered brownfield most of these now either
have planning permission or are under construction.

The allocation of the Site as an urban extension to
Consett would be aligned with the Sustainable
Communities option and fulfil each of the stated
objectives of the Plan. The failure by the Council to
include a specific policy for Project Genesis, is in
obvious conflict with the NPPF which encourages the
effective use of land, including making as much use
as possible of land that has previously been developed.
 As a former steelworks site, the land within the Site
is plainly brownfield land. This has been evidenced
through recent redevelopment experience and the level
of remediation required for this land to achieve
developable standards.  By failing to include a policy
for Project Genesis in the Plan or identify the Site on
the Brownfield  Register for County Durham  (despite
requesting its inclusion in our representation of 8
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August 2016), the Council does not make use of the
Site. This approach is not justified.

Therefore,  the  statement  at  paragraph  4.74  of  the
 Plan  that  “an  important  consideration  in identifying 
our  allocations  has  been  to  maximise  the  use  of 
viable  brownfield  land  wherever possible.” is not
correct, as the Site is brownfield land and the Council
has not allocated any part of it for housing
development, in line with the stated policy strategy and
requirements of the NPPF. This serves only to
reinforce the unsoundness of the Council’s approach.

With reference to the Council’s Rational for Housing
Allocations (June 2018),  the site selection process  is
 flawed. The Council's stated  approach  to  allocating 
sites  was  to  consider  SHLAA brownfield sites first,
and if the list of brownfield sites was insufficient to meet
the housing number required, the exercise was to be
repeated to identify Greenfield sites.

As there is sufficient brownfield land within the Site
that is suitable, deliverable and viable for housing, this
must be allocated ahead of any Greenfield sites.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Q 9 & 12 Policy 6

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3057Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen arePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
set out in the Plan and in the Spatial Strategyconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Justification document.The exceptional circumstances
are set out in the council’s evidence base and in

At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states

summary are: Ensuring sustainable patterns of
development are achieved by building on Durham City's

that achieving sustainable development means that position as the county's employment centre, regional
the planning system has three overarching objectives: transport hub and regional centre for services and
an economic objective, a social objective and an facilities, such as secondary schools and health
environmental objective. These objectives are facilities; Maximising the number of journeys
“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually
supportive ways” (para. 8).

undertaken by sustainable means such as walking,
cycling and public transport and minimising overall
journey distances and times; Providing the right typeAt paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and

spatial development strategies should be informed of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
throughout their preparation by a sustainability existing and future residents; Helping address
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. economic under-performance across the county by
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant infrastructure by locating development in the highest
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%The Council’s justification for adopting what is referred

to as the ‘Sustainable Communities’ spatial strategy is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
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policies in the Plan such as the Development on
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies

is based on its conclusion that this was likely to provide
the greatest opportunities to deliver sustainable

do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward inpatterns of growth.Yet following a review of the
addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites.

Sustainability Appraisal (2018), this conclusion appears
to lack any tangible evidence.

The NPPF is clear that sustainable development means
balancing economic, social and environmental
objectives.The Sustainability Appraisal states that the
Sustainable Communities strategy is “likely to lead to
positive impacts in terms of co-locating housing with
employment, increase the amount of affordable housing
that will be delivered, support education and training
opportunities and support the vitality of the city centre
and other main towns.” There is nothing in the
background papers to suggest this assumption is based
on any form of comparative social and economic impact
assessment.This is despite the Council acknowledging
at paragraph 4.59 of the County Durham Preferred
Option 2018 (CDPPO), that respondents raised
concerns at the Issues and Options consultation that
there is no evidence [the preferred spatial strategy]
would provide economic or social resilience.

The environmental impact of the Council’s preferred
strategy is however clearly recognisable and has been
assessed in various background papers, with the
environmental impacts assessed as ‘adverse’. Not only
does this strategy require the release of large areas
of green belt to provide housing land, these housing
sites are also dependent on proposed new relief roads
to the north and west of Durham City, also across
green belt land. When assessing these proposals
during examination of the previous (now withdrawn)
County Durham Plan, the Inspector concluded (para.
100 of the Interim Report) that the “the costs of these
relief roads … are not just financial: they include
environmental and other wider impacts and the effects
of these impacts on the City and its setting are
overwhelmingly adverse… I also note the serious
concerns about the qualitative effects of both relief
roads on the environment and purposes of the Green
Belt that would be the inevitable consequences of
forcing these routes through unspoilt countryside that
forms the setting of the City and the World Heritage
Site.”

As stated in paragraph 4.57 of the CDPPO, over half
of all respondents to the Issues and Options
consultation preferred the ‘Wider Dispersal’ spatial
strategy option.This option would not result in the loss
of any green belt, and it would therefore be reasonable
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to assume this would be the starting point for further
assessment.Yet this option has not been explored any
further. Instead, the Council has set out from the start
its preference for the so called ‘Sustainable
Communities’ strategy, and then set out to find the
exceptional circumstances to justify this. It is our view
that exceptional circumstances cannot exist whilst there
is an alternative strategy that would prevent green belt
deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

The Council suggests in its Sustainability Appraisal
that the Wider Dispersal option is “likely to further
increase congestion, air quality within the AQMA and
emissions within the City, which may in turn impact
upon the setting of the WHS”. It is hard to comprehend
how this impact could be viewed as more significant
to the City and the WHS than that which would result
from the loss of substantial areas of green belt to
provide additional housing and the requisite relief
roads, effectively resulting in urban sprawl. It may well
be possible to mitigate against the adverse impacts
associated with the Wider Dispersal strategy, and the
costs associated may well prove to be better value for
money, particularly when considered alongside the
significantly lesser environmental impact. This in turn
leads back to the need to pursue the economic, social
and environmental objectives of sustainable
development in mutually supportive ways in order to
fully comply with the NPPF.
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The Council cannot claim that ‘exceptional
circumstances’ exist to justify the deletion of green belt
until this alternative strategy has been explored further
and dismissed only if on the basis of evidence.

North Durham is an important part of the county and
as recognised by the settlement study Chester-le-Street

Representations on behalf of Harbour House Farms
Ltd.

3652Question 9

provides a range of services and facilities. However inWe wish to make the following responses to the
specified questions raised in the above document. terms of jobs there are fewer in North Durham than in

all of the monitoring areas other than South East and
Q9 - Spatial Strategy for the Distribution of Housing West Durham.The Business Register and Employment

Survey 2016 shows that the figure for North DurhamIt is imperative that the greatest delivery of housing
sites comes from the areas where demand is highest was 12,345 which was just over a third of that of
to ensure delivery stands a reasonable chance of
meeting proposed trajectories.

Durham City at 33,940. When identifying allocations
all potentially suitable sites identified in the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment were
considered, including those in North Durham.

There is clear recognition in the Preferred Options
consultation document that the County Durham housing
market needs to be rebalanced to ensure delivery of
the right type of housing in the right locations and, to
this end, the release of land in high value areas is
imperative. It also forms part of the Council’s
exceptional circumstances case justifying Green Belt
release. Providing housing in the right locations is also
seen as essential to the continued success of key
employment locations such as Durham City, and
Chester-le-Street. have the highest level of demand
for housing in the whole of the County and it has been
recognised by the Council that high land values in
these areas provide a good opportunity to secure
affordable housing and investment in key infrastructure
that otherwise could not be achieved elsewhere.

In this context, while the Durham City allocation may
seem appropriate but the provision in the plan for
growth in other key areas north of Durham City is sadly
lacking. It is suggested that enclaves of high quality
housing in areas of proven market desirability would
provide an important role in delivery of overall targets
over the plan period.

When identifying allocations in East Durham all
potentially suitable sites identified in the Strategic

Whilst not a policy, the CDPPO outlines its spatial
strategy for distribution of housing in the County. The
Council have

3114Question 9

Housing Land Availability Assessment were considered
not just those located in the towns.chosen the Sustainable Communities option from the

CDPIO as their preferred approach, which provided a
balanced approach to development allowing
development to be focussed on the locations that are
best placed to accommodate growth in terms of existing
jobs, services, infrastructure and opportunities for
sustainable growth.
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Our Client’s Site is located within the East Durham
market area, and the Spatial Strategy Justification
document as part of the CDPPO’s Evidence Base
underlines the important role this area has as part of
the Council’s overall strategy for development. Our
Client’s sites are located within easy access of Peterlee
and is extremely well placed for commuters to
employment opportunities in Peterlee, as well as having
the potential to further Peterlee’s existing employment
offer and provide additional employment in the A19
corridor.

In consideration of these Representations, we suggest
that distribution of housing should not just be focused
on the main towns of Peterlee, Seaham and Murton in
the East Durham market area, and that our Client’s
sites provide a sustainable development opportunity
to not only positively impact on the Council’s economic
aspirations, but to contribute to its housing delivery as
well.

North Durham is an important part of the county and
as recognised by the settlement study Chester-le-Street

1.35 Prior to discussing specific site allocations and
omission sites Persimmon Homes would firstly wish

3313Question 9

provides a range of services and facilities. However into object to the chosen spatial distribution strategy. It
terms of jobs there are fewer in North Durham than inis understood that the Local Authority have decided to
all of the monitoring areas other than South East andprogress with the “Sustainable Communities” spatial
West Durham.The Business Register and Employmentdistribution strategy. Although Persimmon Homes do
Survey 2016 shows that the figure for North Durhamnot object to the option chosen, and generally support
was 12,345 which was just over a third of that ofthe continued focus of development within Durham
Durham City at 33,940. When identifying allocationsCity, we must continue to object to the proportion of
all potentially suitable sites identified in the Strategicdevelopment directed to North Durham within this

option. Housing Land Availability Assessment were
considered, including those in North Durham.1.36 It must be noted that this model directs only 7%

of development to North Durham, this is significantly
less than other sub areas of comparable standing in
regards to contained settlements (North West; 13%,
East: 15%, Mid: 16%, Central: 12% and South; 15%).

1.37 Within the Issues and Options supporting text for
the Sustainable Communities model it is noted that
Chester-le-Street is one of the key employment
locations in the County, and as such it is important that
housing is provided in good proximity to this location.
It is also noted that Durham City and Chester-le-Street
have the highest level of demand for new housing and
the associated high values provide a good opportunity
to secure affordable housing and necessary
infrastructure. It therefore seems illogical that North
Durham is afforded such a low proportion of housing.
As such Persimmon Homes object to the method of
dispersal with regards to North Durham and consider
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that the balance of dispersal should be addressed to
spread development more evenly amongst the most
suitable sub-areas, taking sustainability and market
factors into account. Additional allocations should be
made within North Durham to reflect this revised
distribution with Chester-le-Street being the focus given
its sustainability, economic availability and market
attractiveness.

1.38 The need to redirect additional development to
Chester-le-Street becomes even clearer when
assessing the level of development on a settlement
scale, rather then in relation to Monitoring sub areas.
The CDLP Sustainable Development Statement notes
that the Council shall pursue the principle of “the
location and scale of new development should meet
the needs of our communities and businesses,
supporting levels of growth commensurate with their
access to services and facilities (as set out in the
County Durham Settlement Study)”. The below table
sets out the level of residential development committed
and allocated within the six most
sustainable settlements as assessed within the County
Durham Settlement Study;

Settlement (ranked by

sustainability score)

Commitments

Allocations

Total

Durham City

1,166

2,460

3,626

Bishop Auckland

1,841
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135

1,976

Consett

800

820

1,620

Peterlee

1,498

65

1,563

Chester-le-Street

290

60

350

Newton Aycliffe

424

865

1,289

1.39 Clearly the CDLP is failing in providing a scale of
development commensurate with its access to services
and facilities in regards to the settlement of
Chester-le-Street. Despite being the 5th most
sustainable settlement Chester-le-Street is being
distributed only 350 new homes via existing
commitments and allocations. When comparing the
development levels against other comparable ‘Main
Town’ settlements the inadequacy of development
levels within Chester-le-
Street is undeniable.

1.40 As Chester-le-Street is a greenbelt constrained
settlement the availability and likelihood of adequate
sites being delivered via policy 7 – Development on
Unallocated sites in the built up area to support the
levels of growth required by a settlement of
Chester-le-Street’s size and status is considered to be
negligible. As such the CDLP should not be reliant
upon such policy mechanism to deliver the required
settlement growth and should positively plan for
adequate proportional growth through the identification
of further allocations within Chester-le-Street.

1.41 If there are insufficient deliverable non-greenbelt
sites within Chester-le-Street then greenbelt release
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must occur, focussing upon the “submitted sites”
promoted for residential development within the
greenbelt assessment. The need to ensure the
fundamental sustainable development principles of
directing adequate scale of development,
commensurate with settlement sustainability and lack
of adequate non-greenbelt sites to achieve this
represents the exceptional circumstances under which
Greenbelt review and release should be framed.

1.42 Persimmon Homes are of the view that our site
at Drum (2/CH/30a & 2/CH/30d) can provide a logical
and coherent extension to Chester-le-Street to ensuring
adequate supply. The site and development strategy
is discussed in further below at paragraph 1.86.

Support for the spatial strategy's recognition of viability
and deliverability is noted.The Strategic Housing Land

Spatial Strategy for the Distribution of Housing

The draft Plan and accompanying evidence bases
suggests that the 25,992 net additional dwellings being

2708Question 9

Availability Assessment does not identify any potentially
suitable and deliverable housing sites inproposed for the period 2016 - 2035 would be

distributed across the County as follows: Chester-le-Street that could be considered as possible
housing allocations.

• Durham City 15% 3,899
• Central Durham 12% 3,119
• North Durham 7% 1,819
• North West Durham 12% 3,119
• Mid Durham 16% 4,159
• South Durham 16% 4,159
• South East Durham 2% 520
• East Durham 16% 4,159
• West Durham 4% 1,039

Story Homes do not wish to comment on the
distribution of housing envisaged for each individual
delivery area. However, it is considered that
appropriate levels of housing should be proposed in
the highest value market areas to ensure that new
homes are delivered to meet the needs and aspirations
of the County’s existing and future population.

There is clear recognition in the Preferred Options
consultation document that the County Durham housing
market needs to be rebalanced to ensure delivery of
the right type of housing in the right locations and, to
this end, the release of land in high value areas is
imperative. It also forms part of the Council’s
exceptional circumstances case justifying Green Belt
release. Providing housing in the right locations is also
seen as essential to the continued success of key
employment locations such as Durham City, Newton
Aycliffe, Bishop Auckland, Consett, Peterlee and
Chester-le-Street which together account for over half
of all jobs in the County.
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Story Homes’ Key Concerns

Durham City and Chester-le-Street in particular have
the highest level of demand for housing in the whole
of the County and it has been recognised by the
Council that high land values in these areas provide a
good opportunity to secure affordable housing and
investment in key infrastructure that otherwise could
not be achieved elsewhere.

In this context, whilst the proposed allocation for
Durham City at 3,899 dwellings over the Plan period
is considered to be appropriate and proportionate to
this highly attractive market area, for the North Durham
area (in which Story Homes’ land interest at Waldridge
Road, Chester-le-Street is located) the proposed
allocation of 1,819 units equates to just 96 dwellings
per annum and only 7% of the overall housing
requirement for the County. These are very small
numbers given the strong housing market conditions
in the Chester-le-Street area which the Council clearly
recognises in the Preferred Options consultation is an
area of highest demand along with Durham City.

Further, the Durham Residential Development Market
Review (June 2018) which forms part of the evidence
base underpinning the emerging County Durham Plan
shows that just over 10% of County Durham’s new
housing stock between 2011 and January 2017 was
delivered in the North Durham delivery area. The
housing target of 1,819 dwellings for this area for the
period 2016 - 2035 (7% of the County-wide target of
25,992 new homes) therefore appears
disproportionately low and additional housing land
should therefore be allocated in this attractive and high
value part of the County.

The Council’s draft Chester-le-Street Masterplan
Document (June 2018) also recognises the importance
of housing growth in the town, stating at paragraph
4.12:
“The town has a strong housing market and linked to
the excellent transport connections makes it very
appealing to home owners and as such the town
benefits from a wide range of house types including
executive homes, traditional terraced, family homes,
retirement homes, and social housing …. the Council
continues to work with developers and investors to
ensure an appropriate supply of housing is in the
pipeline which meets the needs of the town.”

Chester-le-Street is one of the most desirable housing
locations in County Durham and every effort should
be made to maximise the potential here by releasing
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more land for housing. The Spatial Strategy
Justification forming part of the evidence base for the
emerging County Durham Plan features a key message
that “the more houses delivered in high value areas,
the greater the amount of affordable housing and other
infrastructure such as school places and health facilities
will be delivered.”

Story Homes consider that the North Durham delivery
area, and the area around Chester-le-Street which
currently features only a single housing allocation for
60 units on the Arizona Chemicals site, can support
substantially more housing growth, aspirational larger
new homes and act as a focus for new housing
investment. Further, the allocation of additional sites
would provide flexibility in supply, greater choice in the
housing market and also provide greater certainty of
delivery in addressing the identified housing need.This
position should be reflected in the emerging County
Durham Plan and is particularly important in meeting
the sustainable development and housing growth
objectives of the new NPPF.

Story Homes’ site at Waldridge Road, Chester-le-Street
has the ability to deliver much needed housing growth
in this high value market area and in a location that is
close to a wide range of employment opportunities and
well connected to strategic road infrastructure and
public transport links. There are exceptional
circumstances to justify the release of the site from the
Green Belt and Story Homes, in line with the Council’s
commitment to “continue to work with developers and
investors to ensure an appropriate supply of housing
is in the pipeline which meets the needs of the town”
as set out in paragraph 4.12 of the Chester-le-Street
Masterplan Document, are intent on working closely
with the Council in bringing the site forward for
development alongside the many benefits to the local
community it is capable of delivering.

Summary

Future revisions of the County Durham Plan must
revisit these issues and therefore allocate further
housing land in Chester-le-Street. Story Homes
supports the pursuit of a higher level growth scenario
resulting in the need to release additional Green Belt
land and it is considered this would present the most
sustainable option in planning terms when considered
against the tests of the NPPF.
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Support for the spatial strategy's recognition of viability
and deliverability is noted. The council have built in an

Q9 - Spatial Strategy for the Distribution of Housing

The draft Plan and accompanying evidence base
suggests that the 25,992 net additional dwellings being

2836Question 9

allowance for non-delivery of some existing
commitments to give a better prospect of delivery andproposed for the period 2016 - 2035 would be

distributed across the County as follows: certainty in meeting the housing requirement. It is
considered that the completion rates envisaged on the
Plan's strategic is realistic.• Durham City 15% 3,899

• Central Durham 12% 3,119
• North Durham 7% 1,819
• North West Durham 12% 3,119
• Mid Durham 16% 4,159
• South Durham 16% 4,159
• South East Durham 2% 520
• East Durham 16% 4,159
• West Durham 4% 1,039

Story Homes do not wish to comment on the
distribution of housing envisaged for each individual
delivery area. However, it is considered that
appropriate levels of housing should be proposed in
the highest value market areas to ensure that new
homes are delivered to meet the needs and aspirations
of the County’s existing and future population.

There is clear recognition in the Preferred Options
consultation document that the County Durham housing
market needs to be rebalanced to ensure delivery of
the right type of housing in the right locations and, to
this end, the release of land in high value areas is
imperative. It also forms part of the Council’s
exceptional circumstances case justifying Green Belt
release. Providing housing in the right locations is also
seen as essential to the continued success of key
employment locations such as Durham City, Newton
Aycliffe, Bishop Auckland, Consett, Peterlee and
Chester-le-Street which together account for over half
of all jobs in the County.

Story Homes’ Key Concerns

Durham City and its immediate surrounding area has
the highest level of demand for housing in the whole
of the County and it has been recognised by the
Council that high land values in areas such as this
provide a good opportunity to secure affordable
housing and investment in key infrastructure that
otherwise could not be achieved elsewhere.

In this context, whilst the proposed allocation for
Durham City at 3,899 dwellings over the Plan period
is considered to be appropriate and proportionate to
this highly attractive market area, the housing target
is still lower than for the Mid Durham, South Durham
and East Durham areas which in spatial distribution
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terms is questionable given the strength of the Durham
City housing market compared to these other areas.
Moreover, much of the housing target for the Durham
City delivery area is allocated to two strategic site
allocations at Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road.

Large sites such as these are notoriously difficult to
get off the ground, not least due to significant upfront
infrastructure costs and variable market conditions
over the long lifetime of the project. Failure to deliver
at pace from these two strategic site allocations has
the potential to significantly and adversely affect the
Council’s housing land supply position, and result in
failure of the new NPPF’s Housing Delivery Test,
particularly during the early years of the Plan period,
which has the potential to trigger an early Plan review
and the need to identify and release additional housing
land.

Story Homes are therefore firmly of the view that
additional housing allocations should be identified in
the emerging County Durham Plan to ensure flexibility
in supply and greater certainty in achieving the
minimum housing requirement for the Durham City
delivery area. The land at Red House Farm is well
placed strategically to provide much needed
additionality and flexibility in terms of housing supply,
is demonstrably deliverable as evidenced in the
accompanying Vision Document and Technical
Appendices, and would have a minimal impact on the
purposes of the Green Belt in this location. This
position should be reflected in the emerging County
Durham Plan and is particularly important in meeting
the sustainable development and housing growth
objectives of the new NPPF.

Summary
Future revisions of the County Durham Plan must
revisit these issues and therefore allocate further
housing land in the Durham City area. Story Homes
supports the pursuit of a higher level growth scenario
resulting in the need to release additional Green Belt
land and it is considered this would present the most
sustainable option in planning terms when considered
against the tests of the NPPF.

The mapping you refer to is produced by the Ordnance
Survey and updated by them on a regular basis.

Adjoining the western boundary of Middridge Parish
in Shildon, I am puzzled to find that on the County
Durham Draft Plan Maps, there is no evidence of the

2784Question 9

present so called 'Middridge Vale' development of
Persimmon or, more importantly for Middridge, no
evidence of the Community Woodland. It still looks as
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if it is farm land making the maps out of date. This
surely cannot be correct.

The Plan does not allocate any housing sites in
Coxhoe.

And my view is ..with 2 new estates planned for
Coxhoe I think this is enough now..our infrastructure
can't cope with any more...why doesn't the Council find

2664Question 9

a nice plot of land somewhere and build a brand new
village..this would fit with the governments house
building quotas and give people some new social
housing

Support noted.It is Taylor Wimpey UK’s view that the Sustainable
Communities spatial strategy option (as introduced as

2566Question 9

part of the Issues and Options consultation) is the most
appropriate and offers the greatest potential to ensure
future sustainable growth of County Durham’s
economy. It is vital that an appropriate level of
development is directed to other main towns within the
County, alongside Durham City particularly those from
which key employment sites can be reached through
sustainable means, to support their services and
facilities.

It is Taylor Wimpey’s view that the Sustainable
Communities option strikes the most appropriate
balance between acknowledging the economic, cultural
and administrative importance of Durham City whilst
also facilitating regeneration of villages and
towns throughout the County. The Sustainable
Communities option recognises that within the
single housing market area identified there are a
number of sub markets operating, which is reflected in
the delivery areas identified across the County. The
option supports the fact that that sites such as Taylor
Wimpey UK’s at Laurel Drive (H18), which is located
within the Ward of Leadgate (Local Centre), within
Consett (Main Town) comprise sustainable locations
for housing development and this is welcomed.

Overall, it is Taylor Wimpey UK’s view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the spatial strategy
that offers most appropriate opportunities for
sustainable development and economic growth. This
option delivers a level of growth for Durham City which
will support its important economic and cultural role in
the County and the wider North East whilst also
supporting the wider regeneration objectives of the
County, with 71% of future household growth being
directed into the areas outside of Durham City and the
Central Durham Delivery Area.
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Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Distribution of Housing –  question 9

4.3      The Council’s preferred distribution model is
not supported. Too great a number of houses are

3047Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areproposed in Green Belt in Durham City and in addition
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyoutlying areas with no services at the expense of towns
14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Citywith greatest number of services and the County’s rural

villages. the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of the
county.There are a small number of allocations in rural

4.4      The distribution model has been chosen despite
the majority of respondents preferring a wider dispersal

areas and other policies in the Plan such as the
Exception Sites policy will allow further development
in these areas to come forward.model, and in recognition of the need to support

employment areas it is suggested that a mixture of the
two models would be most appropriate.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2856Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2584Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however, we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2731Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required, concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however, we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2975Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2736Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.
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We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted. There are policies in the Plan such as
the Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside

It is Raby Estates view that the Sustainable
Communities option is the most appropriate and offers

2933Question 9

and Exception policies that do allow for suitable windfallthe greatest potential to ensure future sustainable
growth of County Durham’s economy.
Sustainability
The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support

sites to come forward in addition to the allocations in
the Plan including in rural areas. There is a principle
included in the Sustainable Development Statement
which recognises the importance of development in

existing and new services and facilities and where smaller communities and rural areas to meeting needs
and ensuring resilience.these can be accessed using sustainable transport

methods.
Whilst the settlement study shows that by locating new
housing in the county's larger settlements would
maximise the opportunity for residents to travel to work
and to other services and facilities by sustainable
modes of transport.” Raby Estates considers that this
should not be to the detriment of other smaller
sustainable settlements, particularly in rural areas
which the Rural Proofing Report acknowledges require
development to properly sustain their services and
function as vibrant sustainable rural communities where
people want to live. Examples of such settlements
include Staindrop and Gainford in the west of the
County.
Raby Estates would suggest the inclusion of text in to
the policy from the Rural Proofing paper (2018)
recognising the role rural settlements perform.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2537Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

As a result of the Issues and Options Consultation over
50% of respondents preferred the Wider Disposal

2670Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyoption with regard to the future spatial distribution of
housing. We agreed with this approach. the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are

set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyWhilst there is support for future development at
Durham City due to it being a sustainable City within 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City

the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of thethe County, it is vital that consideration is given to
county. Acceptance for the need to allocate someensure that there is not unacceptable pressure on the
Green Belt land is noted however to do this inCity going forward and that the smaller settlements

also remain sustainable too. settlements such as High Shincliffe would not provide
the same benefits in terms of accessibility that

As such, rather than focusing all development to
Durham City, the Council should ensure that support

Sniperley with its new local centre would or the
regeneration benefits of the Sherburn Road site.

is given to the surrounding settlements / villages by
providing a disbursed pattern of development that
would benefit many communities, not just a few;
safeguarding and enhancing existing services
throughout the County. We support therefore the
proposed spread of development across all the
sub-areas to ensure that a significant number of
communities remain sustainable, with new
development supporting existing services and facilities.

However, as previously mentioned, in respect of the
effective use of brownfield land, we do question the
level of development that could be achieved in line with
this strategy due to brownfield development
opportunities within the urban area becoming more
limited. Greenfield development on land outside
Durham City will be required to ensure the housing
need is met. We therefore support the assertion that
the inability to meet the OAN on suitable, deliverable,
viable brownfield and greenfield sites supports the
exceptional circumstances which justifies consideration
of sites in the Green Belt. This is in accordance with
paragraph 136 of the revised NPPF. As such, in line
with the Sustainable Communities option, once the
suitable brownfield sites and greenfield sites
(non-Green Belt) in Durham City were identified, the
residual figure that remains should be allocated on
sites in the Green Belt. We do however, question the
current housing allocations, however, please see our
comments to Policy 5 and Policy 22 (Questions 10, 11
and 30 respectively) for further detail on this matter.

The Local Plan Viability Assessment shows that sites
in highest value areas have the highest probability of
being delivered. Elsewhere there are some settlements
in Central Durham which have potentially reached
delivery capacity, suggesting that too much additional
housing may ‘flood’ local markets. However, it is
considered that there are settlements within Central
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Durham in close proximity to Durham City which can
accommodate quite a bit more growth without the
markets being flooded and one
settlement in particular that we support for future
housing growth is High Shincliffe.

Whilst we support a dispersed pattern of development
located across key settlements in the county and
principally focused in and around the towns where the
greatest opportunities for employment, services and
facilities, public transport and other infrastructure such
as healthcare and education exist, it is considered that
the Spatial Strategy needs some amendments.
Therefore, to ensure that housing for the existing and
future residents need is built, the Council must provide
a good spread of allocations across the county
including in the highest and high value areas where
delivery is more certain.

We consider that some of the smaller settlements (yet
still areas of high value and demand), should also be
subject to some housing allocations. This will ensure
that the Council, via its Local Plan, will have a balance
of housing across the county to meet the objectively
assessed need for housing for a multitude of
communities. For example, as set out in the
introduction above, our client has interest in two
potential residential development sites which are
located within Central Durham Area at High Shincliffe.
The availability of suitable land is a key driver for the
distribution of housing and these two sites are in a high
demand area. Please see our comments to Policy 5
(Questions 10 & 11) below, for further detail regarding
these sites.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

In accordance with our previous representations to the
Issues and Options consultation in August  2018,

2587Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Hawthorn that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.

 Story  Homes  continues  to  support  the  “Sustainable
 Communities”  option which is set out within “Objective
2” of the Spatial Vision for County Durham. We
consider that adopting this approach should ensure
that future housing allocations are spread sustainably
across the County.

The Sustainable Communities option recognises the
role that other settlements across the County have to
play in meeting housing needs and in enhancing the
rural economy. In terms of Hawthorn, although it is
identified as a ‘small village’, we consider that the
provision of new homes will maintain and enhance the
vitality of the settlement and could also support
additional local services. It also relevant to note that
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Hawthorn lies in close proximity to both Seaham and
Peterlee, which have both received housing allocations
in the emerging local plan. Moreover, Hawthorn also
possesses excellent links to the wider strategic
transport network.

In summary, land east of Stockton Road, Hawthorn
offers a significant opportunity to help deliver high
quality family housing that will meet the needs of East
Durham and will fully accord with the Council’s chosen
spatial strategy.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

2659Question 9 • We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing.
However, we would support a hybrid approach
to the distribution of delivery.

• The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as
Sustainable Communities option. We agree that
due to the character of the Plan area that a
dispersed pattern of development will be required
concentrated across various sustainable
settlements within the Plan area; however we do
not feel that this approach has been fully justified
and suggest further evidence is documented for
this preferred strategy to be effective.

• We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised
as a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

Ferryhill needs new housing, new people, as we are
slowly but surely losing our community assets banks,

2651Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to comeleisure centre, etc.We keep strong, but our community
forward in addition to the allocations in the Plan.
Neighbourhood plans can also identify further sites.

has excellent schools, doctors, dentist and churches.
Our spirit has grown community projects like the food
bank, the Hub, the Ladder Centre, junior football club,
the Dean Bank Institute, Team Poppy ( volunteers who
had national coverage and recognition, etc...BUT the
community is getting older many young families are
moving out of the village because of the lack of new
affordable housing. We NEED new housing.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

As a resident this is what Ferryhill desperately needs.

New aspirational housing.

2669Question 9

policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to come
Investment for industrial estate. forward in places such as Ferryhill in addition to the

allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also
identify further sites.

There are policies in the Plan such as the Development
on Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception

To improve our town Ferryhill.

New aspirational housing to add footfall.

2676Question 9
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policies do allow for suitable windfall sites to come
forward in places such as Ferryhill in addition to the

Roundabout at bottom of Durham Road as heavy truck
traffic when driving into town obstructs.

allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also
identify further sites.

Main town status to benefit from funding.

Such as education on not littering our town and green
spaces.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

3.30 We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2832Question 9

3.31 The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area,
however, we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

3.32 We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The spatial strategy of the Plan identifies 14% of the
houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City this

The following comments are made in relation to
paragraphs 4.57 to 4.78 of the Preferred Option County
Durham Plan.

2826Question 9

compares to 16% in East Durham. This demonstrates
a recognition of the socio economic and regenerationTaylor Wimpey objects to the spatial strategy and

associated distribution of housing across the county. needs of the area.The Plan allocates a number of sites
in the Seaham area and also recognises the significantConcerns relate in particular to the impact of the
contribution of the recently approved scheme at Southstrategy and housing distribution on the socio-economic

growth and regeneration of East Durham and Seaham. of Seaham Garden Village. Further development to
the north of the town in Green Belt is therefore not
required.The draft Plan recognises Seaham to be one of the

‘county’s larger settlements’ with a good range of
services and facilities. It is therefore considered to be
an appropriate focus for development including new
housing.

Paragraph 4.69 recognises that ‘any option for the
distribution of development should be considered in
terms of its ability to support economic growth and the
regeneration requirements of County Durham’.

This accords to the County Durham Regeneration
Statement which indicates the Council’s objectives to
be to:

Lift constraints on development and stimulate
investment in the infrastructure needed to increase
economic activity and wealth
Invest in our major towns, continuing with our ‘Whole
Town’ approach drive forward the delivery of new
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homes with the right mix of services to support our
growth aspirations for towns such as Seaham, the key
objective is to ‘embed a whole-town approach through
coordinated investment in housing, infrastructure,
employment, retail, education and health’.

Paragraph 4.71 of the draft Plan therefore rightly
recognises that ‘to support economic ambitions and
existing and future investment… [the County] must
also have a complementary housing offer with the right
type of housing in the right locations’ and that ‘it is
necessary to ensure that homes are being built which
meets the needs and aspirations of the county’s
existing and future population including by identifying
sites in the right locations including releasing some
land in high value areas’.

This is also recognised in relation to the type and mix
of new homes in paragraphs 5.166 and 5.167 of the
draft Plan (see below).

Taylor Wimpey supports the recognition that an
appropriate mix and distribution of future development
requires the release of land in high value areas.
However, this approach should not be applied solely
at a county-wide scale, but also at a settlement scale
where such high quality, attractive and economically
beneficial housing may be achievable at certain sites
or locations and not others. This is considered to be
the case at Seaham where an additional housing site
to the northern fringe of the town may deliver housing
of a type, value and benefit not possible within the
existing settlement.

Seaham is identified within a ‘Medium Viability’ area
(third on a scale of four levels). The majority of East
Durham and the area around Peterlee is identified as
‘Low Viability’. Particular locations to the north of
Seaham are deemed by Taylor Wimpey to be high
value and capable of delivering socio-economically
beneficial development. A greater proportion of housing
should therefore be directed to appropriate sites in
‘medium viability’ areas.

Taylor Wimpey supports the reuse of brownfield land
wherever appropriate, but considers that this needs to
form a component of a wider strategy for housing
delivery appropriate to particular settlements and
economic circumstances. At Seaham, it is considered
that sole dependency on mixed/brownfield sites within
the existing urban area (i.e. the proposed allocations)
will not deliver the desired economic growth or
regeneration as such sites are not attractive for the
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higher value development which is needed to attract
new investment to the town.

The draft Plan includes three allocations within
Seaham, which are not considered to be capable of
delivering the type and value of development which is
required to achieve the economic growth and
regeneration objectives for the reasons set out below.
Sites H37 and H38 are subject to a current hybrid
planning application (ref. DM/17/02872/FPA) which
demonstrates that these sites are progressing towards
development of a type suited to their location as
described below.

Sites H37 and H39 (which total 350 houses) are in a
location and setting that will not attract high value
housing, whilst site H38 may be able to deliver good
quality mid-market homes, these sites are not in a
wider setting or location able to deliver significantly
higher value development.

Ref.

Site

Area

(ha)

Est.Yield

Type

Comment

H37

Seaham Colliery

10.8

335

PDL

Former colliery, reclaimed and serviced urban
regeneration site. Proposed for new homes
development in Seaham Regeneration Strategy 1994.
Marketed in 2006.

Lower value area, adjacent ‘estate’ housing, limited
higher value/new housing nearby, no landscape
views/setting.

Planning application pending determination

H38

Former Seaham

School

3.7

95
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PDL

& GF

Attractive parkland setting, some higher value/new
housing nearby, wider setting

‘estate’ housing. Potential for good quality

mid-market homes.

Planning application pending determination

H39

Camden Square

0.6

15

PDL

Small site, inner urban area, adjacent terrace housing,
no landscape views/setting

No current planning application

The availability of housing of the right size, quality and
environment is key to the attraction of new businesses
and investment to locations such as East Durham as
it is key to the ability of a business to attract and retain
staff, particularly those more highly skilled or qualified.

A higher proportion of skilled and qualified workers
generates wider economic growth through demand for
goods and services, including those in the housing,
travel, retail, food/drink and leisure sectors, which
directly benefits the local and county economy. To
achieve economic growth and socio-economic
enhancement in East Durham, additional sites need
to be allocated to allow development of this type of
housing.

To achieve the overarching objectives of economic
growth and regeneration, the Plan must direct a greater
proportion of development to high value sites at
sustainable settlements across the county. In particular,
this must facilitate an increase in value and
attractiveness of housing in more moderate areas (e.g.
Medium Viability) to attract and retain investment, and
therefore will require the allocation of additional land
beyond the brownfield sites within the existing
settlements.

Land in Taylor Wimpey’s control at Seaham Grange
will assist in accommodating an amended spatial
distribution across the county to help meet the need
for economic growth and associated regeneration East
Durham.
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Support noted. The quantity of development identified
in the Green Belt is considered to the minimum
required to support the Plan's spatial strategy.

The sustainable communities option as a spatial
strategy is supported by focusing new development,
both housing and employment in the most sustainable
settlements in order to deliver sustainable patterns of

2791Question 9

growth. However sustainability is more than just
locations of development but also must have regard
to other environmental considerations including the
importance of Green Belts. Accordingly, whilst the
overall spatial strategy option is the correct one, its
application through the plan needs to be amended with
less development planned within the Green Belt. The
importance and significance of the Green Belt is
re-confirmed in the revised NPPF (July 2018).

Support noted. There are policies in the Plan such as
the Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside

We support paragraph 4.69 (page 43) which states
‘any option for the distribution of development should

2810Question 9

and Exception policies do allow for suitable windfallbe considered in terms of its ability to support economic
sites to come forward in addition to the allocations in
the Plan.

growth and the regeneration requirements of County
Durham’.

The Draft Plan acknowledges that in order to support
the economic ambitions of the County it ‘must also
have a complementary housing offer with the right
types of housing in the right locations’ and the need
secure additional affordable housing (paragraph 4.71,
page 43). We fully support the Plan’s ambition to
secure more affordable homes across the County.

We support paragraph 4.74 (page 43) which
encourages the effective reuse of brownfield land
wherever appropriate, in line with paragraph 117 of
the revised NPPF. We do consider that whilst this is
the preferred approach, due consideration should be
given to the wider context of each settlement and
economic circumstances.

Paragraph 4.77 states the plan ‘provide a good spread
of allocations across the county including the highest
and high value areas’ which we support on the whole.
However, we consider this could be further expanded
upon to ensure development in areas which are in
particular need for economic growth and regeneration.
The County Durham Draft Plan does not include a
strategy to improve the housing value and quality of
lower viability areas.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

2913Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
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Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required, concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however, we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

As a result of the Issues and Options Consultation over
50% of respondents preferred the Wider Disposal

3019Question 9

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyoption with regard to the future spatial distribution of
housing. We agreed with this approach. the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are

set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyWhilst there is support for future development at
Durham City, due to it being a sustainable City within 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City

the remaining 86% is spread across the rest of thethe County, it is vital that consideration is given to
county. Acceptance for the need to allocate someensure that there is not unacceptable pressure on the
Green Belt land is noted however to do this inCity going forward and that the smaller settlements

also remain sustainable. settlements such as High Shincliffe would not provide
the same benefits in terms of accessibility that

Rather than focusing all development to Durham City,
the Council should ensure that support is given to the

Sniperley with its new local centre would or the
regeneration benefits of the Sherburn Road site.

surrounding settlements / villages by providing a
disbursed pattern of development that would benefit
many communities, not just a few; safeguarding and
enhancing existing services throughout the County.
We support therefore the proposed spread of
development across all the sub-areas to ensure that
a significant number of communities remain
sustainable, with new development supporting existing
services and facilities.

As previously mentioned, in respect of the effective
use of brownfield land, we do question the level of
development that could be achieved in line with this
strategy due to brownfield development opportunities
within the urban area becoming more limited.

Greenfield development on land outside Durham City
will be required to ensure the housing need is met.
We therefore support the assertion that the inability to
meet the OAN on suitable, deliverable, viable
brownfield and greenfield sites supports the exceptional
circumstances which justifies consideration of sites in
the Green Belt. As such, in line with the Sustainable
Communities option, once the suitable brownfield sites
and greenfield sites (non-Green Belt) in Durham City
were identified, the residual figure that remains should
be allocated on sites in the Green Belt.We do however,
consider that there are other suitable site to be
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released from the Green Belt and allocated for housing
development. Please see our comments to Policy 5
and Policy 22 (Questions 10, 11 and 30 below
respectively) for further detail on this matter.

Whilst we support a dispersed pattern of development
located across key settlements in the county and,
development being principally focused in and around
the towns where the greatest opportunities for
employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure such as healthcare and
education exist, it is considered that the Spatial
Strategy needs some amendments. Therefore, to
ensure that housing for the existing and future residents
need is built, the Council must provide a good spread
of allocations across the county including in the highest
and high value areas where delivery is more certain.

The Local Plan Viability Assessment shows that sites
in highest value areas have the highest probability of
being delivered. Elsewhere there are some settlements
in Central Durham which have potentially reached
delivery capacity, suggesting that too much additional
housing may ‘flood’ local markets. However, it is
considered that there are settlements within Central
Durham in close proximity to Durham City which can
accommodate quite a bit more growth without the
markets being flooded and some settlements that we
support for future housing growth is High Shincliffe and
Shincliffe Village.

We consider that some of the smaller settlement (that
are still areas of high value and demand), should also
be subject to some housing allocations.This will ensure
that the Council, via its Local Plan, will have a balance
of housing across the county to meet the objectively
assessed need for housing for a multitude of
communities. For example, as set out in the
introduction above, our client, the Durham Cathedral,
has interest in potential residential development sites
which are located within Central Durham Area at High
Shincliffe and Shincliffe Village. The availability of
suitable land is a key driver for the distribution of
housing and these three sites are in high demand
areas.

Furthermore, paragraph 4.76 of the consultation
document states that Mid Durham is considered to be
a fluctuating market which may reduce the likelihood
of schemes being delivered. However, it is considered
that this is only the case for small sites in this area.
National Housebuilders are likely to show more interest
in larger sites. As such, it is also considered that there
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are sites within Mid Durham that are also suitable for
housing allocations; particularly large scale sites in
Ferryhill.

There are only two greenfield sites which are proposed
for residential development in Mid Durham (Land to
east of Ash Drive, Willington (200 units), and High West
Road, Crook (350 units)). Whilst we do not object to
these sites, it is considered that further consideration
should be given to the smaller settlements which are
also considered sustainable. These additional sites
could provide additional contributions to the proposed
Western Relief Road.

Please see our comments to Policy 5 (Questions 10
& 11) below for further detail regarding these sites.

Comment noted.Build more schools doctor's hospital before anymore
houses for God's sake they are over run !!!

3062Question 9

Av heard it all before maybe you need to charge more
every facility is still over crowded ?

Comment noted.Building more homes in Consett creates further
bottlenecks  in Stanley.  Build closer to A1 rather than
use Stanley as a thoroughfare.

3159Question 9

The Plan's Settlement Study does not identify specific
categories of settlement but rather provides a list which

Stanley is under-represented  in the plan. There are
some strong and  key messages we need to get across

3143Question 9

ranks all of the county's settlements based on theto the general public and to the County Council
 regeneration team. availability of services and facilities. There is therefore

no 'main town' category.Stanley should be categorised a "Main Town" with the
ensuring commitment to investment and  resources.
The CDP does not identify Stanley as a main town.

We are the closest commuter town to Newcastle &
Gateshead.

We are  right next to the largest open air museum in
the UK with  lots of visitors.

Our population warrants this.

The interim policy on student accommodation currently
in use and included in the Plan looks to limit over

Drawing up a plan like this is a very difficult and
challenging undertaking and it is difficult to meet

3167Question 9

concentraton of HMOs occupied by students. An Articledemands and challenges and satisfy everyone who
has interest in it. 4 is also in place across much of the city which limits

permitted development rights in relation to changes of
use to HMOs.

The majority of the plan looks very good but I’m
concerned about planned developments around
Durham City. The proposed new housing is on a huge
scale and I’m concerned how the pressures on
infrastructure will be met with that number of houses
being developed in one area. Does the city really need
that many new homes? Most houses in the city centre
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area are vacant for significant parts of the year as they
are student lets. I think it would be more sensible to
look at curbing the seemingly unfettered growth of the
university and the loss of housing to investors and rent
to buy owners who are cashing in the every increasing
university student body. The university seems able to
expand and move courses and students (ie Stockton
closure) without any consideration to the impact it has
on the wider population.

The routes of the proposed new roads around the city
will destroy or at least seriously diminish areas that are
valuable open spaces for recreation and wildlife. We
are lucky to have such spaces so close to the city and
I feel it would be a great shame to lose them. I was
especially dismayed to see that one road will cut
through an existing nature reserve. This will have a
huge impact on the reserve and the wildlife that rely
upon it. Low Newton which is a real asset for residents
of Brasside and Newton Hall and the many people who
walk or run from Durham or drive there to walk around
the lakes and paths. This area should be left as it is.

We have identified the monitoring areas In order to aid
monitoring and discuss issues across an area the size

Monitoring Areas & What the County Durham Local
Plan is seeking to Achieve

3163Question 9

of County Durham. With its many differentParagraph 1.27 identifies nine monitoring areas to
assist with measuring the success of the Plan’s polices. communities, it is useful to break the county down into

geographical areas which have similar characteristicsNotwithstanding there were only five such areas in the
in terms of their housing, economy and history. Thewithdrawn Local Plan, how these influence the spatial
boundaries between these areas are not distinct andstrategy or indeed any policies of the Plan is unclear.
in some cases issues overlap as they are not physicallyThere are no area specific objectives or tangible
discrete. There are policies in the Plan such as themeasures provided by the Spatial Strategy Justification
Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside andor Monitoring Framework. Without explanation I
Exception policies do allow for suitable windfall sitesconsider the identification of these monitoring areas

to be unsound. to come forward in addition to the allocations in the
Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also identify further
sites.

Distribution of Housing & Policy 5 –  Housing
Allocations

The chosen spatial strategy ‘sustainable communities’
seeks a dispersed pattern of development across key
settlements whilst supporting the regeneration of
smaller communities. However, this policy fails in its
obligation to smaller villages and communities. It would
appear a general approach has been taken to not
allocate land in any these settlements, which is not the
approach of a sound Local Plan. Reading from the
SHLAA this appears primarily due to landscape impact.
Of course development in a more rural landscape will
have a greater visual impact than in a large town,
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however there appears little engagement by DCC to
overcome these issues through appropriate mitigation.

Notwithstanding the above, it is important that the plan
should seek not only to provide sufficient development
opportunities to meet the housing requirement but also
to provide a buffer over and above this requirement.

Comment noted.Question 9:3184Question 9

Please use any other option rather than green space.

Site/building vehicles and future traffic will be targeted
through Lilac Gardens and Larchfield Gardens- most
of the time you travel this route there are cars pretty
much lining both sides of the street and you have to
look for passing places to use the street, increasing
traffic in what I would consider a single lane area would
increase what is already a difficult situation.

The location is probably as far as you can get from the
town centre and is not easily reachable for an aging
population; we should consider a location nearer
amenities.

It will disadvantage the local population for a
considerable period.

It will pour traffic through the centre of Crook at peak
times.

It will increase local air pollution through a combination
of increased numbers of cars transiting the town centre
and the numbers waiting at the multiple traffic lights.

It will entirely rely on Crook for all social and health
provision.

It will increase the need for extra parking in the centre.

The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3198Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved byPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
building on Durham City's position as the county'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asthat achieving sustainable development means that
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightan economic objective, a social objective and an
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofenvironmental objective. These objectives are
existing and future residents; Helping address“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
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infrastructure by locating development in the highest
viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies

throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.

were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
It should also be noted that only 14% of the housesrelevant economic, social and environmental objectives
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
is spread across the rest of the county. There are alsoadverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
policies in the Plan such as the Development onand, wherever possible, alternative options which

reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.” Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward inThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites. The StrategicCity, only made viable subject to major road
Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identifyinfrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sitesRelief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
in Malton that could be considered as possible housing
allocations.

that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
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and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

In the Sustainable Development Statement on page
18 of the CDPPO, the Council states at point (3) that
their delivery objective is “To allow smaller communities
to become more sustainable and resilient, development
that delivers environmental and community benefits,
social cohesion and economic vitality will be permitted,
particularly if it benefits nearby communities that
individually lack, services, facilities and/or employment
opportunities”.

Accordingly, the Council should review its spatial
strategy to ensure they have exhausted all other
opportunities to deliver housing across the county in
advance of deleting green belt land in the high value
landscape areas around Durham City.

Our clients own land at Malton, near Lanchester,
currently in commercial use but soon to become
available due to the onsite business being no longer
viable. As such, the site provides a rare opportunity to
utilise brownfield land to deliver much needed housing
in a location that benefits from public transport links a
National Cycle Route into Lanchester with an excellent
range of services and facilities.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Question 9: We support paragraph 4.69 (page 43)
which states ‘any option for the distribution of

3214Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Willington that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.

development should be considered in terms of its ability
to support economic growth and the regeneration
requirements of County Durham’.
3.7 The Draft Plan acknowledges that in order to
support the economic ambitions of the County it ‘must
also have a complementary housing offer with the right
types of housing in the right locations’ (paragraph 4.71,
page 43). We agree with the statement that ‘it is
necessary to ensure that homes are being built which
meets the needs and aspirations of the county’s
existing and future population including by identifying
sites in the right locations including releasing some
land in high value areas’. However, this approach
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should not be applied solely at a county-wide scale,
but also at a settlement scale where such high quality,
attractive and economically beneficial housing may be
achievable at certain sites/locations and not others.
This is considered to be the case at Willington where
an additional housing site on the edge of the settlement
may deliver housing of a value and benefit not possible
within the centre of the village.
3.8 Paragraph 4.77 states the plan ‘provide a good
spread of allocations across the county including the
highest and high value areas’ which we support on the
whole. However, we consider this could be further
expanded upon to ensure development in areas which
are in particular need for economic growth and
regeneration.The County Durham Draft Plan does not
include a strategy to improve the housing value and
quality of lower viability areas.

Comment noted.Just to comment on the planned new houses. We are
on the new Taylor Wimpey estate in Ushaw Moor but

3285Question 9

think it is really lacking on amenities over here.  Lacking
supermarkets, pubs/restaurants ert and we think we
will move back to Newton Hall if things don't change.

It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%

having spent a little time reading through the county
plan it is obvious that most of the plans are centered

3296Question 9

is spread across the rest of the county. There are alsoaround Durham city and other large conurbations .
policies in the Plan such as the Development onScant regard is given to the villages and that what is
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policiesis disguised under east Durham and that plainly means
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward inSeaham and Murton AGAIN.A mention is thrown at
addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites.

Horden station but I doubt its sustainability especially
as the council is demolishing the North east ind estate
at Peterlee which lies within walking distance ot the
rail station. Nothing in the plan is going to help the
beleaguered populace of Shotton who are having their
roads , lives and air quality destroyed by the increasing
traffic passing through on route to the Peterlee ind
estates. A  road extending Cook way or a new
construction from the S west estate to Thornley ind
estate on Salters lane would be a big step in the right
direction. We need new housing of quality without the
intrusion of social housing to lift the village . The plan
mentions odours , yet shows the food processor on
P/lee NE estate to be retained and houses built around
it . This place absolutely stinks the whole estate when
loading a tanker . How does this fit in. Sorry to say a
lot of the plan is just thrown together . A panic motion
to meet the deliverable criteria.These are my thoughts
and comments and not those of the parish council.
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Comment noted. There are policies in the Plan such
as the Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside

I would like to see improvements in our village West
Cornforth it is very run down our park is in very bade

3300Question 9

and Exception policies do allow for suitable windfallcondition also we have a very poor bus service making
sites to come forward in addition to the allocations init very difficult for people to get to work, our Scarlet
the Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also identify further
sites.

Band only runs until 1 through week and not at all on
a weekend our village used to be a lovely place to live
but not now

Comment noted.I would love to see some bungalows built-in Stanley
Crook. When you have lived in the village where you

3299Question 9

were born not everyone wants to move to Crook or
further away.

In identifying housing sites in the Plan previously
developed land was considered first and allocated
where it is suitable and deliverable.

Should be built in gaps between current buildings or
where old buildings have been knocked down rather
than build on virgin land

3320Question 9

There are a number of sites that currently have
planning permission that include self build plots. The

New Homes need more diversity in their design and
structure. A suggestion is to open up cheaper land

3327Question 9

council is also pursuing a number of schemes acrosssites for self build eco friendly housing.The people will
the county using Homes England funding to provide
opportunities for self build.

show the world what they can achieve. If you have
some land set aside for self build housing stock, and
we can all learn from those innovators who are given
a chance to build their own e.g the Netherlands have
some good examples of self build homes on

In identifying housing sites in the Plan previously
developed land was considered first and allocated

Government says we need more houses. Durham has
to build its quota. But is this county where the homes

3335Question 9

where it is suitable and deliverable. Bringing emptyare needed? Certainly in parts but definitely not in
homes back in to use is a key priority for the council.others.You can't just say, 'Oh, there's a bit of land,
We also recognise the issues experienced in somelet's use that', if it's not in the right place. What's the
areas as a result of concentrations of vacant,point of building 400+ houses in Crook (for instance)
underused properties and will continue to work with allwhen there are few employment opportunities? All of
relevant agencies and in particular Homes England tothose people will have to drive miles (oh, the pollution.!)
pursue funding that will allow as many properties asfor employment. Existing infrastructure can't cope and
possible to be brought back into use. However it mustloss of countryside and extra demands on services will

have a detrimental effect on the lives of local people.
Should the council even be allowed to use green space
until all brownfield sites are used and all empty houses
re-used.?

also be recognised that in some areas there is no
demand for the existing housing stock even if it was
to be improved.

What about our empty high streets? A re-think and
re-purposing of some of our very fine buildings (maybe
as flats and local type amenities) could have
advantages for all.

Time to think out of the box Durham County Council
and not just take the easy option of 'more of the same'
whether it's what people want or not.
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The interim policy on student accommodation currently
in use and included in the Plan looks to limit over

Housing development

4. As Preferred Options rightly notes, Durham City is
a small city. It is also a fragile city, under pressures

3433Question 9

concentraton of HMOs occupied by students. An Article
4 is also in place across much of the city which limitsfrom many quarters, notably Durham University’s
permitted development rights in relation to changes ofgrowth aspirations. The Parish Council considers that
use to HMOs. The plan includes policies to deliverthe housing priority is to allocate land in the Parish
affordable homes and those suitable for older personsarea for C3 family housing, including affordable family
however the application of both of these policies must
also take viability into account.

housing, in order to try to redress the student/resident
imbalance that has been created and to try to support
shops and other facilities with more year-round
residents. For example, we suggest that the former
builder’s yard in John Street/Holly Street should be
allocated for family/elderly persons housing.

5. There is a crucial need for housing suitable for the
elderly. About 87% of the extra households in County
Durham between 2018 and 2035 are aged 75 years
and over. Durham City has a higher proportion of
elderly households in its long-term (i.e. non-student)
population than the County Durham average, so this
is a particularly important issue to the Parish Council.

6.Yet the Preferred Options document requires only
10% of the 6,295 proposed new dwellings in County
Durham, i.e. about 630, should be provided for the
elderly.This is woefully inadequate.The Parish Council
therefore urges that land owned on behalf of the public
by the County Council is used with appropriate social
and market housing providers to develop housing for
the elderly.

Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements

Hope this the right email address I need to send this
to to give my concerns about the Stanley plan, if not

3467Question 9

that arise as a result of new developments includingI’d appreciate it if you could forward it on to the right
department. towards health provision and school places where

required.I would like to voice a few concerns. I have over plans
for the Stanley area.

My second concern is:-

Building more homes is fine but with extra homes
comes extra pressure on already bursting at the seams
facilities such as school & nursery places, doctors,
dentists etc, will there be more provisions for this or
will these just have to try to soak up the extra footfall? 
I did ask this at one of your info sessions at the Civic
Hall and was told that maybe schools would be given
an extra classroom????  Not all kids are the same age
so this wouldn’t work it is extra teachers they need as
well as somewhere to teach them. Has this been
looked at in your plans?
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The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

Question 9 & 12 Policy no. 6

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3513Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved by
building on Durham City's position as the county'sPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
employment centre, regional transport hub and regionalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). centre for services and facilities, such as secondary
schools and health facilities; Maximising the number

At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states

of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such as
walking, cycling and public transport and minimising

that achieving sustainable development means that overall journey distances and times; Providing the right
the planning system has three overarching objectives: type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
an economic objective, a social objective and an existing and future residents; Helping address
environmental objective. These objectives are economic under-performance across the county by
“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually
supportive ways” (para. 8).

supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and
Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highestAt paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and

spatial development strategies should be informed viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
throughout their preparation by a sustainability were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant policies in the Plan such as the Development on
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in
addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites. The StrategicThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identify
any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sitesCity, only made viable subject to major road
in Sedgefield and Trimdon that could be considered
as possible housing allocations.

infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
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reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns sites adjacent to the settlements of
Sedgefield and Trimdon that would provide a logical
location for sustainable housing growth. We ask that
the Council recognise Sedgefield and Trimdon as
sustainable locations for new housing and propose to
allocate additional housing land to support regeneration
and the long-term viability of local services.
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Comment noted.Housing
4.5.5 Question 9 seeks views on the Council’s chosen
spatial strategy for the distribution of housing.
Gladman agrees with the approach within the Plan to
support the development of sustainable
communities through the distribution of housing. It is
however essential that this is reflected
through the proposed allocations of the Plan. The
dispersed pattern of development should seek
to ensure that all communities are afforded the ability
to proposer from the positive benefits that
can result from new housing development. This
includes the associated regenerative benefits that
can be achieved through associated investment,
improvements in market attractiveness and the
improved sustainability of local services and facilities.

3575Question 9

4.5.6 It is apparent that a number of opportunities exist
that would assist the Plan in better matching its
chosen strategy and that this can be achieved by
identifying additional housing allocations through
Policy 5, including those sites highlighted by Gladman
through these representations.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

Paragraph 4.78 of the CDPPO identifies that the spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing is a dispersed

3560Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Bowburn that could
be considered as possible housing allocations.

pattern of development located across key settlements
in the county and principally focused in and around the
towns where the greatest opportunities for employment,
services and facilities, public transport and other
infrastructure, such as healthcare and education exist.

This policy approach is supported, it is essential that
the CDP allocates sufficient sites within highly
accessible locations to ensure the spatial strategy can
be delivered. In order to accord with this requirement,
it is submitted that land to the south west of Durham
Road West, Bowburn should be allocated for residential
development within the CDP. The allocation of the site
will help the council to meet the housing delivery target
whilst limiting levels of Green Belt deletion.

Response required.The exceptional circumstances are
set out in the council’s evidence base and in summary

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3568Question 9

are: Ensuring sustainable patterns of development arePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
achieved by building on Durham City's position as theconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). county's employment centre, regional transport hub
and regional centre for services and facilities, such asAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states secondary schools and health facilities; Maximising
the number of journeys undertaken by sustainablethat achieving sustainable development means that
means such as walking, cycling and public transportthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and minimising overall journey distances and times;an economic objective, a social objective and an
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environmental objective. These objectives are
“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually
supportive ways” (para. 8).

Providing the right type of housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of existing and future residents; Helping
address economic under-performance across the
county by supporting the economic potential of DurhamAt paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and

spatial development strategies should be informed City; and Maximising the delivery of affordable housing
and other infrastructure by locating development in thethroughout their preparation by a sustainability
highest viability areas. All reasonable alternativeappraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
strategies were assessed in detail in the SustainabilityThis should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
Appraisal. It should also be noted that only 14% of therelevant economic, social and environmental objectives
houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
86% is spread across the rest of the county.There areadverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
also policies in the Plan such as the Development onand, wherever possible, alternative options which

reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.” Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham

addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites. The Strategic

City, only made viable subject to major road Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identify
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sites
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate in Pittington that could be considered as possible

housing allocations.that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
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in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

In the Sustainable Development Statement on page
18 of the CDPPO, the Council states at point (3) that
their delivery objective is “To allow smaller communities
to become more sustainable and resilient, development
that delivers environmental and community benefits,
social cohesion and economic vitality will be permitted,
particularly if it benefits nearby communities that
individually lack, services, facilities and/or employment
opportunities”

Our Client owns land adjacent to the settlements of
Low Pittington and High Pittington. It is noteworthy that
the Durham City Local Plan 2004 (DCLP), the saved
policies from which currently remain in place, identifies
High Pittington as a village where limited housing
development on greenfield land may be appropriate
over and above allocated housing sites to support
regeneration. We are not aware of any windfall sites
that have come forward in High Pittington (or Low
Pittington) since this time.There is therefore a backlog
of anticipated housing delivery that the Council should
look to address through a co-ordinated and planned
housing allocation in the Pittington cluster. Our client’s
land provides the perfect opportunity to deliver this.

In the DCLP and Settlement Study (2010) High
Pittington was identified as a larger village, while Low
Pittington a smaller village, in the updated Settlement
Study (2018) both villages were classed as a single
‘cluster’. In doing so the Council acknowledge that
these settlements share access to the services and
facilities available in High Pittinghton. However
bizarrely, now they are combined together they are
categorised as a smaller village, which requires
clarification.
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We consider additional housing development in
Pittington is essential to support its long-term
sustainability, further acknowledged in the 2011 SHLAA
(and possibly more recent assessments) which stated
“Further Development in Pittington is greatly needed
to regenerate the village and keep the school open”.
The closest allocation to Pittington is Sherburn Road,
which is a good 3.5km away and is also unlikely to be
immediately deliverable as it depends on the viability
of the relief roads. Accordingly, Pittington is a logical
location for new housing development that would
otherwise be neglected under the Council’s preferred
spatial strategy for the distribution of housing and would
provide significant community benefit.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also beDistribution of Housing/ Spatial Strategy

3614Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is
The supporting text to Policy 5 confirms that the
Council intends to adopt a ‘Sustainable Communities’

in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county. The exceptional circumstances

spatial strategy that seeks to focus development on justifying the Green Belt sites encompass all aspects
areas with better access to services and facilities of sustainable development and are set out in the
thereby maximising opportunities for using public council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring
transport, walking & cycling and reducing greenhouse sustainable patterns of development are achieved by
gasses. The Council acknowledge in para 4.59 that building on Durham City's position as the county's
the disadvantages of such an approach is that it puts employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
unacceptable pressure on Durham City, there is no centre for services and facilities, such as secondary
evidence that it would provide economic or social
resilience and it require the removal of Green Belt land.

schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such as
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingIt is clear that in doing so the Council is in effect

equating ‘accessibility’ with ‘sustainability’. Giving far overall journey distances and times; Providing the right
greater prominent to this ‘role’ at the experience of the type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations of
economic and social roles.The Council is not therefore existing and future residents; Helping address
complying with NPPF which states that: “to achieve economic under-performance across the county by
sustainable development, economic, social and supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and
environmental gains should be sought jointly and
simultaneously through the planning system.”

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest
viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.

In contrast we would support a Wider Dispersal option
that would see Durham City and its historic setting and
Green Belt protected and the scale of development
currently attributed to Durham City directed to those
surrounding settlements, such as Sacriston, that are
readily accessible to Durham City by public transport
and where development will also help support the
vitality and viability of local communities at both a social
and economic level. Development in these locations
would achieve a broad spectrum and balance of social,
economic and environmental gains making them
sustainable
‘in the round’ rather than just on one aspect.
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The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

3767Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3827Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved byPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
building on Durham City's position as the county'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asthat achieving sustainable development means that
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightan economic objective, a social objective and an
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofenvironmental objective. These objectives are
existing and future residents; Helping address“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest

throughout their preparation by a sustainability viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant is spread across the rest of the county. There are also
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided policies in the Plan such as the Development on
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policies
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in
addition to the allocations in the Plan. NeighbourhoodThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham plans can also identify further sites.The spatial strategy
City, only made viable subject to major road recognises the importance of Consett and includes a

number of allocations in that town.infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
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the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Consett is classified as a ‘Large Town Centre’ and
additional housing in this settlement will provide
additional funding mechanisms for the proposed
‘masterplan’, highlighted in paragraph 5.38 of the
CDPPO, to support an essential focus on
improvements to the town centre.
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The Council put emphasis on the ambition to
encourage economic growth to build a successful and
sustainable future, Consett was specifically recognised
in paragraph 2.8 of the CDPPO for “providing a key
location for local and regional business [and]
contributing to the employment base and local
economy”.

As one of county's larger settlements, Consett is well
placed to accommodate additional housing land and
it would maximise the opportunity for residents to travel
to work and to other services and facilities by
sustainable modes of transport. Such development
would also support the strategic objectives in which
the plan is set out to address, including objectives such
as; supporting the retention of green belt (7), increasing
the quality of life by safeguarding and enhancing
services and facilities in Consett (14) and supporting
a low carbon future by sustainable active transport
(17).

Although there are only a small number of allocations
in West Durham other policies in the Plan such as the

While accepting that there has been considerable
development in  Barnard Castle/Starforth in recent

4147Question 9

Development on Unallocated Sites, Countryside andyears, and allocation of 35 houses for Teesdale (all at
Exception policies do allow for suitable windfall sitesthe Smiths site in Queen street) is inadequate. An
to come forward in addition to the allocations in theallocation of at least 100 should  be made. Further, the
Plan. Neighbourhood plans can also identify further
sites.

development permitted in the villages through  'windfall'
sites is not clear.  It is important to the continued
viability of villages schools, shops and  pubs that
sensible development should  be allowed and  it is
feared the plan does not currently accommodate this.

Over 800 houses are identified by the Plan in Newton
Aycliffe. In addition the Copelaw site will eventually

Page 60 of the Planning Inspectors report of the
previously submitted County Durham Plan supported

4131Question 9

deliver a further 800 beyond the Plan period. Themore housing in Aycliffe.  As this is considered an area
identification of open and green space is a matter moreof good employment prospects with good transport we
for a neighbourhood plan than the local plan and thewould like to retain a higher number of houses in this
proposals you suggest could be included in a review
of the Great Aycliffe Plan.

area as long as they are in suitable locations and not
to the detriment or loss of green open space.

It is disappointing to see lower housing numbers in
Newton Aycliffe as the Town is most suitable for
sustainable development in particular.

The Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood Plan has an Area
of Separation to the north of Aycliffe Village to ensure
the village is not swallowed up by modern
development. The Town Council would like Durham
County Council and any potential developer to ensure
there is sufficient green space set aside to preserve
the character and heritage of the Beveridge Vision is
continued and embedded for any new development.
In addition a large wildlife corridor/buffer strip must be
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set aside to the south of any development to further
enhance the area of separation for Aycliffe Village.

The Town Council would like to be included in any
early (pre-planning advice) stages to ensure a good
design is submitted when the site comes forward for
development to ensure the policies within the Great
Aycliffe Neighbourhood Plan are being met and suitable
proposals are put forward for planning permission.

It should also be noted that only 14% of the houses
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%

Too much emphasis is placed on Durham City, and
removing areas from the Green Belt, including the ‘skid

4138Question 9

is spread across the rest of the county. Although therepan’ at the former Police Headquarters at Aykley Heads
are only a small number of allocations in West Durhamfor 50 new dwellings. By building substantial amounts
other policies in the Plan such as the Development onof new houses in the City and surrounding area, this
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policieswill place a strain on all services (i.e. Schools, doctors,
do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward indentists, hospitals, emergency services, and the
addition to the allocations in the Plan. Neighbourhood
plans can also identify further sites.

highway network) which could lead to other parts of
the County losing, or having less, this could affect
Weardale, and indeed Teesdale, or some of the East
Coast villages.

Great emphasis is made of the AONB and sourcing
carboniferous magnesiam limestone from outside the
area after 2042. Heights Quarry at Eastgate,
(Weardale) is in this area and employs in excess of 20
local people. It was included in the 2014 Plan, but not
this one, so what has changed? This area needs to be
included in the Plan, and on page 585, the person who
made the decision not to allocate Heights Quarry or
Washpool Craggs in the Plan as appropriate sites had
better come down and see me, sooner rather than
later!

The Plan talks of enhancing and protecting the AONB.
The landscape of the area is formed by its mining past
and there is nothing ‘natural’ about it. If any
development is wanted/needed, it should be
accommodated.The area cannot be allowed to become
a ’living museum’ with restricted services and
developments’.

The only house building mentioned, in Weardale, is on
the Leazes site at Wolsingham. If there was a need to
expand any villages for new housing, as an example,
Stanhope or St John’s Chapel the Plan does not
specifically allow for this, or indeed employment
opportunities.The Plan should accommodate the need
in any small town or village for expansion for both
housing and employment purposes, around the County.
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Support noted.Q9 – Distribution of Housing & Sustainable
Communities Option
3.30 The supporting text set out under the ‘Distribution
of Housing’ begins by setting out how the preferred

3837Question 9

spatial strategy option was consulted upon at the
Issues and Options Stage in 2016 and how since then
further evidence studies including the Spatial Strategy
Justification, County Durham Settlement Study
(update), Sustainability Appraisal, Brownfield Register
and Local Plan Viability Study have helped inform the
decision to choose the Sustainable Communities option
as the preferred spatial strategy for the distribution of
housing.

3.31 Our Client is supportive of the Sustainable
Communities option and considers that it represents
a balanced approach to locating development and
maximises opportunities for sustainable travel and
improving the health and wellbeing of communities
whilst tackling climate change issues. This option
delivers a level of growth for Durham City which will
support its important economic and cultural role in the
County and the wider North East. It supports the
identified objectives for County Durham in the Preferred
Options, in particular supporting sustainable
development. It also supports the wider regeneration
objectives of the County, with 71% of future household
growth being directed into the areas outside of Durham
City and the Central Durham Delivery Area.

The Plan does not include an allocation in Woodstone
Village.

Mean you please advise if there are any plans to
develop land to the west of the housing at [content
removed]Wood stone village.

4116Question 9

If there is can you take this email as formal objection
please as we were advised when purchasing the house
no developments would progress on the vacant land
at the site of the former Lumley brickworks

I would welcome confirmation this consultation
submission has been safely received and your advice
if the plan includes any consideration for this site

Support for the spatial strategy's recognition of viability
and deliverability is noted.The Strategic Housing Land

Q9 - Spatial Strategy for the Distribution of Housing

2.36 The draft Plan and accompanying evidence base
suggests that the 25,992 net additional dwellings being

3991Question 9

Availability Assessment does not identify any potentially
suitable and deliverable housing sites in Lanchesterproposed for the period 2016 - 2035 would be

distributed across the County as follows:
• Durham City 15% 3,899
• Central Durham 12% 3,119
• North Durham 7% 1,819
• North West Durham 12% 3,119
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• Mid Durham 16% 4,159
• South Durham 16% 4,159
• South East Durham 2% 520
• East Durham 16% 4,159
• West Durham 4% 1,039

that could be considered as possible housing
allocations.

2.37 Story Homes do not wish to comment on the
distribution of housing envisaged for each individual
delivery area. However, it is considered that
appropriate levels of housing should be proposed in
the highest value market areas to ensure that new
homes are delivered to meet the needs and aspirations
of the County’s existing and future population.

2.38 There is clear recognition in the Preferred Options
consultation document that the County Durham housing
market needs to be rebalanced to ensure delivery of
the right type of housing in the right locations and, to
this end, the release of land in high value areas is
imperative. It also forms part of the Council’s
exceptional circumstances case justifying Green Belt
release. Providing housing in the right locations is also
essential to the continued success of key employment
locations such as Durham City, Newton Aycliffe, Bishop
Auckland, Consett, Peterlee and Chester-le-Street
which together account for over half of all jobs in the
County.

Story Homes’ Key Concerns

2.39 The Central Durham area within which Lanchester
is located has a high level of demand for housing given
its relatively close proximity to Durham City. It has been
recognised by the Council that areas with high land
values provide a good opportunity to secure affordable
housing and investment in key infrastructure that
otherwise could not be achieved elsewhere.

2.40 The Residential Development Market Review
shows that in the Central Durham delivery area
between 2011 and January 2017 there was a total of
1,157 housing completions from a total of 7,272 across
the County representing 15.9% of County Durham’s
new stock. In contrast, the proposed housing target in
the emerging County Durham Plan for the Central
Durham delivery area represents just 12% (3,119 units)
of the County-wide target of 25,992 new homes which
is comparatively low in terms of distribution when
viewed in the context of past delivery.

2.41 Story Homes consider that additional housing
land should be allocated in this attractive and high
value part of the County. Lanchester currently features
only one site allocation for housing (which is already
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consented) and it is undoubtedly a settlement that can
support substantially more housing growth, aspirational
larger new homes and act as a focus for new housing
investment. Further, the allocation of additional sites
would provide flexibility in supply, greater choice in the
housing market and also provide greater certainty of
delivery in addressing the County’s identified housing
need.This position should be reflected in the emerging
County Durham Plan and is particularly important in
meeting the sustainable development and housing
growth objectives of the new NPPF.

2.42 Story Homes’ site north of Newvbiggen Lane has
the ability to deliver much needed housing growth in
this attractive, high value location and in a settlement
that is close to a range of employment opportunities
and relatively well connected to strategic road
infrastructure and public transport links.

Summary

2.43 Future revisions of the County Durham Plan must
revisit these issues and therefore allocate further
housing land in Lanchester. Story Homes supports the
pursuit of a higher level growth scenario resulting in
the need to release additional land for housing and it
is considered this would present the most sustainable
option in planning terms when considered against the
tests of the NPPF.

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
does not identify any potentially suitable and

I propose you look at Wingate, Blackhall, and Horden
for additional capacity re houses all within easy access
to the A19 corridor.

4129Question 9

deliverable housing sites, in addtion to those already
with planning permission, in the settlements you
mention that could be considered as possible housing
allocations.

The exceptional circumstances are set out in the
council’s evidence base and in summary are: Ensuring

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

4001Question 9

sustainable patterns of development are achieved byPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
building on Durham City's position as the county'sconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities, such as secondaryAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states schools and health facilities; Maximising the number
of journeys undertaken by sustainable means such asthat achieving sustainable development means that
walking, cycling and public transport and minimisingthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
overall journey distances and times; Providing the rightan economic objective, a social objective and an
type of housing to meet the needs and aspirations ofenvironmental objective. These objectives are
existing and future residents; Helping address“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). economic under-performance across the county by
supporting the economic potential of Durham City; and

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest
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viability areas. All reasonable alternative strategies
were assessed in detail in the Sustainability Appraisal.

throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.

It should also be noted that only 14% of the housesThis should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining 86%relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
is spread across the rest of the county. There are also(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
policies in the Plan such as the Development onadverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
Unallocated Sites, Countryside and Exception policiesand, wherever possible, alternative options which

reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.” do allow for suitable windfall sites to come forward in
addition to the allocations in the Plan. NeighbourhoodThe Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the

release of large areas of green belt around Durham plans can also identify further sites. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment does not identifyCity, only made viable subject to major road
any potentially suitable and deliverable housing sitesinfrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
in Esh that could be considered as possible housing
allocations.

Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
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and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

In the Sustainable Development Statement on page
18 of the CDPPO, the Council states at point (3) that
their delivery objective is “To allow smaller communities
to become more sustainable and resilient, development
that delivers environmental and community benefits,
social cohesion and economic vitality will be permitted,
particularly if it benefits nearby communities that
individually lack, services, facilities and/or employment
opportunities”.

Our client owns land in Esh, adjacent and within the
built-up area of the village. Additional housing
development in Esh is essential to support its long-term
sustainability yet no housing allocations have been
made. As demonstrated in the attached Vision
Document relating to site 1/ES/01, new housing
development can facilitate new infrastructure that will
help address existing traffic issues and provide
significant community benefit.

Accordingly, Esh is a logical location for new housing
development that would otherwise be neglected under
the Council’s preferred spatial strategy for the
distribution of housing.

Support noted.The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment does not identify any potentially suitable

We support paragraph 4.69 (page 43) which states
‘any option for the distribution of development should

3911Question 9

and deliverable housing sites in Chilton that could be
considered as possible housing allocations.

be considered in terms of its ability to support economic
growth and the regeneration requirements of County
Durham’.

The Draft Plan acknowledges that in order to support
the economic ambitions of the County it ‘must also
have a complementary housing offer with the right
types of housing in the right locations’ (paragraph 4.71,
page 43). We agree with the statement that ‘it is
necessary to ensure that homes are being built which
meets the needs and aspirations of the county’s
existing and future population including by identifying
sites in the right locations including releasing some
land in high value areas’. However, this approach
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should not be applied solely at a county-wide scale,
but also at a settlement scale where such high quality,
attractive and economically beneficial housing may be
achievable at certain sites/locations and not others.
This is considered to be the case at Chilton where an
additional housing site on the southern fringe of the
town may deliver housing of a value and benefit not
possible within the existing settlement.

We support paragraph 4.74 (page 43) which
encourages the effective reuse of brownfield land
wherever appropriate, in line with paragraph 117 of
the revised NPPF. We do consider that whilst this is
the preferred approach, due consideration should be
given to the wider context of each settlement and
economic circumstances.

Paragraph 4.77 states the plan ‘provide a good spread
of allocations across the county including the highest
and high value areas’ which we support on the whole.
However, we consider this could be further expanded
upon to ensure development in areas which are in
particular need for economic growth and regeneration.
The County Durham Draft Plan does not include a
strategy to improve the housing value and quality of
lower viability areas.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.

4003Question 9

The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The current Plan recognises the importance of Bishop
Auckland to the spatial strategy. It should also be noted

Bishop Auckland has not been awarded a fair share
of housing allocations. The town has a large amount

4114Question 9

that a number of sites have recently received planning
permission or are under construction.

of empty employment space and requires a strategic
assessment of town centre regeneration. Again, the
focus of the plan is disregarded the inequalities across
the county for a more prosperous Durham City.
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Support noted. The Sustainable Communities option
recognises the importance of the county's other towns

Question 9 – Distribution of Housing

It is County Durham Land LLP’s view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the most

3894Question 9

and it should be noted that only 14% of the houses
needed to 2035 are in Durham City the remaining 86%appropriate and offers the greatest potential to ensure
is spread across the rest of the county. The otherfuture sustainable growth of County Durham’s
detailed comments you make are helpful context which
support the council's own evidence.

economy. Focusing a proportion of development in
Durham City offers the greatest potential to support
sustainable transport, to maximise economic growth
and retail expenditure within the County. However, it
is vital that an appropriate level of development is
directed to other main towns within the County,
particularly those from which key employment sites
can be reached through sustainable means, to support
their services and facilities.

It is County Durham Land LLP’s view that the
Sustainable Communities option strikes the most
appropriate balance between acknowledging the
economic, cultural and administrative importance of
Durham City whilst also facilitating regeneration of
villages and towns throughout the County. The
Sustainable Communities option recognises that within
the single housing market area identified there are a
number of sub markets operating, which is reflected
in the delivery areas identified across the County.

Sustainability

The location of new housing should be focused in areas
where people want to live, where residents will support
existing and new services and facilities and where
these can be accessed using sustainable transport
methods.

Commuting patterns in the County show that Durham
City is a primary location for workers. Census 2011
data show that 11,500 residents from the City also
work there and a further 31,175 commute into the City
for employment. The majority of these commuters
come from within County Durham, although a
proportion travel from the wider North East.

Figure 2 shows there are greater flows of workers out
of County Durham into surrounding local authorities
from the mains towns located towards the northern
and southern peripheral areas in County Durham.

Census 2011 data show that a greater proportion of
travel to work modes in Durham City are sustainable
modes of transport (including public transport, bicycle
and foot) (34.1%) compared to only 16.2% across the
rest of the Central Durham Delivery Area. A
significantly higher proportion of residents living outside
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Durham City travel into the city by car than those living
in the city suburbs.

In addition to commuting for work, it is important that
services and facilities can be accessed by sustainable
transport modes. The Settlement Study indicates that
Durham City has significantly more services and
facilities than any other settlement; Durham City cluster
scores 1,217.6, followed by Bishop Auckland cluster
(732.5), Consett (646.7), Peterlee (469.0) and
Chester-le-Street (452.4). In light of this, it is justifiable
that Durham City should play a major role in the spatial
strategy, with appropriate levels of development
directed at other main towns in order to support their
facilities and services.

Assessment of Durham City against other comparable
cities, highlights that it is under-represented in terms
of the range and quality of shops on offer. It is
important to consider how the different spatial options
will support increased expenditure in Durham City, in
terms of both retail and leisure expenditure. Focusing
more growth in Durham City is expected, given current
expenditure patterns, to result in Durham City capturing
greater levels of expenditure and in turn support a
greater number of local jobs, in both existing and new
facilities and services.

Taking into consideration current commuting patterns
and opportunities for sustainable transport methods,
development concentrated within Durham City will
provide more opportunities for sustainable transport
methods to be adopted. A more dispersed approach
to development will result in a greater number of
journeys being made, particularly by car. This would
place additional pressure on current transport routes
including the strategic corridors of the; A167, City
Centre and A690. Furthermore, concentrating
development in the main towns where facilities and
services are available would contribute to the vitality
of these town centres.

The Sustainable Communities spatial strategy option
achieves a balance in focusing development in Durham
City, where the greatest opportunities for sustainable
transports exist and where the greatest number of
services and facilities can be accessed, alongside
directing development to other well-serviced town
centres to support their viability and regeneration.

Impact on economic growth

Economically, Durham City (defined as the built-up
area including and immediately surrounding Durham
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City) is a key strength to the county. It is the location
of 13.5% of the county’s businesses and 29.5% of the
county’s employment.The jobs density in Durham City
far exceeds that of surrounding areas, again
highlighting the importance of Durham City as an
economic driver.

The City has a higher ratio of working age people to
jobs compared to the County average. This is coupled
with a number of key regional assets upon which
Durham’s identity is built:

• Cathedral and Castle World Heritage Site;
• The University of Durham and its internationally

renowned research function which is one of the
Country’s most successful science based
research establishments;

• The City as a tourist, retail and leisure
destination; and

• The City as a service centre with an important
public sector role.

The Council anticipates that Durham City could deliver
c. 6,000 jobs over the next 20 years (c.300 per annum).
In each of the spatial strategies proposed in the Issues
and Options, with the exception of Option 1 ‘Main Town
Focus’, Durham City would experience a decline in its
working age population, with the greatest decline under
Options 3 and 4, ‘Sustainable Communities with
Central Durham Villages’ and ‘Wider Dispersal’.

Consequently, to achieve the overall growth potential
of Durham City, the City will continue to rely on
in-commuters, in order to re-dress the labour force
shortfall and imbalances. The reality is that even with
a continuation in current commuting trends, there would
be a shortfall in the labour force and jobs growth. This
could result in:

1 jobs being lost to the City as business resilience
is weakened and/or companies chose not to
invest in the City due to being unable to recruit
the people with the required skills;

2 jobs being taken up by long distance commuters
from outside of County Durham market area,
placing greater pressures on transport
infrastructure; or

3 A combination of the above.

Lichfields analysis highlights that provided the County
meets its objectively assessed development needs
with a spatial strategy which continues to locate
development in a location which is accessible to
Durham in terms of commuting, it is unlikely to
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prejudice the achievement of targeted job growth within
Durham City.

In addition to increasing the number of jobs, the Plan
aims to create better jobs. Within Durham City, there
is a much greater proportion of the population with
higher level qualifications than in the surrounding
Central Durham Delivery Area or in the wider County.
There are also a greater proportion of people in higher
managerial professions than in any of the other main
settlements in the county. Coupled with the highly
skilled graduate population of Durham University, these
factors present opportunities for the City to drive
economic growth.

Attracting higher quality and higher skilled jobs to
Durham City is likely to increase graduate retention,
which is currently lower in Durham than in comparable
cities. The new provision of high quality office space
at Aykley Heads will contribute to this aim. Housing
provision in and around Durham City will help support
jobs growth, particularly as housing is an important
consideration in an individual’s decision to work in an
area and an employers decision to invest there.

The Durham ELR shows that settlements in the A1
and A19 corridors are likely to draw investment from
regional and national businesses and therefore it is
important that the right number and types of housing
are developed in these areas.

Expenditure analysis by Lichfields, using data from the
DCC Retail and Town Centre Uses Study shows that
settlements located more centrally within County
Durham such as Durham City, Bishop Auckland and
Spennymoor show high levels of retail spend retention
whereas settlements towards the County boundary
such as Chester-le-Street and Stanley show far lower
levels of retail spend retention as expenditure is leaked
into neighbouring local authorities.

Retaining more spend within the County means more
jobs are supported in local shops and services, which
in turn supports further induced jobs through wages
spending etc. This highlights the greater economic
benefits associated with a strategy for growth which
focuses housing development within more central parts
of the County.

For example, development in Chester-le-Street would
result in only 52p of every £1 of retail expenditure being
retained in County Durham, compared to 78p of every
£1 if houses were developed in Durham City. As a
result of the increased expenditure retained, the
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number of FTE jobs supported by the increased spend
would be greater if the development was located in
Durham City compared to Chester-le-Street.

Viability and deliverability

Although County Durham represents a single Housing
Market Area (HMA), house prices vary significantly
across the county and fluctuate over even short
distances (Figure 3). The highest value areas within
the County are in Durham City, Chester-le-Street,
Sedgefield and the western rural extent of the County.
The highest average house prices are found in Durham
City (£225,107) and have showed the greatest increase
(32.4%) across the County between 2012 and 2017.

The Local Plan Viability Assessment shows that sites
with the highest value have the greatest chance of
being delivered. Therefore, to ensure that housing is
delivered, a spread of allocations across the County
is needed, including high value areas where delivery
is more certain.

Since 2004/05 County Durham has, on average,
delivered 1,450 net additional dwellings per annum.
Given that historic delivery has been influenced by a
focus on regeneration, it gives confidence to continued
delivery going forward, particularly with a more
balanced spatial strategy which crosses higher and
low viability areas.

Summary

Overall, it is County Durham Land LLP’s view that the
Sustainable Communities option is the spatial strategy
that offers greatest opportunities for sustainable
development and economic growth. This option
delivers a level of growth for Durham City which will
support its important economic and cultural role in the
County and the wider North East. It supports the
identified objectives for County Durham in the Preferred
Options, in particular supporting sustainable
development. It also supports the wider regeneration
objectives of the County, with 71% of future household
growth being directed into the areas outside of Durham
City and the Central Durham Delivery Area.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and the Spatial

Objection
Gleeson Regeneration Ltd has a number of concerns
about some of the housing allocations proposed in the
plan.

4168Question 9

Strategy Justification document. In terms of the
selection of allocations the approach used is set out
in the supporting text for the Housing Allocations policy.Firstly, Gleeson Regeneration is concerned that the

plan does not provide adequate justification for the The Plan's Settlement Study does not identify specific
categories of settlement but rather provides a list whichproposed distribution of housing allocations across the
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County. It is far from clear from the plan how the
specific number of homes allocated in each part of the

ranks all of the county's settlements based on the
availability of services and facilities. It is considered

County relates to needs in those areas, and how the that introducing a hierarchy into this list would be
number and scale of allocations relates to the relative arbitrary and subjective and would not be of any
sustainability of individual settlements.The plan refers additional benefit when allocating sites. When taking
to the Spatial Strategy Justification Paper (June 2018), into account commitments East Durham has 18% of

the total housing, more than any other area.but this does not clearly explain the distribution of
housing allocations either, and we consider that it is
poorly executed document that is difficult to
understand. The contents page of the Paper does not
appear to reflect the content of the document; no clear
settlement hierarchy is provided; and there are no
specific housing targets for the different sub areas of
the County. It is unclear how the County Council has
drawn together the various themes of the Paper to
determine how housing allocations should be
distributed.This is a point of particular relevance when
the Council is proposing considerable Green Belt
release in locations such as Durham, and the NPPF
requires exceptional circumstances to be demonstrated
for housing development in the Green Belt.

Secondly, Gleeson Regeneration does not consider
that the Council has demonstrated the  exceptional
case for the quantum of Green Belt release proposed
when there are alternative non-Green Belt opportunities
suitable for residential development in sustainable
locations in the County that could help meet housing
needs. By way of example, our client has proposed a
housing allocation at Thorpe Road, Easington (SHLAA
ref: 5/EA/22), a settlement that performs well in the
County Council’s Settlement Study sustainability
scoring, but this land has not been proposed for
allocation despite achieving an amber rating in the
SHLAA 2018. Furthermore, our client’s response to
Question 11 in respect of this site shows that the 2
main issues raised by the Council, landscape and
habitat regulations assessment, can be resolved, and
therefore the site should be a strong contender for
allocation.

Thirdly, we are concerned that insufficient sites have
been proposed for allocation in East Durham compared
to other parts of the County. North West Durham, Mid
Durham and South Durham are proposed to
accommodate a greater number of dwellings, but there
is no justification as to why that is the case. The
settlement clusters within East Durham perform well
in relation to the scoring criteria set out in the County
Council’s Settlement Study – five out six of the
settlement clusters in East Durham are within the top
21 clusters in respect of sustainability, and therefore
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this is a strong indication that settlements within East
Durham are in sustainable locations to accommodate
significant amounts of housing growth.

Fourthly, we note that a site is proposed for allocation
for 50 no. dwellings in East Durham at Thornley
(5/TH/06), however this settlement is located fairly low
down in the hierarchy of settlement clusters/settlements
set out in the County Council’s Settlement Study, and
we therefore question its suitability and sustainability
for residential development. In our view sites that are
proposed for allocation in East Durham should form
one of the more sustainable settlement clusters such
as Easington, which also benefits from its proximity to
services and employment opportunities in the larger
settlement of Peterlee. Our client has proposed a
housing allocation at Thorpe Road, Easington (SHLAA
ref: 5/EA/22) which would be a more suitable site for
housing than the Thornley allocation in that regard.

Requested Changes
The plan should provide more justification for the
proposed distribution of housing allocations across the
County, and how this relates to housing need and the
relative sustainability of settlements. Greater
consideration should be given non-Green Belt
opportunities suitable for residential development in
sustainable locations in the County to limit the use of
Green Belt land for housing. The exceptional
circumstances for dismissing such opportunities have
not been demonstrated. A greater amount of housing
should be allocated in East Durham, in particular within
sustainable settlements such as Easington. The
proposed allocation in Thornley, East Durham should
be replaced by an allocation within a sustainable
settlement cluster such as Easington.

Comment noted.So if there's planning permission for 162 new homes
in Ferryhill why has no one built them. The last new

3626Question 9

builds were Dean Park and I think they must be getting
on for 20 years old now. They are building everywhere
but Ferryhill.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan and in the Spatial
Strategy Justification document.

3.36 Question 9 – This is our preferred
spatial strategy for the distribution of
housing. Do you have any comments?

3672Question 9

3.37 We support that the Consultation Document has
considered the spatial distribution of housing. However,
we would support a hybrid approach to the distribution
of delivery.
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3.38 The Consultation Document sets out a preferred
method for the chosen spatial strategy as Sustainable
Communities option. We agree that due to the
character of the Plan area that a dispersed pattern of
development will be required concentrated across
various sustainable settlements within the Plan area;
however we do not feel that this approach has been
fully justified and suggest further evidence is
documented for this preferred strategy to be effective.

3.39 We anticipate that Policy 9 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Developers are required to make financial contributions
to support the additional infrastructure requirements

The Town’s (Spennymoor) infrastructure (parking,
roads, doctor’s surgeries and primary schools) are not

3650Question 9

that arise as a result of new developments includingadequate for the level of new houses built and there
towards health provision and school places where
required.

are still 1700+ new homes already approved for
development. This is without two further development
sites on St. Charles Road and Durham Road having
been earmarked in the County Durham Plan for
housing development sites. We need improved
infrastructure, not more new housing developments
and it is recommended that consideration be given to
having one of these earmarked sites at St. Charles
Road or Durham Road approved as a new Primary
school.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key priority
for the council. We also recognise the issues

Why not get some of the empty houses and flats above
shops renovated, and build on waste ground rather

3758Question 9

experienced in some areas as a result ofthan building on green belt. More affordable housing
concentrations of vacant, underused properties andthat are not match boxes but that have suitable
will continue to work with all relevant agencies and ininfrastructure from WiFi to water pressure as well as
particular Homes England to pursue funding that willshops, buses and shops. Build in areas where there
allow as many properties as possible to be broughtis at least a chance of having employment and getting
back into use. However it must also be recognised thatto work.They should also be energy efficient with solar

panels from new. Affordable to buy or rent. in some areas there is no demand for the existing
housing stock even if it was to be improved.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The reduction in housing
requirement down to 6272 units is

3872Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is

to be welcomed but the allocation of in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

40% of this total to Durham City is
totally disproportionate and
unreasonable as Durham City covers
less than 10% of the county by area.
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It should be noted that when sites with commitments
are included only 14% of the houses needed to 2035

The reduction in housing
requirement down to 6272 units is

4169Question 9

is in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.to be welcomed but the allocation of

40% of this total to Durham City is
totally disproportionate and
unreasonable as Durham City covers
less than 10% of the county by area.

It should be noted that when sites with commitments
are included only 14% of the houses needed to 2035

The reduction in housing
requirement down to 6272 units is

4170Question 9

is in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.to be welcomed but the allocation of

40% of this total to Durham City is
totally disproportionate and
unreasonable as Durham City covers
less than 10% of the county by area.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The reduction in housing
requirement down to 6272 units is

3877Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 is

to be welcomed but the allocation of in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread across
the rest of the county.

40% of this total to Durham City is
totally disproportionate and
unreasonable as Durham City covers
less than 10% of the county by area.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

Co Durham Demographic Analysis between 2001 and
2013 shows the largest concentration of population

3891Question 9

noted that only 12% of the houses needed to 2035 isgrowth in Consett is in Delves (over 2000), Consett
in North Durham (which includes Consett), theNorth (nearly 1,500) Consett South (nearly 1000)
remaining 88% is spread across the rest of the county.mostly from net migration into this area, especially from
In identifying housing sites in the Plan previouslySunderland and Gateshead.  Planning for 1040 more
developed land was considered first and allocated
where it is suitable and deliverable.

houses have already been approved and are either
being or have yet to be built, and now another 820 are
proposed.  2.13 of the Preferred Options Plan says,
“Regeneration has resulted in recent rapid housing
growth which has seen much of the demand in these
areas met”. This is the case for Consett and unless
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there is an unexpected and dramatic turn of fortune
and large employers move into this area, the massive
proposed housing increase in precisely these
aforementioned areas will only provide homes for
commuters which will increase traffic congestion, and
the demand for doctors, dentists and schools. This
increase is housing stock seems completely
disproportionate when compared to the rest of the
county.

4.75 says “Employment land and housing sites need
to be located in places where businesses want to invest
and people want to live.”  Employment opportunities
in Consett are not the best and it is proving difficult to
entice businesses here despite the opportunity for land
etc. being readily available. This is basically reiterated
in 2.12 which says ‘allocating housing close to jobs
and services in order to reduce the need to travel and
ensuring existing services are supported is fundamental
to ensuring sustainable development” and that it should
be “based on allocating brownfield land first”.  It seems
incredible that DCC doesn’t seem to be doing that.  It
seems that despite not being able to bring in new
employment opportunities it still wants to build housing
estates next to housing estates and more housing
estates, filling in the gaps, crowding us in and leaving
no space.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The plan purports to be aspirational and a way of
delivering the jobs, careers, salary, housing and

3987Question 9

noted that only 14% of the houses needed to 2035 isinvestment needed for the county to move forward and
in Durham City the remaining 86% is spread acrossdeliver improved lifestyle and living standards for its
the rest of the county.The current Plan also recognisescommunity. However, no account has been taken of
the importance of Consett to the spatial strategy. Inthe development opportunities available outside of the
identifying housing sites in the Plan previouslycentral area, which would, if supported by the plan,
developed land was considered first and allocatedcreate investment opportunity for business and quality

homes in more affordable locations than Durham City. where it is suitable and deliverable. Although some
parts of the steelworks can be considered brownfieldIt is also particularly concerning that the delivery of

housing sites in Durham City is reliant upon the most of these now either have planning permission or
are under construction.development of the green belt land when brownfield

land, which is available (and has been for many years)
elsewhere in the county on sustainable sites, has been
excluded. This is particularly evident in Consett where
proposed housing sites on the former steelworks
(brownfield) land, which have been in previous plan
proposals, are now not to be identified for development.

In general, therefore, I am unable to support the
proposals in the plan and find the detail incongruous
when tested against the aspirations which it alleges it
will help to achieve.
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I have similar concerns regarding the impact of the
proposals within the Durham plan, if adopted, on the
town of Consett and its surrounding area.

As one of the larger towns in the county which has a
relatively strong economic base and growth potential,
the neglect of the town and the limiting of development
sites for further growth is dismissive of its potential and
highlights the failure of the Council to deliver on the
regeneration objectives for the town contained in the
current development plan. This failure to incorporate
a clear physical development strategy for Consett is
regrettable and I would urge the county council to
reconsider this position.

The existing plan for the town should be retained,
giving the stakeholder organisations and community
a focus for regeneration and development in the future.
Consett has demonstrated its growth potential over
recent years. The delivery of sustainable housing
development has resulted in a growing population and
has helped to sustain and stimulate the local economy.
This demand for housing continues to be apparent but
is not reflected in the proposed plan, which limits the
number of development sites and focuses on land
which is/was in council ownership, ignoring other more
sustainable sites with greater chance of delivery.

It is evident from the plan policies map, that the majority
of sites identified are, in fact, green field sites, which
again conflicts with policy. As you are aware, in the
north-west Durham area there are a number of clearly
identified sites of former use (brownfield sites) not least
on the former steelworks site, which seem to have
been overlooked with preference being given to
council-owned sites, which would, in most cases, be
difficult to deliver for a variety of reasons.

The exclusion of the Consett town center development
plan from the proposed Durham plan also takes away
the physical development focus within the existing plan,
reducing the regeneration/redevelopment potential of
the town. The Consett town centre development
framework and masterplan was commissioned by the
council in 2009 and there are still many positive
proposals and milestones in the document that have
not yet been achieved.We strongly feel that this should
be reviewed, updated as a part of the plan process,
and every encouragement given to all stakeholders to
deliver.

The lack of sustainable and deliverable housing sites
allocated in Consett, and the removal of the town
centre plan, is such that the Durham plan, in my view,
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will frustrate rather than encourage development. For
this reason I am unable to support the plan proposals
and would ask for these issues to be reconsidered with
other more deliverable housing sites incorporated and
the former town center development plan reinstated.

In conclusion and for clarity, I wish to object to the
Durham plan proposals, which I think are
geographically inequitable, not supported by sound
empirical evidence and will frustrate the regeneration
and growth of Project Genesis, Consett town centre
and the surrounding area.

Support for housing in Durham City noted.Support new housing in Durham City as it is adjoining
the edge of the city rather than leapfrogging which

4075Question 9

would increase urban sprawl. Need to provide sufficient
facilities to ensure the new community is sustainable.
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The plan has sought to allocate housing in the most
appropriate place the methodology of which has been

I see there has been no allocation for Bowburn. There
is a lot of land here which has potential for housing.

95Question 11

set out in the rationale for the Selection of HousingThis is a good site since access to the A1 from there
is excellent. Site Allocations’ document which can be viewed on

the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The owner of consented land - at Witton Park - can
deliver a number of units under existing consents or

104Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitevia new/ amended ones to come. It is probably best
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthat the site be allocated albeit part is now consented
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasand under construction for much desired self-build. It
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsis a very important regenerative site and can provide
consultation responses which have been received..for Witton Park’s needs and wider but a continuing
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedflexible approach  should be   taken to the degree of
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘off-site benefit it can yield. It should be made clear that
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitethe site is wanted for either more self-build probably
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

at lower density or commercial build at a higher. There
is every reason to expect delivery over the early to
mid-part of the plan period.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

We would submit that two parcels of land owned by
our client are capable and suitable for housing
allocation, these two sites are as follows:

134Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessBrasside Storrs (SHLAA Ref 4/BS/07)
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

This is a previously developed site within the green
belt totalling some 20+ hectares located within the

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

Durham City area. We consider that the site is suitable The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
for housing development as it is previously developed in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
land located within the green belt which has the ability The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
to be developed in a manner which contributes to the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.housing supply required in a form that does not
represent inappropriate development in the green belt.
We consider that consideration must be given to this
site in the context of a plan which is proposing two
large scale releases of green belt land at sites H5 –
Sniperley Park and H6 Sherburn Road. Whilst the
allocation of Brasside Storrs would not remove the
need for the release of new greenfield/green belt land,
and is itself in the green belt, it is considered that it can
make a positive and substantial contribution to housing
provision and would allow the proposed size of
greenfield green belt release to be reduced.  NPPF
Para 145 g. confirms that its redevelopment would not
be inappropriate development in the green belt.

It is a matter of concern that the site has never been
assessed by the SHLAA panel due to the fact it was
filtered out from being assessed at stage 1 of the
SHLAA assessment process.  Significantly, the SHLAA
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incorrectly records this site as a 100% greenfield site
when in fact it can clearly be seen to be a previously
developed site based on the definition provided within
the NPPF. The site is at present a mix of the original
concrete roads and surfaces which serve the site along
with the 25 bunker buildings which remain on site.
Between these areas are small parcels of arable
agricultural land.  On the periphery of this site and in
clusters around it are smaller deciduous woodland
areas.The site is a local wildlife site and it is also noted
that the site has not been assessed further as part of
the SHLAA process because of this designation. We
do however consider that this is also an omission.
Because this represents such a large tract of previously
developed land within the green belt, greater
consideration should have been given to its ability to
be brought forward in a manner which contributes to
housing supply.

In relation to the wildlife designation, it should be noted
that the LPA were provided with ecological assessment
reports for the site in 2016. The ecological assessment
concluded that although ecology is likely to be a
significant constraint to any planning application and
redevelopment proposal, it should be noted that much
of the site is dominated by arable land and built
development of low habitat value. The buildings have
the potential to be of higher conservation value if further
survey work confirms use by roosting bats.  Any
development proposals are likely to need to include
substantial areas of biodiversity enhancement to
mitigate for the loss of a local wildlife site, LBAP
habitats and species and as such a management plan
for the site would be recommended. We consider that
this conclusion indicated that significant parcels of land
within the site were not of high ecological value and
did not contribute to the local wildlife site.

In this respect, it was identified that whilst development
would require significant mitigation and enhancement
of the remaining areas of the site, nevertheless some
areas of the previously developed site would have the
potential to be developed. We consider that an
appropriately designed scheme utilising part of this site
for development and retaining land areas undeveloped
and used for enhanced ecological habitats would be
a viable and appropriate scheme.  Given that there is
a paucity of previously developed land within the
Durham City region which can contribute to the housing
it is considered that the LPA should have recognised
this and taken proactive steps to explore further
whether Brasside Storrs could contribute to the housing
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land provision. The Council has at no time during
preparation of this plan contacted the owner of the site
or visited it in order to consider this option.

This failure to consider the site has taken place largely
it would appear because of the original error in
identifying the site as 100% greenfield. We do not
consider that the plan in its present form is sound given
that this identified error in the evidence base exists
and the methodology approach that this instigated in
relation to our clients site. We consider that further
detailed consideration must be given to Brasside Storrs
as a housing site particularly in the context of a plan
which proposes large scale release of green belt land
for housing.  NPPF para 136 requires fully evidenced
and justified exceptional circumstances to be shown
to be present in order for green belt land to be
released. We consider that the absence of
consideration of previously developed land within the
green belt and its ability to contribute housing means
that at present exceptional circumstances for green
belt release on other sites, of the scale proposed, do
not exist.  At present the plan making Authority,
Durham County Council, cannot demonstrate that it
has complied with paragraph 137 of the NPPF through
demonstrating that it has examined fully all other
reasonable options for meeting its identified housing
need for development. This includes, in particular the
need to make as much use as possible of suitable
brownfield sites and unutilised land.  Given that our
client’s site at Brasside Storrs was not even identified
as brownfield land it clearly indicates that the
requirement of para137 has not been met. NPPF Para
145 g. confirms that its redevelopment would not be
inappropriate development in the green belt. We would
therefore request that our clients land at Brasside
Storrs be further considered for housing allocation.
As part of this consideration it is intended that an
ecological masterplan for the site will be provided which
will identify developable areas within the site and those
areas which can be utilised for ecological mitigation
and enhancement.

Land West of Shotton Colliery (SHLAA ref 5/SH/14)

We also consider that some or all of our clients land
to the west of Shotton Colliery has the ability to be
allocated for housing. The land identified under SHLAA
reference 5/SH/14 is well related to Shotton Colliery
and has the ability to make a significant contribution
to the housing supply.  In the context of the allocated
sites within the East Durham delivery area, we consider
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that the site represents a suitable alternative which is
more sustainable when compared in particular with
site H41 – Dunelm Stables at Thornley.  A review of
the Settlement Assessment forming part of the
evidence base for the plan shows that Shotton Colliery
is assessed as having a settlement score of 61.4. This
contrasts with the score for Thornley of 28.1.
Therefore, in relation to sustainability and access to
services, Shotton Colliery is a far more sustainable
location for development.

In relation to the SHLAA assessment of this site, we
also have concerns that the site has been identified to
be within 6km of the coastline and the European
protected species and habitats.  An assessment of this
indicates that very little of the site is within this 6km
area and if any is it is a very small strip of land directly
adjacent to the B1280 which runs along the east edge
of the site. The site has more than adequate land
available beyond the 6km relevant distance, which
could be developed, and which would not be subject
to assessment under the habitat regulations.  On this
same issue it must also be noted that all of the housing
allocations currently proposed within the East Durham
area are within the 6km distance referred to in the
SHLAA from the coast in relation to Habitat Regulations
Assessments.

In April 2018 the Court of Justice of the European
Union published a ruling on case C323/17 (‘people
over wind’) which has implications in relation to any
development proposals or plans that may affect
European nature conservation sites.  All the East
Durham housing allocations are within 6km of the coast
and therefore fall to be considered in this way. The
recent ruling has established that where a Habitats
Regulations Assessment may be required for a
development, mitigation cannot be taken into account
when considering the screening test for likely significant
effects as part of the Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA).  Sites cannot now be screened out of requiring
a full appropriate assessment at the initial stage on the
basis of taking into account mitigation which may come
forward.  No evidence can be identified that the East
Durham allocations have been the subject of full
site-specific screening test for likely significant affects.
This is now a requirement that must be undertaken
even at the plan stage.  It is therefore considered
premature and inappropriate to bring forward these
sites in advance of the site being screened for likely
significant effects. This matter can no longer simply
be addressed through a generalised application of
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mitigation measures as has been applied previously
to developments close to the coastline.

It is also considered that our clients site at Shotton
Colliery, could be developed in a smaller form should
it be considered that the scale of site is not
appropriate.  Further land within the SHLAA site could
be used for landscaping purposes to mitigate the
alleged landscape impact identified within the SHLAA.
We would therefore request that further consideration
be given to this site as a housing allocation both in its
own right and in the context of the existing housing
allocations for East Durham which it is considered are
not sound at present, due to the lack of compliance
with Habitat Regulations as established in the recent
European court ruling.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
proposes as an additional site the former wood yard

212Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteat the top of John Street, which is site reference D1.2
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessin the Draft Durham City Neighbourhood Plan and has
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasspace for 22 houses and would be very suitable for
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionselderly persons’ accommodation because of its location
consultation responses which have been received..near North Road’s shops and bus and train stations.
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe Forum notes that the site is now the subject of a
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘planning application for 27 C3 units, with what appears
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteto be very limited social/living space, and asks the
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

County Council to ensure that this does not become a
PBSA; indeed, conditions to that effect and also
restricting it to persons over 55 years of age should be
imposed.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Some land should be developed sensitively in Bearpark
but not on greenfield land. What of the old pit heap

277Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selectingsites and brownfield areas?  More retirement housing
Housing allocations' document. There are a largeis required in the village which has easy access to
proportion of planning consents for new houses whichservices and the community. What about the land at
already exist across the county. In addition tothe Waterworks being developed? s.106 contributions
identifying additional specific sites for further newshould come back into the village for further
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision fordevelopment as traffic from these new proposed sites
sites within the existing built up area to be developedas they will have no direct access onto the proposed
along with exception sites within the countryside where
particular criteria are met.

Western Relief Road. I object strongly to Bearpark
village developments financially supporting this WR
road. We need to invest in our community and not a
road that won't benefit the village.

Wingate Front Street, should be demolished and new
housing built on the reclaimed pit site. Additional
housing should be sought in Haswell, Wheatley Hill
and Thornley as well as Blackhall.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,
4/DU/18B and DU/114 should be allocated for a

294Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitehousing / mixed use development which would
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessamongst other things provide enhanced linkages from

Aykley Heads to the River and the City Centre. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Housing Site Reference 1/TT/03A

I wish to challenge your decision on my Site Application
1/TT/03A. This I feel is a very harsh decision given

321Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe allocation of the amber sites that surround the said
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hassite although we have been told the reason for this is
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe detachment of the site from the settlement and
consultation responses which have been received..given the recent planning permission granted for a
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieddwelling this site I feel this connects the site to the
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘settlement and therefore this should be allocated at
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteleast an amber assessment, also the unadopted road
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

to the west of the site provides access to the site with
a former go cart track and to the garage known as Unit
2 to our understanding an unadopted road is allowed
five dwellings and currently there are no dwellings fed
off this road this I feel is a strong argument to change
from red to amber or even green as dwellings would
enhance this site and surrounding area.

I think that the site would be particularly suited to a
smaller scale development, regardless of the outcome
of the SHLAA Review.  I would like my site to be
considered as a housing allocation Policy 5.  I would
be happy to provide further information if required.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

There is a need for additional allocations. The
respondent considers SHLAA site 1/CO/01b Bradley

368Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSouth which is within the Consett cluster should be
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessallocated in whole or part for residential development
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasduring this Plan period amongst other things to
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionscontribute towards supply. The site is well related to
consultation responses which have been received..the existing built form and housing has and continues

to be delivered in the locality. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Reference the proposed development in Crook. H/22.

Has consideration been given to the land near
Glenhome Crook where the demolished swimming

379Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesspool and sports centre stood. This land, owned by the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascouncil would make a perfect site for the development
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof retired people as it is in close proximity to the town
consultation responses which have been received..centre but private enough to be attractive to retired

residents. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

Additionally there is a piece of land at the top of High
Jobs Hill Crook which used to house a small play area

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.that has stood undeveloped for over 30 years. This

land would be ideal for single person residences and
starter homes.

Has consideration also been given to the land
advertised for development near to the new Crook Fire
Station on the A689 road?

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Reference the proposed development in Crook. H/22.

Has consideration been given to the land near
Glenhome Crook where the demolished swimming

380Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesspool and sports centre stood. This land, owned by the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascouncil would make a perfect site for the development
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof retired people as it is in close proximity to the town
consultation responses which have been received..centre but private enough to be attractive to retired

residents. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

Additionally there is a piece of land at the top of High
Jobs Hill Crook which used to house a small play area

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.that has stood undeveloped for over 30 years. This

land would be ideal for single person residences and
starter homes.

Has consideration also been given to the land
advertised for development near to the new Crook Fire
Station on the A689 road?

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The Plan should allocate land at Loud Reservoir, Loud
Hill, Greencroft (previously subject of planning

403Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteapplication 1/2013/0215) in whole or part for housing.
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThis would entail amongst other things recycling land,
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasthe site previously having been a reservoir. The site
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionswould be suitable for self build and executive housing
consultation responses which have been received..amongst other forms of housing. In other
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedrepresentations it has been noted that the Plan should
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘specifically allocate sites for self build and for executive

housing. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The site subject of planning application 1/2013/0215
measured 2.5 hectares. An option would be to allocate
1 hectare in the northern part of the site adjoining Loud
Hill such that it forms a small site within the terms of
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NPPF para 68 (a). The balance of the site would then
be available for landscaping and enhancement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The respondent considers additional sites in Chilton
should be allocated. Sites which are put forward in

411Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteChilton which are well related to the settlement and
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesswhich are deliverable are 7/CH/240 (Land to South
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasEast of Allotments), 7/CH/241 (Land to the east of
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsHambleton Way), 7/CH/242 (Land to the east of
consultation responses which have been received..Chilton), 7/CH/243 (Land to the east of Chilton
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedCemetery) and 7/CH/244 (Land to the North of Chilton
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Cemetery). The respondent considers these sites
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteshould be allocated in whole or part for development

during the Plan period. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Sent via Email 26 June 2018 10:51

Re Submitted Forms - SHLAA Review Westerleith
Farm (See Attached Documents)

395Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

Suggesting alternative sites. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsLand at Alder Crescent  DH9 9SG NZ1654 and NZ1853
consultation responses which have been received..Land at Margrets Terrace NZ1754
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

As explained in our response to Question 10, it is
essential for the Plan to provide some housing

433Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteallocations within the South East Durham monitoring
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessarea for the Plan to be considered positively prepared.
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasAllocations for this area should be focused on the larger
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionssettlements which score highly within the Settlement
consultation responses which have been received..Study (June 2018), indicating they have a large number
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedand range of services available. Of the 307 settlements
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘in County Durham, Sedgefield is ranked 19th due to a
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitelarge range and number of local services available. It
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

is the highest-scoring settlement within the South East
Durham monitoring area, and as such should be the
primary focus for housing allocations in this area.

Land south of Beacon Avenue, Beacon Lane,
Sedgefield should be allocated for housing for a
scheme of approximately 30 dwellings. The site was
the subject of two previous planning applications (refs:
DM/14/02318/OUT and DM/16/01450/OUT) the first
of which was appealed and subsequently dismissed
in April 2016 on the grounds that there would be some
localised harm to the character and appearance of the
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area and the proposal would not make suitable
provision for affordable housing. However, a new
proposal could be designed to minimise any impact on
the character and appearance of the area and any
planning application would be supported by a Draft
S106 Agreement in relation to the provision of suitable
affordable housing.

Land to the south of Stockton Road, located to the
south of the above-mentioned site, was previously
proposed as a housing allocation within the withdrawn
County Durham Plan (site ref: H/57).That site extended
further south to the A689 and adjoined the
Conservation Area to the north. The site at Beacon
Avenue is preferred in planning terms as its
development would result in more of an infill
development with less impact on the character and
appearance of the area than the previously proposed
site H/57.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land north of Stella Gill Bridge, Chester Le Street
(SHLAA ref: 2/PF/05) is approximately 4.5ha in area

434Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteand has capacity for approximately 120 dwellings. It
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessis considered that this site should be included as a

housing allocation via Policy 5. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsParagraph 4.87 of the Plan indicates that the starting

point for where housing is required to meet OAN was consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedthe percentage figures used for each local plan
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘monitoring area in the Sustainable Communities option
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteidentified in the Issues and Options document, which
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

were then applied to the total OAN to give an overall
number of houses to be planned for in respect of each
monitoring area. The Sustainable Communities
percentage figure for the North Durham monitoring
area was 7% of total OAN, which as shown at Table
2 of the Plan is 25,992.This equates to 1,819 dwellings
to be planned for in respect of the North Durham
monitoring area.

Table 1 indicates that the North Durham monitoring
area has a total of 1,425 existing commitments, which
when a discount of 10% is applied for non-delivery (as
per the methodology for overall requirement shown at
Table 2), leaves 1,283. To meet the OAN requirement
for North Durham, a total of 536 dwellings need to be
delivered on non-commitment sites within the Plan
period. Using Table 2’s methodology, a windfall
allowance of approximately 7% can be made on the
overall OAN for the area (equating to 127 dwellings),
which reduces the requirement to 409 dwellings.
Therefore, using the Plan’s own methodology, there
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is a requirement for housing allocations within the North
Durham monitoring area with a total yield of 409
dwellings.

Currently the Plan proposes three housing allocations
within the North Durham monitoring area; one in
Chester-le-Street (ref: H10) for a total of 60 dwellings;
and two at Pelton/Newfield (refs: H11 & H12).Together
these have a total estimated yield of 175 dwellings.
This results in a shortfall of housing allocations in the
area of at least 234 dwellings. It should also be noted
that as per paragraph 4.15 of the Plan, this number is
a target and not a ceiling, and if housing completions
do exceed this level then this will be reflective of a
buoyant housing market.

Land north of Stella Gill Bridge, Chester Le Street
(SHLAA ref: 2/PF/05) is a vacant, part-greenfield
part-brownfield site that is very well related to the
services within Chester-le-Street. It is located less than
1km from the centre of Chester-le-Street and is
connected by adopted footpaths on both sides of Pelton
Fell Road (B6313). Bus stops are situated directly
outside the site entrance with regular direct services
to Chester-le-Street, Newcastle and Birtley, as well as
a number of smaller settlements within the area. The
site’s development would represent infill development
between existing housing and commercial development
to the east, south and west and the Stella Gill industrial
Estate to the north west. The site has very strong
defensible boundaries to all sides comprising mature
landscaping/tree belts.

Allocation of the site at Stella Gill Bridge, Chester Le
Street (SHLAA ref: 2/PF/05) for approximately 120
dwellings would assist the Council in meeting the
identified shortfall of allocations within the North
Durham monitoring area and in meeting the overall
aims of the Plan.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Hello in Brandon we have a brown field site that has
been derelict for over 50 years, it used to be Church

738Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For SelectingStreet, Cobden Terrace, Albert Street, the old colliery
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises therows, but no one is interested in building on it which I
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitesthink is a disgrace surely brown field sites should be
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.built on first especially for council properties that

everyone needs bungalows and houses. There are a large proportion of planning consents for
new houses which already exist across the county,
including those on brownfield land. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
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developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within the settlement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Great Aycliffe Town Council would like to retain the
Woodham Way site (7/NA/091) as an area for future

521Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitedevelopment and request that site be included as a
possible future development site for bungalows only suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

7/SH/199 land north of Fulton Court Shildon

I was extremely disappointed that land to the north of
Fulton court, Shildon has been classed as unsuitable
for development.

1258Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

One of the stated aims of Durham county council is to
address the issue of decline in local town centres and

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

development of this site would encourage footfall to
our town, local shops and amenities.

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteLand on the periphery of the town that has been

classed as suitable for residential developments will Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.not encourage it residents to use the towns shops,

businesses etc. People will be more inclined to drive
to nearby Tindale retail park.

The land in question at one point appeared landlocked
but after speaking to developers they have now
secured suitable access to and from the site via
Cheapside.

It is vital that any new residential developments are
close to our town centre and not on the outskirts to
ensure Shildon continues to provide somewhere for
local residents to shop and be able to access local
services and amenities such as schools, medical
services, libraries etc.

I do hope you can re-look at this area of potential
development taking in to consideration newly arranged
access and the positive impact it would have on footfall
to the town.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site
SHLAA reference 2/PF/14.
Development sites for housing around Chester Le
Street are incredibly limited and will not support the

821Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

growth of the town and is therefore not a sustainable been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
approach to housing allocations. More land needs to consultation responses which have been received..
be allocated for housing so more numbers can be The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
delivered in and around Chester Le Street. Sites such in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
as 2/PF/14 (SHLAA reference) in adjacent settlement The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Pelton Fell, which are not in the green belt and logic
for development should be allocated.
The site directly to the north, SHLAA ref 2/PF/09 has
already been developed and provides an access route

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

into 2/PF/14. The site is available and deliverable with
a house builder ready to take the site forward. After
already conducting several ecological surveys we are
confident we can demonstrate how any potential impact
can be mitigated against

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site

825Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSHLAA reference 1/CO/13 and further to proposed
Policy 5, Housing Allocations.
Too few sites have been allocated in areas outside of
Durham City. This site at Berry Edge Farm, Consett is

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

logical for housing development, there is a housing consultation responses which have been received..
estate directly to the south and farm house and The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
associated building to the north, therefore development in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
on this site would fill the gap in between existing built
form.
There is a willing landowner and developer interest,
making the site deliverable. I would request this site
should be included in Policy 5 as a Housing Allocation.

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Banks Property promotes the allocation of two
additional sites in Barnard Castle and Pelton. Further

1366Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteinformation on these sites has been enclosed as an
attachment and will be provided in hard copy. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasLand north of Darlington Road, Barnard Castle. Gross
site area 5.5 hectares. Estimated yield 100 units. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..
We believe there is a compelling case for allocation of
further housing in Barnard Castle to deliver growth that

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

is commensurate with the size of the settlement and The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
protect and enhance the town and its services. The Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.Darlington Road site is the most suitable and
sustainable location for a new housing allocation.

Moss Close Farm, Land west of Pelton Lane, Pelton.
Gross site area 6.5 hectares. Estimated yield 160 units.
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The Moss Close Farm site is a logical and sustainable
option for housing growth at Pelton, a settlement which
is a focus for housing growth in North Durham due to
constraints around Chester-le-Street. The site is in an
attractive location with good access to services and
the strategic road network.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Re: 3/SC/02a and 3/SC/02b

I wish to challenge the decision re the above site. The
site has been allocated “green hatch” in the County

931Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDurham Plan.  In the assessment of the site it was
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasdeemed suitable for housing development, access and
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionslandscape. The reason put forward for the green hatch
consultation responses which have been received..was “it is in a weak market area giving rise to
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieduncertainty over delivery”.  I give below my reasons

why I believe this site should be included. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Private housing in South Church comprises mainly
lower priced terraced housing or large expensive

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

detached houses/bungalows. Families, currently living
in terraced housing, have to leave family and their local
community and move away from the area if they want
a house with a garden and parking space/garage
unless they can afford the higher priced housing, circa
£200,000+, ie Riverside/East Deanery. There is no
affordable family housing with garden/parking in South
Church to retain these families, this development could
fulfil that void.  Also South Church Enterprise Park is
within walking distance of the development, thereby
giving people the opportunity to live nearby, alleviating
the need to use a car.  I have carried out research with
a number of local Estate Agents, all of whom confirmed
that there is a shortage of 2/3 bed bungalows with
garden and parking and also agreed the lack of
affordable family housing with garden/parking space
in South Church.  I was also informed that they work
with a number of local “small” developers who are more
than capable of bringing a development of this kind to
completion (see attachment from Estate Agent).

In summary, this development could benefit the
sustainability of South Church, providing much needed
affordable family housing and/or 2/3 bedroom
bungalows.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The following sites should also be included:731Question 11

• Redevelopment of Travellers Green, Newton
Aycliffe Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness• Redevelopment of Clarence Green, Newton
Aycliffe of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
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consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

• Redevelopment of King William Grange,
Spennymoor

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘• Redevelopment of the former Tremeduna Grange
site, Trimdon Village The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

These sites will be supported by written representations
to feed these in to the Housing Allocations list and
SHLAA by Lichfields planning consultants on behalf
of Livin.

Some of the sites have early development plans in
place to ensure that affordable housing units are
replaced and to meet community need.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Following on from the response to question 10, a
number of commitments are projected to contribute to

1068Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesupply. The Plan needs to be clear as to their status
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessto provide certainty throughout the Plan period
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasacknowledging planning permissions can expire. The
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsrespondent asks that SHLAA site 4/WR/02 (Land at
consultation responses which have been received..Station Road, West Rainton) which was granted
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedplanning permission on 27 August 2015 under
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘reference 8/CMA/4/112 be allocated for housing
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitedevelopment in the Plan.  As noted in the response to
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Question 10, progress is being made towards the lawful
implementation of a panning permission on the site.
Absolute certainty in the Plan is however necessary.

The respondent additionally requests that SHLAA site
4/WR/02a (Southern Land at Station Road, West
Rainton) be removed from the Green Belt and be
allocated for residential development during the Plan
period. Amongst other things the site is well related to
Durham City, readily developable and able to deliver
housing in the short term.  Furthermore this site can
come forward and contribute to the land supply without
any major infrastructure constraints / requirements,
unlike some of the other proposed allocations in the
draft plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The respondent requests that SHLAA site 3/CO/09
(Land North of A689) be allocated in whole or part for

634Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteresidential development during the Plan period.
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessAmongst other things the site is within the Coundon
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascluster and physical well related to the existing built
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsform.  It is additionally material that housing
consultation responses which have been received..development has been delivered on SHLAA site
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified3/CO/06 (Land west of Hillside Road) to the east.
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘There can therefore be confidence that housing is
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitedeliverable in Coundon and further contribute to its
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

regeneration, a material consideration of acknowledged
importance.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The respondent requests that SHLAA site 4/HS/14
(High Grange Farm) be removed from the Green Belt

961Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteand be allocated for residential development during
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe Plan period. Amongst other things the site is well
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasrelated to Durham City, readily developable and able

to deliver housing in the short term. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..It is additionally material that the site is a small site in

NPPF para 68(a) terms and provides an opportunity The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘to make a positive contribution to the range and choice

available in the County's new housing offer. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

See attached representations

Introduction

1219Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
Q+A Planning Ltd act on behalf of the Trustees of the
Rothes 1990 Settlements, who have extensive land

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

ownership throughout the Country.   On behalf of our been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
client, we wish to promote through the Local Plan our consultation responses which have been received..
client’s land to the south of Brandon as a site for an The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
urban extension to help meet the Country’s housing in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
needs. This site is not within the Green Belt and is The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
currently agricultural land located to the south of the
settlement of Brandon.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

This site has been considered as part of the Local Plan
evidence base as a potential allocati The site was
assessed as part of the Council’s Exceptional
Circumstances document to release Green Belt land
for development through the Local Plan process. In
this document, several sites beyond the Green Belt
were assessed for their ecological, heritage, landscape
and transport impact, and a sustainability assessment
for their suitability for housing was undertaken. The
Brandon South area performed well, although it was
highlighted that significant infrastructure intervention
would be required to alleviate demand at the A167.
The regeneration benefits of the site were also
recognised. Given its performance, Brandon South
was shortlisted for a further viability assessment, along
with three other sites.

The desk top viability assessment found that Brandon
South site was not viable. The Council did sensitivity
test the assessment where   revenue increased by
5%.   For the Brandon South area (but not the other
four sites), this resulted in a surplus of £1.5 million.
However, the Council consider that the risk that the
scheme would not be   able to contribute to mitigation
of the A167 and thus the Western Relief Road.
Therefore, the Council’s conclusion was the risks to
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delivery and potential highways harm were too great
to allocate this area in the Local Pla

We consider that the Council’s approach to not allocate
Brandon South for housing, and instead release two
large Green Belt sites for development, is not a sound
one, for the following reasons:

• The Local Plan evidence fails to demonstrate
exceptional circumstances for Green Belt release;

• Release of Green Belt land on the scale
proposed does not represent an ‘appropriate
strategy’ in the context of the Framework;

• Additional evidence has demonstrated that
allocation of land at Brandon South is a
reasonable alternative to Green Belt release, and
therefore represents an ‘appropriate strategy’;

• Land at Brandon South has the capacity to
accommodate about 1,450 dwellings over the
plan period, as well as supporting and enhancing
the range of services and facilities within the
Brandon Cluster

We have attached an indicative masterplan at Appendix
1 together a viability note at Appendix 2 and a transport
briefing note at Appendix 3 and transport technical
note at Appendix 4. We consider that this site is a
deliverable opportunity and that the Council should
reconsider its decision not to allocate the site for
development. Responses are submitted to the
Council’s specific questions within the Preferred
Options document.

These representations are structured with an overview
and assessment of the published evidence base, which
will then inform responses to the specific questions of
the consultation.

As an initial observation, it is noted within paragraph
2.12 of the Preferred Options Local Plan that:

“The Plan is also based on the principle of allocating
brownfield land first wherever possible, then utilising
sustainable greenfield sites, only then considering the
release of Green Belt as a last resort and where
exceptional circumstances exist”

Taking this statement from the Plan, it is not considered
that the Council has appropriately considered the
alternatives to Green Belt release, and it is not
proposed as a ‘last resort’. A similar position is set out
again at paragraph 88 which explains that ‘suitable,
deliverable, viable greenfield sites’ were considered
before turning to Green Belt release. We will
demonstrate through   these representations that the
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assessment of other greenfield sites was not sufficiently
robust, and there are other sustainable, suitable,
deliverable and viable greenfield sites which should
be   allocated before Green Belt release is progressed
on the scale proposed.

It is noted that the government has published its
updated National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
during the consultation period on the emerging Local
Plan. Whilst there are transitional arrangements in
place to allow authorities to have their Local Plans
examined under the 2012 NPPF if they are submitted
within six months of the new NPPF being published,
it seems highly likely that the Durham Local Plan will
now be examined under the policies of the new NPP
The implications of this are considered in these
representations where necessary, and future drafts of
the Local Plan will need to be updated to respond to
the changes in national policy. For the avoidance of
doubt, all references to the Framework in these
representations relate to the July 2018 Framework,
unless specifically stated otherwise.

With specific reference to these representations, it
should be noted that the statement published by the
Ministry of Housing, Communities and   Local
Government (MHCLG) alongside the updated
Framework confirmed the following:

“…the revised framework makes sure they exhaust all
other reasonable options for development before
looking to alter a Green Belt boundary”

Background

It is noted that the Council previously progressed to
Examination in Public (EiP) on a Countywide Local
Plan in 2014, with the Inspector’s Interim Views on the
soundness of the plan being published in February
2015. Whilst the inspector’s findings were quashed
following a process of legal challenge, the Council
should not disregard the criticisms of the previous
inspector in preparing a new Local Plan.The criticisms
went to the heart of the Local Plan, with many of the
same criticisms being applicable to the emerging plan.
Two of the key criticisms which we do not consider
have been appropriately addressed are:

• Further work is needed to justify the spatial
distribution of development, including addressing
the needs of settlements not constrained by
Green Belt in the Central, North, East and South
Delivery Areas; and
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• A full review of non-Green Belt sources of supply
should be undertaken.

The following quotations from the Inspector’s interim
findings provide further explanation of the concerns,
which remain to be addressed within the Preferred
Options Local Plan now being consulted upon.

“The over-emphasis on building up Durham City results
in major incursions into the Durham Green Belt and
for reasons explained below these would be directly
contrary to national policy” (paragraph 57)

It should be further noted that the Council’s claim for
judicial review of the inspector’s interim findings
focused on his conclusions with regard to the
objectively assessed need (OAN) figure and the
appropriateness of the western and northern relief
roads. The Council did not identify any challenge with
the inspector’s conclusions on spatial distribution and
reliance on Green Belt release within its legal
submissions, and it is reasonable to consider these
concerns remain unanswered, despite the   Inspector’s
findings having been quashed in full as a result of the
process. It is likely that any reasonable inspector would
draw similar conclusions on the evidence available.

Spatial Strategy Justification (June 2018) 

Following the Issues and Options consultation (June
2016) which identified four potential different spatial
distributions for residential development, the Council
has prepared the Spatial Strategy Justification (SSJ)
in support of the current Local Plan consultation. The
different distributions considered were:

• Main Town Focus;
• Sustainable Communities;
• Sustainable Communities with Central Durham

Villages; and
• Wider Dispersal.

The current consultation document proposes to take
forward the Sustainable Communities strategy which
places significant strain upon the designated Durham
City Green Belt.Whilst this is the case, the SSJ makes
little more than a cursory passing reference to

Green Belt constraints, and the constraints of the
Green Belt do not appear to have been a feature in
the consideration of the Spatial Strategy for the
emerging Local Plan.

In this respect, the criticisms of the previous EiP
inspector (paragraph 78 of his interim findings) do not
appear to have been addressed with this emerging
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Local Plan, and the justification for Green Belt release
is presented as a retrofit assessment to align with a
pre-determined requirement to release land from the
Green Belt.

As a potential alternative, the Sustainable Communities
with Central Durham Villages option places significantly
reduced pressure on the Durham City Green Belt,
redistributing some of the growth to Central Durham
Villages, including Brandon, whilst retaining many of
the Sustainable Communities benefits of accessibility
and connectivity to the economic centre of Durham
and other employment and commercial areas.

Paragraph 1.2 of the SSJ notes that changes to
economic activity rates are critical in preventing a drop
in the overall rate of employment. We agree with this
observation which is clearly supported by the
2016-based population projections published in May
2018. These projections show a decrease in the
working age population for County Durham over the
next 10 year period of 1.1%, whilst the state pension
age population over the same period is projected to
increase by 15%. It is clear from this that action needs
to be taken to ensure economic activity in the region
continues to grow, whilst the strain on many services
increases with an aging population.

Building upon this, paragraph 7.3 of the SSJ states:

“Brandon/Langley Moor/Meadowfield, adjacent to the
A690, is a successful business location and the Plan
allocates further land to support further business
growth. A route for a future industrial estate link road
is also identified to ensure employment growth does
not adversely impact on residents.” (our emphasis)

The previous EiP inspector considered there was
an over-emphasis on building up Durham City which
resulted in major incursions into the Green Belt. He
further considers the most appropriate spatial strategy
would be a more even balance between Durham City
and other settlements in the Central Delivery Area,
stating (paragraph 62):

“This is because the settlements in the Central Delivery
Area are well placed for accessing economic
opportunities in the City of Durham due to the
comparatively narrow Green Belt and bus service
provision to the City”

He further comments at paragraph 65:

“An appropriate adjustment could then be made to the
provision in other towns and villages in the Central
Delivery Area not constrained by Green Belt such as
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Brandon, Coxhoe/Parkhill, Bowburn, Langley Park,
Lanchester and Sherburn” (our emphasis)

It is clear from the above evidence, and the fact that
the Council is seeking to deliver additional employment
allocations at Meadowfield, that the Central Durham
Villages can offer many of the benefits of focusing
development on Durham City, without the level of
impact upon the designated Green Belt.The comments
about viability at paragraphs 1.20 and 1.21 of the SSJ
are noted, with viability being covered later in these
representations.

In consideration of the above, it is considered that
identifying a preferred Spatial Strategy which is
unconditionally reliant on significant Green Belt release,
without having first considered the ability to
demonstrate Exceptional Circumstances, or at least
identify the challenges of Green Belt release within the
SSJ, is a major failure of the strategy of the emerging
Local Plan. As such, the release of such large amounts
of Green Belt does not represent an   ‘appropriate
strategy’ in the context of the Framework, and the
policy approach cannot be justified.

Exceptional Circumstances Report (June 2018) 

Part of the evidence base to release Green Belt land
in the emerging County Durham Local Plan is the
Exceptional Circumstances report, which purports to
identify the ‘exceptional circumstances’ which justify
the release of land from the Green Belt.

In considering whether Exceptional Circumstances
exist, consideration should be given to the wording and
requirements of the Framework. Paragraph 136 states:

“Once established, Green Belt boundaries should only
be altered where exceptional circumstances are fully
evidenced and justified, through the preparation or
updating of plans” (our emphasis)

Paragraph 137 continues:

“Before concluding that exceptional circumstances
exist to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the
strategic policy-making authority should be able to
demonstrate that it has examined fully all other  
reasonable options for meeting its identified need for
development” (our emphasis)

As noted above with regard to the SSJ, the introduction
section to the Exceptional Circumstances report  
confirms ‘the Preferred Option is the Sustainable
Communities option’, confirming the starting point for
the assessment is a position of retrofitting the preferred
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option, rather than a   genuine objective assessment
of the existence of exceptional circumstances.

In concluding the assessment, paragraphs 4.12 and
4.13 simply conclude there were insufficient
deliverable, suitable sites to avoid the need for Green
Belt release. We do not believe this is the case, and
exceptional circumstances have not been evidenced.

Section 11 relating to the planning balance also notes:

“The mere preparation of a local plan does not, in itself,
amount to   exceptional circumstances. A full
assessment has been undertaken to ensure that the
revision to the Green Belt is a last resort in terms of
meeting sufficient housing land to meet local housing
need”

One of the most basic expectations of an authority to
‘examine fully’ other reasonable alternatives would
include proactive discussions with owners of the
potential alternative sites to ensure the Council’s
assumptions in its assessment were accurate.Without
having engaged in such discussions, the Council
cannot claim to have ‘examined fully’ the alternatives.

Section 7 of the Exceptional Circumstances report
introduces the   sites which were assessed beyond the
outer Green Belt boundary. Site 8 within that
assessment is named ‘Brandon South’ and is the land
in the control of the Trustees of Rothes 1990
Settlements. Section 7 provides a summary of the
characteristics of the sites, which may be considered
as constraints to their future development. There are
a number of failings and other material observations
with this assessment which are summarised as follows:

• Landscape Summary – concludes there is
‘potential for smaller development’, presumably
to minimise constraints, although this potential
is not explored or considered further and has not
been subject to discussion with the land owner;

• Inconsistent heritage assessment – the heritage
section considers there could be a ‘minor
negative impact’ which could be mitigated, whilst
the summary concludes there could be a
‘significant heritage impact’. This inconsistency
is repeated under the site assessment at
Appendix 1 and it appears the heritage officer
opinion is ‘minor negative impact’ which can be
mitigated, and should therefore be the position
within the site summary;

• Bus accessibility – the summary concludes the
site does not meet the minimum bus accessibility
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standards, although it is considered a site of this
scale would be designed to facilitate bus access
and this should not be defined as a negative
consideration. Equally, the strategic Green Belt
release sites are of a scale which would not
meet   bus accessibility standards without some
form   of design intervention to ensure buses can
access the site; and,

• The site could make a meaningful contribution
towards regeneration, being located within one
of the 20% most deprived ward The significance
of this should not be underestimated, particularly
when viewed alongside the proximity to areas of
employment and the proposed employment
allocations at Meadowfield.

Whilst there are inherent inconsistencies in the
Council’s assessment of the site through the
Exceptional Circumstances report, the site is not
discounted as a potential alternative to Green Belt
release as a result of any physical characteristics and
constraints. The Council considers the site to fail on
the assessment of viability only.

This being the case, it is clear that if the site is in fact
viable, then the Council’s ‘exceptional circumstances’
case must fail, and ‘reasonable alternatives’ have not
been ‘examined fully’. The fact that the environmental
characteristics of the site are not as negative as
reported by the Council is a further benefit in support
of the site being allocated.

The Council has assessed four sites beyond the outer
Green Belt boundary, with all four sites failing the
viability test. Brandon South is the only site which is
considered to be viable with a modest 5% increase in
property values, but is still unable to make a
contribution towards the highways requirements. It is
significant to this consideration that the Council has
not engaged with the landowner in undertaking any of
the site assessment work, and the ability of the Council
to make a genuinely informed assessment on viability
without such engagement is limited.

As part of these representations, Aspinall Verdi has
been instructed to review the site viability assumptions
contained within the Exceptional Circumstances report.
Most of the Council’s assumptions have been applied
to maintain a consistent approach, unless Aspinall
Verdi consider there are valid and defendable reasons
to take an alternative approach.

There are two principle differences between the
assessments, with the evidence to support the
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differences contained within the Aspinall Verdi note.
These relate to different assumptions on dwelling sizes
(market houses are assumed to be marginally larger,
whilst affordable housing and bungalows are assumed
to be marginally smaller), and sales values of the
market housing. The sales values are approximately
5.5% above the Council’s assumptions, and are also
based on evidence of local sales values.

Changes have also been included on the developable
site area and residential density of the site to reflect
the outcome of a high level masterplanning exercise,
although these changes all reduce the amount of
development which can be accommodated on the site
compared to what has been tested in the Council’s
Exceptional Circumstances report. Therefore, it can
be concluded therefore that the Aspinall Verdi
assessment is an objective and robust analysis of the
site viability.

The consequence of these relatively modest changes
is a site which is comfortably within the category of
being viable, with a scheme viability surplus of
approximately £38m based on the parameters set out
in the Aspinall Verdi assessment and the indicative
masterplan produced.

Having demonstrated failings with the Council’s viability
assessment, it is confirmed beyond reasonable doubt
that the Council has not examined fully the reasonable
alternatives, as required by the   Framework, and
exceptional circumstances are not demonstrated.
Consequently, it cannot be concluded that Green Belt
release on the scale proposed is an ‘appropriate
strategy’ and is not likely to be found sound through
examination in public.

In order to further demonstrate the suitability and
deliverability of the site, which it should be noted is
agreed within the Exceptional Circumstances
report, the Trustees of the Rothes 1900 Settlements  
have commissioned further work to support these
representations in the form of a Transport Briefing
Paper and high level site masterplan. Both documents
further support the assumptions contained within the
viability assessment, with the Transport Briefing Paper
evidencing the lack of consideration to alternative
highway solutions which could further assist with
viability.

Question 11

Are there any other housing sites that should be
allocated? Please give reasons.
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Based on the above identified failings of the Preferred
Options spatial strategy, and the Council’s own
assessment of the suitability of the Brandon South site,
it is considered that future consultation on the Local
Plan should allocate land identified at Brandon South
for approximately 1,450 dwellings.

The Exceptional Circumstances report which supports
the current consultation contains a detailed assessment
of the environmental constraints and opportunities of
the site. It concludes the site could be developed with
limited requirements for mitigation which could be
accommodated within a   well-designed and
masterplanned scheme. The report considers that
the site would be ‘reasonably consistent with the
existing settlement form and involving a degree of
‘rounding-off’ in plan form’. This rounding off is self
evident within the indicative masterplan.

Development of the Brandon South site offers an
opportunity to further support and enhance the range
of services and facilities which exist within the wider
Brandon Cluster. Brandon South is suitably located on
the A690 to offer accessibility to regular bus routes
into Durham City, as well as being able to
accommodate a critical mass of development which
will support further bus services within any future
development.

Further evidence is submitted with this representation
which considers the   viability assumptions made within
the Exceptional Circumstances report, and confirms
the site sits comfortably within the definition of being
viable. Accepting the Council’s evidence alongside the
further evidence submitted in support of   this
representation clearly demonstrates the Brandon South
site is a suitable location for significant development
over the plan period.

Most significantly, release of the Brandon South site
does not rely upon the release of significant areas of
Green Belt land around Durham City, and represents
an alternative to the unjustified strategy of Green Belt
release.

Conclusion

Q+A Planning Ltd act on behalf of the Trustees of the
Rothes 1990 Settlements and as part of these
representations, we are promoting the Brandon South
site for a residential allocation for around 1,450
dwellings. This site is located beyond the Green Belt
has been considered by the Council for a residential
allocation, but was dismissed solely on the grounds of
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viability, which has in turn led to a substantial Green
Belt release around the city.

Green Belt release in the manner proposed by the
Council can only be justified in Exceptional
Circumstances. As we have explained in our
representations, we have shown that the Brandon
South site is viable, having produced an indicative
masterplan for 1,450 dwellings and sufficient highways
mitigation can be achieved. We have also shown that
it is not necessary to rely solely on the Western Relief
Road to justify development on this site.Therefore, we
consider that Exceptional Circumstances do not exist
in the manner presented by the Council and that the
Brandon South site should be allocated for residential
development prior to any other sites or Green Belt
releases.

As is good practice, we are happy to discuss the site
with the Council in further detail in respect of viability,
site constraints, land uses and masterplanning as the
Council produces its plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

7/SH/119 north Fulton court

I wish to object to the outcome of the Shlaa 2018,
regarding the land to the north of Fulton Court Shildon.

573Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

Within the report you state the plot is unsuitable due
to being land locked, it is my understanding that the

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

developers have an agreement with the landowners consultation responses which have been received..
of the strip of land to the east of the plot, leading onto The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
Cheapside to unlock this site, making an entrance to
and from the development.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

This is the only site with good access to the local
doctors, secondary school, two primary schools and
the local high street, which would benefit from this
development. Making them all accessible without of
the use of a car and cut down pollution and give
children access to the amenities.

Other sites you have marked as suitable are mostly to
the south of the Town and would take trade and school
places from the town. As local town councillor, this
concerns myself and others from my ward.

Would it be possible for the site to be reassessed
including the land to the east of the development. As
this site was classed as sustainable in previous reports.

Relly Cottage has been considered within the Green
Belt Assessement.The site was also considered within

a) The proposed Western Relief Road and its southern
roundabout, situated on the B6302, will be directly

1252Question 11

the Exceptional Cirucmstances document however theadjacent to the Relly Cottage property. Council
site does not adjoin any existing settlement. Theprepared maps clearly indicate that the Western Relief
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Road corridor uses the Relly Cottage boundary as its
boundary. See below Figure 5 See Figure 5

proposed Western Relief Road will adjoin the B6302
immediately to the west of Relley Cottage. Whilst this

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT APPRAISAL is likely to change the character of Relley Cottage, the
PROPOSED WESTERN RELIEF ROAD APPENDIX
2

Western Relief Road is not to be deleted from the
Green Belt and therefore no alternative boundary to
the Green Belt will be created.b) The ‘openness’ and rural setting of land at Relly

Cottage will be permanently lost by the construction
of this new road, making the Green Belt status of the
Relly Cottage property at odds with the surroundings

c) The County Durham Plan Preferred Options
Strategic Housing Allocation proposes to allow the
development of 1900 houses at the northern end of
the Western Relief Road adjacent to the Sniperley
roundabout, also presently in Green Belt

d) As there is no material difference, other than in
scale, between ‘land at Relly’ and ‘land at Sniperley’,
it stands to reason that the proposed development of
the Relly Cottage sites, adjacent to the southern
roundabout of the Western Relief Road, is equally
viable

e) The Relly development would, like the Sniperley
development, attract a 106 contribution, which would
in turn contribute to the cost of the construction of the
Western Relief Road

f) NPPF guidelines state that when defining boundaries
planning authorities should ‘not include land in the
Green Belt which it is unnecessary to keep permanently
open’. The creation of a new physical boundary, the
Western Relief Road which will be ‘readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent’, added to the existing
B6302 and the East Coast Mainline boundaries means
the ‘land at Relly Cottage’ can no longer be described
as open countryside so it is therefore unnecessary and
unjustifiable to retain ‘land at Relly Cottage’ in the
Green Belt        

g) As a consequence of the construction of the Western
Relief Road, the Relly Cottage site will have 3 of the
strongest permanent boundaries possible. It will be
bounded by the B6302, the Western Relief Road and
the East Coast Main line with its fourth boundary a
double line of established trees. The County Durham
Plan Preferred Options Table 18 Green Belt Parcel
Boundary Definitions grades boundary strength as:
‘roads a Grading of 1, railways a Grading of 2 and
woodland/hedges a Grading of 3’

i) The proposed Western Relief Road creates a
situation where the five purposes which the Green Belt
serves will no longer have any sensible application to
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the land at Relly Cottagej) This view is borne out in the
Durham County Council Green Belt Assessment,
Green Belt Review: Stage 1 and 2 Report - 3 Summary,
page 304 – which found of Relly Cottage, ‘Overall this
submitted site does not perform strongly against the
five Green Belt purposes.’ In addition the assessment
for the 5 purposes of Green Belt at Relly Cottage is
given as: ‘No Contribution: Weak: Moderate: Weak:
Moderate ‘NB this assessment excludes the impact of
the construction of the Western Relief Road

k) In contrast the Sniperley site, in the same Durham
County Council Green Belt Assessment, Green Belt
Review: Stage 1 and 2 Report document, and when
assessed against the 5 purposes of Green Belt was
given as Strong: Strong: Strong: Weak: Moderate: with
the Summary comment for Sniperley stating; ‘Overall
this submitted site performs strongly against purpose
1 due to the risk of sprawl, strongly against purpose 2
as it plays a crucial role in maintaining a gap between
Durham City and Sacriston and also strongly against
purpose 3 du to the low levels of built development
within the submitted site’

l) Furthermore in relation to Purpose 1 the prevention
of urban sprawl the Draft NPP, Chapter 13, 132
Protecting Green Belt Land states, ‘The Government
attaches great importance to Green Belts. The
fundamental aim of Green Belt policy is to prevent
urban sprawl’

m) Relly Cottage assessment for ‘sprawl’ states,
‘Purpose 1: The submitted site, Relly Cottage, is not
connected to or close to any of the large built up areas
(as defined in the method) and there is no risk of
sprawl. Level of Contribution: No contribution.’ Durham
County Council Green Belt Assessment, Green Belt
Review: Stage 1 and 2 Report, page 336

n) The County Durham Plan Preferred Options already
involves the loss of Green Belt at several locations
across the county, so in comparison the Relly Cottage
site loss to the Green Belt would be minuscule

m) The Relly site, developed to award winning design
standards, would deliver a mix of 2/3 bed bungalows
plus affordable 1/2 bed apartments.These will be built
to Regulation M Category 2 Adaptable or Category 3
Wheelchair Accessible thus providing much needed
“Lifetime Home” housing for downsizers/last-time
buyers/those with disabilities.

n) The development would be community based and
centred on mutual support, in an environment which
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lends itself to helping to maintain good physical, mental
and emotional health, so reducing the damaging effects
of isolation and loneliness, while raising the levels of
overall well being.

o) Facilities would encourage a healthy lifestyle for its
residents with a communal meeting room/hall: allotment
area: a communal outside sitting/recreation area plus
a perimeter exercise path of approximately 1000
meters

p) This would create a development which is
Sustainable, in accordance with NPPF guidelines - :
“economic, social and environmental” paragraph 7
Introduction NPPF 2014

q) The need for such housing is identified in the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options Meeting the Needs of
Older People 98 to 5.105.

r) The County Durham Plan Preferred Options, Policy
16, Addressing Housing Need , states  ‘The council
will support the provision of specialist housing for older
people, vulnerable adults and people with disabilities’

s) The development at Relly would cater for these
groups.

 It is their contention that Relly Cottage sites should
be treated in the same manner as the Allocated
Housing at Sniperley. That the Relly Cottage
development be viewed as a positive contribution to
the delivery of Policy 24, Durham City Sustainable
Transport - Western Relief Road, the aim of which is
to ‘reduce congestion on the western edge of the city
around Nevilles Cross and the surrounding network
and to facilitate development at Sniperley Park land’

Mr and Mrs Boyle assert that it is only right and fair
that the Relly Cottage sites are included the county
Durham Plan’s Housing Allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In addition to the comments I have already submitted
to this question, please find attached a site plan for the

860Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteWillerby Grove site which should be included for as an
allocation in future iterations of the Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In addition to the comments I have already submitted
to this question, please find attached a site plan for the

863Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteTravellers Green site which should be included for as
an allocation in future iterations of the Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In addition to the comments I have already submitted
to this question, please find attached a site plan for

866Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitethe Manor Road, Medomsley site which should be
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessincluded for as an allocation in future iterations of the

Plan. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

For the reasons set out in my response to Question 9,
I consider that the level of housing development

656Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteenvisaged on the proposed Durham City Green Belt
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessreleases (sites H5 and H6 totalling 2,320 dwellings) is
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasinsufficiently justified. Before finalising the scale of
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsGreen Belt releases, further consideration should be
consultation responses which have been received..given to the need to ensure that adequate levels of
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiednew housing are provided within the smaller
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘settlements of the County, where development is
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siterecognised as potentially having a role in economic

and housing delivery terms. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.In my opinion, Lanchester falls into this category of

important smaller settlements that are currently
effectively ignored by the Preferred Options strategy,
with no allocations being proposed under Policy 5.

In this regard, the strategy for Central Durham is based
on 2,233 commitments in the form of planning
permissions at March 2018, together with 275 dwellings
on proposed allocations at Bearpark (2) and Langley
Park (sites H7, H8 and H9). Of the total of 2,508
dwellings in Central Durham, only 30 in the form of
existing permissions are in Lanchester.

Furthermore, the allocations that are proposed in
Central Durham relate to settlements that are identified
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in the 2018 Settlement Study as having a lower
classification than Lanchester in terms of the availability
of facilities and services.

Under the terms of the Settlement Study, Lanchester
is the sixth highest ranked individual settlement (i.e.
outside the identified ‘clusters’) in the County, with a
score of 70.3. Langley Park, where 25 dwellings are
allocated on site H9 is the next ranked settlement
(66.8) whilst Bearpark, where 250 houses are proposed
to be allocated on sites H7 and H8, comes well down
the list with a score of 26.3.

This adopted approach serves to confirm that despite
what is said in the plan about the need to recognise
the role of important settlements outside Durham City,
and the need to ensure that housing needs are properly
met, the reality is that neither aim has been adequately
addressed, and the findings of the Settlement Study
have been ignored.

In order to rectify these deficiencies land should be
allocated for housing in Lanchester, either as part of
a re-balancing exercise between smaller settlements
and Green Belt releases around Durham or in
substitution for the unwarranted allocation of sites H7
and H8 at Bearpark, or both.

In this regard, the site at Cadger Bank, Lanchester
(SHLAA ref. 1/LA/07) should be reconsidered, and
included in the plan as a proposed housing allocation.
This site, which was identified as a potential allocation
at the previous local Plan Preferred Options stage, is
recognised in the SHLAA assessment as potentially
representing a logical growth area to a sustainable
settlement with good access to most services and
facilities.There are no highways, open space, pollution
or flood risk issues, and no insuperable issues in terms
of landscape impact or biodiversity.

The SHLAA identified the site as ‘amber’ on
archaeological grounds, because it was believed that
development would affect the setting of the nearby
SAM, Longivicium Roman Fort, and because of the
possibility that archaeology beneath the site (but
outside the SAM) could be negatively impacted should
the site be developed.

Relevant archaeological issues were addressed by the
Inspector in appeal decision ref.
APP/X1355/W/16/3165621 dated 09 August 2017.  In
that decision, the Inspector found that housing
development would cause ‘less than substantial harm’
to the SAM, and went on to conclude that the identified
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harm would outweigh the public benefits resulting from
development, which included (inter alia) the supply of
new houses to offset the lack of a 5 year housing land
supply and to address the social imbalance in the local
population, economic benefits and related public
footpath improvements.

In the context of the local plan strategy, the balancing
of benefits against harm shifts markedly in favour of
residential development on the site. With regard to
perceived harm, the Scheduled Ancient Monument
remains unaffected, there is no strong evidence of any
valuable archaeology beneath the site, and the level
of harm remains ‘less than substantial’. On the other
hand however, the public benefits expand to include
a contribution to Lanchester’s planned housing supply
over the Local Plan period in circumstances where the
level of commitments is extremely low, and incapable
of meeting housing needs, aspirations and demands
in the settlement. Furthermore, the contribution made
towards reducing the extent of Green Belt releases
around Durham City represents a further significant
public benefit, to be weighed in the overall balance.

In such circumstances, for the reasons set out in this
submission and my related response to Question 9,
the County Council is asked to revert to its earlier
position, and to include within the Submission Local
Plan a housing allocation on land at Cadger Bank,
Lanchester.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Housing

Ferryhill is desperately short of new housing, this is
slowly effecting our community, the lack of new

672Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selecting
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises thehousings is driving our younger people to neighbouring
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitestowns therefore Ferryhill is loosing out on young
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.talented residents which (IMO) leaves our town short

of growth. There are a large proportion of planning consents for
new houses which already exist across the county,

Please encourage more new housing at Ferryhill. including those on brownfield land. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within the settlement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site comprises around 1.6ha of agricultural land
to the north of the village of Gainford. The site is

704Question 11
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Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

generally flat but sloping towards its west where it
adjoins another field in the consultee’s ownership west

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasof Balmer Hill. The site is well related to the existing
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsresidentiual area and highway studies have shown that
consultation responses which have been received..a safe and satisfactory access can be achieved from

North Lane. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Gainford is a Local Service Centre, situated on the

A67; it lies approximately 11km west of Darlington and The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

14.5km east of Barnard Castle. The population of the
parish in 2011 was 1,133; the population has
decreased slightly in recent years despite some new
house building. Gainford has a good range of local
facilities, including local shops, tea rooms, butchers,
hair dressers, public house, theatre, doctor’s surgery,
primary school and nursery, as well as good transport
links with both Darlington and Barnard Castle.
Accordingly it scores 23 on Durham County Council’s
settlement hierarchy as set out in the 2017 settlement
study.The proximity of the village to Darlington makes
it highly sustainable and will help secure the future of
services there.

The importance of the role of local service centres such
as Gainford should be both recognised and
strengthened through the strategic approach of the
CDP. The site could provide:

• Up to 35 new homes
• A mix of homes to meet local needs
• 20% affordable housing

There are no physical or practical constraints to the
development. The site is attractive to the market and
therefore has a high chance of delivery. The site is
owned by the consultee and can be delivered early in
the plan period.

It is proposed that the site at Gainford as shown on
the plan contained at para. 2.3 of this report should be
allocated, with a proportion (20%) of affordable and
local needs housing, and sufficient landscaping to form
a defensible boundary to the settlement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In addition to the comments I have already submitted
to this question, please find attached a site plan for

864Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitethe King William Grange site which should be included
for as an allocation in future iterations of the Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
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Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client would like to promote land to the north of
the A689 as a suitable site for a residential housing

829Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteallocation. The site lies to the east of Wolsingham,
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessnorth of the A689 and adjacent to the Watson’s Garage
of the previously preferred housing site allocations haspetrol filling station site. The site is partially bound to
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe west and south by terraced properties along
consultation responses which have been received..Durham Road, with the site effectively ‘wrapping

around’ the east and north of these properties. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘This site has been previously identified through the

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

(SHLAA) process as part of site reference 3/Wo/11.
The site is coded ‘amber’ in this emerging SHLAA,
meaning that while initially considered unsuitable, this
can be subject to revision.   In 2013 the assessment
found development to be unacceptable due to concerns
regarding employment opportunities for the dwellings
and the sites location on the periphery of the village.

Development on this site for housing will have
significant benefits in terms of addressing the housing
need in Wolsingham and improving the sustainability
of the settlement by ensuring that this rural settlement
is able to grow and prosper over the Plan Period.
Furthermore, whilst when last assessed the site was
within an Area of High Landscape Value this
designation and constraint has been dropped in the
emerging Plan. Sites opposite the site within
Wolsingham are shown in the SHLAA to be deliverable
and have subsequently received planning permission.

The site has been subject to a pre-application enquiry
regarding a proposed live/work development.The client
desires the land now to be promoted purely for
residential development and recent planning decisions
in the surrounding area support the planning reasons
for the sites inclusion for market housing.

Within the immediate vicinity there are three planning
applications which have been approved, two for
residential and one for the development of the existing
garage for a shop.To the east of the site an application
(ref: DM/16/03230/FPA) was submitted in 2016 for
‘erection of 4no. dwellings with access road’. The site
is now subject to a further planning application. An
outline application (ref: DM/18/00791/OUT) submitted
in 2018 for ‘7 no. dwellings’ is currently pending a
decision.

Across the road from the site, planning permission was
approved (ref: DM/15/02975/FPA) in 2015 for
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‘demolition of existing buildings on site, erection of
retail store, refurbishment of petrol station with
associated works’. Whilst there was an existing disused
garage the proposals show a significant improvement
to the appearance and facilities over the former use.

The planning history demonstrates clearly that
development in this area can be acceptable, for this
reason the proposed sites green field location should
not be a barrier to its allocation as a site for residential
development.

The site is in a sustainable location 900m from the
centre of the town and 100m to bus stops with services
to Stanhope, Crook and Bishop Auckland.

In summary Dere Street Homes wishes to promote all
or part of their land interest at Wolsingham as a
sustainable housing allocation to support the key
objective of promoting the rural economy in this key
settlement over the Plan period. The site could be
delivered in two phases; an early Phase coming
forward in the medium term and a further phase later
in the Plan period.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land to the north of Fulton Court, Shildon. Ref:
7/SH/199

705Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteFollowing the recent consultation around the County
Durham plan I was surprised and disappointed to suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasdiscover that land to the rear of Fulton Court, Shildon
has been deemed unsuitable for development. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..
As a local town councillor I am keen to see Shildon
town centre thrive. If the land was developed it would

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

increase the footfall to the town, be within easy walking The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
distance to our shops, dentists, doctors surgeries, Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.schools and recreation facilities. There are numerous
developments on the outskirts of the town which due
to their geography encourage residents to shop out of
town and send their children to school out of town. We
need to be encouraging residents to use the shops,
schools and other amenities in the town to ensure its
survival.

I believe one of the reasons the land has been deemed
as unsuitable is due to it being "landlocked". I have
been reliably informed that developers have managed
to secure land adjacent to the the site which would
provide suitable access.

In my opinion the site is in a much more suitable
location than others in the town which have been
deemed acceptable for development.
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I would be extremely grateful if the site could be
reassessed based on access now been available and
on the grounds it would encourage footfall to the town
for shops & business etc.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Esh Developments are promoting a site for residential
development in Lanchester.The site comprises of four

1158Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteagricultural fields located east of Lanchester EP
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessPrimary school and the A691. The site is identified in
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasthe SHLAA under two reference numbers, which
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionscomprises the two fields to the north (1/LA/04) and the

two larger fields to the south (1/LA/16). consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe site has no relevant planning history however

Lichfields has worked closely with Esh Developments in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteand the Council through pre-application discussions
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

for the proposed site. In 2016 a pre-application enquiry
was submitted regarding a 79 dwelling development
on the site and this process included public
consultation.
In Lanchester there are 18 SHLAA allocations, one of
the sites is already complete however all other sites
have been deemed unsuitable (14 amber and 3 red).
Furthermore, no sites have been allocated for
residential development in the preferred options Local
Plan. In addition to this a number of recent planning
applications have been refused or withdrawn in the
settlement:

• DM/14/00763/FPA – Residential development
for 149 dwellings – Refused

• M/15/03222/FPA – Residential development for
52 dwellings – Refused

• DM/16/03633/OUT – Residential development
for 14 dwellings – Withdrawn

• DM/17/01930/FPA – Residential development
for 52 dwellings – Refused

This pattern of refusal, coupled with no housing
allocations, raises questions over the suitability of the
County Durham Plan and its role in ensuring a vibrant
community in Lanchester. Delivery of sustainable
housing sites, such as this one, must come forward as
soon as practicable in order to relieve the pent-up
demand for homes in this area. Such delivery is
essential if the Council are to increase housing delivery
in the short-term to address historic and current under
supply.

Taking on board comments made through previous
pre-application discussions and due to the fact, the
site is located within a Conservation Area the proposals
have been reduced from 79 dwellings to 50
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dwellings. Furthermore, the previously discussed
masterplan was to cover the four fields however taking
on board the comments regarding the views of the hills
and the topography of the site the proposals have been
reduced to two fields directly behind the existing car
garage meaning the proposal will be largely screened
from views out of the Conservation Area.This ensures
that future development preserve the most sensitive
landscape areas of the site, on higher ground to the
east.

The site is capable of delivering house types and
tenures which are in demand locally and incorporating
a suitable proportion of Affordable Housing.

The site also benefits from strong public transport links
including four bus stops less than 60m from the site,
with regular services running to Consett, Stanley,
Lanchester, Durham and Newcastle. Additionally, there
are a range of services and facilities located within
400-500m of the site in Lanchester, which include:
petrol station, local primary school and sixth form
college, community facilities and further local amenities.

A suitable vehicular access point can be provided from
the A691 to the west and there are opportunities to
enhance pedestrian crossing facilities across this road
into the town.

Regarding deliverability, the site is available now for
housing development, with no legal or land ownership
issues preventing the site from being developed.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

On the map Ferryhill appears to be in the border area,
the ‘grey’ area, no mans land,  between Spennymoor

748Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selectingand Sedgefield and we feel like that’s how we are
treat! Housing allocations' document. This prioritises the

identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitesFerryhill needs new housing, new people, as we are
slowly but surely losing our community assets banks, first where they are suitable, viable and developable.

There are a large proportion of planning consents forleisure centre, etc.We keep strong, but our community
new houses which already exist across the county,has excellent schools, doctors, dentist and churches.
including those on brownfield land. In addition toOur spirit has grown community projects like the food
identifying additional specific sites for further newbank, the Hub, the Ladder Centre, junior football club,
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision forthe Dean Bank Institute, Team Poppy ( volunteers who
further sites within the existing built up area to behad national coverage and recognition, etc...BUT the
developed where particular criteria are met, andcommunity is getting older many young families are
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Thereforemoving out of the village because of the lack of new
the fact that there are no housing allocationsaffordable housing. We NEED new housing bring
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within the settlement.

Ferryhill out of the shadows..we deserve new housing,
we have been in the shadows too long
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client is promoting the land at Woodhouses Farm,
Etherley Moor as a suitable site for residential
development.

878Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe land at Woodhouses Farm has been previously

identified as an allocation to meet strategic housing of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsneeds in Country Durham as part of the withdrawn

County Durham Plan. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

To the north of the site two planning permissions have
been granted/minded to grant for residential

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

development (DM/17/01765/FPA and Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.DM/16/04062/OUT). These permissions have altered

the western edge of the settlement and development
and Woodhouses Farm would provide the opportunity
to deliver a logical and robust edge to Bishop Auckland.

There have been two previous applications on the
Woodhouses Farm site. Firstly, in October 2016 (ref:
DM/16/03249/FPA) a hybrid application submitted on
behalf of Avant Homes which sought permission for
237 dwellings and included the whole south and north
aspects. The two-phased application was
recommended by the case officer for approval. The
application was ultimately refused at committee is it
was stated that the adverse impacts of development
in terms of landscape and highway capacity would
outweigh the benefits and would conflict with Policies
GD1, ENV1, and H3 and T1 of the local plan.

Secondly, on the 24 October 2016 (ref:
DM/16/03395/OUT) an outline planning application
was submitted for up to 320 units on the southern area
of the site. The application was recommended for
approval by the case officer however was refused by
committee. The grounds for this refusal were that the
development would have an adverse impact in terms
of landscape harm, poor connectivity, loss of
agricultural land, the potential impact on future
operations of neighbouring farming businesses and
that the proposals were in conflict of policies GD1,
ENV1, and H3 of the local plan.

Following the committee’s decision, the proposals have
been amended to respond to the reasons for refusal.
The overall number of units proposed for the site has
been reduced from 320 to 200. The layout of the
development has been improved with far more space
for landscaping and buffers to protect the operation of
neighbouring farm businesses. The reduced scale of
development also allows for enhanced connectivity
with approved development to the north and existing
residential areas to the east of the site.The agricultural
land is classed as grade 3b and as such falls below
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the threshold of what can be considered ‘best and most
versatile’ agricultural land. Local Planning Authorities
should seek to use this lower value agricultural land
for development where needed, in line with the NPPF
(paragraph 171).

The strong interest from housebuilders in delivering
the two approved schemes to the north is confirmation
that this is a robust market area. The site is free from
constraints that would undermine deliverability and our
client has had further investigative works completed
concluding that ground conditions are suitable for
housing.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Dear Sir or Madam,

As our town centres are rapidly dying perhaps it's time
for a rethink as to their purpose.

861Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selecting
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises the

There is a clear shortage of accommodation so
councils should change the use of retail or office space
to housing.

identification of previously developed (brownfield) sites
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.
There are a large proportion of planning consents for
new houses which already exist across the county,In doing so it could create some fantastic apartments

while at the same time bringing some of our towns including those on brownfield land. In addition to
back to life by bringing the people back into the centres. identifying additional specific sites for further new
Towns like Bishop Auckland have buildings with housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
fantastic facades that should be restored in a way to further sites within the existing built up area to be
bring pride back into their centres. The council should developed where particular criteria are met, and
start sequesting all the vacant shops and the space encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
above them and with a bit of creativity they could turn the fact that there are no housing allocations
them into excellent places to live. If lifts were installed specifically identified does not preclude further new

housing from being delivered within the settlement.this  would particularly suit the elderly who are crying
out for downsizing. Durham is currently on the slide
and I, for one, would be quite happy living in an
apartment in the centre. Surely this is better than using
up any more green space! 

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

South Church would benefit from housing proposals
3/SC/02a and 3/SC/02b.  Currently the area consists

947Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteof terraced housing accommodation, which is at the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesslower end of the market and properties that are at the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashigh end of the market, which are unobtainable to
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsresidents looking for a middle market residence and

wanting to move up the property ladder. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe property market of South Church restricts

residents, in particular families wanting an upgraded in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteproperty with a garden and garage. In turn this forces

people to look out of the area. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Being a long-term resident of South Church, I have
seen the impact on the community over the years;
meaning it has not been sustained. This is due to the
lack of suitable housing.When new builds were offered
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in neighbouring areas, people relocated due to wanting
upgraded housing.

The housing proposal will improve the area, giving
residents and their families the opportunity to obtain
affordable housing, with the benefit of a garden and
off-street parking.This will make it possible to maintain
community networks, such as families receiving support
with childcare, or any aging range of resident having
family and familiar community network support. In turn
making the proposal of housing a desirable investment
to a range of South Church residents and their families
within immediate areas and also people wanting to
relocate back into the area.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

3/SC/02A and 3/SC/02bB

I think these sites would be a good development for
this village, the area is in need for housing that would

941Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessbe suitable for families, most of the houses are
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasterraced and don't have gardens, garages or off road
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsparking, families are moving out of the area to find
consultation responses which have been received..homes with these things.  I myself am looking to move
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedand a new home on this site would be more appealing
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘to me as my mother lives at Rosemount and living on
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitea bigger site doesn't appeal to me. These sites would
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

have a lot of interest as they would give a type of
housing for families wanting to move up from the
terraced house but cant afford the bigger budgeted
houses.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Further to my letter of 13th inst, I have identified a strip
of land which I submit as a viable alternative to the

956Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitecurrent (strongly objected to) proposed High West
Road Development. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has• This land as far as am aware is owned by the
Askwith Family who are the owners of the current
proposed development land

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified• The land does not abut to any current housing

estate and only has sporadic dwellings in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site• It is within the 30mph zone entering Crook

Westwards along the A689 Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.• It has an established public highway part named

Mown Meadows Road and which runs the
perimeter of the land identified through to
Roddymoor Road

• It has two established junctions with the A689,
one of which is already earmarked as a Primary
site access.There is a currently established Bus
Stop Shelter at the second junction, the area of
this wide entrance currently utilised as a Police
Patrol Vehicles parking
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• It has a single track link road called Mown
Meadows Road which runs to the A68 Tow
Law-Fir Tree Road which could be widened

• The land appears more consolidated than the
Low Mown Meadows site and being on a plateau
will not suffer the localised winter flooding which
the other site suffers from and would be far more
cost effective from a developer’s point of view

• There is a currently established Bus Stop Shelter
at the second junction, the area of this wide
entrance currently utilised as a Police Patrol
Vehicles parking

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Further to my letter of 13th inst, I have identified a strip
of land which I submit as a viable alternative to the

957Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitecurrent (strongly objected to) proposed High West
Road Development. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has• This land as far as am aware is owned by the
Askwith Family who are the owners of the current
proposed development land

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified• The land does not abut to any current housing

estate and only has sporadic dwellings in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site• It is within the 30mph zone entering Crook

Westwards along the A689 Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.• It has an established public highway part named

Mown Meadows Road and which runs the
perimeter of the land identified through to
Roddymoor Road

• It has two established junctions with the A689,
one of which is already earmarked as a Primary
site access.There is a currently established Bus
Stop Shelter at the second junction, the area of
this wide entrance currently utilised as a Police
Patrol Vehicles parking

• It has a single track link road called Mown
Meadows Road which runs to the A68 Tow
Law-Fir Tree Road which could be widened

• The land appears more consolidated than the
Low Mown Meadows site and being on a plateau
will not suffer the localised winter flooding which
the other site suffers from and would be far more
cost effective from a developer’s point of view

• There is a currently established Bus Stop Shelter
at the second junction, the area of this wide
entrance currently utilised as a Police Patrol
Vehicles parking

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Consultation question 11 asks if there are any other
housing sites that should be allocated in the CDP. For

971Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitethe reasons set out within this response it is submitted
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that land off The Meadows, Middridge should be
allocated for housing development. In summary, the
site:

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..• Could provide 27 new homes that could be

provided early in the plan period, providing
flexibility and choice;

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site• Is located within an are that would be highly

attractive to the market; Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.• Is highly accessible – whilst being located outside

the main settlements of Newton Aycliffe and
Shildon, because of its close proximity to them
it is highly sustainable. Future residents will have
access to a range of services and facilities
without needing to travel by car. It therefore
accords with the requirements of paragraph 78
of the NPPF;

• Could include a mix of housing, including
affordable housing and self/custom build
properties;

• Would provide a level of development proposed,
27 units, that is commensurate both to the level
of services and facilities available as well as to
the size of the village. The provision of much
needed new homes will help the village to
become more sustainable and resilient.

• Has been informed by a settlement appraisal,
the proposal would contribute positively and
ensure a high quality, appropriate and
sympathetic response to the village’s character,
significance and local setting. It would also
provide high standards of amenity and privacy
and minimise the impact of development upon
the occupants of existing adjacent properties.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Evidence base

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(2018)
The assessment of housing sites 7/MI/005a and
7/MI/005b are disputed. The assessment in respect of

974Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionssite 7/MI/005a is that the site has not been assessed
consultation responses which have been received..as it is detached from the settlement. As explained
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedabove, any partial development of this site would come
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘forward as part of a wider site incorporating site
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site7/MI/005b.The assessment for this site concludes that:
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

the development of the site would represent an
incursion into open countryside, poorly related to the
existing settlement form and this would result in a
significant adverse residual landscape and visual
impact.
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The settlement appraisal submitted alongside this
representation demonstrates that it is possible to
design a scheme that would be acceptable, clearly
reflecting the natural, scale and evolution of the village.

Spatial Strategy Justification (June 2018)
The Spatial Strategy Justification report identifies that
the strategy for the distribution of housing is a
dispersed pattern of development located across key
settlements in the county and principally focused in
and around the towns where the greatest opportunities
for employment, services and facilities, public transport
and other infrastructure, such as healthcare and
education exist.
The principle of this approach is supported, however
in practice it has resulted in some sustainable
settlements, such as Middridge, including no draft
housing allocations.Whilst services and facilities within
the settlement are limited, given the proximity to
Newton Aycliffe and Shildon, the village is sustainable.
The approach is therefore disputed as it does not
accord with the requirements of paragraph 78 of the
NPPF.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

We act on behalf of the Omnivale Pension Scheme
(OPS) who are land and property owners within the

1002Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteCounty Durham Plan Area. OPS are owner of a
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssubstantial landholding between the existing built up
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hassettlement of Ushaw Moor and New Brancepeth within
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe Central Durham Area. The northern part of the
consultation responses which have been received..landholding has been assessed in the Durham SHLAA

- 4/UM/04. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘The 2018 Local Plan Preferred Options proposes just

three housing land allocations within the Central The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Durham Area – H7, H8 and H9 totalling just 275
dwellings out of the 6295 dwellings proposed by policy
H5. Allocations H7 and H8 are effectively adjoining
sites at Bearpark, whilst the remaining allocation H9
at Langley Park is for just 25 dwellings. OPS consider
that this limited scope of provision in the Central
Durham area does not provide sufficient range and
choice of housing opportunity and that additional sites
should be allocated to meet housing needs in this
regeneration area and provide greater choice for
developers, registered social landlords and
homebuyers. OPS are aware of viability and land value
constraints in this general area, yet consider that some
further modest site allocations outside of the Green
Belt on the edge of sustainable villages will not
undermine the strategy of the emerging Durham Plan.
Such allocations would provide wider opportunity and
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housing choice and assist maintaining a five year
deliverable supply of housing when the County Durham
Plan is adopted. The previous (withdrawn) version of
the local plan did propose to allocate up to 220
dwellings in Ushaw Moor of which 167 were approved
north of Ladysmith Terrace in a planning permission
granted to Taylor Wimpey. There is clearly scope
therefore to accommodate additional development
within and adjoining the settlement.

Omnivale and a potential site developer have been in
communication with the County Council in respect of
developing part of the SHLAA identified landholding
south of Eshwood View for up to 38 units with access
to be secured from an extension to the site from
Eshwood View as shown on the attached feasibility
layout. The access link cuts across a small parcel of
Green Belt yet the proposed housing area lies outside
of the Green Belt and maintains a buffer to the south
to the Deerness Valley Walk which incorporates a Local
Wildlife Site. The access solution addresses previous
SHLAA concerns that the site was unlikely to be
accessed, minimises Green Belt impacts and avoids
the designated areas of green space. At circa 38 units
and a site area of 1.03 hectares the site is deliverable
and developable and should be identified as a housing
allocation.

In addition to the site at Eshwood View, the potential
residential development of Land to the north of Waltons
Terrace, New Brancepeth, also within the ownership
of the Omnivale, has been considered, and is shown
on the attached indicative layout plan (Drawing Ref:
8409-L-04).The site measuring 4.35 hectares currently
accommodates a farmstead and is surplus to the
requirements of the Landowners. The site is relatively
unconstrained, with no known restrictions to its
development, and is located adjacent to the settlement
boundary of New Brancepeth. On the basis that circa
34 dwellings could be provided per net hectare (2.35
net), the possible development of this site could
generate up to 80 dwellings of varying types and
tenures and seek to incorporate a layout which is
sympathetic to the character of the existing built
development within New Brancepeth.

As identified on the associated Preferred Options
Policies Map (2018), the site is located outside of the
Green Belt. A ‘Protected Species and Sites-Local
Wildlife Sites’ and ‘Trees, Woodlands and
Hedges-Ancient Woodland’ designation is located to
the north of the site. The indicative layout plan
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submitted identifies that the potential development of
this site would not extend to the boundary with these
wildlife/habitat areas. Although indicative at this stage,
the scheme outlines the potential for the retention of
existing hedgerows and trees and the incorporation of
additional landscaping in the form of buffer planting
along the north western and south eastern edges of
the site which would provide natural screening of the
site whilst also representing an opportunity to improve
and enhance the biodiversity of the site. Surface Water
Drainage/attenuation basins are also accommodated
for within the green infrastructure surrounding the
proposed residential development of the site, although
this would be the subject of detailed design, the
indicative layout of the site demonstrates that on site
attenuation could be accomodated.

Vehicular access to the site is currently available from
Walton’s Terrance and the proposed scheme would
seek to retain and improve this access, subject to
appropriate design and agreement with the Local
Highways Authority. Pedestrian access is currently
available through the site via Public Rights of Way
which traverse the site from Walton’s Terrace to the
south of the site through to Ushaw Moor to the north,
a second PRoW is located to the north west of the site.
The indicative layout submitted outlines that the
existing PRoW routes could be retained and
incorporated into the residential development of the
site. Additional pedestrian footpath linkages could also
be provided within the site, connecting to Walton’s
Terrace and the PRoWs, providing an integrated
pedestrian network.

New Brancepeth has a number of local facilities and
services available to the local community, including
the New Brancepeth Primary School, recreation
grounds, convenience store (including a Post Office),
a Place of Worship, Social Club, Village Hall and
several bus stops which provide good public transport
links to Durham, Spennymoor and Ushaw Moor.Whilst
a relatively low value area, new development such as
off Barley Rise, directly to the west of the site, has sold
and this opportunity relates well to the settlement and
will support its services and facilities.
The site is suitable for low cost market and/or a
predominantly social housing led development with a
Local RSL who have previously expressed interest in
the site. On this basis, the development of the site for
a mixture of tenures could prove feasible and would
likely improve the potential to incorporate enhanced
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green infrastructure such as landscape planting and
the connection of pedestrian footpaths.

Overall, the site is deliverable and developable and
should therefore be identified as a residential housing
allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

I am writing on behalf of Mr A Dixon, Mr & Mrs D
Wilkinson and Pettersson Martin Joint Venture and

1007Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteothers (who are owners or interested parties of the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessabove lands) and wish to make further representations
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasin respect of the current Issues and Options
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsdocumentation in respect of the County Durham Local

Plan 2018. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedI set out below details of the representations made in

2017 for the Call for Sites- Housing Land Site Form in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site(SHLAA) and note that the proposed site appears to
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

have been rejected out of hand at first instance by the
SHLAA team due to it not being adjacent to an existing
settlement, but as pointed out in my submission, the
settlement boundary of Bowburn has been extended
Southwards to cover the area of the Citrus Integra 61
development site which was approved in 2017 and is
currently having final submissions for conditional
approval being considered by the Council. My Clients
site will therefore be adjacent to an existing settlement
as soon as work starts on that site.

My clients site is also shown on the latest plan
proposals map as being within an area of high viability
for Assessing Housing needs which area extends from
the outskirts of Durham city centre to south of my
clients site in Bowburn.

The Citrus site has publically stated that the new
development will provide up to 4000 new jobs for the
local community but without providing considerable
new housing in the immediate area for these new
workers, there will be a severe increase in traffic
congestion in the local road network from employees
driving from long distances away.

Although the Citrus site has some housing approved,
the number of houses is far below the number which
will be required when the Citrus development is being
built and occupied in the next few years.

We have therefore put forward the immediately
adjacent site for potential housing which will reduce
traffic congestion and provide some much needed
housing not only for the local employment but also to
meet part of the National Housing shortage.We would
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also include a large proportion of affordable housing
and elderly persons homes/flats within the proposal.

We note that the new Durham City Plan has
considerably reduced the housing requirements from
those submitted in the plan of 2016, but we consider
the new lower numbers will not meet the ever growing
requirements for housing both Nationally and in the
local Durham area over the immediate plan period up
to 2035 and that additional housing will require to be
allocated to meet local demands within the next 5 to
10 years including my clients site and as such it is
considered that it should be allocated for housing in
the current plan period.

My clients have also offered to provide a site of up to
20 acres for a new secondary school for the area south
of Durham city so as to reduce the long distance bus
journeys large numbers of students have to endure
every day to suitable schools several miles away from
their homes. Such a school will also be a benefit to the
local community as the sports facilities could be made
available to the local community out of school hours.

I have included as attachments all the plans included
with my previous submission and set out below an
amended version of my original submissions for your
consideration.

The Site

• The site is situated the South of Bowburn and
consists of several small fields owned by a
number of farmers, overall constituting of a long
narrow triangular area of up to 60 acres of land
situated between the A1(M) to the East and the
A688 to the West and it is immediately to the
South of the motorway services and is as shown
edged red on the attached plan No 100.The land
was original comprised of a small number of large
agricultural fields but the construction of the
A1(M) motorway dissected the fields into several
much smaller fields with each farmer having fields
on either side of the motorway,  and later the
fields were further divided by the straightening
of the A688 main road.

• The various fields are currently owned by three
farmers each having numerous small parcels of
farmland which have been much less economic
to farm.

• The majority of the fields were subject to planning
consent for equestrian uses about 6-7 years ago
and one section is currently in use for these
purposes.
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• The site is immediately adjacent and to the East
of the recently approved large scale Citrus
Integra61 commercial and warehousing
development and when this development is
completed the current farmers land will be
enclosed by the motorway to the East, the
services area to the North and the Citrus
development to the West such that it will be
isolated from the surrounding countryside and
will be more difficult to farm. This parcel of lands
will in effect be surrounded by other commercial
uses ( Citrus site, the new public house/hotel and
the services area site) and is bounded by the
motorway on the East side, thus enclosing it in
a narrow finger of land away from the surrounding
countryside.

Settlement boundary of Bowburn.

• I have shown on attached plan No.200 how the
settlement boundary to the south of Bowburn will
now be extended round the south of the Citrus
site and could also extend Eastwards to enclose
the extent of my clients lands to form a
semi-circle of development bounded by Citrus in
the West, the A1(M) in the East and the proposed
school site in the south (see below), the potential
school site acting as a stop to further
development to the south and avoid a joining of
development to the Tursdale and Coxhoe
settlements to the south.

• There is also long term potential for a small
amount of further housing on the East side of the
motorway adjacent to the existing residential area
along the Northern part of Coxhoe Road, as
indicated on the plan all being contained within
a semi circular settlement boundary around the
centre of Bowburn.

Potential Uses

• Following a recent request in 2016 from Durham
City planners for potential housing sites, I have
already submitted the Councils Call for Potential
Housing Sites Pro-forma to you in 2016 and 2017
and my client would like his land to be seriously
considered for this use for a number of reasons
as outlined below

• There is a current large shortfall in the amount
of housing throughout the whole country and my
clients site would offer potential to reduce
pressure on housing especially to the South of
the Durham area.
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• The Citrus site on the opposite side of the A688 
offered potential for over 4000 new jobs for the
Durham area and all of which will ideally require
housing as locally as possible to the place of
work to reduce further traffic congestion. The
Citrus site has already obtained consent for about
250 houses on their site but this is insufficient to
serve their development with local employees
and therefore our Clients  site offers potential for
a considerable number of additional houses to
serve the proposed new employees

• There is also a severe shortage of Affordable
Housing in the whole country and my client is
offering to construct up to double the required
number of affordable homes on the site in order
to compensate for the lack of any affordable
housing included in the residential element
granted on Citrus site.

• Additional elderly persons accommodation will
also be incorporated into the scheme to help
reduce the shortfall of such accommodation both
now and in the future where it is forecast there
will be increasing numbers of elderly people due
to longer lifespans.

• My client is also willing to offer for free under a
Section 106 Agreement, a 20 acre part of his site
for the provision of a new secondary academy
school (and/or new primary school site if required
with possible shared sports pitches) as shown
on the plans attached (No.155) which appears
to be a suitable position for a new school to the
south of Durham in order to not only serve the
new housing but also to reduce the considerable
journey times to other schools currently
experienced by pupils from this area and to
relieve some of the pressure on existing school
places which is currently increasing considerably
due to increased numbers of children passing
through schools. The school will have good road
links out of the development and into surrounding
areas for school transport requirements.

• The school sports facilities will also be available
after school hours and at weekends for the use
and benefit of the local residents.

• The school playing fields positioned to the South
of the school buildings and at the southernmost
part of the site will be a green link into the
adjacent countryside beyond the sports fields.

• The Citrus site also proposes a number of other
linked uses eg doctors surgery, nursery,
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Pub/restaurant, etc which will provide additional
facilities and enhance the area South of Bowburn.
Pedestrian controlled traffic lights can be
incorporated into the approach roads to the new
Citrus roundabout to ensure safety of people
crossing the main A688 road for access to and
from the existing town of  Bowburn.

• We would also propose a very small local
supermarket Aldi/Lyddall type on a rectangular
plot of land immediately to the south of the new
Citrus pub to serve the new residential areas
which will then form an “enclosure” of the
proposed “commercial area” around the new
Citrus roundabout.

• The potential future settlement boundary running
to the south of Bowburn would take into account
the considerable area of land within the Citrus
site and be positioned South of the school site
on the Southern part of my Clients site and would
act as a block to further development to the South
of Bowburn.

• There is also long term potential for further
housing on the other side of the motorway
adjacent to the existing residential area along
the Coxhoe road, as indicated on the plan with
the existing motorway farm bridge forming a
permanent link across the motorway for
pedestrian access to the Citrus commercial
hub/supermarket and for school children and
walkers.

• We attach various plans showing the outline of
the above proposals for your information and
consideration and hope you may consider them
for inclusion in the Durham Local Proposals.

Highway considerations

• On the plans submitted by Citrus, the access
farm track into Cornforth Moor Farm has not been
extended out to meet the new road alignment
adjacent to the new roundabout to be built by
Citrus.The farmer is also concerned that if it were
to be extended to the new road line in this
position, it will be much more difficult to turn out
with large farm vehicles with trailers attached
especially with a sharp left hand turn South down
the A688 and there is also part of a new traffic
island in the way of being able to turn right in a
Northwards direction. He has recently had
discussions with Durham highways and an
additional spur has been agreed by them to be
provided off the new Citrus roundabout to give
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new access to his farm by extending the line of
the existing track ( which currently runs on the
line of the old A688 road prior to it being
straightened) along the old road line and turning
left onto the roundabout as shown on the
attached Drawing No 142.

• As there has been a history of fatal accidents
down this stretch of road in the recent past, and
as there have also been several fatal and serious
accidents on the turn out from the motorway
services site, our clients would be willing to make
land available for an alternative access roadway
to the Motorway Services directly from the new
Citrus roundabout as shown on Drawing 145
attached. This could also be used for access to
the new Pub/hotel proposed by Citrus which is
presently shown to have access directly off the
A688 road a short distance South from the
Motorway Services access. This would result in
the existing services access being closed off from
the A688 and the new Pub access being
repositioned into the new link road and this would
significantly improve road safety along the A688
in this area between the major roundabout off
the A1(M) and the new large roundabout
proposed by Citrus.

• As there would be a slight difficulty in linking this
new services road with the farmers access onto
the Citrus roundabout as suggested above, we
have also considered a third proposal of linking
the farmers access track to the proposed services
link road as shown on Drawing 148 which
incorporates a mini roundabout.

• The proposed site will have good access to the
adjacent road network including the A1(M) and
the main road into Durham City Centre

Durham Local Plan

• Representations in respect of the Durham Local
Plan 2016 were put forward by George F. White
& Co Ltd on behalf of Mr A Dixon, Mr & Mrs D
Wilkinson and Pettersson Martin Joint Venture
and others, who support the development of the
original County Durham Plan (CDP)2016 and
consider that the Land adjacent to A688 to the
South of Bowburn Motorway Services area is
suitable for a mixed use scheme, including
residential development. They considered that
there are no technical or environmental
constraints which would prevent development on
the site and it would be complementary to the
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Citrus Integra 61 warehousing and industrial
development, which is immediately to the West
of the site, with the A1(M) to the East.

• We support the Spatial Vision for County Durham
being specifically accessible, with a well designed
range and choice of housing, services and
community facilities, and with the opportunities
to capitalise on the natural and historic
environment of County Durham.

• That “County Durham will have a thriving
economy” and “be a top location for business
and tourism” by 2035 is welcomed and could be
much enhanced by the above proposals.

• Investment in housing is an essential component
to improving economic performance and creating
sustainable communities which will attract and
retain economic investment, skilled workers and
the wider ‘working age’ population.The provision
of good quality housing is a basic necessity for
quality of life and sustainable development.

• During your Councils review of the housing
requirements for the area carried out at the start
of this year and our Call for housing pro-forma
submission, we consider this site should be highly
considered for inclusion for housing due to the
severe shortage of suitable affordable homes
and also it’s proximity to a large potential
employment source- the Citrus commercial site.

• As the Durham Local Plan is now being actively
reviewed by Durham City we now wish to see
our Clients proposals as above considered as
fully as possible as part of an objective
consolidated development proposal for South
Bowburn which has been Positively Prepared
and Considered, is fully Justified, and is Effective
and Consistent with National P

• Due to the timescale for inclusion of proposals
into the Durham Local Plan within the period up
to 2035, it will mean that with the likely quick
progress of development on the Citrus site in the
early years of the new County Durham Plan, if
our Clients proposals are not included within
these current Local Plan proposals as a mixed
residential usage, the numerous advantages of
the scheme will be lost for a further ten to fifteen
years or more. It would also restrict the numbers
of new and affordable houses available in the
immediate area for the substantial numbers of
new Citrus employees and result increased
housing prices locally and also in traffic build up
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where the employees have to travel from further
afield.There would therefore be a short term loss
of potential economic, educational, housing  and
other resources to the area. A previous planning
Inspector had said that there was potential for
development on this site once the railfreight
terminal had got off the ground and now with the
new Citrus scheme approved and in full
discussion, it would appear expedient to include
my Clients additional land for future housing
within the Councils Issues and Options document
under the current timescale for the Durham
Local Plan Proposals.

Conclusion.

• My Clients have been looking at a number of
forms of development over the past few years
for this site but the current proposals are
considered to be the best way forward which will
provide much needed new housing including a
good proportion of affordable housing for
potential employees of the Citrus site as well as
being a site for the much needed secondary
school South of Durham. All of these will have
considerable benefit to the local community both
 economically and socially and with the new
sports facilities being available at the new school
premises and there will be significant future
benefit to the council.

• I shall be obliged if the above matters can be
taken into account during the consultation period
of the new Issues and Options 2018
documentation in respect of the area to the South
of Bowburn so that the proposals may be taken
forward in this County Durham Local Plan
timescale to the advantage of the local
community.

We look forward to hearing your comments on the
above proposals and please confirm receipt of this
email and that it has been included in the consultation
process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Dear Sirs

In response to Durham County Council’s plan for
Housing

1031Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

We recently submitted planning application ref
DM/17/00641/OUT for the residential development of

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

66 dwellings to the land of South Terrace, Esh Winning. consultation responses which have been received..
Durham County Council’s Senior planning officer, Barry The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
Gavillet, recommended that the planning permission
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should be granted  however it was rejected by local
councillors and it is now currently in appeal.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

We would like you to consider the site as a potential
housing site in the new County Durham Plan as it is
sustainable, deliverable and developable:

Sustainable

• The site is within 5 miles of Durham Centre – for
local employment and reduced transport

• The site is within close walking distance to shops,
services, public transport, schools and public
facilities

• It would provide a wide choice of high quality
homes, improving range and choice within the
area and supporting local business.

• It would include 20% affordable housing (13
homes) and a contribution towards open space
and recreational facilities for the local community.

• New and upgraded designated public rights of
way will be provided to the Deerness Valley area.

• Education section have confirmed there are
sufficient primary and secondary school places

Developable

• Durham County Highways have approved access
and parking

• Drainage have no objections and there is no flood
risk

• Local footpaths and access to local amenities
will be developed

• Extensive surveys have been undertaken and
passed including ground investigation, ecological
impact assessment, flood risk, drainage, tree
survey, great crested newt survey and
archaeological survey.

 Deliverable

• The site is vacant and redevelopment would
contribute to the surrounding area

• There are no environmental issues or points
raised from any of the surveys undertaken

• The site is ready for prompt development

We hope that the site will be considered as a suitable
future development in line with your plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Having assessed the proposed housing allocations for
Bishop Auckland and its immediately surrounding

1071Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesettlements, it is considered that in terms of potentially
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessproviding variety and mix to the housing market, the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasallocated sites are all very much similar in the likely
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionstype of housing which will be delivered.There appears
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to be little attraction for a developer of higher end
housing on the sites identified, and thus our client's

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

land of some 2.4ha lying south of Copeland Road, in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
West Auckland, located between the property known The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
as Meadowcroft and the extensive property known as Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.Rosedene, should be reasonably considered as having
a sustainable site to deliver some 30+, relatively low
density, higher end housing in an attractively laid out
scheme which transitions from the urban to the rural
environment.

Support noted.Q10 and Q11 – Policy 5: Housing Allocations1108Question 11

It is acknowledged that the housing requirement, as
set out under Policy 2 and supporting text, has resulted
in the need for the Council to identify additional draft
housing allocations in order to meet the residual
housing number, which stands at 6,272 dwellings. We
support the identification of Sniperley Park as a
strategic allocation for the delivery of 1,900 new homes
over the plan period.

Sniperley Park offers considerable opportunity to
deliver an appropriate proportion of the housing need
in Durham City. As the site is in a high value area, it
is deliverable and will contribute a large number of the
affordable and market dwellings required. The site
represents a desirable location to live and is in close
proximity to the facilities and services in Durham City,
which will be supported by the development,
contributing to the vibrancy and vitality of the city

However, in light of our comments on Questions 5, 6
and 7, we consider that our land interests to the north
of Sniperley Hall, are capable of contributing towards
meeting the additional identified need as part of the
wider Sniperley Park allocation.

In terms of how the Council have identified and
selected both the residual number of homes to be
allocated and the draft allocations themselves,
paragraph 4.86 of the CDPPO confirms that the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment is the
primary source of potential housing sites. It is
acknowledged that our Site has not previously been
assessed within the SHLAA, however it was reviewed
within both the Green Belt Assessment and Exceptional
Circumstances reports.

In line with our response to questions 5, 6 and 7 on
the lapse rate, should the lapse rate be increased to
17% then this would see the need for an additional
1,176 residual homes to be split across the Local Plan
Monitoring Areas. This would equate to an extra 176
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dwellings in the Durham City Monitoring Area,
increasing the total to 2,636.

The section below looks to further critique the
assessments that have been applied to our Site at
Sniperley.

Land North of Sniperley Hall

As the site is located within the Green Belt, residential
development would ultimately be considered as
inappropriate development and as such the Site has
been reviewed within the Green Belt Assessment.
Within the Green Belt Assessment the site lies within
General Area 27: North, covering an area of 757.5ha
with our Site forming part of the south western edge
of the General Area. The assessment concluded that
the Site performed strongly against two of the five
Green Belt purposes and so it was not considered for
further assessment. However, as the Green Belt
Assessment was unable to identify sufficient Green
belt sites that could be released in order to meet the
housing requirement, whilst aligning with the spatial
strategy, it was considered necessary to explore
whether there was any potential for strategic housing
sites within the Green Belt surrounding Durham City.
This work was undertaken within the ‘Preferred Options
Exceptional Circumstances’ report.

We support the identification of Sniperley Park as
Sustainable Urban Extension in Durham City and agree
that the exceptional circumstances required to justify
its release from the Green belt have been
demonstrated. The exceptional circumstances report
states that the development of Sniperley Park will:

• Ensure a sustainable pattern of development by
building on Durham City’s position as the county’s
employment centre, regional transport hub and
regional centre for services and facilities;

• Maximise the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means;

• Provide the right type of housing to meet the
needs and aspirations of existing and future
residents which supports the economy of the
county and the need for more and better jobs;

• Help address economic under-performance
across the county by supporting the economic
potential of Durham City and the delivery of
Aykley Heads by capturing business and
investment growth, retaining graduates and
creating opportunities to increase and retain
spending in the city, supporting an improved retail
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offer and reducing the impact of the fluctuation
in population between University terms; and

• Maximising the delivery of affordable housing
and other infrastructure by locating development
in the highest viability areas around Durham City
(para. 11.3 of the Exceptional Circumstances
report).

Within the initial assessment of Sniperley at section
9.7, none of our Site was included within the
assessment area as shown in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1: Extract of Submitted Site Plan from
Exceptional Circumstances Report

This initial assessment made a number of
recommendations with regards to the boundary,
including:

“Any further consideration of this site should be based
on an amended site boundary which has regard to the
upgrading and realignment of Trout's Lane and
Potterhouse Lane which will form a phase of the
Northern Relief Road.The submitted site also includes
Sniperley Hall and Farm which is a local park and
garden of interest…The resultant Green Belt boundary
would be defined by a number of different features to
the north and the west. The northern boundary
predominantly follows a dense tree line and Little Gill,
however the western section around Sniperley Hall
and the hospital is defined by field boundaries which
are less durable. The western boundary is partly
defined by the A691, Trout’s Lane, B6532 and then
less durable boundaries consisting of field boundaries
and tree line around the limits of the development.
These are a mix of durable and less durable
boundaries.The existing Green Belt boundary affected
by the submitted site runs along the A167 to the east,
which is considered to be durable…An opportunity
exists to amend the site to allow Potterhouse Lane and
Trouts Lane to represent a strongly defined durable
Green Belt boundary along the north of the site…”

The resultant site boundary which is taken forward to
section 10 “Shortlist of Green Belt Sites” includes the
northern part of our Site, as shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Extract of Shortlisted Green Belt Site Plan
from Exceptional Circumstances Report

Whilst reference is made to how the boundary was
amended to result in a defined and clear boundary
which uses physical features that are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent, there is no
specific reference or evidence to demonstrate exactly
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how this has been done and what boundaries have
been altered as a result of this further assessment,
beyond the changes to the plan.

Part of the Site is now included in area 2 with the
assessment finding that whilst areas 1 and 2
contributed positively towards two of the five Green
Belt purposes, the site occupies a sustainable location:

“Despite performing strongly against Green Belt
purpose 1 and 3, the site occupies a sustainable
location adjacent to the Sniperley Park and Ride
approximately 2 miles from the city centre and the
employment opportunities within Durham City.
Sniperley Park and Ride is sited at the junction of the
A167 and the A691 immediately to the south.The Park
and Ride provides a frequent 10 minute daily service
at peak times to the city centre. Regular bus services
from Durham to Chester-le-Street, Newcastle and
beyond operate along the A167. Similarly, regular bus
services between Durham and Consett operate along
the A691. There are bus stops within the site adjacent
to the junction of the B6532 and along the northern
boundary of Trout’s Lane / Potterhouse Lane.
Pedestrian links along the eastern sides also exist
together with an existing underpass connecting the
site to Framwellgate Moor. Views outward from the
site are semi-rural in character to the north and west
but become increasingly urban closer to the A167 in
views towards the settlement edge. Views of Durham
City and the World Heritage Site are already screened
by intervening topography and buildings.”

Despite this positive finding and lack of reference to
the western edge of the area and its boundaries the
report then goes on to identify the area which is
proposed to be allocated, although now excluding the
northern part of our Site as shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Extract of Proposed Allocation Plan from
Exceptional Circumstances Report

It is considered that this approach and particularly the
assessment between that has taken place within the
Exceptional Circumstances report is severely lacking
in detail and is not sufficiently robust enough to justify
amending the boundaries to the extent which they have
been changed. We therefore suggest that this
assessment is revisited and would encourage the
Council to bring forward evidence which justifies the
approach that has been undertaken when altering the
site boundary, specifically in relation to the western
edge of the site and our land interests.
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It is considered that the Site should have been included
within the assessment and retained within the proposed
allocation for the following reasons:

1) The Site lies adjacent to the proposed allocation
and defined by existing development to the south
(Sniperley Hall) and to the north (Lanchester Road
Hospital) meaning that the Site does not encroach into
the countryside and has clear defensible boundaries
that are defensible and permanent to the north and
south. The Site also has clear defensible boundaries
created by ‘A’ roads which run along the western
boundary of the site (A691). ‘A’ roads are identified
within the Green Belt Assessment methodology as
defensible and durable features (paragraph 4.2.1). In
addition, the Site boundaries are also further defined
by existing vegetation and field boundaries which help
to contain the Site.

2) In terms of the category 1 constraints whilst the Site
has not been assessed in the SHLAA, our assessment
confirms that the Site is not subject to any category 1
constraints that would rule it unsuitable for
development.

3) As demonstrated within the Exceptional
Circumstances report, the Site is well-served by public
transport, lying close to the Park & Ride facility and
bus routes along the A691. As such, it is considered
that the Site is equally as sustainable, if not more
sustainable than other parts of the proposed Sniperley
Park allocation. This is in accordance with the new
NPPF, which at paragraph 137 states that “where it
has been concluded that it is necessary to release
Green Belt land for development, plans should give
first consideration to land which has been
previously-developed and/or is well-served by public
transport”.

4) The Site lies within the highest viability band as
evidenced within the ‘Viability Study 2018’ and so the
Site is considered to be deliverable and capable of
contributing towards affordable housing delivery and
other necessary contributions in line with the wider
Sniperley Park site.

As a result of the proposed increase to the housing
requirement as set out in our response to Questions
5, 6 and 7, it is our view that additional Green Belt
releases are needed in order to meet the increased
requirement. Our Site at Sniperley should be brought
forward as a logical inclusion as part of the wider
Sustainable Urban Extension boundary at Sniperley
Park.
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In light of the above, we object to the current boundary
applied to the proposed allocation within the
Exceptional Circumstances report and propose that
our Site is included within the Sniperley Park
Sustainable Urban Extension to assist within meeting
the housing requirement.

Q12 – Policy 6: Durham City’s Sustainable Urban
Extensions

Policy 6 proposes the allocation of two Sustainable
Urban Extensions at Sniperley Park and Sherburn
Road, with Sniperley Park delivering 1,900 new homes
in total towards the residual housing requirement.
These extensions would both require land to be
released from the Green Belt with the justification for
this being set out within the Preferred Options
Exceptional Circumstances report.The evidence base
states that there is insufficient land which meets the
spatial strategy justification which is also suitable,
available and viable to be able to contribute towards
achieving the residual housing requirement.

As set out above in our response to Questions 10 and
11, whilst we support these extensions it is our opinion
that our land interests at Sniperley, which formed part
of area 2 in the Exceptional Circumstances report,
should also be included as part of the Sniperley Park
allocation. We have demonstrated how it is suitable,
available and achievable for residential development
and that the exceptional circumstances applied to the
wider site would also apply to our Site. In light of our
response to the earlier questions and the need to
increase the housing requirement, consideration should
also be given to increasing the residual housing
numbers allocated to Sniperley Park, in line with the
percentage allocated to the Durham City Monitoring
Area, or defining the 1,900 houses to be delivered at
Sniperley Park as an approximate number. It is our
view that these numbers could be refined further
following an appropriate masterplanning exercise.

In relation to point F, we acknowledge the suggestion
to deliver reduced housing densities in proximity to
Sniperley Hall and Farm, but that this blanket statement
does not provide sufficient flexibility and could artificially
restrict development on parts of the site where higher
densities may be suitable or appropriate following
further assessment. Similarly flexibility should also be
provided which allows for higher densities to be
delivered in the areas closest to public transport links
as set out under paragraph 123 of the new NPPF which
states:
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“Where there is an existing or anticipated shortage of
land for meeting identified housing needs, it is
especially important that planning policies and
decisions avoid homes being built at low densities, and
ensure that developments make optimal use of the
potential of each site. In these circumstances:

• plans should contain policies to optimise the use
of land in their area and meet as much of the
identified need for housing as possible. This will
be tested robustly at examination, and should
include the use of minimum density standards
for city and town centres and other locations that
are well served by public transport. These
standards should seek a significant uplift in the
average density of residential development within
these areas, unless it can be shown that there
are strong reasons why this would be
inappropriate;

• the use of minimum density standards should
also be considered for other parts of the plan
area. It may be appropriate to set out a range of
densities that reflect the accessibility and
potential of different areas, rather than one broad
density range.”

As such, we consider that point F should be reworded
to allow for greater flexibility in the use of densities
across the site, allowing them to respond to local
characteristics and features as opposed to artificially
restricting development densities, whilst allowing for
the use of the land to be optimised.

Summary and Conclusions

These representations have been prepared in support
of proposals to bring forward land at Sniperley Hall for
residential development by George Nelson and set out
our comments on the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options.These representations highlight areas of broad
support whilst also raising a number of concerns and
objections in relation to the housing requirement,
distribution of housing, housing allocations/Sustainable
Urban Extensions and Green Belt land which we
believe should be addressed.

We have a keen interest in the future development of
County Durham, and is grateful for this opportunity to
engage in the forward planning process. We are
committed to ensuring the latest emerging County
Durham Plan is prepared on a sound and robust basis
and in particular ensure that the correct provision of
housing and housing allocations are provided
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throughout the plan period to meet the needs of
residents across the County.

We have concerns surrounding the proposed housing
requirement and have identified substantial failings in
the links between the housing strategy and employment
strategy meaning that the standardised methodology
does not reflect the full objectively assessed housing
need for the County when considering the economic
aspirations and job growth scenarios. We therefore
suggest that the Council revisits this before
commencing work on subsequent drafts.

We consider that our land interests at Sniperley could
contribute towards meeting the housing requirement.
We have sought to demonstrate how this Site could
be removed from the Green Belt and incorporated as
a logical expansion to the Sniperley Park Sustainable
Urban Extension.

Where relevant we have reserved the right to make
representations to relevant policies at future stages.
We trust that our comments will be duly considered
and can be incorporated into subsequent drafts of the
Local Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site comprises around 5 ha of agricultural land at
Hilton Road End, on the west side of the village of

1170Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteIngleton, County Durham just south of the B6279.The
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessland is generally flat and could provide a development
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascomprising the following and accommodating in all or

part of the site: been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..• Up to 25 new homes
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified• A mix of homes to meet local needs
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘• 20% affordable housing
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site• Open space and landscaping
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

• Possible land for primary school expansion,
playing field and car parking purposes

The site adjoins the urban area and forms a logical
extension to the edge of Ingleton on its west side. The
site is accessible to jobs, community facilities and local
services.There are no physical or practical constraints
to the development, and can be accessed from the
B6279.

The site is attractive to the market and therefore has
a high chance of delivery. The site is owned by the
consultee and can be delivered towards the end of the
plan period.

It is proposed that the site at Ingleton as shown on the
plan contained at para. 2.1 of this report should be
allocated, with a proportion (20%) of affordable and
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local needs housing, and space reserved for expansion
of the adjacent primary school.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

If houses do still need to be provided, and again I would
fail to see the need in Crook, there are a number of

1213Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitebrownfield sites within the town itself which surely could
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessbe used for a small number of extra housing if required.
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasFor example there is a small area along Whitfield Street
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionswhich is fenced off and full of rubbish and is an eyesore
consultation responses which have been received..as it stands. There is another plot of land along Croft
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedStreet which is unused, and surely could be put to
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘better use for a small amount of either social housing
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteor affordable homes for local people? Crook has been
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

developed already by the addition of many houses, in
particular on Thistleflat and the development on
Wheatbottom being built by Gleeson Homes and 40
houses being built currently at West End Villas. I fail
to understand the need for such as large development
as this one being proposed. After the development of
Thistleflat, no further services were or have been
allocated to improve the infrastructure of Crook town,
even if a contribution was made by the developer, it
did not go into new services for Crook. There is also
the development near Beechburn which is another
large housing development. Crook is a small market
town with limited services and limited infrastructure
and has been over-developed by new housing estates.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 10: All housing allocations, as part of this
Draft Plan, are generally supported. However, we

1238Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitewould encourage the Council to consider allocating
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessfurther sites and object to the omission of land at
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasElmway, Chester-le-Street from the proposed

allocations. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Question 11:Yes, we consider that the land at Elmway,

Chester-le-Street should be allocated for housing
development.

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

As set out above, the western part of the site is
allocated in the current Local Plan for longer term

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

employment needs (Saved policy IN2, Figure 1 below).
However, this policy is significantly out of date and
needs to be considered in the context of the most
recent employment land review (2018) and Durham
County Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA).

In accordance with Regulation 3 of the Town and
Country Planning (Brownfield Land Register)
Regulations 2017, Durham County Council prepared
a ‘Brownfield’ Register in 2017 of sites which are
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considered potentially suitable for housing development
and which have been previously developed upon.

The site at Elmway is not included within the list of
sites in the Brownfield Register.

The site at Elmway is suitable for housing development
and as the site is Brownfield land, we consider that it
should be included within the Brownfield register as it
meets the criteria for Brownfield sites set out in
Regulation 4, section 14A of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

The most recent Employment Land Review carried out
in 2018 has subdivided the site reference EMP92 into
three separate sites (see Figure 2 below).The western
site is proposed to be protected employment land which
is included in Table 3 ‘Employment Land Allocations
by Local Plan Monitoring Areas’ of Policy 3:
Employment Land within the draft core strategy.

The southern site is proposed as allocated employment
land and the eastern site is proposed to be de-allocated
(Approximately 6.94ha). Our client’s site at Elmway,
Chester-le-Street is included in the eastern area of
land proposed to be de-allocated.

Paragraph 120 of the NPPF states the following:
“Planning policies and decisions need to reflect
changes in the demand for land. They should be
informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated
for development in plans, and of land availability.
Where the local planning authority considers there to
be no reasonable prospect of an application coming
forward for the use allocated in a plan: a) they should,
as part of plan updates, reallocate the land for a more
deliverable use that can help to address identified
needs (or, if appropriate, deallocate a site which is
undeveloped)”

We note that, although a proportion of our clients land
at Elmway (see Figure 1 above) has been proposed
for employment land de-allocation within the most
recent ELR (2018), the land has not been re-allocated
for any other use.

The County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) (2018) identifies the western
part of the site at Elmway as part of a wider site (ref:
2/CH/35) deemed an ‘unsuitable’ site for the reason
set out below;
“There are serious doubts over achieving suitable
access to the site. There are issues regarding
compatibility and its location adjacent to industrial uses.
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In addition the site is not well related to existing
facilities within Chester-Le-Street.”

We would like to take this opportunity to highlight that
the site reference 2/CH/35 in the SHLAA refers to a
wider site area that extends much further than the
proposed development site and should therefore be
reconsidered through the SHLAA process.

In relation to the land at Elmway, as illustrated on the
Location Plan (Appendix 1) and Site Plan (Appendix
2), the access issue identified and referred to in the
SHLAA can be resolved, and access can be taken from
Elmway with a new access road running adjacent to
the Playing field with the opportunity to provide
landscape screening.

In relation to the point made in the SHLAA regarding
the sites’ location, adjacent to industrial uses, the
proposed development site does not extend as far as
the wider site identified within the SHLAA and
subsequently the site would not be adjacent to
industrial uses and is therefore a suitable location for
housing development.

The site is sustainably located less than 1 mile from
Chester-le-Street with access to public transport routes
and services within the town centre.

In light of the above, we consider that the site at
Elmway, Chester-le-Street should be reallocated for a
more deliverable use. As set out above, we consider
that the site is suitable for housing and that it should
be included as a housing allocation in Policy 5.

At this point, it is imperative to reiterate the value of
the site as brownfield land to the contribution of much
needed housing delivery throughout county Durham.

Paragraph 117 of the NPPF states the following:
“Planning policies and decisions should promote an
effective use of land in meeting the need for homes
and other uses, while safeguarding and improving the
environment and ensuring safe and healthy living
conditions. Strategic policies should set out a clear
strategy for accommodating objectively assessed
needs, in a way that makes as much use as possible
of previously-developed or ‘Brownfield’ land”

We therefore consider that our clients’ site at Elmway
should be prioritised for housing delivery through
allocating the site for housing development and by
including it in Durham County Councils’ Brownfield
Land Register, in accordance with paragraph 117 of
the NPPF and Regulation 3 of the Town and Country
Planning (Brownfield Land Register) Regulations 2017.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

We have been instructed to make the following
representations to the Draft County Durham Local Plan:

1228Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitePreferred Options 2018. These representations have
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessbeen prepared having regard to the documents
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascontained within the supporting Evidence Library and
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionshaving assessed the compliance of the Draft Local
consultation responses which have been received..Plan: Preferred Options against paragraph 35 of the
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedrevised National Planning Policy Framework (July
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘2018) (NPPF)1. Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to

be found “sound” it should be: The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

This statement is submitted on behalf of our client,
ENGIE Regeneration Ltd., who recently purchased
Keepmoat Regeneration, is the UK’s leading provider
of regeneration services specialising in the design,
refurbishment and upgrade of buildings and places,
helping to transform communities and strengthen local
economies. ENGIE work in close partnership with local
authorities, private sector funders and landowners and
registered providers, delivering thousands of much
needed new homes across the country each year.They
specialise in both large and small scale mixed-use
developments working with a range of partners to
deliver truly sustainable communities.

The land at Elmway is located just under a mile north
west of Chester-le-Street Town Centre, situated to the
east of Stella Gill Industrial Estate. The site is bound
to the north by the Consett and Sunderland railway
path, to the east and south by residential dwellings at
Elmway and Hilda Park and to the west by areas of
green open space and, further to the west, Stella Gill
Industrial Estate. The site is approximately 2.12
Hectares with a capacity to deliver 46 dwellings. A
Location Plan (Appendix 1) and indicative Site Plan
(Appendix 2) detail the proposed access to the site
from Elmway and provide an indicative layout.The site
is previously developed (brownfield) land with an
existing building on site which historically acted as
railway sidings with the buildings’ most current use
being for the storage of fertiliser. The building on site
is not currently in use.

The western part of the site is allocated in the
Chester-Le-Street Local Plan (2003) for longer term
employment needs (Saved policy IN2). However, this
policy is significantly out of date and needs to be
considered in the context of the most recent
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Employment Land Review (2018) and Durham County
Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA).

Hedley Planning Services are making the following
representations to the Draft County Durham Local Plan
on behalf of ENGIE, addressing a number of the
proposed policies. Each section of the Draft Plan will
be considered in turn and all paragraph numbers
referred to relate to paragraphs of the Plan, unless
otherwise stated.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site to which this submission relates lies to south
of Castleside, south of the A68 (Rowley Bank). The

1230Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesite slopes down to the west away from the A68
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessgradually getting steeper towards the south west part

of the site. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsThe site comprises 3.45 hectares and is located within

rolling countryside where many of the features are consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieddegraded and require investment. The site itself is
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘visible and is at the entrance to the settlement of

Castleside. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site to which this submission relates is to the West
of Wingate, Co Durham.

1242Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThe land has historically comprised woodland,
appearing as such on OS maps dating back to 1860, suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashowever it is clear that the area has been worked
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsextensively commercially over the years, with replanting
consultation responses which have been received..in blocks in evidence. The application site itself mainly
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedcomprises relatively young coniferous species or limited
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘individual value, although there is an area of higher
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitequality, older deciduous woodland at the western

extremity of the site. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site to which this submission relates is to the
Southwest of the settlement of Sedgefield and is
adjacent to Sands Hall.

1245Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site comprises 1.72 hectares of uncultivated grass

field which is currently in use for a horse paddock. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

With Ref to question 10.   I would like my land included
in the Brownfield register

1261Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThe Land is called Badajoz Cottages at Salters Gate.
The land has previously been used for houses but were suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasflattened in the 90s but still has asbestos and other
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsdebris scattered around.   Please find a copy of the
consultation responses which have been received..ordnance survey may showing the exact location   

Regards The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

With Ref to question 10.   I would like my land included
in the plan suitable as a preferred option for

1253Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitehousing  The Land is situated along Shotley Grove
Road at Shotley Bridge suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasPlease find a copy of the ordnance survey may
showing the exact location in red. Regards been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site to which this submission relates is to the West
of the settlement of Low Pitington and South of
Pittington Lane.

1205Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site is approximately 5 miles to the East of the city

of Durham. The site comprises 24.26 hectares of of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsuncultivated grass fields which is currently in use for

sheep and cattle grazing and arable cultivation. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The northern boundary of the site is defined by both
hedges and timber fencing, which forms the boundary

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

to the public highway known as Pittington Lane. The Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.eastern boundary to the site is a hedge which forms

the boundary to the public highway known as Lady’s
Piece Lane, the Western Boundary of the site is defined
by a track, hedgerow and trees. The Southern
boundary of the site is a hedgerow and Pittington Beck
which forms the boundary with a field in arable
cultivation and a field.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The site to which this submission relates is to the south
of the settlement of West Rainton and is adjacent to
the Haswell’s Homer Hill Farm Shop.

1226Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site is approximately 5.1 miles to the northeast of

the city of Durham. The site comprises 0.82 hectares of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
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consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

of uncultivated grass field which is currently in use for
sheep and cattle grazing.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘A single detached dwelling, known as The Rowans, is
to the north side of the site. To the rear (west) of The The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Rowans is a paddock which is accessed along a
narrow access track. This access track abuts the
northern boundary of the site to which this submission
relates, separating both The Rowans and the paddock
from the site.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Why do the council insist on building on greenfield land
when there are ample opportunities to develop brown

1330Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitefield sites near to the Quarry Burn public house. This
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessarea could comfortably take 25 homes without
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasdestroying environmental friendly areas and not

causing any potential flooding issues. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction
This County Durham Plan Representation pertains to
two parcels of land at Pitt Hill Farm, Beamish.

1342Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThis representation is brought forward to request the

inclusion of these areas of land as Proposed Housing
Sites in the County Durham Plan.

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

The sites in question lie to the south of the village in
an area of residual farm land bounded by Station

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

Road/New Road to the north and the A693 to the south. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
These areas of land were left over after the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.construction of the A693 and are too small be
commercially farmed.

The village of Beamish lies within the Chester-Le-Street
District of County Durham, 5 miles from the main town
of Chester-Le-Street and 2.5 miles from the smaller
town of Stanley.

The village is home to the well known Beamish
Museum. The museum opened in 1970 and depicts
examples of everyday life in early 20th centaury County
Durham and Northumberland. Popular with visitors the
museum was awarded European Museum of the year
in 1987.

Planning Policy
Chester-Le-Street District Local Plan makes no mention
of any development potential in the village of Beamish.
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However this plan is now substantially out of date and
was only intended to run until 2006.

The intended replacement to the local plan is the
County Durham Plan which is currently going though
the approval processes. The adoption of the County
Durham Plan was halted in December 2016 due to the
immanent release of the Government’s White Paper
“Fixing Our Broken Housing Market”. After the White
Paper’s publication the County Durham Plan adoption
process was restarted in December 2017 and is
expected to be concluded by Summer 2020.

The White Paper “Fixing Our Broken Housing Market”
makes many suggestions for ways to improve the
delivery of new housing. The report notes that “Since
the 1970s, there have been on average 160,000 new
homes each year in England” The report then goes on
to suggest that “the consensus is that we need from
225,000 to 275,000 or more homes per year”
highlighting a major shortfall in the provision of new
homes.

One of the suggested approaches in the report is the
bringing forward of small and medium sized sites like
the ones in Beamish to allow sustainable growth and
offer consumer choice. The two site in question lie
within the green belt area and are out with the village
settlement boundary and the proposed conservation
area. The Housing White Paper argues against
development on green field land but County Durham
Council’s own response to the white paper counters
this argument. The Housing White Paper Response
states that ”Green Belt release should not in principle
be a last resort” and goes on to say that “In principle,
the question whether or not the circumstances are
sufficiently exceptional to warrant the release of Green
Belt should be answered by the local authority’s
exercise of a reasonable planning judgment about how
to best secure sustainable patterns of development in
its area.”

The National Planning Policy Framework seeks to build
the right houses in the right places in response to the
Housing White Paper. Development of these sites will
be in conformity with the National Planning
Policy Framework and in accordance within key policies
within the emerging Development Plan. It provides an
efficient use of land which is a key aim of the planning
system and enhances the local community.

The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Part 1)
produced in support of the County Durham Plan makes
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reference to a number of national housing reviews in
it’s policy review section:

The Lyons Housing Review (October 2014) notes that
“Insufficient land is being brought forward for new
housing” and goes on to recommend “that the delivery
of new homes be increased to 200,000 per annum by
2020. “
The Elphike-House Report (January 2015)
recommends “that local authorities become housing
delivery enablers in their areas, to proactively assess
and lead on facilitating new housing development in
their areas.”
The strongest housing market shortfall is in North
Durham (County Durham 2013 Update – Strategic
Housing Market Assessment). The report states that
“Future development should focus on delivering the
right housing to address identified shortfalls and reflect
household aspirations.”
There is an overwhelming requirement and demand
for mainstream and affordable housing in this part of
the district with shortages in effective land supply, as
evidenced by the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment. Furthermore, there is local demand for
labour to serve the visitor and tourist economy.
The County Durham Demographic Analysis Forecast
(February 2016) notes that the Stanley Area (of which
Beamish is part) is one of the 12 areas showing the
largest increase in population in County Durham.
In fact after allowing for the student hotspots of Nevilles
Cross and Elvet & Gilesgate the Stanely area has
shown the 8th largest growth in population between
2001 and 2013.
Both sites are viable and can contribute to the 5 year
effective land supply. There are no economic or
financial constraints that preclude development in the
short to medium term. Delivery of the sites would be
through SME builders and an RSL and would help to
provide choice and variety into the local housing
market.

Site Appraisal
The sites in question lie to the south of the village in
an area of existing farm land bounded by Station
Road/New Road to the north and the A693 to the south.
The inclusion of these areas in the County Durham
Plan as Proposed Housing Sites makes sense for the
following reasons:

• The A693 to the south is a much more sensible
and defensible boundary for the Green Belt in
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this location. This small Green Belt release is
negligible.

• Housing on these sites would mirror the situation
to the north of Station Road/New Road, creating
a double sided village that would greatly enhance
the urban form.

• Acceptable access and egress is achievable onto
Station Road. No need to access directly onto
the A693.

• Both sites are free from any fluvial flood issues.
• Infrastructure capacity is available to cater for

the increased housing and population.
• Sites are directly adjacent to the existing built

framework of Beamish. New housing can be
easily incorporated into the existing townscape
and character and will not be detrimental to
adjacent land uses.

The location of the village makes it ideal for the
inclusion of new housing sites. Stanley is 2.5 miles
away and the main town of Chester-Le-Street is only
5 miles to the east. There are two bus stops within
walking distance of the sites, which are regularly served
by buses to near by villages, towns and cities beyond.
The C2C Cycle Route runs through the village between
Whitehaven and Newcastle and also links to National
Cycle Rote which runs all the way up the west coast
of Scotland as far as Inverness.

Stanley has a number of local amenities including the
Louisa Leisure Centre and the Alun Armstrong Centre
which hosts a cultural programme of live performances
and cinema nights.There is also a bus station providing
access to a cross county network of buses.

Chester-Le-Street is the largest town in the area and
is extremely popular with house buyers. The town
boasts may amenities including parks, a skate and
BMX park and the Riverside Cricket ground that holds
concerts and events. The local train station is on the
main east coast line that runs between London and
Edinburgh.

Durham County Council’s own Masterplan for
Chester-Le-Street states that the town has a “limited
supply of vacant housing sites” suggesting that
additional housing sites in the area would be beneficial
in providing alternatives for local buyers.

Beamish is 9 miles from Durham, 8 miles from
Gateshead and only 10 miles from Newcastle making
it a very attractive proposition for a large number of
commuters.The village has adequate school provisions
with the local Beamish Primary School located in the
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adjacent village of No Place and two secondary
schools, North Durham Academy and Tanfield School
Specialist College both located in Stanely.

The design of any future development would be
traditional in nature, high quality and reflect the local
vernacular. There will be no unacceptable
environmental impacts as a result of development.
Careful siting and planting will ensure the development
sits comfortably within the landscape.

Any application for development will be accompanied
by a suite of supporting documents evidencing and
demonstrating compliance with policy and guidance.

Conclusion
In conclusion we would draw your attention to the brief
summary of the points raised below:

• The current Chester-Le-Street District Local Plan
is substantially out of date and new viable sites
need to be included in the County Durham plan
to reflect the ever increasing need for housing
identified in the Government White Paper and
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment.

• Durham County Council themselves have argued
for the potential of bringing forward housing sites
on green field land land.

• The County Durham Demographic Analysis
Forecast notes that the Stanley Area is one of
the 12 areas showing the largest increase in
population in County Durham.

• The A693 to the south creates an obvious
boundary for the extension of the village
settlement.

• Housing on these sites would mirror the situation
to the north of Station Road/New Road, creating
a double sided village that would greatly enhance
the urban form.

• The location of the village and its proximity to
large areas of employment makes it ideal for the
inclusion of new housing sites.

We feel that this representation puts forward a
convincing argument for the viability of these two site.
We respectfully request that they are formally
considered as Proposed Housing Sites in the
forthcoming County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client, Mr J. Taylor, owns land adjacent to Kelloe,
referred to as site 4/KE/02 (“Land North of Woodland

1348Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteCrescent”) in the Durham Strategic Housing Land
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessAvailability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA). Our client
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasmade representations to the previous (now withdrawn
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Country Durham Plan promoting their land for
development, and it has since been clarified and

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

acknowledged by the Council (SHLAA 2018) that a The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
suitable option for highways access exists via
Woodland Crescent.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

We propose that development of this site for housing
(including affordable) would significantly enhance the
vitally and sustainability of the village. The site is
screened by dense vegetation and trees from the
nearest northern vantage point (B6291), and because
of the shape of the site the two remaining boundaries
are adjacent to the settlement and therefore providing
logical ‘infilling’ that would be concentrated immediately
in the centre of the village. Furthermore, our client’s
land holding is of sufficient size to accommodate
additional services and facilities to the community and
provide mitigatory measures against any perceived
adverse impacts.

Kelloe has a range of services and facilities including
a primary school and a pub. However, the
Co-Operative food shop has closed in recent years,
indicating a strong need to support the long-term
sustainability of the existing settlement. Coxhoe is less
than two kilometres west of Kelloe, and placed highly
in the settlement studies (2010 and 2018), further
supporting Kelloe as a sustainable location.

Kelloe is located within close proximity to the A1 and
has a regular bus service providing sustainable
transport links to the wider area. Kelloe is also part of
the Five Villages Project, proposed in Policy T19 (2004
Local Plan) creating “safe, attractive and convenient
network of cycle routes throughout the district” as part
of the Limestone Linx cycleways, to which Kelloe is a
central feature.

Our client’s land (SHLAA site 4/KE/02) is without
technical constraints and would be an attractive site
for developers and affordable housing providers alike,
with an opportunity to deliver much need affordable
housing in the area. In contrast to alternative sites in
Kelloe, particularly those to the south of the settlement
which are constrained heavily by designations, the site
would not result in a ‘significant adverse’ landscape
impact.

Development of this site, as identified in the 2018
SHLAA would also provide desired highways access
to redundant land (site 4/KE/04).

It is noteworthy that the Durham City Local Plan 2004,
the saved policies from which currently remain in place,
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identifies Kelloe as a village where limited housing
development on greenfield land may be  

appropriate over and above allocated housing sites to
support regeneration.We are not aware of any windfall
sites that have come forward in Kelloe since this time.
There is therefore a backlog of anticipated housing
delivery that the Council should look to address through
a co-ordinated and planned housing allocation in
Kelloe. Our client’s land provides the perfect
opportunity to deliver this.

We ask that the Council recognise Kelloe as a
sustainable location for new housing and propose to
allocate housing land to support regeneration and the
long-term viability of local services.

Our client owns land adjacent to the settlement, that
would provide a logical location for a sustainable
expansion of the Kelloe and deliver much needed
affordable housing. It has been confirmed that vehicular
access can be achieved via Woodland Crescent, and
this will also provide access to further redundant land
in the built up area (site 4/KE/04). Alternative access
could also be achieved via Foxton Court to the east.

Accordingly, the site outlined in red on the attached
plan should be considered, for housing allocation in
the County Durham Plan, incorporating open space
and landscaping buffers where necessary.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client, Mr R C Gregory, owns land in Wheatley
Hill, referred to in the Durham Strategic Housing Land

1402Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAvailability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA) as; 5/WH/02,
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness5/WH/19, 5/WH/20a, 5/WH/20b, 5/WH/20c, 5/WH/21,

5/WH/22, 5/WH/23. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsLand to the far west of Wheatley Hill (identified in

SHLAA as 5/WH/11) is not highlighted on the Durham consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedPreferred Options as a committed housing site, and is
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘under construction for 106 dwellings
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site(DM/15/02976/FPA). In the SHLAA the site was
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

highlighted as open countryside and development
would have a “significant adverse effect on the
landscape”, but despite an extension of the village
along Wingate Lane and A181 it was possible to
mitigate any impacts (e.g. structural landscaping). It
was considered that the adverse impacts of the scheme
did not demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

Our client’s land is located much closer to the facilities
and services in the village centre, has boundaries that
are well contained and are adjacent to the settlement,
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and in some cases could be considered infill. There is
also known housebuilder interest in these sites.

Wheatley Hill contains an excellent range of facilities
and serves a function to a wider area, it was identified
in the Settlement Study (2010) as a ‘local service
centre’, two points short of being classified as a
‘secondary settlement’. In the Settlement Study (2018),
Wheatley Hill sits just 4.2 points behind Bowburn based
on a new scoring system. Wheatley Hill is 7km east of
Bowburn, a recognised strategic alternative to deleting
green belt for development. Housing allocations should
be made in Wheatley Hill on the same justification - “it
is appropriate to explore sites which lie beyond the
outer Durham City Green Belt boundary”. Wheatley
Hill is adjacent to the A181 which travels directly to
Durham centre, a regular bus services provides
excellent sustainable transport links to employment
land (inc. Belmont Industrial Estate and Dragonville
Industrial Estate).

It should be noted that, site 5/WH/23 was assessed in
the SHLAA as unsuitable due to the scale of
development (“This site would also increase the extent
of Wheatley Hill by half as much again”). It should be
noted however that the northern portion of the site is
clearly the developable area (see attached site location
plan). The full site was only submitted to demonstrate
the extent of our client’s ownership. The northern
portion of the site as per the attached plan should be
reassessed independently and appropriately
recognised as suitable, achievable and available.

We ask that the Council recognise Wheatley Hill as a
sustainable location for new housing and propose to
allocate additional housing land to support regeneration
and the long-term viability of local services. Our client
owns a number of sites adjacent to the settlement that
would provide a logical location for a sustainable
expansion of the Wheatley Hill. Accordingly, the sites
outlined in red on the attached plan should be
considered for housing allocation in the County Durham
Plan.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Durham  County Council should  consider re-purposing
 the existing land  area  where there is low  demand

2334Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selecting housing, and  reuse the site  for accessible,
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises theindependent  living  and  supported accommodation 
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitesto  meet  the  needs  or  older  and  vulnerable   people.
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.The  right  sort  of development in an area like
There are a large proportion of planning consents forEasington could help to rejuvenate and diversify our

high streets, such as Seaside Lane. new houses which already exist across the county,
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including those on brownfield land. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within a given settlement.
The Plan also sets out a requirement that all sites of
10 or more homes provide affordable and older persons
units.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client, the Durham Diocesan Board of Finance,
owns land at High Escomb, Low Etherley, Coundon

2064Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteand Shildon and it is considered that their land provides
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesslogical and sensible sites to be allocated for residential

development. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options1. Land at High Escomb (No SHLAA 2018 Reference)

– estimated yield of 20 dwellings;
2. Land at Low Etherley (No SHLAA 2018 Reference)
– estimated yield of 10 dwellings;
3. Land at Coundon (SHLAA 2018 Ref 3/CO/23) –
estimated yield of 18 dwellings; and,
4. Land at Shildon (SHLAA 2018 Ref 7/SH/020) –
estimated yield of 10 dwellings

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Please see Appendix A for a location plan of the four
sites.

1. Land at High Escomb
The site is approximately 2 acres / 0.8 hectares and
is located to the west of Hallimond Road, Escomb near
Bishop Auckland.The site is surrounded by hedgerows
and trees and is privately owned, currently used for
grazing.

The settlement of Escomb is set out in a loose linear
form and is stretched out along Hallimond Road. The
site is well related to the existing residential
development opposite albeit we note our client’s land
is located outside of current defined settlement limits.
Whist the site is located in open countryside (as it is
outside any defined settlement limits), the site is well
related to existing development; located immediately
adjacent to existing residential properties and there is
a primary school to the south with additional services
located within the main part of the village to the north
(including a church and public house). It is therefore
considered that small scale development of the site
would provide sustainable residential development.
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Please see Appendix 1 for a location plan for further
detail.

There are no known physical constraints in respect of
the site coming forward for residential development.
The site is within Flood Zone 1 and not therefore prone
to flooding. According to the Government’s Long Term
Flood Risk Information website, the site is at ‘very low
risk’ of flooding from rivers or the sea which means
that each year this site has a chance of flooding of less
than 0.1%.  Notwithstanding this, with regard to surface
water flood risk, a small proportion of the site can be 
susceptible to a possible chance of low risk surface
water flooding (below 300mm flood depth risk). As
such, this would need to be considered in further detail
in respect of any future development; particularly siting
and design, however, this would not preclude
development.

Additionally, the site does not accommodate any listed
buildings, nor is it located adjacent to any listed
buildings. We do note, however, that the site is located
in close proximity to the Grade II Escomb War
Memorial (Listing 1436909). Any development on the
site will therefore have to consider this nearby heritage
asset.

The site is therefore considered to be a suitable,
available, achievable and deliverable site for future
residential development for circa 20 new dwellings.

2. Land at Low Etherley
The site is approximately 2 acres / 0.8 hectares in total
and is located to the north of the B6282, Low Etherley
near Bishop Auckland. The site is bounded by
hedgerows and trees, with post and rail fences located
within the site boundary subdividing the site into
parcels. The entire site is privately owned and is
currently used for scrub and grazing land. Due to the
topography of the site it is considered that the site
would be more suited to frontage development along
the B6282.

The site is well related to existing development; located
immediately adjacent to existing residential properties.
With regard to other development, the site is in close
proximity to a range of local services and facilities,
including Toft Hill primary school to the south, as well
as the Etherley Cricket Club, nursery and places of
worship. It is therefore considered that small scale
development of the site would provide a sustainable
residential development opportunity.
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There are no known physical constraints in respect of
the site frontage being brought forward for residential
development. The site is within Flood Zone 1 and not
therefore prone to flooding. According to the
Government’s Long Term Flood Risk Information
website, the site is at ‘very low risk’ of flooding from
rivers or the sea and surface water flooding which
means that each year this site has a chance of flooding
of less than 0.1%.

Additionally, the site does not accommodate any listed
buildings, nor is it located adjacent to any listed
buildings. We do note, however, that the site is located
in close proximity to the Remains of the Stockton and
Darlington Railway (Listing 1002315) which is located
to the east. Any development on the site will therefore
have to consider this nearby heritage asset.

It is considered that this is a suitable, available,
achievable and deliverable site capable of
accommodating future residential development for circa
10 new dwellings.

3.  Land at Coundon (SHLAA Ref 3/CO/23)

The site is 0.73 hectares in size and is a flat greenfield
site currently used as a paddock and is surrounded by
hedging. It is solely owned by our client and they
confirm that the site is available for residential
development. There are no issues to prohibit housing
development from a topographical perspective. The
site lies within the settlement footprint of Coundon with
residential development located to the north and east,
St James Church of England Church to the west and
a cemetery and allotments to the south.

In respect of any future development, there would be
a need to consider any impact on the nearby Grade II
listed church, however, this would not preclude
development. The site has some surface water issues
but these could also be mitigated by SuDs or layout
design.

The 2018 SHLAA states the site is unacceptable in
highway terms, however, it is confirmed that our client
also owns a property to the north which could provide
an additional new access into the south as it is
acknowledged that the existing access to the east
(which serves the cemetery and allotments to the
south) is not adopted, is in poor condition and restricted
in width.

It is therefore considered that this is a suitable,
available, achievable and deliverable site for future
residential development for circa 18 new dwellings
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4. Land at Shildon (SHLAA Ref 7/SH/020)
The site is 0.49 hectares in size and is a flat greenfield
site currently used as a paddock. It is solely owned by
our client and they confirm that the site is available for
residential development.

The site lies within the settlement footprint of Shildon
with residential development located to the north (along
with a cemetery), and a site with planning permission
for residential development is located to the south. An
industrial estate (All Saints Industrial Estate) is also
located to the east. It is therefore in a sustainable
location in close proximity to a range of location service
and facilities and is well served by public transport.
The A6072 to the west of the site forms defensible
boundary of the settlement.

As confirmed in the 2018 SHLAA there are no heritage
impacts identified and the site is not deemed to be
contaminated.

The site is identified as Green in the SHLAA 2018
Assessment as it is situated on the edge of the
residential area of Shildon, whereby development
would not create an incursion into the open
countryside. The Site may have potential to be
developed out alongside 7/SH/331 to the south
however, this scope is limited because it benefits from
planning permission already.

Notwithstanding this, it can be confirmed that whilst
the land to the south has outline permission for 38
dwellings with all matters reserved other than access
(application reference 7/2012/0273/DM), the
development has not yet commenced and another
application on the same site (reference
DM/17/02818/FPA) is still being determined for the
erection of 40 new dwellings; albeit we understand that
this is proposed for approval subject to the completion
of a Section 106 agreement for affordable housing,
offsite open space and biodiversity enhancements. As
the site to the immediate south has been considered
acceptable in principle for residential development, we
respectfully request that our client land is allocation for
residential development to round off the development
in the area creating an appropriate small scale
development site in the areas.

As set out in the revised NPPF, paragraph 68 states
that “Small sites can make an important contribution
to meeting the housing requirement of an area, and
are often built-out relatively quickly. To promote the
development of a good mix of sites local planning
authorities should:
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a) identify, through the development plan and
brownfield registers, land to accommodate at least
10% of their housing requirement on sites no larger
than one hectare; unless it can be shown, through the
preparation of relevant plan policies, that there are
strong reasons why this 10% target cannot be
achieved…
c) support the development of windfall sites through
their policies and decisions – giving great weight to the
benefits of using suitable sites within existing
settlements for homes; and…”.  As such, smaller sites
should be allocated throughout the Plan subareas to
not only ensure faster build out times but also to
support the SME housebuilders.  Notwithstanding this,
we fully support paragraph 4.84 of the consultation
document which states that number of homes identified
in this Plan is a target and not a ceiling and, if housing
completions do exceed this level then this will be
reflective of a buoyant housing market.

We also support the assertion that the site capacity /
yields proposed in the draft Plan are only indicative and
the actual final figures could be lower or higher
depending on the specific circumstances of each site.
They are not to be used as a reason for refusing a
future scheme which otherwise conforms with the
relevant policies in the Plan.

We therefore respectfully request that the above four
sites are considered as additional housing sites in
accordance with the revised NPPF which requires local
authorities to bring forward at least 10 per cent of their
housing supply as small sites.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Proposed Housing Allocations

NWL wish to highlight that they have a number of
suitable, available and achievable sites within their

2465Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesscurrent estate portfolio which would be able to
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hascontribute towards meeting Durham’s housing target
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof 25,992 new homes (draft Policy 2). For the reasons
consultation responses which have been received..set out below, we therefore request that these sites

are allocated under draft Policy 5: Housing Allocations. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

Castleside The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

An application was recently submitted to Durham
County Council (DM/18/01498/OUT) for residential
development, comprising approximately 31 dwellings,
at Land to the East of Drover Road, Castleside (see
Annex 1 for Site Location Plan). The site comprises
1.7ha of greenfield land, adjacent to an existing
covered service reservoir, and is surplus to the
requirements of NWL. The site is referenced in the
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2018 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) as being developable in the next 11-15 years,
albeit in light of the pending application, it is considered
that the site could come forward within the next 5 years.
Within the adopted Derwentside Local Plan, the site
was originally allocated for housing development
following a permission granted in the 1990’s.

We strongly recommend that the site should be
allocated for housing under Policy 5 within the
emerging County Durham Plan. The site lies in a
sustainable location and within walking distance to bus
stops located on Consett Road and Church Street.

Ferryhill

The site at Ferryhill South comprises 1.98ha of
previously developed land at the end of Dean Park, to
the south west of the built-up area of Ferryhill (see
Annex 2 for Site Location Plan).The sewage treatment
works was demolished several years ago. The site is
surrounded by residential development to the north
and east and open fields to the south and west.

A wider site of around 8.32ha, including the NWL site,
has been identified in the 2018 SHLAA (reference
7/FH/039) as being suitable for housing. An application
is pending decision (DM/16/02426/OUT) for the
northern area of the SHLAA site.

We note that that the site has been identified as part
of a wider a housing allocation under draft Policy 5 of
the emerging County Durham Plan. We welcome and
support this allocation.

Dalton Waterworks/ Cold Hesledon

The site is located directly adjacent to the B1432 and
comprises land associated with the former Dalton
Water Works (Annex 3). The site is used for grazing
and extends approximately 0.55 ha.The site is located
directly adjacent to an approved housing commitment
under Policy 5 (5/PL/2012/0336) granted planning
permission in 2015 for the conversion of the former
pumping station.To the north and east of the site there
are several dwellings, whilst to the west lies the B1432
and an industrial estate beyond.

NWL has confirmed that this site is available for
development and we consider that given the
surrounding uses, the site would be a suitable and
achievable housing site. The site is accessed directly
from the B1432 and there are no known technical
constraints which would prevent the site coming
forward. We therefore recommend that the site is
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allocated for housing in the emerging County Durham
Plan, under Policy 5.

Eastlaw

NWL are looking to dispose of a site immediately to
the west of the A694 at East Law, which was previously
associated with the Consett Sewage Treatment Works,
but which is no longer required for operational purposes
(see Annex 4 for Site Location Plan). The land
comprises 2.13 ha. Given the roadside location of the
site and its proximity to East Law, it is considered that
the site could be appropriate for some complementary,
small-scale community facilities, such as a public house
in line with Policy 11 (f).  Alternatively, the site may
have potential to accommodate residential
development.

Your comments have been noted and SHLAA records
have been reviewed accordingly. The SHLAA does

The Rationale for Housing Allocations explains the
methodology and rationale for the selection of housing

2309Question 11

not rely upon a scoring mechanism for theallocations. The SHLAA is the primary source of
assessment. The appropriateness of the previouslyhousing sites which were considered for allocation from

various sources as stated in the document. preferred housing site allocations has been assessed
in light of the Preferred Options consultation responsesFor the South East Area which has now been weighted

as 2% (+1%) rather than 1% a previously consulted which have been received. The outcomes of these
reviews are set out and justified in the ‘SHLAA 2019upon. This new figure  is stated as not being precisely
Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘ The Rationale forthe same as that in the Issues and Options Paper
the Selection of Housing Site Allocations’ documents
both of which can be viewed on the council’s website.

which was consulted upon, however the changes being
seen as ‘similar enough’, which we would argue is not
very scientific given the methodology purported to have
been used.

We are also concerned about the following statement
made concerning the ‘Site Selection Process’.

It states that the approach to identify where housing
was required, to meet the OAN, and the chosen
distribution of those houses, has changed since the
original consultation. This now gives South East
Durham an increase of 1%  however there is no
narrative or evidence of need to support this rise.

Sedgefield alone has the potential to have a 10%
increase in residents with the housing which has
already been identified.

Where is the evidence of need to support this new 2%
weighting?

In the Settlement Study June 2018 Sedgefield has
once again been scored as having a community
hospital which gives an additional weighting in the
methodology. To have any relevance in terms of
objectivity, weightings must be valid and up-to-date,
hence supported by factual evidence. Otherwise the
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categories are meaningless and the methodology fails
to reflect a true and accurate scoring, e.g, a police
station may be in a physical sense present, however
if it is unmanned then the service it provides holds less
weight.

Similarly a community hospital such as we have in
Sedgefield, which only has one ward open, and is now
mainly used as office space for the CCG, rather than
for the  provision of clinical services to the public,
cannot be regarded as having the same weighting as
one which provides clinical services to the public, such
as Peterlee and Chester-le-street. This flaw was
pointed out in 2013 and 2016 when it was noted that
we were seen as having the same score as a general
hospital. Clearly no account has been taken of this to
date.

Unfortunately we cannot locate the full scoring
matrix datasheet within the Evidence Library.

The same can be said for public transport where if a
person waits one minute less than one hour for a bus,
then the score is doubled.

The Scoring Matrix on page 4 para 2 states, ”No
consideration has been given in the scoring to the
catchment which is served by a particular facility for
example a hospital is used by people from a much
wider catchment area than just the immediate
settlement.”

Taking the above statement as true, can we be
assured that Sedgefield has not been scored as
having a community hospital ?

It is extremely important that given this document
will be used to give a baseline position on one
aspect of sustainability, then it needs to be
accurate when taken into account for planning and
development purposes.

The sites which have been identified in the Rationale
for Housing Allocations, for Sedgefield are 7/SF/065,
7/SF/069, 7/SF/122, 7/SF/329 and for Fishburn
7/FB/144 and Trimdon 7/TV/265 however the SHLAA
Individual Sites Assessment includes a number of other
sites which it is stated ‘have been reviewed to reflect
any changes in circumstances since the previous
iteration of the SHLAA 2013.

It is clear however that there are errors and omissions
in the assessments which were there in the 2013
submission.
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15 sites in total for Sedgefield have been included in
the recent SHLAA June 18. One site includes a piece
of land that has never been individually assessed, two
have omissions in the narrative, and the numbers of
dwellings for those with planning permissions or
already being developed, only show an estimated yield
and not the correct figures as of 2018. All of these sites
regardless of their scoring all have the potential to
come forward for permissions in the near future.

Site 7/SF/331 Pactiv Warehouse is on a ‘protected
industrial site’ and yet it scores ‘amber‘ or potentially
unsuitable. Potentially is a subjective word and as a
precedent has already been set with an adjacent site,
it would seem unreasonable to suggest that
development could not be prevented on this site without
good reason. Surely if it is protected this should add
weight to any scoring?

This links with Policy 3.

The starting point should be as stated in the NPPF July
2018

“The purpose of the planning system is to contribute
to the achievement of sustainable development. At a
very high level, the objective of sustainable
development can be summarised as meeting the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of the
future generations to meet their own needs.
.../...Planning policies and decisions should play an
active role in guiding development towards sustainable
solutions, but in doing so should take local
circumstances into account, to reflect the character,
needs and opportunities of each area.”

The Employment Land Review has identified
employment sites that should be safeguarded. As part

In my long local government career it was my
experience that employment land was almost always

2269Question 11

of the SHLAA process consideration has been given
to surplus employment sites.

over-supplied through the planning process, partly
because of changing employment requirements but
also for safeguarding reasons. In practice, however,
this leads owners and developers in many instances
to seek a change of use, generally for housing or retail,
and to situations where (sometimes on appeal) a
sub-optimal planning outcome results from such a
reactive case-by-case approach.
I cannot speak from direct knowledge of most of the
sites covered by this policy, but I wonder if it would be
prudent for the Council to take a further overview
before finalising the Submission Draft to determine
whether some of the listed employment sites might
find a better strategic use with a housing designation.
For example, it is very evident when passing through
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Northallerton that in that relatively small town a number
of industrial sites have now been developed for
housing. The objectives of the Durham County Plan
might therefore be better achieved by taking a
pro-active view of similar strategic opportunities at the
outset rather than by processing downstream change
of use proposals as they arose.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This is my representation under question 11 and I ask
you give further consideration to this site SHLAA 6GF
03B and 03A for the following reasons.

1428Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessI need to stress this area is not high quality land as it

has been so disturbed of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

Potential Housing Site - Neville Close , Eden Lane,
Gainford, DL2 3DF

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘The site and surroundings
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteThis site has been deemed suitable for residential

dwellings since Teesdale District Council first and Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.second draft Local Plan 2002 showed land to the west

of Eden Lane as recommended for development, The
remaining black land to the west of Eden Lane
comprises some 5.1 ha, of which some 0.3ha has been
developed for housing by Three Rivers Housing
Association.This site is in an ideal location, it is not
visible from the main road of the A67 and forms a
natural and soft boundary to the village towards the
houses on the Ingleton Road I support the
recommendation for low density housing

I support the Parish Council recommendation that it
should not contain an element of affordable housing
as there is already a mix of social housing and council
housing in the immediate vicinity I agree with the Parish
Council regarding the proposed application for 20
homes accessed from Academy Gardens.This density
of property is too much for that access I disagree with
the Parish Council regarding the quality of this land.
This land is not high quality agricultural land. Over the
years it has been an open space which had to be
refenced as it was being used as a informal grass track
for local boys with cars and motorbikes, it has been
used as a builders compound when that builder left
the field in an untidy state. The railway line to the top
of the field was filled in many years ago with rubble
and that area is more like hard standing than productive
land.The field cannot be ploughed and used as arable
I disagreed that this area is subject to flooding. This
field is not subject to flooding and is one of the driest
on the farm.The flooding that occurs down Eden Lane
is from my neighbours land to the other side of Eden
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Lane and to the East of this site. Some of his field
drains are blocked and this is beyond my control. This
water does not encroach on to my land , only the road.

Highways and access to the site

Access through Neville Close is good with 5.5m widths
to road boundaries. Eden Lane itself is good straight
access and the Council owns the hard standing to the
verges therefore the road could be further widened at
any time.Where Eden Lane meets the A67 the visibility
is good to the west and could easily be improved to
the right.

The large stone island opposite to the near west of this
junction is owned by the Council and this could easily
be reduced to remain as a feature whilst also offering
space for a roundabout on the A67, offering much safer
access onto the highway from Tees View and which
would be an excellent form of traffic calming to reduce
the speed of vehicles as they enter the village.

Character and appearance issues

The landform is fairly flat and the effect of development
of the site would be to provide a continuation of the
existing built form, therefore it would be unlikely that
bringing forward the site would have an adverse impact
on local visual amenity. Furthermore, the openness to
the north and east of the site would not be damaged
in any way due to the particularities of the site and the
disposition of existing dwellings. To this extent, I do
not believe that the character and appearance of the
area, subject to achieving a satisfactory form of
development, would be a constraint to the development
of the site.

Other planning constraints

There are not considered to be any other significant
constraints to development, such as trees, risk of
flooding, environmental designation and market
viability.

Number and mix of housing

I have no firm views on the type of housing that the
site would deliver. My view is however that the village
would benefit from a mix of type and tenure. There is
also in my view a lack of executive housing, and this
site presents an opportunity to provide for this in the
local area. House numbers will be based on an
assessment on the particularities of the site and the
acceptable levels of amenity, open space and parking
within the site. I have no firm views on the numbers of
units that the site should achieve. Many local
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businesses have closed over recent years and more
housing is required in the village to sustain its current
economic activities. Despite a reduction in the number
of shops available Gainford remains an ideal location
and still offers a school, public house, large corner
shop,  post office,  fish and chip shop and 2 cafes.
Whilst I agree St Peter's needs to be addressed this
should be in addition to this site to ensure the future
and prosperity of Gainford. I propose both sites should
be included to meet future needs.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This is my representation under Question 11 

I submitted land in the SHLAA reference 6GF. Whilst
03B was recommended as a preferred option 03A was

2441Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessnot. As the plan now considers need to 2035 I ask that

further consideration is given to 03A. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

This land has limited agricultural value and is no longer
of high quality as most of the field has such a shallow

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

covering of topsoil.  It cannot be ploughed for instance. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
There is a filled in Railway line to the North of the land The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
and the southern area was used as the builders Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.compound for Neville Close . Access to this land
already exists through Neville Close to 5.5mt width.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

The CDP proposes that more houses are built in
Durham City. The Brownfield Land Register lists 21

1789Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selectingplots.  None of these plots is inside the boundaries of
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises theDurham City itself. What can be seen within the city
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitesare many sites where land and buildings are
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.underused.  If more housing is needed at least some
There are a large proportion of planning consents forcould be provided by more fully using these.  Likewise
new houses which already exist across the county,in several of the villages close to Durham City there
including those on brownfield land. In addition toare sites and underused or disused buildings which
identifying additional specific sites for further newcould provide more houses.  Some of these sites are
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision forincluded in the Brownfield Register.  It is clear that this
further sites within the existing built up area to beRegister needs to be revised. The 0.2 hectare lower
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites.

limit for inclusion should be changed for criteria which
reflect the opportunities for more productive uses.
Also, underused and disused buildings should be
included.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Members  expressed  the  view  that  the  County
 Council  re-consider  land  adjacent  to Princess Street
7/SH/025 to be allocated as housing land.

2132Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessStrong views were also expressed that any additional

housing development needs to be concentrated on of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsinfill sites within the main settlement,  ie near to the
consultation responses which have been received..Town Centre as opposed to greenfield sites on the

periphery of the boundary of Shildon. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
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The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

The allocations are too large and focused on ‘green
field’ & green belt sites. Preference would’ve been for

1626Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selectingsmaller & dispersed allocations on brownfield sites
within communities.
Also it looks like the s.106 money is all going towards
the relief roads, this doesn’t seem very sustainable.

Housing allocations' document. This prioritises the
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sites
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.
There are a large proportion of planning consents for
new houses which already exist across the county,
including those on brownfield land. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within the settlement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Duchy Homes are promoting land to the north east of
Brancepeth on a site which is capable of
accommodating 13 dwellings in a low density setting.

2110Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessSuitable and Sustainable
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

The site represents a suitable and sustainable location
for housing development.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedFirstly, Duchy Homes consider the site has not been

adequately assessed within the Council’s SHLAA (June in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
2018). The site has been assessed as part of a much The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
larger parcel of land (ref. 4/BH/01) identified with Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.capacity for 108 dwellings on 3.59 Ha of land.The land
parcel has therefore not been assessed as a site in its
own right in the context of a smaller scale, lower
density scheme. The wider parcel (ref. 4/BH/01) is
currently highlighted as Amber on the SHLAA map;
the parcel shown on the attached site plan should be
considered separately in the SHLAA.This reduced site
size allows for a sensitively located development site
which would provide much needed new homes in
Brancepeth.

It follows that, having regard to the factors to be
considered in assessing a site’s suitability set out in
SHLAA Practice Guidance (DCLG, July 2007), there
are currently no identified physical problems or
limitations, other potential impacts or environmental
conditions which would preclude the development of
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the proposed parcel of land ‘the site’ for housing in the
short to medium term.

Site Location, Relationship & Access

The site lies adjacent to Wolsingham Road to the
South-west, residential dwellings to south- east and is
bordered by grazing land to the North- west and North-
east. The site sits within a village location, and
therefore, housing would be compatible to these
adjacent uses. There are also no highway access
issues to preclude suitability of the site (as confirmed
by the SHLAA June 2018); housing could easily be
accessed from Wolsinham Road.

The SHLAA (2018) states development of ref. 4/BH/01
‘’may represent a large extension in terms of scale in
relation to the size of the settlement’’. The revised
development proposed by Duchy Homes represents
a development on land around a quarter of the area
of that assessed in the SHLAA; the propsoed
development of 13 dwellings should instead be
considered to provide a suitable scale extension to the
existing development on the village.

Brancepeth has adequate services and facilities,
recognising the scale of the settlement. However, the
site would be well located to optimise the use of the
regular bus services which are available on the A690
if higher order services are sought by residents.

Heritage Impact

The site is located within the Brancepeth Conservation
Area (Draft Policy 45, Historic Environment). The
SHLAA Site Assessment (June 2018) concludes that
‘‘Development of this site would lead to some
significant adverse landscape, visual and heritage
impacts.’’ However, as referred to above, this
assessment relates to development of a much larger
parcel of land; development of the smaller site
proposed by Duchy Homes allows for key views from
within the conservation area to be preserved and
minimises the visual impact of future development in
the wider landscape.

In policy terms, Draft Policy 45 of the preferred options
document does not restrict new development within
Conservation Areas; but requires that any proposal for
development must demonstrate how the significance,
character, appearance and setting of the area have
informed proposals to achieve high quality sustainable
development. The proposal must also respond
positively to the Conservation Area character
appraisals and management proposals and reinforce
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the established, positive characteristics of the area.
This is a stance supported in both the 2012 NPPF
(chapter 12) (under which this plan will be examined)
and the revised 2018 NPPF (Chapter 16) under which
any forthcoming application on the site would be
assessed.

Duchy homes also note that a number of the allocated
housing sites are either located within, or in close
proximity to a Conservation Area/designated heritage
asset (reflecting the rich heritage that exists across
County Durham). This includes:

• H6 ref. 4/DU/104 (allocated for 420 dwellings)
which is located in the backdrop of the Durham
World Heritage Site;

• H25 ref. 7/SP/097 (allocated for 110 dwellings)
which is within 400m of the Tudhoe Conservation
Area and grade II listed Church;

• H35 ref. 3/HU/13 (allocated for 25 dwellings)
which is ‘close to Hunwick Conservation Area;

• H42 ref. 6/BC/01 (allocated for 35 dwellings) part
of the site is located within a Conservation Area
and adjacent to an area of archaeological
interest; and

• H43 ref. 3/WO/20 (allocated for 40 dwellings)
which is within the setting of the Wolsingham
Conservation Area.

It therefore follows that the site’s location within a
Conservation Area should not be a factor seen to be
insurmountable to allocating the site for housing
development in the plan. Duchy Homes’ proposed
masterplan for the reduced land parcel offers a low
density development to respect the surrounding
character of the area. The scheme would offer a
sensitive design, of appropriate siting and height which
would utilise materials and detailing set by the existing
setting. There would also be scope to include repairs
and enhancements to the wider Conservation Area
and features within it to preserve it for future
generations to enjoy.

If this criteria were to be re-assessed for the reduced
parcel size in its own right, Duchy Homes consider
impact of the development would be found to be
acceptable.

Other Environmental Impacts

In terms of flood risk, the site sits within a Flood Zone
1 risk area. As stated in the SHLAA site assessment,
there has been previous evidence which has suggested
that there is some limited surface water flooding at the
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site. However, analysis has shown that this could be
addressed through mitigation associated with the
proposed development.

The land is predominantly flat and so there are no
topographical constraints with the site which would
inhibit its development.This is supported in the SHLAA
assessment (June 2018).

There are no environmental designations on the site.
Some tree cover boarders the site adjacent to
Wolsingham Road. A sensitive landscaping scheme
would be proposed to incorporate any existing trees
as part of the development, mindful to the site’s setting
to preclude any visual impacts of development of the
site. The adjoining Accessible, Natural Green Space
(OSNA ID:OSNA1169) would also be respected within
the scheme, the proposed would offer mindful
landscaping to link the open space to the site and
ensure sustainable use of this for existing and future
residents.

Available and Achievable

With regard to site availability, Duchy Homes own the
entirety of the site shown on the attached OS plan at
Annex 1. There are no existing uses on the site which
would preclude the development of the site. There are
therefore no constraints to delivery relating to the
availability of land.

Furthermore, in terms of achievability, there is
confidence that if the site is allocated in the Adopted
Local Plan and planning permission is granted, new
housing development will be achieved at the site.
Accordingly, assuming planning permission is granted,
delivery of housing the site is achievable in the next
five years. If allocated, the site would therefore offer a
reliable, sustainable site for housing development
which would provide flexibility to the Council’s identified
supply.

Conclusion – Scheme Benefits

It has been demonstrated above that the scheme offers
a suitable, sustainable, available and achievable site
for housing development. Development of the site
would offer the following benefits to the existing
community Brancepeth and the wider County:

• Provision of recreational land to the local
community at no cost;

• Scheduled enhancements to the conservation
area safeguarding existing assets;

• New, high quality family housing incorporating
some discounted open market homes;
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• Allotments to be a community asset;
• Graveyard extension gifted to church;
• Access road re-surfaced and formalised parking

for church and castle; and
• Creation of 25 temporary construction jobs and

additional expenditure of £170,000 per annum
in local shops and services.

In summary, the proposed site, which forms part of the
wider site considered in the SHLAA (ref. 4/BH/01)
provides a reasonable and sustainable extension to
Brancepeth. Duchy Homes consider that the Council
should re-assess the sustainability benefits of the
smaller parcel as is proposed in its own right. This
reduced site size allows for the provision of a sensitive,
low density scheme, for key views from within the
conservation area to be preserved and minimises the
visual impact of future development in the wider
landscape.

The site should therefore be allocated in the DCC Plan;
this would provide much needed new homes in
Brancepeth, welcome benefits to the county and local
community as well as added flexibility to the Council’s
identified supply.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability

2158Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAssessment (SHLAA site reference: 4/CO/24). The
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite is currently classified in the SHLAA as “Amber-

Unsuitable.” of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsA summary of the Council’s assessment of the site is

as follows:
The site is adjacent to compatible uses;

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

Potential access issues;
Adjacent to locally designated Historic Park and
Garden (no evidence included in emerging
policies map)
Landscape buffer required;
Archaeological investigation required;
Outwith Flood zone;
Potential contamination risk;
Linked to existing built form/settlement;
Good access to services and transport links;

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Client contests the amber classification of the site and
considers that 3.47 the allocation of the site would offer
a logical extension to the settlement.

Assessment
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The Site is considered to be in a sustainable location
for new residential development having good access
to the A1 (M) and easily accessible by public transport
(stops located 300m to the nearest bus stop), provides
regular bus services to local settlements as well as
Durham City.
The site is well contained on all sides by its existing
boundaries, particularly to the south and west where
is adjoins existing residential development. The north
and eastern boundaries are contained by existing
highway thus restricting further development beyond
the Site.

Despite the comments within the updated SHLAA, our
Client has sought professional independent advice and
can demonstrate access to the site, therefore
strengthening the site’s deliverability.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of approximately 120no. dwellings.
We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in
a suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The land subject to this representation (‘the site’) is
located to the north of the settlement of Etherley Moor.

1926Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThe site comprises approximately 9.5ha of land which
is currently utilised for agricultural purposes. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasThe Updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has
identified that that site as reference 3/BA/28, with a been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..green classification. A summary of the Council’s
assessment is as follows: The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The site is predominantly surrounded by countryside
with some residential development. It is not considered
that amenity mitigation would be required.

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The site is located on the edge of the settlement and
development could result in the coalescence of Bishop
Auckland with Three Lane Ends / High Escomb.

Two accesses would be required if the site were to be
fully developed. Development would result in the
incursion into the open countryside.

Planning consent has been granted at planning
committee (ref. DM/16/04062/OUT) for residential
development of the entire site for 150 dwellings, with
all matters reserved except access which establishes
the principle of development in this location.
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The site subject to this representation has therefore
also been identified within the Policies Map as a
Housing Commitment.

Assessment

The site is a sustainable location in which the site
benefits from good public transport links to
neighbouring towns and settlements of Toft Hill,
Willington and Bishop Auckland, which is a main town
with good range of shops, services and facilities. Bus
stops are located on both the southern and western
boundaries.

Although the development of the site would bring the
development of Bishop Auckland and Three Lane
Ends/ High Escomb in closer proximity to one another,
the development would not result in the coalescence
of the settlements. Furthermore, a landscape led
scheme could be implemented which would provide a
buffer to the edge of the settlement, creating a new
gateway into the settlement and also reducing the
impact of the development on the rural area.

There may also be an opportunity to develop the site
in conjunction with the site to the south (site reference.
3/BA/43), which is also subject to a planning application
for residential development and also identified as a
housing commitment in the Plan.

Furthermore, the principle of residential development
has already been established through the granting of
planning permission for 150 residential dwellings,
although it has been identified within the Councils
SHLAA assessment that the site could have an
estimated yield of 215 dwellings.

The site has the capability to be developed in isolation
from any other land or third party cooperation which
increases the site’s deliverability.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

We therefore would request that our Client’s land
remain within the next rounds of consultation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Hellens considers that its site – land east of Butterwick
Road, Sedgefield (SHLAA ref. 7/SF/110) – should be

2484Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteincluded in Policy 5 as a housing allocation to be
delivered in the plan period and this is justified below. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
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Draft Policy 5 sets out the sites which are proposed
allocations for housing by Monitoring Area. Hellens

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

has identified that South East Durham is the only The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
Monitoring Area where no housing allocations are
proposed.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Paragraph 4.79 in the supporting text states that:

“We believe the sites allocated in this policy are the
most appropriate to accommodate the new homes we
need to ensure that we meet our Objectively Assessed
Need (OAN)…[and that] These allocations, together
with the other elements of housing supply such as sites
with planning permission and under construction, will
provide the range and choice of sites to meet our needs
and deliver the preferred spatial strategy for the
distribution of housing in County Durham.”

Whilst Hellens recognises that there are committed
developments in the South East Durham Monitoring
Area, it is considered that the CDP should allow for
some plan-led growth in this area.This approach would
also be consistent with the new NPPF (July 2018)
which states that the “planning system should be
genuinely plan-led” (paragraph 15) and to “support the
Government’s objective of significantly boosting the
supply of homes, it is important that a sufficient amount
and variety of land can come forward where it is
needed…” (paragraph 59).

The Council’s SHLAA (2018) identifies 15 suitable
(‘green’) sites in South East Durham with total capacity
to deliver 1,157 dwellings. It is unclear how many of
these sites are committed developments and how many
relate to suitable sites which have not been taken
forward as allocations. Of this number, 642 dwellings
are assessed as being deliverable in years 1 to 5 and
328 are identified for delivery in years 11-15. There
are however no dwellings identified to be delivered in
years 6-10. Hellens considers that the CDP should
identify and allocate additional sites and there is a
particular need for sites which are deliverable in the
middle period.

As detailed in the response to Question 9, Hellens
supports the role of the Settlement Study (2018) and
the principle of locating new housing in the county's
larger settlements would maximise the opportunity for
residents to travel to work and to other services and
facilities by sustainable modes of transport.” (paragraph
4.65). It is evident that Sedgefield performs very highly
with a score of 117.5 as shown in Table 1 in the
Settlement Study. It is also noted that this score is
based on the facilities in Sedgefield alone whereas the
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majority of the other settlements are actually scored
on ‘clusters’ which group multiple
settlements/communities.

There appears to be a disconnect between the Draft
CDP and the supporting evidence base. Sedgefield is
the largest and most sustainable settlement in the
South East Durham Monitoring Area and should
accommodate plan-led housing growth over the plan
period. Hellens recognises that there are committed
developments at and near to Sedgefield, however this
should not preclude a demonstrably sustainable town
from accommodating further growth. This approach
would also align with the CDP’s Spatial Vision
(Question 1), Objectives (Question 2) and Sustainable
Development Statement (Question 3).

Sedgefield is identified to be within a High Value Area
in terms of viability and it is evidently a strong market
area. This however means that homes are not
affordable for many who aspire to live in Sedgefield.
The proposal by Hellens provides a unique opportunity
to provide “entry-level homes” as part of an overall
housing mix.

The site is accessible to a wide range of local facilities,
services, jobs and recreational opportunities and this
proposal by Hellens provides an opportunity to deliver
balanced communities with a mix of housing to meet
the identified need in a place where people want to
live.

In terms of its planning history, the site formed part of
a larger scheme for a mixed-use development which
was refused in 2016 (ref. DM/14/01586/OUT). The
reasons for refusal related to impact on the landscape
and archaeology (due to lack of appropriate scope of
assessment).The site now being promoted by Hellens
represents only a small part of that wider site,
extending to around 10 hectares and capable of
delivering approximately 300 new homes.The Hellens
site appears in the SHLAA (2018) (ref. 7/SF/110) and
Hellens has considered the Council’s assessment and
sought to address any concerns about developing the
site.

The SHLAA identifies the site as ‘amber’ and unsuitable
for development as it would “create a significant
incursion into the open countryside…[and] would have
a significant adverse residual impact on the landscape”.
This appears to mirror the reasons for refusal given
for the larger scheme, and it is therefore unclear
whether the smaller site has been properly assessed
on its own merits cognisant of the reduced site area.
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In terms of adjacent land uses, the SHLAA states that
the site is agricultural land with existing residential
areas located to the west and “The sites development
for housing would be compatible with existing uses”.
Hellens supports this view.

The SHLAA also considers the site’s access to services
and facilities and states that the “Although access to
most services and facilities is generally excellent, there
are some services/facilities that may be outwith walking
distance for residents (e.g. education, retail park,
industrial estate & main town)”. Whilst Hellens
welcomes the overall conclusion that accessibility is
generally excellent, we would question whether the
latter part of the assessment is a generalised statement
or whether there are any particular concerns over
accessibility. For clarity, there is a primary school
(Hardwick Primary School) and secondary school
(Sedgefield Community College) located next to the
site.The centre of Sedgefield – with associated shops,
GP, other facilities and bus stops – is located within a
10 minute walk from the site.

The SHLAA identifies no insurmountable constraints
to development in relation to biodiversity, pollution,
flood risk or topography. No impacts are identified in
relation to heritage and this conclusion is supported
as there is no inter-visibility between the site and
conversation area and/or heritage assets.

The two parts of the assessment which require
clarification relate to landscape impact and relationship
to settlement.The landscape impact conclusion states
that “Despite mitigation significant adverse visual
impact on the landscape will remain”. The site which
is now being promoted is defined by established field
boundaries which provide a mature landscape
framework. The site is generally undulating and there
is a clear opportunity to locate development in
appropriate areas of the site which are less sensitive
to visual impact whilst strengthening the site
boundaries to define the settlement edge.

The assessment on the relationship to the settlement
states that the “Site is contained on only 1 side and its
development represents a significant illogical extension
to the settlement eastwards”. Hellens strongly
disagrees with this assessment and considers that the
site represents a logical location for further growth at
Sedgefield. The A689 bounds the town to the south
and Hardwick Park (registered Park and Garden)
constrains development to the west. Hellens considers
that its proposal provides a unique opportunity at
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Sedgefield, on land not constrained by heritage assets,
to deliver much needed affordable homes.

Summary

Overall, there are no known constraints which preclude
development at the site. Hellens considers that any
visual impact can be mitigated through considered
design and an appropriate landscape strategy. It is
also considered that the CDP should allow for
genuinely plan-led growth in the South East Durham
Monitoring Area as it currently has no allocations in
Policy 5. Sedgefield is demonstrably sustainable and
is identified in the Settlement Study (2018) as the most
sustainable settlement in South East Durham. Hellens
considers that there is further justification for housing
growth at Sedgefield and its proposal provides a unique
opportunity to deliver new affordable and entry-level
homes to achieve balanced communities.

Comments noted. Whilst the findings of the marketing
report are noted, this covers a period of less than 5

Re: Land off A167, North Chilton, County Durham

Marketing Commentary

1466Question 11

years which the draft policy stipulates a site should be
We refer to the above and our marketing of the
commercial element of the same.
As per our marketing report dated 11th August 2016,
Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors, have undertaken a

marketed for before it is considered for other uses.
Consistent with this approach and given that limited
land exists on the Chilton industrial estate, the site will
continue to be allocated within the Plan.

full marketing campaign to generate as much interest
to the site as possible for the proposed use of 13 no.
Research & Development, Industrial and Light
Industrial Buildings. As a matter of course, we have
carried out the following:

Marketing

30.09.2016 – Marketing instruction received.

16.11.2016 – Agreed with Geoff Woodcock that we
should produce a visual to assist with marketing for
both brochure and the board.

17.01.2017 – AutoCAD plans provided, and contractor
instructed to produce visual

09.03.2017 – Visuals and draft marketing details
produced.

17.09.2017 – 2no. 10’ x 12’ Di-Bond Marketing Signs
installed to the west and south of the site.

12.01.2018 – Meeting with Esh to discuss progress on
marketing.

Following production of marketing details, mailings
were produced at regular stages throughout the course
of marketing to agents across the North East and
beyond, as well as individual businesses.
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Interest

04.10.2016 – Received industrial requirement from
Cushman & Wakefield for 45,000 – 80,000 sq ft
industrial space. Basic information provided to agent
although ultimately turned to out to be unsuitable for
their client.

12.7.2017 – Stuart Illingworth of S-Cars, a local MOT
Garage and Servicing Centre, enquired about the cost
of purchasing part of the land. This was merely an
enquiry as they were looking to construct something
and re-locate their current business but only in the next
18 months. They have subsequently purchased a
semi-dilapidated in Spennymoor that they plan to
refurbish for their own occupation.

11.09.2017 – Requirement received for relocation of
Finchale Training College. Some initial discussion,
although transpired site is too far south and would not
work.

10.10.2017 – Response to mailing from Hydram
Engineering looking for 100,000 sq ft of space for
relocation of engineering site. Following further internal
discussions at Hydram it became apparent that the
site would not be big enough for them and they reset
their parameters in terms of site size. Hydram also
perturbed by the possibility of a neighbouring
residential development.

30.10.2017 – Interest received from County Durham
Furniture Help Scheme.The Council-led scheme were
looking to acquire the Freehold/Long Leasehold but
their budget was far too low as they were looking to
construct a 20,000 sq ft warehouse unit.

11.01.2018 – Details provided to Colliers’ agent
following receipt of requirement for 120,000 sq ft of
industrial space. Feedback was the location was not
suitable.

15.01.2018 – Details provided to LocatED who had
requirement for 70+ locations for schools across the
UK. No feedback received.

06.02.2018 – Brief discussion with Paul Stiller of Stiller
Warehousing who advised that they had a requirement
for 20,000 sq ft of space to construct a warehouse.
Unfortunately, North Chilton is too far north for their
requirement.

19.02.2018 – Discussion with Springfield NE Limited.
Provided details of estimated build costs for
development of new industrial unit with part office
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space. They decided to remain in their premises in
Chilton Industrial Estate.

Since February 2018 there has been no further interest
in the site from a commercial letting or sales point of
view. Unfortunately, despite our efforts, we have not
been able to develop conversations beyond an initial
chat.

It is also considering that the site lies almost equidistant
to established office and industrial estates in
Spennymoor, Bishop Auckland, Newton Aycliffe,
Belmont and Meadowfield. Indeed, Chilton Industrial
Estate is situated to the west of the site which provides
adequate industrial and office space to the locality.

As such, when considering the feedback obtained and
that the majority of the feedback is not directly linked
to the cost of purchasing or constructing a purpose-built
facility in North Chilton, we can only deduce that the
location is not right for the proposed commercial use.

For the avoidance of doubt, this letter is intended for
the reader only and any information regarding
individuals mentioned should not be passed on to any
third parties.

We trust the above provides a succinct account of our
marketing for your records and we will be happy to
provide any further information, should you require.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client would like to promote the land at North
Chilton as a suitable site for a residential housing
allocation of 140 units.

1460Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe land at North Chilton is adjacent to the A167 and

in close proximity to the business and industrial area of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof Chilton. The site has been subject to a successful
consultation responses which have been received..planning application. In 2015 an outline planning
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedapplication was submitted (ref: DM/15/02326/OUT)
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘which gained permission for ‘135 residential dwellings,
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site13 no. Research & Development, Industrial and Light
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Industrial Buildings (12,520 sq.m total, B1 and B2 use),
cemetery extension and associated landscaping’.

For this site a phased development was implemented
(see attached plan) with phases 1 & 2 for residential
and 3 & 4 for commercial.The residential element has
been successful however the commercial uses have
been marketed for 18 months and failed to attract
interest showcasing that currently there is no demand
for this use in this area (see attachment). For this
reason, our client is interested in developing the land
which was allocated for commercial use for further
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residential dwellings due to the fact there is continued
demand for residential development in Chilton.

Additionally, the land immediately next to the site
(under the control of Gleeson Homes) has also gained
permission for residential development. In 2007 a
planning application was submitted (ref:
7/2013/0289/DM) for the ‘Demolition of Farm Buildings
and Erection of 136 dwellings’ which was approved by
the Council.

The planning history demonstrates that residential
development is acceptable in this area.Whilst the area
has been previously designated for employment uses
this is not sufficient reason to exclude the site from
residential development. The introduction of housing
in the surrounding area has changed its context and
made it less suitable for employment uses.The Council
does not need to retain this land for general
employment given the generous employment land
supply position in the County.

Esh Development’s interest at North Chilton offers a
deliverable site with no major issues that would hinder
the delivery of housing development.The development
will impact positively on the economic and physical
re-generation of Chilton which will assist in the
stabilisation of the community, encourage growth and
provide better quality housing stock for the immediate
area. Due to fact the land has been landscaped for the
existing development the site will be instantly
deliverable for residential units.

The site is accessed off the A167 Chilton Bypass which
runs along the west boundary of the site and connects
the site to Newton Aycliffe and Ferryhill as well as
ultimately to the A1(M). The site is also in close
proximity to local bus stops connecting the area to
Durham, Darlington, Newton Aycliffe and Spennymoor.
This allows strong sustainable transportation links for
commuters.

The site is visually prominent however the change in
appearance from commercial to residential will not be
visually detrimental to the surrounding area and is not
considered a constraint on development. Lastly, in
support of the site for housing the SHLAA recognises
the entire site as deliverable for housing early in the
Plan period (1-5 years). Therefore with no
demonstrable demand for employment land in this
location, other preferable employment locations in the
County and the need to support the growth of Chilton
the site should be allocated for housing and the
employment allocation removed.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Preferred Options Response  Mr G R S Nelson land
at Sniperley We act on behalf of Mr GRS Nelson who

1551Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteowns land at Sniperley show verged red on the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessattached plan no1. We have circled in red  the location
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hason page 14 of your Policies Map this map is also
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsattached .  Our client believes that his land should form
consultation responses which have been received..part of your Green Belt release and also be included
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedin the Durham Sustainable Urban Extension proposals
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘as suitable for housing development . According to the
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteNational Planning policies :-Green belt serves 5

purposes:- Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.• To check the unrestrictive sprawl of large built

up areas;
• To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one

another;
• To assist in save guarding the countryside from

encroachment;
• To preserve the setting and special character of

historic towns and
• To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging

the recycling of derelict and other land.

Also in the National Planning Policy framework.
Inappropriate development is by definition harmful to
the green belt and should be not approved accept in
very special circumstances.

It would appear that Council is prepared to promote
the removal of a large area of adjoining land from  the
green belt to the East and North of the subject fields
Site - ref H/5 on your plan .  In total the land owned by
Mr Nelson extends to just over 11 acres. The land to
the South is bounded by the A691 road and to the West
by a large hospital complex. If the sites in the Preferred
Options are adopted then the Northern boundary will
be housing site – with no hard physical boundary
separating the 2 parcels of land .  If your Council is
able to persuade a Government Inspector that there
are very special circumstances that exist to release
land from the green belt then those same
circumstances must apply to our clients land.  Also
under the National Planning Policy framework there is
a provision that the boundaries of any green belt should
be clearly defined using physical features are likely to
be permanent. In this particular case our clients believe
that it will be sensible for the green belt release to be
bounded on the Eastern side by the A167 road.  On
the Southern by the A691 road and on the Northern
side by Trout’s Lane and Potter House Lane.  As
proposed if there is a release the remaining green belt
in this locality will comprise 11 acres owned by Mr
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Nelson and a fully developed hospital site. Removal
of this land from green belt and including it in the
preferred options would make no difference to the
character of the area. Keeping the land in green belt
would not check the unrestricted sprawl of large built
up areas – as your Council intends to allow a
development of approximately 1600 houses
immediately to the North and East Site H/5.    It would
not prevent the merging of neighbouring towns as there
is a very little prospect  of this.   It would not assist and
safeguarding of countryside of encroachment, because
it would appear your Council is already encouraging
this with the proposed development on the adjoining
land.  It will not preserve the setting and special
character of historic towns and it will not assist in urban
regeneration.  Our client believes that his land should
be included in your green belt removal application.
Also part of the site is suitable for development – area
hatched green on the plan. Removal of all the land
from Green Belt does not automatically mean
development of the whole site but having strong
physical boundaries to the remaining Green Belt is
important. There is direct access onto the A691 road.
Along the Northern boundary of the land there is no
clearly defined physical feature which is likely to be
permanent and our client cannot see any justification
whatsoever for leaving this relatively small land in
green belt if all of the surrounding land meets the very
special circumstances for it to be removed from having
a green belt designation.

We do have interest in the land from a national
housebuilder and our client believes the site is
sustainable and deliverable.  I would be grateful if you
would be kind enough to acknowledge safe receipt of
this email and attachments.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Glenhurst Farm - Easington Colliery. Two years ago
Durham Council made a request for interested parties

1379Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteto come forward if they wanted a site to be considered
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessfor housing in Durham, there was a request made for
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasGlenhurst Farm to be considered at that stage and I
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsam now making a request that this site is included in

County Durhams new Local Plan. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client, Dinsdale Investments Ltd, owns land in
Coundon, referred to in the Durham Strategic Housing

1329Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteLand Availability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA) as;
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness3/CO/05. In the Wear Valley Local Plan (WVLP) 1997,
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasunder Policy H5, the site is in fact allocated for future
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsdevelopment land, however, this has not been carried
consultation responses which have been received..forward in the County Durham Plan preferred options.
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedWe object to this decision and strongly urge the Council
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘to re-allocate this site for housing based on its
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitesustainability credentials and the justification set out

below. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.The SHLAA (2018) recognises that the site is “well

related to the settlement” but suggests that the loss of
the allotments would need to be addressed. Concerns
have also been raised over access.

Persimmon Homes received a minded to grant
permission subject to the signing of a Section 106
agreement in March 2018 for the erection of 37no.
dwellings on the land west of Hillside Road (SHLAA
site 3/CO/25).The application area of this development
lies to the west of SHLAA site 3/CO/05 and
incorporates a roundabout access arrangement which
has been future proofed in its design to facilitate
development of the land to the east, including our
client’s site, as well as site 3/CO/02. Access is
therefore not an issue.

We acknowledge the current land use and have had
positive discussions with the Council regarding the
ability to condense and partially relocate the existing
allotments, with recommendations put forward by the
Council’s Senior Allotment Officer as to how this could
be achieved. As such, this should not be seen as a
constraint to development.

Our client’s land, as outlined in red on the attached
plan, is suitable, available and achievable for housing
development. We therefore ask that the Council
recognise the need to allocate additional housing land
in Coundon to support the regeneration and long-term
viability of local services and allocate this site in the
County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Objection

Gleeson Regeneration Ltd considers that land at
Thorpe Road, Easington (SHLAA ref: 5/EA/22) should

1432Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessbe allocated for residential development. Easington is
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasa settlement that performs well in relation to the County
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsCouncil’s Settlement Study sustainability scoring
consultation responses which have been received..system. It is ranked 16th amongst more than 100
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedsettlement clusters/settlements, which is a strong
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indication that it is sustainable location for new
development. In addition, Easington benefits from its

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

proximity to services and employment opportunities in Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.the larger settlement of Peterlee. The site comprises

an area of arable agricultural land/scrub grassland that
abuts the existing built form of Easington, and which
already benefits from an element of screening by trees
and vegetation along the southern and western
boundaries. Easy access is available from Thorpe
Road, and the site is within a convenient walk of
schools, shops and services provided within Easington.
Thorpe Road provides frequent bus services to a wide
range of destinations including Sunderland, Hartlepool,
Seaham and Peterlee. The Council’ SHLAA
assessment form confirms that a residential
development of the site would be compatible with
adjacent land uses and that highways/access matters
can be addressed subject to mitigation measures.The
two main issues identified by the assessment relate to
landscape impact and the location of the site within
the 6km buffer zone of a European nature conservation
designation.

In respect of landscape impact matters, these have
been discussed with the County Council during its
handling of the current application ref:
DM/17/01963/FPA by Gleeson Regeneration. It is
Gleeson’s position that the County Council is being
inconsistent in its approach towards planning
applications in the gap between Easington and Peterlee
given the recent approval of an outline application for
some 900 homes and Local Retail Centre (ref:
PL/5/2013/0106) on the northern side of Easington
within land defined as a Green Wedge (Lowhills).
Regardless Gleeson is also of the view that there will
remain a substantial gap between Peterlee and
Easington after implementation of the latter scheme,
which comprises a landscaped buffer and field on the
northern edge of the Lowhills scheme; the dual
carriageway link to the A19; a further field on the
northern side of the dual carriageway; and existing
vegetation that follows the line of Thorpe Burn.
During application discussions about ref:
DM/17/01963/FPA Gleeson has listened to Officer
views on landscape matters and recently a revised
layout plan has been provided, which remains under
consideration by the Authority. This layout plan shows
that a scheme of 98 dwellings can be provided that
reinforces landscaping at the southern elements of the
site along Thorpe Burn and also along the Thorpe Road
frontage. In addition an area of landscape open space
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is provided at the south eastern corner of the site to
function as a buffer to the Thorpe Road roundabout.
This landscape mitigation will ensure that the scheme
is a good fit with the existing landscape character of
Easington, and the gap between the settlement and
Peterlee is respected and strengthened.

Regarding ecology matters, these concern the
likelihood of increased pressures being brought upon
designated nature conservation sites by people living
within the proposed development. It should be noted
that the latest layout plan for application
DM/17/01963/FPA will comprise on site open space
for recreation and a new trail that will run parallel with
Thorpe Burn. These features will provide for on-site
recreational opportunities and therefore help to reduce
pressures on nature conservation sites in the local
area. In addition, the Lowhills scheme will provide for
new significant recreational open space in the locality.
Ultimately, if the Council can clearly demonstrate that
these recreational opportunities are insufficient to
mitigate impacts on designated nature conservation
sites, then there remains the option of a S106
contribution towards further biodiversity mitigation
measures – providing such a contribution complies
with the key national tests for a planning obligation.
We are strongly of the view that ecology is not a
showstopper preventing allocation of this site.Through
the negotiation of application DM/17/01963/FPA
Gleeson has submitted a wide range of reports that
demonstrate that land at Thorpe Road is suitable for
residential development and there are no other physical
or environment issues that would constrain its
development for housing. Gleeson assumes that there
is no need to re-submit these reports as part of this
representation, but copies can be provided if required.

The proposed allocation of this site would provide for
considerable benefits in the form of low cost housing
delivery in Easington, which Gleeson has vast
experience of providing since 2010. Gleeson considers
that the Company’s housing product complies with the
new definition of affordable housing set out in the
revised NPPF (low cost housing for sale at least 20%
below market value). In addition, the provision of
housing on the subject site would assist the viability of
shops and services in Easington, and provide for local
housing opportunity and choice.

In summary, we consider that there is a compelling
case for allocation of land at Thorpe Road, Easington
(SHLAA ref: 5/EA/22) for housing.
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Requested Change
Land at Thorpe Road, Easington (SHLAA ref: 5/EA/22)
should be allocated for residential  development.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

4/BE/02 – The Parish Council would support the site
Land at Waterworks coming forward with a scheme

1617Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesolely for retirement housing. It is located in the centre
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessof the village close to amenities and on a frequent
of the previously preferred housing site allocations haspublic transport route and there is a requirement for

high quality housing for older people within the village. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..4/BE/05 - The Parish Council would support a small

scale sensitive development of the site Land at Cook The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Avenue that took account of and mitigated the

constraints identified. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.4/UM/05a and 4/UM/11 – The Parish Council agree

with DCC’s decision not to allocate these sites.
Development would result in the coalescence of
Bearpark and Ushaw Moor and cause a significant
adverse visual landscape impact and harm the Green
Belt.

Various Sites between route of proposed Western
Relief Road and the A167 - The Parish Council agree
with DCC’s decision not to allocate these sites.
Development in this location would cause significant
harm to visual landscape, harm the Green Belt, place
pressure on existing services and
infrastructure, including the WRR. We hope DCC will
continue to robustly defend these sites against
development to prevent unrestricted urban sprawl and
safeguard the countryside from encroachment.

1/RD/08-10 & 20 Ushaw College – The Parish Council
agree with DCC’s assessment that these sites would
not be suitable for market housing.The Parish Council
would support sensitive and sustainable development
at Ushaw College that would support its transition from
a seminary to a visitor attraction with associated
accommodation and that secured the future for a
wonderful heritage asset.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These representations have been prepared by Savills
(UK) Ltd on behalf of Dere Street Homes (“our Client”)

1611Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitein response to Durham County Council’s County
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDurham Plan Preferred Options 2018

(CDPPO) consultation. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsThese representations have been submitted to support

the proposed residential allocation of a parcel of land consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedto the west of Langley Moor. The total land in our
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘client’s control is outlined in the location plan attached

at Appendix 1. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
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Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Our client’s site was not put forward in the Call for Sites
/ Issues and Options consultation that took place in
2016 however as part of this Regulation 18 consultation
we request that the Council considers the benefits
of this site and makes appropriate amendments to the
CDPPO to include it as an allocation.

Langley Park

Langley Park is a former mining village which sits in
the lower Browney Valley in the former district of
Derwentside. Langley Park is identified in the emerging
County Durham Plan as a ‘Local Service Centre’. The
County Durham Settlement Study (2012) states that
Local Service Centres have shops, facilities and
services, serve a function to a wider area and the
facilities they do have reduce a significant amount of
trip generation between settlements.

Langley Park has a vibrant local centre with shops,
places to eat and drink, a gym, a primary school, a
health practice, employment opportunities and public
transport into Durham City. Langley Park is therefore
a sustainable settlement for future growth.

Our Client’s Site
Our client’s site sits on the western edge of Langley
Park, immediately adjacent to Davis Cresent with
Langley Park cemetery to the south and Lanchester
Valley Walk to the north. The site is accessed from
Low Moor Road and covers approximately 7.8 ha.
Whilst our client controls all of the land in Appendix 1,
we are currently promoting the reduced site identified
at Appendix 2 through a planning application (4.8 ha).

Our view is that the land identified in Appendix 2
provides an excellent opportunity to meet the
short-term needs of Langley Moor whilst the wider site
– extending west as shown in Appendix 1 – provides
an excellent opportunity for sustainable growth in the
long term.

When identifying sites to include in a local plan, the
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) states that ‘An
assessment of land availability identifies a future supply
of land which is suitable, available and achievable
for housing […] over the plan period.’ (Reference ID:
3-001-20140306). We will now consider the suitability,
availability and achievability of our client’s site.

Suitability
The PPG states (Reference ID: 3-019-20140306) that
“the following factors should be considered to assess
a site’s suitability for development now or in the future:
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  physical limitations or problems such as access,
infrastructure, ground conditions, flood risk,
hazardous risks, pollution or contamination;
  potential impacts including the effect upon landscapes
including landscape features, nature and
heritage conservation;
  appropriateness and likely market attractiveness for
the type of development proposed;
  contribution to regeneration priority areas;
  environmental/amenity impacts experienced by would
be occupiers and neighbouring areas.
We therefore consider these points in more depth.
  Our client’s site has no physical issues which affect
its suitability for housing development. The site is
not in an area at risk of flooding (Flood Zone 1), does
not suffer from contamination or ground stability issues
and is not affected by air pollution or odour. The site
has a safe access to the adopted highway for both
pedestrians and vehicles and is accessible to public
transport. Local services in Langley Park are accessible
by foot and bicycle within Institute of Highways
standards.

  Our client’s site is not in an area protected for its
ecological or historical importance and there are no
listed building adjacent to the site. We recognise the
site is covered by the Area of High Landscape Value
saved policy in the Derwentside Local Plan and our
client has therefore instructed DP Landscape Architects
to prepare a landscape and visual impact appraisal of
the site and its potential development.This assessment
has concluded the following:

• There would be no loss of landscape features of
high intrinsic value. The site is not publically
accessible and development would not physically
effect local footpaths in the vicinity.

• Development of the site would not introduce
features into the locality which are
considered discordant or uncharacteristic of the
adjoining settlement.The proposed development
would not affect the existing green infrastructure
which borders the site.

• Residential development is will not introduce
architectural elements which are not in keeping
with the scale and form of other development in
the locality.

• Residential development offers the opportunity
to increase the biodiversity of the site by
providing areas of green infrastructure. This
would help integrate the development into the
wider landscape and potentially mitigate views
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of the development, especially from Lanchester
valley Walk.

• The site has no landscape features of high
intrinsic value. The arable field has been altered
during the C20th and no longer reflects the
historic enclosure pattern. All original field
boundaries have been lost. The site is attached
to an established village which has been largely
developed during the C20th.

• The sensitivity of the site to development is
considered to be medium.The landscape impact
on the site and adjoining land is considered to
be moderate / minor. These impacts are within
the range that would be expected for any
development on a greenfield site on the edge of
an established settlement.

• The Area of High Landscape Value (AHLV)
covers a large swathe of the Browney Valley
outside of the main settlements.The value of the
landscape is reflected in the scenic quality of
wide vistas across the valley comprising mainly
open farmland and plantation woodland.

The boundary of the AHLV around the village does not
accurately reflect the existing limits of development
and it is evident that some development has taken
place within the AHLV, on the edge of the settlement.
This suggests that some parts of the AHLV, in close
proximity to existing settlement may be less sensitive
to development than other areas and also may have
some capacity to accommodate development. Given
the above factors and the predicted effects on the site
and adjoining land, the sensitivity of this part of the
AHLV to this scale of development in this location is
considered to be medium. The potential magnitude
of change on the wider AHLV due to the development
is considered to be low.The resultant landscape effect
would be minor.

• There are no predicted significant landscape
effects on published landscape character area, at
a National, County level or sub-regional level.
The potential magnitude of change on
these character areas due to the development
is considered to be low or negligible. The
resultant landscape effect would be minor or
neutral.

• The Landscape Appraisal makes a number of
recommendations for landscape mitigation which
would mitigate any residential predicted
landscape and visual effects.
The recommendations include the introduction
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of green infrastructure around the periphery of
the site together with areas of internal amenity
space and can be easily accommodated on
the site.

• Overall, there are no landscape and visual effects
from developing the site which affect its suitability
for housing.

The site is attractive to the market and this is
demonstrated by our client’s interest in the site and
the investment that is being put into promoting it for
housing. Dere Street Homes are a
successful Durham-based housebuilder with a track
record of delivering high quality housing across the
North East.They can confirm that the site is deliverable
and there will be demand for housing in this location.

The site is not in a regeneration area however it will
not undermine the regeneration of other area of Central
/ North Durham. The site can offer landscape and
visual improvements along the northern and western
boundary.

The site is of a scale that it can deliver homes whilst
protecting the amenity of existing and prospective
residents. Adequate set back distances can be
achieved within the site to ensure privacy
and overlooking is not an issue.

In conclusion we are confident that the site is a suitable
and sustainable location for housing growth.

Availability and Achievability

In terms of ‘achievability’ and ‘availability’ we can
confirm that the site is available for housing now and
development is achievable in the next five years
following planning permission being secured. There
are no
land ownership or legal issues which would preclude
or slow development.

In our view the site is suitable, achievable and
available. As per the PPG the site is deliverable and
should be allocated as part of the County Durham Plan.

We trust that these representations are in order
however please get in contact if you have any further
questions or require additional information.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In response to earlier consultations our preference was
for wider dispersal of housing across the County,

1895Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteparticularly in relation to settlements such as Eldon,
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesspreviously categorised as Category D which effectively
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashave been left to wither on the vine. As far as we are
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsaware, since the early 1960’s there have only been
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two or three examples of new development in the
village, including the recent development of barn

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

conversions at Old Eldon crossroads, which is greatly
welcomed, albeit separate from the main settlement.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Whilst some existing housing stock in Eldon is in poor
condition, low value and with absentee landlords, there
are areas which have houses that are well-maintained
and there is still a core community which cares about
and is proud to live in the area. The Eldon Parish Plan
identified the risks of older people leaving the village
due to the lack of suitable housing provision locally
and the impact it would have on Eldon in terms of a
sense of community.

The lack of any housing allocations in the County Plan
within the Parish boundary is therefore disappointing,
with the nearest being at Eldon Bank Top (H/34). The
underlying SHLAA includes reference to land in the
Parish with that suitable for housing at 7/EL/030 (as
well as surrounding amber land). The SHLAA makes
assumptions about the development potential of this
land, but it is the long held aim of the Parish Council
to develop 7/EL/030, part of which it owns, and it is in
discussion with interested parties as to how this can
be facilitated and also to include affordable housing.

We are not meeting our needs in most parts of County
Durham in relation to affordable housing, although the
Plan seeks to address this, but we suspect that in some
areas, such as Eldon, rents may be depressed, due
to the condition of some properties and absentee
landlord involvement. Our preference would be for a
mix of market and affordable to achieve this outcome
and drive development.  However, the aim of providing
affordable housing for each site should include all forms
of such housing, including social rented, affordable
rented, intermediate housing, etc.

We would argue that within the overall allocation of
housing sites, there should be flexibility for smaller,
perhaps, infill sites, such as that at Eldon, to be
developed, particularly where this aids regeneration
and revitalisation of smaller communities. The
development of 7/EL/030 would make a huge
difference to our local community.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

I own Glenhurst Farm which is on Davis Terrace,
Easington. A piece of land measuring slightly  less than

1995Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesix acres. The property is included in you SHLAA  and
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessI would like to see it included in your Preferred Options

Policy for development. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
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It was a smallholding and I farmed pigs there from 1972
until approximately 1995 when I found that I was too

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

busy to continue to do so and as  the property was too in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
small for modern farming it fell into disrepair. I’d The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
estimate that twenty percent of the site is built on but Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.the buildings are quite dilapidated now. The land is
currently used by a neighbour for grazing her horses
as there is no better use to put it to but with a very
small income from the land it isn’t economically viable
to redevelop the buildings or demolish them.

Furthermore development for commercial purposes
seems impractical and I can’t imagine any use it can
be but to other than development for housing.

However an attractive residential development would
enhance the area significantly and give a more
pleasant outlook for the neighbours.

The land is on an incline and a development looking
out over the sea could be achieved and the site has a
frontage on to the main road of approximately 200
yards allowing for more than one access road into the
development.

The land is bordered on three sides by houses but the
area isn’t heavily built up. I spend some time there and
the roads from Thorpe Road and Seaside Lane are
never congested so I don’t foresee the development
of Glenhurst Farm creating a significant change in
congestion levels.

You will be aware that a planning application was made
approximately ten years ago when Persimmon homes
submitted plans but the property crash occurred before
completion and the development fell through. Now that
construction in the area is so buoyant I would like to
see the land developed to improve the area.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This statement is submitted on behalf of our client,
Land Factor, who wish to make representations to the

2088Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteDraft County Durham Local Plan. Land Factor,
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessspecialises in Estate Management and especially rural
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasproperties in the North of England and Southern

Scotland. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..The Land at Greencroft Estates, Fen Hall, north of

Lanchester (Location Plan at Appendix 1) should be
additional housing allocation.

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

The site is approximately 6.38 hectares (15.8 acres)
and has a capacity for approximately 80 dwellings,

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

taking into account mitigation measures to ensure that
there is no harm to the landscape or heritage assets.
The proposed development would be in keeping with
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the existing built form of the settlement and provide an
important opportunity to provide high quality, executive
housing within Lanchester.

The site is located off Howden Bank and is bound by
the Gentoo development site for 47 new dwellings to
the north, and further development to south and east
of the site. The site is ideally located for commuting to
the nearby city of Durham (8.7 miles) and is in close
proximity to a bus stop (0.5 miles) providing good bus
links to Durham, and further afield.

The site has no relevant planning history and has not
been assessed as part of the County Durham Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA);
however, we consider the site is suitable for residential
development.

The site falls within the Greencroft Hall Estate which
contains a mix of buildings and structures which are
formally identified as of historic and architectural
importance. As the proposed site is located within this
estate, we have considered the potential heritage
impact that may arise through development and we
are submitting a Statement of Significance, prepared
by Sarah Dyer a Heritage Consultant, as part of our
representations to the Plan (Appendix 2).

The Statement of Significance concludes that although
the remaining buildings require sympathetic
consideration in the future, the estate is not complete
and ‘the lynchpin, on which the estate buildings hang,
is missing through the demolition of the Hall and loss
of many buildings and features’, therefore, the estate
is of moderate significance.

It is noted that the proposed development of this site
would be for high quality, executive homes which would
reflect the setting of the site within the Greencroft
Estate. In addition, we consider the development would
be well related to the surrounding built form, given the
existing development to the east and south of the
proposed site and the approved development site
directly to the north for 47 dwellings (application ref:
DM/16/03019/RM).

Moreover, the site is in close proximity to the bus stop
located along the A691 (0.5 miles) which offers good
bus links to the City of Durham and further afield. Given
the scale of the proposal, we consider that there would
be adequate capacity within the road network to
accommodate development and safe, adequate access
to and from the site could be achieved.
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Lanchester is identified as a medium sized village in
the County Durham Settlement Study (2012) and offers
a range of services which include shops,
restaurants/pubs, schools and sports facilities, all within
a short walking distance of the proposed site.
Moreover, the proposed development would provide
additional expenditure within Lanchester through an
increase to the local population helping to support local
businesses and ensuring the retention of local shops
and services for existing and future residents.

We note paragraph 65 of the Inspector’s views on the
soundness of the previous, now withdrawn County
Durham Plan (2014) which states ‘In order to achieve
soundness, the table in Policy 4 should be re-calculated
following a comprehensive review of allowances made
for windfall sites, use of empty homes and release of
properties currently used as student HMOs. If a lower
growth target for County Durham is used and with a
more balanced distribution this would result in a
considerably lower figure than the 5,220 calculated for
Durham City. An appropriate adjustment could then
be made to the provision in other towns and villages
in the Central Delivery Area not constrained by Green
Belt such as Brandon, Coxhoe/Parkhill, Bowburn,
Langley Park, Lanchester and Sherburn’. (Emphasis
our own).

The Draft County Durham Plan: Preferred Options has
assumed a lower growth target, therefore, inline with
the views expressed by the Inspector on the previous
plan it is important to consider additional housing in
villages such as Lanchester which are not constrained
by Green Belt to boost housing delivery without
development of Green Belt sites. The proposed site
would constitute infill development, not on Green Belt
land and would accord with the previous Inspector’s
recommendation to deliver housing in Lanchester.

In addition, we have reviewed the existing
commitments within Lanchester to ascertain the
potential housing delivery numbers.There is an existing
commitment for 47 dwellings to the north of the
proposed site (application reference: DM/16/03019/RM)
and an application for 14 dwellings located to the south
of Lanchester (application ref: DM/16/00871/OUT).
The two commitments equate to 61 dwellings to be
delivered within Lanchester, therefore, the proposed
site at Greencroft Estates should be considered to
boost the housing supply and provide high quality
housing within Lanchester.
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To conclude, the proposed site is in a sustainable
location, in close proximity to the City of Durham and
is a suitable, deliverable site and should be allocated
for housing.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In order to remedy the objections raised above and
ensure that the housing requirement for the County

2121Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitecan be met in full without the need to release land from
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe Green Belt it is requested that the Council allocate
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasland at Barras Hill, Sacriston for housing development

– see Figure 1 overleaf. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Landownership
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Figure 2 below shows that this site is part of a larger
landholding. The land edged in red (approx. 11ha) is

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

owned by our client.The land edged blue (approx. 2ha)
is owned by Durham County Council.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Site and Surroundings

The land at Barras Hill lies on the eastern side of
Sacriston. It extends to approx. 5.2 ha (gross) and has
an undulating topography. It is currently in use for
arable farming. The site is bounded to the west by the
existing built up area of Sacriston , to the B6312 to the
north and farm buildings, woodland and agricultural
land to the east and south.

The site lies in Flood Zone 1. It is not at risk of flooding
and is also not identified as being of any specific
biodiversity, heritage or landscape importance.
Barrashill Wood to the east is a deciduous woodland
Priority Habitat but will not be directly impacted by the
proposed development and the option exists to
increase woodland planting in this area as a result of
new housing development.

The northern field within the wider site is owned by the
County Council and was identified as a potential
housing allocation in the previously draft Durham
County Local Plan - H34 capacity approx. 50 dwellings)
It is understood that the decision was taken to pursue
this allocation as it was not possible to achieve a
satisfactory access from the B6312 on land within the
Council’s control. The inclusion of our client’s land
within the development site/allocation would however
address this issue.

Figure 1- see attachment

Access/ Accessibility

Access to the site can be obtained from the B6312
subject to agreement on appropriate speed reduction,
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traffic calming and highway design (e.g. ghost island)
measures.

Sacriston lies approx. 3 miles from Durham City.
Durham City and other large nearby settlements  such
as Chester le St are readily accessible by public
transport. Bus serves using the B6312 connect the site
directly to both Durham & Chester le St. The closest
bus stops lie approx. 200m to the west of the site
entrance, on Plawsworth Rd. The No 14 Service links
to Durham with an hourly service. A more frequent
service (No 16 - using the B6532) departs from
Sacriston centre.The 726 links to Chester le St roughly
every 30 mins.

Sacriston offers a range of local shops, services and
community facilities including schools, health centres,
sports facilities, and employment opportunities . The
development of a further 200 (approx.) dwellings on
the site at Barras Hill is proportionate to the scale of
Sacriston and will help to sustain population levels and
the longer term vitality and viability of the shops and
services in the settlement for the wider benefit of all
residents.

Exceptional Circumstances Report June 2018

It is noted that DCC has published an ‘Exceptional
Circumstances’ report that examines the development
potential of various sites/ areas around the County as
an alternative to releasing Green Belt land for housing
development at Sniperley Park and Sherburn Rd. In
Section 7.1 of this Report the County examines a large
‘Area of Search’ to the north and east of Sacriston that
includes the land at Barras Hill we are promoting for
housing development south of the B6312, through this
and allied representations.

The findings of this assessment are presented as if
the identified constraints apply to the whole of the Area
of Search.This is not true and misleading.The findings
of the assessment appear to almost exclusively to
relate to that part of the Area of Search north of the
B6312 and include the area that has recently been
granted planning permission for housing development
suggesting even then that they are not so serious as
to warrant refusal of planning permission in this area.

In contrast the land south of the B6312 is not at flood
risk, is not of significant biodiversity value, is not of
heritage value and is readily accessible to public
transport and the village. It is accepted that
development would reduce the gap to Kimblesworth
but the remaining gap remains sufficiently large ( >1km)
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to ensure that together with changes in topography,
intervening woodlands etc. there would be no material
impact on the district identities of these two
communities.

Suitability for development

Overall it is considered that the land edged red on
Figure 1 would be suitable location for new housing
development , delivering a sustainable form of
development in a logical and deliverable location.
Allocation of this site for housing development in
addition to or as a partial alternative to the release of
Green belt Land would be justified, effective, accord
with national planning guidance and demonstrate that
the plan has been positively prepared.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question no 10 & 11. Policy no 5. Housing Site
Reference 1/CO/44

2164Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThese comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasnormally called Consett 44. This site is south of
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsproposed housing allocation H/19 in Consett and is

referred to as 1/CO/44 in the SHLAA. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

We remind officers that the site was previously
allocated correctly, the reason for then dropping this

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

site without consultation is not justified. This site is the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.logical end of the development zone and considerable

evidence has been submitted that, notwithstanding the
farm family’s attempts to turn back trespassers, the
site has been left with urban fringe pressures which
makes it of reduced farming value. Not least, any good
planning allowing for a minimum of pedestrian access
to the rail trail alongside needs site 44 to be allocated
as an integral part of site H/19, we also note that the
natural flow for drainage will cross the site. The track
is the logical defensible boundary.The site has a willing
vendor and developer leading on as a logical next
phase of development for the existing allocation H/19
adjacent.

As Persimmon Home have stated in their reps on site
H/19 they have had detailed discussions with the owner
of this site in relation to purchasing this land in order
to ‘extend development to the existing and natural
boundary formed by the former railway line / cycleway
and provide the required “structural planting along the
southern boundary” via enhancements and additions
to the established structural planting along this
boundary edge. SHLAA site 1/CO/44 sits at the lowest
point of the field and as such the impact of extending
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development within it would have no additional
landscape and visual impacts.’

We ask that this site be reconsidered as it is clearly
deliverable within the planned period and an extension
to H/19, it is required for delivery and aids a defensible
boundary. This site should therefore be included in
policy 5 as a housing allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The Oliver Family wish to thank the Council for the
opportunity to comment on the County Durham Plan
(CDP) Preferred Options Report.
Our client wishes to put forward their site at West
Auckland for inclusion as an additional housing site in

2191Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

response to Question 11 and that this land be included been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
as an allocation for housing within Policy 5 Housing consultation responses which have been received..
Allocations. For ease of reference our clients site is
shown on Title Plan Reference DU325490
The site relates to approximately 0.8ha of land, located
to the east of Staindrop Road and the junction with the

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.A688 roundabout in West Auckland. The settlement is

located approximately 2.5km to the south west of
Bishop Auckland. The site is currently used for
agricultural purposes and is accessed via the existing
agricultural access on Staindrop Road.
The site is bound as follows:
• To the north by existing residential properties and
their gardens on Staindrop Road;
• To the east by agricultural land;
• To the south by an established landscape bund,
beyond which lies the A688; and
• To the west by Staindrop Road; beyond which lies
coach storage for Garnetts Coaches, established
landscaping and agricultural land.
It is estimated that the site could yield approximately
24 dwellings (based on an indicative density of 30
dwellings to the ha) although, given the location of the
site, the number of houses may be lower and will
ultimately be dependent upon more detailed
masterplanning and technical work.
The NPPF 2018 states that “to be considered
deliverable, sites for housing should be available now,
offer a suitable location for development now, and be
achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will
be delivered on the site within five years”. Each of
these issues is addressed in turn below.
Suitability of the Site
The site offers a suitable location for development now.
Sustainability
The site adjoins the existing residential areas of West
Auckland and would therefore provide a natural
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extension to the settlement. The site is within 150-250
m of the nearest bus stops, located on Staindrop Road.
These stops provide regular services between Durham
and Barnard Castle.The A688 passes the south of the
site, connecting West Auckland to Bishop Auckland to
the north east and Barnard Castle to the south west.
The site is within walking and cycling distance of
community services and facilities located within West
Auckland, including Copeland Road Primary School,
Oakley Cross Primary School, the Eden Arms Public
House, the Manor House Hotel and Health Club, West
Auckland Working Mens Club & Institute, Post Office,
convenience food shopping provision, hot food
takeaways, church, youth club and petrol filling station.
The site is also within easy access of employment
opportunities at the APTEC Enterprise Park and Smurfit
Kappa located on Darlington Road.
Policy Restrictions and Physical Limitations
The site is identified as white land within the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options Draft (2018) and is
therefore not subject to any site specific allocation or
designations. We are not aware of any physical
limitations which would prevent the site coming forward
for residential development in the next five years,
however, a small corner within the north east of the
site lies within Flood Zone 2. There site is visually
unobtrusive from the surrounding area due existing
boundary treatments. The nearest Listed structure to
the site is a Grade II Listed Durham County Council
marker stone located approximately 50m to the north
on Staindrop Road.There are no other Listed Buildings
within the immediate vicinity. There is potential for
sensitively designed housing on the site to improve its
ecological value through increased landscaping and
planting.
Availability
Our client can confirm that the site is available for
housing now.They are committed to the early delivery
of the site and there are no land ownership issues
which could preclude the site coming forward for
residential development. The site is clearly available
for housing now.
Achievability
A site is considered to be achievable if there is a
realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the
site within five years. The site is considered to be
readily achievable with a realistic prospect of on-site
completions in the next five years should planning
permission be granted.
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In summary, the site is available for development in
the short term. The sites are considered suitable for
housing and our client is keen to secure planning
permission as soon as possible. The delivery of the
Sites is therefore considered to be readily achievable.
We therefore respectfully request that the land at West
Auckland should be included as an additional housing
allocation within Policy 5 in the next iteration of the
County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land to the east of the B6291, Coxhoe

With regard to current consultation as above, we wish
to put forward the land shown on the land shown on

2240Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe attached plan for consideration as a residential

allocation in the emerging County Durham Plan. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

The land is under control of Hallam Land Management
Ltd and amounts to approximately 4.5ha (11 acres) of

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

agricultural field. It is accessible from the public in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
highway and adjacent to the recently approved The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
development site for 190 dwellings, which was Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.approved under planning permission references
DM/15/01692/OUT and subsequently
DM/17/01166/RM.

Given the sites location adjacent to the built
development to the north and south, with
clearly-defined boundaries, we consider this site to be
a sustainable opportunity for the Council to bring
forward residential development before releasing Green
Belt land.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

I refer to:
SHLAA REF: 7/SH/023
SITE NAME: Land at Lambton Street
SETTLEMENT: Shildon
LOCAL PLAN MONITORING AREA: South Durham
SITE AREA: 20.26
Please could the attached referring to 7/SH/023 be
considered in response to policy 5 question 11?

2161Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘I consider this plot deliverable and should be

considered as green, good access is available The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

especially the part of the plot to the North of Lambton
Street as the access onto West Auckland Road to the
east of The Oaks has very good access which will
comply to DCC requirements.

This land has been open casted circa 1998 and the
land laid back to commercial standards by Hall
Construction ie compacted etc to facilitate future
building works.

Services are available locally.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

I am in possession of a plot of land which should be
suitable for housing development in Ferryhill which as

2295Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitea resident of the town I believe would assist in keeping
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessit sustainable for the future.  I believe it's impact to be
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasminimal staying within the existing boundaries whilst
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsproviding much needed new housing. The plan
consultation responses which have been received..enclosed shows the plot coloured green and is

identified using the DU numbers shown. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

It is acknowledged that the housing requirement, as
set out under Policy 2 and supporting text, has resulted

2326Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitein the need for the Council to identify additional draft
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesshousing allocations in order to meet the residual
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashousing number, which stands at 6,272 dwellings.
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsWhilst our Client does not wish to make comment on
consultation responses which have been received..specific allocations identified within Policy 5, in light of
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedour response to Questions 5, 6 and 7, we consider that
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘our Client’s land interests at both High Pittington and
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteBournmoor are capable of contributing towards meeting
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

the additional identified need. The Sites could provide
up to 275 new dwellings over the plan period.

In terms of how the Council have identified and
selected both the residual number of homes to be
allocated and the draft allocations themselves,
paragraph 4.86 of the CDPPO confirms that the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment is the
primary source of potential housing sites. Sites within
the SHLAA were themselves derived from a number
of sources including:

Previous unimplemented housing allocations;
Surplus employment sites identified in the Employment
Land Review;
Sites submitted by landowners and developers;
Sites proposed by communities, Parish and Town
Council’s and members of the public; and
Other sites known or owned by the Council.

The three stage assessment process, as set out at
paragraph 4.86, included sites being assessed by a
multi-disciplinary team looking at a range of factors,
before sites identified as ‘green’ or ‘amber’ were
assessed in the Sustainability Appraisal. The SHLAA
partnership then considered the resulting categorisation
of sites and delivery timeframes which resulted in the
sites to be considered for allocation.
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The suitable sites were then split across the Local Plan
Monitoring Areas in accordance with the percentages
identified in the Issues and Options, whilst accounting
for existing commitments and the availability of suitable
and deliverable sites, as set out at paragraphs 4.87,
4.88 and 4.89.The allocations were distributed across
the monitoring areas in accordance with the following
percentages, which differed slightly from those in the
Issues & Options:

Durham City – 15% (2,460 dwellings)
Central Durham – 12% (275 dwellings)
North Durham – 7% (175 dwellings)
North West Durham – 12% (860 dwellings)
Mid Durham – 16% (760 dwellings)
South Durham – 16% (1,000 dwellings)
South East Durham – 2% (no allocations)
East Durham – 16% (690 dwellings)
West Durham – 4% (75 dwellings)

The table in the attachment shows what happens to
the residual dwelling numbers based upon the
monitoring area
percentage splits if the 17% lapse rate is applied as
proposed in paragraph 3.30 above.

In light of the above comments, the section below looks
to critique the assessments undertaken in relation to
our Client’s sites at High Pittington and Bournmoor.

Land at High Pittington

High Pittington lies within the Central Durham Local
Plan Monitoring Area and is assessed within the
SHLAA (2018) as part of a larger land holding which
extends further east, under site ref: 4/HP/10. The site
was identified as being ‘unsuitable’. The larger site is
identified as accommodating an approximate dwelling
yield of 111, although our Client considers that their
land interests could accommodate up to 60 dwellings.
The SHLAA assessment summary states:

“Development of the site would result in significant
adverse landscape impact. Ecology have identified
that the site is adjacent to mature woodland therefore
ecological surveys, mitigation and standoff area of
native tree planting of at least 15m required. There is
also a public right of way into the adjacent SSSI which
will increase recreational/dog walking pressure on the
SSSI, therefore a further buffer area and alternate dog
walking space would be required to lessen impacts on
the SSSI. Further investigations required on site
regarding contamination and STW capacity. The site
has therefore been deemed unsuitable.”
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The key impacts relate to extending into attractive
countryside which lies beyond the established village
edge, proximity to mature woodland and SSSI and
potential contamination. Our Client considers that a
number of these impacts relate more to the eastern
parts of the site and the land which lies outside of their
control. Should our Clients land be assessed in
isolation then these impacts could be appropriately
addressed. Our Client is also concerned that some of
the key assessment criteria which includes adjacent
land uses, relationship to the settlement and access
to services and facilities have been overlooked and/or
ignored with a uniform response of “none identified”
being provided. Given the importance of these criteria
when determining the sustainability and suitability of
a site for residential development, our Client disagrees
with the outcome of the assessment and believes that
it should be reviewed.

In addition, while site 4/HP/01, which lies to the western
edge and adjacent to our site, there are some clear
differences between the assessment scoring. This is
despite the sites lying adjacent to each other and within
the same surrounding context. These key differences
are set out in the table attached.

Our Client has significant concerns about how the
scoring between the two sites appears to be markedly
different despite the proximity of the two sites, their
surrounding context and their exiting uses. From the
table above it is clear where the lack of assessment
has adversely impacted upon our site’s results, where
impacts have been attributed to our Client’s site but
not the adjacent site and also where our site scores
better than the adjacent site. As such, our Client
objects to the assessments for each site and considers
that they should be reviewed in light of the above or
further evidence provided to justify why the
assessments should not be reconsidered.

In an attempt to demonstrate how the identified impacts
could be addressed and/or mitigated against we have
prepared a table below which sets out the criterion
used to assess the site, and how, in our opinion, these
issues/concerns could be overcome/mitigated against
in order to improve the sites overall results.

Table 3.2 above demonstrates how the key
issues/concerns that were identified in the assessment
could be overcome and thereby improve the overall
sustainability of the site. When the site is not
considered as a whole, but incorporating our Client’s
land interests only, concerns that were raised on some
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of the impacts could be appropriately addressed
through further assessment and/or mitigation at the
planning application stage if not already done so by
the above information. We therefore consider the site
to be suitable, available and deliverable for residential
development and would encourage the Council to
revisit the SHLAA assessment.

It is noted at paragraph 4.86 of the CDPPO that sites
identified as ‘green’ or ‘amber’ within the SHLAA were
then subject to a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) which
further assessed the sites against a range of other
factors. Section 2.2 (Housing Site Assessment) of the
Sustainability Appraisal sets out the process followed
while the individual site assessment and criteria used
to assess them are set out in Appendix B. The SA at
paragraph 4.2.4.1.6 confirms that only sites identified
as Green in the SHLAA and which scored better in SA
terms than the proposed residential allocations were
considered as other reasonable alternatives. Amber
sites were not considered for allocation. As noted
earlier, our Client’s site is identified as amber within
the SHLAA.

Within the SA the site achieved a sustainability score
of 119.8 and was identified as landscape and
biodiversity being ‘significant issues’. However, our
Client considers that should these scores be reviewed
in line with the above information and our response to
the SHLAA assessment, then these scores would
significantly improve.

High Pittington lies within the Central Durham Local
Plan Monitoring Area which was allocated 12% or 275
new dwellings from the residual housing requirement.
These dwellings have been allocated across two sites
within Central Durham, Bearpark (250) and Langley
Park (25). Within the Settlement Study 2013 (updated
2018), Bearpark is identified as a Local Service Centre
(tier 3) and Langley Park as a Smaller Town and Larger
villages (tier 2). High Pittington has been identified as
a Small Village (tier 5). Whilst High Pittington is
identified as a tier 5 settlement, given the lack of other
suitable, deliverable and viable sites within the
Monitoring Area, it is considered that High Pittington
has sufficient sustainability credentials to accommodate
residential development of this scale (60 dwellings).
The Site would also contribute towards achieving the
increased housing requirement and additional 141
homes identified within the Central Durham Monitoring
Area should the lapse rate be revised in line with our
earlier comments. The settlements sustainability is
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also further improved when considered as part of the
Pittington Cluster.

Residential development within Pittington would also
contribute towards enhancing and maintaining the
vitality of the settlement in accordance with paragraph
55 of the NPPF. Furthermore, High Pittington would
be the only allocation within the Central Durham
Monitoring Area that would lie in the eastern half the
County as both Bearpark and Langley Park lie to the
west of Durham City. The allocation of the site at high
Pittington would be further supported by paragraph 78
of the new NPPF where it states that “To promote
sustainable development in rural areas, housing should
be located where it will enhance or maintain the vitality
of rural communities. Planning policies should identify
opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially
where this will support local services.Where there are
groups of smaller settlements, development in one
village may support services in a village nearby.” In
this instance it is considered that residential
development would support services within the
Pittington Cluster but also within the neighbouring
settlements of Littletown, West Rainton, Sherburn
Village, Sherburn Hill and Haswell, especially as there
are no residential allocations within these locations.

In light of the above our Client objects to the
assessment and suggests that the Council reassess
their site in line with our Client’s land ownership, on
the back of the additional evidence that has been
provided, and to bring forward the site as a draft
allocation in the Central Durham Monitoring Area in
order to meet the increased housing requirement.

Bournmoor

Bournmoor lies within the North Durham Local Plan
Monitoring Area and was previously assessed in the
SHLAA (2013) before being brought forward within the
SHLAA (2018) under site ref: 2/BO/03. The site is
identified as being ‘unsuitable’. The site is identified
as accommodating an approximate dwelling yield of
191, although our Client considers that the site can
accommodate up to 215 dwellings. The SHLAA
assessment summary states:

“The site is located outside of the existing settlement
in the Green Belt and development would undermine
the purposes of this designation including safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment. The site is
regarded as being within a landscape conservation
priority area and development on the site would result
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in some adverse residual landscape and visual
impacts.”

The key impacts relate to being outside the existing
settlement, within the Green Belt and within a
landscape conservation priority area. In an attempt to
demonstrate how the identified impacts within the
assessment could be addressed and/or mitigated
against we have prepared a table below which sets
out the criterion used to assess the site and how in our
opinion these issues/concerns could be
overcome/mitigated against in order to improve the
sites overall scoring.

Table 3.3 above demonstrates how a number of the
impacts could be addressed through appropriate
assessment and/or mitigation at the planning
application stage. In relation to the site being located
within a landscape conservation priority area, it is
important to note that the CDPPO does not allocate
such areas specifically within Policy 41, with the
supporting text at paragraph 5.412 stating:

“This policy contains the criterion of unacceptable harm
to the character, quality or distinctiveness of the
landscape, or to important features or views. Whether
harm is considered unacceptable will depend partly on
the significance of the effects of development on those
attributes, and partly on the extent to which the benefits
of the development outweigh that harm in the balance
of considerations. These are matters that need to be
assessed on a case by case basis”.

Therefore each site will be determined upon its merits
on a case by case basis and so simply stating that the
site lies within a landscape conservation priority area
should not be sufficient enough to attribute a negative
scoring against it in this assessment.

In light of the above our Client objects to the
assessment and considers that the site is suitable,
available and deliverable for residential development
and that the site should be reassessed within the
SHLAA.

In relation to the SA the site achieved a sustainability
score of 151.0 and highlights noise/air pollution from
the A1052 & A183, proximity to Lumley Wood CWS
and GCN’s within 500m as ‘significant issues’. Whilst
this score reflects many of the findings from the SHLAA
assessment, our Client considers that should these
scores be reviewed in line with the above information
and our response to the SHLAA and Green Belt
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Assessment then these scores would significantly
improve.

Given the sites identification within the Green Belt,
residential development would ultimately be considered
as inappropriate development and as such the site has
been reviewed within the Green Belt Assessment.
Within the Green Belt Assessment the site lies within
General Area 41: Bournmoor, with the boundary
comprising the extents of our Client’s site. The
assessment reviews each area against the five
purposes of including land within the Green Belt and
identifies further sub-criteria within each one of these
by which the sites are assessed and scored. The
scores are identified as being either strong, moderate,
weak or no contribution. The table below provides a
summary breakdown of the assessment against each
of the five purposes and the identified sub-criteria:

Table 3.4 demonstrates the Council’s view that the site
only scores strongly against purpose no.3, with it
making no contribution towards purposes no.1 and
no.4, scoring weak against purposes no.2 and
moderate against purpose no.5. Given the outcome of
the assessment our Client does not consider these
scorings to be sufficiently high enough to support the
sites retention with the Green Belt, irrespective of the
assessment methodology seeking to retain all areas
that perform a strong role against at least one of the
five purposes (paragraph 4.8.5 of the Green Belt
Assessment). In relation to this approach, there
appears to be no clear justification or evidence as to
why sites which only score strongly against one
purpose are not assessed further. As such, we would
request that the Council provides further evidence or
justification to support this approach in order to ensure
that the methodology is sound and robust.

Our Client considers that the site has only scored
strongly against purpose no.3 as a direct consequence
of the General Areas size which gives it an unfair
disadvantage when compared to other General Areas
that are larger. Smaller areas are inherently more likely
to include fewer land uses and also fewer areas of built
development, as defined by the sub-criteria under
purpose no.3, when compared to larger areas which
will be more likely to include more varying land uses
and levels of built development. Furthermore, the
assessment under sub-criteria 3, of purpose no.3,
states that the vegetation is dense along the
boundaries of the area which results in limited views
from the General Area.This supports our Client’s view
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that the site is well contained and could be removed
from the Green Belt without impacting upon openness
more widely in the area.

Figure 3.1 above shows that General Area 41 is far
smaller than the neighbouring areas and that General
Areas 38 and 44 encompass land to the south, west
and north of our site. When the assessment of the
three General Areas are compared, as shown below
in Table 3.5 below, it is clear that those areas both
score better than General Area 41 in relation to
purposes no.1 and no.2. Therefore, should General
Area 41 be removed from the Green Belt then the
encompassing General Areas both score higher against
the five purposes and would ensure that the general
characteristics of the Green Belt would be retained and
not adversely impacted. As a result, it is not considered
that the site contributes towards safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment and does not perform
strongly against purpose no.3.

In relation to the ‘weak’ score attributed to purpose
no.2 “prevent neighbourhood towns from merging into
one another” our Client considers that given the sites
location in relation to the surrounding General Areas,
as shown in figure 3.1 above, this score should be
reduced to ‘no contribution’. The nearest settlement of
Woodstone Village lies approximately 600m to the
south of the site and is covered by two General Areas
(38 and 40) meaning that the gap would not be reduced
as a result of General Area 41 being removed. The
nearest town to the west is Chester-Le-Street which
is 2.1km away (to the eastern boundary of the River
Wear at the nearest point) with between two and three
General Areas lying in-between (38, 34 and 40 or
39 or 35). Should General Area 41 be removed then
this distance would only be reduced by 400m. It is our
Client’s opinion that both the distance between these
settlements and the additional General Areas lying
in-between, which score better in the assessment,
mean that General Area 41 makes no contribution
towards preventing these settlements from merging
into one another and that substantial safeguards would
remain in the form of the other General Areas, should
General Area 41 be removed from the Green Belt.

As mentioned at paragraph 3.54 above, our Client’s
site only scores strongly (in the Council’s assessment)
against purpose no.3 and when reviewing the other 48
General Areas, there are only five others that also only
score strongly against one purpose. The table below
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shows the results for the six General Areas when
looking at each of the categories and sub-categories.

Table 3.6 shows that General Area 41 scores the
lowest in total as it has the joint highest number of
categories with no contribution and the joint lowest
number of moderate contributions. It is therefore the
next lowest scoring General Area after the three
identified which did not score strongly against any of
the five purposes (General Areas 15, 16 and 39). Our
Client considers that the outcome of the assessment
is flawed and that unless further evidence is brought
forward in support of the findings then the site should
be taken forward and considered in greater detail
alongside General Areas 15, 16 and 39.

Within the ‘Preferred Options Exceptional
Circumstance’ report it discusses the outcomes of the
Green Belt Assessment further and reconfirms that
General Areas 15, 16 and 39 were discounted,
following further assessment. Should General Area 41
be reassessed, as advocated above, and the strong
score against purpose no.3 reduced in line with our
comments, then it would have been taken forward for
assessment and considered against the following:

Its relationship with an inset Green Belt settlement;
Its ability to define defensible boundaries; and
Whether it is subject to any category 1 constraints
within the SHLAA methodology.

Taking these in turn, we consider that General Area
41 has a strong relationship with an inset Green Belt
settlement as it lies adjacent to the western built edge
of Bournmoor which is an inset settlement in the north
east of the County. Secondly, the site has clear
defensible boundaries created by ‘A’ roads which run
along the northern and south/western boundaries of
the site (A183 and A1052). ‘A’ roads are identified
within the Green Belt Assessment methodology as
defensible and durable features that have been chosen
to help define the boundaries of the General Areas
(paragraph 4.2.1). In addition, the site boundaries are
further defined by existing vegetation, including
hedgerows and trees, which help restrict views from
the General Area and contain the site as referenced
in the assessment against purpose no.3 of the General
Area 41 assessment. Finally, in terms of the category
1 constraints the site has been assessed in the SHLAA
which confirms that the site does not have any category
1 constraints that would rule it unsuitable for
development.
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The new NPPF at paragraph 137 states that “where it
has been concluded that it is necessary to release
Green Belt land for development, plans should give
first consideration to land which has been previously-
developed and/or is well-served by public
transport”(Savills emphasis). Bournmoor is served by
7 different bus routes providing services across the
local area, the wider County and the Tyne & Wear
conurbation. All of these routes and bus stops lie within
1km of the centre of the site, which is considered to
be an acceptable walking distance in planning terms.
As such, should additional housing land be required
within the Green Belt then our Client’s Site should be
given first consideration and should be a priority.

It is also considered that the site would be viable for
development and capable of accommodating the
identified likely developer contributions as set out within
the Viability Report 2018. This is because the site has
been identified as lying within the highest viability area,
which is the only other high viability area outside of
Durham City.

As demonstrated above, subject to the sites scoring
against purpose no.3 being reviewed, it is capable of
passing the remaining assessment stage meaning that
all other Green Belt opportunities have not been
exhausted, contrary to paragraph 9.14 of the Preferred
Options Exceptional Circumstances report. The site
would make a substantial contribution and provide 215
homes towards the additional residual housing
requirement and it would not be contrary to the spatial
strategy justification which seeks to channel
development towards towns and villages inset within
the Green Belt. The site also has clear defensible and
durable site boundaries whilst the existing vegetation
helps to contain the site and reduce any perceived
impact upon openness. Should additional Green Belt
releases be needed then our Client’s site at Bournmoor
is the next logical site to be released from the Green
Belt.

Our Client considers that the assessments undertaken
and the methodology used are unsound and object to
the outcomes of both the Green Belt Assessment and
Exceptional Circumstances report. In light of the above
site specific information, our comments on the lapse
rate and the increased housing requirement in order
to match the economic growth assumptions, it is likely
that a further review of the Green Belt will be necessary
and other sites within the main towns and settlements
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may also need to be reviewed in line with the spatial
strategy.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Please find attached a plan showing land belonging to
my client on the edge of Bishop Auckland. I have been

2322Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteinstructed to make comments on the Preferred Options
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessPolicies Map and Plan. I have made detailed comments
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hason the Plan through the online portal, however, please
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsaccept this email as written comment specific to their

site. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe land in question is edged red on the attached plan

and is adjacent to the housing commitment (SHLAA in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteref 3/BA/28). Under the Preferred Options Policies
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Map, the land has been dedicated as a Landscape
Conservation area. The land is mainly comprised of
poor permanent pasture with limited inputs. The land
is currently used for extensive lowland sheep fattening.
The northern boundary is abutted by the Weardale
Railway, which has been allocated as a Landscape
Improvement Area.

The land is identified on the policies map as an area
with medium housing needs. There has been a recent
approval on land to the south and south west, together
with improvements to the road network and the school.
We have had previous conversations with the
developers of the land to the southwest with regards
to future expansion onto our site. This has been
safeguarded in their Master Plan by providing two
points of access onto our land from their development.

Although my client’s land was never presented to the
SHLAA, it is important that we don’t prohibit future
expansion of the neighbouring settlement by
unnecessarily allocating the land as a Landscape
Conservation Area, especially as it has limited
landscape value. The land should be treated as a
possible strategic development site for future years for
sustainable growth of the town.

It may be necessary to review the housing provision
in the Local Plan in future if Housing targets are not
met. It is on this basis that we should not be denying
the opportunity in the future to look for obvious growth
sites.

I therefore request that the land as edged red on the
attached plan is withdrawn from the blanket policy for
Landscape Conservation Areas on the grounds that it
has limited landscape value to conserve and offers the
potential for future strategic growth of the town in future
plans or review of the emerging plan. Leaving the
allocation in place will be prohibitive in the future and
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will require us to overturn the policy attached to it, when
it has little justification in the first place.

I would like to discuss this allocation with the Local
Plan team to consider what other options we have.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Gleeson Regeneration Limited specialise in urban
regeneration and land development and predominantly

2462Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteoperates across the north of England. It is committed
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessto providing development which is sustainable, fosters
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasvibrant communities and creates a sense of place.
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsTheir developments assist in the Government’s aim to
consultation responses which have been received..‘boost significantly’ the supply of housing across the

country to put in place 300,000 new homes per annum. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Our Client’s land interests in County Durham relate to

land at Durham Road, Middlestone Moor. The site is The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

identified as ‘committed’ within the emerging CDP and
benefits from an outline planning permission for up to
300 dwellings which was granted at appeal in July 2015
(appeal reference: APP/X1355/W/15/3005376). Our
Client has subsequently submitted a full planning
application on the site for 338 dwellings (application
reference: DM/17/03403/FPA) which is awaiting
determination.

It is our Client’s view that their proposals at Middlestone
Moor will assist in the ongoing regeneration of this part
of the county and will provide homes in a sustainable
location that will add to the housing supply in Durham.

Taking this into account, we comment on the relevant
elements of the CDP Preferred Options draft below
with reference to the questions set out in the document.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In order to remedy the objections raised in relation to
Policy 5 Question 10 and ensure that the housing

2473Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siterequirement for the County can be met in full without
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe need to release land from the Green Belt it is
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasrequested that the Council allocate land south of South
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof The Sycamores, Moor Road Cotherstone for housing

development – see Figure 1. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe allocation of a small site such as this would comply

with guidance in NPPF which states:
“68. Small and medium sized sites can make an
important contribution to meeting the housing

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.requirement of an area and are often built-out relatively

quickly. To promote the development of a good mix of
sites local planning authorities should:
a) identify, through the development plan and
brownfield registers, land to accommodate at least
10% of their housing requirement on sites no larger
than one hectare; unless it can be shown, through the
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preparation of relevant plan policies, that there are
strong reasons why this 10% target cannot be
achieved;”

The draft Local Plan does not do this and must
therefore be regarded as being unsound as it is not
complaint with national planning policy

Site and Surroundings

The land south of The Sycamores, Moor Road lies on
the south side of Cotherstone. It extends to approx.
0.9 ha (gross) and sloped gently down from south to
north. It lies adjacent to the existing built from of
Cotherstone being bounded to the north and east by
housing development and a playground, to the west
by Moor Road and to the south by a former railway line
- now a public right of way. It is therefore physically
very well contained by existing building and established
physical features and its allocation for housing
development would not result in any coalescence of
settlements or encroachment into the surrounding
countryside. It will not have a significant adverse impact
on landscape or townscape.

The site lies in Flood Zone 1. It is not at risk of flooding
and studies have shown that it is also not identified as
being of any specific biodiversity, landscape
importance. It does lie within the Cotherstone
Conservation Area however and whilst development
would result in some change to the character and
appearance of this part of the Conservation Area,
development would not result in substantial harm to
the significance of the Conservation Area, nor any
listed buildings, and the benefits of allocating the site
for housing, in terms of promoting the social and
economic vitality and viability of Cotherstone outweigh
any harm that might result. This assessment was
confirmed by the grant of planning permission, on
appeal, for a small housing development to the north
of the adjacent play area The site has been the subject
of Pre-Application enquiries on two separate occasions
and an outline
planning application for housing development on this
site is shortly to be submitted to the County Council
that addresses all landscape, highway and design /
heritage impact issues raised Cotherstone has a limited
range of shops, services, community facilities, including
a primary school and some employment opportunities.
The land south of the Sycamores is accessible to all
these by foot and cycle. The larger, ‘higher order’
settlement of Barnard Castle is accessible by regular
and frequent bus services, with bus stops a short walk
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from the site. Cotherstone is a sustainable rural
settlement in need of additional / proportionate
development to meet housing needs and thereby
support population retention and the vitality and viability
of the remaining services for the benefit to all residents.

Suitability for development

Overall it is considered that the land edged red on
Figure 1 would be suitable location for new housing
development, delivering a sustainable form of
development in a logical and deliverable location within
the existing built from of Cotherstone. Allocation of this
site for housing development in addition to or as a
partial alternative to the release of Green belt Land
would be justified, effective, accord with national
planning guidance and demonstrate that the plan has
been positively prepared. We therefore request that it
be allocated for housing development in Policy 5.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

For the reasons discussed, our Client considers that
the Council’s housing target is too low. In addition, the

3049Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitePlan does not allocate sufficient Sites to meet this
already low requirement. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasAdditional housing allocations will therefore be required
to adequately meet the County’s needs and to “boost
significantly” the supply of housing.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Our   Client’s   Site   (SHLAA   ref   4/DU/107)  should 
 be   allocated   to   meet   this   need. These

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

representations go on to demonstrate that the Site is
suitable, available and deliverable in the Plan Period.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Suitability of the Site

The Site has the potential to create a high quality
sustainably located residential development to the east
of Durham.

Development will positively round-off the settlement
pattern, while delivering new dwellings and supporting
 infrastructure  and  uses  and  creating  a  new
 well-defined  and  defensible  Green  Belt boundary
utilising the existing river and strengthened further by
structural planting to maintain separation from
Sherburn.

Our Client also owns the land to the south of the B1283
which could provide a further phase of development
beyond the Plan Period.

(i) Removal from the Green Belt

The Framework notes at paragraph 136 that “once
established, Green Belt boundaries should only be
 altered  where  exceptional circumstances are  fully
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 evidenced and  justified,  through  the preparation or
updating of plans”.

Only when “exceptional circumstances” exist should
the authority consider altering Green Belt boundaries
by having regard to their intended permanence in the
long terms and ensuring that boundaries are capable
of enduing beyond the plan period.

The Site is currently shown as falling within the Durham
City Green Belt, between Durham City and Sherburn
Village.The original purpose of the Durham City Green
Belt was to preserve the setting and special character
of Durham as an historic town, and support
regeneration of former mining settlements located
beyond the outer edge of the Durham City Green Belt
1 . As we demonstrate below, the  part  of  the  Green
Belt  in  which the  Site  is  located does  not  serve 
any  purpose  in protecting the special character of
Durham as an historic town.

Within  the  Green Belt  Assessment (June  2018),
which  forms part  of  the  evidence  base  to  the
County Durham Plan, a number of ‘General Areas’ are
assessed against each of these purposes. The Site is
situated within the larger General Area 6 shown in
Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Extract from Green Belt Assessment (June
2018)

A summary of General Area 6 against the five purposes
of the Green Belt, according to the Green Belt
Assessment is provided below, along with our own
assessment and comments in relation to the Site.

The General Area was sifted out following the Stage
1 Assessment on the basis that it scores strongly
against purposes 2 and 3. The Site has not therefore
been considered by the Council as a potential
allocation.

Purpose 1: To check t he unrestricted sprawl of large
built-up areas

Council’s Scoring and Assessment

Barton Willmore Comments/Assessment

Moderate

The General Area is  connected to  and in  close
proximity to a  defined large built-up area.The existing
Green Belt boundary consists of a mix of durable  and
 less  durable  boundaries  and  the Green  Belt  and
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 had  a  role  in  protecting  land which is considered
to be open.

The General Area is  connected to  Durham City along
two boundaries. Whilst there is some potential for
development in the west of the General Area to
constitute rounding-off, there is some risk of sprawl.

There is no potential for ribbon development

Weak

We agree that the General Area is connected to and
in close proximity to a defined large built- up area.

The Green Belt Assessment recognises that the
General Area may result in some potential for
development in the west to constitute rounding- off.

The Site being promoted by our Client does not
incorporate  the  entire  General  Area  assessed. Our
Client is promoting the western part of this General
Area. As recognised by the Council, the western part
of the General Area constitutes rounding-off of the
existing settlement.

When assessing the Site itself we disagree that the
Site scores moderately against this purpose of the
Green Belt and consider that it performs weakly.

Purpose 2: To prevent neighbouring towns merging
into one another

Council’s Scoring and Assessment

Barton Willmore Comments/Assessment

Strong

The General Area plays a crucial role in maintaining a
gap between Durham City and Sherburn  and  loss  of
 openness  would substantially reduce the gap between
them. Development  of   the   eastern  section   of   the
General Area would result in the perception of the
settlements merging.

Moderate
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As noted above, the Site being promoted by our Client
does not incorporate the eastern part of the entire
General Area.

A green wedge would still remain between the two
settlements and would not result in the perception of
the settlements merging.

When assessing the Site itself we therefore consider
 that   the   Site   scores   moderately against this
purpose.

Purpose 3: To assist in safeguarding t he countryside
from encroachment

Council’s Scoring and Assessment

Barton Willmore Comments/Assessment

Strong

The principal land use within the General Area is open
countryside and agricultural land. The General  Area
 has  less  than  5%  built development.

The topography of the General Area is predominantly
flat and long line views are visible across  the  General 
Area  from  Durham  in  the west  to   Sherburn  in 
 the   east.  Sherburn  is located at  a  higher level and 
there is  a  slight valley down from Sherburn Hill. This
topography contributes  to   the   visual   openness 
 of   the General Area. There is a woodland area
located to the north eastern corner of the General Area
and   heavy  tree   lining   along   the   northern
boundary.

Moderate

We   disagree  that   the   Site   scores   strongly
against this purpose.

The Site would constitute rounding-off and is contained
on  two  sides  by  the  existing settlement.  Any
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 impacts  of  views  to  the  Site could be appropriately
mitigated through landscaping.

We  consider  that  the  Site  scores  moderately

against this purpose.

Purpose 4: To preserve t he setting and special
character of historic towns

Council’s Scoring and Assessment

Barton Willmore Comments/Assessment

Weak

The General Area makes a weak contribution to the
perception of the scale of the City.

The General Area makes a weak contribution to the
special character and perceived scale of the City.

The  General  Area  contains  no  notable  views from
the World Heritage Site Conservation Area Appraisal.
There  are  no  views  of  the  Historic Core from the
General Area and it does not form part of the backdrop
for the World Heritage Site.

The General Area contains no listed buildings,
conservation areas, registered park and gardens,
scheduled monuments or registered historic park and
gardens.

The majority of the General Area falls within the Wear
Lowlands Countryside Character Area and within   the 
 Broad   Landscape  Type:   Lowland Valley Terraces.
This part of the General Area is therefore considered
to make a moderate contribution to the historic setting
of Durham

Weak

We agree that the Site performs weakly against this
purpose of the Green Belt.
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Purpose 5: To assist in urban rege neration by
encouraging t he recycling of dere lict a nd ot her urban
land

Council’s Scoring and Assessment

Barton Willmore Comments/Assessment

Moderate

All Green Belt land can be considered to support urban
regeneration of settlements beyond the County
 Durham   Green   Belt   and   it   is   not appropriate 
to  state  that  some  parts  of  the Green Belt perform
this to a stronger or weaker degree. Therefore in the
final stage 1 Green Belt Assessment all General Areas
are considered to score moderately against this
purpose.

Moderate

We  not  have  any  further  comments  regarding this
purpose.

When assessing the Site against the purposes of the
Green Belt, it is clear that the Site should have passed
through to the Stage 2 Assessment.

6a(ii) Site Assessment

There are no constraints on or surrounding the Site
which would preclude its development. It is situated in
a highly accessible and sustainable location close to
Durham City Centre. The Site’s development provides
the potential to improve the existing A1 underpass at
the north-western tip of the Site to create a link for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Existing landscape features on the Site are limited to
small areas of woodlands, copses and tree belts and
these could be integrated into the development of the
Site. Development will define a new and positive
landscape boundary to the Green Belt which maintains
separation with Sherburn.

Any loss of biodiversity will be appropriately mitigated.
Green infrastructure corridors through the site and the
strengthening of existing woodland corridors and
planting of additional landscaping has the potential to
result in a net increase in biodiversity.

There are no listed buildings or conservation areas
within or affecting the Site. The presence and
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identification of archaeological features at the Site will
be investigated as necessary as part of the planning
application process.

The Site is situated entirely within Flood Zone 1 and
so at the lowest risk of flooding.

Deliverability of the Site

The Site is owned by our Client and The Gibson Family
who is committed to its development.

The Site could deliver a critical mass to provide
additional facilities on site which will for example a new
local centre providing local convenience retail/service
provision.

Our Client are landowners with large strategic
development land holdings. They have significant
experience in bringing large development  sites
 forward  for  planning  and  then  working  in
conjunction with house builders to develop such sites.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

For the reasons discussed, our Client considers that
the Council’s housing target is too low. In addition, the

3078Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitePlan does not allocate sufficient sites to meet this
already low requirement. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasAdditional housing allocations will therefore be required
in and around villages to adequately meet the County’s
needs and to “boost significantly” the supply of housing.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Our Client’s Site should be allocated for housing as it
is suitable and deliverable within the Plan Period.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Suitability of the Site

There are no known development constraints on or
surrounding the Site which would preclude its
development. The Site is located to the north east of
the existing settlement within the countryside however
not within the Green Belt. The southern boundary of
the Site is bound by existing properties within Sherburn
Village. The development of the Site would not result
in the coalescence of settlements and it is well-related
to the existing settlement. Its frontage onto Park Road
could provide vehicular access to the Site.

The Site is situated in an accessible location, less than
700m from Sherburn Village centre which benefits from
a Post Office, Co-Operative Food Store and other
facilities including a doctors’ surgery, pub, restaurant,
newsagent and independent shops. Sherburn Village
Primary School is located less than 300m south of the
Site and Belmont Community School less than 2km to
the west of the Site.
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The Site is situated entirely within Flood Zone 1 and
is of low risk of flooding. It is not situated within a
Conservation Area and has no listed buildings or
scheduled ancient monuments within or adjacent to
the Site.

We are not aware of any ecological designations within
the Site however an ecological assessment would be
undertaken as part of any planning application
submission. There are no trees within the boundary of
the Site however there are a handful of existing trees
on its boundary. None are subject to Tree Preservation
Orders.

Deliverability of the Site

The Site is owned by our Client who is committed to
its development.

Our Client are landowners with large strategic
development land holdings. They have significant
experience in bringing large development sites forward
for planning and then working in conjunction with house
builders to deliver housing.

Summary and Conclusions

These representations are made to the Preferred
Options version of the County Durham Plan. The Plan
sets out the Council’s preferred development strategy
and proposed sites.

Our Client objects to the housing target set out within
Policy 2 on the basis that it is too low. In addition, our
Client has significant concerns that the Plan will be
unable to deliver this low housing target as an
insufficient amount of Site are proposed to be allocated.

The Plan only allows for 10% non-delivery on
commitments and does not allow any non-delivery on
proposed allocations.

Additional housing allocations are therefore required
even for the Council to achieve their proposed low
housing target.

Our Client’s Site is capable of delivering additional
housing within the Plan Period without any loss of
Green Belt and should be included as an allocation
within the County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

For the reasons discussed, our Client considers that
the Council’s housing target is too low. In addition, the

3067Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitePlan does not allocate sufficient sites to meet this
already low requirement. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
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Additional housing allocations will therefore be required
in and around villages to adequately meet the County’s
needs and to “boost significantly” the supply of housing.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Our Client’s Site should be allocated for housing as it

is suitable and deliverable within the Plan Period. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Suitability of the Site

There are no known development constraints on or
surrounding the Site which would preclude its
development. The Site is situated to the south of
Sherburn Village and is not within the Green Belt. To
the south of the Site lies the Waste Water Treatment
Works and any development of the Site would be
appropriately off-set from this.

The Site is bound on two sides by existing residential
development (north and east) and bound to the west
by a railway line and to the south by a belt of trees. It
is therefore well-contained and benefits from defensible
boundaries.

The Site is situated in an accessible location, less than
400m from Sherburn Village centre which benefits from
a Post Office, Co-Operative Food Store and other
facilities include doctors surgery, pub, restaurant,
newsagent and independent shops. Bus stops are
located on the B1283, also less than 400m from the
Site, which run to Durham City Centre and Dragonville
Tesco store.

The nearest Primary School is Sherburn Village
Primary School, less than 800m north of the Site and
the closest secondary School is Belmont Community
School in East Durham, approximately 2km north west
of the Site.

The majority of the Site is situated within Flood Zone
1, with only its southern boundary within Flood Zone
3. No development would be situated within the flood
zone.

We are not aware of any ecological designations within
the Site however an ecological assessment would be
undertaken as part of any planning application
submission. There are no trees within the Site
boundary, however a hedgerow runs through the
middle of the Site from north to south.

Deliverability of the Site

The Site is owned by our Client who is committed to
its development.

Our Client are landowners with large strategic
development land holdings. They have significant
experience in bringing large development sites forward
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for planning and then working in conjunction with house
builders to deliver housing.

6. Summary and Conclusions

These representations are made to the Preferred
Options version of the County Durham Plan. The Plan
sets out the Council’s preferred development strategy
and proposed sites.

Our Client objects to the housing target set out within
Policy 2 on the basis that it is too low. In addition, our
Client has significant concerns that the Plan will be
unable to deliver this low housing target as an
insufficient amount of sites are proposed to be
allocated.

The Plan only allows for 10% non-delivery on
commitments and does not allow any non-delivery on
proposed allocations.

Additional housing allocations are therefore required
even for the Council to achieve their proposed low
housing target.

Our Client’s Site is capable of delivering additional
housing within the Plan Period without any loss of
Green Belt and should be included as an allocation
within the County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Background to the Site

Our Client’s site (SHALL Site 3/BA/41) is situated to
the east of Bishop Auckland and extends to

3085Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessapproximately 11.02 ha. It is bound by the A688 which
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasruns along its south eastern boundary. To the north
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionseast is the Taylor Wimpey development of Auckland
consultation responses which have been received..Park and to the south east the recent housing
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieddevelopment constructed by Keepmoat Homes which
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘was Phase 1 of the outline planning permission across
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitethe Site. A church and cemetery are situated to the
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

west of the Site, and fields to the north, beyond which
lies Durham Road.

Figure 1: Site Location (edged in red)

A range of shops and services are situated in close
proximity to the Site. An existing footpath runs north
west from the northern part of the Site and joins up
with Durham Road, providing a convenient link to the
town centre. Bus services exist along the A688 and
Durham Road, providing links to the town centre,
Spennymoor, Durham and the Metro centre, indicating
its sustainable location. The nearest bus stop is
approximately 230m from the site access.
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An outline planning application was approved in 2013
for up to 300 dwellings, public open space and
associated works (reference 3/2012/0278). A
subsequent reserved matters application was then
approved in 2015 for Phase 1 comprising 99 homes
(reference DM/14/03136/RM). Phase 1 is nearing
completion.

In accordance with Condition 1 of the outline consent,
amended by non-material amendment
DM/18/01423/NMA, all reserved matters shall be
submitted before May 2023.

The outline consent therefore remains extant, the first
Phase is nearing completion and our Client continues
to be committed to the remainder of the Site’s delivery.

6. Summary and Conclusions

These representations are made to the Preferred
Options version of the County Durham Plan. The Plan
sets out the Council’s preferred development strategy
and proposed sites. To achieve the housing needs of
the County in the Plan Period, the Council recognise
that there are existing commitments, which amount to
approximately 65% of the OAN.

Our Client’s site (SHLAA reference 3/BA/41) has an
extant outline planning consent for up to 300 dwellings,
99 of which have been delivered.The remainder of the
Site is capable of delivering approximately 201
dwellings in the Plan Period. Phase 1 of the Site is
nearing completion and our Client remains committed
to delivering the remainder of the Site, which can help
to contribute towards the Council’s housing requirement
in the Plan Period.

As such, the Site should be shown as a commitment
within the Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

No other sites should be allocated in Spennymoor
unless they are Windfall Sites for social housing, and
they have no adverse effect on local communities.

3360Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessAdditional sites for residential properties would be

better suited along the A167 and A689 corridors. Since of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe number of houses needed in the area is very low
consultation responses which have been received..over the period of the plan, the suggestion would be
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedto identify smaller sites which best meet the needs of
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘local people. We are sure that future developments
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitewould be better placed in the areas of existing new
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

approved developments at Burton Wood Farm,
Whitworth and at Merrington Lane should the council
in future ensure that suitable road infrastructure and
public transport links are provided.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In particular and in answer to Question 11, we feel that
the previous Woodhouses Farm Strategic Site

3257Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteallocation which formed part of the previous Plan
Consultation should be reinserted in this Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Representations on behalf of Waldridge
Developments Ltd

3643Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteLocation: Land at Burnthouse Bank, Chester Le
Street [2/PF/05] suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
Size: circa 15.40 acres been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..Overview
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe site referenced above is available, suitable and

achievable and is therefore in accordance with the in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteFramework; a deliverable site able to come forward in

the short term. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The site is not within proposed Green Belt and currently
does not have any given allocation that may be
contrary to residential development.

As a result it is considered that this site should be
considered as part of the local plan process.

Deliverability

The site is available, suitable, achievable and
deliverable in accordance with the Framework and
represents a sustainable residential opportunity within
Chester Le Street.

Availability

Developing this site for housing would make an efficient
and attractive use of the land

Developing this land residential use would provide an
excellent opportunity to further expand this residential
offering within the area and deliver the wider benefits
associated with new housing to services and
infrastructure within and around Chester Le Street.

Achievable

Waldridge Development Ltd are confident that there
are no insurmountable constraints and that the site is
developable.

Effective Use of Land
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This site is a logical location for development for the
Chester Le Street area outwith the Green Belt, with
excellent transport links (bus routes and stops etc.)
and would provide an opportunity to develop homes
of a nature that would attract inward investment to the
area.

The Key Objectives of the Framework

The Framework sets out that sites must be allocated
with the principle aim of supporting the Government’s
key housing policy goal of boosting significantly the
supply of housing.The Framework explains the supply
of new homes can be best achieved through planning
for sustainable communities with good access to jobs,
key services and infrastructure. Sites should also make
effective use of land and existing infrastructure.

In relation to the Framework:

• The proposal responds positively towards
national guidance;

• The site is appropriate for accommodating
housing development;

• The site has been assessed and is available,
suitable and achievable for development;

• Suitable residential opportunity in a main town;
• Make efficient and effective use of land;
• There are no insurmountable constraints to

development, therefore it is deliverable;
• Help meet housing target;

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11 – Additional Site 3 – Land north of
Ouston – SHLAA Reference 2/OU/02

2558Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteBDW object to land north of Ouston not being proposed
as an allocation within the draft Local Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
BDW considers the site is available, suitable and
achievable and is therefore in accordance with the
Framework a deliverable site able to come forward.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘As a result BDW consider that the Local Plan is

unsound. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Overview of the Proposal

Land north of Ouston comprises approximately 7.7
hectares in area.  It is closely related to Ouston and
benefits from robust boundaries on each side.

The site is within the Outson Cluster,  reflective of the
interrelationship between Ouston and Urpeth.  It is
noticeable that the Proposals Map does not show any
proposed allocation in the Ouston Cluster.  BDW
consider this unsound in strategy / distribution terms,
the only existing commitment in the Cluster being the
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Brooms Public House Development, the Cluster
otherwise being full it being tightly constrained by the
Green Belt.

Initial site surveys have been conducted by BDW which
have concluded that there are no insurmountable
constraints and that the site is developable.

The Council have assessed the site as Unsuitable in
the SHLAA under site reference 2/OU/02. The
assessment states;

"Development would result in significant adverse
residual landscape and visual impacts. The site is
unsuitable in biodiversity terms owing to sensitivities
of adjacent category one designation.  In highway
terms the site is considered unsuitable given that it
adjoins a derestricted road. With no development
opposite the speed limits cannot be extended – major
off site engineering works would be required to make
site sustainable".

BDW would like the Council to reconsider this
assessment and allocate the site in light of the
evidence and justification below.

Deliverability

The site is available, suitable, achievable and
deliverable in accordance with the Framework and
represents a suitable residential development in North
Durham.

Availability

The landowner is willing to dispose of the site. The
site could therefore be made available for development.

The development of the site would be logical the site
being bounded to the south by existing housing, to the
north and east by existing roads and to the west of
natural features.  Developing the site would be a logical
next step in the development of the Ouston Cluster
which is shown on the Proposals Map as having no
allocations.  BDW consider this unsound in strategy /
distribution terms.

Suitability

The site is a suitable development opportunity for
housing it amongst other things benefiting from robust
boundaries and it adjoining existing housing in the
Ouston Cluster.

Achievable

Initial site surveys have been conducted which have
concluded that there are no insurmountable constraints
and that the site is deliverable. The site is therefore
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considered to be achievable and therefore deliverable
in accordance with national guidance. Viability
implications of developing the site have further been
considered and the site is deemed to be viable.

 Effective Use of Land

Development of this site as an extension to Ouston
would be logical and would be an effective use of land.

Delivering a Flexible Supply of Housing

The Framework requires Local Planning Authorities to
meet their full objectively assessed housing need. BDW
considers the site at Ouston  to be deliverable in the
near future and will reinforce the housing supply and
contribute to the County's housing needs within the
Local Plan period.

BDW considers the housing target is too low and needs
to be increased. In assessing the existing
commitments, windfalls and demolition/rebuild numbers
BDW would encourage Durham to allocate additional
land to support its economic objectives and provide
sufficient flexibility within the Local Plan. Durham must
treat the housing requirement as a minimum figure and
ensure that more land is identified than the target to
ensure flexibility, choice and competition in the market
to meet the housing target and fulfil the objectives of
the Plan.

Green Belt release is essential to achieve this and this
would represent exceptional circumstances for
allocating land at Ouston for housing.  It should further
be noted that developing the site for housing would be
logical.

Green Belt Release

Paragraph 138 of the Government’s Framework states
that ‘when drawing up or reviewing Green Belt
boundaries, the need to promote sustainable patters
of development should be taken into account.  Strategic
policy making authorities should consider the
consequences for sustainable development of
channelling development towards urban areas inside
the Green Belt boundary, towards towns and villages
inset within the Green Belt or towards locations beyond
the outer Green Belt boundary. Where it has been
concluded that it is necessary to release Green Belt
land for development, plans should give first
consideration to land which has been previously
developed and / or is well served by public transport…'.

The site is within the Green Belt boundary adjoining
the Ouston Cluster which is inset from the Green Belt.
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Responding to the five purposes of Green Belt as set
out in NPPF para 134 insofar as they impact on the
site subject of these representations, 

• Check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas – development of the land north of Ouston
would not be unrestricted sprawl. The site is
bounded to the south by housing, to the north
and east by roads and to the west by natural
features.  Landscaping would be carefully
considered to ensure residential development
integrated acceptably;

• Prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another – development of land north of Ouston
would not result in the agglomeration of any two
settlements.The new Green Belt boundaries will
be drawn to reflect physical features which are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent,
notably the roads to the north and east of the
site;

• Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment – development of land north of
Ouston would not result in unconstrained
encroachment into the countryside. As detailed
above the site benefits from robust boundaries;

• Preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns – the development of land to the
north of Ouston would not impact on the setting
and special character of Durham City.
Development of the site would be present an
opportunity to landscape the northern edge of
Ouston which have a positive impact on the
landscape character of the area.

• Assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land –
exceptional circumstances exist to warrant
change.

The site could therefore be developed without
adversely impacting on the purposes of the Green Belt.

Constraints identified in the Council's SHLAA
Assessment

The Council identified the following constraints in
identifying the site as unsuitable:

• Landscape and visual impacts;
• biodiversity;
• highways.

Responding to the above;

• Landscape and visual impacts: Site benefits
from robust boundaries. It is a logical location for
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further development in the Ouston Cluster.There
is an opportunity as part of the development
through careful design and landscaping to soften
the appearance of the northern edge of Ouston;

• Biodiversity: BDW are confident that any
ecological impacts can be mitigated and net
benefits achieved through environmental and
ecological enhancement;

• Highways: BDW would ensure that appropriate
mitigation and improvements were made to the
highway network to accommodate the
development.

The Key Objectives of the Framework

The Framework sets out that sites must be allocated
with the principle aim of supporting the Government’s
key housing policy goal of boosting significantly the
supply of housing.The Framework explains the supply
of new homes can be best achieved through planning
for sustainable communities with good access to jobs,
key services and infrastructure. Sites should also make
effective use of land and existing infrastructure.

In relation to the Framework:

• The proposal responds positively towards
national guidance;

• The site is appropriate for accommodating
housing development;

• The site has been assessed and is available,
suitable and achievable for development;

• Suitable residential opportunity in a logical
location in an established Settlement Cluster;

• Make efficient and effective use of land;
• Adjoining existing housing;
• There are no insurmountable constraints to

development, therefore it is deliverable,
• Help meet housing target,
• Provide housing in a Settlement Cluster which

has no proposed housing allocation.

Benefits of the Land to North of Ouston

The development of the site would provide significant
benefits, which would outweigh any minor visual or
landscape visual harm.

In accordance with the Framework this representation
has shown that:

• The site is suitable for housing,
• The proposal will deliver high quality housing,
• The proposal would deliver affordable housing,
• Development of the site for housing would

represent an efficient and effective use of land,
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• Development of the site for housing would
represent an opportunity to achieve gains for
biodiversity through environmental and ecological
enhancement,

• Positive impact on local landscape,
• Help support the Ouston Cluster,
• Provide an extension of a well established

settlement that has delivered housing that people
want in the Ouston Cluster;

• The ongoing development at the Brooms Public
House demonstrates that there is demand for
new housing in the Ouston Cluster. Development
of the site would further extend the Cluster's
housing offer;

• Creation of construction jobs during the build;
• Effective use of land to expand existing well

regarded settlements;
• Boost housing supply which would be a

significant benefit, given BDW’s assessment of
the deliverability of sites in the wider Local Plan,

• Direct and indirect economic benefits within
locality and from further afield in the form of
expenditure in the local economy.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11 – Additional Site 2 - Land at Brasside
– SHLAA Site Reference 4/BS/01

2556Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteBDW object to Brasside not being proposed as an
allocation within the draft Local Plan. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
BDW considers the site is available, suitable and
achievable and is therefore in accordance with the
Framework a deliverable site able to come forward.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘As a result BDW consider that the Local Plan is

unsound. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Overview of the Proposal

The land at Brasside Stores consists of approximately
30 hectares (gross) of predominantly derelict brownfield
land located a short distance North West of Durham
City Centre.

The site has a long industrial history being previously
used as a Second World War ammunitions
storage/military establishment.The site is now unused
and is increasingly becoming an eyesore on the
landscape. There is also increasing concern that the
site presents a health and safety hazard. The existing
buildings on site are now in a very poor state being
structurally unsound and are heavily vandalised.
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Initial site surveys have been conducted by BDW,
which have concluded that there are no insurmountable
constraints and that the site is developable.

The Council has assessed the site as Unsuitable in
the SHLAA under site reference 4/BS/01. The
assessment states:

‘The site falls within the Green Belt. Development of
the site would provide a significant extension to the
small settlement of Brasside. This would be out of
character with the existing form and character of the
settlement. The site is currently informal
woodland/scrubland and is not an obvious development
site. Ecology have also commented that this area has
species rich grassland with developing scrub that
should be retained. The site is also remote from the
main built up area of Durham City and the services
and facilities within the City. Further study would be
required to establish capacity of Brasside Sewage
Treatment Works. For these reasons the site is deemed
unsuitable’.

BDW would like the Council to reconsider this
assessment and allocate the site in light of the
evidence and justification below.

Deliverability

The site is available, suitable, achievable and
deliverable in accordance with the Framework and
represents a sustainable residential opportunity close
to Durham City.

Availability

The landowner is willing to dispose of the site.The site
could therefore be made available for development.

Developing this site for housing could make an efficient
and attractive use of the land. The site represents an
excellent opportunity to redevelop a brownfield site for
housing and provide improve the visual impact of the
site, within the wider landscape.

Suitability

The site provides a suitable development opportunity
for housing. The site represents a sustainable site for
development, being located less than 2 miles from the
heart of Durham City Centre by road.

BDW has objected to the distribution of housing based
on the Sustainable Communities option. More housing
should be allocated in the major town centres if Durham
is to fulfil its objectives of providing houses in places
where people want to live and supporting economic
growth.
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Achievable

Initial site surveys have been conducted, which have
concluded that there are no insurmountable constraints
and that the site is deliverable. The site is therefore
considered to be achievable and therefore deliverable
in accordance with national guidance. Viability
implications of developing the site have further been
considered and the site is deemed to be viable.

Effective Use of Land

The site is predominantly brownfield land.The site has
a long history being previously used as a Second World
War ammunitions storage/military establishment. The
site is now unused and is increasingly becoming an
eyesore on the landscape. There is also increasing
concern that the site presents a health and safety
hazard.The existing buildings on site are now in a very
poor state being structurally unsound and are heavily
vandalised.

The site currently has very little economic, social or
environmental value. Development of the site for
housing could result in positive net gain, in line with
the aspirations of the new NPPF.

Objective 8 of the draft Local Plan is clear that the
Council must ‘make the most effective use of
land…reusing land…that [has] been previously
developed'. This site provides a real opportunity to
bring a brownfield site back into use.

Delivering a Flexible Supply of Housing

The Framework requires Local Planning Authorities to
meet their full objectively assessed housing need. BDW
considers the site at Brasside to be deliverable in the
near future and will reinforce the housing supply and
address the City’s housing needs within the Local Plan
period.

BDW considers the housing target is too low and needs
to be increased. In assessing the existing commitment,
windfalls and demolition/rebuild numbers BDW would
encourage Durham to allocate additional land to
support its economic objectives and provide sufficient
flexibility within the Local Plan. Durham must treat the
housing requirement as a minimum figure and ensure
that more land is identified than the target to ensure
flexibility, choice and competition in the market to meet
the housing target and fulfil the objectives of the Plan.

Green Belt release is essential to achieve this and this
would represent exceptional circumstances for
allocating land at Brasside for housing.  It should further
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be noted that developing the site for housing would
represent the redevelopment of a previously developed
site within the Green Belt, contribute to local affordable
housing need and through careful landscaping, have
no greater impact on openness.These exceptions are
set out in policy 21(f) which demonstrate this site would
represent an appropriate exception to development in
the Green Belt.

Green Belt Release

Paragraph 138 of the Government’s Framework states
that ‘when drawing up or reviewing Green Belt
boundaries, the need to promote sustainable patters
of development should be taken into account.  Strategic
policy making authorities should consider the
consequences for sustainable development of
channelling development towards urban areas inside
the Green Belt boundary, towards towns and villages
inset within the Green Belt or towards locations beyond
the outer Green Belt boundary. Where it has been
concluded that it is necessary to release Green Belt
land for development, plans should give first
consideration to land which has been previously
developed and / or is well served by public transport…'.

Green Belt release should therefore focus on the higher
order settlements of Durham City, namely the City
itself. It This is the most sustainable settlement and
hence it should be the focus of potential Green Belt
release.

Responding to the five purposes of Green Belt as set
out in NPPF para 134 insofar as they impact on the
site subject of these representations, 

• Check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas – development of Brasside would not be
unrestricted sprawl.The site is well contained by
natural features on all side and landscaping
would be carefully considered to ensure
residential development of the site did not impact
on the openness of the site;

• Prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another – development of Brasside would not
result in the agglomeration of any two
settlements.The new Green Belt boundaries will
be drawn to provide a long term robust boundary;

• Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment – development of Brasside would
not result in encroachment of the countryside.
The site in its current form – heavily contaminated
and with structurally unsafe, heavily vandalised
buildings on site, does not present a useable
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piece of countryside land neither for people,
wildlife or plants;

• Preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns – the current use of this brownfield
site is a major eyesore on the local landscape.
Development of the site would be present an
opportunity to bring back this site into use and
through careful landscape planting not have any
impact on the openness and have a positive
impact on the landscape character of the area;

• Assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land –
Brasside site is a predominately brownfield site.
Development of the site would provide significant
regeneration benefits.

The site could therefore be developed without
adversely impacting on the purposes of the Green Belt.

Constraints identified in the Council’s SHLAA
Assessment

The Council identified the following constraints in
identifying the site as unsuitable:

• Development out of character with existing
form/character of the settlement;

• Currently informal woodland/scrubland;
• Species rich grassland with developing scrub

that should be retained;
• Remote site;
• Capacity of Brasside Sewage Treatment Works;
• Access;
• Contamination.

Responding to the above;

Development out of character: site is currently
unused brownfield site being an eyesore on the local
landscape. Development of the site for housing would
have a positive impact on the local landscape.

Woodland/scrubland: Housing development would
allow retention of a large amount of woodland and
creation of areas of public open space placed under
the longer term care of a management company would
support the long term growth of these trees on site.

Species rich grassland: Penn Associates Ecological
Consultants have undertaken a ecological appraisal.
This confirmed that there are no wildlife or ecological
constraints to its redevelopment following mitigation.
Development of the site for housing would include new
habitat provision and enhancement, ecological
networks throughout the site connecting to its
surroundings and SUDs ponds would enhance
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ecological habitats on site. Retaining the site in its
current form will deliver minimal ecological benefits.

Remote site: The site represents a sustainable site
for development, being located less than 2 miles from
the heart of Durham City Centre by road. BDW has
objected to the distribution of housing based on the
Sustainable Communities option. More housing should
be allocated in the major town centres if Durham is to
fulfil its objectives of providing houses in places where
people want to live and supporting economic growth.

Capacity of Brasside Sewage Treatment Works:
not seen to be a problem in developing the site.

Access: Brasside Stores is currently accessed via a
road leading from Finchale Avenue which serves the
site and Finchale Caravan Park. It is recognised that
a major housing development of this site will require
upgrading of the access road. This is typical of any
major development. Indeed, the Council is promoting
the release of major Green Belt release at Sniperley
Park, which requires major highway improvements to
be developable.

Contamination: Redevelopment of the site for housing
would lead to remediation of the site and a significant
environment improvement. Areas of public open space
would be included in the design of the site for housing,
providing useable use of the land for recreational
purposes.

The Key Objectives of the Framework

The Framework sets out that sites must be allocated
with the principle aim of supporting the Government's
key housing policy goal of boosting significantly the
supply of housing.The Framework explains the supply
of new homes can be best achieved through planning
for sustainable communities with good access to jobs,
key services and infrastructure. Sites should also make
effective use of land and existing infrastructure.

In relation to the Framework:

• The proposal responds positively towards
national guidance;

• The site is appropriate for accommodating
housing development;

• The site has been assessed and is available,
suitable and achievable for development;

• Sustainable residential opportunity close to
Durham City;

• Make efficient and effective use of land;
• Redevelopment of a brownfield site;
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• Site is deemed viable and there are no
insurmountable constraints to development,
therefore it is deliverable;

• Help meet housing target;
• The development of the site would not undermine

the 5 purposes of Green Belt.

Benefits of the Land at Brasside

The development of the site would provide significant
benefits.

In accordance with the Framework this representation
has shown that:

• The site is suitable for housing;
• The proposal will deliver high quality housing;
• The proposal would deliver affordable housing;
• Development of the site for housing would

represent an efficient and effective use of land;
• Development of the site for housing would

represent an opportunity to achieve gains for
biodiversity through environmental and ecological
enhancement;

• Positive impact on local landscape;
• Help support the growth of Durham City for

housing and support economic growth.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11 – Additional Site 1  - Land North of
Whitworth – SHLAA Site Reference 7/SP/073a and
7/SP/073b

2554Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessBDW object to Whitworth Park phase 6 not being

proposed as an allocation within the draft Local Plan. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

BDW considers the site is available, suitable and
achievable and is therefore in accordance with the

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Framework; a deliverable site able to come forward in
the short term.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

As a result BDW consider that the Local Plan is
unsound.

Overview of the Proposal

Whitworth Phase 1, 2, 3A and 3B are included in the
SHLAA as sites under construction for housing.
Planning permission was recently secured to replan
parts of phase 3 and 3a of the site. The site was
replanned for the erection of 45 houses and the
substitution of house types on 230 houses.

The site is currently agricultural land. It adjoins Barratt
Homes North East’s land to the south, phase 1, 2, 3A
and 3B, which are under construction for residential
development.
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BDW are confident that there are no insurmountable
constraints and that the site is developable.

The Council have assessed the site as Unsuitable in
the SHLAA under site reference 7/SP/073a. The
assessment states:

‘Significant ecological constraints have been
highlighted on the site. There is also a large number
of existing commitments within Spennymoor which
may impact on the deliverability of the site’.

BDW would like the Council to reconsider this
assessment and allocate the site in light of the
evidence and justification below. We note that the site
has been proposed as an allocation historically.

Deliverability

The site is available, suitable, achievable and
deliverable in accordance with the Framework and
represents a sustainable residential opportunity within
Spennymoor.

Availability

BDW is in control of the site. The site could therefore
be made available for development.

Developing this site for housing would make an efficient
and attractive use of the land. It would be a logical
extension of the existing residential development at
Whitworth Park, Spennymoor – a site that is delivering
the type and range of housing people want in the area
and selling well. Developing the land north for
residential development would provide an excellent
opportunity to further expand this residential offer and
deliver the wider benefits associated with new housing
to services and infrastructure within Spennymoor.

Suitability

The site provides a suitable development opportunity
for housing. It would be a suitable expansion of existing
residential development being undertaken on other
parts of the site by BDW.

The Council’s SHLAA Assessment itself has indicated
that the site is suitable in many regards:

• Housing would be compatible with existing uses;
• Bus stops are within walking distance for access

to essential services;
• Predominately flat site;
• Spennymoor is a main town in the settlement

hierarchy.

Achievable
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BDW are confident that there are no insurmountable
constraints and that the site is developable.

Effective Use of Land

Development of this site as an extension of the well
established and regarded Whitworth Park site would
be an effective use of this site.

Delivering a Flexible Supply of Housing

The Framework requires Local Planning Authorities to
meet their full objectively assessed housing need. BDW
considers the land North of Whitworth Park to be
deliverable in the near future and will reinforce the
housing supply and contribute to the County’s housings
needs, contributing within the first five years of the
Local Plan period.

BDW considers the housing target is too low and needs
to be increase. In assessing the exiting commitments,
windfalls and demolition/rebuild numbers BDW would
encourage Durham to allocate additional land to
support its economic objectives and provide sufficient
flexibility within the Local Plan. Durham must treat the
housing requirement as a minimum figure and ensure
that more land is identified than the target to ensure
flexibility, choice and competition in the market to meet
the housing target and fulfil the objectives of the Plan.

This site is available and could be delivered within the
short term to boost the supply of housing. Existing
phases of the site are selling well, with the site
delivering the type and range of housing people want
in the area. Developing the land north for residential
development would provide an excellent opportunity
to further expand this residential offer and deliver the
wider benefits associated with new housing to services
and infrastructure within Spennymoor.

Constraints identified in the Council’s SHLAA
Assessment

The Council identified the following constraints in
identifying the site as unsuitable:

• Existing highway infrastructure must be examined
in great detail to ascertain if it can cope with
additional development;

• Site is located within a Landscape Conservation
Priority Area;

• Adjacent to Rosa Shafto Woodland CWS, Spring
Wood/Trotter Wood semi-ancient woodland;

• Site hosts great crested newts;
• Potential for archaeological finds;
• Site has some surface water flooding issues;
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• Large number of existing commitments within
Spennymoor which may impact on the
deliverability of the site.

Responding to the above;

Existing highway infrastructure must be examined:
BDW would ensure that appropriate mitigation and
improvements were made to the highway network to
accommodate the development.

Site is located within a Landscape Conservation
Priority Area: the development of the site for housing
would bring significant benefits to outweigh any harm
to the landscape value. Any development would be
sensitively designed to incorporate landscape buffers
to minimise any impacts, existing tree and hedge belts
will be maintained where possible to reduce any impact
on openness. Development of the site for housing
would open up the site for the wider public. In terms
of overall impact on the landscape conservation priority
area it is considered that any harm would be minor and
could be outweighed by the level of benefits created
by bringing the site forward for housing.

Rosa Shafto Woodland CWS, Spring Wood/Trotter
Wood: the development of the site for housing would
bring significant benefits to outweigh any harm to the
landscape value. Any development would be sensitively
designed to incorporate landscape buffers to minimise
any impacts, existing tree and hedge belts will be
maintained where possible to reduce any impact on
openness. Development of the site for housing would
open up the site for the wider public. In terms of overall
impact on the CWS or Wood it is considered that any
harm would be minor and could be outweighed by the
level of benefits created by bringing the site forward
for housing.

Great Crested Newts: BDW are confident that if
ecological surveys did identify Great Crested Newts
on the site adequate ecological mitigation could be
incorporated into the layout to provide movement
routes and native wildlife areas for the newts.
Development of the site for housing would represent
an opportunity to achieve gains for biodiversity through
environmental and ecological enhancement.

Potential for archaeological finds: a full
archaeological investigation could be undertaken and
the results dealt with appropriately, in partnership with
the Council.
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Site has some surface water flooding issues:
Development of the site for housing would improve the
run-off from site and improve any flooding issues.

Large number of existing commitments within
Spennymoor: A review of the sites identified in
Spennymoor demonstrates that 675 houses are not
deliverable in Spennymoor/mid Durham, 412 houses
from the 5 year land supply. This represents a real
need for more sites to come forward in Spennymoor.
Spennymoor is a main town in the settlement hierarchy
and it is essential that sufficient sites are identified
within the town to enable its future growth. Housing
sites should be identified dependent on the settlement
hierarchy in order to ensure Durham can achieve its
economic growth objectives.Therefore it is appropriate
for this site to be allocated for development. BDW are
in control of the site and can guarantee that the site
will come forward in the short term.

The Key Objectives of the Framework

The Framework sets out that sites must be allocated
with the principle aim of supporting the Government’s
key housing policy goal of boosting significantly the
supply of housing.The Framework explains the supply
of new homes can be best achieved through planning
for sustainable communities with good access to jobs,
key services and infrastructure. Sites should also make
effective use of land and existing infrastructure.

In relation to the Framework:

• The proposal responds positively towards
national guidance;

• The site is appropriate for accommodating
housing development;

• The site has been assessed and is available,
suitable and achievable for development;

• Suitable residential opportunity in a main town;
• Make efficient and effective use of land;
• Extension of an existing housing site;
• There are no insurmountable constraints to

development, therefore it is deliverable;
• Help meet housing target;
• Replace sites in Spennymoor that BDW deem

are not deliverable.

Benefits of the Land to North of Whitworth

The development of the site would provide significant
benefits, which would outweigh any minor harm to the
Landscape Conservation Area, CWS and Wood.

In accordance with the Framework this representation
has shown that:
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• The site is suitable for housing;
• The proposal will deliver high quality housing;
• The proposal would deliver affordable housing;
• Development of the site for housing would

represent an efficient and effective use of land;
• Development of the site for housing would

represent an opportunity to achieve gains for
biodiversity through environmental and ecological
enhancement;

• Positive impact on local landscape;
• Help support the growth of Spennymoor, a main

town;
• Provide an extension of a well established site

that is delivering housing that people want in
Spennymoor;

• Open up the site for wider public access;
• Existing development at Whitworth part is

demonstrating that the site is delivering the type
and range of houses people want in Spennymoor.
Development of this site as an extension of the
existing development would further extend this
offer;

• Creation of construction jobs during the build;
• Effective use of land to expand an existing well

regarded, well established site;
• Boost housing supply which would be a

significant benefit, given BDW’s assessment of
the deliverability of sites in Spennymoor and the
wider Local Plan;

• Direct and indirect economic benefits within
locality and from further afield in the form of
expenditure in the local economy.

Comments noted. The methodology for selecting the
housing allocations contained within the Plan is set out

The former wood yard at the top of John Street has
lapsed planning permission for 22 apartments and

2611Question 11

within 'The Rationale For Selecting Housing allocations'would be ideal for elderly persons’ accommodation
document. This prioritises the identification ofbecause of its nearness to the city, railway and bus

stations. previously developed (brownfield) sites first where they
are suitable, viable and developable.There are a largeIf the planning blight over the Durham City Bus Station

were resolved by refurbishing the existing complex, proportion of planning consents for new houses which
already exist across the county, including those onsuitable housing could be also provided there and at
brownfield land. In addition to identifying additionalthe empty Hopper House near the North Road

roundabout. specific sites for further new housing the County
Durham Plan makes provision for further sites within

There is lots of green space belonging to Durham
County Council on the access routes into Durham City

the existing built up area to be developed where
particular criteria are met, and encourages the reuse

which could be used for social housing being on public of developed sites. Therefore the fact that this site has
transport routes and close to amenities (e.g. Bowburn,
Framwellgate Moor).

not been allocated does not necessarily preclude
further new housing from being delivered on it providing
that a suitable viable scheme can be demonstrated.
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The Plan also sets out a requirement that all sites of
10 or more homes provide affordable and older persons
units.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Representations on behalf of Harbour House Farms
Ltd.

3655Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteWe wish to make the following responses to the
specified questions raised in the above document. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
Question 11 - Are there any other housing sites
that should be allocated? Please give reasons

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedLocation: Land at Plawsworth, Chester Le Street

[2/PL/03 and part 2/PL/05] in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteSize: circa 12.20 Acres
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Harbour House Farms are able to offer the above site

for inclusion in the county’s housing provision and could
deliver up to around 100 dwellings depending on the
preferred density.

Accessibility is excellent and there are no significant
physical or engineering constraints that would impact
on delivery.

Although in proposed greenbelt it is felt that removal
of the greenbelt designation here would not represent
any meaningful harm to the greenbelt and there is
adequate evidence of this based on the developemtn
recently commenced on the land to the north of the
village of Plawsworth immediately opposite the subject
site.

There are no tenure constraints that would prevent
delivery of the site.

Location: Land at Chester Low Road [Part 4/BS/04]

Size: circa 21.20 Acres

This site was formerly included in the allocation known
as North of Arnison and as such as clearly deemed to
be an appropriate release of greenbelt land in terms
of impact on landscape, sustainability, access provision
and engineering constraints.

It is acknowledged that the rest of the Arnison site has
now been removed from the proposals but there is
good reason to regard this site in isolation from the
rest of the former allocation in that it now adjoins a
consented site for which 93 houses have been granted
permission and which will be delivered throughout
2019.

In many respects the site is well concealed from most
public vantage points and it would blend well with the
proposed high quality scheme that Story Homes
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Limited are to provide on the Finchale College site
opposite.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Based on the Sustainable Communities option, the
East Durham Area is identified as having a 15% target

3115Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitefor housing allocations as part of the spatial distribution.
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessAs set out in the supporting text, the CDDPO calculates
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasa residual total allocation requirement for the County
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsof 6,272 in order to meet what it considers to be their
consultation responses which have been received..housing need. As we have set out above in response
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedto Questions 6, our Client believes that the CDPPO
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘does not seek to allocate enough housing land for it
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteto meet its spatial vision, objectives or national

guidance. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Our Client considers that their sites, Parcels A, B and

C identified in the Promotion Brochure and as an
Appendix to these representations, are suitable,
available and achievable to provide residential
development, especially when taking in to consideration
the proposed mix of uses. Located along the A19
corridor, adjacent to the town of Wingate, and in such
close proximity to a large employment hub in Peterlee,
is ideally placed to provide sustainable residential
development which can support the proposed mixed
of uses on the land west of the A19.

The facilitation of the sites in harmony would allow for
significant benefits and would meet the three objectives
of sustainable development set out by the Government
in the NPPF, namely economic, environmental and
environmental, through an effective masterplanning
process ensuring appropriate highways access
unlocking employment land, boosting the supply of
housing in the Borough, promoting biodiversity
offsetting and green infrastructure links and it is
therefore considered that our Client’s sites should be
given greater credence when considering the County’s
spatial options for growth.

It is not considered that there are any constraints that
could not be overcome that would preclude
development from coming forward and the sites are
considered achievable from a technical perspective,
subject to planning permission being granted, and it is
our Client’s consideration that the sites proposed are
excellent prospects that can be developed within the
plan period. We therefore propose that our Client’s
sites are included as allocations and identified in Draft
Policy 5 as part of a wider uplift in employment and
housing delivery
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

There are a number of Persimmon Homes controlled
sites omitted from the CDLP. For ease of reference all

3349Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesuch sites are listed below under their respective
Monitoring Area and discussed in greater detail below;
Durham City

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options1) Merryoaks (4/LB/05)
consultation responses which have been received..

2) Land at Whitton Grove (4/DU/73) Central Durham
3) Burnhope (1/BR/09) North Durham
4) Drum Estate (2/CH/30a & 2/CH/30d)

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

5) West House Farm, Sacriston – Phase 2 (2/SA/17b)

6) Lumley Brick Works (2/FE/03) South Durham
7) Eldon Whins – Phase 2 (7/NA/333)

8) Coundon (3/CO/05)

1) Merryoaks (4/LB/05)

Persimmon Homes fundamentally object to the decision
not to remove Merryoaks (SHLAA: 4/LB/05) from the
green belt and allocate for residential development.
We believe that the evidence base procedure and local
plan strategy are unjustified, ineffective and unsound
for the reasons set out and expanded upon below and
accordingly request the Merryoaks is deleted from the
green belt and allocated for residential use;

1) Greenbelt Assessment procedure and conclusions

a. Inaccurate Greenbelt Assessment of Merryoaks and
Sherburn Road and procedural shortcomings in
selecting Sherburn Road for allocation

2) Ineffective Plan Strategy

a. Durham City’s unrealistic reliance upon small windfall
sites to achieve its Spatial Distribution supply target
b. Overreliance upon a small number of large sites to
meet supply within

Durham City in the medium to long term (Letwin
Review)

The following Merryoaks representations should be
read in conjunction with the following appended reports
and documents;
• Landscape Appraisal (Robinson Landscape Design
Ltd) – Appendix 2

• Merryoaks Extended Opportunities and Constraints
Plan – Appendix 3

• Merryoaks Block Plan – Masterplan – Appendix 4

• Highway & Transport Feasibility Statement (Milestone
Transport Planning) – Appendix 5

• Elvet Moor House Assessment of Significance (Sarah
Dyer Heritage
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Consultant) – Appendix 6

• Merryoaks Site Deliverability Statement (Persimmon
Homes) – Appendix 7

1) Greenbelt Assessment procedure and conclusions

a) Inaccurate Greenbelt Assessment of Merryoaks and
Sherburn Road and Procedural shortcomings in
selecting Sherburn Road for allocation;

1.63 Persimmon Homes have instructed a Landscape
Statement (Appendix 2) which reviews the
assessments contained in Appendix A of the Green
Belt Assessment entitled “Submitted Sites Proformas”
in comparing the assessments of Merryoaks and
Sherburn Road. The Statement considers the relative
landscape and visibility qualities of both sites; places
them in a wider landscape character context and
considers the implications of this information for a
Green Belt boundary revision as understood by the
NPPF. It considers the implications of including
Merryoaks in the release of Greenbelt land; and
proposes some landscape parameters to inform a
proper approach to the master planning of development
of Merryoaks which has informed the accompanying
Opportunities and Constraints Plan (Appendix 3) and
is reflected within the accompanying Masterplan
(Appendix 4).

In undertaking our own assessment of the Merryoaks
and Sherburn Road sites utilising the Green Belt
Assessment methodology the Landscape Statement
clearly evidences that the decision to allocate Sherburn
Road ahead of Merryoaks is in error as the Merryoaks
site performs less strongly against the 5 purposes of
green belt and as such should be the preferential
ahead of Sherburn Road if greenbelt release is to
occur.

2) Ineffective Plan Strategy

a) Durham City’s unrealistic reliance upon small
windfall sites to achieve it Spatial Distribution supply
target;
1.65 It is understood that the Local Authority have
decided to pursue the Sustainable Communities Spatial
Distribution option which, as set out in the CDLP Issues
and Options, seeks to distribute 17% of residential
development to Durham City over the plan period.The
below table indicates the anticipated supply from
existing commitments (incorporating a 10% lapse rate),
completions (Apr 16 – Mar 18) and proposed
allocations;
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Therefore, in order for the Spatial Distribution and
Durham City to supply 17% of the housing requirement
a minimum of 626 dwellings are required to come
forward within the plan period on small windfall sites
(under 0.4ha).

Persimmon Homes acknowledge that paragraph 4.20
of the CDLP sets out that “small sites under 0.4
hectares have historically made a significant
contribution to past delivery (an average of 126 houses
per annum for the past seven years) it is considered
that it would be appropriate to include an allowance
rounded to 130 per annum, for small sites”. Although
we are not aware that evidence to validate this historic
windfall delivery has been presented it is not in its self
felt to be an unrealistic assumption to allow for within
the supply across the county.

However, as this allowance is discounted from the
overall housing requirement, Persimmon Homes are
very apprehensive about the implications of relying
upon windfalls to meet supply shortfalls in specific
regard to Durham City.

As a compact, densely populated urban settlement
Durham City has historically felt the constraining effect
of the greenbelt which has consequently determined
and directed development patterns.The restrictive and
unabating effect of the historic greenbelt boundaries
surrounding the city has lead to a prolonged period
within which residential development within the city
has been forced to be supplied predominantly via
smaller infill and redevelopment sites. Due to this
Persimmon Homes believe that the City has
significantly depleted opportunities for small windfall
development required to ensure the Spatial Distribution
proportion attributed to Durham City (626 units over
the plan period).

Due to the lack of supply of small windfall sites within
Durham City it is likely that insufficient residential
development will occur within the City to either satisfy
demand or achieve the spatial distribution objectives
of the Plan. Accordingly Persimmon Homes suggest
that no windfall allowance is made in regards to
Durham City and that additional allocations are
identified to ensure an adequate supply of land via
deliverable allocations to achieve the spatial distribution
objective of the Plan within Durham City. In this regard
Persimmon Homes wish to promote Merryoaks as a
suitable and deliverable residential development site
which should be allocated to ensure needs and
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demands within the City are met with increased
certainty.

b) Overreliance upon a small number of large sites to
meet supply within Durham City in the medium to short
term (Letwin Review);

The Local Authority will be acutely aware of the recently
published analysis findings of the Independent Review
of Build Out Rates completed by the Rt Hon Sir Oliver
Letwin MP. A key interim finding of the Review is that
in order to increase build out rates reliance upon large
sites needs to be reduced.The principle under pinning
this view is a simple one, the greater the diversification
and spatial distribution of sites across varying market
locations can facilitate the increase in supply without
effecting the market absorption rate for a given type
of home.

Accordingly Persimmon Homes have assessed the
land supply trajectory of Durham City over the plan
period (Appendix 8) and have identified that all existing
commitments are projected to be completed within the
first 5 years of the plan (2020/25), similarly it is
reasonable to assume, given their size and the pent-up
demand for housing within Durham City, that the
smaller draft allocations within Durham City (H1, H2,
H3, H4) shall be commenced and completed within
the first five years of the plan (2020/2025). Beyond
this, in the medium to long term, supply within Durham
City becomes heavily reliant on delivery upon Sniperley
Park and Sherburn Road.

The requirement to maintain market absorption rates
has the potential to constrain supply as a consequence
of the limited diversification of sites across a variety of
market locations. Accordingly Persimmon Homes are
of the view that the additional allocation of Merryoaks
would ensure that development is brought forward
across a minimum of three distinct market locations
across the City, Sniperley to the North, Sherburn to
the east and Merryoaks to the West.

If facilitated by the CDLP Persimmon Homes envisage
that the commencement of development upon
Merryoaks would align with the completion of the
committed Mt Oswald scheme immediately to the east.
Again this would ensure that the west Durham City
market maintained a delivery outlet across the plan
period ensuring an increased rate of supply across a
variety of market locations.

Summary
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In summary, Persimmon Homes support the Council’s
position that exceptional circumstances exist to justify
the amending of green belt boundaries to delivery
necessary homes within Durham City. However
Persimmon Homes object to the non-allocation of
Merryoaks as the findings of the Landscape Appraisal
(Appendix 2) clearly evidences that in assessing
possible green belt sites for allocation the Submitted
Sites Green Belt Assessment has incorrectly assessed
both Merryoaks and Sherburn Road in regards to their
contribution to the five greenbelt purposes.

The Landscape Appraisal concludes that through the
correct application of the methodology and
consideration of the impacts Merryoaks should be
considered a preferable location for green belt release
ahead of Sherburn Road.

Further, the accompanying Deliverability Document
(Appendix 7) assesses the deliverability of the site.
Informed by a Landscape-led vision statement defined
by, and in response to, the accompanying Landscape
Statement (Appendix 2) and array of technical
investigations, including highways (Appendix 5) and
heritage (Appendix 6) this document evidences how
the site can be designed to provide a visually attractive,
legible scheme that sensitively addresses all site
constraints and maximises the site opportunities.
Accordingly Persimmon Homes request that the
Council consider fully the accompanying submissions
and allocate Merryoaks for residential development.

In addition the Council should reconsider the approach
of relying upon windfall sites within the City to achieve
the housing requirement spatially distributed to Durham
and add greater certainty to the delivery of necessary
homes by allocated additional greenbelt for residential
development. The identification of a third greenbelt
release site would diversify the number of sites relied
upon to deliver planned housing requirement in the
city increasing the competition in the market and
supporting the maximisation of build out rates without
effecting market absorption.

As an absolute minimum the Council should consider
the identification of additional safeguarded greenbelt
release sites to be released in the event the plan fails
to deliver the housing to the levels required within the
City. This approach would give the Plan additional
flexibility to deliver necessary housing within the City.

2) Land at Whitton Grove (4/DU/73)
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1.80 Persimmon Homes would support the removal of
site 4/DU/73 from the Green Belt and allocation for
residential purposes. Despite is current designation
the site forms a logical infill between existing residential
development and the proposed allocation of Sniperley
Park.

The SHLAA identified that in addition to its Green Belt
designation the only major constraint of the site was
the deemed inability to achieve adequate access as
“Whitton Grove is an un- adopted highway and any
alternative access from the north would have an
unacceptable impact on the functioning of the Park
and Ride”.

Persimmon Homes however understands that an
alternative access arrangement from the west of the
site has been considered an acceptable approach by
the Council’s Highways Development Manager.
Accordingly, Persimmon Homes consider that the
suitable access can be achieved which does not impact
on the functioning of the Park and Ride. Given the sites
highly sustainable location and access to Sustainable
Transport patterns it is logical that this parcel be
considered to be removed from the green belt and
allocated for residential purposes.

3) Burnhope (1/BR/09)

Persimmon Homes control SHLAA sites 1/BR/09. The
site is located on the eastern edge of Burnhope and
is well contained within the existing urban form by
residential development to the North and East and
bordered to the south and west by roads. The SHLAA
confirms that the site represents a logical consolidation
of the settlement.

The SHLAA considers that main issue preventing the
site being considered suitable is its elevated position
within the landscape.The SHLAA notes that “Structural
landscaping is required however despite such
mitigation significant adverse visual impact on the
landscape would remain”. Persimmon Homes disagree
with this conclusion as the site is no more prominent
than recently developed site to its east which includes
3 storey residential properties which, following the
implementation of structural planting, have negligible
impacts upon the landscape.

The site should therefore be considered a suitable and
deliverable housing site and Persimmon Homes see
no reason why the site should not be allocated.

4) Drum Estate (2/CH/30a & 2/CH/30d)
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The following Drum Estate representations should be
read in conjunction with the following appended reports
and documents;
• Landscape Appraisal (Robinson Landscape Design
Ltd) – Appendix 9

• Drum Extended Opportunity and Constraints Plan –
Appendix 10

• Drum Block Plan – Masterplan – Appendix 11

• Drum, Chester-le-Street Site Deliverability Statement
(Persimmon Homes) – Appendix 12

As discussed previously within paragraphs 1.35 –1.42
of this representation Persimmon Homes object both
to the proportion of development being directed to
North Durham Monitoring Area and, within this, the
scale of development being directed to
Chester-le-Street.

As part of appeal (APP/X1355/W/17/3180108) Land
to the east of Woodham Burn held during April 2018
the Council submitted land supply evidence which set
out that at the time of appeal there are only two
committed sites within Chester-le-Street (Vigo Lane &
Volunteer Centre), subsequently only one additional
site has gained planning permission within the town
(Hermitage Comprehensive) forming an existing supply
via commitments of 290 homes within the town;

Site

SHLAA ref

Yield

Hermitage Comprehensive

2/CH/23

78

Vigo Lane BOC site

2/CH/18

198

Volunteer Centre, Clarence Ter.

Not SHLAA assessed

14

In addition to the above the County Durham Plan
Preferred Options seeks to allocate only one site within
Chester-le-Street, H10 – Arizona Chemicals for 60
dwellings, meaning the Draft plan via commitments
and allocations seeks only to direct 350 dwellings to
Chester-le-Street over the plan period.
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Persimmon Homes are of the view the scale of
development proposed within Chester-le-Street over
the plan period (350 dwellings) is insufficient and is
not commensurate with the settlement’s access to
services and facilities and it Settlement Study score.
It is logical that Chester-le-Street should receive a scale
of development comparable with other “Main Towns”
within the County such as Consett, Newton Aycliffe,
Bishop Auckland and Peterlee which are currently
proposed to deliver 1,300 – 2,000 dwellings via existing
commitments and draft allocations.

If the proportion of development distributed to North
Durham remains as proposed and within this
Chester-le-Street continues to be receive a similar
unsubstantial scale of development, then the plan will
be unsustainable and unsound as the fundamental
sustainable development Statement principle of
directing development to the most sustainable
settlement will not have been applied in regards to
North Durham. Additionally, the minor development
within Chester-le-Street will do little alleviate the
significant levels of demand which the Council itself
notes, rather the resultant, unamended greenbelt
boundary will continue to constrain supply throughout
the plan period ensuring that the opportunities to
secure affordable housing and necessary infrastructure
contributions arising from the associated high values
within the settlement will be missed.

Accordingly Persimmon Homes suggest that a greater
proportion of development be directed to
Chester-le-Street and a review of all sites within and
adjacent to the settlement be considered for residential
allocation. It is correct that previously developed and
greenfield sites should be preferred to Greenbelt sites
however a review of the SHLAA identifies that other
than the draft allocated H10 – Arizona Chemicals site,
there are no other deliverable or developable SHLAA
sites within the town, out with the greenbelt. As set out
below all remaining non-Green Belt sites are
considered; unsuitable (red), unsuitable (amber) or not
achievable;

SHLAA Outcome

SHLAA ref.

Site Name

Unsuitable (Red)

2/CH/04

3 Sides North of Cragside
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Unsuitable (Red)

2/CH/13

Former Gas Board Depot

Unsuitable (Amber)

2/CH/35

Stella Gill

Not Achievable

2/CH/17

Civic Centre

Not Achievable

2/CH/12

Law Courts

Not Achievable

2/CH/25

Depot

It is therefore abundantly clear that there is an
insufficient supply of deliverable and developable
non-Greenbelt housing sites within the
Chester-le-Street to ensure a scale of development
commensurate with the settlements sustainability and
access to services and facilities. Accordingly it is
Persimmon Homes’ view that this fact represents the
exceptional circumstance to justify the identification of
additional sites to be released from the Green Belt. It
is within this context that Persimmon Homes wish to
promote our site at Drum (2/CH/30a & 2/CH/30d) in
seeking its deletion from the greenbelt and residential
allocation.

The promoted site forms part of the previously favoured
site for mixed use in the revoked previous iteration of
the County Durham Plan. Accordingly it is considered
that through this previous plan process the site was
found to be a suitable and sustainable location for
growth and an area of the Green Belt not worthy of
retention.

The Drum SHLAA sites where two of six greenbelt
sites on the edge of Chester-le-Street promoted for
residential development and assessed within the
Submitted Sites Greenbelt Assessment. Persimmon
Homes have instructed a Landscape Appraisal
(Appendix 9) completed by Robinson Landscape
Design which critiques the methodology of the
Submitted Sites Greenbelt Assessments of the sites
and demonstrates how judgements made in assessing
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the sites are flawed and not in accordance with the
methodology outlined within the Greenbelt Assessment.

The report concludes by reassessing the sites against
the 5 purposes of green belt in comparison to all other
Green Belt sites promoted for residential development
abutting Chester-le-Street, and thus assessed within
the Submitted Sites report, and concludes that the
Drum North and Drum South sites perform least well
of all assessed site in the Town and therefore making
this area the logical location for green belt release to
occur.

Further the Landscape Appraisal (Appendix 9) provides
a Vision Statement to inform the masterplanning of the
site to ensure that appropriate development boundaries
are defined informed by the NPPF core principles
recommendations when revising greenbelt boundaries
and incorporating recommendations to include an
extensive pocket country park on remaining
undeveloped greenbelt land that can be can be given
over to community woodland, biodiversity
enhancement, wetlands and enhanced public access
in accordance with NPPF para 141. This offer has the
potential to make this area an exemplar for the creation
of Green Belt land that is usable.

Paragraph 139 of the new NPPF sets out that “When
defining Green Belt boundaries, plans should:
a) ensure consistency with the development plan’s
strategy for meeting identified requirements of
sustainable development;
b) not include land which it is unnecessary to keep
permanently open;

c) where necessary, identify areas of safeguarded land
between the urban area and the Green Belt, in order
to meet longer-term development needs stretching well
beyond the plan period;
d) make clear that the safeguarded land is not allocated
for development at the present time. Planning
permission for the permanent development of
safeguarded land should only be granted following an
update to a plan which proposes the development;
e) be able to demonstrate that Green Belt boundaries
will not need to be altered at the end of the plan period;
f) and define boundaries clearly, using physical features
that are readily recognisable and likely to be
permanent”

In defining Green Belt boundaries these principles
should be considered holistically, in the context of, and
guided by, wider good planning principles. The
proposed green belt amendments to facilitate the
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allocation are defined in the most by existing physical
features of Pelton Lane and strong hedgerow field
boundaries. The eastern edge of the northern most
development parcel is however to be defined by a
required link road connecting A693 to Pelton Lane. In
addition to being necessary for the development its
creation will promote wider sustainable development
patterns, discussed below, which NPPF paragraph 138
makes clear should be taken into account when
drawing up and reviewing Green Belt boundaries. The
resultant road in addition to promoting sustainable
patterns of growth will also create an appropriate
readily recognisable, physical feature to define the
resultant Green Belt boundary thus strengthening the
resultants Green Belt’s protection against future
development both within the plan period and beyond.

Paragraph 138 of the new NPPF states that “when
drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries, the
need to promote sustainable patterns of development
should be taken into account”. In regards to public
transport the proposed development shall be well
served by existing public transport provision on Pelton
Lane. However, in addition the schemes proposal to
create a link road between Pelton Lane and the A693
can provide a huge strategic benefit in promoting
sustainable patterns of development; As evidenced by
the accompanying Chester- le-Street Bus Route Plan
(Appendix 13) currently there are no bus services which
run along the stretch of the A693 affronting Drum
Industrial Estate with existing services utilising Pelton
Lane to head west out of the town and adjoining the
A693 at Pelton. Consequently this major employment
centre is not served at all by public transport, this is
because in order to serve the industrial estate existing
routes would need to take a significant detour and circle
back on itself in order to rejoin the existing bus routes
to head to their ultimate destinations.

The creation of the link road between Pelton Lane and
A693 as proposed would facilitate existing bus services
which run along Pelton Lane to feasibly access the
Drum Estate by re- routing through the proposed
development and adjoining the A693 at the Drum
Estate Roundabout. At which point employees of the
estate can deboard at new stops at the entrance to the
industrial estate whilst allowing the service to then head
west and rejoin its current route at Pelton, alleviating
the need to circle back and providing a direct route
which enhances the feasibility of the route to providers.
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As such the proposed development and its associated
link road promote sustainable development patterns
both within the site itself and by providing a significant
strategic net benefit in facilitating sustainable transport
movements to and from the towns key employment
centre.

Beyond this the proposed link road would also provide
a significant wider highway benefit in promoting
sustainable patterns of development by providing an
alternative and enhanced route from Chester-le-Street
to the A693 and the Drum Estate alleviating pressures
on the problematic A693 / A167 junction and reducing
traffic movements both through the town centre and
within Pelton to the west both of which are currently
used by vehicles to join the A693 current junction
points.

NPPF paragraph 138 also states that Planning
Authorities should “set out ways in which the impact
of removing land from the Green Belt can be offset
through compensatory improvements to the
environmental quality and accessibility of remaining
Green Belt land”, whilst paragraph 141 adds that they
should “plan positively to enhance their beneficial use,
such as looking for opportunities to provide access; to
provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation;
to retain and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and
biodiversity”.The developable area proposed accounts
for some of Persimmon Homes land ownership at the
site.

As can be seen within the proposals this facilitates
significant opportunities for compensatory
improvements to the remaining Green Belt land which
can be utilised to create and enhance parkland /
woodland provision including extensive foot/cycle path
networks thus increasing the accessibility of the green
belt and enhancing beneficial opportunities for
recreation.

Accordingly Persimmon Homes request that in
assessing appropriate Green Belt amendments
consideration and weight be given to the necessity and
benefit of the link road in promoting sustainable
patterns of development (para 138) and the ability of
the infrastructure to establish in the strongest terms a
readily recognisable, permanent physical feature which
will strengthen the greenbelt boundary immeasurably
and protect resultant green belt land from future
development not only over the plan period but for
generations to come. Whilst also giving consideration
to the opportunities for the site to offer substantial
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compensatory improvements aligned with the
prescriptions of NPPF paragraph 141.

Persimmon Homes have completed a Deliverability
Document (Appendix 12) in support of the suggested
allocation of Drum for residential development which
reflects upon the findings of the Greenbelt review and
identifies how the suggestions within the report have
been considered and guided a masterplanning process.
Additionally, the findings of an array of technical
investigations are also discussed which provide
significant evidence that the site is available, suitable,
achievable and consequently deliverable and
represents the most appropriate and logical green belt
release site abutting Chester-le-Street which should
therefore be identified for allocation within the County
Durham Plan.

5).West House Farm, Sacriston – Phase 2 (2/SA/17b)

Persimmon Homes object to the non-allocation of the
West House Farm, Sacriston - Phase 2 land which
formed part of SHLAA site 2/SA/17b but which is not
covered by committed development
DM/15/03019/OUT. We believe that the site has been
incorrectly discounted from being considered for
residential allocation due to a procedural error whilst
discounting committed SHLAA sites.

Firstly it is important to point out that there are
inconsistencies in regards to this site between the PDF
and online interactive Polices Maps. The interactive
Polices Map identifies the correct area of committed
development upon this site. The PDF version however
includes two additional fields to the east as committed
development, effectively identifying the entirety of
SHLAA site 2/SA/17b. This is inaccurate as planning
permission has only been granted for the area identified
on the interactive policies map via DM/15/03019/OUT.
This should be corrected.

Subsequently, and perhaps consequently, the
non-committed parcels of 2/SA/17b were incorrectly
discounted from consideration as a potential allocation.
Within the North table (pg.
9) of the Allocations Rationale document it is stated
clearly that the whole of 2/SA/17b was discount due
to development being committed upon the site. This
is inaccurate and should be addressed by reassessing
the non-committed parcels of 2/SA/17b for residential
allocation.

The entire 2/SA/17b SHLAA site was assessed as a
suitable and deliverable housing site within the short
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term. In terms of its SHLAA scoring the site, including
the non-committed phase 2 land, is the best scoring
site within Sacriston and one of the best within the
North Durham Delivery Area. As such it is entirely
logical and justifiable that the wider land be allocated.

Given that the committed development within 2/SA/17b
is for 200 dwellings it is anticipated that the build period
would be 5 years. The allocation of the wider
non-committed area of 2/SA/17b would allow for
continuity of build, delivering within the plan period,
upon the most suitable and sustainable site within the
settlement.The extant permission upon phase 1 of the
site has been fully designed to cater for development
of the phase 2 land both in regards to access and
drainage infrastructure. The allocation and delivery of
the phase 2 land will ensure development
comprehensiveness allowing for creation of a
defensible boundary to the settlement through
peripheral planting along the northern edge as
suggested within the SHLAA assessment.

Further, in the context of Persimmon Homes position
that a greater proportion of homes is required to be
distributed to North Durham, we wish to promote our
wider assets at West House Farm, Sacriston which
referenced within the SHLAA as sites 2/SA/17b and
2/SA/17c. Both sites are considered by the SHLAA as
unsuitable because the site “is poorly related to the
settlement and would result in uncontained
encroachment into attractive countryside”. Persimmon
Homes object to this assessment as when read in
context of the proposed allocation both sites are well
related to the planned extension within the town and
are defined in part by existing landscape which
represent the logical containment boundaries to restrict
encroachment into the countryside and therefore
suggest the sites are allocated for further development.

6) Lumley Brick Works (2/FE/03)

SHLAA site 2/FE/03 is under the joint ownership of
Persimmon Homes and Bellway. It is predominantly
previously developed land and is situated on the edge
of Woodstone Village, Fencehouses, adjoining an
existing residential development on its eastern
boundary. The Settlement Study recognises that
Fencehouses possesses a reasonable range of shops,
services and facilities.

The SHLAA assessment considers the site to be
potentially unsuitable (amber) with the key issues
effecting its suitable assessment being detailed as
“most of the site is restored containing semi-mature
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woodland and development would lead to adverse
landscape impacts”. The assessment is somewhat
misleading as the noted semi mature woodland is
positioned beyond the assessed SHLAA area, but
within wider site controlled by the owners. Accordingly
development contained within the SHLAA area would
have negligible to no impact upon the semi-mature
woodland and would conversely provide a significant
landscape setting and screen to any future
development upon the SHLAA area.

The site should therefore be considered a suitable and
deliverable housing site and Persimmon

Homes see no reason why the site should not be
allocated.

7) Eldon Whins – Phase 2 (7/NA/333)

Persimmon Homes control SHLAA site 7/NA/333 which
is located to the west of proposed allocation H31
–Eldon Whins. An application is currently under
consideration across the H31 allocation area
(DM/17/01436/FPA) for the “erection of 69 dwellings
including access, landscape and associated
infrastructure” and is expected to be determined in
September 2018 with the benefit of a positive officer
recommendation.

The roundabout access proposed within
DM/17/01436/FPA has been future-proofed to
accommodate a much greater capacity than required
simply for the 69 dwellings proposed in light of
Persimmon Homes’ wider aspirations for SHLAA site
7/NA/333.

The SHLAA assessment for 7/NA/333 concludes that
the site is unsuitable (amber) and offers three points
of justification;
• Site does not share any physical relationship with the
built up area and represents development in the
countryside which would be detached and isolated
from the settlement;
• Site would need to come forward in a co-ordinated
manner, either in conjunction with or after the
development of 7/NA/005 to achieve a development
which promotes accessibility and permeability.
• To mitigate landscape impacts substantial structural
landscaping would be required to perimeters and along
Middridge Road.

Persimmon Homes accept that on plan and without
the context of the development permitted, or set to be
permitted, within 7/NA/005 (HCA - DM/16/00985/OUT
/ Persimmon – DM/17/01436/FPA), SHLAA site
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7/NA/333 appears detached and isolated. However
the status of developments within 7/NA/005 cannot be
disregarded and ignored and the fact that the whole
site is covered either by a committed development or
a draft allocation with pending application alters
significantly the assessment of 7/NA/333 which, rather
than being considered detached and isolated, should
be viewed as a logical extension to existing proposals
within the area sharing a physical relationship with the
development proposed.
1.120 Secondly, Persimmon Homes agree entirely that
the site needs to come forward in a co- ordinated
manner after 7/NA/005. As Persimmon Homes control
both the western extent of 7/NA/005 and 7/NA/333 this
is exactly what we are proposing to do. As noted
previously the access proposed as part of the current
planning application is future-proofed to facilitate
access to the wider site and the application upon the
H31 allocation area has been set within the context of
a comprehensive masterplan of the entire land holding
of Persimmon Homes.This comprehensive masterplan
is contained within Appendix 14 which incorporates a
shared cycleway and footpath along the entire southern
boundary of the site to promote accessibility and
permeability as noted as a requirement within the
SHLAA conclusion.

The comprehensive masterplan proposes the creation
of substantial community woodland to the western edge
and a landscape buffer along Middridge Road which
shall not only mitigate the landscape impacts noted
within the SHLAA but also create an attractive
landscape setting for development and facilitate
substantial ecological benefits, particularly in regards
to the woodland.

In addition Persimmon Homes find it highly illogical
that issues around relationship with the existing
settlement and unacceptable encroachment into the
countryside are listed as issues in relation to SHLAA
site 7/NA/005; whilst no such concerns are noted in
assessment of the H30
– Copelaw site. This is despite the latter illogically
proposing to extend the build up area of Newton
Aycliffe eastwards beyond the existing physical
boundary of the A167 and resulting in a development
area bearing no relationship with the existing settlement
on three sides and which encroaches substantially into
the rural countryside beyond.

The short to medium term delivery of homes within
Newton Aycliffe is well catered for via a range of
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committed developments and small allocations.
However, Persimmon Homes are concerned that,
within the medium to long term, delivery of new homes
in the settlement is overly reliant upon the substantial
600 unit allocation at Copelaw.

Given the Rt Hon Sir Oliver Letwin MP’s interim
findings into the Review of Build Out Rates Persimmon
Homes suggest that greater diversification of sites be
identified to reduce the dependency upon this single
large site. The identification of SHLAA site 7/NA/005
will ensure a continued sales outlet within the north
west of the town. Further as the site would come
forward following the completion of H31 – Eldon Whins
the site will deliver a comprehensively masterplanned
development over the medium to long term offering
choice and competition in the market and diversifying
supply across the town.

Due to the above Persimmon Homes see no reason
why the site should not be considered suitable and
deliverable within the plan period. We suggest that the
site should be considered for allocation in order to
reduce dependency of supply upon allocation H31 –
Copelaw in the medium to long term and facilitate the
logical completion of development in the north west of
the town driven by a comprehensive masterplan which
addresses all of the issues noted with in the SHLAA
assessment.

8) Coundon (3/CO/02 & 3/CO/05)

Persimmon Homes owns part of SHLAA site 3/CO/05
and have control over the remaining area of 3/CO/05
and 3/CO/02. Positive discussion has been had, and
is ongoing, with other land owners with interest within
this land whom are willing landowners seeking to
dispose of the site for residential development.

The site is well contained on all sides and would
provide a logical housing allocation centrally located
within Coundon close to a variety of local services.The
SHLAA assessment of this site has indicated that the
matters preventing the site from being allocated are;
• Existing allotments on site; and

• Unsuitable access.

Positive dialogue has been had with the Council Senior
Allotment Officer who has confirmed that, based upon
the level of demand and current supply in the area it
is possible for the existing allotments to be
consolidated, retained and re-sited elsewhere within
the site in order that the remaining land can to be put
to a more efficient use.
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Persimmon Homes received a minded to grant
permission subject to the signing of a Section 106
agreement in March 2018 for the  erection of 37no.
dwellings on the land west of Hillside Road. The
application area of this development lies to the west
of SHLAA sites 3/C0/02 & 3/CO/05 and incorporates
a roundabout access arrangement which has been
future proofed in its design to facilitate development
of the SHLAA sites herein promoted. Access is
therefore not an issue.

The site should therefore be considered a suitable and
deliverable housing site and Persimmon Homes see
no reason why the site should not be allocated.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In light of the comments provided in respect of question
no. 7 regarding the limited prospects of the KSL site

2888Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitebeing re-used for employment purposes, in contrast
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe site is considered suitable, available and deliverable
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasfor housing development. Indeed, the site is
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsunconstrained in terms of its ability to accommodate
consultation responses which have been received..residential development. The development of the site
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedfor housing would represent a sustainable solution, on
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘brownfield land within the built-up area, to the need for
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteadditional new housing in Sedgefield. Sedgefield itself
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

constitutes a suitable location for new housing
development for a variety of reasons. For a town of its
size, Sedgefield benefits from a wide range of local
services and facilities, including two primary schools,
a hospital, a community college with community access
to sporting facilities, a golf course, historic Hardwick
Hall with its associated conferencing facilities and
country park, and shops and services including a
Sainsbury’s superstore.

As set out above, Sirap’s current lease for the KSL site
expires in 2019. Against this background, it is
considered that the site could be available to come
forward for residential development in the medium- to
long-term. Whilst, at present, it is difficult to accurately
predict when the site will become available, it is likely
to be available within a 6-10 year timeframe, and quite
possibly much earlier. The NPPF requires local
authorities to identify a supply of specific deliverable
housing sites. The KSL / Sirap site is capable of
delivering new housing in a sustainable pattern, within
the existing built-up area, in the medium- to long-term.
As set out above, the site benefits from excellent
accessibility, being within short walking distance of bus
stands and a range of local facilities, including shops,
services and schools. The development of the site will
not only increase the range of house types within the
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Sedgefield area, but it will also help to sustain and
expand existing local facilities and services. Durham
County Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (site ref. 7/SF/331) acknowledged that
the Council’s ELR is the only obstacle to the site’s
redevelopment for non-industrial uses.

Sedgefield is a thriving town, with excellent local
services and transport links. The town has a strong
housing market, and combined with the growth of the
NetPark science and technology park, this will remain
the case into the future, with increased demand for
residential properties in Sedgefield. With appropriate
design and layout solutions, there are no issues which
would stop the KSL / Sirap site being delivered for
housing during the plan period.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In order to remedy the objections raised in relation to
Policy 5 Question 10 and ensure that the housing

2553Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siterequirement for the County can be met in full without
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe need to release land from the Green Belt it is
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasrequested that the Council allocate land at Kays Hall
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsFarm, Evenwood for housing development – see Figure

1. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedSite and Surroundings
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

The land at Kays Hall Farm lies on the western side
of Evenwood. It extends to approx. 1.2 ha (gross) and

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.slopes gently from north to south. It lies within the

existing built from of Evenwood being bounded to the
north and south by housing development and to the
east by a village green area. The northern part of the
site was previously occupied by farm buildings, but
these have now been demolished and the site cleared.
The remainder of the site has not been formed for
many years and is now overgrown. The site lies in
Flood Zone 1. It is not at risk of flooding and is also
not identified as being of any specific biodiversity,
heritage or landscape importance.

The site has been the subject of Pre-Application
enquiries on two separate occasions and Figure 2
shows how the site could be developed for housing
taking into account the issues and views raised by
officers in their pre-app responses and as part of a
Public Consultation exercise. An outline planning
application for housing development on this site is
shortly to be submitted to the County Council. Access
to the site will be via a new link road across the village
green. The Green is owned by the Church
Commissioner and they are supportive of these
proposals. Compensatory provision for the village
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green lost as a result of the construction of this new
road will be made within the site itself Evenwood is
sustainable local settlement with a range of shops,
services, community facilities, a school and
employment opportunities.The land at Kays Hall Farm
is accessible to all these by foot and cycle. The larger,
‘higher order’ settlements of Durham City, Bishop
Auckland and Barnard Castle are available by regular
and frequent bus services, with bus stops a short walk
from the site.

Suitability for development

Overall it is considered that the land edged red on
Figure 1 would be suitable location for new housing
development, delivering a sustainable form of
development in a logical and deliverable location within
the existing built from of Evenwood. Allocation of this
site for housing development in addition to or as a
partial alternative to the release of Green belt Land
would be justified, effective, accord with national
planning guidance and demonstrate that the plan has
been positively prepared. We therefore request that it
be allocated for housing development in Policy 5.

The North of Arnison site, and composite parts have
been assessed within the Green Belt Assessment and

Q11 - Are there any other housing sites that should
be allocated?

2862Question 11

the Exceptional Circumstances however no exceptionalStory Homes consider that the land at Red House
Farm, Durham has significant potential to play a key circumstances have been identified for this site.Whilst

reference is made to previous documents such as therole in delivering much needed aspirational family
Green Belt Scoping Report, these were withdrawnhomes to stem the loss of working age population in
following the withdrawal of the previous plan andthe County, re-balance the population demographics
therefore comments to these will not be afforded any
further consideration.

and support the continued success and growth of major
employment locations nearby. A Vision Document has
been prepared to accompany these representations Land promoted by Story Homes lies within the

safeguarded area for the Northern Relief Road.and provide evidence to demonstrate that the land at
Red House Farm represents a logical and sustainable There are currently two possible routes for the NRR

from the A690 to the Red House roundabout. Onedevelopment opportunity where the exceptional
circumstances to support its release from the Green option would require a new bridge over the River Wear
Belt are clear, compelling and entirely compliant with
national planning policy.

whilst the other would utilise the existing Belmont
viaduct. Similarly there are two options for crossing
the East Coast Mainline, either over or under. Due toMoreover, the site has previously been put forward by

the Council allocation as part of a much wider strategic the uncertainty over the precise route and the timing
housing site in the previous version of the County of the work needed to determine, the preferred route,
Durham Plan. In December 2010, the Council for the purposed of this Plan both alternative routes
published a ‘Consultation Report Durham City Green are shown as safeguarded. Whilst the presence of the
Belt Assessment Phase 2’. This paper completed the Northern Relief Road is likely to change the purposes
second phase of an assessment of potential Green of the Green Belt in this location, there remains
Belt release sites around Durham City and was uncertainty over the precise route and timing of the
published for consultation, provided an assessment of work. Site would effectively be split into two parts with
each of the sites that were identified in an earlier access potentially from Finchale Avenue and C12.
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Removal of this site from the Green Belt leaves the
possibility of undermining the delivery of the Northern
Relief Road.

scoping paper. The site area was identified as ‘Area
2(iii)’, part of the wider ‘Site 2 North of Arnison Centre
and Newton Hall’. The Sustainability Appraisal
recommended that Site 2, Area 2 (iii) should be taken
forward to be considered for release from the Green
Belt as a strategic site.

The site therefore formed part of a proposed allocation
in the previous version of the County Durham Plan for
residential development across 84.5ha of land
interspersed with strategic green space. The larger
site was promoted jointly by Turleys on behalf of Story
Homes and Ainscough Strategic Land with the
proposed allocation anticipating a yield of
approximately 1000 dwellings.

Story Homes now realise that a different development
strategy is required and has chosen to pursue only
part of the land previously proposed for allocation.The
land being promoted by Story Homes and to which
these representations and accompanying Vision
Document relate would comply entirely with the findings
and recommendations of that previous Green Belt
Assessment and the proposal would allow for the least
sensitive part of the wider previously proposed strategic
site allocation to be brought forward for development
in isolation and without the wider impacts on the Green
Belt that would have inevitably resulted from the much
greater quantum of development then being proposed.

The proposal now being presented to Durham County
Council represents a more sustainable, sensitive and
appropriate Green Belt release that would still deliver
significant housing growth opportunities whilst
maintaining the integrity and fundamental purpose of
the Green Belt in this location thus representing a
better planning outcome overall. The proposals also
present options for the site both with and without the
Northern Relief Road alignment as currently proposed
in the emerging County Durham Plan.

The site is available for development and could deliver
between 266 and 282 new aspirational family homes.
Its release from the Green Belt would bring about
significant social, economic and environmental benefits
for the local community as well as the ability to assist
in the delivery of the proposed Northern Relief Road.
This represents a significant material planning
consideration weighing heavily in favour of the
development proposals.

A number of technical assessments have been
undertaken which confirm that there are no physical
or technical constraints, or other potential impacts or
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environmental conditions, which would preclude the
development of the site from coming forward.

Story Homes are committed to working with Durham
County Council to release the site from the Green Belt
and allocate it for housing, or at the very least identify
it as safeguarded land, in the emerging County Durham
Plan and bring it forward for development alongside
the many wider benefits it can deliver for the local area.
As the County Durham Plan emerges, Story Homes
would be happy to continue to engage with the Council,
the local community and as appropriate local members
to discuss the proposals in more detail.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Are there any other housing sites that should be
allocated?

2726Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteStory Homes consider that the land at Waldridge Road,
Chester-le-Street (which has an opportunity to also suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasincorporate land under the ownership of Durham
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsCounty Council) has significant potential to play a key
consultation responses which have been received..role in delivering much needed aspirational family
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedhomes to stem the loss of working age population in
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘the County, re-balance the population demographics
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteand support the continued success and growth of major
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

employment locations nearby. A Vision Document has
been prepared to accompany these representations
and provide evidence to demonstrate that the land at
Waldridge Road represents a logical and sustainable
development opportunity where the exceptional
circumstances to support its release from the Green
Belt are clear, compelling and entirely compliant with
national planning policy.

The site is available for development and could deliver
between 300 and 420 new aspirational family homes.
Its release from the Green Belt would bring about
significant social, economic and environmental benefits
for the local community as well as the ability to deliver
meaningful improvements to local services and facilities
through the provision of a new retail and commercial
local centre to serve both existing and future residents.
The opportunity to secure increased capacity in the
local education system through the provision of land
for a new school, and investment in the future
protection and enhancement of the adjacent Waldridge
Fell SSSI, also represent significant material planning
considerations weighing heavily in favour of the
development proposals.

A number of technical assessments have been
undertaken which confirm that there are no physical
or technical constraints, or other potential impacts or
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environmental conditions, which would preclude the
development of the site from coming forward.

Story Homes are committed to working with Durham
County Council to release the site from the Green Belt
and allocate it for housing, or at the very least identify
it as safeguarded land, in the emerging County Durham
Plan and bring it forward for development alongside
the many wider benefits it can deliver for the local area.
As the County Durham Plan emerges, Story Homes
would be happy to continue to engage with the Council,
the local community and as appropriate local members
to discuss the proposals in more detail.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site

3056Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSHLAA reference 3/ST/08 and further to proposed
Policy 5, Housing Allocations. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
Too few sites have been allocated in areas outside of
Durham City. This site at Stanley Crook is logical for

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

housing development as there is residential The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
development to the north and south of the site. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
Development on this site would also help consolidate The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
this part of the settlement as this is currently a gap in
residential development.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

There is a willing landowner and developer interest,
making the site deliverable. I would request this site
should be included in Policy 5 as a Housing Allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted in relation to
land directly to the west of SHLAA reference site
5/WH/11.

3064Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDevelopment sites for housing around Wheatley Hill

are incredibly limited and will not support the of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsimprovement and growth of the area and is therefore
consultation responses which have been received..not a sustainable approach to housing allocations.
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedMore land needs to be allocated for housing in the
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘villages in East Durham that are deliverable to sustain
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitethe area, current development demonstrates that
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

 numbers can be delivered in and around Wheatley
Hill. Land such as the site directly adjacent to 5/WH/11
which are not in the green belt and logical for
development should be allocated. This land has no
buffer from 5/WH/11, which is currently being
developed, and is all part of the same large field. The
house builder on
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5/WH/11 has an option on this land making this site
available and deliverable as a second deliverable
phase in short delivery timeframes.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site

3079Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSHLAA reference 3/TR/05 and further to proposed
Policy 5, Housing Allocations. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasToo few sites have been allocated in areas outside of
Durham City. This site at Toronto is logical for housing been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..development, there is a housing estate directly to the
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedwest, the A689 to the north and east and the Jubilee
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Street road along the south boundary. This site is a
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitelogical extension to Toronto and will provide strong
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

defensible boundaries. The site would likely be
developed in two halves, with the section to the west
coming forward immediately and the other half following
on at a later date as phase 2. Toronto is a settlement
which supports Bishop Auckland and could meet some
of the demand in the vicinity. There is a great deal of
development and employment in close proximity with
Kynren and this site could accommodate some much
needed housing in walking distance.

There is also a willing landowner and developer
interest, making the site deliverable. I would request
this site should be included in Policy 5 as a Housing
Allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

RE:  7/SH/199 - Shildon

Having read the SHLAA Document I would like the
land to North of Fulton Court, Shildon to be looked at

2710Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessagain as it has been assessed as not suitable for
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasdevelopment.  |I have to say I'm shocked at this
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsdecision. The land is in an ideal location within
consultation responses which have been received..Shildon.  It is within easy walking distance to shops,
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedschools and other local amenities and is already

surrounded by other residential properties. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

I believe a developer has secured land close to the
site which would allow access which would mean it is

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

no longer landlocked. There are several other sites in
Shildon that are currently being developed or
earmarked for future residential development.  All of
these sites are on the outskirts of town which will not
encourage residents to use local shops, schools or
amenities.

I do hope the above will be taken into consideration
and the site gets reassessed.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land south of Castleside, West of Rowley Bank A68.
(Easting = 407989 Northing = 548473) put forward for
inclusion in the SHLAA for up to 30 houses.

2916Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessArea suitable for development
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

All of the site is available for the rural regeneration
project proposed. A proportion of the (red line

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

boundary) site will be made available for strategic The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
landscaping in order to integrate the development into in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
the locally restored landscape. The project includes The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
extensive off site landscape restoration associated with Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.the implementation of the AONB management plan
policies for the local area.

The houses proposed will depend on the results of the
market assessment being undertaken at present. The
likelihood is that the development will include innovative
housing and tenure solutions including Co-Housing,
Custom Housing, Self-Build, Sheltered Accommodation
and Live-Work Units. The ambition is to change the
perception of Castleside and the local housing market.

Access difficulties

Pre-application discussions have been held with
officers from the Highways Department of Durham
County Council who have indicated that the direct
access from the A68 can be secured. A second access
can be via Watergate Road.

Full details of the rural regeneration proposal are in
preparation and will be provided to the council as part
of the submission to the Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

We write on behalf of Trustees of the D M Pease
Settlement to submit comments on the County Durham
Plan: Preferred Options Consultation.

2685Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessWe wrote previously to submit a potential housing site

at Hutton Magna for consideration in the SHLAA and of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsLocal Plan process.This letter set out the site context,
consultation responses which have been received..policy position, how it is envisaged the site could be
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifieddeveloped and demonstrated that the site is a suitable,
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘available and deliverable option for residential
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitedevelopment to help to meet the required supply. The
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

landowners are looking to release the site for
residential development and are keen and willing to
work with the Council to see the site brought forward
as soon as is practicable.

The site has not been allocated for development and
Hutton Magna has not been identified as a defined
settlement.

Site
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The site in question is identified in the SHLAA as
6/HM/02, a field to the rear of Hutton Magna Village
Hall and to the rear of a row of houses. It is bordered
to the north, east and south by agricultural land, with
a track running along the southern boundary.

The site comprises approximately 1.25ha of agricultural
field and is reasonable level. It falls within Flood Zone
1 as defined by the Environment Agency Flood Maps.

Hutton Magna

Hutton Magna provides services including a public
house, a village hall, a church and bus stops providing
daily links to Richmond, Ravensworth and nearby
villages.The village is roughly 2km from Ovington, 4km
from Ravensworth, 8km from Barnard Castle and 12km
from Richmond. Sustainable development in Hutton
Magna is necessary in order to maintain and enhance
the rural village community.

Whilst it is recognised that Hutton Magna is a relatively
small settlement, it is well connected and is within easy
reach of larger settlements as set out above.The NPPF
states that “where there are groups of smaller
settlements, development in one village may support
services in a village nearby” (paragraph 55) and uses
this as an example of how to promote sustainable
development in rural areas.

It is understood that new residential units within Hutton
Magna would be attractive to the existing property
market.

Proposal for Residential Development

The site, as outlined on enclosed plan P16-0302,
comprises 1.25ha of land which is currently in
agricultural use.

It is envisaged that, should the site be developed to
provide residential units, an appropriate scheme would
be designed to respond to the character of the existing
adjacent built form and would include a comprehensive
landscaping scheme to integrate the development into
the wider landscape setting.The overall scheme design
would also be sensitive to the setting of the nearby
heritage assets, such as the Scheduled Ancient
Monument to the west and the listed buildings scattered
throughout the village.

Whilst the site boundary encompasses 1.25ha it is not
anticipated that the entire site would form developable
land. The development of the site would be of an
appropriate scale for the size of the existing settlement.
It is anticipated that development would fit into the
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western portion of the site closest to the existing built
form, where up to approximately 15 units could be
accommodated. The east of the site would be
landscaped and could, potentially, include public open
space provision for the benefit of the wider village
community.

Potential Community Benefits

The landowners of this site also own the adjacent car
park leased to the Village Hall. This car park has not
been included in the site red line however it does
provide an existing, suitable access point to the
proposed site. It is envisaged that should the site be
developed utilising access from the car park, part of
the scheme could secure the improvement of village
parking facilities, and potentially further investment in
social infrastructure for the village as a whole. It is
recognised that the Village Hall is an important asset
of the settlement and should be protected and
enhanced where possible.

SHLAA Assessment

The site, identified as 6/HM/02, is assessed in the 2018
SHLAA.The assessment raises issue with the potential
development of the site for the following reasons:

-   Relationship to settlement/built form & landscape
impact

-   Access to services

-   Suitable access 

It should be noted that whilst the site put forward covers
1.3ha it is not suggested that the entire site should be
developed at this time. As set out above development
would be focused along the western boundary with
space for landscaping and public open space to be
accommodated. Access could be taken through the
village hall access which is in the same ownership.

Sustainability

The site subject to this representation is considered to
be sustainably located and to specifically respond to
the concept set out in paragraph 55 of the NPPF. This
paragraph encourages developments within smaller
settlements which are part of a wider network of smaller
settlements as this can support the services not only
in the immediate neighbourhood but also the wider
network. Given the location of the site within Hutton
Magna, and the network of nearby small settlements
such as Lane Head, Smallways, Wycliffe and Ovington
it is considered that development in this location would
be supported by NPPF paragraph 55.
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Deliverability

The purpose of the County Durham Plan should be to
identify policies and sites that represent the  most
 appropriate strategy for  the  District to  meet
 objectively assessed development.

This representation demonstrates that the landowner
is willing and actively participating in the Local Plan
process and has an intention to see the site developed
in the short term.The site can therefore be considered
readily available.

The above site review sets out that the site is a
sustainable and deliverable location for residential
development. It is also noted that the housing target
currently set should be increased and emphasis put
on the fact that the target should be viewed as a
minimum.

In the context of the current demand for housing and
the required provision for the district over the plan
period, it is considered that this site is appropriate for
allocation for residential development in the emerging
County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This report has been prepared by Maria Ferguson
Planning Ltd on behalf of Mr P Allison, in response to

3030Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteDurham County Council’s consultation on the County
Durham Plan: Preferred Options (2018 - CDPPO). suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasThe representations are provided in the context of the
consultee’s proposals for developments at Bishop
Auckland, including:

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

 A housing development to the north west of Bishop
Auckland (see site plan 1), close to the existing housing

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

commitments identified at Etherley Moor. This report Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.is submitted simultaneously with an application for

pre-application advice in respect of the development
accompanied by a feasibility report undertaken by
Napper Architects.

A small development of up to 10 houses at Etherley
Lane next to proposed allocation H/27 (Etherley Depot).
 A planning application is being prepared, and
favourable pre-application responses have been
received. (see site plan

2).  Adjacent allocations would enable better continuity
between the sites and increase the prospects of
delivery.

The remainder of the report is structured as follows:

• Section 2 – describes the site and the proposed
development;
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• Section 3 – explains how the proposed
development would support the delivery of the
vision and objectives of the County Durham Plan;

• Section 4 – provides detailed response to the
County Durham Plan and its evidence base; and

• Section 5 – draws together the conclusions 

THE SITES AND PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS

Site 1 (Primrose Villas) comprises around 2.6ha of
agricultural land to the north west side of Bishop
Auckland, north of Etherley Moor and Etherley Dene.
The site is close to housing commitments identified
at Etherley Moor. The site is generally flat and in
improved condition having been actively farmed. Earlier
in the year a new access was created to allow larger
vehicles to enter the site enabling farming activities
and it would be proposed to access the site in this
broad location.

The site could provide:

    Up to 60 new homes

    Open space and landscaping

    Contributions where necessary and viable

There are no physical or practical constraints to the
development. The site is attractive to the market and
therefore has a high chance of delivery. The site is
owned by the consultee and can be delivered early in
the plan period.

The site is well contained by existing boundaries and
safe and satisfactory access can be achieved without
the need for third party land.

Site 2: Etherley Lane is a site of around 0.4ha located
adjoining and to the west of Etherley Lane depot
(proposed allocation H/27).  It is proposed to submit a
planning application in respect of the site and some of
the work, including pre-application discussions, has
already been undertaken.

There are a number of reasons, practical and
economic, why an allocation would assist the delivery
of both the proposed allocation and the existing draft
allocation H/27.

A very small section of the site forms part of a much
bigger allocation surviving in the former Wear Valley
District Local Plan (Policy RL6) and while this is a
consideration the land to the west and north remain
accessible and the proposed development would not
adversely affect this.
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The site is also identified as being former landfill and
accordingly a PERA has been carried out.  A copy can
be provided on request but in summary there are no
reasons why the site cannot be developed.  A number
of trees on the site have been surveyed and it is
possible to retain and protect them during the course
of and development there.  A draft site layout
accompanies these representations.

Policy 5 –  Housing allocations –  questions 10 &
11

Insufficient housing is allocated to Bishop Auckland.
 It is one of the largest towns in the County with
significant areas of employment, shops, services and
schools. The large commitment at Etherley Moor
recognised, although this leaves a dearth of smaller
sites which can come forward quickly and easily,
increasing the risk of non- delivery. This is contrary to
guidance in NPPF and would result in limited choice
for the large population of existing and future residents
of the town.

There are more houses allocated to the towns of Crook
(350), Willington (200) and Consett (830) none of which
benefit from the range of services including secondary
education, range of employment sites and town centre
offering as Bishop Auckland which has been allocated
135 new homes.

It is not understood why an allocation is made at Bracks
Farm (H/29) for 29 houses when this site is much more
poorly related to the town than other more central sites.

An allocation for 50 -60 dwellings should be made at
our client’s site at Primrose Villas (site 1), which is
located close to the housing commitment at Etherley
Moor, and all local amenities, the school and
employment areas.The site is well enclosed and would
form a natural and logical extension to well established
and popular residential areas of the town.

 An allocation of up to 10 houses at our client’s site at
Etherley Lane should be made, (site 2) which would
tie in with the adjacent allocation for 10 houses on the
former depot, improve certainty to both owners /
developers, increasing the prospects of delivery and
potential viability of both sites.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The economy, future growth and existing residents and
businesses in Bishop Auckland require room to grow
and there is insufficient land allocated for housing
development to enable this. Too great an emphasis
is placed on existing commitments there, increasing
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risk of non-delivery and reducing choice to developers
(particularly smaller scale developers) and future
residents.   A greater number of houses should be
allocated to Bishop Auckland, and these should be in
locations closest to the town’s amenities and services.

It is therefore submitted within these representations
that a proportion of the housing allocated within the
Green Belt of Durham and within some of the other
smaller and former coalfield towns is allocated to
Bishop Auckland and smaller villages.

The attached sites, sites 1 and 2 on the plans attached
are therefore proposed for allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability

2859Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAssessment (SHLAA site reference: 7/SP/443). The
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite is currently classified in the SHLAA as Green

however, “Not Currently Achievable.” of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsA summary of the Council’s assessment of the site is

as follows: consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The site is adjacent to compatible uses; in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site     Urban edge site surrounded by new development;
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

     Ecology survey and mitigation required;

     Outwith Flood zone;

     Potential contamination risk;

     Linked to existing built form/settlement;

     Good access to services and transport links;

     No open space constraints;

     No heritage issues;

Our Client agrees with the Green classification of the
site but contests the Council’s assertion that the site
is “Not Currently Achievable” and considers that the
allocation of the site would offer a logical extension to
the settlement and is deliverable in the short term.

Assessment

The Site is considered to be in a sustainable location
for new residential development having good access
to the A688 and easily accessible by public transport
(stops located 30m to the nearest bus stop), provides
regular bus services to local settlements as well as
larger towns such as Bishop Auckland.

The site is well contained on all sides by its existing
boundaries, particularly to the north, south and west
where is adjoins existing new build residential
development known as Whitworth Park.  Indeed, the
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site itself forms part of the original allocation for
Whitworth Park (Sedgefield Borough Local Plan 1996).
The eastern boundary is contained by existing highway
Carr Street.

Despite the comments within the updated SHLAA, our
Client considers that the site, subject to design,
technical evaluation and suitable mitigation is suitable,
available and achievable for residential development
within the plan period.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of approximately 80no. dwellings.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction

We have been instructed on behalf of Mr S Gregson
(‘our Client’), to make the following representations to

2632Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe County Durham Preferred Options (June / July
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has2018), the (‘Consultation Document’). The
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsrepresentations have been prepared in respect of land

at Linton House, South Hetton DH6 2SY. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Clients ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

Positively prepared;

Justified;

Effective; and

Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
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to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non-strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

Background

Our Client owns approximately 1.53ha of land to the
east of South Hetton. The land in its present form is
an open field which is utilised for agricultural purposes.

The site has previously been promoted through the
County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, site reference: 5/SO/15. Comments have
previously been made at preceding stages of the
County Durham Plan preparation on behalf of our
Clients.

Our Client, Mr Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land at east of South Hetton is free
from known constraints which would prevent
development and it can be demonstrated that the land
proposed for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the plan
period.

Site Location, Description and Constraints

Our Client owns approximately 1.534ha of land, which
is located at Linton House, east of South Hetton DH6
2SY. The land in its present form is open countryside,
but lies immediately adjacent to existing residential
development to the north and south.

The local character of the site is both rural and
residential and the site is well contained and screened
by residential development and surrounding vegetation.
It is bounded:

To the north by residential development;

To the south by hedgerow and treeline, agricultural
land beyond;

To the west by residential garden and allotments; and

To the east by residential development and A182

Site access is achievable directly from A182, to the
east of the site.
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It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of 40no. dwellings.

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
the extent of the site boundaries of land within our 

Client’s ownership.

The land subject to this representation (‘the site’) is
located to the west of Linton House, east of the
settlement of South Hetton DH6 2SY. The site
comprises 1.53ha of land, which is currently utilised
for agricultural purposes.

The site’s local character is both rural and residential
and the site is well contained and screened by
residential development and surrounding vegetation.
It is bounded:

To the north by residential development;

To the south by hedgerow and treeline, agricultural
land beyond;

To the west by residential garden and allotments;
and

To the east by residential development and A182

Site access is achievable directly from A182, to the
east of the site.

The updated County Durham Plan SHLAA (2018) has
identified the site as reference. 5/SO/15, with an amber
classification. A summary of the Councils assessment
is as follows:

Site access is suitable off the A182 and the junction
sight visibility splays will need to be supported by
vehicle speed survey evidence;

The urban edge incursion into open countryside is
unlikely to have a significant landscape and visual
effects although compounding the sprawling linear form
of South Hetton;

Necessary ecological assessments will be required,
unless the site is allocated in the Plan which meets the
Habitat Regulations;

Given the size of the site, the extent of archaeological
features will need to be assessed through geophysical
survey and evaluation;

The  site  lies  within  the  6km  buffer  zine  of  a
‘Special  Conservation Area’  and/or  ‘Special
Protection Area’.

The CDP Settlement Study 2018 provides an
understanding of the number and range of services
available within settlements within the County. The
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study identified that the settlement of South Hetton
scores relatively well in the assessment (33.9) in that
it provides a number of services and facilities, indicating
that the site would be a sustainable location for new
residential development. The settlements of Seaham,
Sunderland and Durham are also easily accessible
and provide a further range of services, facilities and
employment opportunities.

Assessment

The site is deemed a sustainable location for new
residential development having good access to the
A19 and easily accessible by public transport (stops
located on the eastern boundary of the site), provides
regular bus services to Durham, Seaham, Sunderland,
Peterlee and Marina.

The  site  is  well  contained  by  its  existing
 boundaries, particularly to  the  north  and  east  and
 the development of the site would not result in the
coalescence of neighbouring settlements.

The SHLAA assessment has identified that a suitable
form of access can be achieved directly from A182,
provided suitable visibility splays can be evidenced,
strengthening the site’s deliverability.

It is  considered that  if  developed, the site could have
an  estimated yield of  approximately 40no. dwellings
 and  has the capability to  be  developed  in  isolation 
from  any  other  land  or  third  party cooperation which
also strengthens the deliverability of the site.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

Summary

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan
–Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s land.

Our Client, Mr S Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land at Linton House, South Hetton
is free from known constraints which would prevent
development and it can be demonstrated that the land
proposed for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the plan
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period and would assist in meeting the Councils
Objectively Assessed Need.

The LPA has assessed the site within the latest
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment, and
it has been acknowledged by the LPA that the
development of the site for residential use is unlikely
to have a significant landscape/ visual impact.
Furthermore, the site is within a sustainable location
and can easily access neighbouring settlements of
Durham, Seaham, Sunderland and Peterlee which
providing a range of services, facilities and employment
opportunities.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 5/SO/15) is considered for allocation
within the next stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction

We have been instructed on behalf of Mr S Gregson
(‘our Client’), to make the following representations to

2600Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe County Durham Preferred Options (June/July
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has2018), the (‘Consultation Document’). The
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsrepresentations have been prepared in respect of two

individual parcels of land at Seaton. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the

Plan. Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found
“sound” it should be:

Positively prepared;

Justified;

Effective; and

Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
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otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non-strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

Background

Our Client owns two parcels of land at Seaton, one to
the north of Seaton Lane, and the second, at Seaton
West Farm. Both parcels of land are currently utilised
for agricultural purposes and can be seen at Appendix
A.

The sites have both previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, site references: 5/SE/26 and 5/SE/29.
 Comments have previously been made at preceding
stages of the County Durham Plan preparation on
behalf of our Client.

Our Client, Mr Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the identified parcels of land at Seaton
are free from known constraints which would prevent
development and it can be demonstrated that the land
proposed for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the plan
period.

Site Location, Description and Constraints

Our Client owns two parcels of land at Seaton.The fist
site (Site A) is located to the north of Seaton Lane, to
the north; the second site (Site) is located at Seaton
West Farm, to the south west of Seaton. Site A
amounts to approximately 3.970ha and site B amounts
to approximately 2.369ha.

The site’s local character is both rural and residential
and the site is well contained and screened by
residential development and surrounding vegetation.

Further details of the sites can be found within the
response to Question 11.

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
the extent of the site boundaries of land within our
Client’s ownership.

There are two parcels of land subject to these
representations; site A which is located to the north of
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Seaton Lane, to the north of the settlement and site B,
which is located at Seaton West Farm, to the south
west of Seaton. Site A amounts to approximately
3.970ha and site B amounting to 2.369ha. The two
sites are currently utilised for agricultural purposes.

The local character of the two sites is both rural and
residential and the sites are well contained and
screened by residential development and surrounding
vegetation.

Site A:

Site A is bounded:

To the north by the former railway line and A19;

To the south by residential development;

To the west by residential development; and

To the east by A1018 and A19 highway network.

Site access is achievable directly from The Meadows,
to the west of the site.

The site has previously been identified as housing land
Reference ST2.

The updated County Durham Plan SHLAA (2018) has
identified the site as Reference 5/SE/26, with an amber
classification. A summary of the Councils assessment
is as follows:

The site is adjacent to compatible uses, including
residential;

The site extends the built up area of Seaton into open
countryside;

Seaton is in a cluster of settlements alongside Seaham
which is defined as a ‘Main Town’ in the County
Durham Settlement Study with very good access to
facilities and services. Localised improvements to bus
services and public footpaths are desirable;

The existing Gateway entrance arrangement into
Seaton on B1404 would need to be improved,
alongside other highway and pedestrian / cycle access;

The scale bears no relationship to the adjoining
settlements. Its’ development would have significant
and unacceptable landscape impacts;

Due  to  surrounding designations, further  ecological
assessment is  required  to  ascertain if mitigation is
necessary related to recreational impact/habitat
disturbance;

Archaeological evaluation will be required should the
site be the subject of a future development proposal;
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The site is relatively level with no obvious barriers to
development.

Assessment

The site is deemed a sustainable location for new
residential development having good access to the
A19 and easily accessible by public transport (stops
located on the southern boundary of the site), providing
regular bus  services to  a  number of neighbouring
settlements such as  Sunderland and Houghton le
Spring  

The site is physically contained by its existing
boundaries of residential development, A19 and former
railway and although the development of the site would
extend the settlement to the north, it would result in a
logical extension which would be physically contained.
Furthermore, the development would not result in the
coalescence of neighbouring settlements.

The site can achieve a suitable form of access directly
off the nearest adopted highway, The Meadows, to the
west which strengthens the deliverability of the site.

It is  considered that  if  developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of  approximately 92no. dwellings
 and  has  the capability to  be  developed  in  isolation 
from  any  other  land or  third  party cooperation,
further strengthening the deliverability of the site.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

Site B:

Site B is bounded:

To the north by residential development, Seaton
Grove;

To the south by dense woodland;

To the west by the former railway line and
allotments; and

To the east by residential development, Hillrise
Crescent.

Site access can be achievable directly from adopted
highway, Hillrise Crescent, to the east of the site.

The updated County Durham Plan SHLAA (2018) has
identified part of the site as Reference 5/SE/29, with
an amber classification. A summary of the Councils
assessment is as follows:
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The site is adjacent to compatible land uses, including
residential and open countryside;

The site would extends the main built up area of
Seaton;

Access to local services and facilities is nearby in
Seaton, access to wider services is available in
Seaham;

The existing farm access could be adapted to provide
good access to the site but further works will be
required to evidence this;

The site includes a farm complex which is still in use.
Given that the site is already developed, residential
development is likely to have limited impact on the
landscape;

Further works will be required to establish if mitigation
measures are necessary, or the extent of land sterilised
by the flood risk;

Appropriate ecological assessments will be required
given neighbouring designations.

Assessment

The site is deemed a sustainable location for new
residential development having good access to the
A19 and easily accessible by public transport (stops
located on Seaton Lane, to the north), providing regular
bus services to Seaham and Sunderland.

The site is a mixture of undeveloped land and
previously developed land and is well contained by its’
existing boundaries, particularly to the north and east
and the development of the site would not result in the
coalescence of neighbouring settlements.

The SHLAA assessment has identified that a suitable
form of access can be achieved directly from the
existing farm access, subject to evidencing its’
suitability.

It is  considered that  if  developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of  approximately 65no. dwellings
 and  has  the capability to  be  developed  in  isolation 
from  any  other  land or  third  party cooperation,
supporting the site’s deliverability.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.
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We would therefore welcome that the wider site, as
shown on at Appendix A remain within the next rounds
of consultation.

Summary

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –

Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s land.

Our Client, Mr S Gregson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land at Seaton is free from known
constraints which would prevent development and it
can be demonstrated that the land proposed for
inclusion in the Plan is suitable, achievable, and
therefore deliverable within the plan period.

The LPA have assessed both of the sites subject to
this representation within the latest version of the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment and
it is considered that the settlement in conjunction with
the Seaham cluster has very good access to facilities
and services. Furthermore, the site lies within a
sustainable location and can access the neighbouring
key settlements of Durham, Seaham and Sunderland
which provides a range of services, facilities and
employment opportunities.

The proposed use of the two sites for residential
development would be a compatible land use in the
context of the surrounding area.

Although the site to the north would extend the
settlement to the north, it would form a logical extension
to the settlement and the proposed growth would be
physically contained by the former railway and highway
network which would ensure that the development
would not result in the coalescence of any adjacent
settlements. The  development  of  Seaton  West
 Farm  would similarly  not  lead  to  any coalescence
of settlements.

In  addition,  the  site  at  Seaton  West  Farm  is  a
 combination of  greenfield  and  brownfield  land,
development of which would be strongly supported by
the NPPF which identifies at paragraph 118(c) that 
planning policies and  decisions should give 
substantial weight to  the  value of  using suitable
brownfield land within settlements for homes and other
identified needs.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identifications (Ref. 5/SE/26 and 5/SE/29) are
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considered for residential allocation within the next
stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction

We have been instructed on behalf  (‘our Client’), to
make the following representations to the County

2760Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDurham Preferred Options (June/ July 2018), the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has(‘Consultation Document’). The representations have
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsbeen prepared in respect of land at Rose Street,

Trimdon Grange, County Durham. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

             Positively prepared;

             Justified;

             Effective; and

             Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non- strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

We would like to be kept informed and notified about
the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or  amendments, and  would  welcome 
further  discussions with  the  Local  Planning Authority.
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Site Location, Description and Constraints
Our Client, Mr Kemp owns a parcel of land (Appendix
A) on the northern periphery of Trimdon Grange
extending to approximately 3ha of developable land.
The settlement of Trimdon Grange forms part of the
“Trimdon Cluster” in the South East Durham Area.

The site lies immediately north of the existing built form
and is bounded by;

Open countryside to the north;

Open Countryside to the east;

Rose Street to the south;

B1278 to the west.

The site relates well to the existing settlement of
Trimdon Grange; with access to some services and
facilities including public transport.The Trimdon Cluster
within the South East Durham scores 40.6 in the latest
iteration of the Settlement Study 2018 which outs it in
the top 17% with regards to sustainability.

The Site is not subject to any formal heritage or nature
designations.

The Site lies within Flood Zone 1 and is identified as
of low risk. Evidence from Environment Agency maps
also indicate that surface water flooding is low risk on
the Site.

The land benefits from direct access to the B1278,
which bounds the site providing access north to the
A181 which in turn links the site to the A19 (approx.3m
to the east) east towards the A1 (M) (approx.4m to the
west).

The site is located in close proximity (350m) to the
nearest bus stop which provides regular bus services
to the surrounding areas.

It is considered that if developed, the Site could have
an estimated yield of 97no. dwellings.

Our Client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA site reference: 7/TG/309). The
site is currently classified in the SHLAA as Green
however, “Not Currently Achievable.”

A summary of the Council’s assessment of the site is
as follows:

The site is adjacent to compatible uses;

Good access to services and facilities;

Partially brownfield with previous consent for 47
dwellings (7/2012/0092/DM)
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Potential for contamination;

No heritage issues;

Our Client agrees with the Green classification of the
site but contests the Council’s assertion that the site
is “Not Currently Achievable” and considers that the
allocation of the site would offer a logical extension to
the settlement and is deliverable within the plan period.

Assessment
The site is considered to be in a reasonably good
location for new residential development having good
access to major road networks and public transport
(stops located 350m to the nearest bus stop).

The site is partially brownfield with a previous consent
for 47no. residential dwellings. The remainder of the
site offers a logical extension to the settlement.

The site is well contained, particularly to the west and
south where it bounds existing development/highways.
It is considered that the eastern and northern
boundaries could be strengthened with the introduction
of structural planting.

It is noted that the “Outcome of Assessment” contained
within the latest SHLAA update deems the site to be
unachievable due to the perceived viability/marketability
issues of the site die to previous developers
relinquishing their option agreements on the site.

Our Client would oppose this conclusion. There are a
number of reasons why a developer may relinquish an
option agreement not necessarily based upon
marketability/viability. Volume house builders operate
on a return on capital employed (ROCE) model and
so failure to bring an optioned site forward could be
linked to timing, target area or even a product change.
We would suggest that if the site were unviable or
unmarketable at present then this may change in the
future particularly as more organisations enter the
private sale development market and that the site
should not be discounted for this reason.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

Summary
Our Client, Mr J Kemp, broadly supports the
progression of the County Durham Plan (CDP) but has
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instructed representations on elements of the plan that
she considers to be unsound or unclear.

It is considered that the land at Rose Street, Trimdon
Grange (SHLAA ref: 7/TG/309) is free from known
constraints that cannot be suitably mitigated and which
would prevent development and it can be demonstrated
that the land proposed for inclusion in the Plan is
suitable, achievable, and therefore deliverable within
the plan period.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 7/TG/309) remain within the next
stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction

We have been instructed on behalf of (‘our Client’), to
make the following representations to the County

2733Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDurham Preferred Options (June/July 2018), the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has(‘Consultation Document’). The representations have
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsbeen prepared in respect of land east of St. Paul’s

Road, Trimdon Colliery, County Durham. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

Positively prepared;

Justified;

Effective; and

Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.
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The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non- strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

We would like to be kept informed and notified about
the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

Site Location, Description and Constraints

Our Client, owns a parcel of land (Appendix A) on the
eastern edge of Trimdon Colliery extending to
approximately 2ha of developable land.The settlement
of Trimdon Colliery forms part of the “Trimdon Cluster”
in the South East Durham Area.

The site lies immediately north of the existing built form
and is bounded by;

Residential development to the north;

Open Countryside to the east;

Residential development to the south;

Residential development to the west.
The site relates well to the existing settlement of
Trimdon Colliery; with access to some services and
facilities including public transport. Trimdon Colliery
forms part of the “Trimdon Cluster” within the South
East scores 40.6 in the latest iteration of the Settlement
Study 2018 which puts it in the top 17% with regards
to sustainability.

The site is not subject to any formal heritage or nature
designations.
The site lies within Flood Zone 1 and is identified as
of low risk. Evidence from Environment Agency maps
also indicate that surface water flooding is low risk on
the Site.

Access to the site is currently gained via St. Paul’s
Street to the south of the site. Beyond St. Paul’s Street
there is access to the wider road network including the
A181 which links this area of South East Durham with
the key arterial trunk roads (A19 & A1).

The site is located in close proximity (250m) to the
nearest bus stop which provides regular bus services
to the surrounding areas.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of 65no. dwellings.
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Our Client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA site reference: 7/TC/127). The
site is currently classified in the SHLAA as Amber
“Unachievable.”

A summary of the Council’s assessment of the site is
as follows:

The site is adjacent to compatible uses;

Edge of settlement, bound by existing residential use
on three sides;

Good access to services and facilities;

Potential access constraint;

No flood risk

Potential contamination- further investigation required.

Our Client agrees with the Green classification of the
site but contests the Council’s assertion that the site
is “Not Currently Achievable” and considers that the
allocation of the site would offer a logical extension to
the settlement and is deliverable within the plan period.

Assessment

The site is considered to be in a reasonably good
location for new residential development having good
access to major road networks and public transport
(250m to the nearest bus stop).

The site is well contained, particularly to the north,
south and west where it bounds existing
development/highways. It is considered that the eastern
could be strengthened with the introduction of structural
planting.

The site has numerous options for access which do
involve third party land however it is considered that
given the range of access options available it is likely
that access will be achieved by commercial agreement
without significantly affecting the commercial viability
of the site.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

Summary

Our Client, Mr J Kemp, broadly supports the
progression of the County Durham Plan (CDP) but has
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instructed representations on elements of the plan that
she considers to be unsound or unclear.

It is considered that the land east of St. Paul’s Road
Trimdon Colliery (SHLAA ref: 7/TC/127) is free from
known constraints that cannot be suitably mitigated
and which would prevent development and it can be
demonstrated that the land proposed for inclusion in
the Plan is suitable, achievable, and therefore
deliverable within the plan period.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 7/TC/127) remain within the next
stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Housing Refs  2/OU/07 & 2/OU/02

1.0 Introduction

2896Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
1.1 We have been instructed on behalf of Messrs
Johnson (‘our Client’), to make the following

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsrepresentations to the County Durham Preferred
consultation responses which have been received..Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedDocument’). The representations have been prepared
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘in respect of land north of Ouston, Chester-le-Street

DH2 1TP. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out
our Client’s response to the text and policies of the
Preferred Options and other documents within the
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to
the future development potential of land within our
Clients ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

1.3 The representations have been prepared having
regard to the documents contained within the
supporting Evidence Library and assessed against the
compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018)
(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found "sound"
it should be:

•   Positively prepared;
•   Justified;
•   Effective; and
•   Consistent with national policy.

1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
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documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)
requires Local Plans to set out strategic and
non-strategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
(2018) within the consultation period, assumption is
made regarding whether the policies referred to are
strategic or non-strategic.

1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

1.7 Please use the contact details provided

2.0 Site Location, Description and Constraints

2.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located to the north of Ouston, Chester-Le-Street
DH2 1TP.

T2.2 he site comprises a two adjoining parcels of land
which amount to approximately 16ha of land which are
currently utilised for agricultural purposes.

2.3 The site and surrounding area is primarily
residential and rural in character. The site is bound:

•   To the north by an unnamed road and
agricultural land beyond;

•   To the south by residential development and
woodland;

•   To the east by an unnamed road and
agricultural land beyond; and

•   To the west by Baytree Terrace and agricultural
land beyond.

2.4 The site to the east has an existing form of access
on the northern boundary, the site to the west also
benefits from an existing point of access to the north
west of the site, off Baytree Terrace. .

2.5 It is considered that if developed, the wider site
could have an estimated yield of 350no. dwellings,

2.6 The combination of sites have previously been
promoted through the County Durham Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (November
2016) and has been identified as site references.
2/OU/07 and 2/OU/02. Comments have previously
been made at preceding stages of the County Durham
Plan preparation on behalf of our Clients.

2.7 Our Clients, Messrs Johnson, generally supports
the development of the County Durham Plan (CDP).
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It is considered that the land located north of Ouston
is free from known constraints which would prevent
development and it can be demonstrated that the land
proposed for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the plan
period.

3.0 Representations to the Preferred Options

3.1 The following representations are been made to
the content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred
Options (2018), forms have been completed and
submitted to the Council with respect to the relevant
paragraph, policy or Evidence Base document.

3.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
each question in the Preferred Options document in
turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

3.45 Please see at Appendix A for site location plan
and extent of the site boundaries of land within our

2978Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteClient’s ownership. The land subject to this
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessrepresentation (‘the site’) is located to the north of
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasOuston, Chester-le-Street. The site comprises two
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsadjoining parcels of land and amounts to approximately
consultation responses which have been received..16ha of land which is currently utilised for agricultural

purposes. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘3.46 The Updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has

identified the site as two individual sites; references: The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

2/OU/07 and 2/OU/02. The site to the west (2/OU/07)
has been categorised as ‘red’ and the site to the east
(2/OU/02) as ‘amber’ in the Council’s assessment;
further clarification is sought on the Council’s
assessment of the two sites as there are a number of
inconsistencies in the site assessments. Further
clarification is also sought with respect to the site not
within our Clients ownership, to the east,
reference.2/OU/05 which was assessed with an ‘amber’
classification, despite the site not being contained by
definitive boundaries.

3.47 Assessment

3.48 The site subject to this representation is located
in a relatively sustainable location with accessibility to
existing transport links in the locality which provide
services to Newcastle, Birtley and Chester-le-Street,
providing a range of services, facilities and employment
opportunities for prospective occupiers of the site.
Furthermore, the Ouston cluster scores relatively well
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in the Council’s Settlement Study (2018) with 36.4
points, indicating that the site would be a sustainable
location for new open market residential development.

3.49 The site character is predominantly rural and
residential and the development of the site for
residential would be a compatible land use in the
surrounding context of the area, with residential
development located along the southern boundary.
The site is physically bound by the local highway
network to the north, east, and west, which would
ensure that the development would be physically
contained and would not result in the coalescence of
neighbouring settlements.

3.50 Ouston is an attractive housing market location
and has been identified as one of the ‘Highest Viable
Areas’, in accordance with Map F of the Policies Map.
However, at present it is entirely constrained by the
current boundary of the Green Belt. The wider site
subject to this representation, if released from the
Green Belt would offer the opportunity to extend the
settlement to the north, in a location which is physically
contained by the site boundaries. The development of
the site in principle would broadly be supported with
the Sustainable Development Statement (2) which
identifies that ‘in order to secure balanced
communities development should deliver
economic growth and new job opportunities.
This should be supported by an appropriate
scale and mix of housing which meets
identified need and is located in places
where people wish to live’.
3.51 The development of the wider site can be
achieved in isolation and would not require third party
land or cooperation to come forward in the Plan period
which provides assurance to the LPA that the site is
deliverable.

3.52 We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the Plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

3.53 We therefore would request that our Client’s land
remain in the next round of consultation.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Summary

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –

2997Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessPreferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence

Library with regard to our Client’s land. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

Our Client, Messrs Johnson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

considered that the land north of Ouston is free from in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
known constraints which would prevent development The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
and it can be demonstrated that the land included Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.within the Plan is suitable, achievable, and therefore
deliverable within the plan period.

Ouston is an attractive housing market location and
has been identified as one of the ‘Highest Viable
Areas’, in accordance with Map F of the Policies Map.
However, at present it is entirely constraint by the
current boundary of the Green Belt. It is considered
that if released from the Green Belt, the site would offer
the opportunity to extend the settlement to the north,
in a location which is physically contained by the site
boundaries which would not result in the coalescence
of neighbouring settlements.

It has been demonstrated that the site subject to this
representation is a sustainable and desirable location
for residential development which benefits from good
transport links to services, facilities and employment
opportunities of Newcastle, Birtley and
Chester-le-Street.

It has been evidenced that the site does not meet the
five purposes of the Green Belt and it is therefore
requested that that the boundary be reviewed by the
LPA as part of the emerging Local Plan and the land
within our Clients ownership deleted.

The development of the wider site would assist the
Council in meeting the Objectively Assessed Need for
housing land over the Plan period in a location where
people wish to live.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that the land
within our Clients ownership (site references. 2/OU/07
and 2/OU/02) are deleted from the Green Belt and are
considered for a residential allocation within the next
stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability

2739Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAssessment (SHLAA site reference: 7/SH/126). The
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite is currently classified in the SHLAA as Amber,

“Unsuitable.” of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
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been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

A summary of the Council’s assessment of the site is
as follows:

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe site is adjacent to compatible uses;
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

     Greenfield- Incursion into open countryside; The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

     Good range of services and facilities easily
accessible from the site;

     Potential access via adjacent SHLAA site ref:
7/SH/103 to the south;

     Peripheral landscaping required (Landscape
Improvement Priority Area);

     Potential archaeological impact- survey work
required;

     Poor relationship to the settlement.

Our  Client  contests  the  Council’s  assessment 
concluding  that  the  site  is  “Unsuitable”  and  in
particular the assertion that the site is poorly related
to the settlement.  Our Client considers the site to be
in an urban fringe site, adjacent to a main settlement
and with excellent transport links. Whilst it is edge of
settlement it is a logical extension that is deliverable
in the short term.

Assessment

The site is considered to be in a sustainable location
for new residential development having good access
to main arterial routes and easily accessible by public
transport (stops located 30m to the nearest bus stop),
provides regular bus services to local settlements as
well as larger towns such as Bishop Auckland.

The site is considered to be in a sustainable location
for new residential development having good access
to main arterial routes and easily accessible by public
transport (stops located 30m to the nearest bus stop),
provides regular bus services to local settlements as
well as larger towns such as Bishop Auckland.

The site would require some structural landscaping to
the north to create a defined boundary between
development and the open countryside however, it is
clearly defined by existing uses on the east, south and
western boundaries

Despite the comments within the updated SHLAA, our
Client considers that the site, subject to design,
technical evaluation and suitable mitigation is suitable,
available and achievable for residential development
within the plan period.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of approximately 200no. dwellings.
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We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Location: Land at Medomsley

Size: circa 5 acres

3105Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
This site has previously achieved planning permission,
with it being an allocated site on the preferred plan and
is deliverable in 1-5 years according to the SHLAA.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..This site is sustainable, including a means of travel

other than the private car, there are bus stops nearby. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘This site remains available and it can be brought

forward. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.It will be an effective use of land as the site is re-using

land and buildings that have been previously
developed, thus redeveloping and regenerating the
area

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

For reference, please find attached a plan showing the
particular area of land in question. The red line area

2650Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitewas previously presented under the SHLAA (site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness2/SA/20) and was awarded amber status. The blue
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasarea is owned by the Council and was previously
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsallocated for housing under the previous emerging
consultation responses which have been received..Local Plan (Housing Site 34). It too was awarded

amber status at the time, on identical grounds. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Since allocation in the previous emerging plan, the

Council have withdrawn the allocation on Highways The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

grounds. We have not withdrawn our representation
of the red line site. We are currently undertaking
Highways assessments and we believe that the
Highways issues can be rectified along our red line
access, subject to minor road adjustments and a
reduction of speed limit to 30mph.

We are aware that Durham Highways Department have
assessed access on the Council’s previous allocation
and deemed it to be unsafe, However, they have NOT
yet assessed our access via the red line area. It is on
this basis that we wish to continue with the
representation of our red line area for development to
residential use.

On a second note, I have seen that the area in question
has been allocated as a Landscape Conservation Area
at the northern end and as a Landscape Improvement
Area to the south. We believe that this area has very
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limited biodiversity and landscape value and would like
to propose that the landscape improvements are
considered as part of a residential development
proposal.

I note that the Council have not updated the Preferred
Options with regards to the Sniperley Development
proposal. Under the new NPPF, it is required that ALL
other reasonable housing sites (section 136) outside
the Green Belt are considered and exhausted prior to
Green Belt being released for Development. The
Preferred Options Plan has not adequately justified
release of such a large area of Green Belt, and have
not suitably considered all potential sites in the SHLAA.

Our site was allocated as Amber under the SHLAA
and without any legitimate reason why the neighbouring
site was allocated for housing, whilst ours was not. In
addition to that, there has been no further examination
of Highways matters across both ownerships.

I therefore make the following comments on the
Preferred Options Plan:

1 The Council has not examined fully all other
reasonable options to justify developing in the
existing Green Belt.

2 The Plan seeks to protect areas of limited
Landscape Value therefore preventing
sustainable development in the future of outlying
settlements.

3 The Plan seeks to develop Durham County
Council in a Durham City centric focus as
opposed to encouraging sustainable development
across the County in the other village
settlements.

4 Paragraphs 136-138 of the new NPPF have not
been adhered to in full, with limited justification
of why it is necessary to release such a large
area of Green Belt to develop houses in an over
populated area of the County, which also requires
the creation of a northern and western relief road.

The Preferred Options plan in the Durham City and
surrounding area is undeliverable in the short term and
requires significant infrastructure investment to be
implemented to work. It will be both chaotic and
unreasonable to use this area of Green Belt for the
proposed development. Outlying settlements that are
self-sufficient for education and services should first
be exhausted prior to release of the Green Belt.

As a result of the above, I would like to request a
meeting with the Local Plan development team and
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the Highways Officers in order to consider our site
more closely.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land to the South of the Rowans, Pittington Road,
Rainton Gate put forward for consideration in the
SHLAA.  Considered suitable for 4 dwellings.

2909Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site is currently located within the Green Belt. A

separate case has been made for the removal of the
land from the Green Belt.

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land to the South of the Rowans, Pittington Road,
Rainton Gate put forward for inclusion within the
SHLAA and is considered suitable for 65 dwellings.

2898Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site is currently located within the Green Belt. A

separate case has been made for the removal of the
land from the Green Belt.

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Representation to the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options 2018

3066Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteIntroduction
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

On behalf of our client, CAS Trust, we hereby submit
the following written representations to the County
Durham Plan
Preferred Options 2018 in respect of the DurhamGate
Site in Spennymoor.

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteThe site comprises two parcels of land. The parcel to

the south has outline consent for 376 new homes,
offices, retail
and community facilities, including a health centre and
public house (planning reference: 7/2008/0488/DM
amended by
planning reference: DM/15/02341/VOC). Since
permission was granted, site wide enabling highways
and infrastructure
works have been delivered as well as landscaping
works. Reserved matters have been approved for:
• Livin office building (7/2010/0201/DM)
• Marstons public house (7/2010/0263/DM)
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• Yuill Homes 66 dwellings (7/2011/0409/DM)
• Taylor Wimpey 30 dwellings (7/2013/0309/DM)
• Taylor Wimpey 70 dwellings (7/2011/0230/DM)
• Residential Self Builds 7 dwellings (7/2011/0025/DM
and DM/14/001877/RM)
• Eve Lane 23 dwellings (DM/15/00060/RM)
• Taylor Wimpey and CAST 131 dwellings
(DM/15/02911/RM)

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Whilst significant progress has been made, this
southern parcel of DurhamGate is not fully built out
and reserved matters
applications have not yet come forward for all plots
within the parcel.

The parcel of land to the north, was formerly known
as Wellsprings and previously had consent for a
business village
development (planning reference: 7/2006/0739/DM).
In tandem with this application, a separate detailed
application
was submitted and approved for the first twelve units
to the entrance (planning reference: 7/2006/0738/DM)
which has
been implemented via partial construction of the first
10 units to the entrance of the site. The units were
never
completed due to the economic downturn and the lack
of demand for such floorspace plus the insolvency of
the previous
developer. In September 2009, Reserved Matters
approval was granted for the remaining part of the site
(planning
reference: 7/2009/0142/DM) however, this permission
was never implemented and expired.
More recently, under planning reference:
DM/17/01267/FPA, approval was granted for external
faced works to the
existing units.

The site is shown on the Policies Map 28. The area to
the east of Arlington Way is allocated for employment
use (Class
B1, B2 and B8) as is the northern part of the site.

The southern part of the site is not allocated in the draft
plan, however, despite significant progress, this area
has not
yet been fully developed and we would therefore
request that the site is appropriately allocated in line
with the proposed
uses and the existing consent, which are set out in the
indicative masterplan shown at Appendix 1.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In order to remedy the objections raised in relation to
Policy 5 Question 10 and ensure that the housing

2502Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siterequirement for the County can be met in full without
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe need to release land from the Green Belt it is
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasrequested that the Council allocate land south of
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsSudburn Avenue, Staindrop for housing development

– see Figure 1. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedSite and Surroundings
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

The land south of Sudburn Avenue lies on the south
side of Staindrop and east of Cleatlam Lane. It extends

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.to approx. 1.9 ha (gross) and is flat. It lies adjacent to

the existing built from of Staindrop being bounded to
the north by housing development, to the west by a
small business park and to the south east by farmland.
The majority of the site is currently included within the
adopted development Limits of Staindrop as shown on
Figure 1 but not allocated for any particular use- See
Figure 2.

The site lies in Flood Zone 1. It is not at risk of flooding
and is also not identified as being of any specific
biodiversity, heritage or landscape importance. It is
sufficiently removed from the Conservation Area to
ensure that any development will not impact on the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area.
Access to the site will be via a new access road from
Cleatlam Lane along the southern boundary.

The site has been the subject of Pre-Application
enquiries on two separate occasions and Figure 2
shows how the site could be developed for housing
taking into account the issues and views raised by
officers in their pre-app responses. An outline planning
application for housing development on this site is
shortly to be submitted to the County Council.

Staindrop is sustainable local settlement with a range
of shops, services, community facilities, a school and
employment opportunities. The land south of Sudburn
Avenue is accessible to all these by foot and cycle.
The larger, ‘higher order’ settlements of Durham City,
Bishop Auckland and Barnard Castle are available by
regular and frequent bus services, with bus stops a
short walk from the site.

Suitability for development

Overall it is considered that the land edged red on
Figure 1 would be suitable location for new housing
development, delivering a sustainable form of
development in a logical and deliverable location within
the existing built from of Staindrop. Allocation of this
site for housing development in addition to or as a
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partial alternative to the release of Green belt Land
would be justified, effective, accord with national
planning guidance and demonstrate that the plan has
been positively prepared. We therefore request that it
be allocated for housing development in Policy 5.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
extent of the site boundaries of land within our

2540Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteownership.The land subject to this representation (‘the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite’) is located within the settlement of Beamish village.
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasThe site comprises a residential dwelling and garden,
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsa separate paddock with stabling and two access points
consultation responses which have been received..totally approximately 1.8ha.  It is considered that the
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedsite is partially previously developed land (PDL), it is,

at present in sole residential use. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteAssessment
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.The site subject to this representation is located in a

relatively sustainable location with accessibility to
existing transport links in the locality which provide
services to Newcastle, Birtley and Chester-le- Street,
providing a range of services, facilities and employment
opportunities for prospective occupiers of the site.The
adjacent settlement of Pelton provides a range of
services within walking distance to the site.

The  site  character is  predominantly rural  and
 residential and  the  development of  the  site  for
residential would be a compatible land use in the
surrounding context of the area, with residential
development located along the southern and western
boundaries. The site is physically bound on all four
sides by fixed entities which would prevent any
incursion coalescence of neighbouring settlements.

The site comprises an existing residential dwelling with
garden land alongside a  paddock and existing stabling.
The site is therefore constitutes (in part) previously
developed land (PDL).

Beamish is an extremely attractive housing market
location and has been identified as one of the

‘Highest Viable Areas’, in accordance with Map F of
the Policies Map. However, at present it is entirely
constraint by the current boundary of the Green Belt.
The site subject to this representation, represents the
last parcel of land within the constraints of the village.
If released from the Green Belt the site would not
extend beyond the existing build form and would
remain constrained by physical features on all four
sides. We would therefore submit that the
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development of the site would constitute infill
development.

The development of the site in principle would broadly
be supported with the Sustainable Development
Statement (2) which identifies that ‘in order to secure
balanced communities development should deliver
economic growth and new job opportunities. This
should be supported by an appropriate scale and mix
of housing which meets identified need and is located
in places where people wish to live’.

The development of the site can be achieved in
isolation and would not require third party land or
cooperation to come forward in the Plan period which
provides assurance to the LPA that the site is
deliverable.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the Plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

We therefore would request that our Client’s land
remain in the next round of consultation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client’s, Messrs Harle, owns land at High Shincliffe
and it is considered that their land provide logical and

2770Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesensible sites to be allocated for residential
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessdevelopment. The sites can be considered in two
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasparcels are known as follows; (we also include previous
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsStrategic Housing Land Availability Assessment

(SHLAA), reference numbers for ease of reference): consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified1. Land east of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/HS/11) – Eastern

Parcel
2. Land north of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/BO/09) –
Northern Parcel
(Please see Appendix A for a location plan of the two
sites).

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Both sites are located at High Shincliffe. High Shincliffe
is accessible from the A177 which forms its western
boundary linking to Durham to the northeast and
Bowburn and beyond to the south. The A1 Motorway
is to the east.

With regard to local services, High Shincliffe has
access to a well-regarded primary school, (Church of
England Primary School in the heart of the village), a
recreational park with a playing field with equipment
for young children, a public house, a new coffee shop,
a public telephone box and several bus stops. High
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Shincliffe is served by several bus routes, some to
local villages, and others ranging more regionally. The
village is also linked by several Pubic Rights of Way.
The nearest shops and Post Office
are in Bowburn, about a mile to the south. Broadband
quality is also reasonably good. According to the
Settlement Study (2018), the settlement scored 10.1,
however, is a highly desirable place to live which
affords significant market interest.

The village is made up of a mixture of detached and
semi-detached properties, all of which are a maximum
of two storeys in height. It is therefore considered a
sustainable settlement to accommodate future growth.

Land north of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/BO/09) – Northern
Parcel

The site is located to the north of High Shincliffe, north
of Whitwell Acres and is approximately 3.5 hectares
in size.

The site is relatively flat in topography although slopes
gently down to the east.The site is bounded by a small
woodland (used by the public to the west) and is also
bounded by existing trees to the north and east. Again,
this site is well contained and very much separated
from the rest of the open countryside.

Due to the site being well contained, it is again
considered that future development of this site would
not lead to an adverse intrusion into the open
countryside.

The site also has existing access points off Whitwell
Acres and is considered to be a suitable, available,
achievable and deliverable site for future residential
development.

When reviewing the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) from 2018, the evidence base
document states the following in respect of the two
sites:

Land north of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/BO/09) – “The site
is located in the Green Belt and would have an adverse
effect on the open countryside. Development would
be out of character with the size and form of the
settlement. Highways have expressed concerns with
regards to establishing a safe highways access onto
the site, deeming the site unsuitable as it would require
road widening and the provision of new footways.
Ecology have also identified that there would need to
be a substantial buffer to the woodland and habitat
creation as there are badgers present in woodland”.
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Whilst we acknowledge the above SHLAA Assessment
Outcomes, it is considered the highways concerns can
be overcome (please see Appendix B for a Highways
Supporting Statement prepared by Andrew Moseley
Associates) and therefore the only constraint to
bringing these sites forward for development in the
short term is that the two sites are designated Green
Belt. Please see our comments below in respect of the
Green Belt principles and why we consider that the
sites should be deleted from
the Green Belt.

Further to the content of the Highways Supporting
Statement prepared by Andrew Moseley Associates
(Appendix B below), it can be confirmed that details
regarding highways and ecology can be addressed at
the application stage and should not preclude allocation
of these two sites.

Reasons for Deletion from the Green Belt

We fully acknowledge that the Government attaches
great importance to Green Belts.The fundamental aim
of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by
keeping land permanently open; the essential
characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and
their permanence.

Paragraph 134 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
serves five purposes:

1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land.

As set out in the NPPF, local planning authorities with
Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their Local Plans, which set the
framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once
established, Green Belt boundaries should only be
altered in exceptional circumstances, through the
preparation or review of the Local Plan (paragraph 136
of the NPPF).

As the Council is preparing its new Local Plan, this is
the perfect opportunity to establish new Green Belt
boundaries to ensure that the County can meet its
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identified development need and demand during the
Plan period and beyond.

It is considered that the two sites identified above can
both be deleted from the Green Belt as they are both
well contained and neither site has an open character;
they do not perform the five purposes of the Green
Belt.

It is considered that the current Green Belt designation
is both surprising and unusual in respect of the
aforementioned two sites, considering such
designations must have an openness as an essential
characteristic. The existing mature boundaries
surrounding the sites, (and particularly the permanent
nature of the elevated disused railway regarding site
4/HS/11), will prevent unrestricted sprawl.
Consequently there is no likelihood of High Shincliffe
ever merging with the neighbouring settlements such
as Bowburn. We can submit further information with
regard to a Landscape Capacity if deemed appropriate
/ necessary by the Council.

Furthermore, in respect of significant viewpoints, both
to and from the sites, there will be no effects on views
of the Durham UNESCO Castle and Cathedral World
Heritage Site and its context. The removal of the sites
from the Green Belt and potential development from
housing will not have any significant adverse effects
and subsequently the sites provide little contribution
to the preservation of the setting and special character
of Durham as a historic city, as intended by the aims
of the NPPF.

It is therefore considered that neither site meets any
of the five purposes of the Green Belt as development
of the sites would not lead to unrestricted sprawl,
settlements merging, encroach into open countryside,
impact on the setting nor special character of Durham
and the development need cannot be fully met by urban
regeneration only. Nor are there any constraints to
prevent the sites being developed for housing.

The Green Belt status of the sites restrict any current
development potential for sites, however, it is
considered that when considering the sites in detail,
neither site actually complies with the five Green Belt
purposes set out in the NPPF. To meet the identified
shortfall, the council has concluded that the most
sustainable solution requires them to amend the Green
Belt boundary. It is therefore considered that the two
aforementioned sites provide great opportunities to
provide residential development sites at High Shincliffe;
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a sustainable settlement in close proximity to the City
of Durham.

We therefore respectfully request that the two sites
referenced above are deleted from the Green Belt as
part of the emerging Local Plan and that the sites are
identified as future residential allocations to help meet
the housing needs for the County both during (and
post) the Plan period. It is vital that a range and choice
of sites are made available to enable the Council to
meet the development needs and deliver the spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing across County
Durham.

Whilst the consultation document states that some
Neighbourhood Plans may identify further housing
sites, this will not be the case in respect of settlements
tightly bounded by Green Belt, as such, the associated
flexibility associated with delivering development in
areas with Green Belt will be extremely limited.

Notwithstanding this, we fully support paragraph 4.84
of the consultation document which states that the
number of homes identified in this Plan is a target and
not a ceiling and, if housing completions do exceed
this level then this will be reflective of a buoyant
housing market.

We also support the assertion that the site capacity /
yields proposed in the draft Plan are only indicative
and the actual final figures could be lower or higher
depending on the specific circumstances of each site.
They will therefore not be used as a reason for refusing
a future scheme, which otherwise conforms with the
relevant policies in the Plan.

Conclusion

Whilst we agree in principle with the spatial vision and
objectives, we do have concerns regarding some of
the policies throughout the consultation document.

We support Policy 2 where it sets out that the
development targets are minimum targets and should
not be seen as a ceiling to development. It is vital that
the development need is met to meet the proposed
growth aspirations for the County.

However, it is considered that the SHMA should be
updated to ensure that the evidence is fully up to date
to enable the Plan to be found sound.

To provide a greater choice in good quality housing, it
is also considered that additional housing sites should
be identified as part of the Plan. This will also ensure
that the objectively assessed housing needs to meet
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a pro-growth agenda can be met whilst providing
choice and completion to the market.

Furthermore, due to the constraints and limited number
of brownfield sites available, the Council cannot rely
on brownfield sites meeting the development needs.
As such, there will be a need for further consideration
with regard to Greenfield development sites and
amendments to the Green Belt.

As such, to achieve the right development in the right
places, it is considered further consideration should
be given to some of the proposed housing sites in
some of the subareas. We therefore acknowledge that
this is an appropriate time for reviewing Green Belt
boundaries through the development plan, as
exceptional circumstance for allocating Green Belt land
for housing can be justified.

The Central Durham and Durham City subarea is
constrained by Green Belt. We therefore propose that
additional Housings sites are identified and located
within this subarea, which would require any
amendments to the existing Green Belt boundary.

The two additional sites proposed residential
development are ‘Land east of Whitwell Acre’s (Ref
4/HS/11) and ‘ Land north of Whitwell Acres’ (Ref
4/BO/09). Our clients’ land would provide suitable,
deliverable and available sites for residential
development during this Plan period. Please see
Appendix A – Location Plan for further detail. A
Highways Supporting Statement, prepared by Andrew
Moseley Associates, supporting the two sites from a
highways and access perspective is also appended at
Appendix B.

We also seek clarity as to why the Council has not
sought to identify any Safeguarded Land sites as this
is something supported by the Government’s policies
and guidance.

We therefore respectfully request that the Council
reconsider the proposed Housing
Allocations; particularly in respect of land at High
Shinclffe, reconsider allocating Safeguarded Land, and
to allocate our client’s land for residential development
to meet the identified housing need for the County.

Our client would like to work closely and in partnership
with the Council to support and help deliver sustainable
development in Durham.We therefore request that the
Council assesses the site for development, taking into
account our comments above. We would be pleased
if the comments in the letter are taken into account
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during the preparation of the Local Plan and we would
ask that we are kept informed of all future consultations
during the Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client’s, Messrs Harle, owns land at High Shincliffe
and it is considered that their land provide logical and

2675Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitesensible sites to be allocated for residential
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessdevelopment. The sites can be considered in two
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasparcels are known as follows; (we also include previous
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsStrategic Housing Land Availability Assessment

(SHLAA), reference numbers for ease of reference): consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified1. Land east of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/HS/11) – Eastern

Parcel
2. Land north of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/BO/09) –
Northern Parcel
(Please see Appendix A for a location plan of the two
sites).

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Both sites are located at High Shincliffe. High Shincliffe
is accessible from the A177 which forms its western
boundary linking to Durham to the northeast and
Bowburn and beyond to the south. The A1 Motorway
is to the east.

With regard to local services, High Shincliffe has
access to a well-regarded primary school, (Church of
England Primary School in the heart of the village), a
recreational park with a playing field with equipment
for young children, a public house, a new coffee shop,
a public telephone box and several bus stops. High
Shincliffe is served by several bus routes, some to
local villages, and others ranging more regionally. The
village is also linked by several Pubic Rights of Way.
The nearest shops and Post Office
are in Bowburn, about a mile to the south. Broadband
quality is also reasonably good. According to the
Settlement Study (2018), the settlement scored 10.1,
however, is a highly desirable place to live which
affords significant market interest.

The village is made up of a mixture of detached and
semi-detached properties, all of which are a maximum
of two storeys in height. It is therefore considered a
sustainable settlement to accommodate future growth.

Land east of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/HS/11) – Eastern
Parcel

The site consists of approximately 3.7 hectares of
agricultural land on the eastern edge of the village of
High Shincliffe. It is ‘dog-legged’ in shape and
predominantly used as arable farmland but includes
grassland, which used to be the old Wagon Way.
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The site is relatively flat in topography albeit slopes
gently down towards the north. It is well contained by
an elevated disused railway line, (Leamside Line) to
the east / southeast and a substantial tree belt /
woodland along the north, east and southeast.
Furthermore, the site is also well screened along
Whitwell Acres by existing trees. Existing residential
development lies to the west (Whitwell Acres) and to
the south west (Telford Close). The site is therefore
well contained.

Due to the site being well contained, it does not have
an open character. As such, future development of this
site would not lead to an adverse intrusion into the
open countryside.

The site has existing access points off Whitwell Acres
and is considered to be a suitable, available,
achievable and deliverable site for future residential
development.

When reviewing the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) from 2018, the evidence base
document states the following in respect of the two
sites:

Land east of Whitwell Acres (Ref 4/HS/11) – “The site
is located within the Green Belt. The site is contained
by the Leamside line and as a result development of
the site would provide less of an intrusion into the open
countryside than other sites considered in High
Shincliffe. Highways have identified that new footway
connections would be required, as well as road
widening and other off site highways works. The site
is unsuitable because of the Green Belt and highways
constraints”.

Whilst we acknowledge the above SHLAA Assessment
Outcomes, it is considered the highways concerns can
be overcome (please see Appendix B for a Highways
Supporting Statement prepared by Andrew Moseley
Associates) and therefore the only constraint to
bringing these sites forward for development in the
short term is that the two sites are designated Green
Belt. Please see our comments below in respect of the
Green Belt principles and why we consider that the
sites should be deleted from
the Green Belt.

Further to the content of the Highways Supporting
Statement prepared by Andrew Moseley Associates
(Appendix B below), it can be confirmed that details
regarding highways and ecology can be addressed at
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the application stage and should not preclude allocation
of these two sites.

Reasons for Deletion from the Green Belt

We fully acknowledge that the Government attaches
great importance to Green Belts.The fundamental aim
of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by
keeping land permanently open; the essential
characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and
their permanence.

Paragraph 134 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
serves five purposes:

1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land.

As set out in the NPPF, local planning authorities with
Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their Local Plans, which set the
framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once
established, Green Belt boundaries should only be
altered in exceptional circumstances, through the
preparation or review of the Local Plan (paragraph 136
of the NPPF).

As the Council is preparing its new Local Plan, this is
the perfect opportunity to establish new Green Belt
boundaries to ensure that the County can meet its
identified development need and demand during the
Plan period and beyond.

It is considered that the two sites identified above can
both be deleted from the Green Belt as they are both
well contained and neither site has an open character;
they do not perform the five purposes of the Green
Belt.

It is considered that the current Green Belt designation
is both surprising and unusual in respect of the
aforementioned two sites, considering such
designations must have an openness as an essential
characteristic. The existing mature boundaries
surrounding the sites, (and particularly the permanent
nature of the elevated disused railway regarding site
4/HS/11), will prevent unrestricted sprawl.
Consequently there is no likelihood of High Shincliffe
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ever merging with the neighbouring settlements such
as Bowburn. We can submit further information with
regard to a Landscape Capacity if deemed appropriate
/ necessary by the Council.

Furthermore, in respect of significant viewpoints, both
to and from the sites, there will be no effects on views
of the Durham UNESCO Castle and Cathedral World
Heritage Site and its context. The removal of the sites
from the Green Belt and potential development from
housing will not have any significant adverse effects
and subsequently the sites provide little contribution
to the preservation of the setting and special character
of Durham as a historic city, as intended by the aims
of the NPPF.

It is therefore considered that neither site meets any
of the five purposes of the Green Belt as development
of the sites would not lead to unrestricted sprawl,
settlements merging, encroach into open countryside,
impact on the setting nor special character of Durham
and the development need cannot be fully met by urban
regeneration only. Nor are there any constraints to
prevent the sites being developed for housing.

The Green Belt status of the sites restrict any current
development potential for sites, however, it is
considered that when considering the sites in detail,
neither site actually complies with the five Green Belt
purposes set out in the NPPF. To meet the identified
shortfall, the council has concluded that the most
sustainable solution requires them to amend the Green
Belt boundary. It is therefore considered that the two
aforementioned sites provide great opportunities to
provide residential development sites at High Shincliffe;
a sustainable settlement in close proximity to the City
of Durham.

We therefore respectfully request that the two sites
referenced above are deleted from the Green Belt as
part of the emerging Local Plan and that the sites are
identified as future residential allocations to help meet
the housing needs for the County both during (and
post) the Plan period. It is vital that a range and choice
of sites are made available to enable the Council to
meet the development needs and deliver the spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing across County
Durham.

Whilst the consultation document states that some
Neighbourhood Plans may identify further housing
sites, this will not be the case in respect of settlements
tightly bounded by Green Belt, as such, the associated
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flexibility associated with delivering development in
areas with Green Belt will be extremely limited.

Notwithstanding this, we fully support paragraph 4.84
of the consultation document which states that the
number of homes identified in this Plan is a target and
not a ceiling and, if housing completions do exceed
this level then this will be reflective of a buoyant
housing market.

We also support the assertion that the site capacity /
yields proposed in the draft Plan are only indicative
and the actual final figures could be lower or higher
depending on the specific circumstances of each site.
They will therefore not be used as a reason for refusing
a future scheme, which otherwise conforms with the
relevant policies in the Plan.

Conclusion

Whilst we agree in principle with the spatial vision and
objectives, we do have concerns regarding some of
the policies throughout the consultation document.

We support Policy 2 where it sets out that the
development targets are minimum targets and should
not be seen as a ceiling to development. It is vital that
the development need is met to meet the proposed
growth aspirations for the County.

However, it is considered that the SHMA should be
updated to ensure that the evidence is fully up to date
to enable the Plan to be found sound.

To provide a greater choice in good quality housing, it
is also considered that additional housing sites should
be identified as part of the Plan. This will also ensure
that the objectively assessed housing needs to meet
a pro-growth agenda can be met whilst providing
choice and completion to the market.

Furthermore, due to the constraints and limited number
of brownfield sites available, the Council cannot rely
on brownfield sites meeting the development needs.
As such, there will be a need for further consideration
with regard to Greenfield development sites and
amendments to the Green Belt.

As such, to achieve the right development in the right
places, it is considered further consideration should
be given to some of the proposed housing sites in
some of the subareas. We therefore acknowledge that
this is an appropriate time for reviewing Green Belt
boundaries through the development plan, as
exceptional circumstance for allocating Green Belt land
for housing can be justified.
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The Central Durham and Durham City subarea is
constrained by Green Belt. We therefore propose that
additional Housings sites are identified and located
within this subarea, which would require any
amendments to the existing Green Belt boundary.

The two additional sites proposed residential
development are ‘Land east of Whitwell Acre’s (Ref
4/HS/11) and ‘ Land north of Whitwell Acres’ (Ref
4/BO/09). Our clients’ land would provide suitable,
deliverable and available sites for residential
development during this Plan period. Please see
Appendix A – Location Plan for further detail. A
Highways Supporting Statement, prepared by Andrew
Moseley Associates, supporting the two sites from a
highways and access perspective is also appended at
Appendix B.

We also seek clarity as to why the Council has not
sought to identify any Safeguarded Land sites as this
is something supported by the Government’s policies
and guidance.

We therefore respectfully request that the Council
reconsider the proposed Housing Allocations;
particularly in respect of land at High Shinclffe,
reconsider allocating Safeguarded Land, and to
allocate our client’s land for residential development
to meet the identified housing need for the County.

Our client would like to work closely and in partnership
with the Council to support and help deliver sustainable
development in Durham.We therefore request that the
Council assesses the site for development, taking into
account our comments above. We would be pleased
if the comments in the letter are taken into account
during the preparation of the Local Plan and we would
ask that we are kept informed of all future consultations
during the Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

As set out in our response to “Policy 2 – Quantity of
Housing Development”, there is robust evidence for

2593Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitethe Council to apply an uplift to the proposed housing
requirement. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasAn  increased  housing  requirement  will  require
 additional  sites  to  be  identified  in  the emerging been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..plan to ensure that there is a sufficient housing supply
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedthat includes an appropriate buffer and lapse rate that 
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘can also respond to  potential changes in the future

housing market. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Story  Homes  therefore  consider  that  land  east  of 

Stockton  Road,  Hawthorn  should  be allocated in the
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emerging Plan for approximately 70 homes and that
this should also be reflected in the associated policies
map.  In accordance with paragraph 4.80 of the Plan,
this will also ensure that the principle of development
is established in Hawthorn and that local people are
aware of our development proposals.

 As set out in paragraph 4.85 of the Plan, the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) is the
primary source of potential housing sites to be
considered for subsequent allocation. Our previous
representations to the County Durham Issues and
Options Consultation, in August 2018, clearly identified
the boundary of our site, its relationship to the
settlement and its surroundings and clarified any
potential technical issues that had been flagged in the
previous iteration of the SHLAA. For the avoidance of
doubt, we have summarised key matters below, which
relate to: the site’s current and future use,
transport/highways, landscape, ecology, heritage and
our indicative development proposals.

Current and Future Land Use Summary

Land east of Stockton Road, Hawthorn comprises of
four agricultural fields which are divided by hedgerow.
The field to the north west of the site comprises arable
farmland whereas the three remaining fields to the east
and south form predominantly grazing land. The site
is largely flat with a gentle slope from north to south
and contains a beck which runs laterally across the
southern part of the site before its course runs north
towards a culvert to the north of the village.This green
corridor is enhanced as part of our future
development proposals. Lastly, the site is visually well
contained to the east, south and south west by existing
development in Hawthorn.

Our future development proposals will include
well-designed landscape buffers to the north and
ensure that the most sensitive area of the site to the
south in landscape and heritage terms is safeguarded
from development in perpetuity in our indicative
development proposals.   Future development of the
site would therefore lie within the extent of the existing
 urban  form  of  the  village  and  would  retain  the
 local  landscape  character  of Hawthorn or its
agricultural setting. As the site is bound to the east and
south by existing built settlement and to the west by
Stockton Road (B1432) it is therefore more closely
related with the settlement of Hawthorn than it is with
the wider countryside.

Transport/Highways Summary
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In terms of Site Access, an initial Highways and
Transport Appraisal of the site has been undertaken
by SAJ Transport to inform the potential site access
and accessibility of the site. Our preferred access is
taken off the lane to the north and this is illustrated in
our Site Access Drawing which is appended to this
document at Appendix 1.This shows the two potential
extremities for future access locations and this has
been used a basis for our conceptual layout plans.
There is an existing footpath on the southern side of
the lane to the north which will allow pedestrian access
to the village. In addition, there are footpaths on the
B1432 which would provide access to the bus stops
on the B1432. Further connections will be required to
both the B1432 and the lane to the north in due course.

In terms of accessibility, bus stops on the B1432 which
are located within 400m of the site and are served by
routes 22 and 23. Route 22 runs between Durham to
Sunderland at a 30 minute frequency Monday to
Saturday and an hourly frequency on a Sunday. Route
23 runs between Hartlepool and Sunderland at a 30
minute frequency Monday to Saturday but with no
services on a Sunday. Whilst the village has some
services and facilities including St Michael and All
Angels Parish Church, the Community Centre and
Staplyton Arms Public House, there are a wider range
of services and facilities, including schools, shops,
GPs, etc, available in nearby Easington which are
readily accessible by bus or cycle from the site. The
Dalton Park Outlet, the largest outlet shopping centre
in the North East, is also only c. 3.4km from Hawthorn
and has over 85 stores and food outlets including
names such as Marks and Spencer. There is also a 7
screen cinema located above the restaurant plaza.
This provides access to an extremely wide range of
retail and entertainment facilities. The proximity of
Dalton Park Outlet is an important factor the Council
needs to consider in relation to the potential for
development of the site in Hawthorn as it significantly
differentiates Hawthorn from other villages of a similar
size in the County.

There are also local employment opportunities nearby
with employment uses at the Cold Hesledon Industrial
Estate to the north and in Seaham. Excellent access
to the A19 also enables  sustainable  commuting 
opportunities  to  further  employment  centres
 clustered along the A19 in County Durham.

Landscape Summary
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A review of the site has been undertaken by Pegasus
Environmental. This has considered the likely impact
of residential development in this location on the local
landscape character and views. Although the site lies
beyond the currently defined settlement boundary of
Hawthorn, it does not form part of the wider countryside
as it lies immediately adjacent to the existing built form
of Hawthorn to both its east and south, and to the west
it is bounded by the B1432 Stockton Road. The site is
therefore more closely related with the settlement of
Hawthorn than it is with the countryside that lies to its
north and south.

Whilst it is acknowledged that the medieval field system
in the wider landscape around Hawthorn is one of the
elements which contributes to the character of the site,
it is not considered that this is a primary influence on
the character the site.The site’s primary characteristics
are its relatively open, flat topography, functional
agricultural nature, as identified in the Durham
Landscape Character Assessment, and its proximity
to the existing settlement.

In summary, it is not considered that development of
the site would significantly detract from the landscape.
Ribbons of development have already taken place
along West Lane and Stockton Road, which alongside
the recent Western Park development to the south
west of the site have served to extend the existing
character and influence of Hawthorn beyond its original
centre. Development of the site would lie within the
extent of this existing spread of the village and the local
landscape character of Hawthorn would remain one
of a village set within a wider agricultural landscape,
in close proximity to major road networks.

The development of the site would therefore relate well
to the existing form of development between West
Lane and Stockton Road and would offer a logical
extension and rounding off of the settlement. New
residential development would also be largely screened
in terms of views from the east, south and south west,
by existing development in Hawthorn.

Heritage Summary

There  are  no  designated  heritage  assets  located 
within  the  site;  however,  its  eastern boundary  abuts
 Hawthorn  Conservation  Area  which  is  a
 designated  heritage  asset  of medium significance
and sensitivity. Pegasus Group has undertaken a
Heritage Appraisal which is appended to this document
at Appendix 2.This appraises Hawthorn Conservation
Area and the contribution made by its setting and its
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relationship with our development site. It also includes
an assessment of Listed Buildings within the
Conservation Area. The assessment follows on from
an initial heritage appraisal of the site undertaken to
identify the general principle of development from the
heritage perspective and to identify and key heritage
constraints.

The assessment demonstrates that there is the
possibility that the entire land parcel of the could be
put forward for development; however, in terms of
‘heritage risk’, the southern land parcel represents a
higher risk due to the earthwork in the site and the
possible association with the medieval core of
Hawthorn. Our future development proposals will
ensure that this area is safeguarded from development
in perpetuity.

Pegasus also undertook a comparison of Hawthorn
Conservation Area with other designated Conservation
Area in Durham and concluded that Hawthorn does
not display the typical characteristics of a medieval
settlement in this area.There is no central village green
over which the historic buildings face, nor is there a
medieval church at the centre or focal point within the
settlement. The layout of the village is linear and form
and thus has medieval elements, but it cannot be said
that Hawthorn represents a well-preserved example
of a medieval settlement.The establishment of modern
development directly adjacent to the boundary of a
Conservation Area can be accommodated without
impacting upon the special characteristics of the
Conservation Area.

In summary, the development of the site would change
the character of the land parcels; however, it is an area
which is now physically separated from the historic
core of Hawthorn through the modern development of
St. Michael’s Rise and the housing along West Lane.
Ultimately, the development of the land parcel will not
reduce the legibility or understanding of Hawthorn as
a medieval/post-medieval settlement and therefore the
proposed site has the potential to cause a negligible
level of less than substantial harm.

Ecology Summary

A Phase 1 Habitat Survey has been undertaken by
BSG Ecology. Given the site’s proximity to an existing
SSSI, the Survey assesses the potential local and
wider impacts of developing the site. The Survey
confirms that the site is predominantly comprised by
poor semi-improved grassland used for grazing.Whilst
the Field Survey found that the site has limited potential
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to support protected species, a small number of trees
were identified with the potential to support  roosting 
bats.  As  set  out  above,  the  development  of  the
 site  would  adopt  a landscape-led design approach
which would seek to retain existing Green
Infrastructure.

The survey identifies four SSSIs within the study area,
with the closest being Hawthorn Dene SSSI, located
approximately 450m to the south east at its closest
point. There are three sites of European importance
located within 6km of the site, including the Durham
Coast SAC. Whilst an initial assessment indicates that
no impacts are predicted on designated sites, a
Habitats Regulations Assessment would be completed
as part of any future planning application.

Our development proposals therefore adopt a
landscape-led approach, include high quality amenity
space for existing and prospective residents and
provide Green Infrastructure links through the site.

Conceptual Framework Plan

POD architects have worked alongside our project
team to prepare a conceptual framework plan  which 
is  appended  to  this  document  at  Appendix  3. This 
demonstrates  how  a landscape-led,   low   density 
 and   high   quality   development   scheme   could  
deliver approximately 70 new homes.

This plan has been used as basis for discussions with
Hawthorn Parish Council and will also be included
within our forthcoming public consultation exercise with
local residents. It responds to key constraints and
opportunities and incorporates the following sustainable
design principles:

Safeguarding the southern land parcel to ensure that
it remains undeveloped;

Ensuring   that   the  scheme  is  in  keeping   with
surrounding landscape character;

Providing  low  density  development  that  reflects  the
 rural  vernacular  of  Hawthorn Village

Enhancing the green corridor that intersects the centre
of the site;

Orientating new dwellings in a back-to-back fashion
along the development edge that abuts existing
properties to retain privacy and prevent amenity issues;
and

Retaining existing vegetation, including a landscape
gateway feature and new areas of public open space
throughout the site.
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We consider that  land east of Stockton Road should
be allocated for approximately 70 homes and this
should also be reflected in the policies map. Our
technical work to date and landscape-led masterplan
approach clearly demonstrates how the site can come
forwards and complement Hawthorn and its
surroundings and it has also clarified any potential
technical issues that were previously raised through
the SHLAA process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction2601Question 11

• We have been instructed on behalf of Mr
Hodgson (‘our Client’), to make the following Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessrepresentations to the County Durham Preferred
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasOptions (June/July 2018), the (‘Consultation
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsDocument’). The representations have been
consultation responses which have been received..prepared in respect of land to the north of Moor

Road, Staindrop DL2 3LF. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘• The purpose of these representations is to set

out our Client’s response to the text and policies The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

of the Preferred Options and other documents
within the Council’s evidence base, where they
are relevant to the future development potential
of land within our Clients ownership. Where
relevant they also relate to the maps and key
diagrams which should likewise be amended.

• The representations have been prepared having
regard to the documents contained within the
supporting Evidence Library and assessed
against the compliance of the documents against
paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with respect to
the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35 states
that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

• Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to
relate to paragraphs of the Consultation
Document unless otherwise stated. References
to supporting documentation will include the
relevant reference number from the Evidence
Library or external source where relevant.

• The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)
requires Local Plans to set out strategic and non
strategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
(2018) within the consultation period, assumption
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is made regarding whether the policies referred
to are strategic or non-strategic.

• We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages
of consultation or amendments, and would
welcome further discussions with the Local
Planning Authority.

Site Location, Description and Constraints

• To the north by a dense hedge/ treeline and
agricultural land beyond;

• To the south by Moor Road and residential
development;

• To the west by agricultural land; and
• To the east by residential development.

• The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located to the north of Moor Road (B6279),
Staindrop DL2 3LF.

• The site comprises 2ha of land which is currently
utilised for agricultural purposes.

• The site character is predominantly rural and
residential. The site is well contained and
screened by surrounding vegetation. It is
bounded:

• Site access is achievable directly from Moor
Road, to the south of the site.

• The site has good public transport links to
Barnard Castle, Bishop Auckland and Darlington
on Cleatlam Lane End, to the south of the site.

• It is considered that if developed, the site could
have an estimated yield of 40no. dwellings, based
on 20% open space.

• The site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (November 2016),
although comments have not previously been
made at preceding stages of the County Durham
Plan preparation on behalf of our Clients.

• Our Client, Mr Hodgson, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP).
It is considered that the land at north of Moor
Road is free from known constraints which would
prevent development and it can be demonstrated
that the land proposed for inclusion in the Plan
is suitable, achievable, and therefore deliverable
within the plan period.

Representations to the Preferred Options

• The following representations are been made to
the content of the County Durham Plan –
Preferred Options (2018), forms have been
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completed and submitted to the Council with
respect to the relevant paragraph, policy or
Evidence Base document.

• The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding
to each question in the Preferred Options
document in turn. Where we have no comment
to make at this stage, this has been made clear.

• Please see at Appendix A for site location plan
and extent of the site boundaries of land within
our Client’s ownership. The land subject to this
representation (‘the site’) is located to the north
of Moor Road, to the north west of the settlement
of Staindrop DL2 3LF. The site comprises
approximately 2ha of land which is currently
utilised for agricultural purposes.

• Despite being submitted in previous rounds of
the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, the site does not appear within the
Councils Evidence Base (2018).

• The local character of site is predominantly rural
and residential. Residential development is
located to the east and south of the site and rural
land uses being located to the north and west of
the site.

• There is an existing point of access to the site,
off Moor Road to the south. It is envisaged that
full access for both vehicles and pedestrians will
be gained from this access point.

• It is proposed that the residential development
of the site would be concentrated 3.49 on the
northern part of the site as this area is not located
within the floodplain. Given that the most
southern part of the site falls within flood zones
2 and 3 of the floodplain, it would therefore not
form part of the net developable area. However,
it is anticipated at this stage that the development
of the site will conform to Environment Agency
guidelines.

• Assessment

• The site is a sustainable location in which
the site benefits from good public transport
links to Barnard Castle, Bishop Auckland
and Darlington, off Cleatlam Lane End, to
the south of the site.

• The development of the site would sit
immediately adjacent to the existing
development of Lady Close, to the east and
would not extend beyond the existing
development St Gregory Close to the south.
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The development of the site would not
result in the coalescence of any
neighbouring settlements. As the site is
located on the edge of the existing
settlement of Staindrop, the development
would represent a logical extension of the
settlement to the west.

• In developing the site there is an
opportunity to incorporating a landscaping
buffer along the western boundary of the
site which would both reduce the impact of
the development on the rural area whilst
also improving the gateway into the
settlement from the west.

• It is considered that if developed, the site
could have an estimated yield of
approximately 40no. dwellings on the basis
that 20% of the land is utilised for
landscaping/ open space. The site has the
capability to be developed in isolation from
any other land or third party cooperation
which increases the sites deliverability.

• We strongly consider that the site subject
to this consultation response is
developable, located in a suitable location,
available and also has a strong prospect
of being viably developed in the plan
period. There are no known technical
constraints which would prevent the
development of the site coming forward.

• We therefore would request that our
Client’s land be included as part of the next
rounds of consultation.

• Summary

• This Supporting Statement provides
evidence and sets out
representations to the County
Durham Plan– Preferred Options
(2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s
land.

• Our Client, Mr Hodgson, generally
supports the development of the
County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land west of
Staindrop is free from known
constraints which would prevent
development and it can be
demonstrated that the land proposed
for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
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achievable, and therefore deliverable
within the plan period.

• The site is located on the periphery
of the settlement of Staindrop, an
attractive housing market location. It
has been demonstrated that the site
subject to this representation is a
sustainable and desirable location for
residential development which
benefits from good transport links to
services, facilities and employment
opportunities.

• The development of the site subject
to this representation would assist
the Council in meeting the Objectively
Assessed Need for housing land over
the Plan period in a location where
people wish to live.

• On this basis, our Client strongly
requests that site at Appendix A be
considered for allocation within the
next stages of the Local Plan
process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This submission seeks the allocation of land for
housing development not identified in Policy 5 of the

2677Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteemerging County Durham Plan (responds to Question
11 of the Plan). suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasThe entirety of the land for which allocation is sought
is in the ownership of Spectrum Leisure and been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..Community at Hunwick Lane, Willington, DL15 0GB.
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe lands sought for allocation are identified in red on

Figure 1 attached. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Other land in the ownership of Spectrum Leisure and
Community is identified in blue. Allocation of this land

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

identified in blue is not sought. The land sough for
allocation extends to 0.83 ha. The topography of the
site is such that it is estimated 0.63 ha is developable
land. This is identified on Figure 2 attached.

At an indicative residential density of 30 units per
hectare, it is estimated that 18 residential units could
be accommodated on the lands. Allocation for housing
development on these lands is sought for the following
reasons:

• The lands are previously developed (brownfield),
within the settlement of Willington and its reuse
for housing development represents a
sustainable approach to development.
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• The lands are located within 400 metres of
services and amenities available in Willington
Town Centre, which is designated as a Local
Centre (Policy 10) in the emerging County
Durham Plan.

• The lands benefit from good access from
Hunwick Lane (B6286), including a regular bus
service.

• Redevelopment of the land has the potential to
address issues relating to the former Miners
Welfare building, which has been derelict for over
10 years. The former Miners Welfare is located
within the subject lands and in the ownership of
Spectrum Leisure and Community.

• Redevelopment of the lands will allow for the
continued operation of the Spectrum Leisure and
Community building (gym and sports hall etc.)
located immediately adjacent to the subject lands.

• Necessary physical and local services
infrastructure (doctor’s surgeries / schools etc.)
is available in the Willington area to support new
housing development at this location.

• New housing development in this location has
the potential to support services in the Willington
area.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

Could use brown belt land near me to build a few
bungalows, which are badly needed , houses were
pulled down years ago , just grassed over now

2687Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selecting
Housing allocations' document. This prioritises the
identification of previously developed (brownfield) sites
first where they are suitable, viable and developable.
There are a large proportion of planning consents for
new houses which already exist across the county,
including those on brownfield land. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within a given settlement.
The Plan also sets out a requirement that all sites of
10 or more homes provide affordable and older persons
units.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

1/BU/08
Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
the extent of the site boundaries of land within our
Client’s ownership.

2834Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

The land subject of this representation (‘the site’) is
located to the south of Barcusclose Lane, Burnopfield

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

and comprises approximately 5ha of land which is
currently utilised for agricultural purposes.

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteThe character of the area is predominantly rural and

residential. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has
identified the site as reference. 1/BU/08, with an amber
classification. A summary of the Councils assessment
is as follows:

• There are no amenity issues with adjacent land
uses;

• The site is poorly contained and is beyond the
existing settlement edge;

• Limited access to services within easy walking
distance;

• Highway improvements would be required to
resolve the substandard junction between
Barcusclose Lane and A692;

• Development would result in adverse impacts on
the landscape;

• Likely to have GCN due to proximity to known
populations;

The CDP Settlement Study 2018 provides an
understanding of the number and range of services
available within settlements within the County. The
study identified that the settlement of Burnopfield
scores well in the assessment (49.8) in that it provides
a number of services and facilities, indicating that the
site would be a sustainable location for new residential
development.

Assessment

The site subject to this representation adjoins the
existing built development of the settlement of
Burnopfield to the east. Burnopfield has a wide range
of services and facilities within walking distance of the
site, the site further benefitting from good public
transport within the recommended walking distance.

The site is not detached from the existing built up form
of Burnopfield and is sited immediately adjacent to
existing residential development of Plover Drive, to the
west. The development of the site would therefore
result in a logical extension to Burnopfield to the south
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east and would not lead to the coalescence of any
neighbouring settlements.

It is considered that an appropriate scheme can be
implemented which would demonstrate appropriate
solutions to the technical matters. The development
of the site further offers the opportunity to provide a
landscape-led scheme which would create a new and
attractive gateway into the settlement from the east.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of approximately 120no. dwellings
and has the capability to be developed in isolation from
any other land or third party cooperation which
increases the site’s deliverability.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

1/BU/08
Introduction

2771Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
We have been instructed on behalf of IMpeC Real
Estate Limited (‘our Client’), to make the following

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

representations to the County Durham Preferred been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation consultation responses which have been received..
Document’). The representations have been prepared The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in respect of land south of Barcusclose Lane,
Burnopfield.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the
Preferred Options and other documents within the
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to
the future development potential of land within our
Clients ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.
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Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non-strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

We would like to be kept informed and notified about
the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

Location, Description and Constraints

The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’) is
located to the south of Barcusclose Lane, on the
south-east periphery of Burnopfield.

The site comprises approximately 5ha of land which
is currently utilised for agricultural purposes.

The site boundaries consist predominantly of hedgerow
and mature trees. Beyond the site is bounded to the
north by Barcusclose Lane which is the connecting
road between Tanfield Village and Burnopfield. To the
east of the site lies agricultural land, whilst to the east
lies the golf course, agricultural land and a public right
of way (PROW). The west of the site lies ‘Executive
style’ private housing, built by David Wilson; residential
development continues along the A692 into the centre
of Burnopfield.

The settlement of Burnopfield offers a wider range of
facilities including a Primary School, Community
Centre, Social Clubs, Medical facilities and shops
including a Co-op supermarket. Larger supermarkets
are available in surrounding settlements of Stanley,
2.7 miles to the south-east, Annfield Plain, 3.1 miles
to the south and at Consett, 5.0 miles to the south west
of the site. Burnopfield and the surrounding settlements
offer a wide range of services, facilities and local
employment opportunities to its residents and
surrounding population.The settlement of Burnopfield
has previously been categorised as a ‘Local Service
Centre’ in the County Durham Settlement Study
(September 2012) and also scoring highly (49.8) in the
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Councils 2018 Evidence Base; indicating that the
settlement is a sustainable location for new built
residential development.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of 120no. dwellings.

The site has previously been promoted through the
County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment, site reference: 1/BU/08.

Our Client, IMpeC Real Estate Limited, generally
supports the development of the County Durham Plan
(CDP). It is considered that the land at south of
Barcusclose Lane, Burnopfield is free from known
constraints which would prevent development and it
can be demonstrated that the land proposed for
inclusion in the Plan is suitable, achievable, and
therefore deliverable within the plan period.

Representations to the Preferred Options

The following representations are been made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018), forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

The representations below are set out in relation to all
questions for ease of reference, responding to each
question in the Preferred Options document in turn.
Where we have no comment to make at this stage,
this has been made clear.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

1/BU/08
Summary

2844Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s land.

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedOur Client, IMpeC Real Estate Limited, generally

supports the development of the County Durham Plan in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site(CDP). It is considered that the land south of
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Barcusclose Lane is free from known constraints which
would prevent development and it can be demonstrated
that the land proposed for inclusion in the Plan is
suitable, achievable, and therefore deliverable within
the plan period.

The site is located on the periphery of the settlement
of Burnopfield, an attractive commuter location and
attractive housing market location. It has been
demonstrated that the site subject to this representation
is a sustainable and desirable location for residential
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development which benefits from good transport links
to services, facilities and employment opportunities.

The development of the site subject to this
representation would assist the Council in meeting the
Objectively Assessed Need for housing land over the
Plan period in a location where people wish to live.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 1/BU/08) be considered for
residential allocation within the next stages of the Local
Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

See attachment for figures/plans

The following comments are made in relation to Policy
5 and paragraphs 4.79 to 4.92 of the Preferred Option
County Durham Plan.

2864Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

Taylor Wimpey objects strongly to the total number of
houses (690) to be allocated in East Durham, and to

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

the number of sites proposed to be allocated in The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
Seaham (3, totalling 445 houses). It is also noted that in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
of the 445 dwellings proposed to be allocated, 430 of The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
these are subject of a current planning application (ref.
DM/17/02872/FPA).

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

As outlined above, Taylor Wimpey considers that a
significant increase in the number of houses to be
allocated in East Durham, and Seaham in particular,
is necessary to achieve the economic growth and
regeneration of this area. Such an increase will also
accommodate some of the additional dwellings required
to be allocated as a result of an appropriate reduction
in the number of dwellings realistically expected to be
delivered from existing commitments and any increase
in the objectively assessed need.

Taylor Wimpey objects to Policy 5 given the omission
of Seaham Grange site (as outlined red in figure 1
below) from the proposed allocations.

This site may deliver approximately 400 houses of a
type, quality and location able to attract investment
and contribute to the economic growth and
regeneration of Seaham and East Durham.

For the reasons outlined above, such investment,
economic growth and regeneration will not result from
the allocation of sites solely within the existing urban
area of Seaham. A different type and location of site
is required to achieve this ‘step change’.

Taylor Wimpey considers that the Seaham Grange site
is appropriate, suitable and deliverable for development
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of a type that will significantly enhance the economic
growth and regeneration of Seaham and East Durham.

In preparation of the Preferred Options Plan, the
Council has not specifically assessed the

Seaham Grange site either in the SHLAA or the Green
Belt Assessment (see section 7).

The SHLAA 2018 does not specifically assess the land
promoted by Taylor Wimpey at Seaham Grange. The
site lies predominantly within SHLAA site 5/SE/25b,
with a minority element within site 5/SE/25a.

These SHLAA sites were subject to ‘Identification of
Site Constraints Affecting Suitability’ and found to be
‘potentially unsuitable’ (amber) and ‘unsuitable’ (red)
respectively. They were not therefore progressed to
‘Assessment of Sites’.

Taylor Wimpey considers that it is appropriate and
necessary to assess the land at Seaham Grange
(essentially the west part of SHLAA site 5/SE/25b as
indicated in figure 2 below) as an independent site. As
this site is largely contained by the existing developed
area of Seaham it is not detached from the settlement
or an incursion into open countryside as would be the
case for the outer parts of these parcels.

To assist the Council in assessing the Seaham Grange
site for allocation, Taylor Wimpey has commissioned
a series of initial technical assessments and an
illustrative masterplan (see Appendix 2 of this Report)
for the site.

These assessments (as listed in Appendix 3 and
available to the Council upon request) are summarised
in a Vision Document (provided at Appendix 1), which
demonstrates that there are no significant technical or
environmental constraints to the prospective
development of this site. It is therefore considered that
if the site were to be assessed in the SHLAA in its own
right, then it would be found to be ‘suitable’.

Figure 2 - SHLAA extract indicating Seaham Grange
parcel for separate assessment (green hatched)

As outlined above, the allocation of greenfield sites
such as this is necessary to supply additional houses
(i.e. insufficient brownfield sites) and also, where a
‘step change’ in high value housing is required, to
facilitate economic growth and regeneration which
would not be achievable by development of the type
of houses achievable on brownfield sites or in the midst
of existing settlements.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

There are other housing sites that should be allocated.
Land at Newton Aycliffe, West of the A167 and South

2794Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteof Woodham Burn (see Site Location Plan -land edged
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessred) should be allocated in addition to existing sites
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasplanned in the current preferred options plan at Newton

Aycliffe. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..The Omission Site is an ideal location for housing.
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Newton Aycliffe is a highly sustainable settlement
sitting at the top of the settlement hierarchy. Plan policy

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

encourages the town to be a focus for new housing
growth.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Newton Aycliffe contains a wide range of shops,
services, leisure, community facilities and employment
opportunities; indeed, Aycliffe Business Park, one of
the Region’s largest, provides some 10,000 jobs
located just over 2km from the site. The local MP has
noted in respect of the Aycliffe Business Park that
Hitachi opened its

£82m factory in September 2015 on the Aycliffe
Business Park.This spreads across 400 hectares, and
with future expansion plans, Aycliffe Business Park is
already home to around 500 companies employing an
estimated 10-12,000 people – it’s the largest single
employment area in County Durham and thought to
be the biggest in the North-East.

Over the last five years Aycliffe Business Park has
seen not only the arrival of Hitachi, but also the rapid
expansion of Gestamp Tallent – the biggest employer
in the town – and the region’s first University Technical
College (UTC).

The local MP has also stated in respect of the Aycliffe
Business Park that:

“We’ve also seen Husqvarna celebrate the
production of its one millionth robotic lawnmower;
we’ve seen washing machine manufacturing return
to the UK for the first time in years, thanks to John
Elliott’s vision at Ebac, and we’ve seen shower
manufacturer Roman named as one of Europe’s
top 1,000 fastest-growingcompanies, as well as
being recognised with the Queens Award for
Enterprise in International Trade.

“While it’s fantastic to see our bigger businesses
thrive, it’s also hugely important that our small
firms do, too. SMEs are the backbone of our
economy, employing thousands of people between
them.We need to promote the park for their benefit,
so they can grow and prosper, and create more
jobs and wealth for local people.
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“We also know about the whole skills agenda at
the moment, and here in Aycliffe we not only have
the UTC, but we also have South West Durham
Training which celebrates its 50th anniversary this
year, as well as lots of other training providers who
are helping to nurture our future workf orce – work
which is so important for our future prosperity.

“I sometimes think Newton Aycliffe has punched
below its weight in the past, but we’re now seeing
it punch its weight. It’s the biggest business park
in the North -East and is a true economic
powerhouse for the region.”

Newton Aycliffe is a sustainable and thriving town. It
is the right place to build more homes that are required
over and above those currently envisaged in the
preferred options at present.

Bus stops are located within walking distance of the
site and footpath connections to the town centre can
be provided.

The site is physically well contained by urban
development on all four sides, including by housing
estates (north and south) and the A167 bypass (east).
 It is a logical location for an extension to Newton
Aycliffe.  It is difficult to see a more suitable site on
which the town could expand.

The suitability of the site can be summarised as follows:

The Site is physically well contained and influenced
on all four boundaries by urban development:

-    To the north by residential development at
Woodham Village and a large housing estate
constructed as an eastward expansion to the town in
the 1980’s;

-     To  the  south  by  Woodham  Academy,  its
 associated  playing  fields  and  residential
development at Newton Aycliffe to the south;

-    To the west by residential development at Lowther
Drive and Mulgrave -Court beyond Woodham Burn;

-    To  the  east  by  the  A167  bypass  which  the
 Council  has  stated   sets  the
“perceived development limits” to the town; and

-    Given the above, the Site represents a logical
extension for the growth of Newton Aycliffe. Well
related visually and physically to the existing built form
and pattern of development. This contrasts with the
more open countryside/landscape that lies beyond the
A167. In this context the site is more related to the
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existing built up area than the open countryside that
lies to the east, beyond on the A167.

-    A large area of Newton Aycliffe, including the town
shopping centre and three major food retailers, fall
within, or just outside, 2km of the Site;

-     Aycliffe Business Park, is the largest employment
area in the county and one of the largest in the Region,
providing some 10,000 jobs, is located just over 2km
to the south of the Site;

-    The Council’s Issues and Options SHMA (part1)
June 2016 (Document 3) included a technical Appendix
(C): Estate and letting agent review which noted at
paragraph C3 that:

“Housing demand in Newton Aycliffe and
surrounding geographies is also predicted to see a
dramatic rise due to the creation of 730 jobs at the
Hitachi factory”

-    The whole of Newton Aycliffe and surrounding areas
of Chilton, Rushyford, Middridge and Woodham Village
are located within 5km of the Site;

-     Within 3km of the Site are 8 schools providing
schooling for all ages;

-    The site lies adjacent to Woodham Academy who
welcome and support the appeal scheme. It will benefit
the school;

-     A bus stop is located on the A167, approximately
700m from the centre of the Omission Site, with further
bus stops on      Central Avenue, Washington Crescent
and Woodham Way which the site will connect to.
Services travel to destinations inclusive of Durham
Gate, Durham City, Darlington, Sedgefield, Ferryhill,
Spennymoor, Newton Aycliffe and Peterlee;

-    Overall Newton Aycliffe is a highly sustainable
settlement which is intended to be a focus for new
housing development.

The site has been subject to a planning application
and planning appeal were a number of issues
associated with its  development was  accepted  by
 the  appeal inspector. This  included  means  of 
access, off  the  A167 It’s sustainable location and
sustainable links and relationships with the rest of
Newton Aycliffe and its facilities, in particular the town
centre and local schools. The Omission Site is not
designated for its landscape quality and, consistent
with the new NPPF (paragraph 170) does not represent
a valued landscape.
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A reduced scheme, by comparison to the earlier 430
unit proposal, can address the issues associated with
the relationship with Woodham and the setting of the
settlement. The site specific points made by the
inspector were in the context of a section 78 appeal
and not in a countywide plan making context where
clearly the principle of new greenfield sites at the edge
of existing settlements are accepted, thereby affecting
the setting of various settlements and any remaining
spaces with neighbouring towns and villages. This is
particularly evident in relation to new proposals on the
edge of Durham where important Green Belt purposes
in respect of both settlement separation and historic
settings are being prejudiced.

The allocation of the site will also deliver multiple and
substantial benefits. These would include:

-     Up to 350 new homes (inclusive of a large number
of affordable homes) where there is currently a
shortfall;

-    A range of socio-economic benefits including the
creation of 71 construction jobs per annum and 179
construction jobs in the supply chain, £4.6m of
spending power per annum and £2.2m in Newton
Aycliffe, £2.5m New Homes Bonus and £662,000 per
annum of Council Tax revenue;

-    The opportunity to “deliver a high quality, visually
attractive development” as stated by the

Council;

-     A minimum of  8.53 hectares of enhanced and
publicly accessible open space equivalent to at least
42% of the Site area to which positive weight should
be attached;

-    The opportunity to create net biodiversity gains as
recognised by the Council’s Ecologist;

-    Surface water drainage benefits through a scheme
of SUDs;

-     The landowner confirms their ability to deliver the
scheme at a rate  of approximately 30 dwellings per
annum and therefore housing can be achievable within
the early part of the plan period.

This site represents a genuine, logical, sensitive, high
quality and deliverable housing scheme that will not
extend existing settlement beyond the A167 which
currently forms the boundary to the town on its eastern
side. If the proposals at H/30 materialise the logic of
the omission site is reinforced given its eminent
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physical and visual relationship with existing built up
area and its facilities.

Allocations of these sites would be commensurate with
the sustainable characteristics, location and form of
Newton Aycliffe and should be included in the next
iteration of the County Durham plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Introduction

We have been instructed on behalf of  (‘our Client’), to
make the following representations to the County

2915Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessDurham Preferred Options (June/ July 2018), the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has(‘Consultation Document’). The representations have
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsbeen prepared in respect of land at Stotgate Farm,

Durham City. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Clients ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

Positively prepared;

Justified;

Effective; and

Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and non- strategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.
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We would like to be kept informed and notified about
the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

Site Location, Description and Constraints
The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’) is
located at Stotgate Farm, to the west of Durham City.
The site (Appendix A) has previously been promoted
through the County Durham Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA site reference:
4/PA/04). The site is currently classified in the SHLAA
as “Red- Unsuitable.”

A summary of the Councils assessment is as follows:

The site is adjacent to compatible uses;

Potential access issues;

Incursion into open countryside;

Locally listed park/garden;

Category 1 – detached from settlement.

The site represents a small parcel (4.7ha) of land with
the capacity to deliver approx. 140 dwellings however,
the land that will be enclosed by the WRR represents
approx. 38ha of land on the western edge of Durham
City.

Our Client considers that the site, when assessed in
the context of the proposed Western Relief Road
(WRR) could provide a viable option for greenbelt
release.

Our Client’s land at Stotgate Farm SHLAA ref:
4/DU/159 is adjacent to the urban area of Durham City,
which is the largest settlement in the County and the
key economic driver. It is located within Durham Green
belt but falls within an area of land that stands to be
enclosed by the proposed Western Relief Road (WRR).

The site is relatively small with a potential yield of 143
units however, in the context of the wider potential
allocations in the same vicinity i.e. those that stand to
be enclosed by the WRR is could represent part of a
larger strategic greenbelt release which could
collectively offer a viable and deliverable alternative
housing release.

Collectively, the sites that would be contained by the
delivery of the WRR would be capable of providing a
minimum of 1000 new dwellings, together with
associated infrastructure and facilities within close
reach of the City.
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It is accepted that without the WRR our Client land has
limited opportunity for development however, the
development of the WRR would provide key
opportunities to support the growth objectives for the
city alongside the provision of improved transport links
that will be vitally important for the success of the
Durham City within the context of the region.

The WRR has been included in the CDLP Exceptional
Circumstances Report, June 2018 as has the Northern
Relief Road and the land it encloses at Sniperley Park
(proposed greenbelt release H5). It is our view that this
Report will need to be revisited in the preparation of
the Pre-submission Plan in order to ensure that it
reflects the revised Framework and to support the Plan
in taking a positive approach towards meeting the
development needs of the area in a manner that
provides for objectively assessed development needs
as a minimum, whilst remaining sufficiently flexible to
adapt to rapid change in line with the provisions of
paragraph 11 of the Framework 2018.

It is extremely important that opportunities for
development are brought forward through the Plan in
locations that offer the best opportunity for sustainable
development, most notably in locations that are well
related to major settlements such as Durham City. In
this regard it is vital that potential opportunities that
come forward as a result of other strategic proposals
such as the WRR are properly considered in the
context of the wider opportunities they present.

We would therefore suggest that our Client’s land is
included within the CDLP in the context of the land to
be enclosed within the WRR.

Summary

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –
Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s land.

Our Client, Mr Smith of Stotgate Farm, generally
supports the progression of the County Durham Plan
(CDP) but have instructed representations on elements
of the plan that they consider to be unsound or unclear.

The plan will should include a robust mechanism that
enables sites in sustainable locations to be released
when required in order to respond to rapid changes in
circumstance over the plan period if it is to align with
Paragraph 11 of the Framework. In this regard, further
consideration will need to be given to the longevity of
Green Belt boundaries both within and beyond the plan
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period. If sufficient land is to be provided in the
County’s most sustainable location at Durham City,
then it will be necessary to identify safeguarded land
between the urban area and the Green Belt, in order
to meet longer-term development needs stretching well
beyond the plan period.

It is clear that any appropriate strategy for growth in
County Durham will require the careful reconsideration
of Green Belt boundaries around Durham City in order
to support a sustainable pattern of growth that matches
the Plan’s strategy, vision and objectives. It is essential
that the approach to reviewing the Green Belt boundary
and its conclusions enable the development plan’s
strategy to be achieved over the plan period and
demonstrate clearly that further amendments will not
need to be made at the end of the plan period.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 4/DU/159) is considered in the
context of the wider opportunity presented by the WRR
proposal in the next stages of the plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Regional office of the Land Registry put forward for
inclusion within the SHLAA.

2942Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site2.4ha site may be suitable in planning terms of mixed
use development, but intended site for entirely housing suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasto be delivered on public sector brownfield land. c50-80
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsdepending on housing type proposed and developable

area defined. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

First of all, I’d like to say that I am very happy with the
current content in the preferred options, and I have no

2981Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteobjections to any land allocations or designations in
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe Tow Law electoral division. Although there are a

few extra suggestions which I would like to make. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options1 Bonds Foundry site (Ironworks Road):  identified

as a suitable site for a housing development in consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedSHLAA (3/TL/05), though it is considered ‘not
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘currently achievable.’ I was wondering whether
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitethis could be revisited due to genuine interest
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

from the owner of the site to develop it for
housing.The Chair of Bondshold ltd. is consulting
with a demolitions company and an architectural
firm to put together plans for around 30 affordable
houses on the site - which would be of obvious
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benefit to Tow Law. It might be helpful to
recognise this in the plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site with

2999Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSHLAA reference 6/BC/15. This site is east of SHLAA
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite 6/BC/02 which is currently being developed by
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasBarratt Homes. There is a proven market need for this
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsproduct in the area, and there is a developer willing to
consultation responses which have been received..take forward further housing as an extension to the

existing site
Listed in Policy 5 are the proposed housing allocations,
these include just one site in Barnard Castle (for only

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

35 units), although Barnard Castle is designated tier Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.2 in the settlement hierarchy ‘Large Town’. It is an

unsustainable approach to not allow for future growth
in the town, and more housing sites should be
identified.
Site 6/BC/15 has a willing vendor and developer
leading on as a logical next phase of development
currently underway on the site to the west. This site
should therefore be included as a housing allocation
in Policy 5.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

South Deanery Farm 7/SH/328 Site is unsuitable
because it has a poor relationship to the settlement

2995Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteand housing development would effectively be on the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesswrong side of the B6282. Its development would lead
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasto significant adverse landscape and visual impact and

urban sprawl”. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..This land is within the boundaries of Shildon (a terrace

of houses Adelaide Bank is to the East), there are no The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘open views from the B6282 and we consider a small
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitedevelopment of houses would in fact improve the visual

impact. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Eldon Bank Top 7/SH /329 & 7/SH /022 Site is
unsuitable because it is poorly-related to the
settlement; it is adjacent to an isolated terrace rather
than the main built up area of Shildon. Its development
would lead to urban sprawl and an adverse visual and
biodiversity impact. Developed in isolation the site
would not be consistent with the existing settlement
form as it would be an incursion into open countryside.
An acceptable vehicular access cannot be created”.

Similar to above a Small Development on land 7/SH
/022 would improve the visual impact; access could
be achieved along the access road to the miners
cottages, which has been allowed to fall into disrepair
by the local authority.
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South Church 3/SC /05 & 3/SC /06 “The site is
located within a Landscape Conservation Priority Area
(LCPA) and development would result in a significant
adverse residual landscape and visual impact on
account it would represent an incursion into open
countryside increasing coalescence of South Church
and Eldon Lane. Would only make sense as part of
major urban extension involving SC 05 and SC 06”.

 It is the intention of land owner of plot 3/SC /02 to
create a small development, which would include
gardens and retain an area to be utilised as a paddock,
the view to the open countryside which is at an
elevated level would not be obscured, and access
could be achieved by “shared access with 3/SC/02 to
provide single site.”

Land at Dovecot Hill – DM/16/00528/FPA –
application for 56 houses refused

https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/documents/s73437/Dovecot%20Hill%20Gleesons%20Final.pdf 

Could this land be included in the local plan for a much
reduced development, with the potential for possibly
8 detached houses and an extension to the light
industrial park, as the area is at the moment not utilised
due to the restrictions on access.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client, Durham Cathedral, own land at High
Shincliffe, Shincliffe (Central Durham) and Ferryhill

3021Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site(Mid Durham) and, it is considered that their land
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessprovides logical and sensible sites to be allocated for

residential development. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsAs such, Durham Cathedral supports the future

development of three sites within their ownership. The consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedsites are known as follows (we also include previous
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment

(SHLAA) reference numbers for ease of reference): The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.1. Land South of High Shincliffe (SHLAA 2018 Ref

4/HS/13)
2. Land east of the A177 (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/HS/12)
3. Land South of Mill Lane (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/SC/02
4. Land at Ferryhill (SHLAA 2018 Ref 7/FH/040)
Please see Appendix A for a location plan of the two
sites.

Central Durham

High Shincliffe
Two sites are located at High Shincliffe. High Shincliffe
is accessible from the A177 which forms its western
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boundary linking to Durham to the northeast and
Bowburn and beyond to the south. The A1
Motorway is to the east.

With regard to local services, High Shincliffe has
access to a well-regarded primary school (Church of
England Primary School in the heart of the village), a
recreational park with a playing field with equipment
for young children, a public house, a public telephone
box and several bus stops. High Shincliffe is served
by several bus routes, some to local villages, and
others ranging more regionally. The village is also
linked by several Pubic Rights of Way. The nearest
shops and Post Office are in Bowburn, about a mile to
the south. Broadband quality is also reasonably good.
According to the Settlement Study (2018), the
settlement scored 10.1, however, is a highly desirable
place to live which affords significant market interest.

The village is made up of a mixture of detached and
semi-detached properties, all of which are a maximum
of two storeys in height. It is therefore considered a
sustainable settlement to accommodate future growth.

Details regarding the two sites being promoted by
Durham Cathedral at High Shincliffe are as follows:

1 Land South of High Shincliffe (SHLAA 2018 Ref
4/HS/13)
2 Land east of the A177 (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/HS/12)

1. Land South of High Shincliffe (Ref 4/HS/13)
The site consists of approximately 0.88 hectares of
pasture land on the southern edge of the village of
High Shincliffe. It is generally square in shape and
relatively flat in topography. It is well contained by an
elevated disused railway line (Leamside Line) to the
east / southeast / south and the A177 to the west.
Existing residential development is located to the north
(Telford Close) along with a track to an existing farm
steading (Low Grange Farm).The site is therefore well
contained.

Due to the site being well contained, it does not have
an open character. As such, future development of this
site would not lead to an adverse intrusion in to the
open countryside.

The site has existing access points off the A177
(immediately adjacent to access track to Low Grange
Farm) and is considered to be a suitable, available,
achievable and deliverable site for future residential
development with a capacity of circa 20-25 dwellings.

2. Land east of the A177 (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/HS/12)
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The site is located to the west of High Shincliffe, east
of the A177 and is approximately 3.2 hectares in size.

The site is generally flat in topography albeit undulates
slightly to the north. The site is bounded by a strong
tree belt to the west with some hedging and trees to
the east. The existing residential development of High
Shincliffe is also located to the east. Again, this site is
well contained and very much separated from the rest
of the open countryside.

Due to the site being well contained, it is again
considered that future development of this site would
not lead to an adverse intrusion in to the open
countryside.

The site also has existing access points off High Street
and is considered to be a suitable, available,
achievable and deliverable site for circa 70 new
dwellings as part of a residential allocation.

When reviewing the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) from 2018, the evidence base
document states the following in respect of the two
sites:

1. Land South of High Shincliffe (Ref 4/HS/13) – “This
site is Green Belt and is also ruled out on highway
access grounds. There are also further issues with
regards the sites poor relationship with the settlement.
The site has previously been refused planning
permission.”

2. Land east of A177 (Ref 4/HS/12) – “Site is within
the green belt but is contained within the settlement.
Concern over the impact that a large residential
development would have on the character of this part
of the village and also the lack of services and facilities
in High Shincliffe”.

Whilst we acknowledge the above SHLAA Assessment
Outcomes it is considered the highways concerns can
be overcome.TPS prepared Highways Technical Notes
for the sites which confirms that there are no
substantive highway reasons why either of the sites in
High Shincliffe should not be allocated within the Local
Plan. Please see the Technical Notes prepared by TPS
at Appendix B for further detail.

As such, the only constraint to bringing these sites
forward for development in the short term is that the
two sites are designated Green Belt. Please see our
comments below (paragraphs 2.71 – 2.76) in respect
of the Green Belt principles and why we consider that
the sites should be deleted from the Green Belt.
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Shincliffe
One site is located at Shincliffe. The village is situated
just over a mile to the south-east of Durham city centre,
on the A177 road to Stockton. Shincliffe is regarded
as one of the most affluent villages in Durham City.
Primarily a residential settlement, Shincliffe is home
to two pubs (The Rose Tree Inn and Seven Stars Inn),
a day-care nursery, a Church and Church Hall and the
Poplar Tree garden centre. It is therefore considered
a sustainable settlement to accommodate future
growth.

Details regarding the site being promoted by our client
at Shincliffe is as follows:

3. Land South of Mill Lane (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/SC/02)
The site is located to the north of the A177 and is
generally flat in topography and circa 2.5 hectares in
size. Whilst it is located to the north of the A177;
separated from the main built up area of Shincliffe, the
site is well contained by strong tree belts and the
surrounding land is rather elevated. It is also important
to note that there is some existing development to the
north of the A177 further to the east; opposite Willow
Tree Avenue.

It is thought that access to the site would be taken from
Mill Lane, however there is a footpath that runs along
the A177 with pedestrian crossings via the existing
traffic lights and traffic islands located between the
proposed development site and the rest of the village.
Public footpaths also lead from the A177 to the centre
of the village. Due to the site being well contained, it
is again considered that future development of this site
would not lead to an adverse intrusion in to the open
countryside. It is considered that the site could
accommodate circa 50 - 60 new dwellings

When reviewing the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) from 2018, the evidence base
document states the following in respect of the site:

3. Land South of Mill Lane (SHLAA 2018 Ref 4/SC/02)
– “The site is within the Green Belt There would be a
severance issue in terms of its relationship to the
existing village due to it being located to the east of
the A177 road. Highways would not allow access onto
the A177. There are also likely to be significant
landscape impacts and the potential for heritage and
ecological impacts.The site is deemed to be unsuitable
for these reasons”.

The Highways Technical Note prepared by TPS clearly
demonstrates that the site benefits from excellent
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connectivity, with crossing facilities enabling the safe
movement of pedestrians over the A177 and a series
of onward pedestrian links catering for the dominant
pedestrian desire lines between the site and the
amenities within the village. Furthermore, the site is
within a short walk, cycle ride or bus journey of the
centre of Durham and the wide ranging amenities this
encompasses, including employment opportunities,
retail, leisure, food and drink and health care facilities.

A preliminary site access junction has been drawn up
to demonstrate that, in principle, an access
arrangement, in accordance with Durham County
Council standards could be delivered, without the need
for a new junction on the A177. In addition, the
development of the site for circa 50 – 60 new
residential dwellings would generate a minimal level
of traffic on the local highway network and it is
considered, therefore, that any impact on highway
capacity would be negligible. As such, it is considered
that the concerns raised by DCC in respect of the
allocation of the site for future residential development
are unfounded and there are no substantive highway
reasons why the site should not be allocated within the
Local Plan. Please see the Technical Note prepared
by TPS at Appendix B for further information.

Please see our comments below in respect of the
Green Belt principles and why we consider that the
above three sites should be deleted from the Green
Belt.

Reasons for Deletion from the Green Belt
We fully acknowledge that the Government attaches
great importance to Green Belts.The fundamental aim
of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by
keeping land permanently open; the essential
characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and
their permanence.

Paragraph 134 of the NPPF states that Green Belt
serves five purposes:
1. to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up
areas;
2. to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another;
3. to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment;
4. to preserve the setting and special character of
historic towns; and
5. to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land.
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As set out in the NPPF, local planning authorities with
Green Belts in their area should establish Green Belt
boundaries in their Local Plans which set the
framework for Green Belt and settlement policy. Once
established, Green Belt boundaries should only be
altered in exceptional circumstances, through the
preparation or review of the Local Plan (paragraph 136
of the NPPF).

As the Council is preparing its new Local Plan, this is
the perfect opportunity to establish new Green Belt
boundaries to ensure that the County can meet its
identified development need and demand during the
Plan period and beyond.

It is considered that the three sites identified above
can be deleted from the Green Belt as they are all well
contained and do not have an open character; they do
not perform the five purposes of the Green Belt.

The existing mature boundaries surrounding the sites,
(and particularly the permanent nature of the elevated
disused railway and the A177), will prevent unrestricted
sprawl. Consequently there is no likelihood of High
Shincliffe ever merging with the neighbouring
settlements such as Bowburn.

Furthermore, in respect of significant viewpoints, both
to and from the sites, there will be no effects on views
of the Durham UNESCO Castle and Cathedral World
Heritage Site and its context. The removal of the sites
from the Green Belt and potential development from
housing will not have any significant adverse effects
and subsequently the sites provide little contribution
to the preservation of the setting and special character
of Durham as a historic city, as intended by the aims
of the NPPF.

It is therefore considered that the aforementioned sites
do not meet any of the five purposes of the Green Belt
as development of the sites would not lead to
unrestricted sprawl, settlements merging, encroach
into open countryside, impact on the setting nor special
character of Durham and the development need cannot
be fully met by urban regeneration only. Nor are there
any constraints to prevent the sites being developed
for housing.

The Green Belt status of the sites restrict any current
development potential for sites, however, it is
considered that when considering the sites in detail,
the sites do not comply with the five Green Belt
purposes set out in the NPPF. To meet the identified
shortfall, the council has concluded that the most
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sustainable solution requires them to amend the Green
Belt boundary. It is therefore considered that the three
aforementioned sites provide great opportunities to
provide residential development sites at Shincliffe and
High Shincliffe; sustainable settlements in close
proximity to the City of Durham.

We therefore respectfully request that the three sites
referenced above are deleted from the Green Belt as
part of the emerging Local Plan and that the sites are
identified as future residential allocations to help meet
the housing needs for the County both during and post
the Plan period. It is vital that a range and choice of
sites are made available to enable the Council to meet
the development needs and deliver the spatial strategy
for the distribution of housing in County Durham.

Mid Durham

Ferryhill
With regard to the fourth site, this is located at Ferryhill.
Ferryhill is a town and is rather large in size following
growth from the coal mining industry in the 1900’s. It
is located to the east and west of the A167 and
incorporates Dean Bank. Ferryhill has a weekly Friday
market in the Town Centre market place.

The Durham Cathedrals’ land is located south off the
B6287 which is within close proximity of the A167 and
therefore provides access to the strategic road network.
The site is located in a highly sustainable location with
high levels of accessibility to existing bus routes,
providing regular connections to Durham, where
commuters can access bus and train services serving
the region and beyond. Ferryhill is identified by the
Council’s Settlement Study as a small town offering a
good range of shops and services, as well as schools
and health facilities.

Details regarding the site being promoted by our client
at Ferryhill is as follows:

4. Land west of the A167, Ferryhill (SHLAA 2018 Ref
7/FH/040)
The site is located to the south of Ferryhill to the west
of the A167 and is circa 24 hectares in size.
Residential properties exist to the north and east of
the site, with open countryside to the south and west.
It is considered that this site would be a suitable,
available, achievable and deliverable site for circa 500
new dwellings.

When reviewing the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) from 2018, the evidence base
document states the following in respect of the site:
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4. Land west of the A167 (SHLAA 2018 Ref 7/FH/040)
- “Significant concerns have been raised in terms of
this site's impact on the landscape. This is a
significantly large site with the potential to yield 900
houses and such major highway improvements would
be required. The scale of the proposals would be out
of scale to the role of Ferryhill as a smaller town”.

It is not considered that the site would accommodate
the number of units proposed above.Whilst it is a large
site it is considered that the site would be more suitable
to accommodate a yield of 500 dwellings when taking
into account the net developable area. Notwithstanding
this, any matters associated with ecology, drainage
and highways specifications can be mitigated against
as part of a planning application.

We fully support paragraph 4.84 of the consultation
document which states that number of homes identified
in this Plan is a target and not a ceiling and, if housing
completions do exceed this level then this will be
reflective of a buoyant housing market.

We also support the assertion that the site capacity /
yields proposed in the draft Plan are only indicative
and the actual final figures could be lower or higher
depending on the specific circumstances of each site.
They will not therefore be used as a reason for refusing
a future scheme which otherwise conforms with the
relevant policies in the Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our clients, East Durham College have been in
discussions over a prolonged period about the merits

3095Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteof permitting a residential development scheme in the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessgreenbelt land forming part of the agricultural and
of the previously preferred housing site allocations haseducational land holdings which form part of their
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsHoughall Campus on the southern edge of Durham

City. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedIt is acknowelged that the area broadly highlighted in

orange on the above plan is of high landscape quality in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteand has a role to play in enhancing the broader
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

objectives of the greenbelt around Durham City but it
is felt that the local plan should formally include a policy
reflecting how a well conceived re-development of the
brown field areas on the campus and farm could
outweigh any perceived harm due to the added benefits
the revenue stream generated being dedicated towards
the further provision of enhanced educational facilities
on the site.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This representation has been prepared on behalf of
three landowners who own the following land at Fence
Houses:
• Mr Swinburn - the owner of two fields to the south of
the settlement which are referenced 2/FE/02a and

3101Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

2/FE/02B in the Council’s Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA);
• Mr Graham Monte and Mr Shaun Darren Monte who
own Monte’s Transport Spares site (SHLAA reference
2/FE/17); and
• Mr Jewers who is acting on behalf of the owner of
Penny Petroleum, Fence Houses Service Station (SHL
reference 2/FE/18).
They would like to thank the Council for the opportunity
to comment on the County Durham Plan (CDP)

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Preferred Options Report and wish to put forward their
sites for inclusion as additional housing sites in
response to Question 11 and as housing allocations
within Policy 5. These land parcels could either come
forward individually or would have significant potential
if they were to be brought forward together to form a
comprehensive development in this part of Fence
Houses. The total area covered by the four parcels is
approximately 14.2 ha of land.
The land is located between the settlements of Fence
Houses and Woodstone Village and lies approximately
3km west of Houghton-le-Spring and 13km north east
of Durham City. The End of Life Vehicle (ELV) site and
service station represent the northern eastern located
parcels of land and are located to the south of Morton
Crescent, the A1052 and main road through Fence
Houses. The fields adjoin the southern boundary of
Fence Houses and are in agricultural use. The two
fields are bisected by a bridleway (Path reference 56)
which leads to Morton House, a Grade II Listed
Building. This bridleway provides access to the A1052
and the facilities in this area to the north. A footpath
connecting to the bridleway also provide access from
just south of the site (in the vicinity of Morton House),
through Morton Wood to Fence Houses.
The sites are bound as follows:
• To the north by Morton Crescent and existing
residential properties and their gardens on Woodland
Grange, Vintage Sofa Warehouse and the Bill Forth
Memorial Park (a doorstep green) which separates the
site from the residential properties at the southern ends
of Elmwood Street, Maplewood Street, Pinewood
Street, Briarwood Street and Cedarwood. Woodlea
Primary School lies beyond the existing houses to the
north west;
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• To the east by a strip of woodland, with the disused
Leamside Line and the residential estate of Fence
Houses lying beyond. There are long-term aspirations
to re-open the Leamside Line);
• To the south by woodland and agricultural land, which
separates the site from Morton House; and
• To the west by agricultural land beyond which lies
High Row and Woodstone Terrace.
The Council’s SHLAA estimates that the sites could
yield approximately:
• Western field (SHLAA reference 2/FE/02a) = 124
dwellings
• Eastern field (SHLAA reference 2/FE/02b) = 177
dwellings
• The End of Life Vehicle site (SHLAA reference
2/FE/17) = 23 dwellings
• Penny Petroleum, Fence Houses Service Station
(SHL reference 2/FE/18) = 7 dwellings
• Total = 331 dwellings
However, the actual number will ultimately be
dependent upon more detailed masterplanning and
technical work, including the need to provide landscape
buffers, sustainable urban drainage systems, wildlife
corridors and open spaces.
The NPPF 2018 states that “to be considered
deliverable, sites for housing should be available now,
offer a suitable location for development now, and be
achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will
be delivered on the site within five years”. Each of
these issues is addressed in turn below.
Suitability of the Site
The site offers a suitable location for development now.
Sustainability
The land adjoins the existing residential areas of Fence
Houses and would therefore provide a natural
extension to the settlement. The northeast boundary
of the site is within 100-240 m of the nearest bus stops,
located on South Crescent. These stops provide
regular services between Heworth and
Houghton-le-Spring and between Chester-le-Street
and Castletown. Approximately 3km from the site there
is access to the A690, which provides a key bus route
between Durham to the south west and Sunderland to
the north east.
The northern boundary of the site is within walking and
cycling distance of a range of community services and
facilities located within Fence Houses and Woodstone
Village, including Woodlea Primary School, a number
of nurseries and pre-schools, Fence Houses
Community Centre, the Floaters Mill public house,
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Burnside Workmen’s Club and Institute, Whitfields
Pharmacy, Post Office, hairdressers, convenience food
shopping provision and hot food takeaways. The site
is also within easy access of employment opportunities
at the Rainton Bridge Business Park (approximately
2.5 km south east of the site), as well as significant
employment opportunities in Durham City.
Policy Restrictions and Physical Limitations
The land is identified as white land within the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options Draft (2018) and is
therefore not subject to any site specific allocations or
designations. We are not aware of any physical
limitations which would prevent any part of the land
coming forward for residential development in the next
five years.
The ELV site and service station are both previously
developed sites. The new National Planning Policy
Framework (NFFP) (July 2018) states that the use of
previously development land should be encouraged
where suitable opportunities exist (para. 84) and that
as much use as possible should be made of previously
development land (para. 117). These two sites are
considered to represent sustainable sites, well-related
to the existing settlement, which should be a priority
for redevelopment.
None of the four parcels of land have been identified
as being at risk of flooding on the Environment
Agency’s Flood Risk Map. Neither is the land subject
to any ecological or landscape designations, although
the woodland which forms the eastern boundary is
classed as Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland. An
appropriate buffer would be provided between this
woodland and any future residential development.
The land does not contain any listed buildings,
conservation areas or scheduled monuments. Morton
House and the Ice House (both Grade II Listed) lie
approximately 160m to the south of the fields, whilst
Fence Houses War Memorial (also Grade II Listed)
lies approximately 80m to the north of the fields.
Although the SHLAA deemed that development of the
fields would have an impact on the setting of Morton
House and the Ice House, significant development has
taken place within the immediate grounds of these
listed structures which has impacted on their
significance. Any residential development to the north
would be screened from views from these designated
heritage assets by existing woodland. Additional
planting could take place to provide a greater buffer.
Accordingly, it is not considered that a residential
development would have a significant impact on the
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setting of the listed structures and hence this is not an
insurmountable constraint.
The land is visually unobtrusive from the countryside
due existing boundary treatments.The fields are mostly
bounded by extensive woodland belts to the south and
east, residential estates lie beyond the Leamside Line
to the east, whilst the existing settlement lies to the
north and a field and Woodstone Village lie to the west.
Availability
Our clients can confirm that the four land parcels which
comprise the site are available for housing now. They
are committed to the early delivery of this land and
there are no land ownership issues which could
preclude the site coming forward for residential
development. The site is clearly available for housing
now.
Furthermore, the proposed Elba Park by-pass, a new
highway route proposed by Sunderland City Council,
would likely reduce the number of vehicle movements
past the service station which could impact on its
viability. The proposed new route would provide a
connection from the A183 west of Shiney Row
southwards past New Lambton and Colliery Row and
would join the A690 at a point between East Rainton
and Houghton-le-Spring. As a consequence of this
route, there would be less passing trade along the
A1052 past the service station which could have a
negative impact on the future viability of this business.
Achievability
A site is considered to be achievable if there is a
realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the
site within five years. The site is considered to be
readily achievable with a realistic prospect of on-site
completions in the next five years should planning
permission be granted.
Our clients have advised that eight housing sites are
currently under construction within 1.5km of the site.
This is evidence of a good market demand and
developer interest in this area for new housing.
In summary, the site is available for development in
the short term and there is good market interest in this
area.The four land parcels are considered suitable for
housing and our clients are keen to secure planning
permission as soon as possible. The delivery of the
site is therefore considered to be readily achievable.
Conclusion
The parcels of land, which could either be brought
forward individually or comprehensively together, will
deliver a most sustainable development at Fence
Houses.Taken together, the land provides a significant
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opportunity to deliver a landscape-led development of
new homes which will help meet the housing needs of
the City, whilst protecting and retaining existing
landscaping features, delivering new green
infrastructure, including wildlife corridors and open
spaces and conserving the significance of any heritage
assets.
We therefore respectfully request that the land at Fence
Houses should be included as additional housing
allocations within Policy 5 in the next iteration of the
County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,
4/DU/18B and DU/114 should be allocated for a

3140Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitehousing / mixed use development which would
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessamongst other things provide enhanced linkages from

Aykley Heads to the River and the City Centre. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The comments made are noted. The methodology for
selecting the housing allocations contained within the

New housing developments to be identified in the plan
to assist growth and use of emerging, shopping

3148Question 11

plan is set out within 'The Rationale For Selectingdevelopments. No new housing identified for Stanley
in the CDP. Housing allocations' document. This prioritises the

identification of previously developed (brownfield) sitesCleared land at Tanfield industrial  estate was
earmarked for housing. first where they are suitable, viable and developable.

There are a large proportion of planning consents for
Identify other brownfield sites for new housing. new houses which already exist across the county,

including those on brownfield land. In addition toPoor housing in DH9 should be improved.
identifying additional specific sites for further new
housing the County Durham Plan makes provision for
further sites within the existing built up area to be
developed where particular criteria are met, and
encourages the reuse of developed sites. Therefore
the fact that there are no housing allocations
specifically identified does not preclude further new
housing from being delivered within a given settlement.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Messrs Scott wish to thank the Council for the
opportunity to comment on the County Durham Plan

3185Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site(CPD) Preferred Options Report.Our client wishes to
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessput forward their land at Oxhill Farm for inclusion as
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasan additional housing site in response to Question 11
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsand that this land should be included as an allocation
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for housing within Policy 5 Housing Allocations. For
ease of reference our client’s site is shown on Plan

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Reference IL23793-001. The northern part of the site in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
has been assessed in the Council’s Strategic Housing The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) as sites Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.reference 1/ST/10 and 1/ST/22.The site relates to
approximately 16.92ha of land, located to the north
east of South Moor, County Durham. The site is
currently partially developed and is occupied by the
yard and workshops for Stanley Travel (which would
be relocated) and a small parcel of allotments in the
north east. The remainder of the site comprises open
grassland and scrub, intersected by mature tree and
landscaping belts. At present, the site is accessed off
Eden Terrace (A693) via a single-track road.

The site is bound as follows:

• To the north by a row of houses along Eden
Terrace (A693) and a wide belt of mature
landscaping;

• To the east by allotments and the residential
areas of Oxhill and South Moor;

• To the south by amenity open space including
sports fields, allotments and residential
development; and

• To the west by open grassland and scrub with
mature landscaping

It is estimated that together, the sites could yield in the
region of 300 dwellings, whilst taking into account
existing landscape features and the need to provide
sustainable urban drainage systems. However, this
will ultimately be dependent upon more detailed
masterplanning and technical work.

The NPPF 2018 states that “to be considered
deliverable, sites for housing should be available now,
offer a suitable location for development now, and be
achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will
be delivered on the site within five years”. Each of
these issues is addressed in turn below.

Suitability of the Site

The site offers a suitable location for development now.

well contained within the existing framework of the

settlement and offers good access to most facilities’
Our client can confirm that the site is available for
housing now.They are committed to the early delivery
of the site and there are no land ownership issues
which could preclude the site coming forward for
residential development. The track which runs down
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the centre of the site is not within the ownership of our
client. However, we can confirm that they have formal
rights to pass and repass over it. Between 10 to 12
allotments, which appear unsightly, occupy a small
portion of the north east of the site. We can confirm
that the allotment holders do not pay rent to the
landowner for these. The allotment holders are aware
that the land was subject to a previous planning
permission for a residential development (granted on
12 June 2008) and that the land could be brought
forward for housing in the future.

A site is considered to be achievable if there is a
realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the
site within five years. The SHLAA identifies the site to
be not currently achievable but goes on to state that
‘planning permission has recently lapsed for a scheme
of 145 dwellings’.  However, the planning application
was submitted by Barratt Homes in 2007 and
permission was granted on 12 June 2008. The
development was not progressed by Barratt Homes at
that time because of the recession and the site has
not been actively promoted for housing since. However,
we can confirm that there is now firm interest from
housebuilders in bringing the site forward for residential
development. We submit that the site is readily
achievable with a realistic prospect of on-site
completions in the next five years should any planning
permission be granted.

Conclusions

The development of this land would represent a
sustainable extension to Stanley. The land provides a
significant opportunity to deliver a landscape-led
development of new homes which will help meet the
housing needs of the County, whilst protecting and
retaining existing landscaping features, delivering new
green infrastructure, including wildlife corridors and
open spaces.

We therefore respectfully request that the land at Oxhill
Farm should be included as an additional housing
allocation within Policy 5 in the next iteration of the
County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

This County Durham Plan Representation pertains to
two parcels of land at Pitt Hill Farm, Beamish.

3168Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThis representation is brought forward to request the
inclusion of these areas of land as Proposed Housing
Sites in the County Durham Plan.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
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The sites in question lie to the south of the village in
an area of residual farm land bounded by Station

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Road/New Road to the north and the A693 to the south. in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
These areas of land were left over after the The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
construction of the A693 and are too small
be commercially farmed.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The village of Beamish lies within the Chester-Le-Street
District of County Durham, 5 miles from the main town
of Chester-Le-Street and 2.5 miles from the
smaller town of Stanley.

The village is home to the well known Beamish
Museum. The museum opened in 1970 and depicts
examples of everyday life in early 20th century County
Durham and Northumberland. Popular with visitors the
museum was awarded European Museum of the year
in 1987.

Chester-Le-Street District Local Plan makes no mention
of any development potential in the village of Beamish.
However this plan is now substantially out of date and
was only intended to run until 2006. The intended
replacement to the local plan is the County Durham
Plan which is currently going though the approval
processes. The adoption of the County Durham Plan
was halted in December 2016 due to the
immanent release of the Government’s White Paper
“Fixing Our Broken Housing Market” . After the White
Paper’s publication the County Durham Plan adoption
process was restarted in December 2017 and is
expected to be concluded by Summer 2020.

The White Paper “Fixing Our Broken Housing Market”
makes many suggestions for ways to improve
the delivery of new housing. The report notes that
“Since the 1970s, there have been on average 160,000
new homes each year in England” The report then
goes on to suggest that “the consensus is that we need
from 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes per year”
highlighting a major shortfall in the provision of new
homes.

One of the suggested approaches in the report is the
bringing forward of small and medium sized sites
like the ones in Beamish to allow sustainable growth
and offer consumer choice. The two site in question
lie within the green belt area and are out with the village
settlement boundary and the proposed conservation
area. The Housing White Paper argues against
development on green field land
but County Durham Council’s own response to the
white paper counters this argument.The Housing White
Paper Response states that ”Green Belt release should
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not in principle be a last resort” and goes on to say that
“In principle, the question whether or not the
circumstances are sufficiently exceptional to warrant
the release of Green Belt should be answered by the
local authority’s exercise of a reasonable planning
judgment about how to best secure sustainable
patterns of development in its area.”

The National Planning Policy Framework seeks to build
the right houses in the right places in response to the
Housing White Paper. Development of these sites will
be in conformity with the National Planning Policy
Framework and in accordance within key policies within
the emerging Development Plan. It provides an efficient
use of land which is a key aim of the planning system
and enhances the local community.

The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Part 1)
produced in support of the County Durham Plan makes
reference to a number of national housing reviews in
it’s policy review section:

The Lyons Housing Review (October 2014) notes that
“Insufficient land is being brought forward for
new housing” and goes on to recommend 
“that the delivery of new homes be increased to
200,000 per annum by 2020. “

The Elphike-House Report (January 2015)
recommends “that local authorities become housing
delivery enablers in their areas, to proactively assess
and lead on facilitating new housing development in
their areas.”

The strongest housing market shortfall is in North
Durham (County Durham 2013 Update -
Strategic Housing Market Assessment). The report
states that “Future development should focus on
delivering the right housing to address identified
shortfalls and reflect household aspirations.”
There is an overwhelming requirement and demand
for mainstream and affordable housing in this part
of the district with shortages in effective land supply,
as evidenced by the Strategic Housing
Market Assessment. Furthermore, there is local
demand for labour to serve the visitor and tourist
economy.

The County Durham Demographic Analysis Forecast
(February 2016) notes that the Stanley Area (of which
Beamish is part) is one of the 12 areas showing the
largest increase in population in County Durham. In
fact after allowing for the student hotspots of Nevilles
Cross and Elvet & Gilesgate the Stanely area
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has shown the 8th largest growth in population between
2001 and 2013.

Both sites are viable and can contribute to the 5 year
effective land supply. There are no economic
or yeomanmcallister architects interiors
financial constraints that preclude development in the
short to medium term. Delivery of the sites would
be through SME builders and an RSL and would help
to provide choice and variety into the local
housing market.

The sites in question lie to the south of the village in
an area of existing farm land bounded by Station
Road/New Road to the north and the A693 to the
south. The inclusion of these areas in the County
Durham Plan as Proposed Housing Sites makes sense
for the following reasons:

• The A693 to the south is a much more sensible
and defensible boundary for the Green Belt in
this location. This small Green Belt release is
negligible.

• Housing on these sites would mirror the situation
to the north of Station Road/New Road, creating
a double sided village that would greatly enhance
the urban form.

• Acceptable access and egress is achievable onto
Station Road. No need to access directly onto
the A693.

• Both sites are free from any fluvial flood issues.
• Infrastructure capacity is available to cater for

the increased housing and population.
• Sites are directly adjacent to the existing built

framework of Beamish. New housing can be
easily incorporated into the existing townscape
and character and will not be detrimental to
adjacent land uses.

The location of the village makes it ideal for the
inclusion of new housing sites.  Stanley is 2.5 miles
away and the main town of Chester-Le-Street is only
5 miles to the east. There are two bus stops within
walking distance of the sites, which are regularly served
by buses to near by villages, towns and cities beyond.
The C2C Cycle Route runs through the village between
Whitehaven and Newcastle and also links to National
Cycle Rote which runs all the way up the west coast
of Scotland as far as Inverness.

Stanely has a number of local amenities including the
Louisa Leisure Centre and the Alun Armstrong Centre
which hosts a cultural programme of live performances
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and cinema nights.There is also a bus station providing
access to a cross county network of buses.

Chester-Le-Street is the largest town in the area and
is extremely popular with house buyers. The town
boasts may amenities including parks, a skate and
BMX park and the Riverside Cricket ground that holds
concerts and events. The local train station is on the
main east coast line that runs between London and
Edinburgh.
Durham County Council’s own Masterplan for
Chester-Le-Street states that the town has a “limited
supply of vacant housing sites” suggesting that
additional housing sites in the area would be beneficial
in providing alternatives for local buyers.
Beamish is 9 miles from Durham, 8 miles from
Gateshead and only 10 miles from Newcastle making
it a very attractive proposition for a large number of
commuters.
The village has adequate school provisions with the
local Beamish Primary School located in the adjacent
village of No Place and two secondary schools,
North Durham Academy and Tanfield School Specialist
College both located in Stanley.
The design of any future development would be
traditional in nature, high quality and reflect the local
vernacular. There will be no unacceptable
environmental impacts as a result of development.
Careful siting and planting will ensure the development
sits comfortably within the landscape.
Any application for development will be accompanied
by a suite of supporting documents evidencing and
demonstrating compliance with policy and guidance.

In conclusion we would draw your attention to the brief
summary of the points raised below:

• The current Chester-Le-Street District Local Plan
is substantially out of date and new viable sites
need to be included in the County Durham plan
to reflect the ever increasing need for housing
identified in the Government White Paper and
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment.

• Durham County Council themselves have argued
for the potential of bringing forward housing sites
on green field land
land.

• The County Durham Demographic Analysis
Forecast notes that the Stanley Area is one of
the 12 areas showing the largest increase in
population in County Durham.
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• The A693 to the south creates an obvious
boundary for the extension of the
village settlement.

• Housing on these sites would mirror the situation
to the north of Station Road/New Road, creating
a double sided village that would greatly enhance
the urban form.

• The location of the village and its proximity to
large areas of employment makes it ideal for the
inclusion of new housing sites.

We feel that this representation puts forward a
convincing argument for the viability of these two site.
We respectfully request that they are formally
considered as Proposed Housing Sites in the
forthcoming County Durham Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Thank you for consulting on the County Durham Local
Plan Preferred Options (“the Plan”). These

3190Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siterepresentations are made in respect of land adjacent
to Congburn Bank, Edmondsley (SHLAA Ref: suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has2/ED/2a) for a sustainable residential development
appropriate to the scale and needs of the village. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..
National Planning Policy Context The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework
(“NPPF”) is a presumption in favour of sustainable The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
development. For plan-making this means that local Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet
the development needs of their area. The core
principles of the NPPF set out in paragraph 17 include
that planning should make every effort to proactively
drive and support sustainable economic development
to deliver the homes and businesses that the country
needs. Plans should therefore take account of market
signals and allocate sufficient land to surpass their own
set targets. This is essential to provide choice and
competition in the market, whilst also allowing a buffer
for sites that might not come forward due market or
technical constraints. Such an approach should be
positively encouraged.To ensure plans are deliverable
the cumulative impact of proposed planning policies
should be carefully considered in relation to viability
with capacity to respond to rapid change.

In relation to the examination of Local Plans, paragraph
182 of the NPPF sets out the tests of ‘soundness’. A
plan should be:

Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared
based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively
assessed development and infrastructure requirements,
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including unmet requirements from neighbouring
authorities where it is reasonable to do so and
consistent with achieving sustainable development

Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate
strategy, when considered against the reasonable
alternatives, based on proportionate evidence

Effective  –  the  plan  should be  deliverable over  its
period and based  on effective  joint working on
cross-boundary strategic priorities

Consistent  with  national  policy  –  the  plan
 should  enable  the  delivery  of  sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the
Framework

The following comments are provided with the aim of
assisting Durham County Council (‘DCC’) at
examination but also ensuring that the decline of once
sustainable villages such as Edmondsley is not
continued.

Congburn Bank, Edmondsley

The land at Congburn Bank provides a logical
extension to Edmondsley’s built up area. To the south
is existing residential development and to the east is
an existing garden centre. To ensure development is
of an appropriate scale for the village a scheme of 50
dwellings on the eastern part of the site is proposed.
This has been discussed with Ward Councillors and
local business that are supportive of the development
subject to a parking solution being provided for
Edmondsley Primary. This would be of great social
and environmental benefit to the village. Furthermore,
the scheme would  include  a  suitable  landscape
 buffer  from  Cong  burn  to  the  north  to  provide
 suitable mitigation.

Whilst the Plan clearly states its intention to regenerate
and sustain local communities there is no development
allocated in Edmondsley at least until 2035. If allowed
to continue villages such as will continue to experience
prolonged economic decline losing people and with
that key services.

Closing

I look forward to  discussing my development proposal
with you in the coming months.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Clients, H Eggleston Jnr and Son Ltd, own land
at Malton, Lanchester, identified in the Durham

3205Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteStrategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2018
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness(SHLAA) as site 1/RD/03. It should be noted however
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that the developable area would be limited to the
existing hard surface and the surrounding woodland

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

would be protected and optimised for its recreational
benefits.

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Although the site is detached from Lanchester, it sits

adjacent to an existing group of houses and benefits The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

from excellent sustainable transport links into
Lanchester and the surrounding area (bus routes and
formal cycleways) where there is an extensive range
of local services and facilities.

It is noteworthy that the site of the former Maiden Law
Hospital on the north side of Lanchester (an equal
distance from the centre of Lanchester as our client’s
land) has been granted planning permission for
residential development and is allocated for housing
in the CDPPO on the basis of its brownfield status.

We ask that the Council acknowledge that site 1/RD/03
will soon no longer provide employment land and it
should therefore be put to effective use by allocating
the land for housing.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11:Yes, the Land at Willington North Lane,
north-west of Willington (Location Plan at Appendix 1)
should be an additional housing site allocation.

3216Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessThe site is located off North Lane (B6299) and is

bordered on the north-eastern boundary by woodland. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsThe site is ideally located for commuting to the nearby
consultation responses which have been received..city of Durham (8.8 miles) and the main town centre

of Bishop Auckland (5 miles). The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

The site has no relevant planning history and has not
been assessed as part of the County Durham Strategic

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA);

however, we consider the site is suitable for residential
development.

The site is approximately 2.2 hectares (5.39 acres)
and has a capacity for approximately 50 dwellings.The
proposed development would be in keeping with the
existing built form of the settlement and provide an
important opportunity to increase the mix of housing
available in the area.

Moreover, the site is in close proximity to the bus stop
on Hunwick Lane End (0.3 miles) which offers good
bus links to Durham, Bishop Auckland, and further
afield. Given the scale of the proposal, we consider
that there would be adequate capacity within the road
network to accommodate development.

Willington is identified as a Local Service Centre in the
County Durham Settlement Study (2012) and offers a
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range of services which include shops,
restaurants/pubs, schools and sports facilities, all within
a short walking distance of the proposed site.
Moreover, the proposed development would provide
additional expenditure within Willington through an
increase to the local population helping to support local
businesses and ensuring the retention of local shops
and services for existing and future residents.

To conclude, the proposed site is in a sustainable
location, in close proximity to larger main towns and
the City of Durham and is a suitable, deliverable site
and should be allocated for housing.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11,  Policy 5, Housing Site Reference
7/TV/117

3516Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteOur Client, Mr Phillip Young, owns land in Trimdon
referred to in the Durham Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA) as 7/TV/117.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

Our client’s site in Trimdon has previously been
considered by the Council in the SHLAA, initially in the

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

2011 report the site was deemed to be developable in in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
11-15 years with an estimated yield of 44 houses. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
However, in the 2018 review the site was deemed to Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.be unsuitable due primarily to unsuitable vehicular
access. Our client has been working closely with the
owner of the former garages adjacent to the site, and
it has been agreed that both sites shall come forward
together, unlocking the site for residential development
utilising the existing vehicular access to Salters Lane.
As such, our client’s land is without technical
constraints and would be an attractive site for
developers, with an opportunity to deliver affordable
housing and a stronger and more resilient rural
economy.

Trimdon Parish Council have stated, in previous
communications, that they are not averse to new
development, and see’s that this is vital to ensure the
local community are able to grow and thrive in a
suitable and sustainable location.

Promoting sustainable development in Trimdon will
support desired objectives set out in the CDPO;
including; Sustainable Communities (Objective 2),
Rural Economy (Objective 6) and supporting the aims
of Green Belt (Objective 7). Trimdon would otherwise
be neglected under the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing.

Accordingly, the sites outlined in red on the attached
plan should be considered for housing allocation in the
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County Durham Plan, blue highlights the extend of our
client’s ownership.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Question 11  Policy 5

Our Client, Mr P.Young, owns land in Sedgefield which
is adjacent to the A1278 and directly opposite an

3515Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessestablished residential area at Winterton (former
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashospital site). The site has not previously been
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsrecognised in the Strategic Housing Land Availability

Assessment. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The site is well contained and bound by a private road
to the north, and hedgerow to the east which follows

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

the natural boundary of the adjacent employment land Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.to the south. Development would therefore not

encroach into the open countryside.

Sedgefield already has an excellent range of services
and facilities (as recognised by SHLAA 2018),
including; a hospital, primary School, community
college, library, restaurants and a pharmacy and a
wide range of shops. In order to maintain and enhance
the viability of these facilities in the long term, it is
essential that further housing growth is planned for in
Sedgefield.

Safe vehicular access can be achieved from the B1278
and the site is well placed to link into existing
pedestrian footpath network providing walking and
cycling routes into the village.There are also a number
of bus stops in close proximity to the site providing
sustainable transport links into Sedgefield and
neighbouring towns and villages.

Our client’s land is without technical constraints and
would be an attractive site for developers, with an
opportunity to deliver affordable housing and a stronger
and more resilient rural economy. In contrast to
alternative sites in Sedgefield (of which some now have
planning permission), particularly those to the south
of the settlement are constrained heavily by current
policies E4 SLP, where development of these ‘green
wedges’ would result in a ‘significant adverse’
landscape impact.The emerging County Durham Plan
is an opportunity to recognise our client’s site on its
individual merits.

Accordingly, the site outlined in red on the attached
plan should be considered for housing allocation in the
County Durham Plan, incorporating open space and
landscaping buffers where necessary.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

STANLEY

THE SITE - Site Size: 22.3 ha/ 55.1 acres

3611Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
CONTEXT AND FACILITIES  - Stanley is considered
a sustainable settlement with a range of services and

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

facilities within walking distance of the site. These been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
include a primary school, secondary school, medical consultation responses which have been received..
centre, post office, library, a shop, take away and pub. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
Stanley is served by bus services X30 and 78 which in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
provide a sustainable travel option to Newcastle upon
Tyne and Sunderland.
SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT - The majority of
the site is located in Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

of flooding but there is a small area of higher flood risk
to the north west of the site. This will not form part of
the developable area. The site is dissected by a public
byway, which forms part of the South Moor Heritage
Trial and the Miner’s Rescue Station on Hustledown
Road falls adjacent to the site boundary. Gladman will
seek to make financial contributions towards
improvements to the Heritage Trail where appropriate.

The proposed sites could deliver many social,
economic and environmental benefits to their local
areas and the wider County Durham area. Gladman
would be happy to discuss specific benefits that the
schemes could provide
COMMUNITY - Appropriate contributions will be made
to local education, medical and library facilities to
support the regeneration of local communities.
Contributions could also be made to local clubs, groups
or projects. As with all new developments, new
residents will also generate an increase in local
expenditure, providing increased spending in the local
area as well as the wider county area
RECREATIONAL GREEN SPACE - The sites will be
designed to accommodate public open space, often
including equipped areas of play, footpaths, trim trail
equipment and cycle links. Where possible, the sites
will be incorporated into the wider PRoW network,
offering real benefits to the local community.
RESIDENTIAL - Each site has the potential to deliver
a substantial number of dwellings to assist Durham
County Council in meeting its OAN and maintain a five
year housing land supply. As with all its schemes,
Gladman will provide full policy compliant affordable
housing on site helping County Durham to meet its
affordable housing target
BIODIVERSITY - Biodiversity of the sites will be
protected, diversified and improved as part of the
proposals. An ecological appraisal will be completed
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as part of any future applications and will identify
mitigation measures should any protected species be
found on site. Alongside retention of existing
hedgerows

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This submission provides Gladman Developments’
representations on the Durham Local Plan Preferred
Options 2018.

3622Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

Gladman has considerable experience in the
development industry in a number of sectors, including

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

residential and employment development. Gladman’s The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
specialisms include the promotion of strategic land for in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
residential development, with associated The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
community infrastructure and has also actively Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.delivered commercial development in a wide number
of locations, including at employment sites in County
Durham.

These representations concern the following matters:
a. National Planning Policy
b. Duty to Cooperate
c. Sustainability Appraisal
d. Housing Needs
e. Housing Supply
f. Spatial Strategy
g. Emerging policies
h. Site Submissions

On 24 July 2018, The Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government published
the revised National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF, 2018). This publication forms the first revision
of the National Planning Policy Framework since 2012
and implements changes that have been informed
through the Housing White Paper, the planning for the
right homes in the right places consultation and the
draft revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation.

The next iteration of the County Durham Plan will
therefore need to be drafted in the context of the NPPF,
2018 taken as a whole. In addition, at this stage it is
important to note that the standardised methodology
to assess housing needs has been introduced, but that
this remains subject to change. This is as a result of
the Government’s response to the draft revised
NPPF consultation, which reiterates the need for these
reforms to lead to more homes being built
and highlights the intention to consider adjusting the
method to ensure that the starting point in
the plan-making process is consistent in aggregate
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with the proposals in Planning for the right homes in
the right places consultation and continues to be
consistent with ensuring that 300,000 homes are built
per year by the mid 2020’s. It is now expected that this
will be given further consideration by the Government
after the 2016-based household projections have
been released in September 2018.

The Council’s current evidence on its housing
requirement can be found in the Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) undertaken by Arc4 and
dated 2016. The Plan as drafted acknowledges that
the national policy position will be changing in relation
to the introduction of a standardised methodology for
the calculation of housing need and indicates that the
Council will move towards the preparation of a plan
under the revisions that have now been made to
the National Planning Policy Framework. It is therefore
important that the Local Plan that is published for
consultation under Regulation 19 is prepared in the
context of the requirements of the NPPF 2018 as a
whole. It will also need to give full consideration to the
accompanying changes to the Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG). In this regard, it is noted that the
policies of
the plan and its chapter headings relate closely to the
structure and content of the NPPF 2012.

It is important that the plan making process considers
all reasonable alternatives and that the Sustainability
Appraisal tests them to the same level of detail as the
options that are ultimately chosen for allocation. It is
vital that the outcome of any associated decisions is
transparent. The Plan includes a review of the Green
Belt and its draft policies indicate the intention to
release 126.5ha of land from the Green Belt at
Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road to create
‘Sustainable
Urban Extensions’ to Durham City, which would have
a combined estimated dwelling yield of 2320. In
addition, there are also proposals for a small number
of ‘Non-Strategic Green Belt Amendments’. It is
essential that the evidence base provides a robust
case for Green Belt release and care will need to be
taken to ensure that the approach taken remains
up-to-date in the context of the recent revisions to the
NPPF and the PPG.

Gladman agrees that strategic town extensions can
often form part a sustainable growth strategy, however
it is essential that evidence is provided which explains
why this is an appropriate approach for County
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Durham, where extensive development opportunities
exist outside of the Green Belt. Furthermore,
consideration will need to be given to how Green Belt
boundaries can endure beyond the plan-period.

For all site allocations and existing site commitments,
it is essential that the deliverability, scale, complexity
and development requirements of these allocations
are accurately considered as part of the evidence base
that underpins the pre-submission version of a Plan.
As currently presented, the ‘Preferred Option’ offers
insufficient flexibility to safeguard against any risks to
the overall delivery of housing to meet objectively
assessed housing needs.

A wide portfolio of site allocations will be required within
and adjacent to settlements across the County. This
would align with the dispersed ‘sustainable
communities’ strategy and ensure that the Local Plan
can demonstrably meet the development needs of the
area through its allocations and fulfil the national policy
requirement to significantly boost the supply of housing.
Gladman would suggest that site allocations are
included within the Plan to provide land with the
capacity for 20% more housing than the minimum
housing requirement that is ultimately identified.
This approach will provide an appropriate safeguard
against circumstances where sites do not come forward
in the manner that is initially forecast within the Plan’s
housing trajectory.

It is vital that the allocations of the Plan fully reflect the
spatial strategy to support the promotion of sustainable
communities through a dispersed pattern of
development. Gladman are of the view that a number
of development opportunities exist in locations that will
support the sustainability and regeneration of
settlements over the plan period which should be
positively considered for allocation to support the plan
in demonstrating that housing needs can be met in full
over the plan period. In this context, Gladman highlight
a number of sites.

Within the appendices, Gladman provide site
submissions for residential development opportunities
in a number of sustainable locations within the County.
These sites are suitable, available and achievable; and
are deliverable and developable within the plan period.
As such, they represent significant opportunities for
allocation through the Local Plan that have the ability to
align with the spatial strategy and make a significant
contribution within the housing trajectory:
• Land off A181, Thornley
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• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland
• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor
• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington
• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss
these opportunities further with the Council as part of
the plan-making process. Effective and on-going
engagement with all interested parties, including the
development industry, will ultimately ensure the
production of a Plan that is deliverable and successful
in achieving its vision and aims.

INTRODUCTION

Context

Gladman Developments specialises in the promotion
of strategic land for residential development with
associated community infrastructure. This submission
provides Gladman Development’s representations on
the County Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018.

Through this submission Gladman has highlighted a
number of issues relating to the Durham Plan and its
supporting evidence base.

The Local Plan must provide for a sufficient supply of
deliverable and developable sites to meet the needs
of County Durham over the plan period. We submit
that in addition to the sites that have been identified
for allocation, the Local Plan should be seeking to
identify a wider number sites across the settlement
hierarchy.

This response promotes the inclusion of the following
sites for residential development within the Local Plan,
further details of which are appended to this
submission:
• Land off A181, Thornley
• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland
• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor
• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington
• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2018)
sets out four tests that must be met for Local Plans to
be considered sound. In this regard we submit that in
order to prepare a sound plan it is fundamental that it
is:

• Positively Prepared – providing a strategy which, as
a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s objectively
assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with
other authorities, so that unmet need from neighbouring
areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so
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and is consistent with achieving sustainable
development;
• Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account
the reasonable alternatives, and based on
proportionate evidence;
• Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and
based on effective joint working on crossboundary
strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than
deferred, as evidenced by the statement of common
ground; and
• Consistent with National Policy – enabling the delivery
of sustainable development in accordance with the
policies in this Framework

1.2 Previous Submissions

1.2.1 Gladman have previously made submissions in
response to the County Durham Local Plan at the
Issues and Options Stage

2 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY

2.1 National Planning Policy Framework and Planning
Practice Guidance 2.1.1 On 24 July 2018, The Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government
published the revised National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF, 2018). This publication forms the
first revision of the National Planning Policy Framework
since 2012 and implements changes that have
been informed through the Housing White Paper, the
planning for the right homes in the right
places consultation and the draft revised National
Planning Policy Framework consultation.

2.1.2 It has been made clear that local plans that are
in preparation will need to move towards the use of
the new standardised methodology for calculating
housing needs, unless the plan is submitted
for examination before 24 January 2019. In addition,
at this stage it is important to note that the standardised
methodology to assess housing needs has been
introduced, but that this remains subject to change.
This is as a result of the Government’s response to
the draft revised NPPF consultation, which reiterates
the need for these reforms to lead to more homes being
built and
highlights the intention to consider adjusting the method
to ensure that the starting point in the plan-making
process is consistent in aggregate with the proposals
in Planning for the right homes in the right places
consultation and continues to be consistent with
ensuring that 300,000 homes are built per year by the
mid 2020’s. It is now expected that this will be given
further consideration by the Government after the
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2016-based household projections have been released
in September 2018.

2.1.3 Gladman notes that the consultation documents
that have been published in relation to the County
Durham Plan highlight that the approach will be to
undertake consultation on a presubmission version of
the Plan in January/February 2019. This approach
should enable the Local Planning Authority to take full
account of the reforms that have been introduced
through the NPPF 2018 prior to its submission for
examination. In this regard, it is notable that the current
preferred option is structured to reflect the content of
the current NPPF, in particular through its
subject headings and that this will therefore need to
be revisited.

3 LEGAL COMPLIANCE

3.1 Duty to Cooperate

3.1.1 The Duty to Cooperate is a legal requirement
established through Section 33(A) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, as amended by
Section 110 of the Localism Act. It requires local
authorities to engage constructively, actively and on
an ongoing basis with neighbouring authorities on
cross-boundary strategic issues throughout the process
of Plan preparation. As demonstrated through the
outcome of the 2012 Coventry Core Strategy
Examination and the 2013
Mid Sussex Core Strategy Examination, if a Council
fails to satisfactorily discharge its Duty to Cooperate,
this cannot be rectified through modifications and an
Inspector must recommend nonadoption of the Plan.

3.1.2 Whilst Gladman recognise that the Duty to
Cooperate is a process of ongoing engagement and
collaboration1, as set out in the PPG it is clear that it
is intended to produce effective policies on
cross-boundary strategic matters. In this regard the
Local Planning Authority must be able to demonstrate
that it has engaged and worked with neighbouring
authorities, alongside their existing joint working
arrangements, to satisfactorily address cross boundary
strategic issues, and
the requirement to meet any unmet housing needs.
This is not simply an issue of consultation but a
question of effective cooperation.

3.1.3 Further, the PPG reflects on the bodies which
are subject to the Duty to Cooperate. It contains a list
of the prescribed bodies. The PPG then goes on to
state that:
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“These bodies play a key role in delivering local
aspirations, and cooperation between them and local
planning authorities is vital to make Local Plans as
effective as possible on strategic cross boundary
matters.”

3.1.4 Paragraph 27 of the NPPF 2018 indicates that
in order to demonstrate effective and on-going joint
working, strategic policymaking authorities should
prepare and maintain one or more statements of
common ground, documenting the cross-boundary
matters being addressed and progress in cooperating
to address these.These should be produced using the
approach set out in national planning guidance, and
be made publicly available throughout the plan-making
process to provide transparency.

3.2 Sustainability Appraisal

3.2.1 In accordance with Section 19 of the 2004
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, policies set
out in Local Plans must be subject to Sustainability
Appraisal (SA). Incorporating the requirements of the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes
Regulations 2004, SA is a systematic process that
should be undertaken at each stage of the Plan’s
preparation, assessing the effects of the Local Plan’s
proposals on sustainable development when judged
against reasonable alternatives.

3.2.2 Critically, the current NPPF 2018 at Paragraph
32 sets out that:
“Local plans and spatial development strategies should
be informed throughout their preparation by a
sustainability appraisal that meets the relevant legal
requirements. This should demonstrate how the plan
has addressed relevant economic, social and
environmental
objectives (including opportunities for net gains).
Significant adverse impacts on these objectives should
be avoided and, wherever possible, alternative options
which reduce or eliminate such impacts should be
pursued. Where significant adverse impacts are
unavoidable, suitable mitigation measures should be
proposed (or, where this is not possible, compensatory
measures should be considered).”

Following this the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)
requires that different realistic and deliverable options
for policies within the Plan are tested, setting out:
“they must be sufficiently distinct to highlight the
different sustainability implications of each so that
meaningful comparisons can be made”2
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The SA is required to set out why those reasonable
alternatives were chosen. In terms of housing policies
for the Plan this means the need to test:
i. Reasonable alternatives on the quantum of
development (i.e. the housing requirement);
and,
ii. Reasonable alternatives on the distribution of
development (i.e. the spatial strategy and
combination of site allocations to be made).

The County Durham Plan should be based on an SA
process that clearly justifies its policy choices. In
meeting the development needs of the area, it should
be clear from the results of the assessment why some
policy options have been progressed, and others have
been rejected. Undertaking a comparative and equal
assessment of each reasonable alternative, the
decision making and scoring should be robust, justified
and transparent.

Gladman remind the Council that there have now been
a number of instances where the failure to undertake
a satisfactory SA has resulted in a local plan failing the
test of legal compliance at Examination or being
subjected to legal challenge.

As part of the site selection process, it considered vital
that the Local Plan is underpinned by a process that
includes a robust assessment of development
opportunities across all scales of sites that exist in the
area. It is considered that small and medium sized
sites across the county will form an essential element
of a sustainable growth strategy for County Durham
and that an extensive number of alternatives will need
to be thoroughly considered through the SA process.
Due consideration must also be given to all
development options outside of the Green Belt as part
of any justification for the existence of ‘exceptional
circumstances’ necessary for the adjustment of Green
Belt boundaries. Furthermore the ability for the Green
Belt to endure beyond the plan-period will be an
important consideration through the preparation of the
Plan and its sustainability appraisal. In addition, sites
should not be discounted from consideration without
being considered on a like-for-like basis with the option
that is ultimately preferred within the Local Plan.
Critically, the SA must positively reflect the Planning
Practice Guidance which highlights that:

“The sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
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reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

Gladman would wish to highlight that the SA must
identify and assess all reasonable alternatives in a
consistent manner using the information that is made
available to the Council through site submissions during
the plan preparation process. The site selection
process should not arbitrarily discount sites from
consideration. In addition, the Sustainability Appraisal
must provide adequate reasoning and justification for
the sites that are allocated or rejected for allocation.
The PPG states 

“the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the reasons
why the alternatives were selected, the reasons why
the rejected options were not taken forward and the
reasons for selecting the preferred approach in light
of the alternatives. It
should provide conclusions on the overall sustainability
of the different alternatives, including those selected
as the preferred approach within the Local Plan. Any
assumptions used in assessing the significance of
effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

SITE SUBMISSIONS
Overview

3595Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteGladman consider that the County Durham Plan must
avoid an over reliance on the delivery of housing from suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations haslarge scale new settlements and town extensions if it
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsis to demonstrate a robust housing land supply. It is
consultation responses which have been received..also vitally important that the Plan does not contain a
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedstrategy that risks a shortfall of housing provision during
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘the early years of the plan and over the plan period as

a whole through a lack of housing allocations. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.There is a need for the Local Plan for County Durham

to be flexible to allow for changes in circumstances
which include sites not coming forward as anticipated
or delivering fewer units than expected. Typically, in
circumstances where there is a reliance on large scale
strategic allocations an additional 20% above the
housing requirement is being planned for within local
plans to ensure that they can meet and hopefully
surpass the minimum housing requirement over the
Plan period.

The forthcoming changes to the method for identifying
Objectively Assessed Housing Needs is an issue that
will need to be tackled through the preparation of the
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Pre-submission version of the County Durham Plan.
However, it is vital that the economic prospects of the
County and the wider region are thoroughly considered
in setting the final housing target.

Gladman are of the view that the site selection process
must be re-visited to provide additional sites for new
housing across the settlement hierarchy. These sites
will provide the ability to deliver housing in the short to
medium term and over the remainder of the plan period
to meet development needs in full and support the
delivery of the vision and objectives of the Plan. This
approach will contribute to securing the Council’s
5-year housing land supply and allow a wider
range of housebuilders (including those that are Small
and Medium Sized) the opportunity to deliver sites in
sustainable locations across the County, thereby
increasing the range of products available and
speeding up delivery. It will also ensure a Plan that
positively responds to the imperative to plan for thriving
rural communities.

Gladman are promoting a number of sites in the
County, which are located in sustainable settlements
and are available, achievable and deliverable:
• Land off A181, Thornley
• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland
• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor
• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington
• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley

Details of each of the sites are provided within a
Portfolio that has been appended to these
representations.

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to liaise with
the Council’s planning policy team in relation to its plan
making. Effective and on-going engagement with all
interested parties, including the development industry,
will ultimately ensure the production of a Plan that
is deliverable and successful in achieving its vision and
aims.

CONCLUSIONS
Having considered the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options, Gladman have raised a number of soundness
matters that will need to be considered and addressed.
This includes housing and employment needs; delivery
of the new settlements and town extensions; aligning
allocations with the spatial strategy; the quantity of
housing allocation of land for housing; the need for
contingency and additional flexibility; and, several of
the detailed development management policies.
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The Local Plan must be positively prepared, effective,
justified and consistent with national policy to be found
sound at examination. The Council should develop a
robust housing requirement using this OAN as a
starting point. Careful consideration needs to be given
to the spatial strategy that forms the basis of the spatial
distribution of growth across the County and a wide
range of settlements should be allowed to play their
part in meeting the housing and employment needs of
the area. A flexible approach to delivering the
development needs of the County will ensure the plan’s
ultimate deliverability and success.

Whilst it is supported that large scale urban extensions
can play a key role in the accommodation of future
development, the exceptional circumstances that are
required to release such sites from the Green Belt will
need to be carefully considered through the Plan’s
proportionate evidence base. In addition, a wide range
of issues need to be considered in relation to the initial
and sustained delivery of housing from such sites to
ensure that the Plan’s housing strategy is suitably
robust and that the Green Belt boundary is able to
endure beyond the end of the plan period.

It is essential that sufficient flexibility is provided to
enable a rolling 5 year housing land supply to be
maintained in a manner that is responsive to rapid
change. The need for a more flexible approach to
addressing housing needs and supply is highly relevant
to the County Durham Plan. It is considered that in
order to avoid future shortfalls in housing provision, a
number of additional small and medium scale housing
allocations will be required, together with local plan
policies that
allow the Council to respond rapidly to changes in
circumstance.

Gladman are therefore commending the following sites
for inclusion within the County Durham Plan as
residential allocations and would welcome the
opportunity to liaise with the Council’s planning policy
team in relation to its plan making:
• Land off A181, Thornley
• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland
• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor
• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington
• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

THORNLEY

Site Size: 10.9 ha/27.1 acres
Dwellings: 165
Timescales for Delivery: 4.7 years

3600Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

CONTEXT AND FACILITIES
Thornley is considered a sustainable settlement with
a range of services and facilities within walking distance

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

of the site.These include a primary school, village hall, in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
a shop, take away and pub. Thornley is served by bus The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
services 22 and 58 which provide a sustainable travel
option to Durham, Sunderland
and Hartlepool.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT
The site is located in Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk
of flooding.There are no heritage assets located within
or adjacent to the site. The indicative development
framework plan indicates how the site might
accommodate future residential development with high
quality open space and landscaping. This is of
course, just our first attempt at considering the
development potential of the site.

KEY CONCEPTS FOR LAND OFF A181
The Framework Plan demonstrates how the scheme
could be accommodated in Thornley. While it is in its
early stages, a number of key concepts for the site
have been explored. A large area of green space is
proposed along the northern boundary of the site,
including proposed structural planting and woodland
planting to soften the edge of the village has been
included to ensure that the site is well screened. A
green corridor along historic field boundaries possible
provides a visual break to help screen the development
on the upper slope, and the existing Public Right of
Way will be retained within a new green landscape
buffer. There are multiple potential pedestrian links
available ensuring that the future residents can access
the services and facilities of Thornley by foot or by
bicycle, allowing the development to be fully integrated
into the community.

The proposed sites could deliver many social,
economic and environmental benefits to their local
areas and the wider County Durham area. Gladman
would be happy to discuss specific benefits that the
schemes could provide
COMMUNITY - Appropriate contributions will be made
to local education, medical and library facilities to
support the regeneration of local communities.
Contributions could also be made to local clubs, groups
or projects. As with all new developments, new
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residents will also generate an increase in local
expenditure, providing increased spending in the local
area as well as the wider county area
RECREATIONAL GREEN SPACE - The sites will be
designed to accommodate public open space, often
including equipped areas of play, footpaths, trim trail
equipment and cycle links. Where possible, the sites
will be incorporated into the wider PRoW network,
offering real benefits to the local community.
RESIDENTIAL - Each site has the potential to deliver
a substantial number of dwellings to assist Durham
County Council in meeting its OAN and maintain a five
year housing land supply. As with all its schemes,
Gladman will provide full policy compliant affordable
housing on site helping County Durham to meet its
affordable housing target
BIODIVERSITY - Biodiversity of the sites will be
protected, diversified and improved as part of the
proposals. An ecological appraisal will be completed
as part of any future applications and will identify
mitigation measures should any protected species be
found on site. Alongside retention of existing
hedgerows

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

WEST AUCKLAND

THE SITE

3604Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
Site Size: 11 ha/27.1 acres. Dwellings: 200.Timescales
for Delivery: 5.7 years.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsCONTEXT AND FACILITIES - West Auckland is

considered a sustainable settlement with a range of consultation responses which have been received..
services and facilities within walking distance of the The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
site. These include a primary school, post office, pub, in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
shop, doctors and pharmacy. West Auckland also The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
relates well to Bishop Auckland, providing residents Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.with access to a wider range of services and amenities.
West Auckland is served by bus services 6 and 86
which provide a sustainable travel option to Durham,
Bishop Auckland and Barnard Castle. Rail services to
Darlington and Middlesbrough are also available from
Bishop Auckland train station, located circa 5km from
the site.

SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT - The site is
located in Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk of flooding.
There are no heritage assets located within or adjacent
to the site. A safe and suitable vehicular access is
proposed from Copeland Road to the south of the site
with a potential secondary access to the north off the
A68.
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The proposed sites could deliver many social,
economic and environmental benefits to their local
areas and the wider County Durham area. Gladman
would be happy to discuss specific benefits that the
schemes could provide:
COMMUNITY - Appropriate contributions will be made
to local education, medical and library facilities to
support the regeneration of local communities.
Contributions could also be made to local clubs, groups
or projects. As with all new developments, new
residents will also generate an increase in local
expenditure, providing increased spending in the local
area as well as the wider county area
RECREATIONAL GREEN SPACE - The sites will be
designed to accommodate public open space, often
including equipped areas of play, footpaths, trim trail
equipment and cycle links. Where possible, the sites
will be incorporated into the wider PRoW network,
offering real benefits to the local community.
RESIDENTIAL - Each site has the potential to deliver
a substantial number of dwellings to assist Durham
County Council in meeting its OAN and maintain a five
year housing land supply. As with all its schemes,
Gladman will provide full policy compliant affordable
housing on site helping County Durham to meet its
affordable housing target
BIODIVERSITY - Biodiversity of the sites will be
protected, diversified and improved as part of the
proposals. An ecological appraisal will be completed
as part of any future applications and will identify
mitigation measures should any protected species be
found on site. Alongside retention of existing
hedgerows

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

USHAW MOOR

THE SITE -  Site Size: 22.19ha/ 54.8 acres. Dwellings:
Up to 380. Timescales for Delivery: 10 years.

3607Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

CONTEXT AND FACILITIES - Ushaw Moor is
considered a sustainable settlement with a range of

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

services and facilities within walking distance of the consultation responses which have been received..
site.These include a primary school, secondary school, The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
village hall, shops, take away, a village hall, doctors in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
and a pub. Ushaw Moor is served by bus services 43 The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
and 48 which provide a sustainable travel option to
Durham.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT - The site is
located in Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk of flooding.
There are no heritage assets located within or adjacent
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to the site. A safe and suitable vehicular access is
proposed from Cockhouse Lane.

The proposed sites could deliver many social,
economic and environmental benefits to their local
areas and the wider County Durham area. Gladman
would be happy to discuss specific benefits that the
schemes could provide
COMMUNITY - Appropriate contributions will be made
to local education, medical and library facilities to
support the regeneration of local communities.
Contributions could also be made to local clubs, groups
or projects. As with all new developments, new
residents will also generate an increase in local
expenditure, providing increased spending in the local
area as well as the wider county area
RECREATIONAL GREEN SPACE - The sites will be
designed to accommodate public open space, often
including equipped areas of play, footpaths, trim trail
equipment and cycle links. Where possible, the sites
will be incorporated into the wider PRoW network,
offering real benefits to the local community.
RESIDENTIAL - Each site has the potential to deliver
a substantial number of dwellings to assist Durham
County Council in meeting its OAN and maintain a five
year housing land supply. As with all its schemes,
Gladman will provide full policy compliant affordable
housing on site helping County Durham to meet its
affordable housing target
BIODIVERSITY - Biodiversity of the sites will be
protected, diversified and improved as part of the
proposals. An ecological appraisal will be completed
as part of any future applications and will identify
mitigation measures should any protected species be
found on site. Alongside retention of existing
hedgerows

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

EASINGTON

THE SITE - Site Size: 47.7 ha/ 118 acres

3608Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
Easington  is considered a sustainable  settlement with
a range of services and facilities within walking distance

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

of the site.These include a primary school, secondary been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
school, a small high street with a range of shops, a consultation responses which have been received..
medical centre and a post office. Easington is served The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
by bus services 23 and 208 which provide a in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
sustainable travel option to Sunderland, Hartlepool and
Durham.

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.SUITABILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT - The site is

located in Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk of flooding.
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There are no heritage assets located within or adjacent
to the site.

The proposed sites could deliver many social,
economic and environmental benefits to their local
areas and the wider County Durham area. Gladman
would be happy to discuss specific benefits that the
schemes could provide
COMMUNITY - Appropriate contributions will be made
to local education, medical and library facilities to
support the regeneration of local communities.
Contributions could also be made to local clubs, groups
or projects. As with all new developments, new
residents will also generate an increase in local
expenditure, providing increased spending in the local
area as well as the wider county area
RECREATIONAL GREEN SPACE - The sites will be
designed to accommodate public open space, often
including equipped areas of play, footpaths, trim trail
equipment and cycle links. Where possible, the sites
will be incorporated into the wider PRoW network,
offering real benefits to the local community.
RESIDENTIAL - Each site has the potential to deliver
a substantial number of dwellings to assist Durham
County Council in meeting its OAN and maintain a five
year housing land supply. As with all its schemes,
Gladman will provide full policy compliant affordable
housing on site helping County Durham to meet its
affordable housing target
BIODIVERSITY - Biodiversity of the sites will be
protected, diversified and improved as part of the
proposals. An ecological appraisal will be completed
as part of any future applications and will identify
mitigation measures should any protected species be
found on site. Alongside retention of existing
hedgerows

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Consultation question 11 asks if there are any other
housing sites that should be allocated in the CDP. For

3562Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitethe reasons set out within this response it is submitted
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthat land to the south west of Durham Road West,
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasBowburn should be allocated for housing development.

In summary, the site:
• Could provide up to 100 new homes that could be
provide flexibility and choice;
• Would assist the council in meeting the obligation set
out within paragraph 68 (a) of the NPPF which requires

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

10% of the housing land requirement to be delivered
on sites no larger than 1ha;
• Whilst being greenfield, does not lie within the Green
Belt. In accordance with the requirements of paragraph

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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138 of the NPPF, the site could assist the council to
deliver its housing requirement whilst reducing the
need for Green Belt deletions;
• Is located within an area that would be attractive to
the market;
• Is highly accessible – future residents will have
access to a range of services and facilities, as well as
education and employment opportunities without
needing to travel by car;
• Could include a mix of housing, including affordable
housing and self/custom build properties;
• Would provide a level of development that is
commensurate both to the level of services and
facilities available;

• Could be developed to: deliver a high-quality design,
be responsive to its local setting, provide high
standards of amenity and privacy and to minimise the
impact of development upon the occupants of existing
adjacent properties.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Client, Mr E Young, owns land adjacent to the
settlements of Low Pittington and High Pittington

3576Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteoutlined in blue on the attached plan and referred to
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessas 4/PI/01a and 4/PI/01b in the Durham Strategic

Housing Land Availability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA). of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsIn respect to site 4/PI/01a, the SHLAA suggests that

the site is "uncontained" and "outside the built-up form consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedof the village”. We strongly dispute this.The site is very
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘well contained, directly adjacent to the settlement and
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitebound by a mature hedgerow which identifies the
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

natural edge of Low Pittington.The site is a logical infill
site for housing development.

The SHLAA also suggests that "safe stopping distance
to the north appears to be sub-standard". Whilst this
may be true for a larger development, the Council has
failed to acknowledge that safe vehicular access can
be achieved via Coalfield Lane, and we would welcome
the opportunity to present this evidence to the Council
in the form of an access appraisal.

It should also be noted that our client owns all the land
to the south of the site, including SHLAA site 4/PI/01b
which could provide an opportunity to increase the size
of the housing allocation in acknowledgement of the
sustainability credentials of Pittington as a ‘cluster’.
Land to the east of this site could be safeguarded as
public open space to provide additional recreational
facilities for the local community.

As highlighted in our reply to question 9, the Council's
sustainable development objectives set out in the
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CDPPO specifically support development in smaller
communities that will provide community benefits.The
Council has already previously highlighted that further
Development in Pittington is greatly needed to
regenerate the village.

In light of the evident sustainability of Pittington as a
'cluster', benefiting from excellent sustainable transport
links into Durham city and neighbouring settlements,
we strongly urge the Council to allocate site 4/PI/01a
for housing and acknowledge the long-term
development potential of site 4/PI/01b.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Submission of site at Sands Hall, Sedgefield, TS21
2EJ.  See attached site plan.

3574Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteSite is currently a horse paddock.
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

No planning permission on site currently. of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsSite area = 1.72ha
consultation responses which have been received..Suitable for 10 dwellings
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Site is within historic parkland,  within the setting of the
Grade II listed Sands Hall, access is available from the
A689.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.The setting of the listed building and the historic

parkland can be respected though sensitive layout
design and the incorporation of sensitive landscaping.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

In order to remedy the objections raised above and
ensure that the housing requirement for the County

3615Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitecan be met in full without the need to release land from
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessthe Green Belt it is requested that the Council allocate
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasland at Barras Hill, Sacriston for housing development

– see Figure 1 attached. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Landownership
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Figure 2 attached shows that this site is part of a larger
landholding. The land edged in red (approx. 11ha) is

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

owned by our client.The land edged blue (approx 2ha)
is owned by Durham County Council.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Site and Surroundings
The land at Barras Hill lies on the eastern side of
Sacriston. It has an undulating topography and is
currently in use for permanent grassland for silage.
The site is bounded to the west by the existing built up
area of Sacriston; to the north by the B6312; farm
buildings & commercial livery at Barras Hill Farm to
the east; and woodland and agricultural land to the
southeast and south.

The site lies in Flood Zone 1. It is not at risk of flooding
and is also not identified as being of any specific
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biodiversity, heritage or landscape importance.
Barrashill Wood to the east is a deciduous woodland
Priority Habitat but as shown on Figure 1 will not be
directly impacted by the proposed development.

The area considered to be available for development
within the plan period is shown edged red on Figure
1. It extends to approx. 5.2 ha (gross). The remainder
of the site to the south is also available for future
longer-term development and/ or to provide woodland
planting and habitat enhancement.

Access
The County Council’s land (edged blue in Figure 2
above) was identified as a potential housing allocation
in the previous draft Durham County Local Plan (Site
H34 - capacity approx. 50 dwellings). It is understood
however that the decision was taken not to pursue this
allocation as the Council did not consider it possible
to achieve a satisfactory access from the B6312 on
land solely within their control.

The inclusion of our client’s land within the
development site/allocation would however address
this issue as it extends the site frontage further along
the B6312. A Technical Access Assessment
undertaken by SAJ Transport Consultants
demonstrates that, using land in both ownerships, a
safe access to the site can be obtained from the B6312
subject to agreement on appropriate speed reduction,
traffic calming and highway design (e.g. ghost island)
measures.

Accessibility
Sacriston lies approx. 3 miles from Durham City.
Durham City and other large nearby settlements such
as Chester le Street are readily accessible by public
transport. Bus serves using the B6312 connect the site
directly to both Durham & Chester le St. The closest
bus stops lie approx. 200m to the west of the site
entrance, on Plawsworth Rd. The No 14 Service links
to Durham with an hourly service. A more frequent
service (No 16 - using the B6532) departs from
Sacriston centre. The 726 links to Chester le Street
roughly every 30 mins.

Sacriston offers a range of local shops, services and
community facilities including schools, health centres,
sports facilities, and employment opportunities. The
development of a further 200 (approx.) dwellings on
the site at Barras Hill is proportionate to the scale of
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Sacriston and will help to sustain population levels and
the longer-term vitality and viability of the shops and
services in the settlement for the wider benefit of all
residents.

Exceptional Circumstances Report June 2018
It is noted that DCC has published an ‘Exceptional
Circumstances’ report that examines the development
potential of various sites/ areas around the County as
an alternative to releasing Green Belt land for housing
development at Sniperley Park and Sherburn Rd. In
Section 7.1 of this Report the County examines a large
‘Area of Search’ to the north and east of Sacriston that
includes the land at Barras Hill we are promoting for
housing development south of the B6312, through this
and allied representations.

The findings of this assessment are presented as if
the identified constraints apply to the whole of the
identified ‘Area of Search’. This is not true and
misleading. The findings of the assessment appear to
almost exclusively to relate to that part of the ‘Area of
Search’ north of the B6312 and include the area that
has recently been granted planning permission for
housing development suggesting, even then, that they
are not so serious as to warrant refusal of planning
permission in this area.

In contrast the land south of the B6312 is not at flood
risk, is not of significant biodiversity value, is not of
heritage value and is readily accessible to public
transport and the village. It is accepted that
development would reduce the gap to Kimblesworth
but the remaining gap remains sufficiently large ( >1km)
to ensure that together with changes in topography,
intervening woodlands etc. there would be no material
coalescence or impact on the district identities of these
two communities.

Suitability for development
Overall it is considered that the land edged red on
Figure 1 would be a suitable location for new housing
development, delivering a sustainable form of
development in a logical and deliverable location.
Allocation of this site for housing development in
addition to, or as a partial alternative to the release of
Green Belt land, would be justified, effective, accord
with national planning guidance and demonstrate that
the plan has been positively prepared.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
the extent of the site boundaries of land within our
Client’s ownership.

3770Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
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suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’) is
located to the east of Sea View Walk, Murton SR7 9LT

been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsand comprises 3.64ha of land which is currently utilised
for agricultural purposes. consultation responses which have been received..

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe Site is well contained and screened by surrounding
vegetation. It is bounded: in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
• To the north by a dense hedge / treeline and

agricultural land beyond;
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

• To the south by allotments;
• To the west by residential development; and
• To the east are hedgerow and treeline and A19.

The updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has
identified the site as reference 5/MU/17, with an amber
classification. A summary of the Council’s assessment
is as follows:

The site is adjacent to other compatible uses;

• A19 may give rise to noise issues;
• The development would extend the settlement

into gateway views from A19 corridor;
• The site is a ‘Secondary Town’ with good access

to facilities and services and a high standard of
bus services to other main towns;

• Access would be conditional on being able to
demonstrate a point of access;

• Incursion into the countryside;
• The site is within a 6km buffer zone of a ‘Special

Conservation Area’ and/or a ‘Special
ProtectionArea’

• The site lies between two Local Wildlife Sites and
a proposed scheme would need to be designed
to ensure it does not prejudice their interest; and
Site specific archaeological evaluation will be
required to rule out potential features

The site lies to the north of an additional site which has
also been identified as an amber classified site (Ref.
5/MU/20), providing a potential opportunity to develop
the site in conjunction with the southern site.

The CDP Settlement Study 2018 provides an
understanding of the number and range of services
available within settlements within the County. The
study identified that the settlement of Murton scores
highly in the assessment (172.2) in that it provides a
number of services and facilities, indicating that the
site would be a sustainable location for new residential
development.The settlements of Seaham, Sunderland
and Durham are also easily accessible and provide a
further range of services, facilities and employment
opportunities.
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Assessment: The site has been deemed a sustainable
location for new residential development having good
access to the A19 and easily accessible by public
transport (stops located 300m to the nearest bus stop),
provides regular bus services to Hebburn, Jarrow and
Sunderland.

The site is well contained by its existing boundaries,
particularly to the east and west and the development
of the site would not result in the coalescence of
neighbouring settlements.

Despite the comments within the updated SHLAA, our
Client’s land can demonstrate access to the site which
is available from Sea View Walk, to the east of the site,
strengthening the site’s deliverability.

It is considered that if developed, the site could have
an estimated yield of approximately 90no. dwellings
and has the capability to be developed in isolation from
any other land or third party cooperation which also
strengthens the deliverability of the site.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Q11, Policy 5, Housing site Ref.  1/CO/13

Our Clients, Mr and Mrs Whitfield, own land at Berry
Edge Farm, Consett, referred to in the Durham

3829Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessStrategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2018
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has(SHLAA) as; 1/CO/13. It was suggested the site was
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsconstrained by the ‘likelihood’ of “adverse impact on
consultation responses which have been received..the landscape and townscape [and] would represent
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedunacceptable encroachment into the countryside”. It
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘is noteworthy however that the same comments were
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteapplied to other edge of settlement sites in Consett,
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

some of which are now proposed to be allocated
subject to landscape mitigation measures.We contend
that this justification can reasonably be applied to site
1/CO/13 where structure planting would effectively
mitigate against any perceived adverse landscape
impact.

Our client’s land is classified as a ‘High’ Viability Area
for addressing housing, where there is a realistic
opportunity for the Council to secure additional
affordable housing based on land values. It is important
to draw attention to this because it is one of the few
parcels of land not in the ‘open countryside’ and within
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close proximity to the town centre that is available and
has not already been built out.

Policy HO5 of the Derwentside Local Plan, recognises
the opportunity for infilling between existing
settlements, or additional housing on the periphery of
settlements thereby “rounding it off”. Development of
site 1/CO/13 for housing would adhere to the
established pattern and form of development in the
settlement while staying within the bounds of the
existing built up area. Any development would be well
contained by existing development to the north south
and east and Consett & District Golf Club to the west.
It is therefore considered that development would form
a logical settlement boundary in combination with
‘Number One’ Industrial Estate and the farm steading
at Berry Edge.

The Council have recognised the need for the provision
of housing in Consett by allocating a number of sites,
specifically sites expected to be built out in 6 to 10
years. However, we ask that the Council increase the
amount of deliverable housing sites in the short term
(under 5 years) to assist in alleviating the pressure
from Durham City and associated release of green belt
land.We believe our client’s land offers this opportunity
and development of the site would form a sustainable
and logical expansion of Consett, supporting the
long-term viability of the town and its associated
essential services, which serve a wider area.
Accordingly, we propose that the site at Berry Edge
Farm (outlined in red on the attached plan) should
allocated for housing in the County Durham Plan,
incorporating open space and landscaping buffers
where necessary.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land east of Picktree Lane and south of Ash Meadows

TE requests that the land east of Picktree Lane and
south of Ash Meadows is allocated for residential

4051Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessdevelopment. This site was identified as a green
of the previously preferred housing site allocations haspotential housing site in the SHLAA (2018) as part of
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe wider Lambton Park area. This clearly
consultation responses which have been received..demonstrates the suitability of the site for housing and
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedthat there are no constraints in bringing the site

forward.
Whilst the site forms part of the wider Lambton Historic
Parks and Gardens of National Importance designation

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.this does not preclude its development, as evidenced

by the planning permission granted for the larger
Lambton Park site to the east. The site is well
integrated with existing residential development at
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Picktree, and has strong, defensible, landscape
boundaries to all sides which ensure the site is well
screened. The development of the site for residential
use would therefore be compatible with surrounding
land uses and have no impact upon the overall value
of the historic parkland or any adverse impact on
heritage assets associated with the Lambton Estate.
There would also be a negligible impact upon the
purpose and function of the Green Belt in this location
as our response to question 30 below confirms.
The site is also highly accessible, with excellent
connectivity to the A1(M), A182 and A183, as well as
good bus services, which provide a satisfactory
relationship with services and facilities. Moreover, there
are no apparent technical constraints to preclude the
development of the site for residential use. The site is
therefore capable of delivering approximately up to 15
executive residential units to contribute to the County’s
executive housing supply in the early forthcoming plan
period. Providing the right type of housing to meet the
needs and aspirations of existing and future residents
is crucial if the very best and brightest talent is to be
retained in the County.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land west of Picktree Lane and east of the A1(M)
TE requests that the land west of Picktree Lane and
east of the A1(M) is allocated for residential

4057Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
development, as it was in the Council’s Preferred suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
Housing Allocations document from September 2012
(ref: HA/54).
The site was identified in the SHLAA (2018) as an
amber site (ref 2/RI/01) with an estimated yield of 210

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

units.The SHLAA noted that development would result in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
in some adverse landscape impacts and may require The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
mitigation for heritage assets recorded on the site. It Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.also noted that development would add to highway
problems along Picktree Lane. This assessment was
incorrectly based on the whole site being developed
(9.3ha) and does not take into account existing and
proposed landscaping.
In this regard we would note that the site is well
integrated with existing residential development at
Picktree and Rickleton, and has a strong, defensible,
landscape boundary to the south and west which
particularly assists in screening the site from the A1(M).
Through the development of the site further
landscaping would also be incorporated to Picktree
Lane. The development of the site for residential use
would therefore be compatible with surrounding land
uses and have negligible impact upon the purpose and
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function of the Green Belt in this location as our
response to question 30 confirms. With appropriate
landscaping it is considered that development could
be comfortably accommodated without adverse
landscape impacts.
The site is also highly accessible, with excellent
connectivity to the A1(M), A182 and A183, as well as
good bus services, which provide a satisfactory
relationship with services and facilities. There are no
highway reasons to prevent this sustainable site
coming forward for development.
There are no other apparent technical constraints to
preclude the development of the site. Taking into
account the land take needed to accommodate noise
buffering landscaping it is considered that the site is
capable of delivering approximately up to 150
residential units to contribute to the County’s housing
supply in the early stages of the forthcoming plan
period.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Content of letter redacted and shortened as follows:

I thought you may like to read proof of evidence from
October 1994.
Please find enclosed some letters which show what
we have had to endue since coming here in 1982

3994Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsespecially dated 20th January 1994 and the remained

of the letters showed be self explanatory. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Letters relate to promotion of Woodham Burn site
(SHLAA ref: 7/NA/136) for housing.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The town council notes the absence of an allocation
of land at the Auction Mart, Barnard Castle to housing,

4142Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitewhich appear in earlier iterations. The town council
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessviews this site as the only significant opportunity in the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hastown centre for retail development over the period of
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsthe plan and, in particular, for uses which might
consultation responses which have been received..helpfully support tourism development in and around

Barnard Castle. The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘The town council also believes that the site's existing

commercial and employment value is an important one The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

for the town, which should be both promoted and
preserved. The town council would expect the county
council to recognise that specific environmental and
logistical factors must be addressed in establishing a
livestock market and to work with the Auction Mart to
help in its relocation.  Furthermore, the town council
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recommends that the current Auction Mart site is
allocated for mixed retail and housing development.

The comments made are noted.The council is working
with partners to seek to remove the barriers which are

The area where the old Stanley school of Technology
used to be would be very welcome for development

3792Question 11

stalling the redevelopment of this site. Theas it in an awful state. Will the very ugly rusty fence
with razor wire be removed? methodology for selecting the housing allocations

contained within the plan is set out within 'The
Rationale For Selecting Housing allocations' document.
This prioritises the identification of previously
developed (brownfield) sites first where they are
suitable, viable and developable. In addition to
identifying additional specific sites as allocations for
further new housing the County Durham Plan makes
provision for further sites within the existing built up
area, such as this, to be developed where particular
criteria are met, and encourages the reuse of
developed sites. Therefore the fact that there are no
housing allocations specifically identified does not
preclude further new housing from being delivered
within a given settlement where a suitable, viable
scheme is propose which meets the criteria of relevant
policies set out in theis Plan.

Site 4/DU/73 north of Witton Grove has been
considered within the Green Belt Assessment and the

These representations have been prepared by Savills
(UK) Ltd on behalf of Galaxy Homes (“our Client”) in

3820Question 11

Exceptional Circumstances document. At the Preferredresponse to Durham County Council’s County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) consultation. Options stage, it was considered that the site could

not be accessed. However, following further highwaysThe representations relate to our Client’s land at Witton
Grove, Sniperley (see Site Location Plan at Appendix work, it is concluded that subject to detailed design

criteria and safety audit processes , in principle, a1). The key recommendation of our representations is
residential access can be achieved for up to 40 unitsthat the Site should a) be removed from the Green Belt
with access from the A691 Witton Grove at a location
directly north west of the existing residential properties.

as was proposed by the Council in the last submitted
version of the CDP and b) allocated for residential
development – it will be demonstrated that there are However, despite overcoming initial highway concerns,

there have been no Exceptional Circumstancesno Green Belt or technical constraints to this. A brief
identified for this site. The benefits identified for up tosummary of these representations and

recommendations are provided below:
a) The Council’s Green Belt assessment concludes
that the site does not score strongly against any of the

40 units has not outweighed the harm to loss of Green
Belt albeit the site does not perform a strong role
against any of the Green Belt purposes. However loss
of openness will incur.of the five purposes of the Green Belt. This is fully

agreed given the Site’s strong physical containment
and locational characteristics;
b) The previous version of the CDP, which was
submitted for examination and considered sound by

The previous County Durham Plan was withdrawn and
therefore no reference to previous policy approaches
will be afforded.

the Council, accordingly proposed to de-designate the
site from the Green Belt (it was to revert to ‘white land’).
This is considered sound.We therefore strongly object
to the current proposal to re-designate the Site as
Green Belt – there have been no material change in
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circumstances concerning the Site’s Green Belt
performance which justify such a proposal;
c) The principal technical reason for the site not being
suitable for housing development identified by the 2018
SHLAA was highways access. On 20 July 2018 the
Council’s Highways Department confirmed that a
suitable highway access for housing development can
be achieved in line with the WYG Transport
Assessment at Appendix 2;
d) Our Client’s Site represents an entirely logical and
suitable location and should be removed from the
Green Belt and allocated for residential development
under Policy 5. It is in a highly sustainable location
adjacent to a sustainable housing allocation, does not
perform strongly against any of the five purposes of
the Green Belt and highway access can be achieved
(all as confirmed by the Council).

The National Planning Context and Basis of These
Representations

The new NPPF and PPG have now been published
and constitute the new national planning policy regime
and the CDPPO clearly acknowledges this with many
of the policies following the draft revised NPPF text
that was published in March 2018.The County Durham
Plan will need to be found sound in accordance with
these new policies given it will be submitted for
examination after the 24th January 2019. As such, and
where appropriate, reference has been made to the
newly published NPPF and PPG. The NPPF states,
at paragraph 35, that Local Plans will be found sound
if they are:

  Positively prepared - “providing a strategy which, as
a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s objectively
assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with
other authorities, so thatunmet need from neighbouring
areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so
and is consistent with achieving sustainable
development;
  Justified - “an appropriate strategy, taking into account
the reasonable alternatives, and based on
proportionate evidence”
  Effective - “deliverable over the plan period, and
based on effective joint working on cross-boundary
strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than
deferred, as evidenced by the statement of common
ground
  Consistent with national policy – “enabling the delivery
of sustainable development in accordance with the
policies in this framework”
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Site Context and Policy Background
The Site lies on the north western edge of Durham City
adjacent to the areas of Aykley Heads to the south
east and Framwellgate Moor to the north east (see
Appendix 1).The Site is approximately 1.6ha (4 acres)
in size and the 2018 Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment identifies a capacity of approximately 45
dwellings.

The Site is currently vacant and is bound as follows:
  To the north by an existing highway with Sniperely
Park & Ride beyond. Beyond that is the Sniperely Park
Sustainable Urban Extension for 1,900 new houses;
  To the east by the A167 highway with existing
residential development beyond;
  To the south by existing housing development; and
  To the west by the A691 highway

The Site is therefore strongly physically contained by
existing physical development on all four sides.

The Site currently lies within the Green Belt, although
it was proposed to be removed from the Green Belt (it
was to revert to ‘white land) ’in the submitted version
of the County Durham Plan (and therefore considered
sound by the Council), prior to its withdrawal in 2016.

The Site was also previously assessed in the 2013
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (ref:
4/DU/73) and found to be ‘unsuitable’ for residential
development, primarily due to its location within the
Green Belt and highways issues.The updated SHLAA
(2018) identified the Site as ‘unsuitable’ due to its
location within the Green Belt and principally as a result
of the Council’s technical concerns over highways
access.

The CDPPO currently proposes to retain the Site as
Green Belt contrary to the ‘white land’ conclusion in
the previously submitted CDP. This is considered
wholly unsound and illogical given the Council’s
conclusions of the Green Belt assessment for the Site.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Q10 and Q11 – Policy 5: Housing Allocations

It is acknowledged that the housing requirement, as
set out under Policy 2 and supporting text, has resulted

3841Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessin the need for the Council to identify additional draft
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hashousing allocations in order to meet the residual
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionshousing number, which stands at 6,272 dwellings. Our
consultation responses which have been received..Client fully supports the identification of Sniperley Park
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedas a strategic allocation for the delivery of 1,900 new
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘homes over the plan period. Sniperley Park offers a
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Siteconsiderable opportunity to deliver an appropriate
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proportion of the housing need in Durham City. The
Site represents a desirable location to live and is in

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

close proximity to the facilities and services in Durham
City, which will be supported by the development,
contributing to the vibrancy and vitality of the city.

However, in light of our comments on Questions 5, 6
and 7, we consider that the housing requirement has
been under-estimated. In the event that additional
housing allocations are required, then our view is that
our Client’s land represents an entirely logical site.

In terms of how the Council have identified and
selected both the residual number of homes to be
allocated and the draft allocations themselves,
paragraph 4.86 of the CDPPO confirms that the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment is the
primary source of potential housing sites. A three stage
assessment process was undertaken, as set out at
paragraph 4.86, which included sites being assessed
by a multi-disciplinary team looking at a range of
factors, before sites identified as ‘green’ or ‘amber’
were assessed in the Sustainability Appraisal. The
SHLAA partnership then considered the resulting
categorisation of sites and delivery timeframes which
resulted in the sites to be considered for allocation.

The suitable sites were then split across the Local Plan
Monitoring Areas in accordance with the modified
percentages that were first identified in the Issues and
Options, whilst accounting for existing commitments
and the availability of suitable and deliverable sites,
as set out at paragraphs 4.87, 4.88 and 4.89. The
allocations were distributed across the monitoring
areas, with Durham City given 15% of the requirement
(2,460 dwellings).

In line with our response to questions 5, 6 and 7 on
the lapse rate, should the lapse rate be increased to
17% then this would see the need for an additional
1,176 residual homes to be split across the monitoring
areas. This would equate to an extra 176 dwellings in
the Durham City Monitoring Area, increasing the total
to 2,636.

Land North of Witton Grove

As previously mentioned, our Client’s site lies within
the Durham City Local Plan Monitoring Area and was
previously assessed in the SHLAA (2013) before being
brought forward within the SHLAA (2018) under site
ref: 4/DU/73. The site is identified as accommodating
an approximate dwelling yield of 45, which our Client
supports but considers that this should not be a
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maximum figure in order to allow flexibility. The final
number will be determined through detailed design at
the planning application stage. The SHLAA
(2018)summary states:
“The site is deemed unsuitable as it is located in the
green belt. There are major highway constraints as
Witton Grove is unadopted highway and any alternative
access from the north would have an unacceptable
impact on the functioning of the Park and Ride. In
regards to amenity, the site creates a buffer zone
between the Park and Ride and the existing dwellings
and there are surface water flooding issues identified
on the site.”

The detailed transport comments state that:
“Highways are strongly opposed to any further access
points being created between the A167 and A691
roundabouts which currently forms the Park and Ride
link road. With the implementation the western relief
road, this link will carry significant volumes of traffic,
rising further still with the eventual completion of the
northern relief road. Highways are currently looking at
potentially widening this road to cater for the future
volumes of traffic and any additional access to housing
would significantly compromise this link”.

In respect of highways access, our Client has
appointed WYG Transport Consultants to examine
matters raised by the SHLAA. WYG’s detailed report
is provided at Appendix 2 of these representations and
examines access arrangements on the A691 informed
by ongoing dialogue with the Council’s highways
department. It states: “An access can be delivered from
the A691 at a point some 78m south of the A691/ Park
& Ride Link Road roundabout. The access is a simple
priority junction which can be delivered wholly within
public adopted highway boundary or land within the
ownership of our Client. From the access, visibility
splays of 2.4m by 120m can be delivered to the south
in accordance with the 40mph speed limit.To the north,
traffic speeds are reduced by the roundabout and the
2.4 by 78m visibility splay to the exit of the A691 is in
excess of that required for the speed of traffic leaving
the roundabout. Forward visibility to the junction is
good in both directions. The proposed access would
have no adverse impact on the implementation of the
WRR. In addition, the WRR it is expected to reduce
traffic flows on the A691 past the proposed access.
DCC highways have considered the access proposal
and, as set out in the email below have concluded that
it is acceptable in principle and further details can be
agreed in future planning stages.
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The accessibility of the site to a range of destinations
by choice of means of travel is good and is supported
by the SHLAA conclusion in this regard. The site is
expected to generate a small volume of traffic which
can be readily accommodated on the local road
network. The future implementation of the WWR will
provide further traffic capacity on the A691.It has been
demonstrated that an acceptable access solution can
be delivered, and consequently there are no justifiable
highway reasons why site 4/DU/73 should not be
considered for residential development.”

Following the preparation of the Transport Appraisal,
a written response dated 20 July 2018 was received
from the Council’s highway department confirming:
“Subject to the detailed design criteria and safety audit
processes, in principle, I would agree to a residential
aces for up to 40 units with access from the A691
Witton Grove at a location directly north west of the
existing residential properties.”

3.41 In relation to matters of surface water flooding,
the Site does not lie within a Flood Zone and the risk
from surface water flooding could be addressed
following appropriate assessments undertaken during
the planning application process. Appropriate mitigation
could be provided if necessary to make the
development acceptable in planning terms.

In respect of Green Belt, it is noted at paragraph 4.86
of the CDPPO that sites identified as ‘Green’ or ‘Amber’
within the SHLAA were subject to a Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) which further assessed the sites against
a range of other factors. Section 2.2 (Housing Site
Assessment) of the SA sets out the process followed
while the individual site assessment and criteria used
to assess them are set out in Appendix B. The SA at
paragraph 4.2.4.1.6 confirms that only sites identified
as Green in the SHLAA and which scored better in SA
terms than the proposed residential allocations were
considered as other reasonable alternatives. Amber
sites were not considered for allocation. As noted
earlier, our Client’s site is identified as Amber within
the SHLAA.

The Site has been reviewed within the Council’s Green
Belt Assessment. Within the Green Belt Assessment
the site lies within General Area 27: North, covering
an area of 757.5ha with our Client’s site forming the
southernmost extent of the General Area. The
assessment concluded that the wider site performed
strongly against two of the five Green Belt purposes
and so it was not considered for further assessment.
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However, as the Green Belt Assessment was unable
to identify sufficient Green Belt sites that could be
released in order to meet the housing requirement
whilst aligning with the spatial strategy, it was
considered necessary to explore whether there was
any potential for strategic housing sites within the
Green Belt surrounding Durham City. This work was
undertaken within the ‘Preferred Options Exceptional
Circumstances’ report.

Within the Exceptional Circumstances Report the wider
Sniperley Park site was split into three areas, with our
Client’s Site comprising Area 3. In terms of the five
purposes of the Green Belt, the Council confirms that
Area 3 does not score strongly against any of these.
This is supported and reflects the Site being removed
from the Green Belt and reverting to white land in the
previously submitted CDP. The current proposal in the
CDPPO to retain the Site as Green Belt is therefore
illogical and unsound.

[Figure 1 see attachment]

The report also acknowledges the transport comments
from the SHLAA, stating that:
“Sniperley 3 doesn’t perform strongly against any of
the five Green Belt purposes. However detailed
comments within the SHLAA assessment confirms that
the site itself is not accessible owing to potential
improvements required for the Western Relief Road
and therefore cannot form part of a wider housing
allocation.” (Savills emphasis)

As examined earlier, a suitable highways access has
now been confirmed by the Council’s highways
department (20 July 2018) and therefore this sole
technical constrain to housing development at the Site
cited above is no longer justified.

The Site lies at a highly sustainable location
immediately adjacent to the main urban area of
Durham, with existing housing development forming
the southern and western boundaries of the Site. The
Site also has clear defensible and durable boundaries,
as defined by the NPPF and Green Belt Assessment,
created by ‘A’ roads which run along the northern,
eastern and western boundaries (A167 and A691). In
addition, the Site boundaries are further defined by
existing vegetation and residential properties visually
contain the Site. Finally, the SHLAA confirms that the
site does not have any category 1 constraints that
would render it unsuitable for development.
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The new NPPF at paragraph 137 states that “where it
has been concluded that it is necessary to release
Green Belt land for development, plans should give
first consideration to land which has been
previously-developed and/or is well-served by public
transport”(Savills emphasis). As demonstrated within
the Council’s evidence base, the Site is extremely
well-served by public transport, lying opposite a Park
& Ride facility. As such, should additional housing land
be required within the Green Belt then our Client’s Site
should be given first consideration and should be a
priority.

In conclusion, given the Council’s position that the Site
does not perform strongly against any of the five
purposes of the Green Belt and consequently
considered it sound to remove the Site from the Green
Belt in the previously submitted CDP, the current
proposal in the CDPPO to retain it as Green Belt is
illogical, unsound and flawed. The Site should be
removed from the Green Belt in the next version of the
plan. Furthermore, should additional housing
allocations be required to meet housing need, which
we consider is the case, then the Site represents an
entirely logical and suitable location for allocation. A
suitable highways access arrangement for the Site has
now been agreed with the Council’s highways
department.

Summary and Conclusions

These representations have been prepared on behalf
of Galaxy Homes and set out their comments on the
County Durham Plan Preferred Options. These
representations highlight areas of broad support whilst
also raising some concerns in relation to the housing
requirement, distribution of housing, housing allocations
and Green Belt land which our Client believes should
be addressed in the next version.

In respect of our Client’s land north of Witton Grove,
it is concluded:
e) The Council’s Green Belt assessment concludes
that the site does not score strongly against any of the
of the five purposes of the Green Belt. This is fully
agreed given the Site’s strong physical containment
and locational characteristics;
f) The previous version of the CDP, which was
submitted for examination and considered sound by
the Council, accordingly proposed to de-designate the
site from the Green Belt (it was to revert to ‘white land’).
This is considered sound.We therefore strongly object
to the current proposal to re-designate the Site as
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Green Belt – there have been no material change in
circumstances concerning the Site’s Green Belt
performance which justify such a proposal;
g) The principal technical reason for the site not being
suitable for housing development identified by the 2018
SHLAA was highways access. On 20 July 2018 the
Council’s Highways Department confirmed that a
suitable highway access for housing development can
be achieved in line with the WYG Transport
Assessment at Appendix 2;
h) Our Client’s Site represents an entirely logical and
suitable location and should be removed from the
Green Belt and allocated for residential development
under Policy 5. It is in a highly sustainable location
adjacent to a sustainable housing allocation, does not
perform strongly against any of the five purposes of
the Green Belt and highway access can be achieved
(all as confirmed by the Council).

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these
submissions. We trust that our comments will be duly
considered and will be incorporated into subsequent
drafts of the Local Plan.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The Trustees object to Policy 5 on the basis that it fails
to allocate land north of George Pit Lane in Great

4044Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteLumley for residential development. This site is
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessconsidered to be an equally appropriate and
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hassustainable location for development as the sites which

have been allocated in the North Durham area. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..The George Pit site
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The site extends to approximately 8 ha of arable
agricultural land located to the north of George Pit Lane

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

and east of Cocken Lane, to the south of Great Lumley. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.The site is broadly ‘L-shaped’ and comprises two arable

fields separated by a Public Right of Way (PROW)
footpath (no. 14). The site is relatively flat with a slight
rise to the south east.

The site is bound:
• To the north by the rear gardens and boundary
treatments of existing residential properties off
Stainmore Drive;
• To the east by an existing hedgerow, beyond which
are arable fields;
• To the south by a PROW bridleway (no. 16) and
George Pit Lane, beyond which are arable fields and
allotments; and
• To the west by Cocken Lane beyond which lies a field
used for sport/recreation.

Accessibility
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The site is situated to the south east of the Great
Lumley, with existing residential development to the
north of the site, and is within walking distance of local
facilities, services and transport links.

The primary vehicular access to the site would be taken
from Cocken Lane to the west however there is the
potential to provide an additional access off the road
to the north (which would connect to the field to the
east).

Cocken Lane has existing pedestrian footways which
provide continuous routes towards the centre of the
settlement. The site also benefits from a number of
existing PROW routes which provide alternative
connections towards nearby facilities.

The road to the north of the eastern field does not
currently benefit from adopted footways although these
do exist shortly after the bend in the road travelling
towards the centre of Great Lumley. The development
of this site could deliver enhanced pedestrian footways
which would improve connectivity to the existing
services and facilities for prospective residents from
this part of the site.

Great Lumley benefits from a good range of local
services and community facilities in close proximity to
the site. It is also highly accessible to employment
opportunities in Chester-le-Street, Consett and
Sunderland, and possesses excellent links to the
strategic transport network with notable nearby
connections to A1(M) junctions 62 and 63.

Local provision within the village, all within acceptable
walking distance, include
• Lumley Junior School (within 600m walking distance
measured from the centre of the site);
• Lumley Infant and Nursery School (within 1km walking
distance);
• Community Centre (within 800m walking distance);
• Local Convenience Shops (including Coop within
800m walking distance);
• Post Office (within 1.1km walking distance);
• Doctor’s Surgery and Pharmacy (within 800m walking
distance);
• Public House (within 600m walking distance);
• Churches (within 550m walking distance);
• Hair salons (within 600m walking distance); and
• Hot Food Takeaways (within 700m walking distance).

The Community Centre is open from 9am-9pm,
Monday to Friday; 9am-3pm on Saturdays; and
9.30am-1.30pm on Sundays and operates a range of
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services including a Café and Tuck Shop; a fully
equipped ‘Lumley Gym’; toddler groups; coffee
mornings; fitness and weight loss clubs; frequent
community events such as cinema evenings; and
regular family and children’s craft events.
Great Lumley therefore has a strong level of existing
community infrastructure to support additional housing
growth, this is reflected in its score of 36.6 in the
Settlement Study (2018). Despite this, there are no
new housing allocations proposed within Great Lumley.

Technical Assessment

Flooding

In terms of flood risk, a review of the Environment
Agency’s Flood Map indicates that the site is located
within Flood Zone 1 and therefore at the lowest risk of
flooding.

Landscape

A Landscape and Visual Appraisal (attached) has been
undertaken by Wardell Armstrong which considers the
landscape character of the site and surrounding area
and identifies the visual context and key views.

The Appraisal identifies that the site is not subject to
any specific landscape designations although it is
located approximately 0.5km to the Wear Valley Area
of High Landscape Value (AHLV).

In terms of landscape character, the site is identified
within the ‘Wear Lowlands” County Character Area.
The following key descriptions provide landscape
character information appropriate to the land
immediately surrounding the proposed site:

“Gently rolling farmland between the incised valley of
the River Wear and the Limestone Escarpment. An
open landscape of largely arable farmland with
sub-regular patterns of old hedges, fragmented in
places, with scattered hedgerow trees and few
woodlands.

The landscape becomes more wooded towards the
Wear where parklands and wooded estates spread
onto the terraces at Lambton, Croxdale and Whitworth.
The terrace landscape runs up to the escarpment and
into the escarpment vales where it becomes more
wooded in places, and notable in the former parkland
and estate landscapes of Elemore east of Pittingdon.
There are large areas of reclaimed colliery land and
restored opencast land which contain young hedges,
plantations and shelterbelts. Frequent mining towns
and villages and the western outskirts of Durham City
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are connected by a network of busy modern highways
and older, narrow, winding lanes. The area is crossed
by the A1(M), the east coast main line and the
Leamside line, and by major power lines. The
escarpment forms a strong horizon to the east.”

Site boundaries are defined by hedgerows and tree
belts with gaps in places. Recent additional tree and
hedgerow planting has been carried out along the
eastern boundary to supplement the existing tall, but
gappy hedgerow.

A site visit has been undertaken to understand the
visual context and to identify key views. The findings
indicate that the visibility of the site is limited to those
residents living close to the site; people walking or
driving along Cocken Lane and Front Street
approaching and passing the site; and users of the
PROWs located along the site boundaries and within
the vicinity of the site. Views from other locations are
filtered or screened by existing vegetation.

There are sequential views available to pedestrians
and vehicle users along Winston Road and also views
from residences which front onto the site. The site is
also visible from public rights of way to the west
although the site is framed and obscured by buildings
and trees in the landscape.

The Appraisal identifies an opportunity to strengthen
the existing site boundaries with additional hedgerow
and tree planting which are in keeping with the existing
character.

There are several design opportunities identified that
would reduce or mitigate the potentially adverse visual
effect, including:
• Additional tree planting to enhance the entrance to
the settlement from the south and east;
• An enhanced southern boundary to the site through
additional planting which would screen development;
• Enhancements to the footpath network in and around
the site;
• Additional planting along the eastern boundary to
soften the settlement edge.

The Appraisal concludes that development can take
place on the site without harm to landscape character
and/ or visual amenity of the area.

Highways

A Highways Appraisal has been undertaken by SAJ
Transport Consultants which considers the potential
site access options; the anticipated operational
impacts; highway safety; and site accessibility.
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The Appraisal confirms that a development of up to
200 dwellings can be achieved at the site. In terms of
site access, a simple priority junction would be
sufficient to serve the development and this can be
achieved off Cocken Lane. The Appraisal indicates
that this should be offset by at least 30m from the
junction with Cambridge Drive. The Appraisal also
confirms that adequate visibility splays can be
achieved. The site also has planning permission for a
vehicle access (DM/16/02875/FPA) to the field to the
east (from the road to the north) which could provide
an additional access to the site.

A review of the highway incidents data indicates that
there were no recorded injury collisions during the
5-year period 2013-2017 which suggests that there
are no inherent road safety issues along Cocken Lane.

Based on a development of 200 dwellings, the
Appraisal confirms that the level of trip generation
would not have an adverse impact on the surrounding
road network.

With regards to site accessibility, there is an existing
footpath on the eastern carriageway to Cocken Lane
which provides a continuous link to nearby schools,
shops and facilities. There are also existing bus stops,
a short walk from the site, which provide regular
connections to destinations further afield. As detailed
above, the development proposals could also deliver
enhanced pedestrian footways along the road to the
north which would improve connectivity to the existing
services and facilities for prospective residents from
this part of the site.

Overall, there are no highway constraints which
preclude development from the site.

Summary of Technical Considerations

There are no technical constraints which preclude the
development of the site for residential use. It is
considered that the site is therefore capable of
delivering up to 200 residential units which would
provide an important contribution towards meeting the
identified housing need.

A Deliverable Site

The National Planning Policy Framework 2018 (‘NPPF’)
explains that “planning policies should identify a
sufficient supply and mix of sites, taking into account
their availability, suitability and likely economic viability”
(Para 67).
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NPPF Para 78 notes that “planning policies should
identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive,
especially where this will support local services.”

Given the sustainable characteristics of Great Lumley
it is logical that the Council identifies land in its
emerging CDP to support sustainable development
and growth at the settlement. It is considered that the
site north of George Pit Lane represents an appropriate
location for the delivery of new housing and is
deliverable in the context of NPPF paragraph 67. This
is demonstrated further in the sections below.

Suitable

It is considered that the site represents an appropriate
location for the delivery of new housing. It immediately
adjoins the existing built form of Great Lumley and is
demonstrably accessible to local services and to public
transport infrastructure which provide regular
connections to destinations further afield. Whilst the
site lies outside of the settlement boundary in the
adopted Local Plan, this is time-expired and formed
part of an evidence base which sought to meet the
development needs of the former Chester-le-Street
district up to 2006.

In terms of the technical considerations, it has been
demonstrated that there are no reasons in principle
which prevent the site from development. Notably any
constraint in relation to landscape can be addressed
through an appropriate and sympathetically designed
scheme. It is therefore concluded that the site is
suitable.

Available

The site is owned entirely by the Trustees with no land
ownership constraints. The site is available for
development now and the Trustees are a willing
landowner who is committed to delivering an
appropriately designed scheme. In accordance with
the Council’s published timescales for the preparation
of the emerging CDP, which anticipates adoption of
the plan in 2020, it is anticipated that development can
commence within 12 months of this date and could be
completed within 5 years.

Achievable

Great Lumley is a desirable location and the site
presents a viable opportunity to deliver new housing
at a sustainable location in the short term. We
anticipate that there would be no shortage of interest
from house builders in developing the site out and the
landowner is committed to working with the end
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developer to ensure a high-quality development at the
site is achieved.

Conclusion

As demonstrated above, additional development at
Great Lumley would be sustainable and would enhance
the vitality of the local community.There are no obvious
reasons which preclude the development of the site
and, with a sympathetically designed scheme, the site
represents an appropriate location for the delivery of
approximately 200 new homes. The site is in a
demonstrably accessible, desirable and sustainable
location and is deliverable. In this regard its allocation
would be sound in NPPF Para 35 terms.

We therefore request that the site is considered for
inclusion in the emerging CDP as an allocation for
residential development.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

These representations to the County Durham Plan:
Preferred Options consultation document, and

3980Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteassociated evidence base documents, have been
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessprepared by BH Planning & Design (BHPD) on behalf

of Story Homes.
About Story Homes

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Story Homes is an award-winning property developer

with more than 35 schemes in Cumbria, North West The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘and North East England, and southern Scotland. The
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitecompany was founded in 1987 by Fred Story as Story
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Construction, which later de-merged to become Story
Homes and sister company Story Contracting. Its head
office is based in Carlisle with regional offices in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Chorley.

Renowned for building high specification homes of
excellent quality, Story Homes is committed to
sustainability and contributing to the communities in
which it builds. Story Homes prides itself on delivering
exemplary customer service and has achieved a five
star Home Builders Federation (HBF) Customer
Satisfaction Rating for five consecutive years between
2014 and 2018.

The company has been consistently recognised in the
prestigious UK Property Awards since 2011 and in
2017 won three awards in the ‘Best Residential
Development’ category with Strawberry Grange in
Cockermouth, Oakland Park in Morpeth, and D’Urton
Manor in Preston all receiving accolades. Story Homes
was also named Housebuilder of the Year at the Insider
North West Property Awards 2017.
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The company directly employs more than 500 staff
currently and plans to recruit an additional 50 by the
end of 2018. It also operates successful apprentice
and graduate schemes aimed at bringing young talent
into the industry.

In 2012/13 the developer built 151 homes; 240 homes
in 2013/14; 410 homes in 2014/15; 565 homes in
2015/16; and more than 800 in 2016/17. In 2017/18,
Story Homes built more than 1000 new homes for the
first time across its three key regions, and its rapid and
continued growth over recent years will continue in
2018/19 with a new build homes target of 1,000, around
300 of these being delivered in the North East region.

Land north of Newbiggen Lane, Lanchester

Story Homes have interest in land on the western edge
of the village of Lanchester known as ‘Land north of
Newbiggin Lane’ for which a detailed Delivery
Document has been prepared to accompany these
representations.This identifies the location of the land
in question and sets out Story Homes’ vision for the
site underpinned by detailed environmental and
technical appraisals prepared by a highly experienced
multi-disciplinary project team.

The site is located on the western edge of the
settlement immediately adjacent to existing residential
development on Mount Park Drive. The site is classed
as being in the open countryside by virtue of being
located beyond the Lanchester settlement boundary
as defined in the Derwentside District Local Plan 2007
but is typical of an edge-of-settlement site with an
urbanised effect along its eastern boundary. Story
Homes believe there is strong justification for the
allocation of this site for housing in the emerging
County Durham Plan to allow for the delivery of much
needed housing growth in a high value location and in
a settlement that is sustainable and close to a range
of employment opportunities.

There are no technical or environmental constraints
that would prevent development on the site, and the
constraints and design opportunities identified through
an analysis of technical appraisals have informed the
preparation of an initial development option showing
how the site could be developed with approximately
100 dwellings, including the provision of between 10
to 15 bungalows to meet the needs of an increasing
ageing population.

The initial development option has been developed
following a previously refused application for 149
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dwellings on the site and dismissal on appeal, and
following ongoing discussions with Durham County
Council subsequent to those decisions.The masterplan
option can be developed further as the draft of the
County Durham Plan progresses.

Background to the Site

The site has previously been the subject of a planning
application from Story Homes for the construction of
149 dwellings (ref: DM/14/00763/FPA) which was
refused in June 2015 for the following reason:

“The Local Planning Authority considers that the
proposed development is of a scale and form that
would be out of proportion with the function and role
of the settlement. The development would result in an
unacceptable incursion into open countryside on
greenfield land with resultant significant landscape and
visual harm. The development is therefore considered
contrary to Policies GDP1, EN1, EN2 and H07 of the
Derwentside District Local Plan and advice contained
within the "Twelve Core Planning Principles" of the
NPPF at paragraph 17 and paragraphs 109 and 111
at Part 11 of the NPPF.”

A subsequent appeal by Story Homes, involving a
public inquiry, was dismissed in July 2016 with the
Planning Inspector concluding that “development would
result in significant harm to the character of the
landscape and some harm to visual amenity ….. the
environmental dimension of sustainable development
would therefore not be achieved and the objections in
this respect are particularly strong.This weighs heavily
against the appeal together with the effect on the
non-designated heritage asset.”

Following the unsuccessful appeal outcome, Story
Homes have reviewed options in relation to the site
and realise that a different development strategy is
required. In the first instance this will involve promoting
the site as a suggested housing allocation in the
emerging County Durham Plan.These representations
should read alongside and in conjunction with the
accompanying Delivery Document and Technical
Appendices.

The Delivery Document sets out how Story Homes
have responded positively to the issues raised in the
previously refused application and subsequent
Inspectors decision, and demonstrates how a more
sensitive and appropriate scheme can be delivered on
the site to ensure the delivery of much needed housing
growth in the area to help achieve the Council’s
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ambition of rebalancing the population of the County
and identifying new development sites that can meet
the future housing needs of the area in sustainable,
well connected locations.

Whilst the previous application was refused and
subsequent appeal dismissed, the Council at no point
challenged the principle of new housing development
in Lanchester generally, or on the proposed site
specifically, and accepted Lanchester as a sustainable
location. This was reinforced by the Inspector in her
appeal decision who recognised the status of
Lanchester as a “Local Service Centre” as defined in
the Durham County Settlement Study (2012) and
agreed that its status had not changed in the
intervening period.

The Inspector confirmed that the status of the village
as a Local Service Centre, whilst below “Smaller Towns
and Larger Villages” in terms of its sustainability
credentials, did not prohibit new housing development
and he acknowledged that a form and scale of
development such as that being proposed by Story
Homes would go some way towards addressing a
declining population in the settlement which evidence
shows had a reduction of 130 people between 2001
and 2011.

The Council conceded during the public inquiry that
the proposed development site could be capable of
delivering around 100 units which in its view would be
more appropriate than the 149 units being proposed
at the time. The Inspector in dismissing the appeal on
landscape and visual amenity impact grounds agreed
with the Council on this point and confirmed in her
decision letter at paragraph 67 that “I am satisfied by
the evidence that Lanchester could potentially sustain
additional housing of the scale proposed subject to its
effect on landscape character and visual amenity”.

The above context provides an important starting point
in assessing whether the proposed site is suitable for
inclusion in the emerging County Durham Plan as a
housing allocation. There is a clear acceptance that
the site is a sustainable and desirable location for new
housing and that, subject to the resolution of issues
raised by the Council in refusing the previous
application and the Inspector in dismissing the
subsequent appeal, it should naturally follow that the
site is suitable for housing development and should
therefore be included in the emerging Plan. The site
is available for development, demonstrably deliverable
and the Delivery Document provides compelling
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explanation and evidence to the Council to demonstrate
how their outstanding concerns have been positively
addressed and resolved.

Story Homes are committed to working closely with
Durham County Council to enable the successful
delivery of the site and the benefits it is capable of
delivering for the local area. The comments made
below are intended to assist the Council in the
preparation of the emerging County Durham Plan, and
reflect and refer to the land interest at Lanchester
where relevant.

Q11 - Are there any other housing sites that should
be allocated?

Story Homes consider that the land north of Newbiggen
Lane, Lanchester has significant potential to play a key
role in delivering much needed aspirational family
homes to stem the loss of working age population in
the County, re-balance the population demographics
and support the continued success and growth of major
employment locations nearby. A Delivery Document
has been prepared to accompany these
representations and provide evidence to demonstrate
that the land at Newbiggen Lane represents a logical
and sustainable development opportunity where its
allocation for housing purposes would be entirely
justified and compliant with national planning policy.

Moreover, the site has previously been the subject of
a planning application from Story Homes for the
construction of 149 dwellings (ref: DM/14/00763/FPA)
which was refused in June 2015 and subsequently
dismissed on appeal on landscape and visual amenity
grounds only. The Delivery Document accompanying
these representations sets out how Story Homes have
responded positively to the issues raised in the
previously refused application and subsequent
Inspectors decision, and demonstrates how a more
sensitive and appropriate scheme can be delivered on
the site to ensure the delivery of much needed housing
growth in the area to help achieve the Council’s
ambition of rebalancing the population of the County
and identifying new development sites that can meet
the future housing needs of the area in sustainable,
well connected locations.

Whilst the previous application was refused and
subsequent appeal dismissed, the Council at no point
challenged the principle of new housing development
in Lanchester generally, or on the proposed site
specifically, and accepted Lanchester as a sustainable
location. This was reinforced by the Inspector in her
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appeal decision who recognised the status of
Lanchester as a “Local Service Centre” as defined in
the Durham County Settlement Study (2012) and
agreed that its status had not changed in the
intervening period.

The Inspector confirmed that the status of the village
as a Local Service Centre, whilst below “Smaller Towns
and Larger Villages” in terms of its sustainability
credentials, did not prohibit new housing development
and she acknowledged that a form and scale of
development such as that being proposed by Story
Homes would go some way towards addressing a
declining population in the settlement which evidence
shows had a reduction of 130 people between 2001
and 2011.

The Council conceded during the public inquiry that
the proposed development site could be capable of
delivering around 100 units which in its view would be
more appropriate than the 149 units being proposed
at the time.This represents an important starting point
in assessing whether the proposed site is suitable for
inclusion in the emerging County Durham Plan as a
housing allocation. There is a clear acceptance that
the site is a sustainable and desirable location for new
housing and that, subject to the resolution of issues
raised by the Council in refusing the previous
application and the Inspector in dismissing the
subsequent appeal, it should naturally follow that the
site is suitable for housing development and should
therefore be included in the emerging Plan. The site
is available for development, demonstrably deliverable
and the Delivery Document provides compelling
explanation and evidence to the Council to demonstrate
how their outstanding concerns have been positively
addressed and resolved whilst still being capable of
delivering around 100 new homes, including the
provision of between 10 and 15 bungalows to meet
the needs of an increasing ageing population locally.

There are no physical or technical constraints, or other
potential impacts or environmental conditions, which
would preclude the development of the site from
coming forward and Story Homes are committed to
working with Durham County Council to allocate the
site for housing in the emerging County Durham Plan
and bring it forward for development alongside the
wider benefits it can deliver for the local area. As the
County Durham Plan emerges, Story Homes would be
happy to continue to engage with the Council, the local
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community and as appropriate local members to
discuss the proposals in more detail.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Sedgefield Site Questions 10 & 11, Policy 5, Housing
Site Reference 7/SF/124

3716Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThese comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasSHLAA reference 7/SF/124 and further to proposed
Policy 5, Housing Allocations. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

consultation responses which have been received..
Too few sites have been allocated in areas outside of
Durham City. This site at Sedgefield is logical for

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

housing development as there is residential The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
development to the north, south and west of the site. Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.The site is in a sustainable location within the proximity
of the defined local centre, giving access to a wide
range of services. This site could comfortably
accommodate 31 units.

There is a willing landowner and developer interest,
making the site deliverable. This has been
demonstrated by the submission of a planning
application in 2014. The application was refused
however the reasons for refusal are inconsistent in
relation to the scheme opposite this site which was
granted planning permission for residential
development. I would therefore request this site should
be included in Policy 5 as a Housing Allocation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Bishop Middleham Question no 10 & 11. Policy no. 5
Housing Site Reference 7/BM/061

3719Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteUse this box to provide a response to this question
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

These comments are being submitted further to
previous representations and dealings on the site

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options

SHLAA reference 7/BM/061 and further to proposed
Policy 5, Housing Allocations.

consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Too few sites have been allocated in areas outside of

Durham City. This site at Bishop Middleham is logical The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
for housing development as there is residential Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.development to the south, east and west and the High
Road to the north.This site would provide consolidation
for the village and has clear defensible boundaries.
Bishop Middleham is a desirable location in relation to
the housing market and this site would add to the
housing delivery in the short term.

There is a willing landowner and developer interest,
making the site deliverable. I would therefore request
this site be included in Policy 5 as a Housing Allocation.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our Clients, Mr and Mrs Hankey, own land in Esh,
identified in the Durham Strategic Housing Land

4015Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAvailability Assessment 2018 (SHLAA) as; 1/ES/01
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness1/ES/02 and 1/ES/03. In each case, the sites are well
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasrelated to the built-up area of the village and well
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionscontained by existing mature trees and hedgerows

along the site boundaries. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedAlthough facilities and services are limited in Esh, this

has not always been the case and at one time there in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitewas a shop and a post office in the village, in additional
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

to the pub and schools which still exist. It is a flawed
logic to restrict new development on the basis of a lack
of facilities when in fact new development is exactly
what is needed in the village to sustain existing facilities
and make those which have closed viable once again.
Yet no new housing development is proposed in Esh.
We strongly object to this urge the Council to review
our client’s land with a review to allocating sites for
housing.

There are two very highly regarded primary schools in
Esh, which is a credit to the village. However, this has
resulted in a longstanding issue whereby at school
drop off times, the main road through the village comes
to a standstill resulting from a lack of parking and no
designated drop off zones. Our client’s land, specifically
the site at Laude Bank (1/ES/01), provides an
opportunity to address this, with a cross-funding
housing development on the west site of the village
that would incorporate a designated drop off zone and
a large parking area, right beside the Roman Catholic
school of St Michaels (see attached Vision Document).

As highlighted in our reply to question 9, the Council’s
sustainable development objectives set out in the
CDPPO specifically support development in smaller
communities that will provide community benefits.

The Vision Document highlights the excellent
pedestrian links that can be created into the centre of
the village and to bus stops that provide sustainable
access to neighbourhood villages and Durham City.
The indicative masterplan also demonstrates the ability
to create a long term defensible settlement boundary
on the western edge of the site, containing
development and mitigating against any adverse
landscape impact.

We strongly urge the Council to allocate site 1/ES/01
for housing and community facilities and acknowledge
the long-term development potential of sites 1/ES/02
and 1/ES/03.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Yes, the Land east of Durham Road, Chilton is ‘Phase
3’ of the existing Avant Homes development known as

3917Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of sitePeerfields (Location Plan at Appendix 1) should be an
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessadditional housing site allocation. The site is the
of the previously preferred housing site allocations haseastern parcel of SHLAA Site Ref. 7/CH/118a, which
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsis identified as ‘green’ and we consider to be a

‘Developable (6-10 years)’ site. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedThe site is located just off Rushyford roundabout and

is ideally located for commuting to the nearby cities of
Newcastle, Durham and Sunderland.

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Hybrid planning permission has been granted Phases

1 and 2 of the development (Ref. DM/16/03397/FPA)
and Phase 3 will be a logical extension to the east of
the existing development. Access will be via the
existing site access and the development can be
integrated into the adjacent development with
appropriate landscaping.

The site is approximately 5 hectares (12.3 acres) and
has a capacity for between 105 and 120 dwellings. It
is considered that the main planning issues have all
been addressed in relation to the approved
development, including: the principle of the
development, locational sustainability of the site,
landscape and visual impact, layout and design,
affordable housing, residential amenity, highway safety
and access, flood risk and drainage, ecology and
heritage impacts.

It is noted that off-site highway contributions to provide
capacity improvements to Rushyford Roundabout were
required due to anticipated developments coming
forward.This included anticipated development of 430
dwellings at Land to the east of Woodham Burn and
west of A167, Newton Aycliffe (Appeal Ref.
APP/X1355/W/17/3180108), which has now been
dismissed at appeal. Development of ‘Phase 3’ could
therefore be accommodated within the planned
roundabout improvement without a detrimental impact
on the road network.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
extent of the site boundaries of land within our Client’s

4005Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteownership.The land subject to this representation (‘the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite’) is location to the south of West Road, Willington.
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasThe site comprises approximately 4.5ha of land which

is currently utilised for agricultural purposes. been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..The Updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has

identified that that site as reference 3/WI/01, with a The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘green classification which has the capability to be
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
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Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

achieved within 5 years. A summary of the Council’s
assessment is as follows:

• Estimated yield is 103 dwellings.
• The use of the site for residential development

is considered a compatible land use.
• Although housing is located to the east the site

is located on the edge of the settlement and is
considered poorly to the existing settlement.

• Willington is a secondary settlement and as such
the town centre provides access to local facilities
to meet daily needs. It is served by relatively
good bus services giving access to the main
towns of Crook and Durham. Pedestrian access
is also available.

• Highway improvements would be required.
• The site is located within a Landscape

Conservation Priority Area.

Planning consent has been granted (ref.
DM/14/02575/OUT) for residential development of the
site for 70 dwellings which establishes the principle of
development in this location.

Assessment

The site subject to this representation is located in a
sustainable location with good accessibility to existing
public transport links, providing regular services to
Durham City which provides high levels of services,
facilities and employment opportunities. Furthermore,
Willington scores highly in the Councils Settlement
Study (2018) with 118.7 points which similarly indicates
that the site would be a sustainable location for new
residential development.

The site character is predominantly rural and residential
and the development of the site for residential use
would be a compatible land use. The site is physically
bound by the north, east, south and west and would
therefore ensure that the development would be
contained and would not result in the coalescence of
any neighbouring settlement.

It is also envisaged that the existing landscaping
features of the 3.51 site including the north-western
hedgerow and treeline, if developed, would be retained
in order to increase the landscape setting of residential
development.

Furthermore, the principle of residential development
has already been established through the granting of
planning permission for 70 residential dwellings,
although it has been identified within the Councils
SHLAA assessment that the site could have an
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estimated yield of 103 dwellings which would help to
meet the Councils Objectively Assessed need over the
Plan period.

The site has the capability to be developed in isolation
from any other land or third party cooperation which
increases the sites deliverability.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and also has a strong
prospect of being viably developed in the plan period.
There are no known technical constraints which would
prevent the development of the site coming forward.

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –
Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to our Client’s land.

Our Client, Avant Homes Ltd, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land south of West Road is free
from known constraints which would prevent
development and it can be demonstrated that the land
included within the Plan is suitable, achievable, and
therefore deliverable within the plan period.

It has been demonstrated that the site subject to this
representation is a sustainable location which benefits
from good transport links to services, facilities and
employment opportunities of Willington, Crook and
Durham City.

It has been acknowledged within the SHLAA
assessment that the use of the site for residential
development would be a compatible land use in the
immediate surrounding area. The development of site
would be physically contained which would prevent
future extensions to the site and subsequently and
would not lead to the coalescence of neighbouring
settlements.

The principle of residential development at the site has
been established through the granting of planning
permission for the development of 70 dwellings. On
this basis, our Client strongly requests that site
reference 3/WI/01 is considered for allocation within
the next stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Please see at Appendix A for site location plan and
extent of the site boundaries of land within our Client’s

4017Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteownership.The land subject to this representation (‘the
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite’) is location to the west of Hunwick Lane,
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
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been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

Sunnybrow. The site comprises a series of parcels of
land and amounts to
approximately 15ha of land which is currently utilised
for agricultural purposes.

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing SiteThe Updated County Durham Plan SHLAA has

identified the site as two individual sites; Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.references: 3/SB/03a and 3/SB/03b, both with amber

classifications. A summary of the Council’s assessment
for the wider site is as follows:

• There is ancient woodland to the north/east of
the site. Mitigation would be required to
safeguard the environmental and wildlife
credentials of the woodland. There are no
potential amenity issues.

• The development of the site may result in the
coalescence of Sunnybrow and Willington.

• Willington and Sunnybrow provide a wide range
of services and facilities capable of meeting the
day to day needs of prospective residents.
However it may be likely that a high volume of
trips would be car borne.

• Access is possible from B6286 Hunwick Lane
junction.

• Likely landscape impacts.
• Mitigation will be required for bats.
• Archaeological features will need to be assessed.
• There may be flood risk issues and a mitigation

scheme will be required.

Although the application did not go to planning
committee and was finally disposed of, it
was considered that the main issue with the planning
application was highway access and not the principle
of development.

Assessment 

The site subject to this representation is located in a
sustainable location with good accessibility to transport
links and local services and facilities. Existing bus stops
location close to the northern boundary of the site
provides access to regular services linking users to
local settlements as well as Durham City and Crook,
where there is an excellent range of services, facilities
and employment opportunities. Furthermore, the
Willington/ Sunnybrow cluster scores highly in the
Council’s Settlement Study (2018) with 118.7 points,
further indicating that the site would be a sustainable
location for new residential development.

The site character is predominantly rural and residential
and the development of the site for residential would
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be a compatible land use in the surrounding context
of the area. The site is physically bound by the north,
east, south and west and would therefore ensure that
the development would be physically contained and
would not result in the coalescence of
neighbouring settlements or the urban sprawl of
Sunnybrow to the north.

It is envisaged that the development of the site would
incorporate landscaping features to integrate the site
in order to create an attractive entrance to the
settlement of Sunnybrow to the north. An enhanced
buffer provided by the existing woodland would ensure
the settlements of Willington and Sunnybrow do not
merge.

The Council’s SHLAA assessment has identified that
the development of the two combined sites could result
in an estimated yield of 320 residential dwellings. If the
wider site were to be developed, this would significantly
assist the Council in meeting the Objectively Assessed
Need over the Plan period.

The development of the wider site would offer the
opportunity to be developed in isolation and would not
require third party land or cooperation to come forward
in the Plan period which provides assurance to the
LPA that the site is deliverable.

We strongly consider that the site subject to this
consultation response is developable, located in
a suitable location, available with a strong prospect of
being viably developed in the plan period. There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

We therefore would request that our Client’s land
remain in the Councils Evidence Base in the
next rounds of consultation.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our client’s site has previously been promoted through
the County Durham Strategic Housing Land Availability

4013Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteAssessment (SHLAA), site reference: 7/SF/123. The
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenesssite is currently classified in the SHLAA as “Red-
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasUnsuitable- Category 1/ Detached from the

“Settlement.” been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Our client contests the classification of the site

particularly the assertion that the site represents The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘incongruous development in the open countryside.The
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Sitesite is clearly contained on all side by existing highway
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

and more importantly by draft housing allocations ref:
7/SF/122 and 7/SF/069 (Green – deliverable 0-5 years)
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to the south which effectively extend the built form of
the settlement into the open countryside.

It is agreed suggested that if developed in a phased
manner in succession to SHLAA sites 69,110,122 and
124 the site would provide a logical extension to the
settlement contained on all sites by existing highways.

It is recognised that the site would require a sensitive,
landscape led design, mindful of the important heritage
assets of Sedgefield and the edge of settlement
location.

This representation seeks to promote the site as a
viable, deliverable option as a residential development
site with significant landscaping and careful design.
Proposals to develop the Site for residential use would
include:

• Provision of significant open space to assist in
mitigating any potential impacts on designate
assets and to create permanent open space for
the benefit of existing and future residents.

• Protection and enhancement of existing trees
and hedgerows with significant strategic planting
throughout the site to maintain and improve the
green infrastructure network in the area.

• A design led solution, maximising views into
Sedgefield Conservation Area.

• A range of housing types and tenures including
affordable housing and potentially housing for
older persons.

• It is considered that if developed, the Site could
have an estimated yield of 150no. dwellings.

This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –
Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

Our Client, Avant Homes Ltd, generally supports the
development of the County Durham Plan (CDP). It is
considered that the land at Sedgefield is free from
known constraints which would prevent development
and it can be demonstrated that the land proposed for
inclusion in the Plan is suitable, achievable, and
therefore deliverable within the plan period.

The LPA have assessed the site subject to this
representation within the latest version of the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment and it is
considered that the settlement of Sedgefield has very
good access to facilities and services. Furthermore,
the site lies within a sustainable location and can
access the neighbouring key settlements of Durham,
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Newton Aycliffe and Spennymoor, providing a range
of services, facilities and employment opportunities.

The proposed use of the site for residential dwellings
would be a compatible land use in the context of the
surrounding area and in particular in relation to the
other proposed allocations and promoted SHLAA sites
that site adjacent to the proposed site.

Although the site to the north would extend the
settlement to the east, it would form a logical extension
to the settlement and the growth would be physically
contained by the existing highway network which would
prevent further extension to the north, east and south.
The west of the site is bounded by a small triangular
parcel of land also being promoted for development.

In addition, the development of the site would provide
a range of public benefits including a range of housing
types and tenures, open space, financial contributions
and above all would represent a site in a located that
people want to reside therefore increasing the
likelihood of quick delivery and therefore contributing
the Council’s delivery of housing.

On this basis, our Client strongly requests that the site
7/SF/123 is considered for allocation within the next
stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Darlington Road BARNARD CASTLE Site Promotion
Document August 2018

3927Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteThis document has been prepared to promote the
allocation of land to the north of Darlington Road,
Barnard Castle, for housing in the emerging
County Durham Plan.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

Durham County Council is progressing preparation of
a new Plan which will set out the policy framework and

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

vision for the county up to 2035.The Preferred Options The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
consultation provides information on proposed housing Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.allocations and asks if any other sites should be
allocated.

This document aims to demonstrate that the Darlington
Road site should also be included as an allocation to
deliver up to 100 high quality homes in West Durham
and support economic aspirations set out it in the Plan.
It sets out the vision behind the proposed site and
provides information to demonstrate that the site should
be considered available, suitable and achievable, and
therefore deliverable.

Banks Property is part of the Banks Group, a Durham
based, family owned business with over 40 years’
experience developing land for property and energy
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projects.The business develops housing sites ranging
in size and complexity and has an excellent track
record of planning success and delivery.

Embedded in the Banks Group’s way of working is a
development with care approach.This places emphasis
on proactive engagement with communities, local
authorities and stakeholders which is undertaken
throughout all stages of a projects’ development.

Site description

The site is located on the eastern edge of Barnard
castle between the A67 Darlington Road, from which
is it accessed, and the A688. It is rectangular in shape,
approximately 5.5 hectares in size and currently in
agricultural use.

The site is bounded to the west by the recently built
out Castle Vale housing site, to the north and east by
mature boundary vegetation and agricultural land, and
to the south by a stone wall and Darlington Road.
Residential properties and a caravan site are situated
on the southern side of Darlington Road. The
topography of the site slopes downhill to the north.

The site is well related to the Barnard Castle
settlement. It represents the most suitable and
sustainable new housing site on the edge of the town,
considering the pattern and character of recent
development and constraints elsewhere on the
settlement edge. The site is well situated to access
services, schools, amenities and existing and proposed
employment opportunities with Barnard Castle. Its
location enables convenient access to the A67 and
A688 without the requirement for traffic to route through
the town centre.

The site would provide a highly desirable location for
good quality housing and compliment the only currently
proposed housing land allocation in Barnard Castle at
the brown field Grove Works site (35 units, reference
H/42). It would deliver housing growth during the plan
period that is more commensurate with the role of
Barnard Castle as a main town. This is vital to protect
and enhance the vibrancy of the town and its services,
and ensure it is able to retain its population, particularly
young families.

Planning policy

NATIONAL POLICY

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was
revised in July 2018 and sets out the Government’s
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planning policies for England and how these are
expected to be applied.

The main purpose of the planning system is to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development: economic, social and environmental.
Paragraph 11 refers to a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be consistent
throughout the plan-making and decision-making
process.

Paragraph 15 states that “the planning system should
be genuinely plan-led. Succinct and up-to-date plans
should provide a positive vision for the future of each
area; a framework for addressing housing needs and
other economic, social and environmental priorities;
and a platform for local people to shape their
surroundings.”

The Revised NPPF reflects the Government’s
aspirations to boost the supply of new housing and to
help contribute to a successful UK economy. It is
acknowledged that housing is a key issue and it is
vitally important that local authorities meet their housing
needs as required by national policy.

ADOPTED LOCAL POLICY
Adopted Local Policy is the Teesdale Local Plan 2002.
Whilst the plan is more than 10 years old, it provides
a starting point to identify policies relevant to planning
proposals.

Four housing allocations were included in the plan;
three of which have delivered or are currently
delivering. The fourth is the previously developed
Grove Works site proposed for allocation in the
emerging plan.

EMERGING LOCAL POLICY
The emerging County Durham Plan Preferred Options
consultation sets out the policy framework and spatial
vision for the county up to 2035. Aspirations include
a thriving economy; sustainable, balanced and
regenerated communities; and patterns of development
that support the vitality and vibrancy of existing centres.

The Spatial Strategy Justification document (June
2018) highlights that to ensure sustainable patterns of
development, the benefits offered by the location of
Durham and the largest towns, which include Barnard
Castle, need to be harnessed to ensure that
new housing is built in areas that people want to live.
Barnard Castle is recognised as a Large Town Centre
in the Retail Hierarchy.
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In addition to existing employment opportunities, Policy
3 of the Preferred Options illustrates two proposed
Employment Land Allocations.

Policy 5 of the Preferred Options proposes a single 35
unit allocation at the Grove Works site.We believe that
there is a compelling case for a further allocation of
housing.

The location of the Darlington Road site is the most
suitable and sustainable housing option in the context
of existing and potential future development.The 2018
SHLAA confirms that other brown field site options in
the town centre are not currently achievable.

Deliverable sites, at Castle Vale and Green Lane, are
both already well progressed. The Preferred Options
document recognises the importance of house building
to achieve economic growth. Allocations that are viable,
deliverable in terms of lead in times and delivery
rates, and in places that people want to live are vital
to the deliverability of the Plan housing requirement.
Barnard Castle is a desirable, accessible town with a
strong housing market.

Allocation of the Darlington Road site will therefore
help ensure the town continues to thrive and contribute
to the deliverability of the County Durham Plan.

Site assessment

Access and highways

Vehicular access would be taken from the A67
Darlington Road.The site’s location enables convenient
via the A67, A688 and footpath network into the town
centre. A Transport Assessment would be undertaken
to support a planning application and a Travel Plan
produced to promote the uptake of sustainable travel
opportunities by new residents. A sustainability
assessment is provided later in this document
highlighting the proximity of the site to a range of
schools, services and amenities in the town. The
Spatial Strategy Justification document confirms that
a high proportion of residents in Barnard Castle choose
to walk and cycle to work, compared to other
settlements in the county.

Drainage and flood risk

The Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (July
2018) indicates the site lies entirely within Flood Zone
1. Surface water drainage would be managed via
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) featuring
an on-site attenuation pond. This feature will also
provide ecological and amenity benefits.
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Ecology

The site comprises an arable field with mature
vegetation boundaries to the north and east. The site
is not affected by Tree Preservation Orders or national
or European ecological designations. Development
could deliver areas of open space and habitat
enhancement. An ecological assessment would be
carried out to inform a planning application and detail
any mitigation measures required.

Land contamination

The site has historically been used for agricultural
purposes and there are no known ground
contamination issues that could preclude housing
development. Ground Investigation assessment would
be undertaken prior to a planning application,
considering geological characteristics and any potential
contamination sources.

Landscape

The landscape impact of the development will be a
considered in detail. The site lies within an Area of
High Landscape Value as detailed in the Teesdale
Local Plan (2002).This designation covers all the area
surrounding Barnard Castle and the majority of South
Durham that falls outside the North Pennines AONB.
Due to the topography of the site, development would
have an impact on views of the eastern edge of the
town and would be visible from the A688.

A comprehensive Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment would be undertaken to support a planning
application. A landscaping scheme would be designed
to include enhancement of the existing mature
vegetation boundaries. Landscape impact would be
considered in the site design and layout which would
seek to reduce the prominence of the development in
the landscape and assimilate it into the local
environment to an acceptable degree.

A viewpoint appraisal has been undertaken to illustrate
the setting of the site in the landscape. Viewpoint
images are shown on the next page.

Sustainability assessment

Barnard Castle is an attractive, well-connected market
town, which sits in the second tier of the Retail
Hierarchy as a large town centre.

The Darlington Road site is well located to access the
many shops, services, amenities and community and
leisure facilities available in the town, and existing and
proposed employment opportunities. It lies within
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walking distance of both Green Lane Church of
England Primary School and Teesdale School and
Sixth Form.

The site can be accessed sustainably by walking,
cycling and public transport. Bus stops located adjacent
to the site offer direct services to Barnard Castle town
centre and Darlington with onward bus and rail
connections possible. It is considered a highly
sustainable and suitable location for new housing.

Development proposals

The outline vision for the site is to deliver up to 100
high quality homes in an attractive location that
respects the landscape setting and assimilates well
with the pattern and character of nearby development.

A concept masterplan has been produced to illustrate
the vision of the site the site. The site would deliver a
mix of house types including a large proportion of family
homes and the opportunity to include bungalows to
meet local need and ensure a sustainable and inclusive
community.

Properties would be set back from Darlington Road to
assimilate with the built form of existing development
including the recently developed Castle Vale site, with
similar landscaping to ensure the attractive entrance
to the town is retained.

The layout will include significant areas of open space
and structural landscaping throughout the site. An
attenuation pond will be provided with landscaping at
the north of the site, with habitat enhancement to
improve biodiversity value. Active frontage is proposed
at the northern boundary around this feature. The
layout will promote walking and cycling through the
site.

Benefits

Delivery of high quality housing at Darlington Road will
provide significant local benefits in line with economic
aspirations of the emerging County Durham Plan and
the principles of sustainable development

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
• Delivery of housing growth in Barnard Castle to
support its role as a main town
• New households generating additional expenditure
in the local economy
• Provision of employment opportunities and
expenditure in the local construction sector and supply
industries during the construction phase
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• New Homes Bonus payment and additional Council
Tax payments generated for local authority
reinvestment in locals services

SOCIAL BENEFITS
• Provision of a choice of accessible, high quality, well
designed house types to meet the needs of the local
population
• Provision of housing in a desirable location to retain
residents including young families
• Provision of affordable housing
• Excellent access to local services, amenities, schools
and employment opportunities
• Convenient access to sustainable transport

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
• Retention and enhancement of mature boundary
vegetation
• Provision of on-site open space and habitat creation
to improve biodiversity value
• Incorporation of sustainable urban drainage scheme
(SUDS) to manage surface water on site
• Excellent access to public transport and a range of
facilities within walking distance discouraging private
car use
• Provision of new, energy efficient homes with a good
sustainability rating

Conclusion
We believe there is a compelling case to allocate more
housing in Barnard Castle to support its role as a main
town, and that the Darlington Road site is the most
suitable and sustainable location.

The site is:
• Available – for development now.
• Suitable – offers a suitable location for sustainable
housing growth. It is well
related to the existing settlement, can be accessed
directly from Darlington Road and provides convenient
access to services, amenities, schools and employment
opportunities.
• Achievable – provides a desirable location for housing
and delivery is achievable in the short term

The site would provide a choice of well designed, high
quality homes in an accessible and desirable location.
Development would deliver significant economic, social
and environmental benefits in line with the aspirations
of the emerging County Durham Plan and the principles
of sustainable development

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Moss Close Farm PELTON Site Promotion
Document August 2018

3943Question 11
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Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

Introduction

This document has been prepared to promote the
allocation of land to the west of Pelton Lane, Pelton,
for housing in the emerging County Durham Plan.

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

Durham County Council is progressing preparation of
a new Plan which will set out the policy framework and

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

vision for the county up to 2035.The Preferred Options The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
consultation provides information on proposed housing Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed

on the council’s website.allocations and asks if any other sites should be
allocated.

This document aims to demonstrate the benefits of
including the Moss Close Farm site as an additional
allocation to deliver up to 160 high quality homes in a
popular part of North Durham and support the
economic aspirations of the emerging Plan. It sets out
the vision behind the proposed site and provides
information to demonstrate that the site should be
considered available, suitable and achievable.

Banks Property

Banks Property is part of the Banks Group, a Durham
based, family owned business with over 40 years’
experience developing land for property and energy
projects.The business develops housing sites ranging
in size and complexity and has an excellent track
record of planning success and delivery.

Embedded in the Banks Group’s way of working is a
development with care approach.This places emphasis
on proactive engagement with communities, local
authorities and stakeholders which is undertaken
throughout all stages of a projects’ development.

Site description

The Moss Close Farm site is situated on the western
edge of Pelton, a small town/large village in close
proximity to Chester-le-Street. It is located on land west
of Pelton Lane, from which it will be accessed, and
south of the A693. It is irregular in shape
and approximately 6.5 hectares in total size. Its current
uses includes agriculture and equestrian.

The topography of the site is varied and development
proposals have been designed to respond to the
landform and landscape setting. The centre of the site
slopes gently downhill towards the east. Agricultural
land to the west and south of the site rises towards
Roseberry Grange Community Golf Course and Pelton
Hills providing a natural development boundary.

Land adjacent to the site, to the east of Pelton Lane,
benefits from planning permission granted in 2017 for
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up to 190 homes. This application was progressed by
Banks Property and the site will deliver housing in the
short term. The site is therefore well related to the
existing settlement and adjacent committed
development.

Pelton is a popular market area for family homes. The
village provides range of services and amenities and
the site is located within close walking distance of
Roseberry Primary and Nursery School. The A693 to
the north of the site provides excellent access to the
strategic road network without the requirement for
traffic to route through the village centre.

The site would be a logical and sustainable settlement
extension in the medium term and provide a high
quality mix of housing to meet local needs and deliver
local economic benefits. It would provide an excellent
opportunity to deliver housing in the North Durham
area where growth options are constrained by factors
including Green Belt designation.

Planning policy 

NATIONAL POLICY

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was
revised in July 2018 and sets out the Government’s
planning policies for England and how these are
expected to be applied.

The main purpose of the planning system is to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development: economic, social and environmental.
Paragraph 11 refers to a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be consistent
throughout the plan-making and decision-making
process.

Paragraph 15 states that “the planning system should
be genuinely plan-led. Succinct and up-to-date plans
should provide a positive vision for the future of each
area; a framework for addressing housing needs and
other economic, social and environmental priorities;
and a platform for local people to shape their
surroundings.”

The Revised NPPF reflects the Government’s
aspirations to boost the supply of new housing and to
help contribute to a successful UK economy. It is
acknowledged that housing is a key issue and it is
vitally important that local authorities deliver their
housing needs as required by national policy.

ADOPTED LOCAL POLICY
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The Chester-le-Street District Local Plan (2003) is the
current development plan for Pelton and was intended
to cover the period up to 2006.

Saved policies remain the starting point for considering
proposals in so far as they are consistent with the
NPPF. The Plan proposed one housing allocation at
Pelton/Newfield, the Roseberry Park site which is now
largely delivered.

EMERGING LOCAL POLICY
The emerging County Durham Plan Preferred Options
consultation sets out the policy framework and spatial
vision for the county up to 2035. Aspirations include a
thriving economy; sustainable, balanced and
regenerated communities; and patterns of development
that support the vitality and vibrancy of existing
centres.

The council’s Spatial Strategy Justification
document (June 2018) notes in relation to North
Durham that Chester-le-Street is a popular residential
area with good access to job opportunities and
transport connections. Constraints to growth include
the Green Belt, River Wear and areas of
protected biodiversity and geodiversity. It highlights
that the main opportunities for new housing in North
Durham are in the
surrounding towns and villages and in particular at
Pelton/Newfield.

Policy 5 of the Preferred Options proposes two
allocations in Pelton/Newfield, the former Roseberry
Comprehensive School site (H11, 65 units) and
Brackenbeds Lane (H12, 50 units).

Moss Close Farm also provides a logical future
settlement extension with excellent access to the
strategic highways network.

The 2018 Settlement Study identifies groups of
settlements which are well related and function
effectively as single entities in terms of provision of
services and facilities. The Pelton cluster contains
Pelton and Newfield, and services in both these areas
are therefore relevant to the Moss Close Farm site.
Delivery of further housing at the west of the village will
help improve the viability of services and amenities in
Pelton
Lane Ends/Newfield in particular.

The Preferred Options document recognises the
importance of house building to achieve economic
growth. Allocations that are viable, deliverable in terms
of lead in times and delivery rates, and in places that
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people want to live are vital to the deliverability of the
Plan housing requirement. Moss Close Farm is an
attractive location for new housing in a popular,
well connected and sustainable residential area.
Allocation of the
Moss Close Farm site will therefore help support local
services and contribute to the deliverability of the
County Durham Plan.

Site assessment

Access and highways Vehicular access would be taken
from Pelton Lane, which offers direct access to the
A693 and A1(M) within 4km, without traffic requiring
to route through the village centre. A Transport
Assessment would be undertaken to support a planning
application. This would consider the capacity of key
junctions on the A693 including the Ouston Lane
roundabout. A Travel Plan will be produced to promote
the uptake of sustainable travel opportunities by new
residents.

Drainage and flood risk

The Environment Agency Flood Map for Planning (July
2018) indicates the site lies entirely within Flood Zone
1. Surface water drainage would be managed via
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) featuring
on-site attenuation ponds at the eastern boundary.
This features will be designed to provide biodiversity
benefits and will feature in a landscaping scheme at
the east of the site.

Ecology

The site comprises grazing fields with mature
vegetation boundaries.The site is not affected by Tree
Preservation Orders or national or European ecological
designations. Development would deliver areas of open
space and habitat enhancement. An ecological
assessment would be carried out to inform a planning
application and would detail any mitigation measures
required.

Ground investigation

The site has historically been used for agricultural and
equestrian purposes and there are no known ground
contamination issues that could preclude housing
development. Ground Investigation assessment would
be
undertaken prior to a planning application, considering
geological characteristics, historic mining and any
potential contamination sources.

Landscape
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The Moss Close Farm site lies on open farmland to
the west of Pelton. Mature vegetation boundaries
screen views, particularly from the A693, and rising
landform to the west and south provides natural
development boundaries. The immediate context of
the site will change in the short term with the build out
of the approved Pelton Lane development.

A comprehensive Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment would be undertaken to support a planning
application. A landscaping scheme would be designed
to include enhancement of the existing mature
vegetation boundaries. Landscape impact would be
considered in the site design and layout which would
seek to reduce the prominence of the development in
the landscape and assimilate it into the local
environment to an acceptable degree.

A viewpoint appraisal is presented below and on the
following pages to illustrate the landscape context of
the site.

Sustainability assessment

The 2018 Settlement Study identifies a number of
groups of settlements which are well related and
function effectively as single entities in terms of
provision of services and facilities. The Pelton cluster
contains Pelton and Newfield, and services in all these
areas are relevant for the Moss Close Farm site.

A number of services and amenities lie within walking
distance of the site including Roseberry Primary and
Nursery School 400 m to the south. Bus stops located
within 200 m of the site offer regular services to
Chester-le-Street, Stanhope, Newcastle and
Sunderland.

Development of the site and delivery of further housing
at the western edge of Pelton would contribute to the
sustainability of pupil numbers at the local primary
school and viability of services and amenities in the
Pelton Lane Ends/Newfield part of the village.

The site can be accessed sustainably by walking,
cycling and public transport.

Development proposals

The outline vision for the site is to deliver up to 160
well designed, high quality homes with a layout that
respects the landscape setting and assimilates well
with the pattern and character of nearby existing and
committed development.

A concept masterplan has been produced following
analysis of site opportunities and constraints. It
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illustrates a vision for the site that delivers a mix of
house types in an attractive setting with significant
areas of open space and structural landscaping. This
would include a large proportion of family homes and
the provision of bungalows to meet local needs and
contribute to a sustainable and inclusive community.

Properties would be set back from Pelton Lane with
active frontage and landscaping along the eastern
boundary designed to create an attractive entrance to
the village and assimilate with the proposals for the
adjacent Pelton Lane site. Development provides the
opportunity to enhance pedestrian connectivity between
Pelton and High Handenhold, West Pelton and the
open countryside, encouraging walking and recreation.
The site layout will promote walking and cycling
opportunities.

Site topography is a key influence on the concept
masterplan, with consideration of landform and
landscape setting. The layout responds to topography
which rises to the west and south of the site creating
a natural development boundary, with properties set
back accordingly.

Additional housing at the west of Pelton will improve
the vitality and viability of services in the Pelton Lane
Ends area with potential benefits for new and existing
residents.

Benefits

Delivery of high quality housing at Moss Close Farm
will provide significant local benefits in accordance with
the principles of sustainable development.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
• Delivery of housing growth in Pelton to support
existing services and amenities and increase the
viability of services in the west of the village / Pelton
Lane Ends
• New households generating additional expenditure
in the local economy
• Provision of employment opportunities and
expenditure in the local construction sector and supply
industries during the construction phase
• New Homes Bonus payment and additional Council
Tax payments generated for local authority
reinvestment in locals services

SOCIAL BENEFITS
• Provision of a choice of accessible, high quality, well
designed house types to meet the needs of the local
population
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• Provision of housing in a attractive location to attract
new residents including young families
• Provision of significant area of public open space to
provide amenity opportunities to new and existing
residents
• Enhanced pedestrian connectivity to nearby villages
and open countryside
• Provision of affordable housing and bungalows to
meet local needs
• Sustainable location with good access to local
services, amenities and schools
• Excellent links to strategic road network via the A693
providing access to major settlements
• Convenient access to public transport

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
• Retention and enhancement of mature boundary
vegetation
• Provision of significant area of open space and habitat
enhancement to improve biodiversity value
• Incorporation of sustainable urban drainage scheme
(SUDS) to manage surface water on site
• Convenient access to public transport and a range
of facilities within walking distance discouraging private
car use
• Provision of new, energy efficient homes with a good
sustainability rating

Conclusion
The Moss Close Farm site provides a suitable and
sustainable location for new housing in North Durham.
The site is:
• Available – for development now.
• Suitable – the site offers a suitable location for
sustainable housing growth. It is well related to existing
and committed development, can be accessed directly
from Pelton Lane with direct connection to the A693,
and provides convenient access to services, amenities
and schools.
• Achievable – the site will provide an attractive location
for housing in a popular market area and delivery is
achievable
The site provides a logical and deliverable future
settlement extension in a popular and well connected
residential area. Development would deliver significant
economic, social and environmental benefits in line
with the aspirations of the emerging County Durham
Plan.

Sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/1178, 4/DU/18a, 4/DU/18b and
4/DU/114  have all be assessed within the Green Belt

Support the principle of Green Belt release but object
that SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,

4141Question 11

Assessment and within the Exceptional Circumstances4/DU/18B and DU/114 should be released in
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preference. These sites are in a sustainable location
and occupy an important location between Aykley

Paper. The sites lie within a sensitive location within
the setting of the World Heritage Site, conservation

Heads, the River and the City. The Strategy should area and also within the setting of Grade I listed Crook
focus development towards these sites in preference Hall. Whilst the sites were considered, no Exceptional
to urban extensions and certainly the proposed Circumstances were identified owing to the harm which
Sustainable Urban Extensions in the City. The sites could be associated to the Green Belt in this location

and other harm including heritage.referred to should be developed in preference and the
scale of development in the Sustainable Urban
Extensions commensurately reduced.

The permitted units to which you refer have been
factored into the residual for housing calculation. The

Our client supports the delivery of new housing.
We would however question why parts of the
DurhamGate site are not allocated as a housing
commitment.
As outlined above, the site has outline consent for 376
new homes, offices, retail and community facilities,

4164Question 11

policies map does not reference them was for practical
presentational reasons as it was considered that to do
so would be misleading given this is a mixed use
scheme across a wider site. This does not in anyway
prejudice the future development of this site.including a health centre and public house.Whilst parts

of the site have already been built out for residential
use, there are still areas which have not yet been built
out and have not been subject to a reserved matters
application. We would therefore request that the 
residential area indicated on the approved indicative
masterplan (Appendix 1) are allocated as housing
commitments on the Policies Map.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

As a resident this is what Ferryhill desperately needs.

New aspirational housing.

4157Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
Roundabout on A167 for safety of residents. suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasInvestment for industrial estate.
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsMain town status.
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

To improve our town Ferryhill.

New aspirational housing to add footfall.

4160Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.
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Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Durham County Durham Plan Preferred Option

Question 11 – Are there any other housing sites
that should be allocated? Please give reasons.

3673Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

Representations on behalf of East Durham College of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsLocation: Peterlee
consultation responses which have been received..Size: circa 5 acres
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

The site referenced above is available, suitable and
achievable and is therefore in accordance with the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Framework; a deliverable site able to come forward in
the short term.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

The site is not within proposed Green Belt and currently
does not have any given allocation that may be
contrary to residential development.

As a result it is considered that this site should be
considered as part of the local plan process.

Deliverability

The site is available, owned by East Durham College,
suitable, achievable and deliverable in accordance with
the Framework and represents a sustainable residential
opportunity within Peterlee.

Availability

Developing this site for housing would make an efficient
and attractive use of the land and would ultimately
allow the college to re-invest in their Peterlee Campus
to continue their excellent educational offering which
undoubtedly draws investment and wider economic
benefit to the surrounding area.

Developing this land residential use would provide an
excellent opportunity to further expand this residential
offering within the area and deliver the wider benefits
associated with new housing to services and
infrastructure within and around Peterlee.

Achievable

East Durham College are confident that there are no
insurmountable constraints and that the site is
developable.

Effective Use of Land

This land is now considered redundant by the college
due to development of new all season sports pitches
and facilities on the campus, therefore meaning that
re-development of the site would be an effective use
of the site. .

The Key Objectives of the Framework
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The Framework sets out that sites must be allocated
with the principle aim of supporting the Government’s
key housing policy goal of boosting significantly the
supply of housing.The Framework explains the supply
of new homes can be best achieved through planning
for sustainable communities with good access to jobs,
key services and infrastructure. Sites should also make
effective use of land and existing infrastructure.

In relation to the Framework:

• The proposal responds positively towards
national guidance;

• The site is appropriate for accommodating
housing development;

• The site has been assessed and is available,
suitable and achievable for development;

• Suitable residential opportunity in a main town;
• Make efficient and effective use of land;
• There are no insurmountable constraints to

development, therefore it is deliverable;
• Help meet housing target;

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Policy 5 – Housing Allocations

3.44 Question 11 – Are there any other housing
sites that should be allocated? Please give
reasons.

3679Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has

3.45 Our Client’s site (Appendix A) has previously been
promoted through the County Durham Strategic

been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedHousing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA site

reference: 4/PA/04). The site is currently classified in
the SHLAA as “Amber- Unsuitable.”

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

3.46 A summary of the Councils assessment is as
follows:

• The site is adjacent to compatible uses;
• Potential for access from A688;
• Incursion into open countryside, landscape buffer

required;
• Roman road- Archaeological investigation

required;
• Outwith Flood zone;
• No known contamination risk;
• Adjacent development links site to the settlement;

3.47 Our Clients contests the classification of the site
and considers that the allocation of the site when taken
in the context of the consented development site
adjacent to the Site (SHLAA ref: 4/PA/02a) the Site
would offer a logical extension to the Coxhoe cluster
settlement with no known constraints that would
preclude development.
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3.48 Assessment

3.49 This representation seeks to promote the site as
a viable, deliverable option for residential development.

• A mix of housing type and tenure based upon an
established local need;

• Sustainable development, adjacent to the existing
built form and within close proximity of services
and facilities;

• Excellent transport links;

3.50 The site is considered to be in a relatively
sustainable location for new residential development
having good access to the A1 (M) and easily accessible
by public transport (stops located 100m to the nearest
bus stop), provides regular bus services to Durham,
Bishop Auckland and Hartlepool.

3.51 The site is well contained on three sides by its
existing boundaries, particularly to the north, south and
west.

3.52 In regard to the comments contained within the
updated SHLAA, the “Outcome of Assessment” cites
the following three reasons for the site being deemed
unsuitable;

• The site is currently detached from the settlement
however adjacent development will link the site
to the settlement.

• Highways access would be conditional as an
acceptable safe access would be required to be
engineered from the A688 Bowburn Bypass. No
safe access could be gained from the B6291.

• The site is close to the route of a Roman road
therefore geophysical survey and evaluation work
will be required.

3.53 The adjacent SHLAA site ref: 04/PA/02a (planning
ref:15/01692/OUT) is currently under construction.This
development of 190 dwellings effectively extends the
Coxhoe cluster settlement to the north of the B6291
linking our Client’s land to the rest of the built form.

3.54 It is recognised that a suitable highway solution
would be required in order to bring forward the site and
our Clients welcomes the suggestion that this may be
possible from the A688. However, our Clients can also
demonstrate access to the site from the B6291 via an
existing brownfield site that is currently in commercial
use. Clearly, all options for access would be explored
at application stage but as there appears to be two
viable alternatives that strengthen the potential
deliverability of the site.
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3.55 Turning to the last constraint identified in the
outcome of assessment with regards to the Roman
Road. Submissions contained within the reserved
matters application relating to the adjacent
development site are considered relevant
acknowledging the proximity of the site. Contained
within Appendix B of this representation are two reports
detailing recent archaeological investigations
conducted.

3.56 The first report is a consultee response provided
by the County Archaeologist in response to planning
application 15/01692/OUT (adjacent site) and in regard
to the Roman Road states;

“In support of this outline application for residential
development the applicant has submitted an
archaeological assessment and geophysical survey
as advised through the pre-application process. The
submitted report satisfies para. 128 of the NPPF
requiring developers to adequate evaluate development
sites with potential for archaeological heritage assets.

The assessment identifies that the land does not
appear to have been previously developed and is
agricultural in nature from the 19th Century onwards
according to historic and modern mapping and other
sources. In addition, it identified that there is potential
for prehistoric/romano British deposits on the basis of
such activity in the wider and immediate area. The
B6291, which forms the western boundary of the site,
is believed to overlie the route of a Roam road known
as “Cades Road” thought to have extended from the
Humber area to the Tyne. It has been proven
archaeological in a few places in County Durham
(notably in East Park, Sedgefield) but is otherwise
theoretical for most of its route.”

The response goes on to suggest a scheme of
investigation is agreed 3.57 and implemented as part
of any reserved matters application (Condition 13)

3.58 The second report; an Archaeological Evaluation
completed by Durham in response to Condition 13 of
the outline consent concludes;

“No significant archaeological deposits were identified
that would be impacted on by the development of the
site. As no significant archaeological resource was
identified, no further scheme of archaeological works
is recommended in relation to the development.”

3.59 Whilst it is accepted that further archaeological
work may be required should our Client’s site come
forward for development. It would seem that the recent
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evidence cited above would suggest that the route of
the Roman road is “theoretical”. Detailed investigation
has failed to provide any physical evidence to date and
therefore it would seem unreasonable to deem our
Client’s site unsuitable due to its proximity to the
Roman road.

3.60 We strongly consider that the site subject to this
representation response is developable, located in a
suitable location, available and with a strong prospect
of being viably developed in the plan period.There are
no known technical constraints which would prevent
the development of the site coming forward.

3.61 Development of the proposed site would not result
in the coalescence of neighbouring settlements and
would constitute a ‘rounding off’ of the Coxhoe cluster
settlement when considered in the context of the
adjacent development site and the residential property
on the opposite side of the B6291.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Summary
This Supporting Statement provides evidence and sets
out representations to the County Durham Plan –

3697Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

Preferred Options (2018) and supporting of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsEvidence Library with regard to our Client’s

land interest at Parkhill.
consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified

Our Clients, generally supports the progression of the
County Durham Plan (CDP) but have instructed the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

above representations on elements of the plan that
they consider to be unsound or unclear.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

It is considered that the land at Parkhill (SHLAA ref:
4/PA/04) is free from known constraints which would
prevent development and it can be demonstrated that
the land proposed for inclusion in the Plan is suitable,
achievable, and therefore deliverable within the plan
period.

On this basis, our Clients strongly requests that site
identification (Ref. 4/PA/04) remains within and is
included in the next stages of the Local Plan process.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Housing Site Reference 4/PA/04

We have been instructed to make the following
representations to the County Durham Preferred

3628Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriatenessOptions (June/July 2018), the (‘Consultation
of the previously preferred housing site allocations hasDocument’) on behalf of Miss Shelly Bright and Messrs
been assessed in light of the Preferred OptionsJohnson (‘our Clients’).The representations have been

prepared in respect of land at Parkhill, County Durham. consultation responses which have been received..
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
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The purpose of these representations is to set out our
Client’s response to the text and policies of the

in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site

Preferred Options and other documents within the Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to

the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

The representations have been prepared having regard
to the documents contained within the supporting
Evidence Library and assessed against the compliance
of the documents against paragraph 35 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) (NPPF) with
respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. Paragraph 35
states that for a plan to be found “sound” it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

Each question of the Consultation Document will be
considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

The NPPF 2018 (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19) requires
Local Plans to set out strategic and nonstrategic
policies. Due to the release of the NPPF (2018) within
the consultation period, assumption is made regarding
whether the policies referred to are strategic or
non-strategic.

We would like to be kept informed and notified about
the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

Please use the contact details provided:

Site Location, Description and Constraints

Our Clients owns part of a parcel of land (appendix A)
to the north of the cluster of Coxhoe (comprising
Parkhill and Coxhoe) extending to approximately 5.6ha
of developable land. Coxhoe separated from Bowburn
by the A1 (M) but with easy access to services and
facilities.

The site is east of the existing built form and is bounded
by;
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• A688 to the north;
• Open countryside to the east;
• Development site (SHLAA ref: 4/PA/02b) to the

south;
• B6291 to the west

The Site relates well to the existing settlement, close
to Coxhoe. It is a relatively sustainable location with
good access to a range of services and facilities
including public transport. Coxhoe scores well within
the latest iteration of the Settlement Study 2018,
scoring 79 and is within the top 10% of County Durham
settlements with regards to sustainability.

The Site is not subject to any formal heritage or nature
designations. However, it is located close to the route
of a Roman road known as “Cades Road”. Further
details in this regard are contained within our Client’s
response to Question 11.

The Site lies within Flood Zone 1 and is identified as
of low risk. Evidence from Environment Agency maps
also indicate that surface water flooding is low risk on
the Site.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Land to the North of Butterwick Road, Sedgefield,
County Durham

3634Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteWe are retained by the landowners, ESRG Group who
are seeking for the site as set out in the enclosed suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness

of the previously preferred housing site allocations haslocation plan to be allocated for residential use
been assessed in light of the Preferred Optionsincluding private market, affordable and elderly care
consultation responses which have been received..housing as part of the County Durham Plan. We have
The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justifiedalso enclosed a completed Strategic Housing Land
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘Availability Assessment – Potential Housing Site

Pro-forma. The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.Sedgefield is an attractive market town where market

demand for housing is high and economic growth in
the form of Netpark to the north of Sedgefield is a
priority area for Durham County Council. Collectively,
it results in a considerable demand for residential land
around the town. My client believes that their site is
capable of meeting this challenge of providing
residential units in a sustainable location.

There are definitive constraints to the growth of the
settlement to the north, west and south. Our clients
site to the east of the settlement is the most logical
location for sustainable growth. The character of
Sedgefield is influenced by the vernacular architecture
and settlement pattern around its historic core and the
traditional routes which converge in the centre of the
village. It is also influenced by the historic parkland
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around the western edge of the settlement. This is a
constraint in itself to the delivery of housing.

Growth of Sedgefield during the 20th Century has
altered the original settlement pattern from a largely
nucle ated medieval village, centred around the green
and St Edmund’s Church, to a predominantly in -filled,
linear urban form, extending along the principal roads.
Further development has pushed the village boundary
westwards, to the edge of the historic parkland, and
east, towards the A689 road corridor.

If our clients land were allocated for residential use
any subsequent development of the site would expand
the village eastwards into open farmland, thereby
avoiding the historic parkland and other designated
sites to the west and south of Sedgefield and
minimising the potential for visual coalescence with
villages to the north.This represents a logical extension
of the town boundaries. Any future planning application
could incorporate a green Infrastructure plan as part
of a Landscape Strategy which would be able to
substantially safeguard existing landscape and
ecological assets and allow for replacement where this
is unavoidable.

Our clients envisage that the site could come on line
straight away as it is free of constraints and would be
able to deliver a range of house types including private
market, affordable and elderly housing.

We would welcome the opportunity to substantiate our
case for the allocation of the site for residential use at
any subsequent public examination of the County
Durham Plan.

The comments made are noted.The council is working
with partners to seek to remove the barriers which are

The proposed plan states it will use brownfield sites
first. After doing research there are actually two

3815Question 11

stalling the redevelopment of the former secondarybrownfield sites in Stanley, which is in desperate need
school site. The former hospital site is currently underfor development and residential expansion. The two
construction. The methodology for selecting thesites are; the old school of technology and South Moor
housing allocations contained within the plan is set outhospital sites which aren’t being used in the local plan.
within 'The Rationale For Selecting Housing allocations'820 proposed houses are planned for Consett, yet only
document. This prioritises the identification of30 are planned for Stanley. I am sure a great number
previously developed (brownfield) sites first where theyof people would agree that Stanley is a town that would
are suitable, viable and developable. In addition towelcome a new large development where Consett has
identifying additional specific sites as allocations forhad more than enough, the loss of greenspace would

have compelling effects for local residents. further new housing the County Durham Plan makes
provision for further sites within the existing built up
area, such as this, to be developed where particular
criteria are met, and encourages the reuse of
developed sites. Therefore the fact that there are no
housing allocations specifically identified does not
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preclude further new housing from being delivered
within a given settlement where a suitable, viable
scheme is propose which meets the criteria of relevant
policies set out in theis Plan.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

Policy 5 relates to the Council’s proposed housing
allocations. As set out above, it is considered essential

3745Question 11

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancefor the housing requirement that is ultimately presented
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationwithin the Plan to be expressed as a minimum. It is
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthen vital that the allocations of the Plan reflect the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicspatial strategy and ensure that the minimum
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thisrequirement will be met over the plan period. At
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practicepresent, the Plan provides very little contingency should
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingthe components of supply from committed sites and
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointproposed allocations not come forward in the manner
for determining the number of homes needed in anthat is currently envisaged by the Council. This
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatrepresents an overly vulnerable approach to meeting
authorities should also consider previous deliverythe minimum housing requirement and it therefore
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theconsidered necessary to provide additional flexibility
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisthrough the introduction of further allocations. In this
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeregard, it is prudent for local plans to provide sufficient
of a greater housing need above the minimum startingallocations to ensure that the minimum requirement
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durhamcan be met and exceeded during the plan period by
is based on the minimum assessment for Localincluding a contingency of 20% above the minimum
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. Therequirement. Such an approach will greatly assist the
housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.

ability to maintain a rolling five-year housing land
supply.

The North of Arnison site, and composite parts have
been assessed within the Green Belt Assessment and

As set out in Section 3 above, the development
opportunity that is presented at Land North of Arnison

the Exceptional Circumstances however no exceptionalprovides a clear opportunity to support the CDLP in
circumstances have been identified for this site. Themeeting its housing requirement over the plan period
site area extends northwards from Durham City beyondin a location that positively supports its spatial strategy,

vision and objectives. an existing physical boundary of Rotary Way. There
is no further potential for a northern boundary andThe CDLP will also need to include a robust

mechanism that enables sites in sustainable locations development could encroach in the countryside in an
uncontrolled manner. The presence of the Northernto be released when required in order to respond to
Relief Road is likely to make severance of the site
greater.

rapid changes in circumstance over the plan period if
it is to align with Paragraph 11 of the Framework. In
this regard, further consideration will need to be given Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are

intended to be permanent, there is currently noto the longevity of Green Belt boundaries both within
evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willand beyond the plan period. If sufficient land is to be
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itprovided in the County’s most sustainable location at
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

Durham City, then it will be necessary to identify
safeguarded land between the urban area and the
Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development
needs stretching well beyond the plan period.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

The following representation is written in response to
the County Durham Plan Preferred Options (2018)

3747Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of siteConsultation. It has concern to the village of Southside
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and looks to promote land at Moorfields, South Side,
Butterknowle, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL13
5JU for a sustainable housing in the village.

suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness
of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..Question 11

This letter promotes land at Moorfields, South Side,
Butterknowle, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL13

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘
The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site5JU (Attachment 1). The land is 1.22. hectares and
Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

would be capable of accommodating 20 units of
market, affordable, self build units, an allotment and
Local Equipped Area of Play (LEAP) for community
use.

South Side is a small village near which adjoins
Butterknowle and is near to Bishop Auckland. The
County Durham Settlement Study (September 2017)
gives South Side a score 0.2; which means it ranks
poorly for sustainability however the settlement benefits
from its immediate proximity to Butterknowle (score of
8.5) which has school, pub and shop. It is also on a
bus route to and from major settlements.
It has been accepted by Planning Inspectors that the
inclusion of housing in rural settlements helps to
increase sustainability. Bringing in new residents gives
local business new costumers and helps local services
such as the school and bus survive. Affordable housing
and self build also brings young people (who otherwise
could not afford to) into the village and helps create a
greater sense of community.
A well-designed housing scheme at this location can
be will screened from the road, while providing much
needed rural housing, an allotment and LEAP for the
community. The current settlement pattern is not one
of linear development, so the proposed development
would not look out of place with the current village
vernacular.

The landowner is happy to enter into discussion with
the Parish Council and Local Planning Authority to
design a master plan for the site.

Your representation has been fully considered in the
context of the review of the Strategic Housing Land

Our questions regarding the Durham plan, and the
plans for the Manor House and surrounding lands are
as follows.

3817Question 11

Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) in terms of site
suitability and delivery timescales.The appropriateness• Planning permission, as far as we are aware is

about to run out, what is the likelihood that this
will be renewed on application?

of the previously preferred housing site allocations has
been assessed in light of the Preferred Options
consultation responses which have been received..

• There are two public rights of way on the field
which is being sold with the property and had

The outcomes of these reviews are set out and justified
in the ‘SHLAA 2019 Individual Site Assessment’ and ‘

some planning permission on it. There is then a The Rationale for the Selection of Housing Site
stretch of land which was designated green belt,
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is this to remain within the green belt limitations,
as the sewerage plant and the soak away were
within this area on the original plans.

Allocations’ documents both of which can be viewed
on the council’s website.

• We have been informed indirectly that there is
an alteration to the road planned to go through
the site, can you confirm if this is the case? The
plan was for a road leading to eight houses on
the back field, we have now been told that the
road will continue through the site and exit
elsewhere from the site, can you confirm?

• If this is the case, could you show on the plan
where this new road access is to be?

• As this is not an adopted highway, there is no
public lighting on this road and as all of us within
the bounds are older people, and my wife and I
both have disabilities, are there any plans to
adopt the road within the local authorities remit?
The street lighting on this access road was
supposed to be maintained and kept serviceable,
however, this has not happened.

• We have had numerous builders, approx. 50,
come and look at the property, as the council are
keen not to have any empty properties, it seems
odd that up to now no-one has purchased. Mr.
Overs himself introduced three builders and was
aware that offers went in. Can the authority do
anything to aid in this or the sale of the property? 
One of the introduce builders was told that
Persimmon homes had purchased the site; this
appears not to be the case.

• The property is now boarded up, has had most
if not all of the lead gullies stripped and both my
neighbour and I are constantly having people
enter the road, even to the extent of trying to
drive onto our properties despite there being
private road notices and also signs externally
saying no access without an appointment. We
have faced abuse, Mr. Overs has had his van
broken into and tools stolen, and both of our
wives are now nervous to be left at home alone.
I also have grandchildren who live in the village
and my route to them, or theirs to mine is dark
and overgrown now.

• We understand that the local authority can take
action against anyone who does not keep his or
her property in good order. The Manor House
care home is dreadfully neglected; there is now
no attempt to maintain the property and the
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gardens at all. It is an eyesore and detrimental
to the village.

• If a buyer were to purchase the property to
develop into a family home, would they be given
permission to do this for themselves?

• The police have been involved on numerous
occasions and my neighbour in particular has
aided in more than one thief being apprehended.

• The current planning for this property suggested
that any houses built onto the field were to have
a sewerage pumping station to ensure the levels
between the main sewer and the houses were
met, as there is a fifteen feet discrepancy in these
levels.There was also to be a pond to aid run off
from surface water. What are the current plans
for this or have they not altered?

• The traffic levels on the road through Medomsley
are Substantially heavy. The local authorities
own engineers have examined the traffic flows
past the site in some detail. The two-way traffic
flow is in the region of seven thousand vehicles
per day and peek hour flows are in excess of
seven hundred and thirty vehicles in the a.m.
peak period.

• There have been a number of accidents in the
village itself caused by parked vehicles on the
main road. Add to this the parking issues for the
school as well as parking on the road from the
estate if snow is forecast. How will the planning
protect access to and from the site in cases of
say an emergency? Also, if plans are developed
for more housing, has the true impact of the
added traffic been considered especially to and
from a site with restricted sight lines onto the
road?

• There are a number of tree protection orders on
the site; will these be enforced if and when
someone does develop the site?

• Will there be planning restrictions on what sort
of materials can be used to build on the site? The
houses we have are built out of sandstone as
are many in the area.

• Finally, has the council any view on what sort of
housing they would wish to see on this site. This
is a concern as both Mr. Overs and myself have
invested heavily on our properties and if lower
grade or community housing were to be
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developed on this site it would impact on the
value of our properties.

If you would like to visit the properties for yourself and
have a first hand view of the issues we would both very
much welcome this and make sure we were available
at your convenience to show you around.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

These representations to the County Durham Plan
Preferred Options 2018 (CDLP) consultation are

3844Question 11

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidancesubmitted by George F White LLP. They provide
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationgeneral comments in relation to the preferred options
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedthat have been presented within the
that 2014-based data should provide the demographicconsultation document and include reference to our

Client’s land at Land North of Arnison, Durham. baseline for assessment of local housing need. This
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning PracticeOn 24 July 2018, The Ministry of Housing,

Communities and Local Government published the Guidance notes that the standard method for assessing
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointrevised National Planning Policy Framework
for determining the number of homes needed in an(The Framework 2018).This publication forms the first
area. In this context, the Guidance notes thatrevision of the National Planning Policy Framework
authorities should also consider previous deliverysince 2012 and implements changes that have been
levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) theinformed through the Housing White Paper, the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisplanning for the right homes in the right
record of delivery can be considered as being indicativeplaces consultation and the draft revised National

Planning Policy Framework consultation. of a greater housing need above the minimum starting
point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham

It has been made clear that local plans that are in
preparation will need to move towards the use of the

is based on the minimum assessment for Local
Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The

new standardised methodology for calculating housing housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
dwellings per annum.needs, unless the plan is submitted for examination

before 24 January 2019.
The North of Arnison site, and composite parts have
been assessed within the Green Belt Assessment andIt is noted that the intention set out in the CDLP is to

move towards the use of the standardised methodology the Exceptional Circumstances however no exceptional
for calculating housing needs (as set out in circumstances have been identified for this site. The
paragraphs 4.11 and 4.12 of the emerging CDLP). In site area extends northwards from Durham City beyond
this regard, it will be important for the Council to an existing physical boundary of Rotary Way. There
carefully consider the content of the Framework 2018 is no further potential for a northern boundary and
as a whole in the preparation of the Pre-Submission
Local Plan and its associated evidence base.

development could encroach in the countryside in an
uncontrolled manner. The presence of the Northern
Relief Road is likely to make severance of the site
greater.

The North of Arnison Site is adjacent to the urban area
of Durham City, which is the largest settlement in the
County and the key economic driver. As with all
potential strategic development sites adjacent to the
City, it is currently located within the Green Belt.
Notwithstanding this, there are no technical or
environmental constraints that would prevent
development on the site. The site is capable of
providing a minimum of 1200 new dwellings, together
with associated infrastructure requirements such as
primary school, green infrastructure and local
community facilities. Importantly, the site provides a
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key opportunity to support the proposed spatial
vision and objectives for the area, by creating a
well-integrated and sympathetically masterplanned
development in a sustainable location. A copy of the
site location plan can been seen at Appendix 1.

The Land North of Arnison Site has been included in
the CDLP Exceptional Circumstances Report, June
2018 which contains a Green Belt Assessment. It is
our view that this Report will need to be revisited in the
preparation of the Pre-submission Plan in order to
ensure that it reflects the revised Framework and to
support the Plan in taking a positive approach towards
meeting the development needs of the area in a
manner that provides for objectively assessed
development needs as a minimum, whilst remaining
sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change in line with
the provisions of paragraph 11 of the Framework 2018.
It is vital that further opportunities for development are
brought forward through the Plan in locations that offer
the best opportunity for sustainable development, most
notably in locations that are well related to major
settlements such as Durham City. This approach will
also assist the Plan in demonstrating that its growth
requirements and ambitions can be fulfilled over the
course of the plan period. We therefore commend the
Land North of Arnison for allocation within the CDLP.
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A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for the site
will be required to ensure the reliance on the private

In respect of the Western and Northern relief roads,
great care will be needed to ensure that congestion is

28Question 12

car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of increasedalleviated, rather than compounded, by the new roads.
traffic. The movement frameworks should incoporateCurrent traffic management policy in Durham seems
any relevant schemes within the Durham Cityto revolve around disruption the smooth flow of traffic
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. Traffic modelling(by use of multiple roundabouts and traffic lights) rather
also shows that the A167 is currently the mostthan ensuring free flow of traffic.  Pity Me roundabout
congested part of the transport network in both the AMgets very busy at peak periods and will become central
and PM peaks.The absence of an effective alternativeto both new roads.  How are you going to ensure traffic
and the existing and future congestion there is theflows, rather than it just becoming another "choke point"
requirement for the Western Relief Road. Furthermore,like the Neville's Cross and Toll House road junctions.
traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates tha the buildDespite the cost, under/ overpasses will have to be

considered and allowed for. out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate existing traffic
issues on the A167 therefore the development of theI was astonished to see that the Western Bypass feeds

traffic to the Park & Ride roundabout on the A691, site will require the additional capacity introduced to
the highway network by the Western Relief Road andrather than linking directly with the new road to replace
will be required to contribute to the funding of the
Western Relief Road.

Potterhouse Road etc.  Is this a mistake, or is it
deliberate?

The build out of Sniperley Park is reliant upon the
delivery of the Western Relief Road and it will

Where will the remaining funds for the Western Relief
Road come from? Will it ever be built?

81Question 12

theerefore be required to contribute to funding of the
Western Relief Road, together with associated
improvements through the use S106 / S278
agreements. An agreed Section 106 for the delivery
of the Western Relief Road will be required in
perpetuity to the full masterplanned site and in advance
of planning permission.This will be a public record and
will be available to support the planning application in
due course.

The proposed development at Sniperley Park will
include improvements and the creation of a linear park

I would like to object to the allocation of 1900 houses
at Sniperley Park. This development will impact
negatively on the area for several reasons:

96Question 12

will be provided in perpetuity through the centre of the
site from the mature woodland at Folly Plantation andThis is valuable greenbelt land which buffers one of

the main access routes into Durham providing a habitats of the former Cater House Pit to the parklands
of SniperleyHall in the west of Folly Bridge in the east.valuable community resource. The land is attractive,
Within the linear park new and improved linkages withwell used by walkers, dog-walkers, runners, football
the wider countryside will be included to ensure thatteams and harbours valuable flora and fauna.  Loss of
there are community benefits provided. Currentgreenbelt land and proximity to congested traffic
evidence suggests that there is an adequate supply ofroutes has been shown to have a detrimental effect on

health and wellbeing of residents. senior football pitches in the Durham City area even
after considering the loss of pitches at Sniperley Park.

Has an ecological assessment been performed on the
land? The site slated for development is a massive

There is however a requirement to provide additional
mini soccer pitches to meet latent demand from teams

107.8 hectares.   How many hectares are being lost based in the area. It will be necessary to incorporate
versus the planned country park?  How will loss of some additional mini pitches at the new primary school
greenfield site be mitigated?  Addition of a small which can also be used by community teams by a
country park will not mitigate this huge loss to the
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community. The 'country park' will also run through
the development S-N rather than E-W reducing access
to Pity Me residents.

community use agreement. The northern boundary of
the site will be along Potterhouse Lane and Trouts
Lane and adequate screening will be required to ensure
the development will be screened in the landscape.The extreme north of the site is a ridge and so housing

here will be visible from a wider distance away spoiling
the local vista.

Highway improvements are set out on the masterplan
which shows changes to the local highways network
in the Pity Me area. Transport modelling is available

Concentrated development on such a scale on this site
will necessitate infrastructure changes which would

in our evidence library and detailed Sustainable
Drainage Scheme will be required at a planning
application stage.not be necessary if the allocations were spread out

more over Durham. The Sniperley and Pity Me
roundabout are already very congested and frankly
dangerous at most times of the day.  A bypass from
Pity Me to Belmont is likely to be under-used since
there are few people who would use such a route.
Those going to A1 north and Chester le Street will go
along the 167. Thos going to Spennymoor etc will pass
through Nevilles Cross.  Such a route would onyl be
used therefore by people headed south on the A1.
This is a small proportion of the traffic originating and
passing through the Pity Me area.  I'd like to see
modelling showing the need for such a bypass.

The development will depress housing prices in the
area.

I'd also like to see proper evaluation of the drainage
impacts of such large scale development.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Sniperley is unjustifiable. It requires extensive release
of the Green Belt in addition to the requirement for the

113Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theWestern relief road. It is undeliverable in 5 years and
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalshould be removed from the Plan.The Council has not
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofproven exceptional circumstances in order to justify
development have been taken into account.the release from Green Belt. Outlying settlements have
Consideration has been given to channellingbeen dismissed due to a belief that they are unpopular,
development towards the urban area of Durham Citynot due to their planning issues. I urge the Inspector
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsto pay particular attention to the Exceptional
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsCircumstances document that has been created with
locations beyond the Green Belt. Directing housingthe aim of justifying Sniperley Park. We can not use
development to Sniperley Park will allow forhousing development as a means of funding
opportunities for sustainable transport opportunitiesinfrastructure advances.The Aykley Heads roundabout
including public transport and the park and ride. Thehas traffic issues due to overdevelopment in the area.
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham CitySpread the development and the traffic will ease.
has significantly more jobs available compared to otherBuilding 1800 homes will only make the matter worse.
towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
work movements.

The exceptional circumstances document is a
fabrication of figures to show that other options aren't
viable, with no real breakdown of costs. Sniperley can
not be used as an easy way out at the costs of the rest
of the County development.
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Support noted. The structural planting along the A167
will help mitigate any noise and amenity impacts but

I support the proposed extensions to Durham City at
Snipperley Park and Sherburn Road. I do however

200Question 12

also helps to reduce the perception of the scale of thehave some reservations over how it is proposed that
city. Any detail mitigation will be considered as part ofSnipperley Park should be developed. Item (d) in the
any future planning application should evidencepolicy states that "Structural landscaping will be
necessitate. The Inquiry into the City of Durham Localrequired along the A167 …. to ensure suitable
Plan was clear that the character of Durham does notscreening and that the perception of an extension of
derive solely from views of the Cathedral and CastleDurham City is minimised". Why ? Snipperley Park
but from the relationship between them and the actualshould be seen as becoming an integral part of Durham
physcial size of the city of the built-up area.The GreenCity and it would be wrong to try and give the
Belt Assessment considers the role of the Green Beltimpression to travellers along the A167 that what lies
along key approaches into the city including along theto the west of the road is 'countryside' rather than part
A167 and the A691. Mitigation will be necessary toof the built up area of Durham City. More important
lower any impact on Purpose 4 of the Green Belt: tothan 'structural landscaping' will be acoustic fencing
preserve the setting and special character of historicor mounding to minimise the noise impact of traffic
towns. The policy includes the requirement forupon housing within the Snipperley Park area ( if you
Sniperley Park to existing communities atstand in the Snipperley Park area around 100 metres
Framewellgate Moor through suitable, convenient, safefrom the A167 traffic noise is clearly audible.). In this
and attractive cycleways and footpaths. This couldconnection, the Council needs to understand that
include the improvement of the existing underpass but
won't preclude other opportunities.

woodland does not achieve noise attenuation, as
suggested in item (t) of the policy in relation to the
Sherburn Road site; there is no substitute for acoustic
fencing or mound barriers.

The connections from Snipperley Park to the area to
the east of the A167 ( item (i) of the policy ) must be
grade separated, preferably by footbridges rather than
underpasses. There is an existing underpass whose
use is not a nice experience. It could probably be made
more attractive but at least one more crossing will be
required and that should be by a footbridge which is
always much more pleasant to use than an underpass.

Sites with planning permission, including those on
brownfield sites in the villages, will be developed where

All fine but not enough detail about the over use of
green belt land.You say on one hand you want to

268Question 12

they are viable. The spatial strategy is based on theprotect the green belt then take that back immediately
Sustainable Communities which provides a balancedby stating that your need re employment and jobs
approach to locating development and by focusing onmakes it viable to build on green land. What about
areas with better access to services and facilitiesother approved sites on brownfield in outlying villages?
maximises opportunities for using public transport,You talk about healthy communities yet this plan
walking and cycling and the associated benefits ofclearly  impinges on that, in terms of the new
improving health and reducing congestion anddevelopment at Sniperly (1900 houses) and the
greenhous gas emissions. It would also help to ensureproposed new employment at Aykley Heads. This
that investment continues to be attracted to the county.smacks of building a new road to feed employment
The allocation of housing also includes consideration
of existing planning permissions.

and the amount of traffic movement from Sniperly to
proposed inner city employment is unacceptable.There
is an over development in Durham City and this is
unsound. Review.

The local scale of new developments should take into
account no building on a flood plain area. It is
incredulous that within this plan, and affecting the
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dispersal of the workforce, is a plan to develop the new
County Hall on an identified flood plain. Seriously?

You state within this section that it is essential to
promote a strong rural community yet much of the
proposed development is within the city centre. Why
is over 40% of proposed new build (Sniperly) within
the city, this is disproportionate, unrealistic and in my
view catastrophic thinking.

Brasside Stores has been considered as part of this
process, however has not been deemed a suitable

We do not consider that the two urban extension sites
as proposed in Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road are

135Question 12

alternative given the ecological and heritage constraintsrequired to release as much green belt land as
which exist on the site. In addition, given the site'sproposed given the availability of our clients previously
detachment from the settlement to the north ofdeveloped land at Brasside Storrs. We consider that
Frankland prison, there are less opportunities for
sustainable movements into the city.

our clients land at Brasside Storrs, for the reasons set
out in relation to Q10 (policy 5) and Q11, afford the
opportunity to deliver a meaningful contribution towards
Durham City’s housing provision on previously
developed land, which would not represent
inappropriate development in the green belt.  In this
respect we do not consider that the scale of
development at Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road
need be as large as it is and could be appropriately
reduced in size thereby necessitating less of a removal
of green belt land, if Brasside Storrs was utilised.

The policy is clear that in order to reduce the
dominance of car traffic and improve the permeability,

Both of these sites benefit from excellent public
transport links and are within cycling or walking

190Question 12

Sniperley Park will incorporate convenient, safe anddistance of major shopping and employment centers.
high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,Consequently there is no need to undertake major road
and connecting to, adjoining facilities. A Transportinfrastructure projects to support them; indeed this
Assessment and Travel Plan for the site will be requiredwould encourage car use by residents who could easily
to ensure the reliance on the private car is reducedmanage without a car at all. I propose as an alternative
and to mitigate the impact of increased traffic. Thethat these houses be built with no parking allocation
movement frameworks should incoporate any relevantand parking not be permitted withing the estates. This
schemes within the Durham City Sustainable Transportwould free up extra green space and make the roads

spaces safer for pedestrians, cyclists and children. Delivery Plan. Traffic modelling also shows that the
A167 is currently the most congested part of the
transport network in both the AM and PM peaks. The
absence of an effective alternative and the existing
and future congestion there is the requirement for the
Western Relief Road. Furthermore, traffic modelling
undertaken demonstrates tha the build out of Sniperley
Park will exacerbate existing traffic issues on the A167
therefore the development of the site will require the
additional capacity introduced to the highway network
by the Western Relief Road and will be required to
contribute to the funding of the Western Relief Road.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

This planning document is a nightmare to comment on
so am unsure if I am answering the correct question.

194Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theMy comment relates to Policy 6 and the Western Relief
Road. It also echoes my previous comment about
decimating the Green Belt.

Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.

Once again Durham Council is riding roughshod over
the Green Belt. The Green Belt is there for a reason -

Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City

to prevent urban sprawl and to protect the environment. (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
This proposal for the Wetsern Relief road is obscene and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
in the way it decimates the Green Belt. The erosion of locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
the Green Belt started with the granting of permission be developed to high standards necessary to make
to build the Park and Ride and then the Fire Station. them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
Gradually eating into the Green Belt so that plans like become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
this can use previous precedents - the cynic in me new local centre will include retail, community and
would almost say this had planned to facilitate build
up to this bypass proposal.

other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure acccess
to public transport. The policy is clear that in order to
reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve theI also question whether it has been thought out in a

common sense way. The road adjacent to Sniperley permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporate
Park will have to be widened (no mention of this that convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
I could find in the un-navigable Plan document), the cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
roundabout at Sniperley Park will have to be enlarged facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
to cater for the traffic. At the other end how much actual the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
traffic will actually use the bypass given that they may
have to use Potters Bank?

private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the DurhamAll in all ill thought out and totally unsympathetic to the

Green Belt. City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

The policy is clear that in order to reduce the
dominance of car traffic and improve the permeability,

Whilst the proposed urban extension at
Sniperley for 1,900 new dwellings is not within

215Question 12

Sniperley Park will incorporate convenient, safe and
the Neighbourhood Plan area, it is immediately high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,
adjacent andwill generate significant additional and connecting to, adjoining facilities. A Transport
vehicular traffic flows within the Parish area Assessment and Travel Plan for the site will be required

to ensure the reliance on the private car is reducedand thereby have a major adverse impact. The
and to mitigate the impact of increased traffic. The

Forum is unconvinced that traffic data movement frameworks should incoporate any relevant
demonstrates how the proposed infrastructure schemes within the Durham City Sustainable Transport
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Delivery Plan. Traffic modelling also shows that the
A167 is currently the most congested part of the

works would deal satisfactorily with the impact
of Sniperley upon our Neighbourhood.

transport network in both the AM and PM peaks. The
absence of an effective alternative and the existing
and future congestion there is the requirement for the
Western Relief Road. Furthermore, traffic modelling
undertaken demonstrates tha the build out of Sniperley
Park will exacerbate existing traffic issues on the A167
therefore the development of the site will require the
additional capacity introduced to the highway network
by the Western Relief Road and will be required to
contribute to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

"Sniperley Park will be a sustainable urban extension
incorporating a centrally located local centre which will

278Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theact as the focus for community activity, including
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconvenience retail provision for A1 floorspace and an
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofallowance for A2, A3 and A5 units to facilitate a viable
development have been taken into account.and vibrant community. The local centre will also
Consideration has been given to channellinginclude a building suitable to be used as a health

centre;" development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsI totally disagree with this and do not feel that Sniperly

Park will be a sustainable urban extension. This is a and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park willstep too far, too intense and will only promote a higher
be developed to high standards necessary to makelevel of congestion in the city as traffic moves across
them attractive and sustainable places to live and willthe centre. In the previous consultation the public voted
become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. ANOT to have a concentrated build in the City, you
new local centre will include retail, community andhaven't listened at all to the public and have just driven
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure acccess
to public transport.

forward your wishes which have been determined by
the offer of additional money form the builders of
Sniperly. As previously stated this is the tail wagging
the dog and far far more strategic work needs to be
undertaken as to determine what our County actually
needs.

I totally disagree that  the assessment made by DCC
that supporting villages to become communities would
increase traffic flow into the centre. It is up to YOU
people to barrier the centre off and maximise other
modes of transport such as more park and ride
schemes, better cycleways, schools playing their part
in traffic reduction. It is also your responsibility to
develop employment opportunities in outlying villages.

The sites have been deemed unsuitable within the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment.Whilst

Support the principle of Green Belt release but object
that SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,

295Question 12

they have also been considered within the Exceptional4/DU/18B and DU/114 should be released in
Circumstances paper also, the site have not been
deemed as suitable alternatives.

preference. These sites are in a sustainable location
and occupy an important location between Aykley
Heads, the River and the City. The Strategy should
focus development towards these sites in preference
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to urban extensions and certainly the proposed
Sustainable Urban Extensions in the City. The sites
referred to should be developed in preference and the
scale of development in the Sustainable Urban
Extensions commensurately reduced.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

4.93 DCC propose to concentrate the bulk of their large
scale development proposals within Durham City and

893Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theimmediate surroundings. This Clause justifies this
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalstrategy by arguing Durham is the largest settlement
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofwith the best infrastructure and therefore should form
development have been taken into account.the main centre for development. (With totally
Consideration has been given to channellinginappropriate and unjustified development). This is a
development towards the urban area of Durham Citytotally unacceptable strategy (against the recorded
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townswishes of the vast majority of the residents of The
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsCounty). It has been formulated by inept, and
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park willunimaginative planners, whose dealings with
be developed to high standards necessary to makedevelopers in formulating the preferred options for the
them attractive and sustainable places to live and willCDP call their ethics and professionalism into question.
become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. AOne of the stated aims of  CDP is seeking to develop
new local centre will include retail, community andand regenerate County wide for the benefit of all
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure acccessresidents.This is not being achieved by their Preferred
to public transport. The policy is clear that in order toOption of over development in Durham City to the

exclusion of the rest of the County. reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve the
permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporate4.94 The Developments proposed under CDP (with

associated traffic increase and development in The convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoiningGreen Belt) will irrevocably damage a City which is
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for"steeped in history and heritage" and contribute to

destroying "the city's identity and distinctiveness". the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of

4.95 I don't agree that a"full and robust assessment of
Brownfield sites and other urban land has been
undertaken".

increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the4.96 Simplistic statements like "This is not sufficient

for what is the county's largest and most sustainable most congested part of the transport network in both
settlement", do not constitute any basis for a the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
development strategy, nor does the fact that "Durham alternative and the existing and future congestion there
City is the highest value area of the County". is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
(Incidentally we don't need a "Local Plan Viability
Assessment" to alert us to this fact).

Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the4.97 DCC propose a wholly inappropriate development

at Sniperley based on flawed premises and development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by theinappropriate and impractical future projections. Their
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

attendant assertion that (because of their Preferred
Policy) the additional traffic generated, negatively
impacting on Durham City and the surrounding area,
would need the construction of roads, does not
demonstrate "Exceptional Circumstances " to develop
in The Green Belt. DCC need to reassess their
Preferred Options, truly taking into account (in a
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professional, ethical and unbiased manner) sustainable
means of transport, improvements to public transport,
improvements to existing infrastructure and provision
of affordable housing.      .

In accordance with the Local Plan Viability evidence
and the addressing housing needs policy, the

SNIPERLEY PARK

I consider the need, for this proposed development
together with its projected size, scale and location has

894Question 12

affordable housing amount is greatest in Durham City
at 25% having been informed by the higher valuenot been adequately justified in the CDP and it should
areas. The housing allocations policy sets out wherenot be adopted as a Preferred Option. The
development is proposed across the county and thesupposed"need" for it is based on the unfounded and
chosen spatial strategy had had regard to the level ofunsubstantiated fixation of  DCC in developing Durham
existing planning permissions which curently existCity and its environs. This concentrates on the
within settlements of Consett, Crook, Bearpark,development of high value land (without adequate
Peterlee, Seaham, West Durham and Thornley forprovision of affordable housing) making this site
example. The housing need figure is not determinedattractive to developers to maximise profit. The vast
on employment projections. The Durham Citysize of the development and the projected increase in
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out antraffic (in what DCC themselves concede is a system
ambitious and positive vision for the entire transportwhich is already overloaded) will have a catastrophic
network across the city. This includes being able toeffect on The City. The supposed need is based on
provide more space for people travelling on foot, bikeaspirational and unachievable employment projections.
and bus.This isn't possible without the Northern ReliefUsing this development as a "justification" for building
Road. Traffic modelling also shows that the A167 isa "Relief Road" and destroying the Green Belt is totally
currently the most congested part of the transportunacceptable and illogical and not based on any logical

reasoning or  demonstrable principle. network in both the AM and PM peaks. The absence
of an effective alternative and the existing and future

It would be better to consider viable alternatives to
develop in locations County wide.If infrastructure and

congestion there is the requirement for the Western
Relief Road.

communications need to be improved in these areas,
this could be achieved much more economically than
the costs associated with The Northern and Western
Relief Roads. Thus, adopt a Preferred Option which
would result in attracting investment to areas County
wide, assisting their regeneration and ensuring their
viability. This would, in turn, attract development away
from the Durham City. It would reduce the increase in
traffic and congestion there, and remove the perceived
need (of DCC) to construct Relief Roads.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the
infrastructure requirements for the delivery of sites

Policy 6 M - U Page 64 Question 12

There is insufficient infrastructure to support these
additional homes in this (unparished) area.

355Question 12

across the county including medical, community and
educational infrastructure. The policy is clear that in

• Need more community facilities, medical facilities
and educational facilities included in a structured
plan for the area.

order to reduce the dominance of car traffic and
improve the permeability, Sherburn Road will
incorporate convenient, safe and high quality bus,

• Traffic already queues here at peak times and
extra relief for this access to Durham is not
included in the plan.

pedestrian and cycle routes within, and connecting to,
adjoining facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
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incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The main concern is with the proposal for nearly 2000
houses at Sniperley.The Plan fails to demonstrate that

922Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thethis is the best way to accommodate this level of
housing growth around Durham. Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofWhat options have been looked at in terms of either a
series of smaller sites, or larger sites elsewhere? Given development have been taken into account.

Consideration has been given to channellingthe size of this site, and its Green Belt location, a more
development towards the urban area of Durham Citydetailed assessment of the options for accommodating
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthis level of housing, and a better justification for

choosing this site over others would be expected. and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

In particular – as this is suggested to require an
intrusive and expensive relief road to allow it to go

be developed to high standards necessary to make
them attractive and sustainable places to live and will

ahead, there should be a significant effort to identify become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
alternatives which require less additional infrastructure new local centre will include retail, community and
(in line with Policy 1(b)). In general terms a location in other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure acccess
or around the Leamside Line (Policy 25) should at least
have been looked at.

to public transport. The policy is clear that in order to
reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve the
permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporateMuch is made of the sustainability of the Sniperley site,

and the opportunities for maximizing use of public convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
transport, cycling and walking. However the main cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
transport infrastructure associated with it will be the facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
Western Relief Road, which runs directly contrary to the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
this aim. It will absorb huge amount of funding (which private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
otherwise could be put to better uses) and reinforce
rather than reduce car dependence in Durham.

increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. TrafficIn addition it is probably too far from Durham for most

people to walk, while the cycle routes are indifferent. modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in bothThere is nothing in the current policy to really suggest
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effectiveany effort being made to ensuring any locational

advantages which are there are maximised. alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road. The
reinstatement of the Leamside Line would be a
regionally important piece of transport infrastructure
which would provide additional capacity however the
current estimate for the reinstatement are believed to
be above £300million.

The exceptional circumstances for the deletion of sites
from the Green Belt are set out in the Plan.

I welcome the number of brownfield sites allocated in
this Policy and the reduction of numbers in the Durham
City area. However, the proposed Policy will also

491Question 12
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require some green belt deletions and some other
controversial greenfield sites. i am concerned about
the largest green belt deletion  for 1900 houses at
Sniperley but i also note the proposed deletions at
Sherburn and the skid Pan at Aykley Heads which
could be used for open recreational use.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The Sniperley Park development.451Question 12

• What "exceptional circumstances” are there to
justify building 1900 houses on Green Belt land
at Sniperley Park?

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of• It appears that housing requirements have been

calculated on the basis of outdated ONS development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling2014-based subnational population projections.
development towards the urban area of Durham CityThe 2016 projections indicate that the County
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsDurham population will be significantly less than
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardspredicted in 2014. Can we assume that the
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptionalnumber of new homes will be reduced

accordingly? Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
ensure sustainable patterns of development by building• I suggest the Sniperley Park site is safeguarded

for possible development after 2025, rather than on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
regional transport hub and services and facilities;formally allocated in this Plan. This would have
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;the further advantage of removing a contentious
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;element for the Plan and so facilitating its early
addressing economic performance and maximisingadoption. It would also mean that plans for
the delivery of affordable housing and otherSniperley Park can be thought through and

consulted upon rather than rushed through infrastructure. The trajectory supporting the plan sets
out the timescales for delivery for Sniperley Park over• What are the time scales for the Sniperley Park

proposal? the plan period. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets
out infrastructure requirements for the plan delivery• How will this development impact local services:

health/social care and education? including Sniperley Park. Community access of the
playing pitches can be secured via a community use• We note that it is intended that Sniperley Park

will include a health centre, a new primary school agreement. The site will be required to provide 25%
affordable housing and a minimum of 10% of privateor schools with playing pitches, and a  "local
or intermediate housing to be for the needs of oldercentre which will act as the focus for community
people.The policy requires the site must be connectedactivity." Can the council guarantee that these
to existing development to the east of the A167 andcommunity facilities will definitely be provided,
new and improved linkages will be created within the
country park which include Cater House Pit.

and will not be abandoned at a later date on
grounds of cost?

• What kind of housing will this development
comprise?  What will be the precise breakdown?
Will it be the type of housing that people actually
want or need?

• How does the Council propose to ensure that
Kimblesworth Grange residents can continue to
cross Potterhouse Lane safely on foot?

• Our current walking route to Framwellgate Moor
is by crossing Potterhouse Lane to the public
footpath almost directly opposite our lane end,
which leads across fields to the underpass under
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the A167. This is much safer than walking down
Potterhouse Lane. After the underpass, we can
either turn right to New College and Framwellgate
Moor, or turn left to join the old waggonway which
ran from the former Cater House Colliery to Old
Pit.This is now a public footpath which continues
between Framwellgate Schools and the Carrs
Nature Reserve, and then on to Newton Hall.

• Can the Council assure us that all these footpaths
will be preserved?

• Can we also assume that the existing nature
reserve at the site of the former Cater House
Colliery will also be preserved?

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

The Friends of the Durham Green Belt is an informal
grouping of people from across County Durham who

817Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whywere very concerned with the proposals in the now
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areWithdrawn County Durham Local Plan to develop some
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only4,000 new houses on five sites and two ‘relief roads’

in the Green Belt around Durham City. 15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theWe are glad to see that the County Council in Preferred

Options for the new County Local Plan is no longer county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the
importance of directing some development to Durhamproposing three of the five sites: the removal of
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamproposals for housing development at Merryoaks, North
Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability areof Newton Hall and Durham Northern Quarter (i.e.
considered including those relating to social andSidegate) is welcome.  So too is the adoption by the
environmental aspects.The spatial distribution alreadyCounty Council of the Government’s standard method
takes into account site with planning permission infor calculating local authorities’ housing need, which
settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,results in a significantly lower quantity of housing

development than in the Withdrawn Plan. Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in the
Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns

As a result, the new County Plan needs to find land
for only 6,272 new residential units across the whole

show that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes.The policy is clear that in order

of County Durham. The extraordinary proposal in to reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve the
Preferred Options is that 40% of this total i.e. 2,320 permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporate
should be located at Sniperley and the Sherburn Road convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
on the edge of Durham City, arguing that this requires cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
a reduction in the Durham Green Belt. The Friends of facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
the Durham Green Belt consider this to be totally the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
unjustified.  On a fair shares basis, Durham City should private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
have 8% of the need for land for new units i.e. land for
about 500 units.

increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.TrafficFurthermore, the principal argument for putting so

many houses on the fringe of Durham City is that the modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
city is “the most sustainable location” as it is the focal most congested part of the transport network in both
point for the County’s roads and bus services and has the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
a mainline train station.  Certainly reducing the amount alternative and the existing and future congestion there
of vehicular traffic is one aspect of sustainability, but is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
actually sustainability has three arms -social, economic Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
and environmental. The Friends of the Durham Green tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
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existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional

Belt do not regard the traffic aspect as outweighing all
other considerations - the environmental damage of

capacity introduced to the highway network by thebuilding on this good agricultural land (some of the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

best in the County) is permanent; the ecological
damage will take generations to recover, if ever; the
social issues around constructing a new community of
1,900 dwellings are complex and long-term; the social,
educational, environmental and economic benefits of
building in suitable villages around Durham city are
self-evident. To cap it all, people living in new homes
in Ushaw Moor, Sacriston, Sherburn, Bowburn, Coxhoe
are just as likely to have jobs that are not in Durham
City as people who would be living at Sniperley Park
or Sherburn Road.  So they will drive or bus directly to
their place of work, wherever it is, and only some will
be coming into Durham City.  If the question is that, to
travel to work by bus, many people surely first have to
come by bus into Durham and then catch another bus
out to where their job is, that should be tackled by
co-ordinated services and single ticketing. The whole
case for having to build in the Green Belt is empty.

There are two ‘relief roads’ proposed, both running
through the Green Belt.  Of itself this is not
automatically a problem - new highways are accepted
through Green Belts in principle under the terms of the
National Planning Policy Framework. The issues
around the Western Relief Road are (a) that it doesn’t
relieve much traffic other than what comes in from the
west such as Brandon that wants to go north; the rest
will want to go south on the existing A167 or on into
the City itself to get to points east and south east and
will therefore hit the key problem point of Nevilles Cross
traffic lights. We acknowledge that this is an intuitive
analysis; the County Council needs to provide the data
and the modelling of the flows with and without the
Western Relief Road.

Both the Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief
Road are apparently required partly to cope with the
proposed new houses at Sniperley. This seems to be
a chicken and egg argument.  Furthermore, the funding
for the relief roads is partly to be drawn from the
developers of the new housing.  Until all of the housing
is built there will not be sufficient funding to build the
relief roads. This is a recipe for traffic chaos for many
years.

The Friends of the Durham Green Belt are therefore
opposed to Policy 6.
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The more houses delivered in high value area, the
greater the amount of affordable housing and other

We reject the arguments set out for
Policy 6. Our reasons are:

906Question 12

infrastructure such as school places and health
facilities. 25% of homes will be affordable in line withViability (which is not defined in the

Glossary) means that Durham City
the Addressing Housing Needs which will include social
rented housing. The Market Review confirms that

is the area where House Builders housing site allocations in Durham City have the
highest probability of being delivered and confirms thatcanmake the highest profit by selling there is a greater demand in the city than currently has

their houses for the highest prices. planning permission or is available on suitable sites
within the Strategic Housing Land AvailabilityThe Spatial Vision is for “an
Assessment (SHLAA). In comparison, the Market

accessible, well designed range and Review suggests that Central Durham has a number

choice of good quality housing”. of settlements which have reached delivery capacity,
suggesting there are legitimate concerns aboutWhile there will be 25% affordable ‘flooding’ the local markets with unsustainable levels

housing, this is at 80% of market of new housing. One of the soundness tests for the
local plan is effective and deliverable over the plan
period.

prices. According to the website
Rightmove, average house prices in
Bowburn were 64% of those in
Durham (£114,966 v £181,776), so
people looking for houses within their
budget are more likely to be able to
find them in the villages surrounding
Durham than in Durham itself.
“Affordable” is a technical term and
should not be confused with houses
that people can actually afford.
Paragraph 4.96 unfavourably
compares the number of houses with
planning permission in Durham City
with the number in the surrounding
area. However, construction starts
quickly in Durham City once
permission is granted whereas
elsewhere it is more likely that sites
will remain undeveloped though
permission has been granted. When
comparing areas, recent completions
and sites being built out need to be
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taken into consideration. In Durham
City these will include Mount
Oswald, Durham Johnson School
(Whinney Hill), Potters Bank, Former
Dairy land at Stonebridge, Aykley
Woods (Former Police HQ), and
Willowtree Avenue with a total of
around 750 houses.
The argument for sustainability
assumes that the residents of the
proposed new houses at Sniperley
Park and Sherburn Road will work
nearby. No evidence is offered for
this.
We do not accept the arguments
advanced in paragraph 4.109 that
the Sniperley Park development will
justify the proposed Western Relief
Road. Our response to Policy 24
elaborates on this.
Different standards are being applied
in the Exceptional Circumstances
document to the rejected sites when
compared to the sites that are put
forward. For example, site 1 North
of Sacriston would ”Result in strain
at ... the Blackie Boy roundabout in
Durham.” This is due to an estimated
350 trips into Durham. However the
Sniperley site is bisected by the road
from Sacriston to Durham, the
B6532, but no adverse impact on the
Blackie Boy roundabout is recorded.
The Objectively Assessed need will
have to be revised when the
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Household Projections are updated
to a 2016 baseline (expected
publication in September 2018).
Since the population projections
have already been published, and
the 2016 figures are lower than the
2014 ones, the indication is that the
number of households and
consequently the OAN will fall,
though this will depend on estimated
household sizes.
The 2016 population projections
show that the working age
population will fall over the Plan
period. All the growth is in those over
65, and these have a different
demographic and in particular, the
link between home and workplace
is not important.

25% of homes will be affordable in line with the
Addressing Housing Needs which will include social

agree with 4.102.

If Greenbelt is to be used we have one chance to use
it well for good quality built environment to meet wide
needs not just the better off households.

944Question 12

rented housing. 10% of homes will also need to meet
the needs of older people.

The Masterplan which accompanies Sniperley Park
now shows that the Potterhouse Household Waste

Sniperley Park will result in the loss of the Potter House
Household Waste Recycling. Policy 6 says it will be

1303Question 12

Recycling facility can be retained on site. Aykley Headsrelocated but it is not listed in the safeguarded sites
is identified to provide a high quality employment(Table15, page 260-261). The document should say

where it will be relocated to. location to contribute to the delivery of the new and
better jobs that Durham City and the county need.As the largest area of population we should have our

own Household Waste Recycling Facility. If lost from Sniperley Park will deliver 25% affordable housing and
10% of houses will be for the needs of older people.Potter House Lane could it be relocated to the Aykley

Heads development? Sustainable development includes social and economic
factors. The loss of green space will be mitigated by

The tip is easily accessible and is currently well used.
It is much better than the nearest facility at Hett Hills

the provision of a linear park which will include the
mature woodland at Folly Plantation and habitats of
the former Cater House Pit.near Chester-le-Street which is not easily accessible

from Durham.

How can it be sustainable if it requires extra
infrastructure in terms of the Western Relief Road.
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The development does not include provision for older
people.

How can building more houses on green space be
sustainable?

25% of homes will be affordable in line with the
Addressing Housing Needs which will include social

I oppose the plans for the development of Sniperley,
as you are extending Durham City, by building houses,

1247Question 12

rented housing. 10% of homes will also need to meetschools and retail and losing valuable countryside.  It
the needs of older people. The development will alsoalso contradicts the plans for alleviating the traffic on
have to adere to the Sustainable Design policy whichthe A691, which is part of the plan for the Northern
will ensure that the needs for the disabled or other
mobility impairments will be taken into account.

Relief Road.  If the proposal goes ahead, consideration
must be given, not only to older people, but also access
for disabled people with visual impairment and mobility
problems.

Development will need to adhere to a masterplan which
will include consideration of highways improvements.

As a resident of Westcott Drive having attended the
Consultation at Framwellgate Community Centre I

556Question 12

The policy is clear that in order to reduce theshould like to comment on the plan for the large
dominance of car traffic and improve the permeability,housing development alongside the A167 near

Sniperley. Sniperley Park will incorporate convenient, safe and
high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,The road infrastructure is totally inadequate to support

access to Durham City centre along the B6532 and connecting to, adjoining facilities. A Transport
Assessment and Travel Plan for the site will be requiredSacriston Road. The only exit from Westcott Drive is
to ensure the reliance on the private car is reducedvia this minor road. The increased traffic flow from the
and to mitigate the impact of increased traffic. Theproposed housing development along this road would
movement frameworks should incoporate any relevantmake it very difficult to access the road when the traffic
schemes within the Durham City Sustainable Transportbuilds up from the Blacky Boy roundabout (which it
Delivery Plan. Traffic modelling also shows that thedoes now at peak travelling times). This congestion
A167 is currently the most congested part of the would continue along the route into Durham City
transport network in both the AM and PM peaks. Thecentre. The plan for the Northern Bypass may ease
absence of an effective alternative and the existingthe flow of Through Traffic in the City centre, I would
and future congestion there is the requirement for thetherefore suggest that the housing development does
Western Relief Road. Furthermore, traffic modellingnot go ahead without it! I also think access to the City
undertaken demonstrates tha the build out of Sniperleycentre should be discouraged and more use of the

Park & Ride should be encouraged by lower charges. Park will exacerbate existing traffic issues on the A167
therefore the development of the site will require the
additional capacity introduced to the highway network
by the Western Relief Road and will be required to
contribute to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

The Spatial Strategy Justification and Exceptional
Circumstances papers set out the approach as to the
benefits of locating development in Durham City.

I strongly disagree with this policy. The euphemistic
term “sustainable urban extension” does not convince.
There is nothing remotely sustainable about building
2,320 houses in the Green Belt.

1159Question 12

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

“...the principal argument for putting so many houses
on the fringe of Durham City is that the city is “the most

867Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whysustainable location” as it is the focal point for the
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areCounty’s roads and bus services and has a mainline
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlytrain station.  Certainly reducing the amount of
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vehicular traffic is one aspect of sustainability, but
actually sustainability has three arms -social, economic

15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of the

and environmental. The Friends of the Durham Green county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the
Belt do not regard the traffic aspect as outweighing all importance of directing some development to Durham
other considerations - the environmental damage of City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durham
building on this good agricultural land (some of the Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability are
best in the County) is permanent; the ecological considered including those relating to social and
damage will take generations to recover, if ever; the environmental aspects.The spatial distribution already
social issues around constructing a new community of takes into account site with planning permission in
1,900 dwellings are complex and long-term; the social, settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,
educational, environmental and economic benefits of Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in the
building in suitable villages around Durham city are Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns
self-evident. To cap it all, people living in new homes show that many people travel into Durham City for
in Ushaw Moor, Sacriston, Sherburn, Bowburn, Coxhoe employment purposes.The policy is clear that in order
are just as likely to have jobs that are not in Durham to reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve the
City as people who would be living at Sniperley Park permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporate
or Sherburn Road. The whole case for having to build
in the Green Belt is empty.

convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forThere are two ‘relief roads’ proposed, both running

through the Green Belt.  Of itself this is not the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofautomatically a problem - new highways are accepted
increased traffic. The movement frameworks shouldthrough Green Belts in principle under the terms of the
incoporate any relevant schemes within the DurhamNational Planning Policy Framework. The issues
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Trafficaround the Western Relief Road are (a) that it doesn’t
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently therelieve much traffic other than what comes in from the
most congested part of the transport network in bothwest such as Brandon that wants to go north; the rest
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effectivewill want to go south on the existing A167 or on into
alternative and the existing and future congestion therethe City itself to get to points east and south east and
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.will therefore hit the key problem point of Nevilles Cross
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstratestraffic lights. We acknowledge that this is an intuitive
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbateanalysis; the County Council needs to provide the data
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore theand the modelling of the flows with and without the

Western Relief Road. development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the

Both the Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief
Road are apparently required partly to cope with the

Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

proposed new houses at Sniperley. This seems to be
a chicken and egg argument.  Furthermore, the funding
for the relief roads is partly to be drawn from the
developers of the new housing.  Until all of the housing
is built there will not be sufficient funding to build the
relief roads. This is a recipe for traffic chaos for many
years.”

The housing allocations policy sets out where
development is proposed across the county and the

The council seem to be focusing the majority of the
new development of housing in Durham City at the
expense of the surrounding settlements.
Although Durham is the largest settlement in the area
and key for growth H5 & H6 will accommodate 2,320

822Question 12

chosen spatial strategy had had regard to the level of
existing planning permissions which curently exist
within settlements of Consett, Crook, Bearpark,

units, which is going to mean a huge green belt Peterlee, Seaham, West Durham and Thornley for
release. These sites should be reduced in size and example. The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets
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out the range of alternatives that have been considered
in light of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the

more development sites allocated in the other main
settlements, this would limit the impact on the green

Sustainable Communities option. Chester-le-Streetbelt and support the growth of other towns/large
villages.
Development sites around Chester Le Street are
incredibly limited and will not support the growth of the

has similar Green Belt constraints to Durham City
however does not offer the same opportunities in terms
of accessibility to jobs. 2/PF/14 has been deemed as

town and is therefore not a sustainable approach to unsuitable within the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment.housing allocations and therefore does not justify green

belt release. Sites such as 2/PF/14 (SHLAA reference)
which are not in the green belt and logic for
development should be allocated first before green
belt release.

Maps were available at the consultation drop in events
and on our website.

It would have been nice to be able to see a map of
these plans, but it this entire consultation has been
sufficiently mystified to prevent this.

464Question 12

There are currently two possible routes for the NRR
from the A690 to the Red House roundabout. One

The Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road sites are
reasonably well justified choices, given that

948Question 12

option would require a new bridge over the River Weardevelopment has to go somewhere.  But the Western
whilst the other would utilise the existing Belmontand Northern relief road routes do not make sense in
Viaduct. Initial survey work on the Viaduct indicatesrelation to these and other requirements, and won't do
that it may be suitable as a vehicle carrying structurethe job they are intended to do as proposed.You need
however more detailed survey work is required toto reroute the A690 out of Durham city centre, that is
confirm this is the case. Similarly there are two optionsclear.  So join it up properly and efficiently, don't call
for crossing the East Coast Mainline, either over orthe two parts separate relief roads. The Northern route
under. Due to the uncertainty over the precise routestarts out ok to take the A691 round the top, but doesn't
and the timing of the work needed to determine thejoin up well at the Eastern end.  It comes too far South
preferred route, for the purposes of this Plan bothinstead of taking the route of the viaduct, impinging on
alternative routes are shown as safeguarded on thean important stretch of the Wear in terms of recreation
policies map. Between Red House and Pity Meand amenities. To join the A690 traffic onto this you
roundabouts the route would then utilise Rotary Way.need to move the Western part much further West,
The route identified for the WRR is the shortestround Bearpark, Ushaw Moor, New Brancepeth and
possible to alleviate the traffic congestion, runningBrandon. You are then left with local traffic in the
parallel to the A167 and crossing the River Browney.Nevilles Cross area.  If this still jams, you need to
Toll House Road will remain open as the proposedimprove alternatives to car journeys, which being local
WRR will be sensitively bridged over it. Within thejourneys, is feasible.  A half-baked attempt at relief
allocated route corridor of interest for the WRR,roads in the wrong place (as currently proposed) will
development will only be permitted if it does not
prejudice the implementation of the road scheme.

do much harm and be difficult or impossible to fix later.
And seriously undermines sustainable transport
objectives.

Comments noted.Banks Property supports the preferred policy to allocate
land at Sherburn Road as a sustainable urban

1368Question 12

extension and remove the site from the Green Belt.
The development of the site is a key part of the spatial
strategy underpinning the Local Plan to ensure the
most sustainable patterns of development are
achieved. Sherburn Road is located on the edge of the
existing urban area with significant employment areas
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and public transport provision within walking distance
of the site.

Further information on the specific wording of Policy 6
has been enclosed as an attachment and will be
provided in hard copy.

Support welcomed.Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1091Question 12

region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy.  Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational ,  non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus
land. They also seek opportunities to redevelop our
redundant sites. Consequently, you will see two
separate responses submitted from Northumbrian
Water for this emerging plan.These responses should
be read individually with an understanding of the two
different planning roles Northumbrian Water
undertakes.

We note that Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road have
been allocated as Durham City’s sustainable urban
extensions. We are pleased to note part E states that
Sniperley Park will have a surface and foul water
drainage management plan, whereby incorporating
Sustainable Drainage Systems will be required. In
addition, we support that the policy aims to improve
water quality. Similarly, we support part R for Sherburn
Road, whereby there is opportunity to deliver a
Sustainable Drainage attenuation scheme in order to
manage surface water drainage into the watercourse.
We strongly support the use of SuDS and believe it is
critical to ensure that all development proposals
separate, minimise and control surface water run-off,
with SUDS being the preferred option to enable this.
We are pleased to note the policy states that both the
sites will incorporate green infrastructure, in particular
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making reference to its multi-functional nature, which
will enable benefits such as amenity value and
biodiversity enhancement to be delivered as well as
reducing flood risk and improving water quality.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Further to my previous comments , I strongly support
the following:

490Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyWe are glad to see that the County Council in Preferred
Options for the new County Local Plan is no longer the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are

set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyproposing three of the five sites: the removal of
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityproposals for housing development at Merryoaks, North
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theof Newton Hall and Durham Northern Quarter (i.e.
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out theSidegate) is welcome.  So too is the adoption by the
importance of directing some development to DurhamCounty Council of the Government’s standard method
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamfor calculating local authorities’ housing need, which
Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability areresults in a significantly lower quantity of housing

development than in the Withdrawn Plan. considered including those relating to social and
environmental aspects.The spatial distribution already

Durham City should have 8% of the need for land for
new units i.e. land for about 500 units.

takes into account site with planning permission in
settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,
Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in theThe principal argument for putting so many houses on

the fringe of Durham City is that the city is “the most Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns
sustainable location” as it is the focal point for the show that many people travel into Durham City for
County’s roads and bus services and has a mainline employment purposes.The policy is clear that in order
train station.  Certainly reducing the amount of to reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve the
vehicular traffic is one aspect of sustainability, but permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporate
actually sustainability has three arms -social, economic convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
and environmental.  I do not regard the traffic aspect cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
as outweighing all other considerations - the facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for
environmental damage of building on this good the site will be required to ensure the reliance on the
agricultural land (some of the best in the County) is private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact of
permanent; the ecological damage will take generations increased traffic. The movement frameworks should
to recover, if ever; the social issues around constructing incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
a new community of 1,900 dwellings are complex and City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.Traffic
long-term; the social, educational, environmental and modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
economic benefits of building in suitable villages around most congested part of the transport network in both
Durham city are self-evident. To cap it all, people living the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
in new homes in Ushaw Moor, Sacriston, Sherburn, alternative and the existing and future congestion there
Bowburn, Coxhoe are just as likely to have jobs that is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
are not in Durham City as people who would be living Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
at Sniperley Park or Sherburn Road. The whole case
for having to build in the Green Belt is empty.

tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additionalThere are two ‘relief roads’ proposed, both running

through the Green Belt.  Of itself this is not capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

automatically a problem - new highways are accepted
through Green Belts in principle under the terms of the
National Planning Policy Framework. The issues
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around the Western Relief Road are (a) that it doesn’t
relieve much traffic other than what comes in from the
west such as Brandon that wants to go north; the rest
will want to go south on the existing A167 or on into
the City itself to get to points east and south east and
will therefore hit the key problem point of Nevilles Cross
traffic lights.  I acknowledge that this is an intuitive
analysis; the County Council needs to provide the data
and the modelling of the flows with and without the
Western Relief Road.

Both the Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief
Road are apparently required partly to cope with the
proposed new houses at Sniperley. This seems to be
a chicken and egg argument.  Furthermore, the funding
for the relief roads is partly to be drawn from the
developers of the new housing.  Until all of the housing
is built there will not be sufficient funding to build the
relief roads. This is a recipe for traffic chaos for many
years.

The housing allocations policy sets out where
development is proposed across the county and the

Question No 12 (Sniperley Housing Development)

We agree with your intention to retain greenbelt and
Greenfield areas. Sniperley is a loss of such land on

438Question 12

chosen spatial strategy had had regard to the level of
existing planning permissions which curently exista major scale. Surely some local villages have some
within settlements of Consett, Crook, Bearpark,suitable (smaller) spaces available, possibly on

brownfield sites - also possibly in the city centre. Peterlee, Seaham, West Durham and Thornley for
example. Sniperley Park will include 25% affordable

If the site goes ahead, it MUST include plenty of
affordable housing, not just a token gesture. Also the

housing and 10% of private or intermediate housing
will be suitable for the needs of older people.The policy

site needs sustainable transport links into the city -
Cycle routes and bus supervision.

is clear that in order to reduce the dominance of car
traffic and improve the permeability, Sniperley Park
will incorporate convenient, safe and high quality bus,There are very few housing allocations shown outside

Durham City, even though industrial/employment land
is allocated. Why not some housing also?

pedestrian and cycle routes within, and connecting to,
adjoining facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.

A masterplanning exercise has been carried out on
Sniperley Park to ensure that the number of homes

Given the small number of dwellings which are yet to
be allocated over the Plan period, the very low

499Question 12

and density for Sniperley Park are appropriate anddensities proposed for this and other sites in the
justifiable for the site. The residual for housingCounty, the failure to take account of the potential of
allocation does take into account a small site windfalldemolition sites and the impact of purpose-built student
allowance, demolitions, bringing back empty homeshousing, and the excessive level of centralisation
into use and committments (minus a 10% discount forproposed in the Plan, I do not accept that the size of

the proposed Sniperley development is justifiable. non-delivery). Whilst guidance states that all student
accommodation, whether it consists of communal hallsI am concerned by the inclusion of a policy requiring

structural landscaping along the A167 to minimise “the of residence or self contained dwelling, and whether
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or not it is on campus can be included towards the
supply of housing based on the amount of

perception of an extension to Durham”. This implies a
number of things directly contrary to the philosophy of

accommodation it releases back into the housingsustainable transport and sustainable development.
market. Despite the development of new studentFirstly, it implies that the most significant “perception”
accommodation within the county, current evidenceis that of drivers on the A167, and that the sight of new
does not indicate that it is resulting in houses in multiplehousing must be injurious to their feelings. Secondly,
occupation (HMOs) being released into the generalit implies that development will be segregated from the
housing market. Structural landscaping along the A167A167. The picture given is that of a rapid highway
and the southern edge of the new road from the A691artery, funnelling private cars at speed towards the
to the Pity Me roundabout to ensure suitable screeningCity, on which drivers would not be required to respect
and the perception of an extension to Durham City isthe rights of pedestrians and cyclists from the adjacent

development – or even to acknowledge their existence. minimised.This is to ensure that there is no perception
of an increase in the physcial size of the city.The policyA more sustainable way to lay out the development

would be to limit speeds on the A167 and develop it also sets out in order to achieve sustainable and
cohesive communities, the development must beas a semi-urban artery, equipped with segregated
connected to the existing development to the east ofcycling and walking routes, supplied by arterial public
the A167 through suitable, convenient, safe andtransport services, and with a range of facilities and
attractive cycleways and footpaths to ensure that theservices along it, accessible by cycling and walking
development is not segregated. As part of a planningfrom adjacent development built at appropriately high
application a Transport Assessment and Travel Plandensities. This would encourage local enterprise,
will be required. Sustainable transport opportunitiesencourage active and sustainable travel, and
exist on the site with movement frameworks toreprioritise the road for people rather than for cars. It
incoportate any relevant schemes within the Durhamwould also present the new development as a positive

addition to the City rather than as a “necessary evil”. City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.The Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out an

It is noted that there is a high number of households
in County Durham without access to a private car, and

ambitious and positive vision for the entire transport
network across the city. This includes being able to

that this figure may well increase as the population provide more space for people travelling on foot, bike
ages. I do not feel, therefore, that it is appropriate to
plan for a community of drivers.

and bus.This isn't possible without the Northern Relief
Road. Traffic modelling also shows that the A167 is
currently the most congested part of the transportI am, furthermore, concerned that the decision to

allocate large amounts of housing at the Sniperley site network in both the AM and PM peaks. The absence
is motivated not by evidence of need, but by a desire of an effective alternative and the existing and future
both to justify the Northern and Western Relief Roads, congestion there is the requirement for the Western

Relief Road.and to pay for them via developer contributions. This,
I feel, is an inappropriate way to make decisions.

There are currently two possible routes for the NRR
from the A690 to the Red House roundabout. One

Strongly oppose Western Relief road. It will destroy
low Newton nature reserve, home to rare birds and

470Question 12

option would require a new bridge over the River Wearanimals including willow tits and great crested newt.
whilst the other would utilise the existing BelmontWill also change the character of the area for humans

and wildlife considerably. Viaduct. Initial survey work on the Viaduct indicates
that it may be suitable as a vehicle carrying structure
however more detailed survey work is required to
confirm this is the case. Similarly there are two options
for crossing the East Coast Mainline, either over or
under. Due to the uncertainty over the precise route
and the timing of the work needed to determine the
preferred route, for the purposes of this Plan both
alternative routes are shown as safeguarded on the
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policies map. The impacts on Low Newton Nature
Reserve have been considered withing the
Sustainability Appraisal and the evidence base
document Ecological Impact Assessment for the
Northern Relief Road.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

I strongly object to approximately
40% of new housing being

1122Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why

developed in what one would like to the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only

consider the Green belt around the 15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City

City Centre, which gives Durham its the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of the
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the

character of a small City surrounded importance of directing some development to Durham

by villages and not an urban City. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that
the rationale for the Sustainable Communities option.

sprawl. Secondly,  digging up the 25% of the houses on Sniperley Park will be affordable

countryside (and farms)  to build the with 10% of houses being for older persons. Planning
Practice Guidance states that all student

two relief roads makes very accommodation, whether it consists of communal halls

little sense at the same time that you of residence or self contained dwellings, and whether
or not it is on campus can be included towards the

granting planning for the University supply of housing based on the amount of

and business to pack more and more accommodation it releases into the housing market.
Despite the development of new student

people into the City Centre (including accommodation within the county, current evidence

the new Country Hall down by the does not indicate that it is resulting in houses in multiple
occupation (HMOs) being released into the general
housing market.riverbank ).  If you want to avoid

traffic congestion then grant planning
to largely populated operations away
from the  City centre rather than
destroying countryside to make it
easier for the University  and Council
workers to move about. There will
come a time when Durham City is
so ruined that no one will want to
come into the Centre for leisure and
it will continue its downwards
decline. It's time to do full
environment impact surveys on
planning suggestions and not just
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what works for the City,  big
business or Council workers. The
British Heart Foundation only today
stated the risks of high traffic
pollution and Claypath already
breaches the thresholds set by the
European Commission (without
adding in the New County Hall
multi-story car park vehicles down
Providence Row - which is already
a hazardous junction for drivers
trying to pull away on the very steep
bank).We are going to hit a farming
crisis in this country and digging up
perfectly good agricultural land to
build housing and roads is only going
to add to food shortages in the short
term (and the longer term with its
impact on global warming).Please
tell me that the proposed houses at
Sniperley are going to actually meet
the housing need which is affordable
family homes,  bungalows for the
elderly and disabled and housing for
the homeless.  I suspect that they
will be expensive houses that people
need to be earning large salaries for
so there is no policy imperative to do
this.  If the Council are doing it to
raise their Council Tax premium (and
I fully understand the desperate
financial plight that local government
is due to Central Government
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policies),  then encourage the
University to build student
accommodation thereby freeing up
family homes who will be paying
Council Tax, unlike the students.

Sites have been considered which could meet the
Spatial Strategy Jusitification which are beyond the

NPPF paragraph 138 states that when reviewing Green
Belt boundaries, the need to promote sustainable

1069Question 12

outer Green Belt boundary. Failing the identification ofpatterns of development should be taken into account.
any suitable, viable sites sites beyond the outerThe respondent considers further land needs to be
boundary, sites adjoining Durham City have beenallocated for development to ensure sufficient housing
considered. No exceptional circumstances have beennumbers are delivered in a timely manner. In the
identified which would require the release of 4/WR/02a
from the Green Belt.

context of the above and a Green Belt review there is
a need for additional sites to be removed from the
Green Belt. The respondent requests that SHLAA
site 4/WR/02a (Southern Land at Station Road, West
Rainton) be removed from the Green Belt and requests
it be allocated for residential development during the
Plan period.  A similar request has been made in
response to question 11.

Sites have been considered which could meet the
Spatial Strategy Jusitification which are beyond the

NPPF paragraph 138 states that when reviewing Green
Belt boundaries, the need to promote sustainable

962Question 12

outer Green Belt boundary. Failing the identification ofpatterns of development should be taken into account.
any suitable, viable sites sites beyond the outerThe respondent considers further land needs to be
boundary, sites adjoining Durham City have beenallocated for development to ensure sufficient housing
considered. No exceptional circumstances have beennumbers are delivered and to provide range and
identified which would require the release of 4/HS/14
from the Green Belt.

choice. In the context of the above and a Green Belt
review there is a need for additional sites to be
removed from the Green Belt. The respondent
requests that SHLAA site 4/HS/14 (High Grange Farm)
be removed from the Green Belt and requests it be
allocated for residential development during the Plan
period.  A similar request has been made in response
to question 11.

The policy is clear that in order to reduce the
dominance of car traffic and improve the permeability,

I live in Sniperley Grove which is very close to the new
housing development and therefore feel that I will be
affected by this plan.

542Question 12

Sniperley Park will incorporate convenient, safe and
high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,My specific areas of concern are regarding the traffic

implications on the road in front of my home. I regularly and connecting to, adjoining facilities. A Transport
Assessment and Travel Plan for the site will be requiredhave a considerable wait in trying to get off my drive
to ensure the reliance on the private car is reducedat peak hours and I am unconvinced that such a large
and to mitigate the impact of increased traffic. Thenumber of houses so close will all either use park and
movement frameworks should incoporate any relevantride or the new Westwern bypass. Surely a huge
schemes within the Durham City Sustainable Transportamount of these people will be travelling into Durham
Delivery Plan. Traffic modelling also shows that theand the shortest route will be via Sniperley roundabout.
A167 is currently the most congested part of theI walk with my son to Nevilles Cross school on a
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morning and crossing the Sniperley roundabout is
incredibly difficult and dangerous as people rarely

transport network in both the AM and PM peaks. The
absence of an effective alternative and the existing

indicate and come over the roundabout far too fast. and future congestion there is the requirement for the
From September my son will be walking himself to Western Relief Road. Furthermore, traffic modelling
Johnston and I am already concerned at how undertaken demonstrates tha the build out of Sniperley
dangerous this road is due to the volume of traffic Park will exacerbate existing traffic issues on the A167
approaching from all directions. Will any other traffic therefore the development of the site will require the
measures be put into place on the road between the additional capacity introduced to the highway network
new Western bypass roundabout and the Sniperley by the Western Relief Road and will be required to
Roundabout, such as a zebra crossing to allow some contribute to the funding of the Western Relief Road.
of the children walking to school from our street and Detail proposals will be consulted upon as part of any
the new housing estate to actually be able to get across future planning application. There are no proposals to

develop land off Witton Grove.this road to head over towards Johnston and Nevilles
Cross? 

I am also extremely concerned that the land behind
my house ( and opposite the park and ride) which is
currently a field which is full of wildlife, will suddenly
become a prime target for development, due to the
precedent set by the 1900 houses on green belt. Could
you confirm if there are plans to develop this field which
backs onto my garden to allow even more houses and
to in effect join my house onto this new Sniperley Park
development?  Will the farmer be given permission to
add even more houses here as a result of the Sniperley
development and not only destroy the character of our
small street of 1930s houses surrounded by beautiful
farmland.

The justification for Sniperley Park is set out within the
Exceptional Cirucmstances paper. The Infrastructure

Much discussion took place on the proposed
construction of some 1900 houses at Sniperley. The

588Question 12

Delivery Plan sets out the infrastructure requirementsjustification, need, siting, provision of adequate facilities
for the delivery of sites across the county includingand infrastructure was questioned. There was very
medical, community and educational infrastructure.strong opposition to this development. It was generally
The policy also sets out criteria as to the requiredconsidered that this proposed development was the
infrastructure including education, health care facilityprimary reason DCC were attempting to justify the
and a local centre. Traffic modelling also shows thatconstruction of The Western Relief Road. There was

strong opposition to The Western Relief Road. the A167 is currently the most congested part of the
transport network in both the AM and PM peaks. TheIt was noted that the development at Sniperley cannot

practically proceed without the construction of The absence of an effective alternative and the existing
and future congestion there is the requirement for theWestern Relief Road. There is much local opposition
Western Relief Road. Traffic modelling undertakento these proposals and they will have a detrimental
demonstrates tha the build out of Sniperley Park willimpact on the immediate surrounding areas and cause
exacerbate existing traffic issues on the A167 thereforean increase in traffic congestion on local roads, with
the development of the site will require the additionallikely large scale "bottlenecks" at Pity Me roundabout,
capacity introduced to the highway network by theSniperley roundabout and the proposed roundabout
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

at Broompark. It may be that traffic lights will have to
be installed on one of more of these roundabouts.

It was commented that, it was thought, the Sniperley
Developer would be partly funding The Western By
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Pass, as a condition of granting planning permission.
This seems to raise some ethical questions.

The housing need has been generated using a
Government methodology. The Infrastructure Delivery

It was queried whether the fundamental need and
demand for housing had been adequately assessed

594Question 12

Plan sets out the infrastructure requirements for theand demonstrated. Does the development at Sniperley
delivery of sites across the county including medical,meet a genuine need or is it predominantly a
community and educational infrastructure. The policyspeculative development? The CDP does not address
also sets out criteria as to the required infrastructurethe infrastructure (e.g. secondary schools, child care,
including education, health care facility and a localmedical facilities, shops, leisure facilities etc.) required
centre. the Council has no plans at the current time to
close Fyndoune School.

for such a large scale development. Consideration
should also be given to the impact of the closure of
Fyndoune School.

The highway information provided which is inadequate.
The study examines only the immediate impacts of the

See attached representations

Policy 6 - Durham City's Sustainable Urban Extensions
Question 12 This is our preferred policy. Do you have
any comments?

1220Question 12

development and not the consequential impact on the
A690, A167 and Durham City. The Highways position
as set out in the Exceptional Circumstances paper

The Sustainable Urban Extensions proposed in the
Preferred Options Local Plan consultation relate to the

reamins in that development on the edge of the City,
particularly to the South West will add significantly

large Green Belt release sites at Sniperley Park and more trips into the City Centre and will ultimately attract
Sherburn Road, with capacity to accommodate some more car journeys which in this location, have the least

chance of being mitigated1,900 and 420 dwellings respectively. Being Green
Belt sites, and in accordance with the   assessment
above, exceptional circumstances must be
demonstrated before a plan to release the sites from
the Green Belt can be considered justified and
sound.  It is not considered that exceptional
circumstances have been identified and the sustainable
urban extensions policy is objected to.

As set out earlier in these representations, the Council
has identified four sites beyond the outer Green Belt
boundary which could be considered as reasonable
alternatives to the Green Belt release. Each of those
sites has progressed through the assessment of their
individual suitability, and has failed at the final hurdle
of viability. It follows therefore that if any of those sites
are demonstrated to be viable, then exceptional
circumstances cannot be demonstrated, and the
proposed release of Green Belt sites is not an
appropriate strategy.

Evidence submitted alongside these representations
confirms the Brandon South is viable with some minor
alterations to the Council’s assumptions. Whilst the
alterations are relatively minor in their own right, they
have a significant impact on the final outcome and can
be clearly evidenced through a review of development
sites within the immediate proximity. The allocation of
some 1,450 units at Brandon South raises significant
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doubt over the necessity to release Green Belt to the
extent proposed, and may result in there being no
requirement for Green Belt release.   It is
recommended that   the Council undertakes significant
further review of the alternative sites through future
consultation and actively engages with the landowners
of those sites to confirm their deliverability.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The proposed housing at Sniperly along with the
western relief road would cripple the environment both

693Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thevisually and physically and totally goes against
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconserving the natural environment as it is proposed
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofto be built on greenbelt land which is unspoiled, visually
development have been taken into account.stunning and a sanctuary to important wildlife, as well
Consideration has been given to channellingas an important place for people to enjoy for their
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityleisure and health.  It also will mean that established
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns(ancient)? woodland would be cut down and wildlife

habitats ruined. and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. All sites consideredRecent figures show there are tens of thousands of

empty homes in County Durham. These could be have also had regard to the ecology, landscape and
heritage impact associated with development. Threfitted. The fact that this has not been considered,
mature woodland at Folly plantation and habitats ofcoupled with the fact that the proposed Sniperly
the former Cater House Pit will be retained within thehousing development of 1900 houses will not be built
development as part of a linear park. Durham City isto the most environmentally sound sustainable design
the most important employment centre in the countystandard, means that the challenges for climate change

which should be considered, would not be met. and is described as having a county wide employment
draw. The Employment Land Review recognises that

I also think that the councils' notion that building new
houses in one area on such as scale would encourage

Durham City is the county's key office location and
dominates the county's office market.

economic growth is totally unfounded and there is no
evidence that it will encourage a load of businesses to
set up in the vicinity, namely on and around the current
County Hall site.

Detailed SuDS proposals will be determined as their
appropriateness at a planning application stage.

Suggest insert “appropriate” when referencing SuDs
as above.

759Question 12

The Housing Allocations policy sets out the gross site
area of all the proposed allocations including Sniperley

Our objection to the Sniperley Park housing
development  is based on 2 key concerns (i) the loss

879Question 12

Park and Sherburn Road. The Spatial Strategyof Green Belt land, (ii) the circular argument between
Justification sets out why the Sustainable Communitiesbuilding this housing development and building the
option is the preferred approach.Whilst the ExceptionalWestern Relief Rd, p.64,  point (l) "The build out of
Circumstances identifies that releasing land from theSniperley Park is reliant on the delivery of the Western
Green Belt would maximise the delivery of affordableRelief Road and it will therefore be required to
housing and other infrastructure, the other Exceptionalcontribute to funding the Western Relief Road". We
Circumstances include ensuring sustainable patternsalso object to the loss of Green Belt land for the
of development, maximising the number of journeysSherburn Road housing development. In the
by sustainable means, providing the right type of
housing and help address economic performance.

accompanying text to the policy DCC should include
the figures for the size of the Green Belt being lost to
these developments and what percentage of each site
is Green Belt.
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It is understood that discussions have been on-going
regarding the Nelson land and the LLP agreement. It

Q12 – Policy 6: Durham City’s Sustainable Urban
Extensions

1079Question 12

is understand that the Nelson Land is not currentlyPolicy 6 proposes the allocation of two Sustainable
Urban Extensions at Sniperley Park and Sherburn included in the LLP agreement and in isolation the site

is landlocked. For this reason, deliverability is
uncertain.

Road, with Sniperley Park delivering 1,900 new homes
in total towards the residual housing requirement.
These extensions would both require land to be
released from the Green Belt with the justification for
this being set out within the Preferred Options
Exceptional Circumstances report.The evidence base
states that there is insufficient land which meets the
spatial strategy justification which is also suitable,
available and viable to be able to contribute towards
achieving the residual housing requirement.

As set out above in our response to Questions 10 and
11, whilst we support these extensions it is our opinion
that our land interests at Sniperley, which formed part
of area 2 in the Exceptional Circumstances report,
should also be included as part of the Sniperley Park
allocation. We have demonstrated how it is suitable,
available and achievable for residential development
and that the exceptional circumstances applied to the
wider site would also apply to our Site. In light of our
response to the earlier questions and the need to
increase the housing requirement, consideration should
also be given to increasing the residual housing
numbers allocated to Sniperley Park, in line with the
percentage allocated to the Durham City Monitoring
Area, or defining the 1,900 houses to be delivered at
Sniperley Park as an approximate number. It is our
view that these numbers could be refined further
following an appropriate masterplanning exercise.

In relation to point F, we acknowledge the suggestion
to deliver reduced housing densities in proximity to
Sniperley Hall and Farm, but that this blanket statement
does not provide sufficient flexibility and could artificially
restrict development on parts of the site where higher
densities may be suitable or appropriate following
further assessment. Similarly flexibility should also be
provided which allows for higher densities to be
delivered in the areas closest to public transport links
as set out under paragraph 123 of the new NPPF which
states:

“Where there is an existing or anticipated shortage of
land for meeting identified housing needs, it is
especially important that planning policies and
decisions avoid homes being built at low densities, and
ensure that developments make optimal use of the
potential of each site. In these circumstances:
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• plans should contain policies to optimise the use
of land in their area and meet as much of the
identified need for housing as possible. This will
be tested robustly at examination, and should
include the use of minimum density standards
for city and town centres and other locations that
are well served by public transport. These
standards should seek a significant uplift in the
average density of residential development within
these areas, unless it can be shown that there
are strong reasons why this would be
inappropriate;

• the use of minimum density standards should
also be considered for other parts of the plan
area. It may be appropriate to set out a range of
densities that reflect the accessibility and
potential of different areas, rather than one broad
density range.”

As such, we consider that point F should be reworded
to allow for greater flexibility in the use of densities
across the site, allowing them to respond to local
characteristics and features as opposed to artificially
restricting development densities, whilst allowing for
the use of the land to be optimised.

Summary and Conclusions

These representations have been prepared in support
of proposals to bring forward land at Sniperley Hall for
residential development by George Nelson and set out
our comments on the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options.These representations highlight areas of broad
support whilst also raising a number of concerns and
objections in relation to the housing requirement,
distribution of housing, housing allocations/Sustainable
Urban Extensions and Green Belt land which we
believe should be addressed.

We have a keen interest in the future development of
County Durham, and is grateful for this opportunity to
engage in the forward planning process. We are
committed to ensuring the latest emerging County
Durham Plan is prepared on a sound and robust basis
and in particular ensure that the correct provision of
housing and housing allocations are provided
throughout the plan period to meet the needs of
residents across the County.

We have concerns surrounding the proposed housing
requirement and have identified substantial failings in
the links between the housing strategy and employment
strategy meaning that the standardised methodology
does not reflect the full objectively assessed housing
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need for the County when considering the economic
aspirations and job growth scenarios. We therefore
suggest that the Council revisits this before
commencing work on subsequent drafts.

We consider that our land interests at Sniperley could
contribute towards meeting the housing requirement.
We have sought to demonstrate how this Site could
be removed from the Green Belt and incorporated as
a logical expansion to the Sniperley Park Sustainable
Urban Extension.

Where relevant we have reserved the right to make
representations to relevant policies at future stages.
We trust that our comments will be duly considered
and can be incorporated into subsequent drafts of the
Local Plan.

Support noted.Support the Sherburn Road housing development.The
agricultural land is currently of low amenity and low

1280Question 12

wildlife value and ideally placed for housing
development as long as the appropriate transport and
other facilities are provided.

Housing needs in County Durham have been
developed in line with the government's standard

The National Planning Policy Framework states that
"Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in

1322Question 12

methodology as set out in Planning Practice Guidanceexceptional circumstances." What exceptional
and reflect the government's Technical Consultationcircumstances are there to justify this development?
published on the 26th October 2018 which proposedIt appears that housing requirements have been
that 2014-based data should provide the demographiccalculated on the basis of outdated ONS 2014-based
baseline for assessment of local housing need. Thissubnational population projections. The 2016
results in 1,287 homes per annum. Planning Practiceprojections indicate that the County Durham population
Guidance notes that the standard method for assessingwill be 13,300 lower than predicted in 2014, which
local housing need provides the minimum starting pointsuggests that some 6,300 fewer houses would be
for determining the number of homes needed in anrequired.This questions the need to build on the Green

Belt at all. area. In this context, the Guidance notes that
authorities should also consider previous deliveryWhat proportion of the proposed new housing will be

"affordable"? (By this I do not mean just 20% below levels. Over the past 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the
council has delivered on average 1,308 homes. Thisaverage market value. I believe there is a need for

genuinely affordable homes to buy and to rent.) record of delivery can be considered as being indicative
of a greater housing need above the minimum starting

Pedestrian access to Framwellgate Moor for residents
of Kimblesworth Grange (where I live) is  across

point. For this reason, housing need in County Durham
is based on the minimum assessment for Local

agricultural land to the underpass under the A167. If Housing Need adjusted for recent past delivery. The
the Sniperley development goes ahead, these Green housing need for County Durham is therefore 1,308
Belt fields will be lost to housing. After the underpass, dwellings per annum. 25% of the houses on Sniperley
we can either turn right to New College and Park and Sherburn Road will be affordable as set out
Framwellgate Moor, or turn left to join the old in the glossary of National Planning Policy Framework
waggonway which ran from the former Cater House and 10% for the needs of older people. A linear park
Colliery to Old Pit. This is now a public footpath which is proposed throughout the site which will ensure that
continues between Framwellgate Schools and the
Carrs Nature Reserve, and then on to Newton Hall.

are public and ecological benefits associated with the
development. In order to achieve sustainable and
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cohesive communities, the development must be
connected to the existing development to the east of

Council must ensure that all these footpaths are
preserved, along with the existing nature reserve at
the site of the former Cater House Colliery. the A167 through suitable, convenient, safe and

attractive cycleways and footpaths. In addition, theI also suggest that these footpaths should be upgraded
to combined pedestrian/cycle routes through the new expansion of the Sniperley Park and Ride facility will

be required. Attractive and safe links between the
housing and the Park and Ride will need to be created.

estate, which would provide a pleasant car-free route
either to bus stops on Framwellgate Moor Front Street
or onwards into Durham. From the end of the
waggonway (mentioned above) at Pit Lane, there is
easy access to the existing footpath/cycle path from
Beck Road End to Aykley Heads and Durham City. I
hope that public transport will be improved, with new
bus routes through the new housing estate.

If this huge new housing development goes  ahead, I
think everything possible should be done to encourage
residents of the new estate to leave their cars at home.

Note: The footpath from Kimblesworth Grange lane
end to the A167 underpass crosses the middle of three
cultivated fields, and is ploughed up every year. Most
of it is reinstated by walkers, except for one section,
where people generally walk around the field rather
than across it. This detour is shown as a red dotted
line on the attached map. It is the original footpath
which should be preserved. Also, the official footpath
from Kimblesworth Grange to Potterhouse Lane
deviates from the access road, via Potter House. This
section of footpath is seldom used now, as most
walkers continue along the access road.The alternative
route now used is shown as a red dotted line on the
map.

The Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTDP) sets out an ambitious and positive vision

I am writing to express my disagreement with the plans
for County Durham in terms of new roads and housing.

1264Question 12

for the entire transport network across the city and hasSurely more environmentally friendly options can be
been developed in partnership with the city’s keyconsidered, not least the option to improve public

transport across the city. stakeholders after a series of targeted events and
consultations. The DCSTDP sets out how modal shift
can be practically achieved in the city by identifying
packages of demand management and infrastructure
improvements to reduce traffic. Its key proposals are
also included in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP).

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1346Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
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(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards

that achieving sustainable development means that
the planning system has three overarching objectives:

locations beyond the Green Belt. In consideringan economic objective, a social objective and an
whether exceptional circumstances exist, substantialenvironmental objective. These objectives
weight has been given to the harm to the Green Belt
together with any other harm.

are “interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually
supportive ways” (para. 8).

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed
throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
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conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns land on the north side of Kelloe
(SHLAA site ref. 4/KE/02). Kelloe has been identified
in the City of Durham Local Plan (2004) as a “Coalfield
Village most in need of regeneration”, and in the
CDPPO as a ‘Medium’ viable area for addressing
affordable housing. Promoting sustainable development
in Kelloe will support desired objectives set out in the
CDPO; including; Sustainable Communities (Objective
2), Rural Economy (Objective 6) and supporting the
aims of Green Belt (Objective 7).

Accordingly, Kelloe is a logical location for new housing
development that would otherwise be neglected under
the Council’s preferred spatial strategy for the
distribution of housing.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1401Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat achieving sustainable development means that
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsan economic objective, a social objective and an
locations beyond the Green Belt. In consideringenvironmental objective. These objectives
whether exceptional circumstances exist, substantialare “interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). weight has been given to the harm to the Green Belt
together with any other harm.

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed
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throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
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and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Wheatley Hill contains an excellent range of facilities
and serves a function to a wider area, it was identified
in the Settlement Study (2010) as a ‘local service
centre’, two points short of being classified as a
‘secondary settlement’. However, without housing
allocations at Wheatley Hill, it is clear that the long-term
vitality and sustainability of the village will suffer,
highlighted by the recent closure of ‘Nimmo Hotel’ (pub)
around 2015.

Accordingly, Wheatley Hill is a logical location for new
housing development that would otherwise be
neglected under the Council’s preferred spatial strategy
for the distribution of housing.

Comment noted.Q12 Policy 6 It is important that there is community
consultation and support for this Policy. The support

2310Question 12

from the new Durham City Council will be crucial to
the success of this Policy.

A masterplanning exercise has been carried out on
Sniperley Park to ensure that the number of homes

The description of the proposed Sniperley Park 
development in the Preferred Options  document is

1919Question 12

and density for Sniperley Park are appropriate andindeed impressive. Besides the 1900 houses
justifiable for the site. The residual for housingsuggested there will be new education and leisure

facilities, plus some  retail provision. allocation does take into account a small site windfall
allowance, demolitions, bringing back empty homesNECTAR acknowledges that there may be a need to

allocate greenfield sites in the vicinity of Durham City. into use and committments (minus a 10% discount for
non-delivery). Whilst guidance states that all studentHowever, given the small number of dwellings which
accommodation, whether it consists of communal hallsare yet to be allocated over the Plan period, the very
of residence or self contained dwelling, and whetherlow densities proposed for this and other sites in the
or not it is on campus can be included towards theCounty, the failure to take account of the potential of
supply of housing based on the amount ofdemolition sites, and the excessive level of
accommodation it releases back into the housingcentralisation proposed in the Plan, we do not accept
market. Despite the development of new studentthat the size of the proposed Sniperley development
accommodation within the county, current evidenceis justifiable.  An initial  housing allocation of around
does not indicate that it is resulting in houses in multiple400 + would be far more sensible in our view, but
occupation (HMOs) being released into the generalaccompanied by good green infrastructure and
housing market. Structural landscaping along the A167provision of the sustainable transport  facilities (walking,

cycling, public transport)  set out in the Policy 6 box. and the southern edge of the new road from the A691
to the Pity Me roundabout to ensure suitable screening
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We are concerned by the inclusion of a policy requiring
structural landscaping along the A167 to minimise “the

and the perception of an extension to Durham City is
minimised.This is to ensure that there is no perception

perception of an extension to Durham”. This implies a of an increase in the physcial size of the city.The policy
number of things directly contrary to the philosophy of also sets out in order to achieve sustainable and
sustainable transport and sustainable development. cohesive communities, the development must be
Firstly, it implies that the most significant “perception” connected to the existing development to the east of
is that of drivers on the A167, and that the sight of new the A167 through suitable, convenient, safe and
housing must be injurious to their feelings. Secondly, attractive cycleways and footpaths to ensure that the
it implies that development will be segregated from the development is not segregated. As part of a planning
A167. The picture given is that of a rapid highway application a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
artery, funnelling private cars at speed towards the will be required. Sustainable transport opportunities
City, on which drivers would not be required to respect exist on the site with movement frameworks to
the rights of pedestrians and cyclists from the adjacent
development – or even to acknowledge their existence.

incoportate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.The Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out anA more sustainable way to lay out the development

would be to limit speeds on the A167 and develop it ambitious and positive vision for the entire transport
network across the city. This includes being able toas a semi-urban artery, equipped with segregated
provide more space for people travelling on foot, bikecycling and walking routes, supplied by arterial public
and bus.This isn't possible without the Northern Relieftransport services, and with a range of facilities and
Road. Traffic modelling also shows that the A167 isservices along it, accessible by cycling and walking
currently the most congested part of the transportfrom adjacent development built at appropriately high
network in both the AM and PM peaks. The absencedensities. This would encourage local enterprise,
of an effective alternative and the existing and futureencourage active and sustainable travel, and
congestion there is the requirement for the Western
Relief Road.

reprioritise the road for people rather than for cars. It
would also present the new development as a positive
addition to the City rather than as a “necessary evil”.

As part of the sustainability approach promised in the
CDP, NECTAR urges DCC to  adopt a  policy whereby
at least 25% of the (400?) dwellings at Sniperley are
designated for occupants who don’t wish to own or run
a car. The design of the actual dwellings together with
the design of the immediate street layout and furniture
should reflect this  special designation.

We suggest there is mounting evidence from within
the UK, and further afield, of a growing disaffection
with the motor car.This is related we believe to issues,
for example, around climate change, air pollution and
the health scares associated with this, to the lack of
exercise issue with regard to driving, not to mention
the frustration of daily car commuting which often
includes a spell of ‘stop-start’ motoring at some point
on the journey. Additionally, NECTAR  suspects that   
some car drivers are beginning to conclude that it might
be preferable to relax on a bus stuck in traffic  and
read  something worthwhile (or do some book work
even) rather than sit doing nothing in a car stranded
in that same jam. We make these particular
observations to support our view that a decision to
include a proportion of housing stock for non-car
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residents would actually prove popular with potential
house purchasers. And among those purchasers there
could well be older people who have stopped driving,
or  people who are not drivers at all, for whom the
suggested arrangement would  likely be welcome. It
is noted that there is a high number of households in
County Durham without access to a private car, and
that this figure may well increase as the population
ages. We do not feel, therefore, that it is appropriate
to plan for a community of drivers.

Our suggestion of 400 dwellings at Sniperley  is, we
think, realistic and would be a relief to people  already
living nearby.  If the nineteen hundred  dwellings
proposal were to proceed, together with alterations to
the highway system  to accommodate the feeder route 
for the Northern Relief Road, together with construction
of the Western Relief Road, then the whole  character
of the Sniperley Park area would be drastically altered,
and not, we suggest, in a good way.

As has been flagged up numerous times, one of the
chief features of Durham City’s attractiveness is its
small size and its relative compactness. A 1900
dwellings development at Sniperley would represent
a sizeable expansion of the City and further erode the
concept of “compactness”.

We feel bound to observe that, particularly in relation
to Sniperley, there is an impression given that potential
developers are keen for this project  to proceed on the
scale set out in the CDP. Our view is that it is
absolutely crucial that planning strategies and decisions
concerning delivery of projects  should be in the hands
of DCC and not  dictated by parties outside of the
Council who are able to command  financial power and
who may stand to benefit  considerably from the
implementation of such large scale  projects.

We are, furthermore, concerned that the decision to
allocate large amounts of housing at the Sniperley site
is motivated not by evidence of need, but by a desire
both to justify the Northern and Western Relief Roads,
and to pay for them via developer contributions. This,
we feel, is an inappropriate way to make decisions.

The proposal to build 420 dwellings at Sherburn Road
does, we think have considerable merit. Again we
would suggest some scaling back on numbers since
the site is fairly compact, but we agree that the
development should help bring some economic gains
to an area that is certainly not prosperous. In particular
we welcome the intention to include a generic 
“community” facility.
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NECTAR in principle opposes incursions into Green
Belt land except under the most pressing
circumstances.  Because of the likely  economic uplift 
for the Sherburn Road area arising from the proposed
development, however, we can see that in this case
such an incursion may have some justification.

NECTAR has some concerns, however, about traffic
noise from the nearby A1(M) and  trusts that  effective 
mitigation measures will be employed to ensure that
the lives of the new residents are not blighted by this.

In calculating the number of new homes which need
to be identified within the Plan include an assumption

As residents of County Durham for over 50years, we
attended the consultation event on the County Durham
Plan.

1445Question 12

for bringing empty homes back into use as properties.
The Settlement Study recognises that Durham CityWe are extremely concerned about the impact of the

proposed development and its environmental impact offers the greatest opportunity for services and facilities
and this includes shops available within the townat Sniperley, which is currently Green Belt land. We
centre. No Green Belt deleltion is proposed near
Ouston.

understand that housing and shops will be built here.
We write with great concern as Durham City Centre
and Chester-le-Street town centre have so many empty
shops, why build more?

Surely it would make more sense to make use of
existing urban areas to avoid building on green belt
land?

We note that a large housing area is also planned for
the green belt area near Gilesgate, as well as Green
Belt near Ouston for new Employment land.

Please reconsider these proposals due to the extreme
environmental destruction on these areas.  On a recent
visit to Easington Colliery and Blackhall, I notice that
there are large numbers of empty properties. There
is no need to build more housing in County Durham
while these issues exist.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I remain strongly opposed to the Sniperley Park
proposal. Not only will it encroach unnecessarily on

2287Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thethe Green Belt, but if, as stated by the Council, its
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconstruction is dependent on the provision of new
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofhighway infrastructure then this location is by definition
development have been taken into account.not a sustainable one in transport terms. It is beyond
Consideration has been given to channellingthe reach of easy walking access from the city centre,
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityand would not meet the tests of LTP3 and draft Policy

23.
I also retain concerns about the proposed Sherburn
Road release. While this is smaller in size, it will have

(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional

an adverse impact on the green view of the city when Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
approaching from Croxdale by road and rail, which will
not be adequately mitigated by screening.

ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
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regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure.

Development is required to be developed in
accordance with a comprehensive masterplan and to

Sniperley Park: This is meaningless as no indication
is given to the width of this nor to the extent to which
it is to be screened from housing.

2411Question 12

demonstrate how the phasing of development will have
regard to the provision and timing of infrastructure.Given the use by Developers of firms which specialise

in giving advice to the developers to force local Traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates that the
build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate existingauthorities via legal challenge or agreement to remove
traffic issues and Sniperely Park will be required to
contribute to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

or water down Section 106 agreements this statement
is meaningless.
This statement is also challenged by DCC
documentation which indicates both the Northern Relief
Road and the Western Relief Road are ‘Red’ risk and
unfunded. The risk that is being wilfully run under this
option is that as per previous DCC attempts to create
a Northern Relief Road the road will never appear and
the existing highways will have to cope with even
heavier peak traffic flows.

Para 4.107: This is mainly meaningless waffle it is
purely hypothetical and not grounded in either urban
planning theory or practice.

Para 4.109: Given the use by Developers of firms which
specialise in giving advice to the developers to force
local authorities
via legal challenge or agreement to remove or water
down Section 106 agreements this statement is
meaningless.
This statement is also challenged by DCC
documentation which indicates both the Northern Relief
Road and the Western Relief Road are ‘Red’ risk and
unfunded. The risk that is being wilfully run under this
option is that as per previous DCC attempts to create
a Northern Relief Road the road will never appear and
the existing highways will have to cope with even
heavier peak traffic flows.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I object to Policy 6 as an unnecessary incursion into
the Green Belt.

1824Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option.

Sites with planning permission, including those on
brownfield sites in the villages, will be developed where

I strongly object to the proposal to build houses at
Sniperley and to construct The Western Relief road,
for the following reasons.

1806Question 12

they are viable. The spatial strategy is based on the
Sustainable Communities which provides a balanced
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There are lots of Brownfield sites outside the Durham
City green belt , in nearby communities where houses

approach to locating development and by focusing on
areas with better access to services and facilities

could be built e.g. Esh Winning, The Oaks , previously
council housing, now demolished.

maximises opportunities for using public transport,
walking and cycling and the associated benefits of
improving health and reducing congestion andThe proposed Sniperley development would be on

green belt and there are no exceptional circumstances
to justify this, contrary to what the plan claims.

greenhous gas emissions. It would also help to ensure
that investment continues to be attracted to the county.
The allocation of housing also includes consideration

The consultation over the previous County Durham
Plan resulted in overall preference for more dispersed

of existing planning permissions. The Spatial Strategy
Justification sets out why the Sustainable Communities

development in villages and settlements across the option was favoured over Wider Dispersal. Evidence
county, so it doesnt make sense for this new plan to demonstrates that Durham City is the most important
propose the exact opposite, with development focussed employment centre in the county and the only key
in Durham City, especially when there are real employment location within the county which can be

described as having a county-wide employment draw.infrastructure and private initiatives providing jobs in
places like Newton Aycliffe and elsewhere in the
county.

There isn't the evidence of need for so much housing
in Durham city, when population forecasts predict an
18,000 fall in population and no realistic prospects of
such an  increase in employment opportunities in the
City. There is no evidence in the plan of need for this
amount of housing, it appears to be purely speculative.

The Green Belt around the City provides much of the
attractive and unique character of the City and urban
sprawl into this area will irreversibly damage this
appeal.

Sites with planning permission, including those on
brownfield sites in the villages, will be developed where

My reasons for objecting to the Plan as it currently
stands are :

1835Question 12

they are viable. The spatial strategy is based on the- as a householder living on Tollhouse Road, traffic
congestion is only heavy during term time and school Sustainable Communities which provides a balanced

approach to locating development and by focusing onhours. At other times traffic runs smoothly and is not
a problem. areas with better access to services and facilities

maximises opportunities for using public transport,
- there is no promotion of building on brown field sites,
which are available and preferable as an alternative

walking and cycling and the associated benefits of
improving health and reducing congestion and

to green field. One of the attractions of Durham City greenhous gas emissions. It would also help to ensure
for people thinking of moving here, are the green that investment continues to be attracted to the county.
spaces around the city. That very thing will be lost if
development gets underway in the proposed areas.

The allocation of housing also includes consideration
of existing planning permissions. The Infrastructure
Delivery Plan sets out all infrastructure requirements
that are generated by the allocations in the plan.

- there are many villages in County Durham which
would benefit hugely from regeneration in the form of
new housing and all that that would bring. And yet a
large number of houses are planned simply for the
City.There appears to be no provision made for all the
increased services that some 1900 houses at Sniperley
would require.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I strongly object to the proposed development of 1900 houses on land at Sniperley Park. Leaving aside the fact that the proposed development depends upon the release of land from the currently designated Durham City Green Belt (which is the subject of a separate strong 
objection set out in Para 4.4 above) my objection to the proposed allocation for the provision of 1900 houses at Sniperley Park is based 
upon currently unsubstantiated need, and in any event would reflect a continuing over
emphasis of development within Durham City—contrary to strong public preference expressed in 2016 for development to be more spread across the wider County.

Current plan provision for allocation for housing within Durham City represents about 40% of currently estimated need, when an allocation of about 8% would reflect prorata allocation across the County as a whole. Updated projections of the need for additional housing across 
the County may well reflect a downward trend, taking account of re assessment in the autumn of 2018 and houses which have been constructed or committed since needs assessment was last undertaken.

Whilst there remains the possibility that an updated assessment of housing need within the County could lead to a reduced allocation to 
meet Durham City’s share I shall maintain my strong objection to proposed housing development at Sniperley until such time as the need and justification for any allocation of Sniperley Park can be demonstrated convincingly.

Subject to the above, and without prejudice, I also object to the scale of housing development as currently proposed, such a large 
housing development requiring very expensive provision for necessary infrastructure, including provision for schooling at secondary level. How this would be provided for and funded is not apparent and remains to be demonstrated.

2412Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,Likewise, such a large development would generate very significant additional traffic for which suitable sustainable transport infrastructure 

would be required and for which means of funding would need to be demonstrated.

The link between new housing at Sniperley Park and the proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a large centre of employment would impose very particular pressure on roads connecting residents in new houses at Sniperley Park with employment at Aykley Heads. Given 
that all such traffic would pass and repass daily through an exclusively residential area, it remains to be demonstrated how this would be managed in an acceptable way, having particular regard to Policy 33, Objective 14, and the Plan’s commitment to sustainability.

I shall maintain my strong objection to residential development at Sniperley Park until such time as convincing responses can be made to these unanswered questions.

regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure.

The Green Belt policy sets out the importance of the
county's Green Belt and that inappropriate development

The LAF welcomes the proposal that development will
provide good quality open space and green

2046Question 12

will only be permitted in very special circumstances.infrastructure or will improve access to
existing provision. The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the

justification for Green Belt deletion at Sniperley Park.However, the LAF does attach a great deal of
importance to the protection of Green Belt and The development will be required to provide for a

compensatory improvement to offset the removal oftherefore supports your aim that there be a
land from the Green Belt. It will run from the maturepresumption against inappropriate development of
woodland at Folly Plantation and habitats of Catersuch land unless very special circumstances can be
House Pit to the parklands of Sniperley Hall in the westdemonstrated. It is of great concern that the
to Folly Bridge in the east. Within the park, new andDurham Green Belt will be reduced substantially if this
improved linkages with the countryside and the urban
area will be required.

Plan proceeds, in particular the proposed housing
development at Sniperley and the business
development at County Hall. I would emphasise that
Durham’s Green Belt is a haven for wildlife and home
to many historic rights of way where local people
habitually exercise, explore nature and enjoy the
natural environment to the great benefit of their health,
both physical and mental. Green Belt is a unique
and irreplaceable asset which we would say the County
Plan should seek to nurture, protect and enhance
rather than diminish. The National Planning
Policy Framework expects local planning authorities
to plan positively to enhance the benefits of the Green
Belt, such as taking opportunities to provide access,
outdoor sport and recreation, retaining and
enhancing landscapes and improving damaged and
derelict land. The LAF would welcome a policy in the
Plan which would embrace this objective rather
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than deleting large areas of important Green Belt. In
the circumstances the LAF does not support any policy
in the Plan which aims to delete Green Belt and
would disagree that the perceived objectives of doing
so might outweigh the huge benefits that public access
provides for public health and life enrichment.

A masterplan has been developed which provides
detail of the Sniperley Park development including an

It is difficult to give constructive feedback to the Plan
as it effects Kimblesworth Grange without much more

2033Question 12

indicative road layout . Land to the north of Potterhousedetail being available. After a short comment there are
Lane will remain within the Green Belt. Potterhousea number of key questions which need to be answered
Lane and Trouts Lane will be the northern boundarybefore any detailed useful comment can be made. It
of the site. Traffic modelling from average daily flowsis important for us, but we believe also for all residents

here, that there is a clear response. on Milburngate Bridge shows that 33-36% of trips into
the city are by vehicles that have no origin orOur FEEDBACK is divided into two parts.
destination in the city. This through traffic uses up

• That relating to the impact of the proposed
Sniperley Park (SP) Development on
Kimblesworth Grange (KG)

limited highway space in the city and is a major factor
in peak hour congestion. This information is available
in our evidence base library.The Infrastructure Delivery

• Some key issues relating to wider aspects of the
Plan as it affects Durham City

Plan sets out detail regarding impact of the
development on education including secondary school
and health care requirements. The build out of1.KEY ISSUES AND QUESTION FOR

KIMBLESWORTH GRANGE RESIDENTS Sniperley Park is reliant upon the delivery of the
Western Relief Road and it will theerefore be requiredThe new Sniperley Park (SP) Plan differs from the one

it replaces in a number of key respects which affect to contribute to funding of the Western Relief Road,
together with associated improvements through theKG. We would welcome confirmation of the following

points use S106 / S278 agreements. An agreed Section 106
for the delivery of the Western Relief Road will be

• The whole of the land area north of Potterhouse
Lane up to the

required in perpetuity to the full masterplanned site
and in advance of planning permission. This will be a

Kimblesworth/Nettlesworth/Plawsworth
Conurbation remains Green Belt.

public record and will be available to support the
planning application in due course.

• Potterhouse Lane will be the designated
boundary under the Plan for the northern Green
Belt area.

• The SP housing will therefore now extend only
up to the south of Potterhouse Lane.

• Potterhouse Lane will no longer be closed at the
east end but will become part of the Western
Relief Road. It will be joined directly with Trout
Lane via a roundabout.

• As well as a new stretch of road to link with Trout
Lane the quality of the road will be enhanced to
cater for more traffic but will not be dual
carriageway.

• The road will be protected from the SP
development by a tree line on the south side.

• It is not intended that the ‘enhanced’ Trout
Lane/Potterhouse Lane road will take all the
traffic from the new Western Relief road from
Broom Park via the link with the Lanchester road.
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Traffic using the Western Relief road wishing to
connect with the Northern Relief road will do so
via a link with the A167 near the existing Park
and Ride.

• The enhanced Trout Lane/Potterhouse Lane road
will therefore be primarily designed to improve
traffic flow from the Sacriston and Lanchester
roads and presumably take some traffic from SP.

• There will now be no main link road to the A167
through the SP development as in the first Plan.

• The Nursery at Framwellgate Moor will not be
affected by the new Plan, nor will it’s exit route
on to Potterhouse Lane.

• - the Waste Disposal Centre will, however, be
relocated as in the first plan but it is not clear
where to?

The above is what we understand from the Plan, so
far revealed, and confirmed in discussions with the
Planning staff at Consultation Meetings.

Can you please reassure us that the above is
accurate?

We would also like the following, as yet
un-addressed, questions to be answered.

1 Is there any plan to change/improve the
access to Potterhouse Lane from the
Kimblesworth Grange private road?

2 What precisely will be the planned
improvements to Potterhouse Lane? We
understand that it will not be dual
carriageway?

3 Will the dangerous blind road bumps in the
Potterhouse Lane road be removed as part
of enhancement?

4 Exactly where will the new stretch of road
from the proposed Trout Lane roundabout
join up with Potterhouse Lane?

5 Will there be a speed limit on the road- as
presently virtually all vehicles ignore the Slow
Signs near our exit?

6 What will be the estimated increased traffic
flow along Potterhouse Lane?

7 How much of this will be heavy goods?
8 Will there be any direct access from SP into

Potterhouse. Lane? And if so where will it be?
9 What is the estimated additional usage of

Potterhouse Lane from residents and service
traffic from SP?

10 Can it be assumed that most of the 2000 plus
cars from the SP development will use
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Potterhouse Lane to access the Arnison
Centre on a regular basis?

11 Has it been estimated how many SP residents
will use it to go to work in Durham City,
Newcastle and Sunderland area? If so can
the data be made available?

12 Has it been estimated how many cars using
the Broom Park link will wish to go on to the
Lanchester Road and then divert to the Trout
Lane/ Potterhouse Lane link? Can the data
be made available?

13 Why was the original plan to have the Relief
road go through the SP development, to link
directly with the A167/Arnison Centre
approach/Framwellgate roundabout
scrapped?

14 Will there be any plan to create tree-lined
protection from the traffic on the enhanced
Potterhouse Lane road on the North side, as
was envisaged in the original plan?

15 Where will be the most likely new location for
the Waste Disposal Centre?

16 The original plan showed a three stage SP
development over time beginning with the
area to the south where the playing fields are
presently located. What is the time schedule
for the  housing and road building
development in the new Plan?.

17 What proportion of the new housing will be
‘affordable’ at what stage?

WIDER ISSUES RELATING TO THE SNIPERLEY
PARK DEVELOPMENT

1 It is stated that the Northern and Western
Relief roads are essential to the success of
the Sniperley Park development. Can it be
made clearer why this is the case? The
Sustainable Transport Plan does not make a
detailed case, other than to state that a third
of the traffic going through the centre has no
‘local’; destination (without defining local)?

2 We assume that the case for the relief roads
is based upon projections of travel to work
and leisure,relating to the proposed new
developments, but these are not shown in the
Plan? Can these projections be made
available?

3 Can detailed estimates be made available
concerning the impact of the SP development
on secondary education places and GP and
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Durham University Hospital facilities and
travel to school traffic?

4 There are currently walkways and rights of
way through the Sniperley Green Belt area.
Will these be preserved? Please let us have
details.

5 Has consideration been given to the impact
of SP on the car parking facilities at, and
access to, the Arnison Centre – already under
pressure? Please provide estimates.

6 We assume that there is a detailed business
plan as to how the Relief Roads will be paid
for over time? Could we see this?

The Exceptional Circumstances sets out the
requirement for the Sustainable urban Extensions.

Policy 6 – Durham City’s Sustainable Urban Extensions

Question 12:

1994Question 12

I strongly disagree with this policy. The euphemistic
term “sustainable urban extension” does not convince.
There is nothing remotely sustainable about building
2,320 houses in the Green Belt.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

The Council's responsibility to its citizens:

I used to live in the city and was in 1992 a founder
member of an organisation of residents from the

2131Question 12

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of the
University's Strategy and an understanding of theAvenue to Waddington Street area which expressed
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookconcerns over the destruction of community life in that

part of the town. a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites
for purpose built student accommodation in the County

I do not believe the housing plans as published to be
valid. I use a rather course expression, but one recently

Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
provides a means to assess and consider future

sanitised by the BBC: In my view, the housing aspect proposals brought forward by the University. Housing
of the Plan as published is '[text redacted]', because needs in County Durham have been developed in line
it does not address the fundamental problem of the with the government's standard methodology as set
destruction of town-centre communities resulting from out in Planning Practice Guidance and reflect the
student accommodation. I will never support a plan for government's Technical Consultation published on the
new housing beyond the existing boundaries until a 26th October 2018 which proposed that 2014-based
sustainable, permanent and adult, earning, data should provide the demographic baseline for
economically active community of families is
re-established in the '''Viaduct''' area of Durham.

assessment of local housing need.This results in 1,287
homes per annum. Planning Practice Guidance notes
that the standard method for assessing local housingIt should also be pointed out that the University has

been unable to fill the hostel (personal communication need provides the minimum starting point for
with volunteer student workers) which it caused to be determining the number of homes needed in an area. In
built in Flass Vale. Perhaps, in the fullness of time, this context, the Guidance notes that authorities should
this, and the others at Neville's Cross and the old also consider previous delivery levels. Over the past
County Hospital, could be purchased for use as 5 years (2013/14 - 2017/18) the council has delivered
affordable accommodation? This is not as far-fetched on average 1,308 homes. This record of delivery can
as might be first thought, as on-line learning, MOOC's, be considered as being indicative of a greater housing
Google, and electronic means of information exchange need above the minimum starting point. For this
make traditional form of learning less important, with reason, housing need in County Durham is based on
the result that fewer students may come to Durham. the minimum assessment for Local Housing Need
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adjusted for recent past delivery. The housing need
for County Durham is therefore 1,308 dwellings per
annum.

In any case, it must be that more and more students
are coming to Durham mainly for personal, rather than
technical skills development, and this can easily be
done in towns elsewhere which have not in the past
had a role in the formation of young citizens. I am
dubious of the University's ability to constant expand.

By not considering demographic distribution within the
city's traditional boundary, the Plan may encourage
the growth of student ghettos. Note recent media
interest in declining mental health among students.

Population growth and economic model.

We all know that when you build a house, you create
jobs also for carpet makers, kitchen fitters and all the
rest. But this economic model is fundamentally flawed
because it relies for its effect of the economics of 'more
and more'. Once again, in expanding Durham, doesn't
the Plan just ''keep up with the Jones's''? Surely this
model is ultimately unsustainable. In place of politics
of expansion, the County Durham Plan should rather
be based on economics of a stable population and a
circular economy. It seems that we are, again, in the
Plan, [text redacted]..

I apologise for ending my list of concerns with a course
expression, but the Plan as published does nothing in
my view to address the need for a strong community
with common values as the basis on which to plan
further growth

Planning Practice Guidance states that all student
accommodation, whether it consists of communal halls

Policy 6

I am against the proposal to build 1900 houses  at
Sniperley.

1450Question 12

of residence or self contained dwellings, and whether
or not it is on campus can be included towards the

Isn’t this roughly the number of HMOs in Durham City? 
Houses which could be lived in by ordinary people,
paying council tax, all the year round?

supply of housing based on the amount of
accommodation it releases into the housing market.
Despite the development of new student
accommodation within the county, current evidenceFor years and years the council was urged to bring in

controls on HMOs in Durham City but it failed to do so does not indicate that it is resulting in houses in multiple
until comparatively recently. Now it wants to build on occupation (HMOs) being released into the general

housing market.the Green Belt instead.  Can’t it engage with the
university to bring these houses back into normal use?

There are no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton
Grove within the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:

1459Question 12

• The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area
in accessing employment which re-developed
Aykley Heads will offer. We can envisage no
effective mitigation against the certainty of air
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and noise pollution within what is an exclusively
residential area and;

• The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall
proposals for residential developments at
Sniperley Park will engender sustained and
resolute opposition from residents most directly
affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.
It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.
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The policy is clear that in order to reduce the
dominance of car traffic and improve the permeability,

Durham is already a vibrant but congested city. I think
it is regrettable that the Council perceives that vast

1488Question 12

Sniperley Park will incorporate convenient, safe andnumbers of new houses at the expense of green belt
high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,would represent an improvement to the City. This can

only serve to cause further congestion. and connecting to, adjoining facilities. A Transport
Assessment and Travel Plan for the site will be required
to ensure the reliance on the private car is reduced
and to mitigate the impact of increased traffic. The
movement frameworks should incoporate any relevant
schemes within the Durham City Sustainable Transport
Delivery Plan.

NPPF 2018 sets out that when drawing up or reviewing
Green Belt boundaries, the need to promote

CDGP object to the title of this section “Sustainable
Urban Extensions”, as we don’t see green belt

1534Question 12

sustainable patterns of development should be takendevelopment, that is coupled with road building, as
sustainable. into account.The Exceptional Circumstances document

has placed substantial weight to harm to the Green4.96 quotes, “Without the release of Green Belt land,
Durham City would only be able to contribute 5% of Belt however the benefits significantly outweigh the

harm. This includes ensuring there are opportunitiesthe total housing need of 25,992 houses. This is not
for sustainable transport opportunities, a linear parksufficient for what is the Counties largest and most
and the opportunity for ecological net gains, 25% ofsustainable settlement”. Given that 16,808 homes have
homes to be affordable and 10% to be suitable for thealready been approved (see 4.17) there is only a
needs of older people. The site will ensure that theresidual 6,295 units to accommodate. In the light of
right type of housing will meet the needs andthis situation, the above statement seems to make no

sense at all. aspirations of existing and future residents and a
housing stock which supports the economy of the
county and the need for more and better jobs.CDGP do not accept that the ‘Exceptional

Circumstances’ given in the preferred options paper
are in any way exceptional. Specifically:

  Ensuring sustainable patterns of development are
achieved by building on Durham City's position as the
county's employment centre, regional transport hub
and regional centre for services and facilities, such as
secondary schools and health facilities. This would
provide greater opportunities to achieve locational
sustainability and secure social, economic and
environmental improvements compared to a more
dispersed housing distribution;

From the perspective of achieving ‘sustainable patterns
of development’ this statement is not true as homes
constructed in the greenbelt will create greater overall
car dependency as they are less likely to be within
proximity of services. Such housing is also more likely
to have an ecological impact, and an impact on the
availability of land for local food production. The
statement assumes that the WD will not result in
economic development and job creation within Towns,
and that all future employment growth will occur in
Durham City. Regardless of the accuracy of the
statement, ‘Ensuring sustainable patterns of
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development’ is not an exceptional circumstance, but
a basic requirement that needs to be met with all
development due to the ‘presumption in favour of
sustainable development’.

  Maximising the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means such as walking, cycling and public
transport and minimising overall journey distances and
times.This will help address congestion and associated
issues such as air quality and carbon emissions;

On the contrary, construction of houses in Green Belt
locations will create greater car dependency and
dramatically increase the overall number of cars on
the network.

There is no evidence that construction in the green
belt (which will generate more cars) will improve air
quality.

The construction of houses in the green belt is an
essential precursor to the construction of Relief Roads
around the City. This will temporarily create a more
favourable environment for privately owned motor
vehicles, reducing the investment and take up of more
sustainable methods of transport.

It is difficult to see how ‘maximising the number of
journeys by sustainable means’ represents an
exceptional circumstance, when in fact it should be
also be seen as a basic prerequisite of development.

  Providing the right type of housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of existing and future residents and a
housing stock which supports the economy of the
county and the need for more and better jobs;

Durham’s housing needs are overwhelmingly
dominated by the need to construct housing for the
75+ age group. Green Belt development will primarily
be executive homes. Even if this statement were true,
ensuring that provision matches need is a basic
expectation of planning and hardly an exceptional
circumstance.

  Helping address economic under-performance across
the County by supporting the economic potential of
Durham City and the delivery of Aykley Heads by
capturing business and investment growth, retaining
graduates and creating opportunities to increase and
retain spending in the city, supporting an improved
retail offer and reducing the impact of the fluctuation
in population between University terms; and,

The greater need of County Durham is for regeneration
within the economically depressed coalfield
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communities, not the already wealthy City of Durham.
CDP is very concerned that the Plan Making process
simply doesn’t seem to prioritise delivery for those with
highest needs - E.g. homes for the 75+ age group and
economic regeneration in within poor communities.
Even if the statement were accurate, addressing
economic under performance is a basic planning
function and not an exceptional circumstance.

  Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and
other infrastructure by locating development in the
highest viability areas around Durham City.

Developers are demanding Green belt release as this
locations enables sale of homes at the highest prices
which will typically be within the £400 - £600,000 price
band. Criteria for affordability (no more than 80% of
market value) will mean that affordable houses within
these locations will still retail from £320 to £480,000.
This in no way relates to the typical budget of people
that currently work in Durham and need to buy a house
within its vicinity.

It is clear that decisions made about where to site
development have to a great extent been affected by
the amount of developer contributions that can be
garnered from them. This, we feel, is an unacceptable
way of making decisions. It seems that the desire to
fund the Northern and Western Relief Roads has been
allowed to direct the location of development around
the County, so that green belt deletions are being made
simply because the Council desires new road
infrastructure.

In contract, the WD model would enable release of
sites within areas where house values are lower, and
so the affordability criteria are more likely to bring
prices within a range that is actually achievable by the
people of Durham.

It is again impossible to see how this represents an
exceptional circumstance when development anywhere
else in Durham would also enable provision of
affordable housing. Comments in relation to wording
of Policy 6 - Durham City’s Sustainable Urban
Extensions Paragraph 2 of the policy reads, “The sites
will deliver attractive, high quality design incorporating
sustainable development principles, adopting
sustainable construction methods, and using
appropriate densities across the sites in accordance
with Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment)”. Policy 31 sites the Building for Life,
Supplementary Planning Document. The Building for
Life quality standard does not include criterion for
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sustainable construction and energy efficiency, and so
CDGP are concerned that these homes will not utilise
sustainable construction methods. Without specifying
an appropriate standard, there is no way to measure
progress against the aspiration for increased levels of
carbon efficiency.

Paragraph 3 informs that a mixture of housing types
and tenures will be provided including housing for old
people. CDGP would like to see an actual figure
inserted into this policy that serves to ensure housing
is indeed provided for old people who represent 87%
of future projected housing needs. For example, the
policy might include the sentence “At least 50% of
housing will be designed to suite the needs of old
people.

In relation to Sniperley Park, CDGP note proposals to
build a primary school. Whilst this would clearly be
needed should this urban extension go ahead, CDGP
point out that populations of residents in younger age
groups in other parts of the County are projected to
decline, and this will threaten the viability of local
schools across the wider County.The WD option would
serve to stem this decline, maintaining the viability of
these vital community services. The broader position
of CDGP in relation to these un-sustainable urban
extensions is one of concern that:

  High number of units proposed within the Durham
Green Belt will block the vital economic regeneration
that might have otherwise been stimulated within
Durham’s poorer communities.
  Regardless of the proposed sustainable transport
facilities, these houses will dramatically increase car
ownership, increasing carbon emissions and local air
pollution due to the increased traffic that will exit and
enter Durham. (Studies show that this will not be
improved by relief roads)
  Concern over the impacts upon an historic landscape,
the setting of the World Heritage Site, and ecological
impact
  Concern over the environmental impacts of the relief
roads that are coupled with the green belt extensions.

Comments noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.
We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

2159Question 12
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Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2008Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

1323Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat achieving sustainable development means that
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsan economic objective, a social objective and an
locations beyond the Green Belt. In consideringenvironmental objective. These objectives are
whether exceptional circumstances exist, substantial“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). weight has been given to the harm to the Green Belt
together with any other harm.

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed
throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.
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The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns land in Coundon within the built-up
area of the settlement which provides a logical site for
sustainable housing growth and a continuation of
successful new building housing schemes to the west.
Coundon is located 3km from Bishop Auckland,
therefore has convenient access to a wider range of
services and facilities. The Settlement Study (2010)
identified Coundon as containing an excellent range
of facilities, it was 1 point short of being classified as
a ‘secondary settlement’ only by error, as highlighted
by other respondents at that time. If assessed
accurately in 2010, Coundon would have been
identified as a secondary settlement. In the updated
Settlement Study 2018 Coundon again scores highly
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demonstrating its suitability for additional housing
development.

Promoting additional sustainable housing development
in Coundon will support desired objectives set out in
the CDPPO; including; Sustainable Communities
(Objective 2), Rural Economy (Objective 6) and
supporting the aims of Green Belt (Objective 7).

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG)

1438Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theWe, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to be developed to high standards necessary to make
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned new local centre will include retail, community and
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A691
nearby.

other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the relianceThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.1 The Western Relief Road

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and 

1 Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a
high quality employment location.

Taking each in turn:

1. Proposed Western Relief Road.

We do not accept that the need for a Western Relief
Road or the benefits claimed for it have been
demonstrated, the conclusion being underpinned by
unconvincing analysis.

Ostensibly the Western Relief Road is intended to take
pressure off the A167/ A690 intersection at Nevilles
Cross.
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To the extent to which relief at Nevilles Cross might
be achievable in the short term, the pressure of traffic
from the south-west and west would simply be diverted
along the Relief Road to what may become known as
the Sniperley Interchange.

The fact of the matter, as revealed in the Jacobs
Report, is that the construction of a Western Relief
Road, would "help to enable the delivery of future
housing growth in locations and settlements to the west
of the City". (See para 3.51)

(The undeclared real reason for the WRR proposal?)

Whilst fully endorsing the submission made by The
Friends of Durham Green Belt in relation to the impact
of the Western Relief Road on the western edge of the
City, we wish to place very particular emphasis on the
environmental impact of the Western Relief Road in
terms of the spread of noise, air, and light pollution in
consequence of the attraction of very substantial
additional traffic into the heart of our neighbourhood.

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:

1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and;

2.The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in
safe-guarding the countryside from encroachment.
Exclusion on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley
Park is particularly concerning, given the comparative
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narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location.

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we
object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled-down scheme for the redevelopment of Aykley
Heads would offer the great advantage of the potential
for a pro-rata reduction in the need for housing,
appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs, and a
significant reduction in the volume of traffic which will
otherwise need to travel daily through our exclusively
residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support. The extent to which funding for the
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Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road
may be dependent upon contribution from s.106
monies arising from the release of a major tract of land
currently within the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the
Western Relief Road and perhaps the Northern Relief
Road will remain unconfirmed until legally binding
agreements with developers are in place for the
development of Sniperley Park and until that point is
reached, these particular proposals will remain
unsound. This gives a very strong clue as to why this
release needs to be so extensive and calls into serious
doubt the extent to which s.106 monies could also be
applied to relief roads after first meeting the substantial
additional infrastructure requirements necessitated by
the scale of residential development proposed for
Sniperley Park.(See provision for schools and sewage
treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

The Sustainable Communities with Durham Villages
option identified benefits include easing the pressure

The Parish Council queries whether having such a
concentration on Durham City and requiring greenbelt
deletions is sustainable.

1632Question 12

on Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living. It would alsoThe Parish Council preferred the option in the Issues

& Options Paper was one of “Sustainable Communities encourage the development of affordable housing.
However the disadvantages identified are by locatingwith Central Durham Villages”.We disagree with DCC’s
development away from centres of employment wouldassessment that turning the Central Durham villages
increase commuting and congestion and that a numberinto sustainable communities would increase
of the villages were reaching their physical capacitycommuting by car; that would only happen if there

wasn’t appropriate investment into sustainable travel. and there were concerns regarding delivery. In addition,
the Exceptional Circumstances considered areas of
search beyond the Green Belt in villages immediately
adjacent to the outer boundary but no sites were
identified as suitable or viable.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Policy 6 Durham City’s Sustainable Urban
Extensions This policy relates to the deletions from

1647Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thethe Green Belt of sites for Sniperley (1900 houses plus
ancillary developments) and at Sherburn. Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofCPRE nationally places great importance on the Green
Belt and was instrumental in its introduction into the development have been taken into account.

Consideration has been given to channellingplanning system. In Durham we have accepted some
development towards the urban area of Durham Citydevelopment in the Green Belt when we are satisfied
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthat exceptional circumstances have existed – for
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsexample at Lambton near Chester-le-Street and, in
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Sunderland, for the IAMP. We do not however accept
these situations lightly and are most concerned about

locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to

these two proposed major deletions from the Green
Belt.

ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
regional transport hub and services and facilities;As far as Sniperley is concerned, this is a large

development that will in effect be a Garden Village. maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;We note that the roads that would form the northern
addressing economic performance and maximisingboundary of this site, Trout’s Lane and Potterhouse
the delivery of affordable housing and otherLane, are to be upgraded and realigned to form part
infrastructure. The trajectory supporting the plan setsof the proposed Northern Relief Road. From the Map,
out the timescales for delivery for Sniperley Park overwe note that the junctions of these roads with the
the plan period. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan setsB6532 will be re-aligned to join a new roundabout on

the B road. out infrastructure requirements for the plan delivery
including Sniperley Park. Community access of the

While we note the arguments to claim there are
exceptional circumstances to delete this area from the

playing pitches can be secured via a community use
agreement. The site will be required to provide 25%

Green Belt, we remain concerned as to whether the affordable housing and a minimum of 10% of private
OAN does require the number of houses stated for the or intermediate housing to be for the needs of older
reasons we have mentioned above regarding Policy people.The policy requires the site must be connected
2. At this stage, we are not so satisfied and therefore
object to this proposed deletion from the Green Belt 

to existing development to the east of the A167 and
new and improved linkages will be created within the
country park which include Cater House Pit.The designAs a result, we represent that the Sniperley Park site

is safeguarded for possible development after 2025, of Sherburn Road will provide a positive gateway for
rather than formally allocated in this Plan. This would Durham City particularly from the A1(M) and protect
have the further advantage of removing a contentious the character and integrity of Bent House Farm.
element for the Plan and so facilitating its early Development must also be kept above the 80m contour
adoption. It would also mean that plans for Sniperley line to protect the character of Old Durham Beck and

Old Durham.Park can be thought through and consulted upon rather
than rushed through.

We will address the proposed road realignments when
we consider Policy 24 Durham City Sustainable
Transport 

With regard to Sherburn, we acknowledge that this is
a relatively small area of Green Belt located between
existing development and the A1(M). This area does
however adjoin the very sensitive area around Old
Durham.While we cannot support such a deletion from
the Green Belt, we do not object to it on the condition
that there is no intention ever of extending any
development towards Old Durham

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

1653Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalDurham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
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In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of be developed to high standards necessary to make
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure accessThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the relianceof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impactwe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks shouldenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are

1. The Western Relief Road no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale

residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.

Taking each in turn:

1. Proposed Western Relief Road.
We do not accept that the need for a Western Relief
Road or the benefits claimed for it have been
demonstrated, the conclusionbeing underpinned by
unconvincing analysis. Ostensibly the Western Relief
Road is intended to take pressure off the A 167/ A 690
intersection at Nevilles Cross. To the extent to which
relief at Nevilles Cross might be achievable in the short
term, the pressure of traffic from the south-westand
west would simply be diverted along the Relief Road
to what may become known as the Sniperley
Interchange. The fact of the matter, as revealed in the
Jacobs Report, is that the construction of a Western
Relief Road, would "help to enable the delivery of future
housing growth in locations and settlements to the west
of the City". (See para 3.51) (The undeclared real
reason for the WRR proposal?) Whilst fully endorsing
the submission made by The Friends of Durham Green
Belt in relation to the impact of the Western Relief Road
on the western edge of the City, we wish to place very
particular emphasis on the environmental impact of
the Western Relief Road in terms of the spread of
noise, air, and light pollution in consequence of the
attraction of very substantial additional traffic into the
heart of our neighbourhood.
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2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development. Apart from the loss of green
belt land, our two paramount concerns are:

1. 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and; 2.
The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855. The proposal to exclude (release)
Sniperley Park from the Durham City Greenbelt of
which it currently forms a significant part is perverse,
given the fact that by DCC's own analysis the site
satisfies all five purposes of Greenbelt land, most
especially in checking un-restricted urban sprawl and
assisting in safe- guarding the countryside from
encroachment. Exclusion on this scale from the Green
Belt at Sniperley Park is particularly concerning, given
the comparative narrowness and hence fragility of the
Greenbelt to the North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
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land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

3.Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a High
Quality Employment Location.

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we
object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development. This is an excellent
example of an over-concentration of development
within Durham City and the consequent downgrading
of our City environment. A scaled -down scheme for
the redevelopment of Aykley Heads would offer the
great advantage of the potential for a pro-rata reduction
in the need for housing, appreciable reduction in
infrastructure costs, and a significant reduction in the
volume of traffic which will otherwise need to travel
daily through our exclusively residential area.
Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with
developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.
History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County

1785Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePlan-Preferred Options which seriously threaten our
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationallocal residential environment in a number of

unacceptable and distressing ways. Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.Specifically,
Consideration has been given to channelling

(1) I wish to register my strong objection to the building
of a Western Relief Road & the development of a major

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

housing estate at Sniperley Park, such proposals being and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
unwarranted, unsustainable and unsound. My concern locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
is based both on intrusion into or loss of Green Belt be developed to high standards necessary to make
land and serious environmental degradation which will them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
impact in a totally unacceptable way in our become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
neighbourhood where additional traffic flows will
converge. Ecological loss - noise, air and light pollution.

new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel(2) The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of

Aykley Heads which, when linked to 1900 new houses Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
planned for Sniperley Park, will engender a level of on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
increased traffic pressure in our neighbourhood which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
less intensive development at both Aykely Heads and
Sniperley Park would moderate.

incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

(3) I would also object to any future plan to release the
Green Belt from the paddock area off Witton Grove
which would change the character of this area.
Concerns have arisen regarding amenity from the
extension of the Park and Ride.

All of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade
the quality of our existing residential environment
through convergence of traffic around and through a
network of roundabouts which surround us.

This will include increased noise and light pollution,
and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County Plan

1767Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePreferred Options which seriously threaten our local
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalresidential environment in a number of unacceptable

and distressing ways. Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.Specifically,
Consideration has been given to channelling

 (1) I wish to register my strong objection to the building
of a Western relief road & the development of a major

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

housing estate at Sniperley Park, such proposals being and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
unwarranted, unsustainable and unsound. My concern locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
is based both on intrusion into or loss of Green-Belt be developed to high standards necessary to make
land and serious environmental degradation which will them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
impact in a totally unacceptable way in our become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
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new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access

neighbourhood where additional traffic flows will
converge. Ecological loss - noise, air & light pollution.

to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel(2) The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads which, when linked to 1900 new houses Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance

on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impactplanned for Sniperley Park, will engender a level of
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks shouldincreased traffic pressure in our neighbourhood which
incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durhamless intensive development at both Aykley Heads and

Sniperley Park would moderate. City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.(3) I would also object to any future plan to release the

Green-Belt from the paddock area off Witton Grove
which would change the character of this area.
Concerns have arisen regarding amenity from the
extension of the Park and Ride.

All of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade
the quality of our existing residential environment
through convergence of traffic around and through a
network of roundabouts which surround us.

This will include increased noise and light pollution,
and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.

The Inquiry into the City of Durham Local Plan was
clear that the character of Durham does not derive

Thank you for your letter of 15 th of June 2018 and for
allowing residents the opportunity to comment.

1841Question 12

solely from views of the Cathedral and Castle but from
My comments mainly relate to your housing plans
, especially in the Sniperley Park area, its effect effect on
the environment, traffic and further loss of Green Belt.

the relationship between them and the actual physcial
size of the city of the built-up area. The Green Belt
Assessment considers the role of the Green Belt along

Durham is a tiny, historic place, only a City by virtue of its
cathedral and it is currently surrounded by green fields

key approaches into the city including along the A167
and the A691. Mitigation will be necessary to lower
any impact on Purpose 4 of the Green Belt: to preservemuch of which is Green Belt. This is both pleasant on the
the setting and special character of historic towns.Theeye, in keeping with such a tiny City and provides a
policy includes the requirement for Sniperley Park tohealthy environment in which to live. Local residents wish
existing communities at Framewellgate Moor throughto maintain the special character of Durham as far as
suitable, convenient, safe and attractive cycleways andpossible and are not keen on massive development. We
footpaths. This could include the improvement of thewant more green spaces for the 21st century not less. The
existing underpass but won't preclude other

North and North Western approaches to Durham are
opportunities. As a major development to new and

particularly green and few cities enjoy such pleasantly adjoining existing residents and as a compensatory
appealing approaches so close to the centre. I live in the improvement to offset the removal of land from the
proposed Sniperley park development area. This is an area Green Belt, a linear country park will be provided in
that is teeming with wildlife right on the edge of the city perpetuity through the centre of the site. It will run from
and it is right that our predecessors wisely designated this the mature woodland at Folly Plantation and habitats
area as untouchable GREEN BELT . Without going into too of the former Cater House Pit to the parklands of
much detail I have seen Deer, Buzzards, Owls, Bats and Sniperley Hall in the west to Foly Bridge in the east.
Woodpeckers to name only a few. I fear that your plan will Within the park, new and improved linkages with the

wider countryside and the urban areas to the east willspoil this area for future generations and I would remind
also be included. Ecological net gains will be provided.you again, as other resident have, that once GREEN BELT is
The masterplan produced shows the proposedgone, it is gone for ever. You have already taken GREEN
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BELT , " as an exceptional case", for the Sniperley Park and
Ride and the Fire Station, along with a number of ancient

appraoch around the Hall and the areas of landscaping
and trees to be retained.

trees which disappeared without any consultation . As is
often the case , once you take a little, the precedent is set
and there is a push to take more. This may well be
a cheaper option than brown field sites for developers and
the council but it does not make it acceptable or right.

I feel you are planning far too many houses for the
Sniperley Park area. There is a real feeling among residents
in this area of Durham that the roads will not be able to
cope. I do not feel that a planned new road parallel to
Trouts Lane and a possible new Western Relief road or
improvements to the current A167 will go anywhere near
coping with the increased traffic that this proposed
new housing will produce ( along with proposed new
business development in Durham ) in an area that already
struggles badly and is often at a standstill at peak times
and that is without considering the inexorable increase in
traffic over time as car ownership increases. If people
cannot move around this area freely this will cause the
councils plans for business development in Durham to fail
too.

I note that the current housing plans for Sniperley Park
now show proposed building right up to the rear fence of
Sniperley Hall. The original plans had a well thought out
ethos to protect the historic estate of Sniperley Hall for
posterity and this is referred to in the current proposals but
the actual plan does not reflect this at all. The original plans
did not propose any building beyond the mature trees that
run parallel with B6532 Sacriston-Durham road to the rear
of Sniperley Hall ( extending northwest frommap reference
425755.04, 544558.22 to map ref. 425434.98, 544960.39
and which then extend at 90 degrees to that to ref
425323.76, 544825.45 ).

You do need to reduce the proposed number of houses for
the reasons I've outlined above and I would suggest you
put the border of any development back to the north and
east of those trees as previously and importantly insist that
the developers do not touch those ancient trees. This will
leave a natural barrier between the old and the new which
will look far more acceptable ( if it must be done at all ! )
and be kinder to local wildlife . Your current plan would
swallow up the Hall and all but obliterate it amid the new
development and this will look horrible . This is
unacceptable for the special needs of the tiny, historic City
of Durham.
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I trust you will give my comments your due consideration
.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG)

1850Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theWe, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to be developed to high standards necessary to make
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned new local centre will include retail, community and
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the relianceThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.1 The Western Relief Road

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

1 Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a
high quality employment location.

Taking each in turn:

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

 Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:

1 The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area
in accessing employment which re-developed
Aykley Heads will offer. We can envisage no
effective mitigation against the certainty of air
and noise pollution within what is an exclusively
residential area and;

2 The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall
proposals for residential developments at
Sniperley Park will engender sustained and
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resolute opposition from residents most directly
affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

There are several sites of archaeological interest
known from aerial photographic evidence so the

The report by Dr Glenn Foard on the ‘The impact of
the Western Relief Road on Neville’s Cross Battlefield’

1880Question 12

presence and identification of archaeological featuresidentifies possible areas of the battlefield outside the
current designated area. He notes  at the site will need to be investigated further through

geophysical survey and subsequent investigation asThus while the boundary for the battlefield given in the
Register may prove to be accurate, this now seems necessary. An archaeological appraisal would need to
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be submitted as part of a planning application and a
scheme of evaluation trenching would need to be
agreed with the council's archaeology team.

far less likely and there is the need to consider the
more extensive area to the north extending as far as
Findon Hill, though focusing particularly on the northern
part of Crossgate moor and on Bearpark moor. [If] the
action was further to the north then the land is not
extensively developed and this would become
potentially one of the most important of English
medieval battlefields prior to the Wars of the Roses 

The area thus identified includes the area designated
for the Sniperley development. Before the Council
commits to this as an area of development it must
satisfy itself that it is not erasing evidence for a
battlefield of highest national importance.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

It is accepted that new housing is required with an
increasing population and these need to be in places

1875Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thepeople wish to live, however as far as possible I would
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationallike to see Durham look at schemes of regeneration
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofand reuse of sites which are left derelict. Such priorities
development have been taken into account.could reduce the impact on countryside land and Green
Consideration has been given to channellingBelt areas. County Durham has such beauty and the
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityre use of sites should be a priority rather than further

encroaching on new spaces. (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG)

1983Question 12

noted that only 15% of the houses needed to 2035 isWe, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred in Durham City the remaining 85% is spread across

the rest of the county.The Spatial Strategy JustificationOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
sets out the importance of directing some developmentdevelopment proposals continue to reflect an
to Durham City. The reasons why the Sustainableover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. Communities option was chosen are set out in the
Plan. It should also be noted that only 15% of the

In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining
85% is spread across the rest of the county. The

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the importance
of directing some development to Durham City.proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and

around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
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intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.
The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north
of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:
1. The Western Relief Road
2. Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and
3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

This email is in response to requests for
feedback/views on the proposed development of a new

2073Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thetown by Sniperley car park.We are; [text redacted].We
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationallive next to the proposed development (within 100m

of new dev). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.Initially we were surprised at the scale of the new build,

which in effect, will be a new town. Apparently there
will be a new road serving this.

Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

We do not object in principal to new houses if they are
necessary. However, we are very, VERY worried about

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

how the development will be managed.The main worry be developed to high standards necessary to make
is the small B road outside our house that potentially them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
could be permanently blocked with cars from the new become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
houses and more importantly, be an unofficial site new local centre will include retail, community and
entrance and route for huge service lorries for the other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure acccess
building works. This is because when New College to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
was re-built – we had assurances that the entrance to Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
the works would be at the front near St Cuthbert on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
Terrace – this was not the case. They took no notice of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
at all. For 2 years we had huge, heavy lorries from 8am incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
trundling past our house, all day every day – it was a City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. Concerns
nightmare. It caused cracks in our house that were not have been consdiered as part of the Health Impact
there before – the B road was not designed for such
use.

Assessment and a recommendation is that appropriate
conditions could be discussed as part of any future
planning application.My Mum is 93, and has dementia. I gave up my studio

in Fowlers Yard to look after my Mum. We do not want
Mum’s last years to be staring out at industrial lorries
parading backwards and forwards in front of our home.

We ask that if this development is to go ahead,
seriously changing the nature of our area, thought is
given beforehand as to the route the lorries will take
to the building site. Our B road is NOT designed for
heavy use. The new road should be built first to
accommodate the lorries.
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I would be grateful for feedback on this and a chance
to speak to someone regarding the issues I have
brought up.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Policy 6, Durham City’s Sustainable Urban Extension
(page 60) states that ‘In order to meet housing need

2096Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyand to promote sustainable patters of development,
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areland at Sniperley Lane and Sherburn Road, are
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlyallocated for planned urban extensions and will be

removed from the Green Belt’. 15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theWe strongly object to policy 6 which includes significant

Green Belt land deletion for the purpose of residential county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the
importance of directing some development to Durhamdevelopment. We refer to paragraph 65 of the
City. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out thatInspector’s views on the soundness of the previous
the rationale for the Sustainable Communities option.County Durham Plan (2014) which states ‘In order to
Planning Practice Guidance states that all studentachieve soundness, the table in Policy 4 should be
accommodation, whether it consists of communal hallsre-calculated following a comprehensive review of
of residence or self contained dwellings, and whetherallowances made for windfall sites, use of empty homes
or not it is on campus can be included towards theand release of properties currently used as student
supply of housing based on the amount ofHMOs. If a lower growth target for County Durham is
accommodation it releases into the housing market.used and with a more balanced distribution this would
Despite the development of new studentresult in a considerably lower figure than the 5,220
accommodation within the county, current evidencecalculated for Durham City. An appropriate adjustment
does not indicate that it is resulting in houses in multiplecould then be made to the provision in other towns and
occupation (HMOs) being released into the general
housing market.

villages in the Central Delivery Area not constrained
by Green Belt such as Brandon, Coxhoe/Parkhill,
Bowburn, Langley Park, Lanchester and Sherburn’.
(Emphasis our own).

We consider that the Inspector’s views on the previous
draft Local Plan (2014) should be carefully considered
as part of this consultation process as Durham County
Council has opted for a lower growth target within this
Draft Local Plan. Based on this, an appropriate
adjustment should be made to the provision of housing
in towns and villages such as Lanchester, which are
not constrained by Green Belt, prior to the deletion of
Green Belt land.

We wholly support the previous Inspector’s view that
additional housing should be accommodated within
smaller towns and villages in order to achieve a more
balanced distribution of housing across the county and
increase the housing offer in those areas.

The significant proposed Green Belt deletion in Policy
6 would not accord with national policy and would result
in the permanent and unnecessary loss of valuable
Green Belt land as there are other sites within the
County which could help to deliver the housing target
which are not on Green Belt land.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Question no 12 . Policy no 6.

Again the council seem to be focusing the majority of
the new development of housing in Durham City at the
expense of the surrounding settlements.

2166Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of

Although Durham is the largest settlement in the area
and key for growth H5 & H6 will accommodate 2,320

development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling

units, which is going to mean a huge green belt development towards the urban area of Durham City
release. These sites should be reduced in size and (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
more development sites allocated in the other main and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
settlements, this would limit the impact on the green locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
belt and support the growth of other towns/large
villages. This would be a more sustainable approach.

Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,Sites such as 1/CO/44 (SHLAA reference) which are

not in the green belt and logical for development should regional transport hub and services and facilities;
be allocated first before any green belt release is
considered.

maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure/ 1/CO/44 has been deemed unsuitable
in the SHLAA and will be required for structure planting
for the Knitlsey Lane site allocation.

The methodology for the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment means that any site in the

To Whom it may concern,

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to voice
my concerns regarding the newly proposed Durham

2165Question 12

Green Belt is regarded as unsuitable. The Green Belt
Assessment considers the role that general areas orCounty Plan, laid out in the document “County Durham
parcels play against each of the five Green BeltPlan Preferred options 2018”. Specifically, Policy 6,
purposes. The Exceptional Circumstances paper setsthe proposed removal of land from the current green
out the range of alternatives that have been consideredbelt, and the boundaries of the newly proposed Green

Belt. in light of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

In the document “Preferred Options Policy Map 2018”
on Map 14, you have earmarked section H/5 as been

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.

the preferred land mass to be removed from the green Consideration has been given to channelling
belt relating to Policy 6 in “County Durham Plan
Preferred options 2018”

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsI find it rather strange and worrisome that despite your

own reports (including the “Durham County Council locations beyond the Green Belt. Directing housing
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment – development to Sniperley Park will allow for
Individual Sites assessment  June 2018” and the opportunities for sustainable transport opportunities
“Durham County Council Green Belt Assessment including public transport and the park and ride. The
Green Belt Review: Stage 1 and 2 Report June 2018”) Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham City
indicating that specific parcels of land that make up has significantly more jobs available compared to other
H/5  are unsuitable for development, that Durham towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
County Council would ignore this advice and propose work movements. The Exceptional Cirucmstances
that there preferred plan would remove all of this land
from the Green Belt in its entirety.

paper also sets out those which exist for both the
Western and Northern Relief Roads. Exceptional
cirucmstances wont exist unless the benefits clearly
outweigh any harm.
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Below are a few, but by no means all, excerpts from
the above mentioned documentation for the readers
convenience.

In the Document “Durham County Council Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment – Individual
Sites assessment  June 2018” and the accompanying
map Booklet this land is broken down into 3 sections.

4/DU/152

4/DU/102

4/DU/101

I have included “Outcome of Assessment” section and
“Heritage Impact” Section of the report for each section
of land  below for your attention

4/DU/152

Heritage Impact: Heritage have confirmed that there
is a designated assets on the site. Sniperley Hall is on
the list of parks and gardens of local interest (DCC list
not the national HE register). If the site were to be
developed it would be likely to have a major negative
impact on Sniperley Hall. Development would need to
be high quality and retain the historic building and any
notable park structures or qualities. Sniperley Hall is
shown on the 1860 OS Map and may be considered
a non-designated heritage asset worthy of retention

Outcome of Assessment: This site is to be deemed
unsuitable to reflect its Green Belt status. Landscape
have identified that development of the site would result
in significant adverse impact on an Area of High
Landscape Value. The majority of the site is Private
Space as identified in the County Durham Open Space
Needs Assessment. A safe access to the site from the
A691 may be prohibited due to a bend in the road
leading to poor forward visibility to the north west.
County Durham and Darlington Fire Station occupies
the site and access to Sniperley Farm. This would be
unsuitable for a residential access for a large residential
development. Ecology and heritage have identified
significant constraints on site.

4/DU/101

Heritage Impact : There are several sites of
archaeological interest known from aerial photographic
evidence so the presence and identification of
archaeological features at the site will need to be
investigated further through geophysical survey and
subsequent investigation as necessary.

The site does not form part of the setting to the World
Heritage Site, and is not part of the visual environment
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of the historic core on account it is screened from view
by intervening topography and buildings.

The site is adjacent to the grounds of Sniperley Hall
and Farm. Sniperley Hall is of local significance and
the farm is an attractive group.Their settings would be
affected by development. becoming rural buildings in
a suburban context. This could be mitigated to some
extent by the use of structured planting in the area
adjacent to Sniperley Hall.

Outcome of Assessment: This site is to be deemed
unsuitable to reflect its current Green Belt status. Major
investment in infrastructure would be required to
support a development of this size. There is some
surface water flooding on the site which will need to
be addressed through SuDS. The site does not form
part of the setting to the World Heritage Site, and is
not part of the visual environment of the historic core
on account it is screened from view by intervening
topography and buildings. Heritage and ecology
constraints will need to be investigated and addressed.
There is limited capacity at Pity Me Sewage Treatment
Works however investment is taking place eleswhere
within Durham City to provide mitigation.

4/DU/102

Heritage Impact : The historic character of the site
itself has not survived. There are some features of
unidentified form and date known from aerial
photographs of the site. However this area no longer
shows any evidence of its former post-medieval
planned enclosure and piecemeal enclosure, because
the former field boundaries have been grubbed out to
create large modern fields. The presence and
identification of archaeological features at the site will
need to be investigated further through further desk
based research and subsequent investigation as
necessary.

Site is adjacent to Sniperley Hall (listed building) along
with its gardens. Sensitive development will be required
to generate a good quality living environment which
respects its setting.

The site does not form part of the setting to the WHS,
and is not part of the visual environment of the historic
core.

Outcome of Assessment: This site is to be deemed
unsuitable to reflect its current Green Belt status. Site
is adjacent to Sniperley Hall (listed building) along with
its gardens. The gardens are identified also identified
in the County Durham Open Space Needs
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Assessment. Sensitive consideration which respects
its setting would be required. The site does not form
part of the setting to the World Heritage Site, and is
not part of the visual environment of the historic core.
Major investment in infrastructure would be required
to support a development of this size.

In the Document “Durham County Council Green Belt
Assessment Green Belt Review: Stage 1 and 2 Report
June 2018” the area in question falls  under General
Area 27: North.

Below are a few excerpts from the document displaying
these areas characteristics and why they are important
to the greenbelt:

Purpose 1: To check the unrestricted sprawl of Large
Built Up Areas

Overall, the General Area is connected to two defined
large built up areas.The existing Green Belt boundary
consists of a mix of durable and less durable
boundaries and the Green Belt has had a role
protecting land which is considered to be open.

The General Area is connected to the built up area of
Durham City along one boundary consisting of the
A167. The General Area is also connected to the built
up area of Chester-le- Street along one boundary which
is defined by numerous features. Development would
not constitute rounding off therefore creating the risk
of sprawl.

Overall assessment: What level of contribution does
the General Area make to purpose 1?

Score: Strong

Purpose 2: To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging into one another

The land gap between Durham City and
Chester-le-Street is approximately 4.5km and consists
of open countryside and some inset settlements. The
A167 forms a direct route between the settlements.
There are no direct views between the settlements.
The General Area is considered to play a crucial role
in maintaining a gap between settlements as loss of
openness from development of the northern or
southern section of the General Area would
substantially reduce the gap between them resulting
in their perceived merging. Development of the whole
of the General Area would cause settlements to merge.

The land gap between Durham City and Sacriston /
Witton Gilbert is approximately 2km and consists of
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open countryside.The B6532 and A691 forms a direct
route between the settlements. Given that Sacriston
is raised being on top of a hill it overlooks Durham City
with long line open views. Development of the southern
section of the General Area could result in the merging
of the settlements thus the General Area plays a crucial
role in maintaining a gap between settlements as loss
of openness would cause them to merge.

Overall General Area 27 plays a crucial role in
maintaining a gap between settlements whereby loss
of openness would cause them to merge, or
substantially reduce the gap between them.

Overall assessment: What level of contribution does
the General Area make to purpose 2?

Score: Strong

Purpose 3: To assist in safeguarding the countryside
from encroachment

Southern section
In the southern section of the General Area, there are
some small areas of woodland however overall there
are low levels of vegetation. The topography of the
southern section consists of a hill with the land form
sloping upwards away from Durham City to Sacriston,
thus Sacriston is located at the top of the hill (Findon
Hill) and therefore there are open long line views from
Sacriston to Durham City. From the middle of this
southern section along the B6532, there are open long
line views to Bear Park. The top of Durham Cathedral
is also visible from within this southern section.

Overall assessment: What level of contribution does
the General Area make to purpose 3?

Score: Moderate

Purpose 4: To preserve the setting and special
character of historic towns

1 Views In and Out towards the Countryside,
including long distance views.

The General Area falls within the Outer Setting of
Durham City. It contains one notable viewpoints from
World Heritage Site Management Plan from the B6532.
There are glimpses of the cathedral tower from the
south-western part of the General Area, however this
does not feature in the backdrop to the World Heritage
Site as this is a low lying area within the valley and
cannot be viewed from the City. There are long line
views of the cathedral and World Heritage Site from
Findon Hill (south of Sacriston) and this area forms
part of the backdrop from viewpoints across the City.
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The south of the General Area is considered to make
a strong contribution to the historic setting of Durham
City.

1 Historic and cultural association

The General Area contains four Grade II Listed
Buildings:

• Kimblesworth Grange Farmhouse and outhouse
attached (II).

• Cottage and Stables circa 100 metres west of
Kimbleworth Grange Farmhouse (II).

• Well House circa 20 metres south of Fyndoune
Mews (II).

• Fyndoune and Fynedoune Mews (II).

The General Area contains no Registered Park and
Gardens, Conservation Area or Scheduled Monuments.
A Park and Garden of Local Importance (Sniperley
Park) is locted in this General Area. Therefore this
makes a moderate contribution for this aspect of the
assessment.

 6. Landscape character / Quality

The majority of the General Area falls within the Wear
Lowlands Countryside Character Area and within the
Broad Landscape Type: Lowland Valley Terraces and
is therefore considered to make a moderate
contribution to the historic setting of Durham.

A small area to the south-east of the General Area is
within the Broad Landscape Type: Incised Lowland
Valley. This part of the General Area is therefore
considered to make a strong contribution to the historic
setting of Durham.

The Historic Core (Durham City Conservation Area) is
located approximately 0.7 km south of this General
Area (from its nearest point to the Historic Core). The
0.7km gap is post WWII built form. This General Area
therefore makes a moderate contribution to the setting
of the historic City of Durham.

Score: Moderate

Overall assessment: What level of contribution does
the General Area make to purpose 4?

Score: Moderate

Purpose 5: To assist in urban regeneration, by
encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban
land.

Overall assessment: What level of contribution does
the General Area make to purpose 5?

Score: Moderate
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 I find it strange that the councils preferred plan, goes
against the evidence provided in the reports mentioned
above.

A further report entitled “Durham Plan, Exceptional
Circumstances June 2018” suggests that the reason
that this land needs to be removed from the Greenbelt,
is because if it is not, the damage to Durham City will
be greater than if it remains in the greenbelt. I failed
to any evidence within the report to suggest why,
however I very helpful councillor at one of the
consultation sessions mentioned that due to the fact
that Durham city centre is the only area in the County
that is an area of air quality control, and that the
creation of the proposed bypass, around Durham city
centre and then along the Northern Boundary of H/5
would help reduce the amount of traffic through
Durham city.

I, rightly or wrongly, assume that this is what the
“Durham Plan, Exceptional Circumstances June 2018”
report is referring to when it says the damage to
Durham will be greater than if this land remains in the
greenbelt?

If this is the case, then I would question why, has the
area marked 4/DU/152 in the “Durham County Council
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment –
Individual Sites assessment  June 2018” been marked
for removal from the Green Belt? When only a few
years ago in a document entitled “Sniperley Park
Supplementary planning document 2013” suggested
that this land should not be removed from the
greenbelt? I would like to know what has explicitly
changed in this time and the reason for its inclusion in
the proposed land for development.

            In the most recent preferred plan, the removal
of  4/DU/152 appears to be wholly unnecessary to
Durham councils bid to improve air quality in the city
centre, and extremely detrimental to the surrounding
area of “Local and historic importance” Sniperley Hall
and Gardens, as mentioned throughout all of the
reports provided in June.

I do not believe that the proposed boundary of the
Greenbelt, which is currently a post and rail fence to
be suitable, as per the UK greenbelt policy guidelines,
and would like to see the removal of 4/DU/152 from
the preferred plans, so that a more sustainable
boundary of woodland, trees and hedgerows can be
used, and so this woodland area can remain in the
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protection of the greenbelt, and safe from development.
Giving a further buffer to this area of local, historic
importance. While I am in favour of this area been
marked for open parkland in the preferred plan, I do
not feel this “promise” of potential parkland to be
sufficient and would request this area to remain within
the current Greenbelt.

Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns. I
am happy to provide further evidence and citations in
favour of my case if requested.

Many Thanks

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

In the light of representations made in response to
Policy 5 seeking the deletion of Sites H5 and H6 our
client would object to Policy 6 on the following grounds:

2134Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalObjection to Policy 6 – Question 12

The ‘exceptional circumstances’ have not been
demonstrated to justify the removal of land from the

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channellingGreen Belt around Durham City and the proposed
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityallocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park (H5)
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsand Sherburn Rd (H6) as Strategic Housing
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsAllocations. There are many adequate sites available
locations beyond the Green Belt. Land at Kays Halland suitable for sustainable housing development in
Farm was deemed to be unsuitable within the SHLAAthe settlements surrounding Durham City that do not
as highway access was problematic and was alsorequire the removal of land from the Green Belt to meet
considered as part of the wider Area of Search 1 Norththe County’s housing requirement, whatever that might

be. of Scariston which was dismissed on ecological
grounds.

The Green Belt was established around Durham City
in order to protect its historic setting and character. It
was established on the full knowledge that it would in
due course constrain the future development and
outward sprawl of the City.

Circumstances have not changed in respect of its
justification. There is still a need to protect the historic
character and setting of the City for the benefit of future
generations. If these areas were not needed to achieve
this aim they would have not been included in the
Green Belt in the first instance.
The proposed releases will impact adversely on this
fundamental green belt objective and should not
therefore be permitted so long as the identified housing
requirement can be met sustainably on other suitable
non Green Belt land in the vicinity.

There are a range of sites on non Green Belt land
around settlements such as Sacriston etc. where new
housing development would not only be sustainable
in economic, social and environmental terms but would
deliver much wider regeneration benefits for the County
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as a whole. The primary justification for proposing the
allocation of the Sniperley Park development is the
fact that its allocation will help fund the construction of
the Durham City western by-pass. However, this in
itself does not provide the exceptional circumstances
necessary for a Green Belt release and large housing
allocations as such an argument could be replicated
widely elsewhere.

Equally no cogent ‘exceptional reason’ is given for the
proposed release of land at Sherburn Road. It is simply
a large housing site that offers no particular
sustainability advantages over any other site of a
similar scale. There is no exceptional need for this
release when alternative sustainable sites area
available in and around various villages to the north,
east and west, that whilst they lie beyond the Green
Belt they are close to the City and well connected to
the City by public transport etc.

Comments noted. Comments made in response to the
Plan are taken into consideration however they also

Policy 6 proposes the allocation of two Sustainable
Urban Extensions at Sniperley Park and Sherburn

2343Question 12

have to be balanced against available evidence. TheRoad delivering 2,320 new homes in total towards
reasons why the Sustainable Communities option wasdelivering the residual housing requirement. These
chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be notedextensions would both require land to be released from
that only 15% of the houses needed to 2035 is inthe Green Belt with the justification for this being set
Durham City the remaining 85% is spread across theout within the Preferred Options Exceptional
rest of the county. The Spatial Strategy JustificationCircumstances report. The evidence base essentially
sets out the importance of directing some development
to Durham City.

states that there is insufficient land which meets the
spatial strategy justification which is also suitable,
available and viable to be able to contribute towards
achieving the residual housing requirement.

Whilst our Client does not wish to make specific
comments on these extensions in terms of their
justification for release from the Green Belt, their
location and/or boundaries, they do broadly support
the proposals. In light of our response to the earlier
questions and the need to increase the housing
requirement, consideration should also be given to
increasing the residual housing numbers allocated to
Sniperley Park, in line with the percentage allocated
to the Durham City Monitoring Area. In addition, the
1,900 houses to be allocated at Sniperley Park should
be presented as an approximate number to allow for
flexibility.

In addition, whilst our Client considers it appropriate
to allocate further residual housing numbers to the
SUE’s, this could not be done exponentially and without
further justification and assessment.Therefore, should
the residual housing number increase, as advocated
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above, then the Council must revisit other Green Belt
sites in the main settlements of Bishop Auckland,
Consett, Newton Aycliffe, Peterlee and Seaham as
well as other smaller settlements as advocated within
the spatial strategy, objective 2 and paragraph 1.14 of
the Spatial Strategy Justification. This will ensure that
the spatial strategy is delivered whilst allowing
additional sites to come forward in sustainable locations
which help contribute to the vitality of the settlement.

Our Client supports the policies reference supporting
infrastructure requirements and amenities set out at
points A – L but that any requirements must be
discussed between all parties to ensure that the
scheme remains viable and deliverable in accordance
with paragraphs 56 and 57 of the new NPPF.

In relation to point F, our Client acknowledges the
suggestion to deliver reduced housing densities in
proximity to Sniperley Hall and Farm, but that this
blanket statement does not provide sufficient flexibility
and could artificially restrict development on parts of
the site where higher densities may be suitable or
appropriate following further assessment. Similarly
flexibility should also be provided which allows for
higher densities to be delivered in the areas closest to
public transport links as set out under paragraph 123
of the new NPPF.

Our Client reserves the right to provide further
comment on these policies at future rounds of
consultation, where necessary.

The Masterplan which accompanies Sniperley Park
now shows that the Potterhouse Household Waste
Recycling facility can be retained on site.

Relocation of the Household Waste Recycling Centre
and Park and Ride facility needs to be clarified - How
and where specifically.  More green belt, presumably?

2402Question 12

What is the housing development in the middle of a
protected site near Clack Cliff Hill?

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The ‘exceptional circumstances’ have not been
demonstrated to justify the removal of land from the

2469Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theGreen Belt around Durham City and the proposed
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalallocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park (H5)
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofand Sherburn Rd (H6) as Strategic Housing
development have been taken into account.Allocations. There are many adequate sites available
Consideration has been given to channellingand suitable for sustainable housing development in
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythe settlements surrounding Durham City that do not
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsrequire the removal of land from the Green Belt to meet
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsthe County’s housing requirement, whatever that might

be. locations beyond the Green Belt. Land at Low Lathbury,
Cotherstone has been deemed unsuitable by theThe Green Belt was established around Durham City

in order to protect its historic setting and character. It
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was established on the full knowledge that it would in
due course constrain the future development and

SHLAA because of poor access, landscape and on
impact on the conservation area.

outward sprawl of the City. Circumstances have not
changed in respect of its justification. There is still a
need to protect the historic character and setting of the
City for the benefit of future generations. If these areas
were not needed to achieve this aim they would have
not been included in the green belt in the first instance.

The proposed releases will impact adversely on this
fundamental Green Belt objective and should not
therefore be permitted so long as the identified housing
requirement can be met sustainably on other suitable
non-green belt land in the vicinity.
There are a range of sites on non-green belt land
around settlements in west Durham where new housing
development would not only be sustainable in
economic, social and environmental terms but would
deliver much wider regeneration benefits for the County
as a whole. The primary justification for proposing the
allocation of the Sniperley Park development is the
fact that its allocation will help fund the construction of
the Durham City western by-pass. However, this in
itself does not provide the exceptional circumstances
necessary for a Green Belt release and large housing
allocations as such an argument could be replicated
widely elsewhere. Equally no cogent ‘exceptional‘
reason is given for the proposed release of land at
Sherburn Road. There is no exceptional need for this
release when alternative sustainable sites area
available in and around various villages to the north
and east, that whilst they lie beyond the Green Belt
are close to the City and well connected to the City by
public transport etc.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I wish to make comment and objections to the planned
building on Green Belt land at Sniperley and Aykley
Heads. as suggested in the County Durham Plan.

3579Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalThe National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets

out the policies for England and how they are expected Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.to be applied by Local Planning Authorities. These
Consideration has been given to channellingpolicies contained within are a material consideration

in the determination of planning applications. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

Paragraph 79 explains great importance is attached
to the Green Belt It stated that the fundamental aim of

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Directing housing

Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping development to Sniperley Park will allow for
land permanently open; the essential characteristics opportunities for sustainable transport opportunities
of Green Belt are their openness and their
permanence.

including public transport and the park and ride. The
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham City
has significantly more jobs available compared to other
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Paragraph 80 states that the Green Belt serves five
purposes;

towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
work movements.

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas
to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one
another
to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment
to preserve the setting and special character of historic
towns; and
to assist in urban regeneration , by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land

In order to build on Green Belt Land there needs to be
Very Special Circumstances.There are no Very Special
Circumstances that can possibly be attached to this
planning apllication to build on this land.

There is no infrasctruture regarding roads, traffic
congestion already at a standstill, schools, doctors etc.
Suggestions to build a western bypass( the road from
nowhere to nowhere to bypass some 3 miles past a
school on the A167) seems ludicrous to most residents.
To suggest that the traffic comes out through Park and
Ride site proves the point.

There are more that 20 BrownField sites in the Durham
area that can be built upon. A number of these sites
have access to the City and other employment sites.

From the meetings I have attended I feel that the
Council wants to build on the Green Belt site mentioned
to facilitate their eagerness to promote Aykley Heads
site as a business park. Maybe the Council should
reflect and look at the empty premises and land at
other business parks in the City area that are empty
and unfulfilled. Particularly the one labelled the Jewel
in the Crown previously that is not fully developed.

I strongly object to development on Green Belt land at
Sniperley and Aykley Heads.

The policy also sets out in order to achieve sustainable
and cohesive communities, the development must be

It is vital that full consideration is given to the
developments at both Sniperley Park and Sherburn

4212Question 12

connected to the existing development to the east ofRoad. The potential for these developments to have a
the A167 through suitable, convenient, safe andsignificant impact on traffic around the city is high, and
attractive cycleways and footpaths to ensure that thewill effectively extend the boundary of the settlements
development is not segregated. As part of a planningin these areas. In particular, the local authority
application a Transport Assessment and Travel Planacknowledge the impact that Sniperley Park will have
will be required. Sustainable transport opportunitieson the A167, and indicate that the Western Relief Road
exist on the site with movement frameworks towill be required to alleviate these issues. If this is the
incoportate any relevant schemes within the Durhamcase, then it is vital that any infrastructure
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.The Durhamimprovements are brought forward in conjunction with
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan sets out anthe development, to ensure that impact is minimised
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in the area. Any development on this site without
mitigating measures in place should be resisted.

ambitious and positive vision for the entire transport
network across the city. This includes being able to
provide more space for people travelling on foot, bikeFurthermore, consideration must be given to the impact

any development at Sherburn Road will have on and bus.This isn't possible without the Northern Relief
Road. Traffic modelling also shows that the A167 istransport infrastructure, as this development will sit
currently the most congested part of the transportright at the boundary to the west of the city, and road
network in both the AM and PM peaks. The absenceaccess into Durham from this area is limited, and often

very busy at peak times. of an effective alternative and the existing and future
congestion there is the requirement for the Western
Relief Road. With regard to traffic generated in the
proximity of Sherburn Road, in order to mitigate existing
traffic issues in the Dragonville/Sherburn Rd area
monies are being extracted from several developments
in the area.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the
infrastructure requirements for the delivery of sites

Sniperley Park (a planned 1900 houses on greenfield
land ) comes with a commitment on infrastructure and

3362Question 12

across the county including medical, community andservices, but sounds counter to the “no build on green
educational infrastructure, this includes Spennymoorbelt” ethos? There are 5 pages on Sniperley Park ,
as well as Durham City.The monitoring framework has
been updated to reflect your comments.

including a commitment to a Primary School– pages
63-67!  Nothing on Spennymoor with 2117 houses.
We have not found anything on schools yet, or
education other than University student
accommodation.

Monitoring and target. Surely we want more than just
tracking the number of houses built. If the goal is to
provide more social housing, more bungalows, new
housing etc in line with an agreed housing distribution
then surely these goals should drive the planning
approvals and build plans agree and monitoring should
include the metrics tracked to ensure that the actions
taken actually deliver progress towards the goals.

The reasons why the Sustainable Communities option
was chosen are set out in the Plan. It should also be

The development of a large housing estate at Sniperley
will drastically alter the size of Durham City.  Small

2823Question 12

noted that only 15% of the houses needed to 2035 isscale housing development should be the priority and
in Durham City the remaining 85% is spread acrossis appropriate for the size and character of Durham
the rest of the county.The Spatial Strategy JustificationCity.  I find Policy 6 detrimental to a more organic,
sets out the importance of directing some developmentincremental approach to development. The perceived
to Durham City. The reasons why the Sustainablenecessity to link the Sniperley development with the
Communities option was chosen are set out in theWestern Relief Road does not make a convincing case

for an unnecessary and damaging road development. Plan. It should also be noted that only 15% of the
houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining
85% is spread across the rest of the county. The
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the importance
of directing some development to Durham City.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Q 9 & 12 Policy 6

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3068Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
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the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only

Policy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
conflict with the National Planning Policy Framework
2018 (NPPF). 15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City

the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the

importance of directing some development to Durhamthat achieving sustainable development means that
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability arean economic objective, a social objective and an
considered including those relating to social and
environmental aspects

environmental objective. These objectives are
“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually
supportive ways” (para. 8).

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed
throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s justification for adopting what is referred
to as the ‘Sustainable Communities’ spatial strategy
is based on its conclusion that this was likely to provide
the greatest opportunities to deliver sustainable
patterns of growth.Yet following a review of the
Sustainability Appraisal (2018), this conclusion appears
to lack any tangible evidence.

The NPPF is clear that sustainable development means
balancing economic, social and environmental
objectives.The Sustainability Appraisal states that the
Sustainable Communities strategy is “likely to lead to
positive impacts in terms of co-locating housing with
employment, increase the amount of affordable housing
that will be delivered, support education and training
opportunities and support the vitality of the city centre
and other main towns.” There is nothing in the
background papers to suggest this assumption is based
on any form of comparative social and economic impact
assessment.This is despite the Council acknowledging
at paragraph 4.59 of the County Durham Preferred
Option 2018 (CDPPO), that respondents raised
concerns at the Issues and Options consultation that
there is no evidence [the preferred spatial strategy]
would provide economic or social resilience.

The environmental impact of the Council’s preferred
strategy is however clearly recognisable and has been
assessed in various background papers, with the
environmental impacts assessed as ‘adverse’. Not only
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does this strategy require the release of large areas
of green belt to provide housing land, these housing
sites are also dependent on proposed new relief roads
to the north and west of Durham City, also across
green belt land. When assessing these proposals
during examination of the previous (now withdrawn)
County Durham Plan, the Inspector concluded (para.
100 of the Interim Report) that the “the costs of these
relief roads … are not just financial: they include
environmental and other wider impacts and the effects
of these impacts on the City and its setting are
overwhelmingly adverse… I also note the serious
concerns about the qualitative effects of both relief
roads on the environment and purposes of the Green
Belt that would be the inevitable consequences of
forcing these routes through unspoilt countryside that
forms the setting of the City and the World Heritage
Site.”

As stated in paragraph 4.57 of the CDPPO, over half
of all respondents to the Issues and Options
consultation preferred the ‘Wider Dispersal’ spatial
strategy option.This option would not result in the loss
of any green belt, and it would therefore be reasonable
to assume this would be the starting point for further
assessment.Yet this option has not been explored any
further. Instead, the Council has set out from the start
its preference for the so called ‘Sustainable
Communities’ strategy, and then set out to find the
exceptional circumstances to justify this. It is our view
that exceptional circumstances cannot exist whilst there
is an alternative strategy that would prevent green belt
deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
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approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

The Council suggests in its Sustainability Appraisal
that the Wider Dispersal option is “likely to further
increase congestion, air quality within the AQMA and
emissions within the City, which may in turn impact
upon the setting of the WHS”. It is hard to comprehend
how this impact could be viewed as more significant
to the City and the WHS than that which would result
from the loss of substantial areas of green belt to
provide additional housing and the requisite relief
roads, effectively resulting in urban sprawl. It may well
be possible to mitigate against the adverse impacts
associated with the Wider Dispersal strategy, and the
costs associated may well prove to be better value for
money, particularly when considered alongside the
significantly lesser environmental impact. This in turn
leads back to the need to pursue the economic, social
and environmental objectives of sustainable
development in mutually supportive ways in order to
fully comply with the NPPF.

The Council cannot claim that ‘exceptional
circumstances’ exist to justify the deletion of green belt
until this alternative strategy has been explored further
and dismissed only if on the basis of evidence.

Support noted. With regard to Merryoaks, the site has
been considered within both the Green Belt

1.131 Persimmon Homes welcomes and fully supports
the identification of Sniperley Park as a sustainable

3409Question 12

Assessment, SHLAA and the Exceptionalurban extension to Durham City and we look forward
Circumstances. The site was deemed unsuitable as ato working with the Council in the delivery of the
Green Belt release owing to the narrowness of themasterplan. We consider the proposed boundary of

the allocation is logical and correct. Green Belt in this location and there being no
opportunity to create a strongly defined durable Green
Belt boundary.

1.132 The Sniperley Park site can deliver a mix of
homes to meet a range of needs for different
households. The proposals also include community
facilities and services to meet day-to-day needs
including education provision, shops, public open space
and enhanced opportunities for walking and cycling.
The masterplan will follow a landscape-led design
approach, with existing landscape features being
protected and retained wherever possible, whilst new
green infrastructure routes including wildlife corridors
and open space will be created. Overall, the
development will deliver a thriving and sustainable new
community on the edge of Durham City.

1.133 Persimmon Homes welcome the amendment to
the allocation boundary to include land around
Sniperley Hall and Farm to the south west of the site.
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The revised NPPF Paragraph 138 clearly directs
authorities who conclude that it is necessary to release
Green Belt land for development “Should give first
consideration to land which has been
previously-developed and/or is well served by public
transport”. This area of the sites proximity to the Park
and Ride facility clearly should be given first
consideration under the prescriptions of paragraph 138.

1.134 It is now considered that the proposed boundary
is logical from a landscape, Green Belt and sustainable
development perspective. The allocation boundary in
this location aligns with the ridgeline between Sniperley
Hall and Farm facilitating housing to be provided north
of the line within logical developable area which bares
no direct landscape relationship to Sniperley Hall
frontage. In addition this approach caters for the
retention and enhancement of the Sniperley Hall
frontage parkland and allows development to occur
exactly how Persimmon Homes proposed in our
previous submission in relation to this matter.

1.135 Persimmon Homes welcomes and fully supports
the identification of Sniperley Park in the Preferred
Options Policies Map as a housing allocation and a
Durham City Sustainable Urban Extension. There are
considered to be exceptional circumstances for the
amendment of the Green Belt boundary to exclude
Sniperley Park and for its allocation for a residential-led
development. These circumstances are provided in
the County Durham Plan Exceptional Circumstances
report (June 2018).

1.136 The NPPF advises that Green Belt boundaries
should only be amended in exceptional circumstances
through the preparation or updating of plans. Durham
County Council has undertaken a full assessment of
the sites across the county and the revision to the
Green Belt has been fully evidenced and justified in
order to deliver sufficient housing land to meet local
housing needs. The Council has identified suitable,
deliverable housing allocations for 3,975 dwellings and
identified that a further 2,297 dwellings are required to
meet housing needs (para. 11.1 of the Exceptional
Circumstances Report). As a consequence, the sites
at Sniperley Park has been identified by the Council
for Green Belt release.

1.137 As explained in the Council’s Exceptional
Circumstances Report, the development of Sniperley
Park will:

• Ensure a sustainable pattern of development by
building on Durham City’s position as the county’s
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employment centre, regional transport hub and regional
centre for services and facilities;
• Maximise the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means;

• Provide the right type of housing to meet needs and
aspirations of existing and future residents which
supports the economy of the county and the need for
more and better jobs;
• Help address economic under-performance across
the county by supporting the economic potential of
Durham City and the deliverability of Aykley Heads by
capturing business and investment growth, retaining
graduates and creating opportunities to increase and
retain spending in the city, supporting an improved
retail offer and reducing the impact of the fluctuation
in population between University terms; and
• Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and
other infrastructure by locating development in the
highest viability areas around Durham City (para. 11.3
of the Exceptional Circumstances report).

1.138 Overall, Persimmon Homes considers that there
are Exceptional Circumstances for amending the Green
Belt boundary to exclude Sniperley Park and there are
very substantial benefits from the allocation of
Sniperley Park as a Sustainable Urban Extension. We
welcome the inclusion of land around Sniperley Farm
and Hall and consider that the proposed boundary,
inclusive of this land and extending to Potterhouse
Lane and Trout’s Lane, is entirely logical and results
in a green belt boundary that is clearly defined by a
physical feature which is easily recognisable and
permanent. It is Persimmon Homes’ view that any
extension beyond Pottershouse Lane and Trout’s Lane
would undermine the case for Green Belt amendments
due to the weakening of the proposals against the
requirements of revised framework paragraph 139.
The proposed Northern Relief Road alignment further
cements the physical nature and permanence of this
boundary.

1.139 Persimmon Homes are committed to working
collaboratively on the masterplan of the site as defined
by the Green Belt boundaries outlined in the proposed
plan.This collaborative work with the Council and other
land owners should seek to maximise development
opportunities within the constraints of Greenbelt
amendments proposed. Persimmon Homes are firmly
of the view that further erosion of the Green Belt north
of Pottershouse Lane / Trout’s Lane can not, and
should not, be supported.
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Comments on Policy 6 and the Supporting Text
1.140 With regard to Policy 6 (Durham City’s
Sustainable Urban Extensions), Persimmon Homes
object to the current wording and suggest that the text
within Policy 6 and paragraph 4.105 is amended to
state “estimated yield of” 1,900 houses at Sniperley
Park. This amendment will ensure consistency with
Table 5 which refers to an “estimated yield” and shall
allow the actual yield to be directed and informed by
the masterplanning exercise ensuring development
opportunities are maximised.

1.141 Policy 6 (b) refers to the provision of a new
primary school or schools. Persimmon Homes would
welcome discussions with the Council to establish the
exact nature and level of the education provision to
ensure that the scheme is deliverable in all regards.

1.142 Policy 6 (c) discusses the relocation of the
Household Waste Recycling Centre from Potterhouse
Lane to enable the improvement of current provision
in an appropriate location. Persimmon Homes would
welcome discussions with the Council to establish the
strategy for relocating the recycling centre.

1.143 Policy 6 (f) Persimmon Homes note the
requirement for development in the vicinity of Sniperley
Hall and Farm to have regard to their character and
setting.We are however object to the blanket statement
indicating reduced housing densities within this area
as an appropriate response. Persimmon Homes accept
that in prominent locations around Sniperley Hall and
Farm it would be appropriate for densities to be
reduced. However within less visually prominent
parcels of the area of land around Sniperely Hall and
Farm higher density should be allowable to allow for
the optimisation of development in close proximity to
public transport in accordance with revised NPPF
paragraph 137(b). Policy 6 (f) should be amended
accordingly.

1.144 Persimmon Homes object to the reference to
explore the connection to a district heating network
under Policy 6 (h). We note there is no national
requirement for district hearing systems to be provided
for large scale development, plus it does not appear
that this has been tested in the Local Plan Viability
Testing Report (June 2018) prepared by CPV on behalf
of Durham County Council or in the County Durham
Plan Infrastructure Delivery Plan (June 2018). Beyond
this Persimmon Homes are highly sceptical of the
feasibility of utilising the district heating network as a
solution. Historically as set out in the Combined Heat
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and Power Guidance this approach never works
without very high densities and incorporation of heat
generating mixed use components such as hospitals.
Persimmon Homes wish to work collaboratively with
the Council in delivering Sniperley Park however a
component of this is to be honest when policy burdens
are unrealistic. The District Heating Network
requirement is one such case.

1.145 Policy 6 (l) relates to the Western Relief Road
(WRR). Persimmon Homes notes the Council’s stated
requirement for the WRR and acknowledges the
payment of an appropriate contribution towards this
route from the Sniperley Park development. Persimmon
Homes would, however, seek further clarity from the
Council on required infrastructure and the funding
mechanisms.This clarification in regards to the phasing
and funding of the WRR is key to ensuring and
evidencing deliverability, as currently drafted Policy
6(l) indicates that road must be delivered “in advance
of any planning permission”. This position is
unacceptable and Persimmon Homes object to its
inclusion. However we are willing to contribute and
undertake early highway investigation in order to
understand existing network capacities to inform a
phased delivery of the road which ensures that the
infrastructure is funded and delivered when it is
required but which also facilitates the early delivery
dwellings upon the site ahead of the road being in
place.

1.146 Paragraph 4.105 states that Sniperley Park will
promote innovative approaches to sustainable design
which reflect current best practice, whilst paragraph
4.107 states that the site will be an exemplar of design
quality and sustainable development. Although
Persimmon Homes is generally supportive of these
principles, they could have significant cost implications
which have not been taken into account in the Local
Plan Viability Testing Report or in the County Durham
Plan Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Persimmon Homes
therefore suggests that these paragraphs are amended
as follows to ensure soundness:

1.147 Paragraph 4.105 - “It will also promote innovative
Innovative approaches to sustainable design which
reflect current best practice will be encouraged where
practical and provided this does not impact on
development viability in order to deliver a sustainable
development supported by appropriate supporting
utilities and infrastructure”
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1.148 Paragraph 4.107 - “The site will be an exemplar
of a high design quality and sustainable development
and include a strong landscape framework…”.

1.149 Paragraph 4.109 advises that the Transport
Assessment will be required to show how the build out
of the site will relate to the completion of the WRR.
Persimmon Homes welcomes the opportunity to have
discussions with the Council regarding the phasing of
Sniperley Park and any linkages to the WRR.

1.150 Policy 6 (g) relates to the provision of a linear
country park, Persimmon Homes notes the importance
of a positive green infrastructure strategy on and would
welcome further discussions on the route and nature
of the scheme
Viability and Deliverability

1.151 The recently published Viability guidance
significantly increases the burden of proof for strategic
sites and requires significant evidence to be provided
at plan-making stage to confirm their viability and
deliverability. This requirement lies at the heart of our
concern around cumulative burden. In order to ensure
viability at Plan-making stage the Council need to
consider reducing the various “like to have” policy
burdens and retain only those which are essential.
Persimmon Homes however are willing to work with
the Council to ensure this viability burden of proof is
overcome and welcome early discussions in this
regard.

1.152 As discussed in paragraphs 1.61 – 1.79
Persimmon Homes object to the non-allocation of
Merryoaks as a Sustainable Urban Extension to
Durham City. For the reasons stated Persimmon
Homes contend that Merryoaks should be removed
from the Greenbelt and allocated for residential
development. Accordingly in support of any future
allocation at Merryoaks development requirements
should be set out for the site within Policy 6.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

How can development of 1900 houses at Sniperley
Park be considered 'sustainable' and a plan 'sound'

2581Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thewhen it involves the free choice of building on a large
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalsite in the green belt?  and on the Council's admission
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofnecessitates a relief road across other green belt land?
development have been taken into account.(And with the development being needed to find that
Consideration has been given to channellingroad).  Requirement for new housing sites has
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityconsiderably reduced since 2014, and it seems without
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsSniperley that housing sites proposed for the City
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsvis-a-vis the County would be in proportion with current

housing. locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
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Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The ‘exceptional circumstances’ have not be
demonstrated to justify the removal of land from the

2555Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theGreen Belt around Durham City and the proposed
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalallocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park (H5)
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofand Sherburn Rd (H6) as Strategic Housing
development have been taken into account.Allocations. There are many adequate sites available
Consideration has been given to channellingand suitable for sustainable housing development in
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythe settlements surrounding Durham City that do not
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsrequire the removal of land from the Green Belt to meet
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsthe County’s housing requirement, whatever that might

be. locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are toThe Green Belt was established around Durham City

in order to protect its historic setting and character. It ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,was established on the full knowledge that it would in
regional transport hub and services and facilities;due course constrain the future development and

outward sprawl of the City. maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;

Circumstances have not changed in respect of its
justification. There is still a need to protect the historic

addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure.character and setting of the City for the benefit of future

generations. If these areas were not needed to achieve
this aim they would have not been included in the green
belt in the first instance. The proposed releases will
impact adversely on this fundamental green belt
objective and should not therefore be permitted so long
as the identified housing requirement can be met
sustainably on other suitable non-green belt land in
the vicinity.

There are a range of sites on non-green belt land
around settlements such as Sacriston etc. where new
housing development would not only be sustainable
in economic, social and environmental terms but would
deliver much wider regeneration benefits for the County
as a whole. The primary justification for proposing the
allocation of the Sniperley Park development is the
fact that its allocation will help fund the construction of
the Durham City western by-pass. However, this in
itself does not provide the exceptional circumstances
necessary for a green belt release and large housing
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allocations as such an argument could be replicated
widely elsewhere.

Equally no cogent ‘exceptional‘ circumstances have
been given for the proposed release of land at
Sherburn Road. It is simply a large housing site that
offers no particular sustainability advantages over any
other site of a similar scale. There is no exceptional
need for this release when alternative sustainable sites
area available in and around various villages to the
north and west.

In order to reduce the dominance of car traffic and
improve the permeability, both sites will incorporate

Following a recent visit to one of your consultation
events, I must object strongly to the preferred option
proposal in my vicinity.
The proposal to erect over 400 houses at the Sherburn
Road location will have major implications to the

3400Question 12

convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian and
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoining
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan for

detriment of all current residents for the following
reasons;
- The highways infrastructure is already under
considerable pressure and will only be made worse by

each site will also be required to ensure that reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic in accordance with the Promoting
Sustainable Travel policy and Durham City Transport

the addition of extra housing with associated vehicle
usage.
- There are no details of how or where vehicle access
to the residential area onto the A181 will happen -

policy. The movement frameworks of each site should
also incorporate any relevant schemes within the
Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.
Sherburn Retail Link Road will provide a link road from

surely this needs to be fully investigated and explained
before any proposal is put forward.
- The Sherburn Road Relief Road which is proposed
to pass adjacent to my property will cause a major

Sherburn Retail Park through Dragonville Industrial
Estate to the north of Damson Lane. It will help the
regeneration of the Sherburn Road/Dragonville area
of Durham City and help relieve congestion on the east

increase in traffic and therefore a massive loss of side of Durham City. Much of the funding for the Link
amenity to myself and neighbouring properties. This, Road is now in place and it will progress in the near

future.along with the overall highways situation in the area,
needs a major rethink and a workable solution
proposed, rather than a feeble attempt to improve the
situation at a low cost. Other options are clearly
available and these need to be investigated rather than
being glibly dismissed.
- The proposal is on Green Belt land - there is a reason
that this has been designated as Green Belt and
planners should take note, and not just change the
rules to suit themselves.
This is a brief resume of my views. Should you wish
to discuss further please do not hesitate to contact
myself.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Proposed Building on Sniperley Greenbelt land, quality
and design of housing generally, impact on the area
and required improvements.

3037Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National1 A huge number of residents are against any

building on the greenbelt of any kind. However Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.if this is to go ahead for the housing needed in
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the coming decades then it is essential that the
design and layout of this area is fit for this

Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City

century. Currently development is taking place (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
in County Durham which isn’t fit for the last
century.

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to2 The whole area should be a wonderful place to

live. This must include the protection of as much ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
of the Countryside as possible. The proposed on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
country park is welcomed, but the proposals regional transport hub and services and facilities;
haven’t got a jot of detail about this. When the maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
final plan comes back to the public for providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
“consultation” it will be too late for anyone to addressing economic performance and maximising
object – nothing will be changed. Full details of the delivery of affordable housing and other
the extent of development and open space infrastructure. Sniperley Park will be required to provide
should have been indicated at this stage. Seeking for a compensatory improvement to offset the removal
approval from the public by giving promises of a of land from the Green Belt, a linear park will be
country park, only to come back with a narrow provided in perpetuity through the centre of the site.
strip of land and over development will be The park will run from the mature woodland at Folly
unacceptable and challenged at the public
inquiry.

Plantation and habitats of the former Cater House Pit
to the parklands of Sniperley Hall in the west to Folly
Bridge in the east. The linear park will provide net3 There must be robust adherence to the maximum

housing levels proposed. It is certain that once ecological gains. Detailed proposals regarding site
this area of land has been passed in the County drainage and sustainable drainage systems will be set
Plan as for development that every developer out at any future planning application. A planning
will seek to put twice as many houses on this application would also be expected to accord with all

criterion of the policy.land as was previously promised in the plan.The
indicative layout should be set at this stage with
areas of greenbelt land allocated now within the
Sniperley triangle to ensure that overdevelopment
cannot take place. All arts of the Proposed
Sniperley development area which do not have
infrastructure/ buildings on them should wherever
possible be retained in the greenbelt.

4 All water run-off caused by development on the
Sniperley development site should be retained
on site to avoid offsite flooding. Ponds, streams
and soak always should be included as part of
the plans, including measures to slow down run
off.

5 Housing should have water saving measures
including rainwater harvesting and soak away
designs and this should form part of the policies
drawn up so that developers are tied as far as
possible to such restrictions.

6 The Sniperley area is currently greenbelt, and if
development is to take place, this should be
respected as far as is possible with all possible
designs to ameliorate the loss of this greenbelt
included in development plans.
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7 All trees and hedgerows within the development
area should be retained as far as is possible and
new mixed hedgerows and trees planted to
replace any lost including the use of evergreen
native species.

8 All housing should be designed for modern living
– garages which actually fit cars in – rooms which
are rooms – not boxes.

9 All properties should be required to have fibre to
house broadband.

10 All properties should be required to be as close
as is possible to carbon neutral or carbon
negative and have onsite energy production.

11 There must be proper links between the existing
settlements of Pity Me and Framwellgate Moor
and the new development – for pedestrians and
cyclists. A single underpass and some dangerous
crossing points are completely insufficient and
would be an insult to existing residents as well
as those living on the new site.

12 The Household Waste Recycling Site must be
relocated in the nearby area on this side of
Durham City with all necessary noise and visual
impacts addressed.

13 Community infrastructure levies should be
provided to improve Framwellgate Moor Front
Street as the nearest main shopping area to the
proposed development. Existing and new
residents should not have to accept the continued
underinvestment in the infrastructure which has
gone on for decades.

14 We must have a new doctors surgery/health
centre as part of the Sniperley development.
Simply trying to expand existing facilities will not
work and will exacerbate existing traffic problems.

15 The Sniperley Development should not simply
be an excuse to build a big housing estate and
ignore the creation of a community. Housing
should have proper links to the proposed Country
Park, but there should also be a village centre
with a village green.

16 The proposed 10% of properties for elderly
residents (eg bungalows), is not sufficient for this
area. Additional types of affordable, adaptable
properties should be included to help those
elderly residents who already live in the area,
move to more appropriate properties, freeing up
existing family housing.
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17 There should be an element of self-build
considered for the site, and a variety of affordable
housing options.

Electoral boundaries and the Sniperley Development

1 The closest population area to the proposed
Sniperley development site is Framwellgate
Moor.To avoid duplication and unnecessary cost,
it would be sensible for the housing being
proposed to be incorporated into the
Framwellgate Moor Parish Council area, possibly
with Wards being created for the Parish. This
would require existing parish boundaries to be
redrawn.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Proposed Building on Sniperley Greenbelt land, quality
and design of housing generally, impact on the area
and required improvements.

3050Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National1 A huge number of residents are against any

building on the greenbelt of any kind. However Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.if this is to go ahead for the housing needed in
Consideration has been given to channellingthe coming decades then it is essential that the
development towards the urban area of Durham Citydesign and layout of this area is fit for this
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townscentury. Currently development is taking place
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsin County Durham which isn’t fit for the last

century. locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to2 The whole area should be a wonderful place to

live. This must include the protection of as much ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,of the Countryside as possible. The proposed
regional transport hub and services and facilities;country park is welcomed, but the proposals
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;haven’t got a jot of detail about this. When the
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;final plan comes back to the public for
addressing economic performance and maximising“consultation” it will be too late for anyone to
the delivery of affordable housing and otherobject – nothing will be changed. Full details of
infrastructure. Sniperley Park will be required to providethe extent of development and open space
for a compensatory improvement to offset the removalshould have been indicated at this stage. Seeking
of land from the Green Belt, a linear park will beapproval from the public by giving promises of a
provided in perpetuity through the centre of the site.country park, only to come back with a narrow
The park will run from the mature woodland at Follystrip of land and over development will be
Plantation and habitats of the former Cater House Pitunacceptable and challenged at the public

inquiry. to the parklands of Sniperley Hall in the west to Folly
Bridge in the east. The linear park will provide net3 There must be robust adherence to the maximum

housing levels proposed. It is certain that once ecological gains. Detailed proposals regarding site
drainage and sustainable drainage systems will be setthis area of land has been passed in the County
out at any future planning application. A planningPlan as for development that every developer
application would also be expected to accord with all
criterion of the policy.

will seek to put twice as many houses on this
land as was previously promised in the plan.The
indicative layout should be set at this stage with
areas of greenbelt land allocated now within the
Sniperley triangle to ensure that overdevelopment
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cannot take place. All arts of the Proposed
Sniperley development area which do not have
infrastructure/ buildings on them should wherever
possible be retained in the greenbelt.

4 All water run-off caused by development on the
Sniperley development site should be retained
on site to avoid offsite flooding. Ponds, streams
and soak always should be included as part of
the plans, including measures to slow down run
off.

5 Housing should have water saving measures
including rainwater harvesting and soak away
designs and this should form part of the policies
drawn up so that developers are tied as far as
possible to such restrictions.

6 The Sniperley area is currently greenbelt, and if
development is to take place, this should be
respected as far as is possible with all possible
designs to ameliorate the loss of this greenbelt
included in development plans.

7 All trees and hedgerows within the development
area should be retained as far as is possible and
new mixed hedgerows and trees planted to
replace any lost including the use of evergreen
native species.

8 All housing should be designed for modern living
– garages which actually fit cars in – rooms which
are rooms – not boxes.

9 All properties should be required to have fibre to
house broadband.

10 All properties should be required to be as close
as is possible to carbon neutral or carbon
negative and have onsite energy production.

11 There must be proper links between the existing
settlements of Pity Me and Framwellgate Moor
and the new development – for pedestrians and
cyclists. A single underpass and some dangerous
crossing points are completely insufficient and
would be an insult to existing residents as well
as those living on the new site.

12 The Household Waste Recycling Site must be
relocated in the nearby area on this side of
Durham City with all necessary noise and visual
impacts addressed.

13 Community infrastructure levies should be
provided to improve Framwellgate Moor Front
Street as the nearest main shopping area to the
proposed development. Existing and new
residents should not have to accept the continued
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underinvestment in the infrastructure which has
gone on for decades.

14 We must have a new doctors surgery/health
centre as part of the Sniperley development.
Simply trying to expand existing facilities will not
work and will exacerbate existing traffic problems.

15 The Sniperley Development should not simply
be an excuse to build a big housing estate and
ignore the creation of a community. Housing
should have proper links to the proposed Country
Park, but there should also be a village centre
with a village green.

16 The proposed 10% of properties for elderly
residents (eg bungalows), is not sufficient for this
area. Additional types of affordable, adaptable
properties should be included to help those
elderly residents who already live in the area,
move to more appropriate properties, freeing up
existing family housing.

17 There should be an element of self-build
considered for the site, and a variety of affordable
housing options.

Electoral boundaries and the Sniperley Development

1 The closest population area to the proposed
Sniperley development site is Framwellgate
Moor.To avoid duplication and unnecessary cost,
it would be sensible for the housing being
proposed to be incorporated into the
Framwellgate Moor Parish Council area, possibly
with Wards being created for the Parish. This
would require existing parish boundaries to be
redrawn.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Proposed Building on Sniperley Greenbelt land, quality
and design of housing generally, impact on the area
and required improvements.

3048Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National1 A huge number of residents are against any

building on the greenbelt of any kind. However Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.if this is to go ahead for the housing needed in
Consideration has been given to channellingthe coming decades then it is essential that the
development towards the urban area of Durham Citydesign and layout of this area is fit for this
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townscentury. Currently development is taking place
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsin County Durham which isn’t fit for the last

century. locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to2 The whole area should be a wonderful place to

live. This must include the protection of as much ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,of the Countryside as possible. The proposed
regional transport hub and services and facilities;country park is welcomed, but the proposals
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;haven’t got a jot of detail about this. When the
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
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addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other

final plan comes back to the public for
“consultation” it will be too late for anyone to

infrastructure. Sniperley Park will be required to provideobject – nothing will be changed. Full details of
for a compensatory improvement to offset the removalthe extent of development and open space
of land from the Green Belt, a linear park will beshould have been indicated at this stage. Seeking
provided in perpetuity through the centre of the site.approval from the public by giving promises of a
The park will run from the mature woodland at Follycountry park, only to come back with a narrow
Plantation and habitats of the former Cater House Pitstrip of land and over development will be
to the parklands of Sniperley Hall in the west to Follyunacceptable and challenged at the public

inquiry. Bridge in the east. The linear park will provide net
ecological gains. Detailed proposals regarding site3 There must be robust adherence to the maximum

housing levels proposed. It is certain that once drainage and sustainable drainage systems will be set
this area of land has been passed in the County out at any future planning application. A planning
Plan as for development that every developer application would also be expected to accord with all

criterion of the policy.will seek to put twice as many houses on this
land as was previously promised in the plan.The
indicative layout should be set at this stage with
areas of greenbelt land allocated now within the
Sniperley triangle to ensure that overdevelopment
cannot take place. All arts of the Proposed
Sniperley development area which do not have
infrastructure/ buildings on them should wherever
possible be retained in the greenbelt.

4 All water run-off caused by development on the
Sniperley development site should be retained
on site to avoid offsite flooding. Ponds, streams
and soak always should be included as part of
the plans, including measures to slow down run
off.

5 Housing should have water saving measures
including rainwater harvesting and soak away
designs and this should form part of the policies
drawn up so that developers are tied as far as
possible to such restrictions.

6 The Sniperley area is currently greenbelt, and if
development is to take place, this should be
respected as far as is possible with all possible
designs to ameliorate the loss of this greenbelt
included in development plans.

7 All trees and hedgerows within the development
area should be retained as far as is possible and
new mixed hedgerows and trees planted to
replace any lost including the use of evergreen
native species.

8 All housing should be designed for modern living
– garages which actually fit cars in – rooms which
are rooms – not boxes.

9 All properties should be required to have fibre to
house broadband.
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10 All properties should be required to be as close
as is possible to carbon neutral or carbon
negative and have onsite energy production.

11 There must be proper links between the existing
settlements of Pity Me and Framwellgate Moor
and the new development – for pedestrians and
cyclists. A single underpass and some dangerous
crossing points are completely insufficient and
would be an insult to existing residents as well
as those living on the new site.

12 The Household Waste Recycling Site must be
relocated in the nearby area on this side of
Durham City with all necessary noise and visual
impacts addressed.

13 Community infrastructure levies should be
provided to improve Framwellgate Moor Front
Street as the nearest main shopping area to the
proposed development. Existing and new
residents should not have to accept the continued
underinvestment in the infrastructure which has
gone on for decades.

14 We must have a new doctors surgery/health
centre as part of the Sniperley development.
Simply trying to expand existing facilities will not
work and will exacerbate existing traffic problems.

15 The Sniperley Development should not simply
be an excuse to build a big housing estate and
ignore the creation of a community. Housing
should have proper links to the proposed Country
Park, but there should also be a village centre
with a village green.

16 The proposed 10% of properties for elderly
residents (eg bungalows), is not sufficient for this
area. Additional types of affordable, adaptable
properties should be included to help those
elderly residents who already live in the area,
move to more appropriate properties, freeing up
existing family housing.

17 There should be an element of self-build
considered for the site, and a variety of affordable
housing options.

Electoral boundaries and the Sniperley Development

1 The closest population area to the proposed
Sniperley development site is Framwellgate
Moor.To avoid duplication and unnecessary cost,
it would be sensible for the housing being
proposed to be incorporated into the
Framwellgate Moor Parish Council area, possibly
with Wards being created for the Parish. This
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would require existing parish boundaries to be
redrawn.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Please accept my opposition to the points in the plan
as mentioned below:

3704Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyMassive amounts of housing development in the Green
Belt (2,320 houses on two sites - Sniperley and the Sustainable Communities option was chosen are

set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlySherburn Road) is unjustified because of the total
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Citynumber of new dwellings for which new sites are
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theneeded is now only 6,272 for the whole of County
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out theDurham, and putting nearly 40% of that Conty total

onto Durham City is completely disproportionate. importance of directing some development to Durham
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durham
Plan ensures that all aspects of sustainability are
considered including those relating to social and
environmental aspects.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

POLICY 6 DURHAM CITY'S SUSTAINABLE URBAN
EXTENSION

2551Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theIt is uncertain if Sniperley Park will be a sustainable
urban extension, it is excessive in size 10.78 hectares Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofwith 1900 homes on the north west edge of Durham
development have been taken into account.City.  It is the size of a small town to rival Newton Hall

in terms of size and prominence. Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City

• The new proposed housing site H5 is not
considered sustainable, the location of the new

(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards

housing is on the north west outer edge of the locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
City Centre. The site is a fair distance away from Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
the town centre, the railway station and the bus ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
station and the development is likely to generate on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
a considerable amount of traffic, some of which regional transport hub and services and facilities;
will add to the rat running problems through the
North of Durham.

maximising the number of sustainable journeys;
providing the right type of homes in the right locations;

• It is likely that this large configuration of housing
on the edge of North Durham will sadly result in

addressing economic performance and maximising
the delivery of affordable housing and other

the need for the Western and Northern Relief infrastructure. Sniperley Park will be required to provide
Roads. The road developments will be extremely for a compensatory improvement to offset the removal
detrimental to the character of the open of land from the Green Belt, a linear park will be
countryside, the setting and entrance of the North
West of Durham City.

provided in perpetuity through the centre of the site.
The park will run from the mature woodland at Folly

• Smaller more sustainable pockets of housing
development would not justify the cost and
upheaval of the new road schemes.

Plantation and habitats of the former Cater House Pit
to the parklands of Sniperley Hall in the west to Folly
Bridge in the east. The linear park will provide net
ecological gains.• The loss of such a large area of open fields,

hedgerows, trees and wildlife to this outer edge
of the green belt would be extremely harmful to
the area and also the setting of Durham City, the
residents and vicinity.  A linear country park in
the site would be no compensation for the loss
of amenity and habitat for wildlife.
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• The sheer scale of the new housing site H5, 1900
houses generating a possible increase of
population 5000 plus is likely to put huge
pressures on existing services.

• The impact on the setting of Sniperley Hall and
Farm will be detrimental to mitigate this when the
development wraps around much of the eastern
and southern part of the Historic Park and
Garden, which is of local interest.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Again the council seem to be focusing the majority of
the new development of housing in Durham City at the
expense of the surrounding settlements.

3060Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areAlthough Durham is the largest settlement in the area

and key for growth H5 & H6 will accommodate 2,320 set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that only
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityunits, which is going to mean a huge green belt
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of therelease. These sites should be reduced in size and
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out themore development sites allocated in the other main
importance of directing some development to Durhamsettlements, this would limit the impact on the green
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhambelt and support the growth of other towns/large
Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability arevillages. The market has made these options
considered including those relating to social anddeliverable and desirable and should be supported for
environmental aspects.The spatial distribution alreadythe long term sustainability of the East Durham

Villages. takes into account site with planning permission in
settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,

Development sites around Wheatley Hill are incredibly
limited and will not support the growth of the town and

Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in the
Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns

is therefore not a sustainable approach to housing show that many people travel into Durham City for
allocations. Land such as directly adjacent to 5/WH/11 employment purposes. Land adjacent to 5/WH/11 is
(SHLAA reference) which are not in the green belt and 5/WH/25 which has been deemed unsuitable on

landscape and relationship with the existing settlement.logical for development should be allocated first before
green belt release.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Too housing numbers are focused on proposed
allocations in and around Durham City at the expense

3058Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whyof the surrounding settlements. H5 & H6 will
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen areaccommodate over 2,000 units, which is going to mean
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlya huge green belt release, which is unnecessary.
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham CityThese sites should be reduced in size and more
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of thedevelopment sites allocated in the other main
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out thesettlements, this would limit the impact on the green
importance of directing some development to Durhambelt and support the growth of other towns/large
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamvillages. The newly published NPPF urges Local
Pla ensures that all aspects of sustainability areAuthorities to “exhaust all other reasonable options for
considered including those relating to social anddevelopment” before considering altering a green belt

boundary. environmental aspects.The spatial distribution already
takes into account site with planning permission inSites such as 3/ST/08 (SHLAA reference) which are

not in the green belt and logical for development should settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,
Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in thebe allocated first before green belt release,
Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns
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show that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. 3/ST/08 has been deemed
unsuitable in the SHLAA on highway grounds.

demonstrating the other options for development have
not been exhausted to justify green belt release.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Too much new development of housing is focused in
Durham City at the expense of the surrounding

3082Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons whysettlements. H5 & H6 will accommodate 2,320 units,
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen arewhich is going to mean a huge green belt release,
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlywhich is unnecessary. These sites should be reduced
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Cityin size and more development sites allocated in the
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of theother main settlements, this would limit the impact on
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out thethe green belt and support the growth of other
importance of directing some development to Durhamtowns/large villages. Toronto is a settlement which
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamsupports Bishop Auckland and could meet some of the

demand in the vicinity. Plan ensures that all aspects of sustainability are
considered including those relating to social andSites such as 3/TR/05 (SHLAA reference) which are

not in the green belt and logical for development should
be allocated first before green belt release

environmental aspects.The spatial distribution already
takes into account site with planning permission in
settlements such as Ushaw Moor, Scariston, Sherburn,
Bowburn and Coxhoe. However as evidenced in the
Spatial Strategy Justification, travel to work patterns
show that many people travel into Durham City for
employment purposes. 3/TR/05 has been deemed
unsuitable in the SHLAA given the large prominent
incursion into open countryside and significant residual
landscape impact.

Sniperley Park will be required to provide for a
compensatory improvement to offset the removal of

The development at Sniperley Park directly impacts
upon 1 Local Geological Site and a number of
semi-natural habitats.

3279Question 12

land from the Green Belt, a linear park will be provided
in perpetuity through the centre of the site. The parkThe level of increase on employment land and housing

sees a net decrease in available agricultural land, will run from the mature woodland at Folly Plantation
and habitats of the former Cater House Pit to thebrownfield sites, and natural habitats. National Planning
parklands of Sniperley Hall in the west to Folly BridgePolicy Framework should be adhered to at all times,
in the east. The linear park will provide net ecological
gains.

ensuring consideration and protection of important
habitats and species and protected sites. Loss of
suitable habitat including impact on farmland wildlife
should be considered and mitigated against for both
onsite and offsite impacts.

Additional wording added to critera o.PG 64 - Policy 6 - Durham City's Sustainable Urban
Extensions
Housing Expansion
Sherburn Road
o. Outward views to the Castle and Cathedral World
Heritage Site will be retained and framed;
u.The sites will incorporate an interconnected network
of good-quality, multifunctional green infrastructure

3193Question 12

including an adequate supply of different types of open
space, in accordance with Policy 28 (Green
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Infrastructure). An appropriate and enhanced
landscape structure with clearly defined boundaries
will also be developed to ensure permanent Green Belt
boundaries which are capable of enduring beyond the
Plan period.

WHSC – The southern boundary of the proposed
housing expansion area lies immediately adjacent to
the broadly defined boundary of the inner setting as
shown in the 2017 WHS Management Plan. It may be
possible for the housing area to intrude on the skyline
adjacent to that area, affecting its appearance and
quality as ‘green’ surrounds to the WHS.The reference
to views of the WHS is welcome but should be
expanded to include minimising impact on the inner
setting of the WHS. This would be consistent with the
requirement for ‘enhanced landscape structure’
required under clause u of Policy 6.

Comments noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2866Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2615Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2740Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted.3.55 We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2984Question 12

3.56 We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2747Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The ‘exceptional circumstances’ have not been
demonstrated to justify the removal of land from the

2496Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theGreen Belt around Durham City and the proposed
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalallocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park (H5)
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofand Sherburn Rd (H6) as Strategic Housing
development have been taken into account.Allocations. There are many adequate sites available
Consideration has been given to channellingand suitable for sustainable housing development in
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythe settlements surrounding Durham City that do not
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsrequire the removal of land from the Green Belt to meet
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsthe County’s housing requirement, whatever that might

be. locations beyond the Green Belt. Land at Sudburn
Avenue has been deemed as unsuitable within theThe Green Belt was established around Durham City

in order to protect its historic setting and character. It SHLAA owing to highway access, the removal of a
large hedgerow and an unacceptable settlement form.was established on the full knowledge that it would in

due course constrain the future development and
outward sprawl of the City. Circumstances have not
changed in respect of its justification. There is still a
need to protect the historic character and setting of the
City for the benefit of future generations. If these areas
were not needed to achieve this aim they would have
not been included in the green belt in the first instance.

The proposed releases will impact adversely on this
fundamental Green Belt objective and should not
therefore be permitted so long as the identified housing
requirement can be met sustainably on other suitable
non-green belt land in the vicinity.
There are a range of sites on non-green belt land
around settlements in west Durham where new housing
development would not only be sustainable in
economic, social and environmental terms but would
deliver much wider regeneration benefits for the County
as a whole. The primary justification for proposing the
allocation of the Sniperley Park development is the
fact that its allocation will help fund the construction of
the Durham City western by-pass. However, this in
itself does not provide the exceptional circumstances
necessary for a Green Belt release and large housing
allocations as such an argument could be replicated
widely elsewhere. Equally no cogent ‘exceptional‘
reason is given for the proposed release of land at
Sherburn Road. There is no exceptional need for this
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release when alternative sustainable sites area
available in and around various villages to the north
and east, that whilst they lie beyond the Green Belt
are close to the City and well connected to the City by
public transport etc.

Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2544Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. The development at Sniperley Park
is required to comprehnsively masterplan the site and

Without the release of Green Belt land, Durham City
would only be able to contribute 5% of the total housing

2772Question 12

to demonstrate how the phasing of development willneed of 25,992 houses. This is not sufficient for what
have regard to the provision and timing of infrastructure
and services necessary to support them.

is the county's largest and most sustainable settlement.
Furthermore, the Local Plan Viability Assessment
confirms that Durham City is the highest value area of
the county, in terms of viability and delivery, and is
therefore the best opportunity to meet the county's
housing and affordable housing needs. We support
this assertion in principle, however, there are smaller
settlements close to Durham City which are bound
tightly by Green Belt, which would also support future
development.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
attaches great importance to the Green Belt, however,
there are exceptional circumstances to allow
amendments to the existing Green Belt boundaries.

Whilst we do not object to the proposed two allocations
in Durham City as a sub-area, we do question the
timescales of delivery, especially in respect of the
proposed 1,900 dwellings at Sniperley Park when
taking into consideration the phasing of development
and timing of the infrastructure and services necessary
to support them; (for example, Sniperley Park is reliant
on the delivery of the Western Relief Road and this in
itself will require detailed legal agreements to be
finalised before planning permission can be issued).

Furthermore, the Green Belt Assessment found that
both sites did perform a role against the five purposes
as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). Whilst the Exceptional Circumstances
document concludes that the benefits associated with
the development of the two identified sites in line with
the Plan's spatial strategy outweighs the harm to the
Green Belt, it is
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considered that our clients’ land do not perform a role
against the five purposes. We therefore consider that
our clients’ land should be identified for residential
development and deleted from the Green Belt. Whilst
our clients land at High Shincliffe is within the Central
Durham Area, is it extremely close to Durham City and
therefore it is considered that there is justification for
Green Belt to be released in this area. Our clients land
could be delivered quickly too, ensuring housing
delivery and meeting the identified housing need.

Another query / concern that we have is that the
Council does not appear to have Safeguarded any land
from the Green Belt. As set out in the NPPF, paragraph
139 states that when defining boundaries, local
planning authorities should “identify areas of
safeguarded land between the urban area and the
Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development
needs stretching well beyond the plan period”. We
would therefore welcome clarification as to why the
Council has not sought to do this considering this is a
prime time to allocate such land whilst the Green Belt
Review is being undertaken.

Comments noted.2679Question 12 • We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future
stages of the Plan consultation.

• We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised
as a strategic policy, this 3.59 needs to be
clarified in future stages of the consultation by
the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

2709Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalDurham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and be developed to high standards necessary to make
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and TravelThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impactof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
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we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

1. The Western Relief Road

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.
Taking each in turn:

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:
1. 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and; 2.
The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.
The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.
Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.
It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.
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These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.
Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.
We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

Comments noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2837Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

2779Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalDurham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsIn particular, the cumulative effect of certain

development proposals to the immediate West and and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park willNorth-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to
be developed to high standards necessary to makeproceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and
them attractive and sustainable places to live and willaround the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. Athe A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
new local centre will include retail, community andintersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691

nearby. other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel

The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north

Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact

of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for

Residential Development

 Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:
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1 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area
in accessing employment which re-developed
Aykley Heads will offer. We can envisage no
effective mitigation against the certainty of air
and noise pollution within what is an exclusively
residential area and; 2. The retention of site
4/DU/73 within overall proposals for residential
developments at Sniperley Park will engender
sustained and resolute opposition from residents
most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
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to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We have fundamental concerns regarding the approach
of the plan towards proposed revisions to the Green
Belt around Durham.

2798Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalThe new NPPF, paragraphs 137 and 138 are clear that

before concluding that exceptional circumstances exist Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.to justify changes to greenbelt boundaries, the strategic
Consideration has been given to channellingpolicy making authority should be able to demonstrate
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat it has examined fully all other reasonable options
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsfor meeting is identified need for development.
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsParagraph 138 suggests that development may be
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Spatial Strategyacceptable within the Green Belt if sustainable
Justification sets out that Durham City has significantlyopportunities do not exist in locations beyond the outer
more jobs available compared to other towns andGreen Belt boundary. Given the sustainable
therefore will remain a focus for travel to workdevelopment options at Newton Aycliffe, beyond the
movements. Site 7/NA/136 is deemed unsuitable byGreen Belt, there is no justification sequentially for
the SHLAA Development would result in seriousdevelopment around Durham.These must be replaced
landscape harm that would adversely affect the area'sand or reduced by compensatory allocations in

sustainable locations beyond the Green Belt first. character and appearance.This assessment assumes
substantial structure planting along A167 to screen

The absence of exceptional circumstances is also
reinforced by the acceptance (Paragraph 4.98 of the

development and substantial corridor of GI along the
Woodham Burn floodzone. This would affect potential

preferred options) that the proposed revisions to the quantum of development. It would need to be
Green Belt conflict with the five purposes of the Green demonstrated how the layout of development would
Belt set out in the NPPF. The harm to the greenbelt is be compatible with the adjacent areas of land at high

risk of flooding.therefore not outweighed by the site meeting identified
needs, moreover where these can, at least in part, be
met on sustainable sites at sustainable settlements
beyond the Green Belt.

The last EIP Inspector considered the approach of the
Council’s  last plan unsound in relation to revisions to
the Green Belt around Durham stating at paragraph 4
of his report:

“The process and evidence relating to the
proposed amendments to the Green Belt boundary
are flawed, particularly in relation to the release of
sites to accommodate some 4,000 unnecessary
dwellings in Durham’s Green Belt. A full review of
non-Green Belt sources of supply should be
undertaken.  Policies 6, 7, 8 and 14 are not sound.”

The EIP Inspector clearly directed the Council to
consider the housing potential of non-Green Belt sites
first, such as the Omission Site at Newton Aycliffe,
West of the A167, prior to allocating land from the
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Green Belt. In this regard the Inspector went on to
highlight the potential of non-Green Belt settlements:

“There is broad agreement that the larger, more
sustainable settlements should be the focus of
proportionally more of the development that is
envisaged to be delivered by the CDP. Larger
settlements such as Durham City, Bishop Auckland
and Newton Aycliffe are inherently more
sustainable due to a higher order level of services
and facilities that are present along with
corresponding employment opportunities and
supporting infrastructure.”

These matters reinforce the need and merits for an
additional housing allocation at Newton Aycliffe on land
West of the A167.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

2855Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalDurham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsIn particular, the cumulative effect of certain

development proposals to the immediate West and and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park willNorth-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to
be developed to high standards necessary to makeproceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and
them attractive and sustainable places to live and willaround the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. Athe A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
new local centre will include retail, community andintersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691

nearby. other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel

The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north

Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact

of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.1 The Western Relief Road

2 Proposed allocation of green belt land for
large-scale residential development (1900
homes) at Sniperley Park; and

3 Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a
high quality employment location.

Taking each in turn:

Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development
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Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:

The very substantial traffic flow which this development
will generate through our local area in accessing
employment which re-developed Aykley Heads will
offer. We can envisage no effective mitigation against
the certainty of air and noise pollution within what is
an exclusively residential area and; 2. The retention
of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals for residential
developments at Sniperley Park will engender
sustained and resolute opposition from residents most
directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
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land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Comments in relation to Exceptional Circumstances

TD object to the title of this section “Sustainable Urban
Extensions”, as we don’t see green belt development
- that is coupled with road building - as sustainable.

2924Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of

We do not accept that the ‘Exceptional Circumstances’
given in the preferred options paper are in any way
exceptional.  Specifically:

development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsEnsuring sustainable patterns of development are

achieved by building on Durham City's position as the and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
county's employment centre, regional transport hub locations beyond the Green Belt. Directing housing
and regional centre for services and facilities, such as development to Sniperley Park will allow for
secondary schools and health facilities. This would opportunities for sustainable transport opportunities
provide greater opportunities to achieve locational including public transport and the park and ride. The
sustainability and secure social, economic and Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham City
environmental improvements compared to a more
dispersed housing distribution;

has significantly more jobs available compared to other
towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
work movements.From the perspective of achieving ‘sustainable patterns

of development’ this statement is not true as homes
constructed in the greenbelt will create greater overall
car dependency as they are less likely to be within
proximity of services.  Such housing is also more likely
to have an ecological impact, and an impact on the
availability of land for local food production. The
statement assumes that the WD will not result in
economic development and job creation within Towns,
and that all future employment growth will occur in
Durham City. Regardless of the accuracy of the
statement, ‘Ensuring sustainable patterns of
development’ is not an exceptional circumstance, but
a basic requirement that needs to be met with all
development due to the ‘presumption in favour of
sustainable development’.

Maximising the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means such as walking, cycling and public
transport and minimising overall journey distances and
times.This will help address congestion and associated
issues such as air quality and carbon emissions;

On the contrary, construction of houses in Green Belt
locations will create greater car dependency and
dramatically increase the overall number of cars on
the network.

There is no evidence that construction in the green
belt (which will generate more cars) will improve air
quality.
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The construction of houses in the green belt is an
essential precursor to the construction of Relief Roads
around the City. This will temporarily create a more
favourable environment for privately owned motor
vehicles, reducing the investment and take up of more
sustainable methods of transport.

It is difficult to see how ‘maximising the number of
journeys by sustainable means’ represents an
exceptional circumstance, when in fact it should be
also be seen as a basic prerequisite of development.

Providing the right type of housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of existing and future residents and a
housing stock which supports the economy of the
county and the need for more and better jobs;

Durham’s housing needs are overwhelmingly
dominated by the need to construct housing for the
75+ age group.  Green Belt development will primarily
be executive homes.  Even if this statement were true,
ensuring that provision matches need is a basic
expectation of planning and hardly an exceptional
circumstance.

Helping address economic under-performance across
the County by supporting the economic potential of
Durham City and the delivery of Aykley Heads by
capturing business and investment growth, retaining
graduates and creating opportunities to increase and
retain spending in the city, supporting an improved
retail offer and reducing the impact of the fluctuation
in population between University terms; and,

The greater need of County Durham is for regeneration
within the economically depressed coal field
communities, not the already wealthy City of Durham.
TD is concerned that the Plan Making process simply
doesn’t seem to prioritise delivery for those with highest
needs - eg. homes for the 75+ age group and economic
regeneration in within poor communities.  Even if the
statement were accurate, addressing economic
underperformance is a basic planning function and not
an exceptional circumstance.

Maximising the delivery of affordable housing and other
infrastructure by locating development in the highest
viability areas around Durham City.

Developers are demanding Green Belt release as these
locations enables sale of homes at the highest prices
which will typically be within the £400 - £600,000 price
band.  Criteria for affordability (no more than 80% of
market value) will mean that affordable houses within
these locations will still retail from £320 to £480,000.
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This in no way relates to the typical budget of people
that currently work in Durham and need to buy a house
within its vicinity.

It is clear that decisions made about where to site
development have to a great extent been affected by
the amount of developer contributions that can be
garnered from them. This, we feel, is an unacceptable
way of making decisions. It seems that the desire to
fund the Northern and Western Relief Roads has been
allowed to direct the location of development around
the County, so that green belt deletions are being made
simply because the Council desires new road
infrastructure.

In contract, the WD model would enable release of
sites within areas where house values are lower, and
so the affordability criteria are more likely to bring
prices within a range that is actually achievable by the
people of Durham.  It is again impossible to see how
this represents an exceptional circumstance when
development anywhere else in Durham would also
enable provision of affordable housing.

Comments in relation to wording of Policy 6

Paragraph 2 of the policy reads, “The sites will deliver
attractive, high quality design incorporating sustainable
development principles, adopting sustainable
construction methods, and using appropriate densities
across the sites in accordance with Policy 31
(Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)”.  Policy
31 sites the Building for Life, Supplementary Planning
Document. The Building for Life quality standard does
not include criterion for sustainable construction and
energy efficiency, and so we are concerned that these
homes will not utilise sustainable construction
methods. Without specifying an appropriate standard,
there is no way to measure progress against the
aspiration for increased levels of carbon efficiency.

Paragraph 3 informs that a mixture of housing types
and tenures will be provided including housing for old
people. TD would like to see an actual figure inserted
into this policy that serves to ensure housing is indeed
provided for old people who represent 87% of future
projected housing needs.  For example, the policy
might include the sentence “At least 50% of housing
will be designed to suit the needs of old people”.

In relation to Sniperley Park, we note proposals to build
a primary school. Whilst this would clearly be needed
should this urban extension go ahead, TD point out
that populations of residents in younger age groups in
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other parts of the County are projected to decline, and
this will threaten the viability of local schools across
the wider County. The WD option would serve to stem
this decline, maintaining the viability of these vital
community services.

Comments noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2923Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

I wish to register our strong formal objection to
proposals currently included in the County Plan

2967Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePreferred Options which seriously threaten our local
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalresidential environment in a number of unacceptable

and distressing ways. Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.Specifically,
Consideration has been given to channelling

(1) I wish to register my strong objection to the building
of a Western relief road & the development of a major

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

housing estate at Sniperley Park, such proposals being and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
unwarranted, unsustainable and unsound. My concern locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
is based both on intrusion into or loss of Green-Belt be developed to high standards necessary to make
land and serious environmental degradation which will them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
impact in a totally unacceptable way in our become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
neighbourhood where additional traffic flows will
converge. Ecological loss - noise, air & light pollution.
(2) The scale of proposals for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads which, when linked to
1900 new houses planned for Sniperley Park, will
engender a level of increased traffic pressure in our

new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should

neighbourhood which less intensive development at incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
both Aykley Heads and Sniperley Park would
moderate.
(3) I would also object to any future plan to release the
Green-Belt from the paddock area off Witton Grove

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

which would change the character ofthis area.
Concerns have arisen regarding amenity from the
extension of the Park and Ride.

 All of the above, in combination, will seriously degrade
the quality of our existing residential environment
through convergence of traffic around and through a
network of roundabouts which surround us.

This will include increased noise and light pollution,
and, most worryingly, worsening air quality which would
be intolerable.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

2982Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park, Westcott Drive and Witton
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalGrove in Durham City, object to the County Plan:
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofPreferred Options 2018document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and be developed to high standards necessary to make
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.

new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and TravelThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impactof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks shouldwe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durhamenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.1. The Western Relief Road

2.Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and

3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.
Taking each in turn:

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:
1. 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and; 2.
The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.
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The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.
Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.
It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.
These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.
Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.
We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Allocation sites H5 & H6 will accommodate over 2,000
residential units, which is going to mean a huge green

3000Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thebelt release. These sites should be reduced in size
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationaland more development sites allocated in the other main
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofsettlements, this would limit the impact on the green
development have been taken into account.belt and support the growth of other towns/large
Consideration has been given to channellingvillages. Barnard Castle is a Large Town and should
development towards the urban area of Durham Citybe allocated a good number of development sites to
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsallow the town to continue to grow, rather than focusing
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardson green belt sites around Durham City, this is currently

an unsustainable approach.
Sites such as 6/BC/15 (SHLAA reference) which are
not in the green belt, logical for development and with

locations beyond the Green Belt. The Spatial Strategy
Justification sets out that Durham City has significantly
more jobs available compared to other towns and
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therefore will remain a focus for travel to work
movements. Site 6/BC/15 was deemed unsuitable in

a clear market, should be allocated first before
considering green belt release.

the SHLAA. The site would represent a significant
extension to 6/BC/02 which is under construction. It is
not well contained by existing built development in that
it forms an incursion into the countryside with significant
adverse residual landscape and visual impact, as well
as a possible major negative impact on heritage.

Snipeley Park and Sherburn Road will be required to
provide 25% affordable housing and a minimum of

'The Plan' contains numerous references to housing
with a requirement to build for a variety of needs.There

3003Question 12

10% of private or intermediate housing to be for theis particular reference to large developments at
needs of older people.The policy is clear that in orderSniperley and at Sherburn Road with, in addition, relief
to reduce the dominance of car traffic and improve theroads to the north and south of the proposed Sniperley
permeability, Sniperley Park will incorporatedevelopment. Mention is made of 'traffic modelling' but
convenient, safe and high quality bus, pedestrian andthere would appear to be no consideration given to the
cycle routes within, and connecting to, adjoiningimpact of increased traffic flows between Sniperley
facilities. A Transport Assessment and Travel Plan forand the centre of Durham City.This problem, increased
the site will be required to ensure the reliance on thetraffic flows and congestion, would be exacerbated by
private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact ofthe proposed office development at Aykley Heads with
increased traffic. The movement frameworks shouldan additional 4,000 employees and a new County Hall

in the centre of Durham City with 1,000 employees. incoporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. Traffic
modelling also shows that the A167 is currently the
most congested part of the transport network in both
the AM and PM peaks. The absence of an effective
alternative and the existing and future congestion there
is the requirement for the Western Relief Road.
Furthermore, traffic modelling undertaken demonstrates
tha the build out of Sniperley Park will exacerbate
existing traffic issues on the A167 therefore the
development of the site will require the additional
capacity introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road and will be required to contribute
to the funding of the Western Relief Road.

Support noted. The Exceptional Circumstances paper
sets out the range of alternatives that have been

Without the release of Green Belt land, Durham City
would only be able to contribute 5% of the total housing

3023Question 12

considered in light of the preferred chosen spatialneed of 25,992 houses. This is not sufficient for what
strategy for the Sustainable Communities option. Inis the county's largest and most sustainable settlement.
line with National Planning Policy Framework,Furthermore the Local Plan Viability Assessment
sustainable patterns of development have been takenconfirms that Durham City is the highest value area of
into account. Consideration has been given tothe county, in terms of viability and delivery, and is
channelling development towards the urban area oftherefore the best opportunity to meet the county's
Durham City (within the inner Green Belt boundary),housing and affordable housing needs. We support
towards towns and villages inset within the Green Beltthis assertion in principle, however, there are smaller
and towards locations beyond the Green Belt. Directingsettlements close to Durham City which are bound
housing development to Sniperley Park will allow fortightly by Green Belt which would also support future

development. opportunities for sustainable transport opportunities
including public transport and the park and ride. The
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The NPPF attaches great importance to the Green
Belt, however, there are exceptional circumstances to

Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham City
has significantly more jobs available compared to other

allow amendments to the existing Green Belt
boundaries.

towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
work movements. Sites within the Green Belt but
outwith the city will not support the benefits in termsWhilst we do not object to the proposed two allocations

in Durham City as a sub-area, we do question the of sustainable patterns of development or minimising
journeys.timescales of delivery, especially in respect of the

proposed 1,900 dwellings at Sniperley Park when
taking into consideration the phasing of  development
and timing of  the infrastructure and  services
necessary to support them (for example, Sniperley
Park is reliant on the delivery of the Western Relief
Road and this in itself will require detailed legal
agreements to be finalised before planning permission
can be issued).

Furthermore, the Green Belt Assessment found that
both sites did perform a role against the five purposes
as set out in the NPPF. Whilst the Exceptional
Circumstances document concludes that the benefits
associated with the development of the two identified
sites in line with the Plan's spatial strategy outweighs
the harm to the Green Belt, it is considered that our
clients’ land does not perform a role against the five
purposes. We therefore consider that our client’s land
should be identified for residential development and
deleted from the Green Belt. Whilst our client’s land at
High Shincliffe, and Shincliffe is within the Central
Durham Area, it is extremely close to Durham City and
therefore it is considered that there is justification for
Green Belt to be released in this area. The three
aforementioned sites could also be delivered quickly,
ensuring housing delivery and meeting the identified
housing need.

Please see paragraphs 2.71-2.76 above for details
regarding the three sites proposed for deletion from
the Green Belt.

Another query / concern that we have is that the
Council does not appear to have Safeguarded any land
from the Green Belt. As set out in the NPPF, paragraph
139 states that when defining boundaries, local
planning authorities should “identify areas of
safeguarded land between the urban area and the
Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development
needs stretching well beyond the plan period”. We
would therefore welcome clarification as to why the
Council has not sought to do this considering this is a
prime time to allocate such land whilst the Green Belt
Review is being undertaken.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG)

3089Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theWe, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County. development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to be developed to high standards necessary to make
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
the A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned new local centre will include retail, community and
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691
nearby.
The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north

other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact

of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:
1. The Western Relief Road
2. Proposed allocation of green belt land for large-scale
residential development (1900 homes) at Sniperley
Park; and
3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

These sites were considered within the Green Belt
Assessment and Exceptional Cirucmstances however

Support  the  principle  of  Green  Belt  release  but
 object  that  SHLAA  sites  4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B,

3145Question 12

they were not considered further owing to the heritage4/DU/18A, 4/DU/18B and DU/114 should be released
and landscape impact and harm to Purpose 4 of the
Green Belt.

in preference. These sites are in a sustainable
location and occupy an important location between
Aykley Heads, the River and the City. The Strategy
should focus development towards these sites in
preference to urban extensions and certainly the
proposed Sustainable Urban Extensions in the  City.
The  sites referred  to  should  be  developed  in
 preference  and  the  scale  of development in the
Sustainable Urban Extensions commensurately
reduced.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG)

3155Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theWe, the residents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove
in Durham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred Sustainable Communities option. In line with National

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channelling
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development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

over-concentration of development within Durham City,
at the expense of the wider County.

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsIn particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will

be developed to high standards necessary to makeNorth-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to
them attractive and sustainable places to live and willproceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and
become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. Aaround the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of
new local centre will include retail, community andthe A167 with the A 691, compounded by the planned
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure accessintersection of the Western Relief Road with the A 691

nearby. to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance

The effect of this, alongside current proposals for the
development of 1900 houses to the immediate north

on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should

of Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
we live and lead to a totally intolerable residential City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
environment the elements which in combination will
degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are:

no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.

1 The Western Relief Road
2 Proposed allocation of green belt land for

large-scale residential development (1900
homes) at Sniperley Park; and

3 Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as
a high quality employment location.

Taking each in turn:

Proposed Western Relief Road.

We do not accept that the need for a Western Relief
Road or the benefits claimed for it have been
demonstrated, the conclusion being underpinned by
unconvincing analysis.

Ostensibly the Western Relief Road is intended to take
pressure off the A 167/ A 690 intersection at Nevilles
Cross.

To the extent to which relief at Nevilles Cross might
be achievable in the short term, the pressure of traffic
from the south-westand west would simply be diverted
along the Relief Road to what may become known as
the Sniperley Interchange.

The fact of the matter, as revealed in the Jacobs
Report, is that the construction of a Western Relief
Road, would "help toenable the delivery of future
housing growth in locations and settlements to the west
of the City". (See para 3.51) (The undeclared real
reason for the WRR proposal?)

Whilst fully endorsing the submission made by The
Friends of Durham Green Belt in relation to the impact
of the Western Relief Road on the western edge of the
City, we wish to place very particular emphasis on the
environmental impact of the Western Relief Road in
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terms of the spread of noise, air, and light pollution in
consequence of the attraction of very substantial
additional traffic into the heart of our neighbourhood.

1 Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley
Park for Residential Development

 Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:

1 The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area
in accessing employment which re-developed
Aykley Heads will offer. We can envisage no
effective mitigation against the certainty of air
and noise pollution within what is an exclusively
residential area and;

2 The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall
proposals for residential developments at
Sniperley Park will engender sustained and
resolute opposition from residents most directly
affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.

The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.

Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.

It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.

These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
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seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.

Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.

We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

3 Proposed Redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a
High Quality Employment Location.

Whilst we accept that Aykley Heads may be an
excellent location for high quality employment, we
object to the redevelopment of the Aykley Heads site
on the scale presently proposed, given the perceived
necessity to build 1900 houses on green belt land at
Sniperley Park to meet housing needs arising from an
Aykley Heads development.

This is an excellent example of an over-concentration
of development within Durham City and the consequent
downgrading of our City environment.

A scaled -down scheme for the redevelopment of
Aykley Heads would offer the great advantage of the
potential for a pro-rata reduction in the need for
housing, appreciable reduction in infrastructure costs,
and a significant reduction in the volume of traffic which
will otherwise need to travel daily through our
exclusively residential area.

Redevelopment of Aykley Heads without the need for
residential development at Sniperley Park would have
our support The extent to which funding for the Western
Relief Road and the Northern Relief Road may be
dependent upon contribution from s.106 monies arising
from the release of a major tract of land currently within
the Green Belt. The fund-ability of the Western Relief
Road and perhaps the Northern Relief Road will remain
unconfirmed until legally binding agreements with

developers are in place for the development of
Sniperley Park and until that point is reached, these
particular proposals will remain unsound. This gives a
very strong clue as to why this release needs to be so
extensive and calls into serious doubt the extent to
which s.106 monies could also be applied to relief
roads after first meeting the substantial additional
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infrastructure requirements necessitated by the scale
of residential development proposed for Sniperley
Park.(See provision for schools and sewage treatment).

That part of Durham City which will be directly impacted
by these proposals faces the prospect of grid-lock,
tailbacks and air and noise pollution as a direct
consequence of traffic convergence through a complex
of roundabouts surrounding the area in which we live.

History will show these proposals, if they are permitted
to proceed, to be a planning disaster.

Policy 12 is to deliver appropriate affordable housing
and employment in rural parts of the county -

Policy 7 –  Development on Unallocated Sites in
the Built Up Area, Policy 11 –  Development in the

3183Question 12

Edmondsley does not meet this DEFRA Rural Urban
definition.

Countryside & Policy 12 – Rural Housing and
Exception Sites

 Policy 7 and 11 attempt to manage windfall sites not
currently adopted in the Plan. Whilst the concept of
allowing sustainable development to come forward is
supported, when the two policies are considered
together they are overly restrictive. For settlements
such as Edmondsley, sustainable development will
more often than not be outside or at least adjacent to
the built up area. For this policy to be considered
positively prepared it should facilitate sustainable
development of this form, otherwise the continued
restrictions of previously out-dated Plans will remain
in force until beyond 2035.

Policy 12 applies to development which relates to
Policy 11 within the DEFRA Rural urban Classification
Map. I note that Edmondsley is considered within the
‘urban city and town’ classification. This should be
noted when considering the hierarchy of the settlement
for future housing allocations.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3203Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat achieving sustainable development means that
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsan economic objective, a social objective and an
locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptionalenvironmental objective. These objectives are
Cirucmstances which have been identified are to“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
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At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;

throughout their preparation by a sustainability providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements. addressing economic performance and maximising
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed the delivery of affordable housing and other
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives infrastructure. SHLAA site 1/RD/03 was deemed
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant unsuitable (red) owing to it being detached from a

settlement.adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”
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In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the draft County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that
this strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

In the Sustainable Development Statement on page
18 of the CDPPO, the Council states at point (3) that
their delivery objective is “To allow smaller communities
to become more sustainable and resilient, development
that delivers environmental and community benefits,
social cohesion and economic vitality will be permitted,
particularly if it benefits nearby communities that
individually lack, services, facilities and/or employment
opportunities”.

Accordingly, the Council should review its spatial
strategy to ensure they have exhausted all other
opportunities to deliver housing across the county in
advance of deleting green belt land in the high value
landscape areas around Durham City.

Our clients own land at Malton, near Lanchester,
currently in commercial use but soon to become
available due to the onsite business being no longer
viable. As such, the site provides a rare opportunity to
utilise brownfield land to deliver much needed housing
in a location that benefits from public transport links a
National Cycle Route into Lanchester with an excellent
range of services and facilities.

Support noted. The policy requires regeneration
benefits and improvements to both the woodland and

Banks Property support the preferred policy to allocate
land at Sherburn Road as a sustainable urban

3416Question 12

compensatory improvementsincluding improvementsextension and remove the site from the Green Belt.
to the ecosystem at Old Durham Beck and access
linking through to Pelaw Woods.

The development of the site is a key part of the spatial
strategy underpinning the Local Plan to ensure the
most sustainable patterns of development are
achieved. Sherburn Road is located on the edge of the
existing urban area with significant employment areas
and public transport provision within walking distance
of the site.

Banks Property suggest some minor changes to the
wording of Policy 6 to reflect the detailed assessment
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work undertaken to date relating to the development
proposals and landscape maters.

Banks Property suggest revised wording for policy 6:

“2. 420-480 houses at Sherburn Road

n.The design of Sherburn Road will provide a positive
gateway for Durham City particularly from the A1(M)
and protect the character and integrity of Bent House
Farm. Development must also be kept above the 80
metre contour line to protect the character of Old
Durham Beck and Old Durham.”

Site capacity

National Planning Policy Framework (2018)
encourages the effective use of land and highlights the
need to ensure developments make optimal use of the
potential of the site. In order to ensure that land is
effectively used and due to the sites highly sustainable
location, it is important that sufficient flexibility is
provided to consider the most appropriate form of built
development on the site.

Banks Property suggest that a capacity range is
included to provide sufficient flexibility to enable a
detailed assessment of appropriate densities and built
form to be undertaken through the assessment of
subsequent planning applications. A range of 420-480
dwellings is suggested.

Site Boundaries

Banks Property have assessed the landscape impacts
of the proposed housing allocation and have included
a series of photographs appended to this
representation illustrating how the site sites in the wider
landscape. Banks Property agree that the 80 metre
contour line is sensitive on the western part of the
southern boundary where key views towards Old
Durham are prominent. However, where the 80 metre
contour line moves further north towards the A1(M)
the landscape is much less sensitive. Development on
this part of the site would be viewed in the context of
the wider proposed development site with glimpsed
views from the A1(M). The area of land is much less
sensitive to the key views towards Old Durham and
suitable for residential development.

Banks Property believe that a new clear and defensible
Green Belt boundary should be created on the southern
boundary with new boundary planting. A Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment will be undertaken to
support a planning application and will fully consider
key views into and out of the site. Banks Property
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suggest removing the reference from the 80 metre
contour line included in policy 6 (n) whilst maintaining
the policy requirement to protect the character of Old
Durham Beck and Old Durham.

General Comments

Banks Property have promoted the Sherburn Road
site for residential development for a number of years.
The site provides a logical extension to edge of Durham
continuing the existing built form directly to the west
of the site. The site is well contained, particularly with
the A1(M) located to the east and with the addition of
structural planting on the southern boundary.

Banks Property support the exceptional circumstances
background document prepared by the council which
acknowledges that land from the Green Belt will need
to be released in order to;

a) Ensure sustainable patterns of development are
achieved

b) Maximise the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means such as walking, cycling and public
transport

c) Providing the right type of housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of existing and future residents and a
housing stock which supports the economy of the
county

Sherburn Road is a highly sustainable site located
close to existing employment and retail facilities, is well
served by existing public transport provision and is
within walking and cycling distance of Durham City
Centre. If a strategy was prepared not allocating land
in the Green Belt and omitting such sites, a more
unsustainable form of development would be being
promoted, contrary to national policy objectives.

Further Supporting Information

To support the site’s allocation in the Draft Local Plan,
information has been prepared focusing on
sustainability and improvements to the wider Green
Belt.

Sustainability Statement

A separate sustainability statement has been prepared
and included to support this representation. The
statement demonstrates that Sherburn Road is located
close to retail, employment sites, education and open
space and has excellent public transport services within
the vicinity of the site. The site is highly sustainable
and will enable residents to walk, cycle and use public
transport to access such services.
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There are 7,400 jobs within the Belmont Ward which
equates to 4% of the County total. Since 1999 Belmont
has seen strong jobs growth (25%) and the area
continues to be a key area of employment in the
county. Banks Property believe that the many forms
of employment in Belmont draw commuters from a
wider area. Allocating the Sherburn Road site for
housing would offer new housing stock and affordable
housing to such commuters providing significant
sustainability benefits and reducing the need to drive
to work.

Information available for 7,000 commuters into
Gilesgate Moor and Belmont areas shows over a
quarter (1,854) commute in from outside the county.
The largest contingent commute from Sunderland.
Many of those commuting within Durham commute
from further away. Only 16% of commuters live within
the two wards. There is great scope to increase this
by building 420-480 dwellings at Sherburn Road.

Policy 3 of the Local Plan includes employment
allocations at Belmont Industrial Estate (5.78 hectares)
and Dragonville (1.68 hectares) demonstrating the
council’s commitment to the established employment
areas in the local area. The allocation of Sherburn
Road for housing support the economic growth strategy
which supports the creation of further jobs within the
Belmont area.

Improvements to the Wider Green Belt

The Sherburn Road site offers significant opportunities
for improvements to environmental quality and
accessibility of wider Green Belt land in the surrounding
area. The wider land is controlled by Banks Property
through the same landowner as the Sherburn Road
site, providing certainty that such improvements are
deliverable. A Net Environmental Gains plan has been
prepared to support this representation to demonstrate
the wide ranging improvements that could be delivered.

The plan has been prepared following a number of site
visits and consideration of the landscape character
and form which is illustrated in a series of photographs
included as part of this representation.

The enhancements focus on improving public access
through the creation of new and improved public
footpaths, providing new and improved hedgerows,
ecological enhancements and an area identified as an
opportunity for sports/recreation uses. A summary of
the enhancements included on the plan is summarised
below:
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Net Environmental Gains Plan

The primary objective for the wider landscape is to
maintain and enhance the rural character of the valley
side to the south and west of the site and provide
improved public access and ecological value to an area
of approximately 80ha (198ac). A natural boundary to
this area of the landscape is formed by the woodland
along the A1 corridor, Durham Old Beck and the River
Wear, along with the woodland further to the south.

There is potential to conserve and enhance the
character of the area with the addition of new areas of
woodland running along the valley side that reflect the
character of the woodland on the south side of the
valley and adds to the existing woodland at Bent House
Farm and trees to the south of the Sherburn Estate.

The planting of new hedgerows and hedgerow trees
along with the gapping up of existing hedgerows across
the area will enhance and strengthen the field patterns
and when combined with the new woodland will add
to the fabric of this landscape. These proposals will
also create and enhance ecological links, which when
combined with a network of new footpaths and cycle
tracks will provide valuable green infrastructure for the
housing site as well as the surrounding area. The
network of paths will create a number of circular routes
of varying lengths making the network more functional
for local users. A core benefit to this area of landscape
would be enhancement of the pasture land to the west
of Bent House Lane, leading down to Old Durham
Beck. The lower flat area could be developed as an
area of species rich flower meadow containing a
number of shallow seasonal (panned) wet areas to add
diversity to the grassland habitat. The land extending
from this up the valley side to Old Durham would also
be developed as a species rich grassland, but with
trees and scrub to form a heathland / wood pasture
habitat. Both areas would contain an intimate network
of paths to maximise accessibility of these areas.
These landscape enhancements would also benefit
the setting of the buildings at Old Durham.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

The Sniperley Park development.3497Question 12

• What "exceptional circumstances” are there to
justify building 1900 houses on Green Belt land
at Sniperley Park? 

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of

• It appears that housing requirements have been
calculated on the basis of outdated ONS

development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling

2014-based subnational population projections. development towards the urban area of Durham City
The 2016 projections indicate that the County
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Durham population will be significantly less than
predicted in 2014. Can we assume that the

(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards

number of new houses proposed will be reduced
accordingly? 

locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
be developed to high standards necessary to make
them attractive and sustainable places to live and will• What are the time scales for the Sniperley Park

proposal? become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
new local centre will include retail, community and

• How will this development impact local services:
health/social care and education? 

other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure access
to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the reliance• We note that it is intended that Sniperley Park

will include a health centre, a new primary school on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
or schools with playing pitches, and a "local of increased traffic.The movement frameworks should
centre which will act as the focus for community incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
activity." Can the council guarantee that these City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are
community facilities will definitely be provided, no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within

the site allocation for Sniperley Park.and will not be abandoned at a later date on
grounds of cost? 

• What kind of housing will this development
comprise? What will be the precise breakdown?
Will it be the type of housing that people actually
want or need? 

• How does the Council propose to ensure that
Kimblesworth Grange residents can continue to
cross Potterhouse Lane safely on foot? 

Our current walking route to Framwellgate Moor is by
crossing Potterhouse Lane to the public footpath almost
directly opposite our lane end, which leads across fields
to the underpass under the A167. This is much safer
than walking down Potterhouse Lane. After the
underpass, we can either turn right to New College
and Framwellgate Moor, or turn left to join the old
waggonway which ran from the former Cater House
Colliery to Old Pit. This is now a public footpath which
continues between Framwellgate Schools and the
Carrs Nature Reserve, and then on to Newton Hall.

• Can the Council assure us that all these footpaths
will be preserved? 

• Can we also assume that the existing nature
reserve at the site of the former Cater House
Colliery will also be preserved? 

We urgently request further detail on the Plan,
addressing the concerns and questions outlined above.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Question 9 & 12 Policy no. 6

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3514Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalPolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
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development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling

conflict with the National Planning Policy Framework
2018 (NPPF).

development towards the urban area of Durham CityAt the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsthat achieving sustainable development means that
locations beyond the Green Belt. In consideringthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
whether exceptional circumstances exist, substantialan economic objective, a social objective and an
weight has been given to the harm to the Green Beltenvironmental objective. These objectives are
together with any other harm. Sites 7/SF/334 and“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). 7/TV/117 have both been suitable within the SHLAA
however they would not help deliver the Sustainable
Communities option.At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and

spatial development strategies should be informed
throughout their preparation by a sustainability
appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”
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“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

Our client owns sites adjacent to the settlements of
Sedgefield and Trimdon that would provide a logical
location for sustainable housing growth. We ask that
the Council recognise Sedgefield and Trimdon as
sustainable locations for new housing and propose to
allocate additional housing land to support regeneration
and the long-term viability of local services.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

In the light of representations made in response to
Policy 5 seeking the deletion of Sites H5 and H6 our
client would object to Policy 6 on the following grounds:

3619Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalObjection to Policy 6 – Question 12

The ‘exceptional circumstances’ have not been
demonstrated to justify the removal of land from the

Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channellingGreen Belt around Durham City and the proposed
development towards the urban area of Durham Cityallocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park (H5)
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsand Sherburn Rd (H6) as Strategic Housing
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsAllocations. There are many adequate sites available
locations beyond the Green Belt. As part of thisand suitable for sustainable housing development in
exercise the land at Sacriston was considered as anthe settlements surrounding Durham City that do not
areas of search beyond the Green Belt together withrequire the removal of land from the Green Belt to meet
the SHLAA. The site was deemed unsuitable for
development.

the County’s housing requirement, whatever that might
be.

The Green Belt was established around Durham City
in order to protect its historic setting and character. It
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was established on the full knowledge that it would in
due course constrain the future development and
outward sprawl of the City.

Circumstances have not changed in respect of its
justification. There is still a need to protect the historic
character and setting of the City for the benefit of future
generations. If these areas were not needed to achieve
this aim they would have not been included in the
Green Belt in the first instance.The proposed releases
will impact adversely on this fundamental green belt
objective and should not therefore be permitted so long
as the identified housing requirement can be met
sustainably on other suitable non Green Belt land in
the vicinity.

There are a range of sites on non Green Belt land
around settlements such as Sacriston etc. where new
housing development would not only be sustainable
in economic, social and environmental terms but would
deliver much wider regeneration benefits for the County
as a whole. The primary justification for proposing the
allocation of the Sniperley Park development is the
fact that its allocation will help fund the construction of
the Durham City western by-pass. However, this in
itself does not provide the exceptional circumstances
necessary for a Green Belt release and large housing
allocations as such an argument could be replicated
widely elsewhere.

Equally no cogent ‘exceptional reason’ is given for the
proposed release of land at Sherburn Road. It is simply
a large housing site that offers no particular
sustainability advantages over any other site of a
similar scale. There is no exceptional need for this
release when alternative sustainable sites area
available in and around various villages to the north,
east and west, that whilst they lie beyond the Green
Belt they are close to the City and well connected to
the City by public transport etc.

A Heritage Impact Assessment has been undertake
for all site allocations including the Skid Pan. The

In justifying the urban extensions, there is a tendency
for the historic environment narrative in the draft plan

4178Question 12

outcome of this detailed assessment concludesand the Exceptional Circumstances evidence document
development of this site would not have the capacity(EC) to concentrate on the setting of the WHS. While
for any negative impacts upon the significance orthe WHS is clearly a key factor, it does not appear that
setting of any heritage asset.The site lies 0.75km fromother heritage assets have been considered as fully,

including the setting of Durham City Conservation Area. the conservation area however no site specific
mitigation has been identified. Acknowledgement of
the strong role of Fernhill in the Green belt has been

In relation to the case to delete the sites from the Green
Belt, the very full analysis given in the Green Belt

acknowledged within the supporting text to reinforce
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that this has been considered as part of the conclusion
on Exceptional Circumstances.

Assessment evidence document (GBA) relating to
purpose 4 (to preserve the setting and special
character of historic towns) has not always been carried
across into the EC document. thus potentially
undermining the policies in the draft plan.

For example, the GBA has set out how defining the
boundaries of the allocations at Sniperley Park and
Sherburn Road (HS and HG in Policy 6) has reduced
the assessment of Green Belt purpose 4 from mostly
Moderate to mostly Weak (although one or two factors
in purpose 4 for each site do still score Strong).
However, discussion of this change is omitted from the
EC when justifying the deletions; for example, purpose
4 is not mentioned in paras 10.6-7 of the EC.
Discussion of heritage assets again concentrates on
the WHS; for example Durham City Conservation Area
is not mentioned in the policy or supporting text for
Policy 6 (although there is discussion of
non-designated assets). It is unclear whether relevant
mitigation is included in the EC's viability assessment
for these sites from para 10.15.

Pages 73-77, Visitor Attractions and Visitor
Accommodation: While we welcome the references to
the historic environment within the policies and
supporting text, we do not consider that these offer
sufficient protection for heritage assets. and at-the
same time could set out more posmvely the
fundamental links between the histonc environment
and the visitor economy.

Policies 8(c) and 9(b) would be strengthened by
referring to the significance of the assets.

More could be made of the fundamental link between
the historic environment and the visitor economy, taking
the opportunity to add to the plan's positive strategy
for the historic environment by putting it to good use
for wider planning objectives, particularly place-making
and town centre improvements. For example. the last
sentence of para 5.18 appears incidental but could be
more influential over policy direction. Para 5.20 could
easily be adapted to address the historic as well as
the natural environment. The hotel test in para 5.24
could risk not capitalising on town centre regenerative
benefits of visitor accommodation such as re-using
vacant historic buildings in Bishop Auckland or
Chester-le-Street."
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We would encourage greater ambition in the benefits
the plan can bring from the visitor economy. For
example, in para 5.16, a key objective of the Bishop
Auckland Heritage Action Zone (the active 5 year
partnership between the Council and Historic England)
is to ensure the regenerative impact of Auckland Castle
is felt widely across the town, including in Bishop
Auckland Conservation Area which is on the national
Heritage At Risk register. This long term project,
levering public and private funds to employ heritage
assets for economic growth, is a good example of how
the draft plan could adopt a more overtly positive link
between tourism, growth and heritage, recognising the
mutually beneficial link between visitors and the historic
environment.

Comments noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

3777Question 12

We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

3828Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat achieving sustainable development means that
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsan economic objective, a social objective and an
locations beyond the Green Belt. In consideringenvironmental objective. These objectives are
whether exceptional circumstances exist, substantial“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). weight has been given to the harm to the Green Belt
together with any other harm. SHLAA site 1/CO/13 has

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

been unsuitable in the SHLAA. Development of this
site would represent unacceptable encroachment into

throughout their preparation by a sustainability the open countryside. It would also be likely to have
an adverse impact on the landscape and townscape.appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.

This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
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infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.
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Consett is classified as a ‘Large Town Centre’ and
additional housing in this settlement will provide
additional funding mechanisms for the proposed
‘masterplan’, highlighted in paragraph 5.38 of the
CDPPO, to support an essential focus on
improvements to the town centre.

The Council put emphasis on the ambition to
encourage economic growth to build a successful and
sustainable future, Consett was specifically recognised
in paragraph 2.8 of the CDPPO for “providing a key
location for local and regional business [and]
contributing to the employment base and local
economy”.

As one of county's larger settlements, Consett is well
placed to accommodate additional housing land and
it would maximise the opportunity for residents to travel
to work and to other services and facilities by
sustainable modes of transport. Such development
would also support the strategic objectives in which
the plan is set out to address, including objectives such
as; supporting the retention of green belt (7), increasing
the quality of life by safeguarding and enhancing
services and facilities in Consett (14) and supporting
a low carbon future by sustainable active transport
(17).

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Some of the new housing appears to be on greenbelt
land. I feel that this should be protected, and not built

4195Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theon. Also, greenbelts are generally far from where
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalpeople work and shop, and therefore would only

encourage car use. Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt. Directing housing
development to Sniperley Park will allow for
opportunities for sustainable transport opportunities
including public transport and the park and ride. The
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out that Durham City
has significantly more jobs available compared to other
towns and therefore will remain a focus for travel to
work movements.

The detailed masterplan supporting the proposed
allocation identifies the locations where housing may

Q12 – Policy 6: Durham City’s Sustainable Urban
Extensions

3846Question 12

be applicable. The appropriateness of densities3.50 Our Client supports the proposed sustainable
urban extensions and particularly that of Sniperley particularly in the proximity to Sniperley Hall will be

considered as part of any future planning application.Park. In light of our response to the earlier questions
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and the need to increase the housing requirement,
consideration should also be given to increasing the
residual housing numbers allocated to Sniperley Park,
in line with the percentage allocated to the Durham
City Monitoring Area. In addition, the 1,900 houses to
be allocated at Sniperley Park should be presented as
an approximate number to allow for flexibility whilst
they could also be refined further following an
appropriate masterplanning exercise.

3.51 Our Client supports the policies reference
supporting infrastructure requirements and amenities
set out at points A – L but that any requirements must
be discussed between all parties to ensure that the
scheme remains viable and deliverable in accordance
with paragraphs 56 and 57 of the new NPPF.

3.52 In relation to point F, our Client acknowledges the
suggestion to deliver reduced housing densities in
proximity to Sniperley Hall and Farm, but that this
blanket statement does not provide sufficient flexibility
and could artificially restrict development on parts of
the site where higher densities may be suitable or
appropriate following further assessment. Similarly
flexibility should also be provided which allows for
higher densities to be delivered in the areas closest to
public transport links as set out under paragraph 123
of the new NPPF.

Comments made in response to the Plan are taken
into consideration however they also have to be

Sedgefield Site

Too much new development of housing is focused in
Durham City at the expense of the surrounding

3717Question 12

balanced against available evidence.The reasons why
the Sustainable Communities option was chosen aresettlements. H5 & H6 will accommodate 2,320 units,
set out in the Plan. It should also be noted that onlywhich is going to mean a huge green belt release,
15% of the houses needed to 2035 is in Durham Citywhich is unnecessary. These sites should be reduced
the remaining 85% is spread across the rest of thein size and more development sites allocated in the
county. The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out theother main settlements, this would limit the impact on
importance of directing some development to Durhamthe green belt and support the growth of other
City.The Sustainability Appraisal of the County Durhamtowns/large villages.The newly published NPPF urges
Plan ensures that all aspects of sustainability areLocal Authorities to "exhaust all other reasonable
considered including those relating to social andoptions for development" before considering altering

a green belt boundary. environmental aspects. 7/SF/124 is deemed unsuitable
owing to the site being an attractive area of pastoral

Sites such as 7/SF/124 (SHLAA reference) which are
not in the green belt and logical for development should

farmland at the entrance to the village. There are
therefore concerns regarding its development and the

be allocated first before green belt release, impact on the landscape and the setting of the
demonstrating the other options for development have
not been exhausted to justify green belt release.

conservation area. The site does however provide
development within proximity of the existing defined
local centre. This is unlikely to override the landscape
impact concerns.
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The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Bishop Middleham

Quest 12, Policy 6

3720Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the
Too much proposed housing development is focused
in Durham City at the expense of the surrounding

Sustainable Communities option. In line with National
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of

settlements. Allocation sites H5 & H6 will accommodate development have been taken into account.
over 2,000 units, which is going to mean a huge green Consideration has been given to channelling
belt release, this is unnecessary. These sites should development towards the urban area of Durham City
be reduced in size and more development sites (within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
allocated in the other main settlements, this would limit and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
the impact on the green belt and support the growth locations beyond the Green Belt. The Exceptional
of other towns and villages.The newly published NPPF Cirucmstances which have been identified are to
urges Local Authorities to "exhaust all other reasonable ensure sustainable patterns of development by building
options for development" before considering altering
a green belt boundary.

on the city's role as the county's employment centre,
regional transport hub and services and facilities;
maximising the number of sustainable journeys;Sites such as 7/BM/061 (SHLAA reference) in Bishop

Middleham which are not in the green belt and logical providing the right type of homes in the right locations;
for development should be allocated first before green addressing economic performance and maximising
belt release, demonstrating the other options for the delivery of affordable housing and other
development have not been exhausted to justify green
belt release.

infrastructure. 7/BM/061 is deemed unsuitable in the
SHLAA. Development of the site would provide a
logical consolidation of the village. There are however
concerns over its relative sustainability given the size
of the site and the limited levels of facilities within
Bishop Middleham, although the bus links within
proximity are acknowledged. There are potential
landscape impact issues which would require
mitigation.

Support welcome.Food Durham welcomes the requirement for large
housing allocations to provide retail facilities but this

3864Question 12

requirement should specify inclusion of fresh food
outlets.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

We do not support the Council’s preferred spatial
strategy for the distribution of housing or the associated

4014Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thePolicy 6 (as proposed) and consider it to be in direct
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalconflict with the National Planning Policy Framework

2018 (NPPF). Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of

sustainable development (para. 11). The NPPF states Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham Citythat achieving sustainable development means that
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards townsthe planning system has three overarching objectives:
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towardsan economic objective, a social objective and an
locations beyond the Green Belt. SHLAA site 1/ES/01environmental objective. These objectives are
has been deemed unsuitable. The site is outside of“interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually

supportive ways” (para. 8). the existing settlement and would result in a large
expansion into open countryside, in excess of the

At paragraph 32, NPPF states that “Local plans and
spatial development strategies should be informed

existing limits to development especially to the south
where an approximate line can be observed.

throughout their preparation by a sustainability Developemt would result in negative impacts in relation
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to landscape and the conservation area and key
heritage assets. Access is constrained.

appraisal that meets the relevant legal requirements.
This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed
relevant economic, social and environmental objectives
(including opportunities for net gains). Significant
adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided
and, wherever possible, alternative options which
reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued.”

The Council’s preferred housing strategy requires the
release of large areas of green belt around Durham
City, only made viable subject to major road
infrastructure improvements (Western and Northern
Relief Roads). The Council has failed to demonstrate
that exceptional circumstances exist to justify this loss
of green belt and the wider impact on the quality of
neighbouring green belt land, not to mention the
associated environmental impact, acknowledged by
the Inspector following examination of the previous
(now withdrawn) County Durham Plan (para. 100 of
the Interim Report) as “…overwhelmingly adverse”.

As such, the preferred spatial strategy does not
conform to the sustainable development objectives of
the NPPF and it is our view that exceptional
circumstances cannot exist whilst there is an alternative
strategy (wider dispersal) that would prevent green
belt deletion which has not been assessed in detail.

The Government gives clear instructions in Planning
Practice Guidance (Ref. 11-018-20140306) that “The
sustainability appraisal should identify any likely
significant adverse effects and measures envisaged
to prevent, reduce and, as fully as possible, offset
them. The sustainability appraisal must consider all
reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same
level of detail as the option the planmaker proposes
to take forward in the Local Plan (the preferred
approach).”

“…the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the
reasons why the alternatives were selected, the
reasons why the rejected options were not taken
forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred
approach in light of the alternatives. It should provide
conclusions on the overall sustainability of the different
alternatives, including those selected as the preferred
approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local
Plan should be documented.”

In order to protect the purposes of the Durham green
belt (as per NPPF, paragraph 134), a ‘Wider Dispersal’
housing strategy should be adopted to allow all towns
and villages across the county with the potential to
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accommodate additional housing land to meet some
of the identified housing requirement. Housing in
sustainable settlements will increase the opportunities
for regeneration across the county and assist in
safeguarding and enhancing existing services in these
areas. It has been highlighted in the County Durham
Plan Preferred Options 2018 (CDPPO) that this
strategy would assist in “easing the pressure on
Durham City and injecting money into villages that
need a higher standard of living”.

In the Sustainable Development Statement on page
18 of the CDPPO, the Council states at point (3) that
their delivery objective is “To allow smaller communities
to become more sustainable and resilient, development
that delivers environmental and community benefits,
social cohesion and economic vitality will be permitted,
particularly if it benefits nearby communities that
individually lack, services, facilities and/or employment
opportunities”.

Our client owns land in Esh, adjacent and within the
built-up area of the village. Additional housing
development in Esh is essential to support its long-term
sustainability yet no housing allocations have been
made. As demonstrated in the attached Vision
Document relating to site 1/ES/01, new housing
development can facilitate new infrastructure that will
help address existing traffic issues and provide
significant community benefit.

Accordingly, Esh is a logical location for new housing
development that would otherwise be neglected under
the Council’s preferred spatial strategy for the
distribution of housing.

Comments noted.We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

4006Question 12

Support noted. A yield of 420 houses is deemed
appropriate for the site given the site context and
requirement for woodland planting.

COUNTY DURHAM PLAN: PREFERRED OPTIONS
2018 SHERBURN ROAD FILE NOTE LP/N/767/PL-2

1 Question 12
1.1 Banks Property support the preferred policy to
allocate land at Sherburn Road as a sustainable urban

3937Question 12

extension and remove the site from the Green Belt.
The development of the site is a key part of the spatial
strategy underpinning the Local Plan to ensure the
most sustainable patterns of development are
achieved.
Sherburn Road is located on the edge of the existing
urban area with significant employment areas and
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public transport provision within walking distance of
the site.
1.2 Banks Property suggest some minor changes to
the wording of Policy 6 to reflect the detailed
assessment work undertaken to date relating to the
development proposals and landscape maters.
1.3 Banks Property suggest revised wording for policy
6:
“2. 420-480 houses at Sherburn Road
n.The design of Sherburn Road will provide a positive
gateway for Durham City particularly from the A1(M)
and protect the character and integrity of Bent
House Farm. Development must also be kept above
the 80 metre contour line to protect the character of
Old Durham Beck and Old Durham.”

2 Site capacity
2.1 National Planning Policy Framework (2018)
encourages the effective use of land and highlights the
need to ensure developments make optimal use of the
potential of the site. In order to ensure that land is
effectively used and due to the sites highly sustainable
location, it is important that sufficient flexibility is
provided to consider the most appropriate form of built
development on the site.

2.2 Banks Property suggest that a capacity range is
included to provide sufficient flexibility to enable a
detailed assessment of appropriate densities and built
form to be undertaken through the assessment of
subsequent planning applications. A range of 420-480
dwellings is suggested.

3 Site Boundaries
3.1 Banks Property have assessed the landscape
impacts of the proposed housing allocation and have
included a series of photographs appended to
this representation illustrating how the site sites in the
wider landscape. Banks Property agree that the 80
metre contour line is sensitive on the western part
of the southern boundary where key views towards
Old Durham are prominent. However, where the 80
metre contour line moves further north towards the
A1(M)the landscape is much less sensitive.
Development on this part of the site would be viewed
in the context of the wider proposed development site
with glimpsed views from the A1(M). The area of land
is much less sensitive to the key views towards Old
Durham and suitable for residential development.

3.2 Banks Property believe that a new clear and
defensible Green Belt boundary should be created on
the southern boundary with new boundary planting.
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A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment will be
undertaken to support a planning application and will
fully consider key views into and out of the site. Banks
Property suggest removing the reference from the 80
metre contour line included in policy 6 (n) whilst
maintaining the policy requirement to protect the
character of Old Durham Beck and Old Durham.

4 General Comments

4.1 Banks Property have promoted the Sherburn Road
site for residential development for a number of years.
The site provides a logical extension to edge of
Durham continuing the existing built form directly to
the west of the site. The site is well contained,
particularly with the A1(M) located to the east and with
the addition of structural planting on the southern
boundary.

4.2 Banks Property support the exceptional
circumstances background document prepared by the
council which acknowledges that land from the Green
Belt will need to be released in order to;

a) Ensure sustainable patterns of development are
achieved
b) Maximise the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means such as walking, cycling and public
transport
c) Providing the right type of housing to meet the needs
and aspirations of existing and future residents and a
housing stock which supports the economy of the
county
4.3 Sherburn Road is a highly sustainable site located
close to existing employment and retail facilities, is well
served by existing public transport provision and is
within walking and cycling distance of Durham City
Centre. If a strategy was prepared not allocating land
in the Green Belt and omitting such sites, a more
unsustainable form of development would be being
promoted, contrary to national policy objectives.

5 Further Supporting Information

5.1 To support the site’s allocation in the Draft Local
Plan, information has been prepared focusing on
sustainability and improvements to the wider Green
Belt.

6 Sustainability Statement
6.1 A separate sustainability statement has been
prepared and included to support this representation.
The statement demonstrates that Sherburn Road is
located close to retail, employment sites, education
and open space and has excellent public transport
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services within the vicinity of the site.The site is highly
sustainable and will enable residents to walk, cycle
and use public transport to access such
services.

6.2 There are 7,400 jobs within the Belmont Ward
which equates to 4% of the County total. Since 1999
Belmont has seen strong jobs growth (25%) and the
area continues to be a key area of employment in the
county. Banks Property believe that the many forms
of employment in Belmont draw commuters from a
wider area.

Allocating the Sherburn Road site for housing would
offer new housing stock and affordable housing to such
commuters providing significant sustainability
benefits and reducing the need to drive to work.

6.3 Information available for 7,000 commuters into
Gilesgate Moor and Belmont areas shows over a
quarter (1,854) commute in from outside the county.
The largest contingent commute from Sunderland.
Many of those commuting within Durham commute
from further away. Only 16% of commuters live within
the two wards.

There is great scope to increase this by building
420-480 dwellings at Sherburn Road.

6.4 Policy 3 of the Local Plan includes employment
allocations at Belmont Industrial Estate (5.78 hectares)
and Dragonville (1.68 hectares) demonstrating the
council’s commitment to the established employment
areas in the local area. The allocation of Sherburn
Road for housing support the economic growth strategy
which supports the creation of further jobs within the
Belmont area.

7 Improvements to the Wider Green Belt

7.1 The Sherburn Road site offers significant
opportunities for improvements to environmental quality
and accessibility of wider Green Belt land in the
surrounding area.The wider land is controlled by Banks
Property through the same landowner as the Sherburn
Road site, providing certainty that such improvements
are deliverable. A Net Environmental Gains plan has
been prepared to support this representation to
demonstrate the wide ranging improvements that could
be delivered.

7.2 The plan has been prepared following a number
of site visits and consideration of the landscape
character and form which is illustrated in a series of
photographs included as part of this representation.
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7.3 The enhancements focus on improving public
access through the creation of new and improved
public footpaths, providing new and improved
hedgerows, ecological enhancements and an area
identified as an opportunity for sports/recreation uses.

A summary of the enhancements included on the plan
is summarised below:

Net Environmental Gains Plan
The primary objective for the wider landscape is to
maintain and enhance the rural character of the valley
side to the south and west of the site and
provide improved public access and ecological value
to an area of approximately 80ha (198ac). A natural
boundary to this area of the landscape is formed by
the woodland along the A1 corridor, Durham Old Beck
and the River Wear, along with the woodland further
to the south.
There is potential to conserve and enhance the
character of the area with the addition of new areas of
woodland running along the valley side that reflect
the character of the woodland on the south side of the
valley and adds to the existing woodland at Bent House
Farm and trees to the south of the Sherburn
Estate.

The planting of new hedgerows and hedgerow trees
along with the gapping up of existing hedgerows across
the area will enhance and strengthen the field patterns
and when combined with the new woodland will add
to the fabric of this landscape. These proposals will
also create and enhance ecological links, which when
combined with a network of new footpaths and cycle
tracks will provide valuable green infrastructure for the
housing site as well as the surrounding area. The
network of paths will create a number of circular routes
of varying lengths making the network more functional
for local users.

A core benefit to this area of landscape would be
enhancement of the pasture land to the west of Bent
House Lane, leading down to Old Durham Beck.
The lower flat area could be developed as an area of
species rich flower meadow containing a number of
shallow seasonal (panned) wet areas to add diversity
to the grassland habitat. The land extending from this
up the valley side to Old Durham would also be
developed as a species rich grassland, but with
trees and scrub to form a heathland / wood pasture
habitat. Both areas would contain an intimate network
of paths to maximise accessibility of these areas.
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These landscape enhancements would also benefit
the setting of the buildings at Old Durham.

SHERBURN ROAD / BENT HOUSE
LANE TRANSPORT/SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
LP/NE/767/PL-5

1 Purpose
1.1 This note has been prepared to briefly set out the
significant opportunities related to sustainable transport
links and that development at Bent House Lane
would enhance the network of pedestrian and cycling
routes in the locality. The site being considered is
located in the Dragonville area of Durham as shown
on plan HJB/PA767/33.

2 Background

2.1 Previous submissions on the Durham Local Plan
included a Technical Note (2012) and Transport
Statement (2014). The documents examined the
immediate site access from the A181, pressure points
on the highway network, zone of influence for traffic
from the proposed development and transport
implications of a residential development of up to 475
dwellings. Noting that a number of years has passed
and changes have occurred in the area the position
with respect of sustainable transport has been
reviewed.

3 Benefit of Location
3.1 By virture of location the site would enable people
to use alternatives to the car and promote long term
changes in travel behaviours. Appendix A sets out
the strategic context of the Bent House Lane Site
demonstrating connection sustainable connections to
a range of facilities. The following section sets out the
key facilities accessed by walking, cycling and public
transport.

3.2 Walking
a) Walkable neighbourhoods are typically characterised
by having a range of facilities within 10 minutes’ (up
to about 800 m) walking distance of residential areas
which residents may access comfortably on foot.
However, this is not an upper limit and national
guidance has set out that walking offers the greatest
potential to replace short car trips, particularly those
under 2 km (Source: Manual for Streets 2007)
b) Walking offers a realistic option for journey to work
or study for many, being best suited to journeys of less
than two kilometres. However, experience nationally
shows that only 10% of people walk to work (Source:
Nomis Neighbourhood Statistics, 2011 Census).
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distances and equivalent walking times are
summarised in the table 1 below:

Criteria Town Centres Commuting/ School Elsewhere
Desirable 200m (2.5min) 500m (6.25 min) 400m (5min)
Acceptable 400m (5min) 1000m (12.5min) 800m
(10min)
Preferred Maximum 800m (10min) 2000m (25min)
1200m (15min)

c) Walking is generally considered a viable travel
choice over short distances.

Acceptable walking
Local trips on foot are likely to relate to shopping,
leisure, trips to school, personal business and trips to
the bus stop as part of linked trips to
further destinations.

d) The Bent House Lane site is well located on the
edge of a local settlement and can take advantage of
local services and facilities.Table 2 below sets out key
facilities accessible on foot.

(SEE TABLE)

3.3 Cycling

a) Cycling is considered a feasible means of transport
over short to medium distances, enables people to
take regular exercise and can form part of a longer
journey by public transport

a) Cycle use is more seasonal than for other modes,
with up to twice as many cyclists in summer compared
with winter. The majority of cycling trips are for short
distances, with 80% being less than five miles and with
40% being less than two miles. However, the majority
of trips by all modes are also short distances (67% are
less than five miles, and 38% are less than two miles);
therefore, the bicycle is a potential mode for many of
these trips (CIHT Planning for Cycling 2014).

b) The Market Place in Durham City Centre is only
2.6km. Durham City provides retail, leisure and further
employment opportunities and a variety of cycle parking
facilities.

c) National Cycle Route 14 provides run directly
adjacent to the site along Bent House Lane providing
a lightly trafficked/ traffic free route into Durham City
Centre. National Cycle Route 70 goes directly from
Dragon Lane to Sherburn Village.

d) Table 3 below sets out key facilities accessible within
3miles of the site:

Durham City Centre Belmont Industrial
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Estate
Durham Station
Durham University
Colleges
Ramside Hall Hotel Durham Bus Station

3.4 Public Transport – Bus Services
a) As the site is located on a key urban corridor, the
site benefits from higher frequencies of bus service
then most settlements. Bus stops in the vicinity of the
site are located on the A181 for access to the services
22, 24, X24 and 64 and on Dragon Lane for access to
numbers 204, 208 and S1.
b) Services operating from on Sherburn Road and
Dragon Lane include are set out in Table 4 below:

Route number Service Provider Peak
Hour Frequency Route
64 Arriva 20 Min Mon – Sat Arnison Centre to Sherburn
Village
22 Arriva 30 Min Mon – Sat Durham to Sunderland
24 Arriva 30 Min Mon – Sat Durham to Hartlepool
(via peterlee)
X24 Arriva 1 service at 5pm Durham to Horden (Via
Peterlee)
S1 Durham Uni Bus Link 20 Min Mon – Sat Dragonville
lane Tesco to Durham University South Road Colleges
204 Go North East 60 min Mon – Sat Durham to
High Pittington
208 Go North East 60 min Mon – Sat Durham to
Peterlee

c) Bus services allow residents access to services
beyond and within Durham.The third major out of town
retail/ employment site in Durham the Arniston Centre
is accessible by bus from the site.
d) Public Transport services adjacent to the site allow
connections directly to health care facilities including:
- Durham University Hospital
- Doctors Surgeries at Belmont, Sherburn and
Gilesgate Medical Centres
e) The implementation of the proposed development
is likely to increase the patronage on existing bus
service helping to bolster patterns of
declining patronage and help sustain commercial bus
operations locally.
f) The development is well located in respect of nearby
bus stops and is benefits from around 11 services an
hour at peak times.

3.5 Potential network improvements to support
sustainable modes
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a) Dragon Lane and surrounding roads north
(Sunderland Road) and south (A181, Sherburn Road)
have been highlighted by the Highways Authority as
already operating above their designed capacities
through volume of traffic. Durham County Council are
in the process of funding and designing a ‘Retail Park
Relief Road’ in Dragonville Retail Park which takes
and take in part of Damson Way from the junction of
Sherburn
Road and the linking to Rennys Lane and McIntyre
Way adjacent to the Durham City Retail Park.

b) Recently consented development have provided
contributions to the scheme and the planned relief road
would be required to accommodate proposed
development in the industrial estate. There is a high
degree of
certainly of this scheme being delivered with benefits
to all modes by creating a more accessible and
permeable local highway network.

4 Technical Matters
4.1 Previous submissions on the Durham Local Plan
included Technical Notes (2012) and Transport
Statement (2014). Having reviewed Technical
Matters associated with the site it remains the case
that:
a) Access can be achieved as demonstrated on plans
AECOM- 180814-001 Rev 2 and 180814-001 rev 2
(Transport Statement 2014) The implementation of the
site access junction associated with the
development are deliverable within land controlled by
the Highway Authority and Banks Group.

b) The Sherburn Road Retail Link will be beneficial for
highway capacity in the area and access for
sustainable modes.

c) Development would be supported A Framework
Travel Plan (FTP) will be produced to support the
planning application. The FTP will set out proposed
targets for modal shift away from single occupancy car
trips to
more sustainable modes. Additionally the FTP will also
identify a Travel Plan co-ordinator who will be
responsible for conducting a travel survey, producing
the bespoke Travel Plan and continually monitoring
and updating the document as well as encouraging
initiatives to promote sustainable travel.

d) Further detailed modelling of layouts and junctions
in the area would need to be provided.
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4.2 The local impacts of development traffic can be
accommodated at the site access and wider local
network.

4.3 Durham County Council has declared an Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA) in Durham City (2011) due
to elevated due to elevated concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide near major roads in excess of the
annual mean air quality objective. The Air Quality
Action Plan for Durham City (2016) advises that the
necessity for the AQAP was demonstrated by
projecting road traffic emissions, which showed
that with no objections improvements to vehicle
emissions over time may achieve the level of reduction
estimated to be required to achieve the air quality
objective by 2020, but would be insufficient to achieve
the air quality objective along the most significantly
affected roads by this date. In the longer term there
may be the potential for new infrastructure on the
periphery of the city that could take a proportion of the
traffic away from the route through the city centre,
however there is a need for solutions in the shorter
term to improve air quality within the declared Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) and it is important
for new developments that opportunities are taken to
minimise any impacts on air quality shorter term 4.4
The site it not located within an AQMA, however
Sunderland Road forms part of the AQMA and is circa
800m from the site. In the absence of new
infrastructure on the periphery of the city, which can
take a significant time to design and
deliver, development at Bent House Lane minimise
impacts on air quality by increasing the potential for
non-car trips.

5 Conclusion
5.1 The proposed site for residential development has
a number of advantages. It has been demonstrated
through this note that access to existing pedestrian
and cycle routes and regular bus services is a key
benefit to future residents. As the site is located close
to retail, employment sites, education and open space
this provides an opportunity to reduce the amount of
traffic as a result of this development that travels
through and around the city, particularly during the
peak hour.

5.2 Behaviours of residents are key to use sustainable
modes as part of their everyday life. Having existing
services and routes in place from first occupation of a
development supports sustainable choices being made,
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increases the potential for non-car trips and limits the
impacts of air pollution on health.

Residents have the opportunity to be active by walking,
cycling and benefit from a range of public transport
services due to the location of this development.

5.3 Urban transport problems are characterised by
congestion and poor air quality. There are a greater
number of challenges to cut car use the further away
people live from the city, services and public transport
connections. Commuting only accounts for a proportion
of trips with most travel being for shopping and
personal business eg: services, medical consultations
etc. (Source: Department for Transport National Travel
Survey released 18 January 2018).

5.4 Previously submitted Technical Reports
demonstrate that the proposed development at Bent
House Lane can be accessed and will not have a
significant impact on the road network within the vicinity
of the site.The site has good access to public transport
with regular bus service to the city centre and the wider
area within walking distance of the site. It is recognised
that there are some disbenefits to development
however there are a significant number of benefits
of the site, most significantly the potential for non-car
trips and encouraging behaviour change

SEE APPENDICES

Support noted. The northern boundary of Sniperley
Park along Potterhouse and Trouts Lane is considered

Theakston Estates Limited (County Durham Land LLP)
welcomes and fully supports the identification of

3904Question 12

to be more durable, permanent boundary than a
landscaping approach.

Sniperley Park as a sustainable urban extension to
Durham City and they look forward to working with the
Council in the delivery of the masterplan.

Sniperley is a site of approximately 107.8ha, to the
north west of Durham City, located to the west of the
A167 immediately to the north of the Sniperley Park
and Ride site. The site has capacity for approximately
1,900 dwellings and will deliver a mix of homes to meet
a range of needs for different households. The
proposals also include community facilities and
services to meet day-to-day needs including education
provision, shops, public open spaces and enhanced
opportunities for walking and cycling. The masterplan
will follow a landscape-led design approach, with
existing landscaping features being protected and
retained wherever possible, whilst new green
infrastructure routes including wildlife corridors and
open spaces will be created. Overall, the development
will deliver a thriving and sustainable new community
on the edge of Durham City.
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Sniperley Park is located in a most sustainable location
which will support the identified economic growth of
both Durham City and the wider County. There are a
number of key characteristics and evidence which
supports the need to ensure future housing is delivered
in Durham City to meet and support the City reaching
its full potential in itself and its role in supporting the
wider economic potential of the County. The
characteristics include:

• Greater proportions of higher skilled professional
households in Durham City, alongside areas to
the north including Chester-le-Street;

• Fewer families in Durham City, identified through
fewer younger children within the current
demographic profile;

• Competition for larger properties in Durham City
between families and investors looking to secure
student rental properties;

• High house prices and strong demand within
Durham City;

• More sustainable methods of commuting by
workers in Durham City, together with a greater
proportion of workers in the City more likely to
live and work there;

• Poor expenditure retention from residents in
areas to the north and south of the County, higher
levels of retention identified in Durham City; and

• Low levels of student retention, in part due to
high house prices. However, Durham City
possesses a number of the characteristics
students list as being important to them.

These characteristics highlight that supporting new
development in Durham City will achieve a number of
sustainable development outcomes which are central
to achieving the wider objectives of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The delivery of
an appropriate housing supply will also support a
sustainable economic future for the County through
ensuring there was the right type and mix of housing
which will help attract people to live and work in the
City, particularly graduates and higher skilled residents
who are needed to support the economic ambition of
the City and wider County. There is therefore a clear
and demonstrable need to provide more housing within
the Durham City area. Sniperley Park will play a most
important role in meeting this housing need, as well
as supporting the economic growth of the City and
County.
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Further information about the importance of a
sustainable urban extension focusing new development
in Durham City is provided in the attached report titled
‘A Prospective for Sustainable Development – County
Durham – Delivering a Sustainable Future’ (April 2018)
prepared by Lichfields on behalf of County Durham
Land LLP.

County Durham Land LLP welcomes and fully supports
the identification of Sniperley Park in the Preferred
Options Policies Map as a housing allocation and a
Durham City Sustainable Urban Extension. There are
considered to be exceptional circumstances for the
amendment of the Green Belt boundary to exclude
Sniperley Park and for its allocation for a residential-led
development. These circumstances are provided in
the County Durham Plan Exceptional Circumstances
report (June 2018).

The NPPF advises that Green Belt boundaries should
only be amended in exceptional circumstances through
the preparation or updating of plans. Durham County
Council has undertaken a full assessment of the sites
across the county and the revision to the Green Belt
has been fully evidenced and justified in order to deliver
sufficient housing land to meet local housing needs.
The Council has identified suitable, deliverable housing
allocations for 3,975 dwellings and identified that a
further 2,297 dwellings are required to meet housing
needs (para. 11.1 of the Exceptional Circumstances
Report). As a consequence, the sites at Sniperley Park
and Sherburn Road have been identified by the Council
for Green Belt release.

As explained in the Council’s Exceptional
Circumstances Report, the development of Sniperley
Park will:

• Ensure a sustainable pattern of development by
building on Durham City’s position as the county’s
employment centre, regional transport hub and
regional centre for services and facilities;

• Maximise the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable means;

• Provide the right type of housing to meet the
needs and aspirations of existing and future
residents which supports the economy of the
county and the need for more and better jobs;

• Help address economic under-performance
across the county by supporting the economic
potential of Durham City and the delivery of
Aykley Heads by capturing business and
investment growth, retaining graduates and
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creating opportunities to increase and retain
spending in the city, supporting an improved retail
offer and reducing the impact of the fluctuation
in population between University terms; and

• Maximising the delivery of affordable housing
and other infrastructure by locating development
in the highest viability areas around Durham City
(para. 11.3 of the Exceptional Circumstances
report).

Overall, County Durham Land LLP considers that there
are Exceptional Circumstances for amending the Green
Belt boundary to exclude Sniperley Park and there are
very substantial benefits from the allocation of
Sniperley Park as a Sustainable Urban Extension.

The Exceptional Circumstances report amends the
northern boundary of Sniperley Park. The ‘Revised
Boundary’ now runs along Potterhouse Lane and
Trout’s Lane to the north and excludes some fields
which lie beyond these roads (‘the Northern Land’).

Page 93 of the Exceptional Circumstances report states
that “An opportunity exists to amend the site to allow
Potterhouse Lane and Trouts Lane to represent a
strongly defined durable Green Belt boundary along
the north of the site”. Chapter 10 of this report then
goes on to suggest that the northern boundary is
amended to follow these roads. However, the reason
for this change has not been fully explained. The only
reason given is that the roads will represent a strongly
defined durable Green Belt boundary.

The previous northern boundary was defined by
existing topographical and landscape features. The
topography to the north of Potterhouse Land is similar
to topography to the south of Potterhouse Lane.
However, slightly further to the north of Potterhouse
Lane, the landform falls northwards. Woodland belts
are situated along this slope, with Little Gill in the valley
floor. After this valley the land rises up to Findon Hill
and Sacriston. Accordingly, it is clear that the ‘Northern
Land’ would also be defined by a strongly defined
durable Green Belt boundary, namely by topographical
features woodland, including Little Gill, and field
boundaries. Furthermore, having existing woodland
features along the boundary of the Northern Land also
creates a strong opportunity to augment this by
introducing additional woodland belt to be planted along
the entirety of the northern boundary, connecting
existing woodland and strengthening green
infrastructure. Such a landscape-led approach would
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result in opportunities to beneficially use Green Belt
land. Accordingly, the boundaries which enclose the
Northern Land are all strong, logical and defensible
boundaries that follow existing features, both
topographical and urban and should form safeguarded
land.

It is recognised that the Durham County Council Green
Belt Assessment: Green Belt Review: Stage 1 and 2
Report (June 2018) considers Sniperley Park as part
of a wider area stretching from Durham City to
Sacriston / Witton Gilbert (Site No. 27). In this context,
the Green Belt Assessment considers that the
development of this area will result in neighbouring
settlements from merging. However, the proposed
Sniperley Park allocation will not result in the merger
of settlements due to the distance to Sacriton /Witton
Gilbert and also because of the topography of the land,
with a hollow lying between.

With regard to the five purposes of the Green Belt, a
table provided on page 97 of the Exceptional
Circumstances report assesses three parcels of land
within the ‘Revised Boundary’ at Sniperley Park against
these purposes, whilst the maps on pages 75 to 77
assess Sniperley Park as whole, including the Northern
Land. The results of this assessment show that the
land with the Revised Boundary performs strongly
against two and moderately against three of the
purposes of the Green Belt; whilst Sniperley as a whole
(including the Northern Land) also performs strongly
against two and moderately against three of the
purposes of the Green Belt.

County Durham Land LLP therefore suggests that the
Northern Land is identified as ‘Safeguarded Land’
which would meet the Council’s longer-term
development needs beyond the plan period. This
approach would avoid the Council from having to
amend / review the Green Belt boundaries at the end
of the plan period, in accordance with the NPPF (para.
83) and the draft NPPF (para. 138) which require
Green Belt boundaries to be capable of enduring
beyond the plan period.

With regard to Policy 6 (Durham City’s Sustainable
Urban Extensions), County Durham Land LLP’s
suggest that the text within Policy 6 and paragraph
4.105 is amended to state either “approximately” or
“estimated yield of” 1,900 houses at Sniperley Park.
This amendment will ensure consistency with Table 5
which refers to an “estimated yield”.
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Policy 6 (b) refers to the provision of a new primary
school or schools. County Durham Land LLP would
welcome discussions with the Council to establish the
exact nature and level of the education provision.

Policy 6 (c) discusses the relocation of the Household
Waste Recycling Centre from Potterhouse Lane to
enable the improvement of current provision in an
appropriate location. County Durham Land LLP would
welcome discussions with the Council to establish the
strategy for relocating the recycling centre.

County Durham Land LLP notes the reference to
explore district heating network under Policy 6 (h). We
wish to work with the Council on this but note there is
no national requirement for district hearing systems to
be provided for large scale development, 

plus it does not appear that this has been tested in the
Local Plan Viability Testing Report (June 2018)
prepared by CPV on behalf of Durham County Council
or in the County Durham Plan Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (June 2018).

Policy 6 (l) relates to the Western Relief Road (WWR).
County Durham Land LLP notes the requirement for
the WWR and acknowledges the payment of an
appropriate contribution towards this route from the
Sniperley Park development. County Durham Land
LLP would, however, like to explore with the Council
the required infrastructure and the funding
mechanisms.

Paragraph 4.105 states that Sniperley Park will
promote innovative approaches to sustainable design
which reflect current best practice, whilst paragraph
4.107 states that the site will be an exemplar of design
quality and sustainable development. Although County
Durham Land LLP is generally supportive of these
principles, they could have significant cost implications
which have not been taken into account in the Local
Plan Viability Testing Report or in the County Durham
Plan Infrastructure Delivery Plan. County Durham Land
LLP therefore suggests that these paragraphs are
amended as follows:

Paragraph 4.105:

“It will also promote innovative Innovative approaches
to sustainable design which reflect current best practice
will be encouraged where practical and provided this
does not impact on development viability in order to
deliver a sustainable development supported by
appropriate supporting utilities and infrastructure”

Paragraph 4.107:
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“The site will be an exemplar of a high design quality
and sustainable development and include a strong
landscape framework…”.

Paragraph 4.109 advises that the Transport
Assessment will be required to show how the build out
of the site will relate to the completion of the WRR.
County Durham Land LLP welcomes the opportunity
to have discussions with the council regarding the
phasing of Sniperley Park whilst the WRR is being built
out.

Policy 6 (g) relates to the provision of a linear country
park, County Durham Land LLP supports this but would
welcome further discussions on the route and nature
of the scheme.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the
infrastructure requirements for the delivery of sites

Please register my extreme disapproval for the
resurrection of the 2010 County Plan in which it

4149Question 12

across the county including medical, community andproposes to implement a Western Relief Road. This
educational infrastructure.Traffic modelling also showsdemonstrates extreme disregard on the part of the
that the A167 is currently the most congested part ofCounty Council for its protection of Green Belt land;
the transport network in both the AM and PM peaks.the proposals it outlines are neither sustainable nor
The absence of an effective alternative and the existingecological (something we in Durham pride ourselves
and future congestion there is the requirement for the
Western Relief Road.

on). Further to this it proposes an implementation of
housing at Sniperley Park which would impose an
extreme expense upon the community in terms of
resources--such as burdening the already over
subscribed schools; it would increase, rather than
decrease through traffic.

Comments noted.3.62  Question 12 – This is our preferred
policy. Do you have any comments?

3688Question 12

3.63 We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

3.64 We anticipate that Policy 6 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

DURHAM COUNTY PLAN. Submission on behalf of
Sniperley Witton Area Action Group (SWAAG) We, the

3713Question 12

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theresidents of Sniperley Park and Witton Grove in
Sustainable Communities option. In line with NationalDurham City, object to the County Plan: Preferred
Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns ofOptions 2018 document on the grounds that
development have been taken into account.development proposals continue to reflect an
Consideration has been given to channellingover-concentration of development within Durham City,

at the expense of the wider County.
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In particular, the cumulative effect of certain
development proposals to the immediate West and

development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns

North-West of Durham City will, if they are allowed to and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
proceed, impact in a totally unacceptable way in and locations beyond the Green Belt. Sniperley Park will
around the Sniperley roundabout at the intersection of be developed to high standards necessary to make
the A167 with the A691, compounded by the planned them attractive and sustainable places to live and will
intersection of the Western Relief Road with the A691
nearby.

become strong, vibrant and healthy communities. A
new local centre will include retail, community and
other services adjoining the B6532 to ensure accessThe effect of this, alongside current proposals for the

development of 1900 houses to the immediate north to public transport. A Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan for the site will be required to ensure the relianceof Sniperley Park, will degrade the wider area in which
on the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impactwe live and lead to a totally intolerable residential
of increased traffic.The movement frameworks shouldenvironment the elements which in combination will

degrade our area to a totally unacceptable level are: incorporate any relevant schemes within the Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. There are

1. The Western Relief Road no proposals to include 4/DU/73 at Witton Grove within
the site allocation for Sniperley Park.2.  Proposed allocation of green belt land for

large-scale residential development (1900 homes) at
Sniperley Park; and

3. Proposed redevelopment of Aykley Heads as a high
quality employment location.
Taking each in turn:

2.Allocation of Green Belt land at Sniperley Park for
Residential Development

Apart from the loss of green belt land, our two
paramount concerns are:
1. 1. The very substantial traffic flow which this
development will generate through our local area in
accessing employment which re-developed Aykley
Heads will offer. We can envisage no effective
mitigation against the certainty of air and noise pollution
within what is an exclusively residential area and; 2.
The retention of site 4/DU/73 within overall proposals
for residential developments at Sniperley Park will
engender sustained and resolute opposition from
residents most directly affected.

We strongly urge that site 4/DU/73 be excluded from
overall residential proposals and that a further financial
viability assessment of the Sniperley Park proposals
be undertaken on the basis of a total of houses reduced
from 1900 to 1855.
The proposal to exclude (release) Sniperley Park from
the Durham City Greenbelt of which it currently forms
a significant part is perverse, given the fact that by
DCC's own analysis the site satisfies all five purposes
of Greenbelt land, most especially in checking
un-restricted urban sprawl and assisting in safe-
guarding the countryside from encroachment. Exclusion
on this scale from the Green Belt at Sniperley Park is
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particularly concerning, given the comparative
narrowness and hence fragility of the Greenbelt to the
North West of the City.
Our understanding is that the Sniperley Park project
will be required to cover not only its own very
considerable infrastructure costs but also make a
substantial contribution to the funding package for the
Western Relief Road.
It is also our understanding that implementation of the
Sniperley Park proposals are crucially dependent upon
the Western Relief Road being built.
These two projects therefore have a critical mutual
dependency, the soundness of which must remain
seriously in doubt (unconfirmed?) so long as
uncertainty about fundability continues to exist.
Both projects are of such strategic importance that the
risk referred to above must call into question not only
the soundness of these particular projects, but also
the soundness of the County Plan as a whole.
We fully support the submissions made by the Friends
of Durham Green Belt, by The City of Durham Trust,
and by The Council for the Protection of Rural England
in relation to encroachment into existing green belt
land to accommodate the relief roads and in relation
to the current proposal to exclude the Sniperley Park
site from the Green Belt.

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County Durham
is in preparation and will update and replace the PPS

Sniperley Park - i have a personal interest in this as
some of the land identified is where a youth football

3798Question 12

and associated Playing Pitch Action Plans from 2013.club (Deerness Valley FC) plays games and trains. I
The PPS will assess the current and projected supplysee there is mention of Playing Pitch Strategy which
and demand for pitches, including a technical analysissuggests there are plenty of alternative pitches
of pitch quality and usage levels.The findings of theseavailable in the area but in reality availability of good
assessments will provide the evidence of wherequality is not readily available. There is mention of a
provision needs further consideration and/or to beschool and mini soccer pitches but what is required is
protected/enhanced and inform the development ofa sporting hub at the school involving local sports
both strategic and sport specific recommendations.teams where facilities can be shared between the
The strategy will set out site by site recommendationsschool and community use. For example, floodlit and
based on pre-determined areas aligned to the County3g pitches to ensure winter training and all year round

facility availability with club house type facilities Durham Plan (5 delivery areas). The pitch provision
which will be provided at the new school at Sniperley
will reflect the findings of the PPS, but is likely to
include an artificial turf pitch which can accommodate
all formats of formal pitch play and which can be used
by both the school and by community teams by way
of a community use agreement.
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There is an amenity and pollution policy in the Plan
which will safeguard against development which will

Comments in relation to Sniperley allocation:3808Question 12

• Previously an air quality assessment was
undertaken at my property - this showed 'red'. cause unacceptable harm in terms of noise and air

quality.• Concern  of impact of noise on my property from
the new development (from houses and roads)
- previous readings of noise undertaken prior to
the introduction of the park and ride in 2007 noted
the impact was unacceptable.

• concern over loss of greenbelt for housing
• Concern about extension of the park and ride

linked to the new county hall - this would add
congestion, because of a lack of parking in
Durham

Support weclcome.Provision of 1900 dwellings at Sniperley Park and 420
dwellings at Sherburn Road correlate with the

3966Question 12

allocations identified in Policy 5. The policy includes
additional provisions and requirements to deliver a
sustainable extension, which in particular includes the
need for a masterplan to be prepared to demonstrate
how the phasing of development on these sites will
have regard to the provision and timing of the
infrastructure, which is supported.

It is noted that Sniperley Park is reliant on the delivery
of the Western Relief Road and as such will be required
to contribute towards its funding, together with
associated improvements, through the use of Section
106 and/or Section 278 agreements, which is also
supported.

We also particularly welcome the provisions which
require both sites to incorporate convenient, safe and
high quality bus, pedestrian and cycle routes within,
and connecting to, adjoining facilities In order to reduce
the dominance of car traffic and improve the
permeability.

The need for a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan
for each site to be required to ensure that reliance on
the private car is reduced and to mitigate the impact
of increased traffic is also particularly supported.

Finally, reference is also made in criteria r. to exploring
the potential to deal with drainage from the A1(M) with
Highways England, which is welcomed and can be
discussed with Highways England at the appropriate
time.

Support welcomed. The proposed development at
Sniperley Park will include improvements and the

Ok if developed for housing as long as the country park
and preservation of the nature reserve is provided for
existing residents.

4024Question 12

creation of a linear park will be provided in perpetuity
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through the centre of the site from the mature woodland
at Folly Plantation and habitats of the former Cater
House Pit to the parklands of SniperleyHall in the west
of Folly Bridge in the east. Within the linear park new
and improved linkages with the wider countryside will
be included to ensure that there are community benefits
provided.

Support welcomed. The proposed development at
Sniperley Park will include improvements and the

Support the provision of a country park and
preservation of the nature within the site.

4025Question 12

creation of a linear park will be provided in perpetuity
through the centre of the site from the mature woodland
at Folly Plantation and habitats of the former Cater
House Pit to the parklands of SniperleyHall in the west
of Folly Bridge in the east. Within the linear park new
and improved linkages with the wider countryside will
be included to ensure that there are community benefits
provided.
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The council has considered the amendments
suggested and confirms that it is not possible to cross

Policy 7 bullet point 3

Add to this point by putting “or, where no
neighbourhood plan exists, the settlement boundary
defined by the previous plan.”

191Question 13

refer to the district local plans as they will be
superceded by the CDP. Furthermore the council does
not consider that the remaining suggestions are
necessary.Policy 7.g

Delete after the word “facility”. The development will
change the viability of any community facility and these
should be maintained wherever possible.

Having considered this representation the council does
not consider it appropriate to amend the policy. The

Darlington CAMRA seeks an amendment to section g
of Policy 7.  As it stands it can be interpreted to allow

213Question 13

policy in question relates to all built up areas regardlessall but one of pubs to be lost in large settlements such
of whether they are urban or rural. The secnarioas Newton Aycliffe or Barnard Castle.  Obviously this
provided is unlikely. However in any event the townis unlikely but the policy would allow a community in
centre related policy approach within the Plan seekspart of a large urban area to lose its pub on the grounds
to safeguard the vitality and viability of the County's
town centres in any event.

that others exist in the town, even though these may
be some distance away and do not serve the
community affected. The policy should therefore also
apply to communities in urban areas.

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports Policy 7.

216Question 13

Support to the principle noted. Response to Green Belt
issues picked up in Q 11.

Support the principle outlined in the policy but object
that the Plan should allocate sites wherever possible.
SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,

296Question 13

4/DU/18B and DU/114 are all in the built up area and
in the context of a Plan review should be removed from
the Green Belt and allocated for housing / mixed use
development.

Support noted.I support this good policy.452Question 13

Support noted. Each site will be considered on an
individual basis in the context of all relevant

Agree in principle but consideration on site by site basis
needed and not to used as back door justification for
greenbelt or countryside loss.

945Question 13

development plan policies and other material
considerations.

The council considers that when read as a whole the
Plan provides adequate protection to open spaces

A number of Local Green Space designated areas
were removed from the Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood

523Question 13

within the county and will continue to suppotrtPlan as we were informed they had sufficient protection
elsewhere. This no longer appears to be the case. neighbourhood planning groups who wish to pursue

specific areas of separation and/ or local green spaceThe recent Planning Inquiry for development at land
off Woodham Bridge/Cobblers Hall Road (Old designations within their neighbourhood plan. There

is scope for the Town Council to progress this matterEquestrian Site) highlighted the importance of having
through a review of the existing GANP and/ orspecific areas designated within a plan as either green
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wedge or local green space. The main argument at
the inquiry was around the green wedge designation

discussions with Middridge parish Council.The council
would be happy to support this.

of the site and the Planning Inspector made specific
reference to the fact that the site was not designated
in either the GANP or County Durham Plan. In order
not to fall foul of this oversite the Council cannot stress
enough the importance of having these areas
protected.

Indeed, paragraphs 76 to 78 of the NPPF deal
specifically with this matter under the Promoting
Healthy Communities section. These areas are of
particular importance to the residents.  Only areas
0.3ha and above have been included as this is the
minimum size DCC have used for housing sites.

Great Aycliffe Town Council must insist the areas set
out below are specifically designated as Local Green
Space and included in the County Durham Plan to
protect them from development on unallocated sites
in built up areas in the future.

Local Green Spaces to be Designated (Table
Attached)

In addition the Town Council would like to see the land
at Woodham Bridge/Cobblers Hall (Old Equestrian
Centre Site) be allocated as an area of separation
which will bring it in line with the Great Aycliffe
Neighbourhood Plan.

Comments noted but they are not considered to justify
any revisions to the policy.

Leech’s vision for Newton Hall in the 1960’s was to
plant a tree in every garden, have green space nearby
and keep the public footpaths open. Most of the trees

1306Question 13

have gone, gardens have been covered with hard
standing and green space is being infilled.

Large areas of housing, such as Newton Hall, do not
have a neighbourhood plan because large numbers
of the properties are on short term lets. This means
that the permanent residents are subjected to
uncontrolled infill development, an increase in hard
surfaces leading to a loss of street trees, gardens and
green space.This is known to cause towns to heat up,
adding to global warming.

The Plan needs to provide a mechanism by which
future windfall developments can be assessed. When

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1092Question 13

read as a whole the council considers that the Planregion.  As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
provides sufficient flexibility for water and seweragethese services we are a formal consul-tee on all
matters to be managed through the developmentemerging planning policy.  Our New Development
management process in respect to both allocated anddepartment provides a planning service which seeks
unallocated sites. The Council continues to beto protect our assets and supports new development
committed to sharing housing supply an delivery datathrough ensuring our network and facilities have
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capacity to accommodate sustainable growth. We
work closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed

with NWL and maintaining an open dialogue in respect
to future developments in exercising its functions as a
Local Planning Authority.development and track growth, and our consultation

responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding.  Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational, non operational and surplus land.
They act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by
producing and submitting LDF representations to
safeguard or release any operational or surplus land.
They also seek opportunities to redevelop our
redundant sites.  Consequently, you will see two
separate responses submitted from Northumbrian
Water for this emerging plan. These responses should
be read individually with an understanding of the two
different planning roles Northumbrian Water
undertakes.

We have concerns regarding in effect windfall site
allowances of any size where there is ambiguity as to
the developments proposed location. Although the
policy refers to the unallocated development being
within the existing ‘Built up Area’, this does not offer
any clarity with regards to which of our assets that may
be impacted. To provide some context we have
approximately 136 sewage treatment works across
County Durham, of which 64 are smaller, descriptive
consent, treatment works which serve a population of
less than 250. Without knowing the proposed location
of new development, we are unable to advise on
potential capacity issues within our network and
consequently programme in any investment works.
We encourage the council to fully consider the
implication of this with regards to any additional growth
in very small settlements as the new local plan is
progressed.

The support given to this policy is noted. The council
does not consider there to be a conflict with anyexisting

Page 68-70

Livin supports the development of unallocated sites in
built up areas, and the ability to develop small infill

733Question 13

or emerging neighbourhood Plans. Where such a
conflict is evident it is the most up to date policy that
will take primacy.

sites which do not contribute to useful amenity space,
but allow us to contribute to our building and acquiring
homes objective which recognises the need to seek
out land opportunities, meet the housing needs of
residents in our communities and better serve our
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ageing demographic with appropriate developments
in the communities they live in.

We do identify potential conflicts with this policy and
neighbourhood plans.

Support noted.I support the principle of development on unallocated
sites in built-up areas. I would urge DCC to ensure that

500Question 13

such developments are designed so as to maximise
their “walkability”, that is, their ease of navigation and
accessibility by pedestrians.

The support given to this policy is noted. The wording
of the criteria in question has been reconsidered in
light of this consultation response and revised.

Policy 7 (a) is positively worded and clearly supports
the development of the site at Willerby Grove, as it
confirms that:

616Question 13

“The development of sites within the built up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies.”

The following text of Policy 7 (e) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact on highway safety or network
capacity”.

The following text of Policy 7 (f) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 84):

“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport to
relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.

The support given to this policy is noted. The wording
of the criteria in question has been reconsidered in
light of this consultation response and revised.

Policy 7 (a) is positively worded and clearly supports
the development of the site at Travellers Green, as it
confirms that:

735Question 13

“The development of sites within the built up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies.”

The following text of Policy 7 (e) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 109):
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“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact on highway safety or network
capacity”.

The following text of Policy 7 (f) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 84):“Has good access by sustainable
modes of transport to relevant services and facilities
both within the settlement to which it relates and
beyond, whilst taking into account that opportunities
to access sustainable transport will vary in rural areas
and that some locations may not be well served by
public transport. In these circumstances development
should exploit any opportunities to make a location
more sustainable”.

The support given to this policy is noted. The wording
of the criteria in question has been reconsidered in
light of this consultation response and revised.

Policy 7 (a) is positively worded and clearly supports
the development of the site at Medomsley, as it
confirms that:

750Question 13

“The development of sites within the built up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies.”

The following text of Policy 7 (e) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact on highway safety or network
capacity”.

The following text of Policy 7 (f) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 84):

“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport to
relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.

The Plan makes provision for its full housing
requirement, which includes site allocations.The Plan's

This policy seeks to allow the development of sites
within existing settlements. Development is limited to

729Question 13

performance in this respect will be continuouslyland and buildings contained within the existing built
monitored and where appropriate further action will beform of a settlement, previously developed land
identified if required. Overall, the Plan seeks to provideadjoining the edge of a settlement area where it is
an appropriate level of flexibility to respond to changesphysically well contained by existing built development;
in circumstances in a sustainable manner which occuror as defined by a boundary contained in a

Neighbourhood Plan. within the built up area of settlements. Furthermore
further flexibility is provided through policies relating
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This does not meet the concerns we have raised in
respect of the overall approach to the distribution of

to developments which require a countryside location
and which will secure affordable and starter housing

housing. Most opportunities within the built up area of and employment opportunities adjacent to existing
the villages in the rural areas of the County will have settlements. There is no justification to extend this

approach any further.been exhausted owing to the legacy of development
limits leaving no room for them to accommodate
sufficient growth to meet the needs of communities
and businesses. There should be opportunities
identified on the edge of more sustainable settlements,
or a recognition that some modest housing growth will
be permissible on the edge of and adjacent to the built
up area of villages where it is well related to it and
where it respects the scale and rural character of the
settlement and its setting.

It is unrealistic to expect that this will be limited to
affordable housing exceptions sites only (Policy 12),
so few having already been delivered across the
County to date in such areas, and a more pragmatic
approach to the delivery of housing to meet the needs
of rural communities should be taken. Similar areas
such as adjoining Richmondshire have adopted such
an approach with the successful delivery of their
housing needs each year since adoption of its plan.

The support given to this policy is noted. The wording
of the criteria in question has been reconsidered in
light of this consultation response and revised.

Policy 7 (a) is positively worded and clearly supports
the development of the site at Medomsley, as it
confirms that:

767Question 13

“The development of sites within the built up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies.”

The following text of Policy 7 (e) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact on highway safety or network
capacity”.

The following text of Policy 7 (f) should be amended
as follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraph 84):

“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport to
relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.
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Response needed7(f) states good access to sustainable modes of
transport. How is this possible in villages that get one
bus an hour?

925Question 13

Each case will be judged upon its own merits according
to the individual circumstances.

Please clarify what a reasonable offer would be?926Question 13

The Plan makes provision for its full housing
requirement, which includes site allocations.The Plan's

This policy seeks to allow the development of sites
within existing settlements. Development is limited to

1161Question 13

performance in this respect will be continuouslyland and buildings contained within the existing built
monitored and where appropriate further action will beform of a settlement, previously developed land
identified if required. Overall, the Plan seeks to provideadjoining the edge of a settlement area where it is
an appropriate level of flexibility to respond to changesphysically well contained by existing built development;
in circumstances in a sustainable manner which occuror as defined by a boundary contained in a

Neighbourhood Plan. within the built up area of settlements. Furthermore
further flexibility is provided through policies relatingThis does not meet the concerns we have raised in

respect of the overall approach to the distribution of to developments which require a countryside location
and which will secure affordable and starter housinghousing. Most opportunities within the built up area of
and employment opportunities adjacent to existingthe villages in the rural areas of the County will have
settlements. There is no justification to extend this
approach any further.

been exhausted owing to the legacy of development
limits leaving no room for them to accommodate
sufficient growth to meet the needs of communities
and businesses. There should be opportunities
identified on the edge of more sustainable settlements,
or a recognition that some modest housing growth will
be permissible on the edge of and adjacent to the built
up area of villages where it is well related to it and
where it respects the scale and rural character of the
settlement and its setting.

It is unrealistic to expect that this will be limited to
affordable housing exceptions sites only (Policy 12),
so few having already been delivered across the
County to date in such areas, and a more pragmatic
approach to the delivery of housing to meet the needs
of rural communities should be taken. Similar areas
such as adjoining Richmondshire have adopted such
an approach with the successful delivery of their
housing needs each year since adoption of its plan.

The council is confident that this policy, in conjunction
with the policy relating to development in the open

Policy 7b, actions need to be taken to prevent the
coalescence which has been permitted between

2339Question 13

countryside will provide an effective policy frameworkPeterlee and Easington, against the wishes of the local
to control the loss of further land beyond the built upcommunity. There will also be the loss of a significant
area of settlements, including Easington and Peterleearea of green space as a result of agreed development
and direct development to consolidating existing
settlements.

and it would be helpful if Durham County Council could
be clear about how they  will maintain a  green wedge
between Easington and Peterlee.

The council considers that the definition of the built up
area is learly set out within the Plan and it is for the

Q13 Policy 7 Given the context of the NPPF policy
which has a presumption in favour of sustainable

2312Question 13
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decision maker to determine this on a case by case
basis as opposed to it being deliniated on a plan.

development, then this Policy 7 relies more than ever
on all the underpinning policies in the Local Plan and
in particular the Neighbourhood Plans for that area if
they exist, which have that boundary clearly marked.

It would be useful to see where the Local Plan contains
information/maps to show clearly where the Built Up
Area Boundary is for all the settlements as that is
crucial to the implementation of this Policy.

The policy has been reconsidered in light of these
matters and where appropriate amendments have been
made.

INFRASTRUCTURE2115Question 13

• Policy 7 bullet point 3 – Add to this point by
putting ‘’or, where no neighbourhood plan exists,
the settlement boundary defined by the previous
plan.’’

• Policy 7.g – Delete after the word ‘facility’. The
development will change the viability of any
community facility and these should be
maintained wherever possible.

Support noted.NECTAR support the principle of development on
unallocated sites in built-up areas.We would urge DCC

1927Question 13

to ensure that such developments are designed so as
to maximise their “walkability”, that is, their ease of
navigation and accessibility by pedestrians.

Support noted.I strongly agree with the policy, it will regenerate and
revitalise semi derelict areas within our county and
potentially reduce the pressure on green- field sites.

1642Question 13

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2422Question 13

Support noted.Concur with having no targets on this and treating each
case on its merits under the stated criteria.

1490Question 13

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built 3.59 up’ areas as defined by

2162Question 13

the proposed policy need to have good access by
sustainable modes of transport, criteria f, as this is
not consistent with national planning policy or guidance,
which acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might
have more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2010Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council has considered the suggested
amendments and does not think it necessary to amend

Hellens suggests that the following text of Policy 7 (a)
is amended as follows to ensure compliance with

2485Question 13

7a). The policy has been revised to take account of
the other matters raised.

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004:

“The development of sites within the built-up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.”

Hellens suggests that the following text of Policy 7 (e)
is amended as follows to ensure consistency with the
NPPF 2018 (para. 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact highway safety or network capacity”.

Hellens also suggests that the following text of Policy
7 (f) is amended as follows to ensure consistency with
the NPPF 2018 (para. 84):

“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport to
relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.

These amendments also accord with national policy
and paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118 of the draft
County Durham Plan as discussed in response to
Question 4.

Support noted.The Parish Council supports this policy.1637Question 13

The council does not consider this to be appropriate
or necessary as no conflict with retail hierarchy exists

Policy 7 Unallocated Sites CPRE would recommend
explicit exclusion of retail development in this policy in
support of Policy 10 on Retail Hierarchy.

1657Question 13

as the Plan should be read as a whole and to be
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acceptable a proposal should accord with all relevant
policies.

Whilst the importance of Local Lists is not disputed,
the matter raised falls outwith the scope of this policy

Paragraph 4.118 acknowledges the possibility of local
lists of “assets of community value” but does not

1881Question 13

and the wider Plan. No revisions are therefore
applicable to this policy in this regard.

commit the Council to any action in creating such lists.
We believe the Council should commit to the
systematic creation of local lists for the whole county.

The council welcomes the support given to this policy.
The wording of the policy and the supporting text have

We support Policy 7 but would encourage the Council
to consider a suitable approach for considering the

2097Question 13

been aligned to clarify the intended approach. Flexibilitydevelopment of sites adjacent to the Built Up Area.
to enable appropriate development within theThese sites are likely to be the most sustainable
countryside is provided within the policies whic relate
to rural exceptions and development in the countryside.

alternative if there are no suitable sites available within
the existing Built Up Area, especially in settlements
constrained by heritage assets such as a Conservation
Area.

Support noted.Urban & Civic welcomes the inclusion within the draft
Local Plan of a policy establishing a number of criteria

2304Question 13

whereby development on unallocated sites will be
permitted. In this context, it is appropriate to focus
development on the most attractive economic market
areas, such as Urban & Civic’s site at St Andrew’s
Way.This reflects the opportunities presented through
recent developments in Newton Aycliffe such as the
Hitachi rail assembly facility, along with related supply
chain businesses and growth in housing numbers.
Such growth has not as yet, however, been matched
in associated improvements in retail provision in the
town. Heighington Lane Industrial Estate in particular
is poorly provided for in terms of retail facilities, and
the development of the subject site for retail use would
complement the growth in employment uses forecast
by the Council, as well as utilising the highway and
transport infrastructure developed to serve the
Industrial Estate.

The council welcomes the support given to this policy.
The wording of the policy and the supporting text have

Our client is generally supporting the aims of this policy
to encourage new housing development within the

2500Question 13

been aligned to clarify the intended approach. Flexibilityexisting built up areas of existing settlements and on
previously developed sites on the edges of settlements. to enable appropriate development within the

countryside is provided within the policies which relate
to rural exceptions and development in the countryside.

It is noted that Para 4.115 the plan does provide a fuller
definition of what can be consider to comprise the built
up area/built form of a settlement. It states that: “ land
on the edge of a settlement may be considered to be
part of the built up area where it is physically well
contained by existing buildings or established physical
features and its development would not result in
contributing to coalescence with neighbouring
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settlements or encroachment into the countryside that
would cause significant adverse landscape or
townscape impact.” We believe however that this
definition should be explicitly included in the policy
itself to aid clarity and public understanding.

In the light of this definition it is considered that our
client’s land south of the Sycamores, Cotherstone –
see Figure 1 would comprise land ‘contained within
the built form’ of Cotherstone given that it is physically
well contained by development
on two sides; it would not result in any coalescence
with other settlements or encroachment into the
countryside and would not cause a significant adverse
impact on landscape or townscape.

Our client does however feel that the Policy is overly
restrictive and does need to be amended to explicitly
allow for circumstances where no land is available for
development within the built-up area/built form of any
given settlement and development can only be
delivered by a proportionate level of housing
development on green field land adjacent the edge of
the built-up area.

All rural settlements need to be allowed to grow and
evolve in order to maintain their long-term vitality and
viability. This should not be prevented by an overly
restrictive local plan policy where such developments
are necessary and sustainable, and do not cause harm
to interests of acknowledged importance. The need to
allow for such an eventuality was acknowledged in
Draft
Policy 15 of the now withdrawn Publication Draft Plan
and it is felt that the new Policy 7, and the County as
a whole would benefit from a similar provision.

The council welcomes the support given to this policy.
The wording of the policy and the supporting text have

Our client is generally supporting the aims of this policy
to encourage new housing development within the

2480Question 13

been aligned to clarify the intended approach. Flexibilityexisting built up areas of existing settlements and on
previously developed sites on the edges of settlements. to enable appropriate development within the

countryside is provided within the policies which relate
to rural exceptions and development in the countryside.

It is noted that Para 4.115 the plan does provide a fuller
definition of what can be consider to comprise the built
up area/built form of a settlement. It states that: “ land
on the edge of a settlement may be considered to be
part of the built up area where it is physically well
contained by existing buildings or established physical
features and its development would not result in
contributing to coalescence with neighbouring
settlements or encroachment into the countryside that
would cause significant adverse landscape or
townscape impact.” We believe however that this
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definition should be explicitly included in the policy
itself to aid clarity and public understanding.

In the light of this definition it is considered that our
client’s land south of the Sycamores, Cotherstone –
see Figure 1 would comprise land ‘contained within
the built form’ of Cotherstone given that it is physically
well contained by development
on two sides; it would not result in any coalescence
with other settlements or encroachment into the
countryside and would not cause a significant adverse
impact on landscape or townscape.

Our client does however feel that the Policy is overly
restrictive and does need to be amended to explicitly
allow for circumstances where no land is available for
development within the built-up area/built form of any
given settlement and development can only be
delivered by a proportionate level of housing
development on green field land adjacent the edge of
the built-up area.

All rural settlements need to be allowed to grow and
evolve in order to maintain their long-term vitality and
viability. This should not be prevented by an overly
restrictive local plan policy where such developments
are necessary and sustainable, and do not cause harm
to interests of acknowledged importance. The need to
allow for such an eventuality was acknowledged in
Draft
Policy 15 of the now withdrawn Publication Draft Plan
and it is felt that the new Policy 7, and the County as
a whole would benefit from a similar provision.

When read as a whole the council considers that the
Plan provides sufficient protection to open spaces.

This policy seems to be the right approach for the
development of unallocated sites, however it is vital

4213Question 13

There are a number of emerging and adoptedthat monitoring takes place of development in the built
neighbourhood Plans across the county which seek to
provide further policy coverage in respect to this matter.

up area to ensure that no encroachment into the
countryside takes place, and that open spaces in the
built up area are not lost. Although this policy appears
to recognise the potential impact of encroachment into
the countryside, it would be helpful if more detail was
provided on the protection of open spaces within
settlement boundaries.

It is also important that such applications are
considered as a whole, and open space is not lost in
the built up area through piecemeal development and
that the requirement for any development to be
appropriate for the area is given significant weight when
considering any such planning applications.
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Support noted.We agree with this policy as it allows for “Infill” sites to
be developed. This can allow for derelict sites to be

3364Question 13

regenerated for private housing and community
buildings.

The points raised have been considered and they relate
to matters falling beyond the plan making process and

I have just visited Wolsingham Town Hall to discuss
the County Durham Plan with some of your Officers.

2696Question 13

in respect to the current decision making process onLooking at the Council’s plans showing potential sites
for new housing in Weardale, it appears that there is specific sites.Therefore no amendments are proposed

in response to this representation.only one suitable site on the edge of Wolsingham. As
all the towns and villages in and around Weardale are
straightjacketed by their Local Plans, one can only
conclude that, if anyone wants to move into the area
or existing residents have children who want to stay in
the area, they will have to make do with one of the
hundreds of static caravans littering the Dale. God help
them if they want to build a new house

Your Officers agreed with me that infrequent, diesel
buses chugging up and down the Dale with two
pensioners on board is not providing evidence of
extensive use of public transport by those living and
working in the Dale. And yet, if you happen to own a
piece of residential land on the edge of a village and
it is more than 400m from a request stop on this
wretched and unpopular service, any planning
application for a new home, however sustainable, will
be rejected because of its “isolated location”

Quite how the DCC Planning Team can defend this
position on environmental grounds is beyond belief. I
can only conclude that they derive some form of
perverse pleasure in causing their Council Tax payers
as much distress and expense as possible on the
misguided premise that they are saving the planet from
those evil people who want to drive a motor car. How
many more times have I got to explain that you cannot
use planning policies to make people use public
transport and leave their car at home?

Many of you will by now be familiar with our application
to build a new, sustainable home on a residential site
in Crawleyside. This was refused planning consent
solely because the site is deemed to be “isolated”,
being 800m from a bus stop.You may wish to take the
time to refer to my article at
http://www.aecb.net/passivhaus-planning-refusal/ which
has received widespread support and agreement
across the building design community and the more
enlightened sections of the construction industry

For the avoidance of doubt on what the key issues are,
they are as follows :- 
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1 There are no bus services within 400m of our
site because Durham CC withdrew the subsidy
so the alleged absence of public transport
services is your fault, not ours. By extension, bus
services in Weardale are reduced regularly so
eventually there will be no public transport
provision at all, leaving the whole Dale “isolated”
from services. The infrequent, polluting buses
are usually empty apart from one or two
pensioners who travel free so there is clear
evidence that the provision of a bus service does
not guarantee that those who live near the bus
stops will use the bus. This argument can also
be applied to the appeal decision on Etherley
Bank where the planning process is again
attempting a form of social engineering by forcing
people to use public transport by only allowing
new homes to be built near bus stops. This
strategy clearly has no basis in fact and those
who own a motor car (most of us) will use it
although they may sometimes choose to walk or
cycle. The only “sustainable transport options”
are electric vehicles, not clapped-out diesel buses
chugging around our roads, empty

2 How on earth is the future viability of public
transport services going to be maintained when
the only new residential development that will be
permitted has to be less than 400m from a
current service? As DCC say, “reasonable, viable
and attractive options to the private car do not,
in effect, exist”. This is because the Council
refuses to support them because, according to
Cllr Henig, they are not viable! Why is this?
Because by constantly refusing to allow any
organic and sustainable growth in new homes in
existing outlying rural conurbations, misguided
planning policies have strangled the life out of
rural villages leading to the closure of schools,
shops, Post Offices, pubs, etc. and the eventual
withdrawal of bus services

3 As described so eloquently by your own Council
leader, Cllr Simon Henig, our site is not isolated
from public transport services. He said that,
“While for some years DCC did subsidise a local
minibus service operating a small number of
journeys per week to Crawleyside on a
conventional timetabled basis, this ceased over
15 years ago because experience showed a
timetabled service was not an appropriate
response to the circumstances as latterly usage
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was very limited. However, DCC subsequently
introduced a countywide "dial-a-ride" bus service,
branded Link2, on which journeys can be booked
for travel at any time between 0800 and 1800 on
Monday to Friday, serving all areas of Co Durham
that like Crawleyside are not served by
conventional timetabled bus services. Link2 is a
more effective way of responding to
low-frequency travel demands, providing a more
extensive opportunity than the limited former
service”.He also said, “While it is true that DCC
has had to reduce its spending on bus services
in the face of the cuts in government funding
since 2011, it is not true to say that rural areas
like Weardale have been left completely isolated.
Reflecting the views found in public consultation,
DCC has given priority to maintaining services
during weekday daytimes (and where possible
Saturday daytimes ensuring that the bus network
in Weardale has remained stable for over 30
years. The Council is also a significant funder of
community transport such as the Weardale
Community Transport operation based in
Stanhope. DCC has every right to feel proud of
the commitment it continues to make to enabling
people not to have to rely on private transport”

4 The Braintree appeal decision (copy attached)
highlights the contribution that a residential
development in a village without services can
help to support the viability of services in an
adjacent village or town and this needs to be
taken into account when considering
sustainability. The first line of NPPF Para 55
says, “ To promote sustainable development in
rural areas, housing should be located where it
will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
communities. For example, where there are
groups of smaller settlements, development in
one village may support services in a village
nearby”. The importance of this statement has
been completely ignored in the Council’s
consideration of our application and the
subsequent appeal decision

5 In the Etherley Bank appeal, the proposed
development was deemed to have “a significant
detrimental impact on the character and
appearance of the surrounding area”, a fact that
was obviously taken into account in the planning
balance statement. There was no such criticism
of our proposals and the refusal relied solely on
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the perception of our site as “an isolated
location”. In the Braintree appeal decision, the
definition of the term “isolated” was clarified by
the Judge. He stated that, “The word “isolated”
is not defined in the NPPF. I agree with the
Defendant’s submission that “isolated” should be
given its normal objective meaning of “far away
from other places, buildings or people; remote”
(Oxford Concise English Dictionary)

6 The NPPF states that, “Local planning authorities
should avoid new isolated homes in the
countryside unless there are special
circumstances such as… the exceptional quality
or innovative nature of the design of the dwelling”.
DCC have argued that more than 400m from a
bus stop is “isolated” and that a Band A passive
house is not of “exceptional quality”. We would
again remind you that there is only one Band A
dwelling in County Durham (my own home/office)
and there are fewer than 900 passive house
buildings (not all of them are homes) in the whole
of the UK. They are still “exceptional” I’m afraid

7 Presumably, the Council’s concern in refusing
our application is for the lasting damage to the
environment. That being the case, we intend to
present unequivocal evidence that the CO2
emissions resulting from the siting of a Band A
dwelling 800m from a bus service (which can be
reduced or withdrawn at any time) is significantly
less than the emissions resulting from the siting
of a Band D dwelling on a bus route (even if the
occupants actually use the diesel bus), across
the life of the dwellings. DCC seem to have a
completely misguided view of “sustainability” in
the built environment which we are confident that
an Appeal Court Judge will fully understand.
Where is the logic in permitting Band D homes
to be built near a diesel-powered bus service
when there is no evidence that the occupants
will actually use the service? Where is the logic
in refusing consent for a much-needed,
sustainable, Band A home just because it is
800m from the infrequent and polluting bus
service and located on a steep hill? If you think
this is environmentally “sustainable” then DCC
are crazier than we feared

8 In our appeal, the Planning Inspector said that
the steep hill “deterred” walking or cycling so the
location of the site is not sustainable. I have tried
every which way to show how stupid and
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misguided these views are but I fear that nobody
wants to listen. The “deterrent” that a steep hill
would allegedly impose on cyclists and
pedestrians means that a substantial proportion
of potential sites for new homes in County
Durham will be excluded. We intend to take
photos of the large groups of cyclists who
regularly queue up at the bottom of Crawleyside
Bank at weekends to take on the challenge of its
ascent. We have an obesity crisis and Planners
who claim that building a house on a hill is
“unsustainable”

We aim to show that the Council’s position is becoming
indefensible on so many levels, especially in protecting
the environment. It has become obvious that their
planners are Hell-bent on turning County Durham into
a complete no-go area for new housing on rural sites.
They have only got one Band A home in the County
and intend to make sure it stays that way. As more and
more people want to self-build a sustainable home and
work from home (as I do) and the take-up of electric
cars increases, their arguments in relation to
“sustainable transport options” for new homes in rural
areas will completely evaporate. In the not-too-distant
future, their short-term policies, which are preventing
truly sustainable homes from being built in rural
villages, will look foolish

We suggest you all think again about what this means.
The bigger picture is that, as an Authority, DCC still
have no idea where they are going permit the number
of new homes we need to be built. Worse still, those
that are built will be Band D for energy use at best and
will just be providing future fuel poverty problems for
their occupants. They may well be near an infrequent,
diesel-powered bus service but there is no guarantee
that any of the occupants of those homes will actually
use the buses. Some will work from home, some will
walk or cycle to work but most will still use a car,
regardless of their misguided planning policies

Incidentally, I recently attended the Northern LABC
Building Excellence Awards event as another one of
my projects was given a Highly Commended award.
This is in spite of our inevitable and frustrating battles
with the Conservation Planning Officer in gaining
planning consent for an extension in Mickleton for a
client with MS, which incorporates a lift in his 3-storey
house

As a Building Designer who also specialises in new
homes and adaptations for people with disabilities, I
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feel I must point out that most homes in the rural areas
of County Durham are totally unsuitable for people with
physical disabilities and the frail elderly who form an
increasing proportion of our population. Not only is
access a challenge but the design of the dwellings
themselves makes them unsuitable for adaptation.The
virtually complete absence of land allocated for new
housing in the rural towns and villages in the County
Durham Plan effectively means that the elderly and
anyone with a physical impairment have nowhere to
go

Personally, after over 40 years as a
multi-award-winning building designer, I consider that
planning policies in the UK during my working life have
managed, very effectively, to strangle the life out of
rural towns and villages, using development
straightjackets to prevent any organic expansion that
would have ensured the viability of local services. The
NPPF has probably done the most damage in its
attempt at social engineering by preventing new
housing in rural areas (where many people want to
live) while promoting suburban development around
our crowded towns and cities (where many people
don’t want to live)

At the same time, the quality of new housing on offer
from the major housebuilders is almost universally
terrible, both in terms of affordability and sustainability.
Their highly-profitable offerings are almost always
badly-designed, badly built and with streetscapes which
have no relationship to the local vernacular. Planning
Officers seem to think that people should only be
allowed to live in these leaky homes, built on a public
transport route, near to existing services and facilities
around the edges of our overcrowded towns and cities.
At the same time, our rural towns and villages, which
used to be allowed to expand organically and gradually
based on local demand, have been straightjacketed
for so long now that their shops, schools, pubs, Post
Offices, banks, doctors’ surgeries and public transport
services have become increasingly unviable and in
many places they have disappeared

It will be lovely if, one day, whatever it is, Durham CC
Planning are not against it (to paraphrase Groucho
Marx)

When read as a whole the council does not consider
that the Plan is overly restrictive and presents a policy

Following the unification of the 7 local authorities and
the formation of a single Unitary Authority, there are a

3117Question 13

framework to secure sustainable development whichrange of built up areas within both rural and urban
respects the true nature and character of the County'sareas with varying degrees of settlement formation.
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Whilst we support the principle of the policy, the current
definition of a built-up area is considered too restrictive

settlements whether it be within the built up area or
countryside.

in its current form, and we do not consider it to fully
reflect the supporting text contained within paragraph
4.116, and in particular the relationship potential
development land has with adjacent buildings. Further
consideration should be given at this stage to what is
considered a ‘built up area’.

The policy should be planned positively and take into
account the potential future needs of the County over
the plan period, and specifically the understanding that
windfall sites will come forward, and it is considered
that policy wording that does not reflect the true nature
of the settlements contained within it’s Authority
boundary and would be potentially restrictive so as to
direct development to potentially more unsustainable
locations should the Council fail to hit housing delivery
targets or meet its specified assessed need.

When read as a whole the council does not consider
that the Plan is overly restrictive and presents a policy

1.153 Persimmon Homes object to the wording of
Policy 7 – Development on Unallocated Sites in the

3412Question 13

framework to secure sustainable development whichBuilt Up Area. The policy defines the “built up area” as
respects the true nature and character of the County's“Land and buildings contained within the existing built
settlements whether it be within the built up area orform of a settlement”, however this contradicts the
countryside. The policy and supporting text hasexplanatory text which states at paragraph 4.115 that
however been revised to address the points raised“land on the edge of a settlement may be considered
regarding consistency and the criteria relating toto be part of the built up area where it is physically well
encroachment into the countryside in order that it hascontained by existing by existing buildings or
a better interface with the policy relating to
development in the countryside.

established physical features and its development
would not result in contributing to coalescence with
neighbouring settlements or encroachment into the
countryside that would cause significant adverse
landscape or townscape impact”.

1.154 Physical features, such as existing landscape
or topography, may in some instances contain land
parcels which represent logical extensions to
settlements. However as these physical features are
not referenced within the policy itself, which seeks to
allow development only contained by built form,
proposals of such type maybe unduly be refused.
Accordingly Persimmon Homes suggest that greater
clarity is added to Policy 7 to define the “built up area”
aligned with the definition within paragraph 4.115 to
add greater flexibility and allow edge of settlement
developments contained by physical features and
which would not result in coalescence of settlements
to come forward.

1.155 Further the reference to encroachment into the
countryside within paragraph 5.115 should be deleted
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as, in the context of such sites beyond the build form
but defined by other, non-built, physical features, all
such developments would be considered to encroach
into the countryside.
However the key determining consideration in such
instances would be the containment by “established
physical features” rather then containment by the “built
form” which defines the urban and countryside areas.

Support noted. The suitability of the site referenced
has been considered through the Strategic Housing

KSL are broadly supportive of Policy 7 and agree that
residential and commercial development should be

2889Question 13

Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) process, thedirected to sustainable unallocated sites within the
outcome of which can be found in the Individual SHLAAbuilt-up area. The KSL site is a previously developed
Site Assessment document. The reasons why the sitesite situated within the built-up area of Sedgefield and
has not been allocated for housing developemnt is setrepresents an acceptable and sustainable location for

the construction of residential development. out in the Rationale For Housing Allocations document.
Both of these documents form part of the Plan's
evidence base.

In addition, consultation with local residents and
stakeholders as part of the Sedgefield Neighbourhood
Plan has highlighted considerable support within the
local community for the KSL site to be redeveloped for
residential purposes, particularly given its prominent
gateway location and brownfield status.

The policy and the supporting text have been aligned.
The council considers that the definition of what
constitutes built up area is very clear.

Our client is generally supporting the aims of this policy
to encourage new housing development within the
existing built up areas of existing settlements and on
previously developed sites on the edges of settlements.

2557Question 13

It is noted that Para 4.115 the plan does provide a fuller
definition of what can be consider to comprise the
built-up area/built form of a settlement. It states that:
“land on the edge of a settlement may be consider to
be part of the built-up area where it is physically well
contained by existing buildings or established physical
features and its development would not result in
contributing to coalescence with neighbouring
settlements or encroachment into the countryside that
would cause significant adverse landscape or
townscape impact.” We believe however that this
definition should be explicitly included in the policy
itself to aid clarity and public understanding.

In the light of this definition it is considered that our
client’s land at Kays Hall Farm, Evenwood – see Figure
1 would comprise land ‘contained within the built form’
of Evenwood given that it is physically well contained
by development on three sides; it would not result in
any coalescence with other settlements or
encroachment into the countryside and would not
cause a significant adverse impact on landscape or
townscape.
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The policy has been amended accordingly to reflect
this representation.

Pg 68 - Policy 7 Development on Unallocated Sites in
the Built Up Area

3194Question 13

d. Is appropriate in terms of scale, design, layout and
location to the character, function, form and setting of
the settlement to which it relates;

WHSC – This list could be usefully broadened to
include heritage significance.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2867Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2617Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2741Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.
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Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

3.58 Our Client supports the development of
unallocated sites in Built Up Areas. 3.58

3.59 We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2986Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

3.60 We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2748Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The wording of the criteria in question has been
reconsidered in light of this consultation response and
revised.

Raby Estates suggests that the following text of Policy
7 (a) is amended as follows to ensure compliance with
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004:
“The development of sites within the built-up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood

2934Question 13

Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.”
Raby Estates suggests that the following text of Policy
7 (e) is amended as follows to ensure consistency with
the NPPF 2018 (para. 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact highway safety or network capacity”.
Raby Estates also suggests that the following text of
Policy 7 (f) is amended as follows to ensure
consistency with the NPPF 2018 (para. 84):
“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport
to relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
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In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.
These amendments also accord with national policy
and paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118 of the draft
County Durham Plan as discussed in response to
Question 4.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2545Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

When read as a whole the council does not consider
that the Plan is overly restrictive and presents a policy

Should the Council be minded not to allocate land east
of Stockton Road for development in the Preferred

2602Question 13

framework to secure sustainable development whichOptions Plan then development proposals may still be
respects the true nature and character of the County'sdeemed suitable for development, subject to other
settlements whether it be within the built up area orrelevant policies in the Plan, and in particular when
countryside. The policy and supporting text hasassessed against “Policy 7 - Development on

Unallocated Sites in the Built Up Area”. however been revised to address the points raised
regarding consistency and the criteria relating toAs currently drafted, Policy 7 identified the ‘built up

area’ as either: encroachment into the countryside in order that it has
a better interface with the policy relating to

•  "Land and buildings contained within the existing
built form of a settlement;

development in the countryside.This policy's approach
has been clarified through the alignment of the wording

•  Previously developed land adjoining the edge
of a settlement area where it is physically well
contained by existing built   development; or

of the policy and the supporting text Housing delivery
will be continuously monitored and the Plan's
monitoring Framework sets out the targets, triggers

• As defined by a boundary contained in a
Neighbourhood Plan.”

and actions that are applicable, including the potential
for a review of the Plan. The council is satisfied that
NPPF provides a mechanism to consider housingPolicy 7 then continues to state that the development

of sites within the built up area that are not allocated developments should a shortfall in housing delivery
in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood Plan will be permitted occur and a further mechanism does not need to be

specified within this policy.provided the proposal accords with all relevant
development plan policies and:

“a. Is compatible with and is not prejudicial to any
existing, allocated or permitted use of adjacent land;

b. Does not contribute to coalescence with
neighbouring settlements or result in an unacceptable
encroachment into the countryside;

c. Does not result in the loss of land within an otherwise
built up frontage that has recreational, historical,
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ecological or visual   amenity value which cannot be
adequately mitigated or compensated for;

d. Is appropriate in terms of scale, design, layout and
location to the character, function, form and setting of
the settlement to which it relates;

e. Will not be prejudicial to highway safety or network
capacity;

f. Has good access by sustainable modes of transport
to relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond; and

g. Does not result in the loss of a settlement's last
community building, service or facility unless it has
been demonstrated that it is no longer viable or has
not been purchased by the community following the
procedures set out in the Community Right to Bid.”

Story Homes considers that this policy is incredibly
onerous, as ensuring that development proposals
accord with all of the relevant plan policies and the
seven associated criterions (sub-points A-G) is not
flexible enough or positively prepared in accordance
with national policy. To ensure that the forthcoming
Local Plan is flexible, and able to adapt to unforeseen
circumstances, we propose the following addition to
Policy 7, which could be inserted after sub-point “g” as
a separate paragraph as follows:

“At any point in the plan period where there is no longer
a demonstrable supply of sites to fully meet the five
year land requirement, sustainable housing sites, which
are located within or adjacent to the built up area, that
would both make a positive contribution to the five year
supply of housing land and be well related to existing
settlements will be supported where these proposals
comprise sustainable development and are consistent
with relevant policies in the Plan. Proposals that come
forward under this mechanism should be of a scale
that respects the physical size of the settlement.”

A very similar policy is included within the adopted
Scarborough Local Plan (July 2017). Following the
examination  of the Local  Plan,  during September
2016,  Inspector  William Fieldhouse proposed a similar
modification in his report dated 9 February 2017.
Paragraph 139 of the Inspectors Report (February
2017) states that:

“Windfalls and rural exception sites (policy HC2) are
likely to deliver some additional dwellings to those
expected to come forward on identified sites throughout
the plan period; this will help to ensure that a rolling
five year supply is maintained at all times. However,
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as nearly 3,000 of the dwellings on allocated sites are
not expected to be delivered until after 2021, and many
of these are dependent on the large sites at Middle
Deepdale and the South of Cayton Strategic Growth
Area progressing as expected, policy HC1 should be
modified to include a positive approach to the
consideration of housing proposals outside
development limits of a scale and in locations well
related to the settlement hierarchy if at any time during
the plan period the Council is unable to demonstrate
a five year supply of deliverable housing sites [MM08].”

Suggested Modification

In summary, Story Homes consider that Policy 7 is not
sound and recommends that the following changes
are made:

The built up area is:
- Land and buildings contained within the existing built
form of a settlement;

- Previously developed land adjoining the edge of a
settlement area where it is physically well contained
by existing built development; or

- As defined by a boundary contained in a
Neighbourhood Plan.

The Council will seek to approve The development
of sites within or adjacent to the built up area that are
not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood Plan
will be permitted provided that the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies and:

“a. Is compatible with and is not prejudicial to any
existing, allocated or permitted use of adjacent land;

b. Does not contribute to coalescence with
neighbouring settlements or result in an unacceptable
encroachment into the countryside that cannot be
appropriated mitigated;

c. Does not result in the loss of land within an otherwise
built up frontage that has recreational, historical,
ecological or visual amenity value which cannot be
adequately mitigated or compensated for;

d. Is appropriate in terms of scale, design, layout and
location to the character, function, form and setting of
the settlement to which it relates;

e. Will not be prejudicial to highway safety or have
network capacity implications that cannot be
appropriately mitigated;

f. Has good access by, or includes measured to
improve, sustainable modes of transport to relevant
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services and facilities both within the settlement to
which it relates and beyond; and

g. Does not result in the loss of a settlement's last
community building, service or facility unless it has
been demonstrated that it is no longer viable or has
not been purchased by the community following the
procedures set out in the Community Right to Bid.

At any point in the plan period where there is no
longer a demonstrable supply of sites to fully meet
the five year land requirement, sustainable housing
sites, which are located within or adjacent to the
built up area, that would both make a positive
contribution to the five year supply of housing land
and be well related to existing settlements will be
supported where these proposals comprise
sustainable development and are consistent with
relevant policies in the Plan. Proposals that come
forward under this mechanism should be of a scale
that respects the physical

size of the settlement.

The above revisions to Policy 7 are required to ensure
that it is positively prepared and effective. It will also
ensure that the Council take a positive approach to the
consideration of appropriately scaled housing proposals
in locations well related to settlements if at any time
during the plan period should the Council be unable
to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable
housing sites.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

2680Question 13 • Our Client supports the development of
unallocated sites in Built Up Areas.

• We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in 'built up' areas as defined by
the proposed policy need to have good access
by sustainable modes of transport, criteria f, as
this is not consistent with national planning policy
or guidance, which acknowledges that proposals
in rural areas might have more reliance on the
use of a car to travel.

• We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised
as a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

3.47 Our Client supports the development of
unallocated sites in Built Up Areas.

3.48 We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2838Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
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of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

3.49 We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as
a non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Plan
offered by the consultation process. This statement

2766Question 13

sets out the desire of residents to protect and enhance
both the built and natural environment of Hamsterley
Mill for the benefit of residents, visitors and the wider
community.

Hamsterley Mill is at the Gateway to County Durham
when travelling west up the Derwent Valley along the
A694, after crossing the River Derwent. The
neighbourhood is crossed by the Derwent Walk which
is a popular recreational facility used by the community
and the general public. Spectacular panoramic views
of the wider location can be gained from the Grade 2
listed historic viaduct that spans the Pontburn which
runs through a wooded ravine below.

The hamlet of Hamsterley Mill was originally built
following Lord Gort of Hamsterley Hall’s design ethos
to create a garden Estate strongly influenced by Arts
and Craft movement and traditions. He sold the land
for houses under certain conditions which required all
sites/plots to be at least a minimum of a quarter of an
acre and the properties to be built in stone or antique
brick with each house of individual design. There are
now about 180 properties in this setting.

The ancient woodland of the Hamsterley Hall Estate
was retained as much as possible with swathes of
woodland throughout the new hamlet. The large
gardens, mature trees and shrubs add to its woodland
rural character. This is further enhanced by its
distinctive layout of grass verges, the perimeters of
which are marked by large stones. To date, the
character of Hamsterley Mill has been maintained and
the trees are protected by a tree preservation order.
There are also conservation areas in the immediate
vicinity of Lintzford, Low Westwood and Medomsley.
The green environs of the hamlet, in walking distance
of the ancient woodland of Pont Burn Wood and
Hamsterley Hall, merge to form a distinct green corridor
for trees, vegetation and wildlife. Less than 5 miles
away is more ancient woodland, notably Snipes Dene
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Wood, part of the Gibside Estate, Thornley Wood, and
Lands Wood at Winlaton Mill.

The residents want to preserve the distinctive features
and green setting of the Estate. Therefore it is
important that not only any proposed
alterations/development to houses, gardens and grass
verges continue to preserve and sustain the integrity
and underlying ethos of Lord Gort’s vision for the Estate
but also that its surrounding environs are protected to
preserve the rural character of the area, in keeping
with the landscape in the Derwent Valley.
Hamsterley Mill Residents’ Association particularly
welcomes the emphasis in the County Plan upon the
quality of place and agrees wholeheartedly that our
landscape needs to continue to be protected and
enhanced.

We are strongly supportive of Policy 7 and would like
to emphasise under Point A that development is
compatible with and not prejudicial to any existing,
allocated or permitted use of adjacent land and also
Point D that preservation of the character of a
hamlet/village is of tremendous importance and this
relates not only to the buildings but the surrounding
countryside.

We are also strongly supportive of the general
principles which form the basis of Policy 11 on
Development in the Countryside. In particular, Point L
that any new development must not give rise to
unacceptable harm to the heritage, biodiversity,
geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty or tranquillity
of the countryside either individually or cumulatively,
and Point O that any new development must not impact
adversely upon the setting, including important vistas,
or form of a settlement.

The council disagrees with this view. It is considered
that when read as a whole the Plan reflects the

Policy 7 needs to reflect the approach to development
within the countryside as set out in the NPPF. The

2799Question 13

approach to development within the countrysidepolicy needs to include the necessary assessment and
advocated by NPPF. The role of the Plan is to set outbalancing of development proposals required on a
the policies against which any proposal will becase-by-case basis as implicit in the NPPF, including
assessed. It is the role of the decision maker to balancewithin the core principles the recognition of taking into
the degree of conformity with relevant policiesaccount the intrinsic character and beauty of the
alongside any other relevant material considerations.countryside within the overall planning balance where

other factors need to be also taken into account. However the references to encroachment within the
countryside have been removed to avoid any
confusion.

The references to restricting development on
unallocated sites in the built up areas that contribute
to coalescence with neighbouring settlements and
unacceptable encroachment into the countryside
appears to be contradictory. If land lies within a built
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up area it should not contribute to coalescence or result
in unacceptable encroachment into the countryside.
Accordingly item b should be deleted from the policy.

The Plan makes provision for its full housing
requirement, which includes site allocations.The Plan's

We support Policy 7 but would encourage the Council
to consider a suitable approach for considering the

2812Question 13

performance in this respect will be continuouslydevelopment of sites adjacent to the Built Up Area.
monitored and where appropriate further action will beThese sites are likely to be the most sustainable
identified if required. Overall, the Plan seeks to providealternative if there are no suitable sites available within
an appropriate level of flexibility to respond to changesthe existing Built Up Area, especially in settlements
in circumstances in a sustainable manner which occurconstrained by heritage assets such as a Conservation

Area. within the built up area of settlements. Furthermore
further flexibility is provided through policies relating
to developments which require a countryside location
and which will secure affordable and starter housing
and employment opportunities adjacent to existing
settlements. There is no justification to extend this
approach any further.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

2941Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support to the principle noted. Response to Green Belt
issues picked up in Q 11.

Support the principle outlined in the policy but object
that the Plan should allocate sites wherever possible.
 SHLAA sites 4/DU/117, 4/DU/117B, 4/DU/18A,

3149Question 13

4/DU/18B and DU/114 are all in the built up area and
in the context of a Plan review should be removed from
the Green Belt and allocated for housing / mixed use
development.

The policy will support in principle the development of
a site regardless of whether it is PDL which forms part

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF explains that “Planning
policies and decisions should recognise that sites to

3207Question 13

of the existing built up area of a settlement.The mattermeet local business and community needs in rural
raised is considered to be dealt with appropriatelyareas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
within the policy relating to development in theexisting settlements… [and] The use of previously
countryside and as such it is not considereddeveloped land, and sites that are physically
appropriate to be included within the scope of this
particular policy.

well-related to existing settlements, should be
encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.”

When assessing sites appropriate for housing
development, we propose that Policy 7 should be
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revised to allow the consideration of previously
developed land adjoining the edge of a settlement area
or other coherent groupings of buildings.

The Plan makes provision for its full housing
requirement, which includes site allocations.The Plan's

3.19 Question 13: we support Policy 7 but would
encourage the Council to consider a suitable approach

3217Question 13

performance in this respect will be continuouslyfor considering the development of sites adjacent to
monitored and where appropriate further action will bethe Built Up Area.These sites are likely to be the most
identified if required. Overall, the Plan seeks to providesustainable alternative if there are no suitable sites
an appropriate level of flexibility to respond to changesavailable within the existing Built Up Area, especially
in circumstances in a sustainable manner which occurin settlements constrained by heritage assets such as

a Conservation Area. within the built up area of settlements. Furthermore
further flexibility is provided through policies relating
to developments which require a countryside location
and which will secure affordable and starter housing
and employment opportunities adjacent to existing
settlements. There is no justification to extend this
approach any further.

The comments made are noted. It is not possible to
retain the former district policies as the new County

I welcome the implementation of a County Durham
Plan and acknowledge the hard work that members

3463Question 13

Durham Plan will supercede these, however, whenand council officers have made in compiling the
document.
I have serious concerns about how proposed
development sites for new housing will be decided by

read as a whole the council considers that the Plan
provides an effective framework for addressing the
matters raised.

the Council. We are increasingly seeing more green
spaces surrounding town and village centres being
used for the development of housing despite these
areas having been declared as outside of settlement
historically. An example is in Consett where project
genesis have developed a large proportion of the
former steelworks site and are continuing to do so as
this consultation runs. Whilst the development of
housing (and additional uses of the land) has been
welcomed by the town and has undoubtedly added
economic benefits, I fear now the development is
beginning to encroach on green space land which is
frequently used by residents and will undoubtedly
destroy the image of the countryside and risk further
negative impacts on local residents. These negative
impacts include pressure on housing, schools, road
infrastructure and health benefits given the importance
of green spaces in the locality of settlements. This is
highlighted in a number of studies, but a parliamentary
summary of evidence suggested closer green spaces
are likely to be used more frequently. Benefits include
reduced BMI and obesity and numerous studies are
available on this issue. As many of our villages and
towns have suffered from austerity in recent years and
the loss of large amounts of employment in decades
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earlier (mining, manufacturing, steelworks etc.) I feel
this is an important issue which needs to be addressed.
At the moment there is a threat that the development
taking place on the former steelworks site is now
encroaching into areas which have become part of the
Derwent Valley countryside and risks damaging the
character & ecosystem of this area as well as reducing
the diversity of wildlife.This area is one of the county’s
most beautiful spots and I believe development here
should be prevented. There are ancient woodlands
nearby which offer enormous benefits, supported by
many trees which are in mature stages, approaching
ancient status.
Further development of such areas is also detrimental
to the environment and biodiversity of the county. The
county is renowned for its rolling hills and outstanding
countryside between settlements. Development in
these areas I feel will have a negative impact on this
and on commuting wildlife as it will undoubtedly require
the removal of trees, hedgerows (important for many
threatened and protected species) and grassland.
These areas are important ecosystems and the council
in my opinion should prioritise the retention of such
areas and offer greater protection to mature as well as
ancient trees within the county.Veteran trees, of which
there are numerous across the county (which may be
in threat from development) are defined by the
government as: ‘‘Veteran trees in this guide refers to
veteran, ancient, or aged trees. They have cultural,
historical, landscape and nature conservation value
because of their age, size, or condition. They can be
individual trees or groups of trees within wood pastures,
historic parkland, hedgerows, orchards, parks, or other
areas.’ I hope the Council protect such trees and carry
out a modern appraisal of the trees within the council
boundary.
I am also hoping that the Council retains policies
inherited from the Former District Council Plans which
were introduced to protect the landscape such as the
following from the Derwentside Plan:
• EN23 states that the nature and integrity of wildlife
corridors in the Derwent Valley must be considered
• Policy H05 regarding permitted development within
settlement(s)
• EN22 listing The Grove Ponds (directly north and
north east) and Howden Wood (North West of the site)
as SNCIs of county importance
• The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) regarding the defined boundaries of
settlements
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There are not many places like County Durham, with
its diverse wildlife and beautiful countryside with
excellent schools, good town centres, employment
opportunities, world renowned history and modernised
leisure facilities. It would be a shame to see
development encroaching into our countryside for the
sake of houses when there’re many more suitable sites
around the county.

Support noted.The policy has been revised to address
the point raised in order that it has a better interface

In line with our previous response to Policy 1 in
particular, HCSL supports the inclusion of a policy on

3477Question 13

with the policy relating to development in the
countryside.

unallocated sites in the built-up area.This is considered
a pragmatic inclusion which reflects the fact that
additional land will naturally come forward for
residential development within the Plan period that has
not necessarily been the subject of an allocation in the
CDP. However, HCSL would question the necessity
for the inclusion of part b of this policy which caveats
that development will be permitted providing that a
proposal does not contribute to coalescence with
neighbouring settlements or result in an unacceptable
encroachment into the countryside. By definition, Policy
7 is concerned with sites in the built-up area and, as
such, it would seem entirely unnecessary to include a
policy clause dealing with coalescence and/or
encroachment into the countryside. If a potential
development site is within the built-up area, then surely
concerns regarding coalescence or encroachment will
not be relevant considerations. As such, HCSL
considers that Policy 7 should be amended accordingly
in order to ensure that it is justified as required by the
NPPF.

This policy's approach has been clarified through the
alignment of the wording of the policy and the

Question 13, Policy 7

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF explains that “Planning
policies and decisions should recognise that sites to

3518Question 13

supporting text and as such this removes the reference
to PDL sites. Housing delivery will be continuouslymeet local business and community needs in rural
monitored and the Plan's monitoring Framework setsareas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
out the targets, triggers and actions that are applicable,existing settlements… [and] The use of previously
including the potential for a review of the Plan. Thedeveloped land, and sites that are physically
council is satisfied that NPPF provides a mechanismwell-related to existing settlements, should be

encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.” to consider housing developments should a shortfall
in housing delivery occur and a further mechanism

When assessing sites appropriate for housing
development, we propose that Policy 7 should be

does not need to be specified within this policy. There
are specific policies contained within the Plan relating
to rural exceptions and entry level housing proposals.revised to remove the reference to ‘previously

development land’ as set out below:

• Previously developed land adjoining the edge of
a settlement area where it is physically well
contained by existing built development;
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We do not consider it appropriate to limit this criterion
to brownfield sites, and to do so runs contrary to the
NPPF, which, as set out above, clearly separately
identifies previously developed land and sites that are
physically well-related to existing settlements as being
suitable for development.

A site does not need to be previously developed to be
‘physically well contained by existing built
development’, and this policy would apply just as
effectively to greenfield sites as a mechanism to identify
those sites which are appropriate and sustainable when
the additional assessment criteria within Policy 7 are
taken into account.

Furthermore, the policy should be more flexible to
enable a pro-active response should there be a shortfall
in the five-year housing land supply or more up to date
evidence indicating increased housing needs across
the County.

The NPPF also stipulates that local planning authorities
should support the development of Rural Exception
Sites and Entry Level Exception Sites. This should be
reflected in the policies of the Plan to ensure that
sufficient flexibility is available to meet the need for
such homes across the County over the plan period.

The council considers that the Plan provides a clear
framework for considering all development proposals

Question 13 seeks comments on the Policy 7, which
provides a criteria based policy against which
unallocated sites in the built up area will be considered.

3582Question 13

within the built up area and countryside. Furthermore
it provides flexibility to accomodate development thatThe Policy relates to ‘Development on Unallocated

Sites in the Built Up Area’ and when read alongside requires a countryside location or that will provide
affordable and starter housing and employment withinthe wider countryside policies of the Plan (such as
rural areas. As the Plan makes provision for the wholePolicy 11) sets tightly defined boundaries around
housing requirement within the plan period there is nosustainable settlements. This would effectively place
justification to further relax the approach to enablea moratorium on development in locations at the

settlement edge that are otherwise sustainable. housing beyond the existing built up framework of
settlements.

It is important that the Local Plan recognises that many
of the settlements where boundaries are proposed are
sustainable in their own right (or can be made more
sustainable) and that development opportunities exist
adjacent to their current built form that could be
developed in a manner that responds positively across
the wider strands of sustainability, whilst respecting
the
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside.
Indeed, the Local Plan’s spatial objectives highlight
the need to support the sustainability of settlements
across County Durham through a dispersed pattern of
development.The proposed policy approach in relation
to development at the settlement edge is considered
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more akin with national policy that was in place before
the introduction of the NPPF in 2012, which sought the
protection of the countryside for its own sake.
The proposed approach is therefore considered
inconsistent with national policy.

Within the NPPF 2018, specific protection is reserved
for areas designated as Green Belt [Section 13] and
valued landscapes [paragraph 170]. That is not to say
that the character and beauty of the countryside, and
the impact of development upon it is not an important
factor within an overall planning balance. Paragraph
170.b talks of “recognising the intrinsic beauty and
character of the countryside” but Paragraph 78 requires
that housing should be located where it will enhance
or maintain the vitality of rural communities. The
Framework recognises that there will often need to be
a loss of countryside if its wider objectives are to be
achieved.

It is important that the Plan remains suitably flexible,
in order to respond to changes in circumstance and
that it remains consistent with the provisions of national
policy. Furthermore, it must recognise that there will
be development opportunities over the plan period that
have the ability to support the wider provisions of the
Plan in terms of supporting vibrant and successful
towns, sustainable neighbourhoods and rural
communities. In this regard, Gladman would highlight
the need for an approach that is responsive to
development needs, which positively supports
development insustainable locations at the edge of the
built up area in locations that are well related to
services and facilities, or that have the ability to
improve the sustainability of a settlement. The Policy
does not currently provide the ability for the Plan to
positively respond to the need to enable and support
further sustainable development opportunities over the
plan period. In addition, there is no flexibility to enable
a pro-active response should there be a concern raised
through monitoring that the ability to maintain a rolling
five-year housing land supply may be compromised or
that new and more up-to-date evidence relating to
development needs has emerged. It is important that
the Plan enables positive decision making that directs
development to sustainable locations that support the
vitality, viability and economic performance of the
County’s towns and villages in line with Objective 2 of
the Plan.

The NPPF 2018 indicates that local planning authorities
should support the development of entry level
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exception sites, suitable for first time buyers or those
looking to rent their first home (Paragraph 71). This
should be reflected in the policies of the Plan to ensure
that sufficient flexibility is available to meet the need
for such homes across the County over the plan period.

The wording of the policy and the supporting text have
been aligned to clarify the intended approach. Flexibility

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF explains that "Planning
policies and decisions should recognise that sites

3599Question 13

to enable appropriate development within theto meet local business and community needs in rural
countryside is provided within the policies which relate
to rural exceptions and development in the countryside.

areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
existing settlements… [and] The use of previously
developed land, and sites that are physically
well-related to existing settlements, should be
encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.”

When assessing sites appropriate for housing
development, we proposed that policy 7 should be
revised to remove the reference to ‘previously
development land’ as set out below;

- Previously developed land adjoining the edge of a
settlement area where it is physically well contained
by existing built development;

We do not consider it appropriate to limit its criterion
to brownfield sites, and to do so runs contrary to the
NPPF, which, as set out above, clearly separately
identifies previously developed land and sites that are
physically well-related to existing settlements as being
suitable for development.

A site does not need to be previously developed to be
'physically well contained by existing built
development', and this policy would apply just as
effectively to greenfield sites as a mechanism to identify
those sites which are appropriate and sustainable when
the additional assessment criteria within Policy 7 are
taken into account.

Furthermore, the policy should be more flexible to
enable a pro-active response should there be a shortfall
in the five-year housing land supply or more up to date
evidence indicating increased housing needs across
the County.

The NPPF also stipulates that local planning authorities
should support the development of Rural Exception
Sites and Entry Level Exception Sites. This should be
reflected in the policies of the Plan to ensure that
sufficient flexibility is available to meet the need for
such homes across the County over the plan period.
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Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.We do not welcome that all of
the sites that come forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined
by the proposed policy need to have good access by

3778Question 13

sustainable modes of transport, criteria f, as this is not
consistent with national planning policy or guidance,
which acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might
have more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

This policy's approach has been clarified through the
alignment of the wording of the policy and the

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF explains that “Planning
policies and decisions should recognise that sites to

3836Question 13

supporting text and as such this removes the referencemeet local business and community needs in rural
to PDL sites. Housing delivery will be continuouslyareas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
monitored and the Plan's monitoring Framework setsexisting settlements… [and] The use of previously
out the targets, triggers and actions that are applicable,developed land, and sites that are physically
including the potential for a review of the Plan. Thewell-related to existing settlements, should be

encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.” council is satisfied that NPPF provides a mechanism
to consider housing developments should a shortfallWhen assessing sites appropriate for housing

development, we propose that Policy 7 should be in housing delivery occur and a further mechanism
does not need to be specified within this policy. Thererevised to remove the reference to ‘previously

development land’ as set out below: are specific policies contained within the Plan relating
to rural exceptions and entry level housing proposals.

• Previously developed land adjoining the edge of
a settlement area where it is physically well
contained by existing built development;

We do not consider it appropriate to limit this criterion
to brownfield sites, and to do so runs contrary to the
NPPF, which, as set out above, clearly separately
identifies previously developed land and sites that are
physically well-related to existing settlements as being
suitable for development.

A site does not need to be previously developed to be
‘physically well contained by existing built
development’, and this policy would apply just as
effectively to greenfield sites as a mechanism to identify
those sites which are appropriate and sustainable when
the additional assessment criteria within Policy 7 are
taken into account.

Furthermore, the policy should be more flexible to
enable a pro-active response should there be a shortfall
in the five-year housing land supply or more up to date
evidence indicating increased housing needs across
the County.

The NPPF also stipulates that local planning authorities
should support the development of Rural Exception
Sites and Entry Level Exception Sites. This should be
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reflected in the policies of the Plan to ensure that
sufficient flexibility is available to meet the need for
such homes across the County over the plan period.

The points raised within your representation have been
noted. The relationship and compatibility of a new

This is just to say that in the event of a Housing
Programme being planned in and around the Golf Club,

4198Question 13

housing development with surrounding landuses is aI hope that all considerations for the Golf Club and its
key material consideration which would be triggeredborders are taken in to account when and where these

developments are built. during the consideration of any forthcoming planning
application where detailed plans would be presentedWe are still have a concern with one house on the

“Links Estate” that has the occasional golf ball found to the council for consideration. This policy is
considered to reflect this.in their garden and sometimes some damage to the

roofing tiles – which the Golf Club takes care of.
Obviously this estate was built too close to the course
and I do hope that we do not have any trouble because
of bad planning and subsequent build, as I believe it
is the Councils responsibility to ensure that we do not.

This is not a formal objection as the time I understand
is passed but I trust that the Golf Clubs views are
noted.

This policy's approach has been clarified through the
alignment of the wording of the policy and the

Paragraph 84 of the NPPF explains that “Planning
policies and decisions should recognise that sites to

4016Question 13

supporting text and as such this removes the referencemeet local business and community needs in rural
to PDL sites. Housing delivery will be continuouslyareas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
monitored and the Plan's monitoring Framework setsexisting settlements… [and] The use of previously
out the targets, triggers and actions that are applicable,developed land, and sites that are physically
including the potential for a review of the Plan. Thewell-related to existing settlements, should be

encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.” council is satisfied that NPPF provides a mechanism
to consider housing developments should a shortfallWhen assessing sites appropriate for housing

development, we propose that Policy 7 should be in housing delivery occur and a further mechanism
does not need to be specified within this policy. Thererevised to remove the reference to ‘previously

development land’ as set out below: are specific policies contained within the Plan relating
to rural exceptions and entry level housing proposals.

• Previously developed land adjoining the edge of
a settlement area where it is physically well
contained by existing built development;

We do not consider it appropriate to limit this criterion
to brownfield sites, and to do so runs contrary to the
NPPF, which, as set out above, clearly separately
identifies previously developed land and sites that are
physically well-related to existing settlements as being
suitable for development.

A site does not need to be previously developed to be
‘physically well contained by existing built
development’, and this policy would apply just as
effectively to greenfield sites as a mechanism to identify
those sites which are appropriate and sustainable when
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the additional assessment criteria within Policy 7 are
taken into account.

Furthermore, the policy should be more flexible to
enable a pro-active response should there be a shortfall
in the five-year housing land supply or more up to date
evidence indicating increased housing needs across
the County.

The NPPF also stipulates that local planning authorities
should support the development of Rural Exception
Sites and Entry Level Exception Sites. This should be
reflected in the policies of the Plan to ensure that
sufficient flexibility is available to meet the need for
such homes across the County over the plan period.

The Plan makes provision for its full housing
requirement, which includes site allocations.The Plan's

We support Policy 7 but would encourage the Council
to consider a suitable approach for considering the

3926Question 13

performance in this respect will be continuouslydevelopment of sites adjacent to the Built Up Area.
monitored and where appropriate further action will beThese sites are likely to be the most sustainable
identified if required. Overall, the Plan seeks to providealternative if there are no suitable sites available within
an appropriate level of flexibility to respond to changesthe existing Built Up Area, especially in settlements
in circumstances in a sustainable manner which occurconstrained by heritage assets such as a Conservation

Area. within the built up area of settlements. Furthermore
further flexibility is provided through policies relating
to developments which require a countryside location
and which will secure affordable and starter housing
and employment opportunities adjacent to existing
settlements. There is no justification to extend this
approach any further.

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Our Client supports the development of unallocated
sites in Built Up Areas.

We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed

4007Question 13

policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The wording of the criteria in question has been
reconsidered in light of this consultation response and
revised.

Question 13 - Development on Unallocated Sites
in the Built Up Area

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
text of Policy 7 (a) is amended as follows to ensure

3905Question 13

compliance with Section 38(6) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004:
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“The development of sites within the built up area that
are not allocated in the Plan or in a Neighbourhood
Plan will be permitted provided the proposal accords
with all relevant development plan policies unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.”

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
text of Policy 7 (e) is amended as follows to ensure
consistency with the NPPF (para. 32) and draft NPPF
(para. 109):

“Will not be prejudicial to have a severe residual
cumulative impact highway safety or network capacity”.

County Durham Land LLP also suggests that the
following text of Policy 7 (f) is amended as follows to
ensure consistency with the NPPF (para. 29) and the
draft NPPF (para. 85):

“Has good access by sustainable modes of transport to
relevant services and facilities both within the
settlement to which it relates and beyond, whilst taking
into account that opportunities to access sustainable
transport will vary in rural areas and that some
locations may not be well served by public transport.
In these circumstances development should exploit
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable”.

These amendments also accord with national policy
and paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118 of the draft
County Durham Plan as discussed in response to
Question 4.

The land to which you refer would not meet the
definition of built up area and therefore it is open
countryside.

Moreover, I am concerned about the Fields in
Middridge Parish which are North of Cobblers Hall
Plantation, and to the immediate West of the Newton
Aycliffe Boundary Road (the extension of Greenfield

4231Question 13

Way called Middridge Road), which we understand a
Developer has an Option to Purchase. Is there any
danger of this Land being considered as on “the Edge
of a Settlement” i.e. Newton Aycliffe, and thus coming
under Policy 7, rather than Policy 11?

Support is noted and the policy has been amended to
reflect the matter raised in respect to criteria f. This is
one of the Plan's strategic policies.

Question 13 – This is our preferred policy. Do you
have any comments?

3.66 Our Clients supports the development of
unallocated sites in Built Up Areas.

3689Question 13

3.67 We do not welcome that all of the sites that come
forward in ‘built up’ areas as defined by the proposed
policy need to have good access by sustainable modes
of transport, criteria f, as this is not consistent with
national planning policy or guidance, which
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acknowledges that proposals in rural areas might have
more reliance on the use of a car to travel.

3.68 We anticipate that Policy 7 will be categorised as
a strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

This comment has been considered but does not raise
any matters which would justify any amendments to
this policy.

Effective use of land. Currently there are a number of
sites within the Town (Spennymoor) that have been
empty for many years causing buildings to deteriorate
due to lack of use and vandalism and there should be

3662Question 13

a planning condition imposed that anyone buying
derelict sites should plan to develop these sites within
a designated time to ensure that they do not detract
from the built and visual amenity of the area, otherwise
the developer should have a condition imposed that
they should dispose of the sites.

Support noted.I am hopeful that the Plan – notably POLICY 7 on
‘windfall sites – will meet the NPPF’s requirement for

3791Question 13

sustainable development, whilst giving the Council’s
Planning Committees sufficient grounds to turn down
**inappropriate** applications.

Support noted. The council will continue to liaise with
Highways England in relation to plan making and the

This policy could potentially be of concern to Highways
England, given that it allows for unplanned

3967Question 13

determination of future planning applications in order
that any impacts can be identified and mitigated.

development and as such it is not possible to assess
whether such development either individually or
cumulatively could have potential impacts on the SRN
and / or influence or compromise the delivery of
infrastructure improvements proposed within the Plan.

However, the provisions within the policy and in
particular criteria e. and f. which state that development
should not be prejudicial to highway safety or network
capacity and should have good access to sustainable
modes of transport, should provide the necessary
protection against such development.

Further, given the requirement for development to
accord with all other relevant development plan
policies, it is considered that these provisions are
sufficient to ensure development will not have a severe
residual impact on the SRN and as such can be
supported.
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Support noted.Support the policy.144Question 14

Comments noted. The Durham University Strategy
and associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and

5.10 To enable this new strategy the University has
consulted on its Estate Masterplan. This document

279Question 14

separate to the County Durham Plan. In recognition ofprovides a guide to how the University could develop
the University's Strategy and an understanding of theits estate over the long-term. As such it presents a
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertooknumber of options which will be considered by the
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesUniversity’s governing bodies in light of the
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countyconsultation. The University’s aspiration is to house
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan50-55% of students in College affiliated accommodation
provides a means to assess and consider futureby 2027.This will be achieved by developing new build
proposals brought forward by the University.  Ushawcolleges on Durham University land and working in
College has a development plan in place and is workingpartnership with purpose-built student accommodation

(PBSA) providers. with Visit County Durham to grow their museum,
accommodation and conference offer to provide a yearThis figure is far too low and the University is basically

dictating to the Council what it is going to do. Given round visitor experience. The visitor attractions and
accommodation policies, as well as other policies inthe residents opinion and feelings about the University
the plan,  support  the conversion of existing buildings
to bring them back into use.

growth proposal re accommodation, this figure needs
to be seriously reviewed. At the maximum, the
University is talking of 55% of it's students living on
Durham University owned land.You are allowing the
University to buy up all of our inner City land and build
student accommodation. It really is a disgrace and
unlike other Councils with prestigious Universities,
Durham is almost like the lap dog to their whims. Just
look at our beautiful city look at Nevilles Cross area
and how much student accommodation there is there,
the old hospital, the old training college, land close to
the railway station, the accommodation at Gilesgate.
Our city is now overrun with students. Realistically the
University is getting so large that realistically only the
maximum of 20% should be living within the city. The
impact the student population has on our economy is
saddening. Whilst one could argue they bring benefits
to the County they also drain the County,  We become
a ghost town when students are away because there
is an unrealistic balance. Street after street is empty 
it really is past sad. However your lack of strategic
planning and what I would suspect is greed has allowed
you to sell of land to the University rather than either
make a bid for it yourself or signpost developers to it.
One has to ask why this has not been done is it
because the large development at Sniperley is the
jewel in the crown in terms of bringing money into
DCC? 

 I totally approve of the sensitive development of
Ushaw College to promote tourism and open up this
marvellous facility but what of the derelict building that
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was part of Ushaw College, along the road from it?
Can that not be developed into something marvellous? 

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum is pleased to see this policy for

252Question 14

supporting the contributionDurham citymakes
to vitally important tourism economy of County
Durham. The Neighbourhood Plan document
will have a complementary project for a
Community Hub facility.

Comments noted. The Plan must be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including the Biodiversity and

5.3/5.4 The "key priority of the council" and "the
challenge to improve the economic performance of the

896Question 14

Geodiversity Policy) must be applied in the decisioncounty", as detailed in these clauses will not be
making process. The reasons why the Sustainableachieved by DCC Preferred Options concentrating

development and job opportunities in Durham City. Communities option was chosen are set out in the
Plan. It should also be noted that only 14% of the5.5/5.6 Should DCC not be planning housing

developments near these industrial developments to houses needed to 2035 is in Durham City the remaining
86% is spread across the rest of the county. In termstake advantage of the real employment opportunities

in these areas? of employment, Durham City is the principle
employment centre in the county but it should be noted

5.7 Where are the proposals for housing and facilities
for this group in Durham City? They are being excluded
in the Preferred Options.

that of the 300 hectares of employment land identified
in the Plan, 96% of it is outside of Durham City. The
interim policy on student accommodation currently in
use and included in the Plan looks to limit over5.8 While The University contributes significantly to

the local economy it has a negative effect on the local concentration of HMOs occupied by students. An
environment, the available housing stock in The City Article 4 is also in place across much of the city which
Centre  and is resulting in a totally unbalanced limits permitted development rights in relation to

changes of use to HMOs.evolution of The City. These problems will get worse
with the projected expansion of The University. The
establishment of "student ghettos" with attendant
problems of anti social or inconsiderate behaviour is
well known, as is exclusion of locals from housing in
The City Centre due to HMOs being established for
the student market. these factors result in large areas
within The City becoming unsustainable as viable
communities - particularly outside term time.They have
also contributed to the decline in retail facilities in
Durham City Centre and attendant job losses. Many
of our valuable lost businesses do not cater for the
student market. As the locals have been driven out of
C ddress this problem,with the provision of affordable
housing for the non student population, to make the
City Centre viable again. The increase in student
accommodation will only exacerbate a growing
problem.

5.9/5.10/5.11 The consultation processes outlined here
appear to be purely internal. Why have the residents
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not been consulted and why have DCC not taken a
more proactive and responsible approach to safeguard
our City and the wider needs of its residents?

5.11 Should we not have an incentive to provide
affordable housing in The City Centre focused on
Graduates in an attempt to retain them? Perhaps The
University could partner such an a venture, by
providing  a proportion of low cost housing for
Graduates within its future developments, to ease the
transition from student life to that of a newly qualified
professional.

Visitor Economy(Durham City)

DCC are promoting a current and proposed vast over
development of The City. These developments and
the attendant increase in traffic and deterioration of
The City Centre will result in an erosion of the character
of The City and have a negative erode its historic
ambience and charm. This will undoubtedly have a
negative impact  on the visitor experience and
attendant economy.

Support noted.I agree with this policy345Question 14

Support noted.very important good policy453Question 14

Comment noted.The continued development of the County as a tourist
destination is probably its greatest strength over the

518Question 14

coming years. This will be even more the case if Brexit
materialises and travel between the UK and the
continent reduces as a consequence and with more
of the UK population seeking holiday and leisure
attractions closer to home. County Durham should
capitalise on its natural and historic heritage and its
ease of access by road (A1/A66/A68), rail, air and port
(cruise terminals).

Comment noted. Wording of the policy has been
amended in part. The Plan must be read as a whole

We believe this is too weak in some areas. In section
8c we believe the wording should be changed to

988Question 14

and all relevant policies (including the Biodiveristy and“contribute to conserving and enhancing these assets”.
Geodiversity Policy) must be applied in the decisionIn this section, we understand the need for flexibility
making process. These policies include reference to
mitigation where appropriate.

and the use of the term ‘unacceptable adverse impact’
(as the adverse impact could be very minor and need
not be a reason for refusal); however, there might
usefully be a reference to the need to mitigate any such
impact, in line with the desire for net gain for
biodiversity. This will apply elsewhere throughout the
plan.

Comment noted.The Council is currently working with
a suite of Local Plans from the former district councils.

5.2 refers to decisions made in consistent manner. If
this does not occur currently applying the policy in the

927Question 14
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Each of these district councils had different planning
priorities and therefore there are currently

districts, how will DCC ensure this is done on a county
level?

inconsistencies across the planning framework. The
County Durham Plan will replace all of these individual
local plans and provide a single set of policies
applicable to the whole county. This should improve
consistency in the decision making process.

Comment notedHeritage is particularly important to Lanchester with its
Roman heritage and wealth of Heritage assets

3260Question 14

including Longovicium Roman Fort and Vicus, route
of Dere Street and surrounding archaeological sites.
The landscape and setting of the Heritage needs to be
protected and supported in appropriate ways.

(Also see comments on Policy 41 Question 48).

Support noted.We support the Policy2327Question 14

Support noted.NECTAR agrees with the general thrust of this policy.1929Question 14

Support noted.I strongly agree with the policy, it would help regenerate
rural areas with farm and countryside interests,

1645Question 14

mountain biking, hiking, camping, paintballing,
orienteering, farm shops and the bed & breakfast tourist
trade.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2423Question 14

Comment noted. The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including the Internationally

Policy 8 states that the provision of new visitor
attractions or the expansion of existing attractions will
be permitted provided:
c. It does not have an unacceptable adverse impact
on the county's valuable natural, built or heritage assets
and helps to enhance any affected asset;
Paragraph 5.20 states:
Planning for tourism should make the most of our
assets, enriching them rather than harming the very

2245Question 14

Designated Sites Policy) applied in decision making.
Wording has been added to the supporting text of the
Internationally Designated Sites Policy to highlight that
tourism development is likely to increase visitor
pressure and therefore would need to be addressed
as part of the Appropriate Assessment process.

character, quality and beauty that makes them
attractive to residents and visitors. This can be
achieved by ensuring development is appropriately
located and levels of visitor activity are not likely to
significantly affect protected sites and species,
particularly those of National and European importance.
The RSPB is concerned that the phrase “unacceptable
adverse impact” lacks the necessary precision for the
policy to be effective. The text should be clear on the
level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ (for
instance, in the context of Special Protection Areas
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and Special Areas of Conservation the policy should
make it clear that the aim is to avoid an adverse effect)
and consistent with the hierarchical approach to the
protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45.
We note wording within paragraph 5.20.We would like
to see stronger wording here i.e.
“This should be achieved by ensuring development is
appropriately located …”
Section 3.1 of the HRA: Guidance and Requirements
for Developers in County Durham describes the types
and location of development included for consideration
in the coastal mitigation strategy. This includes visitor
attractions, and consequently it would be prudent for
Policy wording to signpost potential developers to this
document.

Comment noted.The Parish Council would welcome sustainable
development at Ushaw College that would support its
development as a visitor attraction.

1638Question 14

Comment noted. The Plan must be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including the Biodiveristy and

While CPRE in the main supports this Policy, it is
concerned that it may not properly protect biodiversity

1662Question 14

Geodiversity Policy) must be applied in the decision
making process.

which is not mentioned in paragraph c. It is noted that
this paragraph refers to the natural assets but it is
questioned whether this addresses biodiversity. It is
noted that paragraph l of Policy 11 (Development in
the Countryside) does refer to biodiversity.

Comment noted.Whilst product development is beyond
the scope of the County Durham Plan, the policies

Durham City itself has little in the way of visitor attractions
once the Cathedral and Riverbanks have been visited.

1604Question 14

would support appropriate developments which would
help to enhance the visitor experience.

Nothing for children or on days of inclementweather. There
are opportunities to create a visitor attraction such as
museum or heritage centre (Sands car park for example).
A 'Jorvik' style place telling the story of life in the Cathedral,
the weaving tradition or mining and political history.

Support noted.We endorse the inclusion of ‘built or heritage assets’
in Policy 8(c), and the wording of paragraph 5.20.

1883Question 14

Comment noted.Whilst product development is beyond
the scope of the Plan, the policies would support

In the absence of a specific policy for Durham City, it
is disappointing that more specific reference on the

4214Question 14

appropriate developments which would help to enhancedevelopment of visitor attractions within the city is not
the visitor experience by bringing forward newmentioned. While Durham County has a significant
attractions across the county. The strategic lead fornumber of attractions for visitors, it is clear that Durham
tourism development in the County is Visit County
Durham.

City will remain a key destination for visitors to the
region. A clear plan is needed, in conjunction with the
policy on visitor accommodation, to ensure the offer
for visitors and tourists to Durham is appropriate for
the city and World Heritage Site, and that a strategic
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direction for Durham is adopted to ensure that the City
Centre remains a vibrant and attractive location not
only for visitors and tourists but permanent residents
as well.

Comment noted. Whilst this is outside of the scope of
the Plan, Visit County Durham have suggested you

The Town Council welcome the statements made in
Policy 8, and would welcome working in partnership

3365Question 14

contact them viawith DCC and others to enhance the Culture and Arts
https://www.visitcountydurham.org/contact-us to put a
listing on the website.

already abundant across the Township as it is believed
this will enhance Tourism, providing an economic boost
to the Town.

The Town Council has recently started working with
Steve Howell, Head of Culture and Sport at DCC, with
a view to creating the first phase of a ‘Cornish Trail’
for launch in time for the Cornish Centenary
Celebrations which will run across Durham in 2019.

There would be multiple phases across the Township
of Spennymoor, that link all green spaces, mining and
art heritage creating a unique selling point (USP) for
Spennymoor.

The bus links between Spennymoor and Durham are
strong, (only a 15/20 minutes ride) and with Bishop
Auckland and the links there to mining and art, there
is a natural tourist/culture/art triangle.

However, reliance on a website which offers little
information to the local areas as a whole cannot be a
basis for policy. As an example, Spennymoor Jubilee
Park is exceptional and has been for many years, yet
it gets no mention on the website as a visitor attraction.
Being one of only a handful of places in the County
that offers disability accessible play equipment it does
not even feature on the DisabledGo website.

This policy should take into account all that is available
in County Durham.

Comment noted.Whilst product development is beyond
the scope of the County Durham Plan, the policies

There is a demonstrable need for a
museum/interpretation hub from the history of Durham

2814Question 14

would support appropriate developments which would
help to enhance the visitor experience.

City and a permanent 'home for the Durham R. Wear
Assemblage of Artefacts discovered by Gary
Bankhead.

Support noted.PGL are keen to promote Consett, the Derwent Valley
and the surrounding area as a visitor and holiday

3304Question 14

location. The Coast to Coast cycle route runs through
Consett attracting approximately 60,000 people each
year and part of the route includes the Hownsgill
Viaduct. The River Derwent to the western edge of
the Site presents opportunities for recreational
water-based activities, outdoor leisure and tourism.
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PGL is a stakeholder which provides support to
Derwent Valley Partnership who, in 2016, decided that
to help stimulate the local sustainable growth required
for the town and Derwent Valley, there was a need to
gain an understanding of Consett’s place within the
broader visitor economy of the County/sub-region.
Visit County Durham was engaged to facilitate the
production of a Destination Development Plan for
Durham City (November 2012) to understand what the
area currently offers to  visitors  and  provide
 practical/pragmatic objectives  on improvements that
could be made  to facilitate the regeneration of the
town/area and to help to stimulate the local economy
by providing services and facilities which serve the
local community and attract visitor spend.

As a result of this, Project Genesis Trust has recently
made a bid for funding through the Rural Development
Programme for England to establish a major
recreational footpath linking the Site (its parks and
public spaces) to both the open countryside around
Consett (the Derwent valley, river and woods including
the Allensford Caravan and country park) and the town
centre (its shopping and recreation facilities) ("the
Consett Project"). The Consett Project bid focuses on
the need to attract visitors to the area and create links
to the environment of the town to the benefit of visitors
and residents. Project Genesis is ideally placed to bid
for the resources available to enable the Consett
Project, due to its interest in the land associated with
the former steelworks and acquired land connecting
the Site to the surrounding countryside. Investment in
the tourism infrastructure and the profile  of  the  area 
will  inevitably  result  in  significant  benefits  for  the 
local  economy,  the regeneration of the town and the
delivery of sustainable economic benefits.

The above clearly demonstrates the benefits to Consett
that the long-term regeneration initiative of Project
Genesis brings to the local area.

PGL supports a planning policy that encourages the
provision of new visitor attractions or the expansion of
existing attractions.

In comparison with other heritage cities (Bath, York
and Chester) and rural destinations (Yorkshire,

The two policies for supporting the contribution Durham
city makes to vitally important tourism economy of

2613Question 14

Cumbria, Cheshire and Lincolnshire) Durham’s eveningCounty Durham is welcome. However, the emphasis
offer is limited. A low key evening economy impactson the evening economy undermines the historic
on the ability of the county to attract staying visitorsattractions of the city and deters visitors seeking calm
and the ability of Durham City to compete as a shortpleasant evening experiences. The main visitor
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attraction of the City is the Cathedral and river. Come
on a wet day with children and after having visited the

break destination. The number of visitors staying
overnight in the county remains static, a lack of things

Cathedral there are no other public venues. Durham to do and experience in the evening is part of the
would do well to make more of its history and offer reason for this. VCD has undertaken a county-wide
equivalent visitor attractions (Life in medieval times, analysis of the visitor offer, through this process we
Life around the cathedral, the weaving tradition and have identified a number of gaps in the Durham product
mining). The Bishop Auckland regeneration scheme which if developed, would provide breadth and depth
is an example of what can be achieved by vision and
drive.

to the offer, and increase the sustainability and
profitability of the sector. The development of the
evening economy needs to have broad appeal to attractThe lack of a Tourist Information Office prevents the

efficient and effective marketing of Durham City and
the area generally.

a number of different markets, and is so much more
than pubs, bars and clubs. Some examples of
alternative evening economy options are:Walking tours
– special interest, historic or ghost tours; Night-time
photography workshops; City centre bowling alley –
strong family appeal; City centre family attraction open
until approx. 5-6pm will result in an increase in early
evening diners; Evening retail offer; Cafes serving
non-alcoholic beverages with later opening hours e.g:
until 9pm; Live music (jazz, piano, classical, singers)
in cafes; More theatre performances; Outdoor theatre
or café theatre; Cinema; Longer opening hours for
cultural venues, art galleries. In 2010 Durham County
Council commissioned a review of its services for
visitors. The review revealed that just 3% of visitors to
the county used a Tourist Information Centre and the
majority of this 3% used it to pick up literature. It also
highlighted that visitor’s information needs were
changing and that a dedicated TIC was rarely the
principal source of information for visitors, though it
was well used by local residents. Added to this, the
demise of the regional development agency One North
East and cuts to local authority budgets in 2010/11
removed over £1m from the money available to deliver
tourism services in County Durham, so there is simply
not enough money to continue to fund dedicated
centres. TICs are the most expensive elements in any
tourism service run by the public sector because the
premises are usually located in central areas, which
are costly, and because they are staffed seven days
a week. All the county’s TICs were therefore closed in
2011 but they have been replaced with visitor
information points in high footfall locations around the
county, and this ensures information about the county’s
offer is located in many more places than previously.
We have modernised the service so that it better meets
the information needs of visitors. The principles of the
new approach are more information, in more places,
reaching more people. Within Durham City there are
information points at: the Town Hall, the Gala Theatre,
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the World Heritage Site Visitor Centre and Durham
Indoor Market. Each of these locations has either an
information kiosk where visitors can search for
information via the internet or alternatively there is a
telephone handset enabling visitors to make a free call
to our enquiry handling centre and speak to one of our
experienced visitor information staff. In addition there
are ten information partners in the city who provide
leaflets in racks branded with the contact centre details
prominently displayed as well as racking of information
about the county’s top attractions in hotels, attractions,
retailers, places to eat, the bus and railway stations,
the park and ride service. We work closely with the
Durham Pointer’s ‘human sign-posting’ service, which
is entirely staffed by volunteers. They are located in
the Market Place in the city centre and operate daily
from May to September directing visitors around the
city and referring them to our contact centre if they
need more detailed information.

Comment noted. The supporting text of the policy
makes reference to visitor attractions across the county

The Visitor Economy section talks about capitalising
on the assets of Durham City as a destination but

3100Question 14

including the major new attractions located in Bishop
Auckland.

ignores the impact of these major developments in
Bishop Auckland. In a short space of time there will be
10 world class tourist attractions within a 15 minute
walk of the market place.

When all phases are complete its estimated that Bishop
Auckland will attract almost 500,000 visitors delivering
£20M to the local economy.

£190K annual visitors are expected by 2020 and this
will have a undoubtedly have a positive impact on the
town and its future economic prospects.

In 2010 Durham County Council commissioned a
review of its services for visitors. The review revealed

Without integrated Tourist Information Centres
throughout County Durham and in Durham City

2573Question 14

that just 3% of visitors to the county used a Touristproviding information on visitor attractions and facilities
Information Centre and the majority of this 3% used itthe county's economy will not flourish completely.  It
to pick up literature. It also highlighted that visitor’sis extremely important to raise awareness, knowledge,

provide information and a friendly face. information needs were changing and that a dedicated
TIC was rarely the principal source of information forTourist Information Centres should be reintroduced

into the key City Centres. visitors, though it was well used by local residents.
Added to this, the demise of the regional development
agency One North East and cuts to local authority
budgets in 2010/11 removed over £1m from the money
available to deliver tourism services in County Durham,
so there is simply not enough money to continue to
fund dedicated centres. TICs are the most expensive
elements in any tourism service run by the public sector
because the premises are usually located in central
areas, which are costly, and because they are staffed
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seven days a week. All the county’s TICs were
therefore closed in 2011 but they have been replaced
with visitor information points in high footfall locations
around the county, and this ensures information about
the county’s offer is located in many more places than
previously. We have modernised the service so that it
better meets the information needs of visitors. The
principles of the new approach are more information,
in more places, reaching more people. Within Durham
City there are information points at: the Town Hall, the
Gala Theatre, the World Heritage Site Visitor Centre
and Durham Indoor Market. Each of these locations
has either an information kiosk where visitors can
search for information via the internet or alternatively
there is a telephone handset enabling visitors to make
a free call to our enquiry handling centre and speak to
one of our experienced visitor information staff. In
addition there are ten information partners in the city
who provide leaflets in racks branded with the contact
centre details prominently displayed as well as racking
of information about the county’s top attractions in
hotels, attractions, retailers, places to eat, the bus and
railway stations, the park and ride service. We work
closely with the Durham Pointer’s ‘human sign-posting’
service, which is entirely staffed by volunteers. They
are located in the Market Place in the city centre and
operate daily from May to September directing visitors
around the city and referring them to our contact centre
if they need more detailed information.

Comment noted.The figures within the Plan have been
updated as proposed. However in order to keep the

5.16 There are approximately 70 regionally, nationally
and internationally recognisable visitor
attractions in the county which can be viewed at
www.thisisdurham.com. The most visited are Durham

3195Question 14

figures consistent across all attractions we have used
the VCD 2016 Factsheet, which is the most up to date
version of the evidence base used for visitor numbers.Cathedral (more than 600,000 visitors and worshippers

in 2011) and Beamish Museum (497,891 paying visitors
in 2011/12). Other attractions with significant visitor
numbers (44) include Hardwick

WHSC – The Durham Cathedral attendance can be
updated to the most recently available figure of
720,000.

Support notedThe Trust is broadly supportive of proposals which
raise the quality of the visitor experience, particularly

3238Question 14

where this facilities a greater understanding or
appreciation of the county’s rich historic or natural
environments. The criteria set in Policy 8 are
considered to provide an appropriate framework for
the consideration of proposals for new attractions or
the expansion of existing attractions, ensuring that they
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complement and enhance, rather than diminish, the
distinctive features and characteristics which are
attractive to residents and visitors.

Comments noted. Legal advice is that the original
wording is more flexible and less cumbersome,

Raby Estates welcomes the Council’s recognition that
“the visitor sector is an important and resilient part of

2936Question 14

therefore no change has been made to the policythe county’s economy.” Raby Estates considers that
wording in this instance. However additional wordinggreater emphasis should be given in the supporting
has been added into the supporting text to highlighttext to the importance of Raby Castle to the tourism
the important role that historic rural estates play withinoffer in County Durham.The Grade I Castle, set within
the County. This is consistent with paragraph 200 ofover 200 acres of Deer Park is a jewel in County’s
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) ascrown, providing a unique visitor attraction whilst
well as additional wording to include well designed new
buildings in line with paragraph 83 of the NPPF.

retaining its role as a family home. The wider estate
landholdings are extensive and have the potential to
be developed further to secure the continued
maintenance of the heritage asset whilst increasing its
value as a visitor attraction.
Raby Estates suggests that the following text of Policy
8 (c) is amended as follows to ensure consistency with
the NPPF 2018 (Section 16):
“It does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on
the county's valuable natural, built or heritage assets
and helps to enhance any affected asset, which cannot
be adequately mitigated or compensated for.”
Raby Estates also suggests that the second sentence
of paragraph 5.19 is amended as follows to accord
with the NPPF 2018 (para. 83):
“Where development is not in accessible locations it
will be focused on the conversion of existing buildings
and well-designed new buildings and developments
that contribute to rural diversification, enjoyment of the
countryside and access to heritage.”
In recognition of the important role played by the Raby
Estate, and other historic estates within the County, it
is considered that an additional policy should be
incorporated establishing the Council’s in-principle
support for development necessary to secure their
long-term survival and thus the County’s heritage.
Historic rural estates are a mainstay of rural economies
across Britain and it is important that they be allowed
to develop and to thrive. However, many historic
estates face increasing financial pressure as the cost
of conserving and restoring their historic assets grows
year on year.These estates are also looking to reduce
reliance upon traditional sources of income and explore
opportunities for diversification in many cases thereby
finding new uses for redundant historic buildings.
Planning plays a vital role in helping estates diversify
their revenue streams and unlocking value. Not only
can it secure longer-term sustainability of historic
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estates in an ever-changing world, it provides beneficial
impacts for individuals, communities and the economy
as a whole.
Historic rural estates may benefit greatly from a focus
on diversification opportunities such as tourism related
development, renewable energy projects and housing
development. Clearly, different estates will have
different assets and different infrastructure access –
weighing up these factors will be crucial to determining
which development to undertake. However, what is
common across all development is the need to be clear
on the objectives of the development; well planned and
designed schemes and a strong economic
underpinning to make its case.
The following additional policy is suggested:
“Historic Rural Estates
Historic Rural Estates play an important role in County
Durham, in social, economic and environmental terms.
Sensitive development, including forms of rural
diversification, will be supported where it can be
demonstrated to be necessary to secure the long-term
future of rural estates and their historic assets.”

Comments noted. In 2010 Durham County Council
commissioned a review of its services for visitors. The

The Plan includes several references to the importance
of tourism, the Cathedral and the Castle in Durham

3007Question 14

review revealed that just 3% of visitors to the countyCity, together with the Beamish Museum, Locomotion
used a Tourist Information Centre and the majority ofat Shildon etc. There is also reference to 'Visit County
this 3% used it to pick up literature. It also highlightedDurham'. However, if tourism is so important to 'The
that visitor’s information needs were changing and thatLand of the Prince Bishops', which it clearly is, then
a dedicated TIC was rarely the principal source ofthe lack of a tourist information centre in Durham City,
information for visitors, though it was well used by localwhich now stands empty in Millennium Square, simply
residents. Added to this, the demise of the regionalbeggars belief! Why not put the volunteers, the
development agency One North East and cuts to local'Pointers' in the former, empty tourist office? The MoU
authority budgets in 2010/11 removed over £1m frombetween Durham University and DCC mentions a 'new
the money available to deliver tourism services inmajor cultural venue' in Durham City. May we now
County Durham, so there is simply not enough moneyexpect a significant museum, one that tells the story
to continue to fund dedicated centres. TICs are theof the Prince Bishops, the mining heritage, Durham
most expensive elements in any tourism service runLight Infantry and No. 607 (County of Durham)
by the public sector because the premises are usuallySquadron, Royal Auxiliary Air Force, which fought with
located in central areas, which are costly, and becausesuch distinction in the historic Battle of Britain, the
they are staffed seven days a week. All the county’sturning point in WW2, together with an art gallery? The
TICs were therefore closed in 2011 but they have beenformer Miners' Hall at Redhills springs to mind as a

possible venue. replaced with visitor information points in high footfall
locations around the county, and this ensuresAnother venue, for a museum dedicated to the Durham

Light Infantry and No. 607 Squadron would be the information about the county’s offer is located in many
more places than previously.We have modernised theformer church, Christchurch in Claypath. This building
service so that it better meets the information needsis currently earmarked for an independent grammar
of visitors.The principles of the new approach are moreschool. However, should this plan lose traction then
information, in more places, reaching more people.the conversion from church to museum, as exemplified
Within Durham City there are information points at: theby the Green Howards Museum in the church in the
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Market Place in Richmond in North Yorkshire, provides
the perfect template, should DCC wish to copy an

Town Hall, the Gala Theatre, the World Heritage Site
Visitor Centre and Durham Indoor Market. Each of

existing plan; one that works! As an aside, the Green these locations has either an information kiosk where
Howards Museum makes a profit with a footfall of less visitors can search for information via the internet or
than 20,000 per annum! One of the reasons for DCC alternatively there is a telephone handset enabling
closing the former DLI Museum at Aykley Heads was visitors to make a free call to our enquiry handling
that it was losing money with a footfall in excess of
30,000 per annum. The numbers just don't add up

centre and speak to one of our experienced visitor
information staff. In addition there are ten information
partners in the city who provide leaflets in racks
branded with the contact centre details prominently
displayed as well as racking of information about the
county’s top attractions in hotels, attractions, retailers,
places to eat, the bus and railway stations, the park
and ride service. We work closely with the Durham
Pointer’s ‘human sign-posting’ service, which is entirely
staffed by volunteers. They are located in the Market
Place in the city centre and operate daily from May to
September directing visitors around the city and
referring them to our contact centre if they need more
detailed information.The Miners Hall and the Heritage
Centre at Mount Oswald have applied for Heritage
Lottery Funding and these bids are ongoing. The new
school at Christ Church, Claypath is now open. Whilst
the Plan will not seek to allocate areas for specific
tourism projects the policies would support appropriate
developments which would help to enhance the visitor
experience by bringing forward new attractions across
the county.

Comment noted. Supporting text has been revised to
include reference to Newcastle Airport as a regional
gateway.

3.1 The Airport supports the positive policy approach
to the development of new tourism facilities and
accommodation set out in policies 8 and 9. The policy
approach recognises the need for improvements to

3521Question 14

existing and the development of new attractions and
accommodation which the Airport welcomes.
3.2 Newcastle Airport is proactively trying to increase
the number of inbound international tourists coming to
the region by air. The Airport is currently working in
partnership with Visit Britain and the region’s
‘destination management organisations’ to directly
market the region to selected destinations served by
the Airport. The Airport is also appointing dedicated
staff to drive forward promotion of the region to
international visitors. Whilst it is not necessary to
reference in policy the vital role Newcastle Airport as
a regional gateway has in bringing international visitors
to the region, it would be welcomed if the supporting
text recognised this and also the importance of
improving connectivity between the Airport and key
visitor attractions in the County.
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Comments noted. Text has been amended as
suggested.

Suggested changes:

The University’s new academic (DELETE) strategy
identifies the future size and shape of the University

3686Question 14

which will be needed to support their vision of
'world-leading in research, education and the wider
student experience'.

The University’s aspiration is to house 50-55%
(DELETE) of students in College affiliated
accommodation by 2027.

The University would request that the first sentence of
paragraph 5.11 is replaced as follows:

Durham University is one of the country’s leading
institutions, attracting the highest quality of
students.The University is committed to increasing
both the number of students from the County and
the graduates retained in the area.

Comment noted.The aim of the monitoring framework
is to measure the effectiveness of the policies not the
performance of the tourism sector.

In monitoring Policy 8, the target should be the number
of visitors rather than attractions, as the latter could
put pressure on new build rather than encouraging the
viability of existing attractions.

4179Question 14

Comment noted.Whilst product development is beyone
the scope of the Plan, the policies would support

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3951Question 14

appropriate developments which would help to enhance
the visitor experience by bringing forward new
attractions across the county.

POLICIES  8 & 9 TOURISM

There  is little detail on how tourism  is to be
developed.   It is important that the county outside of
Durham  City is promoted  as currently only the City
seems  to get  'pushed'.

Comment noted.Whilst product development is beyond
the scope of the County Durham Plan, the policies

Policies 8 and 9 Tourism

There is little detail on how tourism is to be developed.
It is important that the county outside of Durham City

4106Question 14

would support appropriate developments which would
help to enhance the visitor experience by bringing
forward new attractions across the county.

is promoted as currently only the City seems to get
‘promoted’.

Comments noted. Legal advice is that the original
wording is more flexible and less cumbersome,

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
text of Policy 8 (c) is amended as follows to ensure

3906Question 14

therefore no change has been made to the policyconsistency with the NPPF (paragraphs 118 and 152)
and the draft NPPF (paragraphs 35 and 173): wording in this instance. However additional wording

has been added into the supporting text to include well“It does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on
the county's valuable natural, built or heritage assets designed new buildings in line with paragraph 83 of

the NPPF.and helps to enhance any affected asset, which cannot
be adequately mitigated or compensated for.”

County Durham Land LLP also suggests that the
second sentence of paragraph 5.19 is amended as
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follows to accord with the NPPF (para. 28) and the
draft NPPF (para. 84):

“Where development is not in accessible locations it
will be focused on the conversion of existing buildings
and well designed new buildings and developments
that contribute to rural diversification, enjoyment of the
countryside and access to heritage.”

Comments noted.The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including those relating to

TAP supports this policy, however, we would like to
see the inclusion of visitor infrastructure to deal with

4035Question 14

traffic, transport and parking standards) applied inthe number of visitors to the attractions, especially
decision making. There a number of organisationsBishop Auckland. The provision of enough car parking
across the county with a similar remit, therefore it wouldfor locals and visitor alike, schemes to elevate bottle

necks should be considered. not be appropriate to list them individually or only
mention the TAP.The aim of the monitoring frameworkIt is also apparent that there is a lack of hotel provision

in the Bishop Auckland area. TAP would like to see
this issue addressed in the plan.

is to measure the effectiveness of the policies not the
performance of the tourism sector.

With regard 5.16 we feel this paragraph under
estimates the role TAP plays in this sector and the
ambition we have to use culture and tourism to
regenerate the area.

Page 75 asks how this policy will be measured, we
feel this fails to capture the ambition of the sector -
especially TAPs work, as well as a holistic approach
to include car parking and community impact.

Comments noted. The Plan should be read as a
whole. The developments in Bishop Auckland are

Building a strong competitive economy

TAP would like to see this section reflect the investment
in tourism and culture that is happening across the

4034Question 14

recognised within the Visitor Attractions supporting
text. The role of the Plan is to guide futureCounty, and as a result recognise culture and tourism
development and must cover the full range of potentialas a major employer in the County. As well as the
developments across the county, as such the Plan canimpact that the predicted visitor footfall in  Bishop

Auckland can have on the visitor economy. only offer a brief overview of the existing position
otherwise it would become unwieldy.

With regard 5.11 Durham University is developing the
Zurbaran Study Centre in Bishop Auckland.Therefore,
the requirement for student accommodation in Bishop
Auckland should be recognised.

TAP is disappointed that 5.15 suggests capitalising on
Durham City as a destination. TAP and Eleven Arches
have invested £160million in developing Bishop
Auckland as a visitor destination. This is a once in a
life time opportunity to capitalise on creation of a
cultural hub in the Durham Vale, strategically placed
to benefit urban and rural communities as well as
linking with the planned developments on the Stockton
and Darlington Railway. This investment must be
recognised in the plan.
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Comment noted.Whilst this is beyond the scope of the
Plan, the policies would support appropriate

I hope you also have plans for improving the visitor
experience. Most pf the coach tours are for eldely

53Question 15

developments which would help to enhance the visitor
experience.

people who strugle to get up the peninsula on the father
frequent occasions when the cathedral bus cant run
because of other activities. Durham is the jewel in
Count Durhams crown but you would never guess it
from the way the tourism business is treated in the city.
It is a big draw and should be allocated time and
energy by the Council who seem to think it can look
after itself. Short-sighted and unhelpful aprocah.
Durham City would benefit from a more collaborative
approcah from all involved. The portfolio holder for
Tourism does not seem to even know what is going
on in the city

Comment noted. The green belt benefits from a
different level of protection to the countryside generally.

The respondent is interested in diversifying his
business and establishing a small glamping tourism

89Question 15

Any development proposed within the green belt wouldbusiness which would entail a material change of use
need to meet the criteria of the green belt policyof land on a site in the Green Belt. Whilst supporting
together with this policy. This is consistent with the
National Planning Policy Framework.

the approach outlined in part 1 of the policy, the
respondent seeks confirmation that a similar approach
will be followed in the Green Belt and requests that
this be written into the policy.

An objection is submitted to criterion 2d. Firstly it is
considered criterion d is not necessary and new visitor
accommodation in the countryside should be supported
where criteria a – c are met.

Secondly, without prejudice to the above, it is very
difficult to demonstrate that development is necessary.
In this respect generalised comments can often be
made about visitor need but the respondent is
conscious that 'necessary' is a high test and that it is
different from demand.

Support noted.Support the policy.145Question 15

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
is pleased to see this policy for supporting the

217Question 15

contribution Durham city makes to vitally important
tourism economy of County Durham.

Comment noted.West Durham needs to have tourist accommodation
which provides places for visitors  who have arrived in

346Question 15

the area for occasional nights.This will not be caravan
or chalet sites, or large hotels.

Support noted.good policy..supports tourism454Question 15
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Comment noted. The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies applied in decision making.

The elements of this policy in relation camping (in
particular) miss an important consideration.We believe

989Question 15

Issues of noise, tranquillity and the amenity of residentsthere should be an additional reference in this policy
are covered by the Amenity and Pollution Policy whichto address issues of noise, tranquillity and the amenity

of residents. has been updated to reflect the new requirements of
the National Planning Policy Framework 2018, which
addresses these issues.

Support noted.Visitor accommodation should be for commercial
holiday lets. Visitor accommodation should not result

3262Question 15

in change of use for permanent residential
accommodation. We support the statement 5.25
regarding second homes.

Support noted.We support the Policy2328Question 15

Comment noted.As above if we create the attractions, the visitors will
come and the accommodation will be needed ie B &
B.

1648Question 15

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2424Question 15

Comment noted. The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including the Internationally

Please see our comments in relation to Policy 8
regarding wording “unacceptable adverse impact”.
Section 3.1 of the HRA: Guidance and Requirements
for Developers in County Durham describes the types

2247Question 15

Designated Sites Policy) applied in decision making.
Wording has been added to the supporting text of the

and location of development included for consideration Internationally Designated Sites Policy to highlight that
in the coastal mitigation strategy. This includes visitor tourism development is likely to increase visitor
accommodation, and consequently it would be prudent pressure and therefore would need to be addressed

as part of the Appropriate Assessment.for policy wording to signpost potential developers to
this document.

Comment noted.The Parish Council would welcome sustainable
development at Ushaw College that would support its
use for visitor accommodation.

1640Question 15

Comment noted. The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including biodiversity) applied

It is again represented that paragraph b should include
biodiversity. This is particularly relevant for new
camping and caravan sites.

1665Question 15

in decision making. Any proposal would need to meet
criteria 1a (appropriate scale) before it could meet
criteria 2e.

Further, we represent that Clause 2 e) should refer to
proportionate extensions to existing visitor
accommodation otherwise the policy would leave the
door open for e.g. development of a 500 site static
caravan park on a 3-4 mobile caravan site or a 200-bed
hotel to replace a small B&B.

Support noted.We endorse the inclusion of ‘built or heritage assets’
in Policy 9(b).

1885Question 15
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Support noted.Urban & Civic supports the inclusion of a policy within
the draft Durham Plan which supports the provision of

2305Question 15

new visitor accommodation within the County. A hotel
could feasibly form part of the wider range of uses to
be included within Urban & Civic’s proposals for the
land to the south of Saint Andrew’s Church, and would
meet the criteria stipulated within the draft policy.

Comment noted. The Plan should be read as a whole
and all relevant policies (including the World Heritage

While I am in broad agreement with Policy 9 it may be
helpful if this policy included specific reference to the

4215Question 15

Site policy and the Sustainable Design policy) appliedWorld Heritage Site in Durham City, as this is a prime
in decision making.The policy covers the full spectrum
of visitor accommodation types.

attraction for visitors to Durham. It is welcome that the
Plan recognises the need to protect the character and
amenity of more rural areas that was identified at the
Issues and Options stage particularly the need for any
visitor attraction in the countryside to be of appropriate
scale and character; to not have an unacceptable
impact on the county’s valuable natural, built or
heritage assets. It is important that the Plan specifically
outlines the need for a diverse range of visitor
accommodation, and also that this must be of high
quality.

Comment noted.The Plan does not propose to allocate
any specific sites for tourism development. These will

Whilst the Town Council agrees with the policy in
theory, it is disappointing that when looking at the

3367Question 15

be decided on a case by case basis through theCounty Durham Visitor Accommodation Futures paper
applications process. The first phase of the review of(2012), that Spennymoor does not get a mention
the visitor accommodation evidence base has beenespecially in light of what the earlier Retail and Town
completed and phase 2 is underway. This will helpCentre Uses Study on Culture, Arts and Tourism stated

above. inform decision making going forward. The policy
includes all forms of accommodation, not just hotels
and b&bs.

With the construction and expansion of businesses at
Durham Gate, the increase in housing, the increased
use of Spennymoor Town Hall as a wedding venue
and events venue, as well as the increased ‘free’
events in the Town, the visitors from around the world
who attend the Town Hall to see the mining museum
and to purchase art etc (the past month has seen
visitors from Denmark, Germany and San Francisco
STC believes that visitor accommodation is vital.

Accommodation for visitors is more than just hotels
and bed and breakfast which this policy focuses on.
This, given the rise of the camping and caravanning
together with our local areas being placed well for
walking, cycling and backpacking needs to be
addresses. In Spennymoor we have very little of hotel
and B&B accommodation, but we have the potential
to offer significant value to the visitor economy which
the policy fails to identify.

The village of Byers Green has a number of tourist
cottages and more could be in the pipeline.The tourists
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they bring in all year around add to our local and wider
county economy. Having the correct level, and type,
of accommodation is important for our tourist economy.

With events in Durham together with Kynren and our
location on the A167, A689, Auckland Way and many
local visitor attractions, the council should give
consideration to sites appropriate for camping and
caravanning across the county.

Support noted.PGL supports a policy for visitor accommodation to
help capture visitor spending within the County and

3306Question 15

particularly in Consett. Relevantly, planning permission
has recently been secured on the Site for a new hotel,
which is anticipated to be delivered in 2019.

In comparison with other heritage cities (Bath, York
and Chester) and rural destinations (Yorkshire,

The two policies for supporting the contribution Durham
city makes to vitally important tourism economy of

2614Question 15

Cumbria, Cheshire and Lincolnshire) Durham’s eveningCounty Durham is welcome. However, the emphasis
offer is limited. A low key evening economy impactson the evening economy undermines the historic
on the ability of the county to attract staying visitorsattractions of the city and deters visitors seeking calm
and the ability of Durham City to compete as a shortpleasant evening experiences. The main visitor
break destination. The number of visitors stayingattraction of the City is the Cathedral and river. Come
overnight in the county remains static, a lack of thingson a wet day with children and after having visited the
to do and experience in the evening is part of theCathedral there are no other public venues. Durham
reason for this. VCD has undertaken a county-widewould do well to make more of its history and offer
analysis of the visitor offer, through this process theyequivalent visitor attractions (Life in medieval times,
have identified a number of gaps in the Durham productLife around the cathedral, the weaving tradition and
which if developed, would provide breadth and depthmining). The Bishop Auckland regeneration scheme
to the offer, and increase the sustainability andis an example of what can be achieved by vision and

drive. profitability of the sector. The development of the
evening economy needs to have broad appeal to attractThe lack of a Tourist Information Office prevents the

efficient and effective marketing of Durham City and
the area generally.

a number of different markets, and is so much more
than pubs, bars and clubs. Some examples of
alternative evening economy options are:Walking tours
– special interest, historic or ghost tours; Night-time
photography workshops; City centre bowling alley –
strong family appeal; City centre family attraction open
until approx. 5-6pm will result in an increase in early
evening diners; Evening retail offer; Cafes serving
non-alcoholic beverages with later opening hours e.g:
until 9pm; Live music (jazz, piano, classical, singers)
in cafes; More theatre performances; Outdoor theatre
or café theatre; Cinema; Longer opening hours for
cultural venues, art galleries. In 2010 Durham County
Council commissioned a review of its services for
visitors. The review revealed that just 3% of visitors to
the county used a Tourist Information Centre and the
majority of this 3% used it to pick up literature. It also
highlighted that visitor’s information needs were
changing and that a dedicated TIC was rarely the
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principal source of information for visitors, though it
was well used by local residents. Added to this, the
demise of the regional development agency One North
East and cuts to local authority budgets in 2010/11
removed over £1m from the money available to deliver
tourism services in County Durham, so there is simply
not enough money to continue to fund dedicated
centres. TICs are the most expensive elements in any
tourism service run by the public sector because the
premises are usually located in central areas, which
are costly, and because they are staffed seven days
a week. All the county’s TICs were therefore closed in
2011 but they have been replaced with visitor
information points in high footfall locations around the
county, and this ensures information about the county’s
offer is located in many more places than previously.
The service has been modernised so that it better
meets the information needs of visitors.The principles
of the new approach are more information, in more
places, reaching more people. Within Durham City
there are information points at: the Town Hall, the Gala
Theatre, the World Heritage Site Visitor Centre and
Durham Indoor Market. Each of these locations has
either an information kiosk where visitors can search
for information via the internet or alternatively there is
a telephone handset enabling visitors to make a free
call to our enquiry handling centre and speak to one
of our experienced visitor information staff. In addition
there are ten information partners in the city who
provide leaflets in racks branded with the contact centre
details prominently displayed as well as racking of
information about the county’s top attractions in hotels,
attractions, retailers, places to eat, the bus and railway
stations, the park and ride service.Visit County Durham
work closely with the Durham Pointer’s ‘human
sign-posting’ service, which is entirely staffed by
volunteers.They are located in the Market Place in the
city centre and operate daily from May to September
directing visitors around the city and referring them to
our contact centre if they need more detailed
information.

Support noted.On behalf  of our Client we support  this policy. For the
 Council to meet  its economic ambitions  and proposed

3119Question 15

 jobs growth it is anticipated that  there  will be more
visitors and increase in business  trip and a rise in the
need for visitor accommodation. The A19, as an
important strategic highway, will be a key gateway  to
locations  such as Newcastle, Sunderland, Scotland,
Tees Valley and beyond, notwithstanding the  links to
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the  City of Durham. We consider  our Client’s site to
be a sustainable and suitable  location for visitor
accommodation as part of a mixed use development,
which would assist  in the delivery of further
 bedspaces, support the local and regional economy
and would meet the guidelines as set out in Draft Policy
9.

Comment noted. This is a national issue which is
currently being reviewed. Current planning guidance

Pgs. 75 -77, Policy 9 - Visitor Accommodation
WHSC – The policy concerns itself with new visitor
accommodation but is there any scope for impact from

3197Question 15

does not deem this type of accommodation as a
other types of accommodation during the plan period change of use and as such it is not a material

consideration in the decision making process.- such as from computer app. driven private overnight
accommodation in existing domestic premises?

Comment noted.The Plan does not propose to allocate
any specific sites for tourism development. These will

Visitor Economy

Paragraphs 5.13 to 5.26 of the CDPPO provide the
context to the proposed policy approach. Key points
of relevance to the proposal include:

3137Question 15

be decided on a case by case basis through the
applications process. The first phase of the review of
the visitor accommodation evidence base has been

• The visitor economy is an important and reliant
part of the County Durham economy, however

completed and phase 2 is underway. This will help
inform decision making going forward.

there remains a great deal of untapped potential
(paragraph 5.13);

• County Durham aims to offer a visitor experience
that matches its outstanding natural landscapes
and its internationally famous built heritage
(paragraph 5.14);

• Tourism and leisure development, including
visitor accommodation, will be protected and
where necessary enhanced, promoted and
expanded. This will ensure their enhanced role
as key economic drivers in stimulating and
regenerating the local economy (paragraph 5.15);
and

• The plan aims to strengthen County Durham’s
role as a visitor/ tourist destination, encouraging
the development of new visitor attractions and
accommodation (paragraph 5.15).

The draft policy approach to the assessment of visitor
accommodation is set out within policy 9.This supports
the development of new visitor accommodation where
it:

• Is appropriate to the scale and character of the
area;

• Does not have an unacceptable adverse impact
on the county’s valuable natural or built heritage
assets; and

• Is not used for permanent residential occupation.
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The allocation of The Hermitage as a location for the
provision of a boutique hotel would support both the
visitor economy and wider economy of the county, as
well as helping to deliver the ambition to provide a
visitor experience that matches the outstanding natural
landscapes and its internationally famous built heritage.
Development of the site would accord with the
requirements of draft policy 9.

The importance of tourism and leisure development
and the need to provide high-quality accommodation,
as defined within paragraphs 5.13 to 5.15, are
supported. However, there is significant concern with
regard to the age of the evidence base that is informing
the need for visitor accommodation.

Paragraph 5.21 of the CDPPO refers to a detailed audit
of existing accommodation and gaps in provision.
Whilst a footnote is included within the plan, no specific
link to a document is provided. It is assumed this refers
to the study that was prepared in October 2012. The
conclusion with regard to accommodation provision in
Chester-le-Street was:
‘The visitor accommodation market in Chester le Street
comprises corporate and contractor demand, visits to
friends and relatives, demand from wedding venues,
leisure demand from Beamish, and demand generated
by cricket matches. The Emirates Durham ICG will be
important in driving additional accommodation demand,
particularly in terms of conference and events related
business. The Hampton by Hilton upper tier budget
hotel proposed here will cater for much of this
anticipated growth. Beyond this the potential relates
to up-grading of pub accommodation and longer term
potential for a budget hotel, perhaps in the town centre.’

The hotel referred to within the study has not been
developed and is unlikely to come forward; therefore,
the demand that was identified still remains and will
likely have increased since the study was undertaken
in 2012. The evidence presented within section 3 of
this report clearly identifies that there is a shortage of
hotel accommodation within County Durham.The CDP
should not be relying on out of date evidence with
regard to the need for additional hotel provision.

In accordance with paragraph 23 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), there is a
requirement for the CDP to allocate a range of suitable
sites to meet the leisure and tourism needs, this
includes sites for new hotel development. If this issue
is not addressed within the CDP, there is a severe risk
that the vision and objectives will not be realised.
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The proposals for a bespoke hotel on land at The
Hermitage, Chester le Street provides a unique
opportunity to deliver a high-quality development that
will provide significant benefit to the economy of the
county. The location is highly attractive to the market,
with a strong prospect of delivery.

Comment noted. Policy working has been amended
in relation to criteria f. In relation to criteria b the

Raby Estates suggests that the following text of Policy
9 (b) is amended as follows to ensure consistency with
the NPPF 2018:
“It does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on
the county's valuable natural, built or heritage assets,

2937Question 15

proposed wording is only consistent with biodiversity
impacts and therefore no change is required in this
instance.

which cannot be adequately mitigated or compensated
for.”
Raby Estates suggest that the following text of Policy
9 (f) is amended as follows to ensure consistency with
the NPPF 2018 (paragraphs 83 and 84):
“The site is in an appropriate location in terms of
access to existing or proposed services, where
appropriate”.
These amendments also accord with national policy
and paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118 of the draft
County Durham Plan as discussed in response to
Question 4.

Comment noted. Supporting text has been revised to
include reference to Newcastle Airport as a regional
gateway.

3 Tourism

3.1 The Airport supports the positive policy approach
to the development of new tourism facilities and

3522Question 15

accommodation set out in policies 8 and 9. The policy
approach recognises the need for improvements to
existing and the development of new attractions and
accommodation which the Airport welcomes.

3.2 Newcastle Airport is proactively trying to increase
the number of inbound international tourists coming to
the region by air. The Airport is currently working in
partnership with Visit Britain and the region’s
‘destination management organisations’ to directly
market the region to selected destinations served by
the Airport. The Airport is also appointing dedicated
staff to drive forward promotion of the region to
international visitors. Whilst it is not necessary to
reference in policy the vital role Newcastle Airport as
a regional gateway has in bringing international visitors
to the region, it would be welcomed if the supporting
text recognised this and also the importance of
improving connectivity between the Airport and key
visitor attractions in the County.
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Comment noted.Whilst this is beyond the scope of the
Plan, as it is the role of Visit County Durham, the

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3953Question 15

policies would support appropriate developments which
would help to improve the visitor experience regardless
of where they were in the County.

POLICIES  8 & 9 TOURISM

There  is little detail on how tourism  is to be
developed.   It is important that the county outside of
Durham  City is promoted  as currently only the City
seems  to get  'pushed'.

Comment noted.Whilst this is beyond the scope of the
Plan, as it is the role of Visit County Durham, the

Policies 8 and 9 Tourism

There is little detail on how tourism is to be developed.
It is important that the county outside of Durham City

4107Question 15

policies would support appropriate developments which
would help to improve the visitor experience regardless
of where they were in the County.

is promoted as currently only the City seems to get
‘promoted’.

Comment noted. Policy working has been amended
in relation to criteria f. In relation to criteria b the

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
text of Policy 9 (b) is amended as follows to ensure

3907Question 15

proposed wording is only consistent with biodiversityconsistency with the NPPF (paragraphs 118 and 152)
and the draft NPPF (paragraph 35): impacts and therefore no change is required in this

instance.“It does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on
the county's valuable natural, built or heritage assets,
which cannot be adequately mitigated or compensated
for.”

County Durham Land LLP suggest that the following
text of Policy 9 (f) is amended as follows to ensure
consistency with the NPPF (para. 28) and the draft
NPPF (paragraphs 84 and 85):

“The site is in an appropriate location in terms of
access to existing or proposed services, where
appropriate”.

These amendments also accord with national policy
and paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118 of the draft
County Durham Plan as discussed in response to
Question 4.

Comment noted.The Plan does not propose to allocate
any specific sites for tourism development. These will

Policy 9 Visitor Accommodation

Following on from the point made above, TAP would
like to see the lack of hotels in the Bishop Auckland

4036Question 15

be decided on a case by case basis through the
applications process. The policies would supportarea addressed in this policy. TAP is investing £160
appropriate developments which would help to enhancemillion in making Bishop Auckland a destination town,
the visitor experience regardless of where they were
in the County.

this must be reflected in the plan and ambition for the
County.

Support noted.The Caravan and Motorhome Club supports the
approach being taken through Policy 9. The policy

4038Question 15

supports the extensions of existing Caravan sites for
both static and touring caravanning.
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Therefore, Policies must be sufficiently flexible to allow
businesses to adapt to changing economic trends and
changes in the demands of tourists. Supporting the
growth of the local economy by ensuring the ability of
existing tourist accommodation sites to develop and
enhance their facilities will help ensure the future
viability of the business, and support the tourist industry
within County Durham.

As such, the Caravan and Motorhome Club would like
to extend its site at Teesdale Barnard Castle -
Lartington Lane, Barnard Castle DL12 9BD. This
extension could include additional touring pitches,
lodges and camping pods. These are generally small
scale, permanent or semi-permanent structures of
varying sizes, typically containing a bedroom as well
as cooking facilities and/or bathroom facilities
depending on their size. The provision of this type of
accommodation ensures that the Caravan and
Motorhome Club can continue to meet the changing
needs of its members and the visitor economy as a
whole.

It is therefore supported by our client that caravan sites,
subject to development management matters, are
supported for improvements and extensions.

The overall approach of the document, in relation to
tourism development, is supported.

‘The modernisation and diversification of existing
activities will be supported where this can be achieved
in a sustainable manner and will enable their retention
as a viable use. New, and improvements to existing,
infrastructure will also be supported especially where
this will bring about wider economic and social
benefits.’

Comment noted.Tourism – Teesdale requires a hotel of 50 beds plus
which would be suitable for coach parties. Staindrop

4047Question 15

should make more made of opportunities such as Raby
Castle.
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Comments noted. The Plan will seek greater flexibility
in terms of alternative uses to retail. It is important that
centres retain their vitality offering a range of facilities

Although Durham City centre is considered "vibrant"
(because of all the places for eating and drinking"), in
retail terms it is a wasteland - the closure of BHS and
M&S has exacerbated this. The main reason people

29Question 16

don't go is the lack of parking.  Indeed, when
Milburngate shopping centre was first developed it was
the lack of car parking which put people off from going
there - they all preferred to go further afield to places
such as Washington where ample free parking was
available. With the massive new estate at Sniperley
and the associated retail outlets, even fewer people
will shop in Durham.  How are you to encourage out
of town shops to return, or establish themselves, and
encourage people to go into the town?  Free use of
the Park & Ride for residents (perhaps for a modest
annual fee), might create some encouragement.

Comments noted. Business rates is not something that
the Plan can influence.

As previously commented elsewhere a reduction in
business rents and rates is urgently needed to
encourage small, independent retailers to choose
Durham City.

86Question 16

Regarding the evening economy - the ghastly state of
Millennium Place on at least three nights of the week
is a serious deterrent to anyone wishing to spend an
evening at The Gala. Having to run the gauntlet of
foul-mouthed drunks when leaving and trying to get to
the car park is enough to send anyone to Newcastle.

Comments noted. Business rates is not something that
the Plan can influence.

The Plan should seek to incentivise relocation to areas
such as Bishop Auckland. The Master Plan can only
be delivered if businesses move there. Rates

114Question 16

reductions should be considered as a way of
encouraging new businesses to open in town centres.

Comments noted.The Retail and Town Centre Study's
conclusions relate specifically to Barnard Castle, the

The policy is sound but the definition of the retail
boundary in Barnard Castle does not extend up
Galgate or Newgate to cover existing retail businesses.

146Question 16

level of retail floorspace suggested within the study
would be best located in Barnard Castle in the firstIt is noted that “The Plan will therefore support

proposals that will deliver new food retail provision instance. The town centre would provide the preferred
location.within Barnard Castle that comply with the sequential

and retail impact tests.”  It is not clear where a site
suitable for food retail provision (at least) on the scale
of the existing Morrison’s store, might be located from
the proposals map or the narrative detail.

Barnard Castle Town Council does not support the
need for additional food retail at the scale of the
existing supermarket. The town has a range of small,
independent food and general supplies businesses
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and convenience stores which provide retail diversity
and support the distinctiveness of the town.

Barnard Castle Town Council urges the County Council
to continue to recognise the consequential demands
on infrastructure for services and transport both within
and connected to Barnard Castle, which flow from its
identified status as a ‘Large Town Centre’.  In
particular, the town council would like to see explicit
recognition of the potential cumulative impact of
housing, retail, commercial and tourism development
on the town, due to its unique status as the gateway
to Teesdale. The town council also expects to see
more evidence of the county council working with
health and social care bodies to demonstrate that new
service demands which will be created by development
have been recognised and will be (capable of being)
addressed. These demands and issues including, but
not limited to, parking, traffic management, sustainable
travel, tourism facilities and retail development will be
significant over the period of this plan.

The town council notes the absence of an allocation
of land at the Auction Mart, Barnard Castle to housing,
which appear in earlier iterations. The town council
views this site as the only significant opportunity in the
town centre for retail development over the period of
the plan and, in particular, for uses which might
helpfully support tourism development in and around
Barnard Castle. The town council also believes that
the site's existing commercial and employment value
is an important one for the town, which should be both
promoted and preserved. The town council would
expect the county council to recognise that specific
environmental and logistical factors must be addressed
in establishing a livestock market and to work with the
Auction Mart to help in its relocation.  Furthermore, the
town council recommends that the current Auction Mart
site is allocated for mixed retail and housing
development.

Comments noted. The threshold requirements are
evidenced within the Retail and Town Centre Study

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum notes that the retail hierarchy identified

218Question 16

and are based on a range of local factors including
in PreferredOptions classes Durham city centre current provision and the role and performance of
as a sub-regional centre. The Forum agrees that existing town centres. The investement at the Gates
this is its role and supports the requirement in and Milburngate will bring about new and improved

town centre uses. It is recognised that the retail sectorPolicy 10 for impact assessments where
has contracted within the city centre and policies will

out-of-town retail development is proposed. be flexible to allow for other uses coming forward. The
The floorspace size thresholds set for triggering policy is now explicitly supportive of residential uses
an impact statement of out-of-centre retail
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developments should be re-considered with a
view to lower figures in the light of the closures
in Durham city centre.

within the town centre and the contrubution that they
can make.

The Forum further notes in Paragraph 5.33 that
the redevelopment of the Gates shopping
centre and the development of the site of the
former Government offices in Milburngate
House are the main points mentioned. Most of
the units in both schemes are not shops and,
at the same time, the city centre has several
empty shops in its main retailing frontages of
Silver Street. A more active, focussed and
imaginative strategy is required for Durham city
centre.

The Forumnotes that Paragraph 5.57 recognises
the value of allowing residential use of upper
floors but rules this out in Primary Retail
Frontages. We suggest that more flexibility
should be allowed provided that upper floor
residential uses would not have an adverse
impact on retail, commercial and tourism
activities and the general amenity of
neighbouring properties.

Comment noted.I am frustrated to be attempting to answer this as your
current proposals do little to promote most of these
areas, quite the opposite. Therefore no comment.

281Question 16

Comments noted. Business rates is not something that
the Plan can influence.

The decline in City Centre retail outlets is noted. What
measures are actually been taken to halt this decline?
Would it be possible to reduce business rates to assist

898Question 16

retailers. Could visitors be encouraged into City
Centres by providing free car parking and providing
free park and ride at certain times. The possibility of
contributing to the regeneration of Durham City Centre
by encouraging the provision for housing for locals has
been highlighted above and 5.57 seems to concur with
this. However, there is little evidence that this strategy
is being implemented by DCC - in fact the reverse
seems to be true, with the increasing amount of student
accommodation in the City Centre.

Comments noted.The Plan will seek to protect existing
facilities where possible however the commercial

What has been the council’s thinking on the provision
and/or retention of banks in the smaller centres?

328Question 16
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decision of banks etc are out of the control of the Plan
and planning policies

What has been the council’s thinking on the provision
and/or retention of Post Office facilities in the towns
and villages?

Comments noted. The threshold requirements are
evidenced within the Retail and Town Centre Study

Policy 10 Retail Hierarchy and Town Centre
Development

357Question 16

and are based on a range of local factors includingLondon & Cambridge Properties Limited (LCP) are
long term owners of property within The Parade, current provision and the role and performance of

existing town centres.Newton Aycliffe. Their land holdings have been
identified within the town centre of Newton Aycliffe and
they have recently undertaken further investment in
the town centre with the purchase and redevelopment
of land known as ‘The Cubby’.  Accordingly, LCP
support the identification of Newton Aycliffe as a large
town centre and would want to ensure that their
property ownership remains within the defined town
centre.

Furthermore, LCP supports the identification of a size
threshold for the preparation of a retail impact
assessment for convenience and comparison retail
proposals that are located outside the town centre.
Indeed, they consider that the size threshold should
be 1,000 sqm for both convenience and comparison
retail.

Recommendation

Alter the size threshold for retail impact assessments
for both convenience and comparison retail to 1,000
sqm (gross).

Comments noted. The policy is now explicitly
supportive of residential uses within the town centre
and the contrubution that they can make.

The City of Durham City Trust agrees with
the approach expressed in paragraph 5.27
of ‘town centres first’, and shares the

425Question 16

concerns in paragraph 5.28 about the
challenges facing traditional retailing. As
well as the important benefits to shoppers
of having a variety of shops to choose
between in a central location, retailing
provides invaluable economic support for
the fabric of the town centre which, in the
case of Durham City, consists of very many
buildings of historic and architectural
importance.
The Trust therefore supports the principles
set out in Policy 10. However, there are at
present a worrying number of empty shops
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in the city centre. Given the adverse factors
described in paragraph 5.28, it is essential
that the Durham city centre ‘offer’ and the
quantum of year-round residents are both
improved. The ‘offer’ involves ensuring that
the city centre is an attractive destination
with events and venues for the arts in all
forms and at the same tackling the deterrent
consequences of the ‘evening economy’.
Approving residential development schemes
in and around the city centre is a positive
approach to maintaining and increasing the
local population. In addition, paragraph 5.57
recognises the value of allowing residential
use of upper floors but rules this out in
Primary Retail Frontages. With the above
points in mind, the Trust suggests that more
flexibility should be allowed so that
residential uses can be accepted in upper
floors, provided this would not have an
adverse impact on retail, commercial and
tourism activities and the general amenity
of neighbouring properties.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
relates specifically to Barnard Castle, the level of retail

Page 80. Policy 10 Large Town Centres 5.36.  line 4

‘The plan will therefore support proposals that will
deliver new food retail provision within Barnard Castle
that comply with the sequential and retail impact tests.’

1361Question 16

floorspace suggested within the study would be best
located in Barnard Castle in the first instance.The town
centre would provide the preferred location.

The parish council requests that after ‘Barnard Castle’,
Add  “adjoining parish council boundaries’’

Comments noted. The Plan will seek to restrict hot
food takeaways in centres where there is greater than

Durham Constabulary is committed to work closely
with Durham County Council to help create places

844Question 16

5% of units in such a use. In addition, considerationwhich are safe and accessible, so that crime and
will be given to other issues associated with hot footddisorder and the fear of crime do not undermine the
takeaway uses including noise, disturbance, odours,quality of life or community cohesion in accordance
parking and litter. The plan will also seek to guardwith paragraph 91(b) of the revised National Planning

Policy Framework 2018, paraphrased below. against an over concentration of other uses if it is
considered to negatively impact on the vitality and
viability of a centre.

1 Planning policies and decisions should aim to
achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places which:

2 b) Are safe and accessible, so that crime and
disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine
the quality of life or community cohesion.
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In this respect we would like to see a policy statement
which specifically addresses how the Council proposes
to fulfil its obligations under Section 17 of the Crime
and Disorder Act 1998 which states;

Without prejudice to any other obligation imposed on
it, it shall be the duty of each authority to which this
section applies to exercise its various functions with
due regard to the likely effect of the exercise of those
functions on, and the need to do all that it reasonably
can to prevent,

(a) crime and disorder in its area (including anti-social
and other behaviour adversely affecting the local
environment); and

(b)the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances
in its area; and

(c)re-offending in its area

We suggest this can easily be achieved by adding a
sub-paragraph to the Introduction and an additional
paragraph to Section 5 Core Principles along the lines
of;

“This policy will be implemented and monitored by
making and reviewing decisions on planning
applications taking into consideration the Local
Authorities obligations as set out in Section 17 of the
Crime and Disorder Act 1998”.

The Police are also concerned that the draft plan does
not adequately address key issues around Licensed
Premises and Hot Food Takeaways.

Licensed Premises

As the town centre retail sector struggles with
competition from internet shopping the introduction of
licensed premises is increasingly seen as the saviour
of the High Street however the Police urge caution as
an oversupply can be counterproductive and detract
from the amenity it is intended to enhance.

A concentration of Licensed Premises can lead to the
creation of crowded places which in turn raises the
question of the management of such places and the
response of the emergency services.

The revised NPPF 2018 recognises this in paragraph
95(a) which we paraphrase as follows.

 Anticipating and addressing possible malicious threats
and natural hazards, especially in locations where large
numbers of people are expected to congregate.
Policies for relevant areas (such as town centre and
regeneration frameworks), and the layout and design
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of developments, should be informed by the most
up-to-date information available from the police and
other agencies about the nature of potential threats
and their implications.

The proliferation of licensed premises could also
conflict with other town centre regeneration schemes
such as the conversion of vacant buildings for
residential purposes.

The Police suggest the Planning Authority has the
primary role in the control of Licensed Premises in the
form of density, location and hours of operation which
is key to preserving the amenity of existing usage
whereas we argue the Licensing Authorities overriding
responsibility is the management of the individual
premises.

Durham Constabulary offers its experience of
managing the night time economy to help formulate a
policy.

Comments noted. The threshold requirements are
evidenced within the Retail and Town Centre Study

On behalf of Asda Stores Limited, we write to provide
comments in relation to the above consultation.
Support for Town Centres
As you will be aware Asda operate six stores within
County Durham and all of these stores are located

669Question 16

and are based on a range of local factors including
current provision and the role and performance of
existing town centres. It is considered that the

within defined Centres as set out in the adopted thresholds would mean that proposals for smaller
development plan. The revised NPPF, published in supermarkets would be required to submit impact

assessments.July 2018, acknowledges the importance of planning
policies defining a network and hierarchy of centres
and promoting their long-term vitality and viability. Asda
confirm support for the continued allocation of their
stores within the Town Centres of Peterlee, Seaham,
Abbey Road (Asda Living store), Bishop Auckland,
Spennymoor and Stanley. The continued allocations
under the hierarchy set out in Policy 10 reflects the
roles the stores have within the respective centres and
facilities they provide to the surrounding communities.
Retail Assessment threshold
We note that the Council propose two different
thresholds for retail impact assessments depending
on which type of centres the proposals may impact
upon. Policy 10 states:
“Proposals for retail, in excess of 1,500 sqm (gross)
convenience floorspace or 1,000 sqm (gross)
comparison floorspace, not located within a defined
centre and that could impact on a Sub Regional, Large
Town or District Centre will be required to provide a
robust impact assessment...” and that
“Proposals for retail, as defined by NPPF, in excess
of 400 sqm (gross) convenience or comparison
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floorspace, not located within a defined centre and that
could impact on Small Town or Local Centres will be
required to provide a robust impact assessment…”

Asda are concerned that this approach allows too much
debate and uncertainty about the perceived location
of any impact of a development. It would be simpler to
take the approach that all developments for retail in
excess of 400sqm gross which are not located within
a defined centre are required to undertake an impact
assessment. This would ensure that proposals for
smaller supermarkets, such as for Aldi and Lidl store
stores, are required to undertake retail impact
assessments. This is vital to ensure that such
proposals are correctly scrutinised and the relevant
centres protected against unacceptable impact.

We trust that these comments will be taken into
account and if you have any queries please do not
hesitate to get in touch.

Comments noted. The plan will continue to support
new retail development within Newton Aycliffe town
centre.

Whilst it would be nice to have had a retail allocation
for Newton Aycliffe the Retail Needs Assessment
undertaken as part of the GANP showed that there
was no demand at that time.  Since then clothing

524Question 16

outlets have taken retail space in Tesco which was
one of the key retail needs that residents wanted to
see.

Comments noted.The Policy covers town centres and
uses that are traditionally located in town centres.WithI wonder why so much importance is put on retail

sites as there currently seems to be a large decline in
retail business.

1308Question 16

the decline in the retail sector it is important that
policies are flexible and allow other uses to come
forward within town centres.

Comments noted. The Plan will seek greater flexibility
in terms of alternative uses to retail. It is important that

Work towards a more diverse town centre approach
to counter the increase in on-line shopping activity.

1111Question 16

centres retain their vitality offering a range of facilitiesReduce or eliminate the dominance of alcohol-related
businesses in Durham itself - refuse planning and consideration will be given where there is a

potential for the over concentration of a particular usepermission for further expansion and seek to convert
existing establishments to a more normal retail offer
in order to meet the needs of tourists and visitors and
also reduce the city-centre drink-related problems for
residents.

Comments noted. The retail hierarchy is based on
catchment areas and the levels of floorspace within
town centres.

The Retail Hierarchy is broadly logical with the
exceptiom. Durham City is distinctive as the capital of
County Durham as opposed to a sub regional centre.

1282Question 16

Bishop Auckland stands alone as a Sub Regional  to
a degree. In reality Darlington, originaly part of County
Durham, continues to serve as the sub rgional centre
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for a significant portion of the south east and south
west County Durham.

In relation to Barnard Castle the proposal that will
support the delivery of new food retail provision is
correct. Sinnificant leakage occurs to St Helens
Auckland without visitation to Bishop Auckland.
Tesco,Sainsbury and Asda home delivery vans are
highly active in an around Barnard Castle. The Wm
Morrrisin store monopoly is not healthy. Their belated
home delivery service is from a remote centre and
does not provide employment to Barnard Castle or
spending in the town.

The sequential test must be strictly applied to new
development and confined to edge of town centre.
Good quality and distinctive retail businesses continue
be successful together with likes of artisan bakers.THe
excessive numbers of cafes in Barnard Castle does
not contibute to a well balanced retail centre.

In the case of the evening economy a distinction must
be drawn with the problematic alcohol economy. Many
people avoid centres at night time, especialy at
weekends or in the case of Durham City on the week
night student binge drinking period. The decline in
community policing has worsened the position.
Attention should be paid to the key proposals set out
in the NHS Sustainability and Transformation Plans.
The alcohol problem and adverse impact on A & E is
clearly presented.

Comments noted. The retail hierarchy is based on
catchment areas and the levels of floorspace within

Page 77-84

Livin supports that recognition is given of essential
shops and facilities in smaller communities (para 5.5)

740Question 16

town centres. Newton Aycliffe has a smaller catchment
area and less floorspace then the Sub Regional
Centres defined in the policy.

and that vacancy rates for these units should be
minimised. As such we would welcome change of
business class applications to be considered favourably
where these would help sustain a parade of a small
number of shops/facilities.

We would like consideration to be taken of Retail
Hierarchy as this does not take into account the
strategic economic significance of Newton Aycliffe or
in fact in terms of population that is it larger than Bishop
Auckland. It is understandable given the retail offer at
Tindale and the historic nature of Bishop Auckland’s
Town Centre and Castle, how it could be regarded as
a significant settlement, however Newton Aycliffe goes
beyond the definition in paragraph 5.35 as a
“supporting role” as it serves a wider catchment area
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due to significant transport links and has a full range
of services.

Support noted. The northern relief road will reduce
traffic within the city centre creating a more attractive
environment for retail and other town centre uses.

I agree with the general principle of fostering local retail
centres. I am also pleased to see that DCC makes no
objection to smaller retail facilities outside retail centres.

501Question 16

I am concerned that the proposed Western and
Northern Relief Roads would undermine local retail
facilities by channelling traffic towards the out-of-town
retail facilities at the Arnison Centre and Dragonville.

Comments noted.Whilst not explicitly referencing North
Road, the Plan will support its suitable redevelopment

A query was raised if there was any co-ordinated
planning strategy in Durham City. The development of

597Question 16

alongside other sites that will improve the vitality and
viability of the town centre.

perceived more prestigious sites has been proposed
in some detail by DCC (and The University), but certain
areas in need of regeneration (e.g. North Road) appear
not to have been given the same priority.

Comments noted. The plan will seek a sequential and
impact test to be submitted with an application where

Stop encouraging out of town retail development as
this simply congests roads and reduces amenities in
villages

715Question 16

retail and certain other town centre uses are proposed
outside of the a town centre.

Comments noted. New proposals will be considered
against policies which seek protect the role of Durham
City centre.

We need help and support for the city of Durham which
has been badly affected by out of town shopping
centres (in my view these are now towns in there own
right) and too much student accommodation. Durham

694Question 16

should be the jewel in the crown of the county. It should
be protected. We need support for existing business
and incentives for new businesses to come into the
city.

Comment noted.Section 5.37. also reference the proposed
complementary re-naturalisation of the concrete

760Question 16

channel at the downstream culvert exit to the A167
road bridge.

Comments noted.This policy relates specifically to the
retail hierarchy and town centre development. The

We disagree with the clustering of Sunnybrow with
Willington, which was not previously considered as a
‘cluster.’

937Question 16

hierarchy is defined in order to protect and promote
their long term vitality and viability. It should not be
interpreted as wider settlement hierarchy.

We asked DCC Spatial on what specific basis
settlement clusters within the updated County Durham
Plan have been amended but no reason for clustering
was provided, simply that clusters were reviewed as
part of the latest published version of the Settlement
Study and where appropriate changes were made.

The previous County Durham Settlement Study dated
2012 included 24 clusters. Within the County Durham
Settlement Study 2018 19 remained unchanged, 4
were amended (including additional settlements
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clustered with the Main Towns of Bishop Auckland and
Consett) and one was split into two. Six new clusters
have been added, making a total of 31.

We received no information regarding why Willington
and Sunnybrow had been clustered, either on the basis
of new information being provided or existing
information being reinterpreted as the settlements had
not previously been clustered. Indeed, the detailed
report ‘Sustainability Ranking of All Potential Housing
Sites Screened’ for the previous version of the plan
(an equivalent of which does not appear to have been
provided for 2018) deemed Sunnybrow sites not to be
sustainable, based on the nearest services in Willington
being considered too distant. No explanation has been
provided for this complete change. Sunnybrow has
very limited services but also has limited public
transport, which has further decreased in recent years
and Willington is beyond walking distance for many
residents, therefore this would increase car borne
journeys which NPPF 2018 is seeking to minimise. It
is important to reduce car journeys to reduce the
carbon footprint and congestion on smaller roads.

Locally it is considered that this particular clustering
has been made for political rather than planning
reasons. There have been previous attempts to have
Willington considered as a Main Town but this was
rejected by DCC on the basis that it was too small even
including Sunnybrow and other local settlements; and
it was also too near to the existing Main Town of Crook.
It was even more fancifully suggested that Willington
should be a Main Town amalgamated with Crook.

In the previous 2012 Settlement Study Willington was
shown to have a population of 4,534. The 2018
Settlement Study does not show equivalent figures but
we have no reason to believe there has been any
significant change. Willington has poor employment
opportunities and severely limited services, with many
vacant retail premises.This is exemplified by Willington
having had unused planning permission for a
supermarket while both Aldi and Lidl have chosen to
create new stores on adjacent sites in Crook.

We therefore agree with the downgrading of Willington
within the Plan from a ‘Small Town’ to a ‘Local Centre’
recognising Willington’s lack of sustainability.

The 2012 Settlement Study shows Sunnybrow’s
population as 1,296. Sunnybrow is a village with
individuality and history, noted for the ‘Rocking Strike’
of 1863; considered to be the first ever miner’s strike.
Sunnybrow is not an integrated settlement with
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Willington and it is imperative that its B6286 road
separation from Willington is protected from
coalescence. Sunnybrow needs to maintain its village
identity, as was determined in the previous version of
the County Durham Plan, rather than being subsumed
within Willington.The methodology may have changed
but the facilities available in either settlement have not
improved.

Recent developments of one, two and three properties
are proportionate to the village of Sunnybrow. Any
larger scale development would destroy the essence
of the village, especially when taking into consideration
the government White Paper – ‘Planning for the Right
Homes in the Right Places,’ low demand for housing
in the village and depressed sales values.

It is ridiculous to consider any supposed development
requirement associated within Willington could be
accommodated within Sunnybrow or that Sunnybrow
should be considered to have an equivalent level of
sustainability as Willington.

As we have not been made aware of any reason why
the relationship between Willington and Sunnybrow
should now be considered as a cluster and locally no
reason is apparent, we consider that this newly created
cluster should be undone.

Apart from Willington, the other five new clusters
involve Main Towns, namely Chester-le-Street, Durham
City, Newton Aycliffe, Seaham and Spennymoor.

It is questionable whether when the Preferred Option
– Sustainable Communities is being considered, all
other five new clusters purely involve new towns not
previously clustered based on legitimate grounds for
clustering rather than simply including additional
settlements within the Main Towns which by definition
are seen as the most sustainable settlements. Of the
25 additional clustered settlements, 22 are attached
to Main Towns. This more than doubles the previous
total number of settlements clustered with Main Towns.

In effect, without any reason provided why these
settlements are now considered clusters when
previously they were not, the twenty-two settlements
of

Auckland Park, Aycliffe Village, Belmont, Benfieldside,
Brasside, Dalton-le-Dale, Dawdon, Deneside, Etherley
Dene, Framwellgate Moor, Gilesgate, Middlestone
Moor, Newton Hall, Parkside, Pelton Fell, Pity Me,
Rope Moor, School Aycliffe, Tindale Crescent, Tudhoe,
Woodham, and Woodhouse Close
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would now all be considered to have the equivalent
amenities and sustainability as a Main Town.

It would be completely beyond credulity should any
further attempt be made to include Willington as a Main
Town.

Comments noted, the plan seeks to protect the loss of
essential shops and services located outside of the

With regards to essential shops and facilities, we
recommend inclusion of a policy which robustly protects

1210Question 16

retail heirarchy. In assessing applications which wouldall community and cultural facilities from unnecessary
lead to such a loss of facilities consideration will beloss. We suggest that such a policy includes, at a
given to the accessibility and availability of equivalentminimum, a requirement to demonstrate that the facility
facilities near by and the role that the facility plays
within the settlement.

is no longer required by the local community and that
realistic efforts have been made to let or sell the facility
at an appropriate price for its condition and existing
use without development potential.

Comments noted. The Local Centre boundary has
been amended to reflect the consent.

We write on behalf of our client, The Ogden Group of
Companies (‘OGC’), with regard to Policy 10 of the
County Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018

1278Question 16

document, which identifies Bowburn as a Local Centre
in the defined retail hierarchy.

Our client controls the Bowburn Colliery site, off the
A177 Durham Road in Bowburn, which benefits from
outline planning permission for the development of a
foodstore with associated car parking, servicing
facilities and access (planning permission reference
15/02514/OUT). OGC is in discussion with interested
operators in order to deliver the proposed development,
which would provide a very significant improvement in
Bowburn’s retail offer. As a consequence, OGC
anticipates submitting a
further planning application to provide for the site’s
redevelopment for a foodstore in the very near future.

We attach a site plan with this representation to confirm
the extent of the foodstore site (edged red on the
attached plan).

Given the above context, OGC is, in principle,
supportive of the identification of Bowburn as a defined
Local Centre, and believes that the designation is
generally consistent with paragraph 35 of the recently
published revised National Planning Policy framework
(‘NPPF’).The NPPF requires development plans to be
prepared in accordance with legal and procedural
requirements and for their
policies to be ‘sound’. Paragraph 35 of the NPPF
indicates that a plan will be ‘sound’ when it is positively
prepared, justified, effective, and consistent with
national policy.
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NPPF paragraph 35 clarifies that a plan will be
positively prepared where it ‘…seeks to meet the area’s
objectively assessed needs’.

A justified plan is one which represents ‘…an
appropriate strategy, taking into account the
reasonable alternatives’.

A plan will be consistent with national policy where it
enables the delivery of sustainable development in
accordance with the policies of the NPPF.

It is our client’s view that the proposed Bowburn Local
Centre designation has the potential to clearly accord
with the above criteria. However, whilst the Bowburn
Local Centre boundary as drawn on the Preferred
Options Policies Map incorporates the large majority
of our client’s site, it appears that a small element
(comprising the most northern part of the site) has been
excluded without justification.

As such, whilst OGC is supportive of the designation
of the Local Centre, it requests that the boundary be
revised to appropriately reflect the development that
would be brought forward in practice.

In considering the ‘soundness’ of the designation of a
Local Centre in Bowburn, it is relevant to note that the
delivery of a foodstore at the Bowburn Colliery site has
been a longstanding objective and one which has
consistently been supported by the Council through
the approval of a number of planning permissions since
2008.

In particular, the Council accepted that the
development of a foodstore with a gross internal area
of 4,184 sq.m (and a net sales area of 2,453 sq.m)
was in accordance with national and local planning
policy in granting planning permission reference
8/CMA/4/63 in 2012 and planning permission reference
15/02514/OUT in 2015. We note that paragraph 99 of
the most recent Committee report which recommended
the grant of planning permission for a foodstore to
members in November 2015
concluded:

‘This proposal fulfils a long standing aspiration to
provide Bowburn, a growing and vibrant village, with
an appropriately sized foodstore. Potential impact upon
neighbouring shopping centres such as Coxhoe has
been taken carefully into account, but predicted modest
trade diversion levels are considered to be conclusively
outweighed by the economic and community benefits
to Bowburn. This is a sustainable development
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proposal with the ability to create jobs and economic
prosperity.’ (Our underlined emphasis.)

The importance of our client’s proposal to Bowburn
(and to the proposed Local Centre designation) is also
highlighted by the Durham Retail and Town Centre
Uses Study, which reported in April 2013. The 2013
Study remains the Council’s retail evidence base and
it is notable that the associated household shopping
survey (undertaken by NEMS in February 2013)
identifies that no main food shopping whatsoever is
currently carried out in Bowburn. This is clearly
symptomatic of a qualitative deficiency
in provision, as residents in the area continue to travel
some distance to Durham in order to meet main food
shopping needs. As such, the identification of the
Bowburn Colliery site within the proposed Bowburn
Local Centre boundary helps support the development
of a foodstore that would meet recognised needs that
arise within the area.

In considering the Bowburn Local Centre designation
and the extent of its proposed boundary, it is also
relevant to refer to Annex 2 of the NPPF, which defines
a ‘town centre’ as the:

‘Area defined on the local authority’s policies map,
including the primary shopping area and areas
predominantly occupied by main town centre uses
within or adjacent to the primary shopping area.
References to town centres or centres apply to city
centres, town centres, district centres and local centres
but exclude small parades of shops of purely
neighbourhood significance. Unless they are identified
as centres in the development plan, existing
out-of-centre developments, comprising or including
main town
centre uses, do not constitute town centres.’ (Our
underlined emphasis.)

Two matters are apparent in considering the above
definition.

Firstly, a town centre boundary should incorporate
centrally located main town centre uses.The attached
plan indicates the extent of the site for the proposed
foodstore use, which should (in its entirety) be
incorporated within the proposed Bowburn Local Centre
boundary in order to accord with the above definition.

Secondly, it is evident that the inclusion of the foodstore
site is intrinsic to the proposed Local Centre
designation as, without the proposed foodstore,
Bowburn has a limited retail offer. In particular, the
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other retail uses located within the proposed Bowburn
Local Centre boundary are arguably only of
‘neighbourhood significance’. It is therefore imperative
that the centre boundary  accurately reflects the
foodstore operation provided for by planning permission
reference 15/02514/OUT, in order to
justify the designation of Bowburn as a Local Centre.

Summary and Conclusion

In conclusion, OGC is generally supportive of the
designation of Bowburn as a Local Centre as part of
the retail hierarchy set out by Preferred Options Policy
10.

By including the Bowburn Colliery foodstore site in its
entirety within the proposed Local Centre boundary,
Policy 10 would be positively prepared and justified,
as it would help provide for the development of a
foodstore to address an established retail need. OGC
remains committed to bringing forward the foodstore
at the earliest opportunity and its identification within
the boundary
will assist in securing an operator for the scheme.

As such, we request that the draft Bowburn Local
Centre boundary is revised in order to appropriately
reflect the extent of the proposed foodstore site and
to therefore ensure that the boundary is consistent with
the NPPF Annex 2 definition of a town centre.

Commnent noted. The Plan recognises the potential
regeneration benefits of the redevelopment of the

I am surprised the Retail and Town Centre Study in
relation to Peterlee did not identify any overriding retail

2349Question 16

former college site in Peterlee for retail development. need. There are numerous empty units within the
The policy will allow for flexibility in terms of uses
coming forward on Church Street in Seaham.

Town Centre. There is a lack of any meaningful
 evening or night time economy; due in no small part
to the parking restrictions in the  Town Centre. It is
unlikely  that restaurants, food outlets or bars would
consider Peterlee as a  suitable venue as customers
are restricted  to two  or three hours parking. This
significantly  limits  Peterlee's  development potential
 in  comparison  to other Town Centres and out of town
shopping centres, where people can park and stay
free.There is an acute shortage of parking in Peterlee
for visitors, people working in the Town Centre and
using the Community Hospital and Health facilities.

There are a  number of opportunities for the further
redevelopment and improvement of Church Street in
Seaham,  particularly in relation to the retail  mix as
well as shop frontages. The traffic free space in 
Church Street provides an opportunity for street art,
cultural and historical exhibitions to attract people to
the  area.The current Friday market is of a poor quality
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and undercuts the established businesses paying rates.
An improvement in the quality and look of the market
could also provide a significant boost for Seaham.
Seaham also has a number of empty, derelict  buildings
and former pubs, which require urgent action so as not
to detract from the Town's development.

Comments noted. The policy is now explicitly
supportive of residential uses within the town centre
and the contrubution that they can make.

Q16 Policy10   Consideration should be given to
incentivise the conversion of old disused buildings in
the Town Centres for conversion to residential
accommodation. Changing patterns of shopping etc

2329Question 16

and the demise of Town Centres provide an opportunity
to bring residents back into the centre of these Towns
particularly in light of our ageing population. A prime
example is in Sedgefield where over the years
dwellings have been lost to conversion to business
use. These often become vacant derelict properties in
towns and cities.

Comment noted. Additional text has been added to
give more emphasis to projects within the town centre.

The Town Council is pleased that the importance of
Bishop Auckland as a key location for local and
regional businesses has been recognised. In addition,

2764Question 16

it is identified as a Sub-Regional Centre within the retail
hierarchy and town centre development, alongside
Durham City. However, the Town Council feel that the
significance of regeneration projects currently taking
place in the town is not fully reflected in the document.
It is strongly felt that that the CDP should fully support
the regeneration of Bishop Auckland which will have
such a positive impact on economic and social issues
in the town and surrounding area.

Private Sector Investment / Increase in Visitor Numbers
Bishop Auckland is currently experiencing significant
private sector investment of £120M, which
will redefine the town and surrounding area as a
destination centre attracting an estimated 750,000
visitors annually. This is a game changer for Bishop
Auckland and the surrounding area.

Brighter Bishop Auckland Masterplan
The document makes reference to a Masterplan for
the town having been developed. However, the Brighter
Bishop Auckland group, in which Durham County
Council is a lead member, is preparing an updated
Masterplan which will take into account regeneration
plans for the town. This is undergoing a second round
of consultation and has therefore not yet concluded.
The outcomes of the latest Masterplan should be taken
into account in the CDP.

Bishop Auckland Heritage Zone
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There is also no reference made to the Bishop
Auckland Heritage Action Zone and its potential to
further increase the vitality of the town centre. Durham
County Council is again a leading organisation in this
project. The potential outcomes and implications for
the town should be reflected in the CDP.

Visitor Economy and Accommodation
The Visitor Economy section talks about capitalising
on the assets of Durham City as a destination but
ignores the impact of major developments in Bishop
Auckland.The effects of regeneration activity in Bishop
Auckland will have a direct and significant impact on
the local economy, which is not fully reflected in the
Visitor Economy or Visitor Accommodation sections
of the document.
Durham University Presence in Bishop Auckland
In addition, there is no mention of The Auckland
Project’s partnership with Durham University to create
a Spanish Art Gallery and Zurbarán Centre for Spanish
and Latin American Art. This will be a world-class
research centre offering a direct link between academic
study and public exhibitions. It will establish the town
and County Durham as a centre of excellence for
Spanish and Latin American Art.

The Art Gallery itself will undoubtedly contribute to the
increase in visitor numbers with associated impact on
the local economy together with demand for visitor
accommodation.The Zurbarán Centre for Spanish and
Latin American Art, will attract university students to
the town, again contributing the local economy, but will
also create demand for additional student
accommodation. This should be reflected in the CDP.

Transport Infrastructure
The CDP should fully recognise the demand which will
be placed on existing transport infrastructure by the
huge increase in expected visitor numbers. Whilst the
Brighter Bishop Auckland Masterplan is looking at
transport infrastructure at a local level, the CDP offers
the opportunity to explore the creation of sustainable
transport links between other destination centres within
County Durham, including making better use of existing
rail links to the town.

This will also benefit and support people requiring
public transport to access employment opportunities.

It is however recognised that the majority of visitors
will chose to arrive by car and therefore adequate
parking provision should be addressed in the CDP. In
addition, provision should also be made for
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employment parking needs to support existing and
new business opportunities.

Provision should also be made local people as regular
users of the town centre.

Town Centre Vitality
The CDP makes reference to the increasing economic
challenge of town centres, in particular competition
from out of town shopping. It is noted that several local
authorities in the region are considering offering a
period of free parking in their town centres to
encourage increased footfall.

Whilst Bishop Auckland is experiencing major
regeneration, in the short term local retailers continue
to struggle to compete with out of town centres which
offer free parking. The second highest issue raised in
the Brighter Bishop Auckland Masterplan first round
consultation was for free or cheaper car parking to
support existing and new businesses in the town. This
is obviously a concern for local people.

It is therefore suggested that consideration be given
to the introduction of a period of free parking in DCC
controlled car parks within Bishop Auckland town
centre to help support the retail sector.

In summary it is vital that the major regeneration
projects taking place in Bishop Auckland are fully
supported in the Plan to enable their significant
potential to be realised for the benefit of the town,
surrounding area and County.

It is also suggested that short term measures be
considered to help the struggling retail sector.

Comments noted. Ferryhill is defined as a small town
centre and the plan will support new retail and town

3326Question 16 1 Town Centres

Ferryhill should be recognised as a Main Town and its
excellent strategic location with its proximity to the centre proposals that improve choice and bring

regeneration benefits to the town centre.A1 and A167 routes, should be exploited with new
housing and commercial developments.

The limited number of vacant commercial premises in
Ferryhill town centre, which is in contrast to
neighbouring towns where the occupancy rates of town
centre commercial premises are declining,
demonstrates the advantages of Ferryhill's location.

The Council would welcome any future proposals that
will improve the current retail choice within the town
centre.
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Comments noted. Belmont and Carville are considered
to be of only neighbourhood significance and therefore

NECTAR  supports the general principles outlined in
this Policy. We  note two minor matters:-

1938Question 16

in accordance with the NPPF have not been
designated.

i) In the retail hierarchy section there is a list of “local
centres” in Co Durham. The list, however, omits
mention of Belmont or Carrville. Sherburn Village,
though,  is included whose shopping provision is very
much on a par with Belmont and Carrville.

ii) In terms of transport sustainability it is sensible for
DCC to  encourage the enhancement and maintenance
of retail provision within small town and local centres
to help reduce the need to travel  from these to
sub-regional or large town centres.

NECTAR agree with the general principle of fostering
local retail centres. We are also pleased to see that
DCC makes   no objection to smaller retail facilities
outside retail centres.

We are concerned that the proposed Western and
Northern Relief Roads would undermine local retail
facilities by channelling traffic towards the out-of-town
retail facilities at the Arnison Centre and Dragonville.

Comments noted. The plan will seek a sequential and
impact test to be submitted with an application where

Preferred Options rightly identifies this as a strategic
policy, which remains key to place-making in a

2288Question 16

retail and certain other town centre uses are proposedrapidly-changing environment. It is unfortunately all
outside of the a town centre.With regards to the Districttoo evident that existing policies have not been
Cnetre the Plan will seek to control development bysufficient to protect Durham City’s role as a
requiring an impatc test for proposals that exceedsub-regional shopping centre, and that since the
2,500sqm. The policy is now explicitly supportive ofCounty Council became the unitary planning authority
residential uses within the town centre and the
contrubution that they can make.

it has not applied NPPF policies effectively to prevent
the drift of retail away from the city centre into the
district centres. The first priority should therefore be
for the Council to use planning provisions more
effectively to maintain the primacy of town centre
locations for key functions, and to ensure that its own
public-facing service delivery outlets are located in a
way that buttresses this principle. It should also adopt
flexibility in its approach to upper-floor uses, even in
the city centre, to permit residential or even small
workshop use when this can assist the viability of
ground-floor retailing.

Comments noted. New proposals will be considered
against policies which seek protect the role of Durham
City centre.

Para 5.33: Following these works and medium scale
works already granted planning permission there
should be a moratorium on future development works
in the Durham City administrative area to prevent the

2415Question 16

City loosing its focus and tourist ‘draw’ as a small City
with a World Heritage Site.
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Comments noted. The policy is now explicitly
supportive of residential uses within the town centre

This policy is woolly and does not lay out a clear plan
to protect town centres. It needs a radical look at a

1652Question 16

and the contrubution that they can make. The plan willhousing / retail mix for sustainable town centres eg
support a mix of uses within town centres and supportshops with flats above to compete with the surge of

out of town retail parks. the regeneration of Festival Walk to improve the retail
offer within Spennymoor.Spennymoor Festival Walk is a prime example, only

one offer on the table for regeneration and an existing
national retailer too, no new retail choice!

Comments noted.Whilst not explicitly referencing North
Road, the Plan will support its suitable redevelopment.

The County Durham plan doesn't address the need to
develop and improve North Road in Durham City, which
is in desperate need as it forms one of the main

1811Question 16

approaches to the city and it currently degrades the
appearance of this world heritage centre.

Support noted.Retail Hierarchy and Town Centre Development2032Question 16

Question 16, Policy 10, p. 81

5.46

‘The Plan will support further proposals that will
improve retail choice within the town centre.’

Comment: I support this section of the policy.

Comments noted. The plan will support new retail and
town centre proposals in Stanley that improve choice
and bring regeneration benefits to the town cenrte.

Background - Both of the two large towns in NW
Durham (Stanley and Consett) suffered badly from the
demise of the mining industry and the closure of the
Iron and Steel works at Consett. Many of the men who

1462Question 16

lost their jobs at Consett lived in Stanley and eventually
went on to find work in the large factories around the
area that employed thousands of people (Ever Ready,
RHP, etc) but this was relatively short lived as Stanley
experienced more devastating job losses when most
of these closed down in the recession. The Genesis
Project saw capital investment come into the area to
counteract economic decline but this was all directed
to Consett leaving Stanley to struggle for decades. It's
still struggling as anyone walking down the Font Street
will see with many shops empty and boarded up and
the old board school, the former council offices and
the library building all up for sale. It has also been
blighted by anti social behaviour and suffered a spate
of arson attacks over the last few years, forcing the
demolition of much of the original shopping street.

The Durham Plan -  Given it's difficult past and
continued economic decline Stanley residents have
every right to expect that The Durham Plan would
present an ideal opportunity for DCC to focus attention
on Stanley, but it is clear now that this is not the case.
Geographically Stanley sits between Chester-le-Street
and Consett both of which are to be the subject of a
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master plan with the specific aim of further revitalising
the town centres (5.37/8).  Indeed Consett has already
benefited from a range of measures to improve the
visual quality of the shopping environment, whereas
Stanley has seen virtually nothing in terms of capital
spend. Why isn't Stanley being treated equally?

In effect The Durham Plan makes no provision for any
development or improvement of Stanley town centre
and ignores the needs of its residents; the only mention
being of private investment in the town e.g. Aldi, Home
Bargains etc. (5.44) and the only pledge from DCC
being that 'The Plan will continue to support further
schemes which improve the range and choice in the
town' (5.44). I am sure that financial investment from
the local authority to improve the Front Street and
Clifford Road would make Stanley a much more
attractive proposition to investors; in fact the Stanley
branch of Santander Bank recently closed citing under
investment in the area as their primary reason!

What Stanley needs - Capital investment in the main
shopping area that amounts to more than patching up
the paving, a plan to deal with the empty premises and
financial incentives to encourage new businesses,
closer work with other agencies to deal with ASB and
a genuine commitment from DCC to actually work with
residents and listen to their views.

Sadly 'The Plan' fails to deliver on any of these and
the absence of any master plan for the town confirms
that we have been written off. People here are quite
rightly angry that a plan that is meant to stretch until
2035 makes no provision for regeneration or economic
development of their town, particularly when it is on
the doorstep of one of the counties biggest tourist
attractions and a national award winning museum at
Beamish. What this spells out to council tax payers
here is that DCC are planning to sit back and let the
town die while using our hard earned money for the
benefit of neighbouring towns.

Comments noted. The Plan will seek to restrict hot
food takeaways in centres where there is greater than

I think it is important to thwart the pattern of
abandonment of retail units in most of the county's

1491Question 16

5% of units in such a use. The Plan is supportive oftown centres, and if this means allowing more hot food
residential uses within town centres and the
contribution that they can make.

outlets or replacing retail with residential or office
space, so be it. There is actually a strong argument
for encouraging residential property in and very close
to town centres where demand for existing numbers
of retail units has disappeared, especially for elderly
people with mobility difficulties where noise and
security issues can be adequately addressed. Town
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centres need to be designed to attract people and be
the hub of a community. Care is needed to ensure the
proposed policies are sufficiently flexible to be applied
sensibly on a case by case basis without completely
precluding any options.

Comments noted. The Plan will seek to control
development within District Centres by requiring an
impact test for proposals that exceed 2,500sqm.

CDGP most welcome that apparent change of direction
with regards out of town development, and a new focus
on supporting the viability of Town Centres, especially
the requirement for impact assessment where out of
town retail development is proposed.

1545Question 16

5.48 District Centres

We note the inclusion of the new term ‘District Centre’
created to describe the Arnison Centre and Sherburn
Road both located on the outskirts of Durham City.
Both of these two ‘District Centres’ continue to have
had a significant negative impact on the shopping
experience of Durham Centre by drawing footfall away.
In addition, they are both primarily accessed by
privately owned cars and so create car dependency
and increase carbon emissions. We welcome the
statement 5.48, “It is particularly important that the
future development of these centres does not
undermine the role of higher order centres and
particularly Durham City Centre”. However, we are
concerned that the plan does not include a policy
designed to manage a controlled transformation of
these locations such that retail is progressively returned
to the city as opportunities arise to refuse planning
permission for retail
provision in the District Centres. This could be
accomplished by application of Regional Centre Impact
Assessments whenever there is an application for retail
within the District Centres. It is not clear whether the
proposed Impact Assessments will also be applied to
applications for retail within the District Centres.

5.59 Evening Economy

CDGP is concerned that the the measures described
within paragraph 5.59 describing the evening economy
lack any real detail, and provide no assurance that the
significant negative consequences of the night time
economy on residents will be effectively managed. It
simply asserts the role of licencing to control amenity
impacts. The experience of Durham City Centre
residents is that where the conditions of licences are
breached, this very rarely results in enforcement by
Durham County Council to tackle a negative impact
head on.This failure to enforce licence conditions also
represents a clear and present threat to the Health and
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Safety of especially young people in the Durham City
Centre. For example, clubs whose business model
centres on sale of alcohol have allowed young people
to become very drunk putting them under extreme risk
when they leave the premises due to the proximity of
the river. Also, the failure to manage large numbers of
queuing customers resulted in a recent death of a
student.

CDGP expect a more serious, detailed and robust
approach to management of the Durham Night Time
economy. In particular, we would like to see practical
steps taken to better intergaret licencing and planning
services.

Comments noted. These have been forwarded on to
our highways team.

Please see below considerations on the Durham Plan
from the point of view a visually impaired guide dog
owner.

1506Question 16

Durham City Centre 

Cafes and Bars with outdoor seating. – Would it be
possible that that barriers are put up around the
seating, this would stop it encroaching out across the
foot path, if it is of a contrasting colour to the
surrounding area it would be more visible and a base
board around the bottom of the barrier would allow
people with white canes to negotiate their way around
it without getting caught up in the barrier and chairs.

Would there be a limitation on the number of A Boards
shops place outside.

Would the council also consider keeping walkways
clear when deciding where to place bollards, bins,
signage and seating.

Support noted.Town Centres1558Question 16

• Increased population growth within the County
will increase spend that can benefit the City/town
centres whilst making the County more attractive
for investors.

• Important that the plan is flexible to new uses in
town centres given the challenges that they face,
allowing it to be reactive to new and changing
markets. AGREE

Comments noted. The policy does not propose
changes to the market place.

Lastly please do not waste our hard earned council tax
on projects such as the last one in the Market Place.
To spend money on pulling up perfectly good cobbles,

1568Question 16

replacing them with cheap rubbish and moving an
iconic statue is not in my view how I want to see money
been spent. I get so upset every time I walk into the
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Market Place.  Durham is fast losing its charm and
uniqueness.

The rapid increase in the number of bars in the city is
also a worrying factor to a lot of locals. If this is to
continue then I suggest these companies contribute
to cleaning the streets. To walk through the city on a
Sunday morning is disturbing when there is vomit stuck
to the pavements.

I do hope the Team consider my thoughts.  I have lived
in the Durham all my life.  It just breaks my heart to
see it slowly been dug up or replaced with a cheaper
material.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
provides a context of how the centres work in relation

Policy 10 Retail Hierarchy It would be helpful if the
retail hierarchy was extended to cover the region.

1667Question 16

to centres within Tyne and Wear and Tees Valley. TheWhat, if any, retail facilities do Co Durham residents
travel to in Tyne & Wear or Tees Valley? retail study has identified a food retail need on the basis

of expenditure leakage out of the town. Any sitePara 5.36: Barnard Castle has a significant number of
independent food retailers, a thriving market and a considered through a planning application will be

subject to the sequential and impact tests outlined in
the policy.

particularly thriving farmers’ market – all of which
contribute to make it the attractive market town it is.
We are not convinced that “in terms of main food retail
destinations, the town only has a single small
Morrison's store” is an accurate description of the level
of provision. We would hope that any sequential or
impact tests for “new food retail” provision looks beyond
supermarkets. Loss of independent food retailers and
curtailment of the markets would have a massive
impact on the character of the town.

Comment noted. Both student and permanent residents
play an important role in contributing to the town centre.

Regarding retail - take away transient student shoppers and
bring back more permanent residents and people will go

1606Question 16

It is important that the offer meets the needs of all
residents.

into the City as before for their normal shopping. This used
to happen and if this happened shopswould have consistent
regular customers.

Please be aware of the enormous frustration local people
of Durham have. Their voice is not heard as the many
unsuitable projects are rolled out. The Market Place,
Walkergate and the 'wild west' binge drinking culture,
proposals from the University and such as alterations to
Church street, more alcohol selling units around
Milburngate - all of these are not wanted by us.

Very importantly. this is most certainly not the time to
spend £50 plus on new offices when we are in a time of
economic decline and uncertainty over Brexit. Note the
failings of Northanptonshire Council and pause with this
project. Note also the enormous public objection. Make
friends with the people of Durham and listen to us.
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Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
does not identify a need to justify a retail allocation.

1836Question 16 • Policy 10 states that the Council will protect and
enhance a hierarchy of Sub-Regional, Large

This will not however preclude acceptable retailTown, Small Town, District and Local retail
schemes coming forward through a planningcentres in the County. Such centres include
application. It is considered that the proposal putChester le Street, which has been defined as a

Large Town Centre. forward would be need to be subject to a sequential
and impact test. The evidence for the town centre• The policy states that the Plan will look to support

new town centre development across all of the boundaries and primary shopping fronatges is informed
county's centres that will improve choice and by annual town centre surveys and it is considered that
bring about regeneration and environmental
improvements where a proposal will:

these provide an accurate reflection based on changes
on the ground.

• Be consistent in scale with the size and
function of the centre;

• Safeguard the retail character and function
of existing centres and not detract from
their vitality and viability; and

• Be convenient and accessible in order to
meet the day to day needs of residents and
contribute to social inclusion and
sustainable development.

• The policy also sets out when assessments
individual proposals for new retail and leisure
development, which would be located outside of
such centres, will be required to be assessed in
terms of the sequential and impact tests, as set
out in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). In addition, it sets out which uses will
be supported within the primary retail frontages
which have been defined for some centres,
including Chester le Street.

• Imopro SA own land at Pelton Fell Road. A
request for pre-application advice on this site has
been recently been submitted to Durham County
Council (DCC), in respect of proposals for a new
B&M store of 1,858 sqm gross floorspace, along
with associated car parking (67 spaces –
including accessible/parent and child spaces),
new/improved accesses from Pelton Fell Road
and servicing provision.

• Whilst B&M have an existing store on Front
Street in Chester-le-Street, comprising 1,250 sqm
gross floorspace, this store is limited in size, and
consequently is only able to accommodate a
limited selection of the B&M product range.Whilst
there are Council pay and display facilities to the
rear, the store also lacks dedicated surface car
parking for customers. B&M has an operational
requirement for an additional store in
Chester-le-Street and this site meets its business
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model requirements for a large format, single
floorplate store with adjacent car parking.

• The Durham County Council Retail and Town
Centre Study (2018), which was prepared by
CBRE, identified that Chester-le-Street Town
Centre currently retains just 16% (around £28m)
of all comparison/non-food goods expenditure
generated within its catchment area (£177m).
This means that, at present, the vast majority of
locally generated spending (around 84%/£149m)
is ‘leaking out’ of the local area, to larger centres
and other retail destinations further afield. Such
locations include:

• Newcastle City Centre (15%/£26m);
• Metrocentre (26%/£46m);
• Team Valley (16%/£28m); and
• facilities in Durham (15%/£26m), which

include the Arnison/Mercia District Centre.

• The study identified expenditure capacity to
support new comparison goods retail floorspace
in the town over the Local Plan Period to 2033,
equating to 2,290 sqm net/3,272 sqm gross.This
did not take into account the scope to increase
the town’s currently very low market share of
such expenditure, meaning that there would be
scope for additional floorspace, over and above
this amount, should new provision come forward
which would clawback expenditure currently
taking place elsewhere.

• The Study also notes that the town has a limited
national multiple comparison goods retail offer.
This highlights the potential for new development
to enhance the existing range and choice of retail
provision in the area and, in doing so, reduce the
need for residents to travel, and thereby helping
to facilitate more sustainable travel patterns.

• The NPPF, a revised version of which was
published in July 2018, states that planning
policies should define a network and hierarchy
of town centres and promote their long-term
vitality and viability – by allowing them to grow
and diversify in a way that can respond to rapid
changes in the retail and leisure industries, allows
a suitable mix of uses, and reflects their
distinctive characters. It also states that they
should:

“allocate a range of suitable sites in town centres to
meet the scale and type of development likely to be
needed, looking at least ten years ahead. Meeting
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anticipated needs for retail, leisure, office and other
main town centre uses over this period should not be
compromised by limited site availability, so town centre
boundaries should be kept under review where
necessary.”

• In this context, the Chester le Street Local Plan,
which was adopted in 2003, originally allocated
the above site under Policy TC3 as a New
Development Opportunity, stating that planning
permission would be granted for residential,
business, leisure and community uses, subject
to satisfying other relevant policies. Whilst this
policy is no longer saved, the site falls within the
Town Centre Boundary, and is situated around
300m walk from the Secondary Shopping
Frontages, both as defined as part of the adopted
plan.

• Notwithstanding the above, however, the draft
County Durham Plan now proposes to revise the
boundary of the town centre so that it ends under
the railway viaduct to the western side of the
Tesco superstore, and therefore excludes the
Imopro site. Whilst no Secondary Shopping
Frontages are now defined, the extent of the
Primary Shopping Frontages has also been
reduced. It is not clear why the Councils views
on extent of centre (or frontages therein) have
changed since the adopted plan and there does
not appear to be any evidence to justify these
amendments.

• The revised town centre boundary and frontages
do not therefore take into account the potential
of the subject land at Pelton Fell Road to
accommodate new development which generates
wider benefits for the centre. These benefits
include:

• enhancing the existing range and choice
of uses within the centre, including within
the comparison goods/non-food retail
sector;

• generating linked trips and spin-off trade
with existing facilities in the centre;

• clawing-back some of the significant
proportion of retail spending, which is
generated in the local area, and which is
currently leaking out to destinations outwith
this area (estimated to be 84%/£149m,
based on the Retail and Town Centre Study
recently prepared for the Council);
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• as a result of the above, reducing the need
for local residents to travel, in order to meet
their retail needs;

• regenerating a currently vacant site on a
key arterial route connecting Chester le
Street with surrounding areas to the west;
and

• creating valuable new employment
opportunities.

• The draft Chester le Street Masterplan, which
has recently been published for consultation and
is referred to in the supporting text to Policy 10
(at paragraph 5.37), also misses the opportunity
to include this site as part of its proposals to
regenerate the town centre. This document sets
out a vision, series of objectives and an actions
framework to shape the future development of
the town centre. However, whilst a number of
Areas for Improvement have been identified,
these do not include the land at Pelton Fell Road
- notwithstanding the fact it is currently vacant,
having been cleared of, and remediated from, its
previous use a number of years ago.

• In the context of the above, it is proposed that:
the defined boundary of Chester le Street
Town Centre be amended to include the

•

Imopro site at Pelton Fell Road, in line with
that defined in the adopted local plan; and

• the site (which is broadly the same as that
identified under Policy TC3 as a New
Development Opportunity) be allocated for
new town centre uses, subject to
demonstration that such uses would not
have any significant adverse impact upon
the vitality and viability of the town centre.

• The above changes would help to ensure that
the plan meets local needs and supports the
vitality and viability of Chester le Street Town
Centre, by promoting the regeneration of a
currently vacant site, consistent with the
objectives of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). We are not aware of any
other, more sequentially preferable, sites in
Chester le Street, which could accommodate
significant new retail development.

• It is also proposed that criteria (a) to (c) be
deleted from Policy 10. Whilst the over-riding
objectives of seeking to promote the vitality and
viability of existing centres, and bringing forward
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new development in the most sustainable
locations, is consistent with the NPPF, these
criteria introduce additional tests for schemes
proposed within such centres which do not exist
within national planning policy.

• It is the purpose of the sequential and impact
tests, which are set out at paragraphs 86 to 89
of the NPPF, to direct schemes to locations within
centres in the first instances and ensure that,
where located elsewhere, they do not have a
significant adverse impact upon such centres.
To apply similar criteria to proposals within
centres would therefore be both unnecessary
and inconsistent with the NPPF – not least given
the likelihood that such proposals would, in
practice, enhance the range and choice of uses,
and therefore the wider vitality and viability of
these centres.

• In parallel to the above, it is also requested that
the Chester le Street Masterplan be amended to
include the Imopro site as one of the Areas for
Improvement. As set out above, the
redevelopment of this site could deliver significant
benefits for Chester le Street, including the town
centre. It would also complement the other
regeneration initiatives planned for the town,
including those for the Market Place area
(incorporating the de-culverting project).

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
provides no evidence to support an increase in the

These representations have been prepared by Indigo
Planning on behalf of Standard Life Assurance Ltd

2084Question 16

Sherburn Road District Centre to incoporate the Mono(Standard Life), in respect of the County Durham Plan
Containers site.The sites exclusion outside of definedPreferred Options document which is currently out for

consultation. boundary would not impact on the proposals coming
forward and therefore there is no justification for its
inclusion.

Standard Life owns the former Mono Containers site
on Dragon Lane (herein referred to as ‘the site’)
identified on the photograph below at Figure 1.

The site is adjacent to but outside the boundary of the
Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane District Centre identified
in the draft Preferred Options document. However, it
was proposed to be included within the district centre
boundary in the previous draft County Durham Plan
(2013).

These representations seek amendments to:

• the district centre boundary to include the site, which
benefits from an extant planning permission for 9,061
sqm of Class A1 retail floorspace and in respect of
which other planning permissions for retail and related
development have been
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granted; and
• the wording of draft Policy 10 relating to the retail
hierarchy and town centre development.

Assessment of the soundness of the document

These representations outline why the district centre
boundary as currently shown on the draft Proposals
Map (ie excluding the site) and draft Policy 10 are
unsound when considered against the criteria set out
at paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (the NPPF) (2018).

The criteria identified at paragraph 35 of the NPPF are
that all policies should be:
• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

However, the exclusion of the site from the Sherburn
Road / Dragon Lane District Centre boundary would
mean that the plan had not been positively prepared,
and that it was not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy, for the reasons set out in these
representations.

Moreover, draft Policy 10 is also unsound for similar
reasons.

The site is bounded by Dragon Lane, Damson Way,
the A181 and Dragonville Industrial Estate. It is located
immediately to the east of the Sherburn Road / Dragon
Lane District Centre and is within easy walking distance
of the rest of the district centre via an existing
pedestrian crossing at the Dragon Lane and Damson
Way junction. The site is also accessible by public
transport, being within walking distance of a number
of bus stops.

Pedestrian connectivity and accessibility in the vicinity
has been enhanced by the implementation of highways
works funded by Standard Life Assurance under the
terms of a Section 278 agreement.

A plan of the site and surroundings is attached.

The site benefits from planning permission for
9,061sqm of Class A1 bulky goods and DIY retail
development, together with 279sqm of Class A3 fast
food restaurant and 93sqm Class D creche (LPA ref:
03/00352/OUT). Reserved matters have been
approved, precommencement conditions have been
discharged and the permission has been implemented.
However, the development has not been built out.
Nonetheless, the acceptability of retail development
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on this site has been recognised and the approved
scheme could be completed without the need for further
approvals.

Policy Background

The current development plan for Durham is the
adopted Durham City Local Plan (2004). In the
associated Policies Map, the site is allocated as a
General Industrial site under saved Policy EMP8.

The draft County Durham Plan, submitted for
examination in April 2014, included the site within the
Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane District Centre, although
the plan was subsequently withdrawn in 2015.

However, in the draft County Durham Local Plan
Preferred Options document (2018), the site is now
proposed to be unallocated and identified outside the
district centre.

This Section outlines the areas of the Durham Plan to
which these representations relate.

Interactive Policies Map

The County Durham Plan Preferred Options document
is supported by an interactive draft policies map.

The map shows the proposed boundaries of the
Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane District Centre as
proposed to be allocated under draft Policy 10 and
shown below at Figure 2.

Section 4 sets out why we consider that the currently
drawn district centre boundary should be extended to
include the site.

Draft Policy 10 - Retail Hierarchy and Town Centre
Development

Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane forms one of two district
centres in Durham (the other being the Arnison Centre)
sitting below the city centre in the retail hierarchy.

The Plan proposes that it retains its status as a district
centre within the retail hierarchy set out at Policy 10,
which states that:
"The Plan will look to support new town centre
development across all of the county's centres that will
improve choice and bring about regeneration and
environmental improvements where a proposal will:

a. Be consistent in scale with the size and function of
the centre;
b. Safeguard the retail character and function of
existing centres and not detract from their vitality and
viability; and
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c. Be convenient and accessible in order to meet the
day to day needs of residents and contribute to social
inclusion and
sustainable development."

As outlined in the previous section, these
representations make the case for the following:

• Re-drawing of the boundary of the Sherburn Road /
Dragon Lane District Centre to include the site as
shown on the plan attached at Appendix 2; and
• Amendments to the wording of Draft Policy 10.

Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane District Centre Boundary

The council’s Retail and Town Centre Study highlights
that Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) requires centre
boundaries to be appropriately defined. However, the
boundary of Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane District
Centre has not been appropriately defined, given that
the site benefits from retail consent (and was previously
included in the district centre) but has now been
excluded from it. The site is located adjacent to the
existing boundary and would form a logical extension
to the centre, enabling linked shopping trips with the
other shops and services.

There is no justification for now excluding it from the
district centre. The expansion of the district centre
would not impact on the retail hierarchy, and it would
help serve the needs of existing and future residents
of the area which is identified for significant housing
growth. This includes the proposed urban extension
to Sherburn Road, comprising 420 new dwellings.
Without including the site within the boundaries of the
District Centre, the plan is not making sufficient
provision for retail development. The site is of
appropriate scale and appropriately placed for retail
development without conflicting with any other land
uses, being located adjacent to the rest of the shops
in the district centre and near to the proposed urban
extension.

The boundary of the district centre as drafted indicates
that the Plan has not been positively prepared. The
Retail and Town Centre Study identifies surplus
capacity to support circa 24,000sqm of additional
comparison retail floorspace in Durham City by 2033.
To plan positively for the future and meet the
objectively assessed needs in full as highlighted at
paragraph 11 of the NPPF, additional land needs to
be identified.The site has previously and appropriately
been proposed for inclusion in an enlarged district
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centre and the Plan should reinstate that earlier and
logical proposal, otherwise it will not be effective.

By excluding the site from the district centre, the Plan
fails to enable the delivery of sustainable development,
and is therefore not consistent with national policy.

Including the site within the district centre would also
have the following benefits resulting from effective,
appropriate and well-considered plan-making:

• It would encourage investors to have confidence in
the completion of the implemented retail scheme.This
would, in turn, have economic benefits, improve the
physical environment of the area and improve the local
community’s access to retail and
associated facilities;
• The jobs to be created throughout the construction
process and upon occupation of the units themselves
are clear direct economic benefits of the scheme.
However, the value of retail jobs to the economy, and
the associated training and education opportunities
created by these retailers are often underestimated
and undervalued.The retail scheme, as permitted could
secure significant enhancements in the economic
prospects of local residents, helping to address many
of the local deprivation indicators; and 

It would increase the amount of land identified for retail
development in line with the analysis undertaken by
the council’s consultants.

In conjunction with the supported elements of Policy
10 (see below), the council would still retain appropriate
control over the future form of any new retail
development on the site given it requires that any new
proposals are

a) consistent in scale with the size of the centre;

b) do not detract from the vitality and viability of the
centre; and

c) be convenient and accessible.

In summary, the extension of the boundary of the
district centre to include the site would be an effective,
justified and positive response to the evolving needs
of the area, which would be consistent with national
policy. The site forms a logical and natural location for
the expansion of the Sherburn Road / Dragon Lane
District Centre. It is ideally located to meet the need
for additional retail provision generated by the existing
and planned residential communities at Sherburn Road.
The failure to extend the boundary in this way would
represent unsound plan-making.
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Draft Policy 10

Draft Policy 10 refers to both existing shopping centres
and new development outside of defined centres. It
includes the requirement for proposals for town centre
uses to provide a sequential assessment in accordance
with the NPPF. However, the policy should be
amended to clarify that edge-of-centre locations are
preferable to those that are out-ofcentre.

The policy also sets local thresholds for retail impact
assessments, for proposals for convenience and
comparison floorspace (1,500sqm and 1,000sqm
respectively).These thresholds are significantly below
the 2,500sqm threshold set out in the NPPF. Given
the intention of the NPPF to positively plan for, and
encourage appropriate and sustainable new economic
development, there needs to be a sound justification
for lower thresholds. Indeed, the NPPF is clear that
there is a presumption in favour of sustainable
development and the role of planning is not to
unnecessarily restrict, burden or delay appropriate
development.

The proposed thresholds would be overly restrictive
for retail development and, given the lack of justification
for lower thresholds, the policy should adopt the
2,500sqm threshold set out in the NPPF and not
include the requirement for smaller scale retail
development outside existing centres to demonstrate
that they do not impact on planning public and private
investment or vitality and viability of neighbouring town
centres.

Having regard to the relevant tests, the current wording
of draft Policy 10 is unsound for the following reasons:

• It does not represent a positive approach to retail
development and the need to protect centres. The
current wording would unnecessarily restrict retail
development;
• There is no justification for departing from the default
threshold of 2,500sqm in the NPPF. The Retail and
Town Centre Study (2018) does not conclude that
existing defined centres in Durham are in decline or
particularly vulnerable to the impact of retail
development; and
• The draft policy is not effective as it is currently
worded. It fails to acknowledge that edge-of-centre
sites are preferable to out-of-centre locations and for
this reason it is also not consistent with national policy.

In light of the above, the current draft Policy 10 is
unsound, and the policy should be amended as follows:
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"Proposals for town centre uses, as defined by National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) not located within
a defined centre, as shown on the policies map, will
be required to provide a robust sequential assessment.

Where proposals for town centre uses cannot be
accommodated within a defined centre, sites on the
edge of these areas should be considered before
out-of-centre sites.

Proposals for retail floorspace in excess of 2,500 sqm
(gross) not located within a defined centre will be
required to provide a robust impact assessment in
accordance with the guidance within the NPPF and
the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)…"

now withdrawn Draft Local Plan (2014) proposed to
extend the boundary of the Sherburn Road / Dragon
Lane District Centre to include the site. This proposal
was justified on the basis that it would encourage the
delivery of planning benefits encompassing social,
environmental and economic dimensions which in
combination confirmed the proposed allocation to be
sustainable and compliant with the NPPF.

There is, however, no justification for excluding the site
from the district centre in the County Durham Plan
Preferred Options document.The site's exclusion from
the District Centre does not indicate a positive
approach to plan-making, and is not justified, effective
or consistent with national policy. The draft Plan
therefore conflicts with paragraph 35 of the NPPF
(2018) and is therefore unsound.

The site should be included within the district centre.
It benefits from retail consent, which has been
implemented; it is located immediately adjacent to the
district centre; and it would meet the future shopping
needs of the expanding Sherburn population.
Furthermore, including the site within the district centre
would not only provide greater certainty regarding the
redevelopment of the site, but it would also make it
simpler to respond to changes in the retail market and
the evolving needs of local consumers.

In addition to the above, the wording of draft Policy 10
is also unsound, in terms of the sequential approach
and recognition that edge-of-centre sites are preferred
to those that are out-of-centre, and the proposed retail
impact thresholds. It should therefore be amended as
set out at paragraph 4.13 to comply with the NPPF.

Subject to the changes set out in these representations,
the elements of the draft Plan relating to Sherburn
Road / Dragon Lane District Centre and draft Policy
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10 will contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development in accordance with the NPPF.

Support noted.Our client supports the reference to Milburngate as a
mixed-use development site.

2277Question 16

Our client welcomes to town centre boundary change
to Durham City which now includes the Milburngate
site.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
does not identify a need to justify a retail allocation.

The County Durham Retail and Town Centre Study
(published by CBRE in June 2018) provides the basis

2446Question 16

This will not however preclude acceptable retailfor the lack of any proposed allocations for retail or
schemes coming forward through a planningtown centre uses within Newton Aycliffe as part of the
application. It is considered that the proposal putPreferred Options draft of the County Durham Plan.
forward would be need to be subject to a sequential
and impact test.

However, the Study does illustrate that Newton Aycliffe
retains less than a third of comparison goods
expenditure originating from the town, with significant
amounts of expenditure leaking to retail parks around
Darlington (10.1%) and Teesside Park (10.8%). The
Study also identifies a substantive comparison
floorspace capacity within the later stages of the plan
period (equating to around 2,630 sqm) but, in the
context of ‘market reality’, considers it unrealistic to
plan proactively for new comparison goods floorspace.
In terms of convenience goods, whilst the Study
identifies limited capacity for growth, it should be noted
that the actual household surveys upon which the
Study is based were undertaken in mid-2016 and, as
such, will not reflect the full trading performance of the
new Aldi store in Newton Aycliffe Town Centre. Our
client therefore, considers there to be scope to enhance
the town’s market share for both convenience and
comparison-based retail goods.

This reflects the views of the local community, as
illustrated through the consultation undertaken as part
of the preparation of the Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood
Plan, which was ‘made’ in 2017 and now comprises
the development plan for Urban & Civic’s site. In the
background text to the Neighbourhood Plan, it is
explained how important the issue of retail services is
for residents and that the need for enhanced retail
facilities in Newton Aycliffe must be addressed by
whatever means necessary. A large number of
residents also stated they wanted a retail park to
improve the choice of shops. Despite this, and also
the publication of the latest Retail and Town Centre
Study, no retail allocations are currently proposed
within Newton Aycliffe. In preparing the Neighbourhood
Plan, residents were advised to explore the potential
need for such development through instructing a ‘soft
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market test’ of retailers. At the time, it is understood
that the results of this survey were inconclusive.
However, the ‘made’ Great Aycliffe Plan itself clearly
provides a basis for further retail development in the
town, and states at p.54:

“Retail in Newton Aycliffe is an on-going problem for
residents. They feel that even though Newton Aycliffe
is a very large town there is a perception that they have
been overlooked by DCC and retailers alike despite
on-going efforts to improve the Town Centre. Whilst
there is an acceptance that retail is very fluid at this
current time, anything which will make it easier for
retailers to invest here would be welcome.

Any proposal which comes forward to improve the retail
provision on offer within the Parish will be approved,
regardless of its location, as long as it has met the
sequential testing required by the NPPF and any other
relevant planning policy.

Proposals that offer support services, including retail
and food, for the businesses and employees on Aycliffe
Business Park will also be approved as long as any
wider requirements have been met.”

Urban & Civic are now confident that they have the
capability to deliver the level of retail facilities sought
by local residents through the Neighbourhood Plan.
Given that their site is well-related to the growing
business and employment centre of Heighington Lane,
and also the residential population of Aycliffe Village,
it is considered the optimal site within the local area
on which to meet the need identified for retail
development. The proximity of the junction between
the A167 and A1(M) also adds to the commercial
viability of the site as a location for major retail and
leisure development.

In addition, planning permission was previously granted
in 2000 for the development of a hotel, conference,
leisure and recreational facilities on the site (application
ref. 7/1999/0193/DM). Whilst this permission was not
implemented and has now lapsed, it illustrates that the
principle of developing main town centre uses on the
subject site has previously been established.

The exact nature and mix of this retail development is
to be determined through more detailed discussions
with operators in due course, although at this stage it
is envisaged that it will comprise predominantly
convenience and comparison goods.

Overall, therefore, it is considered that evidence exists
in the form of the Great Aycliffe Neighbrouhood Plan
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to justify the allocation of the site for retail and leisure
development. On the basis that the subject site is
well-related to the growing business and employment
centre of Heighington Lane, and also the residential
population of Aycliffe Village, it is considered the most
appropriate, and also available, site on which to meet
this identified need.

Our client therefore requests that future drafts of the
County Durham Plan align the spatial strategy for
Newton Aycliffe more closely with the Great Aycliffe
Neighbourhood Plan and, in doing so, allocate the
subject site for retail and leisure development.

Comments noted. The plan will support new retail and
town centre proposals in Stanley that improve choice
and bring regeneration benefits to the town cenrte.

Sorry in delay in sending this. Hopefully can still be
accepted.

I have read the proposed Local Plan and preferred
options etc. I am very disappointed to see that Stanley,
County Durham barely gets a mention!?

2321Question 16

1 I want to see the Front Street in Stanley opened
up to traffic again (as has been successfully
achieved in Holywell, Flintshire, Wales). I believe
the heart and soul has been stolen from Stanley
since the opening up of the By Pass Road and,
of course Pit Closures. The bypass diverts trade
away from the Town. I have spoken to people
about this and believe there is support for
opening the road again. Please consult properly.

1 I have spoke to business owners in the area and
they have told me that that business ratesare too
high in Stanley as well as in Durham City. Can
this be addressed?

1 Traffic congestion is causing a problem for
businesses in Stanley, Particularly Beamish
Street,for example. Also traffic
congestion/movement around schools Durham
Academy, for example needs to be addressed.

1 l am disappointed that global companies eg.
McDonalds are setting up in Stanley now.These
companies drain money out of the Town and
encourage the buying of unhealthy food and the
associated weight gains etc. I wonder what
incentive they have been offered? And has equal
treatment been given to the smaller independent
companies which are struggling to thrive, and
which make the Town of Stanley worth visiting.
These independent shops should be encouraged.

1 Lack of toilet facilities! Bus station toilets open
only from Sam until 4 pm daily, and closed
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Sunday is totally unacceptable! Expecting people
to drop into the Local Pubs/shops (where
available) to use facilities is totally degrading to
everyone especially Senior Citizens anddisabled.

1 We need improved public transport links to/from
Durham, Newcastle, Washington, Sunderland.
Especially for nighttime, Sunday Services. Last
bus from Durham to Stanley is 8 pm!! Far too
early! Not everyone works 9  -5 pm week days.
We don’t all drive. We like to enjoy our time off
and not be stuck in doors. Please sort out.

1 I have spoken to people about the proposed
‘plan’ but no one I have spoken to has heard
about it least of all been consulted. I have
received nothing through the door or seen a
single poster advertising it. This disappoints me.

1 Please take care of our green belt areas and
protect them from development.

Comments noted. The Plan will support the
redevelopment of Festival Walk that has the potential

Spennymoor Town Council welcomes the position that
Spennymoor has been designated a large Town Centre

3368Question 16

to improve the retail offer while also bringingand will be afforded the protections which come with
this designation in the hierarchy. enviornmental and regeneration benefits and improved

parking within the town centre.The Plan will not resrict
residential uses in Primary Shopping Areas.

However, it is disappointed with the lack of progress
in relation to the re-development of Festival Walk.

Looking at the Retail and Town Centre Uses Study of
2009, the issues around Festival Walk were highlighted
then, and at Page 229, S11.156 the recommendation
was ‘that the Council proactively plans through the LDF
process to support the redevelopment of existing
shopping facilities in the town centre (Festival Walk)
to provide modern retail nits capable of attracting
national comparison multiples.

Page 108 Section 7.125 states:  Spennymoor is also
identified as a major growth point location in the County
and any potential retail need implications arising from
large-scale residential development should be
assessed once site allocations are formalised.

Page 183 Section 8.102 states: with respect to the
longer-term LDF strategy, as with other growth point
areas in the County, any large uplift in local population
will generate additional quantitative and qualitative
need and it will be importance, therefore, that the
Council fully assesses the implications of the growth
point initiative on forward retail strategy once site
allocations are formalised.

Page 230 Section 11.161 states:  In accordance with
the Town Centre Development Framework, the Council
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should seek to improve the physical environment
through continued investment in the public realm, street
furniture and soft landscaping.  Comprehensive
redevelopment of the Festival Walk Shopping Centre
is however the priority given its poor environment and
layout.

Overall the Study showed that Spennymoor Town
Centre has great potential, as a large Town Centre.
It is a growth area, however, it is haemorrhaging spend
and requires investment.

DCC hold some responsibility for a failing town centre
in Spennymoor in that their Leisure Centre could play
a bigger role. The leisure centre has its main entrance
and frontage facing onto a car park to the rear of the
town centre; away from the town. A frontage leading
to and from the town centre would create a better
footfall into the town centre.

Many people feel that DCC should open up the High
Street again to traffic, and must look to more parking.

At no point does this policy set out how local people
together with local town and parish councils will be
able to focus attention on local needs. As with the
regeneration of Festival Walk, there was no
consultation as to what local people wanted. It is the
case of this is on offer, take it or you will get it anyway.

Regeneration and development needs to have the
backing of local communities and regeneration needs
to be ongoing and timely. Festival Walk has been
declining having become derelict over the last 20 years.
Spennymoor is not the only town to have been
abandoned by the council in this way. This policy does
not set out how the council will continually monitor,
assess and put residents first though partnerships of
the AAP and Town and Parish Councils in the
regeneration processes or set out how the continual
assessment of local economy and needs will drive
timely interventions.

This policy would best serve local communities if it set
out within the hierarchy a set of minimum requirements
for community sustainability. For example banking,
post offices etc. which assist local growth and become
necessary dependant on factors such as the mobility
of the population and the requirements of the
community, very much determines the sustainability
of our townships. The loss of Barclays Bank in
Spennymoor became more than a lost personally to
residents. Business is also effected as owners are
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forced to travel where they need face to face financial
services such as cash deposit and withdrawal.

To apply restrictions to housing in town centres to being
outside of primary retail frontage is detrimental to our
town centres. Residential accommodation above shops
is essential to many local high streets giving them their
identity as places, to live, work and spend leisure time.

Comments noted. The investement at the Gates and
Milburngate will bring about new and improved town

The redevelopment of the Gates shopping centre,
Riverwalk, and the development of the site of the

2620Question 16

centre uses. It is recognised that the retail sector hasformer Government offices in Milburngate House are
contracted within the city centre and policies will bethe main places mentioned.  Most of the units in both
flexible to allow for other uses coming forward. Theschemes are not shops and, at the same time, the city
policy is now explicitly supportive of residential usescentre has several empty shops in its main retailing
within the town centre and the contrubution that theyfrontages of Silver Street.  A more active, focussed
can make. The introduction of new offices in the city
centre is supported by national policy.

and imaginative strategy is required for Durham city
centre. It is reported that 95% of Milburngate outlets
will be selling alcohol – not attractive to many types of
visitor and likely to increase anti-social behaviour.

The constant changes to the planning application for
Milburngate undermine its original approval entirely
changing the nature of the development. The
acceptance of developers’ behaviour by the Durham
County Council is unacceptable.

The proposal for a new County Hall in the city is
unwelcome and unnecessary being erroneously
predicated on the need to vacate the existing site.The
proposal for 200 car parking spaces is directly counter
to the private car policy and is particularly hypocritical
given the insistence that the new Passport and National
Savings offices could have no car park provision. This
will result in a further deterioration of air quality,
increased congestion in the narrow roads leading to
and from the site and removes the coach park which
will result in more vehicle movements.

The evening economy has become a serious problem
in Durham city particularly during Durham University
term time when it is impossible to get a full nights
undisturbed sleep.

Durham County Council and the Police have taken
measures to control some aspects of public order and
licensing, but they need to be tackled in coordination
with planning policies for the city centre.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
has considered that the level of expenditure leakage

No to Second supermarket for Barnard Castle

There is already a second supermarket apart from
Morrisons, albeit a fairly small one, provided by the

3617Question 16

outside of the town provides justification for considering
a new convenience retailer in the town.Co-op. The branch of Morrisons is small compared to

some of their branches, and there is no need for
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another of a similar size.  More and more people are
doing their shopping on-line and having it delivered,
and this trend is likely to increase as the average age
of residents of the town will inevitably rises.  If a new
supermarket were to be built it could hardly be in the
town centre, and building on the outskirts would take
people out of town, which would damage the trade
currently in the centre. The shopping premises in the
main streets are all small, and they are ideal for
providing the individual outlets and services that are
attractive to locals and visitors and they should not be
damaged by the competition from another supermarket.

Comments noted. Parking issues will be considered
through the parking policies document that falls outwith

Town centre retail and businesses

We all know that one of the most significant contributing
factors to the decline of town centre shopping and

3059Question 16

the County Durham Plan. New retail proposals in
Barnard Castle will be supported where they complyservice businesses is the limited availability of parking,
with the sequential and retail impact tests outline in
the Policy.

and the cost of parking, when nearby out of town retail
parks offer plentiful unrestricted free parking.

In Barnard Castle the weekly Wednesday market and
the monthly Saturday Farmers market are held on The
Cobbles.The Cobbles is one of the main parking areas,
and therefore the already limited parking in the town
centre is significantly reduced on the busiest days.

I believe that in the case of Barnard Castle, Teesdale
and this area of West Durham the DCC policy on
parking should be to promote plentiful free or
inexpensive parking (time limited, where necessary)
within the town centre to encourage shoppers and
other visitors to this historic town.  Rather that than
tempting shoppers to drive for 12 – 17 miles or more
to Bishop Auckland and Darlington where their out of
town retail areas have free unrestricted parking which
has led to the decline of their own town centre shopping
areas. The current inadequate parking also
discourages the visitors that this historic town relies
on and wishes to encourage.

There are two sites within the centre of Barnard Castle
where the existing commercial businesses are likely
to wish to relocate in future years. These are The
Grove Works in Queen Street and the Livestock
Auction Mart on Vere Road.  Neither of the streets to
those sites copes adequately with the amount  of
commercial vehicle and HGV movements to and from
them.  It is not unusual for there to be gridlock.

I note that The Preferred Plan does not even show the
Livestock Auction Site as being a site for potential
reuse before 2035.
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I believe DCC should allocate both those sites for the
improvement of the town centre facilities, especially to
increase parking and consolidate the town centre
shopping area; rather than cause retailers to seek new
sites ‘out of town’ which will inevitably lead to a decline
in the town centre.

It seems to me that there are no other sites that could
ever offer this potential for parking and consolidating
the town centre shopping area.  Indeed, I understand
that under the former Teesdale District Council at least
part of the Grove works site was allocated for town
centre parking.

There has been talk locally of a retail development at
the former Auction Rooms on Staindrop Road in
Barnard Castle, which closed in 2104.  It is not shown
on The Preferred Plan.  I believe my earlier comments
about out of town retail development are equally
relevant here, and that retail use should not be allowed
so far out of town.

Comments noted. The Plan will support the
redevelopment of Festival Walk that has the potential

I have campaigned for the Spennymoor Shopping Mall
called "Festival Walk", which has a flat roof and was

3627Question 16

to improve the retail offer while also bringingbuilt in the 1960's, to be Demolished and for the High
enviornmental and regeneration benefits and improved
parking within the town centre.

Street to be connected, with traditional shops. Most of
the shops on "Festival Walk", are empty. It has been
in administration for approx. 6 years. Durham County
Council have announced plans to start the
re-development, May 2016. Re-locating an existing
store and providing extra parking spaces. They also
intend to modernise the existing shops, which overlook
the bandstand, which I consider would be a complete
waste of money, considering the poor condition and
design, of these units. Also similar shops have been
modernised, and now stand empty, wasting public
money.

I am concerned that these proposals, after many years
of my campaigning, only have one retailer, an existing
store in Spennymoor, involved. I would like a better
mix of shops, attracted to Spennymoor and the number
of shops,downsized. The land at the rear of "Festival
Walk" could include extra parking in the area where
the KIngfisher pub is located, as suggested in the new
scheme and there would be enough space for a central
Health Centre/Chemist/Library. It may include some
landscaping. The new scheme should be done in
phases and a more aggressive marketing carried out
to attract new retailers.The flat roofed shops near Aldi
and used to house the Halifax needs, to be part of the
Re-generation scheme.
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The area near the existing library needs modernising
and their is a parking problem in that area, whilst the
wire fenced land which housed the Essoldo remains
unused. There is an access problem adjacent to
Bishops Close Health Centre and to the rear of Millers
Chemist's.
Festival Walk is an eyesore and should remain the
Number 1 priority for Re-generation. The latter, near
the library should be no.2.

I am in favour of Aldi moving to the bottom of the
Festival Walk Shopping Precinct, but not the proposal
to Refurbish half of the shops in the Gregg's/post office
area.
Out of town shopping moves facilities, away from.Town
Centres and limits local essential Shopping from senior
citizens and the disabled.
NB: When will the Spennymoor Master Plan go to
Public Consultation?

Care for the Elderly: Why should patients have to wait
between 8am to 8pm for a district nurse? Surely a 2
hour allocation should be used, using a much smaller
dedicated team of local nurses. To enhance this
valuable service.

Local bus routes should be reexamined to maximise
passenger usage and giving Best Value for any DCC
subsidies!

Comments noted. Additional text has been added to
give more emphasis to projects within the town centre.

I am also pleased to see that Bishop Auckland has
been identified as Sub-Regional Centre within the retail

3098Question 16

With regards to parking the Council consider suchhierarchy and town centre development, alongside
issues raised through the parking policies document
that falls outwith the County Durham Plan.

Durham City given it has 384 outlets centre and has
1Million ft2 of retail floor space.

I strongly believe the significant regeneration projects
currently taking place in the town are not fully reflected
or acknowledged in the consultation document.

I wholeheartedly support the Town Councils submission
that suggests the CDP should fully support and
acknowledge the significant regeneration taking place
in Bishop Auckland which will have such a positive
impact on economic and social issues in the town and
surrounding areas.

Bishop Auckland Heritage Zone

The plan should include a reference to Bishop
Auckland Heritage Action Zone status and its potential
to further increase the vitality of the town centre.

The five-year scheme, led by Durham County Council
and Historic England, will concentrate on town centre
buildings that have suffered from years of retail decline.
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Projects will help to bring neglected buildings back in
to use, rejuvenate public spaces and involve local
people.

Historic England in the North East has earmarked an
estimated £650,000 in grant funding. Additional funding
to the Heritage Action Zone will come from Durham
County Council.The scheme could be boosted further
by investment from other partners.

The Heritage Action Zone includes the historic market
place and high streets (including Newgate Street and
Fore Bondgate) plus other parts of the conservation
area, including Auckland castle and park.

Town Centre Vitality

The CDP makes reference to the increasing economic
challenge of town centres, in particular competition
from out of town shopping. It is noted that several local
authorities in the region are considering offering a
period of free parking in their town centres to
encourage increased footfall.

Whilst Bishop Auckland is experiencing major
regeneration, in the short term local retailers continue
to struggle to compete with out of town centres which
offer free parking. The second highest issue raised in
the Brighter Bishop Auckland Masterplan first round
consultation was for free or cheaper car parking to
support existing and new businesses in the town. This
is obviously a concern for local people and shoppers
too.

Therefore consideration should be given to the
introduction of a period of free parking in DCC
controlled car parks within Bishop Auckland town
centre to provide valuable and much needed support
the retail sector and at the same time ensuring Bishop
Auckland is not at a disadvantage to other towns in
the County who currently are able to offer free parking.

To conclude its my strong belief that the major
regeneration projects taking place in Bishop Auckland
are fully supported and referenced in the Plan to enable
their significant potential to be realised for the benefit
of the town, surrounding area and the County and as
well as providing potential investors with complete
picture to inform investment opportunities

It is also suggested that short term measures such as
free parking should be considered to help the struggling
retail sector.

Comments noted. New proposals will be considered
against policies which seek protect the role of Durham

Pgs. 77-83, Policy 10 - Retail Hierarchy and Town
Centre Development

3199Question 16
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City centre. The Plan will seek greater flexibility in
terms of alternative uses to retail. New proposals that
negatively impact on the WHS will be resisted.

WHSC – The impact of change in patterns of retail
provision are already apparent, an example is the
current block of retail vacancies caused by chain store
closures in Silver Street.  Best practice is moving
towards ensuring attractiveness of key retail streets
by diversifying their uses and increasing the range of
users and their dwell time. The role for the heritage
and creative sectors, leisure uses and independent
traders is becoming clear.  Pressure for leisure use in
Durham City is already pushing change in ways that
are threatening to  cumulatively erode the quality of
the heritage experience.  Much of the daytime leisure
use is reliant on the visitor appeal of the WHS, its street
approaches and setting.

Is it possibly for this policy to reflect the need for
broadening the traditional role of key retail streets such
as in Durham City while balancing the increased
importance of retaining their heritage significance and
visitor appeal to help support viable uses?

Support noted.5.463494Question 16

‘The Plan will support further proposals that will
improve retail choice within the town centre.’

Comment: I support this section of the policy.

Comments noted. The Council have considered a the
potential for hotel accommodation as part of a separate

Retail and Town Centre Study (2018)

The role of a retail and town centre study is to consider
retail and leisure trends and provide recommendations

3144Question 16

study. New hotel use will not be allocated but
considered through planning applications. Policiesto influence the future planning strategy of an area,
within the Plan will deal with hotel proposals that come
forward through planning applications.

including the qualitative need for additional
development/ land allocations. Despite this brief, no
assessment is made within the study with regard to
the need for future hotel development across the
county. This is a significant omission. The evidence
included within this report demonstrates a need for the
provision of additional hotel accommodation.

Comments noted. Ferryhill is defined as a small town
centre and the plan will support new retail and town

As a resident this is what Ferryhill desperately needs.

New aspirational housing.

2673Question 16

centre proposals that improve choice and bring
regeneration benefits to the town centre.Roundabout on A167 for safety of residents.

Investment for industrial estate.

Main town status.

Comments noted. Ferryhill is defined as a small town
centre and the plan will support new retail and town

To improve our town Ferryhill.

New aspirational housing to add footfall.

2678Question 16

centre proposals that improve choice and bring
regeneration benefits to the town centre.Roundabout at bottom of Durham Road as heavy truck

traffic when driving into town obstructs.
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Main town status to benefit from funding.

Such as education on not littering our town and green
spaces.

Comments noted. The plan will provide flexibilty for
non retail uses to come forward in town centres where

The Policy does not address the issue of redundant
shops. With the advent of the internet there will be

2737Question 16

they would add to vitality and viability of centres. Thisless demand for shops on the high street many of
would allow redundant shops to be brought back into
use.

which are old, costly to maintain and unsuitable for
modern businesses. The Plan seeks to protect Town
Centres but should allow for managed shrinkage where
appropriate.  However unpalatable and politically
incorrect, planners must accept that in most of County
Durham the private car will be the main means of
getting about and it is fanciful to hope or plan on the
basis that people will switch from car to public
transport. This may be the case in big cities but will
never happen in a predominantly rural county.

Durham City is a World Heritage Site which already
suffers congestion so it seems perverse to allow
development like the new County Hall near the City
Centre where it will only make things worse.  Indeed,
why should the County Council be based in Durham
City at all.

Comments noted. The Plan will seek to control
development within District Centres by requiring an
impact test for proposals that exceed 2,500sqm.

5.48 District Centres

We note the inclusion of the new term ‘District Centre’
created to describe the Arnison Centre and Sherburn

2926Question 16

Road both located on the outskirts of Durham City.
Both of these two ‘District Centres’ continue to have
had a significant negative impact on the shopping
experience of Durham Centre by drawing footfall away.
In addition, they are both primarily accessed by
privately owned cars and so create car dependency
and increase carbon emissions. We welcome the
statement 5.48, “It is particularly important that the
future development of these centres does not
undermine the role of higher order centres and
particularly Durham City Centre”.  However, we are
concerned that the plan does not include a policy
designed to manage a controlled transformation of
these locations such that retail is progressively returned
to the city as opportunities arise to refuse planning
permission for retail provision in the District Centres.
This could be accomplished by application of Regional
Centre Impact Assessments whenever there is an
application for retail within the District Centres.  It is
not clear whether the proposed Impact Assessments
will also be applied to applications for retail within the
District Centres.
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Support noted. Given the dispersed nature of the retail
described from the traditional town centre, there would
be no merit in extending the centre.

First of all, I’d like to say that I am very happy with the
current content in the preferred options, and I have no
objections to any land allocations or designations in
the Tow Law electoral division. Although there are a
few extra suggestions which I would like to make.

2985Question 16

1 There is also site in the centre of Tow Law that
hosts a Co-operative store, a Greggs, and a
Bernardos charity shop. Although the ‘historic’
High Street covers the retail area designated in
the plan, it would make sense for this site to also
be included. I was wondering if it would be
possible to extend the designated retail zone up
to the Co-op.

Comments noted.The Plan will support new retail and
town centre proposals in Stanley that improve choice
and bring regeneration benefits to the town cenrte.

We need  investment in Infrastructure to develop
Stanley Front Street & Beamish Street as a thriving
area where people want to live and shop, building on
the new Home Bargains, MacDonald's and Aldi. The
CDP does not recognise or build on this.

3146Question 16

Open up Stanley Middle Front Street to 10 mph one
way traffic with  parking bays for short term/ disabled
drivers.

Create a cafe culture/ vintage theme to link to Beamish
 Museum Upgrade Board School to residential
apartments for older residents Create car parking
behind Board School.

Comments noted. The investement at the Gates and
Milburngate will bring about new and improved town

Retail

16. The retail hierarchy identified in Preferred Options
classes Durham city centre as a sub-regional centre.

3446Question 16

centre uses. It is recognised that the retail sector has
contracted within the city centre and policies will beWe agree that this is its role but have concerns as to
flexible to allow for other uses coming forward. Thethe adequacy of approach as set out in paragraph 5.33.
Plan is unable to influence licencing, opening hours ofEssentially, it heralds the redevelopment of the Gates
premises are conditioned through planning
applications.

shopping centre and the development of the site of the
former Government offices in Milburngate House.
Unfortunately, most of the units in both schemes are
not shops and, at the same time, the city centre has
several empty shops in its main retailing frontages of
Silver Street. A focussed and imaginative strategy is
required rather than the somewhat complacent tone
taken in Preferred Options.

The evening economy

17. Policies and practical steps are needed to better
address the extremely negative effects of the
‘night-time’ economy in the centre of Durham city. In
particular, policies on closing times and the integration
of licencing and planning services should be pursued.
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Comments noted. Business rates is not something that
the Plan can influence.

Hope this the right email address I need to send this
to to give my concerns about the Stanley plan, if not
I’d appreciate it if you could forward it on to the right
department.

3471Question 16

I would like to voice a few concerns. I have over plans
for the Stanley area.

My 3rd concern is:-

There are so many empty shops on Stanley Front
Street, would it not be a good idea to for a couple of
year reduce the business rates and it might bring more
independent business to the area, and let them get
established before putting their rates up, you’d be
better off having more shops open and paying a lower
rate than have just a few shops open as have to pay
high business rates, and in the long run it will pay for
itself as you’d get more people into Stanley and using
facilities as there will be more choice of goods on the
streets so it would make it more worthwhile for people
to visit Stanley. It would also elevate the eyesore of
empty boarded/shuttered up empty shops it would be
nice to see a few speciality shops in the area as well
as the big named shops (PS pleased Aldi, Home
Bargains & McDonalds are coming to Stanley as long
overdue but it would be nice to have some speciality
shops there too - please give it some consideration)

Comments noted.The Plan is clear that it supports the
regeneration of the site with a scheme that broadly

On behalf of my clients Quora Developments Ltd I am
instructed to submit representations to the County
Durham Plan – Preferred Options 2018 document.

3498Question 16

accords with the original permission. Consideration of
proposals on this site will be considered against theQuora have an interest in the former Easington College

site on Burnhope Way/ Easington Way, Peterlee, which relevant retail tests given the sites position outwith the
town cenrte boundary.benefits from implemented planning permission LPA

ref. 5/2009/0547. Tesco have recently confirmed that
the approved scheme would not be built out, and Quora
are now looking at an alternative retail-led development
for the site.

Consequently, it is in relation to the former Easington
College site to which this representation predominantly
relates.

Policy 10 – Retail Hierarchy and Town Centre
Development

We welcome the continued identification of Peterlee
as a ‘large town centre’ and agree with the councils’
support for proposals which positively contribute to the
evening economy and vitality and viability of town
centres.

Furthermore, we note the support for the former
Easington College site at paragraph 5.41 which states:
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“Peterlee has seen approvals for two large foodstore
schemes, at the former Easington College site and the
partial redevelopment of the Castle Dene Shopping
Centre. Neither of these schemes have come forward
since approval in 2012. Whilst the Retail and Town
Centre Study does not identify any overriding retail
need, there are significant regeneration benefits to the
redevelopment of the former Easington College site
for a retail based scheme. The Plan will therefore
support retail development on this site which broadly
accords with the original permission”.

Notwithstanding the support granted to the site, it is
disappointing that the recommendations of the Retail
and Town Centre Study 2018 produced for the Council
by CBRE are not taken forward in the Preferred
Options document.

In particular we note that paragraph 12.25 of the Retail
and Town Study states that:

“The edge-of-centre Tesco site should however be
identified in the emerging plan as a regeneration site
suitable to support retail development in accordance
with the approved floorspace split (net sales area of
5,600 sq. m net with a maximum comparison
floorspace of 2,200 sq. m)”. (Our emphasis)

Given the significant regeneration benefits to the
immediate area and Peterlee town centre that would
arise as a result of redevelopment, in conjunction with
an extant retail planning permission, allocation of the
site for a retail-led regeneration scheme would secure
the long-term viability of the site and assist in bringing
it forward.

In addition to the allocation of the site for retail-based
development, we propose that the site should be
included within the Peterlee town centre boundary.
The provision of acceptable and supported town centre
uses at the site, directly adjacent to the existing town
centre, represents a logical extension to Peterlee town
centre.

Linked trips and increased expenditure retention within
Peterlee will occur once the site is developed,
enhanced and supported by the existing pedestrian
links to the existing town centre. Significant work has
been undertaken in regard to the recent applications
and the updated Retail Study which conclude that this
site is the logical extension to Peterlee town centre.

Consequently, it is clear that extending the town centre
boundary to include the former Easington College site
in tandem with an appropriate retail-led regenerative
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allocation represents a rational, economic and social
opportunity for Peterlee town centre and the immediate
wider area.

Summary

We can confirm, on behalf of our client, that we
welcome and agree with the support afforded to the
former Easington College site for a retail-based scheme
with substantial regenerative benefits. However we
propose that:

•  the recommendations of the Councils’ Retail and
Town Study 2018 be fully taken forward and the
former Easington College site on Burnhope
Way is allocated as a regeneration site
suitable to support retail development;

• We propose that the Peterlee town centre
boundary be extended to include the former
Easington College site on Burnhope Way,
taking into account the clear linkages and
regenerative benefits that would arise from the
redevelopment of the former Easington College
site to both immediate and surrounding areas.;

• Support for the Council’s draft allocation of
Site H36 ‘North Blunts’ for residential
development as a suitable, sustainable and
accessible site; and

• Object to proposed Policy 32 (Hot Food
Takeaways) and request amendments to the
policy which as drafted has the potential to
prevent viable and regenerative sites from
coming forward.To assist in achieving a planning
balance, we propose that the proposed 400m
‘exclusion zone’ be defined so as to genuinely
reflect local circumstances and the availability of
safe and convenient routes.

Comments noted. The policy has been reconsidered
to allow for more flexibility and for a broader use of

We broadly support Policy 10 as drafted which
identifies Bishop Auckland as a Sub-regional Centre.
We do however
object to the subsection (b) which seeks to safeguard
the retail character and function of existing centres.

3546Question 16

facilities to come forwards across the County's town
centres.

This is not consistent with NPPF2 (July 2018) which
seeks to ensure (paragraph 85) allowing town centres
within the hierarchy to grow and diversify in a way that
responds to rapid change in the retail and leisure
industries, allowing a suitable mix of uses (including
housing).

Clearly policy 10 as constructed does not seek to allow
this expected diversity in a way which recognises rapid
change.
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Therefore we request that this policy be amended to
allow a positive approach to their growth, management
and adaptation.

The text within this paragraph recognises the work of
the Bishop Auckland Town Centre Masterplan. There
is no consistency with allocations map 7 which for
example indicates the primary retail frontage into the
area identified in the draft masterplan as “leisure led
mixed use development”.Therefore in its current format
the preferred options plan contradicts policy 10
whereby retail is considered the predominant use and
seeks a protectionist policy. Clearly this is not going
to be a sound approach.

We would like this policy amended to allow flexibility
within the use classes more so than is currently drafted
in Policy 10, to allow a broader range of uses.
Furthermore the predominant use should not be retail
for the policy to be compliant with NPPF2 and
masterplan findings.

We are also concerned following the conclusions of
the Durham Retail Study 2018 prepared by CBRE.
Page 121 paragraph 16.9  states;

“A) SUB-REGIONAL CENTRES / MAIN TOWNS

16.9 The headline analysis as follows:

EXISTING CENTRES VITALITY AND VIABILITY; the
main centres in the hierarchy have been considered
in the individual chapters in the report. The floorspace
/ fascia surveys identify that the main centres in the
county are showing signs of improving vitality and
viability although Bishop Auckland (out-of-centre
competition and closure of town centre department
stores), Peterlee (increasing vacancies), Spennymoor
(persistent vacancies) and Stanley (significant increase
in vacancies) are identified as being vulnerable.”

More worryingly are the conclusions of County Durham
Town Centre Surveys 2017. Overall across the county
the vacancy rate was 12.5%*, this is 1.4% above the
national vacancy rate of 11.1% . Whereas Bishop
Auckland now has the highest vacancy rate at 21.2%.

“A1 Use Class - Shops

The number of A1 units have continued to decrease
in Bishop Auckland. There was a decline of 12 units
in 2017/18 and there are now 151 A1 units, 39.5% of
all units.

Vacancy Rate
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The vacancy rate in Bishop Auckland has been
declining over the last 4 years, however this year
showed an increase of 3.1% to 21.2%.

The vacancy rate is now the highest in County Durham
and is 10.1% above the national vacancy rate of 11.1%
* Notably Beales Department Store, Home Bargains
and The Prince Bishops Bath Store are now vacant.”

We therefore object to the protectionist policies of the
plan and seek clearer policy direction to allow a flexible
alternative policy stance.

Comments noted. It is considered that Durham City's
importance is recognised by its position at the top of

The Plan should acknowledge that Durham City is in
fact the main city for the whole of the county, and

4216Question 16

retail heirarchy. The Retail and Town Centre Studyalways has been. It’s designation as a sub-regional
reflects this role and retail trends within the County andcentre does not reflect this. Not only this, but Durham
nationally.The Policy recognises the contraction in thehas significance beyond the county itself, and is an
retail sector and now allows for greater flexibilty in nonimportant centre in the North East as a wider region.
retail uses, including residential, coming forward in theIt is important that the Plan recognises the significance
city centre. The policy also introduces impactof the city, and there is an urgent need for a specific
thresholds to consider retail impact of out of centrepolicy that addresses the needs and challenges of

Durham City. schemes. This impact threshold does not apply to in
centre schemes.Furthermore, it would perhaps be helpful if the

document recognised the current trends of retail in the
City Centre. The document states that there is
continued investment in Durham City, citing
developments at the Riverwalk and Milburngate,
however there is little recognition of the difficulties
Durham and other town centres are facing with a
number of retail closures, including a number of major
companies. It is also important to note that a significant
part of both the Riverwalk and Milburngate
developments are not allocated for retail use. This
policy doesn’t appear to address the situation within
the city, nor acknowledge the fact that there are
significant out-of-town retail offers very close the City
Centre, which places further pressure on shops in
Durham. As such, it may be appropriate to consider
measures to attract retailers back into the City Centre,
and perhaps lowering the floor space threshold which
would trigger an impact assessment of any future
development around the city.

This policy also briefly addresses the evening economy
(Paragraphs 5.58 and 5.59), yet, in the absence of a
specific policy for the management of this within the
City Centre, the Plan once again fails to recognise the
unique pressures the evening economy places on the
City Centre. While this issue may be addressed in a
future review of licensing policy in County Durham, it
is clear that a specific strategic plan must be put in
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place for Durham City that addresses this issue, and
offers further detail on the need to mitigate against the
proliferation of late licenses throughout the City Centre.

Comments noted. The Plan now allows for greater
flexibility in terms of non retail uses coming forward

Many of the town centres identified in the retail
hierarchy are historic, with conservation areas, listed

4181Question 16

within Primary Shopping Areas. The Plan will seek tobuildings and other heritage assets including
control development within District Centres by requiringnon-designated ones, some at risk.  Recognising this
an impact test for proposals that exceed 2,500sqm.presents a great opportunity to enrich a distinctive high
New retail proposals will be considered against thestreet experience and to promote regenerative
relevant design and conservation policies within the
Plan.

place-making in historic centres such as Durham,
Crook and Seaham. We suggest this link between
distinctiveness and regeneration should be a goal in
the policy, for example in the sentence starting "The
Plan will look to support .. - and clauses (a) to (c).

Other points are as follows:

• We would question whether the primary frontages
policy recognises that, in some instances, high
streets may need to diversify away from Al uses
to other Class A uses in order to effectively
regenerate.

• Equally, we would question whether policy on
Durham's two district centres protects the historic
retail cores of Durham and Chester-le-Street from
out of town competition, particularly bearing in
mind the supporting text's suggestion that district
centres could take other traditional town centre
uses. The potential for retail parks to harm
historic town centres is well recognised and
should be controlled by this plan.

• It should be clear that when historic town centre
sites are chosen, out of town designs are
generally not appropriate. Policy lO(b} could say
that new design in historic centres should be
informed by a clear analysis of local character.

• Mentions of "local and visual environment' can
be enhanced with reference to improving
distinctiveness and quality in the historic
environment.

• Para 5.34 could mention the Bishop Auckland
Heritage Action Zone, and include "whilst
regenerating its historic environment" at the end.

Comments noted. The Plan seeks to support town
centres and the independent retailers that operate
within them.

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3963Question 16

POLICY 10 RETAIL HIERARCHY Local Centres
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It is important that all DCC policies support  local
independent traders,  as these are often making a very
marginal  profit.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
has considered that the level of expenditure leakage

At Barnard Castle a suggestion is made that a new
supermarket opportunity should be allowed in the

4139Question 16

outside of the town provides justification for considering
a new convenience retailer in the town.

Town. If this happened all or most of the small retailers
would be forced out of business, in the main streets.
This should not be allowed to go ahead.

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
relates specifically to Barnard Castle, the level of retail

Retail Hierarchy & Town Centre Development –
Question 16, Policy 10

4097Question 16

floorspace suggested within the study would be best5.36 (Large Town Centres) This section sates; ‘The
plan will therefore support proposals that will deliver located in Barnard Castle in the first instance.The town

centre would provide the preferred location. The Plannew food retail provision within Barnard Castle that
seeks to support town centres and the independent
retailers that operate within them.

comply with the sequential and retail impact tests.’
Could the statement not take into account provision
within Barnard Castle and adjoining parish council
boundaries?’ It is also important that all DCC policies
support local independent traders in our villages, as
these are often making a very marginal profit.

Comments noted, the plan seeks to protect the loss of
essential shops and services located outside of the

Food Durham requests a change to Paragraph 5.50
to reflect NPPF.

3855Question 16

retail heirarchy. In assessing applications which wouldInsert “access to healthy food”
lead to such a loss of facilities consideration will be
given to the accessibility and availability of equivalent
facilities near by and the role that the facility plays
within the settlement.

Support noted.County Durham Land LLP supports the recognition in
Policy 10 that proposals which would positively

3908Question 16

contribute to the evening economy will be supported
provided they contribute to the vitality and viability of
town centres, and the associated supporting text at
paragraphs 5.58 and 5.59. County Durham Land LLP
consider that pubs, restaurants and shops etc are
valuable assets that help support and enhance the
vitality of town centres.

Comments noted. The Plan will support the
redevelopment of Festival Walk that has the potential

Festival Walk, Spennymoor, has had no external
investment and parts of it are derelict. A scheme is

3647Question 16

to improve the retail offer while also bringingunder consideration subject to external investment to
enviornmental and regeneration benefits and improved
parking within the town centre.

revitalise this shopping area but plans are slow in
moving forward with the consequence that businesses
have little motivation to occupy empty shops and little
public footfall to visit the centre of Town consequently
shops have moved out of Festival Walk and the Town
at an alarming rate.  Considerable Town Centre
investment is required to bring new life into the area.
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The  policy of having people living and working close
to employment sites and to have a thriving town centre
supported by people shopping within the Town
boundaries is NOT working for Spennymoor.

There are not enough public parking spaces to
encourage shoppers and elsewhere there are 2 hour
restrictions imposed by the larger supermarkets on
their sites which will not encourage footfall elsewhere
into the town. The Town’s infrastructure (parking,
roads, doctor’s surgeries and primary schools) are not
adequate for the level of new houses built and there
are still 1700+ new homes already approved for
development. This is without two further development
sites on St. Charles Road and Durham Road having
been earmarked in the County Durham Plan for
housing development sites. We need improved
infrastructure, not more new housing developments
and it is recommended that consideration be given to
having one of these earmarked sites at St. Charles
Road or Durham Road approved as a new Primary
school.

Infrastructure: In Spennymoor, a large town, there is
limited parking facilities to attract people into the Town
Centre. It has an over reliance on fast food outlets and
there needs to be a greater retail mix and leisure
opportunities to attract shoppers and offer a better
shopping ‘experience’ that will also improve the local
economy.

Planning enforcement rules. Local Authority should
impose rules to ensure developers who purchase Town
Centre sites build within a designated period rather
than create unkempt areas of the town that become
areas of anti social behaviour and vandalism

Comments noted. The Retail and Town Centre Study
relates specifically to Barnard Castle, the level of retail

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3756Question 16

floorspace suggested within the study would be best
located in Barnard Castle in the first instance.The town
centre would provide the preferred location.

Retail Hierarchy & Town Centre Development –
Question 16, Policy 10

5.36 (Large Town Centres) This section supports
proposals that will deliver new food retail provision
within Barnard Castle. Whilst this is welcomed
consideration must be given to road access and extra
parking. Therefore, it is recommended the reference
should be to the ‘Barnard Castle Cluster’ – not simply
Barnard Castle.
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Comments noted. The Plan will seek to control
development within District Centres by requiring an
impact test for proposals that exceed 2,500sqm.

CBRE GI represent the freehold owners of the
Arnison/Mercia District Centre, in Durham City (who
are CBRE UK PAIF Nominee Holding Limited), and
Sovereign Centros are the development and asset

3863Question 16

management consultant for the centre. CBRE has
invested in centre through the extension/improvement/
redevelopment of existing facilities and the creation
new units, which help to enhance the existing range
of provision there, and meet shopping and service
needs on the western side of Durham City, as well as
other improvements to car parking, landscaping and
the external appearance of exiting units. Going
forwards, there will be other ongoing investment in the
centre to maintain its role in serving the local area.

Overview of Policy 10: Retail Hierarchy and Town
Centre Development

Policy 10 states that the Council will protect and
enhance a hierarchy of Sub-Regional, Large Town,
Small Town, District and Local retail centres in the
County. As well as the various town and local centres,
this includes the Arnison and Sherburn Road District
Centres, in Durham City.

The policy states that the Plan will look to support new
town centre development across all of the county's
centres that will improve choice and bring about
regeneration and environmental improvements where
a proposal will:

• Be consistent in scale with the size and function
of the centre;

• Safeguard the retail character and function of
existing centres and not detract from their vitality
and viability; and

• Be convenient and accessible in order to meet
the day to day needs of residents and contribute
to social inclusion and sustainable development.

The policy also sets out when assessments individual
proposals for new retail and leisure development, which
would be located outside of such centres, will be
required to be assessed in terms of the sequential and
impact tests, as set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF). In addition, it sets out which uses
will be supported within the primary retail frontages,
although no such frontages are defined for the Arnison
District Centre.

The Arnison/Merica District Centre

CBRE GI and Sovereign Centros support the continued
designation of Arnison (known as Arnison/Mercia in
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the adopted City of Durham Local Plan) as a District
Centre.

The NPPF, a revised version of which was published
in July 2018, states that planning policies should define
a network and hierarchy of town centres and promote
their long-term vitality and viability – by allowing them
to grow and diversify in a way that can respond to rapid
changes in the retail and leisure industries, allows a
suitable mix of uses and reflects their distinctive
characters.

Given the historic nature of Durham City Centre, there
has long been a need to accommodate large scale
retail uses elsewhere, and indeed this was recognised
in the original decision to grant a planning permission
for what has now become the Arnison Centre. This
need was also subsequently recognised in the 2004
Local Plan, which (in Policy S1A) included the
Arnison/Mercia District Centre within the local retail
hierarchy and (in Policy S9A) identified the scope for
the centre to meet both local and city-wide needs.The
supporting text also confirmed that:

• it is the Council’s strategy to allow new retail
warehouse development at the Arnison/Mercia
Centre, to meet needs across the wider
catchment area of Durham (at paragraphs 7.17
to 7.20); and

• the Centre satisfies a demand for comparison
goods that could not be accommodated within
the City Centre or on an edge of centre site (para.
7.47).

Since the adoption of the previous Local Plan, various
development proposals have come forward which have
helped to enhance the range of uses provided within
the Arnison/Mercia Centre.These include the granting
of planning permission for a new Marks & Spencer
store (including foodhall) and the redevelopment of
Unit C (formerly Homebase), to accommodate new
national retail operators, such as Next and New Look.
They have also included a number of smaller new retail
and food and drink uses, which have helped to increase
dwell time, generate linked trips and support the main
retail function of the centre.

Taking into account recent developments, it is clear
that there is a wide range of commercial and
community uses located within or in close proximity to
the centre. These include:

• convenience retailing, such as the Sainsbury’s
superstore and Lidl supermarket;
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• comparison retail operators, for example, those
selling clothing/footwear, furniture/furnishings,
household goods, mobile phones, cards, toys
and motor/cycle accessories, as well as
chemists/pharmacies;

• family restaurants, and a variety of cafes and
sandwich shops;

• a hotel and pub/restaurant;
• a number of office developments;
• the Abbey Sports Centre; and
• other facilities, such as a petrol filling station/car

wash, cash points and customer toilets.

The centre is an important focal point for the community
on the western side of Durham City. This is not least
given that it is conveniently accessible from the
surrounding residential areas, both by bus (with
services stopping within the centre itself, adjacent to
Sainsbury’s) and on foot/by cycle. It also performs an
important economic role, by supporting a significant
number of jobs.

There remains a need for the Arnison/Mercia Centre
to continue to evolve over time, in line with its intended
role and function, to accommodate new operators
which enhance and expand the range of uses at the
centre. There is potential for the centre to meet the
district centre needs of some of the new residential
population which is planned as part of the draft Local
Plan. Consistent with the approach taken in the
adopted Plan, there is also a need for this centre to
afforded appropriate protection against the impacts
arising from other ad hoc developments in out-of-centre
locations.

Its continued designation of Arnison/Mercia as a District
Centre within Policy 10 of the draft County Durham
Plan is therefore fully supported. Maintaining this
approach in the new Local Plan will help to ensure that
the Plan is positively prepared to meet the needs of
the area, including those of residents on the western
side of Durham City. It would also be consistent with
the recommendations of the Retail and Town Centre
Study prepared for the Council and published in June
2018.

In addition, however, it is important that the plan
highlights the scope for the centre to accommodate
new retail, leisure and other commercial uses which,
by virtue of their scale and nature, cannot be
accommodated in the city centre, due to physical and
heritage constraints. For the reasons set out in more
detail below, it is also important that restrictions are
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not placed upon the district centres which go beyond
the requirements of national policy. It is therefore
proposed that paragraph 5.48 be revised, as set out
below.

“Both of the defined District Centres have large
mainstream convenience foodstore anchors and also
a higher order non-food retail offer which reflects the
origins of both centres as out of centre retail park
developments. Whilst they The District Centres do
however lack some of the local service function
(banks, professional services etc.) of traditional centres,
they nevertheless contain a range of uses which
meet the needs of residents on the eastern and
western sides of Durham City.The Arnison District
Centre also has potential to accommodate new
retail, leisure and other commercial uses which,
by virtue of their scale and nature, cannot be
accommodated in the city centre, due to physical
and heritage constraints. It is particularly important
that the future development of these centres does not
undermine the role of other higher order centres and
particularly Durham city centre.”

Approach to New Development

As set out above, Policy 10 sets out a number of
criteria whereby proposals for new town centre
development within the County’s centres will be
supported.Whilst the over-riding objectives of seeking
to promote the vitality and viability of existing centres,
and bringing forward new development in the most
sustainable locations, is consistent with the NPPF,
these criteria introduce additional tests for schemes
proposed within such centres which do not exist within
national planning policy.

For example, there is no requirement within the NPPF
for proposals for main town centre uses within centres
to demonstrate that they would be consistent in scale
with the size and function of the centre, would
safeguard the retail character and function of existing
centres, and/or would not detract from their vitality and
viability. Furthermore, part of the rationale for
designating centre is that they are a more accessible
(and indeed sustainable) location for new development,
in comparison to other locations elsewhere, which are
less likely to be focal point for residential communities
and/or public transport provision.

Indeed, it is the purpose of the sequential and impact
tests, which are set out at paragraphs 86 to 89 of the
NPPF, and apply to proposals outwith existing centres,
to direct schemes to locations within centres in the first
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instances and ensure that, where located elsewhere,
they do not have a significant adverse impact upon
such centres. To apply similar criteria to proposals
within centres would therefore be both unnecessary
and inconsistent with the NPPF – not least given the
likelihood that such proposals would, in practice,
enhance the range and choice of uses, and therefore
the wider vitality and viability of these centres.

• It is therefore proposed that criteria (a) to (c) be
deleted from Policy 10.

Town Centre Boundaries

CBRE GI and Sovereign Centros support the boundary
defined for the Arnison District Centre on the Proposals
Map, which includes all of the Arnison and Mercia
Centres, as originally developed in the early 1990s, in
addition to the Lidl store, which is located immediate
to the east, on the other side of Wheatlands Way.
Given the modern, large format nature of the Arnison
Centre, it is agreed that it would not be appropriate to
designate primary retail frontages within the centre.

They also support the approach to requiring the
provision of sequential assessments to accompany
proposals for new town centre uses which would be
located outwith defined centres and, where over
specified thresholds, impact assessments. In line with
the NPPF, such assessments should not apply to
proposals within centres.

Support noted.Highways England can be generally supportive of the
strategy for the Sub Regional, Large Town, Small

3968Question 16

Town, District and Local retail centres and the
proposed hierarchy and requirements for the
application of the sequential approach and impact
assessments.

Comments noted.The plan will support proposals that
will deliver the aims of the masterplan, increase footfall

Sub Regional Centres

5.34 The Auckland  Project is delighted that a
masterplan for Bishop Auckland is being developed.

4040Question 16

within the town centre and improve its vitality and
viability.While we are pleased that the plan will embrace

proposals that support increased footfall and improve
the vitality and viability of the town. TAP would stress
this must include the infrastructure to cope with the
high demand in visitor footfall - town centre car parking,
integrated transport systems and hotels. We would
ask for flexibility and ambition to recognise that much
of the retail space in the town, is small, housed in units,
that are not viable or appealing to large retailers.
Therefore, a different approach to regenerating the
traditional high street is required. Given that TAP
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attractions will open in a phased approach from 2019
- 2021, the delivery element of the masterplan
timescale should follow this timetable, to enable the
town to be ready for visitors to the area.

In summary it is vital that the major regeneration
projects taking place in Bishop Auckland are fully
supported in the Plan. To enable their significant
potential to be realised for the benefit of the town,
surrounding area, County and the North East.

Comments noted.The Council consider parking issues
raised within the Parking Policies Document that falls
outwith the County Durham Plan.

Suspect there is enough housing being built already
in the town. This site (H42) could be used for car
parking which can support the shops.  Hoping that this
would keep shoppers in the town centre and not lose

4045Question 16

them to out of town, because once people go out of
town the town centre dies like Bishop Auckland.  Under
policy 10 the council could consider the site being
allocated for parking instead to support the town
centre. This is particularly a problem on market days
and fair weekend where the town suffers particularly
from a shortage of parking.

Comments noted. The Plan cannot influence
commercial decisison of retailers such as The Co-op.

Retail – The Co-op should be encouraged to expand
before attracting a further retailer to the town. More
should be done to support the small, individual retailers

4048Question 16

rather than the bigger stores. This is the only way to
protect existing centres.
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The actions requested within this representation fall
outwith the scope of a development plan. The Plan

I repeat my comments from Q9. Unless you take steps
to prevent "buy to let" or restrict the number of

30Question 17

does however seek to make provision for studentproperties landlords own, the housing market (and
accomodation with the allocation of several sites for
Purpose Built Student Accomodation (PBSA).

therefore availability and cost of housing) will continue
to be skewed by the University, to the detriment of the
local population (other than landlords). It is no good
building masses of new housing if most of it is
swallowed up for student rentals!

Support noted.support the rural economy56Question 17

The concerns raised are noted. Many of the issues
raised fall beyond the scope of a development plan.

The Plan makes no effort to encourage prosperity in
the rural areas of the Dales. The sixth form is closing

115Question 17

The Plan has been the subject of Rural Proofing,in Wolsingham and as a result local services and
Health Impact and Equalities Impact Assessments infacilities will close. Villages require a fulltime resident
oder that any inequalities which can be addressedcritical mass to survive. Closing such facilities is doing
through the plan making process can be identified and
addressed.

the opposite. The Plan does not seek to tackle
inequality and is encouraging commuting through
ignoring the rural communities that now are left with
tourism or agriculture. This causes a mass exodus of
youth to the towns to seek jobs.

Support noted.Support the policy.147Question 17

It is the intention of the policy to require a viability
assessment as the representation suggests.

Darlington CAMRA supports the policy (h 3) but can
you please confirm that proposals involving the loss
of pubs of community or other (e.g.tourism) value in

214Question 17

the countryside will be subject to the viability test
defined in the last sentence of paragraph 4.118?

The route that is allocated in the County Durham Plan
for the Western Relief Road is the one that the council

I am incensed at this, as stated previously the very
proposal to develop these two new roads will severely

282Question 17

considers likely to have the least environmental impactdamage our countryside. I have already cited protected
of the options available. For the progression of thespecies living close to where the Western by Pass is
Local Plan, initial studies have been carried out thatto be developed. Kingfishers, otters, water voles as
assess the potential effects of the road on ecology,well as an ancient woodland will be destroyed. Not

acceptable. landscape, heritage and air quality. This includes the
Neville’s Cross Battlefield Assessment. However, a
full Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) would be
required if the road progressed to a full planning
application. This would include assessment of the
effects of a proposed new bridge over the River
Browney, on the natural and historic environment
including flood risk.The council acknowledge that there
is severance issue that needs to be addressed through
detailed design.
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In response to this representation the supporting policy
text has been revised for clarity. The collective

The existing settlement pattern in Weardale is very
dispersed. I do not see any mention of how this pattern
will be managed and sustained.

347Question 17

approach of the Plan in regard to the distribution of
development is set out through policies relating to
specific site allocations, development within the built
up areas and countryside alongside any existing or
forthcoming Neighbourhood Plans.

In response to this representation additional criteria
has been added at end of policy and within supporting

The policy as drafted is not sufficiently supportive of
the recycling of previously developed land in the

404Question 17

text to reflect priority to secure efficient use of land.countryside. It is a long standing policy objective to
The policy recognises a range of economic uses, not
limited to agriculture.

maximise the re-use of previously developed land and
the policy should facilitate it by allowing in principle
other forms of development to those currently listed in
policy 11.   In this respect in other representations the
respondent has suggested that a former reservoir site
could be recycled in whole or part for housing perhaps
as a small site within the terms of NPPF para 68(a) or
alternatively for self build housing and / or  executive
housing.

Without prejudice to the above, criteria a – d are too
onerous. Alternative forms economic development
should be acceptable in principle on sites in the
countryside where the recycling of land would be
entailed, the establishment of new businesses for 
example.

Support noted.The policy is fine, but its application needs to be far
more rigorous than the evidence of similar approaches

525Question 17

over recent years. The natural heritage of the county,
particularly the dales, is a major asset and easily
eroded by lax planning control over new or
expanding businesses (scrapyards, builders yards,
chicken farms etc which now occupy prominent
locations in the landscape.Where unobtrusive locations
for unsightly enterprises are not a possibility, generous
natural screening etc should always be a pre-requisite
of the use being established.

A similarly rigorous approach should be taken
with proposals where the true intention longer term is
to achieve a house in an attractive countryside location.

The policy has been amended in response to this
representation by including railway safety to the

It is assumed by “infrastructure” this also includes
transport related infrastructure so it can be consistent

684Question 17

relevant policy criteria. It is however not consideredwith Green Belt policy 21, where local transport
necessary to refer specifically to roads as they are partinfrastructure which require a Green Belt location are
of the wide scope of infrastructure and there are
specific policies relating to transport infrastructure.

considered appropriate – it would be inconsistent to
allow such infrastructure in the Green Belt part of open
countryside but not elsewhere. We would suggest that
“infrastructure” be clarified or defined to include
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necessary transport infrastructure that needs a rural
location. It is also disappointing to note that the
“general requirements” for development in the open
countryside specifically note that here should be no
prejudice to highway safety but do not mention the
need to also ensure there is no detriment to railway
safety.The policy should be amended to include either
reference to railway safety or the addition of “including
safety at level crossings” since “highway safety” is not
always the same as railway safety, particularly as many
people see barrier down time as an in convenience
rather than a lifesaving mechanism.

Support noted.The County Durham Plan Preferred Option 2018 is the
culmination of work, that seeks to create the conditions

1354Question 17

and frameworks for an ambitious and deliverable future
for residents and businesses within County Durham.
The plan outlines development proposals that will take
place across the county until 2035.

The County Durham Plan Preferred Option 2018 is a
substantial document and represents a number of
years work by the County Council’s Spatial Policy
Team.

It is acknowledged that the Plan seeks to ensure that
the needs of our rural communities are met, especially
as Brexit presents uncertainty across the county but
no more so than in our farming communities. The
parish council welcomes that flexible policies are now
in place to encourage business development in rural
areas and that significant ‘rural proofing’ of the Plan
has taken place. This is especially evident in Policy 11
of the Plan (Development in the Countryside).

It is the intention of this policy to make a distiction
between a business and hobby operation .The change

The wording of the start of this policy requires some
clarification. It says, “Development in the countryside

991Question 17

suggested regarding references to hobby farming arewill not be permitted unless allowed for by specific
accepted and criteria d has been revised to reflect
small scale non commerical activity.

Development Plan policies or where the proposal
relates to one or more of the following exceptions (our
italics). We believe that this might be read so that the
exceptions ‘trump’ the aforementioned specific policies.
It would be worth clarifying this with your legal team.

Within the above policy, in the ‘economic development
section’ we believe the reference to ‘hobby farming’
(which can be seen as somewhat derogatory) might
read, ‘hobby farming / smallholding’. We understand
what you are trying to achieve (separating who is really
a farmer from someone who wants a large shed for a
different businesses and may just happen to have a
few sheep), but our suggestion is more accurate and
doesn’t adversely affect your intention.
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As this is a reactive policy regarding windfall
development it is not possible to set a target. This

Policy 11 b - How will an applicant demonstrate that
an opportunity has a prospect of being financially
sound?

1186Question 17

policy supports existing commercial activity regardless
of scale as well as activity commensurate to enoymentPolicy 11 d - What is DCC definition of hobby farming

in this context? As I understand hobby farming can
generate income just not the main source.

of a dwelling which is non commercial. It also deals
with new commercial activity regardless of scale.
Viability will be demonstrated through submission of a
sound business case.Why  have you set no targets for new agricultural or

other rural land based enterprise ventures? Surely this
does not compliment the Council's policy of developing
employment.

Support noted.The principles set out within policy 11 are supported.
The proposals for the redevelopment of land off The

972Question 17

Meadows, Middridge, would meet the criteria set out
within the policy as the proposal would not:
• Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty
or tranquillity of the countryside, either individually or
cumulatively;
• Result in the merging or coalescence of neighbouring
settlements;
• Contribute to ribbon development;
• Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement;
• Be solely reliant on, or in the case of an existing use,
significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport;
• Be prejudicial to highway safety; or
• Impact adversely upon residential or general amenity.

Support noted.I am supportive of the policy to restrict development in
the countryside (unless in line with specific

932Question 17

Development Plan Policies). We like our villages as
they are, and do not wish to see major developments.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

In addition to this, I also object to the University's
proposed growth. Both Oxford and Cambridge County

1052Question 17

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's StrategyCouncils have restricting measures for the growth of
and an understanding of the associated growthOxbridge and Cambridge, and I think it would be wise

for Durham to implement the something similar. aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

The policy supports the reuse of existing buildings and
rebuilding of dwellings. The rural workers and

NWL considers that the wording of Policy 11 h. should
be amended so as to allow the sympathetic

2463Question 17

exceptions policies set out circumstances where furtherre-development of brownfield land in the countryside
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for residential use, where it can be demonstrated that
the proposals accord with other relevant policies in the

housing will be permitted in the countryside.This policy
has been amended to reflect the plan's support for

Development Plan. We note that Policy 12 allows for reuse of land. However as the plan makes full provision
residential development contrary to this Policy, for its housing requirement and exceptions considered
provided that its immediately adjacent to an existing pertinent to the county and it is not therefore
settlement. However, it is considered that there are considered justifiable to give a blanket presumption in
circumstances where individual dwellings on brownfield favour of all pdl sites in the countryside for housing.
sites could be appropriate and Policies 11 and 12 do
not allow for this.

Such proposals would be judged on their merits and
if material considerations dictated a departure from the
plan would be considered.

Support noted.we support the policy2330Question 17

Comment noted.JOBS2085Question 17

• Accommodation in the rural villages, as well as
Durham City, large houses offering bed and
breakfast.

• Support micro businesses and social enterprises
in the rural areas

The comment is noted however the Plan deals with
this matter through the proposed minerals related

The aims of the Policy are supported. However, it
should include recognition of the need to safeguard

1528Question 17

policies and therefore it is not considered necessarymineral resources which are often located in rural
to include this matter within the scope of the policy
given the Plan should be read as a whole.

areas. This could be achieved by the addition of a
further caveat at the end of the Policy.

Support noted.I fully support this policy.1677Question 17

This is not considered necessary as the policy would
be used in conjuction with relevant environmental

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
that any new development in the countryside must

2248Question 17

policies within the plan and the proposal would need
to accord with all of them.

accord with paragraph l. which states that new
development must not:
l. Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty
or tranquility of the countryside either individually or
cumulatively;
However, as highlighted in our response to Policy 8
above, we consider that the text should be clear on
the level of adverse effect that is ‘unacceptable’ and
consistent with the hierarchical approach to the
protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45.

When read in conjunction with the policy that relates
to development of unallocated sites in the built up area

Although Bowburn and Parkhill are themselves fairly
built up, they are surrounded by attractive countryside.

1945Question 17

the council considers that it is clear what constitutes
countryside for the purposes of this policy.

A policy to prevent development outside the built area
is more than welcome but we note that in the Policy,
“countryside” is not defined although it is in the text.

With regard to existing buildings, it is represented that
the access to such buildings proposed to eb converted
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to residential use should also be a material
consideration. Access that is along a route that is
bridleway and not open to motorised traffic other than
agricultural or to gain access to fields should not be
permitted except in exceptional circumstances. In
addition, access to services such as water, electricity
and mains drainage should also be considerations.
There is currently such an application in the
Partnership’s area where these issues are relevant.

The comment is noted however the Plan deals with
this matter through the proposed minerals related

Whilst the Council recognises the value of
redevelopment in rural areas, this Policy and the

1714Question 17

policies and therefore it is not considered necessaryaccompany text should recognise the need to
safeguard minerals. to include this matter within the scope of the policy

given the Plan should be read as a whole.The policy and preamble should reflect the Minerals
Safeguarding Areas. This would fit comfortably in the
caveats (I) to (r) at the end of the policy.

Support noted.The policies seem reasonable, but I am puzzled as to
why the predominantly farming area to the east of

1492Question 17

Newton Aycliffe and extending over the A1(M) is shown
as being part of the town on the map?

Having considered this representation criteria H L and
O have been amended to better reflect NPPF.

Hellens suggests that the following change is made to
Policy 11 (h) 4 to ensure consistency with the NPPF
2018 (para. 185):

2487Question 17

“In the case of a heritage asset represents the optimal
viable use of that asset a viable use consistent with
their conservation’.

Hellens suggests that the following text of Policy 11 (l)
and Policy 11(0) is amended as follows to ensure
consistency with the NPPF 2018 (paragraphs 108 and
205):

Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty
or tranquillity of the countryside either individually or
cumulatively, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”

“Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”

It is not considered that this policy can be explicit as
the representation suggests asany new use needs to

Policy 11 Development in the Countryside refers to the
Development of Existing Buildings but is not explicit

1451Question 17

be assessed against other relevant policies within thethat residential conversions will be appropriate,
plan. It is not intended that the policy supercedes anyalthough this is inferred by supporting text. Government
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guidance in the NPPF and also government initiatives
such as permitted development conversion rights,

permitted development rights,it is only relevant where
planning consent is required.

provide strong support for residential conversions in
the countryside.  It is considered that policy 11 and the
strategic policies of the plan should refer to the
conversion of existing buildings being permissible.

When read in conjunction with the policy that relates
to development of unallocated sites in the built up area

While CPRE supports this Policy, we make the
following representations

1669Question 17

the council considers that it is clear what constitutes1) We question the force of paragraph 5.65 which
defines the Countryside as there is case law that text countryside for the purposes of this policy. It is not

considered necessary to include critria regarding jobsis not policy. We represent that this provision should
as the support that the policy lends to economicbe contained in the Policy itself. Even if we are wrong
developments in turn will generate jobs. The Planin our understanding of the standing of text as opposed
cannot safeguard jobs where a use is proven to beto Policy, we represent that, in the absence of a
unviable. The cumulative impact of smaller schemessettlement boundary being provided in a
would be considered as part of the coalesenceNeighbourhood Plan, it is better to be clear within the

Policy as to what is countryside and what is not. consideration and it is not considered there is a need
to elaborate on this in the policy. Availability of services

2) In Clauses b) and c), we represent that the criterion
“safeguarding or creating jobs” should be included as

is considered to be covered through consideration of
visual impact and residential amenity criteria therefore

an alternative or addition to “financially sound” would no need to have a separate criteria. Access is also
be a better reflection of the benefit to the local
economy.

covered by visual impact and highway safety criteria
and therefore does not require an additional criteria.

3) The qualification following paragraph d is essential
and must be strictly adhered to. There have been 3
applications for pig units in the County recently and it
is represented that being “well related to the associated
farmstead” is a critical factor in such proposals
(Monitoring of this part of the policy should include
“jobs safeguarded or created”.)

4) Paragraph m, which is aimed at preventing merging
or coalescence of settlements, could lead to “death by
a thousand cuts”. A number of small applications could
be permitted which do not individually create
coalescence but severely impact on the break between
settlements. We represent that this should be worded
to prevent significant erosion of the settlement break.

5) The section relating to existing buildings should
contain a provision relating to the suitability of the
access and its location in relation to services such as
water, electricity and mains drainage

6) Clause p): relating to the condition “solely reliant on
unsustainable transport” is far too lax. CPRE would
prefer “mainly” or possibly “predominantly” “reliant on
unsustainable transport” at the very least. Even then,
the policy may not be compliant with NPPF
presumption in favour of sustainable development.
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CPRE has promoted tranquillity and undertaken a
considerable amount of work to identify tranquil areas
throughout the country. We are therefore pleased to
see tranquillity is included in paragraph l.

Support noted.We endorse the wording of Policies 11(h)(4) and 11(l),
and paragraph 5.68.

1886Question 17

The plan seeks to balance the 3 strands of
sustainability and as such makes provision for this

The content of this policy concerns our Client. It
appears to come from a standpoint that the majority

2455Question 17

through the exceptions policy and provision for the fullof development outside of development boundaries is
housing requirement is made through the housinginherently unsustainable and provides only a narrow
allocations policy. Therefore a more flexible approach
would not be justified.

band of uses/instances where development in the
countryside is acceptable.
We strongly disagree that the majority of development
outside of settlements is unsustainable.This ultimately
depends on site specific circumstances. It is noted that
for housing development the NPPF is clear that the
supply of homes can often be best achieved by inter
alia providing extensions to existing villages and towns
(paragraph 72 of the current NPPF and 52 of the
previous NPPF). As a result of this, the policy requires
amending to ensure it is consistent national policy by
making reference to allowing residential development
which is well related to existing settlement boundaries
(as logical extensions).

Support noted.This policy seems comprehensive and we support it.3370Question 17

The matter raised within this representation is a matter
for the decision taker to make on a case by case basis

What is the definition of unacceptable harm?3282Question 17

as part of considering all of the material considerations
before them when considering a planning application.

Comment noted.We have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2618Question 17

Support noted.The general principle that new development should be
directed to within the built up area and sites specifically

3239Question 17

allocated for development is supported. However the
Trust recognises that new development in the open
countryside may be necessary, in appropriate
circumstances, to support the rural economy and
communities. Accordingly, we welcome the application
of the ‘general principles’ which give consideration to
the matters listed in criteria l) to r) and which together
serve to protect the open countryside from
inappropriate and unsympathetic development.
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As policy needs to be read in conjuction with heritage
policies the change suggested in this representation

Raby Estates suggests that the following change is
made to Policy 11 (h) 4 to ensure consistency with the
NPPF 2018 (para. 185):
“In the case of a heritage asset represents the optimal
viable use of that asset a viable use consistent with
their conservation’.
Raby Estates suggests that the following text of Policy
11 (l) and Policy 11(0) is amended as follows to ensure

2940Question 17

is not considered necessary. However, requested
changes to criteria L and O are accepted and have
been made. The supporting text has been amended
to reflect support to new activities.

consistency with the NPPF 2018 (paragraphs 108 and
205):
Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty
or tranquillity of the countryside either individually or
cumulatively, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”
“Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”
With regard to accessibility in rural areas, national
planning policy, which supports economic growth in
rural areas, recognises that locations in such areas
may not be well served by public transport.This is also
recognised in the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options report (paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118), as
discussed in response to Question 4. To ensure
compliance with the NPPF 2018 (para. 84), Raby
Estates suggest that the following text is deleted and
that a new sentence is added at the end of the policy:
“Be solely reliant on, or in the case of an existing use,
significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport;”
“New development in countryside locations that are
not well served by public transport should seek to
exploit any opportunities to make a location more
sustainable (for example by improving the scope for
access on foot, by cycle or by public transport.”
Raby Estates also suggests that paragraph 5.67 is
amended to also refer to new activities, given that the
NPPF 2018 does not prevent new activities in rural
areas:
“As well as providing leisure and recreational
opportunities, the countryside is a constantly changing
workplace. It is necessary to balance and integrate the
requirement to protect the countryside with the need
to sustain and encourage the vitality and viability of
the rural economy including through agriculture and
tourism. The modernisation and diversification of
existing activities, as well as the creation of new
activities, will be supported where this can be achieved
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in a sustainable manner and will enable their retention
as a viable use. New, and improvements to existing,
infrastructure will also be supported especially where
this will bring about wider economic and social
benefits.”

Having considered this representation criteria l and m
have been amended. In the context of other policies

Story Homes notes that paragraph “4.114” of the Plan
sets out that “Policy 7 - Development on Unallocated

2607Question 17

in the plan set out in the footnote contained within thisSites in the Built Up Area” applies to new development
policy the policy is not considered to be inflexible. Itproposals within existing built up areas only, with the
covers the scenarios that the LPA could reasonablyexception of householder development and minor
expect to be required within the countryside. Housingalterations to existing buildings which do not involve a

change of use or increased floor space. delivery will be under continuous review and
appropriate action will be triggered should there be aNew  development proposals falling outside of built up

areas will be considered against “Policy 11 - shortfall in the housing land supply. I is considered that
he NPPF adequately deals with the situation if it occurs.Development in Countryside”.The context of residential

development is covered within the “General principle
for all Development in the Countryside” section of
Policy 11, which sets out that:

“New development in the countryside must accord with
all other relevant development plan policies and by
virtue of siting, scale and design must not:

l. Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character,

beauty or tranquillity of the countryside either
individually or cumulatively;

m. Result in the merging or coalescence of
neighbouring settlements;

n. Contribute to ribbon development;

o. Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement;

p. Be solely reliant on, or in the case of an existing
use, significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport;

q. Be prejudicial to highway safety; and

r. Impact adversely upon residential or general
amenity.”

Similar to our response to Policy 7, Policy 11 is
incredibly onerous and does not incorporate sufficient
flexibility with regards to sustainable development
proposals in the countryside.

Suggested Modifications

In summary, Story Homes consider that Policy 7 is not
sound. To ensure that the forthcoming Local Plan is
flexible, and able to adapt to unforeseen
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circumstances, we propose the following modifications
to Policy 11:

General Principles for all Development in the
Countryside

New development in the countryside must seek to
accord with all other relevant development plan policies
and by virtue of siting, scale and design must not:

1 Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character,
beauty or tranquillity of the countryside either
individually or cumulatively that cannot
be adequately mitigated;

m. Result in the merging or coalescence of
neighbouring settlements that cannot be adequately
mitigated;

n. Contribute to ribbon development;

o. Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement that cannot be adequately mitigated;

p. Be solely reliant on, or in the case of an existing use,
significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport;

q. Be prejudicial to highway safety; and

r. Impact adversely upon residential or general amenity
that cannot be adequately mitigated.

At any point in the plan period where there is no
longer a demonstrable supply of sites to fully meet
the five year land requirement, sustainable housing
sites, which are located within or adjacent to the
built up area, that would both make a positive
contribution to the five year supply of housing land
and be well related to existing settlements will be
supported where these proposals comprise
sustainable development and are consistent with
relevant policies in the Plan. Proposals that come
forward under this mechanism should be of a scale
that respects the physical size of the settlement.

Comment notedWe have no comments to make at this stage, but
reserve the right to make comments in future stages
of the Plan consultation.

2839Question 17

Support noted.Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Plan
offered by the consultation process. This statement

2767Question 17

sets out the desire of residents to protect and enhance
both the built and natural environment of Hamsterley
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Mill for the benefit of residents, visitors and the wider
community.

Hamsterley Mill is at the Gateway to County Durham
when travelling west up the Derwent Valley along the
A694, after crossing the River Derwent. The
neighbourhood is crossed by the Derwent Walk which
is a popular recreational facility used by the community
and the general public. Spectacular panoramic views
of the wider location can be gained from the Grade 2
listed historic viaduct that spans the Pontburn which
runs through a wooded ravine below.

The hamlet of Hamsterley Mill was originally built
following Lord Gort of Hamsterley Hall’s design ethos
to create a garden Estate strongly influenced by Arts
and Craft movement and traditions. He sold the land
for houses under certain conditions which required all
sites/plots to be at least a minimum of a quarter of an
acre and the properties to be built in stone or antique
brick with each house of individual design. There are
now about 180 properties in this setting.

The ancient woodland of the Hamsterley Hall Estate
was retained as much as possible with swathes of
woodland throughout the new hamlet. The large
gardens, mature trees and shrubs add to its woodland
rural character. This is further enhanced by its
distinctive layout of grass verges, the perimeters of
which are marked by large stones. To date, the
character of Hamsterley Mill has been maintained and
the trees are protected by a tree preservation order.
There are also conservation areas in the immediate
vicinity of Lintzford, Low Westwood and Medomsley.
The green environs of the hamlet, in walking distance
of the ancient woodland of Pont Burn Wood and
Hamsterley Hall, merge to form a distinct green corridor
for trees, vegetation and wildlife. Less than 5 miles
away is more ancient woodland, notably Snipes Dene
Wood, part of the Gibside Estate, Thornley Wood, and
Lands Wood at Winlaton Mill.

The residents want to preserve the distinctive features
and green setting of the Estate. Therefore it is
important that not only any proposed
alterations/development to houses, gardens and grass
verges continue to preserve and sustain the integrity
and underlying ethos of Lord Gort’s vision for the Estate
but also that its surrounding environs are protected to
preserve the rural character of the area, in keeping
with the landscape in the Derwent Valley.
Hamsterley Mill Residents’ Association particularly
welcomes the emphasis in the County Plan upon the
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quality of place and agrees wholeheartedly that our
landscape needs to continue to be protected and
enhanced.

We are strongly supportive of Policy 7 and would like
to emphasise under Point A that development is
compatible with and not prejudicial to any existing,
allocated or permitted use of adjacent land and also
Point D that preservation of the character of a
hamlet/village is of tremendous importance and this
relates not only to the buildings but the surrounding
countryside.

We are also strongly supportive of the general
principles which form the basis of Policy 11 on
Development in the Countryside. In particular, Point L
that any new development must not give rise to
unacceptable harm to the heritage, biodiversity,
geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty or tranquillity
of the countryside either individually or cumulatively,
and Point O that any new development must not impact
adversely upon the setting, including important vistas,
or form of a settlement.

Disagree. The plan seeks to balance the 3 strands of
sustainability within this policy and others relevant to

Policy 11 needs to reflect the approach to development
within the countryside as set out in the NPPF. The

2800Question 17

countryside development. It will be for the decsionpolicy needs to include the necessary assessment and
maker to attribute weight to policies and competingbalancing of development proposals required on a
material considerations when determining a planning
application.

case-by-case basis as implicit in the NPPF, including
within the core principles the recognition of taking into
account the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside within the overall planning balance where
other factors need to be also taken into account.

Items i, m and o need to be balanced against the need
for development and the achievability of sustainable
development in its wider context. This is also evident
from the preferred options allocations which have
impacts on heritage, intrinsic character and beauty of
the countryside, issues of settlement coalescence and
settlement settings. Those allocations have been
balanced against these considerations. Similar
balancing exercise also needs to be included within
the policy for decision-making too.

Comment noted. The Plan actively supports farm
diversification through this and other employment and
toursim related policies.

We would like to include the above farm into the County
Durham Plan Options 2018. With the difficult current
farming climate we are looking to diversify.

3125Question 17

• We would like to aid the development of Bishop
Auckland through;

• Leisure and tourism
• Camping and caravans
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• Development of farm buildings into holiday
cottages

• Equestrian
• Cycling
• Development land
• Affordable housing
• Retail development

Please see attached a map of Park Head Farm.

In the context of other policies in the plan set out in the
footnote contained within this policy the policy is not

Policy 7 –  Development on Unallocated Sites in
the Built Up Area, Policy 11 –  Development in

3187Question 17

considered to be inflexible. It covers the scenarios thatthe Countryside & Policy 12 – Rural Housing and
Exception Sites the LPA could reasonably expect to be required within

the countryside. It is not simply a housing windfallPolicy 7 and 11 attempt to manage windfall sites not
currently adopted in the Plan. Whilst the concept of policy. The plan seeks to balance the 3 strands of

sustainability for all areas and as such makes provisionallowing sustainable development to come forward is
for new dwellings beyond the built up area through thesupported, when the two policies are considered
development in the countryside policy, the exceptionstogether they are overly restrictive. For settlements
and rural workers dwelling policies as well as makingsuch as Edmondsley, sustainable development will
provision for the full housing requirement through themore often than not be outside or at least adjacent to
housing allocations policy. Therefore a more flexible
approach would not be justified.

the built up area. For this policy to be considered
positively prepared it should facilitate sustainable
development of this form, otherwise the continued
restrictions of previously out-dated Plans will remain
in force until beyond 2035.

Policy 12 applies to development which relates to
Policy 11 within the DEFRA Rural urban Classification
Map. I note that Edmondsley is considered within the
‘urban city and town’ classification. This should be
noted when considering the hierarchy of the settlement
for future housing allocations.

Disagree. In the context of other policies in the plan
set out in the footnote contained within this policy the

While Policy 12 is broadly consistent with the NPPF
at paragraphs 77-79, part a is considered to be overly

3478Question 17

policy is not considered to be inflexible. It covers therestrictive in requiring development to be immediately
scenarios that the LPA could reasonably expect to beadjacent to an existing settlement. While paragraph
required within the countryside. It is not simply a78 of the NPPF requires rural housing to be located
housing windfall policy. The plan seeks to balance thewhere it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural
3 strands of sustainability for all areas and as suchcommunities, and paragraph 79 states that isolated
makes provision for new dwellings beyond the built uphomes in the countryside should be avoided, there is
area through the development in the countryside policy,nothing in the NPPF requiring sites to be located
the exceptions and rural workers dwelling policies asimmediately adjacent to an existing settlement. As
well as making provision for the full housingsuch, it is considered that Policy 12 sets an
requirement through the housing allocations policy.unnecessarily high hurdle in policy terms that is
Therefore a more flexible approach would not be
justified.

unsound on the basis that it is neither justified nor
consistent with national policy. In order to make this
policy sound, HCSL considers that part a should be
deleted.
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In the context of other policies in the plan set out in the
footnote contained within this policy the policy is not

4.7 Supporting a Prosperous Rural Economy
4.7.1 The NPPF 2018 seeks to promote sustainable
development in rural areas to maintain and enhance

3585Question 17

considered to be inflexible. It covers the scenarios that
rural vitality and viability (Paragraph 78). It is essential, the LPA could reasonably expect to be required within
therefore, that the needs of the sustainable rural the countryside. It is not simply a housing windfall
settlements across the County are assessed and policy. The plan seeks to balance the 3 strands of
meaningful growth apportioned to them to ensure their
ongoing vitality and viability.
4.7.2 Gladman consider that the level of development
allocated to the rural area should be a meaningful

sustainability for all areas and as such makes provision
for new dwellings beyond the built up area through the
development in the countryside policy, the exceptions
and rural workers dwelling policies as well as making

contribution to ensure the ongoing overall vitality and provision for the full housing requirement through the
viability of the rural settlements as required by housing allocations policy. Therefore a more flexible

approach would not be justified.paragraph 78 of the Framework. The level of growth
aimed towards sustainable rural settlements should
therefore be sufficient to ensure that the housing needs
of the rural communities of the
County can be addressed.
4.7.3 It is important to consider existing services and
facilities in a settlement when assessing their suitability
for accommodating new growth. Daily needs are
particularly important with a primary school, shop and
access to public transport being the key considerations.
It must also be recognised that there may be the ability,
through new development, to improve some of these
services and facilities, particularly access to public
transport. The role that new development can play in
ensuring these facilities are maintained and are not
lost because of a lack of support should be central in
setting a positive approach to the allocation of land for
development through the planmaking process.
4.7.4 Whilst it is recognised that the setting and
character of settlements is important, these issues
must be balanced against the needs of the local
community for new housing, including affordable
housing and the need to ensure the long term viability
of the services and facilities.
4.7.5 Question 17 seeks comments on the preferred
approach that has been set out within Policy 11. Policy
11 provides a framework against which proposals for
development in the countryside will be considered. It
sets a highly restrictive approach, whereby
development will only be permitted in specific
exceptions. Paragraph 5.65 of the Plan goes on to
indicate that all areas outside of the
tightly defined built up area will be regarded as
‘countryside’. Our concerns with this approach have
been raised in response to Question 13 in Section 4.6
above. Gladman consider it essential for the Plan to
provide the ability for sustainable development to come
forward over the plan period at the settlement edge
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where it can demonstrably support the Plan in
achieving its objective to support the vitality, viability
and economic performance of all of the County’s towns
and villages. Whilst the dispersed approach to
development is welcomed, the limited scale of housing
allocations that have been proposed, alongside the
preferred approach of restricting all development
beyond the tightly defined settlement edge, is not
considered to be sufficiently positive or reflective of
the preferred strategy and will lead to a situation
whereby the Plan will not be effective in meeting the
development needs of the area in full over the plan
period. Furthermore, further consideration should be
given to the specific local circumstances across the
settlement hierarchy and responsive to the need for
regeneration, economic development and the
maintenance and creation of services in rural areas.

Support noted.Policv 11 ond paragraph 5.68: We welcome the
references to heritage assets within Policy 11 and

4182Question 17

paragraph 5.68.  However, this. is the first overt
mention of 'heritage at risk' in the plan. As discussed
above, the historic environment offers significant
opportunities across a number of policy areas, and
tackling heritage at risk could be integrated throughout
the Plan.

Support noted. This is a generic policy which seeks to
respond to future development proposals in the

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3962Question 17

countryside.There is a specific policy relating to digital
connectivity which seeks to ensure future opportunitiesPOLICY 11
to improve provision are captured. These policies

Broadband provide a supportive policy framework within which
future projects and proposals can be developed and
implemented during the plan period.

Para. 5.63 states the importance of a reliable
broadband connections to rural development yet does
not say how this is to be achieved  by reference to any
policies or project plans.

Support noted.4.2 It is acknowledged that the Plan seeks to ensure
that the needs of our rural communities are met,

4073Question 17

especially as Brexit presents uncertainty across the
county but no more so than in our farming communities.
The TAP Board welcomes that flexible policies are now
in place to encourage business development in rural
areas and that significant ‘rural proofing’ of the Plan
has taken place. This is especially evident in Policy 11
of the Plan (Development in the Countryside).
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Policy and supporting text amended to better reflect
NPPF.

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
change is made to Policy 11 (h) 4 to ensure
consistency with the NPPF (para. 131) and the draft
NPPF (para. 188):

3910Question 17

“In the case of a heritage asset represents the optimal
viable use of that asset a viable use consistent with
their conservation’.

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
text of Policy 11 (l) and Policy 11(0) is amended as
follows to ensure consistency with the NPPF
(paragraphs 118 and 152) and the draft NPPF
(paragraphs 35 and 173):

Give rise to unacceptable harm to the heritage,
biodiversity, geodiversity, intrinsic character, beauty
or tranquillity of the countryside either individually or
cumulatively, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”

“Impact adversely upon the setting, townscape
qualities, including important vistas, or form of a
settlement, which cannot be adequately mitigated or
compensated for.”

With regard to accessibility in rural areas, national
planning policy, which supports economic growth in
rural areas, recognises that locations in such areas
may not be well served by public transport.This is also
recognised in the County Durham Plan Preferred
Options report (paragraphs 5.61, 5.64 and 5.118), as
discussed in response to Question 4. To ensure
compliance with the NPPF (para. 29) and the draft
NPPF (para. 85), County Durham Land LLP suggest
that the following text is deleted and that a new
sentence is added at the end of the policy:

“Be solely reliant on, or in the case of an existing use,
significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport;”

“New development in countryside locations that are
not well served by public transport should seek to
exploit any opportunities to make a location more
sustainable (for example by improving the scope for
access on foo, by cycle or by public transport.”

County Durham Land LLP also suggests that
paragraph 5.67 is amended to also refer to new
activities, given that the NPPF does not prevent new
activities in rural areas:

“As well as providing leisure and recreational
opportunities, the countryside is a constantly changing
workplace. It is necessary to balance and integrate the
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requirement to protect the countryside with the need
to sustain and encourage the vitality and viability of
the rural economy including through agriculture and
tourism. The modernisation and diversification of
existing activities, as well as the creation of new
activities, will be supported where this can be achieved
in a sustainable manner and will enable their retention
as a viable use. New, and improvements to existing,
infrastructure will also be supported especially where
this will bring about wider economic and social
benefits.”

The land in question would constitute countryside for
the purposes of this Plan.

Moreover, I am concerned about the Fields in
Middridge Parish which are North of Cobblers Hall
Plantation, and to the immediate West of the Newton

4232Question 17

Aycliffe Boundary Road (the extension of Greenfield
Way called Middridge Road), which we understand a
Developer has an Option to Purchase. Is there any
danger of this Land being considered as on “the Edge
of a Settlement” i.e. Newton Aycliffe, and thus coming
under Policy 7, rather than Policy 11?

Whilst no specific land use allocations are made within
the Plan for this settlement this policy alongside the

Rural economy: Byers Green a parish of
Spennymoor/Middlestone is currently without shopping

3658Question 17

policy relating to development on unallocated sites infacilities and has just lost a doctor’s outpost. Currently
the built up area and rural exceptions provide adevelopment opportunities in this area are indicated
framework to support future sustainable developmenton the plan as ‘not suitable for development currently’.

This needs further investigation. proposals for the area. Should the parish Council wish
to identify specific opportunities they can do so by
undertaking to prepare a neighbourhood plan to
supplement the CDP.

Support noted.EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL -  COMMENTS
ON COUNTY DURHAM PLAN – PREFERRED
OPTIONS 2018

3736Question 17

1 The council welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the latest Durham County Plan -
The County Durham Plan Preferred Option 2018
which outlines development proposals framework
to take place across the county until 2035.

• We acknowledges the significant work that has
gone into preparing the Plan and are particularly
encouraged that the needs of our rural
communities are met throughout the plan and
therefore enables our rural areas to feel fully
supported by the priorities. We are heartened to
see that agriculture and tourism have been added
to the Plan, encouraging business development
and that significant ‘rural proofing’ of the Plan
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has taken place, e.g. Policy 11 (Development in
the Countryside). Also:

• Policy 13 (Permanent Rural Workers’
Dwellings) provides bespoke flexibility in
relation to a sector that is relevant to
Teesdale.

• Policy 14 (Equestrian Development) an
appropriate rural contributor to the local
economy.

Support noted.Highways England can be generally supportive of this
policy and in particular the provisions within it which

3969Question 17

require new development in the countryside to
significantly intensify accessibility by unsustainable
modes of transport and to be detrimental to highway
safety.
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The Plan includes two generic policies (Rural Housing
and Employment Exceptions Sites and Development

Rural towns and villages should be included in the
allocations for sites where exception sites would be

116Question 18

on Unallocated Sites Within the Built Up Area) indeemed acceptable. The Plan relies on landowners to
addition to the Housing Allocations policy which willcome forward to a Plan that offers very little support
manage the delivery of housing. Furthermore the Planto schemes that will incentivise affordable housing
specifically identifies land to meet the full housingsites. It needs to go one stage beyond to encourage

development of such sites. requirement and exceptions sites are over and above
this where circumstances accord with the criteria set
out in the policy. In all instances relating to sites of
more than 10 dwellings the Addressing Housing Needs
policy will be applicable. As such the Plan does not
preclude development, including the provision of
affordable housing within any towns or villages.

Support noted. It is not possible to control the
proliferation of second homes through the plan making
process.

Support the policy, but strengthen protection for
affordable housing which supports local need by
guarding against the proliferation of second homes in
rural areas – point d.

148Question 18

Support notedI agree with policy 12.348Question 18

The generic policy relating to Addressing Housing Need
addresses meeting the needs of older people and

In many rural parts of the County affordability (whether
ownership or rental) is not the major issue, certainly in

538Question 18

specialist housing on a countywide basis that willcomparison to much of the rest of the UK. House prices
applys to any housing site coming forward with 10 unitsand rental levels in many villages can be astonishingly
or more. Therefore it is not considered necessary to
amend this policy as suggested.

cheap. However, the County has an increasingly
ageing population and a shortage of appropriate
housing accommodation for older people and also for
those with special needs is a very real issue. For some
reason this is not addressed in Policy 12. It should be.

The Employment Allocations policy identifies specific
land where new economic development will be directed

Page 89 Policy 12. Sub Paragraph f.

“It could not be more appropriate situated on an
existing or allocated industrial estate, an existing

1365Question 18

and is based upon current evidence relating to demand
and supply. In addition this exceptions policy is asuitable building or other land within other settlements

in the vicinity”. generic policy to cater for unexpected development
proposals over and above these allocations which

The parish council asks for a more definite location
than the “vicinity “        

require an alternative location to these. The term
'vicinity' enables the decision maker to be more flexible
when interpretting the policy with regard to locational
considerations.

The Plan includes two generic policies (Rural Housing
and Employment Exceptions Sites and exceptions and

Following the recent Parish Council meeting Stanhope
Parish Council would like to object to the Plan in its
current form.

1970Question 18

Development on Unallocated Sites Within the Built Up
Area) in addition to the Housing Allocations policyThe only house building mentioned , in Weardale, is

on the Leazes site at Wolsingham. If there was a need which will manage the delivery of housing. Furthermore
the Plan specifically identifies land to meet the fullto expand any villages for new housing, as an example,
housing requirement and exceptions sites are over and
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above this where circumstances accord with the criteria
set out in the policy. In all instances relating to sites of

Stanhope or St Johns’s Chapel the Plan does not
specifically allow for this, or indeed employment

more than 10 dwellings the Addressing Housing Needsopportunities.The Plan should accommodate the need
policy will be applicable. As such the Plan does notin any small town or village for expansion for both

housing and employment purposes, around the County preclude development, including the provision of
affordable housing within any towns or villages.

The Water Infrastructure policy sets out a hierarchy of
measures which acknowledge this issue.

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the
region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of

1095Question 18

these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational, non operational and surplus land.They
act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by producing
and submitting LDF representations to safeguard or
release any operational or surplus land.They also seek
opportunities to redevelop our redundant sites.
Consequently, you will see two separate responses
submitted from Northumbrian Water for this emerging
plan.These responses should be read individually with
an understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

In exceptional circumstances it may not be feasible to
connect small scale rural developments to the mains
sewerage network. In this instance developers are
encouraged to utilise Private Package Treatment Plants
and Septic Tanks.

Support noted.We welcome the recognition that rural communities
and the rural economy should not be constrained and

742Question 18

are able to thrive through the general principles of
development in the countryside. Rural Housing
Exception Sites (Policy 12) are critical in sustaining
communities by allowing the delivery of affordable
housing to meet local need and we agree that with
substantial viability evidence the development of
market housing to deliver the affordable housing is
necessary.
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In addition to the Employment Allocations policy which
identifies specific employment land, including within

Recently the Council has shown little support for local
business, please explain how the Council intend to

1188Question 18

the rural parts of the county Rural Exceptions Policysupport the local businesses in the context of
paragraph 5.72 as part of this plan? provides flexibility to support proposal for different local

rural businesses on their merits. Furthermore the
Development in the Countryside policy sets out the
circumstances where rural employment opportunities
will be supported.

Support noted.Paragraph 77 of the NPPF gives local planning
authorities the flexibility to allow a mix of market and

2470Question 18

affordable homes on rural exception sites. It states that
“Local planning authorities should support opportunities
to bring forward rural exception sites that will provide
affordable housing to meet identified local needs, and
consider whether allowing some market housing on
these sites would help to facilitate this”.

NWL supports Policy 12,and welcomes the recognition
that in certain instances market housing may need to
be provided at rural exception sites in order to facilitate
the delivery of affordable housing at these sites.

Support noted.We support the policy.2331Question 18

Support notedThe need to ensure a steady supply of affordable
housing in the rural areas is essential in order to help

1949Question 18

stem the outflow of young people (in particular) from
the villages. DCC’s intention to give priority  of access
to affordable housing to households with a local
connection is commended by NECTAR. The effective
utilisation of an affordable housing system within the
rural areas will to some extent help to deter second
and/or holiday  home ownership by people who mostly
live a distance away from the property purchased.
Clearly any measures that can stabilise, or better still
increase indigenous village populations is to be
applauded.

Support noted, Developer contribution policy coming
through the plan. The IDP identifies appropriate
infrastructure requirments

I support as a framework but vital rural infrastructure
is needed to promote success with this policy ie. NHS,
A & E, realistic NEAS, Education, Transport and
affordable local homes.

1678Question 18

The policy does extends to all employment
opportunities subject to meeting the criteria rather than

I think it is vital to provide encouragement for more UK
food production. Training, supporting and encouraging

1808Question 18

identifying particular sectors to ensure flexibility. Theyounger farmers is an essential part of this. The CDP
policy relating to development in the countryside alsomakes no mention of supporting smallholder
sets out te circumstances whereby such activities will
be supported.

arrangements similar to the former land settlement
schemes. These could be provided either by DCC
itself or commercially. What is essential is that young
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farmers have access to a first step to owning and
running their own farms. The other key element is
keeping good agricultural land in food production.

The exceptions policy is an exception to the
Development in the Countryside policy. The support

While CPRE understands the reasoning for this
proposed policy, we represent that there should be no

1679Question 18

for criteria M of the latter is noted. The exceptionsexception to paragraph m in Policy 11 relating to
coalescence. Further, policy criteria require proposals to be in keeping with

the form and character of the settlement and local• the policy should ensure that such sites are
proportionate to the size of the existing
community.

landscape and it is considered that this will avoid
coalesence.

• Access to basic facilities should be a condition
for rural housing exception sites to avoid creating
“rural ghettoes” with problems of isolation etc

• Clause c) requiring the “minimum [market
housing] necessary” to make a rural exception
site viable is too lax. An application with 90%
market housing could be claimed to be the
“minimum necessary” to make a site viable. The
clause should specify both “minimum necessary”
and a maximum percentage (e.g. 15%, 20%) of
market housing that is acceptable. Any need for
market housing above the maximum percentage
would simply be considered not a genuine rural
housing exception site.

Monitoring of rural employment exception sites should
include “jobs created”

The IDP addresses infrastrucutre requirements for new
developemnts. Social Housing refer to Policy 16

In general we agree with this policy but it does not
specifically mention Social Housing. It does not mention

3371Question 18

Addressing Housing Need where Affordable Housing
Provison is addressed.

supporting local schools or health facilities; Byers
Green has recently lost its local surgery.

Support and comments noted.The employment uses part of the policy should be read
following consideration of NPPF paragraph 80-84 and

3126Question 18

its overall drive to build a strong, competitive economy.
In particular the significant weight that should be
applied to supporting and encouraging sustainable
economic growth, and significant consideration to the
specific locational requirements of different sectors.
Restricting employment uses to specific areas without
any flexible policy options would substantially harm
the Council’s ability not only to meet its own vision and
objectives but also that form overarching national
guidance. The acknowledgement that in certain
situations, employment uses in the countryside which
meet certain criteria, and other policies within the CDP,
would be appropriate and is supported by our Client.

Draft Policy 12 also outlines that it is justifiable, in
certain evidenced circumstances, for market housing
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to be used through an enabling argument to support
the provision of affordable housing. If market value
housing can be used as a tool to deliver affordable
housing on  e xception sites this must be conside red
, particularly when conside ring the housing delive ry
targe ts and housing need countywide.

Support noted.We strongly support the inclusion of Policy 12: Rural
Housing and Employment Exception Sites, especially
the inclusion of:
“c. Any market housing is only included where it can
be robustly demonstrated that this is essential to

2813Question 18

support the viable delivery of affordable housing. Only
the minimum necessary should be included;”

Any proposals for Leisure or Tourism development
would need to accord with policies within the

We would like to include the above farm into the County
Durham Plan Options 2018. With the difficult current
farming climate we are looking to diversify.

3131Question 18

Development Plan.The County Durham plan does not
propose any allocations for such proposals.• We would like to aid the development of Bishop

Auckland through;
• Leisure and tourism
• Camping and caravans
• Development of farm buildings into holiday

cottages
• Equestrian
• Cycling
• Development land
• Affordable housing
• Retail development

Please see attached a map of Park Head Farm.

It is considered that collectively the policies provide an
appropriate balance between the different stands of

Policy 7 and 11 attempt to manage windfall sites not
currently adopted in the Plan. Whilst the concept of

3188Question 18

sustainability and have sufficient flexibility to support
future appropriate proposals.

allowing sustainable development to come forward is
supported, when the two policies are considered
together they are overly restrictive. For settlements
such as Edmondsley, sustainable development will
more often than not be outside or at least adjacent to
the built up area. For this policy to be considered
positively prepared it should facilitate sustainable
development of this form, otherwise the continued
restrictions of previously out-dated Plans will remain
in force until beyond 2035.

Policy 12 applies to development which relates to
Policy 11 within the DEFRA Rural urban Classification
Map. I note that Edmondsley is considered within the
‘urban city and town’ classification. This should be
noted when considering the hierarchy of the settlement
for future housing allocations.
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Windfall sites by their nature are those sites that have
unexpectedly become available and as such are

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3954Question 18

difficult to forcast. Distribution of Housing picked up
within the policy relating to Housing Allocations. thePOLICIES 12 AND 16
development of sites in the built up area, rural workers

Housing dwelling, development in the countryside and rural
exceptions policies all set out circumstances by whichWhile accepting that there has been considerable

development in  Barnard Castle/Starforth in recent further housing will be permitted across the county,
years, and allocation of 35 houses for Teesdale (all at including it's rural areas. Furthermore the
the Smiths site in Queen street) is inadequate. An neighbourhood planning process provides an
allocation of at least 100 should  be made. Further, the opportunity at a more local level allocations to be
development permitted in the villages through  'windfall' identified where the community considers that to be

appropriate.sites is not clear.  It is important to the continued
viability of villages schools, shops and  pubs that
sensible development should  be allowed and  it is
feared the plan does not currently accommodate this.

Financial contributions to DCC in  lieu of provision of
affordable housing should  be used in the AAP area
where the development is taking place. Teesdale has
 a great need for affordable housing for its young
people and every effort should  be made to provide
this in Teesdale.

This is a generic policy , 'vicinity' gives the decision
maker flexibility when interpreting the policy with regard

Sub Paragraph f. Is it possible to give a more definite
location than the ‘vicinity?’

4098Question 18

to location according to the individual circumstances
of the given proposal. To do otherwise would be too
prescriptive.
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 Duty to Cooperate: Cross-Boundary Issues

DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Support noted.I refer to your current consultation on the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018 and our recent

3034

discussions through held as part of the Duty to
Cooperate.  Sunderland City Council welcome the
opportunity to engage with Durham County Council on
the preparation of the emerging County Durham Plan
and will continue to do so under the Duty to Cooperate.
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Support noted.Support the policy.149Question 19

The Addressing Housing Need policy seeks to secure
a percentage of housing suitable to meet the need of

In many rural parts of the County affordability (whether
ownership or rental) is not the major issue, certainly in

528Question 19

older persons. It is a countywide policy that applies tocomparison to much of the rest of the UK. House prices
any development site coming forward with 10 units or
more.

and rental levels in many villages can be astonishingly
cheap. However, the County has an increasingly
ageing population and a shortage of appropriate
housing accommodation for older people and also for
those with special needs is a very real issue. For some
reason this is not addressed in Policy 12. It should be.

Support noted.It is acknowledged and supported by the parish council
that the Plan, as outlined in Policy 13 (Permanent Rural

1360Question 19

Workers’ Dwellings), provides bespoke flexibility in
relation to a sector that is prevalent to Teesdale.

The Plan makes provision for affordable provision in
rural areas through policies relating to addressing

In rural areas where there is a shortage of affordable
housing, developers could give consideration to rural

2332Question 19

housing need and the rural exceptions policy. Thisworkers as a priority, rather than creating small villages
of new dwellings in the countryside. policy seeks to provide a framework for considering

planning applications for rural workers dwellings which
are required withi a specific location that would
otherwise be contrary to the Plan.

Support noted.I fully support with the tag line of affordable rents!1680Question 19

Support noted.We agree with this policy, it is essential that agricultural
workers have the opportunity to live at, or very close,
to their work.

3372Question 19

Support noted.It is acknowledged and supported by the TAP Board
that the Plan, as outlined in Policy 13 (Permanent Rural

4082Question 19

Workers’ Dwellings), provides bespoke flexibility in
relation to a sector that is prevalent to Teesdale.

Support noted.Eggleston Parish Council welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the latest Durham County Plan - The

3737Question 19

County Durham Plan Preferred Option 2018 which
outlines development proposals framework to take
place across the county until 2035.

We acknowledges the significant work that has gone
into preparing the Plan and are particularly encouraged
that the needs of our rural communities are met
throughout the plan and therefore enables our rural
areas to feel fully supported by the priorities. We are
heartened to see that agriculture and tourism have
been added to the Plan, encouraging business
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development and that significant ‘rural proofing’ of the
Plan has taken place, e.g. Policy 11 (Development in
the Countryside). Also:

Policy 13 (Permanent Rural Workers’ Dwellings)
provides bespoke flexibility in relation to a sector that
is relevant to Teesdale.
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Support noted.A very important policy. While recognising that this
type of development will take place in the countryside

455Question 20

including the Green Belt, I fully support the qualification
in the Policy that seeks to protect the Green Belt and
limit any such proposals to small stables that infil in
relation to existing uses and do not affect the openness
of the Green Belt.

Support noted.The Parish Council supports Policy 14 (Equestrian
Development) as this is considered to be an
appropriate rural contributor to the local economy.

1357Question 20

Criterion e. refers to appropriate waste storage,
management, end disposal and surface water drainage.

Section 5.83. run off can also effect groundwater either
directly through soils if topsoil is very thin (think about

761Question 20

Additional wording has been added to the policy to
ensure that ground water considerations are also given.

location of heaps) and also via surface water bodies
where they flow across thin glacial drift and lose water
to ground. See Q2 Obj 16 above. Should reference
surface water and groundwater NVZs.  Could reference
Topsoil here.

The supporting text refers to bridleways and has been
reworded to ensure that the benefits of siting equestrian

Please clarify why it is DCC policy to discourage horse
riding on the roads (5.82). Does this include horse and

1193Question 20

development near to bridleways are understood.traps? Given this approach to discourage vulnerable
Definitive Public Rights of Way including bridlewaysusers utilising the carriageway, when do DCC intend
and byways are mapped on our website
https://www.durham.gov.uk/definitivemap.

to implement the discouraging of other vulnerable users
using the carriageway (eg cyclists)

Given that DCC intend on discouraging horse riding
on the road why are DCC permitting closures of the
limited bridleways available for more lucrative
development?

5.82 references adequate facilities within the site to
exercise horses, does this not contravene the last last
paragraph in the policy, in particular Equine Industry
Welfare Guidelines.

When do DCC propose to provide new bridleways
throughout the county to enable the discouragement
of horse riding on roads?

Support noted.We support the policy.2333Question 20

Support noted.CPRE recognises that this type of development will
take place in the countryside including the Green Belt.

1686Question 20

We fully support the qualification in the Policy that
seeks to protect the Green Belt and limit any such
proposals to small stables that infil in relation to existing
uses and do not affect the openness of the Green Belt
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Contact has been made regarding our pre-application
advice service.

We would like to include the above farm into the County
Durham Plan Options 2018. With the difficult current
farming climate we are looking to diversify.

3133Question 20

• We would like to aid the development of Bishop
Auckland through;

• Leisure and tourism
• Camping and caravans
• Development of farm buildings into holiday

cottages
• Equestrian
• Cycling
• Development land
• Affordable housing
• Retail development

Please see attached a map of Park Head Farm.

Support noted.The TAP Boards supports Policy 14 (Equestrian
Development) as this is considered to be an
appropriate rural contributor to the local economy.

4079Question 20

Support noted.The TAP Boards supports Policy 14 (Equestrian
Development) as this is considered to be an
appropriate rural contributor to the local economy.

4081Question 20

Support noted.3738Question 20

The council welcomes the opportunity to comment on
the latest Durham County Plan - The County Durham
Plan Preferred Option 2018 which outlines
development proposals framework to take place across
the county until 2035.

We acknowledges the significant work that has gone
into preparing the Plan and are particularly encouraged
that the needs of our rural communities are met
throughout the plan and therefore enables our rural
areas to feel fully supported by the priorities. We are
heartened to see that agriculture and tourism have
been added to the Plan, encouraging business
development and that significant ‘rural proofing’ of the
Plan has taken place, e.g. Policy 11 (Development in
the Countryside). Also:

• Policy 13 (Permanent Rural Workers’ Dwellings)
provides bespoke flexibility in relation to a sector
that is relevant to Teesdale.

• Policy 14 (Equestrian Development) an
appropriate rural contributor to the local economy.
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Once the County Durham Plan is adopted the 'Best
and Most Versatile Agricultural Land and Soils' policy

It has been stated that Sniperley Park is on grade 3
land, but it is not know whether it is grade 3a or 3b.

117Question 21

will be used to determine all relevant planningDoes that mean that if it is grade 3a the plan will be
applications. The quality of the agricultural land is oneaborted? I doubt it. The policy of developing on good
of a number of issues which have been considered byagricultural land is weak and often ignored in the

pursuit of other goals. the Council in considering which sites should be
allocated in the County Durham Plan. Sniperley Park
is proposed to be allocated under the Housing
Allocations policy and the Durham City Sustainable
Extensions Policy.

Once the County Durham Plan is adopted the 'Best
and Most Versatile Agricultural Land and Soils' policy

The development of many Greenfield Sites result is
unjustified with negative impact or unacceptable loss

900Question 21

will be used to determine all relevant planningof agricultural land. This is true,in particular, of the 
applications. The quality of the agricultural land is oneproposed development at Sniperley, because of its
of a number of issues which have been considered bysize and location, the loss of Green Belt land and the
the Council in considering which sites should beproposals for the supposed need for associated Relief
allocated in the County Durham Plan. Sniperley ParkRoads. The need for this development is
is proposed to be allocated under the Housingunsubstantiated and therefore the associated for the
Allocations policy and the Durham City Sustainable
Extensions Policy.

loss of agricultural land is unjustified. The proposed
details of this development are also ill conceived, being
impractical  insensitive to the needs of farmers through
whose land this road would pass.

Comment noted. The Water Management policy
addresses flood risk and sustainable drainage systems.

Change of agricultural use eg from permanent pasture
to arable may directly impact on surface and
groundwater quality. See Q20 above.

762Question 21

Comments noted. The policy relates to the best and
most versatile agricultural land and does not relate to

Support the protection of hi-quality agricultural land
particularly that which has high amenity value and or
high wildlife value.

1289Question 21

such land with an amenity or wildlife value, such
matters are addressed by other polices within the Plan.

Once the County Durham Plan is adopted, the Best
and Most Versatile Agricultural Land and Soils policy

Q21 Policy 15 We are not convinced that this policy
will prevent the use of best and most versatile

2335Question 21

will be used to determine all relevant planningagricultural land and soil resources given the green
applications. The housing sites which are proposed to
be allocated have all been assessed as suitable sites.

field sites already built on in the South East Area, in
Sedgefield and the number of greenfield sites shown
in the Rationale for Housing Allocations 2018 document
tables.

Comments noted. The proposed policy has been
amended to reflect that restoration to agriculture may

Whilst the aims of the policy are understood and largely
supported, it should be recognised that in some

1533Question 21

not always be possible. In this regard it is acceptedcircumstances regarding mineral working where high
that whether restoration is possible will depend on thequality land is involved, restoration back to
circumstances of each mineral working proposal. It isnon-agricultural uses is sometimes preferable. A good
considered where practicable proposals should seekexample of this is Low Harperley Quarry. Accordingly
where practicable to minimise the loss of best and mostthis Policy should be amended to allow for situations
versatile agricultural land retain its longer term
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capability unless the benefits of alternative restoration
strategies outweigh its loss.

where the benefits of restoration to non-agricultural
uses outweigh the loss of high quality agricultural land.

This policy relates to best and most versatile
agricultural land which is land which is Grades 1 to 3a,

Green Belts and good agricultural land are both
precious resources.  Presently we import 40% of what

1788Question 21

as measured by the agricultural land classificationwe eat and the average age of UK farmers is 60 years.
system.The policy does not relate to grade 3b or grade It is not certain that the food that we currently import
4 agricultural land which is not best and most versatilewill be available in future at affordable prices.  As far
agricultural land. Similarly, this policy does not relateas possible in the UK we need to keep good and
to Green Belt land, which is protected by other policies
of the emerging Local Plan. .

moderately good agricultural land (Agricultural Land
Classification grades 2 - 4) in food production.  In
the long run, we also need to put farming generally on
a sounder financial foundation.  For some foods, sale
prices in shops are below the production cost. We can
not make the changes needed if good agricultural land
is being taken for other uses.

Comments noted.I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

2048Question 21

regarding Policy 15 (Best and Most Versatile
Agriculture Land and Soil Resources).

The SA recognises that with respect to soil resources
the wider dispersal option will result in a higher number

CDGP fully support the inclusion and wording of this
policy. Given the importance of conserving soils, we

1548Question 21

of housing allocated on poorer quality agricultural landquestion how the Sustainability Appraisal of the spatial
and previously developed land. Possible adverseoptions identified the Sustainable Communities option
effects to soil resources are predicted against the wideras favourable to the wider Dispersal option with regards

conservation of air water and soi? dispersal option, whereas certain adverse effects to
soil resources are predicted against the Sustainable
Communities option. Please see Appendix D –
Preferred Options SA report.

The NPPF does not make a specific distinction
between different grades of best and most versatile

CPRE fully supports the aim of this Policy but we note
none of the County is Grade 1 and only 2% of land in

1691Question 21

agricultural land. The supporting text of the policythe County is Grade 2. We represent Grade 2 land
already requires that an agricultural land classificationshould be more strongly protected and believe this is
statement is submitted on all sites over 1ha, we believein accord with paragraph 168b of the proposed revision
that this approach is appropriate and proportionate.to the NPPF. We note this paragraph also refers to the

benefits of Natural Capital in relation to such land. 'Poorer quality" agricultural land is land which is not
best and most versatile agricultural land.Text amendedWe note about 38% of the county is Grade 3 but it is

not possible to say how much is 3a (BMV) and how to provide clarification. If land has other value, this will
be considered by other relevant policies.much is 3b which is not BMV. We are aware a number

of applications have referred to land as just being
Grade 3. We represent that it should be a requirement
that applications are clear whether land is 3a or 3b.

Finally we note that the Policy also requires a need to
consider poorer quality land. We represent that this
needs to be qualified – poorer quality agricultural land
can have considerable environmental benefits,
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including Natural Capital benefits, which we represent
should also be considered and mentioned in this Policy.

Comments noted. I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

3507Question 21

regarding the Spatial Vision, the objectives of the Plan,
Policy 15 (Best and Most Versatile Agriculture Land
and Soil Resources), Policy 28 (Green Infrastructure),
Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
and Policy 32 (Promoting Healthy Communities).

Contact has been made with the consultee regarding
our pre-application advice service.

We would like to include the above farm into the County
Durham Plan Options 2018. With the difficult current
farming climate we are looking to diversify.

3135Question 21

• We would like to aid the development of Bishop
Auckland through;

• Leisure and tourism
• Camping and caravans
• Development of farm buildings into holiday

cottages
• Equestrian
• Cycling
• Development land
• Affordable housing
• Retail development

Please see attached a map of Park Head Farm.

This policy will ensure that the best and most versatile
agricultural land and soils are properly considered

Where have you considered meeting our future food
needs if global food systems collapse or Brexit
negotiations split food trade from Europe?

3435Question 21

when planning applications are determined. Matters
such as Brexit fall outside the scope of this policy.

Comments noted. It is not necessary to amend the
policy to refer to food security. The policy provides a

Food Durham previously expressed concern about
the potential loss of Agricultural land:

3856Question 21

strong policy framework to allow the value of best and'Food Durham objects to the loss of land for food
production without serious consideration for future most versatile agricultural land and soils to be taken

into account in making decisions on planningneeds. It may seem today that there is an abundance
applications. The policy does not relate to green beltof food available but with weather conditions becoming
land which is addressed by other emerging planless predictable and other pressures on food production
policies. Similarly matters such as Brexit fall outside(e.g. dependence on oil, declining supplies of
of the scope of this policy. In relation to mineral workingphosphate) the future is far from certain. Green belt
the policy wording has been amended in response to
other comments received.

land is ideally placed to grow food for the urban
population and to experiment with ideas such as
Community Supported Agriculture. Planning policies
should protect local food production.'

We are now faced with the added uncertainty of the
impact of Brexit. The UK relies heavily on imported
food: figures for 2016 show 49% of food consumed to
be grown in the UK, and 30% imported from the EU
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(the rest coming from elsewhere including Africa and
USA) {Food Statistics in Your Pocket 2017, Defra;
based on farm-gate value of unprocessed food}. This
only emphasises the importance of maintaining
production capacity at national and local level.

Whilst welcoming the inclusion of a policy restricting
development on BMV Agricultural land Food Durham
would wish to see this policy strengthened to clearly
articulate the value of such land to longer term
sustainability and food security. The suggestion that
restoration following mineral workings on such land
would ‘enable the land to retain its longer term
capability’ is highly questionable given the damage
caused to soil by any type of disturbance. It has been
recognised for some time that there is a looming crisis
in soil quality that will seriously impact the capacity for
food production if measures are not taken (see for
example:

 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/24/10m-a-year-needed-to-ensure-englands-soil-is-fit-for-farming-report-warns;
includes a link to a recent WWF Report).

In this context it makes no sense to put our best land
at risk of loss. Once it is gone, it is gone.
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The indicator and targets in the plan are those which
are relevant to measuring the performance of the plan

Monitoring indicators and targets need to be more
holistic and focussed on outcomes that contribute to

3410

in meeting its objectives and those which arequality of life of residents, economic improvement that
measurable and specific to the policy. The monitoringwill encourage employment, sustainability, support for
framework also contains a number of contextualsport, arts, culture, heritage, tourism, leisure , waste,
indicators which will be considered alongside the policyhousing etc. The key issues for residents could be
indicators in order to determine the impact of a policy.reported regularly eg via AAPs, encouraging more

public involvement. The council will report upon the plan performance
through an annual monitoring report based upon the
monitoring.

It could help position the plan if an attempt had been
made to recognise and identify key trends that we are
experiencing in Spennymoor and as a County, what
DCC has learned from these, how they will be included
to shape the forward plan etc. Clearly the plan cannot
be everything to everybody. Trends that are real but
not considered include:

• Ageing population and what that has entailed for
DCC and will require looking forward eg
volunteering, re-training etc – this finally
mentioned on page 101. The economic impact
of an ageing population trend that will happen
are huge and extend beyond the few lines on
housing, yet are not considered. They include
leisure, volunteering, care needed, medical
support, transport and parking, exclusion and
isolation through not being “connected” to the
other key trends of an internet, on line and mobile
phone world.

• The impact of the internet on work, leisure,
education, retail, services etc - what has
happened , what do DCC consider to be
important looking forward eg broadband
availability, libraries and making the best use of
a key asset in most town centres, that could be
shared and built upon, but that appears to be first
in line to cut, yet they are the only source of
internet access for many?

• Changes happening already in the retail
environment and the impact on high streets and
town centres. This is high profile but barely rates
a mention.

• Cars as a key part of transport and Govt policy
opposite electric vehicles, charging points, petrol
stations viability, the land that they occupy, the
impact on public transport and the overall impact
of this change on residents especially in rural
areas.

• Durham University housing & PBSA seems to
be hugely important – 15 pages dedicated to
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this!   Again, what has been the trend in student
numbers, housing etc to learn from the past and
inform future requirements etc.

• DCC  as an employer, land owner, asset owner,
provider of important services to residents and
decision making body. There is no mention of
their role, plans etc as probably the key
organisation in County Durham. The plan could
be an opportunity for DCC to challenge residents
with their insightful view on what DCC anticipates
in 2035 and how they will prepare. What have
they learned from the last 20 years, how will they
change, how do they see their future ( other than
the short term move to a new location in Durham
City which adds to the congestion there?)

• There is a huge emphasis on Durham City – 15
pages on Durham University Students
accommodation, new roads, traffic changes incl
bikes, walkers etc, but little on any other town in
County Durham.  And there is a huge investment
in Durham City infrastructure planned, when the
rest of the county is crying out for infrastructure
eg in “Dormitory  town” Spennymoor, which is
surrounded by new housing estates but lacks
essential services.

• Waste Management. The trend in general for
many years has been for residents to recycle,
 for businesses to use waste products as raw
materials for other business activities etc.  On
page 246-253 discusses new waste management
provision and location ( Policy 60 and 61) but
little practical guidance as to DCC proposals to
address the key waste / re-cycle area. Don’t see
any reference to key issues, despite the public
being alerted to “plastic problem” worldwide.
What is the vision for County Durham?  What is
the current status on household and local
recycling centres current performance and targets
for the whole range of waste / recyclable products
– paper, plastic, glass,  “garden waste” etc per
Recycle Centre categories. What is the DCC
target and what are the plans to improve.

Monitoring of performance should be in language that
residents understand and reported regularly via AAPs.

• County Durham specific trends that DCC see as
impacting economic activity and plans to 2035
eg  identify eg migration to towns, or leaving
County Durham?   Increase in tourism.  None of
this is shared.
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• Social Care is a huge issue and vitally important
trend for residents and yet there is no mention
in the plan, despite impacting every resident
family either personally or financially.
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Actively support the Housing Associations. They are
the best people to supply better housing, not councils.

58Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County DurhamEmpower them and make it easier for them to acquire
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingcheaper land. Get out of bed with the greedy

developers and prioritise Housing Associations. across County Durham to meet needs. In line with the
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. The majority of the
affordable homes delivered are managed by Registered
Housing Providers. In addition to the targets set out in
the County Durham Plan, affordable homes will also
be delivered by Registered Providers making use of
the Homes England Affordable Homes Programme.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

County Durham does not have a lack of affordable
homes. It has a distribution issue. By encouraged

118Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamdevelopment across the wider area, the demand for
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housinghousing in the expensive areas will decrease and will
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thebecome more affordable. Concentrating development
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuinginto an area will only push the market up. If an
sustainable development requires attention to viability.affordable home is fixed at 70% of the market value,
An assessment of viability has been undertakenbut the market value increases by 30%, then the
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This'affordable' unit is back at the same value as it was.
evidence base has informed realistic targets for theDemand must be spread across the County into areas
delivery of affordable housing. The spatial strategy forof low housing prices, not by looking at a short term
the distribution of housing is the council's chosenfix in building 1800 homes into an area already over

populated. strategy for sustainable development and informs the
Plan's housing allocations. It is a dispersed pattern of
development located across key settlments in the
county and principally focussed in and around the
towns where the greatest opportunities for employment,
services and facilities, public transport and other
infrastructure such as healthcare and education exist.

Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

Support the policy.  Ensure that affordable housing
percentages are applied as minima and are strictly

150Question 22

development serves to support the creationadhered to. The off-site provision of affordable homes
of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balancedmust be locality based to ensure that the housing mix
communities. However, it is considered that there areis diverse in each locality across the county, in

conjunction with Policy 20. some circumstances in which it may be appropriate to
provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, where
there were such a small number of properties that
would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliver
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, or
where the site was in an area where there is already
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a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There may
also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

Provision of affordable housing, meeting the
needs of older people, and specialist housing

219Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered and
are key issues. Policy 16 addresses the question confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
of affordable housing by setting percentage housing is acceptable in viability terms.The policy also
requirements for affordable housing depending provide a means to deliver specialist accommodation.

It is recognised that the provision of affordable housingupon whether the development is in a highest,
on-site as part of a wider housing development serves

high,mediumor low value area. For theDurham to support the creation of sustainable, inclusive
City Neighbourhood Plan area the requirement and mixed and balanced communities. However, it is
on a housing development scheme would be considered that there are some circumstances in which

it may be appropriate to provide affordable housing20% to 25% to be affordable dwellings. The
off-site. For instance, where there were such a small

Forum wishes higher percentages but accepts number of properties that would be difficult for a
the analysis and evidence used by the County registered provider to manage them, where off site
Council. If development schemes within the contributions would serve to deliver more affordable

housing than if delivered on site, or where the site wasParish Council area are permitted to provide
in an area where there is already a localised oversupply

affordable housing off-site, the Forumasks that of affordable homes.There may also be circumstances
the location of such off-site provision should be
within Durham City.

where a financial contribution of broadly equivalent
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision of
affordable homes, for example in order to improve

There is a particular issue in Durham City,
namely the question of affordability in relation

existing housing stock as part of the Council's
regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
developer or the Council would be expected to robustlyto Colleges and PBSAs; consideration should be
demonstrate that the off-site provision or financialgiven to a 20% to 25% affordability requirement

being applied.
contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographicalHowever, about 87% of the extra households

in County Durham between 2018 and 2035 are restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing

aged 75 years and over. Durham City has a needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
higher proportion of elderly households in its
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long-term (i.e. non-student) population than
the County Durham average, so this is a

addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

particularly important issue to the Forum.
Preferred Options requires only 10% of the
6,295 proposed new dwellings in County
Durham, i.e. about 630, should be provided for
the elderly. This is woefully inadequate. The
Forum therefore urges that the percentage
should very much higher. The Forum also urges
that land owned on behalf of the public by the
County Council is used with appropriate social
and market housing providers to develop
affordable housing for the elderly. There is such
landwithin and just beyond theNeighbourhood
Plan area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

The proposed housing, will I am sure not reflect need.
We all know that, currently homes within Durham City

283Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamare exclusively priced, a result of the University and
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housinglandlords quickly securing properties to convert them
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with theto HMOs.These proposals do nothing to support those
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingyounger families wishing to move to Durham I can

guarantee that. sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertakenWhy is there such a low % re affordable housing, again

where is the background work on this to determine through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing

how many are waiting for appropriate affordable
accommodation, what is actually needed in terms of
low income families etc. This doesn't feel right, much
more work needs to be undertaken before you come
up with figures.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

1) Wants more Bungalows
2) Wants dropped WRBS particularly at shops and
safe crossing points for people in wheelchairs.
3) Needs to make sure needs of disabled people are
met.

325Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

5.89 The Preferred Options do not deliver on the
requirements of The NPPF.

899Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County DurhamThe "Get Out Clauses" in relation to the provision of
Affordable Homes are unacceptable. These allow Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing

across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thedevelopers to justify non provision of affordable housing
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingbased on viability criteria to be approved by a compliant
sustainable development requires attention to viability.council on subjective grounds. It is obvious that
An assessment of viability has been undertakendevelopers will seek to try to justify the non provision
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. Thisof such housing on high value sites to maximise their
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profits, citing viability and economic arguments, to
DCC, to justify their omission. (This is at odds with the

evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. The policy provides a
means to deliver older persons housing to meet needs.principles stated in 5.92 and questions DCC's

commitment  and impartiality in administering this
Policy).

Meeting the Needsof Older People

Many older people have lived in their local communities
for considerable periods of time and wish to remain in
these communities. The provision of accommodation
for older people should reflect this wish.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

About 87% of the extra households in
County Durham between 2018 and 2035

426Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andare aged 75 years and over. Preferred confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
Options requires only 10% of the 6,295 housing is acceptable in viability terms.The policy also

provide a means to deliver specialist accommodation.proposed new dwellings in County Durham,
i.e. about 630, should be provided for the
elderly. The Trust urges that the percentage
should much higher.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

I think that it is very important that developers build a
mix of social, affordable and homes for older people

456Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamto create mixed communities. 20% affordable does not
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingseem like a high enough amount. In particular, if any
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thehousing is built in othe Durham City are, including
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingSniperley, it should include a good mix. All homes on
sustainable development requires attention to viability.council owned land should be for the elderley or social

housing. An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Durham needs to look carefully at the type of housing
it provides for residents. There is clearly a shortage of
both affordable housing and housing for the elderly

1074Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with the
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. The policy provides a
means to deliver older persons housing to meet needs.
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Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

Page 98 Policy 16   Sub Paragraph c.

“The resulting financial contribution would contribute
to specific regeneration activity including bringing viable
vacant housing back into use”

1367Question 22

development serves to support the creation
of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balanced
communities. However, it is considered that there are

The parish council In making representation for the
dale and rural areas per se, ask would it be possible

some circumstances in which it may be appropriate to
provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, where

to place emphasis on the unique characteristics of rural there were such a small number of properties that
communities and include after use….’  the contribution would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
is to be used within the parish where the development them, where off site contributions would serve to deliver
has occurred.’ A similar re-wording of section 5.96
(page 100) would also be appreciated.

more affordable housing than if delivered on site, or
where the site was in an area where there is already
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There may
also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

Ensuring good quality housing is provided to meet
ageing and supported housing needs is essential. Not
just in the affordable housing sector however

942Question 22

policy provides a means to deliver older persons
housing to meet needs. The Council is introducing aS106 units proposed by developers need to be agreed

by the Council in terms of type size and tenure, rather policy to ensure space standards are met within new
developments.than developers delivering 2&3 bed houses and 1 bed

flats, to small space standards because that meets
their viability primarily

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Affordable provision should be available in all towns
and villages.

1311Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County DurhamThere is a need within County Durham for a
self-contained village for older and disabled people Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing

across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thelike Bournville Gardens, Birmingham ( Link: Bournville
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingGardens for older people) The facilities offer a
sustainable development requires attention to viability.state-of-the-art, sustainable community that benefits
An assessment of viability has been undertakenover 300 older people, encouraging social and active
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. Thisparticipation amongst all age groups within the local
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

neighbourhood. Facilities include Reception and main
street with communal seating areas, Shop, Library and
IT suite, Café bar and lounge, Well-being suite and
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well-being bathroom, Hairdressing and beauty salon,
Hobby room, Craft room, Fitness suite, Enriched
opportunities suite (to support people with dementia),
Fully accessible toilet facilities, Laundry , Lifts,
Greenhouse and village gardens.

An area could be set aside for a self-contained village
in the central Durham Area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Affordable housing, specialist housing and housing for
older people should be a priority and whilst appreciating

1165Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamthe difficulty of attracting investment targets should be
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housinghigher. The different options considered:
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with themulti-generational housing, sheltered and extra care
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuinghousing etc is welcome but the target percentage of
sustainable development requires attention to viability.10% of new dwellings being allocated for the elderly
An assessment of viability has been undertakenis particularly unrealistic in light of the number of

exisiting and future elderly households in the County. through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

Land owned by the County Council should be allocated
for affordable, specialist and elderly housing.

Comment noted.Building executive developments (in Langley Park or
between Sniperley & Potterhouse Lane) seems very

627Question 22

pie in the sky as there seems to be no research into
the need for these homes which have little connection
to the local community. These 2/3 car homes with
commuters to larger cities are unnecessary. In fact
there are many empty homes to buy or rent in the
County – why don’t we encourage people to live in
them?

Instead we need 1 bedroom homes to meet the need
for smaller family sizes & the bedroom tax.

I have lived in Durham most of my life & its a great
place to live. So lets keep it that way, rather then
making it a clone of everywhere else. Back to the
drawing board, please.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

It is encouraging to see that the Council is recognising
that their main housing shortage is for accessible and

1057Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andadaptable houses for people who become disabled as
confirmed the 10% requirement for older personsthey grow older, and for accessible bungalows,
housing is acceptable in viability terms. It is notsheltered housing and specialist extra care housing
considered feasible to include a built out threshold asfor the older retired population. However, the County
proposed, as each site will have its own design layoutDurham Plan will not be able to deliver anywhere near
and viability constraints so such an approach wouldthe amount of housing of this kind which is needed,
be overly percriptive. The policy provides a means tounless a number of suitable sites are reserved for
deliver homes to meet older persons needs and
specialist housing accommodation.

specialist housing for the elderly, by giving them the
appropriate C category.These sites need to have easy
and safe walking routes to shops and community
facilities, in order to create housing developments
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which are suitable for people with disabilities including
dementia.

The policies put forward in this plan need to clarify the
trigger dates by which developers will need to provide
10% of their homes to meet this need, and not leave
it until the development is completed (which might
never happen). So rather than require 10% of the whole
development, the Plan needs to say that as each stage
of a development is completed, e.g. after every 50th
house, the next 5 homes to be built must be accessible
and adaptable houses for people who become disabled
as they grow older, or accessible bungalows, sheltered
housing or specialist extra-care housing for the older
retired population. If the council accepts a cash
contribution equal to this to provide that
accommodation elsewhere, the Plan needs to include
a timescale within which the accommodation would be
provided, in a suitable location, with a safe walking
route to a range of shops and community facilities e.g.
a site specifically reserved for older people's housing,
within 5 years of the cash contribution being due from
the developer. Safeguards must be put in place to use
this money only for that purpose, and to prevent the
developer being able to reclaim it if the council has not
used it.

Comment noted. The Council is introducing a policy
to ensure space standards are met within new

Page 97-103. Livin welcomes the provision of
affordable housing. However, it is more beneficial to

747Question 22

developments. The Viability Assessment hasthe development if Housing Providers are engaged
considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms

prior to planning applications, enabling them to
comment on housing need for the application area,
rather than having to purchase affordable
accommodation that is not suited to the housing need
for the area.

We would like to see all S106 affordable homes meet
minimum space standards as developers tend to offer
smaller homes which ultimately prove to be
unsustainable and see high turnover rates. One of the
strategic objectives in our Business Strategy aims to
build homes that become known for their space
standards, and as such would welcome this reflected
in the County Durham Plan that all S106
accommodation was required to meet Cat 1 of
Nationally Described Space Standards.

Livin would like to see some flexibility introduced to
the Plan around the proposed S106 tenure split of 80%
affordable rent and 20% intermediate use. This is not
always practical or viable in areas of low market value
due to affordability rations within the County. Again it
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would be beneficial if housing providers are engaged
early prior to planning applications to determine the
best tenure mix.

Recognition of the need for off site provision in specific
circumstance is welcomed (para 5.95-5.96).

We would encourage affordable housing not being a
requirement in locations where there is an oversupply
of existing stock, as this detrimentally affects the
sustainability of the existing communities and the ability
to let homes.With that in mind, in those circumstances
an off-site contribution should be made to meet a wider
local need for example in an adjacent settlement.

In paragraph 5.96 off site a financial contribution has
been identified as a solution for the Council to improve
existing stock as part of the Council’s regeneration
activities. We would like it to be recognised that
regeneration activities are underway in response to
the Estate Regeneration National Strategy by
Registered Providers, and a contribution to these
activities supported by the Council should also be
available to Registered Providers.

We welcome that on sites of over 10 units a 10% older
persons provision is required. However this does not
address the shortage of older persons accommodation
available on the market and does not meet the
population growth expectations as explained in
paragraphs 5.98 onwards.We would like consideration
to be given to an increasing percentage scale on larger
developments to address this need. The provision of
intergenerational housing products are welcomed.

We also welcome the consideration of specialist
housing to meet particular needs.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

I am concerned that the caveat permitting affordable
housing contributions to be modified if the developer

502Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamstates that this would make the development
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingnon-viable, could limit the amount of affordable housing

which is delivered. across County Durham to meet needs. In line with the
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingI am particularly concerned about the impact of the

high levels of developer contributions which are likely sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertakento be desired in order to fund the Northern and Western
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. ThisRelief Roads. There is a risk that the desire to deliver
evidence base has informed realistic targets for thethese roads might starve affordable housing, and,
delivery of affordable housing. It is recognised that theindeed, any other kind of facilities of community value,
provision of affordable housing on-site as part of aof investment. I believe that these immensely damaging
wider housing development serves to support theand unnecessary pieces of infrastructure should be

removed from the Plan. creation of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and
balanced communities. However, it is considered that
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I am concerned by the clause permitting developers
to provide contributions for affordable housing, rather

there are some circumstances in which it may be
appropriate to provide affordable housing off-site. For

than building it on site. As well as contributing to social instance, where there were such a small number of
divisions, we fear that, in the absence of sites being properties that would be difficult for a registered
allocated specifically for affordable housing, this
funding will never be spent for its intended purpose.

provider to manage them, where off site contributions
would serve to deliver more affordable housing than if
delivered on site, or where the site was in an areaI note that the increase in households over the Plan

period corresponds to a very large increase in the where there is already a localised oversupply of
affordable homes. There may also be circumstancesnumber of residents in the older age groups. I note,
where a financial contribution of broadly equivalentalso, that like many areas of the country, County
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision ofDurham has a shortage of dwelling suitable for older
affordable homes, for example in order to improvepeople. I do not accept, therefore, that the proposed
existing housing stock as part of the Council'srequirement, for 10% of new dwellings to be suitable

for older people, is sufficient. regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
developer or the Council would be expected to robustly
demonstrate that the off-site provision or financial
contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area. The Viability
Assessment has also considered and confirmed the
10% requirement for older persons housing is
acceptable in viability terms

Support for meeting housing need policy noted.Your
specific proposals for the Relly Cottage Site are
considered under question 30.

Fully support Policy 16. However they go further than
voicing their support for the policy, through the proposal
to develop their Relly Cottage sites, primarily to help
address the housing shortage for older people, a need
highlighted in the Plan.

1257Question 22

a) The Relly site development would deliver a mix of
2/3 bed bungalows plus affordable 1/2 bed apartments.
These will be built to Regulation M Category 2
Adaptable or Category 3 Wheelchair Accessible thus
providing much needed housing for
downsizers/last-time buyers/those with disabilities     

b) The Relly development would be community based 
and centred on mutual support, in an environment
which lends itself to helping to maintain good physical,
mental and emotional health, so reducing the damaging
effects of isolation and loneliness,  while raising the
levels of overall ‘well being’

c) Facilities would encourage a healthy lifestyle for its
residents with a communal meeting room/hall: allotment
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area: a communal outside sitting/recreation area plus
a perimeter exercise path of approximately 1000
meters.

d) This would create a development which is
Sustainable, in accordance with NPPF guidelines - :
“economic, social and environmental” paragraph 7
Introduction NPPF 2014                                             

e) The need for such housing is identified in the County
Durham Plan Preferred Options Meeting the Needs of
Older People 98 to 5.105.

f) The  County Durham Plan Preferred Options, Policy
16,  Addressing Housing Need , states  ‘The council
will support the provision of specialist housing for older
people, vulnerable adults and people with disabilities’:

g) The development at Relly would cater for these
groups.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Build more bungalows suitable for both older and
disabled people.

707Question 22

If including social housing on private estates guarantee
safety for owner occupiers eg by removing tenants
who cause trouble or turn the area into a rubbish tip.
Do not let anyone with a criminal conviction for crimes
against children live near children and young families.

Address the issue of high levels of council tax...people
can ill afford the current levels and this can affect sales
of new properties.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs. The

Build more bungalows suitable both for older people
and those with disabilities. 10% for older people is not

774Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andenough. I suggest 20-25%. Not all older people want
confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
housing is acceptable in viability terms.

to be shoe horned into apartments where there is little
room for possessions and no room for visiting relatives.
Also NO MORE leasehold rip offs...supply freehold
properties.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

We strongly support the requirement for affordable
housing and for housing suitable for older people.

880Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andBecause of the increasing proportion of older people
confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
housing is acceptable in viability terms

in the county's population we suggest that the
percentage requirement for housing for older people
be increased to at least the percentage of this
demographic in the 2016 household projections. We
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strongly support the statement that housing for older
people must be built to Building Regulations
Requirement M4 (2) (accessible and adaptable
dwellings). However, we suggest that all housing
should be built to Requirement M4 (2).

Support noted.Your comments on the quantity of
development are addressed in response to question

Policy 16 (Addressing Housing Need) is sound and is
a positive framework to ensuring that County Durham

851Question 22

6. The tenure split is based on evidence as set out inprovides housing which caters to the needs of its
the council's Strategic Housing Market Assessmentcurrent and future population. However, it is Taylor
and the approach is in line with paragraph 34 of theWimpey UK ‘s view that the OAHN of 1,368 dpa
National Planning Policy Framework which notes: Plansoutlined in the Plan does not fully meet the OAN which
should set out the contributions expected fromwould align with the County's economic growth
development.This should include setting out the levels
and types of affordable housing provision required...'

aspirations (as outlined in the response to Question
6).

Taylor Wimpey UK’s site at Laurel Drive is located in
a ‘Medium Value Area’ (Appendix A, DCC Local Plan
Viability Testing, June 2018). The site would deliver a
significant level of affordable housing based on the
15% affordable housing and 10% older persons
housing requirement outlined in the Plan. Taylor
Wimpey considers that the tenure split identified of
80% affordable rent and 20% intermediate tenure is
too prescriptive. There is a requirement to provide
choice and a more flexible approach should be
adopted, particularly recognising the wide range of
types of affordable housing referenced in Annex 2 of
the NPPF (2018).

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

We support the Council’s proposals to meet the
housing needs of the County’s existing and future

1136Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamresidents by providing affordable housing and meeting
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingthe needs of older people and providing specialist
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thehousing. However, we consider that this policy must
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingbe flexible and allow developers to challenge the
sustainable development requires attention to viability.percentage requirements under certain circumstances
An assessment of viability has been undertakenrelating to individual site viability matters. Whilst the
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. ThisViability Study 2018 concludes that development
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

across the County is viable and able to deliver some
level of policy contribution, sites have not been
individually assessed in a robust manner. As such, this
policy needs to remain flexible to allow sites to come
forward that do not provide these requirements if this
can be suitably demonstrated by the  applicant. Such
an approach would be in accordance with paragraph 
57 of the new NPPF.

We reserve the right to provide further comments on
this policy at the future rounds of consultation, where
necessary.
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Support noted. The Viability Assessment has also
considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms

Support the requirement for affordable housing and
for homes for the elderly but wonder if the 10% homes
for the elderly is high enough.

1290Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

1.Older Peoples Housing

I am very much in favour of increasing the amount of
accommodation suited to older people including level

1185Question 22

in County Durham. The evidence in the SHMA has
also informed the tenure mix that would be appropriateaccess flats, bungalows and Extra Care Schemes and
to meet needs and this is reflected in the policy. Thealso housing products that meet the needs of multi

generational families. policy in the County Durham Plan provides a means
to deliver affordable housing across County Durham

I hope however that this is not a gated or ghetto
communities and that it can be small numbers

to meet needs. In line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires

throughout building allocations to encourage attention to viability. An assessment of viability has
intergenerational activity as much as possible. It also been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
reduces the risk of anti social behaviour calls if young Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic

targets for the delivery of affordable housing.people are known to older people. The Extra Care
Schemes need to include accommodation suitable for
dementia sufferers with a range of telecare support.

2. Affordable Housing 

I am concerned that affordable housing in terms of
Intermediate Housing in Annex 2 of the National
Planning Guidance could still lead to an inability for
young people and families to be unable to afford such
housing as they are often on zero hours contracts or
variable hours or minimum wage. It is therefore
important that the availability of social rent preferably
with LA is available for young people and this should
include smaller houses and one bedroom and two
bedroom flats. Currently in Crook many young people
are unable to afford the private rental properties as the
bonds and admin fees are becoming ridiculous.
Temporary short term lets also cause disruption to
families and especially when children are involved.
Moving house is also a costly business. For these
reasons I would suggest that the level of Affordable
housing excluding student lets should be at the least 
that contained in the plan.

I do not agree that there should be off-site provision
of affordable housing as this reduces the mix of people
in a locality and leads to executive housing and poorer
housing for affordable homes. It is important for
community cohesion that richer and poorer live together
and share joint amenities such as play areas and green
spaces.The risk otherwise is that people distrust each
other. The risk is that it stigmatises groups.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Please please please could we have some old people's
bungalows built on the local bus routes, instead of
building accommodation that's pandering to the

1407Question 22
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students.  Or make them solely for over 65s and
disabled.  Please count up the number of suitable old
folks accommodation we have around Durham and
outlying villages.  Rarely are they coming available,
due to us all living that little bit longer.  I urge you to
consider this seriously.

Support noted.Providing the right type of housing in the right places
is essential to ensure that sustainable communities

2068Question 22

continue to thrive. To contribute towards meeting the
needs of the county’s existing and future residents we
support the proposal that all qualifying new housing
proposals will need to provide a percentage of
Affordable Housing which is accessible, affordable and
meets the needs of those residents unable to access
the open housing market, subject to the obligation not
having an adverse impact on the viability of a scheme.

We support in principle that affordable housing will be
sought on sites of over 10 units and that in rural areas,
affordable housing will be sought on sites of over 5
units, as this is in line with National Guidance, subject
to viability.

Support noted.NWL welcomes confirmation set out within Policy 16
that the Council will accept off-site financial

2464Question 22

contributions in lieu of provision of affordable housing
on site, where appropriate. This is supported by
Paragraph 62 of the NPPF (July 2018) which states
that, where local authorities have identified that
affordable housing is needed

“planning policies should specify the type of affordable
housing required, and expect it to be met on-site
unless:

1 a) off-site provision or an appropriate financial
contribution in lieu can be robustly justified; and

2 b) the agreed approach contributes to the
objective of creating mixed and balanced
communities.”

Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

Q22 Policy 16 We welcome the increase in developer
contributions in high value areas particularly giving

2336Question 22

development serves to support the creationpriority to the needs of older people e.g. single level
of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balancedbungalows and apartment blocks for the elderly with
communities. However, it is considered that there arelifts, however this policy links with the use of those
some circumstances in which it may be appropriate tocontributions and whether they will be of real benefit
provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, whereto the communities most affected by the developments
there were such a small number of properties thatgiven the existing policy on use of s106. (See also our

response to Q35 Policy7) would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliver
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, or
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where the site was in an area where there is already
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There may
also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

HOMES   Bungalows built so it is accessible for people
to use amenities

2103Question 22

Comment noted. The councils Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) has evidenced a need

The Interactive Viability Area Map provided as part of
the evidence base identifies land at Bearpark, Cook

2354Question 22

for affordable housing in County Durham. The policyAvenue South housing allocation proposal H7
in the County Durham Plan provides a means to deliver(4/BE/01) as follows;The site is predominantly medium
affordable housing across County Durham to meetviability (15% affordable housing) however the north
needs. In line with the National Planning Policywestern section is transected by a highest viability

annotation on the Plan (25% affordable housing). Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasWe object to this on the basis we consider this Policy

has not been applied equally across this site and, been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realisticindeed, the viability area does not form any natural
targets for the delivery of affordable housing. Thepattern or follow any regular boundary. We object,
viability areas are based on Lower Super Output Areastherefore, to Map F in the Policies Map Document. We
(LSOA) which are considered to be a small areawould request this be realigned to exclude the high
statistic derived from the census 2011, and logical
boundaries on which to define viability areas.

viability area from the map and therefore to follow a
logical site boundary to avoid confusion. We consider,
therefore, the viability areas are not justified and have
not been positively prepared.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

NECTAR  is supportive of all endeavours by DCC to
increase the quantity and range of affordable housing
within Co Durham.

1948Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingWe are concerned, however, that the caveat permitting

affordable housing contributions to be modified if the across County Durham to meet needs. In line with the
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingdeveloper states that this would make the development
sustainable development requires attention to viability.non-viable, could limit the amount of affordable housing

which is delivered. An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This

We are particularly concerned about the impact of the
high levels of developer contributions which are likely

evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. It is recognised that the

to be desired in order to fund the Northern and Western
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Relief Roads. There is a risk that the desire to deliver
these roads might starve affordable housing, and,

provision of affordable housing on-site as part of a
wider housing development serves to support the

indeed, any other kind of facilities of community value, creation of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and
of investment. We believe that these immensely balanced communities. However, it is considered that
damaging and unnecessary pieces of infrastructure
should be removed from the Plan.

there are some circumstances in which it may be
appropriate to provide affordable housing off-site. For
instance, where there were such a small number ofWe are concerned by the clause permitting developers

to provide contributions for affordable housing, rather properties that would be difficult for a registered
provider to manage them, where off site contributionsthan building it on site. As well as contributing to social
would serve to deliver more affordable housing than ifdivisions, we fear that, in the absence of sites being
delivered on site, or where the site was in an areaallocated specifically for affordable housing, this

funding will never be spent for its intended purpose. where there is already a localised oversupply of
affordable homes. There may also be circumstances

NECTAR note that the increase in households over
the Plan period corresponds to a very large increase

where a financial contribution of broadly equivalent
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision of

in the number of residents in the older age groups.We affordable homes, for example in order to improve
note, also, that like many areas of the country, County existing housing stock as part of the Council's
Durham has a shortage of dwelling suitable for older regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
people.We do not accept, therefore, that the proposed developer or the Council would be expected to robustly
requirement, for 10% of new dwellings to be suitable
for older people, is sufficient.

demonstrate that the off-site provision or financial
contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area. The Viability
Assessment has also considered and confirmed the
10% requirement for older persons housing is
acceptable in viability terms

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

The 10% requirement for housing aimed at older
people is insufficient for the demographic profile of the

2290Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andcounty and city. This figure should be increased to at
confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
housing is acceptable in viability terms.

least 15%, and could be material in releasing existing
stock for younger age ranges.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

I support the policy, however the %’s of affordable
homes are never built, developers to date have

1684Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamcommissioned special reports which claim there is no
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingdemand and win the case. %’s of aged people and
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thespecialist homes need to be increased and to actually
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuinghappen. Single aged persons are living in family homes
sustainable development requires attention to viability.because the correct accommodation is not available

for their needs locally. An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.
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The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housingAffordable housing, specialist housing and housing for

older people should be a priority and whilst appreciating

1997Question 22

and older persons housing in County Durham. The
policy in the County Durham Plan provides a meansthe difficulty of attracting investment targets should be
to deliver housing across County Durham to meet thesehigher. The different options considered:
needs. In line with the National Planning Policymulti-generational housing, sheltered and extra care
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requireshousing etc is welcome but the target percentage of
attention to viability. An assessment of viability has10% of new dwellings being allocated for the elderly
been undertaken through the Local Plan Viabilityis particularly unrealistic in light of the number of

exisiting and future elderly households in the County. Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for delivery.

Land owned by the County Council should be allocated
for affordable, specialist and elderly housing.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes

Large housing schemes with ‘affordable’ provisions
have repeatedly failed to deliver the promised houses

1816Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingthroughout the country. The affordable elements of
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thethese schemes are commonly well below the known
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingdemands.  Likewise, arrangements for funding offsite
sustainable development requires attention to viability.houses have often failed to deliver the houses needed.
An assessment of viability has been undertakenWhat is needed is a model of social housing that can
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. Thisprovide good basic houses at affordable prices.

Current arrangements do not provide this. evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

Off-Site Provision of Affordable Housing (5.95 – 5.96,
p. 100)

2027Question 22

development serves to support the creationComment:  Off-Site Provision should be provided
within the local community/ town of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balanced

communities. However, it is considered that there are
some circumstances in which it may be appropriate to
provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, where
there were such a small number of properties that
would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliver
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, or
where the site was in an area where there is already
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There may
also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
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needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

The policy states that, “To contribute towards meeting
the needs of the county’s ageing population we will

1550Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andrequire a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate
confirmed the 10% requirement for older personshousing on sites of over 10 units which, in relation to
housing is acceptable in viability terms.The policy alsodesign and house type, increase the housing options

of older people”. provide a means to deliver specialist accommodation.
It is recognised that the provision of affordable housingAnalyses of the Government’s Sub-regional Housing

Projections shows that 87% of new homes within the on-site as part of a wider housing development serves
to support the creation of sustainable, inclusive2016 - 2035 period will be required br residents that
and mixed and balanced communities. However, it isare over 75. In the light of this situation, CDGP consider
considered that there are some circumstances in whichthat specification of a minimum of 10% provision for
it may be appropriate to provide affordable housingthis group is woefully inadequate to meet evidenced
off-site. For instance, where there were such a smallneeds. The Council only have a residual allocation of
number of properties that would be difficult for a6272 houses, and the 10% minimum would result in
registered provider to manage them, where off siteprovision of a total of 627 homes constructed to suit

this age group over the plan period. contributions would serve to deliver more affordable
housing than if delivered on site, or where the site was

The Sub-National analyses shows that this age group
will require a total of 22,613 homes, therefore the

in an area where there is already a localised oversupply
of affordable homes.There may also be circumstances

Council’s Preferred Options fail to meet this need by where a financial contribution of broadly equivalent
about 22,000 homes. We notice, moreover, that the value can be accepted in place of on-site provision of
Plan provides for off-site contributions to be provided affordable homes, for example in order to improve
rather than on-site development of affordable or other
specialist housing. We feel that this strategy is risky.

existing housing stock as part of the Council's
regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
developer or the Council would be expected to robustlyAlthough the policy calls for “clear evidence that

affordable housing could be delivered off-site” it does demonstrate that the off-site provision or financial
not call for a commitment that it will be delivered contribution was acceptable as part of the
off-site, or by whom. We feel that it is very likely that determination of the planning application. It is not
affordable and other specialist housing is likely not to
be delivered at all.

considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2163Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
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base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
affordable housing. These targets vary across the

used to identify these areas and no review is proposed
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas

County as a result of the differing viability. Thiscould change throughout the Plan period. We require
approach is justified by the Local Plan Viabilityfurther evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas
Assessment. The Viability Assessment has alsoare justified and how they would be effective. Further,
considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms

requiring different affordable housing provision in each
of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, 3.68 this needs to be clarified
in future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2011Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however, no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
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County as a result of the differing viability. This
approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability

could change throughout the Plan period. We require
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas

Assessment. The Viability Assessment has alsoare justified and how they would be effective. Further,
considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms

requiring different affordable housing provision in each
of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support for meeting housing need policy noted.The policy is sound and is a positive framework to
ensuring that County Durham provides housing which

2489Question 22

caters to the needs of its current and future population.
However, Hellen’s considers that the OAHN of 1,368
dpa outlined in the Plan does not fully meet the OAN
which would align with the County's economic growth
aspirations (as outlined in our response to Q6).

Since high value areas are most likely to be deliverable
and can support the greatest level of provision, Hellens
supports the percentages of affordable dwellings by
area value that are outlined.

Hellens agrees with the Viability Areas map which
identifies Sedgefield to be within a “High Value Area”
and, in accordance with draft Policy 16, Hellens’ land
interest at Sedgefield would deliver at least 20%
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affordable housing and 10% of housing would meet
the needs of older persons.

As explained further in Hellens’ response to Question
11, its land interest at Sedgefield provides a unique
opportunity to deliver affordable new homes at a
sustainable location. Hellens is seeking allocation of
its land interest at Sedgefield for housing which would
deliver “entry-level homes” as encouraged by
paragraph 71 in the new NPPF (July 2018), providing
an opportunity to deliver balanced communities with a
mix of housing to meet the identified need in a place
where people wish to live.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

The Parish Council is concerned with the lower % of
affordable housing required in lower value areas.

1641Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County DurhamHousing in low value areas tends to be older and of
poorer quality stock, the values are low but that doesn’t Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing

across County Durham to meet needs. In line with themean that people in these areas require less access
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingto homes that are affordable, modern, energy efficient

and sustainable than others. sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertaken

Provision of modern affordable homes will benefit all
in the community.

through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.Therefore, we request that the former threshold of 20%

be maintained for Low to High Value Areas with 25%
reserved for the highest value area.

Comments noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

As the policy stands, offsite provision could be
anywhere in the county and not benefit local people.

1695Question 22

development serves to support the creationContributions for offsite provision should be explicitly
of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balancedfor an identified site in the same community. Or, at the
communities. However, it is considered that there arevery least, contributions should follow a sequence of
some circumstances in which it may be appropriate tooptions to ensure that it was provided in the local

community or nearby as lead options. provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, where
there were such a small number of properties thatCountywide Affordable Housing Trajectory: to the

layman, it looks as though affordable housing will be would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliverdramatically under-supplied during the course of the
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, orPlan, with a huge cumulative demand remaining at the
where the site was in an area where there is alreadyend of the Plan period. This is particularly concerning
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There maygiven that planning consents for 16,000+ homes
also be circumstances where a financial contributionalready exist, so the affordable housing provision from
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in placethem is already set in stone, leaving the development
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for exampleof under 7,000 market housing to provide the
in order to improve existing housing stock as part ofremainder. Either supporting text needs to explain the
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in allsituation more clearly, or policy on affordable housing

provision needs to be dramatically uprated. instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
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restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted.I also don't agree with houses being sold as affordable
under the help to buy schemes as the buyer still has

1722Question 22

to pay for the developers percentage eventually and
end up paying interest on this or having to raise funds
to pay off the developers percentage if they need to
move. I also believe that all new builds should be
freehold as leasehold properties put off buyers due to
the added costs involved and possibly never owning
the land on which your house stands.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Dear Spatial Policy,

On twitter the Durham Gov team asked this question
recently:

1731Question 22

and older persons housing in County Durham. The
policy in the County Durham Plan provides a means

Do you think 10%-25% of new houses should be
affordable homes? Should 10% of new homes be
designed specifically for older people?

to deliver housing across County Durham to meet these
needs. In line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasMy answers are No and No.
been undertaken through the Local Plan ViabilityThe correct %s should be 0. Every home is affordable

if someone is willing to buy it with their own money. Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for delivery.Even if it's an expensive home, then somewhere down

the housing chain, a house that is being vacated is
now more affordable to the person moving in.

As for pensioner homes, the free market has got this
covered.You only have to look at dedicated retirement
homebuilders such as Churchill and McCarthy and
Stone to see this. Government should get out of the
way and let builders build to customers requirements.

In my view of course 

If you could work on a plan to demolish long term
empties, that would be nice. Probably easier said than
done. And make it easier to delist listed buildings that
have no historical interest based on the numbers of
people showing an interest in them.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Also older people and those with mobility issues need
bungalows.

1814Question 22

Support noted.Policy 16, Addressing Housing Need (page 92) is
supported as the Draft Plan has adopted the revised

2098Question 22

NPPF’s definition of affordable housing which allows
more flexibility in the interpretation of affordable
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housing and includes a number of affordable routes to
home ownership.

We note paragraph 5.90 (page 94) which states that
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
determined that there will be a net shortfall of 378
affordable dwellings per annum and therefore the need
for affordable housing is greater than the supply. We
are in agreement with the Council that there is an
under-supply of affordable housing within the County
and there is a clear need to support additional
affordable housing during this plan period through a
variety of routes.

We therefore strongly support the Council’s inclusion
of the revised NPPF’s definition of affordable housing
(paragraph 5.94) which includes affordable housing
for rent, starter homes, discounted market sales
housing and it identifies other affordable routes to home
ownership. We support the need to provide a variety
of affordable housing options.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Our Client supports the Council’s proposals to meet
the housing needs of the County’s existing and future

2346Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamresidents by providing affordable housing and meeting
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingthe needs of older people and providing specialist
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thehousing. Whilst our Client does not wish to make
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingspecific comments at this time, they are supportive of
sustainable development requires attention to viability.the position put forward by the HBF which highlights
An assessment of viability has been undertakenconcerns over the viability of certain areas across the
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. ThisCounty as a result of the policy burdens proposed and

states specifically that: evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.“The Viability Report 2018 concludes that development

across the region is viable and able to deliver some
level of policy contribution. However, tables showing
the impact of the policy options within Appendix D
identify significant issues with sites in the low value
areas for both brownfield and greenfield sites, and for
some sites within the medium areas. It is also evident
from these tables that the more policy requirements
considered the more sites that start to have viability
issues.The Council should be mindful that if the base-
line aspiration of a policy or combination of policies is
set too high then this will jeopardise future housing
delivery.”

Our Client reserves the right to provide further
comments on this policy at the future rounds of
consultation, where necessary.
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Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

How about building three bed bungalows for disabled
people with families. Build more bungalows with drives
or parking space.

2318Question 22

Comment noted.Anything that encourages young and old people to mix
is a good thing. Need areas for kids to play and relax

2400Question 22

as well. Also need more one and two bedroom flats,
people get clobbered by the bedroom tax, but don't
have the opportunity to move to a smaller house.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

We need more homes for the disabled and elderly and
bigger homes. My sister has a son with specific needs
and she can not find a suitable home big enough for

2405Question 22

a family of four.That her son being in a wheelchair can
get around. It's very frustrating. And she can not afford
to just go and buy a home.There are plenty of housed
around for the normal, every day family that just need
some tlc. Where's the equality and diversity!?

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

This policy seeks affordable housing on sites of over
10 dwellings, or over 5 dwellings in rural areas, with

2456Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamthe proportion required varying by area from 10% to
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing25%. In relation to our Client’s land interest,
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with theMiddlestone Moor is in a medium value area and so
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingthe CDP proposes an affordable housing percentage

of 15%. sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertakenA crucial element of setting an appropriate affordable

housing rate is by examining viability.This is enshrined through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

in the current NPPF in paragraph 57 and the previous
NPPF in paragraph 173.

The Viability Report (2018) concludes that the impact
of the policy options within Appendix D identify
significant issues with sites in the medium value areas
for both brownfield and greenfield sites. It is also
evident from these tables that the more policy
requirements considered, the more sites that start to
have viability issues. Our Client’s own viability
assessment submitted with its application at
Middlestone Moor shows that it is not viable to provide
affordable housing as part of the development. As
such, the Council need to reconsider the amount of
affordable housing it is requesting in medium value
areas as there is a risk that this may stymie housing
delivery.

Our Client strongly believes that as a result of this, it
is important that the Council includes a mechanism to
allow developers to challenge affordable housing rates
where the rate threatens the viability of a development.
To our Client it is important that affordable housing
expectations should be realistic in nature and
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correspond to the viability of specific sites, giving
certainty to developers. We note that the Council’s
current approach (as it is with planning obligations
more widely) is to include an overage payment clause
(paragraph 5.105). Our Client cannot support this as
it does not provide this certainty that is required in order
to successfully deliver housing. As such this is not
considered sound as it is not seen as justified, effective
or positively prepared.

The current wording of the policy is restrictive in terms
of tenure split (requiring 80% affordable rented housing
to 20% intermediate product). Our Client cannot
support this as the approach incorporates little flexibility
and has little regard to site specific circumstances. It
is noted that the recently revised NPPF has a new
definition of affordable housing (Annex 2).This includes
‘Other affordable routes to home ownership’
(sub-category d). We therefore request that this
definition is included (so the policy is consistent with
the NPPF) and that issues of tenure can be discussed
as agreed as part of the development management
process to ensure the approach is sound by being
effective and positively prepared.

Our Client also notes that the policy seeks to introduce
additional requirements into developments to meet the
needs of older people (10% of housing developments
over 10 units) through the introduction of enhanced
accessibility standards (M4(2) optional Building
Regulation standards). The PPG is clear that these
standards can only be introduced where there is robust
evidence presented in terms of likely future need, size,
location, type and quality of dwellings and how existing
stock can first be adapted. The evidence also needs
to examine impact on viability of adopting these
enhanced standards (ID reference: 56-007).

We do not believe such compelling evidence has been
presented by the Council. Its SHMA (2016) does not
provide this information rather it simply states that the
population in the county is aging and that properties
such as bungalows are being increasingly demanded
(although again, no figure is given for this). In addition
to this, the Viability Report (2018) already notes
substantial deliverability issues in medium value areas
(such as Middlestone Moor) and so it is unlikely that
such standards could be provided in this area in a
viable manner. As such, reference to these additional
standards should be deleted.
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The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

This is so simple...find out what the population of over
60s is as a percentage of the whole population and

2408Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamthere's your answer. Same for affordable housing. Find
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingout the average wage in county Durham, multiply by
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thethree and build houses at that price instead of five or
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingsix times much. Why can't the council work this out for

themselves? It's not hard. sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertakenAs a van driver and small business owner, a car driver

and cyclist, i would advise the council stop building through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

roads and start building cycle lanes. More roads just
make more traffic. Get people to walk and cycle safely,
that's the future, not more cars. If people could follow
similar routes as the roads, but safely on their bikes
then roads would be less congested as we cycle more.
It will not happen overnight, but most people are scared
to commute via cycle as the roads are too busy.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

In general we agree with this policy; other than the
minimum of 10% provision for older people’s

3374Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamaccommodation, we believe 15% is more appropriate.
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingWe would also like to express our concerns around
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thethe complexity attached to Viability and the potential

for developers to use it in their favour. National Planning Policy Framework, pursuing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.Affordable Housing.
An assessment of viability has been undertaken

Far too often, in the past, affordable housing, in
Spennymoor, and probably across the county, has lost
out because of Viability claims.

through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. The tenure split has
been informed by our evidence in the SHMA and has
been subject to an assessment of viability.

DCC must be more assertive in assessing the Viability
of developments that come forward. The statement in
this policy “where it can be evidenced by the applicant
to the council’s satisfaction that this tenure mix would
make the required affordable housing contribution
unviable or that alternative affordable housing products
are required to meet local needs, then proposals for
an alternative tenure mix as proposed by the applicant
will be considered” allows, from past experience, many
opportunities for developers to release themselves
from the responsibilities for building Affordable Homes.

In the case of Off-site provision of Affordable Housing
the council should proactively take the lead. The
council should seek to include our main Registered
Social Landlords on off-site builds.The idea of bringing
viable vacant properties back into use is something
the council could do to help regenerate certain run
down areas where vacant properties are causing issues
for other agencies such as the Police and Fire Service.

Meeting the Needs of Older People should be very
high on the council priority list. We do not believe the
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council’s aim of 10% of private or intermediate housing
on sites is enough, it should be at least 15%. Many
people who own their own homes are looking to down
size to level access flats and bungalows. Allowing this
to happen will better utilize the housing available for
family use.

As always viability may be an issue but this council
should look at sites coming forward in places of highest
viability, such as Durham City, and use contributions
from these premium sites to build on less viable sites
in other areas.

It is recognised that Registered Providers will play a
big part in meeting the needs of older people financed
by Homes England, however, this council should work
proactively with our local providers using off-site
provision to maximise the number of properties brought
forward.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Additionally, we would like to see a Policy which allows
for the building of a greater number of high quality

3259Question 22

and older persons housing in County Durham. Thebungalows to cater both for the needs of an ageing
policy in the County Durham Plan provides a meanspopulation, and to allow larger family houses to be
to deliver housing across County Durham to meet thesemade available from those who are seeking to
needs. In line with the National Planning Policydownsize their homes. There is a shortage of
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requiresbungalows which would allow more affluent members
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasof the community to remain living in comfort whilst
been undertaken through the Local Plan Viabilityadapting to reduced mobility that arises from ageing.
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for delivery.

If this is not addressed in the Plan, the situation where
people remain in houses that could be used by growing
families because suitable alternative homes are not
available on the market will continue.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

The interrelationship between policy 16 and policy 2
needs to be worked through.  It is noted from paragraph

2559Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham5.90 that there is a net shortfall of 378 affordable
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingdwellings per annum.  Based on the housing numbers
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thein policy 2 criterion (b) and the proposed allocations in
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingthe Plan it is not clear that sufficient affordable housing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.will be delivered to meet the needs / the affordable
An assessment of viability has been undertakenhousing requirements detailed in paragraph 5.97 and

the Countywide Affordable Housing Trajectory. through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

The policy proposes the provision of affordable housing
on schemes of 10 or more houses, ranging from 10%
to 25%. BDW are supportive of this policy. BDW
however, ask the Council to demonstrate that the
derivation of the affordable housing policies has not
only taken account of need but also viability. Paragraph
34 of the NPPF states that Plans should set out  the
contributions expected from development.  It concludes
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that such policies should not undermine the
deliverability of the plan.

BDW would urge the Council to justify the viability of
these proposed affordable housing percentages. As
set out above, policies in relation to contributions
should not undermine the deliverability of the Plan.
BDW would urge the Council to work with
housebuilders to ensure that the percentages of
affordable housing will be viable, along with other policy
burdens proposed in the Local Plan.

BDW notes that the Council ‘acknowledge that in some
individual cases these proposed levels of affordable
housing may not be viable due to other site specific
issues. In such circumstances applicants will be
expected to submit evidence to substantiate this
consisting of a viability assessment’. The Government
is keen to avoid such a situation where viability
assessments are being submitted regularly to vary
planning policy obligations.The Council must be aware
of the impact that viability assessments and
subsequent negotiation of obligations can have on the
delivery of development. This could impact on the
delivery of the housing target. Instead, the Council
should ensure this policy is well tested to ensure the
sites identified and allocated are deliverable.

BDW would also ask the Council to take into
consideration the potential amendments to the
definition of affordable homes and their provision, as
set out in the revised NPPF.

In terms of the tenure split, BDW are supportive of the
80% affordable rented and 20% intermediate housing
split.

Where a financial contribution is proposed instead
BDW are supportive of the calculation set out by the
Council. One of the key factors is the ‘Registered
Providers purchase amount’. BDW raise caution with
this. BDW would ask the Council to consider putting a
specific value into the calculation. The value a
Registered Provider (RP) would pay could be difficult
to conclude if there is no offer from an RP. This raises
the question as to whether the developer would be
required to get an offer from a RP for the proposed
affordable house. However, BDW would like to know
what would happen if the Council disputed this. BDW
are concerned that this level of debate could delay the
determination of an application and delivery of the
housing requirement.
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In relation to meeting the needs of older people, the
Planning Practice Guidance states that local planning
authorities have the option to set additional technical
requirements exceeding the minimum standards
required by the Building Regulations (ID
56-002-20160519).  It continues that local planning
authorities will need to gather evidence to determine
whether there is a need for additional standards in their
area and justify setting appropriate policies in   their
Local Plan.  Further guidance is provided in relation to
Accessibility and Wheelchair housing standards
subsequent paragraphs, 005 – 023. The respondent
considers that there is not a need for the policy which
would be a burden on all sites across the County of
over 10 units to be justified.

BDW would draw the Council’s attention to the Written
Ministerial Statement dated 25th March 2015 stated
that ‘the optional new national technical standards
should only be required through any new Local Plan
policies if they address a clearly evidenced need, and
where their impact on viability has been considered,
in accordance with the NPPG’. NPPG states that where
a local planning authority adopts a policy to provide
enhanced accessibility or adaptability they should do
so only by reference to requirement M4(2) and/or M4(3)
of the optional requirements in the Building Regulations
and should not impose any additional information
requirements (for instance provision of furnished
layouts) or seek to determine compliance with these
requirements, which is the role of the Building Control
Body. We are aware that Local Authorities have
received some advice from PINs on implementing
M4(2) and M4(3) requirements, BDW would welcome
sight of these.

It is important that the Council recognises the viability
implications of requiring all houses to meet these
enhanced standards. It is likely that this requirement
will make a large proportion of sites identified by the
Council as suitable for development unviable. The
Council has made reference to the fact that this policy
will be subject to site viability. However, this is very
vague and could result in stalled development where
time is taken to debate viability issues. The Council
must be mindful that it is unrealistic to negotiate every
site on a one by one basis because the base-line
aspiration of a policy or combination of policies is set
too high as this will jeopardise future housing delivery.
BDW would urge the Council to reduce the %
requirements to ensure the deliverability of any policy.
The policy must be viability tested in line with
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paragraph 173 of the NPPF to ensure that the scale
of policy burden is not such to threaten development.
BDW would like to see a copy of the Council’s viability
testing in light of this policy. The Council should work
with housebuilders to ensure the benchmark land value
being used in the viability testing is reasonable.

BDW would also urge the Council to provide the
evidence to justify this policy. It is incumbent on the
Council to provide a local assessment evidencing the
specific case for Durham which justifies the inclusion
of optional higher standards for accessible/adaptable
homes in its Local Plan policy. PPG (ID 56-07)
identifies the type of evidence required to introduce
such a policy, including the likely future need: the size,
location, type and quality of dwellings needed, the
accessibility and adaptability of the existing stock, how
the needs vary across the different housing tenures
and the overall viability.

BDW would urge the Council to reconsider the
introduction of this policy. If the Council wish to pursue
this policy they must ensure it is consistent with
national policy, justified by an appropriate evidence
base, including full viability testing. Consideration must
also be given to the introduction of a more realistic %
requirement.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

This policy is of greater significance than concerns
about the gross number of new dwellings required.

2621Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andProvision of affordable housing, meeting the needs of
confirmed the 10% requirement for older personsolder people, and specialist housing are key issues

with which the current planning system is struggling. housing is acceptable in viability terms.The policy also
provide a means to deliver specialist accommodation.However, the most problematic need is housing

suitable for the elderly.  About 87% of the extra
households in County Durham between 2018 and 2035
will be aged 75 years and over.  Durham City has a
higher proportion of elderly households in its permanent
(i.e. non-student) population than the County Durham
average. Preferred Options requires only that a totally
inadequate @630 homes should be provided for the
elderly over the plan period.

Redundant County Council assets should be
considered for redevelopment for the public good e.g.
Durham City Bus Station and Hopper House.

The housing market in Durham city is significantly
stronger than in much of County Durham, as evidenced
by house prices.

Preferred Options Policy 16 sets out a range of
percentage requirements for affordable housing
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depending upon whether the development is in a
highest, high, medium or low value area. That correctly
reflects the reality that the very high and high value
designations apply to Durham city due to the
investment returns of student lets in houses of multiple
occupation, HMOs, such that even people receiving
good salaries such as University lecturers have
difficulty finding an affordable property in the city. This
process is exacerbating the unbalanced nature of
communities within Durham city and needs to be
addressed by allocating affordable and social housing
development sites within the city and insisting that
Durham University accommodate a much higher
percentage of its students. The University’s concept
of University Affiliated Accommodation would allow
them to accommodate the huge majority of their
students and return it to the proper “Collegiate”
structure by which it advertises itself. The city has a
high proportion of aging residents but there is little
provision for suitable Later Life accommodation.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Table 6 in Draft Policy 16 sets out the affordable
housing percentage required based on the identified

3128Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamviability areas, and the requirement ranges from 10%
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingfor low value areas to 25% to the highest value areas.
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with theWhilst our Client is broadly supportive of the aims of
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingthe policy and acknowledges there is a countywide
sustainable development requires attention to viability.need for an increase in the delivery of affordable
An assessment of viability has been undertakenhousing, we are nonetheless concerned about the
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. Thisimpact this could have on development and the
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

requests for minimum percentages must be evidenced
and justified in order for the policy to be considered
sound.

The Viability Report provided as part of the CDPPO
evidence base has assessed and tested viability
scenarios, and we are concerned that the findings are
not accurately reflected in Policy 16. In particular, those
sites that are located in low value areas, when
considering the other policy requirements set out in
the CDPPO, are consistently considered to be unviable
when tested as shown in the Viability Report Appendix
D tables. The report considers that in low area a
requirement for affordable housing on site should be
5% (paragraph 5.19.14), although the conclusions later
increase this to 10% (paragraph 6.3) without explaining
the rise. This was also based on an anticipated upper
limit of £7,000 contribution per dwelling based on policy
requirements, but the Viability Report has noted current
draft policies currently equate to nearer £8,000 per
dwelling.
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It should not be the norm that viability is having to be
discussed on an individual application basis to take
into consideration affordable housing targets that are
unfeasibly high, and undoubtably causing more delay
to housing delivery, and our Client wishes to object to
this policy on the basis that it is not justified or planned
positively and fails the test of soundness.

Draft Policy 16 also sets out the minimum requirement
for 10% provision on all private or intermediate housing
of units which through their design or house type, will
increase the options for older people.We consider that
flexible

mechanisms should be in place to take issues such
as older people housing into account, with a one size
fits all approach not appropriate for a County which
has such a varied housing market and such vast
differences between the lowest and highest value
areas.

Our Client therefore objects to the imposition of the
10% provision of older persons housing and does not
consider it to be evidenced, justified or effective.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Affordable Housing

Policy 16 – Addressing Housing Need seeks affordable
housing on sites of over 10 dwellings, or over 5

3413Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingdwellings in rural area, with the proportion required
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thevarying by area from 10% to 25%. Persimmon Homes
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingdoes not dispute the need for affordable housing within
sustainable development requires attention to viability.Durham and indeed supports the need to address the

affordable housing requirements of the County. An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This

However, the policy as drafted is inconsistent with
national policy and should be amended to reflect

evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing. The tenure split has

paragraph 64 of the revised framework in requiring “at been informed by our evidence in the SHMA and has
been subject to an assessment of viability.least 10% of the homes to be available for affordable

home ownership, unless this would exceed the level
of affordable housing required in the area, or
significantly prejudice the ability to meet the identified
affordable housing needs of specific groups”.

Policy 16 stipulates that affordable housing should be
provided with a tenure mix of 80% affordable housing
to 20% intermediate products.This is incompatible with
the national policy in regards to 10% affordable home
ownership requirements. Further, Persimmon Homes
would welcome additional flexibility to allow for tenure
mix to be informed by local needs and up-to-date
SHMA evidence rather than precise stipulation within
the policy itself.
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Persimmon Homes welcomes the ability within the
policy to provide off-site provision of affordable housing
in certain circumstances however would request that
flexibility and clarity is added to policy 16 by setting
out that in instances where site viability is of issue a
reduced percentage of affordable housing may be
negotiated following the submission of a full viability
assessment.

Meeting the needs of older people

Policy 16 also requires a minimum of private or
intermediate housing on sites of over 10 dwellings to
increase the housing options of older people such as
level access flats, bungalows, sheltered housing or
extra care schemes or housing products that can be
shown to meet the specific needs of a multi
generational family.

Persimmon Homes note the ageing population profile
of the County and it is right to seek to address this
need through the provision of appropriate housing.We
welcome the flexibility within Policy 16 for enhanced
accessibility standards to be provided on a proportion
of properties where it can be demonstrated that this
requirement would undermine the financial viability of
the scheme either in terms of financial viability or lack
of market demand.

However the Council must provide clear justification
for the proposed percentage of elderly persons housing
requirement and evidence clearly the need for
enhanced M4 (2) access arrangements where
applicable. Persimmon Homes suggest the Council
take a cautious approach to the elderly housing
percentage and enhanced standards to minimise the
cumulative burden upon developments which may
potentially undermine the delivery of affordable
housing.

Support noted.KSL is supportive of the Council’s intention to include
criteria within the County Durham Plan’s policies on

2891Question 22

affordable housing and housing mix which assess the
type and mix of housing on site by site basis, reflecting
the viability of the specific site and also the
characteristics of individual settlements.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

Page 99 states that “we will require a minimum of 10%
of private or intermediate housing on sites of over 10

3359Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andunits to be of design and type that will increase the
confirmed the 10% requirement for older personshousing options of older people”. This
housing is acceptable in viability terms. The proposedacknowledgement by the County Council of the special
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requirements of older people is to be welcomed, even
though it is long overdue.

policy was not in place at the time of assessing the
commitments.

However, planning permission has been given by the
County Council for more than 11,000 houses in the
past two years. None of these is covered by this new
commitment on older people’s housing. Sadly, this
means that a golden opportunity has been missed to
make real progress in opening up housing options for
older people.

Taking the 6272 houses that the County Council need
to allocate to make up their total of 25,992 houses
before 2035, means that only 627 units will be designed
to give older people greater housing options.This figure
is simply inadequate to meet the demand, especially
when compared with the County Council’s own
projected figures (see Section 5.98 on page 101),
which refer to thousands of extra older people aged
over 65 and over 75 years of age.

Specialist Housing. Section 5.106 says: “There will
be opportunities…to provide specialist housing” but
fails to specify where these might be. The impression
that the County Council is merely paying lip service to
this need is confirmed by the lack of indicators or
targets on page 103.

Support noted.I welcome the proposal to ensure that developers
include housing accommodation for older people in

2773Question 22

new developments, particularly for bungalows to be
included.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Policy 16 (Addressing Housing Need) is sound and is
a positive framework to ensuring that County Durham

2570Question 22

in County Durham. The evidence in the SHMA hasprovides housing which caters to the needs of its
also informed the tenure mix that would be appropriatecurrent and future population. However, it is Taylor
to meet needs and this is reflected in the policy. TheWimpey UK ‘s view that the OAHN of 1,368 dpa
policy in the County Durham Plan provides a meansoutlined in the Plan does not fully meet the OAN which
to deliver affordable housing across County Durhamwould align with the County's economic growth
to meet needs. In line with the National Planning Policyaspirations (as outlined in the response to Question

6). Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasTaylor Wimpey UK’s site at Laurel Drive is located in

a ‘Medium Value Area’ (Appendix A, DCC Local Plan been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for the delivery of affordable housing.

Viability Testing, June 2018). The site would deliver a
significant level of affordable housing based on the
15% affordable housing and 10% older persons
housing requirement outlined in the Plan. Taylor
Wimpey considers that the tenure split identified of
80% affordable rent and 20% intermediate tenure is
too prescriptive. There is a requirement to provide
choice and a more flexible approach should be
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adopted, particularly recognising the wide range
of types of affordable housing referenced in Annex 2
of the NPPF (2018).

It is recognised that the provision of affordable housing
on-site as part of a wider housing development serves

Off-Site Provision of Affordable Housing (5.95 – 5.96,
p. 100). Off-Site Provision should be provided within
the local community/ town

3488Question 22

to support the creation of sustainable, inclusive
and mixed and balanced communities. However, it is
considered that there are some circumstances in which
it may be appropriate to provide affordable housing
off-site. For instance, where there were such a small
number of properties that would be difficult for a
registered provider to manage them, where off site
contributions would serve to deliver more affordable
housing than if delivered on site, or where the site was
in an area where there is already a localised oversupply
of affordable homes.There may also be circumstances
where a financial contribution of broadly equivalent
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision of
affordable homes, for example in order to improve
existing housing stock as part of the Council's
regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
developer or the Council would be expected to robustly
demonstrate that the off-site provision or financial
contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2868Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as  the  viability of  areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the  Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each
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of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall

considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.

need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of  affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to  comment further once further
clarification is  given on the  Plan areas requirement
for affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2619Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however, no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
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housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of  affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2742Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
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should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2990Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
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evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2749Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as  the  viability of  areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the  Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
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affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of  affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to  comment further once further
clarification is  given on the  Plan areas requirement
for affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.Elderly residential and accessible properties should
definitely be built and made very affordable. One
bedroom flats too for young people.

2654Question 22

comment noted.The policy provides a means to deliver
affordable housing to meet needs.

Most families that are on lower incomes can't afford
huge mortgages that produce a luxury house with
double garages with bells and whistles attached. Social
housing should be affordable to rent.

3316Question 22

Support for housing needs policy noted.The policy is sound and is a positive framework to
ensuring that County Durham provides housing which
caters to the needs of its current and future population.
However, it is the Brookhouse Group ‘s view that

2917Question 22

the OAHN of 1,368 dpa outlined in the Plan does not
fully meet the OAN which would align with the County's
economic growth aspirations (as outlined in our
response to Q6).
Since high value areas are most likely to be deliverable
and can support the greatest level of provision, we
support the percentages of affordable dwellings by
area value that are outlined.

Comment noted. The policy does not propose
occupancy restrictions for bungalows.

Durham County Council you keep saying bungalows
for older people. It’s not just older people who need
bungalows. I’m a mother to two kids who needs a three

2667Question 22
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bedroom bungalow. There isn’t any, what about
disabled people who have families?

Comment noted. The Council is introducing a policy
to ensure space standards are met within new
developments.

I sometimes think that these architects don't think about
actually living in these houses. Lots of people who buy
new houses end up converting garages, lofts or
building conservatories and extensions just to get more

3225Question 22

living space. It's all about building as many houses as
possible on as little land as possible to get the best
profits.

There is never enough storage in new houses now and
the rooms are way too small. We need good sized
houses and bungalows in the estates then families can
live near to each other and help each other, it would
help with the social care problems too. They build
bungalows so small you would struggle if you needed
to get a wheelchair or scooter.There should be enough
room between the houses too and grassed areas
where the kids can play and be seen from home.

Comment noted.More one and two bedroom flats needed as well to
help people suffering with the bedroom tax

3542Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2546Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as  the  viability of  areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the  Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability termsof the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.
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We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of  affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to  comment further once further
clarification is  given on the  Plan areas requirement
for affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Providing the right type of housing in the right places
is essential to ensure that sustainable communities

2775Question 22

continue to thrive. To contribute towards meeting the
needs of the county’s existing and future residents, we
support the proposal that all qualifying new housing
proposals will need to provide a percentage of
Affordable Housing which is accessible, affordable and
meets the needs of those residents unable to access
the open housing market.

We support in principle that affordable housing will be
sought on sites of over 10 units and that in rural areas,
affordable housing will be sought on sites of over 5
units, as this is in line with National Guidance.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2688Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
I to four identified areas from highest value low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence

base has informed realistic targets for the delivery ofcriteria used to identify these areas and no review is
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proposed throughout the Plan period, as the viability
of areas could change throughout the Plan period. We

affordable housing. These targets vary across the
County as a result of the differing viability. This

require further evidence to demonstrate how the approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
viability areas are justified and how they would be Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
effective. Further, requiring different affordable housing considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability termsprovision in each of the these areas is not fully justified.
Affordable housing requirement should be identified
as an overall need across the Plan area and the
required provision should be fully justified. The
demonstrated requirement of affordable housing
provision should be requested evenly throughout the
Plan area to ensure that affordable housing is delivered
throughout the County in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum 3.69 of 10% of private or intermediate
housing for housing options of older people. Sites of
over 10 no. units will be required to provide an
affordable housing contribution and providing a
minimum of 10% housing options for older people on
all sites could prevent sustainable residential sites from
coming forward due to viability issues. There should
be a demonstrated need of a requirement for housing
for older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comments noted. Comment noted.The policy provides
a means to deliver accessible housing to meet needs.

There are lots of disabled people that have children
but can't manage stairs we could do with building some
3 bed bungalows for families with disabled children or
were a parent as mobility issues .

2641Question 22

The Policy would provide a means to deliveraffordable
housing including social / affordable rent.

Why not more social housing?????2644Question 22

The Policy would provide a means to deliveraffordable
housing to meet housing needs.The Plan is supported
by an Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

I think the Council needs to get priorities right first
before just look at building new houses there again
what type of houses, most of the young people can’t
afford to get a foot hold to be able to buy a new house

2682Question 22

,living in rented accommodation with landlords putting
up the rent whenever they want while trying to save
for a deposit I really feel for most of them . I know
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because I have a granddaughter in that situation, The
services need to be upgraded long before they even
think of building, Doctors Surgeries, Schools, Post
Office, public transport, but this will never happen it
never does,

Comment noted. The Council is introducing a policy
to ensure space standards are met within new

Yes the new homes should Be larger, a downstairs
toilet is a must all access doors should be wider to

3592Question 22

developments. The policy provides a means to deliver
affordable housing to meet needs.

accommodate people with wheel chairs, Solar panels
should fitted to all the roofs to help save on power
consumption, the cavity walls should be filled with the
latest installation again to save on heating etc, along
with the roof space, More space for parking cars
outside, All of these should be on New Council Houses
which are in dire short supply in the County of Durham,
why are they just talking on private housing estates at
the present house prices I’m sorry but these are way
out of reach of the ordinary people trying to save for
the deposit while living in high priced rented
accommodation, invest in new Council Houses,

Comment noted.Could use brown belt land near me to build a few
bungalows, which are badly needed , houses were
pulled down years ago , just grassed over now

2686Question 22

The Policy would provide a means to deliver affordable
housing to meet housing needs.The Plan is supported
by an Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

What about the desperate need for 1 and 2 bed
flats/homes so people forced to pay the bedroom tax
can actually move somewhere they can afford? Plus
more doctors/dentists/play parks to support the new
homes.

2694Question 22

Durham County Council of course - what about the
one bedroom properties? There is a glut of two and
three bedroom housing stock in Consett it’s not really
in the interest of local people to build houses they can’t
afford to buy or even rent

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2840Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require
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further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas
are justified and how they would be effective. Further,

County as a result of the differing viability. This
approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability

requiring different affordable housing provision in each Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted. The Policy would provide a means to
deliver affordable housing to meet housing needs.

Spot on. More accessible housing and with more than
1 bedroom.

2790Question 22

Comment noted.Would have been better not to have flattened all the
bungalows round Woodhouse then put single people
in the remaining so yes older folk do need something.

2792Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Agree need more housing for the aging population
allowing them to remain independent for as long they

2795Question 22

and older persons housing in County Durham. Thewish to but also with enough space to accommodate
policy in the County Durham Plan provides a meansa potential living carer if required. Also more family
to deliver housing across County Durham to meet thesesized bungalows for families with disabled family

members again allowing space for carers if required. needs. In line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requiresWe also need to be creating more 2 bed houses for

young people to obtain housing when they leave attention to viability. An assessment of viability has
been undertaken through the Local Plan Viabilitycollege/uni not all want to stay with mum and dad until
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they're in their 30s and 40s and more scope should be
given to single people aswell and not in the way of

Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for delivery.

1bed properties where they then struggle to upside
when the meet someone or have a child. We need
start allowing young men to have properties and not
forgetting about them. I really fear for my son's getting
a house when they're older. As it stands at the moment
they have no chance unless they have a girlfriend
who's pregnant or with child, private rent or buy. But
with no ability to save at the moment (they are only
teens) but besides we are not gonna position to give
them £1000s to start out.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

25 % bungalows, 25 % affordable housing ( to
encourage younger people to buy) and 50 % other.

2796Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with the
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.
An assessment of viability has been undertaken
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

The policy seeks to delvier older persons homes as
part of a wider housing scheme.

Would it not be better if you built bungalows for older
people and families with disabled people in them within
family housing groups so that older people and people

2797Question 22

who are disabled are not parted from the community.
Older people and disabled people can bring so much
into our community.Younger children will also learn
how to interact with older and disabled people. To be
fair l think it would also make these people feel safer
too. Just my view.

Support noted.Policy 16, Addressing Housing Need (page 92) is
supported as the Draft Plan has adopted the revised

2861Question 22

NPPF’s definition of affordable housing which allows
more flexibility in the interpretation of affordable
housing and includes a number of affordable routes to
home ownership.

We note paragraph 5.90 (page 94) which states that
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
determined that there will be a net shortfall of 378
affordable dwellings per annum and therefore the need
for affordable housing is greater than the supply. We
are in agreement with the Council that there is an
undersupply of affordable housing within the County
and there is a clear need to support additional
affordable housing during this plan period.
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In addition, we strongly support the Council’s inclusion
of the revised NPPF’s definition of affordable housing
(paragraph 5.94) which includes affordable housing
for rent, starter homes, discounted market sales
housing and it identifies other affordable routes to home
ownership. We support the need to provide a variety
of affordable housing options.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

The policy states that, “To contribute towards meeting
the needs of the county’s ageing population we will

2930Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andrequire a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate
confirmed the 10% requirement for older persons
housing is acceptable in viability terms.

housing on sites of over 10 units which, in relation to
design and house type, increase the housing options
of older people”.

Analyses of the Government’s Sub-regional Housing
Projections shows that 87% of new homes within the
2016 - 2035 period will be required by residents that
are over 75.  In the light of this situation, we consider
that specification of a minimum of 10% provision for
this group is woefully inadequate to meet evidenced
needs. The Council only have a residual allocation of
6272 houses, and the 10% minimum would result in
provision of a total of 627 homes constructed to suit
this age group over the plan period. The Sub-National
analyses shows that this age group will require a total
of 22,613 homes, therefore the Council’s Preferred
Options fail to meet this need by about 22,000 homes.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

2944Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
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evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.Providing the right type of housing in the right places
is essential to ensure that sustainable communities

3024Question 22

continue to thrive. To contribute towards meeting the
needs of the county’s existing and future residents we
support the proposal that all qualifying new housing
proposals will need to provide a percentage of
Affordable Housing which is accessible, affordable and
meets the needs of those residents unable to access
the open housing market subject to the obligation not
having an adverse impact on the viability of a scheme.

We support in principle that affordable housing will be
sought on sites of over 10 units and that in rural areas,
affordable housing will be sought on sites of over 5
units, as this is in line with National Guidance, subject
to viability.

Comment noted. The Policy would provide a means
to deliver affordable housing to meet housing needs.

It is more a question of how affordable the new houses
will be to the hardest hit section of our community -
young people who have to stay at home with their
parents and young families on lower incomes.

3077Question 22

It seems to me that a large proportion of the new
housing stock is way beyond the reach of these people!
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In my opinion all of the housing stock in Durham City
is unaffordable to the young people just starting out
and young families.  Much of the housing stock that
could be affordable is owned by private landlords who
rent their properties out to students, driving up prices.
I know this happens in university towns/cities, but must
also point out that many of these other places are much
bigger than Durham and can absorb the students
comfortably into the infrastructure.  St Andrews and
Lampeter are two exceptions that come to mind.  I think
that the post was intended to convey the increase in
housing stock throughout County Durham and know
that there are more affordable places to live elsewhere
in the County.

Comment noted. The Policy would provide a means
to deliver older persons homes to meet housing needs.

I am trying for a bungalow but there's just not enough
of them in my area.  Family's need my house but until
I get a bungalow they can't have it, it's a long chain of
people waiting.

3094Question 22

A relative has had to go into 2 separate bungalows as
there's no family sized ones available here.

comment noted.25% on housing.3104Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

I live in Cockfield and need a bungalow for my needs.
As you acknowledge we are an ageing community but
the councils are not keeping up with the needs of the

3109Question 22

population. We appreciate that bungalows take up
more ground space than a house but building
bungalows would be an investment in the future as
well as freeing up homes for young families.

Finally can I say that building tiny bungalows is
defeating the object because they aren't suitable for
walkers or wheelchairs. We need more purpose built
bungalows with two good sized bedrooms.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

There should be a mixture of housing for families, the
elderly and disabled, which should be affordable.

3120Question 22

and older persons housing in County Durham. TheThe family properties should be built to anticipate long
term needs; older children remaining with parents policy in the County Durham Plan provides a means

to deliver housing across County Durham to meet theselonger need larger bedrooms, level access to support
needs. In line with the National Planning Policyparents with young children and older adults with health
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requiresissues. A downstairs toilet helps young and old families
attention to viability. An assessment of viability hasalike. Make it standard to have several dropped kerb

in every road . been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for delivery.Disabled and elderly bungalows should be integrated

into family areas so as to prevent isolation and
exclusion as well as encouraging mutual understanding
of generations. The bungalows should be designed
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with long term needs in mind e.g. Install a wet room
floor under a bath LIFETIME HOMES.

Doorways should be wider and turning spaces /
hallways bigger. Kitchens should have the housing to
allow built in ovens for easier access.

Extra Care Schemes, why not integrate these as well
to enable the trailers in our communities to remain
connected with family and friends rather than be
isolated. These are a brilliant solution but do not seem
to have been developed further.

I find it frustrating that we do not have sufficient
bungalow accommodation and what we we do have
is mainly old and costly to adapt to meet the needs of
disabled and elderly people. The under - occupancy
charge has resulted in people having to move from
adapted properties as they cannot afford the additional
cost.  For work to be carried out again at additional
cost.

Comment noted.The council consulted on Parking and
Accessibility Guidelines alongside the preferred
options.

A great idea having a mix of properties to suit all
demands ie. families, older people and single people.
However, parking is a major issue in all new estates.
Most families have two or more cars.  It is almost

3129Question 22

impossible to visit anyone who lives in a ne estate and
find a parking space near their homes.  Even the
footpaths are used up for parking.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

I am contacting you with my views about your housing
plans. I would like to see more wheelchair accessible

3141Question 22

Policy would provide a means to deliver accessible
housing to meet housing needs.

bungalows being built and not just for older people.
The vast majority that are built are for people aged 55
- 60 & over.  However there are a lot of disabled people
under this age. There is a real lack of fully wheelchair
accessible properties.  It would be good to have some
3 bedroom bungalows too for families with a disabled
person/child. There needs to be wheelchair bungalows
available for rent & for shared ownership too.

When you build new council houses can they all be
made with no step access so that wheelchair users
can go in them to visit family & friends.

Comment noted.Regarding housing I think bungalows and 2 bedroom
houses should be built not to buy but rent-able at
reasonable prices as not everyone can buy a property.

3158Question 22

Comment noted. The Plan seeks to ensure an
appropriate type and mix of homes is delivered to meet
needs and aspirations.

Shouldn't there be a mix of social and private housing
to suit a variety of needs and build communities.

3170Question 22
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The council's Local Plan Viability Study has been
published alongside the Plan. The viability work has

The need for affordable and elderly persons housing
well recognised within County Durham. However, any

3189Question 22

developed since the Issues and Options stage and has
been informed by stakeholder workshops.

such policy requirement should be supported by a
Local Plan Viability containing realistic inputs
appropriately consulted with the industry to not
undermine delivery. Nevertheless, I would be happy
to discuss the potential for facilitating the obligations
of Policy 16 with Council officers.

Support noted.Policy 16, Addressing Housing Need (page 92) is
supported as the Draft Plan has adopted the revised

3218Question 22

NPPF’s definition of affordable housing which allows
more flexibility in the interpretation of affordable
housing and includes a number of affordable routes to
home ownership.

We note paragraph 5.90 (page 94) which states that
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
determined that there will be a net shortfall of 378
affordable dwellings per annum and therefore the need
for affordable housing is greater than the supply. We
are in agreement with the Council that there is an
undersupply of affordable housing within the County
and there is a clear need to support additional
affordable housing during this plan period through a
variety of routes.

We therefore strongly support the Council’s inclusion
of the revised NPPF’s definition of affordable housing
(paragraph 5.94) which includes affordable housing
for rent, starter homes, discounted market sales
housing and it identifies other affordable routes to home
ownership. We support the need to provide a variety
of affordable housing options.

The policy provides a means to deliver older persons
housing to meet needs.

Bungalows would be good.3223Question 22

Comment noted.When building small ‘starter homes ‘ to help with the
housing/ownership shortage /getting people on the

3230Question 22

ladder, deem them to be available for owner occupiers
only ( not only when built but always) .As long as these
smaller cheaper houses are being snapped up by the
cash rich private landlords , the housing ownership
problem will not be solved

The policy provides a means to deliver older persons
housing to meet needs.

Bungalows suitable for families would be a great idea.

Many years ago, folks who were living in houses who
had/developed problems with mobility moved into

3232Question 22

bungalows - now they don't so quite often there is an
older person/couple occupying a house that a family
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of 3/4/5 could be instead. It is one of the many reasons
why there is a housing shortage.

The policy provides a means to deliver older persons
housing to meet needs.

Views on council housing for the elderly I have to go
private renting as council bungalows are too small and
put in middle of housing estates with children you could

3293Question 22

make housing estate for pensioners with descent size
bungalows so we can have visitors to stay and keep
some of our furniture etc. belonging there are happy
memories for some of us most of us you could have a
couple of shops little ones and cafes and restaurant
we would pay good rents for them not all of use are or
were able to buy or save for deposit etc. some of us
would like a garage driveway you could make them
communitys for pensioners.

The policy provides a means to deliver affordable
housing and older persons housing to meet needs.

We need to have more affordable housing preferably
social housing for all households, couples, families,

3309Question 22

Some of the matters raised are outside of the scope
of the County Durham Plan.

single people.  I emphasise they must be self
contained. We must place particular emphasis on new
build for the elderly especially modern spacious 2
bedroomed bungalows.  I do feel we need to send out
more litter pickers as there is a problem of litter around
County Durham. We need more police patrols to
control anti social behaviour.

Comments noted.The standards of existing homes for elderly or disabled
people should be looked at by the planners:- 1. Could

3314Question 22

they imagine living there with all there life needs
catered for; 2.would their parent or parents like or be
able to exist safely or happily in the confined space
provided; 3.Would family members and friends be able
to visit them ( much needed social contacts to prevent
mental decline) 4 Are they close to community
amenities, doctors, social centres etc; 5.
Transport?access? 6.Ask the residents of such housing
what is right or wrong with their home and what would
make it better.

Comments noted. The council maintains a self build
register where people can note their interest in self
build plots.

New Homes need more diversity in their design and
structure. A suggestion is to open up cheaper land
sites for self build eco friendly housing.The people will
show the world what they can achieve. If you have

3328Question 22

some land set aside for self build housing stock, and
we can all learn from those innovators who are given
a chance to build their own e.g the Netherlands have
some good examples of self build homes on
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Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

2-3 bed bungalows for disabled to rent at a reasonable
rate in tow law with a enclosed garden for people with
pet's so they don't have to give a treasured member
of the family has to go

3332Question 22

The policy provides a means to deliver older persons
housing to meet needs.

Why don't you build affordable housing so the young
people starting off can get a foot hold on the market

3333Question 22

Comment noted.They shouldn't have artificialy inflated prices masked
by the help to buy scheme conning people into thinking

3351Question 22

they are getting a deal. People end up in negative
equity because their house decreases in value and
they aren't necessarily well informed on how the help
to buy scheme really works unless they do their own
homework

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing and older persons housing
to meet needs.

Affordable housing for elderly a must but please
consider possible failing health and allow space for
equipment 2 bedrooms to allow carers access to beds
etc when trying to keep people at home. Elderly may

3354Question 22

be fit when they get these homes but are likely to need
support in future.

Cupboard and storage a must in all homes as is
functional outside space.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

More warden controlled bungalows or sheltered
housing for individuals will create more family housing

3357Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Please provide more warden controlled bungalows or
sheltered housing for individuals to free up more family
housing.This could benefit more over sixties and young
families desperate for roomy accommodation.

3572Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs. The

I'm an older person was working till illness struck, I
needed a bungalow . Only offered a one bedroom tiny

3363Question 22

Council is introducing a policy to ensure space
standards are met within new developments.

kitchen ... I wanted Garden .. I'm not dead yet was told
repeatedly just get rid of your things .. There's
downsizing and downsizing ... I've worked long and
hard to buy nice things ... yes there things ... But made
me feel normal human and not on the scrap heap of
life .. I have family that live all over the country can't
visit .. I would have nowhere for them to stay. Get a
sofa bed ... has anybody looked into the space in these
one-bedroom bungalows or flats to have other adults
staying in a sofabed in a room smaller than average ..
kitchen tiny ... no storage .. there's compromise and
existence ...  So much has gone since I moved from
Aycliffe as a child where the elderly were respected
looked after and housed as beffited them at the time
... just because through either illness or age . We still
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need nice surroundings storage and 2 bedrooms .. and
a small garden ... For those that DNT there should be
choice ...

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Having a percentage now for the older generations will
build up your stock so the next generation doesn’t take
the hit. Finding the balance between a generation now

3383Question 22

that has suffered (open for abuse from folk) and in the
future is a fine balance. Intentions are good, but the
immediate needs may dictate otherwise

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing and older persons housing
to meet needs.

Yes I agree with that i would like a bungalow instead
of a flat which is for mixed ages and wheelchair friendly
to .and yes they need to be affordable prices for
everyone.

3407Question 22

What makes me sad there not doing bungalows cos
flats bring in more money. I will say my new flat is ok
with teething problem otherwise very nice.

Comment noted. The delivery percentages have been
informed by an assessment of viability.

Regards the County Durham Plan for housing, probably
33% need to be 2 bedroom bungalows, 33% affordable
and 33% other - because a large % of existing houses
are not bungalows or affordable.

3401Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing to meet needs.

I have major concerns as there is no plans for new
social housing

3411Question 22

Comment noted.The policy seeks to create mixed and
balanced communities.

On the newish development all social housing round
the corner from me the bungalows are mixed in with
semi detached houses.

3415Question 22

All of the people in bungalows have moved or want to
move as cannot cope with all of the hassle living
surrounded by young adults and their kids, cars etc.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Build accessible homes to benefit everyone.3417Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing to meet needs.

Where is the provision for housing that is affordable
for actual residents and not appealing to outside
commuters or southern migrators.

3432Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs and seeks

More bungalows definitely needed. Also, the elderly
need to feel stimulated by allowing them to have daily

3434Question 22

to create mixed and balanced communities. Thecontact if needed with their neighbours or people just
Council is introducing a policy to ensure space
standards are met within new developments.

passing by. Bungalows need to be affordable but not
not built like rabbit hutches. Allow us to hold on to our
precious memories and respect the fact that although
we have lived a life we still have some life yet to LIVE
!!
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Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

I agree with the idea of bungalows with better disabled
access being built & also for families with
children/teenagers who have a disability. Me & my

3523Question 22

mother were very lucky to get such a bungalow here
in Staindrop, but there are much older ones with very
poor access. Some of those have had ramps and/or
handrails installed, but they are more an exception
rather than the rule

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing to meet needs.

We have seen no evidence that Private housing estates
help support local shops, post offices etc.We, as local
business owners of both, feel such houses are used

3524Question 22

as a commuting base only and the residents do not
use the village facilities at all. More affordable housing
is needed in the centre of our village, not more private
estates on the outskirts

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs and seeks

There should be a mix of 1,2 & 3 bedroomed
bungalows made easily accessible to young, old and

3526Question 22

to create mixed and balanced communities. Thedisabled. There should be the same availability in
Council is introducing a policy to ensure space
standards are met within new developments.

houses. There are many different circumstances for
many different people/families, it should be a
community of young, old and disabled. The properties
should all be council and affordable for everyone.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Bungalows we're short of.

I'm Branch Manager of Robinson's Estate Agents and
also a resident of Spennymoor.

3543Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

Yes more homes for the older person like myself (extra
bedroom for someone to stop over if person is ill).
Bungalows ideal as no stairs to climb. Also ideal for

3548Question 22

disabled and wheelchair users. Plenty of storage space
as l always find not enough.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

3 bedroom bungalows for families with disabled
children or adults with disabilities with children

3550Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing and older persons housing

Affordable homes question - I think it should be equally
proportioned. A third of all.

3559Question 22

to meet needs. In line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires
attention to viability. An assessment of viability has
been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for the delivery of affordable housing.

Comment noted. The National Planning Policy
Framework provides a definition for affordable housing.

The emphasis needs to be on the development of
sustainable communities and the costs need to be

3563Question 22

This includes social / affordable rent. In line with theinternalised to the developments. I keep reading that
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developers will need to 'contribute towards'
infrastructure - these costs should be internalised and

National Planning Policy Framework, pursuing
sustainable development requires attention to viability.

developers required to fund infrastructure entirely. As An assessment of viability has been undertaken
regards the housing mix we need to avoid the use of through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
the term 'affordable' since that is a relative term and evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
go for absolutes. ALL developments should be required delivery of affordable housing. The policy provides a
to include social housing as a further internalised cost means to deliver affordable housing and older persons
(I would suggest 1/3 of the gross development area housing to meet needs. It is recognised that the
(since social housing units created by developers tend provision of affordable housing on-site as part of a
to be smaller if based on 'units' the social housing is wider housing development serves to support the
identifiable and can be stigmatised)). Housing mix is creation of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and
essential - supported housing, single storey, balanced communities. However, it is considered that
terraced/(semi)detached, multi level flats. Consideration there are some circumstances in which it may be
for car parking is essential as is cycle storage. A large appropriate to provide affordable housing off-site. For
new build estate provide the opportunity for excellent instance, where there were such a small number of
planned developments in the interest of the community
rather than simply for profit.

properties that would be difficult for a registered
provider to manage them, where off site contributions
would serve to deliver more affordable housing than ifif you are on benefits or a low income or even renting

privately and unable to save for a deposit ALL homes delivered on site, or where the site was in an area
where there is already a localised oversupply ofare in the 'not affordable' category. Market rents are
affordable homes. There may also be circumstancesstupidly high and the only solution is sensibly priced

social housing. where a financial contribution of broadly equivalent
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision of

Durham County Council There will only be bungalows
if the MARKET decides they are needed - unfortunately

affordable homes, for example in order to improve
existing housing stock as part of the Council's

we are, once again, talking about vulnerable people regeneration activities. However, in all instances, the
(at least potentially) who do not have access to the developer or the Council would be expected to robustly
market especially nice bungalows tend to be more demonstrate that the off-site provision or financial
expensive given their larger 'footprint'.The dominance
of the market in the plan is a recurrent fault.

contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographicalNo mention (little mention) of social housing (council

housing has largely gone..to County Durham Housing restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
or Housing Associations) merely 'affordable housing' opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
which is largely inaccessible to many (unemployed/on needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
benefits). As student numbers continue to grow addition, housing needs are determined at the County

Durham Housing Market Area.developers will seek to create more units in Durham
City which are themselves overpriced and of poor
quality (you can cram in more students than 'people').

Durham County Council given that the plan suggests
'affordable rent' properties to be 80% of affordable
housing (and this is a maximum of 10% of a
development (10% of what is not specified so I assume
units, although in my formal reply I will be suggesting
10%(actually I suggest more than 10%) of the GROSS
development area or housing units which ever is larger)
and can be 'off site' this hardly provides a MIX of
housing to build community.sounds more like
ghettoisation of the poor to me.
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Comments noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing alongside market housing
and homes for older people.

All homes should be affordable, and rents set by
income

3564Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

If you do build more homes for those of us in
wheelchairs, could you factor in somewhere to store
power chairs etc. Went to visit a friend who is living in

3570Question 22

one of your specially designed and built accessible
houses and could only just get in the front door. My
chair then blocked the whole of the downstairs entry
way. Do you have wheelchair users to help you with
the design? And, whilst I am on one, please, please,
please think about more dropped curbs on BOTH sides
of the road. It's a nightmare to get about Newton
Aycliffe safely. Many a time I have to go on the road
as there is no way of getting back onto the other paths.
I have curb climbers on both my power chairs but the
curbs are often too high. Maybe putting yellow
lines/zigzags across the front of them would help as,
often, people park across them and I still can't get off
or back on the paths.

Support noted.Well said. Inclusion not isolation. Best for everyone.3580Question 22

Comment noted.Council housing should be accessible to all and
residents be made to keeps standards. If residents
abuse and damage houses they should be moved on

3583Question 22

Comment noted.Yes, communities are good don't mix those that won't
work with those that have done to provide for their

3584Question 22

families. Also at its heart there need to be social areas
like pubs or community halls and local shops.

Comment noted.Totally agree and not just council bungalows.3598Question 22

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs. The

Addressing housing need is a key challenge in Durham,
and it is to be welcomed that in the highest value areas,

4217Question 22

Viability Assessment has also considered andthe percentage of affordable housing that will be sought
confirmed the 10% requirement for older personsby the local authority is set at 20% to 25%. If the
housing is acceptable in viability terms.The policy alsodecision is taken that affordable housing on schemes
provide a means to deliver specialist accommodation.in and around Durham is better provide off site
It is recognised that the provision of affordable housinghowever, it is important that such developments take
on-site as part of a wider housing development servesplace close to the city if Durham is to benefit from
to support the creation of sustainable, inclusivefamilies and young professional moving to the area. It
and mixed and balanced communities. However, it isis already recognised by the local authority that across
considered that there are some circumstances in whichDurham City, there is a need for a more balanced
it may be appropriate to provide affordable housingcommunity, and this policy should seek to address this
off-site. For instance, where there were such a smallimbalance. There is lack of housing within the city for
number of properties that would be difficult for afamilies and others, so affordable housing of a range
registered provider to manage them, where off siteof types and tenures on developments in the city should

be encouraged as much as possible. contributions would serve to deliver more affordable
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housing than if delivered on site, or where the site was
in an area where there is already a localised oversupply

Given that the document itself recognises that over the
next few decades the number and proportion of older

of affordable homes.There may also be circumstancespeople in the county will be increasing, it would appear
where a financial contribution of broadly equivalentthat the 10% requirement for private houses to increase
value can be accepted in place of on-site provision ofoptions for older people is not adequate. The current
affordable homes, for example in order to improvefigures would indicate that 6295 new dwellings are
existing housing stock as part of the Council'sproposed on allocated land in County Durham,
regeneration activities. However, in all instances, themeaning that approximately 630 would be provided for
developer or the Council would be expected to robustlythe elderly, which is simply not enough. More provision
demonstrate that the off-site provision or financialmust be included for homes that are suitable for older

people, or easily adaptable for such uses. contribution was acceptable as part of the
determination of the planning application. It is not
considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

3779Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.
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We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
Partnership and in addition make the following points
in relation to Teesdale.

3955Question 22

development serves to support the creation
of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balancedFinancial contributions to DCC in  lieu of provision of

affordable housing should  be used in the AAP area communities. However, it is considered that there are
some circumstances in which it may be appropriate towhere the development is taking place. Teesdale has
provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, where a great need for affordable housing for its young
there were such a small number of properties thatpeople and every effort should  be made to provide

this in Teesdale. would be difficult for a registered provider to manage
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliver
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, or
where the site was in an area where there is already
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There may
also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place
of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of
the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

Comment noted. It is recognised that the provision of
affordable housing on-site as part of a wider housing

Off Site Provision of Affordable Housing – Question
22, Policy 16

4100Question 22

development serves to support the creationSub Paragraph c. The paragraph reads; ‘The resulting
financial contribution would contribute to specific of sustainable, inclusive and mixed and balanced
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communities. However, it is considered that there are
some circumstances in which it may be appropriate to

regeneration activity including bringing viable vacant
housing back into use’. In making representation for

provide affordable housing off-site. For instance, whereTeesdale and rural areas per se, would it be possible
there were such a small number of properties thatto place emphasis on the unique characteristics of rural
would be difficult for a registered provider to managecommunities and include after use….’In rural areas
them, where off site contributions would serve to deliverthe contribution is used within the AAP area where the
more affordable housing than if delivered on site, ordevelopment has occurred.’ A similar re-wording of

section 5.96 (page 100) would also be appreciated. where the site was in an area where there is already
a localised oversupply of affordable homes.There mayAddressing Housing Need – Question 22, Policy

16 also be circumstances where a financial contribution
of broadly equivalent value can be accepted in place

The TAP Board acknowledges that provision has been
made for 10% older persons housing. The TAP Board

of on-site provision of affordable homes, for example
in order to improve existing housing stock as part of

would like to highlight that this should be used as a the Council's regeneration activities. However, in all
minimum standard, with higher provision being offered
were demographics highlight an additional need.

instances, the developer or the Council would be
expected to robustly demonstrate that the off-site
provision or financial contribution was acceptable as
part of the determination of the planning application.
It is not considered appropriate to place a geographical
restriction for off-site provision as this may limit
opportunities to spend contributions to meet housing
needs, as suitable sites may not be available. In
addition, housing needs are determined at the County
Durham Housing Market Area.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Our Client supports the Council’s proposals to meet
the housing needs of the County’s existing and future

3847Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamresidents by providing affordable housing and meeting
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingthe needs of older people and providing specialist
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thehousing. However, our Client considers that this policy
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingmust be flexible taking into account circumstances
sustainable development requires attention to viability.relating to individual site viability matters. Whilst the
An assessment of viability has been undertakenViability report 2018 concludes that development
through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. Thisacross the County is viable and able to deliver some
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing.

level of policy contribution, sites have not been
individually assessed in a robust manner. A flexible
approach would be in accordance with paragraph 57
of the new NPPF.

Our Client reserves the right to provide further
comments on this policy at the future rounds of
consultation, where necessary.

Comment noted. The council's Strategic Housing
Market Assessment (SHMA) has evidenced a need

More affordable housing needs to be developed north
of Durham with easier access onto main roads, taking
traffic out of the City.

4118Question 22

for affordable housing in County Durham. The policy
in the County Durham Plan provides a means to deliver
affordable housing across County Durham to meet
needs. In line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, pursuing sustainable development requires
attention to viability. An assessment of viability has
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been undertaken through the Local Plan Viability
Assessment.This evidence base has informed realistic
targets for the delivery of affordable housing.

Support noted.Policy 16, Addressing Housing Need (page 92) is
supported as the Draft Plan has adopted the revised

3928Question 22

NPPF’s definition of affordable housing which allows
more flexibility in the interpretation of affordable
housing and includes a number of affordable routes to
home ownership.

We note paragraph 5.90 (page 94) which states that
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
determined that there will be a net shortfall of 378
affordable dwellings per annum and therefore the need
for affordable housing is greater than the supply. We
are in agreement with the Council that there is an
undersupply of affordable housing within the County
and there is a clear need to support additional
affordable housing during this plan period through a
variety of routes.

We therefore strongly support the Council’s inclusion
of the revised NPPF’s definition of affordable housing
(paragraph 5.94) which includes affordable housing
for rent, starter homes, discounted market sales
housing and it identifies other affordable routes to home
ownership. We support the need to provide a variety
of affordable housing options.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is a

We object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

4008Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMAout in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with

this part of the proposed policy. has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in
County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan

We object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is
not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is

provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the National

divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split development requires attention to viability. An
into four identified areas from highest value – low value assessment of viability has been undertaken through
areas, however no evidence demonstrates the criteria the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence
used to identify these areas and no review is proposed base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
throughout the Plan period, as the viability of areas affordable housing. These targets vary across the
could change throughout the Plan period. We require County as a result of the differing viability. This
further evidence to demonstrate how the viability areas approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability
are justified and how they would be effective. Further, Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also
requiring different affordable housing provision in each considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for

older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.of the these areas is not fully justified. Affordable
housing requirement should be identified as an overall
need across the Plan area and the required provision
should be fully justified.The demonstrated requirement
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of affordable housing provision should be requested
evenly throughout the Plan area to ensure that
affordable housing is delivered throughout the County
in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.

We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Affordable Housing Provision

This policy seeks affordable housing on sites of over
10 dwellings, or over 5 dwellings in rural areas, with

3895Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durham
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingthe proportion required varying by area from 10% to
across County Durham to meet needs. In response to25%.The HBF does not dispute the need for affordable
the ageing population, the policy also seeks to deliverhousing within Durham and indeed supports the need
older persons housing. In line with the Nationalto address the affordable housing requirements of the
Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainableborough. The NPPF is, however, clear that the
development requires attention to viability. Anderivation of affordable housing policies must not only
assessment of viability has been undertaken throughtake account of need but also viability. Paragraph 34
the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidenceof the NPPF established the importance of viability to
base has informed realistic targets for the delivery of
affordable housing.

ensure that development identified in the Plan should
not be subject to such scale of obligations and policy
burden that their ability to be delivered might be
threatened.

The Viability Report 2018 concludes that development
across the region is viable and able to deliver some
level of policy contribution. However, tables showing
the impact of the policy options within Appendix D
identify significant issues with sites in the low value
areas for both brownfield and greenfield sites, and for
some sites within the medium areas. It is also evident
from these tables that the more policy requirements
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considered the more sites that start to have viability
issues. The Council should be mindful that it is
unrealistic to negotiate every site on a one by one basis
because the base-line aspiration of a policy or
combination of policies is set too high as this will
jeopardise future housing delivery. Therefore, site by
site negotiations on these sites should occur
occasionally rather than routinely.

The Council should note that PPG states that ‘in a rural
area where the lower 5-unit or less threshold is applied,
affordable housing and tariff style contributions should
be sought from developments of between 6 and
10-units in the form of cash payments which are
commuted until after completion of units within the
development’.This is in line with the Written Ministerial
Statement (WMS) (Nov 2014), which also stated that
for 5 units or less affordable housing contributions
should not be sought and that for 6 to 10 units
contributions should be sought as cash payments to
be commuted until after completion of units.

The Council may also want to take into consideration
the potential amendments to the definition of affordable
homes and their provision, as set out in the NPPF.

Meeting the Needs of Older People

This policy also requires a minimum of 10% of private
or intermediate housing on sites of over 10 dwellings
to increase the housing options of older people. It
states that these dwellings must be built to M4(2)
standards. The HBF is supportive of the provision of
housing for older people. It is, however, important that
this compliments rather than burdens the mainstream
market supply. It is therefore recommended that the
Council provide a supportive framework for such
provision rather than placing burdens on all housing
sites. The HBF also recommend that if this policy is to
be taken forward that an appropriate transition period
is included within the policy.

The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
states that where a local planning authority adopts a
policy to provide enhanced accessibility or adaptability
they should do so only by reference to Requirement
M4(2) and / or M4(3) of the optional requirements in
the Building Regulations and should not impose any
additional information requirements (for instance
provision of furnished layouts) or seek to determine
compliance with these requirements, which is the role
of the Building Control Body. This is to ensure that all
parties have the clarity and certainty of knowing which
standards they have to deal with and can factor these
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into their plans. For developers, this ensures that the
design and procurement complications that previously
arose from a series of different standards in different
areas are avoided. It was recognised that it was not
appropriate to apply Category 2 or 3 standards to all
new homes as not all people who buy or move in to
new homes need or wish to have such provision.
Category 2 and 3 standards were therefore made
“optional” with the position being that the case for
requiring such standards in future new homes should
be made through the adoption of local plan policies
that have properly assessed the level of requirement
for these standards in the local area, also taking into
account other relevant factors including the impact on
project viability.

PPG (ID 56-07) identifies the type of evidence required
to introduce such a policy, including the likely future
need; the size, location, type and quality of dwellings
needed; the accessibility and adaptability of the existing
stock; how the needs vary across different housing
tenures; and the overall viability.

Support noted .The policy is sound and is a positive framework to
ensuring that County Durham provides housing which

3912Question 22

caters to the needs of its current and future population.
However, it is County Durham Land LLP ‘s view that
the OAHN of 1,368 dpa outlined in the Plan does not
fully meet the OAN which would align with the County's
economic growth aspirations (as outlined in our
response to Q6).

Since high value areas are most likely to be deliverable
and can support the greatest level of provision, we
support the percentages of affordable dwellings by
area value that are outlined.

County Durham Land LLP’s site at Sniperley Park
would deliver a significant level of affordable housing
based on the 25% affordable housing and 10% older
persons housing requirement outlined in the Plan.

Support noted.Support the policy as there is a need for more houses
suitable for older people.

4070Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

Policy 16 requires a minimum of 10% of private or
intermediate housing on sites of over 10 units to be

3804Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhambuilt to  Building Regulations Requirements M4 (2)
Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housingaccessible and adaptable dwellings and to be situated
across County Durham to meet needs. In line with thein the most appropriate locations within the site for
National Planning Policy Framework, pursuingolder people. Furthermore, on unallocated sites and
sustainable development requires attention to viability.as a result of viability or a lack of market demand then
An assessment of viability has been undertakenthe Council will also seek for at least 10% of the total
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units on the site to be built to Building Regulations
Requirements M4 (2) accessible and adaptable
standards.

through the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This
evidence base has informed realistic targets for the
delivery of affordable housing and the requirement for
older persons housing.The   Council   should   provide   a   robust   local  

assessment   that   evidences   the   specific
requirement for Durham to justify the optional higher
standards for accessible and adaptable homes. The
PPG clearly states that robust evidence is required to
underpin such policies, including: likely future need;
the size, location, type and quality of tenure required;
the accessibility and adaptability of the existing housing
stock; an assessment of how the needs vary across
different housing tenures; and the impacts on overall
Local Plan viability.

Story Homes considers that the 10% requirement
should compliment future housing supply where
appropriate. Introducing this requirement may have a
negative impact on affordable housing provision  and 
housing affordability throughout  the County.  Requiring
the  wide- spread delivery of larger properties could
result in inflated house prices and subsequent
affordability issues. An assessment of likely impacts
should therefore be undertaken by the Council and this
should also set out the associated costs, viability
implications and any other issues that may arise such
as development density implications which may reduce
the yield of allocated housing sites.

Comment noted. The plan includes a series of
allocations to meet housing needs.

How about rebuilding on the land cleared of lovely
houses in the past under Category D? The Deerness
valley lost so many parts of its villages under this crazy

3610Question 22

policy. Lymington in Esh Winning, half of Waterhouses
and that’s just my village. One area cleared of housing
in Esh Winning was turned over to an industrial estate,
bringing jobs but that is now throttled by the inability
to improve access from Durham Road. Esh Winning
is a lovely area to live but the poor quality of some the
older buildings in Durham road make it look run down.

Comment noted.The elderly and disabled need to be in areas that are
near to shops and not on the outskirts.

3616Question 22

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

The Rowntree Foundation about a quarter century ago
published a report on designing lifetime homes. This
included specifications which would enable easy

3618Question 22

adaptation for the use of mobility aids/lift/wheelchair
access. the intention was that all houses in a
development be designed with subsequent adaptation
in mind. I recommend it.
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Comment noted.In reply to your question about housing. I'm on the
waiting list, I need a four bed bungalow for me and my
kids. Definitely build more bungalows for families.

3621Question 22

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced that County Durham is aWe object to policy 16 as currently proposed.

3690Question 22

Housing Market area and therefore is an appropriate
Affordable housing contributions are sought on sites
of over 10 units, or 5 units on appropriate sites as set

geography for identifying housing needs. The SHMA
has also evidenced a need for affordable housing in

out in line with the NPPF paragraph 63.We agree with
this part of the proposed policy.

County Durham.The policy in the County Durham Plan
provides a means to deliver affordable housing across
County Durham to meet needs. In line with the NationalWe object to Table 6 Affordable Contributions as it is

not a fully justified or effective policy. The Plan area is Planning Policy Framework, pursuing sustainable
divided into viability areas as set out on proposed Map development requires attention to viability. An
F of the proposals maps. The viability areas are split assessment of viability has been undertaken through
into four identified areas from highest value – low the Local Plan Viability Assessment. This evidence

base has informed realistic targets for the delivery ofvalue areas, however no evidence
affordable housing. These targets vary across the

demonstrates the criteria used to identify these areas
County as a result of the differing viability. This

and no review is proposed throughout the Plan period,
approach is justified by the Local Plan Viability

as the viability of areas could change throughout the
Assessment. The Viability Assessment has also

Plan period. We require further evidence to
considered and confirmed the 10% requirement for
older persons housing is acceptable in viability terms.

demonstrate how the viability areas are justified and
how they would be effective. Further, requiring different
affordable housing provision in each of the areas is
not fully justified. Affordable housing requirement
should be identified as an overall need across the Plan
area and the required provision should be fully justified.
The demonstrated requirement of affordable housing
provision should be requested evenly throughout the
Plan area to ensure that affordable housing is delivered
throughout the County in all areas.

We suggest that discounted market housing should be
included in the definition of affordable housing, to
accompany affordable market rent and intermediate
products.

We object to sites of over 10 no. units having to provide
a minimum of 10% of private or intermediate housing
for housing options of older people. Sites of over 10
no. units will be required to provide an affordable
housing contribution and providing a minimum of 10%
housing options for older people on all sites could
prevent sustainable residential sites from coming
forward due to viability issues. There should be a
demonstrated need of a requirement for housing for
older people in local areas.

We reserve the right to comment further once further
clarification is given on the Plan areas requirement for
affordable housing need.
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We anticipate that Policy 16 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver affordable housing to meet needs.

More affordable housing.  I live in Easington and
£250,000 for a new build here is unrealistic.

3663Question 22

Increase size.  My 3 bed semi is loads bigger than the
4 bed new builds.

Don't build houses so close together.  Crammed
together impacts on privacy and parking.

Factor in decent parking.  Most families have 2 cars
these days.

More houses are being in Easington but there are
barely any shops / jobs here.  Infrastructure needs to
support increase in housing.

Either knock down or refurbish all the old houses stood
empty that are becoming an eyesore.

The council's Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA) has evidenced a need for affordable housing

No to affordable housing it would put me off buying a
house on that estate.  If I was to choose a house I

3698Question 22

in County Durham. The policy in the County Durhamwould definitely not be buying if it offered affordable
housing. Plan provides a means to deliver affordable housing

across County Durham to meet needs. The plan also
includes a policy to deliver older persons housing.

Yes to bungalows for the elderly.

Comment noted. The National Planning Policy
Framework provides a definition for affordable housing.

To many "affordable" homes, which basically means
very poorly detailed homes which cheap fit outs. There

3727Question 22

Homes will be delivered through the policy in the plan
that meet this definition.

is an abundant of "affordable" homes available
throughout Durham County - more and cheaper than
I have seen anywhere.

Comment noted. The policy provides a means to
deliver older persons housing to meet needs.

I am currently looking for property in the Durham area
for my elderly in-laws, it is very difficult to find
something for people with limited mobility, they don't

3764Question 22

want to be "fenced off" from other people, and can
manage to look after themselves, but finding an area
that has facilities close at hand is challenging. So
please don't just build homes, build an environment
where older people can enjoy their latter years, places
to eat, shop and socialise as well as homes. A mobile
warden or "manager" of some sort would probably go
down really well too.

Comment noted.In areas where regeneration is proposed there needs
to be a clear and evidence based case put forward to

3771Question 22

argue the case for regeneration, with the evidence
being for that area only. For example if you are wanting
to regenerate an area and cite anti social behaviour
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as one of the reasons then evidence should be given
to support this for the area in question only, and not
the area in question plus a 1 mile radius.

In areas where regeneration is proposed there needs
to be a strong and compelling case for the demolition
of property in order to try prevent the needless
demolition of perfectly serviceable homes.

In areas where regeneration is proposed and that area
is predominantly social housing then the 10 - 25%
requirement for social housing should be increased.

All developments should contribute towards
infrastructure and services such as schools, doctors
etc. At present there is a 2 week wait for an
appointment to see a GP at my doctors in Newton
Aycliffe.

Support noted.I am pleased that the Plan is demanding more
‘AFFORDABLE’ HOUSING, and fully behind the

3789Question 22

proposal that 10% of houses have to be
multi-generational ‘LIFETIME’ HOMES.

Comment noted. It is important that a range and type
of housing products are provided to meet needs.

Demographic and economic changes during the life
span of the Plan need to be considered also. The
overall Co Durham’s population is aging and it is

3893Question 22

expected that between 2012 and 2033 the over 65’s
will increase from 19% to 26% and over 80’s from 5%
to 9%. The OAD ratio will increase from 28.8 to 45.5.
The SNPP 2012 shows that household growth is
greatest for single males, then couples with no
children.  However this pattern is not reflected in the
type of housing being built where the vast majority are
varyingly sized family houses.  DCC’s Plan summarises
it will ‘provide a wide choice of quality homes to meet
everyone’s needs and ensure they’re built where
people want to live reducing the need to travel.’  I
believe this is not the reality and that the plan is
devaluing Consett and turning it into a commuter town
to the detriment of the existing population.

Comment noted.Affordable housing – second homes / holiday homes
and is impacting upon rental units. Rented properties
are not maintained either.

4049Question 22
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Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

There is no compelling reason why the University
should be increasing numbers. It is a vanity project

60Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thethat is unnecessary and completely disregards the
University's Strategy and an understanding of theneeds of the local population. It seems to me that the
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookCouncil is hand-in-glove with the University and is
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesignoring its duty to protect the needs of the local
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countypopulation.You should never have granted planning
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Planpermission for the expansion of the University. It was
provides a means to assess and consider futurebad enough their closing the Stockton campus without
proposals brought forward by the University. Thethen increasing still further the numbers in Durham
policies in the plan also provide a means to considerCity. The University clearly do not care about the
the impact of proposals on the World Heritage Site.wellbeing of the city or its inhabitants and it should be
Part 3 of the Policy provides will ultimately replace theup to the council to stabbed firm against their
current Interim Policy and will be used to considervainglorious expansion plans. Expansion will also have
applications for a change of use to a House in Multiplea negative impact on the student experience and it is
Occupation (HMO). I can advise that issues with regarda high risk strategy and is driven by greed and hubris
to licencing of HMOs are outside the scope of the
County Durham Plan.

rather than by pedagogic reasons. Enough is enough.
All HMOs should be stopped and when a house is sold
you should withdraw the licence to operate as an HMO.
Wouldn't it be marvellous to have city centre homes
back in family ownership.You need to be stronger and
push back more at the developers and the
University. Durham City is a world heritage site but is
being swamped by the University. Over expansion will
have a negative impact on tourism  - more days will
be needed for Congregations so less access for visitors
( and that is just one impact) please do your job as
planners and not just roll over

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

The unique character of the city is being completely
spoiled for local residents by rampant, unchecked

98Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of theexpansion of the university and student numbers. This
University's Strategy and an understanding of theis unacceptable for such a small city, and makes the
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookenvironment less attractive for proper residents. The
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesUniversity should not be allowed to hold so much
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countysway.  Any economic benefits of the university from
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Planstudent spending are limited due to the collegiate
provides a means to assess and consider futuresystem and concetrated on certain periods of the year.
proposals brought forward by the University. Part 3 ofThis offers no economic stability for the city. That said,
the Policy provides will ultimately replace the currentI'd prefer students to be concentrated in PBSA rather
Interim Policy and will be used to consider applicationsthan in HMO but this expansion in PBSA does not
for a change of use to a House in Multiple Occupation
(HMO).

seem to be releasing HMO for normal residents which
one would expect. The growth of the university should
not continue unchecked.

Students do no contribute to council tax and so the
remainder of the city (swamped by high student
numbers) are effectively subsidising the students. This
is unfair.
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Comment noted. Some of the matters raised are
outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Policy 17 – Durham University

An additional point should be added stated that housing
development will only be permitted where it will not be
detrimental to “balanced communities”

192Question 23

Policy 17, Section 3 – Durham University, HMOs

Add an additional point (j) stating that HMO licences
will not be renewed where there are more than 10%
of homes within 100m exempt from paying council tax
(Class N) where there have been an unreasonable
number of complaints made to the council and/or police
regarding antisocial behaviour of tenants.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
considers that Policy 17.1 on Durham University

220Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thedevelopment is a significant and welcome new policy
University's Strategy and an understanding of thewith many of the safeguards and criteria that the
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookNeighbourhood Planning Forum has been considering.
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesHowever, the Forum notes that Preferred Options
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countyportrays Durham University as a wholly beneficial
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Planpresence in the city. There is much that the University
provides a means to assess and consider futurebrings to the city, and the Forum welcomes the positive
proposals brought forward by the University. Theaspects but must also speak about the negative
Preferred Options Plan did reflect upon both theaspects. Paragraph 5.10 of Preferred Options takes
benefits that the University brings to the City and thean uncritical, indeed benign, view of the University’s
wider County but also recognised the adverse impactsgrowth Masterplan. In particular, the apparent
on residential amenity where student HMOs areacceptance of an increase by 6,000 in the number of
dominant. This text is also reflected in the currentUniversity students in Durham city is a passive
version of the Plan. The highways team at Durhamconclusion that the city can cope.The Forum considers
County Council have confirmed that the Elvett Hillthat, on present evidence, the city cannot cope - the
Carpark is a suitable allocation. The policy has notterm-time daily struggle with over-crowded pavements;
been amended from the Preferred Options Stage to acars parked all over grass verges; and whole areas
10% threshold test into the Part 2 PBSA element ofblighted by rowdy parties, rubbish and rats.The Forum
the policy. In Part 3 of the Policy, this test is intendedinsists that there should be a full assessment of the
to promote, create and preserve inclusive mixed andeconomic, environmental and social impacts of the
balanced communities. In the context of Part 2 of thisproposed scale, pace and locations of the Masterplan’s
policy however, a similar 10% threshold would restrictproposals. Further, the full Masterplan (not just the
potential future opportunities for otherwise appropriate‘glossy’ summary) should be published as part of the

evidence base for Preferred Options. campus development. For consistency of interpretation,
it is proposed the Council Tax Class N Exemption dataWith regard to proposals for Purpose Built Student

Accommodation, the Forum considers that Policy 17.2 is used rather than another means. The exemption
criteria is considered to be an important component oftakes the Interim Policy of the County Council a
the policy. This is an updated version of criterion e) ofworthwhile step further in the light of experience. In
the Interim Policy which has been utilised by anparticular, allocating specific sites for PBSAs on the
Inspector and accepted as a determining factor at aUniversity’s own estate is exactly the approach that
planning appeal. (APP/X1355/W/16/3161707 6has long been sought, though we have a particular
Waddington Street, Durham, DH1 4BG). Some of theconcern about the consequences of the loss of the

Elvet Hill car park. matters raised are outside the scope of the County
Durham Plan

Proposals for PBSAs other than on those sites will not
be permitted under Policy 17.2 unless certain criteria
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are met. These criteria are brought across from the
Interim Policy, and the Forum considers that a further
test is necessary. Other than on the University’s own
estate, PBSAs have had a dominating and disruptive
impact upon existing residential areas and
communities. The Forum therefore proposes, in line
with the approach for HMOs, that in order to promote,
create and maintain sustainable, inclusive and mixed
communities, any development proposal for new,
extensions to, or conversions to, Purpose Built Student
Accommodation other than on the six allocated sites
will not be permitted if more than 10% of the total
number of residential units within 100 metres of the
application site are already in use as HMOs or student
accommodation exempt from council tax charges.
There are other wording differences to be considered
though ongoing discussions.

With regard to Houses in Multiple Occupation, the City
of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum considers
that Policy 17.3 is also a worthwhile improvement on
the Interim Policy. Again, the Forum proposes a slight
further improvement in order to make sure that the
impact not just of HMOs but also of PBSAs in the
vicinity is taken into account. The policy counts
properties within 100 metres of the application site. A
PBSA is a single property but can house several
hundred students, with the same consequential impacts
on the balance of the community as so many students
in HMOs would represent. The Forum therefore
proposes that Policy 17.3 should count the number of
residential units within the PBSA. For example, the
PBSA development at the County Hospital amounted
to just 3 distinct properties but contains 82 student
studios and 281 student flats. Thus, the Forum
proposes that part (a) of Policy 17.3 should be slightly
modified to replace the word ‘properties’ with the words
‘residential units’. Again, there are other wording
differences to be considered though ongoing
discussions.

The Forum does not support the ‘exemption’ clause to
not resist a new HMO where a high proportion of
existing properties within the 100 metres radius are
already HMOs. The application of this part of the
Interim Policy has proved to be perceived as arbitrary.
Individual exemptions are best dealt with on the basis
of particular hardship circumstances.

The Forum believes that the County Council and the
University together need to form and fund a partnership
vehicle to return sets of houses in multiple occupation
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back to homes for long-term (i.e. non-student)
residents.

Comments noted. In April 2016, the council adopted
an Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and

Th Whilst I welcome the further development of Ushaw
College re the University I am past sad to read this
section in the CPD.

284Question 23

to consider proposals for student accommodation.The
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forHMOs can provide accommodation for a wide range

of groups including professionals, students, migrants, Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a familyand people on low incomes. In County Durham the
home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).majority of HMOs are located in Durham City and are

occupied by students of Durham University. The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

How sad is this to read. We have a very small City yet
it is overrun with HMOs with street after street being

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growth

left vacant at the end of term time. There has been a aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
total and utter lack of thought for the residents and have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
locals of Durham in terms of the permissions granted student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
for vast amounts of HMOs concentrated in the city.
How are you going to change this? 

In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University. Geographical concentrationsGiven the relatively large size of the University in

relation to that of the city, students make up a of student HMOs are monitored at postcode level
significant proportion of the term time population through Council Tax data (class n exemption) and
contributing greatly to its culture, economy and published on the council's website and in the Annual
vibrancy. However there can also be adverse impacts Monitoring Report. Some of the matters raised are

outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.on the amenity of residents in areas where student
HMOs are dominant.This policy will therefore be used
to assess the acceptability of a proposal for an HMO,
balancing the contribution that such a development
will make to meeting housing demand against the
potential harm that might be caused to the character
and amenity of the surrounding area and the suitability
of the property concerned. It is however recognised
that the University and its students undertake positive
actions to help mitigate these challenges such as
volunteering, community liaison and policy on
anti-social behaviour.

This is simply not true and no body, it would appear,
has undertaken an impact study on what actually do
the University students bring to the City? [content
removed] What are the University doing to support
that, I am aware initially there was a level of support
but what have they done to change how future students
treat our City? Student are exempt from council tax
and we residents pick up additional costs associated
to their activities. Have you ever asked the residents
how they feel about the drunken student behaviour in
the inner city? We personally have almost killed two
students who were so drunk they fell in front of our car.
We have picked up several drunk students and had to
get them assistance to ensure they got home safely.
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We have had drunk and disorientated students
knocking on our door, lost asking if we were a hotel?
Seriously!! The balance has gone between residents
and students and that is the Councils fault for not
monitoring the Memorandum of Agreement between
the University and the Council. We as residents feel
this is too little too late, how can you monitor HMOs
when the City is awash with them! You need to develop
more work between the University and the residents
as we are actually the people who live here, rather
than you the Council taking ownership and making
such critical decisions about our City. Poor form.

In order to assess the percentage of student exempt
properties, the council will use council tax information
consisting of those properties with Class N exemption
mapped using the council’s GIS mapping system.
Council tax data provides an independent, secondary
and consistent data set to understand the presence of
student properties within general market housing.The
council will make use of council tax data relating to the
relevant academic year and this will be updated
annually. An individual’s council tax status is a private
matter and subject to data protection.Therefore, in line
with the policy whilst a percentage figure will be
generated for each application, it is not possible to note
the location of these properties or to confirm the
number of properties this relates to.

I would like and now formally request that this
information is part of the CPD decision making process.
I know that a very high % of inner city houses are
exempt from tax.Why is the Council allowing this? This
means technically there is a reduced level of "tax" 
money coming into council pockets from a large
number of HMOs, had these houses been bought by
a local resident then more tax would be paid.The only
people profiteering here are the landlords.

An exemption from council tax is only possible if the
property is solely occupied by students. If one occupier
of an HMO is not a student the property cannot benefit
from a Class N exemption. It is considered that the
presence of non-students in a HMO may change the
character of the property and accordingly the impact
upon residential amenity of neighbours and the
character of the wider area. Oh for goodness sake man
up.

Poor management of rubbish and recycling at HMOs
can lead to unattractive frontages, problems with
vermin and raise concerns over health and safety.
Such issues can affect the amenity of nearby properties
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and may lead to complaints from neighbouring
residents. These matters should therefore be
appropriately addressed at the planning application
stage. Applications for new build or change of use to
an HMO will be expected to be accompanied with
appropriate details of how household waste and
recycling will be stored and presented for collection at
the property. This should include layout drawings of
the application site and its surroundings, clearly
indicating the bin storage area. Acknowledgement
should be made of the fact that the occupiers of an
HMO may generate more waste than a single
household with the same number of occupiers.

Have you seen the state of our beautiful city at the end
of term when students move out and have you seen
the amount of daily rubbish strewn around the streets
during term time? These student pay NO tax yet a
single house can at times have 8 times more waste
than a normal house. Who foots the bill for this
clearance is it the landlord? No, it is we council tax
payers. Again I will submit an FOI re this.You need to
help the residents understand actually what benefits
they do get from having Durham University here. I hope
this area of feedback will form a meeting with Durham
University to plan a better way forward.

You as a Council have [content removed] our beautiful
city by allowing far too many HMOS and student
accommodation to be approved in the centre of the
city. Knowing that we needed more accommodation
why did you not develop the old Sunlight laundry site
with affordable apartments. Why have you allowed the
University to develop such a monstrous building on
Claypath. University built accommodation is ransacking
our city centre. Why have you given permission and
not used this land yourselves rather than attempt to
dig into greenfield land? You now have no control over
how our city develops as it is obviously clear that the
University drives this agenda and it's interesting they
were shocked at a recent meeting at the residents
feelings towards them. How did they not know, would
it be because you as a Council have never come to
the public regarding the Universities growth proposals
and asked us what and how we felt? You have
conversed with the University independently and now
we have a massive unnecessary rift between the
University and local people. Are you aware that a large
proportion of local people stay out of Durham City
Centre now at weekends? You should have done more
and you should have been better at this. This Council
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has seriously let down the residents and you should
hang your head in shame.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

In Durham City Centre there is a need for affordable
housing and for the provision of housing for non

901Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's StrategyStudents (including local residents and recent
and an understanding of the associated growthGraduates). In conjunction with this there exists a need
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andto limit the spread of Student occupied HMOs. DCC
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtneed to tailor their Planning Strategy to reflect these
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.needs. There needs to be inaction with the local
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meanscommunity at all planning stages for University
to assess and consider future proposals broughtAccommodation (both private, conversion and PBSA).
forward by the University. The Plan provides a policyWe need to ensure a balance between Student and
to meet housing needs in County Durham, includinglocal resident accommodation to maintain viable
the provision of affordable housing. It is also noted thatcommunities in The City Centre (It could be argued
there is range and choice with the stock of studentthat for the vast majority of The City Centre, due to
accommodation within the County, including HMOs,DCC's planning policy of approving the unchecked
University Accommodation and Private Sector Purposegrowth of student accommodation, it is too late to
Built Accommodation (PBSA). The Plan provides aachieve these aims)   Note Policy 17 (2g) states that
policy to meet housing needs in County Durham,the approval for the development of PBSAs will not be
including the provision of affordable housing.Some ofpermitted unless "The activities of the occupants of the
the matters raised are outside the scope of the County
Durham Plan.

development will not have an unacceptable impact
upon the amenity of the surrounding residents". I
consider this "unacceptable impact" has not been
adequately addressedin granting permission for PBSAs
on the old laundry site and the old County Hospital
Site. These are close to local residents' housing and
it is likely that the well known anti social behaviour of
many students will certainly have an "unacceptable
impact" on these residents. This situation must be
better assessed and taken into account by DCC when
considered future applications for PBSAs and Student 
Accommodation in general (including HMOs).

Considering Policy 17(3) Houses in Multiple Occupation
, DCC's Planning Policy of widespread granting of
permissions for HMOs clearly does not "promote create
and preserve sustainable, inclusive and mixed
communities" or "maintain  an appropriate housing
mix" and "protect residential amenity". The criteria
stated in 17 (a, b &c) of this Policy are clearly not been
met  Once again, DCC are ignoring their own stated
Policies.

How will the aims of 17(d,e,f and g) be met? We are
all well aware of the current problems in connection
with these topics.

5.115 The objective within the University Masterplan
of "moving towards sustainable transport and
decreasing car dependency" is to be applauded. It is
a shame that The Preferred Options of DCC is to
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increase traffic within the City. The University clearly
value the character, protection and conservation of
The City much more than DCC.

5.116 What community access agreements are in place
to University sports facilities for residents? 

The large increase in proposed student numbers is
likely to have a major impact on our City, putting
pressure on accommodation, services and
infrastructure, resulting in proposals for additional
accommodation.Large student numbers are changing
the nature of our City and our communities , generally
in a damaging way.There seems to be little meaningful
dialogue between The University and DCC (and
certainly the views of the residents are not taken into
account). DCC do not seem to question the proposed
large increase in student numbers, they are not acting
as a professional planning body or having any
meaningful input into this process,they appear to
acquiesce totally to the proposals of The University,
without considering the impact on The City or the views
and needs of Residents.

5.127/5.134 See comments above on providing a
balanced mix of student and general housing and
HMOs for non students within The City Centre.

5 (138,145,147) I have no confidence that DCC will
address the problems detailed in this clause to reach
positive and acceptable outcomes.

5.148 DCC states that it wishes to have viable mixed
communities and areas with high concentrations of
HMOs become more mixed. Their planning policies
should therefore positively encourage the reinstatement
of HMOs into family residences and not allow further
proliferation of HMOs on the basis that communities
are currently "imbalanced" and consider a "balance is
unlikely to be achieved". DCC need to show some
positive commitment to their policies and not decide
not to implement them because they might be difficult
to achieve. (Or is this another sign that DCC are in
collusion with developers and The University).

Comments noted. In April 2016, the council adopted
an Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and

There is a lot of talk about ‘future controls’ on student
accommodation. This is too little, too late and nothing

415Question 23

to consider proposals for student accommodation.Theyou do now will be any use. Durham has already been
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions fordestroyed by pandering to students. Claypath is an
Durham City, which means within a defined area. Theabsolute disgrace and a wicked misuse of space that
Durham University Strategy and associated Estatecould have been used for shops and other facilities for
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the CountyDurham Council tax payers and Tourists. The Gates
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategywill just be another student ghetto full of bars,
and an understanding of the associated growthrestaurants and another cinemas (how many do we
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actually need?) instead of shops. We need Art
Galleries, Museums and other activities to give Visitors

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built

something to do apart from visiting the Cathedral and student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
the Castle (when it is open and free of students). We In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
have a great historical heritage (e.g. carpet weaving, to assess and consider future proposals brought

forward by the University.organ manufacture, Mustard (beats Norwich), the
Prince Bishop/County Palatine, coal mining, the DLI)
and are doing nothing to exploit it. We need a
Cultural/local history centre as a Visitor attraction.

Comments noted. In April 2016, the council adopted
an Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and

Question No 23 and 24 (Durham University)

Too much of the new housing in the city is for students,
not residents. There is a serious risk of spoiling the
character of the city, there needs to be a balance.

436Question 23

to consider proposals for student accommodation.The
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions for
Durham City, which means within a defined area

A lot of non-housing development is apparently for
eating and drinking places, also apparently aimed at

planning permission is required to convert a family
home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).

students. There is not a lot in the city centre to
encourage local residents to go there, and the situation
has got worse recently with the loss of M& S etc.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

As a long time resident of Durham City, I continue to
feel swamped and soiled by the vast emphasis on

465Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of theStudents' needs, to the detriment of residents. Can the
University's Strategy and an understanding of theplanners not see that the City has become a mere

dormitory for the university.? associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites
for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
provides a means to assess and consider future
proposals brought forward by the University. In April
2016, the council adopted an Interim Policy to
supplement existing policies and to consider proposals
for student accommodation. The council has also
confirmed Article 4 Directions for Durham City, which
means within a defined area, planning permission is
required to convert a family home into an House in
Multiple Occupation (HMO).

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

A welcome new policy but I question the fact that the
city can cope with 6000 more students.

457Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's StrategyI am concerned about the potential impact of losing
housing sites in the City to Students.This can then put and an understanding of the associated growth

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andextra pressure on the surrounding Green Belt and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtGreenfield sites for housing accommodation. I therefore
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.support paragraph 2c regarding a negative impact on
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meanshousing but assume this relates only to residential
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

amenity.  It should also contain a provision that the
application does not result in the loss of a site that
could be used for housing.
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The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

[Full Response is Attached as File]612Question 23

Durham Plan. The Biggar Economics report as
The City of Durham Trust strongly welcomes the
inclusion within the Council’s Preferred Options of a

referenced in your representation, was commissioned
by the University and does not form part of the council's

policy relating to Durham university's growth aspirations evidence based for the County Durham Plan. The
and to the impact of student accommodation needs supporting text reflects elements of the University
upon the local housing market in the city.  It also agrees Strategy as context to the policy approach. In
that this issue is so significant as to warrant its recognition of the University's Strategy and an
identification as one of the County Plan’s strategic understanding of the associated growth aspirations,
policies. However, the Trust considers that the relevant the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and have
section of the Preferred Options document and the allocated appropriate sites for purpose built student
more detailed impact paper included in the supporting accommodation in the County Durham Plan. In
evidence do not provide an adequate context for addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
properly assessing the full impact of the university's to assess and consider future proposals brought
plans to increase its student numbers in Durham City forward by the University. It is important to note that in
by 43% over the decade to 2026/27, nor do they offer this context, each application is assessed on its own
a sufficient basis for informed policy making that merits. The policy seeks to support the needs of the
respects the wider public interest. Indeed, the Council’s student population as well as local residents and does
Impact Study itself concludes by acknowledging that not seek to impose a limit on students living outside of
the relevant policies and proposals will need to evolve university provided accommodation. Indeed, part 2 of
further as the Plan develops [1]. The Trust endorses the policy will serve to accommodate for appropriate
this statement, and considers in particular that the draft proposals for PBSA brought forward in this regard.The
Policy 17.1 set out on pages 104-105 of the Preferred highways team at Durham County Council have
Options consultation needs to be strengthened confirmed that the Elvet Hill Carpark is a suitable
considerably if it is to provide an effective planning allocation. The policy has not been amended from the
framework for managing the scale of these potential
impacts.

Preferred Options Stage to a 10% threshold test into
the Part 2 PBSA element of the policy. In Part 3 of the
Policy, this test is intended to promote, create andThe Trust acknowledges that Durham University plays

a valued role in the economy of the city and the county. preserve inclusive mixed and balanced communities.
However, if the generous assumptions of the In the context of Part 2 of this policy however, a similar
university's own consultants, Biggar Economics, are 10% threshold would restrict potential future
accepted, Durham University's activities represented opportunities for otherwise appropriate campus
only 5 1% of the county’s total  £7 9 billion Gross Value development. The text relating to considering
Added in 2014 [2]. The same consultant have also alternative locations within the University's control has
clearly in this and their other studies that Durham is been removed from the policy. Part 1 Criterion in the
proportionately less effective than comparable Preferred Options has been amended to have 'regard
universities in returning benefits from its activities to to the needs and requirements of the local community'.
its local area, and their report for Durham University The Part 1 criterion in the Preferred Options referencing
specifically drew attention to the relatively low level of major developed sites in the greenbelt has been
what were described as “purposeful impacts” on the removed. In Part 3 of the policy, the reference to
Durham economy [3].The Trust is therefore concerned residential properties has been changed to residential
that, through the recent Memorandum of understanding units. Some of the matters raised are outside the scope

of the County Durham Planbetween the Council and the university, the later
appears to have been granted favoured status by the
local planning authority when in reality the
overwhelming bulk of the gross value added within the
county and of the resulting employment is generated
by other sectors of the local economy.

Evidence Base
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The Preferred Options drafting incorporates references
to the university's Estate Masterplan, at paragraphs
4.70, 5.10, and at various points in paragraphs
5.110-121. The Trust notes in particular the statement
in paragraph 5.10 that the university has consulted on
this document, and that the university governing bodies
will be considering various options in the light of the
consultation.The use of the future tense in this section
of paragraph 5.10 presumably reflects the Council’s
understanding of the university's position.

The Trust questions the accuracy of this understanding
on two grounds  First, the university's public
consultation on the Masterplan would not meet any of
the accepted standards for such consultation – it was
cursory in the extreme, and limited to a few public
events, at which the only documentation available for
inspection was a small array of display material. The
Masterplan document itself was not made available as
part of the public consultation, and although a very
brief summary was subsequently issued the full
document referred to in paragraph 5 10 is still treated
by the university as confidential. Secondly, so far as
the role of the outcome of public consultation in the
university's future option appraisal and selection is
concerned, the Vice Chancellor has repeatedly made
it clear over recent months that options have already
been determined by the university authorities and that
it is intended to implement them regardless of public
feedback.

In view of this, the Trust considers that if the Estate
Masterplan and any existing and future decisions based
upon claimed public consultation on it are to be
founded upon within subsequent versions of the
Council’s Policy 17, then the Masterplan should be
included in its entirety as part of the publicly-available
evidence base for the County Plan, together with the
associated statement of consultation by the University.

Similarly, the Preferred Options document and the
Impact Study repeatedly refer to the university Strategy.
But the full text of this document is also not available
for public inspection – again, only a short summary is
accessible on the university's website, and much of
this version appears to consist of nothing more than
promotional material, apparently prepared by its
consultants, Biggar Economics. If the Council seeks
to rely on the university's own strategy document as
an input to the County Plan, then the full version of that
Strategy should also be included in the evidence base
for the Plan and made available for public scrutiny.
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The scope of Policy 17.1

The Trust has a number of comments on the detail of
sub-clauses a-I of draft policy 17.1 and these will be
detailed in later paragraphs.  However, the main
purpose of this section of the response is to set out
why the current drafting of Policy 17.1 needs to be
strengthened considerably if it is to be effective in
managing what the Council itself has identified as one
of the key strategic issues to be addressed by the Plan.

Read in isolation, much of the wording of Policy 17.1
could be regarded as unexceptionable – few could
quarrel with the bland preamble in the first indent of
the draft policy that the university should continue to
“evolve and develop”, subject to the development
management conditions that are outlined.

The problem is, however, that this policy
wording cannot be taken in isolation – it clearly needs
to be read in conjunction with the supporting text in of
the Preferred Options document  Paragraph 5.120 and
earlier comment in paragraph 5.10 appear to accept
without question the university Strategy’s aspiration to
increase student numbers at the Durham City campus
by 6,000 by the start of the 2026/27 academic year. If
this is the Plan’s definition of the actual planning issue
that the Council intends to address through draft Policy
17.1, then both the wording of the preamble and the
content of the policy are completely inadequate for the
task.  Change at that scale and speed – 43% growth
in the decade following the 2016/17 academic year –
cannot be categorised as evolutionary, especially within
a context where Durham is the only host city of a
Russell Group university with a population of less than
100,000. In 2011 the next smallest, Cambridge, had
over 120,000 residents – well over twice as many as
Durham City.

On the Council’s own calculations, at the 2011 census
students already represented 28 6% of Durham City’s
resident population, well before the unprecedented
current absolute growth in the size of the Durham
campus’s student body was kick-started in 2017/18 by
the transfer of the first tranche of undergraduates from
Stockton [4]. The highest student density of other
major university cities appears to be that at Oxford,
where the council estimated that students at the city’s
two universities constituted about 20% of the total
population in 2010 [5]. But not only were there fewer
students in Oxford than in Durham proportionate to the
resident population, but a significantly higher proportion
of Oxford’s students lied in university-provided
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accommodation – about 75% in the 2010/11 academic
year [6]. In the same year the Durham proportion was
only 40%; [7] while Durham university's current target
of 50%-55% is certainly an improvement, it lags well
behind what both of Oxford’s universities were
achieving at the end of the last decade.

With Durham City already having the highest proportion
of students in its resident population of any English
university city, and with the majority of those students
living in privately-rented accommodation as recently
as 2016/17, [8] it is not surprising that the adverse
impacts of “studentifcation” are among the main
concerns raised by Trust members at its meetings, nor
that such vigorous opposition to any further expansion
in student numbers was expressed at the university's
public meetings earlier this year. The Council’s own
Impact Study repeatedly identifies areas where the
university's impacts on its host community require
mitigation, but effective means of delivering such
mitigation measures have not been specified. Draft
Policy 17 proposes limited measures for containing
the effects of student accommodation demand on the
city’s land and housing markets, but this is too little,
too late  Contrary to what seems to be implied in the
Impact Study and to the apparent intent of draft Policy
17, a target of 50%-55% of students accommodated
in university-controlled bed spaces would still require
an absolute increase in privately-rented
accommodation if the university expands student
numbers as it wishes. Other adverse social and
infrastructural impacts identified in the Impact Study
would not be addressed by draft Policy 17.

Strengthening Policy 17

Policy 17.1

The fundamental problem with Policy 17.1 is that it
appears to rest on the uncritical acceptance that the
university's growth targets are reasonable and will
deliver wider benefit in addition to commercial
advantage to the university itself; that Durham City has
the capacity to absorb such unprecedented and rapid
growth in student numbers; and that the impacts of the
growth process can be managed by light-touch
development control measures which will require the
university to restrict its development to its existing
estate and which will belatedly address the issue of
private purpose-built student accommodation as well
as strengthening controls on HMOs.

 None of these propositions has been evidenced by
either the university or within the Preferred Options
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document and its supporting papers. As stated earlier
in this note, work by the university's own consultants
demonstrates that Durham is less effective than
comparative universities in retaining benefit from its
operations in its own locality, and that Durham
university is actually a relatively small component of
the county economy.The university asserts rather than
demonstrates that expansion will automatically increase
the benefit it brings to the city, county and region by
increasing its “competitiveness” and research intensity,
yet the universities that out-perform Durham in UK
league-tables of the attractiveness of their overall offer
to intending students – Oxford, Cambridge, St
Andrews, and most recently Loughborough – all have
fewer  undergraduates than Durham, while the direct
effect of the university's strategy would be to dilute
Durham’s research intensiveness – already only
middle-ranking among its Russell Group peers – by
increasing undergraduate numbers proportionately
more than those of research postgraduates   This is
the opposite of the strategy of Durham’s two leading
competitors, the universities of Oxford and of
Cambridge.

Most fundamentally, however, the university's
assessment of the wider benefits it confers takes no
account of the direct and indirect costs that its activities
also impose on the wider economy, costs that inevitably
fall most heavily on Durham City and its residents.
Though the Impact Study identifies many of these
impacts, it provides no score-card to support the
statement that the university's planned expansion
would be beneficial, nor any explanation of why 6,000
extra students represents the optimal figure.

In most comparable situations, a plan-making body
proposing to commit to a development programme of
the scale and impact that is envisaged by the
university's Estate Masterplan and Strategy would be
required to complete sustainability and environmental
impact assessments as an integral part of the appeal
process. While the Council’s own Impact Study is a
commendable start, it is insufficient for this purpose
because of the lack of systematic quantification of
positive and negative impacts moreover, it is difficult
to understand why the county’s council-tax payers
should be expected to fund work of this nature arising
from a third party’s proposals.

The Trust therefore considers that Policy 17.1 should
be revised to include an opening statement that any
inclusion of the university's Strategy and Estate
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Masterplan proposals within the County Plan should
be conditional upon the university's prior completion
of, and public and statutory consultation upon, full
Sustainability and Environmental Impact Assessments.

The Trust also considers that, regardless of the
outcome of these assessments, the existing preamble
of draft Policy 17.1 should be revised to incorporate
more stringent prior conditions which impose a
numerical rather than a proportionate obligation upon
the university to meet its student housing demand
through the provision of directly-managed
accommodation, and this obligation should be based
upon a stretch target, phased if necessary by
negotiation but with the outcome embodied within the
County Plan as eventually adopted.

A highly relevant precedent is provided by Oxford City
Council Core Strategy 25, which forms part of that
authority’s adopted Local Plan and has been applied
since 2011. It was approved after Examination in Public
by the government-appointed Inspector, so the
inclusion of such a provision would reflect established
national planning practice. For ease of reference the
full text of the Oxford policy is set out below:

[Policy CS25

Student accommodaton

Planning permission will only be granted for additional
academic/administratiee accommodation for the
nnieersity of Oxford and Oxford Brookes nnieersity
where that nnieersity can demonstrateo in the frst place
that the number of full-time students at that nnieersity,
who liee in Oxford but outside of unieersity- proeided
accommodation, will, before the particular deeelopment
is completed, be below the 3 000 leeel and once that
fgure is reached, thereafer will not exceed that leeel
All future increases in student numbers at the two
unieersities as a result of increases in
academic/administratiee floor-space must be matched
by a corresponding increase in purpose-built student
accommodation

Student accommodation will be restricted in occupation
to students in full-time education on courses of an
academic year or more  Appropriate management
controls will be secured, including an undertaking that
students do not bring cars to Oxford

Source:  Oxford City Council, Core Strategy 2026
(2011), page 112]
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This wording reflects the fact that there are two
universities in Oxford, but it is important to note that
exactly the same conditions apply to the relatively new
Oxford Brookes university as to the much-better
endowed ancient University of Oxford. Durham
University could not therefore argue that its lack of
comparable endowment makes such a policy
inappropriate to its circumstances. Coincidentally, the
two universities at Oxford are much the same size and,
although their undergraduate/postgraduate mixes differ,
their total student bodies to which Core Strategy 25
applies are each similar in size to Durham university's
currently-projected 2026 total. The lack of any real
ambition in Durham’s target for accepting responsibility
for accommodating its own students is demonstrated
by the fact that, even at the 55% upper bound of this
target, 9,675 students in Durham would be living
outside university-provided or managed
accommodation at the start of the 2026/27 academic
year, 3,675 more than the enforceable limit applied by
the local authority in Oxford, a much larger city with
around twice the number of students as Durham.

The Trust therefore urges the County Council to
embody a similar provision in its revision of Policy 17.1,
and in the interim to apply equivalent conditions to all
planning applications by Durham university for
additional academic or administrative floor space.
While, as noted above, the limit on the number of
students not provided for by university-managed
accommodation may require negotiation and possible
phasing, that figure should be determined by the
County Council in the wider public interest rather than
in terms of the university's business planning priorities.
The Trust would suggest that the starting maximum
should be at most 6,000, which, from the data in the
Council’s Impact Study, would roughly equate to the
number of Durham students lieing in private rented
accommodation in the 2011/12 academic year, and
appears to represent an equilibrium figure for the period
before student numbers in Durham began to increase
significantly. It would also be twice the level permitted
to each of the two Oxford universities, so could not be
regarded as onerous or innovatory for a university such
as Durham with its existing collegiate structure.

Policy 17.1 sub-clauses

If the preamble of Policy 17.1 is adjusted as proposed
above, by requiring full impact statements for the
university's Strategy and Estate Masterplan proposals,
and by incorporating an absolute limit on the number
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of students not provided for by university- managed
accommodation as an enforceable pre-condition of
any university planning application for additional
academic and administrative floor-space, the Trust
would accept as supplemental much of the detail in
the lettered conditions (a)-(i) in the existing draft. Some
changes are however sought, as noted below  (To
avoid repetition, comments on sub-clause g are made
first, out of alphabetical sequence of the draft
conditions).

(g) The Trust welcomes the wording of the first
sentence in the clause dealing with ecology and
bio-diversity, and in particular the reference to taking
account of cumulative effects. It considers that this last
proviso is particularly important in view of the
university's recent practice of making sequential
applications.  Either the scope of clause (g) should be
extended to all potentially harmful impacts, or
equivalent wording should be incorporated within
clauses d, e, f, and h.

However, the Trust has concerns about the implications
of the second sentence of draft Clause g, which
appears to restrict the obligation to carry out sequential
testing to other sites within the university's control.
While acknowledging the planning objective of
confining university-related development to the
university's estate, there are two problems with this
drafting. Firstly, unless some form of “reference Estate”
is defined as the locations actually within the
university's control when the Plan is adopted, the
definition of the totality of such locations will be fluid,
as the university will always be in a position to acquire
or dispose of sites in a free market    Secondly, there
might be situations where the best planning outcome
for the wider community as well as for the university
as applicant would be for the development to take place
on a less harmful site which was not actually in
university control at the time the sequential test was
carried out. The Trust therefore suggests that the
words “within the university's control” should be
deleted.

(b) The purpose of this sub-clause is unclear   The
wording appears to prioritise the characteristics of the
university as a separate area over the “needs and
requirements” of the local community. Besides the
tautology of the last phrase, this formulation could bias
the outcome of applications,  the Trust considers that
a more balanced condition would be achieved
amending it as follows:
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• It enhances the university as a vibrant, distinctive
and diverse area while also respecting the
requirements of the local community

(c) The Trust considers that the words “it will be
considered as a major developed site” will either
potentially give the university an advantage over other
applicants seeking development of existing sites within
the Green Belt or create a precedent which other
applicants will seek to follow, to the detriment of the
integrity of the Green Belt. There is no wording on the
face of the NPPF which distinguishes major sites, and
surely the words “as a major developed site” are
unnecessary if the application is to be determined in
accordance with NPPF. It is sufficient to say that any
university application for developing an existing site
within the Green Belt will be determined against the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Policy 17.2

The Trust considers that Policy 17.2 on Purpose Built
Student Accommodation would benefit from being a
stand-alone Policy in its own right. It is welcome in
allocating specific sites for PBSAs on the university's
own estate. There is a concern about the loss of the
Elvet Hill car park, in that it needs to be made clear
whether this car parking capacity is to be replaced
elsewhere and how it relates to a comprehensive
Travel Plan for the university Estate.

The Trust endorses the proposal of the Neighbourhood
Planning Forum that in order to promote, create and
maintain sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities,
any development proposal for new, extensions to, or
conversions to, Purpose Built Student Accommodation
other than on the six allocated sites will not be
permitted if more than 10% of the total number of
residential units within 100 metres of the application
site are already in use as HMOs or student
accommodation exempt from council tax charges.

Policy 17.3

The Trust considers that Policy 17.3 on Houses in
Multiple Occupation would benefit from being a
stand-alone Policy in its own right  The Trust welcomes
the improvements put forward in Policy 17.3 for the
approach to Houses in Multiple Occupation, and again
endorses the Neighbourhood Planning Forum’s
proposal that part (a) of Policy 17.3 should be slightly
modified to replace the word ‘properties’ with the words
‘residential units’
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In response to Question 24 the Trust supports the
preferred site allocations for PBSA with the proviso
mentioned above in relation to the loss of the Elvet Hill
Car Park for PBSA4.

Footnotes

1              Durham County Council, Dur hamm Univer
sity immract stu  y (2018), paragraph 9 1  (Cited
subsequently as Impact Study)

2              Biggar Consulting, The ecioniommic immract
ioe Dur hamm Univer sity (2016), Table 11 4, p 67

3              Ibid, pp 67-70

4              Impact Study, paragraphs 8 1; 8 9-10

5              Oxford City Council, Stu  ent nummber s in
Oxeior    (2012), p 4

6              Ibid, p 4; p14

7              Impact Study, pp 21;32

8              Impact Study, pp 21;32

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

Dear Sir/Madam, I would like to object to the plan in
the strongest possible terms, as follows

1287Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of theThere is plenty of space for new housing in Durham
City itself, but plan it properly, and stop allowing every University's Strategy and an understanding of the

associated growth aspirations, the Council undertooksquare foot to be used for student sheds. Insist the
University can only expand if it builds the halls required. a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites

for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
provides a means to assess and consider future
proposals brought forward by the University.

comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

The University brings many positives to Durham City
but it also brings negatives. One major problem being

1168Question 23

consider proposals for student accommodation. Thethat a large number of houses in Durham City are
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions foralready occupied by students and therefore not
Durham City, which means within a defined area,available to resident families.Therefore, given the vast
planning permission is required to convert a familyamount of purpose built student accommodation
home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).currently available and under construction, any further
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estatestudent accommodation required by the University's
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the CountyMasterplan should be built on the University's own

land. Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growthThere are already too many student HMO’s and the

County Council needs to do more to return HMO’s back
to homes for long-term non-student residents.

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.

The beauty and appeal of Durham is its small-scale
nature and there is a very real danger that the

In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.University will swamp the City. The County Council

must seriously and critically assess the social and
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environmental impact of the University’s expansion
proposals.

Comment noted. The Plan provides a policy to meet
housing needs in County Durham, including the

As a general comment on student housing
requirements, to ensure wider access for students from

949Question 23

provision of affordable housing. It is also noted thatall backgrounds, affordable housing is important.
there is range and choice with the stock of studentPBSA, whether University run or privately run, tends
accommodation within the County, including HMOs,to be expensive compared with HMOs, especially
University Accommodation and Private Sector PurposeHMOs further from the centre.  Please check that your
Built Accommodation (PBSA). The monitoringpolicies don't unwittingly act as a barrier to wider
framework associated with the policy can only includes
planning related matters

inclusion for students from disadvantages
backgrounds.  Ensure that your monitoring includes
student diversity and inclusion as one of the
dimensions.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

I welcome the inclusion of sites for purpose-built
student accommodation. I am concerned, however,

503Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategythat these have not been taken into consideration with
and an understanding of the associated growthregard to the calculation of housing need. Again, I fear
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andthat their contribution may have been discounted to

provide justification for the Sniperley development. have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.I do not believe that it is appropriate to require student

accommodation (or, in fact, any other type of In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals broughtaccommodation) to adhere to minimum parking
forward by the University.The council has no evidencestandards. All University departments and colleges in
of HMOs being converted into family homes as requiredthe City are within walking and cycling distance of one
by government guidance if Purpose Built Studentanother and I do not accept that the majority of
Accommodation is going to be taken into account inundergraduate students will have any pressing need
housing supply. The council consulted on its Parkingfor a private car. I believe that DCC and the University
and Accessibility Standards alongside the Preferredshould be dissuading students from driving, and
Options, this guidance will apply across a range ofencouraging cycling, walking and the use of public
development forms. In addition, the council alsotransport. Requiring the University to allocate land for

car parking runs directly contrary to this aim. consulted on the Durham City Sustainable Transport
Delivery Plan, this document sets out how the council

I am concerned to hear that the University’s Masterplan
for future development does not make provision for a

wants to improve the entire transport network across
the city.The document presents a transport framework

safe and segregated network of cycle routes. I am for different areas across the City to tackle issues of
concerned that this will undermine the ability of congestion, air quality, safety and the health of the
students and staff to use sustainable and active modes local community by increasing the number of journeys
of transport for years to come. I request that DCC
require the University to provide such a network.

undertaken by sustainable transport including bus,
cycling and walking.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Accomodation for students should be built on university
land only. Otherwise we will see more areas of the city

468Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategybecoming students only and pushing out local families.
and an understanding of the associated growthAs the university is the biggest land owner in the city,
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andit has ample opportunity to providing accommodation
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtfor all students, even if expansion goes ahead. Also
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.could university not rethink queen's campus if they fear

overcrowding. In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
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to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

The current expansion of Durham University and its
impact on Durham City was questioned. Comments

590Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategywere made that in a recent meeting attended by The
and an understanding of the associated growthVice Chancellor of Durham, that he seemed totally
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andunaware of the growing hostility and discontent with
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtthe unsympathetic manner in which this expansion was
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.being planned. DCC do not seem to have any interest
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansin intervening to ensure that any expansion plans are
to assess and consider future proposals broughtsympathetic to The City or to consider their impact on
forward by the University. In April 2016, the councilresidents, or limit any expansion to ensure provision
adopted an Interim Policy to supplement existingof affordable non student housing stock within The
policies and to consider proposals for studentCity, although the tightening up of policies for new or

extended HMOs is welcome. accommodation.The council has also confirmed Article
4 Directions for Durham City, which means within a
defined area, planning permission is required to convert
a family home into an House in Multiple Occupation
(HMO).

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

Research shows us that building more roads does not
ease congestion, it encourages more traffic. As others

578Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thehave suggested look at more cost effective alternatives
University's Strategy and an understanding of thesuch as improved rail links, cycle paths and traffic
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookcalming. I would also suggest reducing annual car
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitespermits for HMOs from two to one thus reducing
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countycongestion in the city, improve air quality and allow
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Planpermanent residents to park near their homes. The
provides a means to assess and consider futureuniversity could offer students long stay parking as an

alternative solution. proposals brought forward by the University. The
policies in the plan also provide a means to considerI am a long term resident of Durham City and i am

appalled and saddened to witness its general decline. the impact of proposals on the World Heritage Site.
Part 3 of the Policy provides will ultimately replace theHMOs abound to such an extent that the city is fast
current Interim Policy and will be used to considerbecoming a university campus. HMOs are generally
applications for a change of use to a House in Multiplein poor badly maintained conditions  with filthy Windows
Occupation (HMO). As context, in April 2016, theand gardens growing wild. Most of the terraced street
council adopted an Interim Policy to supplementare now HMOs. Too late to undo but the council could
existing policies and to consider proposals for studentintroduce selective licences to landlords to ensure
accommodation.The council has also confirmed Articleproperties are properly maintained, reduce public order
4 Directions for Durham City, which means within aand nuisance and generally improve the look of the
defined area, planning permission is required to convertcity. There is a huge building programme of student
a family home into an House in Multiple Occupationapartments going on but I question whether students
(HMO). Some of the matters raised are outside the
scope of the County Durham Plan.

can A afford them and B want them as most students
I speak to enjoy shared housing which is also
cheaper.

Durham City is a world heritage site which should be
protected.Whilst we need the university and the money
it generates it should not dominate all other concerns.
We need a more harmonious town/gown if we are to
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move forward. The ill feeling from local residents is
palpable. Please take note.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Responding to Qs23/24/25: additional accommodation
for students puts further strain on community (ie

609Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategycouncil) services and costs without compensation via
and an understanding of the associated growthcouncil tax. What additional income contributions can

the council negotiate from Durham Uni to compensate? aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University. Some of the matters raised
are outside the scope of the County Durham Plan

Comment noted. The matters raised are outside the
scope of the County Durham Plan.

Parking of large vans and caravans should be stopped
in residential areas

619Question 23

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

My children are leaving school and you have totally let
them down along with others like them. Equally

683Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thefrustrating is the City of Durham and the increasing
University's Strategy and an understanding of thestranglehold of the expanding University population.
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookThe University and wealthy investors continue to push
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesout local residents to make way for more students.The
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countybalance has been completely lost in recent years. The
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plancity has excellent Leisure facilities and the lion's share
provides a means to assess and consider futureof DCC budgets but I can't help but feel that the biggest
proposals brought forward by the University. In Aprilbenefactors are the students. As a former Durham
2016, the council adopted an Interim Policy toUniversity graduate I welcome students to the City but
supplement existing policies and to consider proposalsthe DCC policies has cleansed the City of it's local

identity. for student accommodation. The council has also
confirmed Article 4 Directions for Durham City, which
means within a defined area, planning permission is
required to convert a family home into an House in
Multiple Occupation (HMO).

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

Stop allowing so much accommodation for
students...Durham is not worth visiting now...very few

716Question 23

consider proposals for student accommodation. Thedecent shops just coffee shops and charity shops
mainly council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions for

Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a family
home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growth
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
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to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

The University is becoming too large for the City and
is overwhelming amenities which should be focused

789Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of theprimarily on residents particularly as students don't
University's Strategy and an understanding of thecontribute as much as resident do towards these

amenities. associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites
for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
provides a means to assess and consider future
proposals brought forward by the University.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

This policy should be split into three: it is currently very
large and unwieldly. Re part 1. Durham University

911Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's StrategyDevelopment. All the points about the requirements
and an understanding of the associated growththat an individual University development should meet
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andare very appropriate. However, the policy as it stands
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtis an open ended permission for the University to
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.expand. Before any developments be allowed the
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansUniversity should be required to submit a detailed
to assess and consider future proposals broughtmasterplan for their expansion which must then be
forward by the University. The highways team atsubjected to a strategic environmental assessment
Durham County Council have confirmed that the Elvet(SEA) and a sustainability assessment (SA). The
Hill Carpark is a suitable allocation.The policy has notmasterplan and the SEA and SA must be placed into
been amended from the Preferred Options Stage to athe public domain for consultation and public debate.
10% threshold test into the Part 2 PBSA element ofRe part 2. Purpose Built Student Accommodation.The
the policy. In Part 3 of the Policy, this test is intendedsite PBSA3 James Barbour House would be better as
to promote, create and preserve inclusive mixed anda housing site for permanent residents and is
balanced communities. In the context of Part 2 of thisparticularly suitable for housing for older people.
policy however, a similar 10% threshold would restrictPBSA4 Elvet Hill Care Park: before permission is given
potential future opportunities for otherwise appropriatefor this site the impact of the loss of the car parking
campus development. In Part 3 of the policy, theand the impact this will have on neighbouring streets,
reference to residential properties has been changedparticularly in nearby residential areas, must be
to residential units. Some of the matters raised are
outside the scope of the County Durham Plan

considered and suitable mitigation measures adopted,
e.g. the University could financially support longer
hours at the Howlands Park and Ride. We support the
comment of the Neighbourhood Planning Forum that
"Purpose Built Student Accommodation other than on
the six allocated sites will not be permitted if more than
10% of the total number of residential units within 100
metres of the application site are already in use as
HMOs or student accommodation exempt from council
tax charges." To protect against oversupply of PBSAs,
PBSAs should be flexibly designed so that repurposing
for accommodation by other types of residents is easily
achieved. Re part 3. Houses in Multiple Occupation.
We support the comment of the Neighbourhood
Planning Forum that the policy uses the wording
'residential units' and that each separate flat within a
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PBSA would count as a residential unit. We also
strongly support the Forum's comment that "the County
Council and the University together need to form and
fund a partnership vehicle to return sets of houses in
multiple occupation back to homes for long-term (i.e.
non-student) residents".

Comments noetd. Some of the matters raised are
outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Also the park and ride at Lowlands road near the crem
is busy at term time from students who live there. It
should be for local people/tourists. The university

1142Question 23

should provide transport for their students or they could
walk if only at the university near the new inn. I have
travelled on the bus before where locals have had to
stand or wait for the next bus becomes it was full of
students. I once witnessed  students pushing past
people trying to get on the bus including a gentleman
who was hooked up to medical equipment. They had
no manners.

The council consulted on an updated version of its
Parking and Accessibility Standards document

The requirement of cycle-parking facilities for student
accommodation should include secure parking and
charging facilities for electric cycles.

1335Question 23

alongside the Preferred Options Plan.The final version
of this document will guide parking related infrastrucure
requirements

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

The increase in P.B.S.A. units and houses in multiple
occupation seems to be out of control and out of

2338Question 23

consider proposals for student accommodation. Theproportion to the numbers of residents being able to
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forlive in and around the centre of Durham City which is

clearly a concern. Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a familyAlthough we acknowledge the University is indeed an

excellent attribute to Durham it must be balanced home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estateagainst the ability for our older generation, and our
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the Countyyounger generation who would like to stay in the area
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyand work and raise their families, to be given that
and an understanding of the associated growthopportunity rather than the need to leave their town of
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andtheir birth due to this overpowering need for
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtaccommodation associated with the University. We
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.believe that a balance must be struck and sometimes
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansenough is enough. It is also concerning that these
to assess and consider future proposals broughtspaces are not actually in use 365 days per year given
forward by the University. The Plan provides a policythe number of holiday periods. Perhaps one idea could
to meet housing needs in County Durham, includingbe multi- functional units for tourism rather than just

Halls of Residence. the provision of affordable housing and housing for
older people.

Comment noted. Some of the matters raised are
outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Policy 17 Durham University – An additional point
should be added stating that housing development will
only be permitted where it will not be detrimental to
‘balanced communities’

2109Question 23
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Policy 17, section 3 Durham University, HMOs – Add
an additional point (j) stating that HMO licences will
not be renewed where there are more than 10% of
homes within 100m exempt from paying council tax
(Class N), where there have been an unreasonable
number of complaints made to the council and/or police
regarding antisocial behaviour of tenants.

Comment noted.HOMES   Students to live in purpose built student
accommodation and taken out of terraced houses so
that they can be rented out to families

2087Question 23

The council consulted on its Parking and Accessibility
Standards alongside the Preferred Options, this

We do not believe that it is appropriate to require
student accommodation (or, in fact, any other type of

1953Question 23

guidance will apply across a range of developmentaccommodation) to adhere to minimum parking
forms. In addition, the council also consulted on thestandards. All University departments and colleges in
Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan, thisthe City are within walking and cycling distance of one
document sets out how the council wants to improveanother and we do not accept that the majority of
the entire transport network across the city. Theundergraduate students will have any pressing need
document presents a transport framework for differentfor a private car. We believe that DCC and the
areas across the City to tackle issues of congestion,University should be dissuading students from driving,
air quality, safety and the health of the local communityand encouraging cycling, walking and the use of public
by increasing the number of journeys undertaken bytransport. Requiring the University to allocate land for

car parking runs directly contrary to this aim. sustainable transport including bus, cycling and
walking.We are concerned to hear that the University’s

Masterplan for future development does not make
provision for a safe and segregated network of cycle
routes. We are concerned that this will undermine the
ability of students and staff to use sustainable and
active modes of transport for years to come. We
request that DCC require the University to provide such
a network.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

A strategic policy is undoubtedly required to deal with
the urgent issues raised by the recent and planned

2291Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyfurther expansion of Durham University. However, in
and an understanding of the associated growtha context where the University intend to increase
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andstudent numbers in Durham City by over 40% in a
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtdecade, and where the city already has the highest
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.density of students of any major university city, Policy
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means17 as drafted is totally inadequate for this purpose.
to assess and consider future proposals broughtThe starting point needs to be a requirement for the
forward by the University. The policy seeks to supportUniversity to subject its proposals to proper and
the needs of the student population as well as localcomprehensive environmental and sustainability impact
residents and does not seek to impose a limit onassessment, taking account of the real costs that its
students living outside of university provided
accommodation.

activities impose on its host community, and ensuring
that there is an adequate audit of the local benefits that
it claims to confer. The next step is for DCC, not the
University, to determine the maximum size of the
student population that can be accommodated within
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the capacity of the city and its infrastructure. It should
then follow the precedent of Oxford City Council, by
putting in place development control policies that reflect
the actual ability of the city to accommodate students
by imposing an absolute, rather than proportionate,
ceiling on the number of students for whom the
University is not required to provide managed
accommodation. In the case of Oxford, a city with more
than 170,000 inhabitants, that is a total of 6,000 for its
two universities, with a combined student population
of around 40,000. The comparison with the statistics
for Durham that are given in the Council’s own recent
impact study itself makes the case for significantly
more effective action than is currently proposed in
Preferred Options.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Areas outside the City of Durham Parish Council such
as Meadowfield and Littleburn should be designated

1469Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyas the preferred location for the construction of the
and an understanding of the associated growthrequired student accommodation in the proposed

expansion of the university. aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtAlso additional new student accommodation should

be provided there which should be cheap enough to student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansattract students away from dominating the
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

accommodation in the city centre and begin the
process of returning the city to the sort of mixed
community which it was previously.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2425Question 23

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

Whilst I strongly support Policy 17.2 (Purpose Built Student Accommodation) and Policy 17.3 (Houses in Multiple Occupation) I am unable to support Policy 17.1 (Durham University Development) to which I make the strongest possible objection which I shall maintain until such time as Policy 17 includes words such as the following to enable the County Council to take effective control and responsibility
for

2414Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thefurther University growth and development within the City. My suggested wording (or words with similar effect) should precede 
“Planning permission will be granted…” At the commencement of the second paragraph suggested additional words: University's Strategy and an understanding of the

associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook“Within and subject to an overall limit on University student numbers within Durham City expressly approved from time to time by 
Durham County Council…”

The reasons for my objection and suggested important amendment to Policy 17.1 are as follows:

The biggest single challenge currently facing Durham City is how to restore a society already severely stressed in consequence of recent 
University growth with an unacceptably large proportion of the City’s resident population being students—currently more than double the proportion in Exeter and triple that at Oxford and Cambridge Universities.The University’s further growth ambitions, as described in its Master Plan, can only serve to worsen further the current unacceptable balance between permanent 
residents and transient students within the City.

a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites
for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
provides a means to assess and consider future
proposals brought forward by the University. In April
2016, the council adopted an Interim Policy to
supplement existing policies and to consider proposals
for student accommodation. The council has also

The matter of the greatest concern is the support and encouragement which is being given by the County Council to the University in 
pursuit of its selfish aspirations for further substantial growth within Durham City—

confirmed Article 4 Directions for Durham City, which
means within a defined area, planning permission is

a required to convert a family home into an House in
Multiple Occupation (HMO).43% increase in student numbers by 2026/27.This is evidenced in the Memorandum of Understanding dated 17 July 2017 which sets 

out the terms of a Strategic Partnership between Durham County Council and Durham University. In entering into the relationship outlined in this Memorandum of Agreement the County Council has left itself open to suggestions of collusion, and calls into question the 
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independence of the Planning Authority, besides fettering the discretion of the County Council in the discharge of its statutory 
responsibilities.

The County Council, as the only body with the capacity to do so, must take responsibility for putting some effective limit on the University’s unsustainable growth aspirations within the City—something it has not done hitherto. Not to do so now will only serve to worsen the growing divide between the citizens of Durham and the University community, and risk further escalation of reputational damage for the City and the County.The immediate challenge is how to 
arrest and repair the very serious breakdown in Town/ Gown relations which are currently at an all time low.
The University Impact Study is extremely poor in assessing community impact, totally underestimating the gravity of the problem and the fierce antagonism being generated amongst citizen against the University. Both the University and the County Council would be very 
unwise to place reliance on such a cursory and limited examination of what is now a very serious growing problem within the City 
which needs to be effectively addressed urgently. One way in which future problems might be limited would be through the inclusion of
the additional wording suggested above within Policy 17.1 (Para 4.7.1).

This will vary on a term to term basis, however, the
threshold maps in the following link provide an overview

How much of the current housing stock in Durham City
is taken up by students outside of the University Halls
of Residence either through their ownership or renting?

2040Question 23

of the concentration of student HMOs (based on a
Class N Council Tax exemption) by postcode area:
https://www.durham.gov.uk/article/2499/Multiple-occupancy-homes.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separateThe University brings many positives to Durham City

but it also brings  negatives. One major problem being

1999Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of the
University's Strategy and an understanding of thethat a large number of houses in Durham City are
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookalready occupied by students and therefore not
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesavailable to resident families.Therefore, given the vast
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countyamount of purpose built student accommodation
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plancurrently available and under construction, any further
provides a means to assess and consider future
proposals brought forward by the University.

student accommodation required by the University's
Masterplan should be built on the University's own
land.

There are already too many student HMO’s and the
County Council needs to do more to return HMO’s back
to homes for long-term non-student residents.

The beauty and appeal of Durham is its small-scale
nature and there is a very real danger that the
University will swamp the City. The County Council
must seriously and critically assess the social and
environmental impact of the University’s expansion
proposals.

The council consulted on its Parking and Accessibility
Standards alongside the Preferred Options, this

Policy 17 Durham University etc  While the Club is
more involved with cycling in the countryside than the

1844Question 23

guidance will apply across a range of developmentCity, we note that there is no provision for cycle storage
in this Policy.We represent that this should be included forms. In addition, the council also consulted on the

Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan, this
document sets out how the council wants to improve
the entire transport network across the city. The
document presents a transport framework for different
areas across the City to tackle issues of congestion,
air quality, safety and the health of the local community
by increasing the number of journeys undertaken by
sustainable transport including bus, cycling and
walking.
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The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Policy 17 Durham University, PBSA and HMOs
CPRE supports the aim of this Policy in relation to

1699Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyexpansion of the University subject to the provisions
contained in the Policy. and an understanding of the associated growth

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andAs far as Student Accommodation is concerned, we
pass no comment regarding the specific sites have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built

student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.mentioned. In respect of proposals off these sites, we
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansare very concerned about the potential impact of losing
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

housing sites in the City to Students.This can then put
extra pressure on the surrounding Green Belt and
Greenfield sites for housing accommodation. We
therefore support paragraph 2c regarding a negative
impact on housing but assume this relates only to
residential amenity. We represent that it should also
contain a provision that the application does not result
in the loss of a site that could be used for housing.

Comments noted.The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

I fully support the comments submitted by Friends of
Durham Green Belt and the Durham City Neighbourhood
Planning Forum. I add my voice to theirs.

1599Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of the
University's Strategy and an understanding of the

Re Student accommodation - again in Durham City, there
is some improvement from the previous policies but not

associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites

enough. The selling off of virtually all available City for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Centre land has been allowed - for inappropriate Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan
development namely PBSA student blocks. These are leading provides a means to assess and consider future
to huge disruption in residential areas and irreparable proposals brought forward by the University. Some of
damage to permanent communities. The City is now over the matters raised are outside the scope of the County

Durham Planhalf transient student housing, rundown unsightly areas,
little or no control over landlords, huge loss of community
tax and an area with great student anti social behaviour
issues. Much more needs to be done to move students
away from residential areas, to press Durham University to
expand their numbers if necessary by other strategies than
bringing in more students to live in the City centre (mature
students already living in their own homes, digital delivery
of education, franchising overseas). Much more needs to
be done to return run down HMO's to family housing and
to bring permanent residents to live in them and spend
income in the City shops rather than catering for the student
market of pubs, clubs, takeaways and student clothing
shops. There should be a ban on any further HMO's
completely rather than the current Article 4 directionwhich
allows for new HMO's if the area has not reached a 10%
student saturation.

Counting a PBSA of hundreds of students as one household
is incredibly inept. Note must be taken of the tactics
landlords are nowusing to let yetmore housing to students
such as paying the council tax in order to remain
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undetected, letting two bed homes (not counted as an
HMO) and letting tomixed groups namely professional and
student shares. The Council really needs much stricter
enforcement and to listen towhat residents try to tell them
about the realities of what is actually happening.

Durham County Council puts the aspirations of Durham
University ahead of their permanent residents . There
certainly needs to be more critical scrutiny of the claims of
the economic benefits the University brings which
incidentally make no mention of the costs financially,
socially and to the community. The position the council
takes on this is one sided. The loss of community tax and
cost of students with regards to policing and other services
is ignored.

The notes associated with the allocation for PBSA3
James Barbour House have been updated to note:

We regard Policy 17(1)(d-f) as very important and
endorse its inclusion.

1888Question 23

Development of the site will: consist of redevelopmentConditions for PBSA3 James Barbour House need
also to recognise the heritage significance of this as which respects designated and non designated

heritage assets, the conservation area, views of the
World Heritage Site and neighbouring trees.

the former site of a large and important mill within the
historic city where archaeological and architectural
remains may be preserved.

We endorse the statement under Policy 17(2) about
the re-use of listed and heritage assets.

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

In addition to this, I also object to the University's
proposed growth. Both Oxford and Cambridge County

1884Question 23

consider proposals for student accommodation. TheCouncils have restricting measures for the growth of
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forOxford and Cambridge, and I think it would be wise for

Durham to implement the something similar. Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a familyFinally the actual city centre of Durham has become

devoid of character and all the more recent planning home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).The
Durham University Strategy and associated Estatedevelopments have achieved is to block the view of
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the Countythe castle and cathedral and therefore has reduced
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategythe impact they once had over the city. The council
and an understanding of the associated growthseems determined to gut the city centre of all residents,
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andfill it with modern, horrible looking buildings intended
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtfor student housing and now the council has made
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.designs to destroy the outskirts and turn what once
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meanswas a beautiful city into a place devoid of character,
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

full of students for half the year, and then completely
empty for the other half.

What on earth is the county councils plan? How is this
local plan new or innovative? It is the same plan that
was rubbished a number of years ago and includes
the same policies the council has been trying to
implement since the 1970's but which the actual
residents of Durham continually oppose.
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The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Suggested additional text is in bold and italics. The
University would ask the Council to include the
following paragraph before 5.109 for context purposes:

3646Question 23

Durham Plan. The Biggar Economics report as
referenced in your representation, was commissionedDurham University is the only university in the

County and its economic impact and contribution by the University and does not form part of the council's
evidence based for the County Durham Plan. Ingoes far beyond the University itself, benefiting
recognition of the University's Strategy and anthe City, county, region and UK economies.
understanding of the associated growth aspirations,BiGGAR Economics (2016) found that Durham
the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and haveUniversity generates £1.1 billion a year to the UK
allocated appropriate sites for purpose built studenteconomy and supports 13,660 jobs – including
accommodation in the County Durham Plan. In£400.2 million and 6,670 jobs in County Durham
addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansitself.The overall economic benefit of the
to assess and consider future proposals broughtUniversity to County Durham is set to rise when
forward by the University. In the Policy, the notesthe current Queens Campus in Stockton is
associated with Howlands have been updated to notere-purposed and Colleges and academic
'Development of the site will: consist of limited infill orprogrammes currently based at Stockton are
redevelopment of the site if it would not have a greaterrelocated to Durham.The re-purposing will result
impact on or cause substantial harm to the openness
of the Green Belt than the existing development.

in the University generating in the region of a
baseline £423 million for the Durham economy and
an estimated 7,060 jobs for Durham. At August
2017, 75% of all University staff lived within a
Durham postcode area, with 30% living in a DH1
postcode area.

5.109 Durham University is a major asset to the city,
shaping the built environment, contributing to the
cultural and heritage offer, developing highly skilled
individuals as well being a major employer and a
purchaser of local goods and services. The University
is committed to retaining, strengthening and
enhancing its cultural and heritage offer which will
benefit Durham City and the wider region Around
200,000 people visit the University’s attractions
every year. In addition, attracting further students
as a result of improved academic and student
facilities; and further visitors as a result of
enhanced conference and sports facilities, to the
city, will have a positive impact on local services
through increased spending. The University is also
renowned for its research departments and facilitates
business and industrial research, including at NETPark,
the North East’s only science park. In this context, the
positive impacts of the economic, social and
environmental benefits brought about by the University
are felt across the county.

5.110 Durham University has published its Strategy
for the period 2017 to 2027.This Strategy sets out how
the University will build upon its strengths including
research, education and the wider student experience.
It sets out the intention to globalise the University and
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make it a more significant player in the region, the UK
and beyond. The Strategy also encompasses the
Estate Masterplan 2017-2027 which provides a guide
to how the University could develop the Estate in the
long term. Its purpose is to provide a clear spatial
framework for the delivery of the Accommodation
and Estate Strategy. It sets out a scenario for
possible future land use, distribution of activities,
flexibility of building use and movement patterns
within which individual projects may be taken
forward in the future.

5.115 With a student population of 18,000 and as a
key employer which employs over 4,300 people,
Durham University has a major impact on how the city
functions. This means that if the council wants to
achieve sustainable transport solutions in Durham City
it is important to fully understand the implications of
the University’s expansion plans for the city's transport
systems. Within the Masterplan the University has a
clear objective of moving towards sustainable travel
and decreasing car dependency. This objective will be
supported by the measures in the Durham City
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. It is also important
that the provision of any additional parking spaces are
assessed using the County Durham Parking and
Accessibility Standards.

The redevelopment of the Maiden Castle Sports and
Wellbeing Park will improve and enhance this part of
the University’s estate providing upgraded sport and
recreation facilities.The improved development will be
more attractive to host major external sporting events
that will raise the city’s profile, attract visitors and
generate new income. However it is critical that these
facilities and similar other developments undertaken
by the University, whilst improving staff and student
experience must also benefit the wider community.
Therefore, the council will require that community
access agreements are agreed to support the
development of any sports or leisure facilities to enable
their use by residents, visitors and local schools and
community clubs.

5.121 The University’s aspiration, as set out in the
Strategy, is to house 50% of students in
college-affiliated accommodation by 2027.

The final sentence of paragraph 5.121 should not
restrict the Howlands site to ‘limited infill’ as there may
be material planning reasons to justify development
and/or demolition and rebuild over the plan period.
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NPPF Paragraph 145 (g) sets out the exceptions to
permitting development in the green belt, as follows:
g) limited infilling or the partial or complete
redevelopment of previously developed land, whether
redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary
buildings), which would:   not have a greater impact
on the openness of the Green Belt than the existing
development; or   not cause substantial harm to the
openness of the Green Belt, where the development
would re-use previously developed land and contribute
to meeting an identified affordable housing need within
the area of the local planning authority. For the policy
to be NPPF compliant, we suggest the following
rewording:

“The Howlands site allocation is a current major
developed site in the greenbelt, therefore limited
infill development or complete redevelopment will
be appropriate.”

In paragraph 5.124 We would ask the Council to clarify
how developers/applicants can access 'waiting lists for
existing places (both University and privately owned
stock and, if appropriate those of any other higher
education establishment)'.

Comment noted. The criterion has been updated and
now alsonotes that 'the public benefit cannot be
delviered elsewhere'

The University suggest that the following text in red is
added to Policy 17, Part 1, item F:

f) it preserves and enhances listed buildings or
structures and non-designated heritage assets

3665Question 23

including their settings and where appropriate, better
reveals their significance. Development that results
in harm to the setting and/or the significance of
listed buildings or non-designated heritage assets
will not be supported, unless this harm is
outweighed by public benefit;

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

HMOS & PBSAs should contribute to the local tax
economy either through Council Tax or Business
Rates.

2817Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of the
University's Strategy and an understanding of theStudents should NOT be permitted to have cars - see

earlier comments. associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites

Planning permission should not been given to new
PBSAs while bed spaces are available in the

for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Plan

established PBSAs. The built environment has already provides a means to assess and consider future
been damaged by badly sited and poorly designed
PBSAs.

proposals brought forward by the University. Some of
the matters raised are outside the scope of the County
Durham Plan.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Preferred Options portrays Durham University as a
wholly beneficial presence in the city. There is much

2626Question 23
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Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growth

that the University brings to the city but there are huge
negative aspects.  Preferred Options takes an uncritical

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andview of the University’s growth Masterplan. The city
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtcannot cope with an unmanaged extra 6000 students
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.- the term-time daily struggle with over-crowded
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meanspavements; parked cars; and whole areas blighted by
to assess and consider future proposals broughtrowdy parties, persistent anti-social behaviour, rubbish

and vermin. forward by the University. The Preferred Options Plan
did reflect upon both the benefits that the UniversityThere must be a full assessment of the economic,

environmental and social impacts of the proposed brings to the City and the wider County but also
recognised the adverse impacts on residential amenityscale, pace and locations of ALL the Masterplan’s

proposals. where student HMOs are dominant. This text is also
reflected in the current version of the Plan. The policy

Durham University development has not been amended from the Preferred Options
Stage to introduce a 10% threshold test into the PartThis is a highly significant and welcome new policy

with many of the safeguards and criteria suggested. 2 PBSA element of the policy. In Part 3 of the Policy,
this test is intended to promote, create and preservePurpose Built Student Accommodation
inclusive mixed and balanced communities. In the

Other than on the University’s own estate, PBSAs have
had a dominating and disruptive impact upon existing

context of Part 2 of this policy however, a similar 10%
threshold would restrict potential future opportunities

residential areas and communities.  Any development for otherwise appropriate campus development. The
proposal for new, extensions to, or conversions to, Preferred Options Policy did seek to give consideration
Purpose Built Student Accommodation other than on to unimplemented permissions (part 3 b) this is
the six allocated sites must not be permitted if more maintained in the Policy. Council Tax data is an
than 10% of the total number of properties residential independent and up to date data set which serves to
units within 100 metres of the application site are understand concentrations of student properties within
already in use as HMOs, have unused C4 or Sui the housing market. A percentage threshold relating
Generis approvals or is student accommodation
exempt from council tax charges.

to population has not been included in the policy. The
planning system enables consideration and control of
development and use. The population of an localisedHouses in Multiple Occupation
area could change outside of planning decisions andThis should be a Balanced Community Policy. Whole

areas of the city are dominated by students lets to the at a frequent rate. There would be no proportionate or
independent way of monitoring this. Some of thedetriment of quality of life, community cohesion and

Council Tax contributions. matters raised are outside the scope of the County
Durham Plan

The interim policy is too weak and the new proposal
weaker still. The limit should be on the percentage,
10%, of C4 or Sui Generis approvals (not just usage)
within 100 metres of a planning application site and
include applications to extend existing HMOs.

Tax exempt status alone is not an acceptable metric,
it is easily manipulated by landlords and leaves other
HMOs (non-student or where there is a mix of
students/non-student occupants) out of the equation.

The percentage of HMO/PBSA occupants should be
limited to 20% of the population within 100 metres of
the application site. This would be determined by the
number of bed spaces within properties (the extension
of mandatory licensing from 1st October 2018 will aid
this monitoring). Additional licensing should be
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introduced so that ALL HMO residents have the
protection that this offers and allows for total bed
spaces to be determined.

The extra funding that this will provide will allow extra
staff to be employed to enforce the welcome new
regulations re Article 4s, room sizes, and environmental
standards and to introduce the rogue landlord
database.

The policy should require the imposition of covenants
on all new developments preventing non-family use.
These and existing covenants should be rigorously
enforced.

The County Council and the University together need
to form and fund a partnership vehicle to return sets
of houses in multiple occupation back to homes for
permanent residents.

Comment noted. The Plan also contains policies to
meet housing needs including to deliver affordable
hosuing and homes to meet the needs of older people.

Section 5.127 states that “New student accommodation
should not be built at the expense of general housing
as the council must address the need for new family
and affordable housing…” to which should be added:

3366Question 23

“and specialist housing for elderly people, disabled and
vulnerable people.” These groups should not be
forgotten when planning for housing need within
Durham City. In the interest of creating balanced
communities they also have the right to be able to live
in Durham City.

Comment noted. The policy has been amended in
respect of heritage matters.

Pg 106 - Where appropriate, proposals in accordance
with the above requirements should contribute to the
re-use of listed buildings, heritage assets and other

3200Question 23

buildings with a particular heritage value. Development
will be expected to sustain the significance of heritage
assets and seeks opportunities to better reveal it.

WHSC – There is useful recognition of the WHS and
heritage assets included in references to development
by Durham University.  Purpose built student
accommodation (PBSA) has had a negative  impact
individually and cumulatively in Durham City and within
the townscape seen in relation to the WHS, its
approaches and green inner setting.  Public benefit 
has been judged in the planning process to outweigh
these. The scale and design approach of further PBSA
can have a negative impact individually and
cumulatively.  Although the positive role of re using
heritage assets is covered, there is no specific
reference to avoiding or mitigating against negative
impact on the WHS, its approaches and setting and
this should be included.
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Comment noted. This paragraph has been updated.Pg 108 - 5.112 The small scale of the city is partly as
a result of the World Heritage Site (WHS) and previous

3201Question 23

planning policy decisions to constrain the expansion
of the city in order to regenerate surrounding villages

WHSC – Although the green belt designation has been
valuable, this statement relates more to the outward
spread of Durham’s development and not the WHS.
The WHS has been protected by topography and
management of the setting to the historic core of the
city. This is the area defined as the inner setting in the
2017 WHS Management Plan and it would be useful
to recognise this.

Comment noted. The Part 3 HMO exception criteria
has been amended to reflect new build HMO. Council

Introduction

These representations are submitted on behalf of Hope
Estates in response to the County Durham Plan

2769Question 23

Tax data is an independent and up to date data set
which serves to understand concentrations of studentPreferred Options 2018. Hope Estates were
properties within the housing market.This policy relatesestablished in 1990 and provide high quality student
to student accommodation rather than general HMOsaccommodation in both Durham and Stockton-on-Tees.
therefore the Council Tax data is appropriate for this
purpose.

The company manage over 100 properties in the local
area, the majority of which are located within Durham
City. Hope Estates are therefore one of the largest
student accommodation providers in the City and are
continuing to seek opportunities to expand their
portfolio of high quality student properties across the
City and these representations therefore relate
specifically to draft Policy 17 ‘Durham University
Development, Purpose Built Student Accommodation
& Houses in Multiple Occupation.’

Draft Policy 17 ‘Durham University Development,
Purpose Built Student Accommodation & Houses in
Multiple Occupation’

These representations focus on Part 3 of draft Policy
17, which sets out the suggested policy approach that
will be applied to applications for new build HMOs and
changes of use from any use to a HMO falling within
Use Cl ass C4 or a sui generis use.

The overall objective of Part 3 of draft Policy 17 to
create and preserve sustainable, inclusive and mixed
communities in order to maintain an appropriate
housing mix and to protect residential amenity in
response to issues experienced in Durham City related
to concentrations of student accommodation is
acknowledged. However, the recognition at Paragraph
5.135 of the draft Local Plan of the contribution that
the University makes to the culture, economy and
vibrancy of the City and the positive actions being taken
by the University and students to help alleviate the
issues associated with student properties is welcomed.
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Our client is firmly of the opinion that the continued
provision of a range of high quality student
accommodation options, including HMOs, will support
the future expansion of the

University and it is therefore imperative that the
provision of such accommodation is not impeded by a
n unduly restrictive policy approach and it is felt that
draft Policy 17 largely strikes an appropriate balance.

Hope Estates manage over 100 properties in the local
area and pride themselves on providing high quality
accommodation at reasonable prices. They are
therefore broadly supportive of Parts (d)-(g) of Part 3
of draft Policy 17, which seek to secure appropriate
provision of car and cycle parking; bin storage; design
and security arrangements in relation to proposals for
new HMOs in order to safeguard the character and
amenity of the surrounding area.

Furthermore, our client fully supports the inclusion of
the exception clause (Part h & i) within the draft policy
to account for circumstances whereby an exception to
the general policy requirements would be justified.The
inclusion of Part
3(i) is particularly welcomed, which will allow for the
provision of HMOs in areas where there is a lower
proportion of other residential uses, such as within
designated centres. It is evident that the provision of
HMOs in such locations can help support the vitality
of designated centres and local parades of shops and
the LPA’s general policy approach in this regard is fully
supported by our client.

However, it is noted that the current drafting of the
policy suggests that the exceptions clauses will only
be applicable to change of use applications for HMOs.
We are firmly of the opinion that the provision should
be extended to include proposals for new build HMOs
and it is noted that the appointed Inspector, in
assessing a S.78 Planning appeal for a new build HMO
at Peartree Cottages (APP/X1355/W/!6/3165827),
confirmed a similar exception clause contained at Part
A(e) the Interim Policy on Student Accommodation
(IPSA) could be applied to proposals for new build
HMOs, stating as follows:

‘In the context of such a high concentration of HMO
and student accommodation, I consider that the effect
of one additional HMO would be negligible. Such
circumstances are recognised in Part A(e) of the
Interim Policy, and I have not been provided with any
evidence to demonstrate what harm would arise from
the proposed development in terms in terms of the
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concentration of HMOs. Moreover, the appeal
proposals would create a new dwelling within Class
C4 rather than result in any change to the existing
housing stock.’

It is considered that proposals for new build HMOs
would have a lesser degree of impact on local housing
stock, as, unlike proposals for a change of use from
C3 to C4, such a proposal would not result in an y
change to the existing housing stock. On this basis, it
would be entirely logical for the exception clause set
out within Part 3 (h & i) to also incorporate new build
proposals. We would however reiterate that our client
is fully supportive of the exception clause, subject to
the suggested minor amendment, and it is clear that
the Peartree Cottages decision endorses the
recognition within the draft policy that there will be
circumstances, such as where an area already has
such a high proportion of HMOs that additional
provision would not cause further harm, where an
exception to the general policy requirements will be
justified despite suggestions from other interested
parties that such an exception clause should not be
included.

However, our client does have concerns over the
suggested approach to assessing the proportion of
HMOs within 100m of an application site. The draft
policy is proposing to base this calculation on the
number of residential properties within 100m that are
exempt from Council Tax changes under a Class N
Student Exemption. Our client is concerned that such
an approach would only serve to underestimate the
proportion of HMOs within an area, as it will evidently
not capture HMOs occupied by non-students, which
can also impact on the mix and character of an area.
Furthermore, as one of the largest providers of student
accommodation in the City, our client has highlighted
that a reasonable proportion of student houses in the
City are occupied by at least one non-full-time student.
On this basis, whilst such properties would be occupied
predominantly by students, the presence of one
non-student would ensure that the property would not
qualify for a Class N exemption and would not be
picked up by an assessment of the proportion of HMOs
within 100m of an application site based on the LPA’s
suggested methodology. It is therefore considered that
the suggested methodology should be reviewed and
revised to ensure that as many different types of shared
accommodation as possible can be taken into account
in assessing the proportion of HMOs in an area.
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We trust the above representations will assist the LPA
in the preparation of the County Durham Plan and
would request that we are kept informed of future
stages of the process.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

Although mention is made of suitable housing for an
ageing population I'm not aware, after reading 'The

3006Question 23

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of thePlan', of any new affordable apartment type
University's Strategy and an understanding of theaccommodation in the centre of Durham City to add
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertookto the small stock that exists already.  Indeed, it is very
a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sitesobvious that accommodation, both HMO and PBSA,
for purpose built student accommodation in the Countyfor Durham University students has been given priority
Durham Plan. In addition, the County Durham Planover housing for permanent residents. This, together
provides a means to assess and consider futurewith other factors, has resulted in the demise of
proposals brought forward by the University. In AprilDurham City as a centre for retail.  For some 30 weeks
2016, the council adopted an Interim Policy toof the year it is a campus for university students, for
supplement existing policies and to consider proposalsthe remaining 20 weeks the 'City becomes empty.  As
for student accommodation. The council has alsoan example of very bad planning, the very large PBSA
confirmed Article 4 Directions for Durham City, whichin Claypath fails to meet the planning criteria as listed
means within a defined area, planning permission isat Page 106 of 'The Plan'.  So why was planning
required to convert a family home into an House inpermission granted and why was there no public
Multiple Occupation (HMO).The Plan provides a policyconsultation?  Or, if there was public consultation, then
to meet housing needs in County Durham, includingwhy were the views of the public ignored, as they often

are, by Durham County Council (DCC)?
The provision of apartment accommodation for senior
citizens and young professionals, so often seen in other

the provision of affordable housing and homes for older
people. Some of the matters raised are outside the
scope of the County Durham Plan.

towns and cities, but so obviously absent in Durham
City, would, of course, release 3 and 4 bedroom
houses for young families.  Moreover, filling Durham
City with accommodation for transitory students whist,
at the same time, encouraging house building on the
'green belt' at Sniperley would seem to be the wrong
way around. The better plan, to give back to Durham
City its 'vibrancy', would be to require students to live
on campus and encourage families and permanent
residents to return to the city.  In addition, Durham
University should be required to keep students at their
campus at Stockton-on-Tees and, rather than
overwhelm Durham City with an additional 6,000
students, should be required to build additional colleges
at other satellite locations such as Darlington and
Chester-le-Street.

Durham University

'The Plan', quite sensibly, includes a large section, 11
pages, devoted to the development of Durham
University and, in particular, the proliferation of student
accommodation. This may well be to advantage of the
landlord but inevitably results in a loss of revenue, the
loss of Council Tax, to the council.   Moreover, there
is no reference in 'The Plan' to the memorandum of
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understanding between Durham University and DCC
dated 17 July 2017.

The proposed development of Durham University with
an increase in student population from the current
15,500 to 21,500 students by 2027 is truly alarming.
 Bigger is certainly not better as exemplified by St
Andrews University which,  with a student population
of 10,500, sits above Durham in the UK rankings. The
proliferation of HMO and PBSA in the centre of Durham
City is, many would agree, a demographic time bomb.
With the current student population there are too many
examples of anti-social behaviour and littering
throughout Durham City.  Such a large increase in
student numbers can only make matters worse, but
DCC seems powerless, or cannot see this problem,
despite this problem being so very obvious to the public
at large.   How many letters have to be written and how
many public meetings have to be attended before our
elected councillors take note and, more importantly,
take action?  The decision to move 2,500 students
from Stockton-on-Tees to Durham was both a crass
and irresponsible move on the part of Durham
University.  Moreover, there is absolutely no guarantee
that the university students will vacate HMO's in favour
of PBSA if the cost of rent is regarded, by the students,
to be too high. The suggestion that County Durham
will benefit from those students who will continue to
live in the area after they graduate is pure pie in the
sky!   With regard to Durham City, the impact of the
proposed expansion of Durham University makes the
statements;  'Maintain a clear hierarchy of vibrant,
diverse and distinct retail centres that are the focus for
commercial, retails and leisure uses.' (Page 15),
 'Planning for the Right Homes in the Right Places'
(Page 24) and 'Ensuring the vitality of town centres
(Page 77), no more than meaningless rhetoric! 

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Drawing up a plan like this is a very difficult and
challenging undertaking and it is difficult to meet

3165Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategydemands and challenges and satisfy everyone who
has interest in it. and an understanding of the associated growth

aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andThe majority of the plan looks very good but I’m
concerned about planned developments around have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built

student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.Durham City. The proposed new housing is on a huge
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansscale and I’m concerned how the pressures on
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University.

infrastructure will be met with that number of houses
being developed in one area. Does the city really need
that many new homes? Most houses in the city centre
area are vacant for significant parts of the year as they
are student lets. I think it would be more sensible to
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look at curbing the seemingly unfettered growth of the
university and the loss of housing to investors and rent
to buy owners who are cashing in the every increasing
university student body. The university seems able to
expand and move courses and students (ie Stockton
closure) without any consideration to the impact it has
on the wider population.

The routes of the proposed new roads around the city
will destroy or at least seriously diminish areas that are
valuable open spaces for recreation and wildlife. We
are lucky to have such spaces so close to the city and
I feel it would be a great shame to lose them. I was
especially dismayed to see that one road will cut
through an existing nature reserve. This will have a
huge impact on the reserve and the wildlife that rely
upon it. Low Newton which is a real asset for residents
of Brasside and Newton Hall and the many people who
walk or run from Durham or drive there to walk around
the lakes and paths. This area should be left as it is.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

Durham University

9. Preferred Options portrays Durham University as a
wholly benevolent presence in the city. There is much

3442Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growththat the University brings to the city, and the Parish

Council welcomes those aspects that are positive. aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built

10. But the Council must also recognise and address
the negative aspects. Paragraph 5.10 of Preferred

student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means

Options takes an uncritical, indeed benign, view of the to assess and consider future proposals brought
University’s growth Masterplan. In particular, the forward by the University. The Preferred Options Plan
apparent acceptance of an increase by 6,000 in the did reflect upon both the benefits that the University
number of University students in Durham City brings to the City and the wider County but also
represents a passive conclusion that the city can cope. recognised the adverse impacts on residential amenity
The Parish Council considers that, on present where student HMOs are dominant. This text is also
evidence, the city cannot cope - the term-time daily reflected in the current version of the Plan. Some of
struggle with over-crowded pavements, cars parked the matters raised are outside the scope of the County

Durham Planall over grass verges, and whole areas blighted by
rowdy parties, rubbish and rats. The Parish Council
considers that there should therefore be a full
assessment of the economic, environmental and social
impacts of the proposed scale, pace and locations of
the Masterplan’s proposals.

11. The policies in Preferred Options do set out
improved ways in controlling the creation of more
houses in multiple occupation and do allocate six sites
for new PBSAs. However, the County Council and the
University together must form and fund a partnership
vehicle to return sets of houses presently in multiple
occupation back to homes for long-term (i.e.
non-student) residents.
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Comments noted.The price of student accommodation is now a matter
for 'The Market'. In the case of the house next to the

3567Question 23

one I grew up in (a 1948 3 bed council house) the
return by renting to students (with some 'change' to
the accommodation and a garage conversion) is
£22,000 a year...not bad for the landlord! With student
fees of over £9,000 a year and rip of housing prices I
would never have been able to go to university.

The reason you see so much student accommodation
being built is the expansion of the University and
demand in the market place. The developer can get
more student units since they can be MUCH smaller
and hence generate more PROFIT.

Council tax is not paid by all student rented
accommodation, therefore local Council Tax payers
provide the funds to DCC for collection of refuse, we
also provide public goods such as street lighting and
policing.We do, therefore, subsidise students (not that
I am against that). Not all student accommodation is
provided by the private sector, some is provided by
the third sector (Colleges/ University are charities and
therefore not part of the private sector).

Comment noted. It is considered that PBSA can be an
appropriate component of a mixed use scheme,

While the Preferred Options document takes in the
current Interim Student Policy and expands on this,

4218Question 23

however the policy does seek to ensure that PBSAparticularly with the allocation of land for Purpose Built
development does not result in a significant negativeStudent Accommodation (PBSA) being located on
impact upon, amongst other things, retail, employmentDurham University land, it is concerning that PBSA
leisure and tourism. he policy has not been amendedmay be included as part of a mixed use scheme. The
from the Preferred Options Stage to introduce a 10%document itself references the Gates development,
threshold test into the Part 2 PBSA element of thehowever the inclusion of a PBSA development on this
policy. In Part 3 of the Policy, this test is intended tosite has removed space for more traditional City Centre
promote, create and preserve inclusive mixed anduses. It would be helpful if PBSA on any City Centre
balanced communities. In the context of Part 2 of thissites not allocated within the document would be

resisted, bar wholly exceptional circumstances. policy however, a similar 10% threshold would restrict
potential future opportunities for otherwise appropriate
campus development.

In order to strengthen this policy, a further test should
be placed on applications for PBSA. The Preferred
Options do not appear to indicate that existing PBSA
will be considered as part of the ‘tipping point’
threshold, despite these developments having an
unquestionable impact on the character and amenity
of an area. It is vital that such a test is included in
Policy 17. Equally, as identified in my response to
question 6, it would be helpful if the council supported
schemes to encourage the conversion of HMOs back
into family housing. As previously mentioned, there is
a recognised imbalance in the community of Durham
City, and a clear commitment to creating a more
balanced community within Durham is vital.
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The policy and supporting text has been amended to
reflect heritage comments made. All of the allocations

The policy on Durham University development appears
confused and lacks some important detail:

4183Question 23

are associated with Heritage Impact Assessments• l(d) only refers to the WHS's setting and not the
WHS itself; it should also refer to the Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV).

which have informed the notes associated with each
allocation.

• l(e) should apply to all the conservation areas
affected by this policy, not just "the" conservation
area.The terms "consider the key elements" and
"look to preserve" are too weak to be compliant
with the tests in the NPPF.

• l(f} - "or structures" is superfluous if referring to
listed buildings. However, the policy as it stands
is not covering all heritage assets (such as buried
archaeology), so it is unclear whether this bullet
is intending to cover just buildings, or all
designated'and undesignated assets?  The
reference to setting should also be amended, to
reflect that the protection afforded this should be
in relation to any contribution it makes to the
significance of the asset. We would suggest
amending the wording to state: 'It sustains and
enhances the significance of heritage assets.
including any contribution mode by their setting.'

• 2(c) could refer to the environment and the
historic environment.

• The final clause of Part 2 appears tagged-on and
does not make sense grammatically.We suggest
it should be more firmly incorporated into Policy
17 and relate to bath Parts land 2. In it, "listed
buildings" is superfluous as they are heritage
assets. "A particular heritage value" is unclear
and should be replaced with recognised phrases
such as "significance", "non• designated heritage
asset" or "makes  a positive contribution to the
special interest of a conservation area"
depending upon the meaning. This clause when
re-worked could also usefully refer to
understanding and mitigation.

• The historic environment is not adequately
highlighted in Part 2 Table 7. As noted above,
site allocations should be properly assessed to
consider their impacts upon the significance of
any heritage assets affected. This is particularly
the case with some of the university allocations:
although it is unclear which PBSA sites in the
policy relate to which graphics on.the proposals
map, these sites require a clear understanding
of the significance of all heritage assets affected.
PBSA3 should reference its highly sensitive
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location in relation to the WHS as well as the
conservation area. The other allocations should
mention their historic environment context (as
PBSA6 already does for non-designated heritage
assets).

• We suggest Part 3 goes beyond  3(h) to plan for
the reversal over time of parts of conservation
areas that are currently harmed by HMOs and
where historic residential character is important
to the area's significance.

• 3(d) and (e) should include reference to the
historic environment.

• Part l of the policy includes the word "residential"
but para 5.111 says only Parts 2 and 3 would
apply to residential development. We suggest
residential development should also be
considered under Part l.

• In para 5.112, we do not agree that the small
scale of Durham is due to the WHS; it is due to
the nature of the city's development history.

• Para 5.119 should read "Part 2· not "Part B".
• It is unclear whether Policy 17 apples to all

Durham University development (eg. in
Spennymoor or Bishop Auckland). Paras 5.126-7
might suggest it also applies to other
further/higher education development across Co
Durham.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

I've no real issue about the Spatial Distribution of
housing, but a key issue is how the onward expansion

4110Question 23

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyof the university affects house availability (and therefore
and an understanding of the associated growthprices).  Surely some control of "buy to let" and
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andlandlords with multiple properties rented to students
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtneeds to be introduced in order to improve housing
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.availability?  Throughout the plan, the University seems
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansonly to be seen as an asset to the area, whist it's

negative impacts are ignored. to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University. Some of the matters raised
are outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Comments noted. Some of the matters raised are
outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Re Paragraph 5.147 Poor management of rubbish
and recycling at HMOs can lead to unattractive
frontages, problems with vermin and raise concerns

4117Question 23

over health and safety. Such issues can affect the
amenity of nearby properties and may lead to
complaints from neighbouring residents.These matters
should therefore be appropriately addressed at the
planning application stage. Applications for new build
or change of use to an HMO will be expected to be
accompanied with appropriate details of how household
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waste and recycling will be stored and presented for
collection at the property. This should include layout
drawings of the application site and its surroundings,
clearly indicating the bin storage area.
Acknowledgement should be made of the fact that the
occupiers of an HMO may generate more waste than
a single household with the same number of occupiers.
This is a joke, seriously have you seen our city when
the students leave to go home, have you seen the
general rubbish left outside houses and littering the
street. Redhills Bank is disgusting when driving up it
some weeks ago we saw several rats amid the rubbish.
Who pays for the rubbish to be removed? Who takes
on the responsibility of these greedy landlords renting
out 8 rooms in one house, 8 lots of rubbish per house
and no tax paid at all? Who covers this cost? 

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

There are too many student properties in the Durham
City. More controls are needed for student landlords

4068Question 23

consider proposals for student accommodation. Theand they need to be made to contribute for the services
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forthey use. Need CCTV cameras along routes that
Durham City, which means within a defined area,students use to enforce good behaviour. Letting agents
planning permission is required to convert a familydetails should be displayed in student lets windows so

residents know who to contact. home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growth
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
to assess and consider future proposals brought
forward by the University. Some of the matters raised
are outside the scope of the County Durham Plan.

Support noted.Highways England can be generally supportive of the
strategy for university related development and student

3970Question 23

accommodation. Given the nature and location of
development and consistency with the withdrawn Plan,
it is considered unlikely that proposals for student
accommodation will have any significant implications
for the SRN unless future evidence contradicts this
position.Therefore, at this time Highways England can
continue to support this policy.
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Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports the preferred site allocations
for PBSAs.

221Question 24

Comment noted.Question No 23 and 24 (Durham University)437Question 24

Too much of the new housing in the city is for students,
not residents. There is a serious risk of spoiling the
character of the city, there needs to be a balance.

A lot of non-housing development is apparently for
eating and drinking places, also apparently aimed at
students. There is not a lot in the city centre to
encourage local residents to go there, and the situation
has got worse recently with the loss of M& S etc.

For context, the PBSA 2 Howlands site allocation is a
current major developed site in the Green Belt the plan

The allocation of Howlands as Site PBSA2 is supported
for additional accommodation via infill development.

431Question 24

confirms therefore, limited infill or redevelopment ofHowever, adjoining land to the west should also be
the site that would not have a greater impact on orincluded, as shown on the attached amended site plan
cause substantial harm to the openness of the Greenof PBSA2. The additional area of land was the subject
Belt than the existing development  would beof a pre-application enquiry (ref: PRE28/18/00488)
appropriate. The site proposed in your representationrelating to the erection of a PBSA scheme in March

2018. is a greenfield undeveloped site within the greenbelt.
NPPF is clear that once established, Green BeltThe site has the Howlands Park and Ride site to the

north east; the proposed PBSA2 site (i.e. Durham boundaries should only be altered where exceptional
circumstances are fully evidenced and justified, throughUniversity’s Ustinov and Josephine Butler Colleges)
the preparation or updating of plans. NPPF notes thatto the east and south east; Durham Crematorium to
before concluding that exceptional circumstances existthe south; residential development to the south west;
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, all otherand South Road to the north east and north, over which
reasonable options for meeting its identified need foris Mount Oswald. The site lies approximately 1 mile to
development should be considered. In this context thethe south west of Durham City Centre and is linked via

an uninterrupted footpath with pedestrian crossings. strategy should: make as much use as possible of
suitable brownfield sites and underutilised land;

The site formed part of the Howlands Park and Ride
allocation via Policy E7 of the adopted City of Durham

optimises the density of development in line with the
policies in chapter 11 of NPPF, including whether

Local Plan (2004) but when the Park and Ride scheme policies promote a significant uplift in minimum density
was developed, the site was not required and as such standards. The Council is of the view that exceptional
remains undeveloped. Whilst the site is within the circumstances do not exist for developing PBSA in the
Green Belt, it does not perform well when considered Green Belt. The future need for student
against any of the five purposes as set-out at accommodation will be met through a combination of
Paragraph 134 of the NPPF. Its development would
represent infill development.

existing commitments coming forward, the allocated
sites for PBSA as set out in Part 1 of the Policy, windfall
PBSA delivered through Part 2 of the Policy and HMOsDurham University would be the principle user of the

site and has shown interest in the site previously, which delivered in line with Part 3 of the Policy which preserve
led to the pre-application enquiry submitted in March inclusive and mixed and balanced communities.There
2018.The University issued guidance in its Residential is therefore no requirement to make use of Green Belt
Accommodation Strategy 2012-2020 in a response to land. It is noted that exceptional circumstances have

not been presented as part of the representation.a change of its policy resulting in the withdrawal from
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the Stockton on Tees Campus and desire to build more
PBSA in Durham City.This was and is seen as a more
sustainable approach.This site would increase capacity
at site PBSA2 by approximately 100 bed spaces.

For the reasons given above, it is considered that the
boundary of allocation PBSA2 should be amended to
include this site as shown on the attached plan.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

5 sites for the expansion were identified as being on
University land within Durham City. This could

591Question 24

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategypotentially exacerbate the current problems associated
and an understanding of the associated growthwith student occupation of the City and limit the
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andpotential for non students to reside in the City, but may
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtbe beneficial in confining University Development to
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.within the confines of, or adjacent to, existing University

Sites. All sites proposed were given consideration and those
sites which were suitable have been taken forward for
allocation. Please note, land ownership was not a
consideration through this process. Sites put forward
at preferred options stage have also been considered
as to whether they were suitable for allocation.

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

We support the development of PBSAs on University
land rather than taking up land elsewhere in Durham

912Question 24

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's StrategyCity that is much more suitable for housing for
and an understanding of the associated growthpermanent residents or for commercial developments.
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andThe site PBSA3 James Barbour House would be better
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtas a housing site for permanent residents and is
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.particularly suitable for housing for older people.
All sites proposed were given consideration and thosePBSA4 Elvet Hill Care Park: before permission is given
sites which were suitable have been taken forward forfor this site the impact of the loss of the car parking
allocation. Please note, land ownership was not aand the impact this will have on neighbouring streets,
consideration through this process. Sites put forwardparticularly in nearby residential areas, must be
at preferred options stage have also been consideredconsidered and suitable mitigation measures adopted,
as to whether they were suitable for allocation. Thee.g. the University could financially support longer

hours at the Howlands Park and Ride. highways team at Durham County Council have
confirmed that the Elvet Hill Carpark is a suitable
allocation. Some of the matters raised are outside the
scope of the County Durham Plan.

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

Q23,24,25 Policy17 The increase in P.B.S.A. units
and houses in multiple occupation seems to be out of

2340Question 24

consider proposals for student accommodation. Thecontrol and out of proportion to the numbers of
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forresidents being able to live in and around the centre

of Durham City which is clearly a concern. Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a familyAlthough we acknowledge the University is indeed an

excellent attribute to Durham it must be balanced home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estateagainst the ability for our older generation, and our
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the Countyyounger generation who would like to stay in the area
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and work and raise their families, to be given that
opportunity rather than the need to leave their town of

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategy
and an understanding of the associated growth

their birth due to this overpowering need for aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' and
accommodation associated with the University. We have allocated appropriate sites for purpose built
believe that a balance must be struck and sometimes student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
enough is enough. It is also concerning that these In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a means
spaces are not actually in use 365 days per year given to assess and consider future proposals brought
the number of holiday periods. Perhaps one idea could forward by the University. The Plan provides a policy
be multi- functional units for tourism rather than just
Halls of Residence.

to meet housing needs in County Durham, including
the provision of affordable housing and housing for
older people.

Support noted.NECTAR welcome the inclusion of sites for
purpose-built student accommodation.

1954Question 24

The Durham University Strategy and associated Estate
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the County

The University welcomes the proposed allocations, set
out Policy 17, Part 2, Table 7, however, to align the

3677Question 24

Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyplan with the University’s Masterplan which will be a
and an understanding of the associated growthmaterial consideration once adopted, the University
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andwould ask the Council to consider including the
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtquantum of development for each site to ensure that

the policy is justified and effective: student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.
The policy has not been updated to reflect the quantum• Leazes Road 800-1,000 beds
of development as requested in your representation.• Howlands 100-500 beds
Purpose Built Student Accommodation can come in a• James Barber House 100-200 beds
range of forms, therefore it is not possible to identify a• Elvet Hill car park 400-500 beds
standardised yield for each site. In addition, it is felt• St Mary’s College 100-200 beds
appropriate that consideration to yield is given at• St Aidan’s College 400-500 beds
planning application stage where full consideration can• Mill Hill Lane 600-800 bed
be given to site constraints. Each of the PBSA

The Policy should not restrict sites PBSA1 Leazes
Road and PBSA2 Howlands (Josephine Butler and

allocations are now associated with Heritage Impact
Assessments to inform this process at application
stage.Ustinov) to ‘limited infill’ as there may be material

planning reasons to justify demolition and rebuild over
the plan period. To ensure accordance with the NPPF,
complete redevelopment of the sites should be
permitted, where appropriate.

PBSA1 Leazes Road is shown in Table 7 as split into
six sites however it is unclear what the extent of these
sites are as they are not defined on the Policies Map.
Clarity is requested.

The allocations for PBSA are not associated with yields
Purpose Built Student Accommodation can come in a

Reviewing the sites which are allocated for PBSA within
the emerging Local Plan, it is clear the Council has not

3338Question 24

range of forms, therefore it is not possible to identify aidentified the potential capacity of those sites to
standardised yield for each site. In addition, it is feltaccommodate additional bed spaces. Similarly, the
appropriate that consideration to yield is given atCouncil has not quantified a requirement for additional
planning application stage where full consideration canbed spaces over the plan period, although there is a
be given to site constraints. I can advise, that each ofclear evidenced need.Without providing some element
the PBSA allocations are now associated with Heritageof need and capacity assessment within the Local Plan,
Impact Assessments to inform this process atthe policy lacks clarity, and in the context of paragraph
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16 of the Framework, the policy is ambiguous and is
not positively prepared. It cannot be demonstrated as

application stage. The Plan notes the context of the
University's Strategy and intended increase in student

being an ‘appropriate strategy’ without an
understanding of either need or capacity.

numbers and presents a positive strategy to deliver
homes to meet needs. Part 1 of the policy will be used
to assess applications brought forward by theThe majority of the sites are owned by the University

and all are currently in beneficial use, either as University. Part 2 of the Policy relates to Purpose Built
Student Accommodation and will be used to assesseducation facilities, student accommodation, car parks
any applications for such proposals from the universityor a mix of uses. As such, a more detailed assessment
or other accommodation providers. Part 2 of the policyof each site is required to understand their ability to
also allocates suitable sites for studentaccommodate additional PBSA and college
accommodation. The council has introduced Article 4accommodation on the scale sought by the University.
Directions in Durham City, which means that within theThe University’s own strategy explains that the
area of these directions, planning permission isprojected growth will be achieved by ‘establishing 4 –
required for a change of use to a house in multiple6 new colleges’. There is significant doubt that the
occupation. These Article 4 Directions, in combinationallocated sites can accommodate any significant

element of this. with Parts 2 and 3 of this policy will serve to deliver
student accommodation to create inclusive places and

The notes for each site in Policy 17 identify a series of
constraints for the development of each site which are

in line with the objective of creating mixed and
balanced communities. The in this context the future

likely to significantly undermine the ability of the policy need for student accommodation will be met through
to deliver the required PBSA.The following constraints a combination of existing commitments coming forward,
for the allocated sites are likely to significantly limit the
developability of the allocations.

the allocated sites for PBSA as set out in Part 1 of the
Policy, windfall PBSA delivered through Part 2 of the
Policy and HMOs delivered in line with Part 3 of the• PBSA1 (Leazes Road) – The allocation comprises

of 5 individual sites ranging from 0.2ha to 9ha, with all Policy which preserve inclusive and mixed and
parcels already having existing built form. The policy balanced communities. Following the call for sites
itself identifies several constraints to development, undertaken at Preferred Options Stage, appropriate
including the ability of some sites to accommodate only sites have been taken forward for allocation. It is
‘limited infill’ development.The sites also fall within the important to note, that land ownership has not been a
Durham Conservation Area and are within the setting consideration in the assessment of the suitability of
of several listed buildings on Gilesgate, some of which sites. Whilst your representation notes the 'focus has
adjoin the sites. If comprehensive redevelopment of been on identifying sites within the University's existing
any parcel is proposed, there will be a need to relocate control' this is incorrect, as evidenced by the fact that
existing facilities to alternative sites which raises its not all of the sites proposed by the University have
own difficulties. There is therefore significant doubt been allocated. It is also worth noting, that the portions
around the ability of the site to accommodate any of sites put forward by the University which cover
meaningful level of PBSA, and certainly not on the Green Belt land have not been allocated. Please note,
scale set out within the University 10 year strategy. If the intention of liaising with the education provider is
the site is to be developed in any significant form, a to inform an assessment of need and to ensure
masterplan should form part of the policy and be providers are bringing forward accommodation which
subject to consultation addressing each of the above
constraints;
• PBSA2 (Howlands) – The site includes a large
number of existing student bed spaces and other

meets this need. The supporting text referred to has
been updated to remove the text relating to waiting
lists.The final text in part 2 of the policy sets out 'where
appropriate..'

college facilities. The policy considers the site is
suitable only for limited infill development, being a
developed site within the Green Belt.There is therefore
significant doubt around the ability of the site to
accommodate any meaningful level of PBSA, and
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certainly not on the scale set out within the University
10 year strategy;
• PBSA3 (James Barbour House) – The site extends
to only 0.4ha and incorporates existing student
accommodation and falls within the Conservation Area.
The site also falls within the setting of listed buildings
which will limit the development potential of the site.
Any development of the site would also require the
relocation of existing facilities. There is therefore
significant doubt around the ability of the site to
accommodate any meaningful level of PBSA, and
certainly not on the scale set out within the University
10 year strategy;
• PBSA4 (Elvet Hill Car Park) – The site is an existing
level car park so would have limited need to relocate
existing facilities, unless there is a shortage of car
parking available. However, at only 1ha and with the
policy requiring retention of the existing trees, the
development potential of the site is severely restricted
and is unlikely to be able to accommodate any
meaningful PBSA development;
• PBSA5 (St Mary’s) – The policy for the site restricts
development to refurbishment and limited infill,
continuing the existing built form. At approximately 1ha
adjoining the Conservation Area there is again
significant doubt about the ability of the site to deliver
any meaningful level of PBSA development;
• PBSA6 (Mill Hill Lane and St Aidan’s College) – Whilst
this is one of the larger allocations, the policy again
places significant doubt on the ability of the site to
deliver meaningful PBSA, and certainly not at the scale
envisaged within the University’s 10 year strategy.The
site is divided into two by a central tree belt which is
to be retained as part of any development, as are tree
belts and groups to the east and west of the site. The
buildings of St Aidan’s College which occupy
approximately 50% of the site are to be preserved as
a non-designated heritage asset designed by Sir Basil
Spence. In addition, the Mill Hill site accommodates
various faculty buildings which would need to be
relocated during any redevelopment work. On balance,
it seems highly unlikely that the site can accommodate
any meaningful PBSA development and certainly not
on the scale envisaged within the University’s 10 year
strategy.

Having considered the developability of the allocated
sites, which is also informed by the Assessment of
Purpose Built Student Accommodation report (June
2018) published as part of the evidence, it is clear the
proposed allocations do not represent an ‘appropriate
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strategy’ to support the projected growth of Durham
University and other academic institutions in the City.
As such, the allocations are objected to and there is a
requirement to allocate further sites if the Local Plan
is to deliver upon its objectives.

It is not doubted that some element of PBSA can be
achieved on the allocated sites, but this is highly
unlikely to represent the 4 – 6 college sites envisaged
by the University, and the conservative estimate of
circa 5,000 bed spaces being required over the plan
period.

The Assessment of PBSA report includes a brief
assessment of each of the sites submitted to the
Council during the ‘call for sites’ in 2016. Having
reviewed the scoring for the individual sites, it is not
clear how the above sites have been taken forward as
allocations in favour of the alternative sites. This must
be clarified as part of any future consultation. There
are also significant failings with the individual
assessment of the Frankland Lane site as set out later
in these representations.

The University Impact Study (June 2018) is also
published as part of the evidence base. It considers
the impact of the proposed growth strategy, with a
largely positive outcome on likely impacts. However,
it is also clear from this report that the focus has been
on identifying sites within the University’s existing
control which does not support a genuine assessment
of the alternatives, risks resulting in unsustainable
development, and results in allocations which have
significant constraints to development which are highly
unlikely to deliver the objectives of the plan.

Adding further doubt to the ability of the policy to deliver
the required quantum of PBSA, it is noted at paragraph
5.122 of the Local Plan that ‘…the student housing
market is not static, for example some existing
provision needs upgrading, there needs to be choice
in the market and that some areas of the City have
high concentrations relative to the number of residents’.
It is questionable therefore whether there could be an
even greater short term shortage of PBSA whilst
existing facilities are refurbished, placing further doubt
on the deliverability of the Local Plan policy and the
University’s 10 year strategy with the allocation of
additional PBSA sites.

Part 2 of Policy 17 sets out the requirements for
applications for PBSA development. On the whole it
is considered that the policy is framed negatively and
is not seeking to achieve sustainable PBSA
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development. The starting point of the policy is that
development ‘will not be permitted unless’.This should
be reframed to start from a positive context.

Parts 2a and 2b of the policy require applicants for
PBSA development to demonstrate need for additional
accommodation and consultation with the relevant
education provider. The principle of demonstrating
need is not objected to, however, paragraph 5.124 of
the Local Plan confirms this requires applicants to
secure evidence of need from the relevant higher
education establishment. This element of the policy is
objected to as evidence from other schemes around
the City demonstrates the University has a tendency
to object to the proposals of other private developers,
although in the case of the County Hospital site, has
since contracted on the PBSA following the grant of
planning permission.This further enforces the concern
about lack of competition in the market place with the
proposed allocations. Fundamentally, the University
is operated as a private business and has no obligation
to share records of waiting lists or any other information
with a third party developer/applicant. It is not therefore
reasonable to include such a requirement in the policy,
and we are not aware of any other university cities
adopting a similar approach.

Within the policy, Part 2d requires:

“The development is readily accessible to an existing
university or college academic site, or hospital and
research site” (our emphasis)

The meaning of ‘readily accessible’ in this context is
not clear from the policy or supporting text. There are
other sites within the centre of Durham, including the
Frankland Lane site, which has safe and convenient
walking and cycling routes to all of the types of facility
required by the policy as demonstrated within the
submitted capacity study.

The final paragraph of Part 2 of the policy requires
developments to contribute to the re-use of listed
buildings, heritage assets and other buildings with
particular heritage value. It is assumed this element of
the policy only relates to sites which include listed
buildings and heritage assets, and this wording should
be clarified in any future drafting.

Comment noted. The Durham University Strategy and
associated Estate Masterplan is distinct and separate

Pleased to see university accommodation identified
on university land.

4076Question 24

to the County Durham Plan. In recognition of the
University's Strategy and an understanding of the
associated growth aspirations, the Council undertook
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a 'call for sites' and have allocated appropriate sites
for purpose built student accommodation in the County
Durham Plan. All sites proposed were given
consideration and those sites which were suitable have
been taken forward for allocation. Please note, land
ownership was not a consideration through this
process. Sites put forward at preferred options stage
have also been considered as to whether they were
suitable for allocation.
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The assessment published at Preferred Option stage
confirms that this site is not suitable for allocation as

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum suggests the University’s proposals for

222Question 25

the site predominantly within Floodzone 3a and at a
high risk of flooding.a PBSA at Green Lane should be allocated.

(Note: we may not propose this if AECOM have
not given it a positive assessment).

Comment noted. No sites of this nature were put
forward for consideration during the 'call for sites' or

Move student accommodation right out of the city
centre and provide buses for them. Ushaw College,

285Question 25

as part of the representations at preferred options
stage.

use the old farm close to it as accommodation. Build
student communities in smaller villages that would
benefit from revitalisation such as some of the more
rural villages. Other Universities such as Leeds have
student accommodation well outside of the centre.

Comment noted. In April 2016, the council adopted an
Interim Policy to supplement existing policies and to

Q23,24,25 Policy17  The increase in P.B.S.A. units
and houses in multiple occupation seems to be out of

2342Question 25

consider proposals for student accommodation. Thecontrol and out of proportion to the numbers of
council has also confirmed Article 4 Directions forresidents being able to live in and around the centre

of Durham City which is clearly a concern. Durham City, which means within a defined area,
planning permission is required to convert a familyAlthough we acknowledge the University is indeed an

excellent attribute to Durham it must be balanced home into an House in Multiple Occupation (HMO).
The Durham University Strategy and associated Estateagainst the ability for our older generation, and our
Masterplan is distinct and separate to the Countyyounger generation who would like to stay in the area
Durham Plan. In recognition of the University's Strategyand work and raise their families, to be given that
and an understanding of the associated growthopportunity rather than the need to leave their town of
aspirations, the Council undertook a 'call for sites' andtheir birth due to this overpowering need for
have allocated appropriate sites for purpose builtaccommodation associated with the University. We
student accommodation in the County Durham Plan.believe that a balance must be struck and sometimes
In addition, the County Durham Plan provides a meansenough is enough. It is also concerning that these
to assess and consider future proposals broughtspaces are not actually in use 365 days per year given
forward by the University. The Plan provides a policythe number of holiday periods. Perhaps one idea could
to meet housing needs in County Durham, includingbe multi- functional units for tourism rather than just

Halls of Residence. the provision of affordable housing and housing for
older people.

Comment noted. This site has not been put forward
by its owners.

Point 4.23 Student housing - Development of student
housing should be encouraged in the villages as part
of enabling ‘’balanced communities’’.Within Deerness,

2107Question 25

Ushaw College has 2 substantial and near derelict
building which could be developed into halls of
residence.

Comment noted. This site has not been put forward
by its owners.

The Parish Council would welcome sustainable
development at Ushaw College that enable its use as
a PBSA linked to Durham University.

1643Question 25

This could be enabling development which would help
secure the future of this heritage asset.
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Please note, for the purpose of this response the
smaller area as noted in your submission has been

Suitability of Frankland Lane for PBSA Allocation
The background to the Frankland Lane site is set out
above, with the site having been used for many years

3923Question 25

considered in terms of its suitability for allocation. I can
by the Durham Brick and Tile Co. The buildings are advise this site has not been taken forward as an
believed to have been demolished in the 1980s, leaving allocation in the Plan. The council's considerations in
the building foundations and areas of hardstanding this regard are as follows: In relation to the site specific
across the site. As such, despite falling within the considerations, it is considered that the reduced
Green Belt, the developable area of the site defined developable area does not change the council's
within the capacity study is brownfield and of low
environmental value.

conclusions. If anything, the submission increases
concerns as set out in the Preferred Options Stage
'Assessment of Purpose Built Student Accommodation'Representations in support of the site’s development

were made to the Issues and Options consultation in as the submission is clear that this proposal would
amount to 1000 plus beds. A development of this scale2016, setting out a number of principles on how the
in this location cannot be anything other than intrusivesite could be delivered. The Council has then
and harmful. The confined boundary will increase theundertaken its own assessment of the site as part of
developed area of the site, reduce the capacity forthe Assessment of Purpose Built Student
landscape mitigation and considerably urbanise theAccommodation report. There are a number of
site. It is considered unreasonable to suggest that thisfundamental errors with the assessment which are
site has the classic appearance of Previouslylikely to have affected the overall suitability assessment
Developed Land.Whilst the submitted materials makesof the site. Most significantly, the assessment appears
use of aerial photography which matches that we holdto have assumed development of the full 20ha of the
from 2001.  A comparison to the 2016 photographysite, rather than the developable area identified within
gives a more up to date image of the role the site nowthe capacity study which is aligned with the previously
plays in the setting of the conservation area and of thedeveloped areas of the site. The failings of the

assessment are summarised as follows: Crook Hall estate. It is noted that the representation
submitted does not seek to address the impact that

• Biodiversity – The assessment concludes ‘the impacts
on biodiversity would be significant and the amount of

such an allocation would have on the grade I listed
Crook Hall and its environs. The Preferred Options

mitigation and compensation required would be equally Stage 'Assessment of Purpose Built Student
significant’. We would agree with this assessment if Accommodation' noted that 'The development of this
the site was to be developed in its entirety, however, site would cause substantial harm to the landscape
previous submissions have been clear that setting of the conservation area as well as the
development would be on approximately 2.6ha of land, immediate setting of Crook Hall and Gardens. Crook
leaving approximately 17ha which could be subject to Hall and Gardens is recognised in heritage terms for
biodiversity enhancement and management. This is a its rural isolation, tranquillity and the transition from
potential significant material benefit not only for this urban to rural location is a fundamental part of its
site, but for wider biodiversity improvements around
the City;
• Highways – The assessment concludes the site would
be remote from local facilities and amenities with poor

significance reflecting the historic layout of the city prior
to the arrival of the railways. Increased noise, activity,
after dark lighting, traffic and all other elements
associated with a development of this scale would be

public transport connections. It is clear from the site harmful irrespective of the site boundary. The same
context set out at the top of these representations, and applies to the character and appearance of the
the connectivity plan contained within the capacity adjacent conservation area. There is no anticipated
study, that this is not a true reflection of the site and it mitigation which could reduce the magnitude of harm.'
is very well located to access the plethora of city centre
amenities and transport nodes;
• Landscape – The assessment concludes the site
would have significant adverse landscape effects. As

This remains the view of the council. It is noted that
the assessment undertaken in the submitted
representation is based on a visual assessment
however, national guidance from Historic England on

with biodiversity, we would agree with this conclusion the assessment of setting, looks at wider issues. In
if the whole site was to be developed. However, the addition, in a heritage and landscape context, the
developable area of the site is restricted to the
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previously developed areas which represent the
physical low point of the site. Beyond these areas the

impact of the proposed allocation would have on the
appreciation and significance of historic pilgrimage

site rises and does become prominent in the visual routes, wider city views including those across the city
landscape. On this basis it is considered a robust from Gilesgate and beyond is likely to be harmful. As
consideration of the developable area and landscape noted in your representation, the site is within the
impacts has not been undertaken to inform the greenbelt. NPPF is clear that once established, Green
Preferred Options Local Plan. The site is within the Belt boundaries should only be altered where
Green Belt ‘green finger’ as defined within the exceptional circumstances are fully evidenced and
assessment, although comprises a very small justified, through the preparation or updating of plans.
brownfield element of that green finger, and is NPPF notes that before concluding that exceptional
surrounded by other built development which itself circumstances exist to justify changes to Green Belt
detracts from the value of the Green Belt. As such it boundaries, all other reasonable options for meeting
is considered to play a very minimal role in the
importance of this ‘green finger’; and,
• Heritage – The site is correctly assessed as falling
adjacent to the Conservation Area. However, the above

its identified need for development should be
considered. In this context the strategy should: make
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites
and underutilised land; optimises the density of

commentary in relation to landscape is equally relevant development in line with the policies in chapter 11 of
to this consideration and the developable area of the NPPF, including whether policies promote a significant
site has a limited relationship with the Conservation uplift in minimum density standards. The Council is of
Area. As noted above, many of the proposed the view that exceptional circumstances do not exist
allocations are either within or adjacent the for developing PBSA in the Green Belt.The future need
Conservation Area, and due to their individual contexts, for student accommodation will be met through a
are likely to result in a greater negative impact on the
Conservation Area.

combination of existing commitments coming forward,
the allocated sites for PBSA as set out in Part 1 of the
Policy, windfall PBSA delivered through Part 2 of theThe extent of land available at Frankland Lane means

there is an opportunity to deliver a world class facility Policy and HMOs delivered in line with Part 3 of the
Policy which preserve inclusive and mixed andas part of a comprehensive development. In
balanced communities. There is therefore noconsideration of the other PBSA policy requirements
requirement to make use of Green Belt land. It is notedin the Preferred Options Local Plan, it is clear that the
that in seeking to present exceptional circumstances,Frankland Lane site can make a significant positive

contribution to the plan requriements. no analysis is offered in respect of paragraph 137 of
NPPF as reflected above. For the above reasons, the
site is not allocated in the PlanIn this context, the availability of a large brownfield site

has the effect of starting with a ‘blank canvas’, free of
the many constraints identified on the proposed
allocations. Due to the site context and characteristics,
there is an opportunity to develop a comprehensive
scheme with a significant proportion of the PBSA
requirement, as well as college facilities all on one site.
Whilst it is considered the site is sustainable in its own
right, the site offers an opportunity to further enhance
its own sustainability by delivering this mix of uses and
facilities all on one site and remove those uses which
currently detract from the Green Belt. The piecemeal
development which will be inevitable of the proposed
allocations will result in further compromises to the
existing facilities and not result in development fitting
of one of the best university cities in the world.

The site does not have any impact on the World
Heritage Site or Conservation Area in the way many
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of the proposed allocations do. Similarly, the
developable area of the site does not negatively impact
on any listed buildings.

There is no unacceptable harm on ecology and
biodiversity from development of the site. In fact, the
extent of land ownership offers an unrivalled
opportunity for significant biodiversity enhancement.

The movement of staff and students around the City
is demonstrated to be suitable within the submitted
Capacity Study. To this extent the site can contribute
towards the masterplan aim of moving towards
sustainable travel and decreasing car dependency.

Finally, all other design requirements of the policy can
be achieved within the site as there are no restrictions
resulting from conversion and retention of existing
buildings, allowing a modern purpose built facility to
be delivered.

Exceptional Circumstances
Finally, it is necessary to consider the existence of
exceptional circumstances to release the site from the
Green Belt. Whilst the site extends to approximately
20ha, there is no requirement for the entire land holding
to be removed from the Green Belt, and the significant
benefits discussed above can be delivered within the
retained Green Belt.

However, with regard to the developable area of the
site, there is a clear unmet need for additional PBSA
within the City. It also seems highly unlikely that the
need can be accommodated on the proposed
allocations due to the significant constraints of those
sites.

The University has established a 10 year strategy and
masterplan which focuses on bringing more University
accommodation to the City Centre and reducing the
need to travel, with this aspiration correctly being
adopted by the Council in the emerging Local Plan.

It is clear from the above analysis that any PBSA
development which is achievable on the proposed
allocations will result in a compromised development,
potentially resulting in a cumulatively worse position.
Conversely, the Frankland Lane site offers an
opportunity to deliver a world class facility suitable of
the quality and recognition of Durham University.

These representations have provided a broad
assessment of the likely ‘need’ for PBSA over the plan
period, not just the 10 year strategy period, with no
reasonable alternative sites able to accommodate this
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need, whilst achieving the other Local Plan policy
requirements.

As a brownfield site surrounded by built form with the
opportunity to create significant material benefits, it is
considered exceptional circumstances can be
evidenced in support of the release of the site, and the
site should be allocated for PBSA development in
future drafts of the Local Plan.

We trust these representations will be considered in
detail as part of the consultation exercise and look
forward to future positive engagement with the Council
on the allocation and development of the site.
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Support noted.No comment in relation to permanent sites. The town
council notes the importance of the temporary

151Question 26

stop-over sites in Teesdale to the success of the
Appleby transit in May/June each year and welcomes
any policy which ensures that these continue.

This would be addressed as part of the formal planning
application process.

The uncontrolled use of Traveller horses in and around
water courses can cause sedimentation pollution
through trampling (known as livestock poaching) and

763Question 26

worsen erosion, directly impacting on insect and fish
life.

Support noted The temporary stopover sites are subject
to change and are updated and available on the
council's website.

We agree with this policy however we believe it should
be clear to the reader where the six ‘temporary stop
over’ areas are, which are provided by council and we
wondered whether a cost analysis on the clean up and

2344Question 26

toilet provision for these temporary sites could be done,
which could support the cost of extension of sites
already provided, to provide some additional pitches
to be let on a ‘temporary’ basis rather than long term
rental.

The council considers that policy sets out appropriate
criteria for assessing the suitabilty of any subsequent

Persimmon  Homes  support the delivery  of adequate
 sites to meet the housing  needs of all, including

3419Question 26

sites put forward for sites submitted through the
development management process.

travellers. We would however wish to ensure that the
Council gives consideration to the potential
implications  of locating new traveller sites in proximity
to emerging residential allocations.

Rightly or wrongly proximity to traveller sites has
negative implications  on residential  sales values.
Therefore the need to maintain the residential values
of committed and allocated sites, in order to ensure
viability and deliverability,  should be taken into account
when considering the provision of new traveller sites.
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The supporting text recognises that a review by Sir
Michael Narey suggests that children should be placed

Children's homes should only be for children from the
local area. Rochdale is a terrifying example of what

62Question 27

withing 20 miles of their family home. The Carecan happen when you place vulnerable children too
far from home. Planning Regulations set out that children should be

housed within 20 miles unless there are exceptional
circumstances. Suggest the wording of the supporting
text is widened to explain that this is not always
possible owing to the individual circumstances of
individual children.

The policy seeks to ensure that Children's Homes are
located in areas which offer the best opportunity for

Children's homes should be located in our best and
strongest communities not in those areas with

286Question 27

the creation of sustainable, inclusive and mixedantisocial problems or high levels of unemployment.
communities including whether sites offer a safe andVulnerable children need strong role models and to be
positive environment for the children. Normallyinspired and aspired to achieve. We should be asking
transport arrangements will allow for the children tocommunities and businesses to support and mentor
maintain in their permanent school. The Addressingour most vulnerable young people as too often they
Housing Needs policy sets out the approach for dealingare seen as failures. No fault of their own. Children
with planning applications for vulnerable adults whichshould be placed closed to their school and have a
includes those at 18. Under 18's this would applylevel of permanence, no school moves if a placement
'Staying Close' Government are trying to arrange living
arrangements that are close to the living arrangements.

breaks down.The leaving care age group are the most
vulnerable as they make the transition to adulthood
and independent living we should do more locally to
support these young people. They are our children
collectively and as such we need to look more at
developing accommodation within a stable family home
for them to succeed. Would you be able to cope living
independently making life choices, possibly following
an apprenticeship, further education and managing
your own finances at 18? I suggest that with every new
development all developers are asked what they can
do for our children in care in terms of supported
apartments for care leavers and develop a  similar  to
that for for vulnerable adults where support is on hand
at a call. Invest to save ! How many care leavers once
out of the system then resort to an unsavoury, chaotic
lifestyle? A lot and sadly this has cost implications on
services. The number of children placed in care has
doubled in a decade this MUST be a priority, rather
than a Western Relief Road! 

The policy is seeking to ensure that Children's Homes
are located in areas that do offer the best opportunity

General support for the requirements relating to the
location of childrens' homes with it implied requirement

1300Question 27

for the creation of sustainable, inclusive and mixedthat all suitable areas take their share. Ideal such
homes should be in the 'best areas'. communities including whether sites offe a safe and

positive environment.

Support noted.We support this policy.2347Question 27
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The supporting text to the policy acknowledges that
there are parts of County Durham that are associated

The policy needs to be appropriate to the general mix
of housing within the locality, rather than based on

152Question 28

with low demand for housing. In such instances it willaverage imbalance of stock types across the county
as a whole. be important to ensure that development does not

perpetuate low demand, for example through the
delivery of entry-level properties. We therefore need
to ensure an appropriate choice and mix to meet local
requirements.

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum supports this policy, with which our
Policies D4 and D5 are compliant.

223Question 28

We agree that there are areas in the county that would
benefit from investment and we are constantly seeking

Low demand areas? You should be massaging those
communities to make them in demand, be it by

287Question 28

funding opportunities wherever possible. Unfortunatelychanging the impression of that area re lack of
there are currently limited funds available bothinvestment, get investing,  or by taking work to that

area.You need far more affordable housing. nationally and regionally. We therefore have to
maximise opportunities for private sector investment.

We agree that there are areas in the county that would
benefit from investment and we are constantly seeking

Paragraph 5.167 This low demand and bias towards
entry level housing needs to be addressed by effective

902Question 28

funding opportunities wherever possible. Unfortunatelyregeneration of the areas in question and by attracting
there are currently limited funds available bothviable and sustainable employment to them. DCC's
nationally and regionally. We therefore have to
maximise opportunities for private sector investment.

preferred Options (biased to concentrate development
in Durham City and its immediate area) do not deliver
on the aims stated in this clause - once again DCC's
stated aims conflict with their Preferred Options.

Support noted.A very good policy...fully supported.458Question 28

This is one of the aims of the policy and is recognised
in the suporting text.

Developments should only be allowed if they increase
the diversity of housing type in the village to promote
a distinct community and identity.

1317Question 28

Support noted.Page 119-121837Question 28

Livin supports the recognition that in South Durham
there is an oversupply of certain housing types and
that development would perpetuate low demand in
these areas. We also welcome that there is a
recognition of an oversupply of affordable market
housing and that in new developments, intermediate
products would only add to low demand of traditional
affordable terraced homes.

The SHMA for affordable housing shows an oversupply
of three bedroom homes, and we would like
consideration of this to be given when determining

5
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S106 requirements on housing schemes to address
this imbalance.

The important role played by terraced housing in the
market is recognised. The requirements for older

As stated above, I am concerned that the aspiration
to pay for the Northern and Western Relief Roads may

504Question 28

person housing are included in the Addressing Housingundermine DCC’s ability to provide affordable housing
and housing for older people. Need policy but this policy is clear that new housing

should be of an appropriate mix and the supportingWhile I support DCC’s desire to improve the type and
range of housing available in the County, I am keen text states that the preferences of different households

should be considered.that delivery should be based on evidence of need. I
note that, although we know that households in the
County are generally getting smaller and contain more
older people, this policy does not mention a need for
smaller flats or houses, adaptable dwellings, or
dwellings for older people. I am also concerned by this
policy’s focus on a perceived oversupply of terraced
housing. Terraced houses or town-houses, with or
without private gardens, are in fact an extremely
efficient way of maximising the use of a given plot of
land, and lend themselves to good-quality townscape,
connectivity and walkability, and energy efficiency. I
feel that the County’s prejudice against terraces, based
on its perception of former pit terraces has induced
DCC to write a professionally illiterate policy.

It is acknowledged that there some drawbacks to
apartment living but they can be appropriate in some
locations such as city or town centres.

Limit the number of apartments built as they are
invariably leasehold and too small for visiting relatives.
And they do not have gardens and do not allow pets
eg dogs

711Question 28

Comment noted.Make new estates a mix of houses and bungalows to
cater for all ages

777Question 28

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

Taylor Wimpey UK supports the policy and the
aspiration to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling

852Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplytypes and size. The factors which will be taken into
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.

taken into account are reasonable. Further clarification
is needed within the policy as to what documents will
be expected to form the evidence base to be drawn
upon and how often it is expected that the evidence
will be updated. Clarification is required as to whether
developers will be able to present evidence in respect
of the appropriate housing mix required on a site.There
is also the need to acknowledge that during the life
time of a development it may due to market conditions
be necessary to ‘re-mix’ to better reflect local
circumstances.

Support noted.Policy 20 seeks to ensure that an appropriate mix of
dwelling types and sizes are provided. The policy also

973Question 28

6
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highlights opportunities to facilitate self-build or
custom-build schemes. This policy approach is
supported. The redevelopment of land off The
Meadows, Middridge could provide for self/ custom
build development.
The exact mix of dwelling types will be determined in
response to market considerations and ultimately
through the submission of a planning application. At
this stage, it is envisaged that the development mix
will include a range of detached, semi-detached and
terraced houses with emphasis placed on the delivery
of two, three, four and five bedroomed homes offering
good quality family housing that responds positively to
site surroundings.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

We support the policy and the aspiration to provide an
appropriate mix of dwelling types and size. Further

1140Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplyclarification is needed within the policy as to what
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.

documents will be expected to form the evidence base
to be drawn upon and how often it is expected that the
evidence will be updated. Clarification is required as
to whether developers will be able to present evidence
in respect of the appropriate housing mix required on
a site. There is also the need to acknowledge that
during the life time of a development it may be
necessary to re-evaluate the housing mix to better
reflect local circumstances and market conditions.

Support noted. The Strategic Housing Market
Assessment has been updated for Submission Draft
stage.

We support, in principle, the need for all new housing
developments to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling
types and sizes, taking account of existing imbalances
in the housing stock, site characteristics, viability and

2070Question 28

market considerations, and, the opportunity to facilitate
self-build or custom build schemes, evidenced by up
to date Strategic Housing Market Assessments
(SHMA). However, as previously stated this evidence
base document needs updating to ensure the plan is
based on correct data and each site being considered
on a site by site basis.

Support noted. The requirement for houses suitable
for older persons is covered by the Addressing Housing
Need policy.

Q28 Policy 20 We support in principle this policy
however if there is a clear imbalance in the number of
single level bungalows built in Sedgefield in the last
ten years and there appears to be no requirement on

2350Question 28

the developer to provide that type of accommodation.
This policy as it is written will not prevent this imbalance
in the future.

7
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The important role played by terraced housing in the
market is recognised. The requirements for older

As stated above, we are concerned that the aspiration
to pay for the Northern and Western Relief Roads may

1959Question 28

person housing are included in the Addressing Housingundermine DCC’s ability to provide affordable housing
and housing for older people. Needs policy but this policy is clear that new housing

should be of an appropriate mix and the supportingWhile we support DCC’s desire to improve the type
and range of housing available in the County, we are text states that the preferences of different households

should be considered.keen that delivery should be based on evidence of
need.We note that, although we know that households
in the County are generally getting smaller and contain
more older people, this policy does not mention a need
for smaller flats or houses, adaptable dwellings, or
dwellings for older people. We are also concerned by
this policy’s focus on a perceived oversupply of
terraced housing. Terraced houses or town-houses,
with or without private gardens, are in fact an extremely
efficient way of maximising the use of a given plot of
land, and lend themselves to good-quality townscape,
connectivity and walkability, and energy efficiency. We
feel that the County’s prejudice against terraces, based
on its perception of former pit terraces has induced
DCC to write a professionally illiterate policy.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular
importance in respect of which I wish to record my very

2426Question 28

strong support:Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23,
28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

The supporting text to the policy acknowledges that
there are parts of County Durham that are associated

Paragraph 5.167 ‘There are parts of County Durham,
particularly in the east and south of the county, that

2028Question 28

with low demand for housing. In such instances it willare associated with low demand for housing.  In such
be important to ensure that development does notinstances it will be important to ensure that
perpetuate low demand, for example through thedevelopment does not perpetuate low demand, for
delivery of entry-level properties. We therefore needexample through the delivery of entry-level properties.
to ensure an appropriate choice and mix to meet local
requirements.

We therefore need to ensure an appropriate choice
and mix to meet the requirements of a range of
household sizes, ages and incomes.’

Comment: Perhaps part of the reason that there is ‘low
demand’ for homes in Ferryhill is because the town
has been run into the ground for decades (at least
since the Category D days).  I would suggest that,
instead, investment in regenerating existing properties
and in employment in areas such as Ferryhill could
provide part of the solution.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2167Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to

8
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ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2012Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

Hellens welcomes Draft Policy 20 which seeks “to
secure an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes,

2493Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplytake account of existing imbalances in the housing
stock…and market considerations”. additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified

in the supporting text to the policy.The factors which will be taken into taken into account
are reasonable however further clarification is needed
within the policy as to what documents will be expected
to form the evidence base to be drawn upon and how
often it is expected that the evidence will be updated.
Clarification is required as to whether developers will
be able to present evidence in respect of the
appropriate housing mix required on a site.

Hellens is seeking allocation of its land interest at
Sedgefield for housing which would deliver “entry-level
homes” as encouraged by paragraph 71 in the new
NPPF (July 2018).

The site is accessible to a wide range of local facilities,
services, jobs and recreational opportunities and is
located within a High Value A This however means
that homes are beyond being affordable for many and
the proposal by Hellens therefore provides an
opportunity to achieve balanced communities with a
mix of housing to meet the identified need in a place
where people wish to live.

Support noted.Our Client broadly supports the Council’s proposals to
secure an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes.

2348Question 28

They are also supportive of the acknowledgement that
site characteristics, viability and market considerations

9
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must also be considered. Whilst our Client does not
wish to make any further specific comments at this
stage, they reserve the right to provide comments at
future rounds of consultation, where necessary.

Support noted.Our Client understands the need for a mix of house
types, sizes and tenures. It is, however, important that

2457Question 28

any policy is workable and ensures that housing
delivery will not be compromised or stalled due to
overly prescriptive requirements or the need to provide
significant amounts of additional evidence. There
therefore needs to be a degree of commercial realism
in examining housing mix and an appropriate balance
struck to ensure the policy is effective and positively
prepared.

Likewise, any requirement for custom/self-build plots
needs to be accompanied by strong and robust
evidence. Currently we cannot see any compelling
evidence for such development and given that this is
the case, we strongly question its inclusion in Policy
20 and believe it is unsound for being unjustified.

Affordable housing is only not provided on site when
it has been justified by robust viability evidence. In

We are pleased the council recognises that it has an
imbalanced housing stock, however it is not all

3375Question 28

cases where it is not provided then it is usually replacedhistorical and cannot all be put down to our Industrial
with smaller houses rather than larger properties to
reflect the local market.

Heritage. In recent years this council, probably along
with many others, has been number driven and
developments have gone ahead which subsequently
turned out to be either unviable or borderline on
viability.

Affordable Housing on a number of developments were
taken out, and usually replaced by bigger and more
profitable properties. The Developers claimed if they
built the Affordable Properties the sites would become
Unviable. It is important the Developers make their
profits and market considerations taken into account,
but Viability needs to be more accurately assessed so
that what is agreed at the planning stage is what is
built, and piece meal changes made around viability
stops.

If a site is not Viable with affordable type housing then
at the planning stage this should be recognised, we
must then look to offsite builds to improve the Tenure
Mix.

In general we agree to Policy 20 but have continuing
concerns around how Viability on sites and how it will
affect the Tenure and Mix if we get that wrong. At the
planning stage we must make sure that we insist on
the correct Tenure and Mix, on site or off.

10
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Comment noted.The Council aim to provide an appropriate mix of
housing types, sizes and tenures to meet local need.

2560Question 28

BDW are supportive of providing a range and choice
of home to meet the needs of the local area. Sites
proposed for development by BDW always provide a
range of house types and sizes based on local market
need. This ensures sites deliver an appropriate mix of
houses for people who want to live in an area and help
create an interesting and varied streetscene.

BDW would resist the creation of a specific housing
mix policy and will always work with the Council at the
Development Management stage to ensure the mix of
houses proposed is appropriate. An overly prescriptive
housing mix policy could comprise or stall housing
delivery due to onerous requirements or the need to
provide significant amounts of additional evidence.
Housing mix must be market led, there is a massive
difference between housing need and housing demand,
which must be recognised.

Comment noted.It should be properly implemented and that County
Council officers and members be aware that smaller

2629Question 28

properties are now being proposed by student landlords
as a way of getting round the Article 4 restrictions.

Support noted.Our Client is supporting of the wording of this policy
and considers it to be in line with national guidance on

3130Question 28

this issue. The Plan should require a range of housing
to be delivered across the County, and for the size,
type and tenure to be reflective of the individual market
conditions in which sites are located, and respond to
the individual site constraints, nearby settlements,
services, infrastructure, needs and requirements. The
acceptance here of the different market conditions
through the County and how it can impact on types of
development makes the wording of other Draft Policy
16 and the 10% requirement on all residential sites of
10 units or more for older persons housing all the more
inexplicable and adds weight to the argument that the
wording on draft Policy 16 should be revised.

We do not believe that such a policy would be
appropriate as some of the permissions may have been

Theakston Estates Limited suggests that a new policy
is included in the County Durham Plan after Policy 20

3022Question 28

in place for some time and the policy context has(Type and Mix of Housing) that relates to the renewal
of planning permissions. changed in recent years. Each new application should

therefore assessed on its merits.The following text is suggested:

Policy 21 – Renewal of Planning Permission for
Housing Development

11
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There will be a presumption in favour of granting
planning permission to replace an extant permission
for a residential development provided that there have
been no significant changes in planning policy or
material considerations following the grant of the earlier
permission.

Supporting text:

Sometimes planning permissions lapse for various
reasons including changing market conditions. The
principle of a residential development on these sites
will already have been established through the grant
of the earlier permission. As such, the Council will be
supportive of the resubmission of planning applications
for the same or similar developments provided that
there has been no significant change in circumstances
(such as planning policy or material considerations).

Support noted. The policy as written does not nclude
a requirement for all sites to provide an element of sel
or custom build.

Persimmon Homes understand the need for a mix of
housetypes, sizes and tenures. It is however important
that any policy is workable and flexible to ensure that
housing delivery is not compromised or stalled due to

3425Question 28

overly prescriptive requirements or the need to provide
significant amounts of additional evidence. We
therefore welcome the statement within paragraph
5.168 that “it is likely that flexibility on the housing
composition of schemes will be required in some
circumstances, for example on some smaller sites
where it may be impractical. Flexibility may also be
required where there are specific physical site
constraints or where there may be market demand or
viability issues”.

Persimmon Homes would highlight the need to create
a housing market that will attract investors to the area
and to provide an element of aspiration to ensure
working families are retained in the area.

In regards to self build and custom build schemes the
Council should resist requiring or expecting all, or the
majority of sites, to include an element of self build and
custom build. Such a requirement will add additional
unnecessary risk to development opportunities. The
SHMA 2016 identifies that historically self builds
represent a very minor proportion of supply within the
County. The Council should utilise the Self Build
register to identify sites specifically for self build and
custom build via this mechanism.

Support noted.KSL is supportive of the Council’s intention to include
criteria within the County Durham Plan’s policies on

2892Question 28

affordable housing and housing mix which assess the

12
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type and mix of housing on site by site basis, reflecting
the viability of the specific site and also the
characteristics of individual settlements.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

Taylor Wimpey UK supports the policy and the
aspiration to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling

2572Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplytypes and size. The factors which will be taken into
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.

taken into account are reasonable. Further clarification
is needed within the policy as to what documents will
be expected to form the evidence base to be drawn
upon and how often it is expected that the evidence
will be updated. Clarification is required as to whether
developers will be able to present evidence in respect
of the appropriate housing mix required on a site.There
is also the need to acknowledge that during the life
time of a development it may due to market conditions
be necessary to ‘remix’ to better reflect local
circumstances.

The supporting text to the policy acknowledges that
there are parts of County Durham that are associated

 Paragraph 5.167 ‘There are parts of County Durham,
particularly in the east and south of the county, that

3491Question 28

with low demand for housing. In such instances it willare associated with low demand for housing.  In such
be important to ensure that development does notinstances it will be important to ensure that
perpetuate low demand, for example through thedevelopment does not perpetuate low demand, for
delivery of only entry-level properties. We thereforeexample through the delivery of entry-level properties.
need to ensure an appropriate choice and mix to meet
local requirements.

We therefore need to ensure an appropriate choice
and mix to meet the requirements of a range of
household sizes, ages and incomes.’

Comment: Perhaps part of the reason that there is ‘low
demand’ for homes in Ferryhill is because the town
has been run into the ground for decades (at least
since the Category D days).  I would suggest that,
instead, investment in regenerating existing properties
and in employment in areas such as Ferryhill could
provide part of the solution to improving demand for
housing in in the east and south of the county.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2873Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

13
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We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2623Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan
area and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however reserve the right to comment in future
stages of the Plan consultation.

2743Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2991Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2751Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size

14
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and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

The Brookhouse Group supports the policy and the
aspiration to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling
types and size. The factors which will be taken into
taken into account are reasonable. Further clarification

2919Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supply
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.is needed within the policy as to what documents will

be expected to form the evidence base to be drawn
upon and how often it is expected that the evidence
will be updated. Clarification is required as to whether
developers will be able to present evidence in respect
of the appropriate housing mix required on a site.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded, however reserve the right to comment in future
stages of the Plan consultation.

2568Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted. The Strategic Housing Market
Assessment has been updated for Submission Draft
stage.

We support in principle the need for all new housing
developments to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling
types and sizes, taking account of existing imbalances
in the housing stock, site characteristics, viability and

2777Question 28

market considerations, and the opportunity to facilitate
self-build or custom build schemes, evidenced by up
to date Strategic Housing Market Assessments
(SHMA). However, as previously stated this evidence
base document needs updating to ensure the plan is
based on correct data.

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2706Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
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ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Although thereare some drawbacks to apartment living
they can be appropriate in some locations such as city

What about the desperate need for 1 and 2 bed
flats/homes so people forced to pay the bedroom tax

2692Question 28

or town centres. The policy would support
thisapproach.

can actually move somewhere they can afford? Plus
more doctors/dentists/play parks to support the new
homes.

Durham County Council of course - what about the
one bedroom properties? There is a glut of two and
three bedroom housing stock in Consett it’s not really
in the interest of local people to build houses they can’t
afford to buy or even rent

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

2842Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

3.60 We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised
as a non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted. The word 'economic' has been added
before 'and market considerations'.

The following comments are made in relation to Policy
20 and paragraphs 5.166 to 5.168 of the Preferred
Option County Durham Plan.

2869Question 28

Taylor Wimpey supports the principle behind draft
Policy 20 as set out in paragraphs 5.166 and 5.167
which recognise that

‘…In order to support these economic ambitions and
expectations of residents we need a complimentary
housing offer with better homes in the right locations’
and that ‘…it will be important to ensure that
development does not perpetuate low demand, for
example through the delivery of entry-level properties’.

Taylor Wimpey considers that the wording of draft
Policy 20 should be amended to include reference to
‘economic growth objectives’ amongst the factors to
influence an appropriate mix of housing.
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Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however reserve the right to comment in future
stages of the Plan consultation.

2947Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted. The Strategic Housing Market
Assessment has been updated fro Submission Draft
stage.

We support in principle the need for all new housing
developments to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling
types and sizes, taking account of existing imbalances
in the housing stock, site characteristics, viability and

3025Question 28

market considerations, and, the opportunity to facilitate
self-build or custom build schemes, evidenced by up
to date Strategic Housing Market Assessments
(SHMA). However, as previously stated this evidence
base document needs updating to ensure the plan is
based on correct data and each site being considered
on a site by site basis.

Given the characteristics of County Durham it would
be diffciult to give an indicative type and mix across

Question 28 relates to the preferred approach set out
in Policy 20 ‘Type and Mix of Housing’. As currently

3588Question 28

the whole area because it varies so widely. Thereforedrafted, the proposed approach does not provide a
a less prescriptive policy which links to evidence in theclear policy requirement on how issues relating to
Strategic Housing Market Assessment is more
appropriate.

housing mix will be considered through the decision
making process on individual planning applications.
Whilst polices relating to housing mix must remain
flexible in order to
ensure that site specific circumstances can be
considered on a case-by-case basis (including in the
consideration of issues such as site size, location, scale
and viability), there should be a degree of local policy
guidance provided on how a developer will determine
the appropriate mix when preparing planning
applications. As currently drafted, the Policy is not
considered to provide a clear indication of how a
decision maker should react to a development proposal
and is therefore considered inconsistent with paragraph
16.d of the NPPF 2018.

Support noted.Policy 20 seeks to ensure that an appropriate mix of
dwelling types and sizes are provided. The policy also

3569Question 28

highlights opportunities to facilitate self-build or custom-
build schemes.This policy approach is supported.The
redevelopment of land to the south west of Durham
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Road West, Bowburn could provide for affordable,
self-build and/ or custom build development to meet
identified needs.

Comment noted.The market will never provide a housing mix (nor will
it provide infrastructure to support it) since it will always

3565Question 28

provide only what yields the maximum profit for
themselves (this equally applies to 'affordable housing'
providers). The market has no driver to create
'community' and only structured planning can provide
the housing/infrastructure mix that we need (see the
example of the 1948/50) housing estates and New
Town developments of the 1960's. Community building
(as opposed to simple house building) is expensive
but not unattainable and should be our goal set out in
our plan. The 'old' mining villages had (have?)
community and is that not worthwhile nurturing and
maintaining?

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

3780Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

Our Client supports the policy and the aspiration to
provide an appropriate mix of dwelling types and size.

3848Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplyFurther clarification is needed within the policy as to
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.

what documents will be expected to form the evidence
base to be drawn upon and how often it is expected
that the evidence will be updated. Clarification is
required as to whether developers will be able to
present evidence in respect of the appropriate housing
mix required on a site. There is also the need to
acknowledge that during the life time of a development
it may be necessary to re-evaluate the housing mix to
better reflect local circumstances and market
conditions.

The objective of the Plan relating to now housing
addresses the issue you raise by seeking to deliver

What is better is to specify by type. I would propose a
target to get to a balance of housing closer to the

4115Question 28

high quality housing. The economy has also beencompetitive levels required, which means focusing all
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building on the top end. There is far too much low end
housing.We then end up in a vicious spiral - executives

added to the Type and Mix policy as a factor to be
considered when determining the mix of dwelling types.

leave, there are fewer jobs for others, therefore more
low paid and then the statement that we need more
low cost housing, which makes the area less desirable,
more leave etc etc

Support noted.Our Client supports the proposed policy as currently
worded; however, reserve the right to comment in
future stages of the Plan consultation.

4009Question 28

We support an option which would provide landowners
and developers the ability to establish the mix, size
and tenure of new residential development sites to
ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised as a
non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Comment noted.The HBF understands the need for a mix of house
types, sizes and tenures. It is, however, important that

3899Question 28

any policy is workable and ensures that housing
delivery will not be compromised or stalled due to
overly prescriptive requirements or the need to provide
significant amounts of additional evidence.

The HBF would also continue to highlight the need for
creating a housing market that will attract investors to
the Durham area, and to provide an element of
aspiration to ensure working families are retained within
the area.

Support noted.The key evidence is found the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment which will be updated

County Durham Land LLP supports the policy and the
aspiration to provide an appropriate mix of dwelling

3913Question 28

regularly. Developers will also be able to supplytypes and size. The factors which will be taken into
additional evidence if they wish.This has been clarified
in the supporting text to the policy.

taken into account are reasonable. Further clarification
is needed within the policy as to what documents will
be expected to form the evidence base to be drawn
upon and how often it is expected that the evidence
will be updated. Clarification is required as to whether
developers will be able to present evidence in respect
of the appropriate housing mix required on a site.There
is also the need to acknowledge that during the life
time of a development it may due to market conditions
be necessary to ‘re-mix’ the better reflect local
circumstances.

Given the characteristics of County Durham it would
be diffciult to give an indicative type and mix across

Policy 20 sets out that on all new housing
developments:

3806Question 28

the whole area because it varies so widely. Therefore
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“...the council will seek to secure an appropriate mix
of dwelling types and sizes, taking  account  of  existing

a less prescriptive policy which links to evidence in the
Strategic Housing Market Assessment is more
appropriate. imbalances  in  the  housing  stock,  site

 characteristics, viability and market considerations,
and, the opportunity to facilitate self build or custom
build schemes.”

(Story Homes Emphasis)

We acknowledge that the County may have an
imbalanced housing stock in relation to type and mix
of housing. Details of the current dwelling stock profile
and household preferences are included within the
SHMA. Story Homes supports the general principle
that the SHMA should be used as a basis for informing
an appropriate mix of dwelling types and sizes on all
new housing developments, and therefore where
practical and viable then development should seek to
address these preferences.

However, the policy is not positively prepared, effective
and consistent with national policy as it is currently
drafted. The new NPPF (July, 2018) clearly sets out
at paragraph 16 (d) that plans should:

“...Contain policies that are clearly written and
unambiguous, so it is evident how a decision maker
should react to development proposals”

Policy 20 is not clearly written and is ambiguous for
future applicants. We consider that the Council should
ensure that this policy is amended to provide greater
transparency in the interests of soundness otherwise
the policy will remain too general and will ultimately
allow the Council to continually change their stance in
relation to type and mix of housing as and where they
see fit. We would welcome an indicative type and mix
of housing that the Council will seek to apply across
the Borough with consideration given to the fact that
future SHMAs may provide updated information that
should be taken into account in due course.

Support noted.Policy 20 – Type and Mix of Housing3692Question 28

3.77 Question 28 – This is our preferred
policy. Do you have any comments?
3.78 Our Clients supports the proposed policy as
currently worded however reserve the right to comment
in future stages of the Plan consultation.

3.79 We support an option which would provide
landowners and developers the ability to establish the
mix, size and tenure of new residential development
sites to ensure that proposals reflect prevailing market
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conditions, which are likely to vary across the Plan are
and during the Plan period.

3.80 We anticipate that Policy 20 will be categorised
as  a non-strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in
future stages of the consultation by the LPA.

The issues you raise are covered by other policies in
the Plan including Sustainable Design, Green
Infrastructure, Addressing Housing Need and others.

Delivery of high quality housing.  From start to finish
of a development, developers often change their
approved plans with a change of housing conditions,
regularly increasing the number of homes on site to

3664Question 28

improve their economic circumstances. This has a
direct consequence on the size of affordable homes
for families and a reduction in open green space.
Developers also restrict on the offer of play areas on
sites and locate play areas in out of view areas and
unsuitable, sometimes waterlogged, open spaces
surrounded by unnecessary bushes that regularly need
to be trimmed back.  Play areas should be situated in
visible spaces on developments.  House sites should
be sufficient to give families space to live.

Developers should take into account climate change
conditions with the need for more water efficient homes
and built in air conditioning.

There is a lack of bungalows in housing design in
Spennymoor suitable for elderly and disabled persons.

Town Houses should not be allowed to be built on the
frontages of estates that lead directly onto main roads
unless there is suitable closeby parking facilities.
Generally people will park closest to their properties
even if parking facilities have been made available
elsewhere. This has caused on completed
developments, parking issues and traffic blind spots.

Inter linked developments should not create areas of
“no man’s land” where neither developer takes
responsibility for maintaining the area.  Planning
conditions should be imposed to ensure developers
take ownership and maintenance of these areas.

Developers should be asked to ensure that within their
plans they ensure street lighting is not situate close to
newly planted trees or that trees are not planted
closeby to sewerage systems where their roots could
invade to avoid extra maintenance as trees grow
covering lights creating dark spots, and roots get into
sewerage systems or damaging housing structures.

Due to climate change and heavy rainfall surface water
has become an increasing problem.  Recent
developments have few areas of green belt and also
have concrete interlinks between properties that does
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not drain surface water away.  Artificial lakes to take
this excess water have been created but need to be
regularly maintained and the responsibility for
maintaining culverts and water channels should also
be clearly identified in developers plans, particularly
where estates are not yet adopted.

Where there are interlinked housing schemes not yet
adopted, plans should be introduced to adopt at each
stage of a particular development rather than wait until
the full scheme is finished.  In the case of Spennymoor
there are several areas not yet adopted waiting for the
total scheme to be finished.

Making effective use of housing stock: Towns like
Spennymoor have a large stock of empty terraced
properties that some private landlords have allowed
to fall into disrepair.  A registered landlord scheme is
needed to ensure housing stock meets minimum local
authority and health and safety standards to prevent
deterioration of housing stock.

Waste control.  Encourage more recycling of glass by
introducing a third mini size bin rather than the small
green boxes  currently available.  Currently glass bottle
bin areas are located in areas not easily accessible to
residents and most need some form of transport to get
waste to them.

Comment noted. The issue of leasehold properties is
not a Plan issue but we are aware of current
government initiatives to address it.

In areas where regeneration is proposed the developer
needs to be totally upfront and honest with residents

3775Question 28

as to what is proposed, size of new homes, quantity
of new homes etc etc. As regeneration may ultimately
lead to those who wish to remain on an estate being
forced to downsize.

Developers should be made to be absolutely clear
whether any proposed properties are going to be
leasehold or freehold before development begins.

In areas of low demand there needs to be a good look
at why these areas are low demand, is it the property
types, is it road and transport links, is it distance to
amenities etc.

Support noted.I am a supporter of POLICY 20, which required
developers to demonstrate that they are building the

3790Question 28

houses the local community needs (rather than the
houses which bring them most profit).
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The requirement for houses suitable for older persons
is covered by the Addressing Housing Need policy.

Demographic and economic changes during the life
span of the Plan need to be considered also. The
overall Co Durham’s population is aging and it is

3896Question 28

expected that between 2012 and 2033 the over 65’s
will increase from 19% to 26% and over 80’s from 5%
to 9%. The OAD ratio will increase from 28.8 to 45.5.
The SNPP 2012 shows that household growth is
greatest for single males, then couples with no
children.  However this pattern is not reflected in the
type of housing being built where the vast majority are
varyingly sized family houses.  DCC’s Plan summarises
it will ‘provide a wide choice of quality homes to meet
everyone’s needs and ensure they’re built where
people want to live reducing the need to travel.’  I
believe this is not the reality and that the plan is
devaluing Consett and turning it into a commuter town
to the detriment of the existing population.
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Comment noted.Cities need lungs.64Question 29

Glamping accommodation does not form one of the
National Planning Policy Framework's exceptions to

The respondent is interested in diversifying his
business and establishing a small glamping tourism

90Question 29

Green Belt policy and therefore would be deemed tobusiness which would entail a material change of use
be inappropriate development, unless otherwiseof land.The site is in the Green Belt and as such there
demonstrated. Any proposal would therefore need towould be a need to determine whether it would be
demonstrate that very special circumstances exist. Anyappropriate development in the Green Belt or not.  At
planning application for tourist accommodation withinthe time of writing a revised NPPF is expected which
the Green Belt would need to be determined against
both policies.

it is understood is likely to adopt a different approach
to material changes of use in the Green Belt to the
current version.  At this stage a holding response is
therefore submitted pending sight of the final NPPF.
As a general comment the interrelationship between
policies 21 and 9 needs to be worked through, the
respondent considering it sound that small
diversification projects such as glamping on a site close
to the Coast to Coast cycle path be acceptable when
assessed against the Plan as a whole and these
policies in particular.

The policy will ensure that Green Belt will be provided
with the strongest possible protection in line with
national policy.

You make grand statements about the value of Green
Belt land but are perfectly happy to build on it when it
suits you. This is appalling.

102Question 29

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out the
range of alternatives that have been considered in light

Sniperley Park is unacceptable use of the Green belt.
More efforts should be made to focus on sustainable

119Question 29

of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for thevillages on the outside of the Green Belt.This exercise
Sustainable Communities option. In line with Nationalhas not been carried out properly as the focus has

always been on Sniperley Park to fund the relief roads. Planning Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of
development have been taken into account.
Consideration has been given to channelling
development towards the urban area of Durham City
(within the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and towards
locations beyond the Green Belt.

The Plan includes a policy which sets out the
development which is could be regarded as appropriate

The definition of the green belt to a limited number of
settlements in the north and east of the county, coupled

153Question 29

within the countryside. This will ensure that our ruralwith the abandonment of defined limits of development
communities are able to meet their needs whilstin other smaller towns and settlements raises the
protecting the quality, character and valuable features
countryside are protected.

possibility that development pressure may be shifted
to otherwise predominantly rural localities. The green
belt protections should not be to the detriment of other
contiguous and historic rural and landscape
environments.
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Support noted. One of the five purposes for Green Belt
is assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum strongly supports this policy, with which

224Question 29

recycling of derelict and other urban land.This usually
our Policy G4 is compliant. The Green Belt is a means channelling development to within the inner
key strategic planning tool for steering new
development into suitable villages.

Green Belt boundary rather than beyond the outer
Green Belt as per the approach in Durham City.

The policy proposed will ensure that the Green Belt
prevents urban sprawl by keeping land permanently

Removing the stated sites from the green belt area
undermines the permanence of the Green Belt by

228Question 29

open with the essential characteristic being itssetting a precedent for modifying the boundaries of the
openness and permanence. The Exceptionalgreen belt, which are already clearly defined and
Circumstances paper sets out the range of alternativesdelineated on council maps.  If the permanence of the
that have been considered in light of the preferredGreen Belt boundaries is a priority (as stated in 5.184),
chosen spatial strategy for the Sustainablethen the existing definitions of Green Belt boundaries
Communities option. In line with National Planningshould not be modified, either now or in the future.  If
Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of developmentthe permanence of the Green Belt boundaries is not
have been taken into account. Consideration has beenan objective, then it should not be presented as such

in the County Durham Plan. given to channelling development towards the urban
area of Durham City (within the inner Green BeltMoreover, it is not apparent why the evidence

presented for the removal of the Aykley Heads skid boundary), towards towns and villages inset within the
Green Belt and towards locations beyond the Green
Belt.

pans and Fernhill from the Green Belt
represents exceptional circumstances.

Support noted.I agree236Question 29

In order to identify this solution the council therefore
commissioned a feasibility study of possible highway

The greenbelt should be protected at ALL costs. The
Western Relief Road will challenge that as will the

288Question 29

improvements to the A167 corridor between Nevillesdevelopment at Sniperly.You need to go back to the
Cross and Sniperley roundabout.The objectives of thedrawing board and look at this "alleged" traffic problem
study were to try and improve journey times and reduceagain.You need to work in a solution focused way and
traffic congestion on the A167 in order to accommodateidentify what it is you have currently in terms of
existing and future traffic. The study found that twocongestion issues then ask the question how can we
lanes could be provided in a southbound direction formake this better, rather than come up with a rabbit out
the entire length between Sniperley roundabout andof the hat solution driven by developers money.You
Nevilles Cross but, due to physical constraints, in ahave gone from A - Z without even stopping along the
northbound direction only a number of smallerway.You need to actually say "we need to protect our
measures to increase capacity were possible. Oncegreen belt - how are we going to do that and make

things work" these improvements were modelled it showed a
reduction in journey times in the AM peak along both
the northbound and southbound carriageways.

West Durham does not have any identified areas of
Green Belt.

The green belt policy should recognise that West
Durham has mineral resources which may become
nationally important and new extraction sites may be
proposed.

349Question 29
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Any development proposal for outdoor sport or outdoor
recreation which does not preserve the openness of

Question 29, Policy 21 - Green Belt

Claus b. provision of development for outdoor sport
and outdoor recreation is seen as complying with the

360Question 29

the Green Belt or conflicts with the purposes of
including land within it would not meet criteria b of this"very special circumstances" under which development
policy and therefore would need to demonstrate very
special circumstances.

would be allowed " as long as it preserves the
openness of the Green Belt".  Even though such
developments might not affect the "openness" of the
Green Belt, they could have a serious effect on its
landscape and character, particularly when they bring
with them associated developments such as carparks,
floodlights and single storey buildings.

It is requested that further definition should be given
to the "very special circumstances" under which
development would be allowed.

What would be the consequences in the event of
targets not being met?

Comment noted. Although it is proposed that Sniperley
Park and Sherburn Road are removed from the Green
Belt owing to exceptional circumstances.

I have expressed concern at the proposed deletions
mentioned in Policy 6 relating to Sniperley and
Sherburn.I therefore fully support the proposed Policy
to give the Green Belt the “strongest possible
protection”.

459Question 29

Before concluding that exceptional circumstance exist
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the council

The CDP states (5.173)"Great importance is attached
to our Green Belt" and states in Policy 21 "The Green

905Question 29

is satisifed that it has demonstrated that it hasBelt........will be provided with the strongest possible
examined fully all other reasonable options for meetingprotection".  I would question whether DCC really do
its identified need for development including: makingattach great importance to the Green Belt, or whether
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sitesthey are committed to its protection.They are in conflict
and underutilised land; optimising density ofwith their above statements as they are proposing
development and through discussions withdevelopment within The Green Belt, in their Preferred
neighbouring authorities. The ExceptionalOptions - for reasons which are ill conceived and
Circumstances paper sets out the range of alternativesflawed, without investigating, in an unbiased way,

alternatives. that have been considered in light of the preferred
chosen spatial strategy for the SustainableDCC detail 5 purposes of a Green Belt.The proposals

for the development at Sniperley and associated Relief Communities option. In line with National Planning
Policy Framework, sustainable patterns of developmentRoads clearly conflicts with the first and third stated
have been taken into account. Consideration has beenpurposes of the Green Belt and will severley impact
given to channelling development towards the urbanon the fourth purpose. Rather than demonstrating a
area of Durham City (within the inner Green Beltcommitment to urban regeneration and recycling of
boundary), towards towns and villages inset within thederelict and other urban land DCC instead propose to
Green Belt and towards locations beyond the Greendevelop Green Belt Land. This is unneeded and
Belt. A comprehensive Green Belt Assessment hasunjusified when viable alternatives  for regeneration
been undertaken for the county which sets out the roleand development on Brown Field Sites exist - these
which the Green Belt plays against each of the fivealternatives have not been satisfactorily assessed by

DCC. Green Belt purposes. There are no proposals to
remove land between the built up area of Durham City

The immediate effect on the Green Belt which would
arise from DCC's proposals are totally unacceptable.

and the proposed Western Relief Road from the Green
Belt which will prevent this corridor having the potential
for infill development.As is the future situation. The Sniperley development
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and associated roads will produce a potential
"development corridor" around Durham City, with
associated potential for infill development sites between
the existing City and the Roads. Given their lack of
concern over the Green Belt, there is every likelihood
that DCC would permit future development in these
areas. Also having set a precedent with their current
proposals, they would be compromised in rejecting
any future planning applications for development in
these areas.

Policy 21 outlines that construction in The Green Belt
will not be permitted unless "very special circumstances
are demonstrated" and then details a number of
exceptions to this Policy, where development in The
Green Belt will be permitted. The development at
Sniperley and associated roads meets non of the
criteria for these exceptions. This development
contravenes this Policy and should not be a Preferred
Option. Since "no very special circumstances" can be
demonstrated for the above development, it must be
concluded (5.182) that it is "inappropriate
development".

Support noted. One of the five purposes for Green Belt
is assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the

The Friends of the Durham Green Belt supports this
policy; the Durham Green Belt has proved to be a very

818Question 29

recycling of derelict and other urban land.This usuallyeffective mechanism in denying developers the easiest
means channelling development to within the innerand cheapest sites in the Green Belt around the city
Green Belt boundary rather than beyond the outerand instead having to tackle the more difficult and
Green Belt as per the approach in Durham City. Thecostlier ‘brownfield’ sites within the city and also driving
council is satisfied that it has demonstrated that it hasnew housing development into surrounding villages

and thereby bringing regeneration benefits. assessed as much as possible of suitable brownfield
sites and underutilised land.The Friends urge the County Council to uphold this

policy. We note that there have been eight planning
applications for major development in the Green Belt
around Durham City since the creation of the Unitary
Authority. We believe that “very exceptional” could be
perhaps one in eight; Durham County Council has
approved seven out of eight. A stricter approach is
needed.

Any development proposal for outdoor sport or outdoor
recreation which does not preserve the openness of

Page 123   Policy 21.

“The Green Belt, as shown on the policies map, will
be provided with the strongest possible protection.The

1369Question 29

the Green Belt or conflicts with the purposes of
including land within would not meet criteria b of thisconstruction of new buildings will be regarded as
policy and therefore would need to demonstrate very
special circumstances.

inappropriate and will not be permitted unless very
special circumstances are demonstrated with
substantial weight given to any harm to the Green Belt.
The exceptions to this are:

Subparagraph b.
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“Provision of appropriate facilities (in connection with
the existing use of land or a change of use) for outdoor
sport, outdoor recreation and for cemeteries and burial
places and allotments, as long as it preserves the
openness of the green belt and does not conflict with
the purposes of including land within it;”

The parish council feel this could have a serious effect
on its landscape and character, particularly when they
could bring with them associated developments such
as carparks, floodlights and single storey buildings. It
is requested that further definition should be given to
the “very special circumstances” under which
development would be allowed.

Support noted. One of the five purposes for Green Belt
is assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the

The Trust supports this policy; the Durham
Green Belt has proved to be a very effective

913Question 29

recycling of derelict and other urban land.This usuallymechanism in denying developers the means channelling development to within the inner
easiest and cheapest sites in the Green Belt Green Belt boundary rather than beyond the outer
around the city and instead having to tackle Green Belt as per the approach in Durham City. The

council is satisfied that it has demonstrated that it hasthe more difficult and costlier ‘brownfield’
assessed as much as possible of suitable brownfield
sites and underutilised land.sites within the city and also driving new

housing development into surrounding
villages and thereby bringing regeneration
benefits.

Support noted.Durham County Council previously considered the
designation of an extension of the Tyne and Wear

1293Question 29

Green Belt immediately across from the Gateshead
boundary in the area north of Consett and Stanley:
Gateshead Council supported this proposal to correct
the existing anomaly. We recognise that exceptional
circumstances aren’t clearly demonstrable and accept
Durham County Councils decision to no longer pursue
the creation of this additional greenbelt.

Before concluding that exceptional circumstance exist
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the council

Dear Sir/Madam, I would like to object to the plan in
the strongest possible terms, as follows;

1285Question 29

is satisifed that it has demonstrated that it hasOur green belt is precious and none of it should be
taken away as planned. examined fully all other reasonable options for meeting

its identified need for development including: making
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites
and underutilised land; optimising density of
development and through discussions with
neighbouring authorities.

The Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood forms part of the
statutory development plan and is to be used in the

At the time of writing the Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood
Plan (GANP) the designations of green wedge/belt

526Question 29

determination of planning applications unless materialland was not considered necessary through the NPPF
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and the Town Council were asked to remove local
green spaces from the plan.  Some of these spaces

considerations dictate otherwise. The role of green
wedges is to be determined through neighbourhood

could be classed as green belt or wildlife corridors
within the town.

plans as communities are best placed to determine
whether or not green areas are significant local interest
and therefore should therefore be afforded protectionThe Town Council consider this designation or that of

‘an area of separation’ is essential for the land at as part of the development plan. Areas at Central
Avenue, Burnhill Ways, Burn Lane and Greenfield WayWoodham Bridge/Cobblers Hall Road as this was
are all recognised and recorded within the OSNA asrecently highlighted at a planning inquiry where part
amenity green space and accessible natural green
space respectively.

of the argument was that the land in question has not
been designated as an area of separation.

The Town Council would request that the area of land
known as the old Equestrian Site, land off Cobblers
Hall/Woodham be officially included as area of green
wedge in the County Durham Plan.

The comments from the planning inspector has caused
the Town Council to review the green spaces which
were removed from the neighbourhood plan with a
view to them being included in the County Durham
Plan.

The areas we would like include as mini green belt
(that could also be considered as wildlife corridors) are
the land along:-

• Central Avenue
• Burnhill Way
• Burn Lane
• Greenfield Way

Before concluding that exceptional circumstance exist
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the council

I strongly agree that the Green Belt should be provided
with the strongest possible protection and have not

1173Question 29

is satisifed that it has demonstrated that it hasbeen persuaded in the Preferred Options proposals of
examined fully all other reasonable options for meetingany special circumstances that would justify any

incursion into the Green Belt. its identified need for development including: making
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites
and underutilised land; optimising density of
development and through discussions with
neighbouring authorities.

Support noted. One of the five purposes for Green Belt
is assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the

I also fully endorse their [The Friends of the Durham
Green Belt] comments on the Green Belt:

870Question 29

recycling of derelict and other urban land.This usuallyPolicy 21 - Green Belt
means channelling development to within the inner

Question 29 - Green Belt boundary rather than beyond the outer
Green Belt as per the approach in Durham City. The“...The Durham Green Belt has proved to be a very

effective mechanism in denying developers the easiest council is satisfied that it has demonstrated that it has
and cheapest sites in the Green Belt around the city assessed as much as possible of suitable brownfield
and instead having to tackle the more difficult and sites and underutilised land. With regard to planning
costlier ‘brownfield’ sites within the city and also driving applications, the City of Durham Local Plan in addition
new housing development into surrounding villages
and thereby bringing regeneration benefits.

to National Planning Policy Framework are being
applied.
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The Friends urge the County Council to uphold this
policy. We note that there have been eight planning
applications for major development in the Green Belt
around Durham City since the creation of the Unitary
Authority. We believe that “very exceptional” could be
perhaps one in eight; Durham County Council has
approved seven out of eight. A stricter approach is
needed.”

Support noted.Recognition that minerals extraction may not be
inappropriate in the Green Belt as set out in Policy 21,
is supported by Tarmac.

1025Question 29

Relley Cottage has been considered within the Green
Belt assessment and deemed to perform either no role,

As stated in the Draft NPPF, Chapter 13, 132
Protecting Green Belt Land states, ‘The Government
attaches great importance to Green Belts.’

1259Question 29

weak or moderate role against the Green Belt
purposes. The route for the Western Relief Road will
not be removed from the Green Belt.

Mr and Mrs Boyle, Relly Cottage, Broompark Durham
DH77RJ wish to stress that the construction of the
Western Relief Road, next to their property on the
B6302, totally changes the openness of the Green Belt
in that vicinity to such an extent that Relly Cottage land
will have a completely new permanent physical
boundary. The new physical boundary completes the
encapsulation of land at Relly Cottage and as a result,
the Green Belt boundaries would need to be altered.
The NPPF specifically states:

‘When defining Green Belt boundaries, plans should

e) be able to demonstrate that Green Belt boundaries
will not need to be altered at the end of the plan period;
and – Draft NPPF Chapter 13, 132 Protecting Green
Belt Land

Mr and Mrs Boyle also contend that as a consequence
of the construction of the Western Relief Road the
Green Belt status of Relly Cottage is no longer viable
and the physical boundary created by the Western
Relief Road would no longer satisfy the NPPF
requirement:

‘When defining Green Belt boundaries, plans should

f) define boundaries clearly, using physical features
that are readily recognisable and likely to be
permanent’ Draft NPPF Chapter 13, 132 Protecting
Green Belt Land

Mr and Mrs Boyle therefore request that Relly Cottage
and its sites are removed from Green Belt and
designated in the County Durham Plan as either a
strategic Housing Allocation OR included in the
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Non-Strategic Green Belt Amendments, thus avoiding
the future anomaly.

Before concluding that exceptional circumstance exist
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the council

Policy 21, Green Belt. We strongly support this policy.
However, DCC is significantly breaking this policy by

1149Question 29

is satisifed that it has demonstrated that it hasPolicy 6 (building housing on the Green Belt in
examined fully all other reasonable options for meetingSniperley Park and Sherburn Road) and Policy 24
its identified need for development including: making(building the Northern and Western Relief Roads on
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sitesGreen Belt land). We therefore object to this loss of,
and underutilised land; optimising density ofand negative impact on, the Green Belt through Policy

6 and 24. development and through discussions with
neighbouring authorities.

National Planning Policy Framework is clear that the
general extent of Green Belts across the country is

We consider it appropriate for Green Belt status to be
bestowed on Sunnybrow sites 3/SB/03a and 3/SB/03b
for the following reasons:

938Question 29

already established. New Green Belts should only be
established in exceptional cirucmstances and should:to prevent any incursion or encroachment into the

countryside
to prevent coalescence between Willington and
Sunnybrow and maintain the existing open character

demonstrate why normal planning and development
management policies would not be adequate; set out
whether any major changes in circumstances have
made the adoption of this exceptional measurethus preserving the principle of separation between

settlements
ensure nature conservation to protect habitats and
wildlife that frequent the site also protect the Ancient

necessary; show what the consequences of the
proposals would be for sustainable development;
demonstrate the necessity for the Green Belt and its
consistency with strategic policies for adjoining areas;Woodland within the designated Local Wildlife Site

which borders the site
maintain agricultural land
the greenfields between Willington and Sunnybrow are
important as they help to maintain individual settlement

and show how the Green Belt would meet the other
objectives of the Framework.

identities and provide an important physical and visual
break between the built environment and natural
environment, provide wildlife corridors, enhance
biodiversity and enhance the areas where residents
live

Green Belt status would be equivalent to the current
Wear Valley Local Plan Saved Policy BE14 policy
status, “Open spaces which contribute to the character
and amenity of the area will be protected against
development” specifically designated by a Planning
Inspector that development should not be permitted
on the site to preserve open spaces in the built
environment.

Support noted.Q29 – Policy 21: Green Belt1143Question 29

We support the amendment of the Green Belt boundary
to exclude Sniperley Park as discussed in response
to Question 10, although we would advocate that our
land interests at Sniperley are also released and
included as part of the Sustainable Urban Extension
in line with our earlier comments.
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The policy is in line with National Planning Policy
Framework which states that elements of many

It is very worrying that you state that mineral extraction
may be allowed in the green belt under some

1279Question 29

renewable energy projects will conpromise ofcircumstances but elements of renewable energy
projects likely won't. inappropriate development and proposals would need

to demonstrate very special circumstances.

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text which recognises that there are longstanding uses

As a statutory undertaker in relation to water and
sewerage, NWL supports Policy 21; in particular NWL

2474Question 29

already located in the Green Belt including sewagewelcomes confirmation that engineering operations
treatment works and whilst they remain in the Greenmay not be inappropriate in the Green Belt, provided
Belt there may be opportunities for limited infilling orthat they preserve the openness of the Green Belt and

do not conflict with its purpose. redevelopment providing there is no greater impact on
openness or the purpose of including land within it.However, unlike saved Policy U8B in the adopted City

of Durham Local Plan, the policy does not make
expressly clear the approach that the Council will take
in relation to sewage treatment proposals. This is an
important issue, as has recently been illustrated
through recent planning application proposals in the
City of Durham area for essential maintenance and
development at sewage treatment works in the Green
Belt.

In this context, NWL would welcome amendment to
the policy to include the text previously incorporated
into Policy U8B of the City of Durham Local Plan:

“The Council will permit or if consulted will respond
favourably to development by statutory water and
sewage undertakers in the Durham city green belt
provided that:

1 New development or the improvement or
maintenance of existing assets is required
to ensure compliance with quality standards in
National and European Law; and

2 The proposal will not have an unacceptable
impact on the openness of the green belt; and

3 The proposal will not prejudice the purposes for
including land in the green belt.”

Support noted. Additional wording has been included
within the supporting text to clarify that very special

Q29 Policy 21 We agree with the presumption against
any development in the Green Belt as the word

2356Question 29

cirucumstances will not exist unless substantial weight‘inappropriate’ is subjective unless there is a very clear
is given to any harm to the Green Belt and any otherand concisely worded policy which states what would
harm resulting from a proposal is clearly outweighted
by other considerations.

be inappropriate and exactly what those ‘special
circumstances’ would be.

The proposed approach is in line with the National
Planning Policy Framework which states that certain

Policy 21 declares that “the Green Belt will be provided
with the strongest possible protection”. NECTAR
wishes to endorse  this statement.

1962Question 29

other forms of development are also not inappropriate
in the Green Belt provided they preserve its opennessAt i in the Policy 21 box  it is stated that  an exception

will be made in respect of “local transport infrastructure and do not conflict with the purposes of including land
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within it. However it is acknowledged that the relief
roads may impact on openness and therefore

which can demonstrate a requirement for a Green Belt
location”.

exceptional circumstances are set out within the
Exceptional Circumstances note.

With regard specifically to the two proposed ‘relief’
roads, WRR and NRR,  NECTAR  basically refutes
the  claim that a “requirement” has been identified to
justify Green Belt incursion for either road. We would
point to the content of the Sustainability Assessment
which details  some of the  negative effects on
biodiversity, on the general landscape and on the
current relative peace and quiet of the existing  sections
of Green Belt corridors  were either road to be built.

Support noted and it is not deemed necessary to
include wording as proposed.

This policy is supported, particularly the recognition
that mineral working in the green belt may not be
inappropriate. This could be further enhanced adding

1536Question 29

a note that minerals can only be worked where they
are found.

Any planning applications have been determined
against the saved policies of the City of Durham Local

The Green Belt policies proposed are in themselves
generally acceptable. However, in practice the Council

2292Question 29

Plan and any other material considerations including
national policy.

has too readily acceded to developer pressures by
agreeing to green belt deletions when “very special
circumstances” have not been properly demonstrated
and objectively proved. The policy should be
strengthened to prevent recurrence of such
undermining of the intent of NPPF.

Support noted.I support the protection given to the Durham Green
Belt by Policy 21.

1827Question 29

Support noted. PLAN POLICIES 

I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2427Question 29

In order to identify this solution the council therefore
commissioned a feasibility study of possible highway

I object very strongly to the two proposals in the Plan
which represent intrusion into land currently within the

2398Question 29

improvements to the A167 corridor between NevillesDurham City Green Belt—specifically the proposed
Cross and Sniperley roundabout.The objectives of theconstruction of a Western Relief Road through green
study were to try and improve journey times and reducebelt land to the west of the City, and the proposal for
traffic congestion on the A167 in order to accommodatelarge scale residential development on land at
existing and future traffic. The study found that twoSniperley Park currently forming a major part of Green

Belt in the north west of the City
which is proposed to be “released” (excluded).

lanes could be provided in a southbound direction for
the entire length between Sniperley roundabout and
Nevilles Cross but, due to physical constraints, in aIn supporting very strongly Policy 21 and Objectives 7

and 14 I am bound to be highly critical and object northbound direction only a number of smaller
measures to increase capacity were possible. Oncestrongly when it seems that the County Council is
these improvements were modelled it showed awilling and able to ignore its own Plan commitments
reduction in journey times in the AM peak along bothin relation to the Green Belt and arrogate to itself the
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right to interpret NPPF provisions relating to Green
Belt Policy and the purposes of green belt land where
such interpretation suits the County
Council’s aspirations.

the northbound and southbound carriageways. The
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the strategy for
the County Durham Plan. The Sustainable
Communities options (set out in the Issues and Options
2016) is thought to be a balanced approach to locating
development and by focusing on areas with better
access to services and facilities maximising
opportunities for using public transport, walking and
cycling. The Sustainable Communities approach
acknowledges the role which Durham City has to plan
in achieving sustainable patterns of development,
maximising journeys by sustainable means, providing
the right type of homes to meet the neds and
aspirations of existing and future residents, addressing
economic performance and maximising the delivery of
affordable housing and other infrastructure.

National Planning Policy Framework is clear that the
general extent of Green Belts across the country is

It is pleasing to note that the County does state that it
values Green Belt in 5.173. However this statement is

2052Question 29

already established. New Green Belts should only benot borne out when it comes to Durham City, where it
established in exceptional cirucmstances and should:is proposed that there will be substantial tracts of Green
demonstrate why normal planning and developmentBelt deleted for housing, employment and road
management policies would not be adequate; set outconstruction. What is also concerning is that there is
whether any major changes in circumstances haveno provision for new areas of Green Belt within the
made the adoption of this exceptional measurePlan. It was suggested by the LAF during the Issues
necessary; show what the consequences of theand Options consultation period in June 2016 that a
proposals would be for sustainable development;new area of Green Belt be created to safeguard
demonstrate the necessity for the Green Belt and itsthe countryside to the north of Consett and Stanley;
consistency with strategic policies for adjoining areas;however, this has not been advanced in the Plan.
and show how the Green Belt would meet the otherThere are of course major proposals in the Plan
objectives of the Framework. Before concluding thatwhich will bring about a reduction of Green Belt within
exceptional circumstances exist to justify changes tothe County. In the circumstances, stating in the Plan
Green Belt boundaries, the council is satisfied that itat 5.181 that normal planning and development
has demonstrated that it has examined fully all othermanagement policies provide sufficient protection for

the land north of Consett is clearly very disappointing. reasonable options for meeting its identified need for
development including: making as much use asIt is to be noted that at Policy 6 page 63 it is suggested

that the development at Sniperley, which will result in possible of suitable brownfield sites and underutilised
land; optomising density of development and through
discussions with neighbouring authorities.

the removal of Green Belt, will be mitigated by the
provision of a linear country park located through the
centre of the site. Whilst it is pleasing that there will be
retention of a large tract of green space, I am
somewhat puzzled as to why this retained area needs
to come out of the Green Belt designation.There is no
better way of protecting this area of land in perpetuity
for the benefit of the public than by the designation of
the area as Green Belt.

Before concluding that exceptional circumstance exist
to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the council

I strongly agree that the Green Belt should be provided
with the strongest possible protection and have not

2002Question 29

is satisifed that it has demonstrated that it hasbeen persuaded in the Preferred Options proposals of
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any special circumstances that would justify any
incursion into the Green Belt.

examined fully all other reasonable options for meeting
its identified need for development including: making
as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites
and underutilised land; optimising density of
development and through discussions with
neighbouring authorities.

The Green Belt policy recognises that proposals for
buildings for agricultural development are to be
regarded as exceptions.

Protecting Green Belt land

It is extremely important to preserve Green Belt land
as Green Belt. The reasons why are set out above

1819Question 29

and in the new National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and its forerunners.  As explained above, our
future food security depends on growing more of what
we eat in the UK. This is an important reason for
minimising losses of Green Belt land.

The Green Belt policy recognises that proposals for
buildings for agricultural development are to be
regarded as exceptions.

Green Belts and good agricultural land are both
precious resources.  Presently we import 40% of what
we eat and the average age of UK farmers is 60 years.
 It is not certain that the food that we currently import

1786Question 29

will be available in future at affordable prices.  As far
as possible in the UK we need to keep good and
moderately good agricultural land (Agricultural Land
Classification grades 2 - 4) in food production.  In
the long run, we also need to put farming generally on
a sounder financial foundation.  For some foods, sale
prices in shops are below the production cost. We can
not make the changes needed if good agricultural land
is being taken for other uses.

Support noted.Policy 21 Green Belt   Only a small amount of the
Green Belt is in the area of the Partnership. This

1950Question 29

however covers an area to the West of the Leamside
Line and includes the trees on the Pit Heaps opposite
the Industrial Estates. Members fully support the
protection of the Green Belt for these areas.

Support noted.Green Belt We note that the Green Belt extension in
NW Durham that had been proposed in the withdrawn

2490Question 29

plan (and which we had supported) is no longer being
proposed.We understand that such an extension could
be difficult to justify as exceptional circumstances and,
on that basis, we would not object to the dropping of
this proposal.

Support noted.Policy 21 - Green Belt
We support the recognition that minerals development
need not be inappropriate in Green Belt and again the

1716Question 29

preamble may benefit from noting that minerals can
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only be worked where they are found. We support the
policy

Support noted.I welcome policy 21, that of carefully protecting the
green belt areas, which I regard as extremely
important.

1494Question 29

The Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the strategy
for the County Durham Plan. The Sustainable

Whilst I recognise the need for housing in the county,
I can see little justification in building 1,900 homes on

1614Question 29

Communities options (set out in the Issues and OptionsGreen Belt land at Sniperly Park.There are other towns
2016) is thought to be a balanced approach to locatingin the county where this scale of housing could be
development and by focusing on areas with betterprovided – which would then reduce the pressures on
access to services and facilities maximisingcongested Durham roads and reduce the need for the
opportunities for using public transport, walking andmajor road infrastructure in Durham as discussed
cycling. The Sustainable Communities approachabove. Why not, for example, provide much of the
acknowledges the role which Durham City has to planrequired new housing, together with the new DCC HQ,
in achieving sustainable patterns of development,in the less congested Crook, Chester-Le-Street (where
maximising journeys by sustainable means, providingthere is a mainline train station) or Seaham? This would
the right type of homes to meet the neds andbring new income to poorer parts of the county, as well
aspirations of existing and future residents, addressingas making Durham a less congested and more

sustainable city. economic performance and maximising the delivery of
affordable housing and other infrastructure.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2171Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within
the Plan period through a full or partial review of the
plan. This is in line with advice from the
NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which states that local
planning authorities should ‘identify in their plans areas
of ‘safeguarded land’ between the urban area and the
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Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development
needs stretching well beyond the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. 3.76 Strategic policies
should ensure sufficient provision is made for housing,
employment, retail, leisure and
commercial development. Strategic policies should
look ahead over a minimum 15 year period. The
NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic policies
should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can
endure beyond the plan period’. The Consultation
Document needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond
to a change in circumstances within or beyond the Plan
period and therefore in line with national
planning policy. Therefore, the proposed Green Belt
boundary needs to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2013Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
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longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

There are no proposals to remove the Broomhouse
picnic area from the Green Belt for housing
development.

Dear sir/madam,

I am writing to express my very strong objection to plans
to exclude the Broomhouse Picnic area from Green Belt

1439Question 29

land, in order to build a Western Relief road and housing
estate. This is a lovely area of land that is used extensively
by local residents, and should not be subjected to housing
development.

Support for the policy wording welcomed. National
Planning Policy Framework is clear that the general

Policy 21 Green Belt As previously mentioned, CPRE
nationally was instrumental in introducing the concept

1703Question 29

extent of Green Belts across the country is alreadyof Green Belt and fully supports its 5 principles. We
established. New Green Belts should only behave expressed concern at the proposed deletions
established in exceptional cirucmstances and should:mentioned in Policy 6 relating to Sniperley and
demonstrate why normal planning and developmentSherburn. We therefore fully support the proposed
management policies would not be adequate; set outPolicy to give the Green Belt the “strongest possible
whether any major changes in circumstances haveprotection”.We note the exceptions (as per the NPPF)
made the adoption of this exceptional measureand will comment on any mentioned in this Plan as

appropriate. necessary; show what the consequences of the
proposals would be for sustainable development;Proposed Garden Village at Seaham Although CPRE

has objected to this application, we have represented demonstrate the necessity for the Green Belt and its
consistency with strategic policies for adjoining areas;that, if permission is granted, consideration needs to
and show how the Green Belt would meet the other
objectives of the Framework.

be given to extending the Green Belt around Seaham
to prevent coalescence with other villages. We believe
that this is one of the rare instances where an
extension to the Green Belt is possible within the
provisions of the NPPF. While we accept this cannot
be Policy at least at this stage, we represent that the
text, even now, should address this point.
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Support noted.The Green Belt is a key strategic planning policy for
steering new development into suitable locations whilst
preventing urban sprawl and should be used as such.

2631Question 29

Merryoaks was considered within the Green Belt
assessment and within the Exceptional Circumstances

Persimmon Homes support the amendment of the
Green Belt Boundary to exclude Sniperley Park as
discussed response to Question 10.

3445Question 29

Justification. There is a concern regarding the
narrowness of the Green Belt in this location whichPersimmon Homes object to the continued designation

of Merryoaks within the Green Belt. would be eroded further if the site was removed from
the Green Belt and allocated. Sites have been

As set out in our response to Question 10, paragraphs
1.63 – 1.64, we feel that the assessment process and

considered in and around Chester-le-Street. - the
emphasis of the Sustainable Communities option is on

subsequent decision to allocated Sherburn Road ahead ensuring we have a balance of housing across the
Merryoaks is fundamentally flawed and should be
reconsidered.

county. Our existing key employment locations
areDurham City, Newton Aycliffe, Bishop Auckland,
Peterlee, Consett and Chester-le-Street which accountFurther, for the reasons set out in paragraphs 1.65 –

1.70, it is considered that the principle of relying on for over half of all jobs in the county between them. To
windfall sites to provide an adequate supply of continue to develop the economy of these areas
residential development to achieve the quantum of sustainably it is important that housing is provided in
development attributed to the city by the spatial the right locations. Durham City and Chester-le-Street
distribution is ineffective and unjustified. Accordingly in particular, have the highest level of demand for new
further Green Belt amendments should be provided to housing and the associated high land values provide
identify additional residential development sites in place
of the windfall allowance.

us with a good opportunity to secure affordable housing
and necessary infrastructure.

Finally, Persimmon Homes object to the lack of
consideration for Green Belt amendments around
Chester-le-Street. As discussed in paragraphs 1.86 –
1.93 the scale of development attributed to the
settlement is insufficient and is not commensurate with
the settlement’s access to services and facilities and
it Settlement Study score and as such is contrary to
the Plan’s Sustainable development principles of
providing a scale of housing which meets needs in
locations where people wish to live and providing a
scale of development to support levels of growth
commensurate with their access to services and
facilities (as set out in the County Durham Settlement
Study).

In order to identify this solution the council therefore
commissioned a feasibility study of possible highway

Throughout policies 6 & 24 and their explanation in the
'Preferred Options', there is a tortured logic attempting

2604Question 29

improvements to the A167 corridor between Nevillesto impress the necessity and mutual dependence of
Cross and Sniperley roundabout.The objectives of thedevelopment of the WRR and of Sniperley Park within
study were to try and improve journey times and reducethe current Green Belt.  (It is almost as if construction
traffic congestion on the A167 in order to accommodateof a WRR was one of the fundamentals out of which
existing and future traffic. The study found that twothe web of the plan has been spun).  I attach (B) a copy
lanes could be provided in a southbound direction forof a letter to the press where I have tried to point out

the bizarre logic. the entire length between Sniperley roundabout and
Nevilles Cross but, due to physical constraints, in a(B) Copy of Letter 
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Dear Sir northbound direction only a number of smaller
measures to increase capacity were possible. OnceAs a frequent visitor to Durham City, I have followed

various local planning issues.  A new County Plan is these improvements were modelled it showed a
reduction in journey times in the AM peak along bothout for consultation now, which restarts a debate about
the northbound and southbound carriageways. Thethe City of Durham Green Belt:  this included proposals
Spatial Strategy Justification sets out the strategy forfor 1900 houses at Sniperley Park, and for a Western

Relief Road. the County Durham Plan. The Sustainable
Communities options (set out in the Issues and Options

These were also part of the earlier Plan that was
stopped in its tracks by the Inspector's report in 2015.

2016) is thought to be a balanced approach to locating
development and by focusing on areas with better

There are arguments for and against each including access to services and facilities maximising
whether such major developments should be allowed opportunities for using public transport, walking and
in the Green Belt at all (how about "obviously not"?). cycling. The Sustainable Communities approach
The Council say that in each case there ate acknowledges the role which Durham City has to plan
"exceptional circumstances", a new Inspector will need
to make a decision.

in achieving sustainable patterns of development,
maximising journeys by sustainable means, providing
the right type of homes to meet the neds andBut the real curiosity here is that the Council is arguing

that without the WRR then Sniperley Park could not aspirations of existing and future residents, addressing
be developed (traffic problems): and that without economic performance and maximising the delivery of

affordable housing and other infrastructure.Sniperley Park, the WRR could not be built (the
Sniperley developers would help pay for it): and
somehow that this justifies the proposals.  A strange
world where two parts of the Green Belt (stretching 2
1/2 miles north to south, with a lot going on
environmentally and historically) can be presented as
so toxic to each other: and a sad contrast with the
Council's proposed Policy 21: "The Green Belt, as
shown on the policies map, will be provided with the
greatest possible protection".  Should the Council begin
to accept that they are "barking up the wrong tree"?

The Inspectors interim views in 2015 (para 100)
suggested an appreciation of the value and the quality
of the green belt land west of the City, and concern at
the damage a road would cause. The Councils own
Impact Assessments bear out concerns as to such
damage, though often in a toned down form (from, say,
the Officers Note of 2010 produced at the previous
hearing). The Assessments sometimes give the
impression of a desk-bound exercise: under " Key
Non-Designated Heritage Assets", Aden Cottage is
described as "Cottage located adjacent to proposed
route", whilst in reality it is the of nature buildings and
surrounding land (20 acres approx) in the green belt,
including three separate units for Council Tax
purposes.

The land submitted at Sherburn Village has been
assessed in the Green Belt assessment and was

Sherburn Village Parish council responded to the
previous CDP consultation requesting that the

3603Question 29

considered to perfom no contribution, weak orgreenbelt that runs alongside the old Leamside Line
moderate roles against the Green Belt purposes. Thein Sherburn Village, goes in an unnecessary wavy line
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through an area from the commercial units near the
old leisure centre (now Durham City Gymnastics

outer Green Belt assessment was also considered
within the Green Belt Assessment and was considered
to be strong and durable.centre) all along to the rear of Lambton View houses

on the Sherburn Estate.

This is an area that various previous consultations,
including a masterplan for the village done under
Durham City Council, identified as an area desperately
in need of regeneration. The presence of an
unnecessary green belt line that serves no current
purpose is a major barrier to regeneration of this area
and has condemned this area to becoming more
degraded and an area for anti-social behaviour over
the years, including under-age drinking, drug taking,
illegal drug and alcohol sales, and a sexual assault
some years ago, not least because its run-down
appearance and the inability of any project to
regenerate it back into use suitable to an area which
has close proximity to family and community facilities
and to local services. It should also be noted that since
changes to school transport provision secondary school
children are expected to walk along the broken and
unlit path past this site and it has been expressed that
they feel unsafe doing so. The nearby children’s play
park sometimes has had comments made that younger
children will not attend there because it is at time felt
to be unsafe and detached from the conurbations that
surround it. A proper regeneration development would
address many of these issues and open up the
currently blocked land and existing excellent but
blighted facilities to the wider and a new community of
residents.

Instead it is barely better than a wasteland of largely
useless space due to the restriction of the green belt,
which serves no purpose.  Sherburn Village is a short
distance from Sherburn Road, which is across the
nearby A1M bridge, that has been identified for green
belt development and Sherburn Village similarly has
excellent road, cycling and walking links to Durham
City and is a sensible place to have additional
considerate development aligned to the wishes of local
people.

It should be noted that the previous CDP included a
very unpopular site on the far end of the village in
valued scenic and agricultural land.  By contrast local
people have consistently expressed a desire to see
this degraded area improved, accommodating any
current users of the site within a development project
for the site which improves it for the benefit of the whole
village.
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If the green belt were to be moved the relatively short
distance back in line with the railway line, as it runs
along the relatively short distance along the access
road to the old leisure centre and to the rear of
Lambton View houses, then this would allow the local
community to pursue, in consultation with local people
and the Council, a regeneration scheme for this area
which has be prevented from moving forward for at
least over two decades now due to the position of this
small and useless wavy green belt line, which itself
appears a remnant of when the whole area was a
reclamation site. Now the majority of the old
reclamation site has been put to good housing,
commercial and recreational useful purposes except
this visibly decrepit and underused section.

It should be an area of a thriving community around
these facilities and a natural part of the village, which
could include badly needed affordable housing and
additional commercial units, - the existing ones nearby
must have been built on green belt at some point when
you look at where they are. These types of uses were
identified for the land by the community already and
would naturally sit alongside the existing community
recreational facilities which are adjacent to this site
and would benefit the safe use of.

Please can the green belt be adjusted sensibly back
a short distance to the railway line to allow the local
community to look at how best to regenerate this area
to meet the housing and other needs of the village and
area.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2875Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
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identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2624Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
 and  it  is  suggested that  sufficient  land  is  removed 
from  the  Green  Belt  to  accommodate development
sites within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
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circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139  point  c)  which
 states  that  local  planning  authorities  should
‘identify  in  their  plans  areas  of ‘safeguarded  land’
 between  the  urban  area  and  the  Green  Belt,  in
 order  to  meet  longer-term development needs
stretching well beyond the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
 sufficient  provision  is   made  for  housing,
 employment,  retail,  leisure  and
 commercial development.  Strategic  policies  should
 look  ahead  over  a  minimum  15  year  period. The
 NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic policies
should establish the need for any changes to Green
Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2754Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
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urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2992Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
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longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2752Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.
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We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2569Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
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sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently noWhist we support Policy 21 Green Belt in principle, as

it seeks to protect the Green Belt, which is in line with

2780Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary will
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itthe guidance set out in the NPPF, we do consider that
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

further amendments are made to the City of Durham
Green Belt boundaries as we have set out above –
please also see our comments to Policy 22 below for
reference. Subject to our clients sites being deleted
from the Green Belt and clarification as to why the
Council have not sought to safeguard land from the
Green Belt under the circumstances, we would have
no further comments to make on this policy.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2711Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
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circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
advice from the NPPF (paragraph 139 point c) which
states that local planning authorities should ‘identify in
their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land’ between the
urban area and the Green Belt, in order to meet
longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period’.

We anticipate that the proposed policy will be defined
as strategic policies. Strategic policies should ensure
sufficient provision is made for housing, employment,
retail, leisure and commercial development. Strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period.The NPPF (paragraph 136) states that ‘strategic
policies should establish the need for any changes to
Green Belt boundaries, having regard to their intended
permanence in the long term, so they can endure
beyond the plan period’. The Consultation Document
needs to be sufficiently flexible to respond to a change
in circumstances within or beyond the Plan period and
therefore in line with national planning policy.
Therefore, the proposed Green Belt boundary needs
to be fully justified.

We anticipate that Policy 21 will be categorised as a
strategic policy, this needs to be clarified in future
stages of the consultation by the LPA.

Whilst it is agreed that Green Belt boundaries are
intended to be permanent, there is currently no

Further justification is required for the identified Green
Belt boundary to ensure that sufficient areas of land

2843Question 29

evidence to suggest that the Green Belt boundary willare proposed to be removed from the Green Belt or
not need to be altered at the end of the plan period. Itidentified as Safeguarded Land for later in the Plan
is therefore suggested that safeguarded land is not
required.

period or beyond, to prevent a further Green Belt
Review, in line with requirements set out in the NPPF
(paragraphs 136 and 138). The NPPF (2018) states
that when reviewing Green Belt boundaries there is a
need to promote sustainable patterns of development.
The safeguarding of land for development beyond or
in later years of the Plan period would provide for
sustainable development and prevent a further Green
Belt review.

Plans should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate
a change in circumstances throughout the Plan period
and it is suggested that sufficient land is removed from
the Green Belt to accommodate development sites
within the Plan period or further sites should be
identified and safeguarded to meet needs arising
beyond the Plan period or potentially if specified
circumstances are met within the Plan period through
a full or partial review of the plan. This is in line with
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There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

It is vital that when developing new housing that the
infrastructure can cope with the additional

2Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,development. There are areas now where the existing
the IDP identifies which schools require expansion tostock can not be serviced and so I must register
accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

concerns that there seems to be a focus on housing
development but no matching infrastructure to support
this: doctors surgeries - not enough to meet reasonable
appointment wait times now, public transport - too
infrequent and too expensive - how do extra people
use public transport to avoid excessive private car
use?, schools - several schools are closing yet the
proposal is to expand the population in the very areas
where schools are under threat - this is short term
planning where longer term vision is needed.

Unsuitable and inappropriate development will not be
permitted, irrespective of the financial incentives

My only comment is that developers should not be
seen as "cash cows" and that unsuitable, or

35Question 35

offered. Planning obligations will need to meet the testsinappropriate, development should not be approved
no matter how much "mitigation money" is offered. of being necessary to make the development

acceptable in planning terms; directly related to the
development; and fiarly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development.

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

I'd also like to see proper consideration of the impacts
of increases in housing on services such as health and

97Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,schooling in the area. Where has this been considered
in this report? the IDP identifies which schools require expansion to

accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

As mentioned earlier, there has been insufficient
consideration of the impacts of this development on

101Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,other services, such as schools and health, only
mentioned here in passing. the IDP identifies which schools require expansion to

accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

s106 agreements are worded to ensure funding is
directed to specific projects and to ensure that pooling

More background information is required on the issues
affecting CIL, which are not articulated and the effect

156Question 35

contributions are not contravened. The Governmentof which cannot be judged. The implication is that the
has recently issued its response to the "Supportingwhole of the county may fall below the threshold for
housing delivery through developer contributions"charging CIL.  If this is the case, it is a significant
consultation and confirms that the Government acceptsrestriction on the ability of communities to manage
the argument that lifting the pooling restriction in allincreased demands on public infrastructure arising

from development. areas would remove barriers to development, and could
in some circumstances give local planning authorities
the ability to secure more funding through s106 to
deliver the infrastructure needed to support
development.
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Developer contributions which are and will be sought
take account of viability and are fairly and reasonably
related in scale and kind to the development.

It is also important to ensure that Section 106
Agreement requirements do not threaten the viability
of development or delay development because of the
time taken for Section 106 Agreements to be
concluded.

307Question 35

Additional text has been added to clarify that in some
cases improvements to off-site infrastructure may be
necessary.

This policy, as worded, does not seem to account for
the potential to mitigate impacts elsewhere, offsite,
which could in many cases provide greater benefit for
biodiversity. This would include a reference to the

992Question 35

delivery vehicles available to developers on land that
they don’t own or manage. A reference to this issue is
needed in order to enable maximum benefit from
developer contributions; we would be happy to discuss
this if it could be helpful.

As part of the development management process for
assessing planning applications, consultation takes

This Policy sets out the requirement for potential
developers to enter into s.106 agreements in

805Question 35

place with communities likely to be affected byappropriate circumstances 'to secure the mitigation
development and they have the opportunity to identifythat is necessary for a development to proceed, directly
what infrastructure is necessary to mitigate the impact
of the development.

related to the development and fairly and reasonably
related in scale and kind to the development.'
Para.5.257 states that financial contributions under
s.106 help fund the infrastructure needed to make the
development 'acceptable and ensure that the
development mitigates its impact upon existing
infrastructure.'
It would be helpful, and demonstrate a degree of
inclusivity on the part of the planning authority, if this
section were to include some reference to a
requirement to consult locally on which particular
schemes were favoured in the locality for funding.

Comment noted.Developer provision of direct mitigation measures
and/or funding to allow mitigation elsewhere is very

764Question 35

valuable in part funding environmental improvements
and acting as catalyst to secure wider funding.

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Policy 27 sets out some tests for planning conditions
and planning obligations.These tests vary slightly from

854Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policythe national tests provided in paragraph 206 of the
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soNPPF and Regulation 122 of The Community
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasInfrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. Taylor Wimpey
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

UK suggests that the Plan uses the national tests to
ensure consistency and that the text within Policy 27
be amended to the following:

Planning Conditions

“Developers will be required to adhere to specific, fair
and reasonably practicable planning conditions as a
means of mitigating any adverse effects resulting from
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a development. All planning conditions must be
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development
to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable
in all other respects.”

Planning Obligations

“Developers will be required to enter into Section 106
Agreements to secure the mitigation that is necessary
for a development to proceed to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the
development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development.”

Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or an
overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the draft Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (March 2018) is clear that review
mechanisms can also be used to amend developer
contributions to prevent planned development being
stalled in the context of significant changes in costs
and values. Taylor Wimpey UK considers that if the
Plan includes a review mechanism then it must cover
both uplifts and downturns in the market.

Taylor Wimpey UK suggests that Policy 27 is amended
to the following:

“In order to ensure that the mitigation and any
associated benefits of a scheme may be materialised
and sustainable development achieved, provide more
certainty through changing economic cycles, review
mechanisms and / or an overage payment clause
may be built into Section 106 Agreements to ensure
that contributions can be periodically reviewed to reflect
significant any changes in circumstances or market
conditions.This is seeking to ensure that where market
conditions have significantly improved, the scheme
can deliver all requirements in full or where the market
has downturned, planned development that may
otherwise have stalled as a result of the significant
changes in costs and values can still be delivered.”

These changes will ensure accordance with the advice
contained within the PPG (009 Reference ID:
10-009-20180724) regarding using review mechanisms
over the lifetime of large / multi-phased developments
where there are significant changes in costs and
values.

Paragraph 5.259 advises that review mechanisms and
/ or an overage payment clause will be built into the
S106 Agreement where a planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years.
The guidance about review mechanisms in the draft
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PPG relates to significant increases in the overall value
or costs of large or multi-phased developments over
the lifetime of a development Taylor Wimpey UK
considers that having a review mechanism that could
be triggered after two years may seem overly onerous
to the development industry, particularly for large-scale
and multi-phased developments which could span
more than one economic cycle. In such cases, there
could be a need for several reviews. Taylor Wimpey
UK suggests that the text is amended to allow the
inclusion of review mechanisms to be discussed on a
case-by-case basis, rather than specifying after two
years.

Paragraph 5.259 states that the financial evaluation
should be made available in the interests of
transparency. However, such appraisals can contain
commercially sensitive information.Taylor Wimpey UK
suggests that the Plan remains silent on this matter,
rather than requiring the appraisals to be made
available.This is because the issue of whether viability
appraisals are made available is being discussed at a
national level.

The following change is therefore suggested to
paragraph 5.259:

“In the unlikely circumstance where the viability of a
scheme is in question, the developer will be required
to demonstrate that this is the case through a
site-specific financial evaluation which will be made
available in the interests of transparency, undertaken
to the council's satisfaction at the earliest possible
stage. Where a scheme is agreed to be unviable, we
will review the timing or phasing of payments to assist
the financial viability of the scheme. In such
circumstances or when the planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years,
a The inclusion of a review mechanism and/or an
overage payment clause will be built into in the Section
106 Agreement will be discussed on a case-by-case
basis. This will to ensure agreements can be
periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any
significant changes in circumstances or market
conditions.”

comment notedThe Gilesgate school site housing development should
include  a requirement for a community hall which is

1325Question 35

very much needed since the demolition of the
Community Centre facilities on the same site.

IDP will provide answersThe plan talks about a contribution to infrastructure in
relation to education and health. For Crook and nearby

1194Question 35
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secondary schools I understand that there will be
additional classrooms. Can I take it that these will be
extra classrooms not portacabin’s?

In terms of health needs in terms of infrastructure the
demands on the existing facilities are enormous and
have grown such a lot since I came to this area in 2003.
It is not just about provision of buildings but it is the
recruitment and retention of doctors and other health
staff.  Is there any way that 106 monies could be used
to support incentives to attract GP’s to the locality?

Support noted.NWL supports Policy 27, which states that planning
conditions will be fair, specific and reasonably

2494Question 35

practicable and that Section 106 Agreements will be
sought where they are necessary for a development
to proceed, directly related to the development and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development.

just need to explain the benefits of s106 and how CIL
may not have generated too much money due to CIL

We object strongly that Durham County Council have
continued to negotiate developer contributions under
S106 rather than CIL. We are also disappointed that

2365Question 35

contributions which are meant to mitigate against the
effects of a development on the area they are affecting
is being shared with other areas in an electoral division
which are not affected by the development. An electoral
division is a ‘political’ term.

need a consistent response. The CDP Local Plan
Viability has costed out and assessed all the plan

We object to Policy 27 as it is generally not in
accordance with NPPF2 which, at paragraph 34,

2357Question 35

requirements and the implications for viability. Therequires plans to set out the contributions expected
CDP has identified all housing allocations which are
expected to contribute to the WRR.

from development. We consider the draft Policy text
does not accord with NPPG:003 reference ID:
23-B-003-20150326, which allows and enables fair
and open testing of the Policy and examination.

Furthermore, paragraphs 5.261 and 5.262 relate to
regulation 123 of the CIL Regulations, which prevents
Local Authorities from using more than five Section
106 planning applications under a single infrastructure
project. With regard to propose housing allocation H7,
it is considered the funding pool for the Western Relief
Road has not been positively prepared and correctly
spread across sites which have a severe impact on
the highway network. We consider, therefore, the
relevant Policy has not been underpinned by up to date
evidence which is proportionate, justified or positively
prepared. We also consider the Western Relief Road
Strategy is not effective or fully justified in accordance
with national Policy.
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The Policy is clear that developers are to provide
contributions related to developments.

Yet again in line with the NPPF developers must
contribute significantly and fully to mitigate the effect
of their new development on the local community and
infrastructure.

1692Question 35

s106 agreements are worded to ensure funding is
directed to specific projects and to ensure that pooling

The RSPB notes the text supporting policy 27 regarding
the removal of pooling restrictions (paragraphs 5.261

2251Question 35

contributions are not contravened. The Governmentand 5.262). However, it is important to note that unless
has recently issued its response to the "Supportingand until the Government makes such modifications
housing delivery through developer contributions"to the CIL regulations the pooling restrictions remain
consultation and confirms that the Government acceptsin place and consequently we strongly recommend
the argument that lifting the pooling restriction in allthat County Durham should plan on the basis that the
areas would remove barriers to development, and couldpooling restrictions will be retained. We consider that
in some circumstances give local planning authoritiesany other approach would represent a failure to plan

positively for the Council’s area and its needs. the ability to secure more funding through s106 to
deliver the infrastructure needed to support
development.

Noted.This section is impenetrable to a non expert and I
certainly don't understand much about the technicalities

1502Question 35

of CIL etc. However, infrastructure is a key factor for
any new development, and I concur that development
should not be allowed unless developers are required
to contribute sufficient levy to enable appropriate
infrastructure to be put in place - either new
infrastructure or extended existing. This includes such
elements as doctors' surgeries, schools etc.

just need to explain the benefits of s106 and how CIL
may not have generated too much money due to
viability

The 3rd paragraph of the policy reads, “Developers
will be required to enter into Section 106 Agreements
to secure the mitigation that is necessary for a
development to proceed, directly related to the

1750Question 35

development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development”.

CDGP notes with concern that the Council seems to
have abandoned plans to raise funds via the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). Amendments to
the 2010 Community Infrastructure Levy Regulation
have been passed that require charging authorities
(Durham County Council) to pass a proportion of CIL
receipts to parish and town councils from developments
that take place in their areas. It is now confirmed that
Councils will be required to pass 15% of CIL receipts
to relevant Parish and Town Councils arising from
developments in their areas.This rises to 25% in areas
with an adopted Neighbourhood Development Plan.

A number of Neighbourhood Plans have been adopted
and are in the process of adoption around County
Durham and their entitlement to a 25% proportion of
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the CIL formed a principle means of raising funds to
deliver identified local improvements.
Through abandoning plans to raise funds via the CIL,
the Council has at a stroke withdrawn a critical source
of income from parish and town councils, and has
prevented local communities from driving local
improvements. This dramatically dis-empowers local
people. As a strong supporter of subsidiarity, especially
with regards decision making and control over local
development, we strongly oppose this change.

“On the 28th November 2014 a Written Ministerial
Statement (WMS) was release regarding small sites
being exempt from Section 106 Planning Obligations
planning obligation payments. A later WMS on 25th
March 2015 confirmed government planning policy not
Guidance.

Following various legal disputes on 11th May 2016,
the Court of Appeal Civil Division reversed a High Court
decision to quash the exemption from Section 106
Planning Obligation payments for small sites. In light
of the Court of Appeal decision material consideration
of the Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) is once
again important due to statements regarding the use
of exemptions and commuted sums.

An excerpt from the 28th November 2014 WMS (as
remarked in footnote 2) is given below:

(i) Developments of 10 units or 1000 sq m or less
(including annexes and extensions) would be excluded
from affordable housing levies and tariff based
contributions;
(ii) A lower threshold would apply in designated rural
areas, National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (as defined in section 157 of the Housing Act
1985), with developments of 5 units or less to be
excluded from affordable housing levies and tariff
based contributions.

Development of between 6 and 10 units would be
subject to a commuted sum payable on or after
completion.”

On the basis of the above Durham County Council
should recognise the importance of supporting the
development of self-build, community led development
by endorsing the above statement from the Written
Ministerial Statement (WMS).”

Feedback relating to Section 106 Planning Obligations
for small sites made by Mark Siddall, ARB, RIBA:
practicing architect (LEAP http://leap4.it ), part time
lecturer in Building Physics and Sustainable Policies
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and Practice (Northumbria University). 2008-2015 part
time tutor in urban design (Newcastle University).

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Policy 27 sets out some tests for planning conditions
and planning obligations.These tests vary slightly from

2497Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policythe national tests provided in paragraph54-57 of the
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soNPPF 2018 and Regulation 122 of The Community
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasInfrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. Hellens suggests
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

that the Plan uses the national tests to ensure
consistency and that the text within Policy 27 be
amended to the following:

Planning Conditions

“Developers will be required to adhere to specific, fair
and reasonably practicable planning conditions as a
means of mitigating any adverse effects resulting from
a development. All planning conditions must be
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development
to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable
in all other respects.”

Planning Obligations

“Developers will be required to enter into Section 106
Agreements to secure the mitigation that is necessary
for a development to proceed to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the
development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development.”

Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or an
overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the draft Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (March 2018) is clear that review
mechanisms can also be used to amend developer
contributions to prevent planned development being
stalled in the context of significant changes in costs
and values. Hellens considers that if the Plan includes
a review mechanism then it must cover both uplifts and
downturns in the market.

Hellens suggests that Policy 27 is amended to the
following:

“In order to ensure that the mitigation and any
associated benefits of a scheme may be materialised
and sustainable development achieved, provide more
certainty through changing economic cycles, review
mechanisms and / or an overage payment clause
may be built into Section 106 Agreements to ensure
that contributions can be periodically reviewed to reflect
significant any changes in circumstances or market
conditions.This is seeking to ensure that where market
conditions have significantly improved, the scheme
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can deliver all requirements in full or where the market
has downturned, planned development that may
otherwise have stalled as a result of the significant
changes in costs and values can still be delivered.”

These changes will ensure accordance with the advice
contained within the draft PPG regarding using review
mechanisms over the lifetime of large / multi-phased
developments where there are significant changes in
costs and values.

Paragraph 5.259 advises that review mechanisms and
/ or an overage payment clause will be built into the
S106 Agreement where a planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years.
The guidance about review mechanisms in the draft
PPG relates to significant increases in the overall value
or costs of large or multi-phased developments over
the lifetime of a development Hellens considers that
having a review mechanism that could be triggered
after two years may seem overly onerous to the
development industry, particularly for large-scale and
multi-phased developments which could span more
than one economic cycle. In such cases, there could
be a need for several reviews. Hellens suggests that
the text is amended to allow the inclusion of review
mechanisms to be discussed on a case-by-case basis,
rather than specifying after two years.

Paragraph 5.259 states that the financial evaluation
should be made available in the interests of
transparency. However, such appraisals can contain
commercially sensitive information. Hellens suggests
that the Plan remains silent on this matter, rather than
requiring the appraisals to be made available. This is
because the issue of whether viability appraisals are
made available is being discussed at a national level.

The following change is therefore suggested to
paragraph 5.259:

“In the unlikely circumstance where the viability of a
scheme is in question, the developer will be required
to demonstrate that this is the case through a
site-specific financial evaluation which will be made
available in the interests of transparency, undertaken
to the council's satisfaction at the earliest possible
stage. Where a scheme is agreed to be unviable, we
will review the timing or phasing of payments to assist
the financial viability of the scheme. In such
circumstances or when the planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years,
a The inclusion of a review mechanism and/or an
overage payment clause will be built into in the Section
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106 Agreement will be discussed on a case-by-case
basis. This will to ensure agreements can be
periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any
significant changes in circumstances or market
conditions.”

The IDP covers the infrastructure needs of the CDP
and s106 will be one way of funding the infrastructure.

CPRE notes that DCC does not envisage being eligible
to adopt a CIL, but that Government is considering
relaxation of regulations limiting the pooling of S106
contributions where CILs are not possible.

1771Question 35

We would hope that DCC is drafting a policy on funding
of infrastructure through pooled S106 contributions
contingent of a Government decision.

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

Just want to register my concerned about the revised
Durham Plan with regards to schooling. We live in

2280Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,Witton Gilbert and would like to be assured that
the IDP identifies which schools require expansion toprovision for good quality primary and secondary
accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

places are being considered as currently all schools
in area are extremely stretched for places.

Also, will the road infrastructure be improved?  Both
routes from Witton to Durham are likely to be heavily
impacted by increased numbers of traffic with no
obvious way for residents of these villages to avoid
increased journey times and congestion.

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Whilst our Client notes the requirement for planning
conditions and obligations, this clearly does not apply

2458Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policyto all developments. In order that the policy is positively
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soprepared, this needs to be emphasised here.The policy
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasalso needs to reflect the advice in the current NPPF
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

(paragraphs 54 and 55) that where possible, planning
conditions should be used rather than planning
obligations and that the use of pre-commencement
planning conditions should be avoided where possible.
In addition to this, planning conditions should be
relevant, enforceable, precise and reasonable.

Of concern to our Client is the second paragraph of
the policy which effectively seeks to periodically review
Section 106 Agreements to establish that when
circumstances change, the planning obligations
contained in the Section 106 Agreement can be
re-examined. Our Client strongly objects to this
approach which it believes would create much
uncertainty for developers in delivering housing sites
if such costs are not fixed and could effectively change
at any time. This is particular important in areas of
where viability can be seen as more marginal and
where such changes could frustrate or even halt
development.This is not a positive approach to housing
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delivery and inconsistent with the approach in the
NPPF and PPG in proactively supporting development
and boosting housing delivery.

The purpose of including reference to periodical
reviews is to capture any improvement in viability as

It is vital that developers play their part with S106
contributions and they are not allowed to avoid or

3379Question 35

the development progresses. This will enable thereduce community entitlements. This Policy suggests
council to review any section 106 obligations shouldthe correct way forward but allows potential leeway to
market conditions improve from the original grantingdevelopers where it says “contributions can be
of planning permission.The monitoring of how Sectionperiodically reviewed to reflect changes in
106 monites is spent is currently under review bycircumstances or market conditions”. Historically
Government with regulations potentially coming indevelopers have managed to avoid or downgrade S106
which will require LPA to advise where s106 moniespotential through claiming lack of viability (a constant
have been spent. At the present time and to ensuretheme in our consultation statements). As the new
transparency the Council is happy to advise on specificrequired projected build numbers are down against
sites where s106 monies have been used, and willprevious build outs this council needs to make sure all
comply with any changes in legislation which come in
to force.

sites have adequate safety margins on viability to
ensure that periodical reviews do not lead to a
reduction in S106 obligations.

We generally agree with the policy but have
reservations mentioned above, however, I cannot agree
we should say we have No Target against any of the
Indicators; in this instance we should have some form
of measurement.

Monitoring and target – DCC should publish details
and visibly identify S106 funding secured and then
areas spent. What happened to all of the S106 money
from Durhamgate, Spennymoor.  How much and what
has it been spent on?  Use AAP to share details with
a written monthly update.

The policy of the CDP provides additional clarity to
what is set out in the NPPF.

The need for policy 27 is questioned, NPPF paragraphs
54 – 57 sets out the approach to the use of planning
conditions and obligations.

2561Question 35

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

1.177 Persimmon Homes object to the current wording
of Policy 27 – Developer contributions. The

3458Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policyrequirements for conditions to be “specific, fair and
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soreasonably practicable” does not fully reflect national
the review mechanism is to capture where there haspolicy which requires conditions to be necessary,
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme toenforceable, precise and reasonable.The policy should

be amended to reflect national policy.
1.178 Further in regards to planning obligations the
policy should be amended as follows to ensure
compliance with national policy;

the extent that the full policy ask may be possible. The
supporting text refers to both improving or worsening
market conditions.

1.179 “Developers will be required to enter into Section
106 Agreements to secure the mitigation that is
necessary for a development to proceed to make the
development acceptable in planning terms, directly
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related to the development and fairly and reasonably
related in scale and kind to the development.”
1.180 Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or
an overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) clear that review mechanisms can
also be used to amend developer contributions to
prevent planned development being stalled in the
context of significant changes in costs and values.
Persimmon Homes therefore considers that if the Plan
includes a review mechanism then it must cover both
uplifts and downturns in the market.

Support noted.Developer provision of direct mitigation measures
and/or funding to allow mitigation elsewhere is very

3286Question 35

valuable in part funding environmental improvements
and acting as catalyst to secure wider funding.

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Policy 27 sets out some tests for planning conditions
and planning obligations.These tests vary slightly from

2575Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policythe national tests provided in paragraph 206 of the
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soNPPF and Regulation 122 of The Community
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasInfrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. Taylor Wimpey
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

UK suggests that the Plan uses the national tests to
ensure consistency and that the text within Policy 27
be amended to the following:

Planning Conditions:“Developers will be required to
adhere to specific, fair and reasonably practicable
planning conditions as a means of mitigating any
adverse effects resulting from a development.
All planning conditions must be necessary, relevant to
planning and to the development to be permitted,
enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other
respects.”

Planning Obligations:“Developers will be required to
enter into Section 106 Agreements to secure the
mitigation that is necessary for a development to
proceed to make the development acceptable in
planning terms, directly related to the development and
fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development.”

Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or an
overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the draft Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (March 2018) is clear that review
mechanisms can also be used to amend developer
contributions to prevent planned development being
stalled in the context of significant changes in costs
and values. Taylor Wimpey UK considers that if the
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Plan includes a review mechanism then it must
cover both uplifts and downturns in the market.

Taylor Wimpey UK suggests that Policy 27 is amended
to the following:

“In order to ensure that the mitigation and any
associated benefits of a scheme may be materialised
and sustainable development achieved, provide more
certainty through changing economic cycles, review
mechanisms and / or an overage payment clause may
be built into Section 106 Agreements to ensure that
contributions can be periodically reviewed to
reflect significant any changes in circumstances or
market conditions. This is seeking to ensure that where
market conditions have significantly improved, the
scheme can deliver all requirements in full or where
the market has downturned, planned development that
may otherwise have stalled as a result of the significant
changes in costs and values can still be delivered.”

These changes will ensure accordance with the advice
contained within the PPG (009 Reference ID:
10-009-20180724) regarding using review mechanisms
over the lifetime of large / multiphased developments
where there are significant changes in costs and
values.

Paragraph 5.259 advises that review mechanisms and
/ or an overage payment clause will be built into the
S106 Agreement where a planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years.
The guidance about review mechanisms in the draft
PPG relates to significant increases in the overall value
or costs of large or multi-phased developments over the
lifetime of a development Taylor Wimpey UK considers
that having a review mechanism that could be triggered
after two years may seem overly onerous to the
development industry, particularly for large-scale and
multi-phased developments which could span more
than one economic cycle. In such cases, there could
be a need for several reviews. Taylor Wimpey
UK suggests that the text is amended to allow the
inclusion of review mechanisms to be discussed on a
case-by-case basis, rather than specifying after two
years.

Paragraph 5.259 states that the financial evaluation
should be made available in the interests
of transparency. However, such appraisals can contain
commercially sensitive information.Taylor Wimpey UK
suggests that the Plan remains silent on this matter,
rather than requiring the appraisals to be made
available.This is because the issue of whether viability
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appraisals are made available is being discussed at a
national level.

The following change is therefore suggested to
paragraph 5.259:
“In the unlikely circumstance where the viability of a
scheme is in question, the developer will be required
to demonstrate that this is the case through a
site-specific financial evaluation which will be made
available in the interests of transparency, undertaken
to the council's
satisfaction at the earliest possible stage. Where a
scheme is agreed to be unviable, we will review the
timing or phasing of payments to assist the financial
viability of the scheme. In such circumstances or when
the planning application is likely to have a build out
rate spanning more than two years, a The inclusion of
a review mechanism and/or an overage
payment clause will be built into in the Section 106
Agreement will be discussed on a case-by-case
basis. This will to ensure agreements can be
periodically reviewed and updated to reflect
any significant changes in circumstances or market
conditions.”

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Policy 27 sets out some tests for planning conditions
and planning obligations.These tests vary slightly from

2943Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policythe national tests provided in paragraph54-57 of the
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soNPPF 2018 and Regulation 122 of The Community
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasInfrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. Raby Estates
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

suggests that the Plan uses the national tests to ensure
consistency and that the text within Policy 27 be
amended to the following:

“Developers will be required to adhere to specific, fair
and reasonably practicable planning conditions as a
means of mitigating any adverse effects resulting from
a development. All planning conditions must be
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development
to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable
in all other respects.”

“Developers will be required to enter into Section 106
Agreements to secure the mitigation that is necessary
for a development to proceed to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the
development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development.”

Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or an
overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the draft Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (March 2018) is clear that review
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mechanisms can also be used to amend developer
contributions to prevent planned development being
stalled in the context of significant changes in costs
and values. Raby Estates considers that if the Plan
includes a review mechanism then it must cover both
uplifts and downturns in the market to ensure
commercial viability is properly considered.

Raby Estates suggests that Policy 27 is amended to
the following:

“In order to ensure that the mitigation and any
associated benefits of a scheme may be materialised
and sustainable development achieved, provide more
certainty through changing economic cycles, review
mechanisms and / or an overage payment clause
may be built into Section 106 Agreements to ensure
that contributions can be periodically reviewed to reflect
significant any changes in circumstances or market
conditions.This is seeking to ensure that where market
conditions have significantly improved, the scheme
can deliver all requirements in full or where the market
has downturned, planned development that may
otherwise have stalled as a result of the significant
changes in costs and values can still be delivered.”

These changes will ensure accordance with the advice
contained within the draft PPG regarding using review
mechanisms over the lifetime of large / multi-phased
developments where there are significant changes in
costs and values.

Paragraph 5.259 advises that review mechanisms and
/ or an overage payment clause will be built into the
S106 Agreement where a planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years.
The guidance about review mechanisms in the draft
PPG relates to significant increases in the overall value
or costs of large or multi-phased developments over
the lifetime of a development Raby Estates considers
that having a review mechanism that could be triggered
after two years may seem overly onerous to the
development industry, particularly for large-scale and
multi-phased developments which could span more
than one economic cycle. In such cases, there could
be a need for several reviews. Raby Estates suggests
that the text is amended to allow the inclusion of review
mechanisms to be discussed on a case-by-case basis,
rather than specifying after two years.

Paragraph 5.259 states that the financial evaluation
should be made available in the interests of
transparency. However, such appraisals can contain
commercially sensitive information. Raby Estates
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suggests that the Plan remains silent on this matter,
rather than requiring the appraisals to be made
available.This is because the issue of whether viability
appraisals are made available is being discussed at a
national level.

The following change is therefore suggested to
paragraph 5.259:

“In the unlikely circumstance where the viability of a
scheme is in question, the developer will be required
to demonstrate that this is the case through a
site-specific financial evaluation which will be made
available in the interests of transparency, undertaken
to the council's satisfaction at the earliest possible
stage. Where a scheme is agreed to be commercially
unviable, we will review the timing or phasing of
payments to assist the financial viability of the scheme.
In such circumstances or when the planning application
is likely to have a build out rate spanning more than
two years, a The inclusion of a review mechanism
and/or an overage payment clause will be built into in
the Section 106 Agreement will be discussed on a
case-by-case basis. This will to ensure agreements
can be periodically reviewed and updated to reflect
any significant changes in circumstances or market
conditions.”

The policy and supporting text allows for the
submission of a viability assessment as part of the

We support the use of planning conditions and
obligations to ensure that development is acceptable

2863Question 35

planning application process on a case by case basisbut we would encourage the Council to make an
in instances where it is asserted that compliance withexception for affordable housing schemes as they may

potentially impact on their deliverability. the full policy requirements would make a scheme
unviable.Due to future uncertainty in the level of grant funding

available in addition to the increasing build costs,
planning obligations may result in affordable schemes
becoming undeliverable. The Local Plan Viability
Testing (June 2018) does not consider the viability of
affordable schemes, despite the Plan acknowledging
that emerging policy is likely to reduce the scope of
viability assessments at the development management
stage (paragraph 5.263).The evidence base therefore
may not meet the tests of soundness, and further
Viability Assessment should be undertaken.We would
welcome the opportunity to work with the Council to
consider this matter further.

s106 agreements are worded to ensure funding is
directed to specific projects and to ensure that pooling

The 3rd paragraph of the policy reads, “Developers
will be required to enter into Section 106 Agreements

2948Question 35

contributions are not contravened. The Governmentto secure the mitigation that is necessary for a
has recently issued its response to the "Supportingdevelopment to proceed, directly related to the
housing delivery through developer contributions"
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consultation and confirms that the Government accepts
the argument that lifting the pooling restriction in all

development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development”.

areas would remove barriers to development, and couldTD notes with concern that the Council seems to have
abandoned plans to raise funds via the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL).

in some circumstances give local planning authorities
the ability to secure more funding through s106 to
deliver the infrastructure needed to support

Amendments to the 2010 Community Infrastructure
Levy Regulation  have been passed that require

development. The WMS have been subsumed in to
the planning practice guidance

charging authorities (Durham County Council) to pass (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/planning-obligations
a proportion of CIL receipts to parish and town councils Paragraph: 031 Reference ID: 23b-031-20161116)
from developments that take place in their areas. It is which covers the issue of seeking affordable housing

in designated rural areas.now confirmed that Councils will be required to pass
15% of CIL receipts to relevant Parish and Town
Councils arising from developments in their areas.This
rises to 25% in areas with an adopted Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

A number of Neighbourhood Plans have been adopted
and are in the process of adoption around County
Durham and their entitlement to a 25% proportion of
the CIL formed a principle means of raising funds to
deliver identified local improvements. Through
abandoning plans to raise funds via the CIL, the
Council has at a stroke withdrawn a critical source of
income from parish and town councils, and has
prevented local communities from driving local
improvements. This dramatically dis-empowers local
people. We strongly oppose this change.

“On the 28th November 2014 a Written Ministerial
Statement (WMS) was release regarding small sites
being exempt from Section 106 Planning Obligations
planning obligation payments. A later WMS on 25th
March 2015 confirmed government planning policy not
Guidance.

Following various legal disputes on 11th May 2016,
the Court of Appeal Civil Division reversed a High Court
decision to quash the exemption from Section 106
Planning Obligation payments for small sites. In light
of the Court of Appeal decision material consideration
of the Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) is once
again important due to statements regarding the use
of exemptions and commuted sums.

An excerpt from the 28th November 2014 WMS (as
remarked in footnote 2) is given below:

“(i) Developments of 10 units or 1000 sq m or less
(including annexes and extensions) would be excluded
from affordable housing levies and tariff based
contributions;

(ii)  A lower threshold would apply in designated rural
areas, National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural
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Beauty (as defined in section 157 of the Housing Act
1985), with developments of 5 units or less to be
excluded from affordable housing levies and tariff
based contributions. Development of between 6 and
10 units would be subject to a commuted sum payable
on or after completion.”

On the basis of the above Durham County Council
should recognise the importance of supporting the
development of self-build, community led development
by endorsing the above statement from the Written
Ministerial Statement (WMS).”

Feedback relating to  Section 106 Planning Obligations
for small sites made by Mark Siddall, ARB, RIBA:
practicing architect (LEAP http://leap4.it), part time
lecturer in Building Physics and Sustainable Policies
and Practice (Northumbria University). 2008-2015 part
time tutor in urban design (Newcastle University).

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming that it relates to 'physical, social and
environmental' infrastructure.

Where is the thought of social provisions, beauty, art
autonomy?

3426Question 35

s106 agreements are worded to ensure funding is
directed to specific projects and to ensure that pooling

21. The Parish Council notes that the County Council
is no longer proposing to charge a Community

3457Question 35

contributions are not contravened. The GovernmentInfrastructure Levy. The County Association and
has recently issued its response to the "Supportingindividual parishes may wish to make representations
housing delivery through developer contributions"on this issue, since 15% of CIL comes to Parishes,
consultation and confirms that the Government acceptsrising to 25% where there is a Neighbourhood Plan in
the argument that lifting the pooling restriction in allplace. The City of Durham Parish Council considers
areas would remove barriers to development, and couldthat (a) it is premature to drop CIL as Preferred Options
in some circumstances give local planning authoritiesis a consultation and the current system remains in
the ability to secure more funding through s106 toplace; and (b) there are areas of the County where CIL
deliver the infrastructure needed to supportcould be sustained. Significant sums of money are
development. The draft CIL charging rates would not
have generated that much revenue due to viability.

involved: the most recent County Durham CIL schedule
proposed a charge of £60/m2 in Durham and
Chester-le Street, £30/m2 in West Durham and £15/m2
elsewhere. Large retail and Student Accommodation
was £150/m2. An average house is around 100m2 so
CIL would produce £6,000 per house, with £1,500 per
house coming to parishes where there is a
neighbourhood plan.

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

Policy 27 sets out some tests for planning conditions
and planning obligations.These tests vary slightly from

3920Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policythe national tests provided in paragraph 206 of the
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, soNPPF and Regulation 122 of The Community
the review mechanism is to capture where there hasInfrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. County Durham
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme to
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible.

Land LLP suggests that the Plan uses the national
tests to ensure consistency and that the text within
Policy 27 be amended to the following:
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“Developers will be required to adhere to specific, fair
and reasonably practicable planning conditions as a
means of mitigating any adverse effects resulting from
a development. All planning conditions must be
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development
to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable
in all other respects.”

Planning Obligations

“Developers will be required to enter into Section 106
Agreements to secure the mitigation that is necessary
for a development to proceed to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the
development and fairly and reasonably related in scale
and kind to the development.”

Policy 27 seeks a review mechanism and / or an
overage payment to reflect where market conditions
have improved. However, the draft Planning Practice
Guidance (PPG) (March 2018) is clear that review
mechanisms can also be used to amend developer
contributions to prevent planned development being
stalled in the context of significant changes in costs
and values. County Durham Land LLP considers that
if the Plan includes a review mechanism then it must
cover both uplifts and downturns in the market.

County Durham Land LLP suggests that Policy 27 is
amended to the following:

“In order to ensure that the mitigation and any
associated benefits of a scheme may be materialised
and sustainable development achieved, provide more
certainty through changing economic cycles, review
mechanisms and / or an overage payment clause
may be built into Section 106 Agreements to ensure
that contributions can be periodically reviewed to reflect
significant any changes in circumstances or market
conditions.This is seeking to ensure that where market
conditions have significantly improved, the scheme
can deliver all requirements in full or where the market
has downturned, planned development that may
otherwise have stalled as a result of the significant
changes in costs and values can still be delivered.”

These changes will ensure accordance with the advice
contained within the draft PPG regarding using review
mechanisms over the lifetime of large / multi-phased
developments where there are significant changes in
costs and values.

Paragraph 5.259 advises that review mechanisms and
/ or an overage payment clause will be built into the
S106 Agreement where a planning application is likely
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to have a build out rate spanning more than two years.
The guidance about review mechanisms in the draft
PPG relates to significant increases in the overall value
or costs of large or 

multi-phased developments over the lifetime of a
development County Durham Land LLP considers that
having a review mechanism that could be triggered
after two years may seem overly onerous to the
development industry, particularly for large-scale and
multi-phased developments which could span more
than one economic cycle. In such cases, there could
be a need for several reviews. County Durham Land
LLP suggests that the text is amended to allow the
inclusion of review mechanisms to be discussed on a
case-by-case basis, rather than specifying after two
years.

Paragraph 5.259 states that the financial evaluation
should be made available in the interests of
transparency. However, such appraisals can contain
commercially sensitive information. County Durham
Land LLP suggests that the Plan remains silent on this
matter, rather than requiring the appraisals to be made
available.This is because the issue of whether viability
appraisals are made available is being discussed at a
national level.

The following change is therefore suggested to
paragraph 5.259:

“In the unlikely circumstance where the viability of a
scheme is in question, the developer will be required
to demonstrate that this is the case through a
site-specific financial evaluation which will be made
available in the interests of transparency, undertaken
to the council's satisfaction at the earliest possible
stage. Where a scheme is agreed to be unviable, we
will review the timing or phasing of payments to assist
the financial viability of the scheme. In such
circumstances or when the planning application is likely
to have a build out rate spanning more than two years,
a The inclusion of a review mechanism and/or an
overage payment clause will be built into in the Section
106 Agreement will be discussed on a case-by-case
basis. This will to ensure agreements can be
periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any
significant changes in circumstances or market
conditions.”

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

I wish to air my concerns to Durham County Council
re building of 6000 new homes.  If this is the case I ask
you to consider the following:

4144Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,
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the IDP identifies which schools require expansion to
accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

Also with additional housing estates comes the demand
on utility services. The country does not have its own
gas supply and relies on imports. No additional
reservoirs seem to be getting built. We now have a
hose pipe ban in some parts of the country because
of our demands placed in it.

How will schools, doctor surgeries and hospitals cope
with extra people. We seem to repeatedly be told that
the birth rate is dropping yet we need more and more
houses.

As part of the development management process for
assessing planning applications, consultation takes

It would be nice if the people who live in the area are
given the opportunity to be involved in the decision

3773Question 35

place with communities likely to be affected bymaking process about how this money is spent. The
development and they have the opportunity to identifymoney from the developer where I live was spent on
what infrastructure is necessary to mitigate the impact
of the development.

a park for kids 1/2 a mile away from our estate and our
kids can’t use it because there isn’t a safe place to
cross the road.

Additional text has been added to the supporting text
confirming when conditions will be imposed.The policy

As currently drafted Policy 27 sets out the Council
approach to review mechanisms for s106s, it states
that:

3814Question 35

is already coming at it from the angle that the full policy
ask is not being achieved due to viability issues, so“...review mechanisms and / or an overage payment

clause may be built into Section 106 Agreements to the review mechanism is to capture where there has
neen a marked upturn in the viability of the scheme toensure that contributions can be periodically reviewed
the extent that the full policy ask may be possible. Theto reflect any changes in circumstances or market
supporting text refers to both improving or worsening
market conditions.

conditions seeking to ensure that where market
conditions have improved, the scheme can deliver all
requirements in full.”

The supporting text (para 5.259) sets out that where
application are likely to have a build out rate spanning
more than two years, a review mechanism and/or an
overage payment clause will  be  built  into  the  Section
106 Agreement  to  ensure  agreements  can  be
periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any
changes in circumstances or market conditions.

To ensure that this policy is sound in terms of legal
compliance and consistency with national policy, further
information is required in terms of the associated
procedure for and circumstances when the Council
may review s106 agreements. Applicants require
further certainty as this policy  has the potential to have
significant commercial risks for future schemes and
may have significant viability implications.

The PPG (23b-009-20160519) provides further detail
in relation to this matter. In summary, further
amendments are required to Policy 27 to provide
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applicants with greater certainty in relation to the
Council’s intended s106 review mechanism.

In summary, in the first instance we recommend that
the Council’s requirement for review mechanisms
and/or an overage payment clause to be deleted.
Nevertheless, should the Council be minded to
continue to include such a mechanism in the future
local plan, then reference should also be given to
circumstances whereby circumstances may have
deteriorated, i.e. should market conditions worsen then
s106 agreements may need to be renegotiated to a
lesser extent to ensure that   their ability to be
developed viably is threatened.

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

It seems investment has recently been provided for
Moorside Primary, Delves Lane Primary and an

3892Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,additional classroom at Shotley Primary in order to
the IDP identifies which schools require expansion tocover existing demand but despite this they are full.
accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.

Consett Academy has had to turn pupils away, and
this year St Bedes is also full. Can these schools be
expanded yet again without worsening the conditions
and environment for the children already attending?
Some children are already travelling outside their area
to receive an education. Parents here also tell me that
class sizes are still increasing and they fear this is
proving detrimental to their child’s education and
therefore their chances in the future.  Attracting more
teachers has proven difficult and class sizes have
increased accordingly. The proposed building of a
primary school at Leadgate could go some way to
ameliorate this problem for primary school provision
in that area if teachers can be attracted, but will that
be enough, and what about the provision for the older
children?

Local surgeries are also stretched and have difficulty
satisfying the demand for appointments, an average
2 week wait at present, which is frustrating for patients
and doctors too as they have to cope with disgruntled
people.  In real terms it means some patients suffer
longer than necessary, and also experience worsening
outcomes than would otherwise be the case.  It is the
same for dental practices where at present I believe
none are able to take new NHS patients. Surgeries
and dental practices, like schools trying to recruit
teachers, are finding it difficult to attract new doctors
and dentists to work here.

There is alignment of development identified within the
CDP with infrastructure requirement identifed within

How about instead of building houses on every single
bit of land we have spare, think about where all these

3936Question 35

the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP). For example,people moving into these houses are going to go to
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school at?!  Or how much longer we're going to have
to wait to see a doctor!  You're building houses but we

the IDP identifies which schools require expansion to
accommodate the growth from the identified housing
allocations.don't have the services to accommodate more

residents!  You need to be improving the houses we
already have and making then suitable for larger
families!  You should be putting money into converting
lofts into rooms for the people who have large families
and can't afford anything bigger than they've got!  One
of the areas of land you are wanting to build on in
Crook had wildlife there, including hedgehogs, which
are now protected and you're wanting to build on that,
there's no common sense in what you're actually
planning to do!

Support noted.Highways England can be generally supportive of this
policy and utilising planning conditions and planning

3976Question 35

obligations to ensure that new development is
acceptable and contributes towards the cost of
infrastructure required to mitigate adverse impacts
generated by the development. It is noted that the use
of Section 106 Agreements is proposed and that it is
considered that CIL would not provide a feasible
mechanism. We have no particular concerns with this
approach and therefore Highways England can
continue to support this policy.
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Support noted.Support the policy.157Question 36

Support noted.I agree.241Question 36

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
welcomes this policy and notes that our Policy G1
provides appropriate local detail.

254Question 36

The approach used to identify allocations prioritised
viable, brownfield sites wherever possible.

MOST of these proposed developments  are on
greenfield sites and this should be reviewed. I would
like to know how many brown field sites we have e.g.

292Question 36

Sherburn Road - greenfield yet we have the Mono site,
brown field site? Bearpark - greenfield yet we have a
lot of brownfield sites in the village.

Comment noted.Quarry developments have great potential to improve
green infrastructure as part of Biodiversity Action Plans
or restoration schemes .

309Question 36

Support noted.Well written supporting documents e.g OSNA and
associated research included.

313Question 36

The policy is intended to apply to each case involving
the loss of open space on its individual merits, where

Loss of provision - we should like to see more clarity
on circumstances where "the benefits of the
development clearly outweigh the harm".

363Question 36

the adverse impacts relating to the loss of open space
or harm to the green infrastructure asset can be
weighed against any benefits that would accrue from
development. This could vary from case to case.

The policy is intended to apply to each case involving
the loss of open space on its individual merits, where

Page 146 Policy 28. Loss of provision.

“Development proposals will not be permitted that
would result in the loss of open space or harm to green

1370Question 36

the adverse impacts relating to the loss of open space
or harm to the green infrastructure asset can beinfrastructure assets unless the benefits of the
weighed against any benefits that would accrue from
development.

development clearly outweigh the harm.Where valued
open spaces or assets are affected, proposals must
incorporate suitable mitigation and make appropriate
provision of equivalent or greater value on site, or
within the locality. Where appropriate there will be
engagement with the local community”.

The parish council would like to see more clarity on
circumstances where “the benefits of the development
clearly outweigh the harm.”

Support noted.The Trust welcomes this Policy as the green
infrastructure within and around Durham City is an

640Question 36

absolutely crucial component of its exceptional
qualities.
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These areas are all recognised and recorded within
the Open Space Needs Assessment as amenity green

Green infrastructure is extremely important for the
residents in Aycliffe and the Town council would like

533Question 36

space and accessible natural green space respectively
within Newton Aycliffe.

to see all opportunities to invest/improve and retain
green infrastructure being explored.
The town council would like include the following land
recorded as green infrastructure:-

• Central Avenue
• Burnhill Way
• Burn Lane
• Greenfield Way

The policy sets out the requirement for new residential
development to meet the standards of open space

Durham City has the highest population and worst
green space provision.

1328Question 36

provision set out in the Open Space NeedsAll residents should be within walking distance of good
quality green space and Development sites with green Assessment. Existing areas of green infrastructure are

recognised within the Open Space Needs Assessment
and afforded protection by the Policy.

infrastructure are more attractive to workers.
Appropriate green space should be included on site or
adjacent to a residential / employment development
site.

Cycleways and public Rights of Way should be
protected from road emissions by native scrub.

It is not always the case that existing areas of Green
Network are capable of enhancement, or that it would

We recommend to strengthen the policy that the words
‘where appropriate’ are removed so that the sentence

1208Question 36

be appropriate to do so. The inclusion of "wherereads - Development will be expected to maintain,
appropriate" enables a judgment to made on its merits
on a case by case basis.

protect and improve the County Green Infrastructure
network.

Within the supporting text of this policy we would
recommend the inclusion of the following paragraph:

The NPPF requires local plans to create space for
water to occur, this could be by reconnected water
course back with floodplains and or deculverted.
Restoring multi-functional river habitat within the GI
could provide flood storage and improve flood
resilience; improving river and riparian biodiversity,
addressing water quality issues and creating space for
people to access and enjoy rivers.

Comment noted.The policy does not permit proposals
that would result in the loss of, or deterioration in the

very impottant that public rights of way are maintained479Question 36

quality of, existing PROWs unless equivalent
alternative provision of a suitable standard is provided.

Comments noted. The Green Infrastructure policy will
be applied in conjunction with the policy relating to the

The line of the S&DR, whether in railway use or not,
presents an important element in the green

1004Question 36

Stockton and Darlington Railway and proposals toinfrastructure of the County and forms part of the green
improve the SDR could also bring improvements to
the Green Infrastructure network.

corridor network. Enhancements to the appearance of
the route will contribute to the purpose of Policy 28
(Green Infrastructure). Applying the policy to the S&DR
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corridor will assist in securing developer contributions
to enhancement proposals of this nature.

The policy sets out the requirement for new residential
development to meet the standards of open space

Ensure decent open spaces on each estate eg play
areas-but ensure that youths cannot drive cars
onto/across them

782Question 36

provision set out in the Open Space Needs
Assessment.

Support noted.We strongly support this policy.1164Question 36

Support noted. New indicator added to the policy to
monitor amount of new Green Infrastructure created.

We welcome the policy on Green Infrastructure (GI).
Monitoring could also include the amount of new GI
created.

2142Question 36

Support noted.We support this policy2366Question 36

The Policy sets out the requirement for new residential
development to meet the standards of open space

The Policy, as drafted, requires development proposals
to provide green infrastructure both within and, where

2358Question 36

provision set out in the Open Space Needsappropriate, off site, having regard to priorities identified
Assessment. Table 19 of the Open Space Needsin the GI Framework. Proposals for new residential
Assessment sets out the threshold based on schemedevelopment are required by this Policy to meet the
size as to whether different typoloGreenstandards of the open space provisions set out in the
Infrastructurees of open space should be provided on
site, or off site by way of a commuted sum.

OSNA.This document identifies a quantitative shortfall
in the provision of allotments and amenity greenspace
in the Central Durham Assessment Area. With the
exception of children’s play space, where there is no
shortfall in provision, generally it is unclear what the
expected triggers, methodology and contribution
calculator will be applied to each site. We request
clarity for transparency for each allocation.

Support noted.NECTAR is fully supportive of Policy 28.1980Question 36

Comments noted. Policy and supporting text have been
amended to include the issue of Natural Capital.

While the Club clearly supports the proposal for Green
Infrastructure, we are disappointed that no provision
is made here or elsewhere in the Plan to account for

1878Question 36

Natural Capital. This is now contained in the revised
version of the National Planning Policy Framework.

We represent that this is important as Natural Capital
will reflect things above Green Infrastructure such as
a fuller consideration for nature. As far as the Club is
concerned, we represent that this will include the
provision of suitable nesting areas for birds, not just
garden birds but also species such as hirundines
(swallows and martins), swifts and, in appropriate
cases, birds of prey. These can bring considerable
pleasure to people living and or working in new
developments. Natural Capital is claimed to improve
human well-being and the efficiency of the work force.
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This does not just help nature but the economy as
well.

While these issues are alluded to in paragraph 5.265,
there is no specific mention of Natural Capital itself.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular
importance in respect of which I wish to record my very

2430Question 36

strong support: Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23,
28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

Comment noted. Sniperley Park will be developed as
a sustainable urban extension and will include a linear

It is noted that the Plan requires that development
proposals should provide green infrastructures within

2057Question 36

park in perpetuity through the centre of the site. It willand, where appropriate, off site. This approach
run from the mature woodland at Folly Plantation andis welcomed by the Forum. However, it appears that
habitats of the former Cater House Pit to the parklandswhen a Green Belt site which the public can currently
of Sniperley Hall in the west to Folly Bridge in the east.access for recreation, such as Sniperley,
Within the park new and improved linkages with theis extinguished for housing and other development

purposes this loss will not be
fully compensated by making similar provision
elsewhere in the locality if it cannot be accommodated

wider countryside and the urban areas to the east will
also be included. A new primary school and associated
playing pitches will be provided and will incorporate

on site. In the case of Sniperley there would be mini soccer pitches available for community use. The
a reduction in the sporting facilities available to the site will be developed with a centrally located local
public, ie football pitches, to use for recreation In the centre which will provide convenience retail provision
circumstances families would have to travel to the city as well as ancillary uses falling within use classes A2,
centre to undertake some activities which would
necessitate a journey.
Regrettably this would probably lead to more car
journeys and further pollution issues, particularly when

A3 and A4 uses to facilitate a viable and vibrant
community.These will be accessible by non car modes
of transport.

the site was eventually fully developed. A large
development of this nature will, I trust, be subject to a
full health impact assessment.

The County Durham Plan should be read and applied
as a whole, and the Biodiversity policy covers this
issue.

The RSPB welcomes paragraph 5.270 which states:
It is recognised that not all uses of green space are
compatible. In particular, some semi-natural sites
containing protected habitats or species may be

2253Question 36

adversely affected by recreational use. Where such
sites exist, it may be desirable to ensure that suitable
alternative green spaces exist in the vicinity, which can
absorb likely recreational pressure. This is particularly
relevant with respect to the Durham Coast, where
increased recreational use of green space forms a
crucial part of the mitigation strategy for the council’s
Habitat Regulations Assessment.

However, we would like to see, in policy wording, a
commitment that new provision of green infrastructure
should also contribute to the management and/or
targeting of priority species and habitats.
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We note and welcome recognition within supporting
text that semi natural sites containing protected habitats
and species may be adversely affected by recreational
use. We recommend that the third sentence of
paragraph 5.270 is amended as follows “….Where
such protected sites exist” to help distinguish which
type of green space is being referred to.

The open space areas within Ferryhill are all
recognised and recorded within the Open Space Needs
Assessment, and afforded protection under the Policy.

Although highlighted in the majority of responses made
by residents from Ferryhill to the issues and options

2036Question 36

consultation phase of the Plan, there appears to be no
commitment or consideration by the Council to
preserving green open spaces in Ferryhill. I would like
to see a commitment made to preserving green open
spaces here, in particular the Praxis Site, the green at
Chapel Row and the land not already identified for
development south of Dean Road.

Support noted.I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments
regarding Policy 28 (Green Infrastructure).

2049Question 36

Support for the policy noted. Justification for each
individual housing allocation is set out within the
'Rationale for Housing Allocations'.

I agree with the draft policy. There are housing
allocations in the Plan which I feel contravene it, but
this depends on a judgement of the relative benefits
of the housing v the loss of green space.

1504Question 36

Comment noted, but disagree that only green
infrastructure assets identified in the Open Space

Hellens considers that the requirement to protect the
county’s green infrastructure network could be inflexible

2499Question 36

Needs Assessment and Green Infrastructurein certain circumstances, as this policy could be
Framework should be protected. The Open Spaceinterpreted in such a way as to require every piece of
Needs Assessment only identifies amenity open spacegreen infrastructure, including poor quality areas, to

be protected. sites which are greater than 0.2ha in size but that does
not mean that sites smaller than that have no value orHellens suggests that Policy 28 is amended to state

the following: are not worthy of protection too. The Policy is flexible
and allows each site to be assessed on it's individual
merits.“Development should seek will be expected to maintain

and protect, and where appropriate improve, the
county’s green infrastructure network. Development
proposals should incorporate appropriate Green
Infrastructure (GI) that is integrated into the wider
network, which maintains and improves biodiversity,
landscape character, increases opportunities for
healthy living and contributes to healthy ecosystems
and climate change objectives.

Development proposals will not be permitted that would
result in the loss of open space or harm to green
infrastructure assets, as defined in Open Space Needs
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Assessments and Green Infrastructure Framework,
unless the benefits of the development clearly outweigh
the harm. Where valued open spaces or assets are
affected, proposals must incorporate suitable mitigation
and make appropriate provision of equivalent or greater
value on site or within the locality. Where appropriate
there will be engagement with the local community.

Comments noted. Policy and supporting text have been
amended to include the issue of Natural Capital.

CPRE welcomes any proposal to improve Green
Infrastructure and so in general supports this proposed
Policy. However, it does not provide a Green

1776Question 36

Infrastructure Framework for the County and no
reference is made, either in the Policy or in the text, to
Natural Capital. While the proposed Policy appears to
reflect much of the benefits of Natural Capital, we note
is now specifically mentioned in the revised NPPF at
paragraphs 170 and 171. We represent that it is a
significant omission not to mention this important topic.

We would also like to see, either in the text or the
policy, a reference to the contribution Neighbourhood
Plans can make to delivering Green Infrastructure
locally, particularly through use of the Local Green Site
designation.

Comment noted but disagree that the policy is not
sufficiently flexible. With specific regard to housing

Our Client agrees that the provision of Green
Infrastructure (GI) is an important component to a

2459Question 36

developments, the Open Space Needs Assessmentsustainable development, however it has concerns that
is applied flexibly and takes account of existingthe current approach to this policy is not sufficiently
provision within an area, and accessibility to thoseflexible to take into account development sites where
open spaces area from the development site. In certainthere are already good quality GI nearby which can be
circumstances it will be preferential to enhance existingutilised. In such cases, additional GI should not be

required. provision within the area in favour of on-site provision,
and the Open Space Needs Assessment will assist in
determining this.

Comments noted but disagree that there is detail
missing on how the green spaces in Durham City will

While a general policy to protect Green Infrastructure
is welcome, the lack of a specific strategic policy for

4223Question 36

be protected. Many of the areas are identifiedDurham City means that there is detail missing on how
specifically within the Open Space Needs Assessmentthe Green Spaces in Durham will be protected. There
and all green infrastructure is afforded protection, withis a lack of open, green spaces in Durham City, with
the policy outlining the criteria on how to assess lossthe bulk of this being made up of the riverbanks. As
of provision. In addition, the Durham City area isdevelopment comes forward in the city, it is important
developing a Neighbourhood Plan which willthat the local authority identifies how the Green
complement the CDP and form part of the developmentInfrastructure will be protected and enhanced in the

future. plan. Smaller areas of Green Infrastructure could be
identified and protected within the NP.

Green Infrastructure does take account of more than
just open spaces and verges. The supporting text

Green Infrastructure policy needs to take into account
more than just open spaces and verges. The policy

3380Question 36

recognises that it is the network of green spaces andshould set out details of housing development to which
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rear gardens play an important role to the natural
habitats for many species. The housing developments

corridors that exist within and between cities, towns
and villages, so this would include back to back rear

up to the 1960’s shows back to back rear gardens, gardens which form part of residential estates. The
predominantly with trees or hedges at the bottom of CDP is applied as a whole, and complements the

biodiversity and geodiversity policy.gardens creating large areas of green space utilised
by birds and nocturnal mammals. Creation of spaces
which to us are utilitarian to our hosing needs also play
a valuable part in our ecological urban environments.
These link the natural woodland habitats together.
Existing development design has taken away must of
this joined up green space which whilst providing
sufficient utility for home owners has had a major
impact on urban wildlife. This loss of natural
environment has been studied and evidence provided
which are reinforced by Professor Philip Warren of
Sheffield University who specialises in urban
eco-systems and biodiversity. Our green infrastructure
policy should set out aims to maintain biodiversity in
the urban environment.

The policy sets out that future maintenance of new
green infrastructure forming part of development

Future favourable management of GI sites should be
safe guarded, including the appropriate provision of

3287Question 36

proposals can either be via adoption by the Councilsustainable long-term management identified at the
design stage of new GI sites. subject to a commuted sum for maintenance, or via a

management company.Reference should be made to the design of sustainable
natural environment within the built environment.

Support noted. I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

3508Question 36

regarding the Spatial Vision, the objectives of the Plan,
Policy 15 (Best and Most Versatile Agriculture Land
and Soil Resources), Policy 28 (Green Infrastructure),
Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
and Policy 32 (Promoting Healthy Communities).

The open space areas within Ferryhill are all
recognised and recorded within the Open Space Needs
Assessment, and afforded protection under the Policy.

Although highlighted in the majority of responses made
by residents from Ferryhill to the issues and options
consultation phase of the Plan, there appears to be no
commitment or consideration by the Council to

3501Question 36

preserving green open spaces in Ferryhill. I would like
to see a commitment made to preserving green open
spaces here, in particular the Praxis Site, the green at
Chapel Row and the land not already identified for
development south of Dean Road.

The open space areas within Ferryhill are all
recognised and recorded within the Open Space Needs
Assessment, and afforded protection under the Policy.

Although highlighted in the majority of responses made
by residents from Ferryhill to the issues and options
consultation phase of the Plan, there appears to be no
commitment or consideration by the Council to

3502Question 36

preserving green open spaces in Ferryhill. I would like
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to see a commitment made to preserving green open
spaces here, in particular the Praxis Site, the green at
Chapel Row and the land not already identified for
development south of Dean Road.

Comment noted, but disagree that only green
infrastructure assets identified in the Open Space

Raby Estates considers that the requirement to protect
the county’s green infrastructure network could be

2945Question 36

Needs Assessment and Green Infrastructureinflexible in certain circumstances, as this policy could
Framework should be protected. The Open Spacebe interpreted in such a way as to require every piece
Needs Assessment only identifies amenity open spaceof green infrastructure, including poor quality areas, to
sites which are greater than 0.2ha in size but that doesbe protected. There is also a need to recognise that
not mean that sites smaller than that have no value orcommercial viability needs to be considered in
are not worthy of protection too. The Policy is flexibledetermining the requirement for new Green

Infrastructure. and allows each site to be assessed on it's individual
merits.Raby Estates suggests that Policy 28 is amended to

state the following:

“Development should seek will be expected to maintain
and protect, and where appropriate improve, the
county’s green infrastructure network. Development
proposals should incorporate appropriate Green
Infrastructure (GI) that is integrated into the wider
network, which maintains and improves biodiversity,
landscape character, increases opportunities for
healthy living and contributes to healthy ecosystems
and climate change objectives.

Development proposals will not be permitted that would
result in the loss of open space or harm to green
infrastructure assets, as defined in Open Space Needs
Assessments and Green Infrastructure Framework,
unless the benefits of the development clearly outweigh
the harm. Where valued open spaces or assets are
affected, proposals must incorporate suitable mitigation
and make appropriate provision of equivalent or greater
value on site or within the locality. Where appropriate
there will be engagement with the local community.

New Provision

Development proposals should, where commercially
viable, provide for new green infrastructure…

The policy offers protection to existing areas of green
spaces, and also sets out the requirement for new

How about thinking about the people already living in
certain areas concrete cities are bad for everyone no
one wants to see them stop taking our green spaces 

2596Question 36

developments to either provide green infrastructure on
site or enable the enhancement of existing provision
in the area.

Support noted. The Developer Contributions policy
takes account of viability.

We generally support Policy 28 and the emphasis on,
where appropriate, improving the county’s green
infrastructure network. We would encourage the

2865Question 36
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Council to consider the potential impact on viability of
affordable schemes.

Developers of residential schemes have the option of
requesting that the Council adopt areas of open space

It's about time you took the responsibility to the upkeep
of these new estates I moved into a new bold in

3099Question 36

and takes on the future maintenance. However, theyCoxhoe I get charged £120 a year and increasing
also have the option to utilise a management companyyearly to have have grass cut and bushes trimmed
to maintain the open space within developments, andbecause you Durham council are not prepared to do
it would appear that this is the option the developer
has chosen on this scheme.

it although there was no complaints on hiking up my
council tax bill. Double standards from a substandard
council once again. ......welcome to rip off Durham new
home owners.

The Plan contains a number of policies which will
protect the environment of County Durham.

Where is the thought of the long term green goals we
are duty bound to meet to protect our bountiful
environment for future generations?

3428Question 36

The policy is intended to apply to each case involving
the loss of open space on its individual merits, where

Loss of provision - we should like to see more clarity
on circumstances where “the benefits of the
development clearly outweigh the harm.”

4090Question 36

the adverse impacts relating to the loss of open space
or harm to the green infrastructure asset can be
weighed against any benefits that would accrue from
development. This could vary from case to case.

The supporting text has been amended to recognise
that food production is a form of Green Infrastructure.

Our previous submission made a number of points
aimed at placing a stronger emphasis on the need for
space for food growing:

3858Question 36

The matter is picked up in greater detail within the
revised Green Infrastructure Framework.Food Durham is concerned that space for food

growing is not included within the definition of green
infrastructure.We look forward to development policies
which:

a) Use planning conditions or Section 106 agreements
to secure space for food growing in new development
as part of the essential infrastructure required for that
development.

b) Integrate community food growing spaces,
productive trees and plants in any landscaping proposal
as part of a cohesive design of the development –
recognising that these are good for wildlife and people.

c) Support the provision of new community food
growing spaces in or near existing housing estates and
seek provision in discussion with developers.

d) Encourage the temporary use of vacant sites and
land awaiting development.

Your response to this was inadequate in that it
assumes that Allotments can fulfil all requirements for
local food production and ignores the diversity of
options available such as community orchards and
gardens. The NPPF guidance recognises the health
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value of ‘enabling a healthier environment by
supporting opportunities for communities to access a
wide range of healthier food production and
consumption choices’. Food Durham suggests that this
should not be limited to the provision of Allotments and
planning restrictions on hot food takeaways, although
these are of course welcome.

Comment noted, but disagree that only green
infrastructure assets identified in the Open Space

County Durham Land LLP considers that the
requirement to protect the county’s green infrastructure

3921Question 36

Needs Assessment and Green Infrastructurenetwork could be inflexible in certain circumstances,
Framework should be protected. The Open Spaceas this policy could be interpreted in such a way as to
Needs Assessment only identifies amenity open spacerequire every piece of green infrastructure, including

poor quality areas, to be protected. sites which are greater than 0.2ha in size but that does
not mean that sites smaller than that have no value orCounty Durham Land LLP suggests that Policy 28 is

amended to state the following: are not worthy of protection too. The Policy is flexible
and allows each site to be assessed on it's individual
merits.Green Infrastructure

“Development should seek will be expected to maintain
and protect, and where appropriate improve, the
county’s green infrastructure network. Development
proposals should incorporate appropriate Green
Infrastructure (GI) that is integrated into the wider
network, which maintains and improves biodiversity,
landscape character, increases opportunities for
healthy living and contributes to healthy ecosystems
and climate change objectives.

Loss of Provision

Development proposals will not be permitted that would
result in the loss of open space or harm to green
infrastructure assets, as defined in Open Space Needs
Assessments and Green Infrastructure Framework,
unless the benefits of the development clearly outweigh
the harm. Where valued open spaces or assets are
affected, proposals must incorporate suitable mitigation
and make appropriate provision of equivalent or greater
value on site or within the locality. Where appropriate
there will be engagement with the local community.

Comments noted, but disagree. The policy sets out
the requirement for new residential development to

Story Homes considers that the Open Space Needs
Assessment (2018) is incredibly onerous and

3816Question 36

meet the standards of open space provision set out in extensive  and  could  cause  issues  in  terms  of  the
the Open Space Needs Assessment. Table 19 of the deliverability  of  Durham’s  future housing supply as
Open Space Needs Assessment sets out the thresholdPolicy 28 sets out that Proposals for new residential
based on scheme size as to whether differentdevelopment will be required to meet the standards of

open space provision set out in the OSNA. typoloGreen Infrastructurees of open space should be
provided on site, or off site by way of a commuted sum.The new NPPF (July, 2018) clearly sets out at

paragraph 16 (d) that plans should: This is considered to be clear and unambiguous.
Requests for planning obligations towards Green
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“...Contain policies that are clearly written and
unambiguous, so it is evident how a decision maker
should react to development proposals.”

Infrastructure will be in instances where it is considered
necessary to make the development acceptable in
planning terms; directly related to the development;
and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind toIn summary, Policy 28 is not clearly written and is

ambiguous for future applicants. We consider that  the the development.The calculations and sums of money
to be sought are contained within the Open Space Council  should ensure that this policy  is amended 
Needs Assessment in an open and transparent
manner.

to  provide  greater transparency in the interests of
soundness. Open space requirements should be
assessed on a ward-by-ward basis across the County,
and then determined on a case-by-case basis whether
or not a contribution is required towards future
provisions. A contribution should only be sought where
there is an identified need and / or deficit; otherwise
such a request would fail to comply with the tests set
out in the CIL Regulations.

The policy is intended to apply to each case involving
the loss of open space on its individual merits, where

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3749Question 36

the adverse impacts relating to the loss of open space
or harm to the green infrastructure asset can beGreen Infrastructure - Question 36, Policy 28
weighed against any benefits that would accrue from

Loss of provision - we should like to see more clarity
on circumstances where “the benefits of the

development. Comments made to formal planning
applciations would be taken into consideration as part

development clearly outweigh the harm.” We would of the Development Management process. Town and
recommend that this includes waiting for the comments
made by the local town/parish council.

Parish Council's would be able to make their views
known on development proposals when they come
forward for planning.

Existing areas of green infrastructure are recognised
within the Open Space Needs Assessment and

There also needs to be sufficient protection from over
development and the protection for town and village
identities and green spaces.

4146Question 36

afforded protection by the Policy. The policy also
requires new residential development to provide on-siteHouses further away from town centres should have

more green space than those in town centres and that
green space should not include front/back lawns.

provision in accordance with the Open Space Needs
Assessment.
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Support noted.Support the policy with the addition of priority being
given to infrastructure which meets unsatisfied local

158Question 37

demand for connectivity above a minimum threshold,
particularly is dispersed and rural locations which are
currently under served.

Support noted.I agree.242Question 37

Support noted.Well written.314Question 37

Comment noted.As the largest employer and business park in County
Durham it is essential that businesses have superfast

534Question 37

broad band to enable them to run efficiently and
effectively competing with global companies.

The supporting text has been amended to provide
context around broadband speed and highlight
opportunities to reduce our carbon footprint.

Very little reference to super fast board band and it's
possible use for business development and reducing
our carbon foot print.

1127Question 37

Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance.

As a registered electronic communications code
operator, NWL welcomes the support for utility
transmission facilities and telecommunication masts.

2478Question 37

The support is subject to meeting a number of Criterion.
Criterion 2 states:

“It is located at an existing mast or transmission site,
where it is technically and operationally feasible and
does not result in visual clutter. Where a new site is
required applicants must demonstrate to the council's
satisfaction that the use of existing sites in the area
have been fully explored and are not feasible.
Equipment must be sympathetically designed and
camouflaged and not result in visual clutter;”

NWL considers that visual amenity is a subjective
matter and when assessing ‘visual clutter’, this is open
to interpretation and should not be held as an absolute
requirement. Instead, a balanced judgement should
be made, having regard to the associated benefits of
the proposals and wider planning balance. In order to
make this policy effective, NWL suggest the following
amendment to the wording of this criterion

“It is located at an existing mast or transmission site,
where it is technically and operationally feasible and
does not result in is designed to minimise visual
clutter. Where a new site is required applicants must
demonstrate to the council's satisfaction that the use
of existing sites in the area have been fully explored
and are not feasible. Equipment must be
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sympathetically designed and camouflaged and not
result in order to reduce visual clutter;”

Comment noted.There is a need for full fibre-optic Broadband links for
the Parish and wider County as a whole. This was

3252Question 37

seen as a potentially valuable contribution to
encouraging home-working and rural industries thereby
reducing some of the pressures on the road system.

Support noted.We support this policy.2367Question 37

Comments noted. We are currently in the process of
developing a proposal for Phase 3 of the Digital

Availability of good broadband access is important for
all areas of the county.  In the long run the limitations

1961Question 37

Durham programme that to look at extending Nextof bandwidth on wireless frequencies will make it
Generation Access (NGA) broadband infrastructureessential to provide good fibre networks.  Given the
coverage. Information regarding any future plans will
be made available at the earliest possible time.

likely increases in data traffic, this will probably mean
that fibre connections will be needed even in remote
areas.  Providing fibre connections to all the premises
likely to need it will take years. Wireless connections
will probably work as a stopgap measure.  Identifying
these broadband network requirements now is
essential.  It would be wise to include passive
provisions of, ducting, for example, in places where it
would avoid the future need for disruptive works.  My
own experience is that keeping accurate, accessible,
records of those passive works is also essential.

The wording of the policy reflects the fact that different
parts of the county may require different broadband

CPRE welcomes the requirement that all new build
developments will be required to be “served by a high

1778Question 37

solutions and therefore the policy should not restrictspeed and reliable broadband connection”. This could
development in those areas. We are currently in thebe further improved by reference to fibre access in line

with para 5.277. process of developing a proposal for Phase 3 of the
Digital Durham programme to look at extending NextThe supporting text would be improved by reference

to DCC policy or strategy on roll-out of broadband to
remote rural communities.

Generation Access (NGA) broadband infrastructure
coverage. Information regarding any future plans will
be made available at the earliest possible time.

Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance. Supporting text makes clear

Our Client is fully aware of the benefits of having their
homes connected to super-fast broadband and what

2460Question 37

that where infrastructure provision would not betheir customers demand. Given this, and that Part R
possible, appropriate, practical or economically viableof the Building Regulations sets standards for high
then the applicant would need to provide evidence to
that effect and thereby would not prevent development.

speed electronic communication networks, it is not
considered appropriate for the Council to seek
additional local technical standards over and above
this requirement. Indeed, the NPPF and PPG make
no mention of requiring such provisions (rather its
emphasis is on telecommunication companies to put
the infrastructure in place) and the policy seemingly
ignores that such broadband infrastructure is not yet
available in all parts of the county.
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Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance. Supporting text makes clear

The policy requires developers to ensure that all new
build developments are served by a high speed and

2562Question 37

that where infrastructure provision would not bereliable broadband connection. This is not an
appropriate planning policy. possible, appropriate, practical or economically viable

then the applicant would need to provide evidence to
that effect and thereby would not prevent development.

Government had made clear its intentions in a number
of documents such as set out in Fixing the
Foundations, the Housing Standards Review, planning
practice guidance and the Written Ministerial Statement
of 2015 that they are looking to reduce red tape
associated with planning. The Written Ministerial
Statement is clear that local planning authorities should
not set in their emerging Local Plan any additional local
technical standards or requirements relating to the
construction, internal layout or performance of any new
dwellings, as these issues will be dealt with more
appropriately by Building Regulations.

Part R of the Building Regulations clearly sets the
appropriate standards for high speed electronic
communication networks. It is not considered
appropriate for Durham to seek additional local
technical standards over and above this requirement.

The inclusion of digital infrastructure is not within the
direct control of BDW, as such this policy could create
deliverability issues and impact upon Durham achieving
its housing requirement. Paragraph 43-46 of the NPPF
establishes that Council’s should seek to support the
expansion of electronic communication networks,
however it does not seek to prevent development that
does not have access to such networks. BDW are fully
aware of the benefits of having their homes connected
to super-fast broadband and what our customers will
demand.

The Council should work proactively with
telecommunications providers to extend provisions and
ensure sites identified and allocated are adequately
linked to the networks. We would urge the Council to
delete this policy.

Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance. Supporting text makes clear

This policy requires developers to ensure that all new
build developments are served by a high speed and

3459Question 37

that where infrastructure provision would not bereliable broadband connection. Persimmon Homes
possible, appropriate, practical or economically viableconsider that digital infrastructure is an important part
then the applicant would need to provide evidence to
that effect and thereby would not prevent development.

of integrated development. However, the inclusion of
digital infrastructure such as high-speed broadband
and fibre is not within the direct control of the
development industry, and as such it is considered that
this policy could create deliverability issues for
development and developers. Service providers are
the only ones who can confirm access to infrastructure.
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Whilst Chapter 10 of the NPPF establishes that local
planning authorities should seek to support High
Quality Communication Networks it does not seek to
prevent development that does not have access to
such networks.

Persimmon Homes consider that in seeking to provide
broadband the Council should work proactively with
telecommunications providers to extend provision and
not rely on the development industry to provide for
such infrastructure. The Council should also note that
Part R of the Building Regulations clearly sets
appropriate standards for high speed electronic
communication networks, It is not considered
appropriate for the Local Authority to seek additional
local technical standards over and above this
requirement.

Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance. Supporting text makes clear

Raby Estates welcome the Council’s recognition that
“modern telecommunications and access to high

2949Question 37

that where infrastructure provision would not bespeed, reliable broadband are now considered
possible, appropriate, practical or economically viableessential to growing a sustainable economic future,
then the applicant would need to provide evidence to
that effect and thereby would not prevent development.

vital for education and individual lifestyles, as well as
an increasingly central part to community cohesion
and resilience” and that this is “particularly important
in rural areas where it can benefit businesses, tourism
and enable communities to access services and
facilities online”

Raby Estates are keen to work with the Council and
telecommunications providers to improve broadband
connection speeds across their land interests as this
is key to the rural economy. Notwithstanding, Policy
29 which requires all new build developments to be
served by a high speed and reliable broadband
connection is considered to be too prescriptive and
onerous for developers, particularly as this is not within
the direct control of the development industry and as
such is likely to pose deliverability issues for
development and developers.

Part R of the Building Regulations clearly sets the
appropriate standards for high speed electronic
communication networks. Raby Estates to not consider
that it is necessary for the Council to seek additional
local technical standards over and above this
requirement.

Comments noted. We are currently in the process of
developing a proposal for Phase 3 of the Digital

The Plan outlines, throughout the document, that
emphasis will be placed on the provision of supporting

4102Question 37

Durham programme to look at extending Nextinfrastructure.The TAP Board would like to stress, that
Generation Access (NGA) broadband infrastructurein order to achieve this aim and ultimately have the
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required impact on the rural economy (tourism as an
example) key infrastructure needs to be improved, or

coverage. Information regarding any future plans will
be made available at the earliest possible time.

in place, within Teesdale to accommodate this aim.
The TAP Board would like to highlight the inadequate
nature of Broadband as its exemplar. Para. 5.63 states
the importance of a reliable broadband connections to
rural development, yet does not say how this is to be
achieved by reference to any policies or project plans.
TAP would like to see some indication within the Plan
of how this is to be achieved and underpinned within
relevant plans/policies.

Comments noted. No changes to policy wording
proposed in this instance. Supporting text makes clear

This policy requires developers to ensure that all new
build developments are served by a high speed and

3900Question 37

that where infrastructure provision would not bereliable broadband connection. The HBF generally
possible, appropriate, practical or economically viableconsider that digital infrastructure is an important part
then the applicant would need to provide evidence to
that effect and thereby would not prevent development.

of integrated development within an area. However,
the inclusion of digital infrastructure such as high-speed
broadband and fibre is not within the direct control of
the development industry, and as such it is considered
that this policy could create deliverability issues for
development and developers. Service providers are
the only ones who can confirm access to infrastructure.
Whilst, paragraph 112 of the NPPF establishes that
local planning authorities should seek support the
expansion of electronic communications networks it
does not seek to prevent development that does not
have access to such networks. The house building
industry is fully aware of the benefits of having their
homes connected to super-fast broadband and what
their customers will demand.

The HBF consider that in seeking to provide broadband
the Council should work proactively with
telecommunications providers to extend provision and
not rely on the development industry to provide for
such infrastructure. The Council should also note that
Part R of the Building Regulations clearly sets the
appropriate standards for high speed electronic
communication networks. It is not considered
appropriate for Durham to seek additional local
technical standards over and above this requirement.

Comments noted. We are currently in the process of
developing a proposal for Phase 3 of the Digital

Throughout the Plan, emphasis is placed on the
provision of supporting infrastructure and future

3744Question 37

Durham programme to look at extending Nextproofing up to 2035. To achieve this and have the
Generation Access (NGA) broadband infrastructurerequired impact on the rural economy, whether for
coverage. Information regarding any future plans will
be made available at the earliest possible time.

tourism, farmers or home workers or new high-tech
businesses we recommend that the key infrastructure
requirement to achieve the aimed progress and growth,
within Teesdale, is broadband that matches that of
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major cities. At the moment Harare has better
connections than Teesdale.

Comments noted. Additional wording has been added
to supporting text to guide development away from

National Grid owns and operates the high voltage
electricity transmission system in England and Wales

3950Question 37

electricity transmission routes and assets, as well asand operates the Scottish high voltage transmission
signposting to the guidance that the National Grid
provides.

system.  National Grid also owns and operates the gas
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the
transmission system and enters the distribution
networks at high pressure. It is then transported
through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is
finally delivered to our customers. National Grid own
four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport
gas to 11 million homes, schools and businesses
through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North
West, East of England, West Midlands and North
London.

To help ensure the continued safe operation of  existing
sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be
involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.

National Grid prefers that buildings are not built directly
beneath its overhead lines.This is for two reasons, the
amenity of potential occupiers of properties in the
vicinity of lines and because National Grid needs quick
and easy access to carry out maintenance of its
equipment to ensure that it can be returned to service
and be available as part of the national transmission
system. Such access can be difficult to obtain without
inconveniencing and disturbing occupiers and
residents, particularly where properties are in close
proximity to overhead lines.

National Grid seeks to encourage high quality and well
planned development in the vicinity of its high voltage
overhead lines. Land beneath and adjacent to the
overhead line route should be used to make a positive
contribution to the development of the site and can for
example be used for nature conservation, open space,
landscaping areas or used as a parking court. National
Grid, in association with David Lock Associates has
produced ‘A Sense of Place’ guidelines, which look at
how to create high quality development near overhead
lines and offers practical solutions which can assist in
avoiding the unnecessary sterilisation of land in the
vicinity of high voltage overhead lines.

Potential developers of the sites should be aware that
it is National Grid policy to retain our existing overhead
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lines in-situ. The relocation of existing high voltage
overhead lines will only be considered for projects of
national importance which has been identified as such
by central government.

The statutory safety clearances between overhead
lines, the ground, and built structures must not be
infringed. To comply with statutory safety clearances
the live electricity conductors of National Grid’s
overhead power lines are designed to be a minimum
height above ground. Where changes are proposed
to ground levels beneath an existing line then it is
important that changes in ground levels do not result
in safety clearances being infringed. National Grid can,
on request, provide to developers detailed line profile
drawings that detail the height of conductors, above
ordnance datum, at a specific site.

‘A Sense of Place’ is available from National Grid and
can be viewed
at:http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/Senseofplace/Download/

Further information regarding development near
overhead lines and substations is available
here:http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/devnearohl_final/pdf/brochure.htm

General information:

Electricity Transmission

National Grid has five high voltage overhead lines
(listed below) within Durham Unitary Authority’s
administrative area. These form an essential part of
the electricity transmission network in England and
Wales.

Line Ref.

Description

ZZA Route

400kV two circuit route from Hartmoor substation in
Hartlepool to Hawthorn Pit substation in Durham
Unitary Authority.

ZXC Route

275kV two circuit route from Hawthorn Pitt substation
in Durham Unitary Authority to Norton substation in
Stockton on Tees.

4TF Route

400kV two circuit route from Spennymoor substation
in Durham Unitary Authority to

Stella West substation in Gateshead.

XC Route
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275kV two circuit route from Spennymoor substation
in Durham Unitary Authority to

Norton substation in Stockton on Tees.

4TQ Route

400kV two circuit route from Spennymoor substation
in Durham Unitary Authority to

Stella West substation in Gateshead.

National Grid has provided information in relation to
electricity transmission assets via the following internet
link:

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/

The following substation is also located within the
administrative area of Durham Unitary Authority:

Hawthorn Pit substation – 66kV

Gas Transmission

National Grid has five high pressure gas transmission
pipelines within the administrative area of Durham
County Council.

Pipeline

Feeder Detail

FM07

Bishop Auckland to Sutton Howgrave

FM13

Bishop Auckland to Yafforth

FM13

Cowpen Bewley to Bishop Auckland

FM12

Longtown to Bishop Auckland

FM13

Corbridge to Bishop Auckland

National Grid has provided information in relation to
gas transmission assets via the following internet link:

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/

National Grid requests that any High Pressure Major
Accident Hazard Pipelines (MAHP) are taken into
account when site options are developed in more detail.
These pipelines form an essential part of the national
gas transmission system and National Grid’s approach
is always to seek to retain our existing transmission
pipelines in situ.

National Grid may have a Deed of Easement for each
asset which prevents the erection of permanent/
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temporary buildings, or structures, changes to existing
ground levels, storage of materials etc. Additionally
written permission will be required before any works
commence within the National Grid easement strip,
and a deed of consent is required for any crossing of
the easement. In the first instance please consider
checking with the Land Registry for the development
area. If further information is required in relation to an
easement please contact Spencer Jefferies,
Development Liaison Officer,
box.landandacquisitions@nationalgrid.com

If you require any further information in relation to the
above please contact National Grid’s Plant Protection
team

via plantprotection@cadentgas.com

Electricity Distribution

Northern Powergrid owns and operates the local
electricity distribution network in Durham Unitary
Authority. Contact details can be found at
www.energynetworks.org.uk.

Appendices - National Grid Assets

Please find attached in:

• Appendix 1 provides maps of the sites referenced
above in relation to the affected National Grid
Transmission assets outlined above.

Further Advice

National Grid is happy to provide advice and guidance
to the Council concerning our networks. If we can be
of any assistance to you in providing informal
comments in confidence during your policy
development, please do not hesitate to contact us.
In addition the following publications are available from
the National Grid website or by contacting us at the
address overleaf:

  National Grid’s commitments when undertaking works
in the UK - our stakeholder, community and amenity
policy;

  Specification for  Safe Working in  the  Vicinity of
 National Grid High Pressure Gas  Pipelines and
Associated Installations - Requirements for Third
Parties; and

  A sense of place - design guidelines for development
near high voltage overhead lines.

  T/SP/SSW22 – Specification for safe working in the
vicinity of National Grid high pressure gas pipelines
and associated installations – requirements for third
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parties.
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=33968

  IGE/SR/18 – Safe working practices to ensure the
integrity of gas pipelines and associated installations.

  HS(G)47 – Avoiding Danger from Underground
Services.

Please remember to consult National Grid on any
Development Plan Document (DPD) or site-specific
proposals that could affect our infrastructure.
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The council does not regulate the nesting or flight or
flying patterns of wild birds.

How does the Council propose to regulate the nesting
 or flight and flying patterns of wild birds in locations
which are adjacent to aircraft and/or air fields? Apart,

327Question 38

that is, from using either sonic or ballistic weapons to
destroy the birds?

This policy relates to the sites and areas which are
referred to in the policy. Development within these

We support this policy however any further
development within these areas should also be

2368Question 38

areas will be subject to relevant plan policies includingcarefully monitored to ensure that the quality of life and
the policy relating to Amenity and Pollution which seeks
to ensure that amenity is protected.

quiet enjoyment of their properties of residents living
within those areas is safeguarded.

Tthe term safeguarded originates from the Town and
Country Planning (Safeguarded Aerodromes, Technical

There is a conflict between this use of the term
“safeguarded” and use of the term to refer to reserving

1779Question 38

Sites and Military Explosives Storage Areas) Directionland for development after the Plan period.This needs
to be resolved. 2002 and Town & Country Planning (Safeguarded

Meteorological Sites) (England) Direction 2014.

Comments noted. The Council disagrees with the
suggestion that the policy should be strengthened to

Aerodrome safeguarding - Policy 30
In 2003 Newcastle International Airport Limited (NIAL)
assumed responsibility from the Civil Aviation Authority

3537Question 38

require the approval of the safeguarding authority, such
(CAA) as the statutory safeguarding consultee for a course of action would be inappropriate and would
developments within its aerodrome area. The not reflect the 2002 Directions. In relation to the other
aerodrome safeguarding process is included in UK issues raised the wording of Policy 30 will be amended
Legislation as an integral part of planning procedures to ensure consideration is given by developers to
as outlined in the joint Town and Country Planning individual and cumulative impacts; to ensure that where
(Safeguarded Aerodromes, Technical Sites and Military
Explosive Storage Areas) Direction 2002.

demonstrated to be necessary that mitigation will be
sought to remove or reduce the potential impact upon
each safeguarded areas to acceptable levels; and toNIAL has responsibility to ensure that its aerodrome

is safe for use by aircraft, so includes the flightpaths provide further information on the types of development
which may be restricted within safeguarded areas.Theassociated with the aerodrome and the airspace
Policies Map will be amended to identify 30 kmcontrolled by NIA. There are certain types of
windfarm safeguarded areas for both Newcastle
International Airport and Durham Tees Valley Airport.

development which have the potential to compromise
the safe operation of the aerodrome. NIAL therefore
safeguards these developments through the planning
process.

Broadly safeguarding covers the following development
issues -

Areas of development interest within 15 km of NIA:

• Tall Structures (fixed on transient) which could
impact ion navigation systems and/or present a
collision hazard

• Developments using highly reflective materials
such as glazed roofs or photo voltaic cells

• Landscaping schemes and the development of
open water which encourage wildlife habitats and
may lead to an increased risk of bird strike
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• Lighting which has the potential to cause
distraction or glare for pilots, or could imitate
airfield lighting

• Induced turbulence from buildings, heat
emissions etc

Areas of development interest within 30 km of NIA:

• Wind farms which can impact on radar and other
navigational systems, as well as potentially
presenting a collision hazard

A small portion of the 15km zone falls within County
Durham and a significant area is covered by the 30km
wind farm zone.

Policy 30 of the plan sets out the approach to
aerodrome safeguarding which indicates that the
development will only permitted if the “where it can be
demonstrated that it would not prejudice the safety of
air traffic and air traffic services”. However the Airport
does not consider the policy to be robust in its
requirements and requests the following amends -

The policy as worded does not require mitigation to
reduce or remove the potential impact. This mitigation
may be essential to ensure that air safety isn’t
prejudiced, and it is vital that the policy is worded to
allow such mitigation to be secured. NIA request that
the policy be amended to require the implementation
of suitable mitigation where required.

• In reviewing potential impact and possible
mitigation solutions the developer should be
required to consider the cumulative impact, not
just that of the proposed development in isolation.
In relation to wind turbine development for
example, existing developments which already
impact on the Airport’s radar or other navigational
systems may only have been permitted with
mitigation in place, but the same mitigation may
not be appropriate when the cumulative impact
is considered.

• As worded the policy also only requires
consultation with the relevant safeguarding
authority. However this should be strengthened
to require approval of the safeguarding authority.
Any evidence submitted to demonstrate impact
and any proposed mitigation measures, should
be consulted and approved by NIA and
permission should only be granted with approval.

• The supporting text for policy 30 of the plan offers
little detail on the types of development which
are subject to aerodrome safeguarding. It is
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suggested detail is added to assist both
developer and decision maker. NIA is happy to
provide advice as to what this supporting text
should cover before the next iteration of the plan.
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Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

The amount of available parking space will continue
to be an issue for the foreseeable future - whether in

36Question 39

transport. The policy also recognises that convienthousing estates, of in public places.  A desire to
access is provided for all users including privatepromote healthy lifestyles must also recognise the
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibilityreality that no measures have yet been put in place to
Standards set down the parking requirements forwean people off private motoring.  New developments

must have adequate parking provision. residential developments, to include adequate visitor
parking.This must be balanced against other demands
within a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of
space is used for parking and not at the expense of
providing adequate private gardens, amenity and
functional open spaces.

Thank you for your suggestion. The planning process
is supported by a review process which is based upon

Create an external advisory panel for design quality.
Would include createsteets.com or similar in this.

16Question 39

Building for Life standards. Scheme are alsoOtherwise we end up with low rise sprawl of boxes and
occasionally assessed by the North East Designthe supposed statement of high quality is putting on a

porch. Review Service which provides independent feedback
on schemes. The plan supports higher densityIt is possible to combine very high density housing with

very high desirability, e.g. look at Pimlico, Bath or development in sustainable locations and where it can
be assimilated in terms of fitting in with the
surroundings and character.

Bloomsbury.  Given similar planning statements to the
current Durham one have failed to deliver this, we need
to be more specific and with an external advisory panel.
 e.g. development will by default be mews style housing
3+ stories high, similar to that of Bloomsbury...

The policy includes guidance on suitable densities for
new housing development. The Allocating and

I wish the planning department to consider not
approving building applications that want to squeeze

74Question 39

Safeguarding Transport Routes and Facilities policymany houses on small plots of land thus creating a
idenitifes a corridor of interest for a possible Barnard
Castle relief road.

dense population environment that affects the amount
of traffic on the roads. I am thinking of Barnard Castle
in particular where a relief road is not yet on the County
plan and yet more and more houses and dangerous
road conditions are being created.

Support noted.Support the policy.159Question 39

Comment noted.I agree.243Question 39

Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum considers that this policy, whilst

255Question 39

welcome, does not set design to the highest
standards. The optional space standards should
be moved into policy as required space
standards.
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Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.The

The Trust welcomes the broad thrust of this policy but
suggests that, in order to ensure consistency between

642Question 39

wording within the policy has been amended to align
with NPPF guidance.

the policy wording at sub-clause c and the explanatory
text in paragraph 5.292, the wording “a high” in the first
line should be replaced by “the highest possible”.
The Trust also considers that, regardless of the
reference in paragraph 5.302 about the need for further
evidence about compliance in County Durhamwith the
recommended space standards, the Nationally
Described Space Standard should be added to Policy
31 forthwith as a requirement, for all the reasons given
in the body of paragraph 5.302.

Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.The

Whilst there is a great deal of information on many
aspects of design there is no mention about actual

535Question 39

policy encourages well-designed and distinctive newsizes of rooms.  Modern houses today are getting
development - it also supports innovation in the right
location.

smaller and smaller in some instances leading to rooms
so small they are barely practical. The Town Council
would like to see the Technical Housing Standards –
nationally described space standard being referred to.

Housing developments have become boring over the
years and the Town council would welcome innovative
and creative designs for developments coming forward.

Planning proposals are consulted upon to support an
inclusive process to ensure all relevant comments can

These are general policies guiding all new
development. In the Design section, Para.5.289

807Question 39

be considered within the planning process. Applicantscontains the planning authority's commitment to
are encouraged to carry out public consultation eventsachieve the highest standards in terms of architecture,
in advance of formal planning. The council haveurban design, sustainability and innovation. The
prepared a separate Residential Amenityaspiration is that new development 'should provide
Supplementary Planning Document to set downlocal people with civic pride, make them feel safe and
consistent standards for amenity and privacy
disctances around new buildings.

secure and help improve the overall image of the
county and reflect local distinctiveness.'
Policy 31 itself requires all proposals to contribute to
an area's character, identity, townscape and landscape
features ' helping to create and reinforce locally
distinctive and sustainable communities.' Para.5.298
states that 'High quality development should be
achieved through a robust and collaborative design
process from inception to completion on the ground.'

Policy 33 deals with the impact of development on
immediate neighbours and neighbourhoods and
declares that 'Proposals that have an unacceptable
impact on general amenity such as overlooking, visual
intrusion, visual dominance or loss of light or privacy
will not be permitted unless satisfactory mitigation
measures can be demonstrated.'

Whilst both these policies are for universal application,
they do contain distinctive local elements, as
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highlighted. It would be unfortunate if judgments as to
'feeling safe', providing 'civic pride', or 'visual
dominance', for example, and the 'robust and
collaborative design process' were exclusively the
province of professional planners without at least some
timely local input. It is suggested that some mechanism
(more meaningful than the present one) should be
included in the text to ensure that local views were at
least ascertained and taken into consideration by
planning staff at an appropriate stage in the in the
'collaborative design process' and not at the very
conclusion of lengthy pre-application discussions.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Since I issued my original comments regarding the
Local Plan the government has released an updated

606Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theversion of the National Planning Policy Framework
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and(NPPF).The latest NPPF reinforces and enhances the
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,proposals made in my earlier submissions. This is

because the NPPF: technological, economic and environmental conditions.
There are specific requirements for all new major1) maintains a presumption in favour of sustainable

development residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,

2) tightens definitions on the presumption in favour of
sustainable development

against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residential
development will be required to achieve BREEAM3) increases the emphasis on high-quality design, and
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these4) reinstates the reference to the Climate Change Act

2008 requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
standards would not be deliverable in many situations

...whilst still permitting sustainable development to be
defined at local level.

however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.Furthermore the Government response to the draft

revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation confirms, under the Planning and Energy
Act 2008 or other legislation where applicable, local
authorities can set higher ambitions for energy
efficiency standards. "In particular, local authorities are
not restricted in their ability to require energy efficiency
standards above Building Regulations." For more
information see page 48 of the Government response.

Energy Efficiency Is About More Than Heating

It should be stressed that energy efficiency is not
simply a means of reducing energy demand and
minimising fuel poverty. Good energy efficiency
standards also seek to minimise the risk of overheating.
The need to minimise overheating risks has become
all the more apparent with this year’s heat wave.

The impact of overheating is fourfold. Firstly it can
result in additional, unnecessary deaths. Secondly it
can result in the demand for air-conditioning (which is
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not required is the UK climate providing designs are
developed robustly).Thirdly, in households with limited
financial means, a new form of fuel poverty could be
introduced. In such a situation people cannot keep cool
because they cannot afford air-conditioning hardware
or fuel to run the equipment. Fourthly any increased
adoption of air-conditioning will result in increased
carbon emissions which would contribute to global
warming and increased incidence of heat waves.

In the North East heat wave alerts are triggered when
temperatures exceed 28C during the day and 15C at
night. Design standards like Passivhaus Standard and
the AECB Building Standard required indoor
temperatures not to exceed 25 oC for more than 10%
of the year, and best practice recommends indoor
temperatures do not exceed 25 oC for more than 5%
of the year.

How does this change my earlier proposal?

The only change arising

As a result of the amended NPPF, the clarifications
made by the government and in recognition of the
recent heatwave, would be to update the proposed
requirements for Domestic New Build.They now read:

Domestic New Build

Regarding energy efficiency and sustainable design,
the policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:

Development comprising >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor
area is encouraged to pursue certification with the
Passivhaus Standard or AECB Building Standard. All
development comprising >10 or more dwellings are
required to achieve certification with the Passivhaus
Standard or the AECB Building Standard for 10% of
new dwellings. Where appropriate all developments
should be encouraged to adopt the Home Quality Mark.

They should also be encouraged to include
supplementary, complimentary and related standards
that include:

• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for

daylighting, London, BSI 

Comment noted. Higher densities are supported in
locations that have better access to public transport,

Pages 154-158

Livin would like to note that development for older
persons, especially bungalows, will not achieve the

838Question 39

however flexibility is needed in relation to densities to
ensure other factors, for example to ensure adensity requirements of 30dph. However it is essential
development is compatible with its surroundings and
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character, or to provide particular house types. The
Plan is supportive of providing specialist housing
schemes, including bungalows.

for this type of accommodation to be built within
developments to help meet housing need.

We welcome the use of Building for Life assessments
and also the use of Nationally Described Space
Standards.

Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

We welcome the inclusion of policies requiring a
clearly-defined and navigable layout. I welcome the

508Question 39

transport. The policy also recognises that convenientpolicy requiring the prioritisation of non-motorised
access is required for all users, including privatetransport, but I believe that this should be made more
vehicles, emergency and service vehicles for example.specific. It should require all new development to:
The policy requires - in tandem with the detailedcontain safe, direct and easily navigable pedestrian
requirements of the Building for Life Supplementaryroutes to likely destinations; contain a comprehensive
Planning Document - schemes to ensure safe, directnetwork of safe, direct and segregated cycle routes
and logical wayfinding. Higher densities are supportedwhich link to wider cycle networks; be designed around
in locations that have better access to public transport,public transport routes, with higher densities along bus

routes. however flexibility is needed in relation to densities to
ensure other factors, for example to ensure aI welcome the inclusion of policies advocating a

minimum density of 30dph. However, the housing development is compatible with its surroundings and
character. Opportunities to include facilities andallocations described above seem to contradict this
services within sites are explored for larger schemesaspiration, since many of them have densities much

lower than this. and where these are viable (see recent example at
Genesis Way in Consett). The allocation policy

In order to reduce the need to travel, stimulate local
enterprise, and reinforce sustainable communities, it

identifies opportunities to provide services within some
of the larger sites. Most sites include open space and
green infrastructure and standards are set for this.is vital for new development to include facilities and

services other than simply dwellings. Depending upon
the size of a new development, these might include,
for example, shops, cafes and restaurants, doctors’
surgeries, and public open spaces. Standards should
be set for the inclusion of these facilities, services and
businesses.

The Plan supports a variety of dwelling types, to
support needs, this includes providing bunglows and

Ensure adequate parking/wheelie bin storage on every
development

709Question 39

level-access dwellings. There is no real facility toStop allowing all these 3 storey town houses to be
built...they are useless for elderly people or disabled
people.

prevent developers from building three storey
dwellings, except where there is a compelling reason
such as character or heritage constraints for example.
House types and the mix on site will be informed by
evidence including the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment, which may have an influence on number
of storeys.The councils Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document includes a criteria on bin storage
to ensure this is adequate and in the right location.

The council have prepared a separate Residential
Amenity Supplementary Planning Document to set

Ensure properties are spaced well apart714Question 39

down consistent standards for amenity and privacy
disctances around new buildings.
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Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Ensure adequate parking. I am fed up with trying to
visit people on new estates and finding cars all over

775Question 39

transport. The policy also recognises that convientthe pavement because greedy builders insist on
access is provided for all users including privatesqueezing extra houses in and thereby reduce
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibilityparking-often to a tiny garage that only accommodates
Standards set down the parking requirements fora tiny car- and short drive...politically correct councils
residential developments, to include adequate visitorseem to think that reducing parking means reducing
parking. The new Standards ensure more parkingcar use..well it doesn't...especially when bus services
space is provided at origin, while setting down aare poor and trains unreliable or non existent!!  Many

jobs require a car! eg shift workers, NHS etc. minimum requirement (versus the maximum
requirement set down in previous planning guidance).
This must be balanced against other demands within
a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of space is
used for parking and not at the expense of providing
adequate private gardens, amenity and functional open
spaces.

The Plan supports a variety of dwelling types, to
support needs, this includes providing bunglows and

Provide footpaths on every estate to safeguard
pedestrians/buggies/wheelchairs.

784Question 39

level-access dwellings. There is no real facility toOpen plan lawns and front gardens are not a good
idea....dangerous for children and too easy for dogs prevent developers from building three storey

dwellings, except where there is a compelling reasonto use as a toilet area.Try to provide housing costing
such as character or heritage constraints for example.less than £150,000 to make it affordable. There are
House types and the mix on site will be informed byfar too many large executive style houses with 4/5
evidence including the Strategic Housing Marketbedrooms and far too many town houses with 3 storeys

which are useless to first time buyers and older people. Assessment, which may have an influence on number
of storeys, which also provides the evidence base for

Please plan bin storage!! Nobody should have to drag
heavy bins through a house on bin day but that is what

ensuring affordable provision. The mix and level of
affordability are set to meet local circumstances,

happens in Durham on new estate near St Godrics
Church...disgusting and a health hazard.

including rental options. The councils Building for Life
Supplementary Planning Document includes a criteria
on bin storage to ensure this is adequate and in the
right location.

Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.The

Policy 31 - Sustainable Design in the Built Environment.
We strongly support this policy and the requirement

1167Question 39

policy encourages distinctive development which isfor schemes to be assessed against the Building for
suited to the local circumstances. The council haveLife Supplementary Planning Document. para 5.302.
prepared new Supplementary Planning Documents toWe strongly urge DCC to adopt the Nationally
support Building for Life standards and residentialDescribed Space Standard as an absolute minimum.
amenity and space requirements. It is considered thatFor Durham City in particular we urge DCC to produce
the management proposals within Conservation Areaand put into the public domain ASAP a design guide
Character Appraisal and World Hertage Sitefor the City and the management plan for the Durham

City Conservation Area. Management Plan, together with the guidance in the
Neighbourhood Plan (when adopted) will provide a
broad policy basis for ensuring design standards in
Durham City.

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

855Question 39
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'high quality' design in accordance with national
guidance.

standards’. Whilst Taylor Wimpey UK is supportive of
achieving high quality developments, this requirement
is more onerous than the NPPF which relate to the
achievement of high quality design (paragraphs 57 and
124 respectively). The NPPF only refers to the need
to reflect the ‘highest standards in architecture’ in the
context of providing an exceptional quality or innovative
design for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside
(paragraphs 55 and 81 respectively). Furthermore,
such a requirement could render many schemes
unviable.

Taylor Wimpey UK suggests the following changes to
paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289

“The design quality of new development in the county
has varied significantly. We are committed to ensuring
that in future it will be of the highest standards a high
quality in terms of architecture, urban design,
sustainability and innovation.”

Policy 31(c)

“Achieve the highest possible high quality design
standards, schemes. Housing developments will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document. Where, as a result of the process
improvements are required, the scheme will only be
supported where these are addressed to the
satisfaction of the council.”

The policy supports innovation and sustainable
development, including through providing renewable

Building for Life (Bfl) would seem to provide an
opportunity for DCC to be innovative and require

1390Question 39

and low carbon energy generation. It also advocatessustainable energy and other aspects in new build
the Home Quality Mark within the supporting text. The(domestic and commercial) but the Plan does not seem

to have recognised this. policy requires buildings and spaces that are adaptable
to changing, social, technological, economic and
environmental conditions. There are specific
requirements for all new major residential development
to achieve reductions in CO2 emissions of 10% below
the Dwelling Emission Rate, against the Target
Emission Rate based on current building regulations,
while all major new non-residential development will
be required to achieve BREEAM minimum rating of
'very good'. Both of these requirements have been
viability tested - setting higher standards would not be
deliverable in many situations however the council will
provide technical support, wherever possible, to
applicants building at higher standards.
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The supporting text has been amended to incorporate
this suggestion.

Please reinstates the reference to the Climate Change
Act 2008. When designing future structures climate
change should always be kept in mind; our planet in

1077Question 39

warming fast any designs should be constructed with
this in mind.

Comment noted. The Plan sets down a requirement
for bungalows and housing suitable for older people

Disabled friendly wheelchair accessible bungalows
would be good that aren’t the size of a box

1137Question 39

as part of all major new residential schemes.The Plan
also includes nationally described space standards.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy
31

1201Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theThe Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards supporting text. The policy requires buildings and

spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative. technological, economic and environmental conditions.

There are specific requirements for all new major
For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need

residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,

to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To against the Target Emission Rate based on current
achieve this, the government has created a new building regulations, while all major new non-residential
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

development will be required to achieve BREEAM
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higherAs the Housing Standards Review does not apply to

existing housing or non-domestic development it is standards would not be deliverable in many situations
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set however the council will provide technical support,
expectations for a considerable amount of wherever possible, to applicants building at higher

standards.development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.

To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of. They are:

• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and

refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing

non-domestic building)

Passivhaus Standard

The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
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healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can achieve ‘zero carbon’
status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

• Labour's/ Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment
and Energy’ manifesto pledged to build half a
million councils houses to Passivhaus or
energy-plus standards.

• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all
new homes to be built to the Passivhaus
standard. It was noted that this would also
encourage and stimulate training and education
for both design and building construction.

• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus
standard.

Click here to learn more about the Passivhaus
Standard

 https://passiv.de/en/03_certification/02_certification_buildings/08_energy_standards/08_energy_standards.html

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard

Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)

As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to
address fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the
Passivhaus Standard.

Click here to learn more about the EnerPHit Standard

 (As above)
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AECB Building Standard

The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.

The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the AECB Building
Standard

 https://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/building-certification/aecb-silver-standard/ 

Home Quality Mark 

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the Home Quality Mark  

 https://www.homequalitymark.com/filelibrary/HQM--December-2015-.pdf 

BREEAM

BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on non-domestic
buildings.

Click here to learn more about BREEAM

 https://www.breeam.com/ 

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

To the Spatial Policy Team,

I would like to send you my wish for the following
elements of Policy 31 to be amended. I am sure you

1250Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andhave already been sent and have read the following
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,document, so I have placed my wishes at the
technological, economic and environmental conditions.beginning, with the rest of the supporting information
There are specific requirements for all new majorbelow. If you have not already, then I would ask that
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2you do so, as it has coherent, helpful advice on the

sustainability of Durham County. emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residential
development will be required to achieve BREEAMMy wishes: Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable

Design in the Built Environment) minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
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A few observations about how Policy 31 may be
phrased so that it can deliver the ambition it rightly

standards would not be deliverable in many situations
however the council will provide technical support,

seeks to establish. I’ve broken the proposal down into
three fundamental parts.

wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.

• Domestic New Build
• Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
• Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,

Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

Domestic New Build

The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:

Developments of >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
should be actively encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard
or the Home Quality Mark. They should also be
encouraged to include supplementary, complimentary
and related standards that include:

• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for

daylighting, London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB Building Standard
certification.

All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:

Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
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certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
EnerPHit certification, AECB Building Standard or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

And the rest of the document.

The Problem with Policy 31

If you’re not familiar with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), which was first released in March
2012, then you need to be aware there is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development.
However, the NPPF does not explicitly define
sustainable development and consequently enables it
to be defined at local level.

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
requires development proposals to ‘achieve highest
possible design standards’ but without appropriate
definition, clarity and focus, without specifying
appropriate standards, this phrase could very easily
become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst attempts have
been made to introduce clarity, there is a very real
concern opportunities have been missed, and in some
cases completely neglected.

Building For Life Standard is Durham County Councils
preferred design standard. I am concerned about the
use of the this as the standard is solely focussed upon
urban design and does not encourage homes that are,
in their own right, comfortable, healthy, have low
running costs (affordable warmth), minimise carbon
emissions and have good standards of daylight. In the
context of Policy 31 this is a significant short coming.

Furthermore, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the
UK is committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for the County Durham to make a meaningful
contribution toward reducing green house gas
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emissions. This may be achieved by recommending
and, when appropriate requiring, development achieve
the highest possible design standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy
31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it is
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.

To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of. They are:

• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and

refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing

non-domestic building)

Passivhaus Standard

The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
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technologies developments can achieve ‘zero carbon’
status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

• Labour's/ Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment
and Energy’ manifesto pledged to build half a
million councils houses to Passivhaus or
energy-plus standards.

• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all
new homes to be built to the Passivhaus
standard. It was noted that this would also
encourage and stimulate training and education
for both design and building construction.

• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus
standard.

Click here to learn more about the Passivhaus
Standard

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard

Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)

As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to
address fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the
Passivhaus Standard.

Click here to learn more about the EnerPHit Standard

AECB Building Standard

The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
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1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.

The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the AECB Building
Standard

Home Quality Mark 

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the Home Quality Mark

BREEAM

BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on non-domestic
buildings.

Click here to learn more about BREEAM

How other Councils are addressing Sustainable
Design and Development

Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and Policy
DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly promote
the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’
certification. Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above 500 sqm are to
achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent) or
BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
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All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:

1 address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and

2 fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’

Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires all
development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of non-residential
space to comply with this assessment. The checklist
includes requirements relating to: Considerate
Constructors Scheme registration, cycle storage
standards, minimum daylighting standards, ecological
mitigation and enhancement, environmental impact of
materials, external lighting (low energy), flood risk
assessments (FRA) and site waste management plans
(SWMP).

Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will meet
‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission Rate
(CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations.The London Plan is often considered best
practice in terms of Planning Policy 15 and other
councils can incorporate the same target in Local Plans
or associated guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development

In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.

For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
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is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the Passivhaus
Standard,

It is therefore proposed, where the council is the client
for developments such as council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any
development on land disposed of by the council, should
be required to achieve either Passivhaus certification,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building
Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will allow the best
projects to benefit from expedited delivery. A similar
policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective climate
protection measures in the building sector at the local
level. The document can be found here.

Support noted.We welcome this policy and in particular the Building
for Life and the Housing Space Standards.

2370Question 39

This element of the policy links through the council's
draft Residential Amenity Space Supplementary

This Policy includes a section on extensions and
alterations, which is covered by the Permitted

2360Question 39

Planning Document, which provides further detail on
the new standards for the county.

Development Regulations and it is unclear why it is
included in a Policy format. This part of the policy
should be deleted as it is unnecessary.

Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

We welcome the inclusion of policies requiring a
clearly-defined and navigable layout. We welcome the

1981Question 39

transport. The policy also recognises that convenientpolicy requiring the prioritisation of non-motorised
access is provided for all users including privatetransport, but we believe that this should be made more
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibilityspecific. It should require all new development to:
Standards set down the parking requirements forcontain safe, direct and easily navigable pedestrian
residential developments, to include adequate visitorroutes to likely destinations; contain a comprehensive
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network of safe, direct and segregated cycle routes
which link to wider cycle networks; be designed around

parking.This must be balanced against other demands
within a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of

public transport routes, with higher densities along bus
routes.

space is used for parking and not at the expense of
providing adequate private gardens, amenity and
functional open spaces.We welcome the inclusion of policies advocating a

minimum density of 30dph. However, the housing
allocations described above seem to contradict this
aspiration, since many of them have densities much
lower than this.

In order to reduce the need to travel, stimulate local
enterprise, and reinforce sustainable communities, it
is vital for new development to include facilities and
services other than simply dwellings. Depending upon
the size of a new development, these might include,
for example, shops, cafes and restaurants, doctors’
surgeries, and public open spaces. Standards should
be set for the inclusion of these facilities, services and
businesses.

Thank you for your comment. The Plan has been
developed to ensure policies help create places that

Again the NPPF should be followed by the developers
reference site density , health and well-being of

1696Question 39

are supportive of health and well-being concerns. Forcommunities and also using natural geothermal
example, the policy promotes development whichopportunities.The sustainable design should also apply
priorities sustainable modes of transport. The policyto sufficient vehicle parking spaces per house type to

avoid on street/ road obstructive parking. also recognises that convenient access is provided for
all users including private vehicles. The council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards set down the
parking requirements for residential developments, to
include adequate visitor parking.This must be balanced
against other demands within a site, ensuring that an
optimum amount of space is used for parking and not
at the expense of providing adequate private gardens,
amenity and functional open spaces. The Plan also
sets down guidance in relation to density, to ensure
this creates more sustainable patterns of development
and support for facilities.

Thank you for your comments. The Plan includes
requirements for green infrastructure and functional

Impact of Development on the adjacent rural area
The LAF would highlight that the effect of new
residential developments in settlement-edge locations

2060Question 39

open space to be integrated into new development
inevitably puts greater pressure on the public wherever possible. Policies encourage links to be
path network in the adjacent rural area. In the provided to support sustainable modes of transport
circumstances consideration needs to be given to how and recreation.The policy sets down positive guidance
the network can be improved/amended/extended to in relation to health neighbourhoods - development
better meet the needs of the residents and to minimise should consider the health impacts and needs of
the impact on agricultural land managers. For existing and future users, including those with dementia
clarification this is over and above requiring developers and other sensory or mobility impairments. The policy
to provide green infrastructure, and the use of section also sets down a requirement for health impact

assessments to be provided for larger schemes.106 agreements to improve public paths near
development, it is about a strategic and
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funded approach to mitigating the consequences of
development and providing the best recreational
opportunities for residents.
People with physical and sensory disabilities
The LAF would highlight that the Plan does not provide
a positive strategy with reference to the needs of those
with physical and sensory disabilities as set out in the
requirements of Disability Discrimination legislation, in
particular that reasonable adjustments should be made
to facilitate access. I trust that this omission will be
revisited.
In summary the Local Access Forum believes that
access to the countryside, green spaces and the coast
should lie at the heart of plans for a healthier, wealthier,
greener future for the people of County Durham: not
as an adjunct to development but as a strategic thread
that inspires, steers and shapes policy across the
board.

Thank you for your comment. The Sustainable Design
policy includes guidance on cycling routes and ensuring

Policy 31 sustainable Design in the Built
Environment We welcome the reference in point d.2.

1853Question 39

these are well integrated. The council's Parking andto convenient access for, inter alia, cyclists but
represent Accessibility Standards set down requirements for

cycle parking, while the Cycling Delivery Strategya) These should also connect with Cycling Routes as
per the Cycling Delivery Plan, when it is published supports changing and showering facilities, which is

an appropriate place for this level of detail.
b) Particularly in developments for employment, retail
or leisure, ensure there is adequate safe cycle parking 

While there is a specific provision in the Policy
regarding residential development, there is no similar
provision relating to other types of development which
may attract people attending by cycling. In previous
editions of the Cycling Strategy, provision has been
made for changing facilities. Clearly we do not know
what the proposed Cycling Delivery Plan will say in
respect of this but represent that this Policy should
include a provision that changing and showering
facilities are to be provided where it is appropriate

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Many recently built houses are less spacious and
adaptable than houses built between 1930 and 1980.

1805Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with nationalThe main differences are that rooms and circulation
guidance. The Plan includes requirements for aareas are smaller. This leads to difficulties when
proportion of new dwellings to be adaptable to suiteadaptations need to be made for disabled people.
the needs of older people. The Sustainable DesignStaircases are narrower and often include winders.
policy supports accreditation against the Home QualityThese features mean that stairlifts, for example, may
Mark within the supporting text. The policy requiresbe more difficult and costly to install.  In future, building
buildings and spaces that are adaptable to changing,standards need to make passive provision for stair lifts
social, technological, economic and environmental
conditions.

generally and, where practical, for through-floor lifts
for wheelchairs.  Also new houses should be designed
to be warm in winter and cool in summer, minimising
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the load on heating & cooling arrangements. The
Building for Life and Passivhaus standards already
address these requirements, but they are still not widely
applied.

Thank you for your comment. The supporting text has
been amended to incorporate a reference to habitat

The RSPB welcomes that this policy requires that
development should play a role in helping people and

2254Question 39

for wildlife. It is also noted that the Plan includeswildlife adapt to climate change. There are a number
policies to sustain and enhance biodiversity andof positive ways of achieving this listed within the policy
geodiversity, amongst other measures to promotewording (paragraph 5.292). However, we would like to
ecological improvements and, where appropriate
mitigation, through the development process.

see policy wording that requires biodiversity to be
designed into the built environment.
We note that the policy (paragraph 5.293) seeks to
create an accessible and permeable public realm.
However, we would like to see further policy wording
that specifically aims for a built environment that is also
permeable to wildlife and which helps to sustain and
increase species and habitats.
This approach would be consistent with Policy 44,
particularly paragraph 5.447. Please see our further
comments regarding this policy.

Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Policy 31 Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment   Members supported this Policy and in

1956Question 39

transport. The policy also recognises that convientparticular provisions to contribute positively to the
access is provided for all users including emergency,character of the area. It was also noted that the layout
service, and, private vehicles.The council's Residentialshould be easily navigable and accessible. Members
Highways Standards set down the road requirementshave been concerned for some time that roads on new
for residential developments to ensure they are wide
enough and easy to navigate.

estates are too narrow for them to be easily navigable,
say, by emergency vehicles. The principle is certainly
supported but it is represented that the impact of this
needs to be clarified – in particular will it lead to wider
roads in new estates?

The policy requires buildings and spaces that are
adaptable to changing, social, technological, economic

Sustainable design in the built environment

Question 39; Policy 31; p. 154 - 157

2029Question 39

and environmental conditions. It is supportive of
Comment: I would like to see more commitment from
Durham County Council to using truly sustainable

innovative and sustainable materials and techniques,
however being a strategic plan policy it doesn’t go into
the level of detail to specify particular materials.building materials, such as hempcrete, in both domestic

and commercial buildings.

Comment noted.I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

2051Question 39

regarding Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment).

Thank you for your comment. The Plan has been
developed to ensure policies help create places that

It is difficult for a layman to picture a design density of
30 houses per hectare, but I must say I am concerned

1505Question 39

are supportive of health and well-being concerns. Forthat all the recent developments I have seen appear
example, the policy promotes development whichfar too high density - houses appear to be too close
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together. I can cite some high density flats near Bishop
Auckland which are only 10 years old and are already

priorities sustainable modes of transport. The policy
also recognises that convenient access is provided for

becoming slums due to unappealing design, poor all users including private vehicles. The council's
security and poor management - a major planning Parking and Accessibility Standards set down the
failure. I am also concerned that insufficient attention parking requirements for residential developments, to
is being given to ensuring residents have sufficient car include adequate visitor parking.This must be balanced
parking space for themselves and visitors. Most new against other demands within a site, ensuring that an
built estates near where I live are woefully inadequate optimum amount of space is used for parking and not
in this respect, giving rise to parking on pavements at the expense of providing adequate private gardens,
and grass verges, which flies in the face of good design amenity and functional open spaces. The Plan also
for pedestrians, wheelchair users and emergency sets down guidance in relation to density, to ensure
vehicles. Designers need to move away from the this creates more sustainable patterns of development
concept that not having appropriate parking space will and support for facilities, whilst fitting in with existing

character and surroundings.make people not have cars. Estates must be designed
to fit in with the car. Sustainability should be about
making cars more efficient, not depriving people of the
cars they want and need.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

 It is recognised Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment is far more diverse than carbon emissions

1752Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theand is not limited to any one particular consideration
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andincluding health and well-being, air quality, materials
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,sourcing and use, site-wide ecology and biodiversity
technological, economic and environmental conditions.and procurement. As a consequence Sustainable
There are specific requirements for all new majorDesign in the Built Environment synthesises many

varied and important considerations. residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,Central to the National Planning Policy Framework

(NPPF), March 2012 is a presumption in favour of against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residentialsustainable development. However it does not explicitly
development will be required to achieve BREEAMdefine sustainable development, thereby enabling it to
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of thesebe defined at local level. Furthermore under the Climate
requirements have been viability tested - setting higherChange Act 2008 the UK is committed to achieve a
standards would not be deliverable in many situations34% reduction in carbon emissions by 2020 and an

80% reduction by 2050. however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.More recently (24/08/16) the Government response to

the draft revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation confirms, under the Planning and Energy
Act 2008 or other legislation where applicable, local
authorities can set higher ambitions for energy
efficiency standards. "In particular, local authorities are
not restricted in their ability to require energy efficiency
standards above Building Regulations." For more
information see page 48 of the Government response.

Preventing Overheating: Energy Efficiency Is About
More Than Heating

It should be stressed that energy efficiency is not
simply a means of reducing energy demand and
minimising fuel poverty. Good energy efficiency
standards also seek to minimise the risk of overheating.
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The need to minimise overheating risks has become
all the more apparent with this year’s heat wave.

The impact of overheating is fourfold. Firstly it can
result in additional, unnecessary deaths. Secondly it
can result in the demand for air-conditioning (which is
not required is the UK climate providing designs are
developed robustly).Thirdly, in households with limited
financial means, a new form of fuel poverty could be
introduced. In such a situation people cannot keep cool
because they cannot afford air-conditioning hardware
or fuel to run the equipment. Fourthly any increased
adoption of air-conditioning will result in increased
carbon emissions which would contribute to global
warming and increased incidence of heat waves.

In the North East heat wave alerts are triggered when
temperatures exceed 28C during the day and 15C at
night. Design standards like Passivhaus Standard and
the AECB Building Standard required indoor
temperatures not to exceed 25 o C for more than 10%
of the year, and best practice recommends indoor
temperatures do not exceed 25 o C for more than 5%
of the year.

The Environmental Audit Committee report "
Heatwaves: adapting to climate change " (2018)
observes that “the risk of overheating is not adequately
addressed in the building regulations and the wider
regulatory framework” and stresses the importance of
achieving the highest possible design standards if
overheating risks are to be managed appropriately.

Achieving the highest possible design standards

Policy 31 Section C requires development proposals
to ‘achieve highest possible design standards’. The
principal focus of the Building For Life Standard,
Durham County Councils preferred design standard,
is urban design.Whilst good urban design is important
the Building For Life Standard does not encourage
homes that are, in their own right, comfortable, healthy,
have low running costs, minimise carbon emissions
and have good standards of daylight.

For this reason other standards of Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment should be encouraged. This
should include, but may not be limited to:

Communities and Masterplanning

It is suggested all domestic,
non-domestic and multi-residential
development be assessed using a
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tool developed specifically for the
task.
● BREEAM Communities
New Build Domestic
With regard to energy efficiency for
Domestic New Build it is suggested,
development comprising comprising
>1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
is encouraged to pursue certification
with the Passivhaus Standard or
AECB Building Standard. All
development comprising >10 or
more dwellings are required to
achieve certification with the
Passivhaus Standard or the AECB
Building Standard for 10% of new
dwellings. Where appropriate all
developments should be encouraged
to
adopt the Home Quality Mark.
● Passivhaus Standard or
● AECB Building Standard or
● Home Quality Mark
Other supplementary and related
standards that complement the
standards listed above include:
● Lifetime Homes
● AECB Water Standard
● BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice
for daylighting, London, BSI
New Build Non-domestic and
Multi-residential
It is suggested non-domestic and
multi-residential new buildings of ≥
500m2 floor area must achieve
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either Passivhaus certification, or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.
All larger non-domestic and
multi-residential (above 150
dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor
space) must address sustainable
development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality
Mark, or BREEAM ‘excellent’
certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’
plus AECB Building Standard
certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.
● Passivhaus Standard or
● AECB Building Standard or
● BREEAM
Refurbishment and retrofit
It is suggested non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments of
≥ 500m2 floor area must achieve
either Passivhaus EnerPHit
certification, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.
Domestic refurbishments comprising
10 or more dwellings must achieve
a Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard or
a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.
● EnerPHit - the Passivhaus retrofit
standard, or
● AECB Building Standard or
● BREEAM domestic refurbishment
Political Will for the Passivhaus
Standard
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There is considerable political
support for the Passivhaus standard
within the UK, in fact:
● Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015
‘Environment and Energy’ manifesto
pledged to build half a million
councils houses to Passivhaus or
energy-plus standards.
● The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto
required all new homes to be built
to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage
and stimulate training and education
for both design and building
construction.
● The Liberal Democrat’s 2015
general election manifesto pledged
to build to the Passivhaus standard.
As with the Passivhaus Standard
there is political support for the
EnerPHit standard:
● The 2015 Green Party manifesto
proposed to address fuel poverty be
retrofitting homes to the Passivhaus
Standard.
Actively Encouraging Sustainable
Design and Development:
The Government’s written ministerial
statement, published in March 2015
sets out the government’s policy on
technical housing standards, and
clarifies that: “from the date the
Deregulation Bill 2015 is given Royal
Assent, local planning authorities
and qualifying bodies preparing
neighbourhood plans should not set
in their emerging Local Plans,
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neighbourhood plans, or
supplementary planning documents,
any additional local technical
standards or requirements relating
to the construction, internal layout
or performance of new dwellings.”
The statement has caused confusion
and hesitation amongst some
councils, though others have been
more creative.
For instance, Camden Council
recognised “The Ministerial
Statement stated that: “New homes
need to be high quality, accessible
and sustainable. To achieve this, the
government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical
standards for new housing ” (authors
emphasis). As the Housing Standard
Review does not apply to existing
housing Local Authorities are still
able to set expectations for existing
houses as well as new and existing
non-domestic buildings. To this end:
● Camden Council’s planning policy
(Policy CC2, part F) actively
encourages residential development
to meet the Passivhaus Standard
and the Housing Quality Mark.
Meanwhile CC2 part g expects
residential conversions/extensions
of 500sqm floor-space or above five
or more dwellings to achieve
"excellent" in BREEAM domestic
refurbishment.
● Eastleigh Borough Council Local
Plan , Policy DM2 (Environmentally
sustainable development) and Policy
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DM3 (Adaptation to climate change)
firmly promote the adoption of the
Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’
plus ‘passivhaus’ certification.
Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above
500 sqm BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or
equivalent) or BREEAM ‘very good’
plus ‘passivhaus’ certification. All
larger developments (above 150
dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor
space) must:
i. address sustainable development
issues at the masterplan stage
through BREEAM
Communities ‘excellent’ certification;
and
ii. fund post occupancy evaluation
studies.
● Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey)
Local Plan 2018 , Policy LP 22
requires BREEAM
‘Excellent’, Leeds City Council has
required ‘Excellent’ since 2013,
whilst Bradford City Council’s draft
Local Plan proposes ‘Excellent’ by
2019.
● Richmond Upon Thames Council
also operates a compulsory
Sustainability Checklist and it
requires all development of 1
dwelling or 100sqm of
non-residential space to comply with
this assessment. The checklist
includes requirements relating to:
Considerate Constructors Scheme
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registration, cycle storage standards,
minimum daylighting standards,
ecological mitigation and
enhancement, environmental impact
of materials, external lighting (low
energy), flood risk assessments
(FRA) and site waste management
plans (SWMP).
● The London Plan for example,
requires commercial developments
achieve a 40% Building Emission
Rate (CO2) improvement over the
2010 Building Regulations. The
London Plan is often considered best
practice in terms of Planning Policy
15 and other councils can
incorporate the same target in Local
Plans or associated guidance.
Other Means of Actively Encouraging
Sustainable Design and
Development:
In addition to integrating the
Passivhaus Standard within planning
policy, Councils throughout the UK
are beginning to adopt policies that
require the implementation of the
Passivhaus standard.
For example, Norwich’s Councillors
adopted a policy requiring their new
Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This
programme will now result in over
227 homes built to the Passivhaus
Standard. Camden Council’s
Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home
estate to Passivhaus Standards. And
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Exeter City Council requires all new
homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has
completed, or is progressing,
numerous projects to the Passivhaus
Standard, It is therefore proposed,
where the council is the client for
developments such as council
housing or new council buildings,
these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard.
Furthermore, any development on
land disposed of by the council,
should be required to achieve either
Passivhaus certification, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB
Building Standard.
Furthermore, in order to encourage
Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment, Durham County
Council could offer incentives (such
as expedited planning applications)
where one of the following standards
are employed and a third party
interim review confirms certification
(for Passivhaus, AECB Building
Standard or BREEAM etc.) is likely
to be gained for a given percentage
of the development (say >10%).
This strategy will not impose a direct
cost upon developments that are
unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will
allow the best projects to benefit
from expedited delivery. A similar
policy has been realised in San
Francisco .
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The Passive House Institute has
compiled the following 10 points to
support and to trigger effective
climate protection measures in the
building sector at the local level. The
document can be found here.
5.292 remarks “Development should
seek to incorporate design solutions
for buildings and spaces that
optimise solar gain and adapt to
climate change impacts,” and then
gives examples. These examples are
tokenistic and should be removed as
they may be misinterpreted and
misunderstood. It would be better
to encourage the use of advanced
design standards that offer individual
responses to context, site and local
climate.
5.294 Without reference to design
standards (for natural lighting say
BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice
for daylighting, London, BSI.) it is
not possible to demonstrate these
aspirations have been met.
5.302 With regard to Sustainable
Design in the Built Environment and
the desire to ‘achieve highest
possible design standards’, the
Nationally Described Space Standard
(NDSS) should be enforced. There
is no need to test whether or not
current development fails the
standard. By requiring new houses
satisfy the Nationally Described
Space Standard (NDSS) those
houses that satisfy the requirements
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will not be affected i.e. only those
that are too small would be affected.
Feedback on Policy 31 was made
courtesy of Mark Siddall, ARB, RIBA:
practicing architect (LEAP
http://leap4.it ), part time lecturer
in Building Physics and Sustainable
Policies and Practice (Northumbria
University). 2008-2015 part time
tutor in urban design (Newcastle
University).
Promoting healthy communities
People spend roughly 90% of their
time indoors. Without recognising
the impact the indoor environment
has upon the health and well being
it is not possible to create a truly
healthy community. Critical factors
include affordable winter warmth
and avoiding excess winter deaths,
avoiding overheating and avoiding
excess summer deaths, adequate
daylight to avoid Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD), reliable access to
access to fresh air to provide good
indoor air quality.
The need to provide health buildings
that support healthy communities
has a bearing for both domestic and
non-domestic property. Fortunately
there are design standards that not
only reduce fuel poverty and
minimise carbon emissions (see
Policy 31), but also help to create
healthy buildings. It is therefore
worth reiterating many of the same
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recommendations under this
heading. They are:
Communities and Masterplanning
● BREEAM Communities
New Build Domestic
It is suggested, where deemed
feasible, developments are actively
encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB
Building Standard or the Home
Quality Mark.
● Passivhaus Standard or
● AECB Building Standard or
● Home Quality Mark
Other supplementary and related
standards that complement the
standards listed above include:
● Lifetime Homes
● BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice
for daylighting, London, BSI
New Build Non-domestic and
Multi-residential
It is suggested non-domestic and
multi-residential new buildings of ≥
500m2 floor area must achieve
either Passivhaus certification, or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.
● Passivhaus Standard or
● AECB Building Standard or
● BREEAM
Refurbishment and retrofit
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It is suggested non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments of
≥ 500m2 floor area must achieve
either Passivhaus EnerPHit
certification, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.
Domestic refurbishments comprising
10 or more dwellings must achieve
a Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard or
a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.
● EnerPHit - the Passivhaus retrofit
standard, or
● AECB Building Standard or
● BREEAM domestic refurbishment
Feedback on Promoting Healthy
Communities is made courtesy of
Mark Siddall, ARB, RIBA: practicing
architect (LEAP http://leap4.it ), part
time lecturer in Building Physics and
Sustainable Policies and Practice
(Northumbria University).
2008-2015 part time tutor in urban
design (Newcastle University).
We welcome the inclusion of policies
requiring a clearly-defined and
navigable layout. We welcome the
policy requiring the prioritisation of
non-motorised transport, but we
believe that this should be made
more specific. It should require all
new development to: contain safe,
direct and easily navigable
pedestrian routes to likely
destinations; contain a
comprehensive network of safe,
direct and segregated cycle routes
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which link to wider cycle networks;
be designed around public transport
routes, with higher densities along
bus routes.
We welcome the inclusion of policies
advocating a minimum density of
30dph. However, the housing
allocations described above seem to
contradict this aspiration, since
many of them have densities much
lower than this.
In order to reduce the need to
travel, stimulate local enterprise,
and reinforce sustainable
communities, it is vital for new
development to include facilities and
services other than simply dwellings.
Depending upon the size of a new
development, these might include,
for example, shops, cafes and
restaurants, doctors’ surgeries, and
public open spaces. Standards
should be set for the inclusion of
these facilities, services and
businesses.
Meeting the challenge of Climate
Change, flooding and coastal change
5.341 states, “The Plan can make a
major contribution to mitigating and
adapting to climate change by
shaping new and existing
developments in ways that reduce
carbon emissions and positively build
community resilience to problems
such as extreme heat or flood risk.
It can do this by ensuring that new
development is located to reduce the
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need to travel and support the fullest
possible use of sustainable transport.
It should be designed in a way that
limits carbon dioxide emissions, uses
decentralised and renewable or low
carbon energy and minimises
vulnerability to future climate
impacts”.
CDGP wholly support the overall
direction as expressed in this
paragraph but are concerned that it
contradicts the actual ‘direction of
travel’ expressed by other policies.
In particular:
● Policy 5 - Housing allocations
● Policy 6 - Durham City’s
Sustainable Urban Extensions
Some 2000 will be located within the
Durham Green Belt and therefore
spatially separated from local
services, and requiring car
ownership. It is likely that these
allocations alone will result in around
2 - 3,000 additional cars on the
roads, which will increase carbon
emissions. The Wider Dispersal was
not identified as a preferred option,
however this option would enable
the siting of new homes within
communities and within proximity of
local services.
● Policy 10 - Retail Hierarchy and
Town Centre development
The Council continues to see ‘District
Centres’ as a viable option for
location of retail. This again creates
car dependence as these ‘District
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Centres’ are generally on the
outskirts of towns with large free car
parks. Greater numbers of cars will
increase carbon emissions.
● Policy 23 - Durham City
Sustainable Transport
The Council proposes construction
of Northern and Western relief
roads. In the short term, before they
become congested, these will create
a more favourable network for
private motorists, and make driving
a private motor vehicle more
comfortable and easy. Coupled with
house building, this will considerably
increase the numbers of vehicles on
the road and result in an increase in
carbon emissions.
● Policy 31 - Sustainable Design in
the Built Environment
This policy does not specify a ‘design
standard’ associated with house
building, existing homes and
non-residential buildings so there is
simply no means for Durham County
Council to request buildings that are
carbon neutral, and measure
progress. This means that new
building will result in increased
carbon emissions.
● Policy 53 - Surface mined coal and
fireclay
The Council, within the restrictions
proposed by Policy 53, allows for the
continued mining of coal and fire
clay. Burning coal creates very
considerable carbon emissions, and
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indeed the Druridge Bay application
was recently rejected by the
Secretary of State whose cited
carbon emissions and climate change
as a major consideration in his
decision. Fire clay also result in very
considerable carbon emissions as it’s
is used to make bricks - a process
which is very carbon intensive. Given
the inevitable increases in carbon
emissions that will result from the
operation of these policies it is very
difficult to see how the Council's
aspiration (set out in paragraph
5.341) to reduce carbon emission
might be met.

The Sustainable Design policy supports innovation and
high quality development in accordance with national

The housing policies of the plan do not make reference
to the delivery of exceptional or innovative houses

1454Question 39

guidance. The council’s Building for Life(paragraph 55 NPPF). Whilst it is noted that general
Supplementary Planning Document sets downadvice is that national policy should not be replicated
additional guidance to ensure well-designed places,for its own sake, it is considered that this is a form of
through an internal design review process to driveresidential development that ought to be explicitly
better design standards and assist regeneration aims.referred to in the plan to avoid any confusion at the
NPPF is clear that new dwellings should be directedapplication determination stage. The delivery of
to sustainable locations.  Single homes of exceptionalexceptional or innovative single houses could play an
quality (or innovative design) will be supported by theimportant role in terms of regeneration and highlighting

Durham as a forward-thinking plan area. Sustainable Design policy providing they are in
sustainable locations. Paragraph 79 of NPPF is clearThe NPPF states (paragraph 21) that Local Plans

should ‘  facilitate flexible working practices such as that isolated homes in the countryside should be
avoided, unless there are clear circumstances to thethe integration of residential and commercial uses
contrary including exceptional design quality.  It iswithin the same unit’ however no reference is seen to

this in the plan and could be added. considered that this guidance is sufficient for controlling
development of this nature. The Plan supports home

Designs for development proposals that go beyond
the minimum requirements set out in criteria a-c and

working, which is specifically mentioned in connection
with development of existing buildings in the

deliver design of the highest quality, which enhances countryside.  Integration of residential and commercial
the natural and / or built environment of the plan area, uses may not always be compatible, however, so
will be give great weight in the application
determination process.

proposals would need to ensure adequate amenity,
design standards, etc in accordance with the
development management policies set down in the
Plan.
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The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

The Problem with Policy 31

If you’re not familiar with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), which was first released in March

2237Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and2012, then you need to be aware there is a
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,presumption in favour of sustainable development.
technological, economic and environmental conditions.However, the NPPF does not explicitly define
There are specific requirements for all new majorsustainable development and consequently enables it

to be defined at local level. residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)

against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residential

requires development proposals to ‘achieve highest development will be required to achieve BREEAM
possible design standards’ but without appropriate minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
definition, clarity and focus, without specifying requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
appropriate standards, this phrase could very easily standards would not be deliverable in many situations
become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst attempts have however the council will provide technical support,
been made to introduce clarity, there is a very real wherever possible, to applicants building at higher

standards.concern opportunities have been missed, and in some
cases completely neglected.

As an architect I tutored students at Newcastle
University on the Masters in Urban Design between
2005 and 2015 and recognise the importance and
value of good urban design. I am also familiar with the
Building For Life Standard, Durham County Councils
preferred design standard. The standard is
solely focussed upon urban design and does not
encourage homes that are, in their own right,
comfortable, healthy, have low running costs
(affordable warmth), minimise carbon emissions and
have good
standards of daylight. In the context of Policy 31 this
is a significant short coming. Furthermore, under the
Climate Change Act 2008 the UK is committed to
achieve a 34% reduction in carbon emissions by 2020
and an 80% reduction by 2050. The proposed Spatial
Policy presents a real opportunity for the County
Durham to make a meaningful contribution toward
reducing green house
gas emissions. This may be achieved by
recommending and, when appropriate requiring,
development achieve the highest possible design
standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy 31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
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to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it is
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.

To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of. They are:

• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and
refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing non-domestic
building)

Passivhaus Standard

The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can
achieve ‘zero carbon’ status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.
• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
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noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.
• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard

Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)

As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to address
fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the Passivhaus
Standard.

AECB Building Standard

The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.

The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.

Home Quality Mark

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.

BREEAM

BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on nondomestic
buildings.

How other Councils are addressing Sustainable Design
and Development Camden Council’s planning policy
(Policy CC2, part F) actively encourages residential
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development to meet the Passivhaus Standard and/or
the Housing Quality Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g
expects residential conversions/extensions of 500sqm
floor-space or above five or more dwellings to achieve
"excellent" in BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and Policy
DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly promote
the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’
certification. Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above 500 sqm are to
achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent) or
BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:

i. address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and
ii. fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’ Richmond
Upon Thames Council also operates a compulsory
Sustainability Checklist and it requires all development
of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of non-residential space to
comply with this assessment. The checklist includes
requirements relating to: Considerate Constructors
Scheme registration, cycle storage standards, minimum
daylighting standards, ecological mitigation and
enhancement, environmental impact of materials,
external lighting (low energy), flood risk assessments
(FRA) and site waste management plans (SWMP).

Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will meet
‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission Rate
(CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations.The London Plan is often considered best
practice in terms of Planning Policy 15 and other
councils can incorporate the same target in Local Plans
or associated guidance.
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Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development

In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.

For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the
Passivhaus Standard. It is therefore proposed, where
the council is the client for developments such as
council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any
development on land disposed of by the council, should
be required to achieve either Passivhaus certification,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building
Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will allow the best
projects to benefit from expedited delivery. A similar
policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective climate
protection measures in the building sector at the local
level.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design in
the Built Environment)

Now you can see Policy 31 has the tremendous scope
for improvement, I thought it might be useful if I
provided you with a few observations about how Policy
31 may be phrased so that it can deliver the ambition
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it rightly seeks to establish. I’ve broken the proposal
down into three fundamental parts.

• Domestic New Build
• Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
• Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

Domestic New Build

The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:
Developments of >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
should be actively encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard
or the Home Quality Mark. They should also be
encouraged to include supplementary, complimentary
and related standards that include:

• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB Building Standard
certification.

All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic, Multi-residential
and Non-domestic)

The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:
Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
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EnerPHit certification, AECB Building Standard or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

My comments on this part of the County Plan have
been guided by recent feedback to me from XXXX, a

2205Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within thepracticing architect, university lecturer, and author of
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andbooks and research papers on sustainable design and

construction for both new and existing buildings. spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
technological, economic and environmental conditions.In this letter, drawing upon XXXX analysis, standards

are identified that DCC can readily adopt, examples There are specific requirements for all new major
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2are provided of other councils that have or are in the
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,process of adopting these standards, and examples
against the Target Emission Rate based on currentshowing how policy may be clarified to deliver on the
building regulations, while all major new non-residentialpromise of achieving the ‘highest possible design
development will be required to achieve BREEAMstandards’ within the constraints of the existing
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of theseplanning system. Concerns are also highlighted

regarding the current state of Policy 31 Section C. requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
standards would not be deliverable in many situations

The Problem with Policy 31
In the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
which was first released in March 2012, there is a

however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.

presumption in favour of sustainable development.
However, the NPPF does not explicitly define
sustainable development and consequently enables it
to be defined at local level (leading to confusion for
planners).
The latest NPPF (issued on 24/08/18 i.e. during this
consultation period) reinforces and enhances the
proposals made below. This is because the NPPF:
1) maintains a presumption in favour of sustainable
development
2) tightens definitions on the presumption in favour of
sustainable development
3) increases the emphasis on high-quality design, and
4) reinstates the reference to the Climate Change Act
2008
...whilst still permitting sustainable development to be
defined at local level.
Furthermore the Government response to the draft
revised NPPF consultation confirms, under the
Planning and Energy Act 2008 or other legislation
where applicable, local authorities can set higher
ambitions for energy efficiency standards. "In particular,
local authorities are not restricted in their ability to
require energy efficiency standards above Building
Regulations." For more information see page 48 of the
Government response.
DCC’s proposed Policy 31 Section C requires
development proposals to ‘achieve highest possible
design standards’ but without appropriate definition,
clarity and focus, without specifying appropriate
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standards, this phrase could very easily become
meaningless rhetoric.Whilst attempts have been made
to introduce clarity, there is a very real concern that
opportunities have already been missed, and in some
cases completely neglected.
Building For Life Standard is DCC’s preferred design
standard. I am concerned about the use of this, as the
standard is solely focussed upon urban design and
does not encourage homes that are, in their own right,
comfortable, healthy, have low running costs
(affordable warmth), minimise carbon emissions and
have good standards of daylight. In the context of
Policy 31 this is a significant short-coming.
Also, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the UK is
committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for DCC to make a meaningful contribution toward
reducing green house gas emissions. This may be
achieved by recommending and, when appropriate,
requiring developments and developers to achieve the
highest possible design standards rather than the bare
minimum.

Constraints and Opportunities for Improving Policy
31
The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25 March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.
For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).
As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it is
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.
To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents some examples may be helpful. There are
five best practice standards:
• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and
refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
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• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing non-domestic
building)

Passivhaus Standard
The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (the German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can achieve ‘zero carbon’
status.
There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently (and shamefully) there are
no certified Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.
There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK:
• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.
• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.
• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard
Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)
As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:
• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to address
fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the Passivhaus
Standard.
AECB Building Standard
The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
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(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.
The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.
Home Quality Mark
The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.
BREEAM
BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on non-domestic
buildings.

Energy Efficiency Is About More Than Heating
It should be stressed that energy efficiency is not
simply a means of reducing energy demand and
minimising fuel poverty. Good energy efficiency
standards also seek to minimise the risk of overheating.
The need to minimise overheating risks has become
all the more apparent with this year’s heat-wave.
The impact of overheating is fourfold. Firstly, it can
result in additional, unnecessary deaths. Secondly it
can result in the demand for air-conditioning (which is
not required is the UK climate providing designs are
developed robustly).Thirdly, in households with limited
financial means, a new form of fuel poverty could be
introduced. In such a situation people cannot keep cool
because they cannot afford air-conditioning hardware
or fuel to run the equipment. Fourthly any increased
adoption of air-conditioning will result in increased
carbon emissions contributing to global warming and
increased incidence of heat-waves.
In the North East heat-wave alerts are triggered when
temperatures exceed 28 oC during the day and 15 oC
at night. Design standards like Passivhaus Standard
and the AECB Building Standard required indoor
temperatures not to exceed 25oC for more than 10%
of the year, and best practice recommends indoor
temperatures do not exceed 25oC for more than 5%
of the year.

How other Councils are addressing Sustainable Design
and Development
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Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part G expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.
Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and Policy
DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly promote
the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’
certification. Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above 500sqm are to
achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent) or
BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sqm of floor space) must:
i. address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and
ii. fund post occupancy evaluation studies.
Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’
Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires all
development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of non-residential
space to comply with this assessment. The checklist
includes requirements relating to: Considerate
Constructors Scheme registration, cycle storage
standards, minimum daylighting standards, ecological
mitigation and enhancement, environmental impact of
materials, external lighting (low energy), flood risk
assessments (FRA) and site waste management plans
(SWMP).
Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).
Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will meet
‘BREEAM Excellent.’
The London Plan requires commercial developments
achieve a 40% Building Emission Rate (CO2)
improvement over the 2010 Building Regulations. The
London Plan is often considered best practice in terms
of Planning Policy 15 and other councils can
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incorporate the same target in Local Plans or other
guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development
In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.
For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the Passivhaus
Standard,

It is therefore proposed, where DCC is the client for
developments such as council housing or new council
buildings, these developments should be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any development
on land disposed of by DCC, should be required to
achieve either Passivhaus certification, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building Standard.
Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, DCC could offer incentives
(such as expedited planning applications) where one
of the following standards are employed and a third
party interim review confirms certification (for
Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard or BREEAM etc.)
is likely to be gained for a given percentage of the
development (say >10%).This strategy will not impose
a direct cost upon developments that are unwilling to
achieve the highest possible design standards but will
allow the best projects to benefit from expedited
delivery. The Passive House Institute has compiled
the following 10 points to support and to trigger
effective climate protection measures in the building
sector at the local level.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design in
the Built Environment)
So …… Policy 31 has tremendous scope for
improvement. Here are a few observations about how
Policy 31 may be phrased so that it can deliver the
ambition it rightly seeks to establish.Three fundamental
parts:
• Domestic New Build
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• Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
• Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

Domestic New Build
The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:
Development comprising >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor
area is encouraged to pursue certification with the
Passivhaus Standard or AECB Building Standard. All
development comprising >10 or more dwellings are
required to achieve certification with the Passivhaus
Standard or the AECB Building Standard for 10% of
new dwellings. Where appropriate all developments
should be encouraged to adopt the Home Quality Mark.
They should also be encouraged to include
supplementary, complimentary and related standards
that include:
• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB Building Standard
certification.
All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic, Multi-residential
and Non-domestic)
The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:
Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
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EnerPHit certification, AECB Building Standard or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

I trust that this information has been useful and backs
up the strong feelings of other members of the public
regarding this crucial policy. We all want to be proud
of DCC as a Council that is leading the way on climate
change mitigation and asking developers to reach
higher not minimum standards to future-proof our
county buildings. I personally would love to have some
examples of Passivhaus builds to view locally and
inspire us all to improve our energy-efficiency and have
healthier living/working environments.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

I'd like an inventory of working Eco systems globally
i.e. Forest cities of china, Paris 2050 smart city yet to
go still further than this,  

1549Question 39

The policy requires buildings and spaces that are
adaptable to changing, social, technological, economichttp://vincent.callebaut.org/zoom/projects/150105_parissmartcity2050/parissmartcity2050_pl048.jpg 
and environmental conditions, and is supportive of

implementing Already functioning and Abundant
models into our own framework, as people flock to the

more sustainable building techniques, such as green
and brown roofs, and ensuring green infrastructure

natural environment for healing and recreation, Bio and sustainable drainage are well integrated. There
diversity or Bio divercities, honest environments are specific requirements for all new major residential
become Sought, is Like To See Them Created Or
Implemented Abundantly Within This System,

development to achieve reductions in CO2 emissions
of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate, against the
Target Emission Rate based on current building if all cities towns and so forth are created in with

Beauty And Abundance As Core Values, In this manner regulations, while all major new non-residential
Happiness and Beautiful Communities that are development will be required to achieve BREEAM
Sustainable Maintainable, Upgradeable and are able
to Thrive Constantly, Expansively,

minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
standards would not be deliverable in many situationsMost smart cities are aimed at around the 0%

emissions and with Organic Sustainable Principles however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.

actually Freely create abundance, so natural diversity
and abundance increases and Gently Govern the
system! 

I Believe the implementation of Selflessly reliant
individuals villages and social structures Directly
Increase Global Cooperation, Flyidity And Happiness, 

I'd like to see vast implementation of abundance in all
present and future planning moving from a depleting
global system of consumerism and economy To
Cooperative, Expansive, Gentle Governance And
Abundance,  

Living roofs, community 

 Simple Changes, Small Steps Leading To A Transition
To Complete Abundance And Sustainable Thrivalry,
communication networks, positive information and
knowledge exchanges, In Permaculture all skills and
Resources Are Constantly Supporting each other, Skills
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Form. and Grow Along With Technologies Naturally
Freely And Increase Incrementally The Entire Global
Community, combine every aspect of health community
and well being, creating abundant diverse learning bing
eco systems of clean air energy expansion and
exchange, 

Linked Abundant community is formed and areas,
growing healing by plants Herbs fruit and vegetables,

I'd like to see living 

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

I'd like an inventory of working Eco systems globally
i.e. Forest cities of china, Paris 2050 smart city yet to
go still further than this,  

1554Question 39

The policy requires buildings and spaces that are
adaptable to changing, social, technological, economichttp://vincent.callebaut.org/zoom/projects/150105_parissmartcity2050/parissmartcity2050_pl048.jpg 
and environmental conditions, and is supportive of

implementing Already functioning and Abundant
models into our own framework, as people flock to the

more sustainable building techniques, such as green
and brown roofs, and ensuring green infrastructure

natural environment for healing and recreation, Bio and sustainable drainage are well integrated. There
diversity or Bio divercities, honest environments are specific requirements for all new major residential
become Sought, is Like To See Them Created Or
Implemented Abundantly Within This System,

development to achieve reductions in CO2 emissions
of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate, against the
Target Emission Rate based on current building if all cities towns and so forth are created in with

Beauty And Abundance As Core Values, In this manner regulations, while all major new non-residential
Happiness and Beautiful Communities that are development will be required to achieve BREEAM
Sustainable Maintainable, Upgradeable and are able
to Thrive Constantly, Expansively,

minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
standards would not be deliverable in many situationsMost smart cities are aimed at around the 0%

emissions and with Organic Sustainable Principles however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.

actually Freely create abundance, so natural diversity
and abundance increases and Gently Govern the
system! 

I Believe the implementation of Selflessly reliant
individuals villages and social structures Directly
Increase Global Cooperation, Flyidity And Happiness, 

I'd like to see vast implementation of abundance in all
present and future planning moving from a depleting
global system of consumerism and economy To
Cooperative, Expansive, Gentle Governance And
Abundance,  

Living roofs, community 

 Simple Changes, Small Steps Leading To A Transition
To Complete Abundance And Sustainable Thrivalry,
communication networks, positive information and
knowledge exchanges, In Permaculture all skills and
Resources Are Constantly Supporting each other, Skills
Form. and Grow Along With Technologies Naturally
Freely And Increase Incrementally The Entire Global
Community, combine every aspect of health community
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and well being, creating abundant diverse learning bing
eco systems of clean air energy expansion and
exchange, 

Linked Abundant community is formed and areas,
growing healing by plants Herbs fruit and vegetables,

I'd like to see living 

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

The Parish Council welcomes that the policy requires
development proposals to ‘achieve highest possible
design standards’.
DCC does identify Building For Life Standard which is
fine for urban design and encourages developers to

1660Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text.There are specific requirements for all
new major residential development to achieve

provide buildings & spaces which outperform minimum reductions in CO2 emissions of 10% below the
standards but it doesn’t ensure that buildings are Dwelling Emission Rate, against the Target Emission
provided to the ‘highest possible design standards’
including environmental ones.

Rate based on current building regulations, while all
major new non-residential development will be required
to achieve BREEAM minimum rating of 'very good'.This policy should be strengthened by referencing the

highest standards (such as Passivhaus Standard) and
then encouraging developers to build to that standard.

Both of these requirements have been viability tested
- setting higher standards would not be deliverable in
many situations however the council will provide
technical support, wherever possible, to applicants
building at higher standards. The Plan is supportive

Thank you for your comment - this is now covered in
the policy.

Policy 31 Sustainable Design Clause a) “local
character” should refer to the use of locally relevant
designs (as opposed to all-purpose standard national

1780Question 39

house designs) and the use of local materials to
maintain local character

Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.

My opinion of Existing new builds based on friends and
family who live in them are that they can hear

1721Question 39

New dwellings must perform to Building Regulations,everything from the attached properties as the dividing
which also sets down requirements in terms of
resistance to sound (under Part E).

walls seem to be constructed from timber and boards.
Surely a dividing wall should be of a solid construction
of two brick walls with a cavity. Also rooms are small
considering they are supposed to be family homes,
with many people extending or converting a garage
just to make more room. I own and grew up in a council
house built in the 1940s and I don't hear the neighbours
as the walls are solid plus the rooms are bigger. It
seems that developers now build small and cheap to
squeeze as many properties onto an estate and to
make more profit, as once the houses are sold they
can walk away and build another match box estate.

Evidence demonstrates that many new homes are
being built below minimum space standards. The

We note paragraph 5.302 which states ‘The
Government have set Nationally Described Space

2099Question 39

council have therefore elected to adopt the nationallyStandard (NDSS) which reflect the for sufficient indoor
described space standards, to ensure adequate livingspace and whilst evidence suggests that many new
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homes are smaller than the recommended NDSS,
there is a test to whether this is also the case within

standards. The policy recognises viability concerns in
relation to this.

County Durham. Further evidence will therefore be
prepared to determine if a policy on space standards
would be appropriate in the next draft of the plan’.

We would strongly object to paragraph 5.302 as there
has been no supporting evidence provided which
demonstrates a need for the inclusion of space
standards.

There are significant cost implications for purchasers
of homes associated with the adoption of space
standards within Local Plans as larger homes are more
expensive to reflect the high costs incurred by the
developer. There is, therefore, a clear risk on
affordability for purchasers in the starter home market
and could risk cutting people out of the market
altogether.

Indeed, without the evidence available to support the
need for space standards and with the Government’s
focus on deregulation we would recommend a rethink
of this proposal as the inclusion of NDSS’s could have
significant long-term consequences for housing supply
in the County.

Thank you for your comment.The council have elected
to adopt the nationally described space standards, to

There is never enough storage in new houses now and
the rooms are way too small. We need good sized

2261Question 39

ensure adequate living standards. Open spacehouses and bungalows in the estates then families can
standards seek to ensure sufficient functional openlive near to each other and help each other, it would
space either on site, or by supporting existing off site
open space where this can be accessed from the site.

help with the social care problems too. They build
bungalows so small you would struggle if you needed
to get a wheelchair or scooter.There should be enough
room between the houses too and grassed areas
where the kids can play and be seen from home

Thank you for your comment. The Building for lIfe
standards provide a concise, focused and standardised

Whilst our Client agrees with the majority of this policy,
it believes that reviewing all schemes against the

2461Question 39

framework for assessing the quality of place creation.Building for Life Supplementary Planning Document
BfL is supported by the House Building Federation.is a blunt tool and does not necessarily take into
The policy also identifies a range of additional guidanceaccount site specific factors or constraints.This needs

to be reflected in the policy. documents which set down best practice in relation to
ensuring better design standards. The density criteriaLikewise, the use of minimum densities is noted,

however the policy needs to be sufficiently flexible as has amended to reflect national guidance and provide
a flexible and suitable policy for the county.there is often a tension between achieving high

densities and the need to incorporate elements such
as GI or open space, which can lead to a fall in gross
housing densities. This should be referenced clearly
in the policy that where such tensions exist, the Council
will take a pragmatic approach in assessing densities.
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We would also draw the Council’s attention to
paragraph 122 of the current NPPF which outlines the
factors that need to be taken into account when
applying minimum densities. This includes
infrastructure availability and capacity, the character
of an area, the demand for certain housing types/sizes
and the importance of good design. This again needs
to be reflected in planning policy.

Support noted.The requirement for all development proposals to
contribute positively to an area’s character, identity

4224Question 39

and townscape is an important aspect of this policy,
and if properly enforced, will help towards ensuring
sustainability in development within Durham.

It is pleasing to see that the Building for Life 12
standard for well-designed homes and neighbourhoods
has been included in this Plan, and forms part of the
council’s Building for Life Supplementary Planning
Document.

Thank you for your comment.The council are preparing
a new Supplementary Planning Document to set down

The wording around Extensions and alterations is far
too vague. We need clearer wording so that decisions

3382Question 39

consistent standards for extensions on residentialare not at the whim of Planning Departments who trot
properties, however the planning system ensures anout the same line “….that each application is
impartial process which assesses each proposal onconsidered on its own merits AND so residents cannot
its merits to account of the particular circumstances ofrefer to another extension or alteration as the Planner

has changed his mind! each application.The planning process seeks to ensure
a fair and transparent system with ample opportunitiesMonitoring and targets should include feedback from

residents on the planning process / applications and
should be reported quarterly via AAPs.

for people to input and challenge decisions. Decisions
are published on the council's website.

Solar PV should be integral to all new homes. Failing
to harness this at the new build point is in terms of
environmental responsibility, unacceptable in this day
and age. Whilst in tariffs may be low, the economies
of scale for developments to install should be made
mandatory in order to assist in meeting local, national
and international climate change targets.

Where possible, developers should in conjunction to
Solar PV, give new purchasers the option for the
installation of battery storage facilities.

All new developments should be installed with electric
car charging facilities and infrastructure put in place at
planning to ensure the development can meet future
demands.

All new residential and commercial developments
should be equipped with secure cycle storage by
design to accommodate every person anticipated the
live in or work at these places.
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If the facilities are there for electric charging then a
condition should be imposed on a developer to use it.

Thank you for your comments. The Plan requires
sustainable design which incorporates adaptation for

Ref 5.292  The recommendation 'to Incorporate Design'
solutions for buildings and spaces that optimise solar

2815Question 39

climate change impacts, amongst many other things.gain and adapt to climate change impacts ...... The
The policy also contains guidance in relation toretention of established planting and trees in particular
landscape factors and is consistent with the Green
Infrastructire policy.

.....'  The Policy should include these recommendations
and make them statutory.  In addition all new build
should include some 'green infrastructure' eg. trees,
shrubs, tubs etc.

The Building for Life Supplementary Planning
Document does not introduce any policies, as this is

The need for policy 31 is questioned acknowledging
policy 1 provides general development principles which
include in relation to design and amenity.

2563Question 39

the reserve of the Plan. Schemes which incorporate
public art will be supported, however there is no explicitWithout prejudice to the above the Building for Life

SPD is noted.  As a general comment SPDs should requirement for this. Evidence demonstrates that many
new homes are being built below minimum spacenot seek to introduce policies which should properly
standards.The council have therefore elected to adoptbe contained in a Development Plan. There is a
the nationally described space standards, to ensurereference in policy 31 to public art but there is not any
adequate living standards. The policy recognises
viability concerns in relation to this.

commentary thereupon.  A number of old Local Plans
in the County included a Percent for Art requirement.
Conscious that the Plan is silent in relation to such the
respondent would record that a policy which would add
to the cost of a development should be included within
the Development Plan and not left to SPD / review of
an SPD.

It is noted from para 5.300 that applicants will need to
provide evidence of how their scheme performs against
BfL Standards. This is considered onerous and an
unnecessary validation hurdle.

In relation to housing space standards, it is noted from
paragraph 5.302 that further evidence will be prepared
to determine if a policy on space standards is
appropriate to include in the Plan. The respondent
therefore reserves their position in this respect but
would note the need for any requirement to be justified.

The enhanced standards, as introduced by
Government, are intended to be optional and can only
be introduced where there is a clear need and they
retain development. As such they should only be
introduced on a ‘need to have’ rather than a ‘nice to
have’ basis. PPG identifies the type of evidence
required to introduce such a policy.

Standards can, in some instances, have a negative
impact upon viability, increase affordability issues and
reduce customer choice. In terms of choice entry level
small houses are required to ensure that those on lower
incomes can afford a properly which has sufficient
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number of bedrooms. BDW's smaller houses are
predominately their best sellers.

Thank you for your comment.The council have elected
to adopt the nationally described space standards, to
ensure adequate living standards.

This does not set design to the highest standards. The
optional space standards should be REQUIRED space
standards.

2639Question 39

Thank you for your comments. These have informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

3461Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with nationalstandards’. Whilst Persimmon Homes is supportive of
guidance.The Building for Life Supplementary Planningachieving high quality developments, this requirement
Document has been amended to better explain the
way the review process operates.

is more onerous than the NPPF 2018 which refers to
the achievement well-designed places (Chapter 12).
The NPPF 2018 only refers to the need to reflect the
‘highest standards in architecture’ in the context of
providing an exceptional quality or innovative design
for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside.
Furthermore, such a requirement and could render
many schemes unviable.

Persimmon Homes therefore suggests the following
changes to paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289 - “The design quality of new
development in the county has varied significantly. We
are committed to ensuring that in future it will be of the
highest standards well designed in terms of
architecture, urban design, sustainability and
innovation.”

Policy 31(c)- “Achieve the highest possible high quality
design standards, schemes. Housing developments
will be assessed against the Building for Life
Supplementary Planning Document.Where, as a result
of the process improvements are required, the scheme
will only be supported where these are addressed to
the satisfaction of the council.”
In regards to Policy 31(c) it is understand that the
Council are proposing that all schemes will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document whereby applicants will be required
to undertake their own assessment of the development
proposals against BfL criteria as part of the application
submission. Schemes are then to be assessed against
the BfL criteria by a panel of Council teams within
fortnightly review sessions, following which a BfL report
will be prepared setting out recommended design
changes to ensure the scheme achieves as many
‘greens’ as possible, whilst minimising the number of
‘amber’ and avoiding ‘reds’.
Persimmon Homes have a number of concerns around
the practical application of this approach and a number
of suggestions that must transpire in order for the
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process to occur effectively and timely such that
determination of applications are not unduly delay.
Firstly the review sessions must be held fortnightly
without fail, the design review team should function in
effect as a statutory consultee and report back within
the statutory consultation period.

Secondly it is imperative that the case officer is in
attendance during the review session in order offer
their deeper and wider understanding of the range of
design matters being discussed, which may conflict
with one another, in order to inform why design
decisions have been taken.
Finally schemes should only be reviewed once.
Schemes which address the comments set out within
the BfL report should be considered acceptable and
should not be reconsidered for further comments. If
this is not the case then applications may potentially
become encase within a circular process which, given
the time taken for member teams to pre-consider the
proposals, review meeting to occur, BfL report to be
drafted and issued and time taken to further amend
proposals would quite easily delay the determination
of application beyond the statutory determination
periods.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

The Problem with Policy 31

If you’re not familiar with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), which was first released in March

3512Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and2012, then you need to be aware there is a
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,presumption in favour of sustainable development.
technological, economic and environmental conditions.However, the NPPF does not explicitly define
There are specific requirements for all new majorsustainable development and consequently enables it

to be defined at local level. residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)

against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residential

requires development proposals to ‘achieve highest development will be required to achieve BREEAM
possible design standards’ but without appropriate minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
definition, clarity and focus, without specifying requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
appropriate standards, this phrase could very easily standards would not be deliverable in many situations
become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst attempts have however the council will provide technical support,
been made to introduce clarity, there is a very real wherever possible, to applicants building at higher

standards.concern opportunities have been missed, and in some
cases completely neglected.

I am also familiar with the Building For Life Standard,
Durham County Councils preferred design standard.
The standard is solely focused upon urban design and
does not encourage homes that are, in their own right,
comfortable, healthy, have low running costs
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(affordable warmth), minimise carbon emissions and
have good standards of daylight. In the context of
Policy 31 this is a significant short coming.

Furthermore, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the
UK is committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for the County Durham to make a meaningful
contribution toward reducing green house gas
emissions. This may be achieved by recommending
and, when appropriate requiring, development achieve
the highest possible design standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy
31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it is
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.

To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of. They are:

• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and
refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing non-domestic
building)

Passivhaus Standard

The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
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demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The 

German word ‘haus’ means ‘building’). With the
addition of renewable technologies developments can
achieve ‘zero carbon’ status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.
• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.
• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard

Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)

As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to address
fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the
Passivhaus Standard.

AECB Building Standard

The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.
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The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.

Home Quality Mark

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.

BREEAM

BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on non-
domestic buildings.

How other Councils are addressing Sustainable Design
and Development

Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and Policy
DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly promote
the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’
certification. Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above 500 sqm are to
achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent) or
BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:

i. address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and

ii. fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’

Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires all
development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of non-residential
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space to comply with this assessment. The checklist
includes requirements relating to: Considerate
Constructors Scheme registration, cycle storage
standards, minimum daylighting standards, ecological
mitigation and enhancement, environmental impact of
materials, external lighting (low energy), flood risk
assessments (FRA) and site waste management plans
(SWMP).

Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres
(including conversion) to meet the BREEAM standard
of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm
of non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will meet
‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission Rate
(CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations.The London Plan is often considered best
practice in terms of Planning Policy 15 and other
councils can incorporate the same target in Local Plans
or associated guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development

In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK
are beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.

For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the Passivhaus
Standard,

It is therefore proposed, where the council is the client
for developments such as council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any
development on land disposed of by the council, should
be required to achieve either Passivhaus certification,
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BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building
Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say
>10%).This strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will allow the best
projects to benefit from expedited delivery. A
similar policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective
climate protection measures in the building sector at
the local level.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment)

Now you can see Policy 31 has the tremendous scope
for improvement, I thought it might be useful if I
provided you with a few observations about how Policy
31 may be phrased so that it can deliver the ambition
it rightly seeks to establish. I’ve broken the proposal
down into three fundamental parts.

• Domestic New Build
• Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
• Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

Domestic New Build

The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:

Developments of >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
should be actively encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard
or the Home Quality Mark. They should also be
encouraged to include supplementary, complimentary
and related standards that include:

• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:
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Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB Building Standard
certification.

All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:

Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of
‘Very Good’.

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
EnerPHit certification, AECB Building Standard or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

Thank you for your comment. The policy has been
amended to include reference to heritage significance
to provide synergy with the heritage policies.

Pg 154 - Policy 31 - Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment

All development proposals will be required to:

3204Question 39

1 Contribute positively to an area’s character,
identity, townscape and landscape features,
helping to create and reinforce locally distinctive
and sustainable communities;

WHSC – It would be helpful to include an area’s
heritage significance in this list.

Thank for your comments. The Sustainable Design
policy requires development to respond to setting, for

Instead of letting builders build square boxes in our
villages can you not make them build houses with a

2690Question 39

example in relation to the local character andbit character to enhance our villages not spoil
surroundings. The Plan includes a requirement forthem..affordable cottages, bungalows etc ..something
specialist housing as part of the mix when newthat will make our village nicer..don't take away our
schemes are built. Refurbishment projects are in placegreen spaces as this is what makes our area
across the county to bring vacant houses back intobeautiful...as someone has said ..give grants to
use however this is reliant upon funding which limitsimprove older houses e.g for roofs, windows, render
the scope of such projects.These types of projects areand drive ways etc..start planting trees etc ...get the
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council house list back up and running so family's can
stay in their villages as people from other areas

not included within the Plan, however policies in the
Plan seek to ensure that where development occurs

sometimes get priority over local families...don't over it respects local amenity and setting, etc. New
populate a village as schools, doctors etc can't cope development is directed to sustainable locations to

ensure access to and support for existing services.with it..think outside the box and think of other ideas
to get accommodation for people etc..there is a ex
council building stood empty at Ferryhill..this has stood
empty for at least 2 years..maybe turn this into
accommodation etc ..come on Durham County Council
have a good think about this and don't spoil our
Villages!

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

2576Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with national
guidance.

standards’. Whilst Taylor Wimpey UK is supportive of
achieving high quality developments, this requirement
is more onerous than the NPPF which relate to the
achievement
of high quality design (paragraphs 57 and 124
respectively). The NPPF only refers to the need
to reflect the ‘highest standards in architecture’ in the
context of providing an exceptional quality or innovative
design for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside
(paragraphs 55 and 81 respectively). Furthermore,
such a requirement could render many schemes
unviable.

Taylor Wimpey UK suggests the following changes to
paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289

“The design quality of new development in the county
has varied significantly. We are committed to ensuring
that in future it will be of the highest standards a high
quality in terms of architecture, urban design,
sustainability and innovation.”

Policy 31(c)

“Achieve the highest possible high quality design
standards, schemes. Housing developments will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document. Where, as a result of the process
improvements are required, the scheme will only be
supported where these are addressed to the
satisfaction of the council.”

The policy requires buildings and spaces that are
adaptable to changing, social, technological, economic

I would like to see more commitment from Durham
County Council to using truly sustainable building

3492Question 39

and environmental conditions. It is supportive ofmaterials, such as hempcrete, in both domestic and
commercial buildings. innovative and sustainable materials and techniques,

however being a strategic plan policy it doesn’t go into
the level of detail to specify particular materials.
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Thank you for your comment. The policy, in tandem
with other policies such as the Green Infrastructure

 I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

3509Question 39

policy, supports open space provision and opportunities
for multiple uses in these areas including food growing.

regarding the Spatial Vision, the objectives of the Plan,
Policy 15 (Best and Most Versatile Agriculture Land
and Soil Resources), Policy 28 (Green Infrastructure),
Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
and Policy 32 (Promoting Healthy Communities).

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

2521Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with national
guidance.

standards’. Whilst Hellens is supportive of achieving
high quality developments, this requirement is more
onerous than the NPPF 2018 which relates to the
achievement of high quality design (paragraph 79).
The NPPF 2018 only refer to the need to reflect the
‘highest standards in architecture’ in the context of
providing an exceptional quality or innovative design
for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside
(paragraphs 55 and 81 respectively). Furthermore,
such a requirement and could render many schemes
unviable.

Hellens suggests the following changes to paragraph
5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289

“The design quality of new development in the county
has varied significantly. We are committed to ensuring
that in future it will be of the highest standards a high
quality in terms of architecture, urban design,
sustainability and innovation.”

Policy 31(c)

“Achieve the highest possible high quality design
standards, schemes. Housing developments will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document. Where, as a result of the process
improvements are required, the scheme will only be
supported where these are addressed to the
satisfaction of the council.”

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

2951Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with national
guidance.

standards’. Whilst Raby Estates is supportive of
achieving high quality developments, this requirement
is more onerous than the NPPF 2018 which relates to
the achievement of high quality design (paragraph 79).
The NPPF 2018 only refer to the need to reflect the
‘highest standards in architecture’ in the context of
providing an exceptional quality or innovative design
for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside
(paragraphs 55 and 81 respectively). Furthermore,
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such a requirement and could render many schemes
unviable.

Raby Estates suggests the following changes to
paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289

“The design quality of new development in the county
has varied significantly. We are committed to ensuring
that in future it will be of the highest standards a high
quality in terms of architecture, urban design,
sustainability and innovation.”

Policy 31(c)

“Achieve the highest possible high quality design
standards, schemes. Housing developments will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document. Where, as a result of the process
improvements are required, the scheme will only be
supported where these are addressed to the
satisfaction of the council.”

Thank you for your comment.The policy supports high
quality design and sustainable building techniques.

Build houses with long life and durability in mind. Take
a lesson from the shoddy homes that were built in the
60s and 70s

3397Question 39

Houses should be built to minimum Building
Regulations standards - the Sustainable Design policy
requires better performance in terms of energy and
space standards.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Newly built housing Should be of a modern standard
build with 25years future proofing built in. Inside:. All

3317Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within therooms capable of having a double bed and storage.
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andUpstairs toilet and shower room with similar room
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,downstairs. Bathrooms are the thing of the past. So
technological, economic and environmental conditions,two shower rooms with two toilets in a house two beds
and requires energy improvements above buildingplus. Outside Insulation has to be top notch. Roof
regulations. The council have elected to adopt thespace access and storage a must. All roof spaces used
nationally described space standards, to ensure
adequate living standards.

as storage no need for garages. Possibly build cellars.
I have lived in many rented houses in Germany being
an ex British soldier and cellars are brilliant. If you're
going to try and by carbon friendly then make sure all
houses are built facing the perfect angle to receive
solar energy. Use reverse osmosis on water
purification. Last but not least make you're residents
accountable like service personnel are to make sure
they look after and hand over the social house in an
excellent state to the new occupant Off street parking
essential to eradicate cars parking on pavements.

Thank you for your comment. Dropped curbs may
provide individual home owners with an improvement

Drop curbs all around the estates so people can easily
extend their drives

3399Question 39

to their parking however this is not the solution to
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creating better designed areas which prioritise safe
acces for pedestrians and other sustainable transport
modes. The Plan and associated guidance document
(Parking Standards and Highway Residential Design
guide) seek to ensure that new development provides
convenient access and parking for all users, including
private vehicles, however this needs to be balanced
against other requirements including open space,
private gardens, etc.

Thank you for your comment. The supporting text has
been amended to incorporate a reference to habitat

Question 39: We would like to see inclusion of design
for nature within this policy.  Creating homes that

3151Question 39

for wildlife. It is also noted that the Plan includesdeliver for people and wildlife should be a minimum
policies to sustain and enhance biodiversity andrequirement for all future developments. There are
geodiversity, amongst other measures to promotemany examples of good practice from around the
ecological improvements and, where appropriate
mitigation, through the development process.

country where this has been successfully achieved but
is unlikely to be delivered in this region without planning
policy support.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Not sure of the difference in cost between retro fitting,
and install as part of the original build, may be

3490Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theprohibitive, but worth investigating. Outside heat
exchangers are certainly worth looking at though. supporting text. The policy requires buildings and

spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
technological, economic and environmental conditions.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Further to my above comment, I feel that all new
houses should be built with some level of solar power

3538Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within thegeneration, at least 2KW, the cost of these is
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andsignificantly lower these days and would be a relatively
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,small amount to add to the value of a new house. A
technological, economic and environmental conditions.small amount of battery storage would also enable
There are specific requirements for all new majorpeople to make more use of this, say 2-4 KW. This
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2would be particularly useful for people on low incomes
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,as they spend a disproportionate amount of their

money on food and electricity. against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, which is often achieved through
solar power generation.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

As many people have stated solar panels are a must.
Preferably with a battery. Also using ground sourcing

3540Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theor heat exchangers for heating would make homes
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andless costly to run. Play areas for kids and designated
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,wildlife areas are also a must, though the latter needs

safe crossing points to prevent habitat fragmentation. technological, economic and environmental conditions.
The Plan includes standards in relation to functional
open space, as well as policies to ensure development
sustains and enhances biodiversity and geodiversity,
amongst other measures to promote ecological
improvements.
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Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Build houses but don’t allow builders to cram them in
like sardines in a can. Wider roads which allow people

2591Question 39

transport, however it also recognises that convenientto park on the roads not on the footpaths or is that the
access is provided for all users including privateplan to gain more revenue when it becomes illegal to
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibilitypark on a footpath like being trialled in Scotland. Bigger
Standards set down the parking requirements fordriveway to allow up to three cars, Also think of leaving
residential developments, to include adequate visitorland for children to play on & better dog walking
parking.This must be balanced against other demandsfacilities. In fact do completely the opposite of what

you do now !!! within a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of
space is used for parking and not at the expense of
providing adequate private gardens, amenity and
functional open spaces. The policy sets down density
guidelines to ensure efficient use of land and a
settlement pattern that supports sustainable transport
and optimises access to services. It also recognises
that there is a balance to be had in ensuring this does
not compromise living standards and amenity, amongst
other considerations.

The Plan includes standards in relation to open space
standards and provision within new developments, to

How about thinking about the people already living in
certain areas concrete cities are bad for everyone no
one wants to see them stop taking our green spaces 

2597Question 39

balance the need for new development with ensuring
sufficient green space.

Thank for your comment. The Sustainable Design
policy requires development to respond to setting, for

Can we stop building ugly box-like structures in a
beautiful city – the building going up on the Claypath
is a good example of what I mean.

2603Question 39

example in relation to the local character and
surroundings. The policy does not seek to prevent
innovation or modern buildings, which can be
accommodated into sensitive settings providing they
are well designed and of the right scale, massing, etc.

Thank you for your comment.The policy promotes safe
and sustainable new development. For example, in

If more houses are going up then we need more safety
measures put in for our children also more amenities
to cater for more people

2646Question 39

respect to highways and pathways the policy requires
new development to prioritise the needs of pedestrians
and other sustainable modes of transport. It seeks to
ensure public and private spaces are well defined and
over-looked to ensure passive surveillance which
improves safety. The policy also requires developemt
to create buildings and spaces that are adaptable to
changing social, technological, economic and
environmental conditions and include appropriate and
proportionate measures to reduce vulnerability,
increase resilience and ensure public safety and
security, amongst other things.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Yes the new homes should Be larger, a downstairs
toilet is a must all access doors should be wider to

3590Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theaccommodate people with wheel chairs, Solar panels
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andshould fitted to all the roofs to help save on power
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consumption, the cavity walls should be filled with the
latest installation again to save on heating etc, along

spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
technological, economic and environmental conditions.

with the roof space, More space for parking cars There are specific requirements for all new major
outside, All of these should be on New Council Houses residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
which are in dire short supply in the County of Durham, emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
why are they just talking on private housing estates at against the Target Emission Rate based on current
the present house prices I’m sorry but these are way building regulations, which is often achieved through
out of reach of the ordinary people trying to save for solar power generation. The council have elected to
the deposit while living in high priced rented
accommodation, invest in new Council Houses,

adopt the nationally described space standards, to
ensure adequate living standards.

Evidence demonstrates that many new homes are
being built below minimum space standards. The

We note paragraph 5.302 which states ‘The
Government have set Nationally Described Space

2870Question 39

council have therefore elected to adopt the nationallyStandard (NDSS) which reflect the for sufficient indoor
described space standards, to ensure adequate livingspace and whilst evidence suggests that many new
standards. The policy recognises viability concerns in
relation to this.

homes are smaller than the recommended NDSS,
there is a test to whether this is also the case within
County Durham. Further evidence will therefore be
prepared to determine if a policy on space standards
would be appropriate in the next draft of the plan’

While we recognise the benefits of improving housing
standards we are concerned about the implications on
delivery on affordable housing as there has been no
supporting evidence provided which demonstrates a
need for the inclusion of space standards.

The imposition of NDSS will directly impact on site
viability due to the increased construction cost of
building larger properties than are built currently,
especially in entry level 2 and 3 bed homes, which
could therefore impact on the delivery of new affordable
homes.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

It is recognised Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment is far more diverse than carbon emissions

2954Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theand is not limited to any one particular consideration
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andincluding health and well-being, air quality, materials
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,sourcing and use, site-wide ecology and biodiversity
technological, economic and environmental conditions.and procurement. As a consequence Sustainable
There are specific requirements for all new majorDesign in the Built Environment synthesises many

varied and important considerations. residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,Central to the National Planning Policy Framework

(NPPF), March 2012 is a presumption in favour of against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residentialsustainable development. However it does not explicitly
development will be required to achieve BREEAMdefine sustainable development, thereby enabling it to
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of thesebe defined at local level. Furthermore under the Climate
requirements have been viability tested - setting higherChange Act 2008 the UK is committed to achieve a
standards would not be deliverable in many situations34% reduction in carbon emissions by 2020 and an

80% reduction by 2050. however the council will provide technical support,
wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.
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More recently (24/08/16) the Government response to
the draft revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation confirms, under the Planning and Energy
Act 2008 or other legislation where applicable, local
authorities can set higher ambitions for energy
efficiency standards. "In particular, local authorities are
not restricted in their ability to require energy efficiency
standards above Building Regulations." For more
information see page 48 of the Government response.

Policy 31 Section C requires development proposals
to ‘achieve highest possible design standards’. The
principal focus of the Building For Life Standard,
Durham County Councils preferred design standard,
is urban design.Whilst good urban design is important
the Building For Life Standard does not encourage
homes that are, in their own right, comfortable, healthy,
have low running costs, minimise carbon emissions
and have good standards of daylight.

For this reason other standards of Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment should be encouraged. This
should include, but may not be limited to:

Communities and Masterplanning

It is suggested all domestic, non-domestic and
multi-residential development be assessed using a tool
developed specifically for the task.

BREEAM Communities

New Build Domestic

With regard to energy efficiency for Domestic New
Build it is suggested, development comprising <10 or
more dwellings are actively encouraged to pursue
certification with the Passivhaus Standard, AECB
Building Standard. All development comprising >10 or
more dwellings are required to pursue certification with
the Passivhaus Standard or the AECB Building
Standard for 10% of all new dwellings unless strong
evidence clearly demonstrates these requirements are
unviable. All developments should be encouraged to
adopt the Home Quality Mark, though this would not
be a requirement of policy.

Passivhaus Standard or

AECB Building Standard or

Home Quality Mark 

Other supplementary and related standards that
complement the standards listed above include:

Lifetime Homes

AECB Water Standard
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BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

New Build Non-domestic and Multi-residential

It is suggested non-domestic and multi-residential new
buildings of   500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.

All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Passivhaus Standard or

AECB Building Standard or

BREEAM 

Refurbishment and retrofit

It is suggested non-domestic and multi-residential
refurbishments of   500m2 floor area must achieve
either Passivhaus EnerPHit certification, AECB Building
Standard or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.

EnerPHit - the Passivhaus retrofit standard, or

AECB Building Standard or

BREEAM domestic refurbishment

Political Will for the Passivhaus Standard

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.

The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.

The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.
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As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.

It is therefore proposed, where the Council is the client
for developments such as council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any
development on land disposed of by the council, should
be required to achieve either Passivhaus certification,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building
Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will allow the best
projects to benefit from expedited delivery.

5.292 remarks “Development should seek to
incorporate design solutions for buildings and spaces
that optimise solar gain and adapt to climate change
impacts,” and then gives examples. These examples
are tokenistic and should be removed as they may be
misinterpreted and misunderstood. It would be better
to encourage the use of advanced design standards
that offer individual responses to context, site and local
climate.

Feedback on Policy 31 was made courtesy of Mark
Siddall, ARB, RIBA: practicing architect (LEAP
http://leap4.it), part time lecturer in Building Physics
and Sustainable Policies and Practice (Northumbria
University). 2008-2015 part time tutor in urban design
(Newcastle University).

Promoting healthy communities

The need to provide health buildings that support
healthy communities has a bearing for both domestic
and non-domestic property. Fortunately there are
design standards that not only reduce fuel poverty and
minimise carbon emissions (see Policy 31), but also
help to create healthy buildings. It is therefore worth
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reiterating many of the same recommendations under
this heading. They are:

Communities and Masterplanning

BREEAM Communities

New Build Domestic

It is suggested, where deemed feasible, developments
are actively encouraged to pursue accreditation with
the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard or
the Home Quality Mark.

Passivhaus Standard or

AECB Building Standard or

Home Quality Mark 

Other supplementary and related standards that
complement the standards listed above include:

Lifetime Homes

BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

New Build Non-domestic and Multi-residential

It is suggested non-domestic and multi-residential new
buildings of   500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.

Passivhaus Standard or

AECB Building Standard or

BREEAM

Refurbishment and retrofit

It is suggested non-domestic and multi-residential
refurbishments of   500m2 floor area must achieve
either Passivhaus EnerPHit certification, AECB Building
Standard or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.

EnerPHit - the Passivhaus retrofit standard, or

AECB Building Standard or

BREEAM domestic refurbishment

Feedback on Promoting Healthy Communities is made
courtesy of Mark Siddall, ARB, RIBA: practicing
architect (LEAP http://leap4.it), part time lecturer in
Building Physics and Sustainable Policies and Practice
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(Northumbria University). 2008-2015 part time tutor in
urban design (Newcastle University).

We welcome the policy requiring the prioritisation of
non-motorised transport, but we believe that this should
be made more specific. It should require all new
development to: contain safe, direct and easily
navigable pedestrian routes to likely destinations;
contain a comprehensive network of safe, direct and
segregated cycle routes which link to wider cycle
networks; be designed around public transport routes,
with higher densities along bus routes.

We welcome the inclusion of policies advocating a
minimum density of 30dph. However, the housing
allocations described above seem to contradict this
aspiration, since many of them have densities much
lower than this.

In order to reduce the need to travel, stimulate local
enterprise, and reinforce sustainable communities, it
is vital for new development to include facilities and
services other than simply dwellings. Depending upon
the size of a new development, these might include,
for example, shops, cafes and restaurants, doctors’
surgeries, and public open spaces. Standards should
be set for the inclusion of these facilities, services and
businesses.

Meeting the challenge of Climate Change, flooding and
coastal change

5.341 states, “The Plan can make a major contribution
to mitigating and adapting to climate change by shaping
new and existing developments in ways that reduce
carbon emissions and positively build community
resilience to problems such as extreme heat or flood
risk. It can do this by ensuring that new development
is located to reduce the need to travel and support the
fullest possible use of sustainable transport. It should
be designed in a way that limits carbon dioxide
emissions, uses decentralised and renewable or low
carbon energy and minimises vulnerability to future
climate impacts”.

TD support the overall direction as expressed in this
paragraph but are concerned that it contradicts the
actual ‘direction of travel’ expressed by other policies.
In particular:

Policy 5 - Housing allocations

Policy 6 - Durham City’s Sustainable Urban Extensions

Some 2000 will be located within the Durham Green
Belt and therefore spatially separated from local
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services, and requiring car ownership.  It is likely that
these allocations alone will result in around 2 - 3,000
additional cars on the roads, which will increase carbon
emissions. The Wider Dispersal was not identified as
a preferred option, however this option would enable
the siting of new homes within communities and within
proximity of local services.

Policy 10 - Retail Hierarchy and Town Centre
development

The Council continues to see ‘District Centres’ as a
viable option for location of retail. This again creates
car dependence as these ‘District Centres’ are
generally on the outskirts of towns with large free car
parks.  Greater numbers of cars will increase carbon
emissions.

Policy 23 - Durham City Sustainable Transport

The Council proposes construction of Northern and
Western relief roads.  In the short term, before they
become congested, these will create a more favourable
network for private motorists, and make driving a
private motor vehicle more comfortable and easy.
Coupled with house building, this will considerably
increase the numbers of vehicles on the road and result
in an increase in carbon emissions.

Policy 31 - Sustainable Design in the Built Environment

This policy does not specify a ‘design standard’
associated with house building, existing homes and
non-residential buildings so there is simply no means
for Durham County Council to request buildings that
are carbon neutral, and measure progress. This means
that new building will result in increased carbon
emissions.

Policy 53 - Surface mined coal and fireclay

The Council, within the restrictions proposed by Policy
53, allows for the continued mining of coal and fire
clay.  Burning coal creates very considerable carbon
emissions, and indeed the Druridge Bay application
was recently rejected by the Secretary of State who
cited carbon emissions and climate change as a major
consideration in his decision. Fire clay also results in
very considerable carbon emissions as it is used to
make bricks - a process which is very carbon intensive.

Given the inevitable increases in carbon emissions
that will result from the operation of these policies it is
very difficult to see how the Council's aspiration (set
out in paragraph 5.341) to reduce carbon emission
might be met.
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Evidence demonstrates that many new homes are
being built below minimum space standards. The

We note paragraph 5.302 which states ‘The
Government have set Nationally Described Space

3219Question 39

council have therefore elected to adopt the nationallyStandard (NDSS) which reflect the for sufficient indoor
described space standards, to ensure adequate livingspace and whilst evidence suggests that many new
standards. The policy recognises viability concerns in
relation to this.

homes are smaller than the recommended NDSS,
there is a test to whether this is also the case within
County Durham. Further evidence will therefore be
prepared to determine if a policy on space standards
would be appropriate in the next draft of the plan’.
We would strongly object to paragraph 5.302 as there
has been no supporting evidence provided which
demonstrates a need for the inclusion of space
standards.
There are significant cost implications for purchasers
of homes associated with the adoption of space
standards within Local Plans as larger homes are more
expensive to reflect the high costs incurred by the
developer. There is, therefore, a clear risk on
affordability for purchasers in the starter home market
and could risk cutting people out of the market
altogether.
Indeed, without the evidence available to support the
need for space standards and with the Government’s
focus on deregulation we would recommend a rethink
of this proposal as the inclusion of NDSS’s could have
significant long-term consequences for housing supply
in the County.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Solar panels should be mandatory. Houses should be
designed to be A rated, for energy efficiency

3222Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
technological, economic and environmental conditions.
There are specific requirements for all new major
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, which is often achieved through
solar power generation.

Thank you for your comment.The policy supports high
quality design and sustainable building techniques.

The problem with houses today is they are not in synch
with modern life! Yes they need to be less

3228Question 39

Houses should be built to minimum Buildingclaustrophobic! More living space and larger bedrooms.
Regulations standards - the Sustainable Design policy( My current bedroom is only 8 foot wide and my bed
requires better performance in terms of energy andcan only sit across the room, there's nowhere else it
space standards. The council have elected to adoptcan go and so theres only a foot left to walk at the end!
the nationally described space standards, to ensure
adequate living standards.

) Parking needs to accommodate more then one car
as standard. Children are living at home longer but
seem to be acquiring cars sooner! But all this needs
to be affordable for the ordinary family...it's a difficult
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task to find quality building, sustainability, space &
affordability.

Thank you for your comment. Most new sites include
open space and green infrastructure provision in

Every new housing area should have to supply within
it an area for children to play for free. A park , skate
park , football pitch basketball etc

3241Question 39

accordance with standards in the Plan. Schemes often
contribute to existing local facilities and are designed
to ensure optimum access to them.

The policy recognises that convenient access is
provided for all users, including private vehicles. The

there should be more off road parking and disability
parking bays I live in a bungalow with my wheelchair

3244Question 39

council's Parking and Accessibility Standards set downbound wife there are about 20 bungalow and only 2
the parking requirements for residential developments,
to include adequate disabled parking.

disability parking bays I spoke to some one from DCC
about this problem and of yet no reply that was 3 month
a go

Thank you for your comment. The Plan requires high
quality design and sustainable building techniques,

Views on council housing for the elderly I have to go
private renting as council bungalows are too small and

3284Question 39

whilst ensuring specialist housing is provided and it isput in middle of housing estates with children you could
located in sustainable locations with good access tomake housing estate for pensioners with descent size
servies and facilities.The council have elected to adoptbungalows so we can have visitors to stay and keep
the nationally described space standards, to ensure
adequate living standards.

some of our furniture etc. belonging there are happy
memories for some of us most of us you could have a
couple of shops little ones and cafes and restaurant
we would pay good rents for them not all of use are or
were able to buy or save for deposit etc. some of us
would like a garage driveway you could make them
communitys for pensioners.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Every home should have long lasting solar panels
integrated into the roof and a recycle facility for

3305Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within thedrainage/foul water to remove contaminates and water
supporting text, which addresses wider sustainabilitygardens or wash yards! Yards should also be solar

panelled concerns including water usage. The policy requires
buildings and spaces that are adaptable to changing,
social, technological, economic and environmental
conditions.There are specific requirements for all new
major residential development to achieve reductions
in CO2 emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission
Rate, against the Target Emission Rate based on
current building regulations, which is often achieved
through solar power generation.

Support noted. Refurbishment of existing dwellings is
an ongoing priority for housing providers however given

Yes build them bigger. But do refurbish old and empty
homes first! I definitely think all refurbished and new
builds should be sound proofed.

3460Question 39

the funding available this is alongside new build. Part
E of the Building Regulations stipulate sound proofing
standards.
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The council have elected to adopt the nationally
described space standards, to ensure adequate living
standards.

All new homes to be built to a minimum acceptable
nationally described technical design standard
Including space.

3388Question 39

Thank you for your comment. Dropped curbs may
provide individual home owners with an improvement

The council should help current home owners get there
cars off the road by not charging crazy fees to put drop

3395Question 39

to their parking however this is not the solution tokerbs in etc. Instead of blaming property developers
creating better designed areas which prioritise safefor not providing enough space. If the space is there
acces for pedestrians and other sustainable transportwe should be helped to use it to reduce on street

parking modes. The Plan and associated guidance document
(Parking Standards and Highway Residential Design
guide) seek to ensure that new development provides
convenient access and parking for all users, including
private vehicles, however this needs to be balanced
against other requirements including open space,
private gardens, etc.

The policy recognises that convenient access is
provided for all users, including private vehicles. The

Where I live there is no room to park a vehicle after
everyone with cars are on the opposite side, everyone

3396Question 39

council's Parking and Accessibility Standards set downthat comes to see me twists of nowhere they can put
the car other than about 4 doors away.
Well I'd like a lower window or French door windows
in my living room, as all I can see is sky unless I stand

the parking requirements for residential developments,
to include adequate disabled parking. The Plan does
not go into the level of detail of interior specifications,

up.. And why are radiators always under the
windows..??

including window and door arrangements or the
location of radiators (which are normally placed under
windows to ensure optimum thermal efficiency within
the room).

The council have elected to adopt the nationally
described space standards, to ensure adequate living
standards.

Designed so you can get your sofa in ... how many
people had that problem

3405Question 39

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Please make it a requirement that all new houses have
solar panels installed, with the new batteries to store

3414Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within thethe energy.  Any garages need to be 12 foot wide,
supporting text. The policy requires buildings andminimum - this idea that a house has two parking
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,places because it has a 8 foot wide garage and a drive
technological, economic and environmental conditions.is laughable, nobody uses their garage to park their
There are specific requirements for all new majorcar in if it's too small for their car, the result being a

shortage of parking spaces! residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, which is often achieved through
solar power generation. The Councils Parking
Standards document sets down requirements in
relation to garage size, which must measure a
minimum of 6m x 3m to be counted as a parking
space.The council's new standards ensure more
parking space is provided at origin, while setting down
a minimum requirement (versus the maximum
requirement set down in previous planning guidance).
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The Plan supports the provision of a variety of dwelling
types. It requires a proportion of new dwellings to be

Build accessible homes to benefit everyone.3420Question 39

built to aid accessibility and to support the needs of
older people, disabled people and multi-generational
families.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
higher standards of design.The policy is supported by

Where is the thought of social provisions, beauty, art
autonomy?

3427Question 39

the Building for Life Supplementary Planning
Document, which formalises the council's design review
process.This process ensures schemes are assessed
for their design quality and provides opportunities to
work with proposers to achieve design improvements.

Thank you for your comments. The council have
chosen to adopt the nationally described space

Bedrooms should be able to take a double bed plus
storage. A room that takes a single bed and a small
chest of drawers isn’t much use!

3422Question 39

standards to ensure adequate living standards for new
dwellings. The Councils Parking Standards documentGarages should be built to a size that can actually

comfortably accommodate a car. sets down requirements in relation to garage size,
which must measure a minimum of 6m x 3m to be

There should be a minimum of 2 off-road parking
places (in addition to a garage if there is one) within
the curtilage of the property.

counted as a parking space. The council provide
maintenance for the majority of public land across the
county, however within some developments private
maintenance occurs - any inadequacies should be
discussed up with the provider.

Designated parking bays for visitors.

The “maintenance” of the open areas of the estates
should be undertaken by the Council, not private
companies who homeowners have to pay an annual
fee to for essentially some grass cutting and some
general upkeep.

Oh... and dog fouling bins should be included. We
haven’t got them on our Estate (for some unknown
reason they were removed), and this has meant people
are using the rubbish bin which is inside the children’s
play park to dispose of their bags but our greedy
maintenance company want to charge extra to empty
it despite it being a health hazard to leave it in an open
bin in a children’s play area Ridiculous.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Solar tiles but as they are quite expensive to get in the
UK from what I understand.  Solar panels with the

3505Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theoption of paying an extra fee for battery storage of said
power. supporting text. The policy requires buildings and

spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,Also considering the UK's average house size is among
the smallest on Europe what do you think? technological, economic and environmental conditions.

There are specific requirements for all new major
Saying that I live in the new Gleesons Estate in Chilton
and it's a decent 2 bedroom house.  It it was any bigger

residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions below building regulations, which is often

I wouldn't know what to do with the space but then
again we have all become used to living in pin boxes.

achieved through solar power generation. The council
have elected to adopt nationally described space
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standards to ensure adequate internal space and living
standards.

Also there us no need for more new homes all you
have to do is out families in family homes and couples
with no children in 2 bedroom houses or less etc.

A more visible foot patrol by the police would help.
Only time I ever see them on foot is when someone
steels from the shop I work in which happens far to
regularly.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability.The policy

Most important it needs to be built well, fit for purpose!
Stop building cramped boxes with no space between

3495Question 39

is supported by the Building for Life Supplementarythem creating slums for the future and potentially
massive discontent. Planning Document, which formalises the council's

design review process, and seeks to ensure schemes1 Bedrooms with room for storage, kids cannot
afford to leave home so everyone in the
household needs private space.

achieve design improvements. The policy supports
zero carbon buildings and providing renewable and
low carbon energy generation. It also advocates the2 Solar panels environmentally friendly housing,

insulated and soundproofed and well glazed.
Security.

Home Quality Mark within the supporting text. The
policy requires buildings and spaces that are adaptable
to changing, social, technological, economic and3 Utility room as standard.
environmental conditions. There are specific4 Downstairs loo as standard.
requirements for achieving reductions in CO25 Bathroom with separate shower and bath better

for families wet room better for elderly and
disabled see 11.

emissions against building regulations, which is often
achieved through solar power generation.The Councils
Parking Standards document sets down requirements6 2 parking spaces per property and garage

enough space for visitor parking. Space between
houses not just a couple of feet.

in relation to garage size, which must measure a
minimum of 6m x 3m to be counted as a parking space.
The Plan includes standards for open space provision
and well-defined public and private spaces.

7 Garden and allotment space for well being.
8 Play areas for families.
9 A place to put the bins.
10 Transport links.
11 Landscaping to area and a pavement, distance

between noisy road and a house build.
12 Opportunity for self build or self expression

through design Input. House suitable for person
living in it.

13 Proper maintenance of streets and improve road
surfaces for noise reduction.

14 No one wants a dark back garden or to be directly
overlooked.

15 Enough space to have storage space, important
in bedrooms and kitchens / utilities. Kitchen
should be hub of house big enough to eat in it
comfortably. Extractors in kitchen. Smoke alarms
and carbon monoxide sensors as standard.

16 Mixed housing for singles, young couples, young
families older families and elderly. Could be tied
in with no. 11). Not everyone wants a big garden
but we all need a private outdoor space for well
being.
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17 Access to leisure facilities, community centre,
schools, shops without necessarily using a car
to get there!

The council's Parking and Accessibility Standards set
down the parking requirements for residential

Definetly more space for cars. Knock down old garages
and tarmac for car parking

3552Question 39

developments, to include adequate visitor parking.The
new Standards ensure more parking space is provided
at origin, while setting down a minimum requirement
(versus the maximum requirement set down in previous
planning guidance).

Thank you for your comment. The Plan requires a
proportion of new dwellings in major housing schemes

If you do build more homes for those of us in
wheelchairs, could you factor in somewhere to store

3566Question 39

to be built for specialist needs which takes into account
storage including for scooters/power chairs.

power chairs etc. Went to visit a friend who is living in
one of your specially designed and built accessible
houses and could only just get in the front door. My
chair then blocked the whole of the downstairs entry
way. Do you have wheelchair users to help you with
the design? And, whilst I am on one, please, please,
please think about more dropped curbs on BOTH sides
of the road. It's a nightmare to get about Newton
Aycliffe safely. Many a time I have to go on the road
as there is no way of getting back onto the other paths.
I have curb climbers on both my power chairs but the
curbs are often too high. Maybe putting yellow
lines/zigzags across the front of them would help as,
often, people park across them and I still can't get off
or back on the paths.

Thank you for your comment. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Comments in respect of car parking being an issue -
All new estates now have cars and works vans parked

3578Question 39

transport, however it also recognises that convenientall over the pavements. It's extremely dangerous for
access is provided for all users including privatewheelchairs and pushchairs, very inconvenient for
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibilitypedestrians and very unsightly for us that live here an

try to make our area look nice. Standards set down the parking requirements for
residential developments, to include adequate parking.
This must be balanced against other demands within
a site, ensuring that parking is not at the expense of
providing adequate pathways, gardens, amenity and
functional open spaces.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation,

All houses should have solar panels and a energy
battery.

3581Question 39

which is often achieved through solar powerAffordable housing that is built well none of this cheap
quick knocked up new houses that are common generation. The council have elected to adopt

nationally described space standards to ensure
New streets should have play park areas or places
where children can play safely.

adequate internal space and living standards, including
for affordable dwellings. Open space is often required
within new housing schemes especially where for largerOff street parking so cars are not blocking pathways
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sites. Schemes are required to contribute towards
existing facilities in the locality as well.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability.The policy

Too much emphasis is being made as to how many
houses can be squeezed onto a plot of land and

3597Question 39

is supported by the Building for Life Supplementarypracticalities like parking, gardens, actual living space
Planning Document, which formalises the council's, storage and family growth seem to be ignored . New
design review process, and seeks to ensure schemesbuilds are tiny compared to what they used to be years
achieve design improvements. The Councils Parkingago. They don’t take into account how much living
Standards document sets down requirements inspace a growing family actually needs and also that
relation to garage size, which must measure aample gardens are important for safeguarding children
minimum of 6m x 3m to be counted as a parking space.and giving them the outdoor experiences they need .
The Plan includes standards for open space provisionFamilies today are also at least a 2 car family and new
and well-defined public and private spaces.The councilbuilds seem to only cater for a one car family. Larger
have elected to adopt nationally described spacedrives and more space between houses so people are
standards to ensure adequate internal space and livingnot living on top of each other and cars are not
standards, including for affordable dwellings. Opencluttering street space up . Build bedrooms with built
space is often required within new housing schemesin wardrobes so there is more storage and living space
especially where for larger sites. Schemes are requiredin bedrooms . Storage cupboards on landings and
to contribute towards existing facilities in the localitydownstairs to keep stuff in . Bigger rooms especially
as well. The policy includes a criteria in relation todownstairs and larger kitchens as these are sometimes
density of development, which recognises the need toso small they are impractical and a downstairs toilet is

a must. ensure more efficient use of land to support service
provision, however whilst respecting the local
character.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Solar panels/tiles should be compulsory in all new
builds & I'm sure other environmental improvements

3596Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within thecan be encouraged more.Years ago I saw a fantastic
supporting text. The policy requires buildings anddesign for small wind turbine blades (like the round
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,ended blades of a child's windmill) lined up along the
technological, economic and environmental conditions.ridge of the roof with the inverted 'v' shaped ridge tilted
There are specific requirements for all new majorforming a water gutter just below leading to a water
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2butt. Such a simple effective idea. Maybe to help big
emissions below building regulations, which is oftencompanies get on board to develop these ideas an
achieved through solar power generation. The Plan isenvironmental tax on the big house builders? There
supportive of innovation in relation to buildingare so many good ideas such as recycled worktops.
techniques and materials. The Sustainable Design(the Leicester eco house was a great inspiration for

me). It could help with local jobs too. policy includes a criteria to minimise the use of
non-renewable and unsustainable resources, includingWheres the legislation for compulsory solar panels.

No new homes should be allowed to be built without energy, water and materials, during both construction
and use by encouraging waste reduction andsolar energy whom ever they are for & whatever size.
appropriate reuse and recycling of materials, includingIt isn't a luxury it's an affordable environmental
appropriate storage space and segregation facilitiesessential!! It also helps make running the home more
for recyclable and non-recyclable waste and prioritising
the use of local materials.

affordable! Photovoltaic Solar roof tiles are apparently
now cheaper to produce than the regular ones!!

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability.The policy

Agree that houses should they be built bigger, should
be designed to be carbon neutral and there should be
more space for cars outside.

3601Question 39

is supported by the Building for Life Supplementary
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Planning Document, which formalises the council's
design review process, and seeks to ensure schemes
achieve design improvements. The policy supports
zero carbon buildings and providing renewable and
low carbon energy generation. It also advocates the
Home Quality Mark within the supporting text. The
policy requires buildings and spaces that are adaptable
to changing, social, technological, economic and
environmental conditions. There are specific
requirements for all new major residential development
to achieve reductions in CO2 emissions below building
regulations, which is often achieved through solar
power generation. The Councils Parking Standards
document sets down requirements in relation to garage
size, which must measure a minimum of 6m x 3m to
be counted as a parking space. The Plan includes
standards for open space provision and well-defined
public and private spaces. The council have elected
to adopt nationally described space standards to
ensure adequate internal space and living standards.

Thank you for your comment. The density criteria
provides sufficient flexibility to cater for schemes in

Sustainable Design in the Built Environment: We
welcome this positive approach to high quality,

4187Question 39

sensitive locations and where character andsustainable design.  However, it should make more
surroundings require deviating from the 30 to the
hectare standard.

should make explicit reference to understanding the
history of historic places. This could also be brought
out in para 5.292.

In para 5.295, it would be more accurate to say
"Density is part of the design process and .. .'. The
historic environment should be identified as one
possible cause to consider lower densities (the
document cited above may provide some useful
examples).

In para 5.298, both the document above, and Streets
For All (the 2018 edition, which
includes https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/streets-for-all/,
could be included in examplels.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built

4022Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theEnvironment) requires development proposals to
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and‘achieve highest possible design standards’ but without
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,appropriate definition, clarity and focus, without
technological, economic and environmental conditions.specifying appropriate standards, this phrase could
There are specific requirements for all new majorvery easily become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2attempts have been made to introduce clarity, there is
emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,a very real concern opportunities have been missed,

and in some cases completely neglected. against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residentialThe Building For Life Standard, Durham County

Councils preferred design standard is solely focussed development will be required to achieve BREEAM
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minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higher

upon urban design and does not encourage homes
that are, in their own right, comfortable, healthy, have

standards would not be deliverable in many situationslow running costs (affordable warmth), minimise carbon
however the council will provide technical support,emissions and have good standards of daylight. In the

context of Policy 31 this is a significant short coming. wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.Furthermore, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the

UK is committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for the County Durham to make a meaningful
contribution toward reducing green house gas
emissions. This may be achieved by recommending
and, when appropriate requiring, development achieve
the highest possible design standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy 31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it
is suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.
To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of.

They are:
• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and
refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing non-domestic
building)

Passivhaus Standard
The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
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not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can
achieve ‘zero carbon’ status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are
dwellings though there is rapid growth in the number
of non-domestic buildings including schools, offices
and leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:
• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.
• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.
• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard
Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly
considered refurbishment can have a negative impact
upon the health and wellbeing of building occupants,
the Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit
Standard in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy
use and comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and
mould risk.)
As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:
• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to address
fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the Passivhaus
Standard.
AECB Building Standard
The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious
Building (AECB), a not-for profit organisation.
Established in 1989 it is the UK’s the most long
standing environmental construction community.
The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus
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Standard though the energy targets are less
demanding.The standard is gaining traction within the
building industry and is often of particular interest to
social housing providers and leading housebuilders.
Home Quality Mark

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.
BREEAM
BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments and
developers are familiar with the standard. The most
familiar form of BREEAM is used on
nondomestic buildings.
How other Councils are addressing Sustainable
Design and Development

Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and
Policy DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly
promote the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus
‘Passivhaus’ certification. Furthermore non-residential
and multi-residential development above 500 sqm are
to achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent)
or BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:
i. address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and
ii. fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’
Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires
all development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of
non-residential space to comply with this assessment.
The checklist includes requirements relating to:
Considerate Constructors Scheme registration, cycle
storage standards, minimum daylighting standards,
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ecological mitigation and enhancement,
environmental impact of materials, external lighting
(low energy), flood risk assessments (FRA) and site
waste
management plans (SWMP).

Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will
meet ‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission
Rate (CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations. The London Plan is often considered
best practice in terms of Planning Policy 15 and other
councils can incorporate the same target in Local
Plans or associated guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development
In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.
For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the
Passivhaus Standard, It is therefore proposed, where
the council is the client for developments such as
council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore,
any development on land disposed of by the council,
should be required to achieve either
Passivhaus certification, BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification, or AECB Building Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
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applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the
highest possible design standards but will allow the
best projects to benefit from expedited delivery.
A similar policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective climate
protection measures in the building sector at the local
level.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment)

Domestic New Build
The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:
Developments of >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
should be actively encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard
or the Home Quality Mark. They should also be
encouraged to include supplementary, complimentary
and related standards that include:
• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.
All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space)
must address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or
BREEAM ‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very
Good’ plus AECB Building Standard certification; and
fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)
The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:
Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
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Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus EnerPHit certification, AECB Building
Standard or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

RE: Proposed Spatial Policy, Policy 31 Section C
(Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)

3793Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theAs you are no doubt aware Durham County Council
has opened its planning consultation portal to gain supporting text. The policy requires buildings and

spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,feedback regarding the proposed Spatial Policy, and
technological, economic and environmental conditions.I am confident you want to make informed intelligent
There are specific requirements for all new majordecisions based upon the feedback offered. With this
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2in mind I trust what I have to say within this letter will

be of assistance. emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
against the Target Emission Rate based on current

If you like me, agree these proposals reduce fuel
poverty, improve health and well-being also minimise

building regulations, while all major new non-residential
development will be required to achieve BREEAM

environmental impact then, you can also see how they
support and benefit people across County Durham.

minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of these
requirements have been viability tested - setting higher
standards would not be deliverable in many situationsPlease be aware, whilst I am speaking as a resident

of north End, durhamthis letter appliesto matters that however the council will provide technical support,
are important for the whole county. This is because wherever possible, to applicants building at higher

standards.what I have to say is based upon feedback from Mark
Siddall, a practicing architect, part-time university
lecturer, and author and co-author of books, articles
and research papers on sustainable design and
construction for both new and existing buildings.

In this letter, drawing upon Mark’s analysis, I identify
standards Durham County Council can readily adopt,
give examples of other councils that have or are in the
process of adopting these standards, and provide
examples showing how policy may be clarified so that
it delivers on the promise of achieving the ‘highest
possible design standards’ within the constraints of the
existing planning system.

The remaining sections of this letter outline my
concerns regarding the current state of Policy 31
Section C (Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment).

The Problem with Policy 31

If you’re not familiar with the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), which was first released in March
2012, then you need to be aware there is a
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presumption in favour of sustainable development.
However, the NPPF does not explicitly define
sustainable development and consequently enables it
to be defined at local level.

The latest NPPF (issued on 24/08/18 i.e. during this
consultation period) reinforces and enhances the
proposals made below. This is because the NPPF:

1) maintains a presumption in favour of sustainable
development

2) tightens definitions on the presumption in favour of
sustainable development

3) increases the emphasis on high-quality design, and

4) reinstates the reference to the Climate Change Act
2008

...whilst still permitting sustainable development to be
defined at local level.

Furthermore the Government response to the draft
revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation confirms, under the Planning and Energy
Act 2008 or other legislation where applicable, local
authorities can set higher ambitions for energy
efficiency standards. "In particular, local authorities
are not restricted in their ability to require energy
efficiency standards above Building Regulations." For
more information see page 48 of the Government
response.

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
requires development proposals to ‘achieve highest
possible design standards’ but without appropriate
definition, clarity and focus, without specifying
appropriate standards, this phrase could very easily
become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst attempts have
been made to introduce clarity, there is a very real
concern opportunities have been missed, and in some
cases completely neglected.

Building For Life Standard is Durham County Councils
preferred design standard. I am concerned about the
use of the this as the standard is solely focussed upon
urban design and does not encourage homes that are,
in their own right, comfortable, healthy, have low
running costs (affordable warmth), minimise carbon
emissions and have good standards of daylight. In the
context of Policy 31 this is a significant short coming.

Furthermore, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the
UK is committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
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The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for the County Durham to make a meaningful
contribution toward reducing green house gas
emissions. This may be achieved by recommending
and, when appropriate requiring, development achieve
the highest possible design standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy
31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it is
suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.

To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of. They are:

• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and

refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
• BREEAM (typically for new and existing

non-domestic building)

Passivhaus Standard

The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
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and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can achieve ‘zero carbon’
status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are dwellings
though there is rapid growth in the number of
non-domestic buildings including schools, offices and
leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:

• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.

• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all
new homes to be built to the Passivhaus
standard. It was noted that this would also
encourage and stimulate training and education
for both design and building construction.

• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus
standard.

Click here to learn more about the Passivhaus
Standard

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard

Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly considered
refurbishment can have a negative impact upon the
health and wellbeing of building occupants, the
Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit Standard
in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy use and
comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and mould
risk.)

As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:

• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to
address fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the
Passivhaus Standard.

Click here to learn more about the EnerPHit Standard

AECB Building Standard

The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious Building
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(AECB), a not-for profit organisation. Established in
1989 it is the UK’s the most long standing
environmental construction community.

The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus Standard
though the energy targets are less demanding. The
standard is gaining traction within the building industry
and is often of particular interest to social housing
providers and leading housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the AECB Building
Standard

Home Quality Mark 

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.

Click here to learn more about the Home Quality Mark

BREEAM

BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments
and developers are familiar with the standard. The
most familiar form of BREEAM is used on non-domestic
buildings.

Click here to learn more about BREEAM

Energy Efficiency Is About More Than Heating

It should be stressed that energy efficiency is not
simply a means of reducing energy demand and
minimising fuel poverty. Good energy efficiency
standards also seek to minimise the risk of overheating.
The need to minimise overheating risks has become
all the more apparent with this year’s heat wave.

The impact of overheating is fourfold. Firstly, it can
result in additional, unnecessary deaths. Secondly it
can result in the demand for air-conditioning (which is
not required is the UK climate providing designs are
developed robustly).Thirdly, in households with limited
financial means, a new form of fuel poverty could be
introduced. In such a situation people cannot keep cool
because they cannot afford air-conditioning hardware
or fuel to run the equipment. Fourthly any increased
adoption of air-conditioning will result in increased
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carbon emissions which would contribute to global
warming and increased incidence of heat waves.

In the North East heat wave alerts are triggered when
temperatures exceed 28C during the day and 15C at
night. Design standards like Passivhaus Standard and
the AECB Building Standard required indoor
temperatures not to exceed 25 oC for more than 10%
of the year, and best practice recommends indoor
temperatures do not exceed 25 oC for more than 5%
of the year.

How other Councils are addressing Sustainable
Design and Development

Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and Policy
DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly promote
the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard, BREEAM
‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’
certification. Furthermore non-residential and
multi-residential development above 500 sqm are to
achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent) or
BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:

1 address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and

2 fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’

Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires all
development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of non-residential
space to comply with this assessment. The checklist
includes requirements relating to: Considerate
Constructors Scheme registration, cycle storage
standards, minimum daylighting standards, ecological
mitigation and enhancement, environmental impact of
materials, external lighting (low energy), flood risk
assessments (FRA) and site waste management plans
(SWMP).
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Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will meet
‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission Rate
(CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations. The London Plan is

often considered best practice in terms of Planning
Policy 15 and other councils can incorporate the same
target in Local Plans or associated guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development

In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.

For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the Passivhaus
Standard,

It is therefore proposed, where the council is the client
for developments such as council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore, any
development on land disposed of by the council, should
be required to achieve either Passivhaus certification,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification, or AECB Building
Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
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certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the highest
possible design standards but will allow the best
projects to benefit from expedited delivery. A similar
policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective climate
protection measures in the building sector at the local
level. The document can be found here.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment)

Now you can see Policy 31 has the tremendous scope
for improvement, I thought it might be useful if I
provided you with a few observations about how Policy
31 may be phrased so that it can deliver the ambition
it rightly seeks to establish. I’ve broken the proposal
down into three fundamental parts.

• Domestic New Build
• Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
• Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,

Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

Domestic New Build

The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:

Development comprising >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor
area is encouraged to pursue certification with the
Passivhaus Standard or AECB Building Standard. All
development comprising >10 or more dwellings are
required to achieve certification with the Passivhaus

Standard or the AECB Building Standard for 10% of
new dwellings. Where appropriate all developments
should be encouraged to adopt the Home Quality Mark.

They should also be encouraged to include
supplementary, complimentary and related standards
that include:

• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for

daylighting, London, BSI
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Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification or
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB Building Standard
certification.

All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space) must
address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or BREEAM
‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus
AECB Building Standard certification; and fund post
occupancy evaluation studies.

Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)

The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:

Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.

The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:

Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either Passivhaus
EnerPHit certification, AECB Building Standard or
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.

Doing Your Bit:

Now you have an appreciation of the gaps that exist
within Policy 31 of the proposed Spatial Policy, an
awareness of appropriate standards that can be used
to support the intent of Policy 31, and an understanding
of which relevant standards can be adopted within the
constraints of current planning policy, I trust you will
be able to make more informed decisions and make
Durham County Council a better place to live and work
for all especially those who come after us.

Many thanks for your time.
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Thank you for your comment. The supporting text
iterates the need for well design amenity spaces. The

Food Durham welcomes the requirement to ‘Create
buildings and spaces that are adaptable to changing

3859Question 39

design and layout of open and amenity spaces shouldsocial, technological, economic and environmental
be flexible and explore opportunities for communityconditions’. As previously stated it is important that
food growing space where appropriate to support the
creation of healthy communities and improve wellbeing.

“the design and layout of open space in new
development is flexible so that spaces may be adapted
for (food) growing opportunities in the future”

Evidence demonstrates that many new homes are
being built below minimum space standards. The

We note paragraph 5.302 which states ‘The
Government have set Nationally Described Space

3930Question 39

council have therefore elected to adopt the nationallyStandard (NDSS) which reflect the for sufficient indoor
described space standards, to ensure adequate livingspace and whilst evidence suggests that many new
standards. The policy recognises viability concerns in
relation to this.

homes are smaller than the recommended NDSS,
there is a test to whether this is also the case within
County Durham. Further evidence will therefore be
prepared to determine if a policy on space standards
would be appropriate in the next draft of the plan’.

We would strongly object to paragraph 5.302 as there
has been no supporting evidence provided which
demonstrates a need for the inclusion of space
standards.

There are significant cost implications for purchasers
of homes associated with the adoption of space
standards within Local Plans as larger homes are more
expensive to reflect the high costs incurred by the
developer. There is, therefore, a clear risk on
affordability for purchasers in the starter home market
and could risk cutting people out of the market
altogether.

Indeed, without the evidence available to support the
need for space standards and with the Government’s
focus on deregulation

The inclusion of NDSS’s could have significant
consequences for housing supply both locally and
nationally.

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

Paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31 (c) require achieving
the ‘highest standards’ and ‘highest possible design

3922Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with national
guidance.

standards’. Whilst County Durham Land LLP is
supportive of achieving high quality developments, this
requirement is more onerous than the NPPF and draft
NPPF which relate to the achievement of high quality
design (paragraphs 57 and 124 respectively). The
NPPF and its draft only refer to the need to reflect the
‘highest standards in architecture’ in the context of
providing an exceptional quality or innovative design
for an isolated new dwelling in the countryside
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(paragraphs 55 and 81 respectively). Furthermore,
such a requirement and could render many schemes
unviable.

County Durham Land LLP suggests the following
changes to paragraph 5.289 and Policy 31(c):

Paragraph 5.289

“The design quality of new development in the county
has varied significantly. We are committed to ensuring
that in future it will be of the highest standards a high
quality in terms of architecture, urban design,
sustainability and innovation.”

Policy 31(c)

“Achieve the highest possible high quality design
standards, schemes. Housing developments will be
assessed against the Building for Life Supplementary
Planning Document. Where, as a result of the process
improvements are required, the scheme will only be
supported where these are addressed to the
satisfaction of the council.”

Thank you for your comment, which has informed
changes to the policy wording in respect to ensuring

As  a  sustainable  developer  of  high  quality  homes
 Story  Homes  considers  that  new development

3818Question 39

'high quality' design in accordance with nationalshould incorporate sustainable design principles.
guidance. The policy is supported by the Building forHowever, we consider that the policy is not sound as
Life Supplementary Planning Document. The SPDit is not effective, justified or consistent with national
adds a local interpretation to the national standards topolicy. We have also responded separately to the
ensure they are more suited to Durham.The SPD alsoBuilding for Life element of this policy via the separate
establishes the internal design review process toconsultation on the Building for Life Design SPD which

is also running until 3rd August 2018. ensure transparency and consistency with this process,
which is in place to help raise design standards across
new developments.

8.2         Policy 31 (c) sets out that all development
proposals will be required to:

“Achieve the highest possible design standards,
schemes will be assessed against the Building for Life
Supplementary Planning Document.Where, as a result
of the process improvements are required, the scheme
will only be supported where these are addressed to
the satisfaction of the council.”

(Story Homes Emphasis)

This policy wording is incredibly onerous and it is not
clear to applicants how the Council will actually quantify
‘highest possible design standards’. Further detail is
needed in relation to this point to provide greater
transparency and certainty otherwise the policy will
remain too general and may ultimately allow the
Council to change their stance in relation to associated
design requirements, and to change the content of the
Building for Life SPD which may have significant
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viability implications and/or may stall development due
to uncertainty at planning application determination
stage.

Story Homes suggest that criterion (c) could simply be
amended to indicate that schemes will be assessed
against the Building for Life 12 criteria rather than a
separate SPD.The SPD appears to repeat the content
of the “Building For Life 12” document and provides
limited additionality.

Moreover, the PPG is clear in stating that
supplementary planning documents should be prepared
only where necessary and in line with the NPPF and
that they should build upon and provide more detailed
advice or guidance on the policies in the Local Plan.
They should not add unnecessarily to the financial
burdens on development.

Although  we  appreciate  that  SPDs  can  be  useful
 in  certain  circumstances  for  providing further
 guidance  for  development  on  specific  sites  or  in
 relation  to  specific  issues,  the Council  should  not
 use  SPDs  as  a  mechanism  for  introducing  policy
 requirements  and burdens outside of the formal
plan-making process.

 In summary, we would therefore welcome further
details to be included within the next iteration of the
Local Plan which clearly set out what the Council’s
requirements are in relation to how they intend to
achieve high quality design within the actual policy
wording of Policy 31.This will ensure greater
transparency for applicants and that such requirements
are texted  through  the  examination  process  so  that 
the  sites  and  scale  of  development indentified in
the emerging plans are not subject to such a scale of
obligations and policy burdens that their ability to be
developed viably is threatened. Finally, criterion (c)
should be amended to indicate that schemes will be
assessed against the Building for Life 12 criteria rather
than a separate SPD.

We have therefore recommended a suggested
modification to Policy 31 below.

Suggested Modification

Story homes proposes the following modifications to
Policy 31:

All development proposals will be required to:

...c. Seek to Aachieve  the highest possible design
standards, .Where appropriate, schemes  will  be
 assessed  against  the  Building  for  Life criteria.
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Supplementary Planning Document. Where, as a
result of the process improvements are required,
the scheme will only be supported where these are
addressed to the satisfaction of the council.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability. The

My property is now with a housing association but
years ago it was a Council property. To get a standard

3633Question 39

council have elected to adopt nationally describedsize sofa in, the window had to be removed because
space standards to ensure adequate internal spacethe set up in my property us ridiculous. The living room
and living standards.The Plan also requires adequateis at the end of a long narrow hall but you have to turn
parking and road standards, which link to the Highway
Residential Guide.

left to access it.  It was a struggle to even get an arm
chair into the room because of the layout of the
property. The kitchen is tiny and I would give anything
to be able to have somewhere to put a table.  Eating
off my lap causes loads of problems.  Meal times are
very painful. There are also drainage issues here.  I
have to have a noisy electric pump to pump away the
water from the shower in the wet room which is a
constant source of annoyance for my neighbours.  I
don't know if this is something that should be taken
into consideration but I have a drive which is brilliant
however, the road is narrow and people often park
directly opposite my gates making it sometimes
impossible to get my car in or out of the drive. What is
even more ridiculous is there is a utility pole right
outside of the right side of my gate meaning my drive
is only accessible one way and I do not like the fact
that the support wire to the pole is in my garden so if
it happens to come down (for whatever reason) it will
fall onto my car and into my property.  I think its worth
considering all of these things when planning new
builds as all of this makes my life so much harder or
gives me more to worry about than is necessary.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability. The

More affordable housing.  I live in Easington and
£250,000 for a new build here is unrealistic.

3678Question 39

council have elected to adopt nationally describedIncrease size.  My 3 bed semi is loads bigger than the
4 bed new builds. space standards to ensure adequate internal space

and living standards.The Plan also requires adequate
Don't build houses so close together.  Crammed
together impacts on privacy and parking.

parking and road standards. Development is generally
directed to locations that are well serviced and have
good connections to facilities, or where there isFactor in decent parking.  Most families have 2 cars

these days. potential to provide new facilities to improve
self-containment. There is often a tension betweenMore houses are being in Easington but there are

barely any shops / jobs here.  Infrastructure needs to
support increase in housing.

ensuring efficient use of land and providing ample
privacy around dwellings. A new Supplementary
Planning Document is being prepared to set down

Either knock down or refurbish all the old houses stood
empty that are becoming an eyesore.

consistent standards to ensure amenity and space
around buildings. Projects are in place to refurbish
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existing disused properties, however these are reliant
on limited funding.

Thank you for your comments. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Decent gardens.
Two parking bays minimum per dwelling.
Garages.
Decent tree planting (forest sized species, not little
birch and rowan etc) in amenity spaces.
Bat bricks.
A way to recycle water, such as gutters leading to water
butts with an overflow to the drains.
Solar panels.
Electric vehicle charging point.

3687Question 39

transport, however it also recognises that convenient
access is provided for all users including private
vehicles. The council's Parking and Accessibility
Standards set down the parking requirements for
residential developments, to include adequate visitor
parking. The new Standards ensure more parking
space is provided at origin, while setting down a
minimum requirement (versus the maximum
requirement set down in previous planning guidance).
This must be balanced against other demands within
a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of space is
used for parking and not at the expense of providing
adequate private gardens, amenity and functional open
spaces.The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.
It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within the
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
technological, economic and environmental conditions.
There are specific requirements for all new major
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
emissions which is often achieved through solar
generation.The Plan includes guidance on landscaping
to ensure green infrastructure benefits from amenity
open spaces.

Thank you for your comments. The council's Parking
and Accessibility Standards set down the parking

We live in a new build some of our struggles are the
room size in the 2nd and 3rd bedroom.
No storage areas in the house and a severe lack of
parking within the estate. Some family's have 4 cars

3691Question 39

requirements for residential developments, to include
adequate visitor parking. The new Standards ensure

per house. With only 1 allocated parking space. We more parking space is provided at origin, while setting
are lucky enough to have a driveway but many don't! down a minimum requirement (versus the maximum
Crazy. The estate is rammed to the brim with houses
and cars with next to no space for anything other.

requirement set down in previous planning guidance).
The Plan includes minimum internal space standards
to ensure adequate living standards.

The Sustainable Design policy sets critieria to ensure
better standards of design and sustainability.

Old fashioned villages have homes that cater for all.
They have thriving communities and support each

3694Question 39

Development is generally directed to locations that areother. Build neighbourhoods not just houses.... and
well serviced and have good connections to facilities,space for children to play outdoors in a safe park area

.... but please leave our green belts. or where there is potential to provide new facilities to
improve self-containment.This includes a requirement
for open space within new housing schemes.The Plan
sets down a deliverable strategy which includes Green
Belt amendments.These sustainable urban extensions
are in sustainable locations, and they are needed to
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ensure a sustainable pattern of development, help
address the economic under-performance in the
county, as well as providing excellent access to
services (specifically employment opportunities) and
maximising the delivery of affordable homes.

Thank you for your comment.The council have chosen
to adopt the nationally described space standards.

There needs to be bigger bedrooms and stronger walls,
ideally sound proofing included. We have had several

3696Question 39

New dwellings must perform to Building Regulations,issues with neighbours all made worse by the poor
quality materials used when building the properties. which also sets down requirements in terms of

resistance to sound (under Part E).

Thank you for your comments. The council's Parking
and Accessibility Standards set down the parking

Thank you also need parking space for 2 cars.

To be frank I think the size of new bungalows are
minute just because we're older doesn't mean tiny

3710Question 39

requirements for residential developments, to include
adequate visitor parking. The new Standards ensureboxes, no room for a decent sofa and chair, a decent
more parking space is provided at origin, while settingbedroom we need wardrobes and bedside cabinets,
down a minimum requirement (versus the maximumas for the kitchens more dangerous the size you can't
requirement set down in previous planning guidance).turn around in. Its OK you say downsize but there is a
The policy also advocates the Home Quality Marklimit to this.  I have a flat that bigger than bungalows
within the supporting text. The Plan sets down anow and mine doesn't fit fr/fz in kitchen it is in the hall.
requirement for bungalows and housing suitable forWhy are the ovens under bench I can't bend down and
older people as part of all major new residentialI had mine put at work top height.  A small garden to
schemes. The Plan also includes nationally described
space standards.

sit in not just a yard like back in the 40s.  Just give a
little thought it would help. Everyone wants to feel
comfortable and not squashed up like pigs in pokes,
we still get visitors when we age they need to sit or
they won't come making us miserable and lonely.  I
lived in an older bungalow years ago and there was a
lovely garden loads of space good size kitchen and
big windows. We need need to be able to see out and
let light in. Why do we have to live in tiny rooms you
couldn't work a Zimmer frame in  Us elder people are
here we are not children we are human beings who
have done lots of different things in our lives. We not
mental not all of us, we don't need to be treated like
second rate.

Thank you for your comment. The Plan sets down a
strategy which directs development to the most

3723Question 39 1 We have a big problem with space, rooms are
very small as developers look to cram as many

sustainable locations, to support sustainable transportbeds as possible to increase value.  Need space
opportunities and better access to services andstandards (UK problem).  Not only for the floor
facilities. The policy supports zero carbon buildingsarea, but room heights as well.  Also outside
and providing renewable and low carbon energyamenity spaces appear to be shrinking, in favour

of more houses on the land to turn a profit. generation. It also advocates the Home Quality Mark
within the supporting text.The policy requires buildings2 It seems that allowing for a drive with one car

park space, and a garage that you can only fit a and spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,
Fiat 500 inside is now the normal.  Leads to technological, economic and environmental conditions.
clogged up streets as people park on the road. There are specific requirements for all new major
Ties in with first comment, large plot required to residential development to achieve reductions in CO2
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emissions of 10% below current building regulations.
The council's Parking and Accessibility Standards set

accommodate parking that fits peoples actual
needs.

down the parking requirements for residential3 Achieving our minimum building regulation
standards is not a well designed home, it is developments, to include adequate visitor parking.The
meeting a minimum legal requirement with little new Standards ensure more parking space is provided
thought of design.  In particular, Part E (sound at origin, while setting down a minimum requirement
insulation) Part F (ventilation) and Part L (versus the maximum requirement set down in previous
(energy).  As a consultant with knowledge in planning guidance). The Plan includes minimum
these areas, satisfying the minimum in these internal space standards to ensure adequate living
areas in 2018 is just crazy. We have fallen standards.The Councils Parking Standards document
behind other European countries by a country sets down requirements in relation to garage size,
mile, and prioritised profit over health. We need which must measure a minimum of 6m x 3m to be
to start thinking about designing our homes counted as a parking space. The Plan also includes
better, not just building to the same new build nationally described space standards to improve upon
blueprint that house developers have used since living conditions. The Sustainable Design policy sets
90's. Would like to see through the planning a density target of 30 dwellings to the hectare, which
process this benchmark raised e.g. something provides a balance between efficient use of land and
similar to what code for sustainable homes supporting more sustainable patterns of development,
provided, or the new home quality mark
standard.

whilst ensuring adequate private gardens, amenity and
functional open spaces.

4 New build layouts are based on fitting as many
houses into a patch of land as possible (back to
point 1). This leaves no facilities, shops or
services within estates which leads to services
nearby being overwhelmed/problems with traffic.
I would like to see provision included e.e small
units for newsagents, cafes, pub, sports facilities
etc we have lost a community feel like wheat we
have from our village high streets.  Including for
a mini high street in these expansive estates
would be great.

5 Planning process considers impact of noise on
the estate.  It does not consider increased traffic
flows on existing public roads due to new
development (I work in this field, so have
experience).  Over 10 - 20 years the village I live
in (Coxhoe) has seen a staggering increase of
new build estates.  People who live in front
streets are now exposed to noise levels beyond
WHO recommendations, not because they
choose the wrong location, but because new
development has meant more people are using
the local roads. This is because the planning
process does not consider the noise from
increased traffic flows year on year.  Air quality
has also severely been compromised for people
living in proximity to roads.

Thank you for your comments. Projects are in place
to refurbish existing disused properties, however these

Why not get some of the empty houses and flats above
shops renovated, and build on waste ground rather

3757Question 39
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are reliant on limited funding. Planning policy promotes
the use of brownfield sites in preference to greenfield

than building on green belt. More affordable housing
that are not match boxes but that have suitable

land, and the Plan has adopted this approach ininfrastructure from WiFi to water pressure as well as
allocating new sites for housing. Schemes should alsoshops, buses and shops. Build in areas where there
be located to ensure access to services and facilities,is at least a chance of having employment and getting
or provide these within the site to ensure access.to work.They should also be energy efficient with solar

panels from new. Affordable to buy or rent. However viability constraints often render such sites
undeliverable given the lack of funding to assist with
remediation costs on some contaminated sites.
Evidence demonstrates that many new homes are
being built below minimum space standards. The
council have therefore elected to adopt the nationally
described space standards, to ensure adequate living
standards. The policy supports zero carbon buildings
and providing renewable and low carbon energy
generation. It also advocates the Home Quality Mark
within the supporting text. The policy requires all new
major residential development to achieve reductions
in CO2 emissions below current building regulations.
The Plan also includes requirements for a proportion
of affordable housing within all new major
developments.

Thank you for your comment. The council are trialing
the use of plastic in some raods, including kerbs. The

All developments should use innovative methods and
materials for example using recycled plastic as a road
surface instead of tarmac.

4145Question 39

policy recognises that convenient access is provided
for all users, including private vehicles. The council'sThere also needs to be a limit on the number of cars

allowed at a property. For example one person who Parking and Accessibility Standards set down the
parking requirements for residential developments,lives near me owns at least 7 vehicles, which take up

valuable parking spaces which averages out spaces according to the number
and type of dwellings provided.

Thank you for your comments. The policy promotes
development which priorities sustainable modes of

Just seen your message on Facebook about what we
expect from new houses.  I'm currently looking to buy

3784Question 39

transport, however it also recognises that convenienta new house so I've been going around lots of sites in
County Durham. access is provided for all users including private

vehicles. The council's Parking and AccessibilityI'd really like to raise the issues of lack of parking on
new developments. There just isn't enough for modern
day families with multiple cars and work vans.

Standards set down the parking requirements for
residential developments, to include adequate visitor
parking. The new Standards ensure more parking

There seems to be grassed green areas, flowers and
trees but leaving everyone on the site at the mercy of

space is provided at origin, while setting down a
minimum requirement (versus the maximum

the yearly maintenance fees.  I really think asking requirement set down in previous planning guidance).
people for money to maintain the sire on top of paying This must be balanced against other demands within
Council Tax is robbery.  Especially when people living a site, ensuring that an optimum amount of space is
in council estates don't pay extra for grass cutters etc used for parking and not at the expense of providing
to maintain their grassed area - it's all included in their adequate private gardens, amenity and functional open
Council Tax so I don't see why people buying new
houses should have to pay extra.

spaces. The council provide maintenance for the
majority of public land across the county, however
within some developments private maintenance occursI think it's fair to say people will appreciate more

parking bays or garages than grassed areas.  Scrap which should be clear within the marketing literature
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for new properties.The Plan includes minimum internal
space standards to ensure adequate living standards.

the maintenance fees of grassed areas and replace
those with extra parking bays!

The Plan also includes requirements for a proportionI also think the pricing has gone crazy.  I've viewed
new build houses with hefty price tags over £200,000 of affordable housing within all new major

developments.that are smaller than my mams council house yet are
double the price.

I want a detached house as the walls are so thin in
semi-detached and terraced new builds, the noise
disturbance is terrible and unacceptable.  I really think
builders need to address this and make houses more
sound proof.

Sales reps are encouraging me to do help to buy gov
scheme to "afford" my new home.  However in 5 years
time it's worrying how my mortgage repayments would
drastically increase, or I'd have to raise £50,000 to
keep my home or attempt to sell.  Seems not so
affordable anymore.  My mortgage adviser is against
this scheme and thinks I'll get my fingers burnt in 5
years time with either repossession, forced to sell or
ending up with a very expensive mortgage repayment
which isn't ideal.

Finally I'm finding there are many things not include in
the price.  If you want extra things and upgrades adding
into the house you have to pay the contractors
premiums which puts you straight into negative equity
as they quote ridiculously expensive prices way above
the going rates.

Support noted.This policy is generally consistent with the withdrawn
Plan, which was previously supported. The policy

3977Question 39

continues to promote accessibility and measures to
improve the viability and attractiveness of public
transport and other sustainable modes, along with
making more efficient use of land by focusing higher
density housing development within existing centres
and locations with good access to facilities and along
key public transport corridors. Therefore, Highways
England can maintain support for this policy.

Support noted.Dementia friendly policies within the Plan are positive.4055Question 39

The policy supports zero carbon buildings and
providing renewable and low carbon energy generation.

Durham County Council’s proposed Policy 31 Section
C (Sustainable Design in the Built

4085Question 39

It also advocates the Home Quality Mark within theEnvironment) requires development proposals to
supporting text. The policy requires buildings and‘achieve highest possible design standards’ but without
spaces that are adaptable to changing, social,appropriate definition, clarity and focus, without
technological, economic and environmental conditions.specifying appropriate standards, this phrase could
There are specific requirements for all new majorvery easily become meaningless rhetoric. Whilst
residential development to achieve reductions in CO2attempts have been made to introduce clarity, there is
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a very real concern opportunities have been missed,
and in some cases completely neglected.

emissions of 10% below the Dwelling Emission Rate,
against the Target Emission Rate based on current
building regulations, while all major new non-residentialThe Building For Life Standard, Durham County

Councils preferred design standard is solely focussed development will be required to achieve BREEAM
minimum rating of 'very good'. Both of theseupon urban design and does not encourage homes
requirements have been viability tested - setting higherthat are, in their own right, comfortable, healthy, have
standards would not be deliverable in many situationslow running costs (affordable warmth), minimise carbon
however the council will provide technical support,emissions and have good standards of daylight. In the

context of Policy 31 this is a significant short coming. wherever possible, to applicants building at higher
standards.

Furthermore, under the Climate Change Act 2008 the
UK is committed to achieve a 34% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
The proposed Spatial Policy presents a real opportunity
for the County Durham to make a meaningful
contribution toward reducing green house gas
emissions. This may be achieved by recommending
and, when appropriate requiring, development achieve
the highest possible design standards.

Constraints and Opportunities For Improving Policy 31

The Government’s Written Ministerial Statement dated
25th March 2015, relating to the Housing Standards
Review has caused confusion and hesitation amongst
some councils, though others have been more creative.

For instance, Camden Council recognised “The
Ministerial Statement stated that: “New homes need
to be high quality, accessible and sustainable. To
achieve this, the government has created a new
approach for the setting of technical standards for new
housing” (authors emphasis).

As the Housing Standards Review does not apply to
existing housing or non-domestic development it
is suggested Local Authorities are still able to set
expectations for a considerable amount of
development. Furthermore, there is nothing stopping
Local Authorities from encouraging and incentivising
new housing that adopts best practice technical
standards.
To help contextualise the opportunities this observation
presents I thought it would be helpful if I provided you
with some examples. There are five best practice
standards you should be made aware of.

They are:
• Passivhaus Standard (for new build)
• Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard (for retrofit and
refurbishment)
• AECB Building Standard (for new build)
• Home Quality Mark (for new build housing), and
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• BREEAM (typically for new and existing non-domestic
building)

Passivhaus Standard
The Passivhaus Standard is the world’s leading quality
assurance standard for high performance buildings. It
not only reduces slashes carbon emissions and the
demand for space heating by 90% but creates a
healthy indoor environment by providing excellent air
quality, enabling optimal winter warmth and minimising
overheating. The standard can be used for residential
and non-domestic buildings (The German word ‘haus’
means ‘building’). With the addition of renewable
technologies developments can
achieve ‘zero carbon’ status.

There are approaching 1000 certified Passivhaus
buildings in the UK. The vast majority are
dwellings though there is rapid growth in the number
of non-domestic buildings including schools, offices
and leisure facilities. Currently there are no certified
Passivhaus buildings in County Durham.

There is considerable political support for the
Passivhaus standard within the UK, in fact:
• Jeremy Corbyn’s 2015 ‘Environment and Energy’
manifesto pledged to build half a million councils
houses to Passivhaus or energy-plus standards.
• The 2015 Green Party’s manifesto required all new
homes to be built to the Passivhaus standard. It was
noted that this would also encourage and stimulate
training and education for both design and building
construction.
• The Liberal Democrat’s 2015 general election
manifesto pledged to build to the Passivhaus standard.

Passivhaus EnerPHit Standard
Because refurbishing buildings to low energy standards
can be difficult, and because poorly
considered refurbishment can have a negative impact
upon the health and wellbeing of building occupants,
the Passivhaus Institute developed the EnerPHit
Standard in 2011. (In addition to addressing energy
use and comfort EnerPHit also considers moisture and
mould risk.)
As with the Passivhaus Standard there is political
support for the EnerPHit standard:
• The 2015 Green Party manifesto proposed to address
fuel poverty be retrofitting homes to the Passivhaus
Standard.
AECB Building Standard
The AECB Building Standard was developed by the
Association for Environment Conscious
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Building (AECB), a not-for profit organisation.
Established in 1989 it is the UK’s the most long
standing environmental construction community.
The AECB Building Standard uses the same quality
assurance standards as the Passivhaus
Standard though the energy targets are less
demanding.The standard is gaining traction within the
building industry and is often of particular interest to
social housing providers and leading housebuilders.
Home Quality Mark

The Housing Quality Mark has been developed as a
response to the vacuum left by the demise of the Code
for Sustainable Homes. Developed by the BRE the
standards is of interest to social housing providers and
housebuilders.
BREEAM
BREEAM is a well-established benchmarking system
for sustainable construction. Planning departments and
developers are familiar with the standard. The most
familiar form of BREEAM is used on
nondomestic buildings.
How other Councils are addressing Sustainable
Design and Development

Camden Council’s planning policy (Policy CC2, part
F) actively encourages residential development to meet
the Passivhaus Standard and/or the Housing Quality
Mark. Meanwhile CC2 part g expects residential
conversions/extensions of 500sqm floor-space or
above five or more dwellings to achieve "excellent" in
BREEAM domestic refurbishment.

Eastleigh Borough Council Local Plan, Policy DM2
(Environmentally sustainable development) and
Policy DM3 (Adaptation to climate change) firmly
promote the adoption of the Passivhaus Standard,
BREEAM ‘Excellent’ and BREEAM ‘very good’ plus
‘Passivhaus’ certification. Furthermore non-residential
and multi-residential development above 500 sqm are
to achieve BREEAM ‘excellent’ (or equivalent)
or BREEAM ‘very good’ plus ‘Passivhaus’ certification.
All larger developments (above 150 dwellings or
10,000sq.m of floor space) must:
i. address sustainable development issues at the
masterplan stage through BREEAM Communities
‘excellent’ certification; and
ii. fund post occupancy evaluation studies.

Richmond Upon Thames (Surrey) Local Plan 2018,
Policy LP 22 requires BREEAM ‘Excellent.’
Richmond Upon Thames Council also operates a
compulsory Sustainability Checklist and it requires
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all development of 1 dwelling or 100sqm of
non-residential space to comply with this assessment.
The checklist includes requirements relating to:
Considerate Constructors Scheme registration, cycle
storage standards, minimum daylighting standards,
ecological mitigation and enhancement,
environmental impact of materials, external lighting
(low energy), flood risk assessments (FRA) and site
waste
management plans (SWMP).

Leeds City Council has, since 2013, required
commercial developments of 1,000 or more square
metres (including conversion) to meet the BREEAM
standard of ‘Excellent’ where feasible (see Policy EN2).

Bradford City Council’s draft Local Plan Policy EN4
requires new developments of more than 1000 sqm of
non-residential floorspace to meet ‘BREEAM Very
Good’ standards on buildings and by 2019 will
meet ‘BREEAM Excellent.’

The London Plan for example, requires commercial
developments achieve a 40% Building Emission
Rate (CO2) improvement over the 2010 Building
Regulations. The London Plan is often considered
best practice in terms of Planning Policy 15 and other
councils can incorporate the same target in Local
Plans or associated guidance.

Beyond Planning Policy: Other Ways of Actively
Encouraging Sustainable Design and Development
In addition to integrating the Passivhaus Standard
within planning policy, Councils throughout the UK are
beginning to adopt policies that require the
implementation of the Passivhaus standard.
For example, Norwich’s Councillors adopted a policy
requiring their new Council Housing to be built to the
Passivhaus Standard. This programme will now result
in in over 227 homes built to the Passivhaus Standard.
Camden Council’s Community Investment Programme
is being used to create a 249-home estate to
Passivhaus Standards. And Exeter City Council
requires all new homes built by the council to achieve
the Passivhaus Standard and has completed, or is
progressing, numerous projects to the
Passivhaus Standard, It is therefore proposed, where
the council is the client for developments such as
council housing or new
council buildings, these developments should be built
to the Passivhaus Standard. Furthermore,
any development on land disposed of by the council,
should be required to achieve either
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Passivhaus certification, BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification, or AECB Building Standard.

Furthermore, in order to encourage Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment, Durham County Council could
offer incentives (such as expedited planning
applications) where one of the following standards are
employed and a third party interim review confirms
certification (for Passivhaus, AECB Building Standard
or BREEAM etc.) is likely to be gained for a given
percentage of the development (say >10%). This
strategy will not impose a direct cost upon
developments that are unwilling to achieve the
highest possible design standards but will allow the
best projects to benefit from expedited delivery.
A similar policy has been realised in San Francisco.

The Passive House Institute has compiled the following
10 points to support and to trigger effective climate
protection measures in the building sector at the local
level.

Refining Policy 31 Section C (Sustainable Design
in the Built Environment)

Domestic New Build
The policy relating to Domestic New Build would read:
Developments of >1 dwelling or >100sqm floor area
should be actively encouraged to pursue accreditation
with the Passivhaus standard, AECB Building Standard
or the Home Quality Mark. They should also be
encouraged to include supplementary, complimentary
and related standards that include:
• Lifetime Homes
• AECB Water Standard
• BS 8206-2 (2008) Code of practice for daylighting,
London, BSI

Non-domestic and Multi-residential New Build
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential new buildings of  
500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus certification, or BREEAM ‘Excellent’
certification or BREEAM ‘Very Good’ plus AECB
Building Standard certification.
All larger non-domestic and multi-residential (above
150 dwellings or 10,000sq.m of floor space)
must address sustainable development issues through
Passivhaus standard, Home Quality Mark, or
BREEAM ‘excellent’ certification, or BREEAM ‘Very
Good’ plus AECB Building Standard certification; and
fund post occupancy evaluation studies.
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Refurbishment and Retrofit (Domestic,
Multi-residential and Non-domestic)
The policy relating to Domestic refurbishments would
read:
Domestic refurbishments comprising 10 or more
dwellings must achieve a Passivhaus EnerPHit
Standard certification, AECB Building Standard
certification or a BREEAM ‘Domestic Refurbishment’
rating of ‘Very Good’.
The policy relating to Non-domestic and
multi-residential refurbishments would read:
Non-domestic and multi-residential refurbishments of
  500m2 floor area must achieve either
Passivhaus EnerPHit certification, AECB Building
Standard or BREEAM ‘Excellent’ certification.
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Comments noted. Such an approach would require a
heavy reliance on statistical evidence. The planning

No.There should be a change to only allow takeaways
in areas where <10% of the population is overweight

18Question 40

system is unable to control nutritional and calorie limits
of food served in such premises.

or obese, unless the takeaway only serves food of
within defined nutritional and calorie limits (e.g.
Subways).

Support noted.Support the policy.160Question 40

Comments noted. Opening hours of such premises
will be conditioned through the planning application
process.

The proliferation of hot food takeaway premises is also
a concern, not only in the way of health matters but
also in the generation of anti-social behaviour in the
form of loitering, littering and nuisance.

845Question 40

Hot Food Takeaways (A5 Uses)

In order to minimise the potential detrimental impacts
of hot food takeaways, planning applications for A5
uses will only be approved where the proposal would
not result in more than 5% of the premises within the
centre being in A5 use.

Within defined local centres consideration should be
given to the impact that the proposed A5 use would
have in terms of the overall vitality and viability
considering the numbers of existing A5 uses and will
be refused if the impact is unacceptable.

In order to promote healthy lifestyles in young people,
proposals for A5 uses outside of defined centres but
within 400m of an existing or proposed school or
college building will not be permitted.

Where a proposed A5 use is considered acceptable
in a particular location , consideration will need to be
given to the impact that the development would have
in terms of amenity, particularly in relation to noise and
odours and the hours of operation.

Where it is considered that the proposal would give
rise to unacceptable impact, the application should be
refused

Whereas Policy 32 goes a long way to addressing the
issues we suggest it should be more prescriptive in
relation to the hours of operation which should be
restricted to 11.00pm (2300 hrs) in residential areas,
this would provide clarity to prospective applicants.

Comments noted. Whilst the policy relates to health
there is also a desire to retain the vitality and viability

Over-concentration policies based on robust evidence
can ensure a diverse retail offer and may also have

1190Question 40

of our town centres in order to avoid an overpublic health benefits. We are not clear what the
concentration of certain uses, this provides theevidence is for 5% and consider this too low. In our
justiification for the 5% threshold highlighted within theexperience this would not ensure retail health and
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would amount to a ban in centres with fewer than 20
units, reducing footfall.

policy. The NPPF advises that policies should allow a
suitable mix of uses and the approach to restriction A5
uses within town centre is in accordance with this.WithIf the policy is to have a public health objective, then

evidence should be provided for the proportion having regards to health there is evidence that shows the
adverse influence of exposure of A5 uses upon health.some significance in terms of health outcomes. It may
This is highlighted within the evidence that sits behindbe more practical (and possibly more effective) for the
this policy and identifies specific issues with obesity
within young people in County Durham.

policy to limit all food and drink uses (A3, A4 and A5)
to a higher proportion (say 30%) on primarily retail
health grounds.

There is limited evidence of correlation between the
proximity of hot food takeaways and the incidence of
obesity. There is no evidence of causality and the
hypothesis is particularly tenuous in primary schools
where children are accompanied, but also where
secondary schools do not allow pupils to leave at
lunchtime.

Such policies ban hot food takeaways from large urban
areas and - as schools and colleges are often in
accessible locations - will cause people who happen
to live near them and currently make linked walking
trips to local shops (which often include hot food
takeaways) to drive further afield,
depriving those shops of footfall.

The extent of such zones and the number of
confounding factors in obesity inevitably renders the
monitoring of effectiveness virtually impossible. It is
worth considering whether worsening or improving
levels of obesity would realistically be linked to the
zones and result in their reduction or expansion.

Kentucky Fried Chicken (Great Britain) Limited is
committed to working with Government at all levels to
be part of the solution to public health issues such as
obesity and overweight. Indeed, it has a track record
of doing so, including active participation in the
Responsibility Deal and ongoing initiatives.

This has included reformulation, displaying clear calorie
information on displays and table mats, not
automatically salting fries, offering healthier choices
and marketing responsibly.The draft policy would have
no regard whatsoever to such initiatives and would
therefore disincentivise others from engaging in them.

Kentucky Fried Chicken (Great Britain) Limited remains
ready to work with the County Council on developing
workable and effective policy in this area.

Comments noted. The amount of potential litter and
other amenity issues that such premises create is also

very important....how can we deal with rubbish from
takeaways as well as issues of health

480Question 40
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considered in the Policy and when determining
applications for such uses.

Support noted.We support this policy2372Question 40

Support noted.NECTAR agrees with and supports Policy 32.1986Question 40

Support noted.This policy is to be applauded and tightened up to help
alleviate the proven  effect on human obesity.

1700Question 40

Comments noted.The plan will seek to restrict A5 uses
within town centres and within proximity of schools.

Policy 32 - currently the percentage of takeaways in
Shildon is 8.3%. The Town Council seeks to prohibit

2133Question 40

Where A5 uses are proposed in other locations, issueshot food takeaway uses within  town centres and the
such as noise, disturbance, odours, parking and litter
will be key considerations.

whole settlement of Shildon to 5% and for hot food
takeaways within 400m of an existin or proposed
school or college building to be rejected.

There is  a proliferation  of hot food takeaways and
there is  strong concern on the effect on  eating
 behaviour  and  obesity,  in particular,  childhood
 obesity. There  is  a  link between socioeconomic and
deprivation and obesity prevalence in children. The
Town Council  believes  that  planning  can  play  an
 important  role  in  creating  healthy  and inclusive
communities and calls for Durham County Council to
support the Town Council to improve health and
wellbeing in Shildon.

Comments noted.The planning system does not allow
an existing A5 consent to be revoked if that unitCurrently 9.1% A5 units in Ferryhill.

2034Question 40

becomes vacant. Hairdressers are an appropriate use
‘A threshold of 5% is appropriate to ensure a diverse
mix of uses within our centres.’

within a town centre and it is not considered necessary
to restrict such a use.

Therefore, no further A5 uses would be permitted in
these centres. This will include units that are vacant
but have planning permission for A5.

I support this policy on the whole.  Additionally though,
I would like to see a clear commitment stating that if
any of the current hot food takeaway units become
vacant, that planning permission for another hot food
takeaway in its place not be accepted, and likewise
continue to do so until the percentage of hot food
takeaways is at or below 5% in Ferryhill.

Similarly, there are too many hairdressers and salons
in Ferryhill (at least 6 within a 1 mile radius, 5 of which
are in the town centre), so I would like to see a similar
reduction in these too.

However, and very importantly, it is vital that the
rejection of A5 or salon planning applications does not
result in retail units remaining empty.  In order to
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prevent this from happening, I would suggest an
incentive of a reduction in rates for other business uses
and particularly for independent retailers in order to
ensure vibrancy and diversity in Ferryhill and other
town centres.  Small independent retailers should be
afforded the same reductions as high street chain
stores, particularly those such as Next, who do not
contribute to their fair share of tax.

Support noted.I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments
regarding Policy 32 (Promoting Healthy Communities).

2053Question 40

Comments noted. It is considered that the 5% threshold
provides an appropriate approach to avoiding an over

While the introduction of a policy to limit the
proliferation of A5 Uses is much needed, there is a

4225Question 40

concentration of A5 uses in the County's centres.lack of recognition of the tendency for such outlets to
Claypath currently has 4 units in A5 use, this figurecluster in certain areas. Within the Preferred Options
contributes in part to the 2.4% coverage of units in A5Document, six centres that have already reached the
use across the city centre. The impact on the vitality
and viabilty of Durham city centre is therefore minimal.

5% threshold are identified. This does not apparently
take into account such areas as Claypath in Durham
City, which has a significantly higher concentration of
Hot Food Takeaways due to its proximity to the
Walkergate complex. Although Durham does not yet
meet this threshold, it is clear that Claypath is already
at capacity with such outlets. A strategic policy dealing
with the City Centre could potentially address this
issue, otherwise a much more granular approach
towards the location of A5 units within the sub-regional
centres is needed.

Comments noted. Opening hours of such premises
will be conditioned through the planning application
process.

Hot food takeaways provide valuable employment but
these need to be sympathetic to areas and especially
our town centre frontage. In promoting a healthy
lifestyle, these should be limited within proximity of

3384Question 40

schools and children’s facilities. It would also be
advantageous to town centres if this type of premises
was restricted to those which open during the day as
well as the evening. Many of our town centres have
shutters down during the day making them unattractive
and discouraging new investment from other types of
businesses.

Comments noted. I fully support the comments made by Food Durham
in their representation, namely those comments

3510Question 40

regarding the Spatial Vision, the objectives of the Plan,
Policy 15 (Best and Most Versatile Agriculture Land
and Soil Resources), Policy 28 (Green Infrastructure),
Policy 31 (Sustainable Design in the Built Environment)
and Policy 32 (Promoting Healthy Communities).
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Comments noted.The planning system does not allow
an existing A5 consent to be revoked if that unit

Currently 9.1% A5 units in Ferryhill.

‘A threshold of 5% is appropriate to ensure a diverse
mix of uses within our centres.’

3500Question 40

becomes vacant. Hairdressers are an appropriate use
within a town centre and it is not considered necessary
to restrict such a use.Therefore, no further A5 uses would be permitted in

these centres. This will include units that are vacant
but have planning permission for A5.

I support this policy on the whole.  Additionally though,
I would like to see a clear commitment from the Council
stating that if any of the current hot food takeaway units
become vacant, planning permission for another hot
food takeaway in its place not be accepted, and
likewise continue to do so until the percentage of hot
food takeaways is at or below 5% in Ferryhill.

Similarly, there are too many hairdressers and salons
in Ferryhill (at least 6 within a 1 mile radius, 5 of which
are in the town centre), so I would like to see a similar
reduction in these too.

However, and very importantly, it is vital that the
rejection of A5 or salon planning applications does not
result in retail units remaining empty.  In order to
prevent this from happening, I would suggest an
incentive of a reduction in rates for other business uses
and particularly for independent retailers in order to
ensure vibrancy and diversity in Ferryhill and other
town centres.  Small independent retailers should be,
made aware of and, afforded the same reductions as
high street chain stores, particularly those such as
Next, who do not even contribute to their fair share of
taxes in the UK.

Comments noted. The plan covers issues of green
infrastructure within the Plan. This requires that new

This section seems to take a very narrow view on how
healthy communities are created. Hot food takeaways,

3154Question 40

development provides greenspace and also seeks toamenity and pollution and contaminated land are not
protect existing greenspace from development. It also
seeks to protect and maintain public rights of way.

the only factors effecting whether a community is
healthy. Greenspace and green infrastructure,
particular everyday passive exposure to nature (such
as street trees) has a considerable impact on physical
and mental health and should be referenced within this
section. There is scope to encourage truly naturally
healthy communities, which also enable an
improvement in levels of deprivation across the board.

Comments noted. The 400m buffer zone around
schools and colleges, set out within this policy,

We commend the commitment of the Council to
promote health lifestyles in the County, as set out in

3499Question 40

represents the lower estimate of a typical 5-10 minuteparagraph 5.307. However, excluding A5 uses within
'walkable neighbourhood'. Evidence suggests that thisa 400m distance of existing or proposed colleges or
would be at least partially representative of pupilsschools has the potential to restrict the regeneration
purchasing behaviours on the way to and from school.of suitable sites in close proximity, and negate the
It is considered that the liklihood of a regenerationpotential benefits which these sites may deliver to the
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wider community, such as job creation and expenditure
retention.

scheme being impacted by restrictions on A5 uses is
remote. It should be noted that the policy will apply to
A5 uses only and not where the A5 use is ancillary to
the main use.

Consequently, in order to ensure that the policy does
not inadvertently and detrimentally affect the viability
of regeneration sites, we would advocate that an
exception be included where the provision of A5 uses
on such sites would help to unlock the full social,
economic and environmental benefits associated with
such schemes.

Additionally, we suggest that the policy provides further
clarification as to how the 400m ‘exclusion zone’ would
be measured and applied.The application of an archaic
400m radii from any school and/or college has the
potential to further restrict otherwise viable and
regenerative developments, when in reality the
‘walkable’ distance is greater than 400m, making the
site less accessible and desirable to young people.

Notwithstanding the above, we note that paragraph
5.308 states that Peterlee has only 1.6% of its premises
currently in A5 use, significantly below the proposed
5% limit. This would therefore suggest an
under-representation of these uses within Peterlee (in
comparison to other commercial centres within the
County), highlighting the potential for additional A5
units within the vicinity.

As such we propose that the policy be amended as
follows:

In order to promote healthy lifestyles in young people,
proposals for A5 uses outside of defined centres but
within 400m (measured along a safe and convenient
route) of an existing or proposed school or college
building will not be permitted unless an applicant can
demonstrate that the proposed use would not lead to
an over intensification of A5 Uses, or would deliver a
regenerative benefit to the locality Our proposed
wording underlined.

Comments noted. The Plan seeks to protect essential
shops and services from loss.

Food Durham supports the ambition to embed health
and wellbeing considerations into the plan, and the
inclusion of Policy 32 restricting the proliferation of hot
food takeaways.

3861Question 40

However, more emphasis should be placed on ensuring
access to healthy food by adopting positive policies
such as previously suggested:

The local plan is an opportunity to tackle food poverty
and access to healthy food.

Food Durham looks forward to development policies
which:
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a) address access to healthy food by protecting
dispersed/isolated shops and supporting street
markets.

b) require proposals for major housing developments
to incorporate small (fresh food) shop units where there
is no accessible provision of essential daily goods
available within a short walking distance;

Comments noted. The 400m buffer zone around
schools and colleges, set out within this policy,

Policy 32 addresses proposals for hot food takeaways
(within Use Class A5) which would be located both

3807Question 40

represents the lower estimate of a typical 5-10 minutewithin and outside of existing defined centres. In
'walkable neighbourhood'. Evidence suggests that thisrelation to the latter, the policy states that, in order to
would be at least partially representative of pupils
purchasing behaviours on the way to and from school.

promote healthy lifestyles in young people, proposals
for A5 uses outside of defied centres, but within 400m
of an existing or proposed school or college building
will not be permitted. It also states that, where such a
use is considered locationally acceptable, considered
will need to be given to the impact that the development
would have in terms of amenity, particularly in relation
to noise and odours – and that, where a proposal would
give rise to unacceptable impact, the application should
be refused.

Whilst it is accepted that the impact of new A5 uses
upon amenity should be a material consideration in
the determination of application proposals, Angel
Developments would query the use of a 400m radius
around school and college buildings. Although the
NPPF requires that policies to enable and support
healthy lifestyles, it is not clear what evidence there is
to support what amounts to a preclusion on A5 uses
within such a radius.

The use of such a blunt tool could prevent such uses
from coming forward as part of wider regeneration
schemes, including in locations where there would be
no functional linkage within existing/proposed
educational establishments and/or there would be no
material increase in unhealthy eating – for example,
due to the catchment area likely to be served by the
A5 use or the ease (or otherwise) of accessibility from
schools. It is therefore requested that the Council
provide further evidence to support the policy approach
contained within Policy 32.

Comments noted. There is evidence that shows the
adverse influence of exposure of A5 uses upon health.

Please find attached our objection response to Durham
County Preferred Options Policy 32. Please note that

3866Question 40

This is highlighted within the evidence that sits behindthis was drafted and finalised before the adoption of
the new NPPF. this policy and identifies specific issues with obesity

within young people in County Durham. In addition itResponse to Preferred Options Policy 32 (Hot Food
Takeaways) is considered that the 5% threshold provides an

appropriate approach to avoiding an over concentration
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1. Introduction of A5 uses in the County's centres.The NPPF advises
that policies should allow a suitable mix of uses and1.1 We have considered the above policy and its

supporting text with regard to the principles set out the approach to restriction A5 uses within town centre
is in accordance with this.within the Framework. Local Plans should “plan”

positively for development; be justified; effective; and
consistent with the Framework.

1.2 We consider that limiting the location, concentration
of hot food takeaways in town centres and the proximity
to local schools outside of defined centres to be unjust.
By way of overview, the Framework provides no
justification at all for using the development control
system to seek to influence people's dietary choices.

1.3 There is no adequate evidence to justify the
underlying assumption, that locating any A5 use within
400 metres of schools outside of defined centres and
limiting the percentage of hot food takeaways within
defined centres, has a harmful effect on people’s
health. This would in turn have negative land use
planning consequences.

2. Such an approach is not positive, justified,
effective or consistent with the Framework.

2.1 The suggested restrictions take an ambiguous view
of A5 uses in relation to town centre location,
concentration and the proximity to local schools outside
of defined centres. It would apply an over-generic
approach to restrict development with little sound
planning reasoning or planning justification. This is
contrary to Para 14 of the Framework which advises
authorities to positively seek opportunities to meet
development needs of their area

2.2 Thus, it is inconsistent with Para 19 and 21 of the
Framework. Para 19 states:
Planning should operate to encourage and not act as
an impediment to sustainable growth. Therefore,
significant weight should be placed on the need to
support economic growth through the planning system.

2.3 Para 21 states:
Investment in business should not be over-burdened
by the combined requirements of planning policy
expectations.

2.4 There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate the link
between fast food, school proximity and obesity. We
confirm this at Appendix A.

2.5 A systematic review of the existing evidence base
by Oxford University (December 2013), funded by the
NHS and the British Heart Foundation ‘did not find
strong evidence at this time to justify policies related
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to regulating the food environments around schools.’
It instead highlighted the need to ‘develop a higher
quality evidence base’.1

2.6 This lack of evidence has been confirmed in a
number of planning decisions. For example, in South
Ribble the Planning Inspectorate raised concerns about
a similar 400m school proximity restriction on fast food,
stating ‘the evidence base does not adequately justify
the need for such a policy’, and due to the lack of
information, it is impossible to ‘assess their likely impact
on the town, district or local centres’.2

2.7 The evidence provided at Appendix B confirms that
70% of purchases by students in the school fringe are
purchased in non A5 shops.3

2.8 No consideration has been given to other A class
uses and their contribution or impact on daily diet or
wellbeing. The suggested approach is therefore not
holistic and will not achieve the principle aim.

2.9 There is lack of evidence to demonstrate that
purchases in fast food outlets are any more or less
healthy than purchases in other A Class premises.
Evidence confirming this is set out in Appendix C.

2.10 Research by Peter Dolton states that “At least
50% of the days in a year kids don’t go to school if we
count weekends and holidays and absence. They are
only there for 6 hours and all but 1 are lessons. So
only around 2-3% of the time can [children] get fast
food at school.”4 This clarifies that a blanket restriction
on opening hours is unjustified.

2.11 Similarly, research by Brighton & Hove concluded
that ‘the greatest influence over whether students
choose to access unhealthy food is the policy of the
individual schools regarding allowing students to leave
school premises during the day’.5

2.12 Only limited purchases of food are made at A5
uses on journeys to and from school. Further details
are set out in Appendix D.

Given the limited access that children have to fast food
during the school day, a generic restriction is
disproportionate; is not justified; and would not be
effective.

2.14 Such an approach would have a disproportionate
effect on land use planning and the economy when
taking into account the limited purchases made by
school children who may only have the potential to visit
A5 establishments at the end of the school day, and
only during term time.
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2.15 The Framework cannot be interpreted to provide
generic restrictions on a particular use class. Moreover,
the evidence does not support such restrictions. The
need for evidence is emphasised in para 158 of the
Framework which states that each local plan should
be based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant
evidence. Compliance with the soundness test is still
required.

2.16 The proposal does not accord with the “golden
thread” running through the Framework which seeks
to build a strong competitive economy. Such a policy
could potentially stifle economic development and is
not consistent with the Framework.

3. Soundness - summary

3.1 We consider that restricting the A5 use for a town
centres concentration and proximity of hot food
takeaways to local schools outside of defined centres
would be unsound and fails to meet the four tests of
the Framework. It is not a positively approach to
planning; justified; effective; or consistent with national
planning policy. Such a policy should therefore not be
taken forward to the next stage of the plan making
process.

3.2 Justification for restricting any more than 5% of all
premises being hot food takeaways in defined centres
is not provided to implement such a policy and is also
not in line with Framework.

3.3 Many restaurant operators have made major steps
to expand the range of healthy options and work with
the communities within which they are / will be part of.

4. McDonald’s has made major steps in recent
years to expand the range of healthy offerings

As a responsible business, McDonald’s recognises it
has a role to play to support its staff, customers, and
the communities in which it operates to live healthier
lifestyles. For this reason, McDonald’s has invested
significantly to evolve its menu over the last 10 years
– both to extend the range of choice, and to reformulate
our products. For example, McDonald’s has:
• Added porridge, salads, grilled chicken wraps, carrot
sticks, fruit bags, orange juice, mineral water, and
organic milk to its menu
• Completely removed hydrogenated trans-fats from
its menu
• Reduced salt in our Chicken McNuggets by 36%, and
our fries by a quarter since 2003
• Reduced fat in its milkshakes by 34% per serving
since 2010
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• Reduced fat in its deli rolls by 42% since 2011

4.2 McDonald’s has also led the way displaying
nutritional information to help its customers make
informed choices. Since 2011, McDonald’s has
provided calorie information on every one of its 1,200+
menu boards in restaurants across the UK.

4.3 This is in addition to the nutritional information that
is already available on its website, on its tray liners, on
its packaging, and via McDonald’s mobile phone app.
In 2012 alone, McDonald’s received 2.2 million visits
to its nutrition web page.

4.4 Furthermore, McDonald’s is committed to
responsible advertising, and advertise to children only
food items that are not classified by the Government’s
nutrient scoring criteria as High in Fat, Salt or Sugar
“non-HFSS”. All of McDonald’s advertising to children
features at least one portion of fruit or vegetables, and
a no added sugar beverage such as milk.

4.5 As a significant customer of British farming,
McDonald’s buys quality ingredients from 17,500 UK
and Irish farmers. It now spends more than £390 million
every year on British and Irish produce, compared to
£269 million in 2009.

4.6 All of McDonald’s burgers are made with 100%
British and Irish beef.We use whole cuts of forequarter
and flank, with nothing added or taken away in the
process.

4.7 In addition, McDonald’s only uses 100% British
RSPCA Freedom Food Pork across its entire menu.
As a result, all pork suppliers are required to meet strict
animal welfare standards.

4.8 McDonald’s was also one of the first retailers to
switch to using free range eggs – which it did back in
1998. Free range eggs are now used in its entire menu
– including its sauces, muffins and the coating on
chicken nuggets. Every year McDonald’s use over 100
million free range eggs, sourced from more than 200
UK producers, and for its work in this area they have
been awarded ‘Food Business of the Year’ by the
British Free-Range Egg Producers Association.

4.9 The strength of McDonald’s supply chain – which
was clear of any horsemeat – has also been confirmed
by Professor Chris Elliott, who said in light of the
horsemeat scandal: “McDonald’s invited us to look at
farms and abattoirs – it was a very simple supply chain.
The other thing I was very impressed about was the
length of contract McDonald’s had with its suppliers.”6
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5. McDonald’s also contributes to the community

5.1 As the Community Partner of the Football
Association, McDonald’s has helped to train and recruit
more than 25,000 coaches. These coaches in turn
have provided more than 2 million hours of free quality
coaching, to one million young players.

5.2 Over 1,000 McDonald’s restaurants across the UK
are ‘twinned’ with a local team to provide free kit,
equipment, advice and expertise.

5.3 Each of McDonald’s restaurants also conduct a
minimum of three litter patrols on a daily basis and
conduct larger Love Where You Live ‘clean up’ events.
McDonald’s is also the primary sponsor of the Mayor
of London’s Capital Clean Up campaign, to tackle litter
across London.

5.4 Last year, McDonald’s restaurants in Greater
London organised over 50 community clean-up events,
with over 1,400 volunteers taking part.

6. McDonald’s is a major employer of young people

6.1 McDonald’s is a major employer of young people
under the age of 25, and for many it provides a first
step on the career ladder. McDonald’s offers all staff
the opportunity to gain qualifications which include
Adult Certificates in English and Maths, a Level 2
Apprenticeship, and a Foundation Degree in Managing
Business Operations.

6.2 McDonald’s invest £43 million annually in staff
training and development.

7.There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate
whether fast food is located by schools, or whether
schools are located by town centres

7.1 When McDonald’s looks at the economic viability
of a new site, it does not factor in predicted sales from
school children or proximity to schools.

7.2 Research by Christoph Buck has identified a similar
approach with other retailers. His research suggests
that ‘food retailers are mainly located near major roads
and in inner cities.’7

7.3 Indeed, ‘food retailers are not clustered around
schools for up to 1.5 km’8 Correlations between
schools and fast food density are therefore due to the
proximity of both to town centres, where there is a
broad mix of retail on offer.

8. Conclusion
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8.1. It has been highlighted above that there is no
appropriate reason to restrict A5 uses from local
schools or their location and concentration.

8.2. It is unsound to introduce such a widespread land
use policy to protect the amenity of such uses, which
could be dealt with on a case by case basis via
conditions.

8.3. The proposed approach is in direct conflict with
the Framework. The policy attempts to introduce a
widespread land use restriction on a specific use class
without providing a single map to outline the specific
limitations it would have.Without a map it is impossible
to indicate the extent of the policies implications on the
county.

8.4 As mentioned in the above text, there is enough
reputable evidence to demonstrate a current evidence
base that fails to demonstrate the link between fast
food restaurants and school proximity.

8.5 Designated centres and town centres are deemed
the most acceptable location for A5 usage in line with
the national Framework. If constraints on the
concentration of hot food takeaways in centres comes
into effect, it will directly contradict the framework.

8.6 The framework seeks to encourage access to
healthy food but this cannot be interpreted to restrict
development of A5 uses.
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Support noted.Support the policy.161Question 41

Support noted.This is an important policy which the Forum supports,
especially given the serious air pollution problems in
the Neighbourhood Plan area.

256Question 41

The policy has been amended to take into account
NPPF 2018 and additional wording has been added

The policy also needs to take account of the NPPF
Agent of Change principle :

323Question 41

to the supporting text to reflect that new development“182. Planning policies and decisions should ensure
that new development can be integrated effectively must integrate eggectively with existing businesses or

community facilities.with existing businesses and community facilities (such
as places of worship, pubs, music venues and sports
clubs). Existing businesses and facilities should not
have unreasonable restrictions placed on them as
a result of development permitted after they were
established.

Where the operation of an existing business or
community facility could have a significant
adverse effect on new development (including changes
of use) in its vicinity, the applicant (or ‘agent of change’)
should be required to provide suitable mitigation before
the development has been completed.”

Support noted.This is an important policy which the Trust supports,
especially given the serious air pollution problems in
the City.

665Question 41

The policy seeks to allow for development where there
is no unacceptable impact on either health, living

This policy appears a little confused – we are not sure
how ‘amenity and pollution’ fit together. Some of the

993Question 41

conditions or the natural environment. The supportingwording is poor (e.g. ‘unacceptable levels of air
text provides reference to tranquility and dark skies as
well as sensitive areas to light pollution.

quality’). More substantively, the RJ picks up the issue
of light pollution but the policy itself doesn’t do that
issue justice. The RJ might usefully also highlight the
conservation value and potential economic importance
of dark skies, especially in the North Pennines AONB.

The Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTP) is clear that the long term transport strategy

The Northern relief Road crosses the River Wear in
an area of tranquillity and dark skies important for

1332Question 41

for the city centre is dependent on the ability to providecommuting bats and other animals. Road traffic will
more space ‘for people’ travelling on foot, by bike andpollute this important wildlife corridor with light, noise

and air pollution. bus and where there are barriers to direct continuous
routes, those barriers need to be removed. This is
impossible to achieve without a new crossing of the
River Wear which provides an alternative to
Milburngate Bridge. A new crossing provides the
opportunity to re-prioritise space on Milburngate Bridge
bringing significant transport and environmental
benefits to the city centre. Specifically, the DCSTDP
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recommends reducing the number of car lanes on the
Bridge, making this route less attractive for through
trips and creating more space for pedestrians, cyclists,
bus users, those with disabilities and visitors. It will
also create significant air quality benefits by removing
unnecessary slow moving and standing traffic including
heavy goods vehicles from the city addressing the
principal cause of the increased Nitrogen Dioxide levels
that resulted in the designation of the Air Quality
Management Area. Displacing non-essential car trips
away from the city centre will also encourage residents
and visitors to use active travel and public transport
when travelling into the city at peak hours, rather than
taking the car into the city. In order to provide this
crossing the Plan therefore proposes a Northern Relief
Road (NRR).

Comments noted. The policy sets out the approach to
issues of amenity and / or pollution and does not

These are general policies guiding all new
development. In the Design section, Para.5.289

808Question 41

include requirements in terms of civic pride or visual
prominence.

contains the planning authority's commitment to
achieve the highest standards in terms of architecture,
urban design, sustainability and innovation. The
aspiration is that new development 'should provide
local people with civic pride, make them feel safe and
secure and help improve the overall image of the
county and reflect local distinctiveness.'

Policy 31 itself requires all proposals to contribute to
an area's character, identity, townscape and landscape
features ' helping to create and reinforce locally
distinctive and sustainable communities.' Para.5.298
states that 'High quality development should be
achieved through a robust and collaborative design
process from inception to completion on the ground.'

Policy 33 deals with the impact of development on
immediate neighbours and neighbourhoods
and declares that 'Proposals that have an unacceptable
impact on general amenity such as overlooking, visual
intrusion, visual dominance or loss of light or privacy
will not be permitted unless satisfactory mitigation
measures can be demonstrated.'

Whilst both these policies are for universal application,
they do contain distinctive local elements, as
highlighted. It would be unfortunate if judgments as to
'feeling safe', providing 'civic pride', or 'visual
dominance', for example, and the 'robust and
collaborative design process' were exclusively the
province of professional planners without at least some
timely local input. It is suggested that some mechanism
(more meaningful than the present one) should be
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included in the text to ensure that local views were at
least ascertained and taken into consideration by
planning staff at an appropriate stage in the in the
'collaborative design process' and not at the very
conclusion of lengthy pre-application discussions.

The Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTP) is clear that the long term transport strategy

The amenities of Durham City  will be significantly
adversely affected by DCC's proposed developments

910Question 41

for the city centre is dependent on the ability to provideand associated Relief Roads. It goes without saying
more space ‘for people’ travelling on foot, by bike andthat these will be detrimental to Air Quality, increase
bus and where there are barriers to direct continuousDust and Odour, and also increase Light and Noise

Pollution. routes, those barriers need to be removed. This is
impossible to achieve without a new crossing of the
River Wear which provides an alternative to
Milburngate Bridge. A new crossing provides the
opportunity to re-prioritise space on Milburngate Bridge
bringing significant transport and environmental
benefits to the city centre. Specifically, the DCSTDP
recommends reducing the number of car lanes on the
Bridge, making this route less attractive for through
trips and creating more space for pedestrians, cyclists,
bus users, those with disabilities and visitors. It will
also create significant air quality benefits by removing
unnecessary slow moving and standing traffic including
heavy goods vehicles from the city addressing the
principal cause of the increased Nitrogen Dioxide levels
that resulted in the designation of the Air Quality
Management Area. Displacing non-essential car trips
away from the city centre will also encourage residents
and visitors to use active travel and public transport
when travelling into the city at peak hours, rather than
taking the car into the city. In order to provide this
crossing the Plan therefore proposes a Northern Relief
Road (NRR).

Development of sensitive uses within close vicinity of
an existing potentially polluting development of such

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the

1097Question 41

as a waste water treatment or sewage works are likelyregion. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of
to be considered inappropriate development as it isthese services we are a formal consultee on all
likely to lead to amenity issues such as odour, noiseemerging planning policy. Our New Development
and vermin and potentially statutory nuisance. Thisdepartment provides a planning service which seeks
can also be an issue in areas where speculativeto protect our assets and supports new development
development of sensitive uses such as housing, canthrough ensuring our network and facilities have
lead to the loss of land for expansion of existing wastecapacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
water facilities. Whilst a 'buffer' is difficult to determineclosely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
as cases will differ, this 200m is considered adevelopment and track growth, and our consultation
reasonable distance to flag identify potential issues.responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
Therefore careful consideration, in consultation withWe also seek to promote sustainable design in
the necessary bodies, must be given to the proximitydrainage and water conservation as part of tackling
of sensitive receptors, the likelihood of complaints and
any implications on health.

flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
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our operational, non operational and surplus land.They
act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by producing
and submitting LDF representations to safeguard or
release any operational or surplus land.They also seek
opportunities to redevelop our redundant sites.
Consequently, you will see two separate responses
submitted from Northumbrian Water for this emerging
plan.These responses should be read individually with
an understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

We are pleased to note that the council has recognised
the importance of avoiding locating sensitive
development near to treatment works facilities, in order
to avoid consequences around odour, noise and
nuisance.We believe that the identification for the need
of safeguarding zones will not only act in protection for
the sensitive developments, but will also secure
provision for future sewage treatment works by
protecting land around existing treatment facilities for
any potential future expansion.

Support noted.agree..very important481Question 41

The council has a monitoring and enforcement
procedure whereby monitoring takes place on a

Light pollution 5.322 Heights Quarry between Eastgate
and Westgate within the North Pennines AONB

766Question 41

periodic basis or if there have been complaints. Thecurrently emits a high degree of unnecessary light
Plan should be read as a whole and contains a policypollution directly impacting on Dark Skies, a potentially
on Despoiled, Degraded, Derelict, Contaminated orimportant tourism asset. Inappropriate street lighting
Unstable Land and the Water policy which includes abetween Westgate and Cowshill has a similar impact,

also within the AONB designated area. requirement for water quality. This is designed to
prevent pollution by some of the means mentionedThere should be a “Water” section in line the other

headers in this policy. Waste Water Treatment and such as through mobilisation of pollutants through new
development and neglect. The Environment AgencySewage Works are only a subset of a wider category.
are responsible for the control of pollution and for waterThe current document is too narrow. Many others have
quality, and farmers do of course play their part ina responsibility to protect water quality, not just the
environmental stewardship. Agricultural doesn't
necessarily require planning permission.

water companies. Water quality is impacted by rural
(mainly but exclusively agricultural sources eg sceptic
tanks) and urban and transport pollution sources are
also important as are historic sources from coal and
lead mining and other past industrial activity.
Contaminants may be mobilised through neglect (eg
erosion) or as a result of development or other
reworking of the land.

Whilst this policy will relate to surface mined coal sites,
these sites have very specific issues and guidance

Policy 33 states 'Development will be permitted where
it can be demonstrated that there will be no

1391Question 41

therefore they will have specific policies in the Mineralsunacceptable impact, either individually or cumulatively,
and Waste Policies and Allocations DPD. In theon the environment ...' and '...which has the potential

to lead to or be affected by unacceptable levels'. meantime, the policy will be used in conjunction with
the saved policies of the County Durham Minerals
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Reasonable aspirations but how will DCC ENSURE
these are met. What are the criteria used to measure

Local Plan and the County Durham Waste Local Plan.
In relation to monitoring, the County Council have a

"acceptable"? It has consistently failed to monitor Monitoring Officer and can take enforcement action if
necessary to remedy any issues relating to amenity."acceptability" at opencast coal sites. There will need

to be transparent standards for acceptability and
resources made available to monitor and ensure
compliance with standards. Dust and noise are two of
the critical issues and DCC seem to have failed in
safeguarding residents from the potential effects of
these. This brings into question the aims of the Plan
for 'sustainable development and environmental quality'
toward 2035.

Barbecues fall outside the scope of planning control.1364Question 41

I want to bring to your attention of pollution from
barbecues and fires so that it can be added to policy
33.

This is a growing problem for many many people, which
the council ignores.There are so many barbecues and
fires in Durham that in the last 2 months  I have
counted 10 in my small area, there will be a lot more
than this.These barbecues and fires are very polluting,
the smoke gets into your home very quickly, and this
is especially bad for young children, older people, and
people with health problems. It is difficult to spend time
in gardens breathing in polluting smoke.

Durham is overcrowded and young people don't
understand the impacted that smoke pollution has on
others, themselves, and the environment.

The environment is getting hotter, barbecues and fires
are a real danger to very dry areas, gardens have
wooden fences, shrubs and trees, and wooden
furniture. It is very difficult being trapped in a hot house
because you can't open the windows and doors
because of smoke pollution coming from barbecues
and fires.

Comments noted.The policy is not intended to provide
an exhaustive list of possible uses and is intended to

We welcome the intention to protect existing uses such
as pubs and music venues from the impact of new

1207Question 41

be flexible. Wording has been added to the policy to
include 'on businesses or community facilities'.

development in their vicinity. We recommend that
policy is flexible so as to also cover other venues such
as cinemas and theatres which can also be negatively
impacted by complaints from neighbouring
development, with any restrictions threatening their
viability as cultural assets which help enhance the
well-being of local people as well as attract people into
the area.

Support noted.We support this policy2373Question 41
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Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2431Question 41

Support noted. As the plan will be read as a whole, a
cross reference is considered to be uncessary.

CPRE welcomes the thrust of this Policy and is pleased
to see that Light Pollution is included in the Policy
although we do not accept that there are any

1782Question 41

“acceptable” levels of light pollution. CPRE nationally
has considered the issues of Dark Skies which we note
are not mentioned in the Policy but are at paragraph
5.322.

Paragraph 5.322 refers to tranquillity whereas this
policy does not mention this. However, we note the
reference to tranquillity in Policy 11 (Development in
the Countryside). While accepting that the Plan has to
be read as a whole, we represent that a reference here
to Policy 11 would be helpful.

The Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTP) is clear that the long term transport strategy

It is welcome that this version of the Plan includes
measures to mitigate any pollution from future

4226Question 41

for the city centre is dependent on the ability to providedevelopment, and this document notes that Durham
more space ‘for people’ travelling on foot, by bike andCity has been designated as an Air Quality
bus and where there are barriers to direct continuousManagement Area. What is not clear from the
routes, those barriers need to be removed. This isdocument however is what steps the council will take
impossible to achieve without a new crossing of theto reduce air pollution within this area, and further detail

on this should be included in this policy. River Wear which provides an alternative to
Milburngate Bridge. A new crossing provides theIt is also welcome that this document recognises the

need to consider the potential for light and noise opportunity to re-prioritise space on Milburngate Bridge
bringing significant transport and environmentalpollution when assessing proposals for development,

and addresses this within the text of Policy 33. benefits to the city centre. Specifically, the DCSTDP
recommends reducing the number of car lanes on the
Bridge, making this route less attractive for through
trips and creating more space for pedestrians, cyclists,
bus users, those with disabilities and visitors. It will
also create significant air quality benefits by removing
unnecessary slow moving and standing traffic including
heavy goods vehicles from the city addressing the
principal cause of the increased Nitrogen Dioxide levels
that resulted in the designation of the Air Quality
Management Area. Displacing non-essential car trips
away from the city centre will also encourage residents
and visitors to use active travel and public transport
when travelling into the city at peak hours, rather than
taking the car into the city. In order to provide this
crossing the Plan therefore proposes a Northern Relief
Road (NRR).

Comments noted. Additional wording has been
included in the policy to consider cumulative impacts.

Policy should also in addition to the points made take
account of the extended local impacts. For example

3385Question 41

A health impact assessment has also been carried out
on the plan.

the building or expansion of a school will in itself as a
development have little environmental impact in terms
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of noise, light or air pollution but the planning of such
a building which has operating time where traffic is
condensed and idling of engines are likely causes
significant noise and air quality issues. As in this
example at a school the concentrations of poor air
quality are more significant because they are impacting
on the young and the vulnerable. With childhood
asthma on the increase and air quality concerns in
most town centres, policy needs to be sympathetic to
residents and planning restrictions being made to
ensure preservation at least and improvement where
possible is made to the air quality, noise and
disturbance in the immediate and surrounding
development areas.

Water quality is specifically considered within the Water
Management policy.

Pollution to the water environment should be better
identified and outlined in this section.

3288Question 41

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text to acknowledge that the World Heritage Site may
also be sensitive to light pollution.

Development proposals with the potential to result in
unacceptable levels of light pollution, either individually
or cumulatively with other proposals, should be
accompanied by an assessment of the likely impact to

3206Question 41

show that the lighting scheme is the minimum
necessary for functional or security purposes and that
is minimises potential pollution from glare and spillage.
Particular attention will be paid to areas where
tranquillity and dark skies are valued and may also be
sensitive to light pollution, such as the North Pennies
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, open countryside,
within the setting of heritage assets, close to
sensitive uses or to areas or features important for
nature conservation.

WHSC – The nightime setting of the WHS relies on
the dark corridor of the river and lack of light pollution
from surrounding development.  Accepting that this
policy is to cover the County and all its assets, it would
also be helpful to include a reference to the WHS as
this has formed a consistent strand in previous planning
policy and assessment of planning applications

Water quality is specifically considered within the Water
Management policy.

There is no mention of the impact of developments on
water quality which can have a pollution impact. The
positive role if green infrastructure and nature in

3160Question 41

creating healthy communities should be referenced
here.

Further wording has been provided at the introduction
to the chapter wording. Health considerations are seen

This section seems to take a very narrow view on how
healthy communities are created. Hot food takeaways,

3226Question 41

as an improvement golden thread throughout the Planamenity and pollution and contaminated land are not
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the only factors effecting whether a community is
healthy. Greenspace and green infrastructure,

and not restricted to policies within the Healthy
Communities chapter.

particular everyday passive exposure to nature (such
as street trees) has a considerable impact on physical
and mental health and should be referenced within this
section. There is scope to encourage truly naturally
healthy communities, which also enable an
improvement in levels of deprivation across the board.

Comments noted. The planning system can play an
important role in the improvement of air quality.

Also outside amenity spaces appear to be shrinking,
in favour of more houses on the land to turn a profit.

3725Question 41

Whether or not air quality issues are relevant to aPlanning process considers impact of noise on the
estate.  It does not consider increased traffic flows on planning decision will depend on the proposed

development and its location. In determining a planningexisting public roads due to new development (I work
application, the development's likely effect, eitherin this field, so have experience).  Over 10 - 20 years
directly or indirectly, on air quality will be considered.the village I live in (Coxhoe) has seen a staggering
This will be particularly important in areas which haveincrease of new build estates.  People who live in front
been designated as an Air Quality Management Areastreets are now exposed to noise levels beyond WHO
(AQMA). There are currently two AQMA within the
county but this is monitored.

recommendations, not because they choose the wrong
location, but because new development has meant
more people are using the local roads. This is because
the planning process does not consider the noise from
increased traffic flows year on year.  Air quality has
also severely been compromised for people living in
proximity to roads.
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Support noted.I agree.244Question 42

Support noted.The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of this policy
which requires developers to demonstrate that land
stability issues can be satisfactorily addressed.

1114Question 42

Support noted.Page 255-256 – The Coal Authority is pleased to see
that the requirement for relevant developments to be

1235Question 42

supported by a Coal Mining Risk Assessment is set
out clearly in the Plan.

Support noted.This is a sensible policy relating to contaminated land.
In particular we agree with the need to protect aquifers

1411Question 42

which lie beneath contaminated land by not creating
new pathways, for contaminants to enter the controlled
waters.

Support noted.This is a sensible policy relating to contaminated land.
In particular we agree with the need to protect aquifers

1209Question 42

which lie beneath contaminated land by not creating
new pathways, for contaminants to enter the controlled
waters.

Comments noted.Section 5.337 reference to groundwater and pollution
pathways is welcome. Could reference Topsoil here.

768Question 42

However contaminated sediments are eroded into
surface water, particularly in the upper Wear catchment
(lead) and some tributary rivers eg Cockfield
fell/Gaunless (coal) and are deposited onto floodplains
downstream. This may well not be a result of
development activity (section 5.336) but due to the
collapse of historic mining infrastructure.

Comments noted. Paragraph 5.337 of the Local Plan
Preferred Options refers to biodiversity.The plan needs
to be read as a whole.

Some of the types of land referred to in this section,
including unstable land are also important wildlife
habitats.

1392Question 42

This section therefore needs to be considered together
with parts of the Plan dealing with Woodland and
species diversity.

Support noted.We support this policy2374Question 42

Support noted.Hellens supports the recognition in paragraph 5.338
that the viability of development where there are high

2522Question 42

remediation costs will be a factor which will be taken
into account.

Support noted.Raby Estates supports the recognition in paragraph
5.338 that the viability of development where there are

2953Question 42
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high remediation costs will be a factor which will be
taken into account.

Comment noted. The Plan includes a specific green
infrastructure policy.

This section seems to take a very narrow view on how
healthy communities are created. Hot food takeaways,
amenity and pollution and contaminated land are not

3227Question 42

the only factors effecting whether a community is
healthy. Greenspace and green infrastructure,
particular everyday passive exposure to nature (such
as street trees) has a considerable impact on physical
and mental health and should be referenced within this
section. There is scope to encourage truly naturally
healthy communities, which also enable an
improvement in levels of deprivation across the board.

Support noted.County Durham Land LLP supports the recognition in
paragraph 5.338 that the viability of development where

3924Question 42

there are high remediation costs will be a factor which
will be taken into account.
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Comment noted. Schemes will only be permitted in
appropriate locations.

The Forum is generally in agreement with this policy
but would not support fields of solar photovoltaic
generators and is wary of solar photovoltaic generators
on visible roofs in the Conservation Areas.

257Question 43

Our unique natural environment and heritage includes
all animal and plant life.The monitoring framework has

Whilst this policy is to be welcomed generally, however
provision must not only "be weighed against the need

361Question 43

been updated so that energy generated from renewableto protect our unique natural environment and heritage"
sources is monitored in gigwatt hours against the 2018
baseline figure of 529.21GWH.

but also the animals, birds and other life that exist with
it.

The target is an "increasing trend above the baseline
figure (2011).  Does this mean an ever-increasing
amount of power or schemes?  What would success
look like?

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

The section on meeting the challenge of climate
change, flooding and coastal change, is a very large

771Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Wesubject area and appears underdeveloped.The factors
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofinfluencing the interconnectivity and management of
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingthese areas could be pulled together here. Even at the

risk of some repetition elsewhere in the plan. emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
and take into account the unavoidable consequencesThe impact on fish migration/damage/kills on the

Durham City hydrostation must be closely monitored. (adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan.

The Renewable Energy policy would be applicable to
proposals for solar power and other low carbon

See earlier comments in relation so integrated solar
and other low carbon techniques in all new build as
part of planning consent/

1393Question 43

techniques and the Sustainable Design policy required
the minimisation of greenhouse gas emissions and to
minimise the use of non-renewable and unsustainable
resources.

The monitoring framework has been updated so that
energy generated from renewable sources is monitored

Addressing climate change is a key priority of the Plan.
The aims in relation to renewable and low carbon

1394Question 43

in gigwatt hours against the 2018 baseline figure of
529.21GWH.

energy are good but the statements are weak and not
very innovative.

Toward 2035 actions will need to be much more
imaginative.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

Solar panels and/or solar tiles should be considered
to be an essential part of any new build.

2375Question 43
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National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). We
therefore need to encourage the prudent use of
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducing
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
and take into account the unavoidable consequences
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan including Sustainable Design and
Transport policies.

Comment noted. Renewable and low carbon energy
development will only be supported in appropriate
locations.

Solar panels in fields, as possibly land contaminated
and unable to cultivate

2128Question 43

Comments noted. The supporting text does seek to
identify the further opportunities for other technologies
in the county.

Must identify technical options available and introduce.
Ie: Geothermal availability at Whitworth Park ,
Spennymoor, ignored.

1704Question 43

Support noted.Support - The principles for renewable and low carbon
energy in this policy are supported.

2503Question 43

Comments noted.The monitoring framework has been
updated so that energy generated from renewable

I question whether Durham should be setting targets
which are any more difficult to achieve than the

1507Question 43

sources is monitored in gigwatt hours against the 2018
baseline figure of 529.21GWH.

Government's targets, which are already challenging.
I am not persuaded that some of the green schemes
are anything more than gimmicks (eg I believe the
smart meter installation scheme will be proved to be
a national scandal - I have one and it won't work now
I've changed energy supplier - what a scandalous
waste of public money; solar panels lasting 20 years
will have to be disposed of in due course - won't the
environmental cost exceed the energy gained?).
Having said this, I do support the drive to seek
innovative cost-effective solutions.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

1/ Policy 35 Renewable and Low Carbon Energy,
Policy 3 Employment Land, and Policy 5 Housing
Allocations

1654Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). We
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofI believe  these policies do not follow up on the

previous Altogether Greener, Climate Change Strategy
approved July 2015.

non-renewable resources, contribute to reducing
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
and take into account the unavoidable consequences

The Climate Change Strategy states: on page 10,
we(the council and partners) will

(adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions anda/ reduce the demand for 'carbon' energy,
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b/ ensure homes and buildings are energy efficient,
and

adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
regeneration and improve the health and quality of lifec/ promote alternative low carbon forms of energy

production. of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated

The Strategy also states, on page 13, we will throughout the Plan including Sustainable Design and
Transport policies.a/ work to help decarbonise the electricity grid through

appropriate positive renewable energy planning,

b/ promote micro generation schemes across the
County aiding individuals, community groups and
businesses to access capital funding.

Policy 35, 3 and 5 need to incorporate these strategies
from the 2015 Climate Change Policy.

This can be done by stating all new buildings will
include renewable energy appropriate to the size of
development.A list could be given,i.e. PV, wind, solar
heat,ground heat,or air heat, and bio.

The above will be in addition to the latest insulation
regulations over the life of the Plan.

I look forward to the outcomes on page 14 of the
County Durham Climate Change Strategy being truly
implemented.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

This policy in our renewable rich county needs to be
extensive, protecting our resources and maximising

3386Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Weoff grid renewable energy.  Any planning application
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofmade on geothermic energy resources be them deep
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingor shallow in abandoned mines should seek to harness
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)that resource through heat networks in all mining areas
and take into account the unavoidable consequencesof County Durham. The studies by Durham Energy
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change isInstitute have in County Durham with the use of ground
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a singlesource heat pumps estimates over 100 years supply
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions andto 20% of homes for heating. This resource forms a
adapting to the effects of climate change thereforevaluable part of our energy mix and should not be left
underpins every aspect of planning and helps supportwithout consideration. Although water temperatures
regeneration and improve the health and quality of lifemay fluctuate, the long term benefits of reduced energy

usage to heat homes should be the driving mechanism. of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integratedSolar PV should be integral to all new homes. Failing

to harness this at the new build point is in terms of throughout the Plan including Sustainable Design and
Transport policies.environmental responsibility, unacceptable in this day

and age. Whilst in tariffs may be low, the economies
of scale for developments to install should be made
mandatory in order to assist in meeting local, national
and international climate change targets.

Where possible, developers should in conjunction to
Solar PV, give new purchasers the option for the
installation of battery storage facilities.
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All new developments should be installed with electric
car charging facilities and infrastructure put in place at
planning to ensure the development can meet future
demands.

All new residential and commercial developments
should be equipped with secure cycle storage by
design to accommodate every person anticipated the
live in or work at these places.

If the facilities are there for electric charging then a
condition should be imposed on a developer to use it.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

The section on meeting the challenge of climate
change, flooding and coastal change, is a very large

3289Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Wesubject area and appears underdeveloped.The factors
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofinfluencing the interconnectivity and management of
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingthese areas could be pulled together here. Even at the

risk of some repetition elsewhere in the plan. emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
and take into account the unavoidable consequences
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

There is no specific mention of the impact of climate
change on biodiversity, or how natural processes can

3161Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Webe utilised to help achieve climate resilience. NEENP
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofexpect Local Plans to encourage the use of an
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingecosystems approach to planning new developments,
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)utilising natural solutions to achieve climate resilience.
and take into account the unavoidable consequencesThese should include mechanisms such as natural
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change isfloodwater management, sustainable urban drainage
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a singleschemes, temperature regulation through green roofs,
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions andgreen walls, tree and hedgerow planting and provision
adapting to the effects of climate change thereforeof habitat corridors. Investment in natural infrastructure
underpins every aspect of planning and helps supportshould be highlighted as an appropriate mechanism
regeneration and improve the health and quality of lifefor the protection of landscapes, communities and
of everyone in County Durham. Climate changebusiness investment from a changing climate. A
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan.

well-connected network of green infrastructure will
ensure that the region is resilient for future generations
supporting both a thriving natural environment and
protecting communities from the range of likely impacts.

Local Plans should take account of the long-term
impacts of climate change, considering flood risk,
coastal change, water supply and changes to
biodiversity and landscape. They should provide the
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opportunity to support delivery of a coherent and
resilient ecological network, that ensures biodiversity
can respond to the challenges of climate change and
other pressures. The carbon storage potential derived
for habitats such as peatlands, woodlands and urban
‘smart’ soils should also be recognised as these will
have an increasing contribution in climate change
mitigation.

The monitoring framework has been updated so that
energy generated from renewable sources is monitored

Energy efficiency

19. Policies 35 and 26 as presently proposed are
inadequate. They use the low targets currently

3451Question 43

in gigwatt hours against the 2018 baseline figure of
529.21GWH.proposed by central government to define the County’s

future standards. Britain already lags far behind almost
every other country in Europe.Yesterday’s targets
should not form part of this County Plan. Durham
County should have the vision and courage to adopt
the Scandinavian standards as their target for the future
rather than relying on the already outdated Energy Act
of 2013 which was designed to meet just 15% of the
UK energy demand. The ambition should be 50% of
UK energy demand and this target should be
introduced now. The capacity to achieve this level of
renewable energy is touched on in paragraph 5.346.
That paragraph deserves several policies, rather than
the single policy 36 devoted entirely to wind turbines.

20. Policy 36 draws down from earlier work in the
original Durham Plan and merits support. At this stage
additional Policies 37 and 38 should be introduced.
Policy 37 should deal exclusively with photo-voltaics
and identify the various routes by which these can be
both encouraged and introduced into our energy supply
recognising the new generation of such systems and
their impact on self-sufficiency. Policy 37 should identify
further sources of renewable energy, e.g. ground-loop,
air-loop and water-loop that can be introduced
whenever new buildings are being constructed or
retro-fitted if possible.

Comment noted. Our unique natural environment and
heritage includes all animal and plant life.

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy - Question 43,
Policy 35

4091Question 43

Whilst this policy is to be welcomed generally, however
provision must not only “be weighed against the need
to protect our unique natural environment and heritage”
but also the animals, birds and other life that exist
within it.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

Comment: mmm...still no sign of innovative "stacking"
thinking from a permaculture design approach... take

3781Question 43

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Wethis for example...reduction in local energy demands
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from non-renewable resources ….so if County Hall is
to relocated to Riverside location (and site

therefore need to encourage the prudent use of
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducing

redeveloped… for public profit/reinvestment/community emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
benefit - mixed use social housing, shared housing, and take into account the unavoidable consequences
self build using low impact building technology, green (adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
space for work-life balance to promote wellbeing multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
agenda) then look at a "COMBINED POWER & policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
HEAT/ELECTRICITY GENERATION SCHEME....utilise adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
the "benefits" of capturing the excess hot air generated underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
by elected members and officers who are still not regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
talking of a seven generations action plan - that is do of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
not implement any strategy or policy that has a mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated

throughout the Plan.negative (irreversible) ecological impact on anyone
living at ant time for at least 7 generations beyond the
present... put the hot air through heat exchanger,
turbine , generate electricity - feed into local grid..
mini-district heating scheme - use River Wear
Archimedean screw/turbine to boost this... more
responses tomorrow...
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Comment noted.One of the few assets Durham county has is its
uplands. These need to be protected and not blighted

19Question 44

with turbines and low value housing. Instead they need
to be enhanced with more tree planting, walking and
cycleways. This is one of the few potential pulls we
have to attract talent to the area.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

It is extremely disappointing that in this policy, you
appear to be concentrating your efforts to contribute

122Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedto emmission and renewable energy targets almost
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, theentirely on wind turbines, and to the exclusion of all
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.alternatives.  In The County Durham Plan Issues and
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsOptions June 2016, on page 52, Question 35, you
out that plans need to take a proactive approach toasked "Should the Plan identify areas suitable for wind
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With theturbine development? If so, should the extent of areas
exception of applications for the repowering of existingbe different for different sizes of turbine?" There were
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy developmentonly 59 replies - hardly an overwhelming response -
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in anand out of them just 16 gave a definite yes to both.
area identified as suitable for wind energy developmentAnother 16 gave a definite no, and the remainder were
in the development plan; and following consultation, itunsure and/or expressed reservations. At the time of
can be demonstrated that the planning impactsasking, your wind turbine evidence paper, the extent
identified by the affected community have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing.

to which it considers the county to be suitable, and for
what, had not been published.

County Durham has been extremely generous with its
wind turbine provision, to the detriment of large areas
of its rural landscape.  It is time to say that with the
exception of the smallest micro machines serving
individual isolated properties, enough is enough.

"What the County Durham Plan is seeking to Achieve"
- Page 13, para 2.16  - I do not feel that the last
sentence can be said of policy 36 “ Protection of these
assets and the widespread and varied ecology runs
right through the plan”

Spatial Vision for County Durham page 14 paragraph
4 states:

“The county will continue to be renowned for its diverse
and high-quality natural, built and historic environment.
This will be protected and enhanced by ensuring new
development adheres to high standard of design and
sustainability principles. This will ensure that our
environmental resources are secured in the long term”

Present government policy on turbine subsidy and
feed-in tarriff makes these machines much less
financially attractive than has been the case in recent
times. Should those policies change at some stage in
the future, your Preferred Option 36, will, if enacted as
it presently stands, create a bonanza for wind turbine
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companies and a few landowners. Do you consider
that to be "sustainable development"?

The Evidence Paper identifes a smallest category of
turbine as "micro", defined as <11m  height. This
category is not mentioned in the policy itself or in the
policies map - why not?

You say within this policy "Wind energy development
will only be permitted in the areas identified as suitable
for development on Map G in the policies map
document". When you look at that map, with the
exception of only the fell tops within the AONB, and
the notable exception  of the area around Durham city
itself, virtually the entire county has been so designated
for what  you  refer to as "small" machines. If wind
development were to follow that map to completion,
almost the whole county would become a giant wind
farm.

Within the bullet points inside the policy itself you say:

"a) There would be unacceptable harm, individually or
cumulatively, to the amenity of local communities or
nearby residents, due to noise, traffic or visual
intrusion;"

and

"e) There would be unacceptable harm individually or
cumulatively to the character of the landscape;"

and

“h) There would be unacceptable harm either
individually or cumulatively to the significance of a
heritage asset or its setting

This all sounds very grand, but the fact is you appear
to have already decided that "unacceptable" only
means machines larger than designated in the
"suitable" areas.

I have the privilege of living in what is widely
recognised as one of the most beautiful parts of the
county, namely Teesdale. I apply that description to
the whole of it, not just the iconic bits like High Force.
The lower dale, whilst not having the dramatic scenery
of the upper parts, is nonetheless just as attractive in
its own way. Large parts of it are designated as being
AHLV.  It is characterised by wide far-reaching views
which are presently almost completely free of
intrusive man-made structures such as high
voltage pylons, and, particularly, wind turbines.
The eye is naturally drawn to moving objects within a
field of view so wind turbines are much more
conspicuous than a stationary object of the same
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height, such as a mobile phone mast, would be.Your
definintion of "small" is a tip height of up to 25m. This
is 4m higher than High Force waterfall and the prospect
of filling Teesdale with them is appalling, Any
defacement of this fabulous area is unacceptable to
me.Teesdale as a whole is attractive because of what
it presently is, namely beautiful and almost (at
present) completely unspoilt. Its not just High Force
waterfall and the Bowes Museum that bring people
into the area!

It would also be in contravention of the obejctives of
policy 8, namely "5.18 The rural and tranquil nature of
Durham's countryside is an important asset for
residents and visitors. Therefore development within
the countryside needs to be compatible with its location
in order to protect this area's unique character. It is
also important to ensure that existing heritage and
environmental assets are both protected and supported
in appropriate ways to help them flourish".  If you really
do wish to protect the area's "unique character", it
makes no sense at all to then propose visually ruining
it in policy 36.

Similarly, it would contradict your Objective 15 "Visitor
Economy - Strengthen County Durham’s role as a
visitor/tourist destination through supporting and
enhancing existing attractions, visitor accommodation,
townscapes, landscapes and the historic and natural
environment" in respect of the landscapes aspect.

You make a similar comment in policy 35: "5.343: We
recognise the wide ranging opportunities for accessing
renewable energy that exist within County Durham and
will seek to make full use of those opportunities.
However, their exploitation must be carefully weighed
against the need to protect our unique natural
environment and heritage." What does "carefully
weighed" mean exactly, given that your evidence
paper, and cabinet approval of it, has already decided
the issue?

You say you have endorsed the AONB's planning
guidance. They specifically refer to wind turbines at
their RE8 - "Select the size of wind turbine based on
the needs of the primary user and the capacity of the
local landscape rather than seeking to maximize
output". Your preferred option of designating large
areas within the AONB itself as suitable for "small" (see
my comments above on "small") turbines contravenes
the AONB's guidance as your policy map simply
provides for blanket coverage which is clearly intended
to maximise output. Their RE8 is supportive of
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individual micro machines to serve individual
properties, and indeed there are several of them
already installed. It is not supportive of wider turbine
development simply to feed the grid, and therefore
your claimed endorsement of the AONB's guidance
must be called into question.

I quite understand why you have given special
protection to Durham Cathedral and Castle. It is a
World Heritage site, a designation awarded by
USESCO, and one of 31 in the UK, 1092 in the world
(Wikipedia, June 2018). The North Pennines AONB
not only has national status as an AONB, but is also
designated as a Global Geopark, one of only 7 in the
UK and only 140 in the world. That designation also
comes from UNESCO, so why have you not provided
the same level of protection for it? Your evidence paper
identifies the World Heritage status of Durham
Cathedral and Castle, but makes no mention of the
Global Geopark status enjoyed by the AONB.

In an address to your County Planning Committee on
6 June 2017, I said of Teesdale that it should be
protected from unsuitable developments and preserved
as the jewel in the crown of the county.The committee
agreed with me.

By this concentration on wind turbines, you are missing
a golden thread of opportunity to continue to contribute
towards desirable targets by other means. I note a very
generalized reference within Policy 1 - "Minimise
greenhouse gas emissions by seeking to achieve zero
carbon buildings and providing renewable and low
carbon energy generation" but this needs to be beefed
up and made explicit in your other policies directed
towards development. For instance:

• you should require (not "encourage" or "seek")
all new housing to be constructed to the highest
technical standards of insulation and glazing, and
be fitted with solar pv on the roof. Every day has
daylight and even on short cloudy days in winter,
a solar array will produce some output. There
will be a small but welcome direct economic
benefit to the householder through some free
electricity, and possibly also a modest financial
benefit from the FIT, assuming it continues to
exist. In policy 2 you identify a need for 25,992
new houses. Nowhere in any of the rest of the
plan can I find any reference to requiring them
to make a contribution to renewable energy
targets through solar PV, yet the combined roof
area of that number of houses would constitute
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a huge solar farm without sacrificing any
additional land

• the same requirements should also apply to all
new commercial, industrial and public Your new
county hall will be an excellent place to start. I
see from your web site great attention to the
proposed appearance of it, but it seems to have
a large flat roof area, devoid of any solar power
generating capability.Why are you not using your
proposed new headquarters to set an example?
Retail and business parks typically comprise
large warehouse-type buildings with large roof
areas and they too could make a very significant
contribution if fitted with solar pv.

• as well as clean energy generation, you should
also be be seeking to reduce consumption where
a low-energy option exists. Internal and external
lighting of all types including floodlighting,
illuminated signs and display boards can be
achieved with LED devices. As the planning
authority there is no reason why you cannot make
this sort of thing a requirement of all new
development and it should be written in to your
development policies.

We have some of the best landscape not just in the
county, or even the country, but in the world here in
County Durham. You should be regarding it as a
priceless heritage asset to be preserved and protected
with pride. Once it has gone it will be lost for ever. Is
this what you really want?

Comments noted. Any replacement turbine in this
location would be considered against the criteria of the

In Oakenshaw we have one medium to large wind
turbine. The CDP has allocated this site for

124Question 44

policy. Proposals to recommission or re-power energyreplacement of the current turbine. It includes the
development will be supported provided that the
development meets the other provisions of the policy.

possibility that the replacement will be larger than the
existing turbine. I would object to this on the grounds
that this would impact substantially on the settlement
of Oakenshaw, visually, in terms of flicker (which is a
problem with the existing turbine), and noise. The
residents have accepted the current turbine on the
grounds that it generates income for the village,
however, a larger turbine would be detrimental to the
appearance and quality of life in the village.

Support noted.The town council notes and supports provision ‘h’ which
would prevent wind turbine development where ‘there

162Question 44

would be unacceptable harm… to the significance of
a heritage asset or its setting.’

Support noted.I agree.245Question 44
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The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

The Climate Change Act 2008 puts in place legally
binding targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

364Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedby at least 80% of 1990 levels by 2050. In their most
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, therecent report to Parliament (June 2018), the Committee
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.on Climate Change (CCC), which was established to
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsmonitor the UK’s progress towards meeting the climate
out that plans need to take a proactive approach tochange targets, advised the UK Government that it is
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With thenot on course to meet its climate change targets. The
exception of applications for the repowering of existingCommittee made four key recommendations to
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy developmentGovernment to put emission reductions back on track.
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in anThe first of these is to support the simply, low-costs
area identified as suitable for wind energy developmentoptions which includes onshore wind. Banks
in the development plan; and following consultation, itRenewables support Durham County Council (DCC)
can be demonstrated that the planning impactsin recognising that the ‘development of renewable
identified by the affected community have been fullysources of energy makes a valuable contribution to
addressed and the proposal has their backing. In ordertackling climate change’ and also committing to reduce
to ensure that turbine efficiences can be respondedemissions further by 40% by 2020 and by 55% by

2030. too, additional wording to the policy has been added
to ensure that an integrated approach to the design
and phasing can be supported.

The Clean Growth Strategy (2017) sets out the
Governments proposals for decarbonising the economy
throughout the 2020s to meet climate change targets.
Part the Governments ambition is to have a diverse
electricity supply that provides affordable, clean power.
The Strategy sets out that this means developing low
carbon sources of electricity that are both cheap and
clean. The Strategy also acknowledges that achieving
its aspirations cannot be achieved by central
government alone, it is a shared responsibility
throughout the country and local authorities need to
play their part, including management of polices on
land to ensure targets are achieved.

Onshore wind is now the lowest costs form of new
power generation. UK Government figures show that
it is cheaper than gas and almost half the cost of
electricity generated from new nuclear power stations.
Onshore wind is also popular.The most recent figures
from Department of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) show that 76% of the public support
the development of onshore wind.

In addition to generating clean, renewable electricity
which reduces carbon emissions and improves the
UK’s energy security, onshore wind farms bring
significant investment into rural economies throughout
their lifetime. They provide investment and create jobs
in rural areas where opportunities for investment are
normally limited.

Wind energy development should therefore not be
overly restricted by additional policy tests and the wider
benefits that result from such development should be
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recognised. This approach would then be consistent
with the policy approach for unconventional
hydrocarbons (Paragraph 209, NPPF (July
2018)) where the benefits including security of supply
and in supporting the transition to a low carbon
economy are recognised.

The market for onshore wind farms has changed over
the past few years. It is now vital that onshore wind
farms maximise their efficiency. Improved efficiency
benefits the consumer as it reduces the costs of
energy. Larger, more productive turbines that maximise
energy yields need to be deployed.Turbine efficiencies
improve as the rotor diameter and the height of the
turbine increase as the turbines can capture more wind.

Figure 1 attached to this response demonstrates how
turbine efficiency increases with height.

Increases in turbine efficiency mean that fewer, larger
wind turbines will be required to generate our
renewable electricity requirements. For example, a
125m wind turbine will typically have an output of
around 2.5MW, whereas a 150m+ turbine will have an
output of around 4MW+. Therefore to generate 20MW
of renewable electricity only four 150m+ turbines would
be required compared to eight 125m turbines.

With the incorporation of the requirements of the WMS
into Policy 36 the suitability of any wind turbine
development is essentially required to pass 3 tests:

1) Be in an area identified as suitable for wind energy
development on Map G; and

2) Demonstrate that planning related impacts identified
by affected local communities have been fully
addressed; and

3) Meet a range of site specific requirements identified
in the relevant criterion of the Policy.

This first test is critical as a site not located in area
identified as being suitable limits the ability for a site
to be assessed on its merits and for a planning balance
of a site, taking into account a range of assessments
and other material considerations, to be undertaken.
Therefore, the methodology contained within The
County Durham Plan Wind Turbine Development
Evidence Paper 2018 used to inform Map G is key as
it must not be overly restrictive and allow flexibility for
potential areas to be identified and for sites to be
assessed against identified criteria specified in Policy
36 (Test 3).
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Banks Renewables consider that in identifying suitable
areas ‘hard’ constraints should only be identified and
those that are subjective, where suitability is a
commercial decision and where appropriate
consultation with relevant stakeholders and / or
mitigation maybe appropriate to overcome a particular
issue should be excluded.This suggested methodology
would ensure important and sensitive receptors are
protected whilst allowing for a detailed assessment of
site suitability where the opportunity to perform a
planning balance and take into account other material
considerations, including social and economic benefits,
can be undertaken.

Currently, the constraints applied in the production of
Map G will result in a decline in renewable energy
production in County Durham as the Policy does not
account for advances in turbine technology. For
example whilst some allowance has been made for
the re-powering of sites it is highly likely that turbines
would not be replaced on a like for like basis instead
it is probably that re-powered sites will consist of larger
but fewer turbines. This is not considered in the current
Policy.

Table 1 and Figure HJB/0/1411 attached to this
response provides our suggested constraints to inform
Map G and comments on why others should be
excluded.

The design and location of any wind turbine
development should reflect the scale and character of
the landscape with the location of turbines carefully
considered to ensure that the landscape and visual
impact is minimised. However, Banks Renewables
consider that landscape sensitivity is a subjective
matter which is variable depending on site specifics.
Banks Renewables objects to the incorporation of
landscape sensitivity mapping as a ‘hard constraint’
within the spatial framework as inclusion removes any
flexibility and the ability to undertake an assessment
of suitability which is provided by Criterion (e) of Policy
36.

In addition, the terminology currently used in the
landscape sensitivity assessment allow for
interpretation and are not definitive therefore Banks
Renewables are unsure how its findings can be used
to reach a definitive view on areas which are
considered suitable and not suitable for wind energy.
For example paragraph 5.58 states ‘The development
of additional turbines in those areas should otherwise
be avoided…’.
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Banks Renewables suggests that given the subjectivity
of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment for Wind
Turbines this should be provided as a Supplementary
Planning Document to provide supporting advice and
guidance to Policy 36 with site specific assessments
concluding whether a site is considered suitable or not.

It should be noted that identification of areas as
potentially suitable does not automatically mean that
a proposed development would be acceptable. Sites
would still need to pass tests 2 and 3 with protection
from unacceptable impacts provided by the criteria
based policy with unacceptable harm to the landscape
specifically covered by Criterion (e) of Policy 36.

The requirement for a proposal to have the backing of
the local community is onerous and open to
interpretation. No other form of development is required
to meet such standards and without specific guidance
on what is meant by ‘has their backing’ the risk to
Banks Renewables in progressing a wind energy
development is high.  For example, in a proposal where
half a community are supportive and half object the
planning balance is already predicated towards an
unsuccessful outcome. In addition, it should be noted
that public support for renewable energy is high with
the latest Energy and Climate Change Public Attitude
Tracker – Wave 25 (April 2018) stating that support
for the use of renewable energy reached a peak of
85% at wave 25, an increase from 79% at wave 24
and the same stage last year (wave 21). Opposition
to renewable energy remained very low, at 3%, with
only 1% strongly opposed. With regard to large scale
renewable energy development two in three people
said they would be happy to have a large scale
renewable development in their area (66% at wave 25,
compared with 58% at wave 21)

The planning system already allows for the views of
communities to be taken into account and for a
planning balance to be made regarding to the suitability
of a development. Further clarity on how DCC
interprets what ‘has their backing’ means should be
provided so that all applicants fully understand what
is required and to ensure there is a consistency in
decisions.  Banks Renewables suggests that where
locational requirements are met DCC should take into
account the environmental, social, economic impacts
and it can be demonstrated that the concerns that have
been raised by the affected local community (the area
of which is agreed in consultation with the Local
Planning Authority) have been or can be overcome
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through mitigation whether this be design mitigation or
construction/operational mitigation.

Banks Renewables are generally supportive of a
criteria based policy and the flexibility this provides in
assessing the suitability of a development against a
range of criteria. However, as discussed previously
there is currently a conflict between the rigidity of Map
G and the flexibility afforded by the criteria based
approach.  Banks Renewables requests that the areas
identified as potentially suitable for wind energy
development is wide ranging and based on the most
important designations with the criteria based policy
allowing proposals to be considered on their individual
merits against identified criteria.

Having reviewed the suggested criteria in Policy 36
Banks Renewables would like to make the followings
suggestions / amendments:

Criteria

Suggestion / Amendments

a.

No comment

b.

There would be unacceptable harm individually or
cumulatively to the residential visual amenity of
individual residential properties.

c.

No comment

d.

No comment

e.

No comment

f.

There would be any unacceptable adverse impacts on
radar systems.

g.

No comment

h.

No comment

i.

No comment

Extensions and the future re-powering of sites will be
assessed against the above criteria a-i and be
supported where it can be demonstrated that they will
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not have unacceptable adverse impacts, individually
or cumulatively against the identified criteria.

Banks Renewables considers that Map G should be
strategic, not unduly restrictive and allow the flexibility
for a range of sites to be identified and for technology
advances to come forward. In particular the following
key points should be addressed:

• The strategic framework should only identify
constraints that require significant protection
because they are designated for their national or
international landscape or natural heritage value
or are designated as green belt;

• The inclusion of subjective, commercial or
constraints that can be overcome through design
and consultation should be removed from Map
G with the detailed consideration of these points
covered by relevant identified criteria;

• Further clarification on how DCC interprets what
‘has their backing’ means should be provided;

• Allow for evolving technological advances in
turbine technology thereby not limiting future
development. Care must be taken to ensure that
Policy 36 does not result in a decline in
renewable energy production in County Durham
and takes into account advances in turbine
technology. For example when the re-powering
of sites is considered it is highly likely that
turbines would not be replaced on a like for like
basis instead it is probable that re-powered sites
will consist of larger but fewer turbines which are
more efficient; and

• The requirement for the re-powering of a sites
should not be required to pass tests 1 and 2 (as
per NPPF 2018 footnote 49) as the principal of
suitability has already been established. The
acceptability of a scheme would then be based
upon a detailed assessment against identified
criteria (Test 3).

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

Given that County Durham meets its targets for
Renewable Energy there appears to be little justification

365Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedfor the almost county-wide acceptance of areas suitable
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, thefor "small turbines" as shown on Map G. Land
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.designated as suitable includes most of the lower land
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsin Teesdale, much of which is owned by large estates
out that plans need to take a proactive approach towhere a change in policy by an estate could have

serious consequences for the landscape. mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
exception of applications for the repowering of existingIn addition, the Dale is comprised of beautiful

small-scale landscapes in which so called "small turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an
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area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, it

turbines" of 25m would intrude and risk changing the
landscape character of this area so treasured by

can be demonstrated that the planning impactsresidents and visitors alike.  It is unclear whether
identified by the affected community have been fullyreference to "small scale" refers to the size or number

of turbines. addressed and the proposal has their backing. The
supporting text to the policy has been updated toWhat does "unacceptable harm ........ to important

species or habitats" mean? What it dose seem to mean suggest that whilst some areas of the county are
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in manyis that there is an acceptable level of harm to important
cases the appropriate scale for turbines in thesespecies or habitats. What is this level? And then, what
landscapes will be towards the lower end of theis the future for species or habitats which the Plan does

not designate as important? assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.

It is presumed that there is a typographical error in part
b of this policy and that the word "no" should replace
the word "any" to make the section read "in respect of
visual amenity of individual properties no proposed
turbine would be located at a distance of less than
......."

d.  It is presumed that there is a typographical error in
part c of this policy in that the word "no" should replace
the word "any" to make the section read "In respect of
shadow flicker, no proposed turbine would be placed
at a distance of less than ....."

It is presumed that there is a typographical error in part
I of this policy and that the word "not" should be added
between the words "should" and "be" in line one to
make it consistent with 5.364.

It is considered that the definition of small turbines 25m
height would be too intrusive for Teesdale and that a
maximum of 15m should be adopted. To suit the
character and the scale of the landscape, only
individual turbines should be allowed in this Dale.  In
addition, as the area contains many veteran trees
which are home to bats, they are likely to be seriously
affected by the blanket acceptance policy proposed
I'm Map G.

The exact meaning of the target of "increasing trend
above the baseline figure (2011)" is not clear.  Does it
mean ever-increasing numbers or turbines of wind
energy?  What would meeting this target look like? 
Taken to its limits the policy would change most of the
county into a windfarm landscape.

What would be the consequences of not meeting the
target?

We request more clarity on the above points.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

Page 170 Policy 36 Footnote 122 “Turbines 0f 25m or
less”. The parish council considered that turbines of

1374Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-related25m height would be too intrusive for Teesdale and
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that a maximum of 11m should be adopted.This would
suit the character and the scale of the landscape, only

impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, the
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.

individual turbines should be allowed in this Dale. In This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 sets
addition, as the area contains many veteran trees out that plans need to take a proactive approach to
which are home to bats, they are likely to be seriously
affected by the blanket acceptance policy proposed

mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
exception of applications for the repowering of existing
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an
area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, it
can be demonstrated that the planning impacts
identified by the affected community have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing. The
supporting text to the policy has been updated to
suggest that whilst some areas of the county are
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in many
cases the appropriate scale for turbines in these
landscapes will be towards the lower end of the
assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

We believe that this policy needs revisiting. The
definitions of different scales of turbines do not work

995Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedfor the North Pennines AONB. The plan definition of
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, the‘small’ is up to 25metres; no turbine above 20m has
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.been approved in the AONB and we cannot envisage
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsa location where it would be acceptable.The size range
out that plans need to take a proactive approach to11-25m is simply too big and we recommend that this
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With theis revised to 11-15m and in exceptional circumstances
exception of applications for the repowering of existing20m. There should also be a reference to ‘small’

turbines being closely associated with properties. turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in anThe wind turbine sensitivity paper also appears to

misunderstand the boundary in Teesdale between the area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, itupper dale and the middle dale – the landscape beyond
can be demonstrated that the planning impactsHigh Force is significantly different to that below and

the boundary of this mapping needs revisiting. identified by the affected community have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing. The
supporting text to the policy has been updated to
suggest that whilst some areas of the county are
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in many
cases the appropriate scale for turbines in these
landscapes will be towards the lower end of the
assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.

The supporting text to the policy has been updated to
suggest that whilst some areas of the county are

Map G shows Staindrop within the boundary of an area
suitable for 'small or medium turbines' (from 26m - 40m

809Question 44

identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in manyin height) extending eastwards to the Darlington
cases the appropriate scale for turbines in theseboundary. In this area, each proposal would be
landscapes will be towards the lower end of theconsidered on a case by case basis and there are
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numerous safeguards in Policy 36 relating to adverse
impact, for example, where 'There would be

assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.

unacceptable harm individually or cumulatively to the
character of the landscape' or' to the significance of a
heritage asset or its setting.'

Landscape Policy 41 rules out new development which
would cause 'unacceptable harm to the character,
quality or distinctiveness of the landscape, or to
important features or views'. Regard will be had to
various national and county landscape character
assessments.The Map on Page 190 shows Staindrop
and much of the lowland area from Staindrop east
towards Darlington (almost contiguous with the
small/medium turbine area) in a Landscape
Conservation Priority Area, as defined in the County
Durham Landscape Strategy.

It is difficult to see how turbines of up to nearly 132
feet high could have anything but an 'unacceptable'
impact anywhere in this Conservation Priority Area and
the Parish Council would suggest that for the purposes
of Policy 36, the County Council consider changing
the designation of the area to the east of Staindrop to
one suitable only for 'small turbines' (11 - 25m in
height).

All wind turbine applications will be subject to and must
be compliant with other relevant policies within the Plan

Wind turbine developments must not obstruct
groundwater flow. The depth of the foundation pylon

1412Question 44

and any other relevant planning documents. All turbinebelow ground is the same as the height of the turbine
applications will require an adequate level of ecologicalabove ground. Therefore wind turbine developments

must do comprehensive hydrogeological assessments. survey and assessment including up to Environmental
Impact Assessment level when required. This may
mean that surveys and assessments will have to
extend outside of the application area when it is
necessary to provide comprehensive data and to
comply with legislation.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

On behalf of the Parishioners of Hutton Magna Parish
Meeting I, as Chair of that Meeting, formally object to

1355Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedthe inclusion of the Parish in the County Plan as
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, thesuitable for the construction and installation of wind

turbines and especially of the dimensions mentioned. policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsThe area surrounding Hutton Magna is mainly

agricultural consisting of rolling landscape much given
over to farming.

out that plans need to take a proactive approach to
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
exception of applications for the repowering of existing

There is very little land that is not farmed and this lends
itself to well cared for fields that are pleasing to both

turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an

local people and those that come to this part of the
North.

area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, it
can be demonstrated that the planning impacts
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The Southern boundary of the Parish is the A66 main
route which is used by many people looking to access

identified by the affected community have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing and no

holiday destinations, including Teesdale. 40m wind unacceptable impacts to communities or nearby
residents, landscape, telecommunications for example.turbines are not an enhancement to visitors looking to

spend time in the country.

This, of course, has an obvious impact on the local
economy as this part of Teesdale has a number of
caravan sites some constructed relatively recently.

On looking at Map G indicating areas where
dimensions of the turbines can vary it appears this
Parish is surrounded by areas where only smaller
turbines will be permitted. Has this Parish been
identified as BALC? If so, I would question the criteria
for such an identification

We have 0ne wind turbine of 36m in the area as a
result of a local farmer needing to power pumps to
drain a meadow which is prone to flooding. This took
place when the Environment Agency decided to
abrogate responsibility for its maintenance.The Parish
was consulted at all stages and offered no objection
to the plan as it was considered to be necessary and
the applicant is a responsible member of our
community.

This appears to have backfired on this Parish as it is
now considered an area, already developed, open to
individuals seeking purely to generate income from
publicly funded power generation.

Furthermore, I would contest that the area around
Hutton Magna can be identified “as relatively extensive
tracts of land”(5.364) The area as identified in Map G
is far from extensive and, as stated, is farmland.

Comments noted. Any replacement turbine in this
location would be considered against the criteria of the

I would wish to reject future proposals for wind turbines
in Oakenshaw once the current contract ceases. The

580Question 44

policy which would include its impact on the village of
Oakenshaw.

current turbine produces significant noise and shadow
flicker that adversely affects our quality of life whilst at
home.

Comments noted. The policy wording has been
updated to include reference to the need for an

I would not support an increase in size of existing wind
turbines when they need replacing. A unit of the same
size seems reasonable.

602Question 44

integrated approach to the design and phasing of their
re-powering.

Comments noted. The policy wording has been
updated to include reference to the need for an

It is important that when new or replacement turbines
are considered, they should not normally be greater in

637Question 44

integrated approach to the design and phasing of theirheight than existing turbines in that location without
re-powering. Any proposals to replace wind turbinesvery full consideration of effects on local communities.
will need to meet the provisions of the policy whichWe developed a community wind turbine near
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Oakenshaw but the flicker effect is greater than
anticipated. Thus we would not want to see any
replacement being higher than the existing turbine.

includes ensuring there would be no unacceptable
harm to the amenity of local communities.

Comments noted. Areas identified as suitable for
development are on the Policies Map.The scale of the

The openg line in this policy refers to “map G”. It
therefore is of major importance, perhaps should be
actually included within this Policy.

739Question 44

county means it would not be legiable at a scale to be
included in the supporting text.Although I have spent quite some time trying to locate

this in the system, I have failed to do so, and am
questioning as to whether it exists.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

I would like to raise the following concerns relating to
the area around Hutton Magna being designated as

869Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-related"Suitable for development" of small to medium wind
turbine sites. impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, the

policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.1 Damage to the local community: There would
be unacceptable harm both individually and This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 sets

out that plans need to take a proactive approach tocumulatively to the amenity of local communities
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With theand their residents due to noise, traffic during
exception of applications for the repowering of existingconstruction and particularly from long term high
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy developmentimpact visual intrusion. The local roads are
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in annarrow winding rural lanes which are not suitable
area identified as suitable for wind energy developmentfor the exceptional HGV loads required during
in the development plan; and following consultation, itwind farm construction. The siting of wind
can be demonstrated that the planning impactsturbines will reduce the quality of life for local
identified by the affected community have been fullyresidents and deter others from moving in to the
addressed and the proposal has their backing and noarea. This has the potential to damage the local
unacceptable impacts to communities or nearbycommunity and leave existing residents trapped

due to a reduction in value of their properties. residents, landscape, telecommunications for example.
Additional wording has been added to the policy to2 Destruction of the beautiful local landscape:

The Hutton Magna area is a beautiful unspoiled include other aviation and navigation systems to radar
systems.landsape.Wind turbines will destroy the fantastic

natural views that attract visitors and residents
to the area.

Damage to the local economy: Tourists have a
choice to either go south of the A66 to visit North
Yorkshire which is already a successful tourist
destination, or come north and visit County Durham.
Local businesses in the area rely heavily on tourism
which is attracted to the area mainly for our beautiful
natural surroundings. Our local "County Durham"
market town of Barnard Castle is already struggling to
maintain sufficient footfall on it's high street to keep
local retailers profitable. Siting wind turbines in the
local County Durham countryside is not going to help
local businesses who depend on people living in or
visiting the local area.
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I would like to make reference to the following text
taken directly from the foreward to the County Durham
Plan Preferred options:
"One of the county’s biggest selling points, apart from
its people, is the quality of place and life. Our coast,
our dales, Durham City and the Cathedral and our
landscape are all assets which we need to continue to
protect and enhance." 
"We therefore have flexible polices and encouragement
for all businesses to develop, recognising in particular
the opportunities that the increasing visitor economy
will have in the future"

1 Damage to species and habitats: For the
twelve years I have lived in Hutton Magna we
have seen many migratory wildfowl fly up & down
the valley, often settling in the fields around the
village to roost.What impact would wind turbines
have on such birds and other wildlife?

2 Adverse impacts on radar systems: We are
regularly overflown by low level military jets,
transport planes and helicopters. How will wind
turbines contribute to the safety of the airmen
and residents on the ground.

3 Adverse impact on TV reception and
communication links: Wind turbines could
directly interfere with TV signals coming from the
Billsdale transmitter. We are in a poorly served
area for broadband connection and speed. Mobile
telecommunications are essential, particularly
for those of us who run our businesses from
within the community. What impact will wind
turbines and the frequencies they generate have
on mobile, 3G/4G or local community wi-fi
network signals?

4 Devaluing the Counties assets: Our local area
is a beautiful unspoiled environment and an asset
to the County which can be used to attract people
from the main arterial road network in to County
Durham. Wind turbine development will not in
any way enhance this asset or it's potential.

5 Viability and efficiency in energy
production:Wind turbines can only contribute a
small percentage of the countries energy
requirements and often in the darkest days of
winter when we have the greatest demand for
energy wind turbines simply cannot be relied
upon to deliver. When you consider the limited
amount of energy produced, the logistics of
maintaining wind turbines and their environmental
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impact. Are they really the best way to produce
energy whilst destroying our natural landscapes.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

Wind is at 68% of its generating capacity but there is
potential for much more within the County and likely

1395Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedthat it will be an expectation of UK government to be
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, thehigher. DCC needs to consider how it will balance local
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.challenges with national expectations especially when

there is great local objection. This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 sets
out that plans need to take a proactive approach toDCC may need to consider further how it will work with

local residents to help inform and educate whilst mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
exception of applications for the repowering of existingsqueezing developers to make more planning gain to
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy developmentthe benefit of local communities. More imaginations is
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in antherefore needed in this section. There are some
area identified as suitable for wind energy developmentexamples from around the UK and elsewhere, where
in the development plan; and following consultation, itlocal communities have either taken control of wind
can be demonstrated that the planning impactsgeneration themselves or have shared directly in the
identified by the affected community have been fullybenefits of projects. DCC need to consider and promote

such schemes more in the years ahead. addressed and the proposal has their backing.
Additional wording has been added to the policy
regarding support for community-led initiatives for
renewable and low carbon energy.

Support noted.Support for more wind-turbine in appropriate locations.1340Question 44

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development.With the exception of applications

We feel that we have already fulfilled our quota for
wind turbines in the South East Area and would be

2377Question 44

for the repowering of existing turbines, a proposedvery concerned if the additional turbines are added to
wind turbine energy development should not bethe existing sites, however we support renewable
considered acceptable unless it is in an area identifiedenergy providing they do not have a detrimental effect
as suitable for wind energy development in theon the quality of life of residents. Consideration should
development plan; and following consultation, it canbe given to offshore wind turbines (Seaham, Easington
be demonstrated that the planning impacts identifiedetc, as being carried out by other North Eastern

Authorities). by the affected community have been fully addressed
and the proposal has their backing. The Marine
Management Organsation is currently producing a plan
for the nroth east.

All relevant policies within the Plan will be applicable
to planning applications including mineral safeguarded
areas.

Care should be exercised to ensure to turbines are not
sited in minerals safeguarded areas where their
lifespan will exceed the likely timescale for considering
mineral extraction.

1540Question 44

Support noted.We note paragraph d. relating to important species
and habitats and support this criterion should any
application for a wind turbine be considered

1882Question 44
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Support noted. All wind turbine applications will be
subject to and must be compliant with other relevant

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
wind energy proposals must accord with paragraph d.
which states:
d. There would be unacceptable harm individually or
cumulatively to important species or habitats (120).
Footnote 120: For some species, this may include
functionally linked land. and particularly that impacts

2255Question 44

policies within the Plan and any other relevant planning
documents. All turbine applications will require an
adequate level of ecological survey and assessment
including up to Environmental Impact Assessment level
when required. This may mean that surveys and

to functionally linked land (outside of protected areas) assessments will have to extend outside of the
should also be considered. However, as highlighted in application area when it is necessary to provide

comprehensive data and to comply with legislation.our response to Policy 8 above, we consider that the
text should be clear on the level of harm that is
‘unacceptable’ and consistent with the hierarchical
approach to the protection of nature conservation
designations as detailed in Policies 43 to 45.

We note the County Durham Plan Wind Turbine
Development Evidence Paper 2018. This provides
extensive detail on the methodology used to determine
potentially suitable areas for differing turbine sizes.
The RSPB considers that the extent of areas
determined as suitable should not necessarily be
different for differing turbine sizes because this
pre-judges the size of turbine that is likely to be
deployed and the performance and efficiency of wind
technologies is constantly improving/evolving.
However, we acknowledge that the Council must
consider a number of differing sensitivities and
constraints. Moreover, we agree that the potentially
suitable areas proposed avoid the most ecologically
sensitive areas:

• Special Protection Areas
• Special Areas for Conservation

• Sites of Special Scientific Interest
• Local Wildlife Sites

We agree that individual proposals should be subject
to further assessment (including Environmental Impact
Assessment) as detailed in paragraph 5.361. Any
assessments should also consider the potential
cumulative impact of any proposal.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

I am unconvinced as to the economic benefits of wind
farms. If they would not be viable without subsidies,

1509Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedthey should not be built. If a robust economic case is
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, themade, taking account of build, running and scrappage
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.costs, I am not opposed to wind farms in out of the way

locations which are not areas of natural beauty. This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 sets
out that plans need to take a proactive approach to
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
exception of applications for the repowering of existing
turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
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should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an
area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, it
can be demonstrated that the planning impacts
identified by the affected community have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing. The
policy also includes a requirement to ensure that there
would be no unacceptable harm to the character of the
landscape.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

Policy 36 reads…. “Wind energy development will only
be permitted in the areas identified as suitable for

1765Question 44

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Wedevelopment on Map G in the policies map document
therefore need to encourage the prudent use ofand where the applicant is able to demonstrate that,
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingfollowing consultation, those planning-related impacts
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)identified by any affected local communities have been
and take into account the unavoidable consequencesfully addressed. In those circumstances, planning

permission will be granted unless:” (adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a singleThere then follows a number of ‘exclusion criteria’ that

if present on site would prevent a successful planning
application and in particular these include

policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support

  unacceptable harm, individually or cumulatively, to
the amenity of local communities or nearby residents,
due to noise, traffic or visual intrusion;
  unacceptable harm individually or cumulatively to the
character of the landscape”;

regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan. The monitoring framework has
been updated so that energy generated from renewable
sources is monitored in gigwatt hours against the 2018
baseline figure of 529.21GWH.

The various excluding criteria are so numerous that
they have the effect of almost completely limiting the
construction of wind farms from County Durham.
Through this approach, the Council has in effect
established a hierarchy of importance that places the
need to generate clean energy, and reduce carbon
emissions, as a lower in importance than preservation
of landscape character,
local amenity, biodiversity, TV reception and built
heritage. If the impacts of climate change are not
mitigated, then within a few decades it’s impacts will
render the Council’s conservation objectives
meaningless with regards all these exclusion criterion.
CDGP are concerned that a very small number of sites
have been classified as suitable for large wind turbines
and ask the Council to look again at the exclusion
hierarchy, bearing in mind that wind turbines are
temporary structures and can be removed without
permanent landscape impact.

As set out within your comments, the site at Lambs'
Hill falls within Stockton Borough Council and this

I am very concerned about the inclusion in the County
Durham Plan of the possible increase in size of existing
wind farms in County Durham.

1530Question 44

comment relates to an existing development. This is
outside the scope of the Plan.
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I sadly live 700 metres from the the Lambs Hill Wind
Farm , it has changed our lives and not for the better,
the thought of it increasing in size is something that
would potentially make our house unfit to live in.

Currently on the days when the wind is from the south,
the noise is such you cannot sit outside or sleep with
the windows open the noise is so bad. Also the
vibrations disturb our sleep both my husband and I
suffer with sleep deprivation and palpitations due to
the turbines, we also have cracks appearing in our
house. The turbines are at 100 meters within 10x the
rotor blade of our property, they are far too close.

[content removed] and Durham County Council are
not interested, all we get is the noise is within current
limits etc. Constantly fobbed off with excuses.

If the wind farm at Lambs Hill is to increase in size,
how are the residents of Foxton meant to live?

Our quality of life has all ready been reduced, visually
our views have being dominated by the turbines, there
is no natural screen to protect any of the properties at
Foxton. The noise, interference with television and
internet ([content removed] argues otherwise but since
they started working we have had nothing but trouble,
the channels we can watch on tv depend on the wind!)
The effect to our long term health, as we live and work
at Foxton (a working farm) with the loss of sleep, nose
bleeds and palpitations which we have only suffered
with since they started working, already have an
impact. The visual affects and migraines from the
shadow flicker are again ignored by [content removed].
They insist that we cannot get it and will only switch
off the turbines for it if it affects the house, the fact it
happens in the gardens, the working farm yards and
fields, try driving heavy machinery with shadow flicker.
It is not pleasant. I have to go into the house and shut
the curtains, if I stay outside it triggers a migraine.
Some days you do feel a prisoner in your own home.

We fought the building of the wind farm for years. Sadly
because we live in County Durham, the Wind Farm at
Lambs Hill is in Stockton Borough Council we had no
support. [Content removed] knew that they would win.
We are a small rural community, right at the end of the
county, the Wind Farm site was chosen with great care
by [content removed], and if this plan goes through
they will increase the size of the Wind Farm, if our
home does become unliveable, due to this where do
we stand, through this whole thing it has become very
clear that the views of householders means nothing,
you say you listen you don’t, the countryside is being
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systematically ruined, once it is gone you cannot bring
it back.

My husband's family have farmed the land for
generations, what we produce, feeds the country, with
a growing population our farms are going to become
more not less important, how are we meant to supply
the amount of food as a nation we are going to need,
if the land is been built on whether for housing,Wind
Farm developments or solar, something has to be
done.

As a Council you need to start listening to the people.
We have had enough of our lives been blighted. Try
living in the shadow of a Wind Farm it’s not easy, they
should not be increased or have the length of time
extended.We where promised that we would only have
to suffer for 25 years then they would be removed,
another lie?

Please consider the views of residents who already
have no choice  but to life with them.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. The supporting text clarifies that

CPRE is extremely concerned about this proposed
Policy bearing in mind the relevant provisions now

1784Question 44

the heights reference blade tip. However the applicantcontained in the revised NPPF at Footnote 49, which
needs to be able to demonstrate that anylargely re-states the provision of the Written Ministerial

Statement of June 2015. planning-related impacts have been fully addressed.
In addition, the policy has criteria which an applicantWe note the areas “identified as suitable” on Map G

which vary according to the size of the turbine. As far must also fulfil. This includes any cumulative impacts.
NPPF 2018 sets out that plans need to take a proactiveas small turbines (up to 25 metres in height) we
approach to mitigating and adapting to climate change.assume this does refer to tip height – if so, this should
With the exception of applications for the repoweringbe clarified. We note some 66% of the County is
of existing turbines, a proposed wind turbine energyidentified as suitable for such turbines provided other

criteria are met. development should not be considered acceptable
unless it is in an area identified as suitable for wind

A more restricted area is identified for small medium
turbines (up to 40 metres) but again this is quite
extensive.

energy development in the development plan; and
following consultation, it can be demonstrated that the
planning impacts identified by the affected community
have been fully addressed and the proposal has theirAs far as larger turbines are concerned, Map G

effectively identifies all existing wind turbines of such backing. The supporting text to the policy has been
size in the County, replicating the section of Policy 35 updated to suggest that whilst some areas of the
relating to Extensions and Alterations to Existing Wind county are identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m,
Energy Development. This does not seem to reflect in many cases the appropriate scale for turbines in
whether the existing wind energy development is “at these landscapes will be towards the lower end of the
capacity”. This issue was addressed in the two Arup assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of

25m.reports relating to wind farm development in the County
relating to the North and South Durham Coalfield and
the East Durham Limestone and Tees Plain.

We represent that this Policy together with Map G is
far too wide ranging and does not represent the issues
relating to Wind Energy development and its potential
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impact on the landscape and residential amenity. In
these areas identified, it creates a “presumption in
favour” which may make it difficult to fully address all
the criteria attached and does not reflect the issues
identified in the Arup reports.

While we note that the revised NPPF creates an
exception for repowering of existing wind farms that
was not contained in the WMS, we represent that this
should not extend to increasing the number or life of
such wind farms at any particular wind energy
development site.

Support noted.We endorse paragraph 5.362.1892Question 44

Support noted.Support - We agree with the interpretation of national
planning policy in respect to wind turbine development

2506Question 44

in the plan. The approach to the identification of
suitable areas appears to be reasonable in the context
of the local circumstances in County Durham.

All wind turbine applications will be subject to and must
be compliant with other relevant policies within the Plan

Criterion D - Remove the word ‘important’. To read -
There would be unacceptable harm individually or
cumulatively to species or habitats;

3290Question 44

and any other relevant planning documents. All turbine
applications will require an adequate level of ecological
survey and assessment including up to Environmental
Impact Assessment level when required. Any ecological
data submitted in support of a turbine application will
need to be compliant with all relevant protected species
and habitats legislation including groundwater habitats.
Ecological surveys submitted in support of turbine
applications will need to be compliant with the most up
to date industry guidance in terms of timing, survey
nature, duration and content and must provide a
comprehensive assessment of the biodiversity value
of the site as well as a clear understanding of all
impacts on biodiversity the application may have. This
may mean that surveys and assessments will have to
extend outside of the application area when it is
necessary to provide comprehensive data and to
comply with legislation.

Policy wording amended to fully reflect NPPF 2018.The National Trust is generally supportive of Policy 36,
however suggests the following amendment to the first

3240Question 44

sentence in order to comply fully with para. 154
(footnote 49) of the NPPF:
Wind energy development will only be permitted in the
areas identified as suitable for development on Map
G in the policies map document and where the
applicant is able to demonstrate that, following
consultation, those planning-related impacts identified
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by any affected local communities have been fully
addressed and the proposal has their backing.

We do not agree however that the policy puts
protection of landscape, amenity and other issues

Policy 36 reads…. “Wind energy development will only
be permitted in the areas identified as suitable for

2965Question 44

ahead of the generation of clean energy. The councildevelopment on Map G in the policies map document
considers that the policy reflects NPPF. The NPPFand where the applicant is able to demonstrate that,
sets out the balance which should apply at paragraphsfollowing consultation, those planning-related impacts
151 to 154, stating that Local Authorities should haveidentified by any affected local communities have been
a positive strategy for renewable and low carbonfully addressed. In those circumstances, planning

permission will be granted unless:” energy and not require applicants to demonstrate the
overall need for the development and that policiesThere then follows a number of ‘exclusion criteria’ that

if present on site would prevent a successful planning
application and in particular these include:

maximise the potential for suitable development while
ensuring that adverse impacts are addressed
satisfactorily, including cumulative landscape and visual

unacceptable harm, individually or cumulatively, to the
amenity of local communities or nearby residents, due
to noise, traffic or visual intrusion;

impacts. It also clarifies that support should be given
to communtiy-led initiatives, which the policy also seeks
to achieve.

unacceptable harm individually or cumulatively to the
character of the landscape”;

The various excluding criteria are so numerous that
they have the effect of almost completely limiting the
construction of wind farms from County Durham.
Through this approach, the Council has in effect
established a hierarchy of importance that places the
need to generate clean energy, and reduce carbon
emissions, as lower in importance than preservation
of landscape character, local amenity, biodiversity, TV
reception and built heritage.  If the impacts of climate
change are not mitigated, then within a few decades
its impacts will render the Council’s conservation
objectives meaningless with regards all these exclusion
criterion.

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

Policies 35 and 26 as presently proposed are
inadequate. They use the low targets currently

3452Question 44

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). Weproposed by central government to define the County’s
therefore need to encourage the prudent use offuture standards. Britain already lags far behind almost
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducingevery other country in Europe.Yesterday’s targets
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)should not form part of this County Plan. Durham
and take into account the unavoidable consequencesCounty should have the vision and courage to adopt
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change isthe Scandinavian standards as their target for the future
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a singlerather than relying on the already outdated Energy Act
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions andof 2013 which was designed to meet just 15% of the
adapting to the effects of climate change thereforeUK energy demand. The ambition should be 50% of
underpins every aspect of planning and helps supportUK energy demand and this target should be
regeneration and improve the health and quality of lifeintroduced now. The capacity to achieve this level of
of everyone in County Durham. Climate changerenewable energy is touched on in paragraph 5.346.
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integratedThat paragraph deserves several policies, rather than

the single policy 36 devoted entirely to wind turbines. throughout the Plan. The monitoring framework has
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been updated so that energy generated from renewable
sources is monitored in gigwatt hours against the 2018
baseline figure of 529.21GWH.

Policy 36 draws down from earlier work in the original
Durham Plan and merits support. At this stage
additional Policies 37 and 38 should be introduced.
Policy 37 should deal exclusively with photo-voltaics
and identify the various routes by which these can be
both encouraged and introduced into our energy supply
recognising the new generation of such systems and
their impact on self-sufficiency. Policy 37 should identify
further sources of renewable energy, e.g. ground-loop,
air-loop and water-loop that can be introduced
whenever new buildings are being constructed or
retro-fitted if possible

The policy wording and criteria f has been reworded
to read unless "there would be any adverse impacts

Wind turbines have the potential to effect radar and
other Airport navigation systems. Primary radar can

3545Question 44

on radar and other aviation and navigation systems
which are not capable of being acceptably mitigated."

be impacted in a number of different ways. In common
with many other large man-made structures, wind farms
are a potential source of clutter, in two ways:-

• The wind turbine acts as a reflector and presents
a static target to the radar system. This reflects
energy which has the potential to produce radar
returns which are significant enough to mask
aircraft from the view of the radar;

• The wind turbine has the potential to paint a
reflection on the radar. While the majority of this
‘clutter’ is static and continually paints in the
same location allowing it to be filtered out by the
radar processor, the rotation of the wind turbine
blades is a moving target and cannot therefore
be wholly filtered by the radar processor. This
can result in the turbine blades painting on the
radar in similar way to aircraft.

In addition turbines can impact on the Airport’s ‘wide
area multilateration’ system (WAM). WAM is a
cooperative aircraft surveillance technology where
several ground receiving stations listen to signals
transmitted from an aircraft; then the aircraft's location
is mathematically calculated -- typically in two
dimensions – with the aircraft then providing its altitude.

A multilateration system consists of a number of
antennas receiving a signal from an aircraft with a
central processing unit calculating the aircraft’s position
from the time difference of arrival of the signal at each
of the different antennas. The antennas time
differences of arrival correspond, mathematically
speaking, to locate the aircraft.

WAM may be affected by wind turbines when they are
located within a 10 nautical mile radius of the SSR site.
Within this radius, turbines can cause false returns to
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show on the radar display.These could duplicate actual
aircraft, creating doubt in the minds of ATCOs as to
the position of an aircraft, and would therefore be
unacceptable.

NIA objects to the current approach to wind turbine
development in the plan for the following reasons -

• NIA’s 30km wind turbine consultation zone is not
shown on the proposals map and therefore based
on the wording of policy 30 would not be subject
to the requirements of the policy. NIA request
that the 30km safeguarding zone be added to
the proposals map and so within the influence of
the policy.

• The proposals map identifies sites for wind
turbines and also indicative heights which would
be acceptable. The wind turbine evidence paper
has not given consideration to the potential
impact of radar and navigation systems or even
acknowledged if the sites considered fall with the
NIA safeguarding zone. Whilst it is appreciated
that the evidence base is not intended to ‘provide
a discourse on the policy as a whole, but to
address the locally-specific issues in County
Durham’, NIA is concerned that the plan has
identified locations and heights which may be
unacceptable.

• The wording of policy 36(f) indicates that
proposals will only be refused if there is an
adverse impact on Airport radar systems.
However wind turbines also have the potential
impacting on other navigational systems such as
WAM, as described above. It is requested that
the policy is amended to include ‘and other
aviation navigation systems’ in criterion ‘f’.

The Registered Historic Battlefield is a constraint which
is mapped within the evidence base.

On the policies map relating to Policy 36, the registered
battlefield should be excluded from the allocation for
small and medium turbines in the same way as other
area-based heritage assets.

4188Question 44

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

I support the submission  of the Teesdale Action
 Partnership and  in addition  make the following points
 in  relation to Teesdale:

3957Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-related
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, the
policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.

Given that County Durham exceeds its targets for
Renewable  Energy there appears to be little

This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 sets
out that plans need to take a proactive approach to

justification for the almost county-wide acceptance of mitigating and adapting to climate change. With the
areas suitable for "small turbines" as  shown  on  Map exception of applications for the repowering of existing
 G.  Land designated  as  suitable  includes  most  of turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
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should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an
area identified as suitable for wind energy development

the lower  land  in Teesdale,  much of which is owned
by large estates where a change in  policy by an estate

in the development plan; and following consultation, itcould  have  dire consequences  for the  landscape.
can be demonstrated that the planning impacts In  addition,  the  Dale is  comprised  of beautiful
identified by the affected community have been fully small-scale  landscapes  in  which so called "small
addressed and the proposal has their backing. The turbines" of 25m would intrude and risk changing the
supporting text to the policy has been updated tolandscape character of this area so treasured by
suggest that whilst some areas of the county areresidents and visitors alike.  It is unclear whether
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in manyreference to "small scale" refers to the size or number

of turbines. cases the appropriate scale for turbines in these
landscapes will be towards the lower end of theIt is considered that the definition of small turbines of

25m height would be too intrusive for Teesdale and assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.that a maximum of 11 m should be adopted. To suit

the character and the scale of the landscape,  only
individual turbines should be allowed in this Dale.

Policy 36 page 170

Wind Turbine Development affecting the North
Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
- footnote.  No 122 should read "Turbines of 11 m or
below"

Addressing climate change is of importance for
sustainable development and a key priority of the

It would be good to see greater allowance for new wind
turbines, and a ban on coal mining and fracking. We
need to be doing all we can to counter climate change.

4194Question 44

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). We
therefore need to encourage the prudent use of
non-renewable resources, contribute to reducing
emissions and stabilising climate change (mitigation)
and take into account the unavoidable consequences
(adaptation). However, addressing climate change is
multi-faceted and cannot be addressed through a single
policy or plan. Reducing carbon emissions and
adapting to the effects of climate change therefore
underpins every aspect of planning and helps support
regeneration and improve the health and quality of life
of everyone in County Durham. Climate change
mitigation and adaptation must therefore be integrated
throughout the Plan. The monitoring framework has
been updated so that energy generated from renewable
sources is monitored in gigwatt hours against the 2018
baseline figure of 529.21GWH.

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

Wind Turbine Development - Question 44, Policy
36

4092Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-relatedGiven that County Durham meets its targets for
Renewable Energy there appears to be little justification impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, the

policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.for the almost county-wide acceptance of areas suitable
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setsfor “small turbines” as shown on Map G. Land
out that plans need to take a proactive approach todesignated as suitable includes most of the lower land
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With thein Teesdale, much of which is owned by large estates
exception of applications for the repowering of existing
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turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an

where a change in policy by an estate could have
serious consequences for the landscape. In addition,

area identified as suitable for wind energy developmentthe Dale is comprised of beautiful small-scale
in the development plan; and following consultation, itlandscapes in which so called “small turbines” of 25m
can be demonstrated that the planning impactswould intrude and risk changing the landscape
identified by the affected community have been fullycharacter of this area so treasured by residents and
addressed and the proposal has their backing. Thevisitors alike. It is unclear whether reference to “small

scale” refers to the size or number of turbines.
It is considered that the definition of small turbines of
25m height would be too intrusive for Teesdale and

supporting text to the policy has been updated to
suggest that whilst some areas of the county are
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in many

that a maximum of 11m should be adopted.To suit the cases the appropriate scale for turbines in these
character and the scale of the landscape, only landscapes will be towards the lower end of the
individual turbines should be allowed in this Dale. In assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of

25m.addition, as the area contains many veteran trees
which are home to bats, they are likely to be seriously
affected by the blanket acceptance policy proposed in
Map G.

The exact meaning of the target of “increasing trend
above the baseline figure (2011)” is not clear. Does it
mean ever-increasing numbers of turbines or of wind
energy? What would meeting this target look like?
Taken to its limits the policy would change most of the
county into a windfarm landscape.

Policy 36 page 170 Wind Turbine Development
affecting the North Pennines Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) - footnote. No 122 should read
"Turbines of 11m or below"

Suitable Areas

On page 171 paragraph 5.352 bullet points, new bullet
point; "Micro should be added - <11m in height.” Small
should be changed from 11m to 11.1-25m in height
(as mentioned in the Wind Turbine Evidence Paper).
Also any mention in the Durham plan of small turbines
Turbines in the Durham Dales should also state:
"Turbines of 11m or below."

The policies map identifies areas as suitable for wind
turbine development. However the applicant needs to

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3750Question 44

be able to demonstrate that any planning-related
impacts have been fully addressed. In addition, theAs a council we are keen to see renewable energy

used in all new building projects however, we question policy has criteria which an applicant must also fulfil.
This includes any cumulative impacts. NPPF 2018 setswhich areas are suitable for “small turbines”. The dale
out that plans need to take a proactive approach tois comprised of beautiful small-scale landscapes in
mitigating and adapting to climate change. With thewhich “small turbines” of 25m would intrude and risk
exception of applications for the repowering of existingchanging the landscape character.This could seriously

impinge on tourism within the area.  See  Map G. turbines, a proposed wind turbine energy development
should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an

The definition of small turbines being of 25m height
would be too intrusive for Teesdale and it is

area identified as suitable for wind energy development
in the development plan; and following consultation, it
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can be demonstrated that the planning impacts
identified by the affected community have been fully

recommended that individual turbines at a maximum
of 11m should be adopted for the dales. This would fit

addressed and the proposal has their backing. Theinto the scale of the landscape and suit the migrating
bird and bat population. supporting text to the policy has been updated to

suggest that whilst some areas of the county areTherefore
identified as suitable for turbines up to 25m, in many

• Policy 36 page 170. Wind Turbine Development
affecting the North Pennines Area of Outstanding

cases the appropriate scale for turbines in these
landscapes will be towards the lower end of the

Natural Beauty (AONB) - footnote. No 122 assessed scale (11-25) rather than the maximum of
25m.should read "Individual Turbines of 11m or

below".
• On page 171 paragraph 5.352 bullet points, new

bullet point; "Micro should be added – less than
11m in height.”

• Small changed from 11m to 11.1-25m in height
(as mentioned in the Wind Turbine Evidence
Paper).

• Any mention in the plan of small turbines in the
Durham Dales should also state: "Turbines of
11m or below."
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Support noted.Support the policy.163Question 45

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text to explain the role of the Catchment Partnerships.

Gateshead Council is working with the Environment
Agency, Tyne Rivers Trust and other stakeholders to
form a River Team catchment partnership to support

1298Question 45

flood management, environmental enhancement and
water quality improvement. We welcome Durham
County Council’s involvement in the partnership, and
in our view the plan would benefit from including
specific reference to the partnership's objectives.

Comment noted.Retention of culverts.1214Question 45

The sequential test has been revised to address the
crossing of the River Browney and River Wear as
requested.

Whilst we support the outcome of the Level 1 SFRA
and feel that the plan has been positively prepared in
respect that there aren’t any allocations within flood
zones 2 and 3. However I would advised that the relief

1427Question 45

roads and in particular the crossings of the River Wear
and River Browney are assessed further and if required
taken through the sequential and exception tests within
an updated SFRA.

Comments noted. Following further discussion with
the EA, policy and supporting text wording has been
amended where required.

We support this policy and agree with the point’s a-c,
regarding appropriateness of development within flood
zones. This is supported by national planning policy
and we seek to achieve all development to be in the

1415Question 45

first instance located within the lowest flood risk
category.

We agree groundwater should be protected from
negative impacts from developments. Additional
wording needs to be included to the policy to
acknowledge that over the time of this preferred options
plan the groundwater levels in some areas will
increase. Two
factors are the cause the groundwater levels increasing
the first is the reduction in dewatering of mine water
causing a rebound in groundwater to return to ‘natural’
levels and the second is wetter climates due to climate
change adding to the recharge of
aquifers. Mitigation measures will need to be in place
to protect current and future developments as the risk
of groundwater flooding will be increased in affected
areas.

While we support the key elements to policy 37 with
regards to water quality, we feel that the policy could
go further to supporting water quality enhancements
and in particular when trying to support Water
Framework Directive objectives. This could be
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implemented through a separate policy which I have
outlined below:

Water Quality Policy
The quantity and quality of surface and groundwater
bodies shall be protected and where possible enhanced
in accordance with Northumbria River Basin
Management Plan.
i) Water quality assessments will be required for:
a) any physical modifications to a watercourse;
b) any development which could indirectly, adversely
affect water bodies.

ii) a) New development that discharges water into a
watercourse will be required to
incorporate appropriate water pollution control
measures.

b) New development that incorporates infiltration based
SuDS will be required to
incorporate appropriate water pollution control
measures.

iii) Development adjacent to, over or in a watercourse
should consider opportunities to
improve the river environment and water quality,
particularly within the River Wear, River
Tees and the River Browney catchments by:
a) Naturalising watercourse channels;
b) Improving the biodiversity and ecological connectivity
of watercourses;
c) Safeguarding and enlarging river buffers with [bullet
ends in original representation]

Policy 38 – Water Infrastructure
We support policy 38 which considers proposals for
new plots/pitches are capable of connecting to water
and sewage infrastructure.We support this and where
it is not possible to connect to sewage infrastructure a
foul drainage assessment would need to be carried
out.This is to minimise the impact on water quality and
the Water Framework Objectives (WFD) of the area.

Further to the above we would recommend that the
policy also covers the requirement for any development
proposing to discharge trade effluents, such as a car
wash development to provide a water management
plan.

Furthermore, all proposed drainage schemes, for both
foul and surface water discharges, should be
appropriate in their chosen location to avoid potential
flooding events.We would recommend that all foul and
surface water drainage be directed to main sewer
where possible. An assessment of the suitability of any
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non mains drainage schemes is likely to be required.
For example, consideration should be given by the
developer when designing infiltration based SuDS as
to whether the ground in the chosen location
has capacity to absorb any excess water from the
proposed schemes both now and in the future.

A number of areas are underlain by the Magnesian
Limestone principal aquifer with large areas located
within currently designated groundwater Source
Protection Zones.The Magnesian Limestone aquifer
is a highly sensitive environmental receptor and is an
important source of water for a large number of public,
private and industrial supplies.

We request that as part of any new development
proposal within the Local Plan, risks from the proposed
(future) use of the site to the underlying groundwater
are assessed and addressed to ensure that the
development is acceptable. If potentially polluting
materials are to be used/stored either during
redevelopment works or as part of the new land use
ie. use of tanks to store chemicals/fuels then we would
expect sufficient pollution prevention measures,
including maintenance of measures, to be incorporated
in to the development proposals.

There should a reference within this policy to
acknowledge the mutually beneficial relationship which
exists between the Coal Authority (CA) and NWL and
to strive to continue and enhance it. The partnership
works as some sewage treatment locations which
utilise mine water, this enhances the quality to effluent
being discharged from sewage treatment works and
reductions metals from mine water therefore
increasing surface water quality. By 2035 some
discharge points for mine water would have changed
due the CA switching to more sustainable methods of
operating and therefore facilitating this partnership is
important maintaining surface water quality.

All proposed drainage schemes, for both foul and
surface water discharges, should be appropriate in
their chosen location to avoid potential flooding events.
An assessment of the suitability of any non mains
drainage schemes is likely to be required. For
example, consideration should be given by the
developer when designing infiltration based SuDS as
to whether the ground in the chosen location has
capacity to absorb any excess water from the proposed
schemes both now and in the future.
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Comments noted. Policy and supporting text has been
amended in relation to SuDS provision and adoption.

Northumbrian Water undertakes many roles in its duty
to provide water and waste water services to the
region. As a statutory undertaker in the provision of

1105Question 45

these services we are a formal consultee on all
emerging planning policy. Our New Development
department provides a planning service which seeks
to protect our assets and supports new development
through ensuring our network and facilities have
capacity to accommodate sustainable growth.We work
closely with Local Authorities to monitor proposed
development and track growth, and our consultation
responses to emerging planning policies reflect this.
We also seek to promote sustainable design in
drainage and water conservation as part of tackling
flooding. Separately, our Estates department is
responsible for land and estate issues associated with
our operational, non operational and surplus land.They
act in the interests of Northumbrian Water by producing
and submitting LDF representations to safeguard or
release any operational or surplus land.They also seek
opportunities to redevelop our redundant sites.
Consequently, you will see two separate responses
submitted from Northumbrian Water for this emerging
plan.These responses should be read individually with
an understanding of the two different planning roles
Northumbrian Water undertakes.

We wholly support the revised structure of the Water
management and Water infrastructure policies, having
worked closely with Durham County Council on flood
risk and drainage specific topics.

Policy 37 Water management – With regards to Policy
37, we welcome reference made to the requirement
for new development proposals to consider the effect
they will have on flood risk and climate change.

We particularly support part D which
states that for major developments the
management of surface water must be
an essential part of the overall
development.We believe it is critical to
ensure that development proposals
separate, minimise and control surface
water run-off, with SUDS being the
preferred option. Northumbrian Water
actively promotes sustainable surface
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water management across the region,
and therefore we welcome the
hierarchy approach which will be used
to create a surface water drainage
solution referred to in part E.

We are pleased to note part H discusses
the incorporation of Sustainable
Drainage Systems to manage surface
water flows, and where SuDS are used
arrangements must be put in place for
their whole lifetime for management
andmaintenance.However, we believe
it is critical to ensure that development
proposals separate, minimise and
control surfacewater run-off, with SUDS
being the preferred option. Therefore
we recommend that the policy should
set out that "all new development sites
will be required to incorporate SUDS".
It is our opinion that sustainable
drainage systems should only be
excluded in exceptional circumstances,
and that there should be a requirement
to provide robust evidence to
demonstrate the reasons that SUDS
cannot be incorporated.

Policy 38 – Water infrastructure – We support
policy 38 and will work with the council
to ensure our sewage treatment works
and network has the available capacity
to accommodate growth to meet the
local plans vision. As previously
mentioned in response to Question 10
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NWL have already identified 5 sewage
treatment works which are planned to
receive investment to facilitate growth
– these are Barkers Haugh, Browney,
East Tanfield, Willington and
Wolsingham. Any additional future
investment works will be discussed and
planned in agreement with the local
authority.
Within the supporting text to policy 38 Durham Council
may wish to consider a reference to the future adoption
of SUDS by the LLFA or regulatory Water and
Sewerage Companies when the Sewers For Adoption
8 comes into effect in 2019.

Comments noted. Following further discussion with
the EA, the policy and supporting text has been
amended where required.

Policy 37 – Water Management

We support this policy and agree with the point’s a-c,
regarding appropriateness of development within flood

1218Question 45

zones. This is supported by national planning policy
and we seek to achieve all development to be in the
first instance located within the lowest flood risk
category.

We agree groundwater should be protected from
negative impacts from developments. Additional
wording needs to be included to the policy to
acknowledge that over the time of this preferred options
plan the groundwater levels in some areas will
increase. Two factors are the cause the groundwater
levels increasing the first is the reduction in dewatering
of mine water causing a rebound in groundwater to
return to ‘natural’ levels and the second is wetter
climates due to climate change adding to the recharge
of aquifers. Mitigation measures will need to be in place
to protect current and future developments as the risk
of groundwater flooding will be increased in affected
areas.

While we support the key elements to policy 37 with
regards to water quality, we feel that the policy could
go further to supporting water quality enhancements
and in particular when trying to support Water
Framework Directive objectives. This could be
implemented through a separate policy which I have
outlined below:
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The quantity and quality of surface and groundwater
bodies shall be protected and where possible enhanced
in accordance with Northumbria River Basin
Management Plan.

1 i) Water quality assessments will be required for:
2 a) any physical modifications to a watercourse;
3 b) any development which could indirectly,

adversely affect water bodies.

1 ii) a) New development that discharges water
into a watercourse will be required to incorporate
appropriate water pollution control measures.

1 b) New development that incorporates infiltration
based SuDS will be required to incorporate
appropriate water pollution control measures.

iii) Development adjacent to, over or in a watercourse
should consider opportunities to improve the river
environment and water quality, particularly within the
River Wear, River Tees and the River Browney
catchments by:

1 a) Naturalising watercourse channels;
2 b) Improving the biodiversity and ecological

connectivity of watercourses;
3 c) Safeguarding and enlarging river buffers with

Policy 38 – Water Infrastructure

We support policy 38 which considers proposals for
new plots/pitches are capable of connecting to water
and sewage infrastructure.We support this and where
it is not possible to connect to sewage infrastructure a
foul drainage assessment would need to be carried
out.This is to minimise the impact on water quality and
the Water Framework Objectives (WFD) of the area.

Further to the above we would recommend that the
policy also covers the requirement for any development
proposing to discharge trade effluents, such as a car
wash development to provide a water management
plan.

Furthermore, all proposed drainage schemes, for both
foul and surface water discharges, should be
appropriate in their chosen location to avoid potential
flooding events.We would recommend that all foul and
surface water drainage be directed to main sewer
where possible. An assessment of the suitability of any
non mains drainage schemes is likely to be required.
For example, consideration should be given by the
developer when designing infiltration based SuDS as
to whether the ground in the chosen location has
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capacity to absorb any excess water from the proposed
schemes both now and in the future.

A number of areas are underlain by the Magnesian
Limestone principal aquifer with large areas located
within currently designated groundwater Source
Protection Zones.The Magnesian Limestone aquifer
is a highly sensitive environmental receptor and is an
important source of water for a large number of public,
private and industrial supplies.

We request that as part of any new development
proposal within the Local Plan, risks from the proposed
(future) use of the site to the underlying groundwater
are assessed and addressed to ensure that the
development is acceptable. If potentially polluting
materials are to be used/stored either during
redevelopment works or as part of the new land use
ie. use of tanks to store chemicals/fuels then we would
expect sufficient pollution prevention measures,
including maintenance of measures, to be incorporated
in to the development proposals.

There should a reference within this policy to
acknowledge the mutually beneficial relationship which
exists between the Coal Authority (CA) and NWL and
to strive to continue and enhance it. The partnership
works as some sewage treatment locations which
utilise mine water, this enhances the quality to effluent
being discharged from sewage treatment works and
reductions metals from mine water therefore increasing
surface water quality. By 2035 some discharge points
for mine water would have changed due the CA
switching to more sustainable methods of operating
and therefore facilitating this partnership is important
maintaining surface water quality.

All proposed drainage schemes, for both foul and
surface water discharges, should be appropriate in
their chosen location to avoid potential flooding events.
An assessment of the suitability of any non mains
drainage schemes is likely to be required. For example,
consideration should be given by the developer when
designing infiltration based SuDS as to whether the
ground in the chosen location has capacity to absorb
any excess water from the proposed schemes both
now and in the future.

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text to explain the role of the Catchment Partnerships.

Suggest that the Wear Catchment Partnership,
established under Defra’s Catchment Based Approach

773Question 45

Support of policy criteria noted. Additional text hasis referenced near the start of this section. A summary
been added to Indicator 1 to clarify that theversion from the Wear Catchment Business Plan,
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outlining the Catchment Partnership’s function could
be used.

improvements are in relation to the Water Framework
Directive.

Criterion 2/e protection/buffer measures for the
watercourse.

Agree disposal to combined sewer last resort.

Criterion 2/h welcomed. Green Infrastructure/habitat
creation.

Criterion 2/I welcome the presumption that culverting
must be removed.

Water Quality (P176). Welcome specific reference to
groundwater protection.

Section 5.375 Flood Risk - suggest reference to
visualising/utilising whole catchments as flood risk units
incorporating Natural Flood Management as part of
the available set of measures to hold water back in the
upper catchments to protect property lower
downstream. Suggest referencing the Weardale
Landscape Scale NFM National Pilot specifically. DCC
Drainage team is represented on the project board.

Indicator 1. Will Water Framework Directive criteria or
other criteria be used to measure watercourse
improvement?

The council will continue to work with Northumbria
Water to identify where areas for development fall

Given that many rural areas already have problems
with the foul wastewater infrastructure being at or

1197Question 45

within areas where sewage treatment works are at orabove capacity, how does the Council propose to set
are nearing capacity, to ensure that investmentrequirements for developments when such
priorities are aligned accordingly. For small windfallinfrastructure is extensive and the developments

relatively small? developments in areas known to have capacity issues,
early engagement with Northumbria Water will be
encouraged.

Support noted. Site specific flooding concerns have
been forwarded to the Drainage and Coastal Protection
Team.

We specifically agree to the stated necessity for any
development to ensure there is no increase in surface
water run-off. However it is essential that DCC show
a positive commitment to the need for such control of
surface water.

939Question 45

In 2016, DCC implemented a scheme to divert
floodwater from the highway. However in doing so DCC
directed huge amounts of water down a steep slope
directly into the local watercourse without attenuation.
The watercourse is within the Ancient Woodland of a
Local Wildlife Site in an area which is already
designated Floodzone 3. Properties adjacent to the
watercourse have not previously been flooded internally
but have come close to such flooding.

DCC stated that the necessity to protect the highway
meant no permission was required for the scheme.
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While it is laudable to attempt to protect the highway,
is it justified when this may greatly increase the
likelihood of residential properties being flooded?

DCC’s implausible public position is that introducing
large amounts of additional surface water without
attenuation into an area with an existing flooding
problem would not cause any additional flood risk.

Despite the ecological harm and increased flood risk
to housing caused by the scheme, it has subsequently
failed twice; allowing the highway to continue to flood;
within eighteen months.

Support noted.We welcome the link made between sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS), GI and water quality. SuDS

2143Question 45

can also improve amenity and provide biodiversity
enhancements (as mentioned in section 5.376); the
latter can help to achieve a net gain in biodiversity.

Comment noted. Additional wording has been added
to the policy as requested.

As a statutory undertaker in relation to water and
sewerage, NWL supports Policy 38; in particular NWL
welcomes confirmation that proposals for new or

2483Question 45

extensions/improvements to existing waste water,
sludge or sewage treatment works will be permitted,
unless the adverse impact of development outweighs
the need for greater capacity and other benefits.

NWL considers that the planning policy wording should
be amended to extend this policy support to water
treatment works, in order to ensure that drinking water
supply can meet increasing demand.

Comments noted. The policy supports this approach.Lanchester has a history of flooding and a recent
record of repeated flooding episodes.  It is important

3271Question 45

that development does not create an additional flood
risk. Water infrastructure (surface and waste) needs
to be improved and any development should not be
added to a system already at capacity.  Flood risk
needs to be assessed and up to date flood incidents
should be recorded accurately and afforded appropriate
weight when considering development.  Flood defence
infrastructure needs to be progressed in Lanchester.

Support notedWe support these policies2379Question 45

Comment noted.Developer to make more enquiries before houses are
built to alleviate too much water and sewerage
problems

2129Question 45

Additional wording has been added to the supporting
text to explain the role of the Catchment Partnerships.

Gateshead Council is working with the Environment
Agency, Tyne Rivers Trust and other stakeholders to
form a River Team catchment partnership to support

1934Question 45
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flood management, environmental enhancement and
water quality improvement. We welcome Durham
County Council’s involvement in the partnership, and
in our view the plan would benefit from including
specific reference to the partnership's objectives

Support noted.We note the requirement in paragraph e. that the first
priority is for infiltration or soakaway systems. We

1887Question 45

support this because of the benefits such systems can
bring to wildlife, particularly water birds.

Comment noted. The size of pipe is agreed with the
drainage and coastal protection team at the planning

Developers and Northumbrian Water must now accept
the increased level of rainfall and flooding is not a once

1705Question 45

application stage. Site specific flooding concerns havein a lifetime occurrence and the size of new home
been forwarded to the Drainage and Coastal Protection
Team.

development site water removal pipes  and drains
should be increased to cope. Ie. [personal content
removed] 

Comment noted. The Lead Local Flood Authority
together with other key organisations such as

Sea Level is currently rising at about 3.5 mm/yr. The
rate of sea level rise is known to be increasing.  Current

1951Question 45

Northumbrian Water and the Environment Agencyforecasts, (IPCC Assessment Report 5, dated 2014),
monitor the risk from rising sea levels to existingare that by 2100, sea level could be between 800 – 1
assets.There is currently no requirement to safeguard500 mm higher than it was in 1990. This will demand
additional sites upstream therefore this is beyond the
scope of the plan.

changes to water supply & drainage infrastructure.
Effectively the base levels of these systems will rise
and continue to rise over a period of centuries to come.
This is relevant now because this infrastructure, once
built, has typically operated well for 100+ years. We
can not assume this will continue.

For example, the water supply abstraction point at
Lumley is about 5 km upstream of the present high
tide limit. The sewage plant at Chester le Street is only
2.5 km away.  Even small rises in sea level will degrade
the operations of these plants.  In the plan period
following the current one, they will almost certainly
need to move or be rebuilt. Those changes need to
be planned now as they may change the layout and
operation of the networks of drains and supply pipes
they serve.  It may be necessary to safeguard sites
further upstream for these plants and possible future
network changes.

Comment noted. Additional wording has been added
to the supporting text of the policy. It should be noted

It is important to consider not just flood risks, but also
drought risks.

1510Question 45

however that this issue is also addressed via other
mechanisms, outside the scope of the plan. For
example Part G of the Building Regulations for new
dwellings ensures that the developer has demonstrated
the potential consumption of water does not exceed
125 litres per person, per dwelling, per day. Also
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Northumbrian Water encourages a property level
approach to water conservation. For example water
conservation devices such as low-flow shower heads,
water butts for garden watering and cistern
displacement devices to reduce water volume in toilet
cisterns and other similar measures which can be
encouraged and supported at a local community level.
More information is available on their website.

Comment noted. The use of reeds beds is referenced
in the SuDS guidance. It is one form of Sustainable

Policy 38 reads, “In the consideration of development
proposals, the hierarchy of drainage options that must

1766Question 45

Drainage System which could be considered forbe considered and discounted for foul water are (in the
following order): disposal of surface water run-off, however the council

would not endorse the use of reed beds for foul water
disposal.

  Connection to the public sewer.
  Package sewage treatment plant (which can be
offered to the Sewerage Undertaker for adoption(135).
  Septic Tank (which must drain into an appropriate
soak away and not discharge directly into a
watercourse).

Applications involving the use of non-mains methods
of drainage (including Septic Tanks/Cess Pits) will not
be permitted in areas where public sewerage exists”.

CDGP note that the policy provides no latitude for the
use of Reed Bed filtration as a non-mains method of
water purification. This is a tried and tested method of
water purification that yields purity standards
acceptable by the Environment Agency for release
back into water courses. The approach has the added
benefit of creating wetland habitat of high ecological
value. CDGP request that Reed Bed filtration is
included within the policy as an additional ‘non-mains’
option.

Comment noted. It is identified in the text that discharge
into the combined sewer is the last resort. If there was

Clause e) 4 Discharge into a combined sewer should
not be permitted under any circumstances. There is

1793Question 45

no capacity (and no potential to increase capacity) inno way of assessing the aggregate capacity of such
the area where this was the only option then NWLsystems and overflows generate a serious health

hazard. could object to the application which would result in a
refusal.

Comment noted. The policy allows for developers to
demonstrate where deviation from the disposal
hierarchy is required.

Flood risk is an important consideration and policy 37
is generally supported. Part e. of the policy should take
the opportunity to take viability into consideration,
especially where a significant area of the developable

2102Question 45

area of the site may be required to attenuate via an
infiltration basin.

Comment noted. Wording has been amended in part,
to improve clarity.

Policy 37(f) refers to flood risk management in the
wider area. Hellens wishes to clarify that this statement
relates to mitigation as a result of the development

2527Question 45
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itself, rather than using the development to provide
mitigation to address existing flood risk issues in the
wider area. Should it be the latter, the following change
is suggested because it is not considered reasonable
for developments to be responsible for solving existing
flood risk problems in the wider area, which are not
related or relevant to the site, and importantly there is
no national requirement for this.

“Part of the development site is set aside for surface
water management and uses measures to contribute
to flood risk management in the wider area, where
relevant to the development permitted. These
measures will supplement green infrastructure
networks, thereby contributing to mitigation of climate
change, water quality and flooding as an alternative
to, or complementary to, hard engineering.”

Hellens also suggests the following change to
paragraph 5.377 for the reason provided above.

“SuDS and green infrastructure can also prevent
pollution by filtration of surface water run-off thereby
contributing to improvements in the quality of
watercourses in line with legislation thereby contributing
to the Water Framework Directive objectives.The river
basin management plan prepared by the Environment
Agency is the key over-arching source of information
on the water environment including the condition of
water bodies and measures to help meet Water
Framework Directive objectives. Developers will be
encouraged to explore how SuDS within their scheme
can achieve reductions to wider catchment flood risk
issues where possible. This reduction in flow rate is
termed by the industry as ‘Betterment’.”

Comment noted. Wording has been amended in part,
to improve clarity.

Policy 37(f) refers to flood risk management in the
wider area. Raby Estates wishes to clarify that this
statement relates to mitigation as a result of the

2955Question 45

development itself, rather than using the development
to provide mitigation to address existing flood risk
issues in the wider area. Should it be the latter, the
following change is suggested because it is not
considered reasonable for developments to be
responsible for solving existing flood risk problems in
the wider area, which are not related or relevant to the
site, and importantly there is no national requirement
for this.

“Part of the development site is set aside for surface
water management and uses measures to contribute
to flood risk management in the wider area, where
relevant to the development permitted. These
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measures will supplement green infrastructure
networks, thereby contributing to mitigation of climate
change, water quality and flooding as an alternative
to, or complementary to, hard engineering.”

Raby Estates also suggests the following change to
paragraph 5.377 for the reason provided above.

“SuDS and green infrastructure can also prevent
pollution by filtration of surface water run-off thereby
contributing to improvements in the quality of
watercourses in line with legislation thereby contributing
to the Water Framework Directive objectives.The river
basin management plan prepared by the Environment
Agency is the key over-arching source of information
on the water environment including the condition of
water bodies and measures to help meet Water
Framework Directive objectives. Developers will be
encouraged to explore how SuDS within their scheme
can achieve reductions to wider catchment flood risk
issues where possible. This reduction in flow rate is
termed by the industry as ‘Betterment’.”

Comments noted. The Plan must be read as a whole,
other policies within the Plan address climate change,

There is no specific mention of the impact of climate
change on biodiversity, or how natural processes can

3231Question 45

biodiversity, ecosystem services, green infrastructurebe utilised to help achieve climate resilience. NEENP
and ecological networks including the protection of
peatlands and woodland.

expect Local Plans to encourage the use of an
ecosystems approach to planning new developments,
utilising natural solutions to achieve climate resilience.
These should include mechanisms such as natural
floodwater management, sustainable urban drainage
schemes, temperature regulation through green roofs,
green walls, tree and hedgerow planting and provision
of habitat corridors. Investment in natural infrastructure
should be highlighted as an appropriate mechanism
for the protection of landscapes, communities and
business investment from a changing climate. A
well-connected network of green infrastructure will
ensure that the region is resilient for future generations
supporting both a thriving natural environment and
protecting communities from the range of likely impacts.

Local Plans should take account of the long-term
impacts of climate change, considering flood risk,
coastal change, water supply and changes to
biodiversity and landscape. They should provide the
opportunity to support delivery of a coherent and
resilient ecological network, that ensures biodiversity
can respond to the challenges of climate change and
other pressures. The carbon storage potential derived
for habitats such as peatlands, woodlands and urban
‘smart’ soils should also be recognised as these will
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have an increasing contribution in climate change
mitigation.

Comment noted. Policy and supporting text have been
amended to highlight biodiversity net gains. Benefits

Question 45: We feel that much stronger steer should
be given on the possibilities that SuDS can provide for

3169Question 45

are also highlighted in the SUDS guidance document
and green infrastructure policy.

biodiversity. SuDS have increasingly been recognised
as an effective method of managing flood risk in new
developments, but often there are opportunities to also
achieve gains for biodiversity and communities which
to date have been missed. Planning policies can
require that SuDS design has access considerations
and biodiversity incorporated, and the NPPF
Consultation details that SuDS should provide multiple
benefits where possible. We would also welcome a
stronger steer on promoting natural flood management
where appropriate above hard engineering due to the
multiple benefits that this can deliver.

Comment noted. The policy allows for developers to
demonstrate where deviation from the disposal
hierarchy is required.

Flood risk is an important consideration and policy 37
is generally supported. Part e. of the policy should take
the opportunity to take viability into consideration,
especially where a significant area of the developable

2872Question 45

area of the site may be required to attenuate via an
infiltration basin.

Comment noted. The use of reeds beds is referenced
in the SuDS guidance. It is one form of Sustainable

Policy 38 reads, “In the consideration of development
proposals, the hierarchy of drainage options that must

2966Question 45

Drainage System which could be considered forbe considered and discounted for foul water are (in the
following order): disposal of surface water run-off, however the council

would not endorse the use of reed beds for foul water
disposal.

“Connection to the public sewer.

Package sewage treatment plant (which can be offered
to the Sewerage Undertaker for adoption (135).

Septic Tank (which must drain into an appropriate soak
away and not discharge directly into a watercourse).

Applications involving the use of non-mains methods
of drainage (including Septic Tanks/Cess Pits) will not
be permitted in areas where public sewerage exists”.

TD note that the policy provides no latitude for the use
of Reed Bed filtration as a non-mains method of water
purification. This is a tried and tested method of water
purification that yields purity standards acceptable by
the Environment Agency for release back into water
courses. The approach has the added benefit of
creating wetland habitat of high ecological value. We
request that Reed Bed filtration is included within the
policy as an additional ‘non-mains’ option.
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Comment noted. The policy allows for developers to
demonstrate where deviation from the disposal
hierarchy is required.

Flood risk is an important consideration and policy 37
is generally supported. Part e. of the policy should take
the opportunity to take viability into consideration,
especially where a significant area of the developable

3220Question 45

area of the site may be required to attenuate via an
infiltration basin.

Comment noted. The policy allows for developers to
demonstrate where deviation from the disposal
hierarchy is required.

Flood risk is an important consideration and policy 37
is generally supported. Part e. of the policy should take
the opportunity to take viability into consideration,
especially where a significant area of the developable

3932Question 45

area of the site may be required to attenuate via an
infiltration basin.

Comment noted. Wording has been amended in part,
to improve clarity.

Policy 37(f) refers to flood risk management in the
wider area. County Durham Land LLP wishes to clarify
that this statement relates to mitigation as a result of

3925Question 45

the development itself, rather than using the
development to provide mitigation to address existing
flood risk issues in the wider area. Should it be the
latter, the following change is suggested because it is
not considered reasonable for developments to be
responsible for solving existing flood risk problems in
the wider area, which are not related or relevant to the
site, and importantly there is no national requirement
for this.

“Part of the development site is set aside for surface
water management and uses measures to contribute
to flood risk management in the wider area, where
relevant to the development permitted. These
measures will supplement green infrastructure
networks, thereby contributing to mitigation of climate
change, water quality and flooding as an alternative
to, or complementary to, hard engineering.”

County Durham Land LLP also suggests the following
change to paragraph 5.377 for the reason provided
above.

“SuDS and green infrastructure can also prevent
pollution by filtration of surface water run-off thereby
contributing to improvements in the quality of
watercourses in line with legislation thereby contributing
to the Water Framework Directive objectives.The river
basin management plan prepared by the Environment
Agency is the key over-arching source of information
on the water environment including the condition of
water bodies and measures to help meet Water
Framework Directive objectives. Developers will be
encouraged to explore how SuDS within their scheme
can achieve reductions to wider catchment flood risk
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issues where possible. This reduction in flow rate is
termed by the industry as ‘Betterment’.”

Comment noted. Wording has been amended in part,
to improve clarity.

Story  Homes  welcomes  the  approach  taken  in
 Policy  37  which  seeks  to  ensure  that development
proposals consider the effect of the proposed

3819Question 45

development on flood risk, both on-site and off-site,
commensurate with the scale and impact of the
development.

However, we have concerns with Policy 37 (f) regarding
surface water flood risk, which states that development
will not be permitted unless:

“Part of the development site is set aside for surface
water management and uses measures to contribute
to flood risk management in the wider area. These
measures will supplement green infrastructure
networks, thereby contributing to mitigation of climate
change, water quality and flooding as an alternative
to, or complementary to, hard engineering;”

(Story Homes Emphasis)

Criterion (f) is inconsistent with national policy and the
ethos of Policy 37 which seeks to ensure that the
considerations of the proposed effects of development
on flood risk and SuDS is commensurate with the scale
and impact of the scheme.

This policy should therefore be amended to ensure
that development does not have greater impacts
off-site, rather than seek to achieve betterment in the
wider area.

Suggested Modification

Story Homes recommends that the following changes
are made to Policy 37

...Development will not be permitted unless:

Part of the development site is set aside, where
necessary, for surface water management and uses
measures to contribute to flood risk management in
the wider area.These measures will supplement green
infrastructure networks, thereby contributing to
mitigation of climate change, water quality and flooding
as an 

alternative to, or complementary to, hard engineering;
any residual risks can be safely managed.
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Comment noted. The work of the Wear Catchment
Partnership has been referenced within the Water

The Coastal Streams Partnership, chaired by the
Heritage Coast operates under the auspices of the

776Question 46

Management Policy and this embraces the coastal
streams catchment sub-group.

Wear Catchment Partnership and aims to co-ordinate
water management development and delivery along
the coastal zone.

Support noted.We strongly support this policy.1169Question 46

Following assessment through the Shoreline
Management Plan there are no areas identified as

The Plan does not refer to a Coastal Change
Management Area (NPPF para 167), which is any area

2145Question 46

Coastal Change Management Areas. Although Redlikely to be affected by coastal change. Section 5.393
in the Plan refers to one area being at risk. Acre Cliffs are identified within the supporting text this

area is already developed and defended, therefore it
does not fit within the NPPF definition of a CCMA so
no further action within the plan is required.

Support noted.We support this policy2381Question 46

Access to the coast will continue to be available from
current access points.

We note that a strict  habitat protection rule is being
invoked in connection with the railway station at
Horden. Basically, this will prevent passengers having

1987Question 46

direct access from the station to the Heritage Coast
pathways. Whilst we appreciate, and agree with the
need to protect the bird and animal life as well as rare
plants  from the ravages of mass tourism, we would 
suggest that  groups  (probably small in number) 
arriving on the Heritage Coast by train, are likely to
cause less environmental harm  overall than those who
travel there by car. Perhaps the rules at Horden Station
could be looked at again when it opens to see if some
relaxation might be justified. Ideally we would want to
regard Horden Station as a suitable  point of entry for
Heritage Coast visitors. But clearly we can only do that
if there is a change in the proposed regulation.

Comment noted.The term natural assets covers nature
in all its forms, including biodiversity. The Plan must

Paragraph 5.389 of the text recognises the importance
of this area for birds. However, we are disappointed

1890Question 46

also be read as a whole and therefore the more specificthat, although the Policy refers to protection and
policy requirements relating to green infrastructure,conservation of natural assets, it does not specifically
biodiversity, protected and priority species andrefer to biodiversity. We represent that the Policy
internationally designated sites would be dealt with
through the relevant policies.

should include this, perhaps within paragraph b., to
make it clear that wildlife in this area is very important.

At the very least, we represent that there should be a
cross reference with Policy 43, Internationally
Designated Sites
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Support noted.We have reviewed the policy directly addressing the
Heritage Coast and its management.
We support the policy as written and the formal
recognition of the Heritage Coast Management Plan.

1419Question 46

Risks associated with climate change and flooding are
dealt with through the relevant policies in the plan.The

Sea Level is currently rising at about 3.5 mm/yr. The
rate of sea level rise is known to be increasing.  Current

1955Question 46

level of protection is appropriate to the level of riskforecasts, (IPCC Assessment Report 5, dated 2014),
identified for the County. The protection of existingare that by 2100, sea level could be between 800 – 1
assets is monitored and managed by DCC or relevant500 mm higher than it was in 1990. This will demand
partners as part of ongoing management strategies.changes to water supply & drainage infrastructure.
Current government predictions for sea level rise canEffectively the base levels of these systems will rise
be found here
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances.

and continue to rise over a period of centuries to come.
This is relevant now because this infrastructure, once
built, has typically operated well for 100+ years. We
can not assume this will continue.

For example, the water supply abstraction point at
Lumley is about 5 km upstream of the present high
tide limit. The sewage plant at Chester le Street is only
2.5 km away.  Even small rises in sea level will degrade
the operations of these plants.  In the plan period
following the current one, they will almost certainly
need to move or be rebuilt. Those changes need to
be planned now as they may change the layout and
operation of the networks of drains and supply pipes
they serve.  It may be necessary to safeguard sites
further upstream for these plants and possible future
network changes.

Extreme weather events are becoming more common.
These may not be directly due to climate change, but
they are consistent with the changes that have been
forecast.  Increases in average temperatures will
directly damage the health of vulnerable people.
Higher temperatures will also change the length and
possibly the timings of growing seasons.  It is not clear
if those changes will help or hinder farming.  Rainfall
patterns are also likely to change. The most likely
change is an increase in peak rainfall rates. That
change will increase soil erosion and flooding risks.  It
is not clear whether the total yearly rainfall will also
increase, though this is possible.

Sea Level rises will affect many properties near sea
level in river valleys.  It would be wise to make
arrangements now to allow orderly abandonment of
these properties before nature dictates it.
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The Plan should be read as a whole, if the Habitat
Regulations were specifically caveat-ed in this policy

Policy wording rightly states that the Durham Coast is
a unique asset of international importance.
Policy wording states that any proposal within the
Durham Heritage Coast or the wider coastal zone must

2256Question 46

then there is a risk it is missed from other policies. No
change has been made to the policy in this instance.

meet criteria (a) to (e). However, for the avoidance of The wording of criteria d has been amended as
requested.doubt, the included caveat should be clear that the

tests of the Habitat Regulations will apply for any
development likely to adversely effect coastal Natural
2000 sites (as described in paragraph 5.389).
d. Demonstrate consistency with the protection and
conservation of its natural assets and heritage features;
and
e. Not be inconsistent with the purposes of the Heritage
Coast and objectives of the Heritage Coast
Management Plan.
One of the main purposes of the Heritage Coast is to
“conserve, protect and enhance …… their terrestrial,
coastal and marine flora”.
To be consistent with this purpose wording of
paragraph d. should read “… protection, conservation
and enhancement of its natural assets”

The wording of the supporting text has been amended
to incorporate references to the MMO's licencing

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment
on the submission of the County Durham Plan

1693Question 46

requirements and relevant marine plans as well as thePreferred options. The comments provided within this
online resources. We have also included the definition
of seascape within the glossary of terms.

letter refer to the document entitled consultation on
County Durham Plan Preferred options 2018.

In relation to the comment on marine aggregates. No
marine aggregates have been landed in County

Please ensure this response is read in its entirety as
specific comments relating to your consultation can be
found in the second section of this document. Durham in recent years. However, in order to facilitate

future opportunities land has safeguarded at the PortPart one – Overview of marine planning and Marine
Management Organisation functions of Seaham. In 2017 there were three wharves in North

East England where sand and gravel was landed for
As the marine planning authority for England, the MMO
is responsible for preparing marine plans for English

aggregate use. These wharves are located at
Battleship Wharf at the Port of Blyth in Northumberland,

inshore and offshore waters. At its landward extent the the River Tyne in Tyne & Wear and on the River Tees
Marine Plan boundaries extend from the mean high in Tees Valley. Four of the wharves in North East
water spring tides mark (which includes the tidal extent England were inactive during 2017. This includes
of any rivers and estuary) to the inshore (up to 12nm) Billingham Wharf on the River Tees (inactive since
and offshore (12 to 200nm) waters; there is an overlap 2010), Gateshead Wharf (inactive since 2012) and
with terrestrial plans which generally extend from the
mean low water springs mark.

Howdon Wharf (inactive since 2014) on the River Tyne
and Greenwells Quay at the Port of Sunderland
(inactive in 2016).Marine plans will inform and guide decision makers on

development in marine and coastal areas. Planning
documents for areas with a coastal influence may wish
to make reference to the MMO’s licensing requirements
and any relevant marine plans to ensure the necessary
considerations are included.

All public authorities taking authorisation or
enforcement decisions that affect or might affect the
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UK marine area must do so in accordance with the
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 and any relevant
adopted Marine Plan or UK Marine Policy Statement
(MPS),
unless relevant considerations indicate otherwise. Local
authorities may also wish to refer to our online
guidance, our online marine information system and
the Planning Advisory Service soundness
self-assessment checklist.

Part 2 - Specific comments relating to your
consultation
We would like to thank you for the reference made to
The Marine Policy Statement in section 5.390.We also
appreciate that you make reference to collaborative
working with the Marine Management Organisation in
regards to planning and managing the coastal zone in
section 5.392.

Further to the references made to The Marine Policy
Statement within the County Durham preferred options,
we recommend considering the inclusion of the
following:

1. In section 5.394 you make reference to seascape
and to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
and Marine and Coastal Access Act (MCAA)’s
requirement to enhance and protect the character of
the undeveloped coast. We would recommended the
inclusion of a reference to section 2.6.5 of the Marine
Policy Statement within section 5.394 of the County
Durham Plan Preferred options.

2. In section 5.488 marine aggregates is discussed.
We recommend the inclusion of reference to section
3.5 of the Marine Policy Statement in regards to the
consideration of aggregate extraction, re-use and
disposal.

Please note that these comments are provided only
as a recommendation and that your own interpretation
of the Marine Policy Statement should be completed.
You may find our online guidance, our online marine
information system and the Planning Advisory Service
soundness self-assessment checklist helpful in
completing your interpretation of the  Marine Policy
Statement.

Once again, thank you for providing the opportunity to
comment.

Heritage Coast is a non statutory planning definition
relating to undeveloped coast. The definition is

CPRE welcomes this proposal to protect the Heritage
Coast. We also support the proposed extension to

1794Question 46
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provided in the glossary. The supporting text defines
the coastal zone for the purpose of the plan and

Dene Mouth at Blackhall. We note the definition of the
Coastal Zone in paragraph 5.390 while we support

includes areas currently not defined as Heritage Coast.this, we question whether there is in fact any difference
Whilst the policy is applicable to both the Heritagebetween Heritage Coast and the Coastal Zone for

planning purposes. Coast and the Wider Coastal Zone it needs to be clear
that there are two forms of designation within the policy
context.

The addition of the word historic provides no additional
clarity to the policy and as such no change has been
made to the policy in this instance.

We consider that Policy 39(d) should be reworded to
explicitly refer to natural and historic heritage features.

1894Question 46

Support noted.The National Trust owns and manages approximately
260 hectares of land between Seaham and Horden,

3243Question 46

within the Durham Heritage Coast. Characterised by
rocky headland, sheltered bays and wildlife rich
wooded denes, the coastline is of international
importance for nature conservation, geology and
landscape, and a popular destination for tourists and
visitors.
We therefore strongly support the provisions of Policy
39: Durham Heritage Coast and Wider Coastal Zone
which recognise the need to protect and enhance the
coastal landscape and environment and its setting,
whilst balancing this with the need to support
appropriate public access, enjoyment
and understanding of this valuable resource. All
proposals should have regard to the Heritage
Coast Management Plan and be consistent with its
objectives.

Changes have been made to the support text as
suggested.

We welcome  this policy, and the recognition of the
links with the Manne and Coastal Act and Marine Policy
Statement.  A reference to the developing North East
Marine Plan within the supporting text might be useful.

4189Question 46

We welcome the references to seascape character
assessment in paragraph 5.394.

Page 183. Conserving and Enhancing the Natural and
Historic Environment- As an introduction to the (natural
and) historic environment section, para 5:396 is
welcome. However, as noted above, we would refer
to the 'built, historic and natural environment' to ensure
that the phrase encompasses the full range of heritage
assets.

In addition, as also noted above, the recognition with
n this paragraph that environmental considerations are
fundamental to all policy areas is not always as well
reflected in the plan as it could be.
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The section from para 5.399 on the positive strategy
for the historic environment is also very welcome,
setting out a valuable array of work. Additional bullets
could be included to highlight the County's partnership
working {including Heritage Action Zones and
Landscape Partnerships), community engagement,
public realm investment, cultural activity and tackling
of heritage crime. We would also encourage a bullet
about local listing, which we are aware has begun
across the county 'n relation to parks and gardens and
which could continue during the life of the plan. In the
first bullet, "removed" should be "de-designated".
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This policy specifically recognises the qualities and
level of protection afforded to the North Pennines

Is the NPAONB the only area in the County deemed
worthy of mention here? One of the main attractions

87Question 47

AONB.There are a number of other policies within theof County Durham is its countryside and landscape. If
plan that deal with development in the countryside,this is not protected from rampant development it will
landscape and other environmental designations. The
Plan must be read as a whole.

be a serious loss both locally and nationally and will
impact on tourism and leisure activities on which the
County depends.

Support noted.Support the policy.164Question 47

Support noted.I agree.246Question 47

Comment noted.The supporting text for the policy has
been amended to make clear that the AONB is a living,

The AONB landscape includes many heritage
extractive industry sites which may become

351Question 47

working landscape, which has been influenced by
generations of human activity.

economically necessary to be reworked in  future years.
The policy should recognise that the landscape is not
all "Natural", that many features are man-made, and
that development may be important in the future.

The Council has considered the additional information
which has now been submitted by Aggregate Industries

The MPA in relation to the Government Protected
Landscape Review have stated

331Question 47

in relation to the non-allocation of a western extension"Our landscapes have been created and influenced by
the geology that underpins it, and unlike other forms to Heights Quarry. Following consideration of this

information the western extension to heights Quarryof activity minerals can only be worked where they lie.
has now been allocated. In addition the definition ofOver 200 active quarry operations are currently located
what constitutes major development in the AONB has
been added to the glossary of terms.

within areas of landscape designation, with a further
98 sites located within 1km of their designated
boundaries – collectively representing over 23% of all
the active quarry sites in England. Mineral extraction
is a vital and valued activity in all rural settings but
particularly within and around National Parks and
AONBs where economic activity tends to be
comparatively constrained. The minerals industry is a
significant employer and contributes to the wider local
economy by supporting its own supply chain."

Heights Quarry provides a significant contribution to
the local economy and has the potential to provide
enhanced footpaths and a viewpoint with geological
interpretation boards in keeping with the Global
GeoPark status  

Comments noted. The plan must be read as a whole.
There is no official definition of public Interest, however

Whilst supporting the Policy, to be effective a definition
of "public interest" (and should it be national public

370Question 47

paragraph 172 of the NPPF sets out the considerationsinterest as AONBs are nationally designated bodies?),
which should be assessed as part of any such"natural beauty" which is the primary purpose of
application. This has been made clearer in thedesignation, (5.401) and " special qualities" should be

given in the Policy or at least the supporting text. supporting text of the policy. The supporting text for
the AONB policy has also been amended to make clear
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5.404 describes the AONB as a "working landscape"
which suggests development. Whilst not suggesting

that the AONB is a living, working landscape, which
has been influenced by generations of human activity

that there should never be development, it is much and additional wording also signposts to the AONB
more that merely a working landscape.  As a landscape Management Plan which details the special qualities

of the AONB.that has developed over millennia and historically been
altered by past industry it is considered that the words
"cultural landscape" would be more appropriate.

It must not be forgotten that the AONB attracts visitors
from overseas as well as more locally who admire its
beautiful landscape.

The council has considered the additional information
which has now been submitted by Aggregate Industries

Following the recent Parish Council meeting Stanhope
Parish Council would like to object to the Plan in its
current form.

1973Question 47

in relation to the non-allocation of a western extension
to Heights Quarry. Following consideration of thisGreat Emphasis is made of the AONB and sourcing

carboniferous magnesiam limestone from outside the information the western extension to heights Quarry
has now been allocated.area after 2042. Heights Quarry at Eastgate,

(Weardale) is in this area and employs in excess of 20
local people. It was included in the 2014 Plan, but not
this one, so what has changed? This area needs to
be included in the Plan.

The Plan talks of enhancing and protecting the AONB.
The landscape of the area is formed by its mining past
and there is nothing ‘natural’ about it. If any
development is wanted/needed, it should be
accommodated. The area cannot be allowed to
become a ‘living museum’ with restricted services
and developments

Support noted.These observations on the County Durham Plan
Preferred Options consultation are provided by the

984Question 47

North Pennines AONB staff team , on behalf of the
North Pennines AONB Partnership, the joint advisory
committee for the North Pennines AONB.

In providing these comments we draw your attention
to the Council’s duty under Section 85 of the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 to have due
regard to the purpose of AONB designation (the
conservation and enhancement of natural beauty) in
the discharging of your functions.

In general terms, we welcome the production of this
document, and the strong references to the AONB
Management Plan and the AONB Planning Guidelines
and Building Design Guide.

Comment noted.  Additional wording has been added
to the policy which signposts to the AONB Management

Having had some input to this policy in the previous
incarnation of the plan, we are broadly content with it.

996Question 47

Plan. We will work with the AONB to ensure that theWe will need to be confident that the ‘special qualities’
Management Plan details the special qualities of the
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AONB.  Supporting text has been amended as
suggested.

of AONB are clearly articulated in the AONB
Management Plan if they are not articulated here.

Para 5.401 The duty (S85 of CRoW) in relation to the
AONB is placed on ‘public bodies’ not just local
authorities.

Para 4.403 line 20 should read ‘UNESCO Global
Geopark‘ not ‘UNESCO European/Global Geopark’

Para 5.404 should read ‘in part created by’ and not
‘created by’ – whilst humankind has had a profound
influence on landscape, geological processes in
particular have played their part.

Para 5.413 The AONB Partnership isn’t statutory, but
it is on a different footing to the other partnerships
mentioned in the text (especially the Hedgerow
Partnership). To make the distinction clear, and focus
on scale, place and theme, we suggest:
“Parts of the county are covered by long term
landscape scale partnerships covering specific places
(the North Pennines AONB, the Durham Heritage
Coast), short term thematic partnerships (e.g. for large
HLF programmes) or those on a thematic basis (e.g.
the County Durham Hedgerow Partnership), together
with a number of shorter term or more localised
partnership projects.”

We have purposely not referred to HLF’s Landscape
Partnership Scheme as this has now closed as a
specific strand of funding.

Support noted.Policy 40, North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. We strongly support this policy.

1172Question 47

Comment noted. This is the role of the AONB
Management Plan and not within the scope of the

There should be more emphasis on information and
eduction in the form of history trails and walks with

1344Question 47

County Durham Plan. No change required to the policy
or supporting text in this instance.

information boards including the use of internet based
information networks.

Support noted.We welcome these policies on the North Pennines
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and landscape
character.

2146Question 47

Support noted.We support this policy2382Question 47

Comment noted. The plan must be read as a whole.As far as the Club is concerned, this area, like the
Coast, is also of great importance for birds and much

1893Question 47

of it is protected by Internationally Designated Sites.
We again represent that this Policy should refer to the
protection of biodiversity or at least cross reference
with Policy 43 relating to the Designated Sites.
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Support noted.I think it is very important to protect areas of
outstanding natural beauty such as this. At a glance
the policy appears appropriate to achieve this.

1511Question 47

Support noted.CPRE supports this Policy and in particular the
reference in it to the Guidance that has been produced

1797Question 47

by the AONB Partnership for Planning and Building
Design being material considerations.

Support noted.We endorse paragraphs 5.396 to 5.400 as they stand.1896Question 47

Comment noted. Reference to Natural Capital has
been added to the supporting text.

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that

3265Question 47

the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.
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Comment noted. An explanation of how unacceptable
harm is considered when assessing an application is
detailed within the supporting text of the policy.

Support the policy.  Requires clarification of the
definition of ‘unacceptable harm’ to ensure that the
trigger value is realistic and appropriate.

165Question 48

Comment noted. The plan must be read as a whole
and flora and fauna are covered by other policies within

Whilst the words of the Policy are most welcome, we
would like to see added to the second paragraph the

371Question 48

the plan. Due to changes in the National Planningwords "and flora and fauna" - an integral part of the
landscape character. Policy Framework the policy has been revised to

include Areas of Higher Landscape Value.5.410 notes that "outside of the AONB parts of the
country have been identified as Areas of High
Landscape Value on local plans. The wording
suggests that such a definition will no longer be in use.
If so, it is much to be regretted as it provided a practical
yardstick between landscape quality. We would like
to see it retained.

Comment noted. The plan must be read as a whole
and flora and fauna are covered by other policies within
the plan.

Page 186 Policy 41 “Proposals for new development
will not be permitted where they would cause
unacceptable harm to the character, quality or
distinctiveness of the landscape, or to important
features or views.

1375Question 48

Development proposals should have regard to the
County Durham Landscape Character Assessment
and County Durham Landscape Strategy and
contribute, where possible to the conservation or
enhancement of the local landscape”

The parish council agree with the words of the Policy
which are most welcome, we would like to see added
to the second paragraph the words “and flora and
fauna” which are integral part of the landscape
character.

Comment noted. Once adopted Neighbourhood Plans
will become a material consideration in the
determination of any relevant planning application.

The Town Council would request that particular
attention is paid to the Great Aycliffe Neighbourhood
Plan for any proposed development within the Parish
of Great Aycliffe.

536Question 48

Support noted.We strongly support this policy.1174Question 48

Support noted.We welcome these policies on the North Pennines
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and landscape
character.

2147Question 48

Support noted. Due to changes in the National Planning
Policy Framework the policy has been revised to

The important Landscape Character has been identified
through the Lanchester Village Design Statement,

3281Question 48

include Areas of Higher Landscape Value. OnceLanchester Locality Map, Lanchester Conservation
adopted any additional areas of value which areArea Appraisal, Lanchester Heritage Audit and
identified through the emerging Lanchester
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Neighbourhood Plan will also be a material
consideration in determining relevant planning
applications.

Gazetteer, Lanchester Wildlife Publication and
Lanchester Heritage Walks.

The ongoing work on the Lanchester Neighbourhood
Plan has undertaken additional work to identify Locally
Valued Landscapes as a policy area.  All development
should take full account of the important Landscape
Character.

Support noted.We support this policy2383Question 48

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2433Question 48

Support noted.Members were pleased to note the proposal to protect
the quality of the landscape and important features or

1958Question 48

views. The Magnesian Limestone Escarpment forms
a significant and important feature in the area of the
Partnership and is visible from a number of locations,
including in both directions from the motorway. It is
considered vital that our important landscape and
features are protected and in particular views of the
Escarpment.

Support noted.This appears to be a sensible policy.1515Question 48

Support noted.CPRE supports this Policy1800Question 48

Comment noted. Some amendments made to policy
wording and supporting text however suggested
wording would weaken the policy.

Persimmon Homes supports the need to prevent
unacceptable harm to the landscape character;
however, there may be cases where the harm can be
overcome through appropriate mitigation. To ensure

3462Question 48

this flexibility the following change to Policy 41 is
suggested:

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views, unless appropriate
mitigation or compensation is provided.”

Comment noted. Some amendments made to policy
wording and supporting text however suggested
wording would weaken the policy.

Hellens supports the need to prevent unacceptable
harm to the landscape character; however, there may
be cases where the harm can be overcome through
appropriate mitigation.To ensure this flexibility, Hellens
suggests the following change to Policy 41:

2529Question 48

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views, unless appropriate
mitigation or compensation is provided.”
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Hellens supports the recognition in paragraph 5.412
that whether harm is considered unacceptable will
depend partly on the significance of the effects and
partly on the extent to which the benefits of the
development outweigh that harm in the balance of
considerations, and that these are matters that need
to be assessed on a case by case basis. Hellens also
supports the recognition in Policy 42 that any loss of
high value landscape features can be balanced against
the needs for the development.

Support noted.The National Trust is supportive of the requirement in
Policy 41 that all proposals for new

3245Question 48

development respect the character, quality and
distinctiveness of the landscape and important views
through reference to the relevant Landscape
Assessment or Strategy and, where possible,
seek enhancements.

Comment noted. Some amendments made to policy
wording and supporting text however suggested
wording would weaken the policy.

Raby Estates supports the need to prevent
unacceptable harm to the landscape character;
however, there may be cases where the harm can be
overcome through appropriate mitigation. To ensure

2956Question 48

this flexibility, Raby Estates suggests the following
change to Policy 41:

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views, unless appropriate
mitigation or compensation is provided.”

Raby Estates supports the recognition in paragraph
5.412 that whether harm is considered unacceptable
will depend partly on the significance of the effects and
partly on the extent to which the benefits of the
development outweigh that harm in the balance of
considerations, and that these are matters that need
to be assessed on a case by case basis. Raby Estates
also supports the recognition in Policy 42 that any loss
of high value landscape features can be balanced
against the needs for the development.

Comment noted. The Plan must be read as a whole
and reference to Natural Capital is made in a number
of policies within the Plan.

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

3173Question 48

Comment noted. The development is already
committed or part of a live application. The site has

I welcome the implementation of a County Durham
Plan and acknowledge the hard work that members

3468Question 48

not been allocated as part of the Plan. The
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environmental policies in the Plan cover the concerns
raised. Due to changes in the National Planning Policy

and council officers have made in compiling the
document.

Framework the landscape policy has been revised toI have serious concerns about how proposed
development sites for new housing will be decided by include Areas of Higher Landscape Value which will

add further protection to valued landscapes.the Council. We are increasingly seeing more green
spaces surrounding town and village centres being
used for the development of housing despite these
areas having been declared as outside of settlement
historically. An example is in Consett where project
genesis have developed a large proportion of the
former steelworks site and are continuing to do so as
this consultation runs. Whilst the development of
housing (and additional uses of the land) has been
welcomed by the town and has undoubtedly added
economic benefits, I fear now the development is
beginning to encroach on green space land which is
frequently used by residents and will undoubtedly
destroy the image of the countryside and risk further
negative impacts on local residents. These negative
impacts include pressure on housing, schools, road
infrastructure and health benefits given the importance
of green spaces in the locality of settlements. This is
highlighted in a number of studies, but a parliamentary
summary of evidence suggested closer green spaces
are likely to be used more frequently. Benefits include
reduced BMI and obesity and numerous studies are
available on this issue. As many of our villages and
towns have suffered from austerity in recent years and
the loss of large amounts of employment in decades
earlier (mining, manufacturing, steelworks etc.) I feel
this is an important issue which needs to be addressed.

At the moment there is a threat that the development
taking place on the former steelworks site is now
encroaching into areas which have become part of the
Derwent Valley countryside and risks damaging the
character & ecosystem of this area as well as reducing
the diversity of wildlife.This area is one of the county’s
most beautiful spots and I believe development here
should be prevented. There are ancient woodlands
nearby which offer enormous benefits, supported by
many trees which are in mature stages, approaching
ancient status.

Further development of such areas is also detrimental
to the environment and biodiversity of the county. The
county is renowned for its rolling hills and outstanding
countryside between settlements. Development in
these areas I feel will have a negative impact on this
and on commuting wildlife as it will undoubtedly require
the removal of trees, hedgerows (important for many
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threatened and protected species) and grassland.
These areas are important ecosystems and the council
in my opinion should prioritise the retention of such
areas and offer greater protection to mature as well as
ancient trees within the county.Veteran trees, of which
there are numerous across the county (which may be
in threat from development) are defined by the
government as: ‘‘Veteran trees in this guide refers to
veteran, ancient, or aged trees. They have cultural,
historical, landscape and nature conservation value
because of their age, size, or condition. They can be
individual trees or groups of trees within wood pastures,
historic parkland, hedgerows, orchards, parks, or other
areas.’ I hope the Council protect such trees and carry
out a modern appraisal of the trees within the council
boundary.
I am also hoping that the Council retains policies
inherited from the Former District Council Plans which
were introduced to protect the landscape such as the
following from the Derwentside Plan:
• EN23 states that the nature and integrity of wildlife
corridors in the Derwent Valley must be considered
• Policy H05 regarding permitted development within
settlement(s)
• EN22 listing The Grove Ponds (directly north and
north east) and Howden Wood (North West of the site)
as SNCIs of county importance
• The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) regarding the defined boundaries of
settlements
There are not many places like County Durham, with
its diverse wildlife and beautiful countryside with
excellent schools, good town centres, employment
opportunities, world renowned history and modernised
leisure facilities. It would be a shame to see
development encroaching into our countryside for the
sake of houses when there’re many more suitable sites
around the county.

Comment noted.Conserving and Enhancing the Natural and Historic
Environment
Policy 41 ‘Landscape Character’ which indicates that
new development will not be permitted where it would

3591Question 48

cause unacceptable harm to the character, quality
or distinctiveness of the landscape, or to important
features or views. The Policy also indicates that
proposals should have regard to the County Durham
Landscape Strategy and contribute, where possible,
to the conservation or enhancement of the local
landscape.
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Comment noted. Amendment made to the supporting
text of the policy as suggested.

Reference should be made to the Co Durham &
Darlington Historic Landscape Characterisation {HLC).
While it is referred to in the County Durham Landscape

4190Question 48

Character Assessment {LCA), the LCA alone does not
provide the evidence needed to understand the historic
landscape character of the county. Considering the
HLC and LCA together would provide the necessary
understanding in order to adopt the character-led rather
than designation-led approach suggested in para
5.411.

Comment noted. The plan must be read as a whole
and flora and fauna are covered by other policies within
the plan.

Landscape Character - Question 48, Policy 41

Whilst the words of the Policy are most welcome, we
would like to see added to the second paragraph the

4093Question 48

words “and flora and fauna” - an integral part of the
landscape character.

Comment noted. Some amendments made to policy
wording and supporting text however suggested
wording would weaken the policy.

County Durham Land LLP supports the need to prevent
unacceptable harm to the landscape character;
however, there may be cases where the harm can be
overcome through appropriate mitigation. To ensure

3929Question 48

this flexibility, County Durham Land LLP suggests the
following change to Policy 41:

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views, unless appropriate
mitigation or compensation is provided.”

County Durham Land LLP supports the recognition in
paragraph 5.412 that whether harm is considered
unacceptable will depend partly on the significance of
the effects and partly on the extent to which the
benefits of the development outweigh that harm in the
balance of considerations, and that these are matters
that need to be assessed on a case by case basis.
County Durham Land LLP also supports the recognition
in Policy 42 that any loss of high value landscape
features can be balanced against the needs for the
development.

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views, unless appropriate
mitigation or compensation is provided.”

County Durham Land LLP supports the recognition in
paragraph 5.412 that whether harm is considered
unacceptable will depend partly on the significance of
the effects and partly on the extent to which the
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benefits of the development outweigh that harm in the
balance of considerations, and that these are matters
that need to be assessed on a case by case basis.
County Durham Land LLP also supports the recognition
in Policy 42 that any loss of high value landscape
features can be balanced against the needs for the
development.

Comment noted. Some amendments made to policy
wording and supporting text however suggested
wording would weaken the policy.

Story Homes has concerns with Policy 41 as it is not
consistent with national policy. As currently worded it
states that:

3857Question 48

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the landscape,
or to important features or views.

Development proposals should have regard to the
County Durham Landscape Character Assessment
and County Durham Landscape Strategy and
contribute, where possible, to the conservation or
enhancement of the local landscape.”

This is inconsistent with national policy and the new
NPPF (2018) which calls for planning policies and
decisions to ensure that developments are sympathetic
to local character and history, including the surrounding
built environment and landscape setting (para 127).

We therefore consider that the Policy 41 should be
modified to ensure that it is positively prepare and
consistent with national policy.

Suggested Modification

Story Homes recommends the following modifications
to policy 41:

Proposals for new development will not be permitted
where they would cause unacceptable harm to the
character, quality or distinctiveness of the
landscape, or to important features or views.
should be sympathetic to local character, the

surrounding built environment and landscape
setting.

Development proposals should have regard to the
County Durham Landscape Character Assessment
and County Durham Landscape Strategy and
contribute, where possible, to the conservation or
enhancement of the local landscape.
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Comment noted. The plan must be read as a whole
and flora and fauna are covered by other policies within
the plan.

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3751Question 48

An integral part of the landscape in the Dales is the
flora and fauna and historic agricultural features. We
would recommend these words are added to the
second paragraph.

Comment noted. The Plan does not identify green
wedges or community forests and we would

When Middridge Parish Council considered the County
Durham Plan, our major concern was the possibility of

4197Question 48

recommend that this could be something that isthe Village being swallowed up by growth of Newton
Aycliffe to the East and Shildon to the West. designated with the Neighbourhood Plan which

Middridge are developing. Only ancient woodland isIt was agreed that our vision was “to safeguard the
existing rural character of the Parish of Middridge and shown on the policies map however the Trees,

Woodlands and Hedges Policy will provide protectionits open countryside, keeping its separation from
for wooded areas in the county. The proposals mapneighbouring towns and villages, whilst also protecting
has been amended to show all housing commitments
which have started and are yet to start.

and enhancing the open spaces and valued features
that are part of its character and appeal”.

Eastern Side

Originally the Eastern side of the Village was protected
by a tree belt surrounding Newton Aycliffe, which,
together with a footpath, clearly defined the limit of its
development.

However, approval of development at Eldon Whins
overrode this limit and Middridge was left to rely on the
green wedge set out in the Sedgefield Borough Local
Plan in 1996 to provide the necessary area of
separation for protection against merging with other
development.

The 2018 version of the County Durham Plan has no
evidence of such a protective wedge and Middridge
Parish Council strongly requests that it be replaced in
a newer version of the plan which also should classify
the whole of the Parish as Countryside.

Western Side

Shildon lies to the Western side of the Village which
originally extended Eastwards to a limit defined by
Spout Lane. However, in 2004, Theakston Estates
obtained planning permission for 270 dwellings and
associated access, community land with public art,
playspace, leisure and horse trails with associated
infrastructure improvements situated to the East of
Spout Lane.

This application was approved in August 2006 subject
to a Section 106 agreement to transfer the Community
Land to North East Community Forests (NECF) with
a condition that the land should only be used as a
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community forest for public recreation, as an
educational resource and for nature conservation.

The agreement also states that the Community Land
shall not be used for residential use other than to
provide warden accommodation.

The extent of the housing and of the Community Forest
were set out in the associated planning applications.

Middridge Parish Council is concerned that the County
Durham Plan neither shows the limit of the housing
development nor even the existence of the Community
Forest.

Middridge Parish Council requests that the Plan be
amended to define both the limits of the housing
development and also of the Community Forest so that
Middridge has a properly defined protection against
merging to its Western side.
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Comment noted.This is outside the scope of local plan,
however the Plan would support the biodiversity net
gain potential of new tree planting.

Add a target for tree planting to bring % of each area
of Durham to similar to that of Surrey, to enable us to
compete for talent.

14Question 49

Comment noted.This is beyond the scope of the Plan.
The appropriate place for this in within the Council's

We should be trying to increase the amount of
trees/woodlands and hedges not keep it at current

88Question 49

woodland strategy which forms part of the landscapelevels and we should certainly not be destroying any
ASNW. A target of 'no net loss' is pretty poor. strategy. More information about the council's woodland

revival project can be found here
www.woodlandrevivalproject.info. However the Plan's
policy requirements for biodiversity net gain, coherent
ecological networks, provision of green infrastructure
and tree planting as part of new built development will
all support these aims.

Comment noted.This is beyond the scope of the Plan.
The appropriate place for this in within the Council's

We should aim for much greater tree planting. If there
is local control of the Common Agricultural Policy, as

21Question 49

woodland strategy which forms part of the landscapeis expected with Brexit, we need to incorporate into
strategy. More information about the council's woodlandthese plans how LAs would direct the spend of
revival project can be found heresubsidies currently paid for unproductive farming.
www.woodlandrevivalproject.info. However the Plan'sThese would be much better spent enhancing the
policy requirements for biodiversity net gain, coherentenvironment through extensive woodland planting and
ecological networks, provision of green infrastructurecreation of joined up walking and cycling routes for
and tree planting as part of new built development will
all support these aims.

local leisure purposes, to attract talent to the area and
to stimulate tourism.

This should be included explicitly in the policy. 'In the
event that agricultural subsidy allocation is devolved
to local areas post Brexit, our policy will be to....'

Support noted.Support the policy.166Question 49

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning Forum
welcomes this policy and notes that our Policy G1 is
compliant.

258Question 49

Support noted.I agree.247Question 49

Comment noted. The policy wording has been
amended to ensure that it is consistent with the new

The policy states that " ..... new development will not
be permitted that would result in the loss of, or damage

372Question 49

National Planning Policy Framework 2018. There areto, trees of high landscape, amenity or biodiversity
a number of factors which need to be assessed whenvalue unless the need for, and benefits of, the proposal
determining the loss of, or damage to trees. This willclearly outweigh the harm". This is subjective and
be assessed by the council's specialist landscape teamundefined and more detail should be given to quantify
on a case by case basis taking into accountboth the benefits and harm. The same applies to
opportunities to avoid, mitigate or as a last resortindividual aged veteran trees that lie outside ancient
compensate for any impact. If appropriate maintenancewoodland, as well as to Woodlands and Hedges. The
of replacement planing will be secured throughpolicy is worthless without clear definition of the criteria

being used. condition appropriate to the development, through legal
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agreement.The approach to Ancient Woodland reflects
the approach in the National Planning Policy
Framework.

Interesting to note that trees can be of high landscape
value, all in lower case letters rather than the seemingly
outdated designation Area of High Landscape Value.

Replacement planting should include maintenance for
a substantial period (15 years) and include for thinning
the trees to prevent the sites becoming spindly
plantations of limited value to the site, biodiversity or
visual amenity.

It is disappointing to see that loss of Ancient Woodland
is contemplated in this Policy.  It is difficult to imagine
what public benefit could justify the loss of an
irreplaceable resource.

Although the target is "No loss of Ancient Woodland"
what mitigation will be put in place if the target is not
met?

Support noted.support strongly...very important482Question 49

Comment noted. There are a number of factors which
need to be assessed when determining the loss of, or

Page 190 Policy 42 states “Proposals for new
development will not be permitted that would result in

1378Question 49

damage to trees.This will be assessed by the council'sthe loss of, or damage to, trees of high landscape,
specialist landscape team on a case by case basisamenity or biodiversity value unless the need for, and
taking into account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or
as a last resort compensate for any impact.

benefits of, the proposal clearly outweigh the harm.
Where development would involve the loss of individual
aged and veteran trees that lie outside ancient
woodland.   It will be refused unless the need for and
benefits of, development in that location would clearly
outweigh the loss”

The parish council found this to be subjective and
undefined and more detail should be given to quantify
both the benefits and harm.

Support noted.As with Policy 28, the Trust welcomes this Policy
because the tree groups within and around Durham

666Question 49

City are absolutely crucial components of its
exceptional qualities and must be managed and
maintained; too many have been lost as collateral
damage on development sites such as Student Castle
(Claypath) and the former Milburngate House.

Comment noted. The policy wording has been
amended to ensure it is consistent with the National

We believe the current wording should be amended
as we cannot foresee circumstances in which the loss
of the features identified would be acceptable.

1008Question 49

Planning Policy Framework 2018.There are a number
of factors which need to be assessed when determining“Proposals for new development will not be permitted

that would result in the loss of, or damage to, trees of the loss of, or damage to trees, woodlands or hedges.
This will be assessed by the council's specialisthigh landscape, amenity or biodiversity value unless
landscape team on a case by case basis taking intothe need for, and benefits of, the proposal clearly
account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or as a lastoutweigh the harm.Where development would involve
resort compensate for any impact. The policy has tothe loss of individual aged or veteran trees that lie
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outside ancient woodland, it will be refused unless the
need for, and benefits of, development in that location
would clearly outweigh the loss.

cover a wide set of scenarios and native species may
not always be appropriate, therefore the policy wording
has not been changed in this instance.

If the above amended is not accepted, an additional
should be added after the word ‘harm’ to the effect that
applications will only be approved if all alternative site
options have been exhausted.

The same is true of the references to ancient woodland,
which we believe should be amended as shown:

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
that would result in the loss, fragmentation, isolation
or other deterioration of ancient woodland, as shown
on the policies map, unless the need for, and benefits
of, the development in that location clearly outweigh
the harm. In these exceptional circumstances
appropriate compensation will be required. Proposals
affecting ancient woodland (including planted ancient
woodland sites) not previously identified as such, will
be subject to the same considerations.”

We strongly contend that there should be no
circumstances in which the Planning Authority should
be permitting any development which results in the
loss of or damage to ancient woodland.

The paragraph above the one on ancient woodland
(‘Where trees are lost…’) is largely worded
appropriately, as it may refer to secondary woodland,
or small areas of tree cover which, though they should
be protected wherever possible, they might not
reasonably be afforded the same protection as ancient
woodland and features such as veteran tress and
ancient hedgerows outside woodland. In any event
however, the principal of net gain for biodiversity should
apply.

An additional amendment to the wording of the policy
in relation to trees and woodland is that it should be
stressed that replacement planting should use locally
native species.

Comment noted. The Plan's policy requirements for
biodiversity net gain, coherent ecological networks,

I think the policy should go further. Not only protecting
loss but areas should be protected that link up the

1334Question 49

provision of green infrastructure and tree planting assmaller patches of woodland or new hedgerows should
be included in developments to link up woodlands. part of new built development will all support these

aims.Developments should have to increase woodland
blocks in the area and plant new hedgerows to provide
links between nearby woodlands.
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Comment noted. Boundary changes to the
Conservation Area are outside the scope of the Plan.

The inclusion of Barnard Castle Flatts Woods within
the Historic Environment - Barnard Castle Consevation
Area is warmly welcomed.

933Question 49

This woodland would be protected through the Trees,
Woodlands and Hedges Policy.However the interlinking Tees Banks Woods on the

north bank of the river has been included in the Trees,
Woodlands and Hedges - Ancient Woodlands. This
Woodland constituted the Hunting Park of the Castle
of Barnard Castle, stretching for a distance of two miles
upstream from the base of the castle walls.It desrves
to be incorporated in the conservation area.

Comment noted. The policy covers a wide variety of
scenarios and the wording as it stands would cover

Riparian (riverside) trees should be referenced as a
distinct category along with woodlands and hedges as

778Question 49

riparian trees, rather than 'types' of trees beingthey deliver specific benefits including acting as a (eg
specifically mentioned which may lead to an incomplete
list.

5m) buffer to pollutants, helps river bank stabilisation
and keeping water cool, which is essential for the
health of fish population as temperatures are expected
to rise with climate change.

An indicator could be kms/areas of
woodlands/hedges/riparian trees planted.

Support noted.We strongly support this policy.1175Question 49

Comment noted.This is beyond the scope of the plan.
Site specific issues have been raised with the
appropriate teams.

It is stated that protection of the natural landscape and
the widespread and varied ecology runs right through
the County Durham Plan.

940Question 49

We specifically agree to the stated necessity to protect
trees to British Standard 5837. However it is essential
that DCC show a positive commitment to the need for
such tree protection, in actions as well as words.

Can DCC confirm that in future they will take actions
based on a belief in the value of the protection of
ecology and tree protection rather than only imposing
such protections on third parties via the planning
process?

In relation to a local scheme implemented by DCC in
2016, the following actions were taken by DCC:

within a Local Wildlife Site (for which DCC has
responsibility) an area of approximately 5 metres by
52 metres of the ancient woodland was cleared by staff
with no tree protection training and no supervision
using chainsaws and mechanical diggers

large amounts of additional surface water, confirmed
to include sewage, was directed into the LWS risking
further water contamination and woodland floor erosion

a tipper truck deposited enormous piles of waste, from
a ditch dug through sheep pasture, within the LWS this
ditch, 172 metres long, 400mm deep and 1.9 metres
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wide was dug using a mechanical digger within three
metres of a row of eighteen healthy, mature trees
previously stated by DCC to be of high landscape
value the ditch veered within 90cm of one large mature
tree brickwork was cemented into the ground within
two metres of one large mature tree tree roots of all
eighteen trees were left exposed and roughly detached
by staff with no tree protection training and no
supervision these actions were taken without DCC
Tree Officer being informed or an appropriate Tree
Impact Assessment being completed or an appropriate
bat survey being completed heavy vehicles were
regularly driven over the root areas of all the trees.

deeds to adjoining properties include restrictive
covenants, enforced by DCC, saying that the trees
shall be retained protected by fencing during building
and engineering on site and any works within the tree
roots area must be done by hand with existing ground
levels restored. DCC’s actions completed contravened
all these protections despite DCC funding the scheme,
partially on private land, the ditch was positioned
unnecessarily close to the trees simply at the
landowner’s request according to DCC the site was
overseen by a single member of DCC staff who was
the sole contact for the scheme but who confirmed that
he had never visited the site

In response to a letter from our MP, DCC confirmed
that the scheme had been implemented in accordance
with BS5837 (British Standard for Trees). When it was
pointed out that this was clearly not the case DCC
confirmed that the scheme had not been implemented
in accordance with BS5837.

In response to the subsequent Local Government
Ombudsman’s investigation, DCC stated that BS5837
is merely a guideline and as such there was no
necessity for it to be implemented within DCC’s actions.
Further justification was provided that DCC Tree Officer
subsequently confirmed that DCC’s actions were
acceptable. Despite our repeated requests, DCC have
failed to confirm that these actions they deemed
acceptable would remain acceptable if undertaken by
a third party.

Although such actions would not be allowed by DCC
in the course of a planning application, DCC stated
that a planning application was not required for the
scheme and this was used as justification for
disregarding ecological protections.

DCC had every opportunity to follow best practice in
relation to tree protection but chose not to do so and
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both DCC Tree Officer and DCC Ecology approved
those actions.

For the stated County Durham Plan intentions to
protect the trees and wider ecology of the County to
be taken seriously, DCC must act within the ecological
guidelines they impose on others and be seen to do
so. Otherwise it will be seen that DCC’s position is ‘do
as I say, don’t do as I do.’

Comment noted. The Plan's policy requirements for
biodiversity net gain, coherent ecological networks,

Links need to be made with the section on derelict and
other land to identify the opportunity for habitat
replacement and species diversity.

1396Question 49

provision of green infrastructure and tree planting as
part of new built development will all support these
aims.

Comment noted. The Plan's policy requirements for
biodiversity net gain, coherent ecological networks,

There should be more emphasis on protecting existing
woodland, particularly ancient woodland, but also on

1353Question 49

provision of green infrastructure and tree planting asexpanding and enhancing woodland for their amenity
and their wildlife value. part of new built development will all support these

aims.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended.The policy refers to replacement planting, but also
mentions veteran trees. Please note that veteran trees

2148Question 49

are considered irreplaceable habitat, which is
acknowledged in the supporting text, but not the policy.

Support noted.We support this policy2384Question 49

Comment noted. Policy wording is consistent with
paragraph 175 of the National Planning Policy
Framework 2018.

Whilst the aims of this policy are generally supported,
it is negative in its approach. It should therefore be
revised to plan positively.

1541Question 49

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2434Question 49

Comment noted. There are a number of factors which
need to be assessed when determining the loss of, or

The RSPB is supportive of policy text that promotes
the importance of trees, woodlands and hedges to the

2257Question 49

damage to trees.This will be assessed by the council'slandscape and biodiversity, in addition to providing
specialist landscape team on a case by case basisguidance on the measures that developers are
taking into account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or
as a last resort compensate for any impact.

expected to undertake to protect, conserve and
enhance these assets. However, further text is required
to define how the circumstances under which the
benefits that would result in the loss of (or harm to),
trees, woodlands or hedges) ‘clearly outweigh the
harm/loss’ would be identified.
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Comment noted. The boundary of the employment
allocation detailed in policy 3 has been amended to
exclude this area of woodland.

The area of the Partnership has a number of trees and
hedges and some woods. Parkhill Wood is a
particularly important feature for local residents and
the wood at the end of the Escarpment provides an

1960Question 49

important feature when viewed from many places,
including the Motorway. Trees in Bowburn provide an
important site for a rookery. Existing trees are also
likely to be an important feature to screen Integra 61
as it is constructed.

Members therefore support this Policy but question
what the situation is regarding the trees mentioned
above in relation to Policy 3. While it is noted and
accepted that, as and when the Relief Road is
constructed, some of these trees will be lost, any
further loss for an employment site is not acceptable
to Members and appears to be contrary to this
particular Policy.

Comment noted. Policy wording is consistent with
paragraph 175 of the National Planning Policy
Framework 2018.

Whilst the principle of this policy is generally
supported the policy itself has negative intonations and
does not therefore meet the requirement of the NPPF
to plan positively. The policy needs rewording to

1717Question 49

“Proposals for new development will be permitted
where this does not result in the loss of, …..”

Required amendment - Reword to plan positively.

Comment noted, the Plan must be read as whole.The
sustainable design policy includes the provision of

While CPRE supports this Policy, we make the
following representations 

1801Question 49

green infrastructure in new developments and1) The policy could be enhanced by actively
encouraging the planting of street trees and trees in highlights the benefits trees can bring as part of good

design. The policy wording has been amended tourban settings instead of just minimising loss of urban
ensure that it is consistent with the new Nationaltrees. This is of course a topic of national interest at
Planning Policy Framework 2018. This includes thepresent with a large number of urban trees having been
test for 'wholly exceptional reasons' which would needremoved in some cities and the recent government

appointment of a Tree Tsar. to be demonstrated to allow loss of an irreplaceable
habitat. Where appropriate, the management of trees,

2) While noting that paragraph 175(c) OF THE NPPF
refers to “suitable compensation” if ancient woodland

woodlands and hedges would be detailed in
management plans as part of planning conditions.

is lost or destroyed, we question what is “appropriate
compensation” (as mentioned in this Policy) in these
circumstances, given that it is not possible to replace
ancient woodland. We represent that paragraph 5.416
should be expanded to give some assistance on this
point.

3) As far as hedges are concerned, they should be
retained in their present state, including height.We are
concerned that the second sentence in this section of
the Policy refers to “management requirements” and
that there has been some cases where hedges have
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been significantly reduced in height, citing this
requirement as a reason.

The detail related to the housing allocation you mention
is included in the council's response to question 10.

Paragraph No 5.414  Page No 191

Paragraph 5.414, "Trees, woodlands and hedges  ......
substantially increasing woodland cover are important

1877Question 49

objectives of the County Durham Landscape Strategy
(2008)" 
I am therefore disappointed to note that the trees and
woodland adjacent to houses on St Charles Rd have
been included in an area shaded for new housing.
This important strip at land containing a substantial
avenue of trees, woodland copse and hedging is a
wildlife habitat of some majority and for all reasons
given in the above paragraph should be retained.

Paragraph No 5.414 - 419  Page No 191 - 2

As a resident I would request a commitment from DCC
that the trees mentioned will be retained along with the
land as a buffer against any development on the site
at the old Tudhoe Upper School site. The trees planted
as part of Durham Tree Week in commemoration of
the Queens Silver Jubilee have become an important
source of habitat for Wildlife wellbeing for residents
and environmental regulator, greatly valued by
residents.  * See attached sheets - results of a survey
at the trees/woodland taken at the time of the first plan
- now much larger and more mature.

Think about the future - when a beautiful site has been
developed it is gone forever!  Too many houses are
being planned for Spennymoor without sufficient
planning for infrastructure. The two former school sites
cannot cope with the traffic flow planned numbers
would create - employment, doctors surgeries, schools,
town centre development need to come first.

Also, PLEASE, PLEASE ensure that any housing is of
new, innovative, aesthetically challenging design for
such a beautiful site - not yet another bog standard
estate.

Comment noted. The Neighbourhood Plan is
supporting further greening of the City and this provides

Given the contribution that woodlands make to the
character of the City of Durham constituency, it is to

4227Question 49

an extra layer of policy detail to this policy within thebe welcomed that the County Durham Plan seeks to
County Durham Plan. A full Impact Assessment willprotect these important landscape features. It is vital
be undertaken on the relief roads as part of the plan
process and any forthcoming planning application.

that this policy is correctly monitored as per the criteria
set out in the Preferred Options to ensure that
woodland, trees and hedges are not being removed.

It would also be welcome if the Plan recognised that
there is limited green space in the built environment
of Durham City, and a policy supporting further
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greening of the city, through perhaps more tree planting
in the City Centre, would be a useful addition.

As mentioned above in question 32, it is worth noting
that the proposed Northern Relief Road could
potentially have a negative effect on ancient woodland
near the River Wear to the east of the city, and a full
impact assessment must be carried out before any
work is undertaken in this area.

Comment noted. All applications are processed with
input from specialists in these fields.

This policy is too narrow in approach. The retention of
trees in development may be preferred to be removed
if the replacement is with much more appropriate

3387Question 49

species that provide for better habitats and local
sustainability. Maintenance and management of new
or existing sites would be preferably with assistance
from council ecology officers who offer specialist local
knowledge and experience within this field.

Policy arrangements should define management of
woodlands and trees to ensure local ecology is
maintained using the professional services of ecology
officers and environment agency staff to ensure the
right biodiversity and encouragement of native species
of both plants and wildlife especial within hedgerows.
The removal of some hedgerows and replanting may
be of significant value to local environmental benefits,
so a case by case basis of evaluation and assessment
would provide for better ecological sustainability.

It is better to manage natural resources in a way that
promotes the environment and betterment of the local
ecology rather than stipulate strict rules. Whilst we
need to maintain our ancient woodlands, the need for
forestry management is a professional field and that
service from council officers who have significant
knowledge and experience should be the basis on
which policy is directed.

Whilst we all agree that guidance is a valuable baseline
to start the policy should stipulate the need for
professional advice and services the council officers
can offer.

Support noted.It is always preferable to retain high quality vegetation
and incorporate it within development proposals,

3464Question 49

however in some instances this is simply not
achievable or appropriate to do so. Persimmon Homes
therefore welcomes the flexibility within Policy 42 –
Trees, Woodlands and Hedges allowing for the loss
of trees and hedges as part of development proposals
where the benefits of the development outweighs the
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loss and where their loss is mitigated via suitable
replacement planting.

Comment noted. The Plan does not include green
wedges however their inclusion in Neighbourhood

Sedgefield Borough Plan had 'green wedges'
surrounding the Village of Middridge. These do not

2781Question 49

Plans would be supported by the council. Theappear to be present in the Draft County Plan. Why is
this and please reinstate them. protection of open spaces and trees would be more

generally covered by this policy and the Green
Infrastructure Policy.

Comment noted. As it is not possible to replace like
for like in relation to irreplaceable habitats the policy

A commitment to the preservation of Trees, woodland
and hedges is welcome. Mitigation against the loss of

3291Question 49

requires developments which would have an impactAncient Semi-Natural Woodland, is it actually
achievable? on these habitats to demonstrate 'wholly exceptional

circumstances', which is consistent with the National
Planning Policy Framework 2018.There are a number
of factors which need to be assessed when determining
the loss of, or damage to trees. This will be assessed
by the council's specialist landscape team on a case
by case basis taking into account opportunities to
avoid, mitigate or as a last resort compensate for any
impact.

Comment noted. Wording has been added to the
supporting text.

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that

3266Question 49

the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

Comment noted. The vision and objectives as well as
a number of policies within the plan emphasis the

Where is the thought of the long term green goals we
are duty bound to meet to protect our bountiful
environment for future generations?

3430Question 49

importance of the environment, the plan should be read
as a whole.

Comment noted. The development is already
committed or part of a live application. The site has

I welcome the implementation of a County Durham
Plan and acknowledge the hard work that members

3469Question 49

not been allocated as part of the Plan. Theand council officers have made in compiling the
document. environmental policies in the Plan cover the concerns

raised. Due to changes in the National Planning PolicyI have serious concerns about how proposed
development sites for new housing will be decided by Framework the landscape policy has been revised to

include Areas of Higher Landscape Value which will
add further protection to valued landscapes.

the Council. We are increasingly seeing more green
spaces surrounding town and village centres being
used for the development of housing despite these
areas having been declared as outside of settlement
historically. An example is in Consett where project
genesis have developed a large proportion of the
former steelworks site and are continuing to do so as
this consultation runs. Whilst the development of
housing (and additional uses of the land) has been
welcomed by the town and has undoubtedly added
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economic benefits, I fear now the development is
beginning to encroach on green space land which is
frequently used by residents and will undoubtedly
destroy the image of the countryside and risk further
negative impacts on local residents. These negative
impacts include pressure on housing, schools, road
infrastructure and health benefits given the importance
of green spaces in the locality of settlements. This is
highlighted in a number of studies, but a parliamentary
summary of evidence suggested closer green spaces
are likely to be used more frequently. Benefits include
reduced BMI and obesity and numerous studies are
available on this issue. As many of our villages and
towns have suffered from austerity in recent years and
the loss of large amounts of employment in decades
earlier (mining, manufacturing, steelworks etc.) I feel
this is an important issue which needs to be addressed.

At the moment there is a threat that the development
taking place on the former steelworks site is now
encroaching into areas which have become part of the
Derwent Valley countryside and risks damaging the
character & ecosystem of this area as well as reducing
the diversity of wildlife.This area is one of the county’s
most beautiful spots and I believe development here
should be prevented. There are ancient woodlands
nearby which offer enormous benefits, supported by
many trees which are in mature stages, approaching
ancient status.

Further development of such areas is also detrimental
to the environment and biodiversity of the county. The
county is renowned for its rolling hills and outstanding
countryside between settlements. Development in
these areas I feel will have a negative impact on this
and on commuting wildlife as it will undoubtedly require
the removal of trees, hedgerows (important for many
threatened and protected species) and grassland.
These areas are important ecosystems and the council
in my opinion should prioritise the retention of such
areas and offer greater protection to mature as well as
ancient trees within the county.Veteran trees, of which
there are numerous across the county (which may be
in threat from development) are defined by the
government as: ‘‘Veteran trees in this guide refers to
veteran, ancient, or aged trees. They have cultural,
historical, landscape and nature conservation value
because of their age, size, or condition. They can be
individual trees or groups of trees within wood pastures,
historic parkland, hedgerows, orchards, parks, or other
areas.’ I hope the Council protect such trees and carry
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out a modern appraisal of the trees within the council
boundary.

I am also hoping that the Council retains policies
inherited from the Former District Council Plans which
were introduced to protect the landscape such as the
following from the Derwentside Plan:
• EN23 states that the nature and integrity of wildlife
corridors in the Derwent Valley must be considered
• Policy H05 regarding permitted development within
settlement(s)
• EN22 listing The Grove Ponds (directly north and
north east) and Howden Wood (North West of the site)
as SNCIs of county importance
• The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) regarding the defined boundaries of
settlements

There are not many places like County Durham, with
its diverse wildlife and beautiful countryside with
excellent schools, good town centres, employment
opportunities, world renowned history and modernised
leisure facilities. It would be a shame to see
development encroaching into our countryside for the
sake of houses when there’re many more suitable sites
around the county.

Comment noted. There are a number of factors which
need to be assessed when determining the loss of, or

Trees,Woodland and Hedges - Question 49, Policy
42

4094Question 49

damage to trees.This will be assessed by the council'sThe Policy states that; ‘new development will not be
permitted that would result in the loss of, or damage specialist landscape team on a case by case basis

taking into account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or
as a last resort compensate for any impact.

to, trees of high landscape, amenity or biodiversity
value unless the need for, and benefits of, the proposal
clearly outweigh the harm.’ This is subjective and
undefined and more detail should be given to quantify
both the benefits and harm.

Comment noted. The Plan only identifies ancient
woodland across the county. However, the area in

Site near Spout Lane – Middridge Vale and associated
community woodland and grassland area not shown
on map. Please can you get back to me?

4018Question 49

question would be protected by this policy together
with the site management plan which is in place in
conjunction with the original housing development.The
trees/woodland area associated within the Middridge
Vale development has amenity value to the residents
of both that development and the wider Shildon area,
and trees of amenity value are explicitly mentioned in
the Policy.

Comment noted. There are a number of factors which
need to be assessed when determining the loss of, or

As a sustainable developer Story Homes takes great
care in relation to new development and its relationship

3860Question 49

damage to trees.This will be assessed by the council'swith trees, woodland and hedges. However, Policy 42
specialist landscape team on a case by case basis
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taking into account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or
as a last resort compensate for any impact.

lacks clarity for applicants and requires further
amendments to ensure that is it effective.

The policy wording makes reference to trees and
hedges of “high landscape value”; however, it is not
clear to  users of this policy how “high landscape value”
 assets are defined or categorised. Matters are
discussed within the supporting text, but further work
is required to amend the policy text to make is
completely clear to applicants which assets are
deemed to be of “high value”.

Lastly, we would also expect the policy to have greater
flexibility, i.e. incorporate phrases such as “where
appropriate” or “where practical” to ensure that
development proposals do not become unduly stalled.

Comment noted. There are a number of factors which
need to be assessed when determining the loss of, or

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3753Question 49

damage to trees.This will be assessed by the council's
specialist landscape team on a case by case basisWhist we appreciate the Policy statement protects

specific trees; biodiversity etc.  this is again is taking into account opportunities to avoid, mitigate or
as a last resort compensate for any impact.subjective.   A stronger definition would be

recommended. Could there be some example of
benefits and harm.
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Comment noted.OK as far as it goes. Would like to see stronger
protections and safeguards here.

83Question 50

Comment noted. There is a Brownfield Land Register
which assesses PDL sites in the county. PDL will

We support the requirement to maintain and enhance
biodiversity and geodiversity as set out in policy 43.

136Question 50

reviewed on a case by case basis as planning
applications are submitted.

We would however seek to highlight that previously
developed land as referred to in paragraph 5.430 does
play an important role in sustainable development and
that every opportunity to utilise it to contribute to
development provision should be explored.  In this
respect, we would submit that previously developed
land, even where it does have ecological interest and
local wildlife designations, should be reviewed in detail
in order to identify any opportunities, for land such as
Brasside Storrs, to contribute to housing development.
Sites such as this whilst supporting ecology also have
large areas of land which are not of ecological value
and it is considered that properly designed schemes
can both contribute to housing supply through use of
previously developed land and also deliver
enhancement and enlargement of parcels of land of
greater ecological value. We consider that the policy
should reflect this, undertakings should be given in the
policy that sites will be brought forward where
developments of such sites could also benefit and
enhance biodiversity interests.

The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on
a case by case basis.

Support the policy.  Requires clarification of the
definition of ‘significant harm’ to ensure that the trigger
value is realistic and appropriate.

167Question 50

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forumwelcomes this policy and notes that our
Policies S1 and D6 are compliant.

259Question 50

Comment noted.The quarrying industry contributes positively to
biodiversity through Biodiversity Action Plans and

332Question 50

biodiversity led restoration schemes .Geodiversity is
enhanced by exposure of strata combined with
geological interpretation boards as proposed at Heights
Quarry.

The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on

Question 50, Biodiversity and Geodiversity - Policy 43

5.422 of the Policy states that "development will not
be permitted if significant harm to biodiversity or

373Question 50

a case by case basis. The wording of the policy has
been amended to remove 'where possible' which isgeodiversity cannot be avoided ..... What level of harm
also consistent with the requirements of the new NPPF
(2018).

is considered significant?  A definition would surely
help everyone.
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5.429 of the accompanying text clearly expects
proposals to actively enhance biodiversity.  Clause
5.423 of the Policy dilutes this intention, referring to
net gain "where possible".  Clause 5.424 merely states
that proposals "should" enhance biodiversity. We
would like the Policy to be made consistent with 5.424
and 5.425.

The policy numbering has been corrected.The wording
of the policy has been amended to ensure it is

This policy appears to be numbered like the RJ – this
needs amending.

1009Question 50

consistent with the new NPPF (2018), which includesWe believe that the thrust of this policy should be about
net gain for biodiversity in all development. the requirement for net gains. The policy has been

amended to include irreplaceable habitats (including
As currently worded, sections 5.422 and 5.423 could
usefully be reversed and reworded. It should be noted

Peatlands and lowland fen as examples). Reference
to Geodiversity has been separated out, it is

that net gain for geodiversity is problematic, unless it acknowledged that net gains for geodiversity is
refers to access to geodiversity or opportunities to problematic however it can include exposing features
increase enjoyment and understanding of geodiversity. or the promotion of public access, appreciation or
We have not set about re-writing this section at this
point but are happy to discuss it.

interpretation of the features. The North Pennines
AONB work on peatland has been updated as
requested.The final part of the policy singles out peatland. Whilst

we welcome a focus on one of the AONB’s special
qualities and a vital habitat globally, we believe this
aspect of the policy misses the point. There should be
a section in the policy that refers to irreplaceable
habitats and this should be backed up by new RJ text.
This should cover peatland, ancient woodland and
ancient and/or exceptionally species rich grassland
(we may need to provide you with a definition for the
glossary for the latter).We don’t propose to redraft this
here but would be happy to provide specialist staff to
support the process.

There is a lack of reference in the RJ to the importance
of species rich grassland and the need to protect where
possible (and a reference would be needed to broaden
out the policy in the way suggested above). We would
be able to provide support to the drafting of such a
reference.

Para 5.431 refers to the North Pennines AONB
Partnership’s work on peatland. We have edited this
below to refer to the work more accurately and provide
more up to date figures for restoration:

“Given the important role peatlands play in carbon
storage and sequestration, there should be no further
loss of peatlands and all recoverable peatlands should
be restored, making them resilient to climate change
and with long-term safeguards. The North Pennines
AONB Partnership has had success in restoring
significant areas of peatland, through its Peatland
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Programme, restoring over 25,000 hectares of blanket
bog.”

The management of sites identified as being of
biodiversity and/or geodiversity interest is beyond the

The Town Council would like to see greater biodiversity
and geodiversity within the Parish and would welcome

537Question 50

scope of the County Durham Plan, which can only seek
to protect such sites.

any further sites that are identified being protected.  It
is important to ensure that these sites are properly
managed and there does not appear to be any
reference to the management of biodiversity and
geodiversity areas.

The policy numbering has been corrected as
suggested.

Tarmac questions why the paragraphs within Policy
43 are numbered when this is not the case in any of
the other policies? It is suggested the paragraph

1026Question 50

numbers are removed and the remainder of the Plan’s
supporting paragraphs are renumbered.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

We recommend that this policy is strengthened and
amended to the following:

1221Question 50

(2018) and to ensure measures are appropriate and5.423
consistent with local biodiversity species. The spread

Proposals for new development will be expected to
conserve biodiversity and geodiversity to ensure net

of on-native invasive species is covered by planning
condition.

gain, leaving biodiversity in a better state than before
and support priorities for natural conservation.

This principle is supported by the 25 year environment
plan embedding an ‘environmental net gain’ principle
for development, including housing and infrastructure.

Within paragraph 5.427 we recommend that all new
development will have the responsibility to ensure that
there is no spread of Non Native Invasive species from
the site and/or eradicate the non-native invasive
species which can have a detrimental effect on local
biodiversity.

Support noted.an excellent policy483Question 50

Support noted.very good policy484Question 50

Reference to the Carbon Connects project has been
made within the supporting text of the policy as
requested.

Section 5.431. Also reference the Carbon Connects
project through North Pennines AONB Partnership and
Wear Rivers Trust with an objective of which is to
create farm diversification opportunities for the creation

780Question 50

of a local supply chain for peatland restoration
materials in the North Pennines utilising local
provenance seed. Also reference peatland role as a
sponge to hold back water as part of Natural Flood
Management measures. See Section 5.375.
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Support noted.Policy 43, Biodiversity and Geodiversity. We strongly
support this policy.

1178Question 50

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

This policy numbers sections that follows on from the
supporting text (5.422 – 5.426), which should be
omitted.
We welcome the inclusion of the mitigation hierarchy
in this policy. Again, the reference to ‘where possible’

2149Question 50

(2018). New monitoring indicator has been added to
the policy.

with regards to net gain should be deleted and
proposals should be expected to provide net gains.
How this net gain will be measured and delivered
should be further detailed either within the Plan or a
separate document, such as a Supplementary Planning
Document.
Monitoring of this policy should be more detailed, e.g.
percentage of major developments generating overall
biodiversity enhancement and hectares of biodiversity
habitat delivered.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

NWL broadly supports the intent behind policy 43,
however it is important to recognise that due to site

2486Question 50

(2018) and to ensure measures are appropriate andconstraints, ecological enhancements need to be
consistent with local biodiversity species. Theconsidered on a site by site basis. In order to make
supporting text has been amended to highlight thethe policy effective, we suggest the following

amendments to paragraphs 5.423: opportunity for off-site mitigation (as a last resort)
where there is an issue with site constraints.“Proposals for new development will be expected to

conserve biodiversity and geodiversity to ensure no
net loss, and where possible net gain. Proposals that
do result in a net loss in biodiversity will only be
approved if the wider benefits of the scheme
(including any off-site contributions) outweigh the
harm caused by loss of biodiversity”;

and 5.424;

“Proposals for new development should, where
possible, incorporate measures to enhance
biodiversity. Measures should be appropriate,
consistent with the biodiversity of the site and
contribute to the resilience and coherence of local
ecological networks.”

These amendments accord with the paragraph 170 of
the NPPF which says policies and decisions should
“minimise impacts” on biodiversity, rather than avoid
them entirely.

Support noted.Q50 Policy43 We support this policy2387Question 50

The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on
a case by case basis.

Page 193  Policy 43 paragraph 5.422

“Proposals for new development will not be permitted
if significant harm to biodiversity or geodiversity cannot

1380Question 50
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be avoided, or adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort
, compensated for. What level of harm is considered
significant? A definition would surely help everyone.”

The parish council asks what level of harm is
considered significant? We feel that a definition of
‘significant’ would surely help everybody.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

This Policy is structured in a way that appears to
comply with NPPF2 requirements in seeking no net

2361Question 50

(2108).The council are preparing a document to clarifyloss of biodiversity and, where possible, net gains in
the position on biodiversity offsetting, in order to
achieve net gain, where it is required.

biodiversity and geo diversity should be made. There
is no clarity relating to the method of cost calculation.

Comment noted, however there could be instances
where, even if the development provides biodiversity

The policy is negative in its approach and should be
amended to plan positively. It should also be amended

1542Question 50

net gains, it is still unacceptable for other reasons.Theto allow for proposed developments which will result in
policy is positively worded for development proposalspositive outcomes in relation to biodiversity and

geodiversity. where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance
biodiversity or geodiversity. Therefore it would be
inappropriate to amend the wording in this instance.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to ensure mitigation is appropriate, consistent with the

Policy 43 Biodiversity and Geodiversity   This Policy
appears to be incomplete (or at least prepared in a

1897Question 50

biodiversity of the site and contributes to the resilience
and coherence of local ecological networks.

different format to other policies) but we note the
protection for biodiversity. Clearly the Club supports
this and notes the reference to “adequate” mitigation
or compensation. We consider this qualification to be
extremely important. If the site is used by water birds
and the “compensation” site is only suitable for garden
birds, it cannot be “adequate”. We represent that it
must be shown that the habitat of the compensation
site is such that it is likely to attract species of the same
kind that are being displaced

Support noted.PLAN POLICIES 
I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2436Question 50

The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on

The text should be clear on the definition of ‘significant
harm’ and consistent with the hierarchical approach to

2258Question 50

a case by case basis. The wording of the supportingthe protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45.
The RSPB is supportive of paragraph 5.431 which
describes the important role of peatland habitats

text and the Protected Sites and Species Policy has
been amended to clarify the hierarchical approach.
The Plan should be read as a whole. The wording of

alongside a commitment of no further loss and the policy has been amended to address concerns
around peatland protection.restoration of all recoverable peatlands. Paragraph

5.426 is contradictory of this commitment, therefore,
should be amended as follows:
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5.426 Development proposals which are likely to have
an significant adverse impact on peatlands will not be
permitted unless exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated. Such proposals should contribute where
possible to their restoration.

The word significant is unqualified and should be
removed. Any assessment of potential impacts of a
proposal to peatland habitats should include scale,
location, nature conservation designation and a
measure of cumulative effect.

Comment noted.The protection of green open spaces
is covered more generally through the Green

Question 50; Biodiversity and geodiversity; Policy 43;
p. 193

2038Question 50

Infrastructure, Biodiversity and protected sites policies.Comment: Although highlighted in the majority of
responses made by residents from Ferryhill to the We would recommend that if individual settlements

wish to protect specific areas of green space then thisissues and options consultation phase of the Plan,
should be done through the Neighbourhood Planthere appears to be no commitment or consideration
process. More information on Neighbourhood Planning
can be found on the Council website.

by the Council to preserving green open spaces in
Ferryhill. I would like to see a commitment made to
preserving green open spaces here, in particular the
Praxis Site, the green at Chapel Row and the land not
already identified for development south of Dean Road.

Comment noted, however there could be instances
where, even if the development provides biodiversity

Policy 43 - Biodiversity and geodiversity
As with Policy 42 above, the policy needs to be
reworded to plan positively. Also, it would appear this

1718Question 50

net gains, it is still unacceptable for other reasons.The
policy has numbering which follows on from the
paragraph numbers.
Reword to plan positively. Review the number of the
policy and the following paragraphs on page 194

policy is positively worded for development proposals
where the primary objective is to conserve or enhance
biodiversity or geodiversity. Therefore it would be
inappropriate to amend the wording in this instance.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF
(2018).

In relation to Policy 43 Biodiversity and Geodiversity
the policy could provide greater support for schemes
that do incorporate net ecological gains or habitat
creation, otherwise there will be no drivers for

1468Question 50

landowners or developers to do this. It is considered
that the policy should state that:

Developments will incorporate substantial net
ecological gains or habitat creation will be actively
supported where possible

Comments noted. The policy has been amended to
identify irreplaceable habitats (including Peatlands and
lowland fen as examples).

Policy 43 Biodiversity and Geodiversity While CPRE
supports a Policy to protect these features, this
proposed Policy is in a different format from previous
ones and appears to be incomplete at this stage.

1803Question 50

We note the provision regarding peatlands and
question whether this is strong enough. There is both
upland and lowland peat in the County, albeit much is
degraded.We note the NPPF has effectively prohibited
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the extension of peat extraction. Given the importance
of peat, we represent that no development should be
permitted which will have a detrimental impact on
peatlands. Indeed, this paragraph is potentially
self-conflicting as it also requires such development
to restore peatlands.

Policy 43 (again) Internationally Designated sites
CPRE supports this Policy but accepts other
organisations may have more to say in respect of the
details of it.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

Within the policy for biodiversity and geodiversity, the
hope is that the scope within this policy maintains or

3389Question 50

(2018). Site specific issues and the monitoring ofexceeds the levels incorporated within the framework
of the UKGAP themes, objectives and targets. outflows from sewage treatment works are outside the

scope of the Plan however the issue of rising mineIt is council’s responsibility to ensure exemplar
standards are adopted in our counties unique water levels and sewage treatment works capacity has

been highlighted through the water management
policies.

geophysical and biodiverse environment, accepting
nothing short of standards other strive to achieve. In
our areas of conservation and natural beauty, the
Durham Dales especially and those areas along both
Tees and Wear Valleys that we implement and monitor
the highest standards.

Policy should seek to improve geodiversity and
biodiversity through development and management of
our county resources.

Our stretch of the river wear in Spennymoor between
Pagebank and Sunderland Bridge includes the mining
outflow from local abandoned mines which contains
higher temperatures of water discharge from mine
water pumping. This needs in policy to be monitored
and managed in a way where future development can
promote a wider diversity of natural habitats for both
plant and wildlife. Any restrictions of flow upstream
may dramatically increase water temperatures locally,
effecting local fishing populations and wildlife. Outflows
from the sewage works at Tudhoe may also have
dramatic impact on local biodiversity and as such the
monitoring of this should be set in policy to ensure no
adverse local or downstream impacts occur from this.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF
(2018).

1.195 In order to add greater flexibility and reflect the
prescriptions of Policy 43 it is suggested the paragraph
4.429 be amended to state “Proposals will also be
expected to actively enhance biodiversity in order to
provide net gains, wherever possible.”

3475Question 50

Comment noted. As this list may change over time it
would not add weight to the policy and may result in

Across all natural environment items better reference
should be made to the habitats and species that

3292Question 50
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an incomplete listing. The term 'significant harm' is in
line with paragraph 175 of the NPPF (2018) and would

characterise County Durham, or are those that are
locally, or nationally rare, scarce or threatened.

be determined on a case by case basis. The wording“5.422 Proposals for new development will not be
permitted if significant harm to biodiversity or of the policy has been amended to remove 'where

possible' which is also consistent with the requirements
of the new NPPF (2018).

geodiversity resulting from the development cannot be
avoided, or adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort,
compensated for.” – Consider removing the word
‘significant’. How do you quantify ‘significant’. A zero
or low harm approach is practicably desirable.

“5.423 Proposals for new development will be expected
to conserve biodiversity and geodiversity to ensure no
net loss, and where possible net gain”. – Consider
removing ‘where possible’ and replace with ‘ensure’.

“5.426 Development proposals which are likely to have
a significant adverse impact on peatlands will not be
permitted unless exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated. Such proposals should contribute,
where possible, to their restoration”. – Consider
removing the word ‘significant’. How do you quantify
‘significant’. A zero or low harm approach is practicably
desirable

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

Hellens suggests that the following amendment is
made to the first sentence of paragraph 5.429 to

2530Question 50

(2018) and to ensure measures are appropriate andprovide some flexibility in cases where there are good
reasons why this is not possible: consistent with local biodiversity species. The

supporting text has been amended to highlight the“Proposals will also be expected to actively enhance
biodiversity in order to provide net gains, wherever
possible.”

opportunity for off-site mitigation (as a last resort)
where there is an issue with site constraints preventing
on site net gains.

Paragraph 5.432 refers to new development being
informed by “the most up-to-date biodiversity data
available”. This implies that any survey data must be
from the most recent survey season; however, there
could be cases where data is still valid and robust that
is between 1 – 2 years old.To ensure consistency with
Natural England guidance, Hellens suggests the
following change to this text:

“The location and design of new development should
be informed by the most up-to-date biodiversity data
available.”

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

Raby Estates suggests that the following amendment
is made to the first sentence of paragraph 5.429 to

2957Question 50

(2018) and to ensure measures are appropriate andprovide some flexibility in cases where there are good
reasons why this is not possible: consistent with local biodiversity species. The

supporting text has been amended to highlight the“Proposals will also be expected to actively enhance
biodiversity in order to provide net gains, wherever
possible.”

opportunity for off-site mitigation (as a last resort)
where there is an issue with site constraints preventing
on site net gains.
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Paragraph 5.432 refers to new development being
informed by “the most up-to-date biodiversity data
available”. This implies that any survey data must be
from the most recent survey season; however, there
could be cases where data is still valid and robust that
is between 1 – 2 years old.To ensure consistency with
Natural England guidance, Raby Estates suggests the
following change to this text:

“The location and design of new development should
be informed by the most up-to-date biodiversity data
available.”

Comment noted. The impact of climate change and
opportunities to achieve climate resilience, SuDS, and

Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding
and coastal change:

3234Question 50

benefits of tree planting etc is highlighted within aThere is no specific mention of the impact of climate
change on biodiversity, or how natural processes can number of policies in the Plan and the Plan should be

read as a whole. The policy wording has beenbe utilised to help achieve climate resilience. NEENP
amended to require net gains in line with the revisedexpect Local Plans to encourage the use of an
NPPF (2018) including creating coherent ecologicalecosystems approach to planning new developments,
networks. Policy wording has been amended to clarifyutilising natural solutions to achieve climate resilience.
the important role peatlands play in carbon storage
and sequestration.

These should include mechanisms such as natural
floodwater management, sustainable urban drainage
schemes, temperature regulation through green roofs,
green walls, tree and hedgerow planting and provision
of habitat corridors. Investment in natural infrastructure
should be highlighted as an appropriate mechanism
for the protection of landscapes, communities and
business investment from a changing climate. A
well-connected network of green infrastructure will
ensure that the region is resilient for future generations
supporting both a thriving natural environment and
protecting communities from the range of likely impacts.

Local Plans should take account of the long-term
impacts of climate change, considering flood risk,
coastal change, water supply and changes to
biodiversity and landscape. They should provide the
opportunity to support delivery of a coherent and
resilient ecological network, that ensures biodiversity
can respond to the challenges of climate change and
other pressures. The carbon storage potential derived
for habitats such as peatlands, woodlands and urban
‘smart’ soils should also be recognised as these will
have an increasing contribution in climate change
mitigation.

Comment noted. Reference to Natural Capital has
been added to the supporting text.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

3261Question 50

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
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strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

Support noted.Question 50: We welcome the clear commitment to
delivering biodiversity enhancement through new
development proposals.

3177Question 50

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

New housing and commercial development has a great
opportunity to provide nesting sites for some of our

3348Question 50

(2018). Existing housing is beyond the scope of the
development plan.

declining bird species. Swifts, Starlings, House
Sparrows and House Martin’s rely on cavities in
buildings modern housing deters these species due to
plastic facials and but with simple planning can create
easy methods to allow these species to breed. The
Wildlife Trusts with the RSPB are campaigning now
for this to happen with other green ways to develop
with wildlife in mind.

I would like to see green belt and nature conservation
as an important part of the plan. Maintaining village
and town structure with green and nature space. If
housing and industrial and commercial development
is to increase incorporate nature conservation into
plans and work with conservation organisations such
as RSPB and Durham Wildlife Trust to help declining
bird species such as swift, house sparrow and starling
incorporating cavities into plans. Upgrading and
improving existing housing to accommodate declining
birds species especially due to the loss of cavities with
plastic facials.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

Where is the thought of the long term green goals we
are duty bound to meet to protect our bountiful
environment for future generations?

3431Question 50

(2018). The vision and objectives as well as a number
of policies within the plan emphasis the importance of
the environment, the plan should be read as a whole.

Comment noted. The development is already
committed or part of a live application. The site has

I welcome the implementation of a County Durham
Plan and acknowledge the hard work that members

3470Question 50

not been allocated as part of the Plan. Theand council officers have made in compiling the
document. environmental policies in the Plan cover the concerns

raised. Due to changes in the National Planning PolicyI have serious concerns about how proposed
development sites for new housing will be decided by Framework the landscape policy has been revised to

include Areas of Higher Landscape Value which will
add further protection to valued landscapes.

the Council. We are increasingly seeing more green
spaces surrounding town and village centres being
used for the development of housing despite these
areas having been declared as outside of settlement
historically. An example is in Consett where project
genesis have developed a large proportion of the
former steelworks site and are continuing to do so as
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this consultation runs. Whilst the development of
housing (and additional uses of the land) has been
welcomed by the town and has undoubtedly added
economic benefits, I fear now the development is
beginning to encroach on green space land which is
frequently used by residents and will undoubtedly
destroy the image of the countryside and risk further
negative impacts on local residents. These negative
impacts include pressure on housing, schools, road
infrastructure and health benefits given the importance
of green spaces in the locality of settlements. This is
highlighted in a number of studies, but a parliamentary
summary of evidence suggested closer green spaces
are likely to be used more frequently. Benefits include
reduced BMI and obesity and numerous studies are
available on this issue. As many of our villages and
towns have suffered from austerity in recent years and
the loss of large amounts of employment in decades
earlier (mining, manufacturing, steelworks etc.) I feel
this is an important issue which needs to be addressed.
At the moment there is a threat that the development
taking place on the former steelworks site is now
encroaching into areas which have become part of the
Derwent Valley countryside and risks damaging the
character & ecosystem of this area as well as reducing
the diversity of wildlife.This area is one of the county’s
most beautiful spots and I believe development here
should be prevented. There are ancient woodlands
nearby which offer enormous benefits, supported by
many trees which are in mature stages, approaching
ancient status.
Further development of such areas is also detrimental
to the environment and biodiversity of the county. The
county is renowned for its rolling hills and outstanding
countryside between settlements. Development in
these areas I feel will have a negative impact on this
and on commuting wildlife as it will undoubtedly require
the removal of trees, hedgerows (important for many
threatened and protected species) and grassland.
These areas are important ecosystems and the council
in my opinion should prioritise the retention of such
areas and offer greater protection to mature as well as
ancient trees within the county.Veteran trees, of which
there are numerous across the county (which may be
in threat from development) are defined by the
government as: ‘‘Veteran trees in this guide refers to
veteran, ancient, or aged trees. They have cultural,
historical, landscape and nature conservation value
because of their age, size, or condition. They can be
individual trees or groups of trees within wood pastures,
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historic parkland, hedgerows, orchards, parks, or other
areas.’ I hope the Council protect such trees and carry
out a modern appraisal of the trees within the council
boundary.
I am also hoping that the Council retains policies
inherited from the Former District Council Plans which
were introduced to protect the landscape such as the
following from the Derwentside Plan:
• EN23 states that the nature and integrity of wildlife
corridors in the Derwent Valley must be considered
• Policy H05 regarding permitted development within
settlement(s)
• EN22 listing The Grove Ponds (directly north and
north east) and Howden Wood (North West of the site)
as SNCIs of county importance
• The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) regarding the defined boundaries of
settlements
There are not many places like County Durham, with
its diverse wildlife and beautiful countryside with
excellent schools, good town centres, employment
opportunities, world renowned history and modernised
leisure facilities. It would be a shame to see
development encroaching into our countryside for the
sake of houses when there’re many more suitable sites
around the county.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

Question 50 relates to Policy 43 ‘Biodiversity and
Geodiversity’ and provides some information on how
these matters will be considered by the decision maker.
Paragraph 127.c of the NPPF 2018 indicates that
policies should ensure that developments

3593Question 50

(2018). This includes the landscape policy which has
been revised to include Areas of Higher Landscape
Value, these are also shown on the Proposals Map.
The formatting of policy 43 as been amended.are sympathetic to issues such as local landscape

setting, while not preventing or
discouraging appropriate innovation or change.
Furthermore, paragraph 161.d sets out that plans
should contain policies that provide a clear indication
of how a decision maker should react to a development
proposal should be included in a Plan. As currently
drafted, Gladman do not believe that the proposed
policy approach aligns with these elements of the
NPPF. Furthermore, the proposed policies relating to
landscape, biodiversity and geodiversity will need to
be revisited as part of the preparation of the
pre-submission version of the Plan to ensure
consistency with Paragraph 170 of
the NPPF 2018. It also appears that there has been a
formatting issue with the text within Policy 43 which
will therefore also need to be addressed.
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The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on
a case by case basis.

Biodiversity and Geodiversity - Question 50, Policy
43

5.422 of the Policy states that; ‘development will not
be permitted if significant harm to biodiversity or

4095Question 50

geodiversity cannot be avoided’. What level of harm
is considered significant? A definition would surely help
everyone.

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF

County Durham Land LLP suggests that the following
amendment is made to the first sentence of paragraph

3931Question 50

(2018) and to ensure measures are appropriate and5.429 to provide some flexibility in cases where there
are good reasons why this is not possible: consistent with local biodiversity species. The

supporting text has been amended to highlight the“Proposals will also be expected to actively enhance
biodiversity in order to provide net gains, wherever
possible.”

opportunity for off-site mitigation (as a last resort)
where there is an issue with site constraints preventing
on site net gains. The supporting text states that the

Paragraph 5.432 refers to new development being
informed by “the most up-to-date biodiversity data

most up-to-date biodiversity data available.This relates
to readily available data and does not mean it has to

available”. This implies that any survey data must be be from the most recent survey season unless the data
available is deemed to be too old/out of date.from the most recent survey season; however, there

could be cases where data is still valid and robust that
is between 1 – 2 years old.To ensure consistency with
Natural England guidance, County Durham Land LLP
suggests the following change to this text:

“The location and design of new development should
be informed by the most up-to-date biodiversity data
available.”

Comment noted. Policy wording has been amended
to require net gains in line with the revised NPPF
(2018).

As a sustainable developer Story Homes takes great
care in relation to new development and its relationship
biodiversity and geodiversity; however, Policy 43 is not
consistent the requirements of the new NPPF (2018)

3862Question 50

particularly in relation to criterion (5.423) which states
that:

“5.423 Proposals for new development will be expected
to conserve biodiversity and geodiversity to ensure no
net loss, and where possible net gain.”

(Story Homes Emphasis)

12.2      Section “15 – Conserving and enhancing the
natural environment” of the NPPF (2018) sets out how
planning policies and decision should contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment. Paragraph
170, criterion (d) sets out that planning policies and
decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment by:

“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for
biodiversity, including by establishing  coherent
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 ecological  networks  that  are  more  resilient  to
 current  and future pressures”

(Story Homes Emphasis)

The principles of seeking a “net gain” is also included
within the new NPPFs (2018) definition of achieving
sustainable development at paragraph 8 and within
the local plan preparation section at paragraph 32 for
example.The NPPF does not make reference to a “net
loss” in general terms or in relation to its relationship
biodiversity and geodiversity

In summary, we consider that Policy 43 should be
reviewed to ensure consistency with national policy
and to ensure that the policy removed any wording
relating to a “net loss”.

Suggested Modification

Story Homes suggest the following modification to
Policy 43:

5.423 Proposals for new development will be expected
to conserve biodiversity and geodiversity to ensure
no net loss, and where possible ensure a net gain.

The term 'significant harm' is in line with paragraph
175 of the NPPF (2018) and would be determined on
a case by case basis.

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3754Question 50

Biodiversity and Geodiversity - Question 50, Policy
43

Again at 5.422 of the Policy what is ‘significant harm
to biodiversity or geodiversity.’ How will a level – any
level - be calculated or defined for these criteria.
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The IROPI test (Imperative reasons of overriding public
interest) are set out within the Habitats Regulations.

Again - this is not really strong enough. Who decides
what 'imperative reasons of overriding public interest'
are?

82Question 51

The type of IROPI that a competent authority can
consider will depend on the nature of the site that will
be affected but can include reasons relating to human
health, public safety or beneficial consequences of
primary importance to the environment for example.
Any social or economic benefits would need to be
considered in addition to these.

The term 'likely significant effect' is used in both the
Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC and the Habitats

Support the policy.  Requires clarification of the
definition of ‘significant effects’ to ensure that the trigger
value is realistic and appropriate.

168Question 51

Regulations. However, pursuant to case law
(Waddenzee C-127/02), likely significant effect is
interpreted as meaning that there may be (as opposed
to is likely to be) a significant effect. This means that
a precautionary approach is taken to ensure that no
reasonable scientific doubt remains regarding the
effects of a plan/project, which by themselves or in
combination with other plans or projects, affect the
site's conservation objectives. An effect is deemed
‘significant’ if it undermines the sites conservation
objectives.

The IROPI test (Imperative reasons of overriding public
interest) are set out within the Habitats Regulations.

Question 51, Internationally Designated Sites - Policy
44

375Question 51

The type of IROPI that a competent authority canWe would like to see examples of "imperative reasons
of overriding public interest" under which development
would be allowed.

consider will depend on the nature of the site that will
be affected but can include reasons relating to human
health, public safety or beneficial consequences of
primary importance to the environment for example.
Any social or economic benefits would need to be
considered in addition to these.

Support notedPolicy 44, Internationally Designated Sites.We strongly
support this policy.

1179Question 51

The policy wording and supporting text has been
amended to make reference to the new 2017 Habitat

Please note that the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) has now been

2150Question 51

Regulations and the People Over Wind Ruling asreplaced by the Conservation of Habitats and Species
suggested. The extension to the Teesmouth andRegulations 2017. Regulation 62 is now 64, and the

previous regulation 66 is now 68.
The policy states that ‘Where a relevant strategy,
supplementary planning document and/or relevant

Cleveland Coast SPA has been included in the
supporting text and shown on the proposals map. The
supporting text in relation to guidance and mitigation

management plan identifies effective avoidance or has been amended as suggested. Monitoring of the
mitigation opportunities, these may be utilised to delivery and effectiveness of mitigation measures has

been sign posted to HRA mitigation strategy.obviate any likely effects and will therefore avoid the
need for an Appropriate Assessment.’
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However, Natural England’s advice is that proposals
referred to in this policy and the application of these
measures to avoid or reduce the likely harmful effects
from it, may need to be formally checked and confirmed
by your Authority, as the competent authority, via an
appropriate assessment in view of the European Site’s
conservation objectives and in accordance with the
Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2017.
This is because Natural England notes that the recent
People Over Wind Ruling by the Court of Justice of
the European Union concluded that, when interpreting
article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive, it is not appropriate
when determining whether or not a plan or project is
likely to have a significant effect on a site and requires
an appropriate assessment, to take account of
measures intended to avoid or reduce the harmful
effects of the plan or project on that site. The ruling
also concluded that such measures can, however, be
considered during an appropriate assessment to
determine whether a plan or project will have an
adverse effect on the integrity of the European site.
Your Authority should have regard to this and may wish
to seek its own legal advice to fully understand the
implications of this ruling in this context.
Section 5.433 should take regard of the updated
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2017.
Please note that the formal consultation on the
extension to Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast Special
Protection Area (SPA) has now commenced. This
includes an extension within Durham county, which
should therefore be included within the HRA and the
proposal map with the buffer for likely significant
effects.

Section 5.438 refers to the Heritage Coast
Management Plan, which was not developed to
specifically mitigate the impacts of the Plan. It is
therefore unclear how development resulting from the
Plan would be able to contribute towards mitigation.
In addition, the Plan refers to ‘the Council's adopted
'Habitat Regulations Assessment: Developer Guidance
and Requirements in County Durham - October 2017'
document’. This document was developed before the
preferred options Plan, and therefore cannot be aimed
at specifically mitigating the impacts from the Plan.
Instead, the most recent version of the guidance should
be referred to.
If the developer guidance is used as a mitigation plan
to deliver the measures proposed in the HRA, then
direct reference could be made in the policy or the
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supporting text to clarify the connection between the
Local Plan and the mitigation plan.
Section 5.439 needs to be updated to reflect the most
recent Habitats Regulations. Please also note that the
reference to ‘all forms of mitigation (rather than
compensation) have been fully considered’ can be
removed as this stage precedes the three tests of
allowing development that has adverse impacts.
It is unclear what the reason is to specifically
distinguish between the 0.4km and the 6km buffer, as
the policy indicates that within both buffers,
development that may have significant effects as a
result of an increase in recreational disturbance, and
both would be required to be further assessed and
provide mitigation.
Monitoring can be made more specific. In addition, the
target is aimed at not approving plans without
imperative reasons of overriding public interest (IROPI),
which is an inappropriate target as the target should
be that no applications have adverse effects, or those
that do would require IROPI as one of the three tests
mentioned in section 5.439 to comply with the Habitats
Regulations.

Policy numbering has been amended. Policy wording
has been amended to reflect the new NPPF 2018.

As a general observation it is noted that the Local Plan
text refers to this Policy as both Policy 45 and Policy
44. For ease of reference we refer to this Policy, as
Policy 44 throughout this letter.

2488Question 51

Policy 44 states that:

“All development proposals in, or which are likely to
adversely impact upon, any of the
following designations (where not a component of an
internationally designated site):

• Sites of Special Scientific Interest
• National Nature Reserves
• Local Sites (Geology and Wildlife)
• Local Nature Reserves (LNRs)

will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated
that the benefits of development in that location would:

a. Significantly and demonstrably outweigh the adverse
impact; and

b. Make a significant contribution to the management
of the site, the protection of species, the creation of
new habitats or the creation of local ecological
networks in perpetuity.”

In relation to protected and priority species and their
habitats all development which, alone or in
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combination, has a likely adverse impact on the ability
of species to survive, reproduce and maintain or
expand their current distribution will not be permitted
unless:

c. Adequate appropriate mitigation/compensation can
be provided in perpetuity; and

d.Where the species is a European protected species,
the proposal also meets the licensing criteria (the 3
legal tests) of over riding public interest, no satisfactory
alternative and favourable conservation status.

New development should seek to create new
appropriate habitats supporting local protected and
priority species.

NWL considers that this policy is not wholly consistent
with national policy. Whilst the NPPF (Paragraph 75)
states that development which would adversely affect
an SSSI should not normally permitted (unless the
benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact..), this level of
protection is not afforded to National Nature Reserves,
Local Sites (Geology and Wildlife) and Local Nature
Reserves (LNRs).

Furthermore, with regard to SSSI’s, the NPPF does
not require the benefits of application to significantly
outweigh the adverse impact.

It is suggested that Policy 44 is revised to be more
consistent with Paragraph 75 of the NPPF.

NWL also suggests the following amendment to final
sentence of Policy 4: “Where possible new
development should seek to create new appropriate
habitats supporting local protected and priority
species.”

Support noted.Q51 Policy 44 We support this policy2388Question 51

Comment noted. Appropriate compensation is the
stronger term and therefore no change has been made

Policy 43 (again) 44 Internationally Designated
Sites  These sites are of crucial importance to the Club

1903Question 51

in this instance. The numbering of the policy has been
amended accordingly.

and it supports the principles of this Policy subject to
any comments from RSPB, particularly in relation to
Appropriate Assessments.

We note in this case, the second paragraph refers to
“appropriate Compensation” rather than “adequate
compensation” mentioned in the previous Policy 43. If
these terms are intended to deliver different levels of
protection, then we represent that this should be
clarified but the Club maintains its stance that any
compensation site must be suitable for the species
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replaced by the proposed development and likely to
be used by them.

The policy wording and supporting text has been
amended to make reference to the new 2017 Habitat

We are concerned about the sentence that states:
“Where a relevant strategy, supplementary planning
document and/or relevant management plan identifies

2259Question 51

Regulations and the People Over Wind Ruling as
effective avoidance or mitigation opportunities, these suggested. Do we need to amend para 5.439 - check

notes of meeting.may be utilised to obviate any likely effects and will
therefore avoid the need for an Appropriate
Assessment.”
This wording fails to properly reflect the recent
European Court of Justice ruling in People over Wind
& Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta C-323/17 which made
it clear that such measures can only be taken into
consideration at the appropriate assessment stage.
To make the text conform with the judgment we
recommend that the sentence is either deleted or
amended to read:
“Where a relevant strategy, supplementary planning
document and/or relevant management plan identifies
effective avoidance or mitigation opportunities, these
may be utilised to obviate the risk of an adverse effect
on integrity of a Natura 2000 site.”

The Legal Context and Responsibility for Appropriate
Assessment
Paragraph 5.433 should be amended as follows:
“The need for Appropriate Assessment (AA) is set out
within Article 6 of the EC Habitats Directive 1992
(92/43/EEC).The Directive is given domestic effect by
the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2010 (as amended)2017 and Internationally Designated
Sites are subject to these regulations (and any
successor or replacement regulations during the life
of the Plan). Under these Regulations, land use plans
must be subject to AA if they are likely to have a
significant adverse effect likely significant effect on a
Natura 2000 site (Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs)). It is
Government policy(152) for sites designated under the
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance
(Ramsar sites); equivalent sites (potential SPAs and
possible SACs) and sites identified or required as
compensatory measures for adverse effects on
European sites to be treated as having equivalent
status to Natura 2000 sites. As such, AA should also
cover these sites.”

Exceptional Circumstances

Paragraph 5.439 should be amended as follows:
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“Regulation 62 of the Habitats Regulations permits the
approval of plans or projects where there is a negative
assessment under certain exceptional circumstances.
In accordance with Regulation 62, development
proposals which would have a significant impact
adverse effect on the integrity of upon internationally
designated sites will only be permitted if they can
demonstrate: That there are no suitable alternative
locations for development; That all forms of mitigation
(rather than compensation) have been fully considered;
That adequate compensatory measures to maintain
the overall ecological coherence of the Natura 2000
network are in place (or at least could be put in place
and will be delivered in advance of any harm caused
to a site);”

Comment noted, however the policy is worded to reflect
a legislative process and therefore it would be
inappropriate to amend wording in this instance.

Policy 44 - Internationally designated sites
Whilst the principle of this policy is generally supported,
the policy itself has negative intonations and does not
therefore meet the requirement of the NPPF to plan
positively. Reword to plan positively.

1719Question 51

Comment and support notedPolicy 43 (again) 44 Internationally Designated
sites  CPRE supports this Policy but accepts other

1862Question 51

organisations may have more to say in respect of the
details of it.

Comment noted. Policy numbering has been amended.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1898Question 51

The policy wording and supporting text has been
amended to make reference to the new 2017 Habitat

Any emerging policy in relation to internationally
designated sites must be drafted in context of the

3480Question 51

Regulations and the People Over Wind Ruling as
suggested.

recent People over Wind (CJEU April 2018) judgment
and reflect requisite requirements to undertake an
Appropriate Assessment if there are likely to be
significant effects without mitigation.

Support notedWelcome this commitment.3294Question 51

Comment noted. No change to the supporting text
proposed in this instance.

Paragraph 5.436 discusses a 0.4km buffer zone from
the perimeter of the SPA/SAC/Ramsar and advises
that within this area development is likely to have

2532Question 51

significant effects on the site. This implies that all
development will have a likely significant effect;
however, there may be cases where small scale
development, such as a household extension, would
not have a significant effect. Hellens therefore suggests
that the text is amended as follows:

“In applying this policy the council has identified a
buffer zone that extends 0.4km from the perimeter of
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the SPA/SAC/Ramsar (measured as the crow flies)
within which development could is likely to have a likely
significant effects on the site. In this zone permission
maybe granted, provided it is demonstrated that the
proposal will not adversely affect the integrity of the
site in question.”

Comment noted. No change to the supporting text
proposed in this instance.

Paragraph 5.436 discusses a 0.4km buffer zone from
the perimeter of the SPA/SAC/Ramsar and advises
that within this area development is likely to have

2958Question 51

significant effects on the site. This implies that all
development will have a likely significant effect;
however, there may be cases where small scale
development, such as a household extension, would
not have a significant effect. Raby Estates therefore
suggests that the text is amended as follows:

“In applying this policy the council has identified a
buffer zone that extends 0.4km from the perimeter of
the SPA/SAC/Ramsar (measured as the crow flies)
within which development could is likely to have a likely
significant effect on the site. In this zone permission
maybe granted, provided it is demonstrated that the
proposal will not adversely affect the integrity of the
site in question.”

Reference to Natural Capital has been added to the
environmental section of the Plan as suggested.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

3267Question 51

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

Comment noted.the policy numbers get out of sync from Policy 44/33
 (Internationally designated sites onwards).

3090Question 51

Comment noted.Question 51 relates to Policy 44 ‘Internationally
Designated Sites’. The proposed approach in relation

3594Question 51

to designated sites is noted. It is essential that these
issues are carefully considered through the preparation
of the Plan and that opportunities to support the
sustainable development of settlements in proximity
to these sites is fully explored and enabled to support
their development needs, regeneration and future
vitality. This is considered vitally important if the Plan
is to achieve its aims and objectives in relation to
sustainable communities.
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Comment noted. No change to the supporting text
proposed in this instance.

Paragraph 5.436 discusses a 0.4km buffer zone from
the perimeter of the SPA/SAC/Ramsar and advises
that within this area development is likely to have

3933Question 51

significant effects on the site. This implies that all
development will have a likely significant effect;
however, there may be cases where small scale
development, such as a household extension, would
not have a significant effect. County Durham Land LLP
therefore suggests that the text is amended as follows:

“In applying this policy the council has identified a
buffer zone that extends 0.4km from the perimeter of
the SPA/SAC/Ramsar (measured as the crow flies)
within which development could is likely to have a likely
significant effects on the site. In this zone permission
maybe granted, provided it is demonstrated that the
proposal will not adversely affect the integrity of the
site in question.”
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Policy numbering has been corrected. Policy wording
has been amended to reflect that the level of impact

We support the broad content of policy 45 – Protected
Species and Locally Protected Sites (this is incorrectly

137Question 52

should be assessed in a way which is commensuratelabelled as policy 44 on the shaded insert), in relation
with the sites statutory purposes and special qualities.to its acknowledgement that development may deliver
In relation to the SHLAA, as well as identifying sitesbenefits to protected species and protected sites in
with housing potential it is equally important to identifyappropriate locations. We would highlight that
areas where development should be avoided. Nationaldevelopment of land within local wildlife sites and local
guidance advises that particular types of land or areasnature reserves is not automatically incompatible with
may be excluded from a SHLAA assessment, as longthese allocations and that where appropriately
as the reasons for doing so are justified and agreeddesigned, with a full scheme of mitigation
by the members of the SHLAA Partnership. It hasenhancement, that development can in fact deliver
therefore been agreed that areas of land which falllong term safeguards and improvements to the
within the designations listed within this policy shouldecological designations. We consider that section b.
be avoided for housing development and as such have
been identified as a Category 1 designation.

of the policy does indicate that consideration can be
given to this situation however we would suggest that
the policy is more explicit on this matter. We would
also request that the content of this policy should be
more strongly reflected in other aspects of the plan
and indeed the preparation of the evidence base for
it.  At present evidence base assessments such as the
SHLAA have discounted all sites which have any of
the 4 designations referred to in policy 45, from further
consideration. This however is not consistent with the
content of policy 45 and the provision it makes for
development that may benefit the ecology in a
particular location. We consider that the evidence base
assessments that have been carried out are not
therefore consistent with the provisions of policy 45 as
set out.

Comment noted. The policy wording has been
amended to reflect the new NPPF 2018.

Support the policy.  Requires clarification of the
definition of ‘significant’ to ensure that the trigger value
is realistic and appropriate.

169Question 52

Support noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forumwelcomes this policy and notes that our
Policy G1 is compliant.

260Question 52

The policy wording has been amended to reflect the
new NPPF 2018 and to include reference to the impact

Question 52, Protected Species and Nationally and
Locally Protected Species - Policy 45

376Question 52

on wider ecological networks. Provision for on goingWhat are the criteria for deciding whether benefits of
development "significantly and demonstrably outweigh maintenance of mitigation measures would be

undertaken through planning condition where
appropriate.

the adverse impact"?  We should like to see examples
of such situations.

5.440  It should be noted that not all sites of valuable
natural environment or of nature conservation value
are designated.  Some sites may well become more
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valuable as development elsewhere encourages wildlife
to move into other, safer, habitats.

5.447  This clause states that "features of the built
environment can give can give opportunities to
enhance the natural environment for wildlife by the
provision of "e.g. bird and bat boxes".  It should be
noted that in general neither are long-lasting
structures.  Provision should be required for their
cleaning, maintenance and replacement.  It should be
noted that other assistance can be given by the
provision of "bee bricks" and insect friendly habitats.

Support noted.good policy485Question 52

The wording 'in that location' requires the developer
and decision maker to be satisfied that the location

We believe that a further caveat should be added to
point a) in the policy text to read (our addition in italics):

1010Question 52

identified is the most appropriate and least damaging
location for the application site. No change required.

a) Significantly and demonstrably outweigh the adverse
impact and all alternative locations and approaches
have been exhausted

The policy wording has been amended to reflect the
new NPPF 2018 and to include reference to the impact
on wider ecological networks.

We support this policy and recommend that in
paragraph 5.444 a further bullet point is added:

A major factor in decline in habitats and species is
cause by fragmentation through development.

1420Question 52

Developers therefore have a responsibility to address
this by incorporating landscape connectivity of both
designated and non-designated sites in their
development scheme to ensure functionality of all
ecosystems present.These wildlife corridors may also
contribute to climate change resilience of the
landscape.

Support noted.Policy 45, Protected Species and Nationally and Locally
Protected Sites. We strongly support this policy.

1180Question 52

The wording of this policy has been amended where
possible. If development has a likely impact then there

We welcome the protection of locally designated sites
on par with nationally designated sites, as long as the

2151Question 52

should be mitigation therefore this wording hashierarchy between sites remains clear in line with NPPF
remained. The Teesmouth and Cleveland SPA haspolicy 174. Policy 45c incorrectly refers to mitigation,
been added to the proposals map and the title
amended.

which prevents adverse impacts and can therefore be
omitted (the term ‘compensation’ is correct and should
remain).
Section 5.444 refers to ‘Enhancement of biodiversity
where possible’, of which the ‘where possible’ should
be removed.
The map ‘International, National and Local Biodiversity
and Geodiversity Sites’ should be updated to reflect
the proposed extension to the Teesmouth and
Cleveland Coast SPA.
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Policy Maps
Map B reads ‘Internationalist designated sites buffer’,
which should be ‘International’.

Support noted.Q52 Policy 45 We support this policy2390Question 52

Wording has been amended to ensure that it must be
demonstrated that the proposed mitigation or

Policy 44 45 Protected Species and Nationally and
Locally Protected Sites   Again the Club supports

1910Question 52

compensatory measures are appropriate to thethis Policy subject to the proviso that any compensation
must be suitable for the species likely to be displaced designations assigned to the site and deliver clear net

gains for the habitats and / or species assemblages
the site is designated for.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2437Question 52

Following further discussion with the RSPB, policy
wording has been amended where possible.

For completeness we would prefer to see the following
amendment to the list of sites listed in main policy text:
• Sites of Special Scientific Interest (and their notified
features)
• National Nature Reserves
• Local Sites (Geology and Wildlife)
• Local Nature Reserves (LNRs)

2270Question 52

Paragraph 5.441 states:
“Whilst it is recognised that the legal protection given
to local sites is less robust than that given to European
Protected Sites and SSSIs the biodiversity value is just
as great and the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) requirement to minimise impact and to provide
net gains for biodiversity applies equally across all
protected site designations regardless of their legal
designation. The abundance of local sites means that
they provide the greatest area of biodiverse land
outside of the western uplands and within the more
developed areas of central and eastern Durham.Their
geographical spread makes them best placed to work
for biodiversity at a landscape level by contributing to
the creation of ecological networks which in turn
support priority species and habitats. In practical terms
they provide the best opportunity to halt the overall
decline in biodiversity.”
The RSPB remains supportive of this approach insofar
as it must offer additional protection to local
designations and priority habitats and not diminish the
protection of nationally important sites.

Paragraph 5.444 states:
“Where harm is identified as likely to result, provision
of measures to adequately avoid or mitigate that harm
should be set out. Development may will be refused if
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adequate mitigation cannot be provided and there are
no other material planning considerations which
outweigh that harm or the derogation tests in Article
16 of the Habitats Directive cannot be met; and
Provision of adequate management of the retained
and new features.”
We would like to see a definition of ‘adequate
management’ detailed in the last sentence and (in the
context of the Habitats Directive tests) a commitment
that development will be refused if the following criteria
cannot be met.

Support noted.Policy 45 Protected Species and Nationally and
Locally Protected Sites   Great crested Newts are to

1966Question 52

be found in the area of the Partnership and it also
contains parts of Crow Trees Local Nature Reserve
and Coxhoe Ponds Wildlife Site. These areas are all
important to residents in the area of the Partnership
and this Policy is fully supported.

The policy wording has been amended in order to
accord with the new NPPF 2018. This policy relates

Protected Species and Nationally and Locally Protected
Sites

1720Question 52

to protected species and sites and not priority species,We must object to this policy as it does not accord with
paragraph 171 of the NPPF2018 which requires a clear the wording of this policy has been amended to make

that clear and the supporting text of the biodiversitydistinction between nationally and locally designated
policy has been amended to make it clear that priority
species are covered by the Biodiversity policy.

sites. The NPPF refers to “Priority” not “Protected”
Species. Further, again the policy itself has negative
intonations and does not therefore meet the
requirement of the NPPF to plan positively. The policy
should clearly distinguish between Nationally and
Locally designated sites and should be reworded to
plan positively.

Support noted.Policy 44 45 Protected Species and Nationally and
Locally Protected Sites CPRE supports this Policy

1807Question 52

but accepts other organisations may have more to say
in respect of the details of it.

Site boundary will be reviewed as part of a county wide
review of Local Wildlife Sites. Any changes will need

The Imopro site is also proposed to be designated as
forming part of a Local Wildlife site under Policy 45 of

1838Question 52

to be go through due process and therefore this reviewthe Plan. This policy states that all development
will take place as soon as resources become available.proposals in, or which are likely to adversely impact
In the meantime if an application were to be submittedupon, this designation, will not be permitted unless it
in this area we are aware that the LWS boundary incan be demonstrated that the benefits of development

in that location would: this area needs to be reviewed and specialist
colleagues would make reference to that in their
response to the application.

a              Significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
adverse impact; and

b             Make a significant contribution to the
management of the site, the protection of species, the
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creation of new habitats or the creation of local
ecological networks in perpetuity.

• Given that the site is previously developed,
having been cleared/remediated of its previous
industrial use, and in the absence of any
evidence to the contrary, its inclusion as part of
the Local Wildlife site appears to be an error. As
set out above, this site as a valuable opportunity
to accommodate new town centre uses and this
should be reflected in the plan.

• In the context of the above, it is proposed that
the Imopro site is removed from the Local Wildlife
designation, currently made under Policy 45.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1900Question 52

Site boundary will be reviewed as part of a county wide
review of Local Wildlife Sites. Any changes will need

It is noted that the draft Proposal Map identifies an
irregular portion of land within the centre of Urban &

2447Question 52

to be go through due process and therefore this reviewCivic’s site as a ‘Protected Species and Sites - Local
will take place as soon as resources become available.Wildlife Site’. Whilst this designation appears to have
In the meantime if an application were to be submittedbeen brought forward from the saved Sedgefield Local
in this area we are aware that the LWS boundary inPlan, it is unclear what evidence has been prepared
this area needs to be reviewed and specialistwhich underpins this designation, and nor is it
colleagues would make reference to that in their
response to the application.

immediately apparent from the appearance of the site
today why it is appropriate when the site is, at least in
part, previously developed. Urban & Civic will be
undertaking their own detailed ecological surveys in
due course in advance of the submission of a planning
application for their proposals. However, this work
could provide further evidence to support the removal
of the designation and we would welcome
consideration of this ahead of the publication of
forthcoming drafts of the County Durham Plan.

In addition, the recently ‘made’ Great Aycliffe
Neighbourhood Plan (2017) itself identifies a network
of local green spaces and green corridors across
Newton Aycliffe and the Neighbourhood Plan area,
which includes Urban & Civic’s site. It is notable that
the site is not identified within this network, presumably
because it does not exhibit the necessary
characteristics which Neighbourhood Plan Policy GANP
E1 seeks to protect. Given the Neighbourhood Plan
now comprises part of the development plan for the
subject site, Urban & Civic request that the Local
Wildlife Site designation is removed from future drafts
of the County Durham Plan in order to ensure
consistency between the two development plan
documents.
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Comment noted however this is not within the remit of
the Local Plan as it would need to be designated by
Natural England.

3345Question 52 1 Natural Environment

Ferryhill Carrs, which is a Site of Special Scientific
Interest and a natural visitor attraction, should be
promoted and consideration given to possibly extending
the site over to Bradbury, which is in the natural flight
path of migrating birds.

Comment noted.We support this policy with the caveat to our comments
to the amendments to policy 43.

3390Question 52

The wording of the policy has been amended to accord
with the new emphasis in the NPPF 2018 which seeks
to minimise harm and provide net gains for biodiversity.

Welcome this commitment. Though we should be
considering zero harm approach to these sites.

3295Question 52

Comments noted however it was felt that the proposed
changes to the wording would not make the policy

The bullet points under paragraph 5.444 provide
various criteria which should be addressed when

2959Question 52

more flexible or add clarity therefore no change has
been made to the supporting text.

development is proposed. Raby Estates generally
supports these criteria but suggests the following
amendments to provide flexibility, in case there are no
alternatives:

“Avoidance of existing sensitive habitats and species
through careful site selection, wherever possible;

Location and design should be based upon the most
up to date biodiversity data available”.

The latter change is sought for the reasons discussed
in response to question 50.

Reference to Natural Capital has been added to the
environmental section of the Plan as suggested.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

3268Question 52

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would
strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

The policy wording has been amended to reflect the
new NPPF 2018 and to include reference to the impact

Protected Species and Nationally and Locally
Protected Species - Question 52, Policy 45

4096Question 52

on wider ecological networks. Provision for on goingWhat are the criteria for deciding whether benefits of
development ‘significantly and demonstrably outweigh maintenance of mitigation measures would be

undertaken through planning condition where
appropriate.

the adverse impact?’ We should like to see examples
of such situations.

5.440 It should be noted that not all sites of valuable
natural environment or of nature conservation value
are designated. Some sites may well become more
valuable as development elsewhere encourages wildlife
to move into other, safer habitats.

5.447 This clause states that ‘features of the built
environment can give opportunities to enhance the
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natural environment for wildlife by the provision of e.g.
bird and bat boxes.’ It should be noted that in general
neither are long-lasting structures. Provision should
be required for their cleaning, maintenance and
replacement.

Comments noted however it was felt that the proposed
changes to the wording would not make the policy

The bullet points under paragraph 5.444 provide
various criteria which should be addressed when

3934Question 52

more flexible or add clarity therefore no change has
been made to the supporting text.

development is proposed. County Durham Land LLP
generally supports these criteria but suggests the
following amendments to provide flexibility, in case
there are no alternatives:

“Avoidance of existing sensitive habitats and species
through careful site selection, wherever possible;

Location and design should be based upon the most up
to date biodiversity data available”.

The latter change is sought for the reasons discussed
in response to question 50.

Policy wording has been amended to reflect the new
NPPF 2018.

Whilst Story Homes understands that Durham has a
valuable natural environment which should be
recognised in the emerging local plan we consider that

3867Question 52

Policy 45 is not consistent with national policy or in
accordance with CIL regulations as currently drafted.
Our particular concerns relate to criterions (a) and (b).

Firstly, criterion (a) states that development proposals
in, or which are likely to adversely impact upon a range
of ecological designations, will not be permitted unless
development in that location would:

“Significantly and demonstrably outweigh the adverse
impact; and”

The NPPF (2018) is clear in stating that when
determining planning applications if significant harm  
to  biodiversity   resulting  from  a  development  cannot
 be  avoided,   adequately mitigated, or, as a last
resort, compensated for, then planning permission
should be refused. Criterion (a) therefore needs to be
amended accordingly to reflect the NPPF principles of
mitigation and compensation.

Secondly, criterion (b) states that development
proposals in, or which are likely to adversely impact
 upon a  range  of ecological  designations,  will  not 
be  permitted  unless  it  can  be demonstrated that the
benefits of development in that location would:

“Make a significant contribution to the management
of the site, the protection of species, the creation of
new habitats or the creation of local ecological
networks in perpetuity”
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(Story Homes Emphasis)

The reference to a “significant contribution” is not at a
sound approach to management of sites in terms of
issues associated with protected species. Policy 45
requires further modification  to  ensure  that  it  is
 consistent  with  the  national  guidance  which  calls
 for planning  obligations  to  be  sought  only  where
 they  are  clearly  necessary  to  make  the 
development acceptable in planning terms; and to
ensure that the Council’s approach is fair and
reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development to ensure compliance with Regulation
122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations.

Suggested Modifications

Story Homes recommend the following modification to
Policy 45:

...Will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated
that the benefits of development in that location would
will seek to:

a. Significantly and  demonstrably Adequately
 mitigate  and/or  compensate  for  any significant
harm that cannot be avoided; and/or and outweigh
the adverse impact; and

b.Make a significant necessary and proportionate
contribution to the management of the site, the
protection of species, the creation of new habitats or
the creation of local ecological networks in perpetuity

Policy wording has been amended to reflect the new
NPPF 2018. Sites which are not designated within the

AREAS WHERE EGGLESTON PARISH COUNCIL
WOULD PREFER TO READ A MORE ROBUST OR
CONSIDERED PROPOSAL

3755Question 52

local plan but are valued for their nature conservation
interest by the local community can potentially be
designated through the Neighbourhood Plan process.

Protected Species and Nationally and Locally
Protected Species - Question 52, Policy 45.

Once again a definition would be useful.

5.440 Not all sites of valuable natural environment or
of nature conservation value are designated.
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Thank you for your comments. The viaduct remains a
long term project for the council however there remain

An additional policy should be included in the plan in
respect of the Belmont viaduct, in recognition of its

202Question 53

some uncertainties surrounding land ownership, whichpotential to form the basis for routes for pedestrians,
raises concerns with regards to delivery at this momentcyclists and horse riders between Newton Hall and
in time. Projects such as the Belmont Viaduct may beBelmont and along the River Wear between Durham
better dealt with through a more flexible approach asCity centre and Finchale Abbey. A full case for the

policy is set out below. opposed to the strategic level of the Plan. This will
enable a scheme to be brought into place more readilyThe case for a specific policy for the Belmont

viaduct and quickly as the situation permits. Nevertheless, the
provisions of the Historic Environment Policy ensure

The viaduct was previously the subject of a specific
proposal for its renovation and incorporation in a

a positive planning framework to protect the asset and
support a scheme in the future. A specific policy has

network of routes for pedestrians, cyclists and horse been provided for the Stockton and Darlington Railway,
riders along and across the River Wear ( the "necklace however this reflects the cross-boundary nature and

importance to worldwide railway history.scheme" ). This was a scheme which Durham County
Council committed itself to and received funding for
but that scheme fell through around 2010 because the
Council could not secure all the land required for it. At
that time, Councillor Foster, the then Cabinet member
for regeneration and economic development, was
quoted in the Northern Echo ( 6th October 2010 ) as
saying that the failure to secure the land required was
only " a delay to our proposals to reopen the viaduct.
It is not a decision to abandon the project". As the
Council still intends to pursue the Belmont project, it
should be included in the Plan.

By including a specific policy in the Plan for the
Belmont viaduct, it will help the pursuit of the viaduct's
renovation and the provision of bridleway and cycle
routes across it. During the Plan period up to 2035,
new opportunities for funding might materialise, the
land availability position could change or new routes
avoiding the land previously unavailable may emerge.
A policy in the Plan would assist in taking advantage
of any such opportunities e.g. a proposal in the Plan
is likely to stand a better chance of securing funding
than one that is not and could also assist land
negotiations by providing a basis for compulsory
purchase if necessary.

The policy for the Belmont viaduct would be a
supplement to Policy 46 ( Historic Environment ). The
Council has already proposed one supplementary
policy to Policy 46, in respect of the Stockton and
Darlington railway ( Policy 48 ). Although the Stockton
and Darlington railway may be of greater historical
significance than the Belmont viaduct, the latter did
play an important role in bringing the railway to Durham
City. Furthermore, the viaduct is an impressive
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structure within a very attractive section of the River
Wear and with considerable potential to provide a
recreational facility attractive to local people and
tourists. For all these reasons, the viaduct merits a
specific policy.

A suggested wording for a policy for the Belmont
viaduct

The Council will seek to implement a scheme for the
Belmont viaduct during the Plan Period to:

a) enable the Belmont viaduct to be renovated so that
it can be used by pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders;

b) provide routes for pedestrians. cyclists and horse
riders from Newton Hall to Belmont across the Belmont
viaduct which also connect with other public rights of
way in the vicinity.

Development will not be allowed within the Belmont
viaduct and approaches safeguarding zone as shown
on the Proposals Map which would prejudice the
achievement of a scheme for the Belmont viaduct as
set out in this policy.

N.B. A plan showing my proposals for the safeguarding
zone will be sent to the Council separately from this
online submission.

Suggested justification for the policy for inclusion
in the Plan

Belmont viaduct is a Grade II listed structure in a very
attractive setting across the River Wear north of
Durham City with substantial potential to enable a
network of routes for walkers, horse riders and cyclists
to be established linking Newton Hall, Brasside Ponds
SSSI, Belmont and Durham city centre. The proposed
Northern Relief Road ( Policy 24 ) provides
opportunities for the provision of car parks to link to
such a network of routes.

The Council previously pursued a scheme for the
Belmont viaduct which secured funding but was unable
to proceed at the time because it was not possible to
secure some of the necessary land rights for that
particular scheme. The Council is still committed to
renovating the viaduct and providing routes for non-car
users across it. The policy indicates the Council's
commitment to undertake a scheme if the finance and
land rights can be secured which hopefully will be
achieved during the Plan period.
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The Plan is clear that the protection and enhancement
must be balanced against the need for sustainable

Support the policy, with the addition of a statement to
the effect that the protection of heritage assets must

170Question 53

new development. Policies in the Plan are consistentbe seen in the wider context not only of development
with national planning guidance in respect to heritage
matters.

proposals but on the consequent changes in travel,
transport and associated infrastructure arising from
the development, consistent with the intentions of
Objective 10 and of Policy 26.

Support and comment noted.The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum considers that Policy 46 is very important

261Question 53

for Durham City and welcomes the positive
measures it sets out to protect, conserve and
support beneficial uses for the historic
environment. Our Policies H2, H5 and H6 are
complementary to Policy 46.

Support noted.The Trust considers that Policy 46 is very important
for Durham City and welcomes the positive measures

671Question 53

it sets out to protect, conserve and support beneficial
uses for the historic environment.

Thank you for your comments. The policy has been
amended to incorporate additional text to recognise

Our modest comments on the historic environment
policy has been informed by discussion with Dr Rob

1011Question 53

the 'time layering' of heritage assets and historicYoung, Chair of the AONB Partnership’s Historic
places. The council disagree with the secondEnvironment Working Group.The policy seems broadly
recommendation that Heritage Statements shouldcomparable with the requirements of the July 2018
always be produced by a heritage specialist, as thisrevision of the NPPF, especially Section 16 pp54-58.
may not always be possible or practicle for theThe Plan might usefully reference the NPPF in the

first paragraph of the policy or in the RJ. applicant. The Plan recognises instead that it is
important that statements are sufficient for the
application.

Paragraph 5.449 lines 8 and 9 could usefully be
amended as shown below:

“These are manifested in landscapes, towns and
villages, individual buildings and features, ancient
monuments, open spaces, historic public realm and
archaeological sites, all with complex time-depth. with
many phases inter-laid upon one another.The county’s
designated heritage assets include:

Paragraph 5.457 says that ‘Heritage Statements should
be produced by a heritage specialist where appropriate’
and considered necessary by the council and …’(our
italics). The words ‘where appropriate should be
deleted as Heritage Statements should always be
produced by a heritage specialist.This would be better
if it read:
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‘Where the council considers it necessary to
produce a Heritage Statement, this should be     
proportionate to the assets’ importance and should be
produced by a heritage specialist.’

Thank you for your comment. The Plan sets down the
guidance for considering Article IV designations.

This Policy deals with protections related to historic or
heritage assets including listed buildings and

812Question 53

Enacting the designations will be considered throughConservation Areas and is similar to existing policies.
the management proposals for the conservation areaPara.5.456 refers to the possible removal of permitted
and as part of the council's rolling management
programme.

development rights using Article IV directions where
the character, appearance or significance of
conservation areas are considered to be under threat.

There is a longstanding request from the Parish Council
for the County Council to make such a direction to deal
with various problems related to PVC doors and
windows etc. in Staindrop, but as yet no action has
been taken despite recognition of the problems in the
County Council's own conservation area appraisal.

The policy wording has been amended to reflect the
new NPPF 2018 and to include reference to the impact
on wider ecological networks.

We support this policy and recommend that in
paragraph 5.444 a further bullet point is added:

A major factor in decline in habitats and species is
cause by fragmentation through development.

1223Question 53

Developers therefore have a responsibility to address
this by incorporating landscape connectivity of both
designated and non-designated sites in their
development scheme to ensure functionality of all
ecosystems present.These wildlife corridors may also
contribute to climate change resilience of the
landscape.

Support noted.very important...strongly support486Question 53

Support noted.strongly support487Question 53

Support and comment noted.The FSDR welcome proposed policy 46 (Historic
Environment). It will be the job of the Plan to ensure

1000Question 53

that the planning system serves the aims and
objectives of the Rail Heritage Board and facilitates
the proposals of the Programme and Delivery Plan of
the Heritage Action Zone.

We endorse the representations on this policy
submitted by Caroline Hardie, in particular the comment
about designated and non-designated assets. These
are not restricted to archaeology but include also
buildings, structures and features of architectural,
historic or other heritage value.

Thank you for your comment. National Planning Policy
Framework applies a clear hierarchy for heritage

Policy 46, Historic Environment. We strongly support
this policy. However the protection of non-designated

1181Question 53
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assets. Non-designated assets can be considered for
listing and if they are judged to warrant listing they can

heritage assets should be enhanced, e.g. "In the case
of non-designated heritage assets that are

of course be considered to be of higher significance.demonstrably of equivalent significance to listed
The Plan is clear that heritage assets of "archaeologicalbuildings these will be considered subject to the same
interest" which are demonstrably of equivalentcriteria as those for designated heritage assets." DCC
significance to scheduled monuments will beshould as a matter of urgency for Durham City apply
considered subject to the same criteria as those for
designated heritage assets.

for listed status for all the non-designated heritage
assets identified in the character assessment of the
Durham City Conservation Area. Re heritage at risk,
Section 106 monies could be used to preserve such
buildings and bring them back into appropriate use.

Thank you for your comments. The Historic
Environment Policy articulates that local documentation

Heritage is particularly important to Lanchester with its
Roman heritage and wealth of Heritage assets. The

3254Question 53

and evidence, for example conservation arearecently completed Conservation Area Appraisal and
appraisals, are improtant documents for assessing
development proposals.

Lanchester Heritage Audit and Gazetteer confirmed
the importance and significance of heritage to
Lanchester Parish.  It is important that these local
documents are considered.  Designated,
non-designated and locally valued assets need to be
considered with any proposed development.  In
addition the significant Roman Heritage in Lanchester
promotes business, tourism and employment
opportunities.

(Also see comments on Policy 41 Question 48).

Support noted.Q53 Policy46 We support this policy2391Question 53

The policy wording has been amended to reflect the
new NPPF 2018 and to distinguish between nationally
and locally protected sites.

We object to this policy on the grounds that Nationally
and Locally protected sites are afforded the same level
of protection contrary to the provisions of the NPPF. In
addition the policy is overly negative in Its approach.

1543Question 53

The first sentence should be amended to allow a more
positive approach to be taken to proposed
developments will result in the creation of new habitats
and enhance biodiversity.

Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2438Question 53

Support and comment noted.Policy 46 Historic environment    Members support
the proposals to protect the historic environment.While

1967Question 53

it is accepted that there are few designated assets,
there is an important Conservation Area in Bowburn
and the historic Registered Park at Croxdale. These
areas need protecting as mush as possible and so this
policy is supported.
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Thank you for your comment. The open space areas
within Ferryhill are all recognised and recorded within

Question 53; Historic Environment; Policy 45; p.
201

2039Question 53

the OSNA, and afforded protection under the Green
Infrastructure Policy.

Comment: Although highlighted in the majority of
responses made by residents from Ferryhill to the
issues and options consultation phase of the Plan,
there appears to be no commitment or consideration
by the Council to preserving green open spaces in
Ferryhill. I would like to see a commitment made to
preserving green open spaces here, in particular the
Praxis Site, the green at Chapel Row and the land not
already identified for development south of Dean Road.

Thank you for your comment however the policy is
consistently worded with national planning guidance

Policy 456 Historic Environment While CPRE
supports this Policy, it recognises again that other

1810Question 53

(which covers the requirement to sustain and enhancebodies have greater expertise on this subject. We are
heritage assets) and there is therefore no need tohowever concerned that there is no reference here to
mention legislation in this instance (which may date
the Plan).

the duty imposed on decision makers under Sections
66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. As there has been a
significant amount of case law on this topic, we
represent that it is one that should be brought to the
fore for applicants and decision makers to fully take
into account.

In addition, we represent that a reference to the role
of Neighbourhood Plans in protecting and enhancing
the historic environment would be useful.

Comment noted. Listed buildings are by definition of
historical interest and worthy of protection.

If you could work on a plan to demolish long term
empties, that would be nice. Probably easier said than
done. And make it easier to delist listed buildings that

1734Question 53

have no historical interest based on the numbers of
people showing an interest in them.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1902Question 53

The Plan has been amended to clarify that a
subsequent planning application will only be considered

Paragraph 1 final sentence – “in all cases conditions
will be applied to ensure new development proceeds

1922Question 53

where the loos of the whole or part of a heritage assetfollowing whole or part loss of a heritage asset”. Could
has already been accepted.The Plan is consistent withthis be reworded to make the meaning clear? There
national guidance in its treatment of non-designatedshould be no implied suggestion that a heritage asset
assets so no further changes are required in thiscan be destroyed and then a subsequent planning
respect. An additional monitoring indicator has beenapplication granted because the heritage asset has
added to monitor enforcement cases taken against
owners of listed buildings.

been partially or totally destroyed and is no longer
worth protecting. It should also be clear that where full
or partial loss is permitted that full and proper recording
of the asset must be undertaking prior to its loss.

We question why the policy gives protection to
non-designated heritage assets of archaeological
interest and not those of historic, landscape or
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architectural interest, even though these are identified
as within its scope in paragraphs 5.450 to 5.453. As
this is a local plan it is also unsatisfactory that assets
are only protected when they are of “equivalent
significance to scheduled monuments”, thus requiring
them to be of national significance, and ignoring the
possibility of local significance. This is in contradiction
to the strategy in Policy 7 paragraph 4.118 where local
lists of “assets of community value” are to be
recognised and acted upon and the statement about
their creation in paragraph 5.452.

Apart from those comments above we endorse the
proposed policy.

How will the policy be monitored? Paragraph 5.400
under the heading Conserving and enhancing the
natural and historic environment refers to the use of
“appropriate powers of enforcement and repair”, but
these are not mentioned in the policy on historic
environment. We are concerned that there is currently
a lack of enforcement action where there is a breach
of listed building consent. We suggest that the
policy could also be monitored by the number of
successful enforcement actions taken against
developers in breach of listed building consents or
planning conditions covering the historic environment.

Thank you for your comment. The policy sets down
the test for considering loss of heritage assets, however

This policy needs to ensure that financial gain or that
of other organisations does not force the detrimental

3391Question 53

a balanced judgement applies to non-designatedloss of heritage assets within the county. Drawing
assets which must be weighed against the public
benefits of a proposal.

attention to the lower school of Tudhoe Grange in
Spennymoor, which was recently demolished for
financial gain of the county council which at significant
local objection went ahead. Local communities need
to be consulted and taken account of before any asset
is disposed of which is of local significance in social,
cultural or of historic value. The lower school site on
Durham Road was historically and culturally of value
to the township, being the place of learning of the world
acclaimed painter Norman Cornish. Sites of significant
heritage value like this have in the past been
demolished for County Council financial gain and this
should be written into policy to not be allowed to
happen in the future.

Comments noted.This is very important for Durham City to protect,
conserve and support beneficial uses for the historic

2643Question 53

environment. However approved planning proposals
do not even adhere to existing policies.

The industrial roofing on the Riverwalk development
is a disgrace.
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Thank you for your comment. The council do not
however propose to adopt this change as it would not

In order to ensure Policy 46 is compliant with NPPF
paragraph 184 the following amendment is suggested;

3481Question 53

add anything to the policy, which already highlights the“Development will be expected to sustain the
significance of designated and non designated heritage importance of significance to the process and this is

articulated throughout the rest of the policy.assets, including any contribution made by their setting,
in a manner appropriate to their significance.”

Persimmon Homes are happy to discuss further any
of the comments made within this representation and
would request to be kept informed of future
consultations upon the County Durham Plan and its
supporting documentation.

Thank you for your comment. A footnote has been
added to the policy.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

3208Question 53

WHSC – Overall these sections and policies are
extremely helpful. There are comments on some of
the detail of Policy 46.

Policy 46 - Historic Environment

Pg 204 - 5.457 All applications affecting heritage assets
must be accompanied by a satisfactory Statement of
Heritage Significance and Impact (Heritage Statement).
Applicants will be required to demonstrate a full
understanding of the assets' significance, including
any contribution made by their setting. Heritage
Statements should be produced by a heritage specialist
where appropriate and considered necessary by the
council and should be proportionate to the assets’
importance.

WHSC – Although referenced in section 5.466 it would
be helpful her to link to the recommended use of the
ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments
by the NPPF.

Thank you for your comment. The council do not
however propose to adopt these changes as they

Hellens supports the need to conserve the historic
environment. Hellens suggests the following

2538Question 53

would not add anything to the policy, which alreadyamendment to the first sentence of Policy 46 to ensure
highlights the importance of significance to the processconsistency with the new NPPF (July 2018) (paragraph

184): and this is articulated throughout the rest of the policy.
Greenfield sites by their very nature are ones where“Development will be expected to sustain the

significance of designated and non-designated heritage minimal information, if any, is available about their past
and so their potential for containing archaeologicalassets, including any contribution made by their setting,

in a manner appropriate to their significance.” remains is unknown. This is why geophysical survey
and targeted trial-trenching are vital so that the Local

It is not clear from reading paragraph 5.460 what
‘archaeological evaluation’ relates to in the context of

Planning Authority can assess this aspect of an
application on an informed basis otherwise it would

greenfield sites over 1 ha in size, whether this means potentially be approving the destruction of elements
a desk-based assessment, geophysical survey or trial of the county’s heritage without any consideration for
trenching. Hellens suggests the following amendment preservation or investigation before removal (and thus
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contrary to policies 197 and 199 of the recently revised
NPPF). Further, geophysical survey, though very

to ensure consistency with the new NPPF (July 2018)
(paragraph 189).

useful, is not infallible and archaeological features can“Where proposals are likely to affect sites of known
importance, sites of significant archaeological potential, be obscured by geological and other factors. This is

why the trial-trenching is necessary both to clarify theor those that become apparent through the
significance of any features revealed by the geophysicsdevelopment management process, background
and to sample apparently blank areas to make sure
they truly are bereft of archaeological features.

research followed up by archaeological evaluation will
be required prior to their determination. This will also
be a requirement for In the case of greenfield sites of
1 hectare or more in extent, an appropriate desk-based
assessment should be undertaken, with a geophysical
survey and targeted trial trenching only undertaken if
necessary. The findings of this assessment will be a
material consideration which informs the determination
of the planning application. All resultant information
shall be made available in an appropriate form for
inclusion in the HER to advance understanding.”

Thank you for your comment. The council do not
however propose to adopt these changes as they

Raby Estates supports the need to conserve the
historic environment. Raby Estates suggests the

2960Question 53

would not add anything to the policy, which alreadyfollowing amendment to the first sentence of Policy 46
to ensure consistency with the NPPF 2018 (para. 184): highlights the importance of significance to the process

and this is articulated throughout the rest of the policy.“Development will be expected to sustain the
significance of designated and non-designated heritage Rural estates that contain hertiage assets of

significance will be covered by this policy, however notassets, including any contribution made by their setting,
in a manner appropriate to their significance.” all rural estates will necessarily exhibit or evidence

this. Greenfield sites by their very nature are ones
It is suggested that paragraph 5.449 be amended as
suggested below to include a reference to Rural

where minimal information, if any, is available about
their past and so their potential for containing

Estates as guardians of numerous designated and
non-designated heritage assets.

archaeological remains is unknown. This is why
geophysical survey and targeted trial-trenching are
vital so that the Local Planning Authority can assess“County Durham has a wide variety of heritage assets

that evidence and reflect human interaction with the this aspect of an application on an informed basis
landscape from prehistoric times to the present.These otherwise it would potentially be approving the
are manifested in landscapes, towns and villages, destruction of elements of the county’s heritage without
Rural Estates, individual buildings and features, any consideration for preservation or investigation
ancient monuments, open spaces, historic public realm before removal (and thus contrary to policies 197 and
and archaeological sites, with many phased inter-laid
upon one another.”

199 of the recently revised NPPF). Further, geophysical
survey, though very useful, is not infallible and
archaeological features can be obscured by geologicalIt is not clear from reading paragraph 5.460 what

‘archaeological evaluation’ relates to in the context of and other factors. This is why the trial-trenching is
necessary both to clarify the significance of anygreenfield sites over 1 ha in size, whether this means
features revealed by the geophysics and to samplea desk-based assessment, geophysical survey or trial
apparently blank areas to make sure they truly are
bereft of archaeological features.

trenching. Raby Estates suggests the following
amendment to ensure consistency with the NPPF 2018
(para. 189).

“Where proposals are likely to affect sites of known
importance, sites of significant archaeological potential,
or those that become apparent through the
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development management process, background
research followed up by archaeological evaluation will
be required prior to their determination. This will also
be a requirement for In the case of greenfield sites of
1 hectare or more in extent, an appropriate desk-based
assessment should be undertaken, with a geophysical
survey and targeted trial trenching only undertaken if
necessary. The findings of this assessment will be a
material consideration which informs the determination
of the planning application. All resultant information
shall be made available in an appropriate form for
inclusion in the HER to advance understanding.”

The introduction to the built and natural environment
section of the Plan has been amended to reflect this
suggested change.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would

3258Question 53

strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

Support noted.The University supports this policy as a steward of
numerous heritage assets in Durham City and the
surrounding area.

3684Question 53

The county is blessed with a plethora of heritage assets
and historic places, including Durham City and a huge

Once again, it would be helpful for a policy specific to
Durham City to identify the key protections that need

4228Question 53

array of important towns and villages which contributeto put in place. While the general policy to protect the
to the historic importance and interest of the county.historic environment is welcome, there is a lack of detail
The plan therefore sets down a strategic approachrelating to Durham within the Plan. As the primary
which balances detail with a concise and consistenthistoric centre of County Durham, and the location of
planning framework to manage change andthe World Heritage Site, it is vital that extra
development across the county. The Plan doesconsideration is given to any development within this
however recognise the significance of the WHS as ahistoric environment and the character and unique

history of this site is fully protected and enhanced. key asset. Further, the emphasis within the Historic
Environment Policy is to conserve and enhance theThis policy notes the importance of Conservation

Areas, and that development proposals must pay significance of designated and non-designated heritage
assets.particular regard to the significance, character,

appearance and setting of a Conservation Area.While
it is important that this text forms part of the policy on
the historic environment, it must be noted that
development has been permitted in Durham that does
not seem to pay heed to the Conservation Area, and
so it is not only important that this is fully considered
for any development within the City Centre, but that
consideration is given to the fact that previous
development has already caused some harm to the
Conservation Area in Durham.

While the supporting text for this policy indicates that
“In seeking sustainable development great weight will
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be given to the conservation of heritage assets in the
county” it should be noted within this policy that, where
appropriate, development proposals for existing
buildings in a Conservation Area should seek to
redress any harm that has been previously caused by
inappropriate development.

Thank you for these comprehensive comments.Where
these comments improve clarity, or consistency with

We have welcomed the opportunities to input into the
development of earlier iterations of Policy 46 on the

4191Question 53

national policy, they have been incorporated into thehistoric environment. We recommend a few further
minor amendments: policy. Some comments, for example in respect to

requiring development to include mitigation when harm• The last sentence in the first paragraph should
be re-worded  as it is unclear; it could be read is caused, and requiring local materials, have not been

incoprorated as in these two instances they would notas actually encouraging development which
causes harm to heritage assets. conform with national policy and local materials may

not always be appropriate if they were not originally
• If re-wording the NPPF, it is important not the

lose meaning. It might be helpful to incorporate
used (for example). Improvements have been made
to the monitoring framework.

the phrase "according to national policy" (as is
done in Policy 40) to provide confidence.

• Section {b) might usefully include the word
'curtilage" on which we now have clear guidance
(www.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/listed-buildings-and-curtilage•
advice-note-10).

• Section (c) could potentially also include the
phrase 'optimum viable use".

• Section {h) could also include development
pattern, layout, density, massing and features.

In the Non-designated Assets section:

The first sentence should refer to the impacts upon the
significance of the assets.

• The reference to assets demonstrably of
equivalent significance to scheduled monuments
is a repetition of the first sentence of the section
on Designated Assets, and could therefore be
removed?

• It might be helpful to insert "in line with the NPPF"
after "balanced judgement" in the first sentence,
to ensure clarity on the meaning of the term.
Then (J) should be amended to say" n cases
where the balanced judgement concludes
preservation in situ should not be pursued, it will
be .. ." so it is clear that policy principles apply
rather than an arbitrary decision on whether in
situ preservation is warranted or not.

The Heritage at Risk section might usefully add "from
their neglect, decay or other threat" after "identified at
risk".
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The policy should also refer to the need for mitigation
when harm is to be caused.

There-arealso some comments on the supporting text
to this section:

• In para 5.448, the first sentence might inciude
the word "irretrievably". In the second sentence,
"historic" could be inserted after "sustainable"

• Para 5.449 should make clear the figures are as
at the plan's publishing date because

designatlons can be amended over time (a specific
activity in the Heritage Action Zones, for example). In
this para or para 5.450, it is worth referencing the
National Heritage List for England
(www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list) as the only
official, up to date, register of all nationally protected
historic buildings and sites.

• In para 5.451, a setting is not itself a heritage
asset so" and settings" should be removed from
the bullet and the paragraph reworded to make
clear that any heritage asset can have  a setting
from which it can derive significance.

• In para 5.452, non-designated heritage assets
identified in Neighbourhood Plans (NP) cannot
be called a local list. The NPPF says only local
authorities can create local lists (and Durham
County Council has yet to do so), so assets
identified in NPs must be called something else
(this has been confirmed in NP examinations
elsewhere).  Nonetheless, it is right to point out
that NPs can and do identify such assets of local
interest, and that they may be considered for a
local list in the future (in the same way as assets
identified in your own conservation area character
appraisals may be). Note, the word "designation"
cannot be used when discussing such assets as
they are by definition not designated.

• Also in 5.452 "recommendation" is a better word
than "requirement", and "heritage at risk" is

more accurate than "building at risk". After "character
appraisals", insert "or other suitable characterisation
methods" because many of the county's conservation
area's do not yet have adopted appraisals.

• Para 5.453 should be positioned earlier in this
section. "Regeneration" and "enjoyment" could
be in the second sentence's list of themes.

• We suggest the second part of para 5.454 (on
regeneration and place-making) is more
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important to Co Durham than the first part (on
learning and recreation).

• The second sentence of para 5.455 should refer
to "significance· and could include "great weight
to conservation" rather than just "sensitive to".
Reference to "better revealing significance" would
also be useful. Inserting "and natural or
traditionally made" before "materials" would add
clarity.

• Para 5.456 could be clearer that it is covering
two topics. The second topic should be much
firmer and stated earlier in this section to
underpin the narrative.

• In para 5.458, is "primary legislation" intended to
say "primary sources"? If so then secondary
sources should be included, too.

• • In the monitoring box, Indicator l might be
too unclear particularly as the Target refers
to

• In para 5.460, "background research
followed up by ... " should be
"archaeological assessment

• In paras 5.459, "archaeological sites
considered to be non-designated
heritage assets" should read
"archaeological heritage assets". "its
significance" should be "their
significance", and "revealed" should
be "understood" potentially followed
up by .. .", In the second sentence,
"this assessment" should be "this
investigation", a term which covers
both the assessment and the
evaluation used in the previous
sentence. This para should also
address mitigation where harm is
Justified by the balanced judgement.

• in the monitoring box, Indicator 1
might be too unclear particularly as
the Target refers to harm as well.
Indicator 2 might need re-wording as
it could suggest the goal is to remove
all Heritage at Risk from the county
by 2035, a laudable goal but one
which rs unlikely to be achieved.
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Thank you for your comments.  Heritage Impact
Assessments have been undertaken to inform the

General comments

In general, we welcome many aspects of the plan, and
it is clear that the historic environment is a topic which

4171Question 53

allocation process and necessary mitigation measures.
The Plan sets down a strategy for the whole county.has been addressed in many chapters as the plan has
It is clear that it seeks to protect historic places and
heritage assets across County Durham.

developed; this helps greatly in achieving the positive
strategy required by the NPPF.

However, we have noted below some key concerns
which are evident throughout the Plan.

i)     Justification for Site Allocations: There are a
number of site allocations where we have either been
unable to find any evidence of an assessment of the
impact upon the historic environment, or the
assessment that has been carried out has not been
carried over to the plan.

The NPPF is clear that proposals should avoid or
minimise any conflict with the conservation of heritage
assets (paragraph 190), and site adocatlons should
therefore avoid harming the significance of both
designated and undesignated heritage assets, including
effects upon their setting.  At the same time, proposed
development sites may present opportunities for
enhancing the historic environment.  Site allocations
should therefore be informed by sufficient robust
evidence to help identify the heritage assets likely to
be affected, and consider the likely constraints or
opportunities.  Historic England has produced advice
on the Historic Environment and Site Allocations in
Local Plans, available from our website
at https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/historic-environment-and-site-allocations-in-local-plans/,
and this sets out a suggested methodology for
assessing sites in more detail.

In order to address this, we would recommend that the
Council clearly demonstrates that the appropriate
assessments have been undertaken, and if any harm
is identified to heritage assets, how that harm might
be removed or reduced.  If, at the end of the process,
it is concluded that the development would still be likely
to harm elements which contribute to the significance
of the heritage assets, then the sites should not be
allocated unless there are clear public benefits that
outweigh the harm (as is required by the NPPF,
paragraphs 195 and 196).
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As we have noted above, there has been a very
positive approach taken throughout the Plan to the
historic environment, so we are confident that the
council has already adopted this approach and carried
out these assessments, but the evidence needs to be
clearly demonstrated to ensure that the plan is sound,
and whatever mitigation is required should be clearly
indicated within the Policy or supporting text.

ii)    The need to set out a positive and clear strategy
for the conservation, enjoyment and enhancement of
the historic environment (paras. 20 and 185 of the
NPPF): We welcome the positive approach to the
historic environment which is evident throughout the
plan. However, there are some areas where insufficient
connection has been made between the opportunity
that the historic environment presents, and the policy
direction proposed for the county's future. We have
noted these areas below, under our specific comments.

iii)   Recognition of scope of historic environment  When
discussing the historic environment, the Plan tends to
concentrate on the World Heritage Site (WHS) and
protected landscapes. While these are extremely
important, it is essential that the Plan provides a
positive strategy which acknowledges, promotes and
protects the full spectrum of the county's extraordinary
heritage.  A broader recognition and inclusion of the
full scope of the historic environment would be
welcomed.

Thank you for your comment. The council do not
however propose to adopt these changes as they

County Durham Land LLP supports the need to
conserve the historic environment. County Durham

3935Question 53

would not add anything to the policy, which alreadyLand LLP suggests the following amendment to the
highlights the importance of significance to the processfirst sentence of Policy 46 to ensure consistency with

the NPPF (para. 126) and draft NPPF (para. 182): and this is articulated throughout the rest of the policy.
Greenfield sites by their very nature are ones where“Development will be expected to sustain the

significance of designated and non-designated heritage minimal information, if any, is available about their past
and so their potential for containing archaeologicalassets, including any contribution made by their setting,

in a manner appropriate to their significance.” remains is unknown. This is why geophysical survey
and targeted trial-trenching are vital so that the Local

It is not clear from reading paragraph 5.460 what
‘archaeological evaluation’ relates to in the context of

Planning Authority can assess this aspect of an
application on an informed basis otherwise it would

greenfield sites over 1 ha in size, whether this means potentially be approving the destruction of elements
a desk-based assessment, geophysical survey or trial of the county’s heritage without any consideration for
trenching. County Durham Land LLP suggests the preservation or investigation before removal (and thus
following amendment to ensure consistency with the
NPPF (para. 128) and draft NPPF (para. 185).

contrary to policies 197 and 199 of the recently revised
NPPF). Further, geophysical survey, though very
useful, is not infallible and archaeological features can
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“Where proposals are likely to affect sites of known
importance, sites of significant archaeological potential,

be obscured by geological and other factors. This is
why the trial-trenching is necessary both to clarify the

or those that become apparent through the significance of any features revealed by the geophysics
development management process, background and to sample apparently blank areas to make sure

they truly are bereft of archaeological features.research followed up by archaeological evaluation will
be required prior to their determination. This will also
be a requirement for In the case of greenfield sites of
1 hectare or more in extent, an appropriate desk-based
assessment should be undertaken, with a geophysical
survey and targeted trial trenching only undertaken if
necessary. The findings of this assessment will be a
material consideration which informs the determination
of the planning application. All resultant information
shall be made available in an appropriate form for
inclusion in the HER to advance understanding.”

The policy has been amended to state 'conservation',
rather than 'preservation', in accordance with national
guidance.

Whilst  Story  Homes  understands  that Durham has
a  valued  historic environment which should be
recognised in the emerging local plan we consider that
Policy 46 is not consistent with national policy as
currently drafted.

3869Question 53

Our particular concerns relate to how to policy performs
in terms of the section 16 of the NPPF (2018) which
related to “conserving” and “enhancing” the historic
environment. For example, criterion (f) of policy 46
related to Conservation Area and seeks the
“preservation “enhancement” of the asset.

Suggested Modification

In this instance, Story Homes recommends the
following modification to Policy 46:

The demonstration of understanding of the significance,
character, appearance and setting   of the conservation
area and how this has informed proposals to achieve
high quality sustainable development, which is
respectful of historic interest, local distinctiveness and
the preservation conservation or enhancement of
the asset;
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Support noted.I agree.248Question 54

Thank you for your comment. The policy supporting
text has been amended in accordance with Historic

The City of Durham Neighbourhood Planning
Forum places Durham Cathedral and Castle

262Question 54

Englands advice to include a summary of the
World Heritage Site at the forefront after Outstanding Universal Value, which helps to make the
sustainability of our draft Neighbourhood Plan. policy more specific to Durham's WHS. DC

Neighbourhood Plan textPreferred Options Policy 47 is generic to all
World Heritage Sites whereas our Policy H1 is
shaped by the particular qualities and setting
of DurhamCathedral and CastleWorld Heritage
Site. The Forum suggests that Policy 47 should
be made more specific to this particular World
Heritage Site, using the approach commended
by Historic England and the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan.

Thank you for your comment. The policy supporting
text has been amended in accordance with Historic

The Trust is concerned that Policy 47 is generic to all
World Heritage Sites, for example it avoids listing this

674Question 54

Englands advice to include a summary of theWorld Heritage Site’s ‘Outstanding Universal Values’
Outstanding Universal Value, which helps to make the(which were revised in 2013). Policy 47 should be
policy more specific to Durham's WHS. Referencesmade more specific to this particular World Heritage
have been added to the WHS Management Plan and
the ICOMOS HIAs.

Site, and there should be mention of the proposed
extension of the Site (mentioned in the WHS
Management Plan), with the boundary drawn along
the top of the outer bank between Elvet and
Framwellgate Bridges. It would also be beneficial to
state an aim to promote the use of ICOMOS Heritage
Impact Assessments for new developments in and
around the WHS.

Support noted.Important - strongly support.488Question 54

The policy supporting text has been amended in
accordance with Historic Englands advice to include

Policy 47, Durham Cathedral and Castle World
Heritage Site.Though we strongly support the purpose

1183Question 54

a summary of the Outstanding Universal Value, whichof this policy it is weakly worded, e.g. the protection of
helps to make the policy more specific to Durham's
WHS.

views to and from the World Heritage Site is not
included as a specific item, just subsumed under the
term OUV. The advice of the World Heritage Site
Management body and Historic England on the wording
of this policy should be sought and followed.

Support noted.Q54 Policy47 We support this policy2392Question 54
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Support noted.I believe that the following policies are of particular importance in respect of which I wish to record my very strong support:
Policies 7, 8, 9, 17.2, 17.3, 20, 21, 23, 28, 33, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46 and 47.

2439Question 54

Thank you for your comment however the policy is
consistently worded with national planning guidance

Policy 46 47 Durham Cathedral and Castle World
Heritage Site While CPRE supports this Policy, it

1813Question 54

(which covers the requirement to sustain and enhancerecognises again that other bodies have greater
heritage assets) and there is therefore no need toexpertise on this subject. We are however concerned
mention legislation in this instance (which may date
the Plan).

that there is no reference here to the duty imposed on
decision makers under Sections 66 and 72 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990. As there has been a significant amount of
case law on this topic, we represent that it is one that
should be brought to the fore for applicants and
decision makers to fully take into account. This is
particularly important in relation to a World Heritage
Site.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1904Question 54

Support noted.We endorse Policy 471923Question 54

Thank you for you comments. In respect to
development proposals that have already occurred,

As with the previous iteration of the Plan, there are
once again concerns that, while this policy does indeed

4229Question 54

these will have been considered against existinglay out measures to protect and enhance the World
planning policy including the policy set down in the CityHeritage Site (WHS), it highlight such matters as the
of Durham Local Plan. NPPF has changed the policyeffects that wind turbines and tall structures can have
framework for considering proposals which impacton the skyline of the WHS. Such developments are
upon heritage assets and historic places, and thealready visible from the WHS, and so the effectiveness
policies in the emerging County Durham Plan reflectof this policy may be called into question, as precedent
this. This policy will help to clarify the importance offor the development of visible structures has already

been set. the setting of the WHS and the test for considering
developments which impact upon it. This will beThis policy also references the Durham City

Conservation Area Character Appraisal Document, reinforced by contextual evidence such as that set
down in the Conservation Area Character Appraisal.which has seemed to carry little weight with previous

development approved in Durham City. It is vital that
if this policy is to be effective, the Character Appraisal
is fully considered when development is proposed, and
further erosion of the historic nature of Durham City,
and wider setting and skyline from the WHS is resisted.

It is clear that there is much in the Preferred Options
document to welcomed, but also some further detail
to be added before the final version of the County
Durham Plan is produced. Equally, while it is important
to have such a document in place for County Durham,
it is vital that a plan that specifically addresses Durham
City is part of this framework. Not only is Durham the
key centre for the county, but it represents a unique
set of challenges and issues that require a specific set
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of strategic policies. It appears from the Preferred
Options document.

I hope that the local authority fully considers the
representations and comments on the Preferred
Options from residents, and that the Plan is able to
progress to the next stage as soon as possible.

Comment noted. The policy supporting text has been
amended in accordance with Historic Englands advice

This is generic to all World Heritage Sites but should
be shaped by the qualities and setting of Durham
Cathedral and Castle World Heritage Site.

2683Question 54

to include a summary of the Outstanding Universal
Value, which helps to make the policy more specific
to Durham's WHS.

It should be made more specific to this World Heritage
Site, using the approach commended by Historic
England and the Draft Durham City Neighbourhood
Plan.

More care should be taken over its setting, particularly
from afar.

The disgraceful developments at Soccarena, Riverwalk
and Maiden Castle should never be allowed to reoccur.

The supporting text has been amended to improve
clarity in relation to the setting of the WHS and
consistency with the WHS Management Plan.

Policy – 47 - Policy 46 - Durham Cathedral and
Castle World Heritage Site

WHSC – This is particularly helpful section and policy
but there are also two points of detail needing comment
and the policy numbering is confusing.

3209Question 54

Page 206 - 5.462 The setting of the WHS is the
environment in which it is experienced and understood.
While some of the features that affect it can be
mapped, the setting itself cannot be easily defined as
a singular geographical entity. The relatively compact
and modest scale of the city and its tranquil nature, as
well as views, impact upon the setting of the WHS
and its setting can also influenced by other
environmental factors such as noise or vibration from
other land uses in the vicinity, and by our
understanding of the historic relationship between
places. It is therefore imperative that development
within the wider setting, even where the WHS cannot
be seen, respects the significance of the asset and its
overall setting and status in the city. Development
outside of the designated boundary can have adverse
impacts on either the visual environment of the WHS
or on attributes associated with it which contribute to
its Outstanding Universal Value.

WHSC – The reference to setting is confusingly worded
– can this be clarified?  The new reference to
understanding of historic relationship between places
is very useful in relation to the WHS and its pilgrimage
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approaches and links to its supporting granges and
religious establishments.

Pg 206 - 5.463 The setting of the WHS is formed in
part by an ‘inner bowl’ contained by nearby ridges
and spurs incised by the meandering River Wear, and
a more diffuse ‘outer bowl’ contained by more distant
high ground including the limestone escarpment to the
east and south, and higher spurs and ridges to the
west. These form important horizons and skylines in
the backdrop of many views of, from and within the
WHS, and contain important vantage points from which
the WHS is viewed. Development within these areas
can detract from the appearance of the WHS, as can
development.

WHSC – The references to inner and outer bowl are
confusing – this was their general and previous policy
reference.  In making these areas more specific to aid
understanding of them, the bowl description was
dropped in the 2017 WHS Management Plan as
misleading and changed to inner and wider setting.  It
would be useful to either change to this terminology or
at least refer to it so the CDP can be read alongside
the WHS plan.

The introduction to the built and natural environment
section of the Plan has been amended to reflect this
suggested change.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would

3269Question 54

strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

Support noted.The University supports this policy as a steward of
numerous heritage assets in Durham City and the
surrounding area.

3685Question 54

Thank you for your comments. The policy has been
amended to reflect some of these recommendations,

We welcome this specific policy for the WHS.
 However. we would recommend some slight

4192Question 54

however the Outstanding Universal Value has beenamendments to ensure that it provides the h1ghest
level of protection. included in the supporting text, rather than the policy

section itself, to ensure the correct balance is struckThe second sentence of the policy could be
misinterpreted and read that 't is only referring to between detail and conciseness. Consideration has

been given to expanding the monitoring framework fordevelopment within or affecting the setting of the WHS,
this policy however given current resources therather than the site itself.  Some slight rewording would

be helpful. management plan seems like a more appropriate place
to capture some of this.

We welcome the reference to the attributes of the OUV
within the supporting text.  However, the policy wording
would be strengthened if these were also referenced
within the policy.
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We welcome the reference to the ICOMOS Guidance
on Heritage Impact Assessments in paragraph 5.466.

The monitoring of this policy is limited to the number
of appeals upheld, which seems  a narrow way of
assessing how successfully the WHS policy has been
implemented - and is only measuring protection rather
than enhancement. We would recommend additional
indicators for more positive outcomes.  It might also
be valuable to refer to the cycle of Periodic Reporting
that all WHSs undertake every six years. and refer to
evidence in there that demonstrates satisfactory
protection and enhancement for the WHS. The WHS
Management Plan will also have useful indicators to
review the state of the conservation of the property
which may be appropriate for the Local Plan.
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Support noted.I agree. DCC need  to plan for 2025, celebrations.249Question 55

Comment noted and reference added to the ECML
Route Study.

Question 55 - S&D Railway – we note the policy
relating to the Stockton & Darlington railway; we have
no overriding comment save to remind the Authority

690Question 55

that, on the sections of line which remain operational
railway, our permitted development privileges still apply
although, in exercising these privileges, we are mindful
of the historic nature of the route.

The chapter as a whole should make reference to the
ECML Route Study, setting out the potential
improvements which could be made to meet the
challenges of increased growth, including a possible
107% increase in growth between York and Newcastle
by 2043 (not including the potential impacts of HS2).
A goal of 9 trains per hour between York & Newcastle
(plus two freight paths) would require significant
infrastructure, including upgrade of the line between
York & Darlington to 140mph; separation of Tees Valley
trains from the main platforms at Darlington; further
level crossing closures; platform capacity increases at
Newcastle; and re-instatement of the Leamside line.
These are aspirations that can be provided on an
incremental basis as and when funding permits, though
it will require significant external finance to deliver all
the benefits to the Route.

In terms of freight we are supportive of connections to
new rail freight terminals, subject to there being a
reasonable market need and also subject to available
network capacity so that the new terminal can be
served without unduly impacting upon the operation
of the network. As such we are supportive of both the
Tursdale and Forrest Park freight terminals, subject to
future clarification on the availability of freight paths on
the ECML in light of franchise commitments and future
aspirations.

Support noted.agree943Question 55

Comments noted. The policy has been amended to
include consideration of the route, its assets and setting

The FSDR welcome a specific policy to protect and
enhance the Stockton and Darlington railway (proposed

1001Question 55

and their safeguarding and enhancement. Thepolicy 48). It will be the job of the Plan to ensure that
supporting text has also been amended to explain thethe planning system serves the aims and objectives
policy includes assets built after the day the lineof the Rail Heritage Board and facilitates the proposals
opened.The policy now explicitly includes the Surteesof the Programme and Delivery Plan of the Heritage

Action Zone. Railway work is underway to ensure the full extent of
the route is mapped in the plan. However, we feel that policy 48 and supporting text

need to be strengthened in order that they will stand
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up to close examination at inquiry and appeal and also
to make sure that new development proposals on or
near the line make appropriate contributions to its
protection, enhancement and promotion.

We therefore suggest;

1 It should be made clearer that the policy
safeguards and enhances the route itself and its
assets and setting and not just access to them.

2 The policy should include a requirement that
development on or adjacent to the line and
branches should reinstate a legible route where
those remains no longer exist.

3 The Surtees Railway should be added to the
named branch lines covered by the policy. Dating
from 1831 the line was used for passenger traffic
and linked up with the main S&DR line at New
Shildon. It is marked by a popular path as far as
Daniel Adamson’s Coach House on Main Street,
a significant early railway building.

4 The supporting text should explain that the policy
does not apply just to those assets relating to the
railway on the day it opened. The railway
immediately started to evolve, operationally,
mechanically, physically and geographically, and
those assets that remain along the 1825 line and
which are significant to its heritage, public
understanding and enjoyment should be
protected and enhanced in relation to their
significance.

5 We have been unable to find reference to the
policy on the Policies Map. The 1825 line and
the branches should be fully and explicitly
designated on the map.

6 The second line of paragraph 5.468 is not
accurate; it should be deleted and replaced with
‘and marked the birth of the modern railway
network’.

7 The protection and enhancement of the S&DR
and its setting by Policy 48 will impact on some
development sites next to the line. Clear
guidance should be set out for each affected
allocated site so that developers are aware of
the requirements of the Plan. For example, at
Forrest Park there should be a requirement to
provide an appropriately landscaped minimum
15 metres corridor, carrying the footpath and
cycle route Heritage Trail alongside the
operational line.
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We would be pleased to work with the Council’s officers
on the wording of the policy so that the Draft Plan,
proposed for consultation in January 2019, is clear and
is consistent with the S&DR policy in the emerging
Darlington Local Plan.

Support noted.We support this policy2393Question 55

Support noted.Policy 48 Stockton and Darlington Railway Again,
CPRE supports this Policy but recognises that other

1817Question 55

bodies and enthusiasts will have greater expertise on
the subject.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1905Question 55

Support noted.We endorse Policy 48 and paragraphs 5.468-5.470.1924Question 55

The introduction to the built and natural environment
section of the Plan has been amended to reflect this
suggested change.

Conserving and enhancing the natural and historic
environment

There is no mention of the natural capital value of the
environmental resource within this section. We would

3270Question 55

strongly encourage this to be referenced to ensure that
the CDP has an overall net positive impact of the
provision of natural capital.

The policy has been amended to include reference to
the trackbed and branch lines, as well as the

We welcome the inclusion of a unique policy for the
Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR).  However,

4193Question 55

importance of the asset as a visitor attraction. Theas drafted, we are not confident that it sets out the
supporting text has been amended to include reference
to Heritage Action Zone.

Council's intention to safeguard the significance of the
heritage assets along this route.

We would recommend including an additional (first?)
bullet, which states that proposals will be supported
which will conserve and enhance elements which
contribute to the significance of the S&DR and its
setting, including its trackbed and branch lines.

 Given the level of commitment from the Council to
support the S&DR and develop it into a visitor
attraction, the Policy might wish to include a bullet
which ensures that development proposals that would
prejudice the development of the S&DR as a visitor
attractions would be refused.

 It would be helpful if the policy outlined the information
required to accompany any applications affecting this
asset.  Reference within the supporting text of the
Heritage Action Zone, and/or the aims and objectives
of the Rail Heritage Board, might also be helpful to
demonstrate the longer term ambitions for the line.
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Support noted.I agree with policy 48352Question 56

Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

Although Tarmac supports Policy 49, specifically parts
(c), (d) and (e) and the corresponding supporting

1030Question 56

policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals couldparagraphs 5.487 and 4.588 relating to minerals,
be separated from waste but the Council is not
convinced this is necessary.

consideration should be given to separating minerals
and waste policy to provide greater clarity recognising
that although minerals and waste are related,
increasingly the two are separate resources and
should be addressed as such in policy terms. As set
out in the Plan, waste is now recognised as a valuable
resource and many other local plans have recognised
this by presenting waste as a separate topic in their
plans, decoupling it from minerals.

Should this approach be taken, consideration should
also be given to addressing aggregate recycling
facilities (i.e. Policy 49 (e)) under a separate policy.

Comments noted. The policies within the plan have
been prepared in order to accord with the NPPF which

Throughout the Plan, minerals and waste are
addressed together both in the supporting text and in

1027Question 56

also includes a requirement for Local Plans to preparepolicy, for example Policies 49, 50 etc. Consideration
policies for minerals and waste. Where minerals andshould be given to separating minerals and waste to
waste matters have been combined it has been toprovide greater clarity and recognition that each are
minimise the duplication of policies. Potentially,valuable resources in their own right. Indeed paragraph
minerals could be separated from waste but the Council5.476 sets out that waste is now recognised as a
is not convinced this is necessary. Regarding flexibility,valuable resource and should be addressed as such
allocations for new or extended sites could be allocatedin policy terms. Inevitably this may lead to
in either the County Durham Plan or the Minerals andsome duplication of policy (for example Policies 49 and
Waste Policies and Allocations Document. Both of50) but nevertheless separation enables such policies

to be tailored to the specific subject. these documents will be reviewed regularly which
provides adequate opportunities for new sites to beOverall, the minerals policies in the Plan need to have

some flexibility for dealing with non-allocated sites.
Tarmac believes this is not currently the case.

put forward by existing and new mineral operators.
Planning applications can also be made for
non-allocated sites and will be determined against
relevant plan policies with determination being informed
by the relevant evidence base including the Council's
Local Aggregate Assessment i.e. the Joint Local
Aggregate Assessment for County Durham,
Northumberland and Tyne and Wear. It should be
noted that the Meeting the Need for Primary
Aggregates policy has been split into three policies
and additional criteria have now been included which
sets out how non-allocated sites will be determined.

A policy on minerals and waste development and water
resources will be prepared in the Minerals and Waste

Wording is mentioned about protecting the
environment, however the additional wording is needed

1421Question 56

Policies and Allocations Document. Until this documentto take into account of: Mineral and waste
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developments, in particular those below the water table.
Risk assessment to groundwater be assessed and
managed in order to protect its quantity and quality.

is prepared the Council will rely upon saved policies
in the County Durham Minerals and Waste Local Plans.

A policy on minerals and waste development and water
resources will be prepared in the Minerals and Waste

Policy 49 and 51 (part f)

Wording is mentioned about protecting the
environment, however the additional wording is needed

1215Question 56

Policies and Allocations Document. Until this document
is prepared the Council will rely upon saved policies
in the County Durham Minerals and Waste Local Plans.

to take into account of: Mineral and waste
developments, in particular those below the water table.
Risk assessment to groundwater be assessed and
managed in order to protect its quantity and quality.

Paragraphs 5.473-5.475 of the Local Plan Preferred
Options was part of the supporting text for the minerals

Paragraphs 5.473 - 475 are meaningless statement
but do raise for the first time in the Plan the extraction

1397Question 56

and waste chapter. It sought to provide necessaryof surface mined coal - opencasting. DCC have
context and introduction to the plans minerals anddemonstrated that they have a close relationship with
waste policies. The Council disagrees with thesurface mining operators and the Plan needs to
assertion that the council has a close relationship withconsider how DCC will manage this relationship in the
surface mined coal operators. In terms of plan makingyears ahead in order to meet its low carbon,
coal operators are a consultee and may submit sitessustainable development and other aspects as well as

Clle Marshals Foreward as there are clear conflicts. which the council has to consider as potential
allocations. The council as mineral planning authorityThroughout the Plan Minerals and Waste Management

are dealt with together. This reflects historical also determines any submitted planning applications.
In this regard the council has refused planningassociation between mineral extraction and landfill. As
permission for the last two surface mined coala result there are no Indicators or Targets for waste

above. applications. However, both of these refusals have
been overturned by Inspector's at appeal. Where

These are increasingly 2 separate issues and the Plan
should therefore split mineral into one separate section

minerals and waste matters have been combined i.e.
Local Plan Preferred Options policies (Sustainable

from 'Sustainable waste management' and hence Minerals and Waste Resource Management) and
increase the emphasis on sustainable waste (Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals Related
management. Para 5.476 introduces the waste Infrastructure and Waste Management Sites) it has
hierarchy. It should be expected that the Plan discuss been to minimise the duplication of policies on similar
waste more in relation to Circular Economy and matters. Potentially, minerals could be separated from
Sustainable waste management rather than the Waste waste but the Council is not convinced this is
Hierarchy. There is a mention of Industrial Symbiosis necessary. The supporting text to the minerals and
and although have huge potential has unfortunately waste section of the plan and the Sustainable Minerals
been somewhat neglected in the UK in the past few and Waste Resource Management policy and its
years but there is potential for DCC to work with supporting text has been reordered and redrafted to
business in the County to look to and adopt such provide further clarity, and sustainable waste resource
innovative approaches and so the Plan could explore
these a bit more.

management, the waste hierarchy and the circular
economy are all addressed in this policy.

In general therefore this section is piecemeal and
somewhat confused. The paragraphs above therefore
need to be re-ordered and somewhat re-drafted.

Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

For reasons of clarity, this policy would benefit from
being split into individual minerals and waste policies.
Management. We strongly believe that Policy 49a and
b should be re-written to allow for the re-use of inert

1571Question 56

policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals could
be separated from waste but the Council is not
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convinced this is necessary. In relation to the re-use
of inert waste in the restoration of mineral workings, it

waste in the restoration of mineral workings to be seen
as a positive outcome.

is not considered necessary to address this issue in
the Sustainable Minerals and Waste Resource
Management policy. The introduction to the minerals
and waste section of the Plan explains that the Council
will prepare a complimentary Minerals and Waste
Policies and Allocations document, within this
document the council will prepare a new policy on the
restoration and afteruse of mineral sites and also a
policy or policies on landfill and landraise. In addition
the approach of the council to this issue is also outlined
in the Scoping document on the content of the Minerals
and Waste Policies and Allocations document. Until
this document is prepared the Council will rely upon
saved policies in the County Durham Minerals and
Waste Local Plans.

Amendments made. Text amended to read, "National
planning policy requires the council to provide for the

Page 209 Paragraph 5.471 This paragraph
states National planning policy requires the Council to

1547Question 56

future needs for new mineral extraction and wasteprovide for the future needs for new mineral extraction
management in order to ensure that their is a sufficientand waste management. It should be recognised that
supply of minerals to provide for the infrastructure,it is essential that there is a sufficient supply of minerals
buildings, energy and goods the Country needs andto provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and
that waste is managed in a more sustainable andgoods the County needs, particularly to deliver the

aims and objectives of the Plan. efficient manner in accordance with the waste
hierarchy."

Comments noted. Disagree, agricultural lime is
produced at a number of quarries in County Durham

Page 210 Paragraph 5.475  This states that
‘Magnesian limestone is also worked for industrial

1555Question 56

as a byproduct of the working of magnesian limestonepurposes…and a proportion of magnesian limestone,
for aggregate use and in the recent past for industrialwhich is either unsuitable for aggregates or high grade
purposes. No separate policy approach is required foruses, is used to produce agricultural lime…’ it should
agricultural lime. Available information on dedicatedbe recognised that magnesian limestone is also worked
permitted reserves and sales of this mineral is reportedin its own right to specifically produce agricultural lime
in the plan and it is clear that their are plentiful suppliessignificant quantities of which are exported to

continental Europe. to maintain production of this material from existing
quarries.

The introduction to the minerals and waste section of
the Plan has been rewritten to provide more focus. As

Page 210 Paragraph 5.476 This states that over
recent years international and national concern for the

1559Question 56

part of this redrafting existing content has been movedimpact of the disposal of waste has led to a
to under a revised Sustainable Minerals and Wastefundamental change in how waste is viewed. Rather
Resource Management policy. The council considersthan managing waste through disposal to landfill
that the statement in paragraph 5.476 (page 210) ofusing voids created by mineral extraction, waste is

now recognised as a valuable resource. the Local Plan Preferred Options should not have
caused deep concern. This paragraph advised thatThis statement causes deep concern as it fails to

recognise inert waste is a valuable resource for use in "rather than managing waste primarily through disposal
to landfill using voids created by mineral extraction,
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waste is now recognised as a valuable resource".This
paragraph is not considered to be incompatible with

the restoration of mineral workings to beneficial end
uses and/or new habitats and enhanced biodiversity.

the objectors comment that "inert waste is a valuableA prime example of this will be Low Harperley
resource".The text within the paragraph was intendedQuarry. We would point out that by law waste is not
to provide an overview of the step change in wasteallowed to be disposed of in landfill resource. if it is
management practices that has occurred over the lastcapable of being recycled or re-used. Therefore, only
twenty years or so. Reference has been made to bothinert material which has passed this test i.e. is not
the use of inert waste for both waste disposal andcapable of being recycled or re-used is currently used
waste recovery operations in he revised Wastein the restoration of mineral workings in the
Management Provision policy. However, regard willCounty. Accordingly, we strongly believe this paragraph
need to be had to all relevant policies when consideringshould be amended to reflect the fact that inert waste
the restoration of mineral workings including theis a valuable resource for re-use in the restoration of

mineral workings. policies on mineral site restoration and afteruse which
will be included within the forthcoming Minerals and
Waste Policies and Allocations document.

It is not considered necessary to amend these
paragraphs. Reference has been made to both the use

Page 212 Paragraph 5.480 and Paragraph 5.481 (Page
213) 5.480 states that waste has a value and is no

1572Question 56

of inert waste for both waste disposal operations andlonger a problem requiring simple disposal by landfill
waste recovery operations in the revised Wasteor incineration. 5.481 states that waste is a resource
Management Provision policy. However, regard willand not re-using or recovering it is a misuse of valuable

resources. need to be had to all relevant policies when considering
the restoration of mineral workings including theAgain we would reiterate that the use of inert waste in

the restoration of mineral workings should be policies on mineral site restoration and after use which
will be included within the forthcoming Minerals andconsidered as a positive re-use of the material
Waste Policies and Allocations document. Theparticularly where it results in the beneficial end
distinction which needs to be made between wasteuses/and or the provision of new habitats and

biodiversity. recovery / reclamation and landfilling / disposal
operations is understood. In this regard a number of
permissions have been granted by the Council in recent
years which have permitted the importation of waste
materials as part of mineral site restoration including:
at the new Low Harpereley sand and gravel site near
Wolsingham where 270,000 tonnes of inert and
construction and demolition waste was proposed to be
imported to help create the access and restoration
landforms for the water bodies which will be created
on site; at Birtley Quarry where 267,600 tonnes of inert
waste material was proposed to be imported as part
of slope stabilisation works in order to help engineer
safe and stable quarry slopes; and at Kilmond Wood
Quarry where the importation of 192,000 tonnes of
inert materials was proposed to create sloped
embankments against the worked faces. Proposals
such as these while creating a demand for the use of
waste/inert materials are not considered to be landfill
and are of a different character and magnitude to the
existing landfilling operations in County Durham such
as for example at Bishop Middleham Quarry and Crime
Rigg Quarry.
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Comment noted.I fully support, efficient mineral working with the least
/ minimum negative effect on the local environment

1707Question 56

must be pursued and non re-usable waste should be
avoided.

Comments noted. The Council will consider including
a policy within the Minerals and Waste Policies and

Policy 49 Sustainable Minerals and Waste Resource
Management    Historically, Bowburn has been a

1969Question 56

Allocations Document requiring Liaison Committeesmining area but all the pits are now closed. The area
to be set up where a substantive need is required.is however still important for mineral extraction. The
However, in terms of their role liaison committees arePartnership has not opposed proposals to extend the
not and cannot be decision making forums. InsteadQuarrington Quarry. However, the impacts of mineral
they are considered to be an important way to facilitateextraction can be severe and the proposal in the Policy
communication between the mineral operators, localto avoid unacceptable impacts on the amenities of local
community and the mineral planning authority, allowingcommunities is welcome. Generally, it is accepted that
the exchange of views and information, althoughsuch a policy has been successful in recent years in

the area. discussions may highlight areas where action could
be taken.The Partnership does have reports from the Quarry

Liaison Committee. However, it is noted that there is
no reference to such committees in this Policy.
Members are particularly concerned about this
omission and represent that the Policy should not just
include a reference to the formation of Liaison
Committees where appropriate but also making sure
that the meetings of such Committees are meaningful
and carry weight. The Partnership is fully aware of a
current situation where a decision of the full liaison
committee has been undermined by the subsequent
actions of the Council and then Quarry Management
in relation to an alternative right of way that was agreed
by all participants of the Liaison Committee and
represents that this should be avoided wherever
possible on the future.

The Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations
Document will address Underground Coal Gasification

This section refers to shale gas and underground coal
gasification. Whilst I appreciate that the consultation

2044Question 56

(UCG) as part of a policy on Conventional andregarding the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Unconventional Oil and Gas. Further information onAllocations document will take place in early 2019, I
conventional and unconventional oil and gas arewould like to see DCC make a commitment to banning
addressed in detail in the Minerals Technical Paper.fracking in County Durham. There is extensive
As explained in the scoping document the Council isevidence showing that it is unsustainable, very bad for
intending to prepare a policy on these matters so thatpeople and the environment, and there are viable
the statutory development plan is not silent onalternatives for renewable and environmentally sound
conventional and unconventional oil and gasenergy such as wind, solar, etc. I would like to see a
development. The Council can not seek to introduceclear commitment to banning shale gas fracking
a ban on shale gas extraction in County Durham(hydraulic fracturing) anywhere in County Durham and
through the statutory development plan. Policies onserious investigation into alternative, sustainable, forms

of energy. Renewable and Low Carbon energy are included within
the Plan.
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Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

Mineral Specific Matters - Our comments and
observation so far relate to the general text and

1723Question 56

policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals couldnon-mineral policies which we believe have an
be separated from waste but the Council is not
convinced this is necessary.

influence on or are likely to be influenced by minerals
development proposals and the need to maintain a
steady and adequate supply. In relation to the minerals
and waste policies, we believe these would benefit
from being separated.

The council's Local Development Scheme is available
on the Council's website. It would not be appropriate

Para 5.471 - This paragraph refers to a separate
Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations document.

1724Question 56

to set out the timetable for the production of that
document with the County Durham Plan.

It would be helpful to indicate when this document will
be published with the anticipated period for adoption.

Required amendment - Include a timetable for the
publication of the document.

Once the County Durham Plan has been adopted,
many but not all of the saved County Minerals Local

Para 5.472 - Reference is made to the saved policies
in the Durham Minerals and Waste Local Plan

1725Question 56

Plan and saved County Durham Waste Local PlanWe have concerns that many of these policies will be
almost 20 years old and their relevance somewhat policies will be replaced. In this regard, the Council

has been successfully using many of the saved policieslimited. It is questionable whether or not these policies
of the County Durham Minerals and Waste Local Plansare up to date and it is believed Para 11 c&d of the

NPPF is applicable. in combination with updated evidence in documents
such as the Joint Local Aggregate Assessment for

Required amendment - Review the section in light of
the NPPF.

County Durham, Northumberland and Tyne and Wear
(April 2018) to determine minerals and waste planning
applications. This has included planning applications
for new mineral working, physical extensions to existing
sites, extensions of time for further working and
applications for new conditions and periodic reviews
under the Environment Act 1995. Experience has
shown that the existing saved policies which are
proposed to be saved until the Minerals and Waste
Policies and Allocations document are prepared can
be successfully used to deliver sound outcomes.

The Minerals Technical Paper (June 2018) and Joint
Local Aggregate Assessment for County Durham,

Para 5.474 - This paragraph recognises the national
and regional importance of certain minerals.
It is not clear what evidence the Council has used to
determine which minerals are of reginal importance.
The Council should clarify this

1726Question 56

Northumberland and Tyne and Wear (April 2018)
provide information upon the minerals resources of
County Durham.The reference in the paragraph relates
to County Durham being a regionally important
producer of aggregates and County Durham's quarries
producing significant quantities of magnesian
limestone, carboniferous limestone , dolerite and sand
and gravel every year. The supporting text of the Plan
and the Council's evidence base demonstrates the
regional importance of County Durham's aggregate
production.
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Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

Policy 49 - Sustainable Minerals and Waste Resource
Management
The policy should be separated in to individual minerals
and waste policies to provide greater clarity.
Separate Minerals and Waste Policy matters

1727Question 56

policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals could
be separated from waste but the Council is not
convinced this is necessary.

The Sustainable Minerals and Waste Resource
Management policy has been revised and wording has

Policy 49c.
The policy requires “all proposals” to minimise waste
Whilst the principle behind this subsection are
understood, the aggregates levy provided an imbalance

1728Question 56

been changed including the criteria which stated,
"Requiring Encouraging all proposals for mineral

to the use of minerals waste. Quarry scalpings, in many extraction to minimise the amount of mineral waste
instances cannot be sold, due to the competition from produced in extraction, handling, processing and
recycled aggregates. It is unclear how this policy can
be applied or enforced.
Further clarity is sought on the implementation of this
policy and its value.

stockpiling; and to maximise the potential for mineral
waste to be used in recycling or on-site restoration. If
mineral waste is not required for these purposes then
where practicable, a market for its potential use should
be identified." The revised wording now seeks to
encourage rather than require.

Amendments made to provide clarity.Policy 49e)1
This policy refers to “permanent waste management
facilities”….”for a temporary period”
The policy would appear to present conflicting
considerations
Further clarity is sought on the implementation of this
policy.

1729Question 56

Amendments made. Text amended to read, "Minerals
are a finite natural resource and can only be worked

Para 5.4.87
This paragraph states that “Minerals are a finite
resource. In order to support their long-term
conservation.”
The paragraph should recognise that “minerals are not
only a finite resource but they can only be worked

1732Question 56

where they found. In order to support their sustainable
management and long term conservation it is essential
to make best use of them through:....."

where they are found”. In addition, to conform with the
title of the policy the following sentence should read
“In order to support their sustainable management”.
The policy would benefit from the amendments
highlighted.

Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

Indicator - The Council’s indicator is only to monitor
the capacity at waste management facilities
It is not clear how the indicator would assess the
sustainable management of minerals. This in itself

1733Question 56

policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals could
be separated from waste but the Council is not
convinced this is necessary.would support separating out the Minerals Policies

from those relating to Waste management matters

Required amendment - Separate out minerals and
waste matters.

Where minerals and waste matters have been
combined it has been to minimise the duplication of

A56. As highlighted above, the plan would benefit from
separating out minerals and waste matters. As it

1735Question 56
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policies on similar matters. Potentially, minerals could
be separated from waste but the Council is not

stands, there are conflicting elements in the policy and
many of the minerals critical elements in the supporting

convinced this is necessary.The Sustainable Mineralstext are lost within the plethora of waste management
and Waste Resource Management policy has beenconsiderations. It is also unclear how certain criteria

in the policy can be delivered. revised and wording has been changed including the
criteria which stated, "Requiring Encouraging all
proposals for mineral extraction to minimise the amount
of mineral waste produced in extraction, handling,
processing and stockpiling; and to maximise the
potential for mineral waste to be used in recycling or
on-site restoration. If mineral waste is not required for
these purposes then where practicable, a market for
its potential use should be identified." The revised
wording now seeks to encourage rather than require.

Comments noted. The council will consider including
a policy within the Minerals and Waste Policies and

Policy 49 Sustainable Minerals and Waste Resource
Management CPRE recognises that mineral extraction

1823Question 56

Allocations Document requiring Liaison Committeesis an important factor for the economy of he County.
to be set up where a substantive need is required.While there have been many problems in the past, the
However, in terms of their role liaison committees arecurrent regime does help to reduce the unacceptable
not and cannot be decision making forums. Insteadimpacts of such operations on both the landscape and
they are considered to be an important way to facilitateresidential amenity. As a result, we have considered
communication between the mineral operators, localmany proposals in the past and determined not to

comment on them adversely or at all. community and the mineral planning authority, allowing
the exchange of views and information, althoughHowever, we are concerned that this Policy, while it

refers to the amenity of local communities, does not discussions may highlight areas where action could
be taken.refer to any liaison committee being formed to consider

issues that may arise. We represent that this is an
important matter that should be included.We are aware
that such liaison committees already exist in the county
and the lack of a reference to that here may mean they
are not formed where appropriate in the future.

Indeed, it is also important to consider the standing of
such liaison committees.When a decision is made that
involves the community, the operator and the county,
it should carry weight and be recorded as such. This
would help to resolve the sort of situation that exists
at present with regard to the Quarrington Quarry and
its application to extend which resulted in a bridleway
being closed. The liaison committee agreed a suitable
alternative following extensive discussion but this was
subsequently changed following a meeting between
representatives from the county and the Quarry without
letting the residents know.

While we do not propose to comment on the
subsequent site specific Policies relating to Mineral
Extraction and Waste Management, we represent that
this is an important matter that is relevant in all cases
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where the amenity of communities is likely to be
affected.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1906Question 56

It is not necessary to include an additional policy
requirement, aggregates are addressed by Local Plan

Policy 49 - Sustainable minerals and waste resource
management  Question 56 - The approach is broadly

2507Question 56

Preferred Options Policy 51 (Meeting the Need forsupported but it is suggested that an additional policy
Primary Aggregates). Introducing this criterion wouldrequirement is added to provide for a steady and
result in policy duplication. However, it is consideredadequate supply of minerals to meet both local and

wider needs. appropriate to include reference within the supporting
text. Text added as follows, "Providing for a steady
and adequate supply of minerals including aggregates
and industrial minerals to provide the infrastructure,
buildings, energy and goods that the country needs;".

The Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations
Document will address Underground Coal Gasification

Environment

5.472, p. 209

3506Question 56

(UCG) as part of a policy on Conventional and
Comment: This section refers to shale gas and
underground coal gasification. Whilst I appreciate that

Unconventional Oil and Gas. Further information on
conventional and unconventional oil and gas are

the consultation regarding the Minerals and Waste addressed in detail in the Minerals Technical Paper.
Policies and Allocations document will take place in As explained in the scoping document the Council is
early 2019, I would like to see DCC make a intending to prepare a policy on these matters so that
commitment to banning fracking in County Durham. the statutory development plan is not silent on
There is extensive evidence showing that it is conventional and unconventional oil and gas
unsustainable, very bad for people and the environment
and there is a viable alternative.

development. The Council can not seek to introduce
a ban on shale gas extraction in County Durham
through the statutory development plan. Policies onFrom the Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations

scoping document (June 2018) Renewable and Low Carbon energy are included within
the Plan.Conventional Oil and Gas and Unconventional Oil

and Gas (specifically Underground Coal
Gasification and Shale Gas) - It is not known whether
there are commercially exploitable reserves of
conventional oil and gas in County
Durham. Preparation of this policy would ensure that
the development plan is not silent on these matters
and if a planning application was made in the future,
policies would be available to assess any such
proposal.

Comment: I would like to see a clear and definite
commitment to banning shale gas fracking (hydraulic
fracturing) anywhere in County Durham and serious
investigation into alternative, sustainable, forms of
energy.

Comments noted.The proposed allocation of a western
extension to Heights Quarry has been considered

If the proposal to extend Heights Quarry to the North
West it will take out large areas of wetland, removing

3630Question 56

taking into account comments from the Environmentan important habitat for waders and for flood water
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storage, contrary to the aims of the Weardale NFM
National Pilot project. It would also further undermine

Agency upon water resources and the Councils
ecologist.

the hydraulic function of Park Burn, which flows directly
west of the quarry and whose wetland headwaters will
be destroyed.

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
requires mineral planning authorities to Plan for

Minerals and Waste

Paragraph 5.471 reads, “National planning policy
requires the council to provide for the future needs for

2968Question 56

minerals of local and national importance. In this regard
coal is a mineral which is currently considered to benew mineral extraction and waste management”.  UK
of local and national importance and is currently usedGovernment have themselves adopted a position
by both power stations to generate electricity and byagainst ‘future need for coal’.  Sajid Javid MP,
industry. Furthermore, the NPPF requires that theoverturned the approval achieved at appeal by Banks
Council plans for oil, gas and coal exploration andLtd in relation to the opencast coal proposal at
extraction. In these circumstances the Council mustHighthorn , Druridge Bay. In agreement with the
plan for coal and it must also include a policy onGovernment, TD also argue that there are no future
surface mined coal extraction in order for the plan toneeds for coal, indeed its use will threaten our future.
provide a locally based framework for the determinationHence the plan’s provisions for the surface mining of
of surface mined coal planning applications. Failure tocoal should be removed.  Coal should be considered

a stranded asset and left in the ground. include a policy would mean that the presumption in
favour of sustainable development as set out by
paragraph 11 of the NPPF would apply.

It is intended that the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document will address Underground Coal

Industrial Development.

Although 'The Plan' lists the mineral resources in
County Durham it is surprising that there is little

3009Question 56

Gasification (UCG) as part of a policy on Conventional
and Unconventional Oil and Gas. However, it is notmention of the large coal reserves that still remain,
the role of the plan to promote the 'gasification' of thetogether with the potential for 'gasification'.
coal reserves in County Durham but instead to set the'Gasification' is the conversion of coal into gas
land use planning framework to allow planningunderground for fuelling gas fired power stations. The
applications for proposals to be determined. FurtherUK no longer enjoys energy security. Electricity is
information on conventional and unconventional oilimported from Europe, gas is also imported into the
and gas are addressed in detail in the MineralsUK, whilst coal is imported from as afar afield as
Technical Paper (see paragraphs 5.88 to 5.89 of theAustralia! To help secure the UK's energy supplies, as
Minerals Technical Paper (June 2018). In particularwell as securing employment in the North East of
the Technical Paper explains that, "Two conditionalEngland, it is strongly recommended that DCC,
licences for UCG were awarded to 'Cluff Naturaltogether with Durham University and the energy
Resources Plc' in August 2014 off the Durham Coast.industry, explores the possibility, with some urgency,
It is understood that no progress has made toof promoting the 'gasification' of the extensive coal

reserves in County Durham. de-condition either of these licences and to date no
discussions have been undertaken with the Durham
County Council as Mineral Planning Authority with
regard to the landward implications of either of these
licences."

Comments noted.The main area of interest for NYCC relates to potential
cross boundary/strategic issues with North Yorkshire.

3088Question 56

In particular, as an upper tier authority, infrastructure
implications and Minerals and Waste in its capacity as
a Minerals and Waste planning Authority
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There are no strategic minerals or waste concerns with
the approach being taken on those matters at this
stage.

Mineral resources are addressed in the Minerals
Technical Paper (June 2018). The plan includes a

Where is the consideration of resources, renewables
and creating local waste a recycling systems?

3436Question 56

policy on Renewable's and Low Carbon. In terms of
creating a local waste recycling system the plan area
already includes a large number of waste management
sites which collectively facilitate the collection,
recycling, recovery and disposal of waste.
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DCC ResponseCommentsIDNumber

Comments noted.This policy is supported and Aggregate Industries will
assist Durham County Council in defining mineral

334Question 57

safeguarding areas in the vicinity of Hulands and
Heights Quarries .

Support noted including to the safeguarding of specific
quarries and the identification of Minerals and Waste

Tarmac suggest the last paragraph of Policy 50 is
rewritten, either as bullet points or as shorter sentences

1032Question 57

Site Safeguarding Zone's. As suggested, the finalto provide greater clarity. Otherwise, Policy 50 is
supported. paragraph of the Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals

Related Infrastructure and Waste Management SitesTarmac supports the allocation of the following quarries
as safeguarded minerals sites as shown on the Policies
Map:
  Thrislington Quarries (Inset 29);
  Cornforth Quarries (inset 29);
  Old Quarrington and Cold Knuckles Quarry (Inset
22); and
  Hawthorn Quarry (Inset 16).
Tarmac supports the identification of minerals
safeguarding zones around mineral sites of 250m (and

policy has been amended to introduce bullet points.
Similarly, as suggested the extent of Minerals and
Waste Safeguarding Zone's on the Policies Map (as
defined by this policy) have also been amended in the
vicinity of a number of quarries. This has been to
exclude existing built up areas, housing allocations
and housing commitments. In addition they have been
drawn around the areas identified by the council as
containing High Grade Dolomite, see revised policy
(The Conservation and Use of High Grade Dolomite).500m where blasting is likely to take place) and 100m
Two new types of area, High Grade Dolomite Reservesaround all mineral processing infrastructure as set out

in paragraph 5.492.
With regards to Hawthorn Quarry, Tarmac would like
to see the mineral safeguarding zone extended to the

- these are sites with planning permission for the
working of High Grade Dolomite i.e. Thrislington East
Quarry and Hawthorn Quarry; and High Grade
Dolomite Resources - areas where on the basis ofwest slightly to include the company’s lease area as
geological information it is understood to oocur i.e. on
land to the east of Thrislington East Quarry.

per the enclosed plan. Tarmac questions the sense of
extending the 500m safeguarding zone around the
quarry into the sea to the east of the quarry. It is
suggested therefore that the mineral safeguarding zone
around Hawthorn Quarry is redrawn slightly to include
the company’s lease area to the west whilst removing
the inclusion into the sea to the east.

No substantive reason has been given for separating
out minerals and waste from each other and this would

Throughout the Plan, minerals and waste are
addressed together both in the supporting text and in

1029Question 57

result in some duplication of policies. With referencepolicy, for example Policies 49, 50 etc. Consideration
to changing demand, mineral operators are permittedshould be given to separating minerals and waste to
to extract as much aggregate as their planningprovide greater clarity and recognition that each are
permissions currently allow and it is considered thatvaluable resources in their own right. Indeed paragraph
the existing 131.3mt of crushed rock and 7.6mt of sand5.476 sets out that waste is now recognised as a
and gravel which was permitted on 31.12.17 (Source:valuable resource and should be addressed as such
North East Aggregates Working Party Annualin policy terms. Inevitably this may lead to
Aggregates Monitoring Report 2017) should besome duplication of policy (for example Policies 49 and
sufficient to enable operators to adequately respond50) but nevertheless separation enables such policies

to be tailored to the specific subject. to changes in demand. It should be noted that changes
in demand are monitored through the Local AggregateOverall, the minerals policies in the Plan need to have

some flexibility for dealing with non-allocated sites.
Tarmac believes this is not currently the case.

Assessment process. Proposals for new working can
also be submitted to the Council and will be considered
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as allocations through the preparation and review of
the County Durham Plan or the Minerals and Waste
Policies and Allocations document. Regarding flexibility,
the Meeting the Need for Primary Aggregates policy
has been redrafted to take into account a number of
the comments received and now plan policy criteria
provide the framework for determining planning
applications on both allocated and non-allocated sites,
thereby providing adequate flexibility.

Comments noted.With reference to changing demand,
mineral operators are permitted to extract as much

Page 25 Paragraph 4.15 This refers to the number of
houses to be provided over the Plan per iod noting that

1522Question 57

aggregate as their planning permissions currently allowit a ‘target not a ceiling’. This approach should be
and it is considered that the existing 131.3mt ofadopted for the provision of minerals i.e.
crushed rock and 7.6mt of sand and gravel which waslandbanks should not be seen as a ceiling. The
permitted on 31.12.17 should be sufficient to enablePlan should have similar flexibility in minerals policy in

order to meet changes in demand. operators to adequately respond to changes in short
and medium changes in demand. Changes in demand
i.e. sales are monitored through the Local Aggregate
Assessment process. Proposals for new working can
also be submitted to the Council and will be considered
as allocations through the preparation and review of
the County Durham Plan or the Minerals and Waste
Policies and Allocations document. Regarding flexibility,
the Meeting the Need for Primary Aggregates policy
has been redrafted to take into account a number of
the comments received and now plan policy criteria
provide the framework for determining planning
applications on both allocated and non-allocated sites,
thereby providing adequate flexibility.

Disagree, no substantive reason has been given for
separating out minerals and waste from each other

For reasons of clarity, this policy would benefit from
being split into individual minerals and waste policies.
The final paragraph of the policy states that planning
permission will not be granted for non-minerals or

1575Question 57

and this would result in some duplication of policies.
Final paragraph, to provide clarity "adjacent" will be
replaced by "next to".non-waste related development adjacent to a

safeguarded mineral processing facility etc.This would
benefit from greater clarity as to what constitutes
‘adjacent’. This could vary depending on the type of
development proposed and the facility to be
safeguarded.

No substantive reason has been given for separating
out minerals and waste from each other and this would

As highlighted above, the plan would benefit from
separating out minerals and waste matters. It wold also

1737Question 57

result in some duplication of policies. Disagree it is notbe logical to have the Minerals Safeguarding Policy
necessary to reorder the plan policies.The plan needs
to be read as a whole.

(56) and Minerals Infrastructure Policy (50),
consecutively in the plan.
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No substantive reason has been given for separating
out minerals and waste from each other and this would

This policy deals with Safeguarding Minerals Sites,
infrastructure and Waste Management sites. Whilst

1736Question 57

result in some duplication of policies. The supportingthe principles are generally supported, for the reasons
text of this policy has been amended to reflect
paragraph 182 of the NPPF.

highlighted above, the plan would benefit from separate
minerals and waste policies.The supporting text should
make reference to the “agent of change” principle”
referred to in the NPPF (2018). Separate out minerals
and waste matters.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1907Question 57

Comment noted.We have no specific comments to make in relation to
minerals and safeguarded sites other than to draw

1899Question 57

attention to the impact which opencast minerals
extraction has previously had upon our local
community. We have previously determined that the
Parish Council would only comment upon any specific
proposals if and when planning applications were
forthcoming at some future point.

Support noted.Policy 50 - Safeguarding mineral sites, minerals related
infrastructure and waste management sites.  Question

2509Question 57

57 – Northumberland County Council were provided
with an opportunity to respond to a technical
consultation on the approach to this topic in February
2018. The approach set out in Policy 50 is broadly
supported and we have no detailed comments to make.
The sites to be safeguarded are clearly listed in
Appendix C, as well as being shown on the Policies
Map, and this is welcomed.

Comments noted. Minerals and waste Site
Safeguarding Zone's do not allocate land for mineral

Question 57, Policy no. 50

1.0 Introduction

3606Question 57

extraction or waste management operations and they
1.1 We have been instructed on behalf Messrs Johnson
(‘our Client’), to make the following representations to

are not intended to act as a site specific buffer between
mineral working and Old Quarrington, as envisaged

the County Durham Preferred Options (June/ July by the Planning Practice Guide (Reference ID:
2018), the (‘Consultation Document’). The 27-018-20140306, paragraph 018). Instead, Minerals
representations have been prepared in respect of land
at Old Quarrington Quarry.

and Waste Site Safeguarding Zones are intended to
ensure that the compatibility of any new landuse near
to an existing quarry or waste management site is1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out

our Clients’ response to the text and policies of the properly considered. It is hoped that this will ensure
Preferred Options and other documents within the that environmental and amenity problems do not occur
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to for the occupiers and users of new buildings and land
the future development potential of land within our near to the existing minerals and waste management
Clients ownership. Where relevant they also relate to sites. Due to a drafting error the extent of the proposed
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

minerals and waste site safeguarding zone washed
over the village of Old Quarrington. These zones
should not normally wash over existing villages,
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1.3 The representations have been prepared having
regard to the documents contained within the

existing housing commitments or other non-mineral or
waste allocations in the County Durham Plan. The

supporting Evidence Library and assessed against the boundary of the safeguarding zone around Old
Quarrington has been redrawn.compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of

the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018)
(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found “sound”
it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)
requires Local Plans to set out strategic and
nonstrategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
(2018) within the consultation period, assumption is
made regarding whether the policies referred to are
strategic or non-strategic.

1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

2.0 Background

2.1 Our Client raises concerns over the identified
safeguarded zone at Old Quarrington. Our Client has
concerns that the identified area is not sound as the
identified 250m buffer around the site is not fully
justified or effective.

2.2 The safeguarding zone as currently proposed would
sterilise the villages of Old Quarrington (to the west of
the quarry) and Quarrington Hill (to the east of the
quarry) from further development. The villages are
located within the proposed 250m safeguarding zone
and residential development in this location already
exists simultaneously with the operations carried out
at Old Quarrington Quarry.

2.3 Representations regarding the proposed
safeguarding zone are set out in detail below.

3.0 Site Location, Description and Constraints
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3.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located at Old Quarrington Quarry, County Durham.

3.2 The site is not in the ownership of our Client.

3.3 The site and the identified safeguarding zone are
shown on Inset 22 of the Proposals Map.

3.4 The site at old Quarrington Quarry is bound by the
following:

• To the north: Ancient Woodland, Protected
Species and Sites – National Nature Reserve;

• To the west: agricultural land and Old
Quarrington village;

• To the south: Protected Species and Sites –
Local Wildlife Site and Local Nature Reserve;
and

• To the east: agricultural land and Protected
Species and Sites – Ancient Woodland and
National Nature Reserve and Quarrington Hill
village.

4.0 Representations to the Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
each question in the Preferred Options document in
turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management
Sites

4.3 Question 57 - This is our preferred policy. Do
you have any comments?

4.4 Our Client objects to the identified safeguarded
zone for Old Quarrington Quarry related to Policy 50.
Our comments for this policy relate to Inset 22 of the
Proposals Map.

4.5 Old Quarrington Quarry is a mineral extraction
(Magnesian Limestone and Basal Permian Sand),
recycling and landfill site.

4.6 We agree with the need to protect minerals sites,
however we object to the proposed safeguarded zone
as identified on Inset 22 of the Proposals Map for Old
Quarrington Quarry, as it is not fully justified and is not
effective.
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4.7 The site is subject to a 250m safeguarding zone,
which has been set for this type of site at paragraph
5.492 of the Consultation Document. It is
acknowledged that the 250 metre and 500 metre zones
identified within the Consultation Document and
Proposals Map for mineral sites is consistent with the
distances the Council has used for many years within
the County Durham Minerals Local Plan as a starting
point for standoff distances, for new or extended
mineral sites from existing residential areas and groups
of 10 or more dwellings. However, following advice in
national planning guidance we suggest that each
mineral site should be assessed on their individual
merits to ensure that each identified safeguarding zone/
area is appropriate, fully justified and effective in line
with the NPPF paragraph 35.

4.8 National Planning Practice Guidance (Reference
ID: 27-018-20140306, paragraph 018) discusses the
separation distances/ buffer zones of mineral
resources, identifying that these distances may be
appropriate in specific circumstances where it is clear
that, based on specific assessments and other forms
of mitigation measures (such as working scheme
design and landscaping) a certain distance is required
between the boundary of the minerals extraction area
and occupied residential property.

The guidance further states that any proposed
separation distance should be established on a site
specific basis and should take into account the
following:

• The nature if the mineral extraction activity;
• The need to avoid undue sterilisation of mineral

resources;
• Location and topography;
• The characteristics of the various environmental

effects likely to arise; and
• The various mitigation measures that can be

applied

4.9 It is therefore essential to consider each of these
criteria when identifying a minerals safeguarded zone.
It further demonstrates that each site should be
assessed on their individual merits and that a
standardised approach to safeguarding is not
appropriate for minerals sites as the characteristics
and location of each site should be taken into
consideration.

4.10 Each of the listed criteria have been assessed in
turn in relation to Old Quarrington Quarry:
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• The site provides extraction of Magnesian
Limestone and Basal Permian Sand.

• The site is currently subject to extraction and
restoration. Many areas around the site
boundary, including and up to Phase 5 have been
restored. Any areas of the site that have been
restored and will not be subject to further
extraction should not require safeguarding. The
safeguarding zone should only include
operational areas and the red line planning
boundary of the site should not be a base line
for the safeguarding zone. Any areas which will
not be worked again, as extraction has completed
and restoration is now finalised, should be
excluded from the need to safeguard and the
boundary for the safeguarding zone should be
based on only current or future operational areas.

• The site is located near to existing residential
development to the west and east of the site.
There are properties in the villages of Old
Quarrington and Quarrington Hill existing
simultaneously with the quarry site.The proposed
safeguarded zone should therefore consider the
location of existing development which does not
affect the mineral operations and prevent
sterilisation of future development which could
exist in line with Old Quarrington quarry.

• The site is surrounded by agricultural land to the
north and south, protected environmental
designations to the north and south and existing
residential development to the west and east.

• The quarry site is currently operating without
affecting the agricultural operations, residential
development or environment designations near
to the site.

4.11 The site specific criterion demonstrates that the
safeguarding zone should be reassessed to take these
into consideration to enable a fully justified and
effective safeguarding zone for Old Quarrington Quarry
to be identified.

4.12 In line with national planning policy (paragraphs
203 and 204) it is accepted that minerals are a finite
resource and can only be worked where they are found,
and they should be safeguarded through identified
zones. However, through the evidence documented
above we suggest that identified safeguarded zones
should be site specific for each site, its characteristics
and its surroundings.
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4.13 We argue that a more site specific safeguarding
zone should be identified for Old Quarrington

Quarry due to the site specific circumstances to prevent
sterilisation of other development which could be
appropriate. Development, including residential sites
exist the 250m safeguarded zone and are currently
existing simultaneously without issues. We request
that the proposed safeguarding zone currently
proposed should be reassessed.

4.14 If the safeguarding zone is reassessed to take
into consideration the site specific circumstances of
Old Quarrington Quarry then the approach and a
revised safeguarding zone, would be a more effective
and fully justified safeguarding zone for the site.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50; and
• Proposals Map (inset 22).

5.2 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected; however each site should be assessed
on its site specific characteristics and location, in line
with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.3 We request changes to proposed policy 50 and
amendment to the proposals map and safeguarding
zone related to Old Quarrington Quarry.

Map C of the Local Plan Preferred Options Policies
Map Document identifies the extent of proposed

With regard to safeguarded zones, Policy 50 refers to
zones ‘as defined on map C of the proposals map

3249Question 57

Mineral Safeguarding Areas as proposed thedocument’, however these do not appear to be
Safeguarding Mineral Resources policy. These mapsconsistent with other proposals maps within the
are based upon geological information in relation todocument, specifically in relation to Hawthorn Quarry,
where mineral resources of local and national economicwhere the safeguarding extends into the designated
importance are believed to lie. The proposed Mineralsheritage coast. The Trust would like to see greater

clarity and consistency in this respect.
We would also suggest that Policy 50 acknowledge
that any proposal for non-mineral related development

and Waste Site Safeguarding Zones are different and
are intended to provide a basis for the consideration
of encroaching proximal development i.e. to allow the

within a safeguarded zone must not give rise to council to consider the compatibility of proposed new
unacceptable impacts, for example upon the non-minerals and waste uses with the existing
environment, ‘heritage assets or other designations
such as Heritage Coast’
Furthermore, we consider that the definition of ‘exempt
development’ set out in Appendix C should also permit

established or allocated mineral or waste site or
allocation. This is explained in paragraph 5.491 and
5.492 of the Local Plan Preferred Options. It is not
necessary to amend the Safeguarding Minerals Sites,

proposals for coastal management and related Minerals Related Infrastructure and Waste
activities so that these are not constrained by the
designation..

Management Sites policy because any non-mineral
development within the minerals and waste site
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safeguarding zone will need to meet other relevant
plan policies, however, it is agreed that proposals for
coastal management should be added to the schedule
of exempt development.

Comment noted.The council has received an objection
against the non-allocation of a proposed extension to

If the proposal to extend Heights Quarry to the North
West it will take out large areas of wetland, removing

3631Question 57

Heights Quarry and will consider all relevant 'plan level'an important habitat for waders and for flood water
matters through work to prepare the County Durham
Plan.

storage, contrary to the aims of the Weardale NFM
National Pilot project. It would also further undermine
the hydraulic function of Park Burn, which flows directly
west of the quarry and whose wetland headwaters will
be destroyed.

The former Forman Recycling Plant was safeguarded
in error. A revised dataset of safeguarded sites has

In view of the progress which has been made we are
keen to ensure that the emerging County Durham Plan

3147Question 57

been prepared based upon up to date Environmentaccurately reflects the shared aspiration of DCC and
Agency and Durham County Council records and data.Homes England to deliver a high quality residential
Amendments have been made to the relevant appendix
and the Policies Map.

scheme at the former Electrolux site as part of the
wider residential development of the former Merrington
Lane Industrial Estate. As such, I would be grateful if
you could consider the points raised below in advance
of the plan being submitted for examination.

Of concern is the identification of part of the
neighbouring commercial site to the south of our land
ownership being identified as a Safeguarded Waste
site in the proposal map which accompanies the draft
plan.

To our understanding, planning permission was granted
in July 2002 (7/2002/0158/CM) for the use of buildings
at the site for the recycling and waste transfer with a
further permission granted in August 2004 for similar
waste management use. However, we understand that
waste operations on the site have now ceased and the
waste permit for this site has now been returned to the
Environment Agency.

As this site is no longer in operation, and in the context
of residential development being due to commence on
the neighbouring site in the very near future, we are
of the view that the proposed safeguarding of this site
increases the potential for conflicting uses being
introduced with impacts upon the residential amenity
of prospective residents of our site, operational
constraints being placed upon future waste operators
and impacts on DCC public protection resources in
managing the issues which could arise.

Furthermore, given the historical lack of developer
interest in the site and the continued viability challenges
in view of the significant abnormal development costs
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and relatively low residential values in Spennymoor, it
is our view that the allocation of a safeguarded waste
site in such close proximity to the committed residential
development site could harm both the level of
developer interest in the site and also the overall
viability of the scheme.

Although we appreciate that planning permission exists
for waste management operations on this site, given
the emerging residential character of the wider
Merrington Lane area, we feel that the site should not
be identified as a preferred location for waste uses with
the impacts of any potential future use instead
addressed through management arrangements
associated with any new waste operator licence
application in the context of the increased residential
presence in this area.

As such, it is our view that the Merrington Lane
safeguarded waste site should be removed from the
proposals map and the text of draft Policy 50 -
Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals Related
Infrastructure and Waste Management Sites amended
to reflect that fact that safeguarding approaches relate
to sites identified in the proposals map only.

County Durham has an extensive network of waste
management sites, which collectively manage or

Where is the consideration of resources, renewables
and creating local waste a recycling systems?

3438Question 57

facilitate the management of County Durham's waste
arisings. Evidence on waste is set out in the Addendum
to 2012 Study:Waste Arisings and Waste Management
Capacity Model, Durham County Council June 2018.
Other policies within the Local Plan Preferred Options
address renewables.

Comments noted. Minerals and waste Site
Safeguarding Zone's do not allocate land for mineral

Cornforth Parish Council wishes to object to the County
Durham Plan in a number of grounds.

3674Question 57

extraction or waste management operations and theyThe village is shown in the plan as an area for mineral
extraction and waste disposal. We require the County are not intended to act as a site specific buffer between

mineral working and Cornforth, as envisaged by theCouncil’s immediate written assurance that it has no
Planning Practice Guide (Reference ID:intention of allowing such activities in the village and
27-018-20140306, paragraph 018). Instead, Mineralsthe amendment of the plan to exclude this community
and Waste Site Safeguarding Zones are intended tofrom that notation. This is a sloppy, misleading and
ensure that the suitability of any new landuse near toinsulting piece of drafting that needs immediate

alteration. an existing quarry or waste management site is
properly considered. It is hoped that this will ensure
that environmental and amenity problems do not occur
for the occupiers and users of new buildings and land
near to the existing minerals and waste management
sites. It is the council's intention to ensure that these
zones do not wash over existing villages, existing
housing commitments or other non-mineral or waste
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allocations in the County Durham Plan. The boundary
of the safeguarding zone around Cornforth has been
redrawn.

Comments noted. Minerals and Waste Site
Safeguarding Zone's have been identified around

National Grid owns and operates the high voltage
electricity transmission system in England and Wales

3941Question 57

specific sites with planning permission for minerals andand operates the Scottish high voltage transmission
waste development. Existing sites will continue tosystem.  National Grid also owns and operates the gas
operate in accordance with their existing planning
permissions.

transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the
transmission system and enters the distribution
networks at high pressure. It is then transported
through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is
finally delivered to our customers. National Grid own
four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport
gas to 11 million homes, schools and businesses
through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North
West, East of England, West Midlands and North
London.

To help ensure the continued safe operation of  existing
sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be
involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.

Specific Comments - Proposed sites crossed or in
close proximity to National Grid infrastructure:

Electricity Transmission

• Cornforth West,West Cornforth Safeguarded
Mineral Sites for Magnesian
Limestone Extraction (our reference ET224)

• Cornforth East, West Cornforth Safeguarded
Mineral Sites for Magnesian
Limestone Extraction (our reference ET224)

Gas Transmission

• Todhills Farm, Newfield Composting
Safeguarded Waste Management (our
reference GT72)

National Grid prefers that buildings are not built directly
beneath its overhead lines.This is for two reasons, the
amenity of potential occupiers of properties in the
vicinity of lines and because National Grid needs quick
and easy access to carry out maintenance of its
equipment to ensure that it can be returned to service
and be available as part of the national transmission
system. Such access can be difficult to obtain without
inconveniencing and disturbing occupiers and
residents, particularly where properties are in close
proximity to overhead lines.
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The respondent’s comments upon Policy 51 relate to
matters which were addressed by three separate

1.0 Introduction

1.1 We have been instructed on behalf of Rolling Stock
and Engineering Company Ltd (‘our Client’), to make

4019Question 57

policies within the Local Plan Preferred Options.
Safeguarding mineral sites and minerals and wastethe following representations to the County Durham
site safeguarding zones were addressed by Local PlanPreferred Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation
Preferred Options, policy 50 'Safeguarding MineralDocument’). The representations have been prepared

in respect of land at Hawthorn Quarry. Sites, Mineral Related Infrastructure and Waste
Management Sites'. Mineral safeguarding was

1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out
our Client’s response to the text and policies of the

addressed by policy 56 ‘Safeguarding Mineral
Resources’ and high grade dolomite was addressed

Preferred Options and other documents within the by policy 57 ‘The Conservation and Use of High Grade
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to Mineral Resources’. As a result of representations on
the future development potential of land within our the Local Plan Preferred Options and policy
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to development a number of changes have been made
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

to these policies. The provisions of the Local Plan
Preferred Options 'Safeguarding Mineral Sites, Mineral
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management Sites'1.3 The representations have been prepared having

regard to the documents contained within the policy only related to the safeguarding of existing,
supporting Evidence Library and assessed against the dormant and allocated mineral sites, minerals related
compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of processing and transportation infrastructure and waste
the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) management sites. It does not relate to safeguarding
(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan. mineral resources.The role of the ‘Minerals and Waste
Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found “sound”
it should be:

Site Safeguarding Zones’ was explained in paragraphs
5.491 to 5.492 of the Local Plan Preferred Options. In
this regard these areas are not intended to be a• Positively prepared;
separation distance/buffer zone between actual mineral• Justified;
extraction areas and occupied residential areas (please• Effective; and
refer to PPG Paragraph: 018 Reference ID:• Consistent with national policy.
27-018-20140306) but instead they are intended to be

1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where

a zone around the safeguarded site where the
compatibility of land uses can be considered. As a

appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate result of representations on the Local Plan Preferred
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless Options and policy development a number of changes
otherwise stated. References to supporting have been made. In particular, the extent of ‘Minerals
documentation will include the relevant reference and Waste Safeguarding Zones’ on the Pre-Submission
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

Draft Policies Map (as defined by this policy) have been
amended in the vicinity of a number of quarries. This
has been to exclude existing built up areas, housing1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)

requires Local Plans to set out strategic and allocations and housing commitments where in practice
nonstrategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF sterilisation has now occurred. Minor changes have
(2018) within the consultation period, assumptions are been made to the extent of Mineral Safeguarding Areas
made regarding whether the policies referred to are
strategic or non-strategic.

in the vicinity of Seaham to reduce the area
safeguarded to that which lies to the south of the A182.
Areas of high grade dolomite have been subdivided1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified

about the progression of the Plan, further stages into ‘High Grade Dolomite Reserves’ where planning
permission has been granted previously and ‘Highof consultation or amendments, and would welcome

further discussions with the Local Planning Authority. Grade Dolomite Resources’ where it has been not, and
both types of areas are specifically protected from

2.0 Background
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2.1 The site is known as Hawthorn Quarry, located
north east of Hawthorn, County Durham.

sterilisation by the ‘Conservation and Use of High
Grade Dolomite’ policy' which has replaced the ‘The
Conservation and Use of High Grade Mineral2.2 The quarry (site and minerals rights) is owned by

our Client, Rolling Stock and Engineering Company Resources’ poly which has now been revised. Both
Thrislington Quarry East and Hawthorn Quarry areLtd, and is currently leased to Tarmac until 2031. The

land and minerals including access in the ownership1 identified as ‘High Grade Dolomite Reserve’s’ and other
than the land to the east of Thrislington Quarry no other

2.3 of our Client is identified by the blue line boundary
on the Plan at Appendix A.

area is proposed to be defined as a ‘High Grade
Dolomite Resource’ and this area is protected through
Pre-Submission Draft policy 'The Conservation and2.4 The owners are a small family business who bought

the quarry in the early 70’s, after their grandfather had Use of High Grade Dolomite' (previously this policy
worked for the original quarry operator from 1917. It was called the 'Conservation and Use of High Grade
demonstrates a strong tie to the history of the site, its Mineral Resources' but has now been revised). The
operation and they are committed to ensuring the
quarry's future.

request to define a further area of protected High Grade
Dolomite has been considered. While it is
acknowledged that it is likely that the high quality2.5 Hawthorn Quarry commenced operations in 1906.

The quarry is a high grade dolomite (magnesium dolomite of the Ford formation (which is the same
material which is identified as high grade withinlimestone) quarry. It also has approximately 25% of
Hawthorn Quarry) may lie to the west and north ofmaterial which is not high grade and could be extracted

in the future. Hawthorn Quarry, the actual physical extent and quality
of this resource is not known. It is not considered

2.6 The planning permission for mineral extraction is
consented for high grade dolomite extraction until 2042.

appropriate to define a high grade dolomite resource
to the north and west of Hawthorn Quarry on the basis

The red line planning boundary is identified by the red
line boundary on the plan at Appendix A.

of the area of land which is owned by the respondent
(Rolling Stock Engineering) or leased to the mineral
operator of Hawthorn Quarry (Tarmac). In any event2.7 Tarmac currently have a lease to operate the quarry

to 2031, it is currently temporarily closed.The planning land to the north and west of Hawthorn Quarry lies
permission allows for extraction operations until 2042. within the proposed mineral safeguarding area for
Tarmac could restart operations on the site within the magnesian limestone in this vicinity and will be afforded
lease period; if the lease is not renewed the site will some protection through the Pre-Submission Draft
revert to the owners Rolling Stock and Engineering
Company Ltd.

“Safeguarding Mineral Resources” Policy. Given that
it is not considered appropriate to define a High Grade
Dolomite Resource on land to the north and west of3.0 Location, Description and Constraints
Hawthorn Quarry it is also not appropriate to amend

3.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located at Hawthorn Quarry, Hawthorn, Seaham,
County Durham.

the Minerals and Waste Safeguarding Zone around
Hawthorn Quarry. On this basis the Minerals and
Waste Safeguarding Zone around Hawthorn Quarry
will remain at the standardised 500 metres around the3.2 The Site comprises 35.59 ha of land of which

approximately 13.5 ha of the site would be available quarry planning permission boundary. It is also
for mineral extraction. The rest of the site will include considered that there is also no need to amend the
the required infrastructure, storage of materials and
restoration.

policy criteria (a) to (c) of Local Plan Preferred Options
Policy 51 as these criteria relate only to non-minerals
or non-waste development that would result in the loss3.3 Hawthorn Quarry is located approximately 16.5km

to the east of Durham, 2.6km south of Seaham
and 1.3km north east of Hawthorn Village. The site is
located approximately 300m west of Durham’s
coastline.

of existing or allocated mineral processing facilities
and minerals related transportation infrastructure and
waste management sites.

3.4 Hawthorn Quarry is located on the Durham
Magnesium Limestone Escarpment.
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3.5 The site is bound by the following:

• To the north: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the west: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the south: land to the south comprises

woodland and grassland and is a site of SSSI;
and

• To the east: the Durham Coastline.

3.6 Access to the site is from a gated track which
enters the site on its eastern boundary and runs north
and then west, past Hawthorn village, before linking
to the B1432 to the west. This connects with the A19,
and via the A182, with Seaham harbour.

3.7 The site is located near to the following
designations; these are demonstrated in relation to the
site on the plan at Appendix B:

• Hawthorn Quarry Geological SSSI, located in the
site;

• Hawthorn Quarry Local Wildlife Site, located in
the site;

• Hawthorn Dene Biological SSSI, partially located
within the southern area of the site;

• Durham Coast Biological and Geological SSSI
and Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
approximately 130m east;

• Noses Point Local Nature Reserve (LNR),
approximately 250m north;

• Stony Cut, Cold Hesledon Geological SSSI,
1.6km north-west;

• Northumbria Coast Ramsar Site, Special
Protection Area (SPA), 2.9km north;

• Hesledon Moor East Biological SSSI, 3.1km west;
• Yoden Village Quarry Geological SSSI, 4.3km

south; and
• Hesledon Moor West Biological SSSI, 4.4km

south-west.

3.8 The land in the ownership of our Client extends
beyond the red line planning boundary to the north and
west and is known to have potential reserves of high
grade dolomite (magnesium limestone).

4.0 The Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding
to relevant questions in the Preferred Options
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document in turn. Where we have no comment to
make at this stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management
Sites

Representations to 4.0 the Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
relevant questions in the Preferred Options document
in turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management Sites

4.3 Question 57 - This is our preferred policy. Do you
have any comments?

4.4 Our Client broadly supports the ideology behind
policy 50 as currently proposed with its intention to
prevent development which would affect existing or
future mineral extraction. However, the policy relates
to an identified safeguarded zone for Hawthorn Quarry
which we object to. Our comments for this policy relate
to the wording of the policy as currently proposed and
the identified safeguarded zone at Inset 16 of the
Proposals Map, both are considered below in further
detail.

Wording of Policy 50

4.5 We agree with the need to protect minerals sites,
however we object to the policy as currently worded
as it is not in line with national policy and recognition
that minerals are a finite resource and reserves should
be protected beyond the Plan period.

4.6 The NPPF (paragraph 203) states that ‘it is
essential that there is a sufficient supply of minerals
to provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and
goods that the country needs’. It is essential that
mineral sites and their access infrastructure are
safeguarded from non-mineral and non-waste
development. The approach to protect minerals sites
as set out in proposed Policy 50 is therefore consistent
with national policy.

4.7 The NPPF goes further to state that ‘minerals are
a finite resource, and can only be worked where they
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are found, best use needs to be made of them to
secure their long-term future’. It is therefore essential
that suitable sites are safeguarded for use within the
current and beyond the existing Plan period. Suitable
sites should therefore be safeguarded appropriately
and protected from other development.

4.8 The safeguarding of high grade dolomite in the
Plan area should be given significant protection.

4.9 The Plan area includes two sites (Thrislington and
Hawthorn) out of five in the whole of the UK which
produce high grade dolomite (magnesium limestone)
and therefore these sites, their infrastructure (including
access routes) and potential areas for expansion,
where there are known potential reserves, should be
protected from any other development.This will ensure
that the locations of mineral reserves of local and
national importance are not sterilised by non-mineral
development (NPPF – 204c). Criteria a – c as proposed
in the policy should be deleted. Hawthorn Quarry has
high grade dolomite reserves with further known
potential reserves to the north and predicted reserves
to the west.

4.10 Due to being one out of only five high grade
reserves in the UK the safeguarded zone should be
given additional protection than currently proposed.
The policy should be amended to state that no
development (even if they fall within criteria a – c in
the proposed policy) can encroach on the safeguarded
zone proposed for Hawthorn Quarry to ensure that the
current mineral site and potential further extraction to
the north and west of the site is safeguarded.

Representation to County Durham Plan –Preferred
Options 2018
We suggest that the policy is amended to this effect
to prevent high 4.11 grade dolomite reserves from
being sterilised in the future. Safeguarding of the high
dolomite reserves should be considered beyond the
plan period.

4.12 Our Client agrees planning permission should not
be granted unless it is demonstrated that nonminerals
development would not affect the current or future use
of the safeguarded site, its infrastructure or facilities.

4.13 Proposed Policy 50 is not listed as a strategic
policy; however we would argue that this policy should
be strategic as it will need to be a long-term policy
throughout the Plan period. It is noted that strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period from adoption to anticipate and respond to
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long-term requirements and opportunities (NPPF,
paragraph 22). Therefore safeguarding of the site at
Hawthorn Quarry, and its surrounding high grade
dolomite reserves, should be identified and included
as part of the safeguarding zone on the proposals map
(Inset 16).

4.14 Appendix C of the Consultation Document
recognises that County Durham has two of only five
reserves of high grade dolomite in the UK, therefore
the opportunity to safeguard this land should be taken
and included as part of the proposed safeguarded
zone. We propose an alternative safeguarded zone
which includes land with known potential reserves as
set out below and defined on the plan at Appendix C
to this representation.

Safeguarded Zone for Hawthorn Quarry – Shown at
Inset 16 of the Proposals Map

4.15 We object to the identified safeguarded zone for
Hawthorn Quarry as shown on Inset 16 of the
proposals map and contend that this is not fully justified
and is not effective. An alternative safeguarded zone
is proposed as indicated on the Plan at Appendix C to
this representation.

4.16 As part of this representation the site specific
constraints have been mapped for Hawthorn Quarry
and compared with the proposed 500m buffer, this is
shown on the plan at Appendix B.

4.17 The plan at Appendix B demonstrates that the
safeguarded zone to the existing site is approximately
237 ha, however this is effectively reduced by
approximately 54% when the site specific constraints
are taken into consideration. The identified
international, national and locally designated sites
constrain the safeguarded zone to the east and south
of the existing site as they comprise approximately
54% of the safeguarded zone.

4.18 For high grade dolomite mineral extraction the
Consultation Document adopts a standardised
safeguarding zone, of 500m around the red line
planning boundary. Known potential reserves exist to
the north and west of the permitted quarry site and
could be available for future extraction. The
safeguarding zone should be amended to include this
land and the 500m buffer area amended to reflect this.

4.19 In addition the safeguarded zone does not provide
any protection for the access infrastructure to the
existing site. Access to the site is via adopted and
private road to the west. It is important that this is also
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afforded safeguarding protection to ensure that the
mineral resource is not sterilised by future development
along the access infrastructure.The buffer area should
be amended to reflect this.

4.20 We therefore propose an alternative safeguarding
zone for Hawthorn Quarry as shown on the Plan at
Appendix C, which is justified below.

4.21 The evidence base for the safeguarding of
minerals sites includes:

• Map C of Proposals Map - safeguarding area –
areas identified with known reserves; and

• Inset 16 - the safeguarding zone – a standardised
buffer surrounding quarry sites, buffer applied
dependent upon the type of reserve.

Representation to County Durham Plan –Preferred
Options 2018
The site at Hawthorn Quarry is a known high grade
dolomite (magnesium 4.22 limestone) reserve. There
are known potential reserves to the north and west of
the existing red line planning boundary.

4.23 There are only five sites in the UK known for high
grade dolomite reserves, therefore any known potential
reserve should be highly protected. To be in line with
national planning policy the safeguarded zone around
Hawthorn Quarry needs to secure the long-term
conservation of the mineral which is required within
and beyond the current Plan period.

4.24 The British Geological Survey (‘BGS’) ‘Mineral
safeguarding in England: good practice advice’ is
referred to within Planning Practice Guidance, outlining
the national approach for minerals and the need to
‘safeguard’ and conserve mineral resources and aims
to negate future problems caused by the effects of
unnecessary sterilisation. The BGS explains that
sterilisation of mineral resources can occur as a result
of surface development directly overlaying the
resource, or by development that is situated on or close
to the boundary of the resource. It is therefore
necessary to ensure that the
proposed policy and proposals map provides a site
specific safeguarding area for Hawthorn Quarry in line
with the NPPF paragraph 204.

4.25 Each mineral site should be assessed on their
individual merits to ensure that each identified
safeguarding zone is appropriate, fully justified and
effective in line with the NPPF paragraph 35. National
Planning Practice Guidance (Reference ID:
27-018-20140306, paragraph 018) discusses the
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separation distances/ buffer zones of mineral
resources, identifying that these distances may be
appropriate in specific circumstances where it is clear
that, based on specific assessments and other forms
of mitigation measures (such as working scheme
design and landscaping) a certain distance is required
between the boundary of the minerals extraction area
and occupied residential property.The guidance further
states that any proposed separation distance should
be established on a sitespecific basis and should take
into account the following:

• The nature of the mineral extraction activity;
• The need to avoid undue sterilisation of mineral

resources;
• Location and topography;
• The characteristics of the various environmental

effects likely to arise; and
• The various mitigation measures that can be

applied

4.26 It is therefore essential to consider each of these
criteria when identifying a minerals safeguarded
zone.

4.27 Each of the listed criteria have been assessed in
turn in relation to Hawthorn Quarry:

• Hawthorn Quarry is a high grade dolomite
reserve. There are known potential reserves to
the north and west of the permitted quarry site.
Our Client’s ownership around the permitted site
is identified by the blue line boundary on the plan
at Appendix A. Our Client has confirmed that this
ownership is available for future mineral
extraction, should the quarry be extended in the
later stages of the current or future Plan periods.

• There are only five known high grade dolomite
reserves in the UK, therefore the ability to
safeguard around the existing and potential future
extension of the site at Hawthorn Quarry (which
should include its infrastructure and access
routes) is essential to prevent undue sterilisation
of a finite and rare mineral resource which will
be required to supply beyond the current Plan
period.

• The site is located close to an existing road
infrastructure, A19 and A182, which links the site
to the north, south, west and east and nearby
port.

Representation to County Durham Plan –Preferred
Options 2018
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The site is an existing quarry surrounded by agricultural
land to the north and west, which
has known potential reserves of high grade dolomite.
There are various environmental
designations on the site and surrounding along the
Durham coastline, these are detailed
above and on the constraints plan at Appendix B. The
constraints plan clearly demonstrates
that the site is significantly constrained to the south
and east.

• Hawthorn Quarry has planning permission to
extract high grade dolomite until 2042 and
already provides mitigation for the surrounding
environmental designations. Following review of
the site specific circumstances and a review of
the evidence 4.28 base, an alternative
safeguarding zone for Hawthorn Quarry is
proposed and identified on the plan at Appendix
C of this representation. This identifies the
permitted quarry site, the ownership of known
potential reserves and applies a 500m buffer to
this area including the access infrastructure. We
suggest this as an amendment to Inset 16 of the
proposals map.The amendment is fully justified,
positively prepared and effective to safeguard
the minerals resource, a finite natural resource,
to avoid future sterilisation, and secure it’s long
term conservation beyond the plan period.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50;
• Proposed Policy 51;
• Proposed Policy 56;
• Proposals Map (Inset 16); and
• Proposed Policy 57.

5.2 Hawthorn Quarry is a valuable mineral resource
which has been protected under Saved Minerals Local
Plan Policy M14 which seeks to prevent sterilisation
of the County’s potentially economic mineral assets.
The site and its surrounding known reserves should
continue to be safeguarded in the current and future
plan periods in line with national planning policy.

5.3 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected and support protection of these sites
to prevent sterilisation and ensure appropriate reserves
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can come forward. Each site should be assessed on
its site specific characteristics, location and potential
for expansion to ensure their longterm conservation,
in line with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.4 We request amendments to policies 50, 56 and 57
and amendments to the Proposals Map and Inset Map
16 with regard to the safeguarding zone and the
safeguarded area in respect of Hawthorn Quarry as
identified on the submitted plans at Appendix C and D
of this representation.
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Comments noted. The summary of the scope of Local
Plan Preferred Options Policy 51 (Meeting the need

These comments are submitted in relation to the
minerals and waste policies in the County Durham Plan

184Question 58

for Primary Aggregates) was correct. Please note thisPreferred Options.  In the first instance Policy 50
policy has been revised and has been split into three(Meeting the need for Primary Aggregates) sets out
specific policies including two strategic policies whichthe policy in relation to sand and gravel and crushed
address (1) the overall scale of aggregates provisionrock.  It is seeking to restrict the opening of any new
over the plan period; (2) the locational approach to theaggregate sites unless it is identified within the plan
future supply of aggregates over the plan period; andas either a strategic or non-strategic site; identified
(3) a development management policy which providesthrough the local aggregates assessment or is for
decision making criteria to consider proposals for newcarboniferous limestone. The Policy does go on to
and extended aggregate working on both allocatedallow new developments subject to a number of other

criteria. and unallocated sites, and also enable the
consideration of proposals to allow the full recovery ofIt is considered that there are a number of existing

sites, covered by IDO or dormant permissions under permitted reserves where reserves remain at the end
date of working. It is also agreed that there are athe Environment Act 1995.  It is considered that a
number of existing sites, covered by Interimparagraph needs to be included into this policy, or
Development Order (IDO) or dormant permissionssupporting text, which acknowledges the potential for
under the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 andthem to be worked and if they come forward, the need
the Environment Act 1995 and these have beenfor the Authority to be flexible in the view that they
safeguarded under the provisions of the Safeguardingtake.  A flexible approach would ensure that the
Minerals Sites, Minerals Related Infrastructure andminerals reserve is realised but at the same time there
Waste Management Sites policy. It is agreed that acan be the potential to extend, alter or trade off areas
paragraph should be included within the supportingto the benefit of the environment.  I acknowledge that
text to make clear that there is a potential for them tothere is a paragraph in the policy but this simply states
be worked if operators apply for a new schedule ofthat a condition will be added to any decision notice

requiring details of sales. modern working and restoration conditions and this
schedule is subsequently agreed by the council. (In

I would also like to make a general comment about the
restoration of large scale mineral workings in the

such instances the reserves within them will become
permitted reserves and any aggregate reserves will be

Durham area. This document is seeking to identify a included within the respective crushed rock and sand
strategic approach and identify new sites.  However, and gravel landbanks). However, it is not considered
any existing, extended or new mineral site and necessary or appropriate for the Plan to be explicitly
particularly hard rock or sand and gravel sites will need permissive to their physical or temporal extension,
to be restored.  A hard rock quarry, in particular, can alteration or the trade-off of any of these permissions.
leave a significant void and, if it is of a particular age, This is because, these permission are all very old and
there can be quarry faces which are above 15m. The for many of these sites it is understood that there has
height of the faces can be dangerous and they will fail been no interest in their working since their inclusion
to comply with HS legislation and meet Quarry upon the relevant lists; there is limited information
Regulations 1999.  A number of these sites are being about the resource within them; it is assumed that the
back filled both with minerals waste but also with principle reason that some sites have not been
imported CD& E waste. There has always been a view reactivated is because they may be partially worked
by DCC that the importing of CD&E waste into these out or uneconomic to work further; and further working
sites is considered to be a ‘landfilling’ operation. may not be environmentally acceptable. In these
However, it has to be acknowledged that this operation circumstances it would not be appropriate for such a
is actually a restoration operation not a landfilling site to be used, to obtain further permitted reserves
operation.  In most instances the Environment Agency elsewhere. It is considered that any application to
permit, that is required to allow such an operation to extend physically, temporally or alter any permission
proceed, is one that is seeking to use waste for the would need to meet relevant plan policies taking into
restoration or reclamation of land rather than being a
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specific landfilling permit.  If CD&E waste (as
restoration material) cannot be imported into these

account all relevant material considerations. Comments
noted in relation to the restoration of mineral sites. A

sites, in order to restore them, then there is a danger policy on the restoration and after use of mineral sites
that there will be significant voids and scars on the and a separate policy on landfilling and landraise will
landscape as there is no way to restore such mineral be included within the Minerals and Waste Policies
voids. This isn’t to say that all voids must be filled up Document. In the interim until these policies are
to adjacent ground level:  the retention of some quarry prepared the council will rely on relevant saved County
faces, and voids are appropriate. However for a large Durham Minerals and County Durham Waste Local
scale mineral site for the whole of the resulting void to Plan policies. In this regard, paragraph 10.11 of the
be treated in this manner is unlikely to be acceptable County Durham Waste Local Plan is clear that,
and this document needs to acknowledge this issue. "Proposals for mineral extraction will normally need to

demonstrate that an appropriate form of reclamation
is viable without the need for large-scale imports.
Future restoration and reclamation of land is likely to
require the development of alternative and more
innovative reclamation strategies. Proposals for the
reclamation of mineral workings will also be assessed
against the policies and proposals of the County
Durham Minerals Local Plan”. While consultation will
occur on the scope and detail of the policies within the
Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations document,
the council views that the position as articulated above
is the correct starting point for policy development.The
distinction which needs to be made by the respondent
between waste recovery/reclamation and
landfilling/disposal operations is understood. In this
regard a number of permissions have been granted
by the Council in recent years which have permitted
the importation of waste materials as part of mineral
site restoration including: at the new Low Harpereley
sand and gravel site near Wolsingham where 270,000
tonnes of inert and construction and demolition waste
was proposed to be imported to help create the access
and restoration landforms for the waterbodies which
will be created on site; at Birtley Quarry where 267,600
tonnes of inert waste material was proposed to be
imported as part of slope stabilisation works in order
to help engineer safe and stable quarry slopes; and at
Kilmond Wood Quarry where the importation of
192,000 tonnes of inert materials was proposed to
create sloped embankments against the worked faces.
Proposals such as these while creating a demand for
the use of waste/inert materials are not considered to
be landfill and are of a different character and
magnitude to the existing landfilling operations in
County Durham such as for example at Bishop
Middleham Quarry and Crime Rigg Quarry.

Comment noted.I agree.250Question 58
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Support noted. Objection to the non-allocation of a
western extension noted. The reasons for this sites

The policy is supported in relation to the proposed
support for the extension of Hulands Quarry .However

335Question 58

non-allocation is set out in the document "New Mineralsthe Heights Quarry extension is strategically important
and Waste Site in County Durham". In summaryas a source of Carboniferous limestone and asphalt
insufficient information was submitted. In relation toand is vital to the Weardale economy as acknowledged
Heights Quarry, the council has considered the newin the previous County Durham Plan Submission Draft

Policy 61 (2014). information which has been submitted by Aggregate
Industries in support of the proposed allocation for aThe Heights Quarry Extension application

Environmental Statement draft is available to Durham western extension to Heights Quarry and considers
that an allocation can be made in this instance.County Council Officers in support of these

representations.

Support noted. To provide clarity, succinctness and
focus Policy 51 of the Local Plan Preferred Options

Although the principle of Policy 51 is supported,
Tarmac believe the policy is too long and therefore

1035Question 58

has been revised and split into three specific policiesconfusing. To provide greater clarity, it is suggested
the policy is separated out.
Paragraph 5.512 – the first two sentences of this
paragraph need to be linked with a comma as set out
below (corrections in bold text):
“In response to previous calls for new mineral sites,
as part of work to identify potential allocations for new
working, two mineral operators proposed extensions
…”
Paragraph 5.524 – Correct typographical error in the
second sentence by adding space to read “…
quantitative need …”.
Paragraph 5.525 – Correct typographical error in first
sentence by adding space to read “… recent years …”.
Paragraph 5.526 - Correct typographical error in first
sentence by adding space to read “… existing
permitted …”.
Tarmac supports the locational strategy for longer term
sand and gravel working as set out in paragraph 5.529

including two strategic policies which address (1) the
overall scale of aggregates provision over the plan
period; (2) the locational approach to the future supply
of aggregates over the plan period; and (3) a
development management policy which provides
decision making criteria to consider proposals for new
and extended aggregate working on both allocated
and unallocated sites, and enable the consideration of
proposals to allow the full recovery of permitted
reserves where reserves remain at the end date of
working.The identified typographic amendments have
been made to the policy. In relation to the new water
abstraction licensing procedures a policy relating to
water resources will be included within the Minerals
and Waste Policies and Allocations document. In the
interim, when considering all mineral planning
applications the council will rely on saved Minerals
Local Plan Policy M38 (Water Resources).

which will prioritise the workings of allocations for
further basal Permian sand extraction from beneath
the floor of existing magnesian limestone quarries,
followed by the lateral extension of existing magnesian
limestone quarries, or via extensions to other sand and
gravel sites or new sites outside of environmentally
important areas.
In light of new water abstraction licensing procedures
which may ultimately limit the depth or lateral extent
of quarry operations and thereby affecting mineral
reserves (i.e. de-watering might impact on the ability
to extract mineral below the water table), Tarmac
recommend the Council engages further with the
Environment Agency on this issue to ensure there is
a suitable policy in the Plan. Such a policy should seek
to set out a presumption in favour of mineral
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extraction below the water table, subject to necessary
assessments.

Comments noted. To provide clarity, succinctness and
focus Policy 51 of the Local Plan Preferred Options

This policy is extensive and as such is difficult to
interpret. It should be separated into two or possibly
three individual Policies to provide greater clarity.

1576Question 58

has been revised and split into three specific policies
including two strategic policies which address (1) theWith regard to Criteria b, c and j is there any definition

of what constitutes a ‘significant addition to the overall scale of aggregates provision over the plan
period; (2) the locational approach to the future supplylandbank’? We fully support the paragraph which
of aggregates over the plan period; and (3) arecognises the importance of full recovery of permitted

reserves. development management policy which provides
decision making criteria to consider proposals for new

With regard to the final paragraph relating to sand and
gravel the council should be aware of the new

and extended aggregate working on both allocated
and unallocated sites, and enable the consideration of

requirements regarding groundwater abstraction and proposals to allow the full recovery of permitted
the impact this may have on the extraction of sand
from the floor of magnesian limestone quarries.

reserves where reserves remain at the end date of
working. In addition the supporting text of the policy
has been reduced and revised and new headings have
been introduced to ensure that meaning is clearer and
prevent confusion. Wherever possible the Council has
sought to ensure that the policy is positively prepared
and flexible. It seeks to facilitate the steady and
adequate supply of aggregates other the plan period.
In relation to the new water abstraction licensing
procedures a policy relating to water resources will be
included within the Minerals and Waste Polices and
Allocations document. In the interim, when considering
all mineral planning applications the council will rely
on saved Minerals Local Plan Policy M38 (Water
Resources).

Comments noted. In relation to the phrase within the
policy "unacceptable adverse impact" this wording has

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
that new proposals for new or extended aggregate
working must accord with paragraph f. which states:
“f. It can be demonstrated that there will be no
unacceptable adverse impacts on either the
environment or the amenity of local communities.”
However, as highlighted in our response to Policy 8
above, we consider that the text should be clear on

2275Question 58

been used within this policy in order to accord with the
provisions of paragraph 204 of the NPPF which
requires that "planning policies should: "set out criteria
or requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed
operations do not have unacceptable adverse impacts
on the natural and historic environment or human

the level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ and health, taking into account the cumulative effects of
consistent with the hierarchical approach to the multiple impacts from individual sites and/or a number
protection of nature conservation designations as of sites in a locality". In assessing whether a proposal
detailed in Policies 43 to 45. This approach should has "unacceptable adverse impacts" it will be
similarly be applied to paragraphs j. and and 5.494 and necessary for the decision maker to also make
to proposals to extend the end date of workings and/or
restoration.

assessments of the acceptability of a wide range of
impacts under other relevant policies of the statutory
development plan which will include policies within the
Local Plan and the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document (in the interim relevant saved
Minerals Local Plan policies would also be applicable).
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Support noted.Policy 51 Meeting the need for Primary
Aggregates    Members fully support the proposed

1971Question 58

Policy that there should be no further approvals for
extraction on the Magnesian Limestone escarpment.
It is noted however that there may be exceptions in
exceptional circumstances but not on prominent
escarpment slopes 

There is currently work ongoing on the prominent
Escarpment slope at Quarrington Hill, clearly visible
from many parts of the Partnership’s area. It is
acknowledged that there have been a number of
reasons for this work being given permission and, when
all is completed, it will restore the long-range views of
the Escarpment as a slope rather than a quarry face.

As outlined in other Policies, Members consider the
views of the escarpment, both from close-range and
a distance, are important and hopefully will be
improved. The proposal that there should be no works
on prominent slopes such as this is therefore fully
supported.

Paragraph 5.500 to 5.505 of the Local Plan Preferred
Options addressed aggregate landbanks and the role

Para 4.15 - The plan refers to the number of houses
over the plan period noting that this is “a target and
not a ceiling”
This approach should be adopted for the provision of
minerals. National policy as it applies to landbanks

1708Question 58

of the Local Aggregate Assessment in identifying future
need. Paragraphs 5.495 to 5.499 set out the council's
aggregate requirement calculations including the

similarly cannot be regarded as a ceiling. As minerals demand forecast over the plan period and the balance
are the key constituents for housing and infrastructure, of supply and demand. These calculations show that
minerals policies need an inherent flexibility in order
to meet changes in demand.
The plan must reflect this

after meeting forecast demand 1.1.17 to 31.12.35
potentially there will be a positive balance of supply to
demand of approximately 78mt of crushed rock and
2.2 million tonnes of sand and gravel. Despite this very
healthy supply position the council has undertook a
call for sites and has sought to allocate sites where
justified, and seeks to make provision for further
carboniferous limestone working, identifying a need
for a further 14.3 million tonnes of carboniferous
limestone. In terms of flexibility, in addition to the
preparation of the Local Plan proposals for new mineral
working will be considered for allocations through work
to prepare the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document and proposals for additional
working will also be considered against the provisions
of relevant policies.

Comments noted. To provide clarity, succinctness and
focus Policy 51 of the Local Plan Preferred Options

Policy 51
Meeting the Need for Primary Aggregates
This policy fails the requirement of being succinct.The
Policy is almost two pages long and appears to

1738Question 58

has been revised and split into three specific policies
including two strategic policies which address (1) the

incorporate, strategic, locational and development overall scale of aggregates provision over the plan
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period; (2) the locational approach to the future supply
of aggregates over the plan period; and (3) a

management matters. It is unwieldy, difficult to
interpret, is overly restrictive, lacks flexibility and is not

development management policy which providesplanned positively. It is also unclear if the aggregate
decision making criteria to consider proposals for newprovision also includes Industrial Lime. The Policy
and extended aggregate working on both allocatedpresents competition issues in terms of requiring the

submission of sales information.
The policy needs a fundamental rethink to make it
usable.

and unallocated sites, and enable the consideration of
proposals to allow the full recovery of permitted
reserves where reserves remain at the end date of
working. In addition the supporting text of the policy
has been reduced and revised and new headings have
been introduced to ensure that meaning is clearer and
prevent confusion. Wherever possible the Council has
sought to ensure that the policy is positively prepared
and flexible. It seeks to facilitate the steady and
adequate supply of aggregates other the plan period.
The revised policies are not intended or considered to
be overly restrictive, or inflexible as they seek to
provide policy criteria to allow proposals for further
working to come forward over the plan period whilst
taking into account the already extensive permitted
reserves in County Durham and the need to provide
appropriate protection to the environment, amenity and
health of local communities and enable existing sites
to be worked in accordance with existing planning
permissions. As an example of how the policy is
permissive towards further working the Policy identifies
a need for further working of Carboniferous Limestone
which can be met by suitable proposals and also
through the related Preferred Area for Future
Carboniferous Limestone Working policy which seeks
to allocate land to enable a 8.2 million tonne extension
to Hulands Quarry near Bowes and a western
extension to Heights Quarry in Weardale. In terms of
competition, this does not require the submission of
sales information. The supporting text stated, "Where
competition is raised by applicants as a reason in
support of a proposal the Council will require conclusive
evidence that competition is being stifled and that a
proposal would help maintain competition in the long
term. Given that County Durham's aggregate quarries
operate on a regional level the council will require
evidence that competition is being stifled at a regional
level in order to give this issue any weight in the
planning balance." In terms of the requirement to
submit sales information, this has nothing to do with
competition, but instead seeks to ensure that the
Council has sufficient information on the extent,
distribution and composition of the crushed rock
landbank to plan and make decisions on planning
applications. The scale of provision within the plan is
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drawn from the last Joint Local Aggregate Assessment
for County Durham, Northumberland and Tyne and
Wear which the Mineral Products Association had an
opportunity to comment upon through the North East
Aggregates Working Party.

This policy relates to aggregates and also addresses
agricultural lime extraction only. No further assessment

Para 5.493
This policy recognises the importance of Durham’s
aggregates to the north east economy
No economic assessment appears to have been made
to support this statement and we would suggest the

1739Question 58

is required. The importance of aggregates to the
economy was set out in Local Plan Preferred Options
paragraphs 5.493 and table 8 which set out the scale

importance of the minerals industry is firstly not of sand and gravel and crushed rock extraction in both
confined to aggregates, although clearly aggregates County Durham and the North East between 2007 and
represent the largest raw material flow; with their 2016. Further information relating the importance of
economic importance extending beyond the immediate
region.

mineral working is set out in paragraphs 5.473 to 5.475,
the Minerals Technical Paper and the Joint Local
Aggregate Assessment for County Durham,
Northumberland and Tyne and Wear (April 2018).

Further assessment needs to be considered to support
the text.

Disagree. This text is considered a necessary part of
the plan strategy to ensuring the steady and adequate

Para 5.494
The third bullet point refers to preventing over
provision.
This phrase would appear to be at odds with para 4.15
of the plan which refers to housing targets not being a

1740Question 58

supply of aggregates extraction as explained by the
Policy. The plan approach to aggregates provision
should also be seen in the context of the Joint LAA,

ceiling. The inference of this bullet point suggests a
ceiling to prevent competition
Delete this bullet point.

future aggregates requirements, existing permitted
reserves and the extensive crushed rock and sand and
gravel landbanks.There is no inference which suggests
a ceiling to avoid competition, competition was
addressed comprehensively in the Local Plan Preferred
Options paragraphs 5.504 and 5.505.

Disagree. This text is considered a necessary part of
the plan strategy to ensuring the steady and adequate

Table 9 - Aggregate requirements
This table accords with the LAA and highlights
projections based upon 10-year and 3-year sales

1741Question 58

supply of aggregates extraction as explained by the
averages. However, the local plan brings forward Policy. The plan approach to aggregates provision
housing targets for Durham which is clearly relevant should also be seen in the context of the Joint LAA,
and in accordance with the NPPF 2018 paragraph 207 future aggregates requirements, existing permitted
constitutes other relevant local information. It would reserves and the extensive crushed rock and sand and
appear that this information may not have been
considered in the forecast demands.
Consider other relevant information as required by the
NPPF.

gravel landbanks.There is no inference which suggests
a ceiling to avoid competition, competition was
addressed comprehensively in the Local Plan Preferred
Options paragraphs 5.504 and 5.505.
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Disagree. The production/sales figures quoted clearly
state that they are aggregate sales. The County only

5.506 to 5.514
Magnesian Limestone
It is not clear if the landbank figures and production
figures quoted include aggregate use and industrial
use
Greater clarity is needed over sales and landbanks for
minerals which supply both aggregates and industrial
applications.

1742Question 58

maintains crushed rock "aggregate" and sand and
gravel landbanks. For example paragraph 5.507 of the
Local Plan Preferred Options stated, "Prior to the
current economic recession approximately 2.5 million
tonnes of magnesian limestone was extracted from
County Durham's permitted magnesian limestone
quarries and used for aggregate purposes every year,
before falling to approximately 1.2 million tonnes in
2012. More recently we estimate that production of
magnesian limestone for aggregate uses has risen to
approximately 2 million tonnes in 2016 reflecting the
recovery of the economy and demonstrating the ability
of County's quarries to respond positively to increases
in demand." Paragraph 5.508 stated, "At the end of
2016 permitted reserves of magnesian limestone
aggregate were estimated to be approximately 102
million tonnes." Similarly, in relation to non-aggregate
sales, information was provided by footnote 182, which
is linked to the last sentence of paragraph 5.507 which
stated, "The county's magnesian limestone quarries
are also recognised as an important source of
non-aggregate material". However, where further clarity
can be provided it will be.

Typographic amendments have been made to the
identified paragraph. The target already referred to "at
least".

5.524 Penultimate line “indicatethat” Typographic
error Amend text

5.525 Second line “recentyears” Typographic
error Amend text

1743Question 58

5.526 Third line “existingpermitted” Typographic
error Amend text

Target Points 1 & 3 refer to minimum 10-year and
7-year land bank To accord with the wording of national
policy in the NPPF, the target should be to maintain
landbanks of “at least” 7-years and 10-years 

Change “minimum” to “at least”.

Comments noted. To provide clarity, succinctness and
focus Policy 51 of the Local Plan Preferred Options

A58. As detailed above, this policy fails the requirement
of being succinct. The Policy is almost two pages long

1744Question 58

has been revised and split into three specific policiesand appears to incorporate, strategic, locational and
including two strategic policies which address (1) thedevelopment management matters. It is unwieldy,
overall scale of aggregates provision over the plandifficult to interpret, is overly restrictive, lacks flexibility

and is not planned positively. period; (2) the locational approach to the future supply
of aggregates over the plan period; and (3) aThe Policy also presents competition issues in terms

of requiring the submission of sales information.
The Policy relies heavily on the LAA and highlights
projections based upon 10-year and 3-year sales

development management policy which provides
decision making criteria to consider proposals for new
and extended aggregate working on both allocated
and unallocated sites, and enable the consideration ofaverages. However, the local plan brings forward
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housing targets for Durham (circa 26,000 new homes)
which is clearly relevant and in accordance with the

proposals to allow the full recovery of permitted
reserves where reserves remain at the end date of

NPPF2018 paragraph 207 constitutes other relevant
local information.

working. In addition the supporting text of the policy
has been reduced and revised and new headings have
been introduced to ensure that meaning is clearer andFinally, as the Council are aware new water abstraction

licensing requirements may limit reserves at depth at prevent confusion. Wherever possible the Council has
sought to ensure that the policy is positively preparedexisting quarries. The Council’s policy on Basal
and flexible. It seeks to facilitate the steady andPermian sands is for the deepening of quarries. We
adequate supply of aggregates other the plan period.urge the Council to engage further with the
The revised policies are not intended or considered toEnvironment Agency to ensure permitted reserves and

potential resources are not needlessly sterilised. be overly restrictive, or inflexible as they seek to
provide policy criteria to allow proposals for further

We strongly recommend a fundamental rethink to make
this policy usable.

working to come forward over the plan period whilst
taking into account the already extensive permitted
reserves in County Durham and the need to provide
appropriate protection to the environment, amenity and
health of local communities and enable existing sites
to be worked in accordance with existing planning
permissions. As an example of how the policy is
permissive towards further working the Policy identifies
a need for further working of Carboniferous Limestone
which can be met by suitable proposals and also
through the related Preferred Area for Future
Carboniferous Limestone Working policy which seeks
to allocate land to enable a 8.2 million tonne extension
to Hulands Quarry near Bowes and a western
extension to Heights Quarry in Weardale. In terms of
competition, this does not require the submission of
sales information. Paragraph 5.504 stated, "Where
competition is raised by applicants as a reason in
support of a proposal the Council will require conclusive
evidence that competition is being stifled and that a
proposal would help maintain competition in the long
term. Given that County Durham's aggregate quarries
operate on a regional level the council will require
evidence that competition is being stifled at a regional
level in order to give this issue any weight in the
planning balance." In terms of the requirement to
submit sales information, this has nothing to do with
competition, but instead seeks to ensure that the
Council has sufficient information on the extent,
distribution and composition of the crushed rock
landbank to plan and make decisions on planning
applications. The scale of provision within the plan is
drawn from the last Joint Local Aggregate Assessment
for County Durham, Northumberland and Tyne and
Wear which the Mineral Products Association had an
opportunity to comment upon through the North East
Aggregates Working Party.
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It is not necessary to add to the suggested wording. It
is intended that a policy relating to the benefits of

Policy 54
Natural Building and Roofing Stone The policy states
that “great weight being given in decisions to the
conservation of natural beauty…”
In order to be consistent, the policy should also reflect
the NPPF2018 para 205 and recognise that great

1747Question 58

mineral extraction will be included within the Minerals
and Waste Policies and Allocations document in order
to properly articulate the benefits to which great weight
will be given to. In the interim the council will rely upon
the provisions of paragraph 205 of the NPPF.weight should be given to the benefits of mineral

extraction.
Insert additional bullet point to reflect the NPPF.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1908Question 58

Comments noted. To provide clarity, succinctness and
focus, the Primary Aggregates Provision policy from

Policy 51 - Meeting the need for primary aggregates
Question 58 - Support approach - Northumberland

2510Question 58

the Local Plan Preferred Options has been revised andCounty Council and Durham County Council have
split into three specific policies including two strategicworked on and continue to work collaboratively on the
policies which consider the overall scale of aggregatesstrategic planning issues associated with the supply
provision over the plan period and the locationaland demand of aggregate minerals through the
approach to the future supply of aggregates and a thirdpreparation of a joint LAA, which is updated on an
development management policy which providesannual basis and forms part of the evidence for the
decision making criteria to consider proposals for newlocal plans prepared by each authority. The Joint LAA
and extended aggregate working on both allocatedidentifies that County Durham is a regionally important
and unallocated sites, and the continuation of thesource of crushed rock for aggregate uses, with the
working at existing sites. In addition the supporting textmagnesian limestone resource in the county making
of the policy has been revised and new headings have
been introduced to ensure that it is clearer.

a significant contribution to this, and is also an
important source of sand and gravel for aggregate
uses.  In terms of the wording and layout of the policy,
it is considered this could be clearer, particularly in
respect the level of provision that is being planned for
in respect to both crushed rock and sand and gravel
and in respect to the cross referencing of the locational
criteria for each of the resources.

Comment noted in relation to the National Trusts
opposition to further mineral extraction within the

Notwithstanding our comments above, the National
Trust would not support proposals for further mineral

3250Question 58

safeguarded zone around Hawthorn Quarry shown onextraction within the safeguarded zone around
Map C of the Local Plan Preferred Options PoliciesHawthorn Quarry shown in map C of the proposals
Map. This map showed the extent of Mineralmap document as it would be inconsistent with the
Safeguarding Areas which are intended to safeguardheritage coast designation. To this end, we consider
known locations of specific mineral resources of localthat Policy 51 Part F should be made more explicit in
and national importance so that they are not sterilisedrelation to the impacts on the environment and include
by non-mineral development where this can beheritage assets and other designations such Heritage

Coast.
More generally we consider that minerals and waste
policies need to make clear that there may be

avoided.These areas do not create a presumption that
the resources defined will be worked. In relation to
environmental impacts, Policy 51 of the Local Plan

unacceptable impacts which would not support Preferred Options has been revised and split into three
additional extraction in sensitive locations, such as
along the Durham Heritage Coast and its setting.

specific policies including a policy which considers the
locational approach to the future supply of aggregates.
This new policy seeks to provide a locational focus to
future aggregates provision over the plan period.
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Comment noted. The council is considering an
objection for the non-allocation of a western extension

If the proposal to extend Heights Quarry to the North
West it will take out large areas of wetland, removing

3632Question 58

to Heights Quarry and a planning application was madean important habitat for waders and for flood water
by Aggregate Industries in August 2018 and will be
determined by the Council in due course.

storage, contrary to the aims of the Weardale NFM
National Pilot project. It would also further undermine
the hydraulic function of Park Burn, which flows directly
west of the quarry and whose wetland headwaters will
be destroyed.

Support noted.1.0 Introduction4002Question 58

1.1 We have been instructed on behalf of Rolling Stock
and Engineering Company Ltd (‘our Client’), to make
the following representations to the County Durham
Preferred Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation
Document’). The representations have been prepared
in respect of land at Hawthorn Quarry.

1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out
our Client’s response to the text and policies of the
Preferred Options and other documents within the
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to
the future development potential of land within our
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

1.3 The representations have been prepared having
regard to the documents contained within the
supporting Evidence Library and assessed against the
compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018)
(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found “sound”
it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)
requires Local Plans to set out strategic and
nonstrategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
(2018) within the consultation period, assumptions are
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made regarding whether the policies referred to are
strategic or non-strategic.

1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages of
consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

2.0 Background

2.1 The site is known as Hawthorn Quarry, located
north east of Hawthorn, County Durham.

2.2 The quarry (site and minerals rights) is owned by
our Client, Rolling Stock and Engineering Company
Ltd, and is currently leased to Tarmac until 2031. The
land and minerals including access in the ownership1

2.3 of our Client is identified by the blue line boundary
on the Plan at Appendix A.

2.4 The owners are a small family business who bought
the quarry in the early 70’s, after their grandfather had
worked for the original quarry operator from 1917. It
demonstrates a strong tie to the history of the site, its
operation and they are committed to ensuring the
quarry's future.

2.5 Hawthorn Quarry commenced operations in 1906.
The quarry is a high grade dolomite (magnesium
limestone) quarry. It also has approximately 25% of
material which is not high grade and could be extracted
in the future.

2.6 The planning permission for mineral extraction is
consented for high grade dolomite extraction until 2042.
The red line planning boundary is identified by the red
line boundary on the plan at Appendix A.

2.7 Tarmac currently have a lease to operate the quarry
to 2031, it is currently temporarily closed.The planning
permission allows for extraction operations until 2042.
Tarmac could restart operations on the site within the
lease period; if the lease is not renewed the site will
revert to the owners Rolling Stock and Engineering
Company Ltd.

3.0 Location, Description and Constraints

3.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located at Hawthorn Quarry, Hawthorn, Seaham,
County Durham.

3.2 The Site comprises 35.59 ha of land of which
approximately 13.5 ha of the site would be available
for mineral extraction. The rest of the site will include
the required infrastructure, storage of materials and
restoration.
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3.3 Hawthorn Quarry is located approximately 16.5km
to the east of Durham, 2.6km south of Seaham
and 1.3km north east of Hawthorn Village. The site is
located approximately 300m west of Durham’s
coastline.

3.4 Hawthorn Quarry is located on the Durham
Magnesium Limestone Escarpment.

3.5 The site is bound by the following:

• To the north: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the west: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the south: land to the south comprises

woodland and grassland and is a site of SSSI;
and

• To the east: the Durham Coastline.

3.6 Access to the site is from a gated track which
enters the site on its eastern boundary and runs north
and then west, past Hawthorn village, before linking
to the B1432 to the west. This connects with the A19,
and via the A182, with Seaham harbour.

3.7 The site is located near to the following
designations; these are demonstrated in relation to the
site on the plan at Appendix B:

• Hawthorn Quarry Geological SSSI, located in the
site;

• Hawthorn Quarry Local Wildlife Site, located in
the site;

• Hawthorn Dene Biological SSSI, partially located
within the southern area of the site;

• Durham Coast Biological and Geological SSSI
and Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
approximately 130m east;

• Noses Point Local Nature Reserve (LNR),
approximately 250m north;

• Stony Cut, Cold Hesledon Geological SSSI,
1.6km north-west;

• Northumbria Coast Ramsar Site, Special
Protection Area (SPA), 2.9km north;

• Hesledon Moor East Biological SSSI, 3.1km west;
• Yoden Village Quarry Geological SSSI, 4.3km

south; and
• Hesledon Moor West Biological SSSI, 4.4km

south-west.

3.8 The land in the ownership of our Client extends
beyond the red line planning boundary to the north and
west and is known to have potential reserves of high
grade dolomite (magnesium limestone).

4.0 The Preferred Options
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4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
relevant questions in the Preferred Options document
in turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management
Sites

Representations to 4.0 the Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
relevant questions in the Preferred Options document
in turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste
Management Sites

4.3 Question 57 - This is our preferred policy. Do you
have any comments?

4.4 Our Client broadly supports the ideology behind
policy 50 as currently proposed with its intention to
prevent development which would affect existing or
future mineral extraction. However, the policy relates
to an identified safeguarded zone for Hawthorn Quarry
which we object to. Our comments for this policy relate
to the wording of the policy as currently proposed and
the identified safeguarded zone at Inset 16 of the
Proposals Map, both are considered below in further
detail.

Wording of Policy 50

4.5 We agree with the need to protect minerals sites,
however we object to the policy as currently worded
as it is not in line with national policy and recognition
that minerals are a finite resource and reserves should
be protected beyond the Plan period.

4.6 The NPPF (paragraph 203) states that ‘it is
essential that there is a sufficient supply of minerals
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to provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and
goods that the country needs’. It is essential that
mineral sites and their access infrastructure are
safeguarded from non-mineral and non-waste
development. The approach to protect minerals sites
as set out in proposed Policy 50 is therefore consistent
with national policy.

4.7 The NPPF goes further to state that ‘minerals are
a finite resource, and can only be worked where they
are found, best use needs to be made of them to
secure their long-term future’. It is therefore essential
that suitable sites are safeguarded for use within the
current and beyond the existing Plan period. Suitable
sites should therefore be safeguarded appropriately
and protected from other development.

4.8 The safeguarding of high grade dolomite in the
Plan area should be given significant protection.

4.9 The Plan area includes two sites (Thrislington and
Hawthorn) out of five in the whole of the UK which
produce high grade dolomite (magnesium limestone)
and therefore these sites, their infrastructure (including
access routes) and potential areas for expansion,
where there are known potential reserves, should be
protected from any other development.This will ensure
that the locations of mineral reserves of local and
national importance are not sterilised by non-mineral
development (NPPF – 204c). Criteria a – c as proposed
in the policy should be deleted. Hawthorn Quarry has
high grade dolomite reserves with further known
potential reserves to the north and predicted reserves
to
the west.

4.10 Due to being one out of only five high grade
reserves in the UK the safeguarded zone should be
given additional protection than currently proposed.
The policy should be amended to state that no
development (even if they fall within criteria a – c in
the proposed policy) can encroach on the safeguarded
zone proposed for Hawthorn Quarry to ensure that the
current mineral site and potential further extraction to
the north and west of the site is safeguarded.

We suggest that the policy is amended to this effect
to prevent high 4.11 grade dolomite reserves from
being sterilised in the future. Safeguarding of the high
dolomite reserves should be considered beyond the
plan period.

4.12 Our Client agrees planning permission should not
be granted unless it is demonstrated that nonminerals
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development would not affect the current or future use
of the safeguarded site, its infrastructure or facilities.

4.13 Proposed Policy 50 is not listed as a strategic
policy; however we would argue that this policy should
be strategic as it will need to be a long-term policy
throughout the Plan period. It is noted that strategic
policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year
period from adoption to anticipate and respond to
long-term requirements and opportunities (NPPF,
paragraph 22). Therefore safeguarding of the site at
Hawthorn Quarry, and its surrounding high grade
dolomite reserves, should be identified and included
as part of the safeguarding zone on the proposals map
(Inset 16).

4.14 Appendix C of the Consultation Document
recognises that County Durham has two of only five
reserves of high grade dolomite in the UK, therefore
the opportunity to safeguard this land should be taken
and included as part of the proposed safeguarded
zone. We propose an alternative safeguarded zone
which includes land with known potential reserves as
set out below and defined on the plan at Appendix C
to this representation.

Safeguarded Zone for Hawthorn Quarry – Shown at
Inset 16 of the Proposals Map

4.15 We object to the identified safeguarded zone for
Hawthorn Quarry as shown on Inset 16 of the
proposals map and contend that this is not fully justified
and is not effective. An alternative safeguarded zone
is proposed as indicated on the Plan at Appendix C to
this representation.

4.16 As part of this representation the site specific
constraints have been mapped for Hawthorn Quarry
and compared with the proposed 500m buffer, this is
shown on the plan at Appendix B.

4.17 The plan at Appendix B demonstrates that the
safeguarded zone to the existing site is approximately
237 ha, however this is effectively reduced by
approximately 54% when the site specific constraints
are taken into consideration. The identified
international, national and locally designated sites
constrain the safeguarded zone to the east and south
of the existing site as they comprise approximately
54% of the safeguarded zone.

4.18 For high grade dolomite mineral extraction the
Consultation Document adopts a standardised
safeguarding zone, of 500m around the red line
planning boundary. Known potential reserves exist to
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the north and west of the permitted quarry site and
could be available for future extraction. The
safeguarding zone should be amended to include this
land and the 500m buffer area amended to reflect this.

4.19 In addition the safeguarded zone does not provide
any protection for the access infrastructure to the
existing site. Access to the site is via adopted and
private road to the west. It is important that this is also
afforded safeguarding protection to ensure that the
mineral resource is not sterilised by future development
along the access infrastructure.The buffer area should
be amended to reflect this.

4.20 We therefore propose an alternative safeguarding
zone for Hawthorn Quarry as shown on the Plan at
Appendix C, which is justified below.

4.21 The evidence base for the safeguarding of
minerals sites includes:

• Map C of Proposals Map - safeguarding area –
areas identified with known reserves; and

• Inset 16 - the safeguarding zone – a standardised
buffer surrounding quarry sites, buffer
applied dependent upon the type of reserve.

The site at Hawthorn Quarry is a known high grade
dolomite (magnesium 4.22 limestone) reserve. There
are known potential reserves to the north and west of
the existing red line planning boundary.

4.23 There are only five sites in the UK known for high
grade dolomite reserves, therefore any known potential
reserve should be highly protected. To be in line with
national planning policy the safeguarded zone around
Hawthorn Quarry needs to secure the long-term
conservation of the mineral which is required within
and beyond the current Plan period.

4.24 The British Geological Survey (‘BGS’) ‘Mineral
safeguarding in England: good practice advice’ is
referred to within Planning Practice Guidance, outlining
the national approach for minerals and the need to
‘safeguard’ and conserve mineral resources and aims
to negate future problems caused by the effects of
unnecessary sterilisation. The BGS explains that
sterilisation of mineral resources can occur as a result
of surface development directly overlaying the
resource, or by development that is situated on or close
to the boundary of the resource. It is therefore
necessary to ensure that the
proposed policy and proposals map provides a site
specific safeguarding area for Hawthorn Quarry in line
with the NPPF paragraph 204.
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4.25 Each mineral site should be assessed on their
individual merits to ensure that each identified
safeguarding zone is appropriate, fully justified and
effective in line with the NPPF paragraph 35. National
Planning Practice Guidance (Reference ID:
27-018-20140306, paragraph 018) discusses the
separation distances/ buffer zones of mineral
resources, identifying that these distances may be
appropriate in specific circumstances where it is clear
that, based on specific assessments and other forms
of mitigation measures (such as working scheme
design and landscaping) a certain distance is required
between the boundary of the minerals extraction area
and occupied residential property.The guidance further
states that any proposed separation distance should
be established on a site specific basis and should take
into account the following:

• The nature of the mineral extraction activity;
• The need to avoid undue sterilisation of mineral

resources;
• Location and topography;
• The characteristics of the various environmental

effects likely to arise; and
• The various mitigation measures that can be

applied

4.26 It is therefore essential to consider each of these
criteria when identifying a minerals safeguarded zone.

4.27 Each of the listed criteria have been assessed in
turn in relation to Hawthorn Quarry:

• Hawthorn Quarry is a high grade dolomite
reserve. There are known potential reserves to
the north and west of the permitted quarry site.
Our Client’s ownership around the permitted site
is identified by the blue line boundary on the plan
at Appendix A. Our Client has confirmed that this
ownership is available for future mineral
extraction, should the quarry be extended in the
later stages of the current or future Plan periods.

• There are only five known high grade dolomite
reserves in the UK, therefore the ability to
safeguard around the existing and potential future
extension of the site at Hawthorn Quarry (which
should include its infrastructure and access
routes) is essential to prevent undue sterilisation
of a finite and rare mineral resource which will
be required to supply beyond the current Plan
period.

• The site is located close to an existing road
infrastructure, A19 and A182, which links the site
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to the north, south, west and east and nearby
port.

• The site is an existing quarry surrounded by
agricultural land to the north and west, which has
known potential reserves of high grade dolomite.
There are various environmental designations
on the site and surrounding along the Durham
coastline, these are detailed above and on the
constraints plan at Appendix B. The constraints
plan clearly demonstrates that the site is
significantly constrained to the south and east.

• Hawthorn Quarry has planning permission to
extract high grade dolomite until 2042 and
already provides mitigation for the surrounding
environmental designations.

Following review of the site specific circumstances and
a review of the evidence 4.28 base, an alternative
safeguarding zone for Hawthorn Quarry is proposed
and identified on the plan at Appendix C of this
representation.This identifies the permitted quarry site,
the ownership of known potential reserves and applies
a 500m buffer to this area including the access
infrastructure. We suggest this as an amendment to
Inset 16 of the proposals map.The amendment is fully
justified, positively prepared and effective to safeguard
the minerals resource, a finite natural resource, to avoid
future
sterilisation, and secure it’s long term conservation
beyond the plan period.

Policy 51 - Meeting the Need for Primary Aggregates

4.29 Question 58 - This is our preferred policy. Do you
have any comments?

4.30 Our Client broadly supports this policy but
reserves the right to comment at later stages in the
consultation process.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50;
• Proposed Policy 51;
• Proposed Policy 56;
• Proposals Map (Inset 16); and
• Proposed Policy 57.

5.2 Hawthorn Quarry is a valuable mineral resource
which has been protected under Saved Minerals Local
Plan Policy M14 which seeks to prevent sterilisation
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of the County’s potentially economic mineral assets.
The site and its surrounding known reserves should
continue to be safeguarded in the current and future
plan periods in line with national planning policy.

5.3 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected and support protection of these sites
to prevent sterilisation and ensure appropriate reserves
can come forward. Each site should be assessed on
its site specific  characteristics, location and potential
for expansion to ensure their longterm conservation,
in line with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.4 We request amendments to policies 50, 56 and 57
and amendments to the Proposals Map and Inset Map
16 with regard to the safeguarding zone and the
safeguarded area in respect of Hawthorn Quarry as
identified on the submitted plans at Appendix C and D
of this representation.
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Support noted.I agree, brick making is important.251Question 59

Support noted.Gateshead Council supports the approach to clay
provision in respect of the Union Brickworks (located

1301Question 59

in Birtley, Gateshead), noting the current permission
at Birtley Quarry (located in County Durham) will enable
the needs of the Union Brickworks for glacial clay to
be met until 2044. The Council will continue to work
positively with County Durham in addressing the
longer-term needs of the brickworks.

A policy on minerals and waste development and water
resources will be prepared in the Minerals and Waste

Wording is mentioned about protecting the
environment, however the additional wording is needed

1422Question 59

Policies and Allocations Document. Until this documentto take into account of: Mineral and waste
is prepared the Council will rely upon saved policies
in the County Durham Minerals and Waste Local Plans.

developments, in particular those below the water table.
Risk assessment to groundwater be assessed and
managed in order to protect its quantity and quality.

Support noted.Gateshead Council supports the approach to clay
provision in respect of the Union Brickworks (located

1935Question 59

in Birtley, Gateshead), noting the current permission
at Birtley Quarry (located in County Durham) will enable
the needs of the Union Brickworks for glacial clay to
be met until 2044. The Council will continue to work
positively with County Durham in addressing the
longer-term needs of the brickworks.

Support noted.I support, the effect on the local environment and
nearby residents’ Health and Well Being is paramount!

1709Question 59

Whether impacts are unacceptable will be a planning
judgement. This judgement will take into account the

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
any new proposals for new raw materials of brickworks
must accord with paragraph b. which states:
“b. There will be no unacceptable adverse impacts
either on the environment or on the amenity of local
communities.”
However, as highlighted in our response to Policy 8
above, we consider that the text should be clear on

2276Question 59

views of consultees and the assessments undertaken
to assess the impact of the proposed development on
the environment, health and amenity of local
communities.

the level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ and
consistent with the hierarchical approach to the
protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45.

Footnotes are part of the plan. The policy has been
prepared positively. However, to address objection the
word "only" has been deleted.

Policy 52
Footnote (189) refers to maintaining a stock of
permitted reserves of 25 years
This footnote should be incorporated in to the policy
to accord with the NPPF2018. Paragraph 3 of the

1746Question 59

NPPF2018 makes it clear that the footnote comprises
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planning policy as the Framework should be read as
a whole. It is not clear if the accompanying footnotes
are regarded as policy within the plan. Further, the
policy is not prepared positively in that it states that
proposals will only permitted where….., The word “only”
is superfluous.
Amend policy to reflect the NPPF and delete the word
“only”.

The National Planning Policy Framework requires that
planning policies should provide for the extraction of

CDGP are concerned that the policy and its
accompanying description make no reference to the

1774Question 59

mineral resources of local and national importance.very energy intensive nature of brick manufacturing.
Brick making raw materials are of both local andThe process involves considerable carbon emission,
national importance and the production of bricks fromand if we are to take carbon targets seriously, the use
the regions brickworks are necessary for the
construction and repair of buildings.

of fired bricks as building materials will have to be
reduced.

Comments noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1909Question 59

Support noted.We support the content of this policy as it maintains
the future supply, 25 years, of raw materials for brick
manufacture in the county.

3392Question 59

Support noted.Policy 52 - Brick making raw materials  Question 59 -
The policy is supported as it is considered that this will

2513Question 59

support the ongoing supply of these minerals from
County Durham to meet both local and wider needs.

The National Planning Policy Framework requires that
planning policies should provide for the extraction of

TD are concerned that the policy and its accompanying
description make no reference to the very energy

2971Question 59

mineral resources of national and local importance.intensive nature of brick manufacturing. The process
Brick making raw materials are of both national andinvolves considerable carbon emissions, and if we are
local importance and the production of bricks from theto take carbon targets seriously, the use of fired bricks

as building materials will have to be reduced. regions brickworks are necessary for the construction
and repair of buildings.
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Support noted.The Coal Authority has no objection to this policy which
sets out the criteria against which proposals for
extraction of coal will be considered.

1118Question 60

Support for the wording of the Surface Mined Coal and
Fireclay policy noted. The Council's approach to

Policy 53

Save for the wording of part (a) which is somewhat
confusing due to the use of a double negative, Banks

1286Question 60

identifying where future coal extraction could occur
has been to provide coal operators with opportunitiesMining support the wording of Policy 53. In particular,
to submit proposals for potential site allocations whichit is important that the text at b(1 to 6) is retained in
would then be considered as potential allocations inorder to provide clarity on the types of national, local
the forthcoming Minerals and Waste Policies andor community benefits to which the MPA will have
Allocations document. However, no surface mined coalparticular regard. Banks Mining support the wording
sites were submitted in response to the Council's lastof b(1) as it provides a way for the MPA to recognise
call for sites in June 2016 or in response to thethe important economic benefits which flow from the
Preferred Options consultation in June 2018.supply of coal from the Durham coalfield as a raw
Nonetheless, the Council will consider any potentialmaterial to essential base industries in the UK such as
surface mined coal site proposed by Banks or anysteel and cement manufacture. While it is recognised
other operator for inclusion within the Minerals andthat the use of coal use for power generation will
Waste Policies Document. The Council notes thecontinue to decline over the period of the plan, as
emphasis that Banks has identified in theirrecognised in the outcome of the UK Government’s
representations upon the coal seams in Countyconsultation on the future use of coal in this sector,
Durham and in particular the coal seams in the northcoal will continue to be used for generation and play
west of the County and their suitability for industrialan important role in the energy mix until 2025. Given
purposes. In this regard, while the Council notes thatthe expectation that this plan will be in place well before
coal is utilised in the UK is used for uses other thanthat date it is entirely reasonable to retain the reference

to power generation in B(1). electricity generation, for example in coke manufacture,
blast furnaces and a range of industrial purposes, it is

Banks Mining note that, in response to paragraph
209(d) of NPPF 2018 the draft Plan does not identify

not a specific industrial mineral. In this regard it is
understood that in 2017 alone 1,468,000 tonnes of

any areas in the county where the MPA consider coal coal was used for industrial purposes (Digest of UK
extraction may be acceptable. Banks Mining note that Energy Statistics (DUKES): solid fuels and derived
the reasoning for this is not based on an assessment gases, 2018). However, no evidence was submitted
of opportunities within the coalfield. In such as part of the response to the Preferred Options
circumstances i.e. a failure to carry out an assessment consultation to allow the Council understand the value
aimed at identifying areas suitable for future coal that Bank's has put upon the importance of coal
extraction as envisaged by paragraph 209(d), a criteria reserves or resources in the north west of County
policy based approach is the next best thing. It is Durham compared to any other part of the exposed
however imperative that the criteria are clear, and coalfield in the County or the north east or elsewhere
provide for the wide range of opportunities for working in the country; which specific industrial sectors have
and restoration which surface mining developments
can give rise to.

been served by coal from the Durham Coalfield in the
past or could be in the future and what their specific
requirements are both in terms of volume andIn the event that an approach which sought to identify

areas where surface mining may be suitable was characteristics of the coal. In any event these issues
undertaken, Banks Mining would wish to see the are not considered to directly relate to the
approach recognise the importance of the coal reserves environmental acceptability of specific proposals for
in the north west of the Durham  coalfield as essential
raw materials for industries in the UK.

future surface mined coal but instead largely to the use
that the coal may be put should planning permission
be granted. In this regard there is no requirement inParagraph 5.536
national policy for the Council to seek to maintain a
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The plan is correct to note that planning policy at a
national level does not set limits on scale of production

steady and adequate supply of coal for power
generation or any other purpose and it would

from surface coal mining and this position has not considered inappropriate to do so. In terms of
changed with the recent publication on NPPF2018. monitoring the Council will consider whether it is
(note, Banks Mining is aware that a significant number possible to include a revised indicator within this policy
of pro-forma representations were made in response to help the Council to understand the scale of coal
to the UK Government’s consultation on coal use for sales. However, it is considered unlikely to be possible
electricity generation seeking limits be placed on coal to include an indicator on the coal's specific use once
production via the planning system. These it is extracted as that would not be related to the
representations were specifically addressed and acceptability of the proposal and is likely to be

commercially sensitive information.rejected in the government’s published response).The
plan is therefore correct to acknowledge that it is for
individual operators to determine the level of output
they wish to aim for in light of market conditions. In
such circumstances, it is therefore imperative that the
MPA makes itself aware of and understands the
particular requirements of the market(s) the operators
are seeking to serve in order that it can give due weight
as appropriate in the application of policy.

In relation to Banks Mining, the business has, for some
time now been focusing its coal production on serving
the continuing requirements of several core industries
in the UK, in particular, the cement and steel
manufacturing sectors.This strategy is reflected in the
fact that in the past 5 years, the percentage of our
output going to the industrial sectors (as opposed to
the electricity generating sector) has risen from less
than 10% to 55% in 2018. We aim to continue this
strategy over the period of the plan. It is therefore
essential that the MPA has an understanding of the
industrial sectors which can be served by coal from
the Durham Coalfield.

While we do not disagree with the statement at the end
of paragraph 5.536 regarding the projected scale of
surface coal working on the Durham Coalfield, as
indicated in our response to Policy 53, it is of concern
that the supporting text to the policy does not recognise
the importance of the Durham Coalfield, and in
particular, the coal seams in the north west of the
coalfield, for industrial users in the UK.

RECOMMENDATION

We would therefore recommend that a reference is
added here to the future scale of working being linked
to future demand for coal from key industrial sectors
in the UK reflecting the particular suitability of coal from
the Durham Coalfield for use as a raw material by these
industries.

Paragraph 5.537
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Banks Mining agrees that the draft plan should adopt
a criteria based policy approach (subject to our
comments on Policy 53 being taken into account) and
that, in accordance with the requirements of NPPF2018
paragraph 209(d) the identification of
allocations/preferred areas should be undertaken at
the Minerals and Waste Allocations Document (MWAD)
stage. As per our comments in relation to paragraph
5.536, we would however expect the MWAD to
prioritise supply of coal to industrial sectors. In drafting
the document we would expect the MPA to actively
engage with industrial sectors and individual industries
in the UK served by coal from the Durham Coalfield.
In this respect, Banks Mining would be willing to
facilitate this engagement in any way it can.

Paragraph 5.541

Banks Mining agree with the approach set down in this
paragraph as it reflects national policy as set down in
NPPF2018. As per our comments in relation to
paragraph 5.537 of the draft plan, we would expect the
MWAD to contain an approach which prioritises and
gives weight to sites which demonstrate that they will
principally serve industrial sectors in the UK (similar
to the approach for specialist minerals utilised
elsewhere in the draft plan).

Paragraph 5.545 and 546

Banks Mining welcome the recognition in the plan of
the key role surface mining of coal plays in securing
the supply of brick making materials, in particular,
fireclays, for use by local brickworks. Banks Mining
has a long history of supplying brickmaking materials
from its sites and works with specialist advisors to
address the issue specifically identified in paragraph
5.545. Banks Mining is currently supplying brickmaking
materials from its active sites in the north east to
Throckley Brickworks west of Newcastle.

Monitoring

The proposed indicator will not provide the MPA with
any valuable feedback on the role of coal from the
Durham Coalfield in supporting the maintenance of
employment and investment in certain core UK
industrial sectors.

RECOMMENDATION

Indicator

The quantity or percentage of permitted reserves of
coal sold for utilisation as a raw material in industrial
processes.
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Comments noted. The Council has prepared a policy
upon surface mined coal because the NPPF requires

Response to Question 60543Question 60

1 There is a discrepancy in numbering. Surface
Mined Coal and Fireclay is shown as Policy 52
and Policy 53.

that mineral planning authorities prepare policies for
the extraction of minerals of local and national
importance. In this regard the NPPF identifies that both

Proposals for the extraction of coal and/or fireclay
should not be granted permission unless: a. They do

shallow coal is a mineral resource of local and national
importance. It should also be noted that the NPPF does

not have an unacceptable adverse impact on either not impose for coal extraction any constrained or
the environment or the amenity of local communities, restrictive approach along the lines of that set out for
or can be made acceptable by planning conditions or
obligations; or

peat extraction. Through having a policy in the Plan
the Council can ensure that proposals for surface coal
can be considered in line with its own policy. Otherwise,Experiences with County Durham’s most recent open

cast operation demonstrates that mining companies in accordance with the NPPF (paragraph 11), "where
can, and do, ignore Section 106 contracts, which are there are no relevant development plan policies, or the
signed agreements between developers and DCC with policies which are most important for determining the
the intention of setting conditions or obligations to make
operations acceptable.

application are out-of-date the Council must grant
permission unless: i. the application of policies in this
Framework that protect areas or assets of particular1 They provide national, local or community

benefits which clearly outweigh the unacceptable importance provides a clear reason for refusing the
development proposed; or ii. any adverse impacts ofadverse impacts of the proposal to justify the
doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweighgrant of planning permission. In assessing such

benefits regard will be had to: the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this
Framework taken as a whole". In these circumstances2 The economic benefits of the proposal including

its contribution to the maintenance of high and and in order to avoid the County Durham Plan being
silent and in order to ensure that the presumption forstable levels of economic growth through the
sustainable development in paragraph 11 of the NPPFprovision of domestically produced coal for power
does not automatically applies the Council must includegeneration and other sectors of the UK economy
a policy on surface mined coal. The policy which isand the employment generated through the

working, restoration and after-use of the site; presented with the Preferred Options is based upon
paragraph 211 of the NPPF and the Council's saved

Opencast coal extraction does not provide sustainable
employment and should not be supported within the

existing surface mined coal policy which has been used
by the Council to determine a number of planning

Durham Plan preferred options. The 2017 Digest of applications since the County Durham Minerals Local
UK Energy Statistics (DUKES report), showed Plan was adopted in December 2000. The criteria
employment in opencast coal had fallen from just over
500 jobs in 2014 to 198 in 2016.

which are provided in the policy i.e. b1-b7 provide
specific guidance on the benefits which the council will
have regard to and are intended to assist the decisionThe preferred options set out in Policy 53 (52?) fail to

acknowledge or conform to current government policy maker. The detailed comments which are made in
regarding the phasing out of coal fired power stations relation to the policy criteria are noted, however, the
by 2025 and the subsequent phasing out of fossil fuels Council considers that there is benefit in providing
in line with the 2015 Paris agreement.  It is clearly in criteria relating to national, local and community
the ‘national interest’ to leave coal in the ground and benefits and that this is what criteria b1 to b7 seek to
not to extract or burn this most dirty and damaging of
all fossil fuels.

do. It should also be noted that this policy is intended
to relate to the environmental acceptability of the
winning and working of coal itself. The policy is not1 The environmental benefits of the proposal in

particular those that can be delivered through intended to relate to either the national need for coal
or the wider environmental acceptability of the use ofthe high quality restoration and after-use of the

site; coal for electricity generation or other purposes
including in industry and any consequent greenhouse

Section 30 of County Durham Plan Preferred Options
Key Decision REAL/01/18 (13.6.18) states “Climate

gasses and climate change considerations. Specifically,
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in relation to climate change and the Secretary of
State’s decision to refuse the Highthorn surface coal

change remains a challenge to which we need to
respond, ensuring our communities remain resilient to

mine, which was recommended for approval bythe impacts and is integrated throughout the Preferred
Northumberland County Council and the GovernmentOptions.”. This intention is not evident in the Section

53 (52?) appointed planning Inspector, following a challenge by
the applicant the High Court quashed the Secretary of1 The directly related local and community benefits

generated by the proposal which will improve the State’s decision on the 23 November 2018. Specifically,
in relation to the cited examples of financial failure ofeconomic and social well being of the local
surface mined coal operators, the council has alwayscommunities affected by the proposed

development; considered that it is important to secure the restoration
of surface mined coal sites and this is why the council

Very little financial benefit is received by local
communities. Financial benefits to land owners are

always seeks to secure a financial guarantee for site
restoration. Specifically, in relation to employment, like

usually ten times that of the financial benefit to the local all mineral sites, surface mined coal sites do provide
community. The financial compensatory benefits locally significant numbers of jobs associated with the
offered to local communities do not warrant the direct working of the site and indirectly associated with
permanent damage caused to landscape, protected
habitats, amenity and heritage.

the transport of coal by hauliers, suppliers and
contractors which supply or work on the site.

1 The contribution of the proposal towards the
comprehensive reclamation of areas of derelict
or contaminated land, or the remediation of coal
mining legacy issues;

The distinction between derelict and untouched or
unimproved land is important. The later provides
valuable habitats which encourage species diversity.

It is questionable whether any opencast planning
applications in County Durham have relied on or been
approved on the strength of reclamation of derelict
land. In fact, there is evidence of poor restoration
efforts leaving land unusable and without amenity
value. Pegswood’s ‘Leaky Lake’ in Northumberland
(Banks Mining) is a case in point, as is Oakley in Fife
(http://www.dunfermlinepress.com/news/15510034.Fife_Council_wins___3_1m_legal_battle_over_abandoned_mine_at_Oakley/).
Fife council have been embroiled in a £3.1 million
battles to ensure funds are provided to complete
restoration of the Oakley site. The value of coal as a
commodity relies on its capacity to be burned. As the
need to burn coal for energy declines the value of coal
reduces, thereby reducing the profit margins for coal
companies. Recent years have seen many coal
companies go into liquidation. UK Coal in 2015 for
example, just after they acquired planning permission
to opencast in the Pont Valley. This is a significant risk
factor. Do we really want to encumber the council tax
payers of County Durham with such risk? Has a full
risk assessment been carried out taking into
consideration the implications of opencast coal
companies being unable to secure funds for
satisfactory restoration?
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1 The avoidance of the sterilisation of mineral
resources in advance of development which is
either subject to a planning permission or
allocated in the County Durham Plan or a
Neighbourhood Plan and is in accordance with
Policy 56 (Safeguarding Mineral Resources); and

2 The need for clay to meet the ongoing needs of
local brickworks or if this is not possible, other
brickworks regionally or nationally.

All proposals for surface coal mining should avoid the
unnecessary sterilisation of fireclays and brickclays.
In order to minimise the environmental impacts of
surface coal extraction and provide certainty, the
piecemeal working of surface mined coal sites will not
be permitted.

Section 30 of County Durham Plan Preferred Options
Key Decision REAL/01/18 (13.6.18) states

“Climate change remains a challenge to which we need
to respond, ensuring our communities remain resilient
to the impacts and is integrated throughout the
Preferred Options.”

This intention is not evident in the preferred options
set out in Policy 53 (52?). The effects of extracting,
transporting and burning coal contribute to catastrophic
climate change. This fact is acknowledged at the
highest levels as demonstrated by the then Secretary
of State, Sajiv Javid’s decision to revoke planning
permission for opencast coal extraction at Druridge
Bay (April 2018). As a nation we have signed up to the
Paris Climate Change agreement. Current government
policy is committed to the phasing out of coal fired
power stations by 2025, in fact only 6 remain in the
UK. Our commitment to renewables is much more
important.

I have to say that this statement in Councilor Marshall’s
foreword to the plan is poor and does not reflect
potential impacts of the plan in relation to open cast
coal extraction.

“I am therefore extremely pleased to support the plan
which offers significant hope to our young people, more
support for our older people and confidence to our
businesses. All whilst protecting and enhancing the
environment in which we live.”

Aspects of the plan, particularly those in Policy 53 (52?)
relating to opencast coal extraction will tribute to
climate change which is something young people in
particular are very vocally opposed to as they recognize
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the irreversible damage the burning of coal causes. In
respect of business security, and by inference local
employment, opencast coal extraction is in decline and
does not create sustainable employment.

The inferred support for the instigation of further
opencast coaling operations is contrary to previous
DCC decisions regarding opencast applications (for
example in NW Durham in 1986, 2001, 2011).

5.536 asserts the scale of ‘surface mined coal working’
will not increase significantly and that a small number
of sites will operate at any one time. It is extremely
short sighted to suggest that up to 10 years after the
compete phasing out of coal fired power stations and
a decisive move away from fossil fuels, there could be
any advantage in County Durham retaining ties to an
outdated and harmful industry. Our countryside is of
much more worth left in tact as a health, leisure and
tourism resource. In fact, double the benefit can be
gained from leaving coal in the ground and this rules
out the harmful immediate effects of dust and pollutants
as well as protecting local landscapes which are
invaluable amenities for health promotional activities.

5.536 alludes to government guidance which is literally
from the last century! There have been significant
changes to our understanding of the impact of burning
coal since 1999. To make reference to such dated
government policy without any acknowledgement of
current policy in relation to coal is disingenuous to say
the least. The document referred to actually states

‘there can be conflicts between the extraction of
resources and environmental aims. The Government
[20 years ago!] recognises that mineral working
generally can have a significant environmental impact
and often takes place in areas of attractive countryside.
Although large quantities of mineral resources exist
and it is unlikely there will be a problem of physical
exhaustion of resources in absolute terms, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to find sites that can be
worked without damaging the environment to an extent
that local communities and society in general find
unacceptable.’ (Section 5, 1999)

Section 5.539 makes no sense and indicates an
intention to degrade County Durham’s natural assets.
Sensitive landscapes cannot be replaced with parkland.
We risk losing character, as well amenity by failing to
retain designated Areas of High Landscape Value
(AHLVs). The underpinning attributes of AHLV cannot
be replaced. Overall this preferred option offers no
support for the environment and does not address the
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rightly held concerns of local people. It is bias in favour
of developers to an extent which leads me to question
the motives behind the preferred option.

While I welcome the recognition of the negative effects
of piecemeal working, Section 5.544 requires much
stronger wording to reassure local communities that
DCC will not be complicit in allowing mining companies
to expand beyond any permitted remit. The word
‘avoided’ could be replaced with ‘disallowed’ and the
caveat allowing ‘previously unforeseen circumstances,
for example unexpected geological faulting, lead to an
application for an extension’ should be removed.

The 2015 Paris Agreement and the sharp decline in
coal use this year indicate there is no long-term future
for coal. The UK and Canada have also launched an
international coalition to encourage countries and
states to move past coal power, called "Powering Past
Coal". We should be forward looking and back the
right technologies, clean renewables are the way
forward not coal which should be left in the past and
in the ground.

Comment noted. As Mineral Planning Authority the
Council is required to prepare a plan which contains

In our response to the Issues and Options consultation
the RSPB questioned the need new coal workings in

2278Question 60

policies for minerals of national and local importancelight of government plans to phase out coal fired
in its area. In this regard, surface mined coal isgeneration by 2025; the urgent need to address climate

change and to meet carbon budgets.
Notwithstanding this position, we consider that policy
wording (paragraphs a. and b.) should be amended in

identified as a mineral of national and local importance.
Disagree the policy should not be amended to replicate
the exact wording of the NPPF, the Council is preparing

line with the newly published NPPF. Paragraph 211 of
the NPPF states:

a Local Plan and is able to prepare distinctive policies
provided they are in consistent with NPPF provisions.
Criteria b1 to b6 are the council's detailed articulation“Planning permission should not be granted for the

extraction of coal unless:
a) the proposal is environmentally acceptable, or can
be made so by planning conditions or obligations; or

of national, local and community benefits. A policy on
the restoration, after use and aftercare of mineral sites
will be included in the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations document. In the interim the saved policies

b) if it is not environmentally acceptable, then it
provides national, local or community benefits which

of the County Durham Minerals Local Plan will be the
starting point and the NPPF will be a key material

clearly outweigh its likely impacts (taking all relevant consideration, in particular paragraph 205(e). It should
matters into account, including any residual
environmental impacts).”
We also consider paragraphs 1. and 5. in policy text
to be incompatible with the NPPF? These criteria

also be noted that this policy is intended to relate to
the environmental acceptability of the winning and
working of coal itself. The Council notes the reference
to the closure of all remaining 8 coal fired power

should be removed from the assessment of benefits,
namely:
“1.The economic benefits of the proposal including its
contribution to the maintenance of high and stable

stations by 2025 and the assertion that this will mean
that there is no need for coal in the future. In this
regard, the Council's understanding of the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy’s

levels of economic growth through the provision of document, 'Implementing The End Of Unabated Coal
domestically produced coal for power generation and By 2025 Government response to unabated coal
other sectors of the UK economy and the employment closure consultation' is that this relates to the unabated
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use of coal in coal fired power stations and may not
result in the complete decline of coal burn in power

generated through the working, restoration and
after-use of the site;”
and
“5. The avoidance of the sterilisation of mineral
resources in advance of development which is either

stations. Paragraph 12 of the document advises, "We
consider that the appropriate means to guarantee the
closure of unabated coal by 2025 will be to set a new

subject to a planning permission or allocated in the emissions intensity limit to generating units, which
County Durham Plan or a Neighbourhood Plan and is provides coal generators with more flexible options of
in accordance with Policy 56 (Safeguarding Mineral
Resources);”

investing to reduce emissions to a level in line with our
decarbonisation pathway. We consider that an
emissions intensity limit of 450g CO2 per kWh ofCurrent policy wording allows for proposals that would

adversely impact the environment if national, local or electricity generated is an appropriate level. This is
broadly the emissions intensity of an unabated gascommunity benefits outweigh impact. Whilst we are
generator and is in line with the existing Emissionspleased to note that paragraph 5.540 clarifies that this
Performance Standard that applies to new build fossildoes not apply to Natura 2000 sites, we consider that,
fuel plant. This limit shall be applied on a unit-by-unitat the very least, there should be a requirement to
basis, as proposed in the consultation. Units couldensure overall net environmental gains through high

quality restoration and after use of all sites. meet this standard by investing to abate CO2
emissions significantly". Paragraph 21 of the document
advises, "21. The updated Impact Assessment
accompanying this consultation sets out our refreshed
analysis. This suggests that the majority of our
remaining coal power stations will close (or invest to
abate emissions) in the early 2020s, with around 1.5
GW of unabated coal capacity likely to remain until
2025." It is also understood that there may continue to
be a need for coal for industrial purposes. The policy
is not intended to relate to either the national need for
coal or the wider environmental acceptability of the
use of coal for electricity generation or other purposes
including in industry and any consequent greenhouse
gasses and climate change considerations.

Support noted.Policy 53 - Surface mined coal and fireclay  Question
60 – Support - There is broad agreement with the

2515Question 60

approach proposed. The proposed approach is
considered to be in line with the NPPF.

Comment noted. As Mineral Planning Authority the
Council is required to prepare a plan which contains

Surface mined coal and fireclay

Question 60; Policy 53

2041Question 60

policies for minerals of national and local importance
Grow hemp instead! Considering, for example, the
existence of great crested newts at the Pont Valley

in its area. Existing plan policies have been used
successfully to determine a succession of surface

site, no amount of restoration following surface coal mined coal applications in recent years and sites have
mining can replace the natural habitats which currently been restored in accordance with their planning

permissions.exist, and I believe that permitting surface coal mining
to go ahead would directly contradict the Plan’s other
policies on restricting pollution (e.g. dust, noise, etc.).

Comment noted. The Council understands the
objection to the policy is based upon climate change

Paragraph 5.471 reads, “National planning policy
requires the council to provide for the future needs for

1769Question 60

grounds and notes the extensive references to thenew mineral extraction and waste management”. UK
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Government have themselves adopted a position
against ‘future need for coal’. Sajid Javid MP,

Secretary of State's recent decision on the Highthorn,
Drudridge Bay planning application which was called

overturned the approval achieved at appeal by Banks in for his determination and then issued in March 2018
Ltd in relation to the opencast coal proposal at
Highthorn , Druridge Bay.

and is now subject to an appeal by the applicant. In
this regard the Council has prepared a policy upon
surface mined coal because the NPPF, both the marchThe Secretary of State gave amongst his decisions for

overturning this approval: 2012 and July 2018 versions, require that mineral
planning authorities prepare policies for the extraction

34.The Secretary of State has given careful
consideration to the Inspector’s analysis at

of minerals of local and national importance. In this
regard the NPPF identifies that both shallow coal is a

IRC112-C115. For the reasons given he agrees that mineral resource of local and national importance. It
Green House Gas (GHG) emissions from the proposed should also be noted that the NPPF does not impose
development would adversely impact upon measures for coal extraction any constrained or restrictive
to limit climate change. He further agrees that most of approach along the lines of that set out for peat
the GHG emissions would be emitted in the short term, extraction. Through having a policy in the Plan the
resulting in an adverse effect of substantial Council can ensure that proposals for surface coal can
significance, reducing to minor significance in the be considered in line with its own policy, which is based
medium term; and that Green House Gas emissions upon its own longstanding policy from the County
in the long term would be negligible, but that the effects Durham Minerals Local Plan. It is considered that it is
of carbon in the atmosphere would have a cumulative essential to have a policy on surface coal, otherwise,
effect in the long term (IR115). Given that cumulative in accordance with the NPPF (paragraph 11) the
effect, and the importance to which the Government presumption in favour of sustainable development will
affords combating climate change, he concludes that apply. In terms of decision making paragraph 11 states,
overall the scheme would have an adverse effect on "where there are no relevant development plan policies,
Green House Gas emissions and climate change of or the policies which are most important for determining
very substantial significance, which he gives very
considerable weight in the planning balance.

the application are out-of-date the Council must grant
permission unless: i. the application of policies in this
Framework that protect areas or assets of particularIn agreement with UK Government, CDGP also argue

that there are no future needs for coal, indeed its use importance provides a clear reason for refusing the
will threaten our future. Hence the plan’s provisions development proposed; or ii. any adverse impacts of
for the surface mining of coal should be removed. Coal doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
should be considered a stranded asset and left in the
ground.

the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this
Framework taken as a whole." In terms of the future
need for coal, the Council disagrees that the need forGovernment has laid out new rules that will force all

the remaining 8 coal fired power plants to close by coal will cease once the large coal plants close, as
there is likely to be an ongoing need for coal for2025, in an effort to meet UK carbon reduction
industry. In terms of the proposed amendments to theobligations.This will result in disappearance of the UK
wording to include reference to, "They can demonstratemarket for coal by 2025. Through this position,
that they will make no net contribution to carbonGovernment have given clear direction in relation to
emissions", paragraphs b1 to b7 have been preparedthe future of coal, the most polluting of all fossil fuels.
as part of guidance to direct the decision maker to whatBeyond this date, there will be no place for coal mining
types of benefits would be considered whenin the UK, and this will be just a few years into the life

of the County Durham Plan. considering whether there are any national, local or
community benefits which clearly outweigh the

What’s more, Government have also given clear
leadership through overturning the approval at appeal

unacceptable adverse impacts of any specific proposal.
Accordingly, the proposed wording would not represent

of the Highthorn opencast in Druridge Bay, where they an appropriate amendment to this policy. In addition
gave very considerable weight to the associated carbon
emissions in reaching the decision.
In 5.536, the Council argues that government have
directed them not to place limitations on the quantity

any inclusion of wording resulting in a requirement to
demonstrate that the proposal would make no net
contribution to carbon emissions would not be workable
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as the mineral operator which extracts the coal would
not be the company who would be the consumer of

of coal that should be extracted, and that this should
be based on market demand. This appears to be a

coal. It should also be noted that this policy is intendedmisinterpretation of the government’s position as it
to relate to the environmental acceptability of thedoes not seem to take due regard for the points raised
winning and working of coal itself. The policy is notin the above two paragraphs, and the need to meet
intended to relate to either the national need for coalnational carbon reduction targets. Left to markets
or the wider environmental acceptability of the use ofalone, fossil fuels would be extracted until extraction
coal for electricity generation or other purposescosts exceeded profits, and this would place the Earth

in extreme peril. including in industry and any consequent greenhouse
gasses and climate change considerations. In relationCDGP recommend that Policy 53 is amended to

remove any reference to surface mined coal, such that to climate change and the SoS decision to refuse the
Highthorn surface coal mine, which was recommendedit cannot be mined in County Durham. Alternatively,
for approval by Northumberland County Council andand if the Council decide not to stop coal mining, we
the Government appointed planning Inspector,would wish to see an addition to Policy 53 as follows
following a challenge by the applicant the High Court'b. 7. They can demonstrate that they will make no net

contribution to carbon emissions'. quashed the Secretary of State’s decision on the 23
November 2018.

Whether a proposal is judged to result in 'unacceptable
adverse impacts' is a matter for the decision maker to

Policy 52 a and b, again introduce "unacceptable
adverse impact" without explaining what these terms

1398Question 60

determine in light of all available information andmean and what criteria is to be used to measure such
specialist comments from external consultees such asimpacts. These issues need to be made much more

transparent. the Environment Agency, Natural England and
Highways England and internal consultees such asPart b also states " ....provide national, local or

community benefits which clearly outweigh the Environmental Health. In relation to managing these
tests a proposal either meets criteria a) or if not, criteriaunacceptable adverse impacts....". DDC need to clearly
b).The policy has been prepared to be consistent withidentify how its is going to manage these potentially
national policy as set out in the NPPF. The Councilconflicting interests. DCC current close relationship
does not have a close relationship with surface minedwith open cast mining operators clearly conflicts with
coal operators.The policy has been prepared becauseUK 2015 climate change obligations nor to realise

tangible local community benefits. the NPPF requires that mineral planning authorities
prepare policies for the extraction of minerals of local

The statements in para 5.536 "Nevertheless, over the
Plan period we do not consider that the scale of surface

and national importance. In this regard the NPPF
identifies that both shallow coal is a mineral resource

mined coal working will significantly increase over of local and national importance. It should also be
existing levels. Instead we expect that the scale of noted that the NPPF does not impose for coal
extraction will be relatively steady with no more than extraction any constrained or restrictive approach along
a small number of sites operating at any one time" the lines of that set out for peat extraction. Through
really do need to be re-examined in light of UK having a policy in the Plan the Council can ensure that
commitments and the Plans Key Principle around proposals for surface coal can be considered in line
Climate Change. Not only will coal not "increase over with its own policy. Otherwise, in accordance with the
existing levels" it will continue to decline and decline NPPF (paragraph 11) where there are no relevant
rapidly in the run up to the closure on the last UK coal development plan policies, or the policies which are
fired power stations in 2025. A Plan which seeks to most important for determining the application are
secure a sustainable future for the County to 2035 out-of-date the Council must grant permission unless:
needs to demonstrate greater ambition and
imagination.

i. the application of policies in this Framework that
protect areas or assets of particular importance
provides a clear reason for refusing the developmentPara 5.542 "We acknowledge that the nature of

modern surface coal mining..." suggests that the nature proposed; or ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would
of surface coal mining (opencasting!) in somehow an significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits,
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when assessed against the policies in this Framework
taken as a whole. The Council notes the reference to

improvement from past methods is a misnomer.There
are plenty of examples throughout the UK to contradict

the closure of all remaining eight coal fired powerthis. The para also gives the impression that
stations by 2025 and the assertion that this will meanopencasting may be directed toward contaminated
that there is no need for coal in the future. In thisand'or derelict land, however there is no indication
regard, the Council's understanding of the Departmentearlier in the Plan that there may have been any

locations identified where this may be applicable. for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy's
document, 'Implementing the End of Unabated CoalPara 5.544 suggests that piecemeal opencast should

normally be avoided.This is a good start however DCC by 2025 Government response to unabated coal
closure consultation' is that this relates to the unabatedhave to date not been very successful in holding
use of coal in coal fired power stations and may notoperators to their legally binding section 106 Town &
result in the complete decline of coal burn in powerCountry Planning Act Agreements and obligations.Will
stations. Paragraph 12 of the document advises, "WeDCC be more robust in this regard in the future and
consider that the appropriate means to guarantee thewill it ensure local communities gain some tangible

benefit where such activities take place? closure of unabated coal by 2025 will be to set a new
emissions intensity limit to generating units, which

Part b1 also seems to suggest that there are
sustainable employment opportunities from

provides coal generators with more flexible options of
investing to reduce emissions to a level in line with our

opencasting.This is contrary to employment data since
2014 and the future closure of more markets for coal.

decarbonisation pathway. We consider that an
emissions intensity limit of 450g CO2 per kWh of
electricity generated is an appropriate level. This isAs positive suggestions for the Plan, DCC could start

by re evaluating its association with opencast coal broadly the emissions intensity of an unabated gas
mining operators and develop strategies and generator and is in line with the existing Emissions
collaborations which look ahead to 2035 to a low Performance Standard that applies to new build fossil
carbon renewable planning landscape. There are fuel plant. This limit shall be applied on a unit-by-unit
opportunities to investigate building upon the present basis, as proposed in the consultation. Units could
wind generating technology base in the North East and meet this standard by investing to abate Co2 emissions
sustainable employment opportunities for integrated
solar generation in new build.

significantly". Paragraph 21 of the document advises,
"21. The updated Impact Assessment accompanying
this consultation sets out our refreshed analysis. This
suggests that the majority of our remaining coal power
stations will close (or invest to abate emissions) in the
early 2020s, with around 1.5 GW of unabated coal
capacity likely to remain until 2025." It is also
understood that there may continue to be a need for
coal for industrial purposes. Other policies within the
Plan seek to address the challenge of climate change
and provide a framework for determining planning
applications for renewable and low carbon energy.

Comments noted. The Council has prepared a policy
upon surface mined coal because the NPPF requires

Response to Question 60

NB. There is a discrepancy in numbering. Surface
Mined Coal and Fireclay is shown as Policy 52 and
Policy 53.

1569Question 60

that mineral planning authorities prepare policies for
the extraction of minerals of local and national
importance. In this regard the NPPF identifies that both

Proposals for the extraction of coal and/or fireclay
should not be granted permission unless: a. They do

shallow coal is a mineral resource of local and national
importance. It should also be noted that the NPPF does

not have an unacceptable adverse impact on either not impose for coal extraction any constrained or
the environment or the amenity of local communities, restrictive approach along the lines of that set out for
or can be made acceptable by planning conditions or
obligations; or 

peat extraction. Through having a policy in the Plan
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the Council can ensure that proposals for surface coal
can be considered in line with its own policy. Otherwise,

Experiences with County Durham’s most recent open
cast operation demonstrates that mining companies

in accordance with the NPPF (paragraph 11), "wherecan, and do, ignore Section 106 contracts, which are
there are no relevant development plan policies, or thesigned agreements between developers and DCC with
policies which are most important for determining thethe intention of setting conditions or obligations to make

operations acceptable. application are out-of-date the Council must grant
permission unless: i. the application of policies in thisb. They provide national, local or community benefits

which clearly outweigh the unacceptable adverse Framework that protect areas or assets of particular
importance provides a clear reason for refusing theimpacts of the proposal to justify the grant of planning
development proposed; or ii. any adverse impacts ofpermission. In assessing such benefits regard will be

had to: doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this

1. The economic benefits of the proposal including its
contribution to the maintenance of high and stable

Framework taken as a whole". In these circumstances
and in order to avoid the County Durham Plan being

levels of economic growth through the provision of silent and in order to ensure that the presumption for
domestically produced coal for power generation and sustainable development in paragraph 11 of the NPPF
other sectors of the UK economy and the employment does not automatically applies the Council must include
generated through the working, restoration and
after-use of the site;

a policy on surface mined coal. The policy which is
presented with the Preferred Options is based upon
paragraph 211 of the NPPF and the Council's savedOpencast coal extraction does not provide sustainable

employment and should not be supported within the surface mined coal plan which has been used by the
Durham Plan preferred options. The 2017 Digest of Council to determine a number of planning applications
UK Energy Statistics (DUKES report), showed since the County Durham Minerals Local Plan was
employment in opencast coal had fallen from just over
500 jobs in 2014 to 198 in 2016.

adopted. The criteria which are provided in the policy
i.e. b1-b7 provide specific guidance on the benefits
which the council will have regard to and are intendedThe preferred options set out in Policy 53 (52?) fail to

acknowledge or conform to current government policy to assist the decision maker. The detailed comments
which are made in relation to the policy criteria areregarding the phasing out of coal fired power stations
noted, however, the Council considers that there isby 2025 and the subsequent phasing out of fossil fuels
benefit in providing a framework for the considerationin line with the 2015 Paris agreement.  It is clearly in
of national, local and community benefits and that thisthe ‘national interest’ to leave coal in the ground and
is what criteria b1 to b7 seek to do. It should also benot to extract or burn this most dirty and damaging of

all fossil fuels. noted that this policy is intended to relate to the
environmental acceptability of the winning and working

2. The environmental benefits of the proposal in
particular those that can be delivered through the high
quality restoration and after-use of the site;

of coal itself. The policy is not intended to relate to
either the national need for coal or the wider
environmental acceptability of the use of coal for
electricity generation or other purposes including inSection 30 of County Durham Plan Preferred Options

Key Decision REAL/01/18 (13.6.18) states “Climate industry and any consequent greenhouse gasses and
change remains a challenge to which we need to climate change considerations. Specifically, in relation
respond, ensuring our communities remain resilient to to climate change and the SoS decision to refuse the
the impacts and is integrated throughout the Preferred Highthorn surface coal mine, which was recommended
Options.”. This intention is not evident in the Section
53 (52?)

for approval by Northumberland County Council and
the Government appointed planning Inspector,
following a challenge by the applicant the High Court3. The directly related local and community benefits

generated by the proposal which will improve the quashed the Secretary of State’s decision on the 23
November 2018. Specifically, in relation to the citedeconomic and social well being of the local

communities affected by the proposed development; examples of financial failure of surface mined coal
operators, the council has always considered that it is

Very little financial benefit is received by local
communities. Financial benefits to land owners are

important to secure the restoration of surface mined
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coal sites and this is why the council always seeks to
secure a financial guarantee for site restoration.

usually ten times that of the financial benefit to the local
community. The financial compensatory benefits
offered to local communities do not warrant the
permanent damage caused to landscape, protected
habitats, amenity and heritage.

4. The contribution of the proposal towards the
comprehensive reclamation of areas of derelict or
contaminated land, or the remediation of coal mining
legacy issues;

The distinction between derelict and untouched or
unimproved land is important. The later provides
valuable habitats which encourage species diversity.

It is questionable whether any opencast planning
applications in County Durham have relied on or been
approved on the strength of reclamation of derelict
land. In fact, there is evidence of poor restoration
efforts leaving land unusable and without amenity
value. Pegswood’s ‘Leaky Lake’ in Northumberland
(Banks Mining) is a case in point, as is Oakley in Fife
(http://www.dunfermlinepress.com/news/15510034.Fife_Council_wins___3_1m_legal_battle_over_abandoned_mine_at_Oakley/).
Fife council have been embroiled in a £3.1 million
battles to ensure funds are provided to complete
restoration of the Oakley site. The value of coal as a
commodity relies on its capacity to be burned. As the
need to burn coal for energy declines the value of coal
reduces, thereby reducing the profit margins for coal
companies. Recent years have seen many coal
companies go into liquidation. UK Coal in 2015 for
example, just after they acquired planning permission
to opencast in the Pont Valley. This is a significant risk
factor. Do we really want to encumber the council tax
payers of County Durham with such risk? Has a full
risk assessment been carried out taking into
consideration the implications of opencast coal
companies being unable to secure funds for
satisfactory restoration?

5. The avoidance of the sterilisation of mineral
resources in advance of development which is either
subject to a planning permission or allocated in the
County Durham Plan or a Neighbourhood Plan and is
in accordance with Policy 56 (Safeguarding Mineral
Resources); and

6.The need for clay to meet the ongoing needs of local
brickworks or if this is not possible, other brickworks
regionally or nationally.

All proposals for surface coal mining should avoid the
unnecessary sterilisation of fireclays and brickclays.
In order to minimise the environmental impacts of
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surface coal extraction and provide certainty, the
piecemeal working of surface mined coal sites will not
be permitted.

Section 30 of County Durham Plan Preferred Options
Key Decision REAL/01/18 (13.6.18) states

“Climate change remains a challenge to which we need
to respond, ensuring our communities remain resilient
to the impacts and is integrated throughout the
Preferred Options.”

This intention is not evident in the preferred options
set out in Policy 53 (52?). The effects of extracting,
transporting and burning coal contribute to catastrophic
climate change. This fact is acknowledged at the
highest levels as demonstrated by the then Secretary
of State, Sajiv Javid’s decision to revoke planning
permission for opencast coal extraction at Druridge
Bay (April 2018). As a nation we have signed up to the
Paris Climate Change agreement. Current government
policy is committed to the phasing out of coal fired
power stations by 2025, in fact only 6 remain in the
UK. Our commitment to renewables is much more
important.

I have to say that this statement in Councilor Marshall’s
foreword to the plan is poor and does not reflect
potential impacts of the plan in relation to open cast
coal extraction.

“I am therefore extremely pleased to support the plan
which offers significant hope to our young people, more
support for our older people and confidence to our
businesses. All whilst protecting and enhancing the
environment in which we live.”

Aspects of the plan, particularly those in Policy 53 (52?)
relating to opencast coal extraction will tribute to
climate change which is something young people in
particular are very vocally opposed to as they recognize
the irreversible damage the burning of coal causes. In
respect of business security, and by inference local
employment, opencast coal extraction is in decline and
does not create sustainable employment.

The inferred support for the instigation of further
opencast coaling operations is contrary to previous
DCC decisions regarding opencast applications (for
example in NW Durham in 1986, 2001, 2011).

5.536 asserts the scale of ‘surface mined coal working’
will not increase significantly and that a small number
of sites will operate at any one time. It is extremely
short sighted to suggest that up to 10 years after the
compete phasing out of coal fired power stations and
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a decisive move away from fossil fuels, there could be
any advantage in County Durham retaining ties to an
outdated and harmful industry. Our countryside is of
much more worth left in tact as a health, leisure and
tourism resource. In fact, double the benefit can be
gained from leaving coal in the ground and this rules
out the harmful immediate effects of dust and pollutants
as well as protecting local landscapes which are
invaluable amenities for health promotional activities.

5.536 alludes to government guidance which is literally
from the last century! There have been significant
changes to our understanding of the impact of burning
coal since 1999. To make reference to such dated
government policy without any acknowledgement of
current policy in relation to coal is disingenuous to say
the least. The document referred to actually states

‘there can be conflicts between the extraction of
resources and environmental aims. The Government
[20 years ago!] recognises that mineral working
generally can have a significant environmental impact
and often takes place in areas of attractive countryside.
Although large quantities of mineral resources exist
and it is unlikely there will be a problem of physical
exhaustion of resources in absolute terms, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to find sites that can be
worked without damaging the environment to an extent
that local communities and society in general find
unacceptable.’ (Section 5, 1999)

Section 5.539 makes no sense and indicates an
intention to degrade County Durham’s natural assets.
Sensitive landscapes cannot be replaced with parkland.
We risk losing character, as well amenity by failing to
retain designated Areas of High Landscape Value
(AHLVs). The underpinning attributes of AHLV cannot
be replaced. Overall this preferred option offers no
support for the environment and does not address the
rightly held concerns of local people. It is bias in favour
of developers to an extent which leads me to question
the motives behind the preferred option.

While I welcome the recognition of the negative effects
of piecemeal working, Section 5.544 requires much
stronger wording to reassure local communities that
DCC will not be complicit in allowing mining companies
to expand beyond any permitted remit. The word
‘avoided’ could be replaced with ‘disallowed’ and the
caveat allowing ‘previously unforeseen circumstances,
for example unexpected geological faulting, lead to an
application for an extension’ should be removed.
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The 2015 Paris Agreement and the sharp decline in
coal use this year indicate there is no long-term future
for coal. The UK and Canada have also launched an
international coalition to encourage countries and
states to move past coal power, called "Powering Past
Coal". We should be forward looking and back the
right technologies, clean renewables are the way
forward not coal which should be left in the past and
in the ground.

Comments noted.The Council considers that this policy
is consistent with both the March 2012 and July 2018

Policy 53 Coal & Fireclay This policy does not seem
to reflect the Highthorn (Druridge Bay) appeal decision

1825Question 60

iterations of the NPPF. In this regard it is noted thaton the relevance of national climate change regulations
to coal extraction. the Highthorn decision was issued in March 2018 and

that the NPPF was revised in July 2018. In this regard
the wording of both the March 2012 and July 2018
NPPFs in relation to surface mined coal is not
materially different. It should also be noted that the
NPPF does not impose for coal extraction any
constrained or restrictive approach along the lines of
that set out for peat extraction. In relation to climate
change and the Secretary of State's decision to refuse
the Highthorn surface coal mine, which was
recommended for approval by Northumberland County
Council and the Government appointed planning
Inspector, following a challenge by the applicant the
High Court quashed the Secretary of State's decision
on the 23 November 2018.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1911Question 60

Comment noted. As Mineral Planning Authority the
Council is required to prepare a plan which contains

Grow hemp instead! Considering, for example, the
existence of great crested newts at the Pont Valley

3504Question 60

policies for minerals of local and national importancesite, no amount of restoration following surface coal
in its area. Existing plan policies have been usedmining can replace the natural habitats which currently
successfully to determine a succession of surfaceexist, and I believe that permitting surface coal mining
mined coal applications in recent years and sites haveto go ahead would directly contradict the Plan’s other

policies on restricting pollution (e.g. dust, noise, etc.). been restored in accordance with their planning
permissions. A number of restoration schemes have
also won County Environment Awards.

Comment noted. The Council has prepared a policy
upon surface mined coal because the NPPF requires

Government has laid out new rules that will force all
the remaining 8 coal fired power plants to close by

2974Question 60

that mineral planning authorities prepare policies for2025, in an effort to meet UK carbon reduction
the extraction of minerals of local and nationalobligations. This will result in disappearance of the
importance. In this regard the NPPF identifies that bothUK market for coal by 2025. Through this position,
shallow coal is a mineral resource of local and nationalGovernment have given clear direction in relation to
importance. It should also be noted that the revisedthe future of coal, the most polluting of all fossil fuels.
NPPF does not impose for coal extraction anyBeyond this date, there will be no place for coal mining
constrained or restrictive approach along the lines of
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that set out for peat extraction.Through having a policy
in the Plan the Council can ensure that proposals for

in the UK, and this will be just a few years into the life
of the County Durham Plan.

surface coal can be considered in line with its ownGovernment have also given clear leadership through
overturning the approval at appeal of the Highthorn policy. Otherwise, in accordance with the NPPF

(paragraph 11) where there are no relevantopencast in Druridge Bay, where they gave very
development plan policies, or the policies which areconsiderable weight to the associated carbon

emissions in reaching the decision. most important for determining the application are
out-of-date the Council must grant permission unless:

In 5.536, the Council argues that Government have
directed them not to place limitations on the quantity

i. the application of policies in this Framework that
protect areas or assets of particular importance

of coal that should be extracted, and that this should provides a clear reason for refusing the development
be based on market demand. This appears to be a proposed; or ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would
misinterpretation of the Government’s position as it significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits,
does not seem to take due regard for the points raised when assessed against the policies in this Framework
in the above two paragraphs, and the need to meet taken as a whole. The Council notes the reference to
national carbon reduction targets. TD therefore the closure of all remaining 8 coal fired power stations
recommend strongly that Policy 53 is amended to by 2025 and the assertion that this will mean that there
remove any reference to surface mined coal, such
that it cannot be mined in County Durham.

is no need for coal in the future. In this regard, the
Council's understanding of the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy’s document,
'IMPLEMENTING THE END OF UNABATED COAL
BY 2025 Government response to unabated coal
closure consultation' is that this relates to the unabated
use of coal in coal fired power stations and may not
result in the complete decline of coal burn in power
stations. Paragraph 12 of the document advises, "We
consider that the appropriate means to guarantee the
closure of unabated coal by 2025 will be to set a new
emissions intensity limit to generating units, which
provides coal generators with more flexible options of
investing to reduce emissions to a level in line with our
decarbonisation pathway. We consider that an
emissions intensity limit of 450g CO2 per kWh of
electricity generated is an appropriate level. This is
broadly the emissions intensity of an unabated gas
generator and is in line with the existing Emissions
Performance Standard that applies to new build fossil
fuel plant. This limit shall be applied on a unit-by-unit
basis, as proposed in the consultation. Units could
meet this standard by investing to abate CO2
emissions significantly". Paragraph 21 of the document
advises, "21. The updated Impact Assessment
accompanying this consultation sets out our refreshed
analysis. This suggests that the majority of our
remaining coal power stations will close (or invest to
abate emissions) in the early 2020s, with around 1.5
GW of unabated coal capacity likely to remain until
2025." It is also understood that there may continue to
be a need for coal for industrial purposes. Specifically,
in relation to climate change and the SoS decision to
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refuse the Highthorn surface coal mine, which was
recommended for approval by Northumberland County
Council and the Government appointed planning
Inspector, following a challenge by the applicant the
High Court quashed the Secretary of State’s decision
on the 23 November 2018.
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Support noted.Support the policy and note the predominance of locally
quarried stone in the buildings of Barnard Castle within
the context of this policy.

171Question 61

Comments noted. The policy sets out the key policy
criteria for determining planning applications for natural

I do not agree with policy 53. Within the AONB are
many sites where extraction of stone materials may

353Question 61

building and roofing stone.The policy does not prohibitbe required.The location of the materials is within  the
working mineral working within the AONB but insteadAONB and not elsewhere within the County. If we
outlines the relevant policy criteria which will need to
be met.

desire to have suitable stone walled and roofed
buildings, the material will have to come from this area.

In relation to the phrase within the policy "unacceptable
adverse impact" this wording has ben used within this

Policy wording states that Planning permission will be
granted for proposals and new extensions to existing

2281Question 61

policy in order to accord with the provisions ofnatural building and roofing stone quarries ……
paragraph 204 of the NPPF which requires thatprovided that there will be no unacceptable adverse
"planning policies should: "set out criteria orimpacts on either the environment or the amenity of

local communities.”
However, as highlighted in our response to Policy 8
above, we consider that the text should be clear on

requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed
operations do not have unacceptable adverse impacts
on the natural and historic environment or human

the level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ and health, taking into account the cumulative effects of
consistent with the hierarchical approach to the multiple impacts from individual sites and/or a number
protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45.
We do note, and welcome, however, wording within
paragraph 5.551 which commits to guiding any new

of sites in a locality". In assessing whether a proposal
has "unacceptable adverse impacts" it will be
necessary for the decision maker to also make
assessments of the acceptability of a wide range of

proposals to locations which lie outside of, and do not impacts under other relevant policies of the statutory
impact internationally and nationally important nature
conservation sites.

development plan which will include policies within the
Local Plan and the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document (in the interim relevant saved
Minerals Local Plan policies would also be applicable).

Support noted.Policy 54 - Natural building and roofing stone Question
61 - The proposed policy is supported in principle.

2517Question 61

Agreed. Amendments made.Target
The text says no Target
We would suggest the Target should be “to maintain
a steady, adequate and diverse supply of natural

1748Question 61

building and roofing stone” to accord with the proposed
policy.
Insert the text within the target

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1912Question 61
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Support noted.Support the policy and note the predominance of locally
quarried stone in the buildings of Barnard Castle within
the context of this policy.

172Question 62

Support noted. In relation to the phrase within the policy
"unacceptable adverse impact" this wording has been

Policy wording states that proposals will be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that:
“c. The stone can be worked and the site restored,
taking into account the need to protect designated sites

2282Question 62

used within this policy in order to accord with the
provisions of paragraph 204 of the NPPF which

and without other unacceptable adverse impacts upon requires that "planning policies should: "set out criteria
either the environment or upon the amenity of local
communities.”

or requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed
operations do not have unacceptable adverse impacts
on the natural and historic environment or humanThe RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states

any proposals must accord with paragraph c and gives health, taking into account the cumulative effects of
multiple impacts from individual sites and/or a numberguidance as to the need to protect designated sites.
of sites in a locality". In assessing whether a proposalHowever, as highlighted in our response to Policy 8
has "unacceptable adverse impacts" it will beabove, we consider that the text should be clear on
necessary for the decision maker to also makethe level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ and
assessments of the acceptability of a wide range ofconsistent with the hierarchical approach to the
impacts under other relevant policies of the statutoryprotection of nature conservation designations as

detailed in Policies 43 to 45. development plan which will include policies within the
Local Plan and the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document (in the interim relevant saved
Minerals Local Plan policies would also be applicable).

Support noted.Policy 55 - Reopening of relic building stone quarries
for heritage projects  Question 62 - The proposed policy

2520Question 62

is supported in principle and is considered to be
consistent with the NPPF.

Support noted.We endorse Policy 55 and paragraphs 5.554-5.5551925Question 62

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1913Question 62
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Support noted.The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of this policy
which sets out criteria against which proposals within

1121Question 63

the defined Mineral Safeguarding Area will be
considered. The Coal Authority is pleased to see that
the information we provide to the LPA has been used
to assist in the identification of the Mineral safeguarding
Area.

Support noted. Given that the County Durham Plan is
a full Local Plan, including extensive mineral

Tarmac supports Policy 56 on the safeguarding of
mineral resources and the requirement for a Mineral

1038Question 63

safeguarding areas upon the main map tiles of theAssessment to accompany all planning applications
Policies Map would be problematic and would give risefor non-mineral development within a Minerals
to legibility issues.The extent of Mineral SafeguardingSafeguarding Area unless exempt development or
Areas will be shown on Map C of the Policies Map andtemporary in nature. It is recommended that the
it will be possible to see their extent on the InteractivePolicies Map, in particular the inset maps, include
Policies Map. Tarmac's previous suggestion that thethe relevant Minerals Safeguarding Areas to provide

a greater degree of clarity. boundaries of Mineral Safeguarding Areas are
extended beyond the known resource area to ensureIn our response to the consultation on Mineral

Safeguarding in February / March 2018, Tarmac that the resource is not is not unnecessarily sterilised
by inappropriate development is noted. However, thesuggested the boundaries of Mineral Safeguarding
Councils preference is to base Mineral SafeguardingAreas should be extended to beyond the known
Areas on the extent of the known mineral resource andresource area to ensure that the resource is
areas of past working and not confuse matters bynot unnecessarily sterilised by inappropriate
including a standoff within the mineral safeguardingdevelopment.We supported use of the 250m and 500m
area itself. In addition given the complex geology ofstand-off distances around mineral sites for this
County Durham with adjoining and overlapping Mineralpurpose. This is still our view and preference. Can the
Safeguarding Areas for other minerals, for exampleCouncil confirm whether this has been done for the
coal and sand and gravel, including stand offs wouldMineral Safeguarding Areas as shown in the Preferred
not be workable. The Council's alternative approachOptions Plan?Paragraph 5.556 – the first sentence of
has been to develop the concept of Minerals and Wastethis paragraph should be redrafted to read as follows

(corrections in bold text):
“Mineral resources are finite, and in accordance with
the principles …”

Site Safeguarding Zones which are identified around
all existing and allocated mineral sites including
dormant mineral sites and the areas identified as the
High Grade Dolomite Reserve and Resource. The
combined approach will provide protection to mineral
resources and permitted mineral reserves. The first
sentence of Local Plan Preferred Options paragraph
5.556 has been amended in line with the proposed
wording.

The council is content with the ordering of the policies
and notes that this is not a soundness issue. Given

it would be logical to locate this policy consecutive to
Policy 50.

1577Question 63

that the County Durham Plan is a full Local Plan,Map C is not clear enough to identify the Exact extent
of the safeguarded areas. We would suggest splitting
it into a number of plans.

including extensive mineral safeguarding areas upon
the main map tiles of the Policies Map would be
problematic and would give rise to legibility issues.The

With regard to criteria c non-minerals development of
a temporary nature, care
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Should be taken regarding wind turbines as whilst they
are considered temporary development their lifespan

extent of Mineral Safeguarding Areas will be shown
on Map C of the Policies Map and it will be possible to

can be extensive i.e. 25 years or more and which may see their extent on the Interactive Policies Map.
not be compatible the timescale for considering mineral
working in the safeguarded area.

Comments in relation to wind turbines are noted.
However, the Council has always considered wind
turbines a temporary type of development and in any
event it would not be appropriate to seek to prevent
wind turbines from being permitted and developed on
the basis of mineral safeguarding.

The council is content with the ordering of the policies
and notes that this is not a soundness issue. Given

As stated above, it would be logical to locate the two
minerals safeguarding policies consecutively.We would

1749Question 63

that the County Durham Plan is a full Local Plan,also suggest the Safeguarding Maps are made clearer.
including extensive mineral safeguarding areas uponFinally, it is important to ensure that the mineral
the main map tiles of the Policies Map would beresources are not sterilised by development located
problematic and would give rise to legibility issues.Theadjacent to MSAs. It would therefore be appropriate
extent of Mineral Safeguarding Areas will be shownto provide stand-off distances around the safeguarded

resources. on Map C of the Policies Map and it will be possible to
see their extent on the Interactive Policies Map.TarmacRequired amendment - Provide clarity and amend the

plans accordingly. has previously suggested that the boundaries of
Mineral Safeguarding Areas are extended beyond the
known resource area to ensure that the resource is
not unnecessarily sterilised by inappropriate
development. However, the Councils preference is to
base Mineral Safeguarding Areas on the extent of the
known mineral resource and areas of past working and
not confuse matters by including a standoff within the
mineral safeguarding area itself. In addition given the
complex geology of County Durham with adjoining and
overlapping Mineral Safeguarding Areas including
stand offs would not be workable. The Council's
alternative approach has been to develop the concept
of Minerals and Waste Site Safeguarding Zones which
are identified around all existing and allocated mineral
sites including dormant mineral sites and the areas
identified as the High Grade Dolomite Reserve and
Resource. The combined approach will provide
protection to mineral resources and permitted mineral
reserves.

Comments noted. First sentence, "Acord" amended to
"accordance". Final sentence amended to state, “The

Para 5.556 - First line “in accord”. Test should read “in
accordance”. Amend text accordingly.

1751Question 63

purpose of MSAs is not to preclude all other forms ofPara 5.556 - The final sentence states that “MSAs are
not to preclude all other forms of development, but to development, but to make sure that mineral resources

are safeguarded from unnecessary sterilisation by
non-mineral development."

make sure that mineral resources are adequately and
effectively considered in land use planning decisions.
The stated reasoning for MSAs does not accord with
the NPPF which indicates that the purpose of MSAs
is to cover known deposits of minerals and ensure the
are “safeguarded from unnecessary sterilisation by
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non-mineral development”. It is unclear whether or not
comments made on the MSA consultation have been
taken on board

Amend text to accord with the NPPF.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1915Question 63

Support noted.Policy 56 - Safeguarding mineral resources Question
63 – Northumberland County Council were provided

2526Question 63

with an opportunity to respond to a technical
consultation on the approach to this topic in February
2018. The approach set out in Policy 56 is broadly
supported and we have no detailed comments to make
on the extent of the areas identified.

Support noted for the requirement to prepare a mineral
assessment and for the broad extent of the magnesian

1.0 Introduction

1.1 We have been instructed on behalf of Rolling Stock
and Engineering Company Ltd (‘our Client’), to make

4020Question 63

limestone mineral safeguarding area. The request to
define a further area of protected High Grade Dolomitethe following representations to the County Durham
to the north and west of Hawthorn Quarry has beenPreferred Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation
considered. While it is acknowledged that it is likelyDocument’). The representations have been prepared

in respect of land at Hawthorn Quarry. that the high quality dolomite of the Ford formation
(which is the same material which is identified as high

1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out
our Client’s response to the text and policies of the

grade within Hawthorn Quarry) may lie to the west and
north of Hawthorn Quarry, the actual physical extent

Preferred Options and other documents within the and quality of this resource is not known. It is not
Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to considered appropriate to define a high grade dolomite
the future development potential of land within our resource to the north and west of Hawthorn Quarry on
Client’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to the basis of the area of land which is owned by the
the maps and key diagrams which should likewise be
amended.

respondent (Rolling Stock Engineering) or leased to
the mineral operator of Hawthorn Quarry (Tarmac). In
any event land to the north and west of Hawthorn1.3 The representations have been prepared having

regard to the documents contained within the Quarry lies within the proposed mineral safeguarding
supporting Evidence Library and assessed against the area for magnesian limestone in this vicinity and will
compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of be afforded some protection through the
the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018) Pre-Submission Draft “Safeguarding Mineral

Resources” Policy(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
Paragraph 35 states that for a plan to be found “sound”
it should be:

• Positively prepared;
• Justified;
• Effective; and
• Consistent with national policy.

1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless
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otherwise stated. References to supporting
documentation will include the relevant reference
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)
requires Local Plans to set out strategic and
nonstrategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
(2018) within the consultation period, assumptions are
made regarding whether the policies referred to are
strategic or non-strategic.

1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages
of consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

2.0 Background

2.1 The site is known as Hawthorn Quarry, located
north east of Hawthorn, County Durham.

2.2 The quarry (site and minerals rights) is owned by
our Client, Rolling Stock and Engineering Company
Ltd, and is currently leased to Tarmac until 2031. The
land and minerals including access in the ownership1

2.3 of our Client is identified by the blue line boundary
on the Plan at Appendix A.

2.4 The owners are a small family business who bought
the quarry in the early 70’s, after their grandfather had
worked for the original quarry operator from 1917. It
demonstrates a strong tie to the history of the site, its
operation and they are committed to ensuring the
quarry's future.

2.5 Hawthorn Quarry commenced operations in 1906.
The quarry is a high grade dolomite (magnesium
limestone) quarry. It also has approximately 25% of
material which is not high grade and could be extracted
in the future.

2.6 The planning permission for mineral extraction is
consented for high grade dolomite extraction until 2042.
The red line planning boundary is identified by the red
line boundary on the plan at Appendix A.

2.7 Tarmac currently have a lease to operate the quarry
to 2031, it is currently temporarily closed.The planning
permission allows for extraction operations until 2042.
Tarmac could restart operations on the site within the
lease period; if the lease is not renewed the site will
revert to the owners Rolling Stock and Engineering
Company Ltd.

3.0 Location, Description and Constraints
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3.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located at Hawthorn Quarry, Hawthorn, Seaham,
County Durham.

3.2 The Site comprises 35.59 ha of land of which
approximately 13.5 ha of the site would be available
for mineral extraction. The rest of the site will include
the required infrastructure, storage of materials and
restoration.

3.3 Hawthorn Quarry is located approximately 16.5km
to the east of Durham, 2.6km south of Seaham
and 1.3km north east of Hawthorn Village. The site is
located approximately 300m west of Durham’s
coastline.

3.4 Hawthorn Quarry is located on the Durham
Magnesium Limestone Escarpment.

3.5 The site is bound by the following:

• To the north: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the west: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the south: land to the south comprises

woodland and grassland and is a site of SSSI;
and

• To the east: the Durham Coastline.

3.6 Access to the site is from a gated track which
enters the site on its eastern boundary and runs north
and then west, past Hawthorn village, before linking
to the B1432 to the west. This connects with the A19,
and via the A182, with Seaham harbour.

3.7 The site is located near to the following
designations; these are demonstrated in relation to the
site on the plan at Appendix B:

• Hawthorn Quarry Geological SSSI, located in the
site;

• Hawthorn Quarry Local Wildlife Site, located in
the site;

• Hawthorn Dene Biological SSSI, partially located
within the southern area of the site;

• Durham Coast Biological and Geological SSSI
and Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
approximately 130m east;

• Noses Point Local Nature Reserve (LNR),
approximately 250m north;

• Stony Cut, Cold Hesledon Geological SSSI,
1.6km north-west;

• Northumbria Coast Ramsar Site, Special
Protection Area (SPA), 2.9km north;

• Hesledon Moor East Biological SSSI, 3.1km west;
• Yoden Village Quarry Geological SSSI, 4.3km

south; and
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• Hesledon Moor West Biological SSSI, 4.4km
south-west.

3.8 The land in the ownership of our Client extends
beyond the red line planning boundary to the north and
west and is known to have potential reserves of high
grade dolomite (magnesium limestone).

4.0 The Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding
to relevant questions in the Preferred Options
document in turn. Where we have no comment to
make at this stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management
Sites

Representations to 4.0 the Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
relevant questions in the Preferred Options document
in turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 56 - Safeguarding Mineral Resources

4.31 Question 63 - This is our preferred policy. Do you
have any comments?

4.32 Our Client broadly supports policy 56 in that it
seeks to safeguard mineral resources and the
requirement for a Minerals Assessment to accompany
all planning applications for non-mineral development
within a Minerals Safeguarded Area unless exempt
development or temporary in nature.

4.33 The extent of the safeguarded area as set out in
Map C of the proposals map is broadly supported.
However it is proposed that the area identified within
the Minerals Safeguarded Area as High Grade
Dolomite Reserve is extended to include the areas of
known potential reserves to the north and west of the
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existing site which are not constrained by
environmental designations.This proposed amendment
is identified on the Plan at Appendix D of this
representation. This is consistent with our proposed
amendments to policy 50 of the consultation document
as set out under the response to
Question 57 Policy 50 above.

4.34 It is essential that the area of known potential
reserves of high grade dolomite and magnesium
limestone around Hawthorn Quarry are identified and
safeguarded to ensure future development does not
affect the reserves and potential future extraction in
this location, mainly to the north and west of the
existing site.

4.35 Hawthorn is one of five areas in the UK known
for high grade dolomite reserves and therefore the
known reserves surrounding the operational site should
also be given significant protection as future reliance
on these reserves will be essential. The proposed
approach and identification of the known potential
reserves is consistent with that proposed in the
Consultation Document for Thrislington Quarry East.

4.36 Policy 56 is listed as a strategic policy, It is noted
that strategic policies should look ahead over a
minimum 15 year period from adoption to anticipate
and respond to long-term requirements and
opportunities (NPPF, paragraph 22), therefore the
safeguarding area around Hawthorn Quarry and the
surrounding high grade dolomite reserves should be
identified and included as part of the emerging Local
Plan as identified on the Plan at Appendix D of this
representation.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50;
• Proposed Policy 51;
• Proposed Policy 56;
• Proposals Map (Inset 16); and
• Proposed Policy 57.

5.2 Hawthorn Quarry is a valuable mineral resource
which has been protected under Saved Minerals Local
Plan Policy M14 which seeks to prevent sterilisation
of the County’s potentially economic mineral assets.
The site and its surrounding known reserves should
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continue to be safeguarded in the current and future
plan periods in line with national planning policy.

5.3 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected and support protection of these sites
to prevent sterilisation and ensure appropriate reserves
can come forward. Each site should be assessed on
its site specific characteristics, location and potential
for expansion to ensure their longterm conservation,
in line with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.4 We request amendments to policies 50, 56 and 57
and amendments to the Proposals Map and Inset Map
16 with regard to the safeguarding zone and the
safeguarded area in respect of Hawthorn Quarry as
identified on the submitted plans at Appendix C and D
of this representation.
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Support noted.Tarmac supports Policy 57 recognising the importance
of the high grade mineral resources and specifically

1037Question 64

high grade dolomite mineral resources and reserves
at Thrislington Quarry.

The recognition in paragraph 5.560 of high grade
deposits of magnesian limestone at Hawthorn Quarry
is supported.

In relation to the phrase within the policy "unacceptable
adverse impact" this wording has been used within this

Policy wording states that the extraction of high grade
mineral resources, including high grade dolomite at

2283Question 64

policy in order to accord with the provisions ofexisting quarries will only be permitted subject to
appropriate planning conditions where:
“b. Provided that there will be no unacceptable adverse
impacts upon either the environment or the amenity of
local communities.”
The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
any proposals must accord with paragraph b. however,

paragraph 204 of the NPPF which requires that
"planning policies should: "set out criteria or
requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed
operations do not have "unacceptable adverse impacts"
on the natural and historic environment or human
health, taking into account the cumulative effects of

as highlighted in our response to Policy 8 above, we multiple impacts from individual sites and/or a number
consider that the text should be clear on the level of of sites in a locality". In assessing whether a proposal
adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’ and consistent has "unacceptable adverse impacts" it will be
with the hierarchical approach to the protection of necessary for the decision maker to also make
nature conservation designations as detailed in Policies
43 to 45.

assessments of the acceptability of a wide range of
impacts under other relevant policies of the statutory
development plan which will include policies within the
Local Plan and the Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations Document (in the interim relevant saved
Minerals Local Plan policies would also be applicable).

Following consideration of the representations
received, the scope of this policy has been redefined

Policy 57 - The Conservation and Use of High Grade
Mineral Resources
Whilst we support the policy, the use of the word “only”
is superfluous. It is unclear however if this is a general

1753Question 64

to focus on the conservation and use of high grade
dolomite which has been proved at Thrislington East

policy for High Grade Mineral Resources or a site Quarry and at Hawthorn Quarry. In addition the policy
specific mineral policy for Thrislington Quarry.We seek also focuses on providing specific protection to the
clarification as to what the Council consider “High
Grade Mineral Resources”
Delete the word “only” which appears in both the first
sentence and third paragraph. Consider whether or

long established high grade dolomite resource area to
the east of the Thrislington East Quarry. The
importance and special nature of this area was
recognised by the County Durham Minerals Local Plan

not this is a general policy or site specific and separate
if necessary.

which identifying it as a High Grade Dolomite Reserve.
In terms of material which is high grade the Minerals
Technical Paper explains that dolomite which has
relatively low levels of impurities is considered to be
'high grade' and depending upon its specific properties
can be suitable for use in industrial purposes such as
in the production of magnesia, as a flux in steel making,
as an iron sinter or in glass manufacture.The Minerals
Technical Paper also explains that "the lower
magnesian limestone (Raisby formation) at Thrislington
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Quarry is a nationally important source of dolomite for
industrial applications. Evidence suggests that
Thrislington Quarry and the area immediately to the
east is the only area in Great Britain other than Whitwell
Quarry in Derbyshire which contains dolomite of
sufficient quality to be used both in the steel and
magnesia industries, although none is currently
consumed in the steel or magnesia industry", (para
5.15). "In addition to the deposits of high grade
dolomite at Thrislington Quarry and the area to the
east of the quarry, deposits of dolomite of sufficient
purity for colourless glass manufacture have also been
proved at Hawthorn Quarry, on the coast south, of
Seaham. In 1980 boreholes made in the floor of
Hawthorn Quarry, established the presence of large
reserves (recognised to be up to 9 million tonnes) of
chemically consistent low iron high magnesia dolomite.
This low iron high magnesia dolomite can be used as
flux in coloured glass manufacture an alternative to
soda ash", (para 5.18). "Following the discovery of this
low iron high magnesia dolomite a planning permission
was granted in 1984 for the extraction of limestone and
dolomite at Hawthorn Quarry.The planning permission
recognised the importance of the high grade dolomite
within the site as a national resource. A section 52
planning agreement was signed as part of planning
permission 5/81/274/CM which limited where possible
the mineral extracted to be sold for high grade
specialised purposes, such as a flux in the manufacture
of colourless glass", (para 5.19).

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1916Question 64

A policy on the restoration and aftercare of mineral
sites will be included within the Minerals and Waste
Policies and Allocations document.

A quality restoration scheme is essential in determining
new licencing and works. Restoration should focus on
enhancing/restoring threatened/rare habitats and
communities. Reference to be made to restoration
across all items relation to mineral extraction.

3297Question 64

Comments noted. The Conservation and Use of High
Grade Dolomite Policy in the Local Plan Preferred

1.0 Introduction

1.1 We have been instructed on behalf of Rolling Stock
and Engineering Company Ltd (‘our Client’), to make

4021Question 64

Options set out the council’s expectation of the role of
Thrislington Quarry East and was not intended tothe following representations to the County Durham
indicate a preference for the working of this quarry overPreferred Options (June/ July 2018), the (‘Consultation
Hawthorn Quarry. The principle of the winning andDocument’). The representations have been prepared

in respect of land at Hawthorn Quarry. working of minerals has been established at both
quarry's by previous planning permissions and working

1.2 The purpose of these representations is to set out
our Client’s response to the text and policies of the

at both sites could occur, subject to relevant legal
agreements being complied with, and the agreement

Preferred Options and other documents within the of new modern working and restoration conditions at
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Hawthorn Quarry through the current ROMP that is
now being progressed. In this regard paragraph 5.560

Council’s evidence base, where they are relevant to
the future development potential of land within our

of the Local Plan Preferred Options refers to HawthornClient’s ownership. Where relevant they also relate to
Quarry and the high grade deposits it is understood tothe maps and key diagrams which should likewise be

amended. contain. In addition the extent of high grade dolomite
which it was proposed to be specifically safeguarded1.3 The representations have been prepared having

regard to the documents contained within the was also shown on the Local Plan Preferred Options
Policies Map (see inset map C) and this includes thesupporting Evidence Library and assessed against the
high grade dolomite which lies within Hawthorn Quarry.compliance of the documents against paragraph 35 of
However, it is now considered necessary to amendthe National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018)
the policy to reflect that the expected role of(NPPF) with respect to the ‘soundness’ of the Plan.
Thrislington Quarry East has now changed. FollowingParagraph 35 states that for a plan to be found “sound”

it should be: the structural changes which have occurred to the steel
industry in the UK in recent years, Lhoist the operator

• Positively prepared; of the Kilns at Thrislington have closed the Kilns at
• Justified; Thrislington Quarry. It is now not expected that Tarmac
• Effective; and the operator of the quarry will be able to continue to
• Consistent with national policy. extract high grade dolomite from County Durham in

coming years. Instead it is expected that Tarmac will1.4 Each question of the Consultation Document will
be considered in turn and comments made where work deposits at Whitwell Quarry in Derbyshire and
appropriate. All paragraph numbers referred to relate that Thrislington Quarry East is likely to remain
to paragraphs of the Consultation Document unless mothballed until working at Whitwell Quarry has been
otherwise stated. References to supporting worked.The revised policy no longer specifically refers
documentation will include the relevant reference to Thrislington Quarry now states, "The long term
number from the Evidence Library or external source
where relevant.

conservation and future use of high grade dolomite will
be achieved by: a) Protecting areas of the county
understood to be underlain by high grade dolomite by1.5 The NPPF (2018) (paragraphs 17, 18 and 19)

requires Local Plans to set out strategic and non-mineral development and preventing their
sterilisation; and b) Ensuring that both existing andnonstrategic policies. Due to the release of the NPPF
future permitted reserves of high grade dolomite are(2018) within the consultation period, assumptions are
worked efficiently for high grade purposes and not usedmade regarding whether the policies referred to are

strategic or non-strategic. unnecessarily for low grade purposes." The policy also
advises, "It is expected that over the plan period that

1.6 We would like to be kept informed and notified
about the progression of the Plan, further stages

any demand for high grade dolomite will be met from
existing planning permissions in the county.

of consultation or amendments, and would welcome
further discussions with the Local Planning Authority.

Accordingly, planning permission for further reserves
of high grade dolomite will only be permitted subject
to appropriate planning conditions where: c) It can be2.0 Background
demonstrated that there is a need for high grade2.1 The site is known as Hawthorn Quarry, located

north east of Hawthorn, County Durham. dolomite which cannot be met by existing planning
permissions; and d) The purposes for which their

2.2 The quarry (site and minerals rights) is owned by
our Client, Rolling Stock and Engineering Company

specific qualities are essential are demonstrated and
its use for high grade purposes can be maximised; and

Ltd, and is currently leased to Tarmac until 2031. The
land and minerals including access in the ownership1

e) Provided that there will be no unacceptable adverse
impacts upon either the environment, human health or
the amenity of local communities." The supporting text2.3 of our Client is identified by the blue line boundary

on the Plan at Appendix A. which accompanies the policy seeks to refer to both
Thrislington Quarry and Hawthorn Quarry in a manner
which reflects their status.

2.4 The owners are a small family business who bought
the quarry in the early 70’s, after their grandfather had
worked for the original quarry operator from 1917. It
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demonstrates a strong tie to the history of the site, its
operation and they are committed to ensuring the
quarry's future.

2.5 Hawthorn Quarry commenced operations in 1906.
The quarry is a high grade dolomite (magnesium
limestone) quarry. It also has approximately 25% of
material which is not high grade and could be extracted
in the future.

2.6 The planning permission for mineral extraction is
consented for high grade dolomite extraction until 2042.
The red line planning boundary is identified by the red
line boundary on the plan at Appendix A.

2.7 Tarmac currently have a lease to operate the quarry
to 2031, it is currently temporarily closed.The planning
permission allows for extraction operations until 2042.
Tarmac could restart operations on the site within the
lease period; if the lease is not renewed the site will
revert to the owners Rolling Stock and Engineering
Company Ltd.

3.0 Location, Description and Constraints

3.1 The land subject of this representation (‘the Site’)
is located at Hawthorn Quarry, Hawthorn, Seaham,
County Durham.

3.2 The Site comprises 35.59 ha of land of which
approximately 13.5 ha of the site would be available
for mineral extraction. The rest of the site will include
the required infrastructure, storage of materials and
restoration.

3.3 Hawthorn Quarry is located approximately 16.5km
to the east of Durham, 2.6km south of Seaham
and 1.3km north east of Hawthorn Village. The site is
located approximately 300m west of Durham’s
coastline.

3.4 Hawthorn Quarry is located on the Durham
Magnesium Limestone Escarpment.

3.5 The site is bound by the following:

• To the north: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the west: land is used mainly for agriculture;
• To the south: land to the south comprises

woodland and grassland and is a site of SSSI;
and

• To the east: the Durham Coastline.

3.6 Access to the site is from a gated track which
enters the site on its eastern boundary and runs north
and then west, past Hawthorn village, before linking
to the B1432 to the west. This connects with the A19,
and via the A182, with Seaham harbour.
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3.7 The site is located near to the following
designations; these are demonstrated in relation to the
site on the plan at Appendix B:

• Hawthorn Quarry Geological SSSI, located in the
site;

• Hawthorn Quarry Local Wildlife Site, located in
the site;

• Hawthorn Dene Biological SSSI, partially located
within the southern area of the site;

• Durham Coast Biological and Geological SSSI
and Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
approximately 130m east;

• Noses Point Local Nature Reserve (LNR),
approximately 250m north;

• Stony Cut, Cold Hesledon Geological SSSI,
1.6km north-west;

• Northumbria Coast Ramsar Site, Special
Protection Area (SPA), 2.9km north;

• Hesledon Moor East Biological SSSI, 3.1km west;
• Yoden Village Quarry Geological SSSI, 4.3km

south; and
• Hesledon Moor West Biological SSSI, 4.4km

south-west.

3.8 The land in the ownership of our Client extends
beyond the red line planning boundary to the north and
west and is known to have potential reserves of high
grade dolomite (magnesium limestone).

4.0 The Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.

4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding
to relevant questions in the Preferred Options
document in turn. Where we have no comment to
make at this stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 50 – Safeguarding Minerals Sites, Minerals
Related Infrastructure and Waste Management
Sites

Representations to 4.0 the Preferred Options

4.1 The following representations are made to the
content of the County Durham Plan – Preferred Options
(2018); forms have been completed and submitted to
the Council with respect to the relevant paragraph,
policy or Evidence Base document.
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4.2 The representations below are set out in relation
to all questions for ease of reference, responding to
relevant questions in the Preferred Options document
in turn. Where we have no comment to make at this
stage, this has been made clear.

Policy 57 - The Conservation and Use of High Grade
Mineral Resources

Question 64 - This is our preferred p 4.37 olicy. Do you
have any comments?

4.38 Our Client objects to the proposed policy as
currently worded. The policy only makes reference to
Thrislington Quarry East as the supplier of high grade
dolomite throughout the Plan period. Preference to one
high grade dolomite quarry over another (Hawthorn
Quarry) which also has an extant planning permission
is not sound, it is not justified, and does not provide an
effective planning policy.

4.39 Our Client acknowledges that Hawthorn Quarry
is temporarily closed; however the extant planning
permission allows extraction of high grade dolomite
until 2042. The site is currently leased to Tarmac until
2031 who could recommence operations within the
plan period. Following expiration of the lease the site
owners (Rolling Stock and Engineering Company Ltd)
could recommence operations within the Plan period
and beyond. Hawthorn Quarry is a latent supplier of a
high grade mineral of national and local significance
and should be included within Policy 57.

4.40 The policy is not effective or in line with national
planning policy and should be amended to include
reference to both high grade dolomite quarries in the
Plan area specifically naming Hawthorn Quarry.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50;
• Proposed Policy 51;
• Proposed Policy 56;
• Proposals Map (Inset 16); and
• Proposed Policy 57.

5.2 Hawthorn Quarry is a valuable mineral resource
which has been protected under Saved Minerals Local
Plan Policy M14 which seeks to prevent sterilisation
of the County’s potentially economic mineral assets.
The site and its surrounding known reserves should
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continue to be safeguarded in the current and future
plan periods in line with national planning policy.

5.3 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected and support protection of these sites
to prevent sterilisation and ensure appropriate reserves
can come forward. Each site should be assessed on
its site specific characteristics, location and potential
for expansion to ensure their longterm conservation,
in line with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.4 We request amendments to policies 50, 56 and 57
and amendments to the Proposals Map and Inset Map
16 with regard to the safeguarding zone and the
safeguarded area in respect of Hawthorn Quarry as
identified on the submitted plans at Appendix C and D
of this representation.

5.0 Summary

5.1 This Supporting Statement provides evidence and
sets out representations to the County Durham Plan
– Preferred Options (2018) and supporting Evidence
Library with regard to:

• Proposed Policy 50;
• Proposed Policy 51;
• Proposed Policy 56;
• Proposals Map (Inset 16); and
• Proposed Policy 57.

5.2 Hawthorn Quarry is a valuable mineral resource
which has been protected under Saved Minerals Local
Plan Policy M14 which seeks to prevent sterilisation
of the County’s potentially economic mineral assets.
The site and its surrounding known reserves should
continue to be safeguarded in the current and future
plan periods in line with national planning policy.

5.3 We agree that minerals sites in the Plan area need
to be protected and support protection of these sites
to prevent sterilisation and ensure appropriate reserves
can come forward. Each site should be assessed on
its site specific  characteristics, location and potential
for expansion to ensure their longterm conservation,
in line with the NPPF paragraph 203.

5.4 We request amendments to policies 50, 56 and 57
and amendments to the Proposals Map and Inset Map
16 with regard to the safeguarding zone and the
safeguarded area in respect of Hawthorn Quarry as
identified on the submitted plans at Appendix C and D
of this representation.
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This policy relates to site allocations for new mineral
working and not the locational criteria for the siting of

The proposed extension of Heights Quarry utilises the
extraction and sale of Carboniferous limestone and

333Question 65

asphalt plants. The locational criteria for mineralsandstone .The policy should support the storage and
processing facilities is currently provided by Countyrecycling of road planings at sites with asphalt plants

. Durham Minerals Local Plan Policy M50. The council
will prepare a policy on the processing of minerals in
the Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations
document.

The boundary of the proposed allocation at Hulands
Quarry will be amended. In relation to Heights Quarry,

The policy in relation to Hulands Quarry is supported
,the plan needs to be updated to provide for the

336Question 65

the council has considered the new information whichinclusion of the working of the mineral under North
has been submitted by Aggregate Industries in supportSide Farm .However the Policy needs to include the
of the proposed allocation for a western extension toHeights Quarry western extension as previously
Heights Quarry and considers that an allocation can
be made in this instance.

supported by the County Durham Plan Submission
Draft 2014 ,Policy 61 .

The Heights Quarry extension draft planning application
is available to Durham County Officers in support of
these representations .Heights Quarry is a strategic
source of Carboniferous limestone and asphalt and is
vital to the Weardale economy.

Extract - Proposed  Extension to Heights Quarry
-Planning Supporting Statement

Aside from these mineral need and landbank issues,
the proposed extension will help secure/ retain the jobs
of those already directly and  indirectly employed  as
part of the  quarry operations and which  contribute to
the  local economy through wages, business rates,
use of local suppliers, and at a national level; to the
economy through aggregates levy and other taxation
processes.

Granting Planning Permission to extend Heights Quarry
would maintain employment for 19 employees working
in the quarry, plus 17 HGV drivers. There are 3 night
shift contractors and 3 daytime contractors. There are
3 contract electricians to carry out maintenance on the
quarry and asphalt plant. A local engineering firm
carries out mechanical repairs who can supply between
1 and 6 employees depending on the size of the job.
In the spring, summer and autumn months when
earthmoving operations are taking place a further 12
people are employed by a local contractor to undertake
these works.Whilst total employment is relatively small,
their quality and location in rural areas is vitally
important.

An  assessment  of  the  economic  benefit  of  the  
site  indicates  that  each   year approximately X million
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is spent on salaries and maintenance, a proportion of
which will  be  spent  locally. The Site is an important
contributor to the local economy, particularly as the
local area is predominantly rural in nature and if
Planning Permission was refused  it  would  have  a 
significantly  negative  effect  on the  local economy.

Overall  Conclusion -

If the Planning  Application  for the  proposed 
extension  is  refused,  this  will  have a significantly 
detrimental  impact  on the  local  rural  economy  in 
Weardale  and  it  is considered   that   this   issue  
alone   meets  the   exceptional   circumstances   test  
in Paragraph   116   of  the   National   Planning  
Policy   Framework   of  allowing   major developments
to be permitted in AONB.

Heights  Quarry  currently  produces  approximately 
250,000  tonnes  per  annum  of crushed  aggregate.
The material is generally used to serve Aggregate
Industries' asphalt and concrete market in the North 
East. These products are then distributed by road into
the local and regional markets.

At the end of 2017 there was approximately 3.27MT
of reserves at Heights Quarry, at the  current
 production  rate  of 250,000 tonnes  per  annum  that 
would  result  in  the quarry being  worked out  by
around  2029. Therefore,  the  Company  is  seeking 
an extension  of  the  existing  operations  at  Heights 
Quarry  to  avoid  the  cessation  of production and
therefore a significant economic impact upon the local
economy and the associated threat to jobs should the
site have to close.

The County  landbank  for  crushed  rock comfortably 
exceeds the  10-year  minimum level  required by the 
National  Planning  Policy  Framework  (based  on the 
2016  LAA figures).  However, the County at present
has an imbalance of permitted crushed rock reserves
with relatively few carboniferous limestone sites.  In
2016 it was estimated that 77% of permitted reserves 
were Magnesian  Limestone,  9%  Carboniferous
Limestone and 14% were dolerite. The 2016 LAA
states that permitted reserves of carboniferous
limestone at 31st December 2016 was 11, 765,000
million tonnes.This figure reflects a significant shortfall
in permitted reserves when compared with Magnesian
Limestone.  It also reflects the importance of the
remaining reserves of at Heights Quarry in the supply
of Carboniferous Limestone from County Durham to
the north east markets.
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Granting Planning Permission to extend Heights Quarry
would  maintain employment  for 19 employees working
in the quarry,  plus 17 HGV drivers. There are 3 night
shift contractors and 3 daytime contractors. There are
3 contract electricians to carry out….

Comment noted. The non-allocation of an extension
to the west of Heights Quarry has been challenged by

If the proposal to extend Heights Quarry to the North
West it will take out large areas of wetland, removing

785Question 65

the site proposer and a planning application was alsoan important habitat for waders and for flood water
submitted in August 2018. In relation to Heights Quarry,storage, contrary to the aims of the Weardale NFM
the council has considered the new information whichNational Pilot project. It would also further undermine
has been submitted by Aggregate Industries in supportthe hydraulic function of Park Burn, which flows directly
of the proposed allocation for a western extension towest of the quarry and whose wetland headwaters will

be destroyed. Heights Quarry and considers that an allocation can
be made.

Support welcomed. The RSPB correctly identify that
the council's stated approach is to include a policy on

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
proposals must accord with paragraphs a. and b, which
state:
“a. They are accompanied by a scheme of phased
working and a high quality restoration scheme which
can be approved and which specifically:
1. Includes such advance and preparatory works as
are deemed necessary including perimeter

2286Question 65

the restoration and aftercare of mineral sites within the
Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations document.
The level of impact which would be considered
unacceptable will be a matter for the Council to
determine through the consideration of any future
planning application and will be a planning judgement.

mounding/bunding and planting to safeguard the local
landscape, environment and amenities of the local area
whilst also minimising views into the sites from the
strategic and local highway network; and
2. Delivers a range of environmental benefits including
landscape enhancement and habitat creation; and
b. It can be demonstrated that there will be no
unacceptable adverse impacts on either the
environment or the amenity of local communities.”

Particularly, that proposals should be accompanied by
a high quality restoration scheme which delivers
environmental benefits with further guidance in
paragraph 5.565. As this paragraph suggests, restored
mineral sites offer important potential for the creation
of priority habitat types.
The RSPB is disappointed in the lack over-arching
policy wording which sets out requirements for the
restoration and aftercare of minerals proposals. This
would be consistent with Objective 16 of the Plan.
However, note this may be addressed in the Minerals
and Waste Policies and Allocations Document. High
quality restoration, secured by appropriate planning
obligations would ensure longer term management
and aftercare, deliver multiple benefits including the
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protection, strengthening and enhancing ecological
networks.
As highlighted in our response to Policy 8 above, we
consider that the text in paragraph b. should be clear
on the level of adverse impact that is ‘unacceptable’
and consistent with the hierarchical approach to the
protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45. We consider that the text
should be clear on the level of adverse impact that is
‘unacceptable’ and consistent with the hierarchical
approach to the protection of nature conservation
designations as detailed in Policies 43 to 45.

The council recognises the need for the provision of
further land to facilitate a steady and adequate supply

Policy 58 - Preferred Area for Future Carboniferous
Limestone Extraction

1755Question 65

of carboniferous limestone. The council's approach toThere are various references in the plan to
Carboniferous Limestone, in Policy 51, on page 225 carboniferous limestone is clearly explained within

Local Plan Preferred Options policies 51 (Meeting theand in Policy 58. This is a rather disjointed approach
need for Primary Aggregates) and associatedand it is unclear what the overall policy for
paragraphs 5.515 to 5.520 and Policy 58 (PreferredCarboniferous limestone is. Whilst we support the
Area for Carboniferous Limestone Extraction) and
associated paragraphs 5.564 and 5.565.

recognition of the need to work Carboniferous
limestone for example at Hulands Quarry, the Council’s
overall strategy needs clarification.

Clarify the position with regards to the working of
Carboniferous Limestone.

Target - No Target

Again, we would suggest the Council recognise the
need for a steady and adequate supply of
Carboniferous Limestone.

Comments noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1917Question 65

Support noted.Policy 58 - Preferred area for Carboniferous limestone
extraction  Question 65 - The approach is supported

2528Question 65

in principle as a means of supporting a steady and
adequate supply of crushed rock aggregate from
County Durham to meet both local and wider needs
from this resource and from this location within County
Durham. We have no specific comments to make on
the preferred area east of Hulands Quarry that it is
proposed to identify in the County Durham Plan.

A policy on the restoration and aftercare of mineral
sites within the Minerals and Waste Policies and

A quality restoration scheme is essential in determining
new licencing and works. Restoration should focus on

3298Question 65

Allocations document. Until this document is preparedenhancing/restoring threatened/rare habitats and
the council will have regard to the relevant savedcommunities. Reference to be made to restoration

across all items relation to mineral extraction. policies of the County Durham Minerals Local Plan. In
addition the NPPF will be a key material consideration
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and in this regard paragraph 205 requires that mineral
planning authorities should "provide for the restoration
and aftercare" of mineral sites "at the earliest
opportunity" and that this should "be carried out to high
environmental standards".The approach of the Council
which is to prepare a complimentary Minerals and
Waste Policies and Allocations document was
explained in paragraph 5.471 and 5.462 of the Local
Plan Preferred Options. In addition a separate scoping
document was also published alongside the Local Plan
Preferred Options.
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Comments noted. The council always considers
environmental acceptability when allocating sites and

Environmental issues must be addressed, already DCC
have completed numerous environmental tests on
behalf of local residents’ reference health concerns.

1711Question 66

determining planning applications. Human health
concerns will be referenced in all relevant minerals
policies.

This policy relates only to the winning and working of
brickmaking raw materials from an area to the south

The RSPB welcomes that policy wording clearly states
proposals must accord with paragraphs a. and b.
“a. They are accompanied by an acceptable scheme
of phased working and a high quality restoration
scheme which specifically:
1. Includes such advance preparatory works including
perimeter mounding/bunding and planting that are

2289Question 66

of Todhills brickworks and the sites subsequent
restoration. Its policy criteria seeks to provide site
specific criteria to assist in determining any future
planning application. It is accepted that the wording of
Local Plan Preferred Options paragraph 5.568 is overly

deemed necessary to safeguard the local landscape,
environment and amenities of the local area; and
2. Delivers a range of environmental benefits including
landscape enhancement and habitat creation
measures; and
b. It can be demonstrated that there will be no
unacceptable adverse impacts on either the
environment or the amenity of local communities.”
Particularly, that proposals should be accompanied by
a high quality restoration scheme which delivers
environmental benefits.

prescriptive in relation to how it refers to agriculture,
accordingly the text will be amended. It is also agreed
that restoration plans should not automatically assume
restoration to agriculture. A policy on the restoration
and afteruse of mineral sites will be provided within
the forthcoming Minerals and Waste Policies and
Allocations document.

Paragraph 5.568 provides further guidance on phasing
and restoration, which seems to suggest a return to
agricultural use which nevertheless provides
environmental benefits. The RSPB considers that
restoration plans should not automatically assume
restoration to agriculture. In many cases it should be
possible to restore a mineral site for nature
conservation whilst still safeguarding the long term
potential of the best and most versatile agricultural land
and conserving soil resources. We would welcome
further clarity on this matter.

Comments noted. The plan approach is to include
allocations for new minerals working at the end of the
minerals policies.

Policy 59 - Strategic Area of Search to the South of
Todhills Brickworks

We are supportive of the of the Policy, but would again
highlight the rather disjointed approach to the Policy

1756Question 66

which would benefit from being consecutive to Policy
52

Restructure the Minerals section to put like matters
together.

Comments noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1918Question 66
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Support noted.We agree with this Policy as the area of search will
supply a 25 year supply of permitted stocks reserves

3393Question 66

for Todhills brickworks and safeguard the jobs of the
workforce.

Support noted.Policy 59 - Strategic area of search to the south of
Todhills Brickworks Question 66 - The approach is

2531Question 66

supported in principle as a means of providing sufficient
feedstock for this brickworks site, which in turn provides
construction materials to meet both local and wider
needs. We have no specific comments to make on the
area of search it is proposed to identify in the County
Durham Plan.

Comments noted.National Grid owns and operates the high voltage
electricity transmission system in England and Wales

3942Question 66

and operates the Scottish high voltage transmission
system.  National Grid also owns and operates the gas
transmission system. In the UK, gas leaves the
transmission system and enters the distribution
networks at high pressure. It is then transported
through a number of reducing pressure tiers until it is
finally delivered to our customers. National Grid own
four of the UK’s gas distribution networks and transport
gas to 11 million homes, schools and businesses
through 81,000 miles of gas pipelines within North
West, East of England, West Midlands and North
London.

To help ensure the continued safe operation of  existing
sites and equipment and to facilitate future
infrastructure investment, National Grid wishes to be
involved in the preparation, alteration and review of
plans and strategies which may affect our assets.

Specific Comments - Proposed sites crossed or in
close proximity to National Grid infrastructure:

Gas Transmission

• Strategic Area of Search to the South of
Todhills Brickworks (Minerals) (our reference
GT72)

National Grid prefers that buildings are not built directly
beneath its overhead lines.This is for two reasons, the
amenity of potential occupiers of properties in the
vicinity of lines and because National Grid needs quick
and easy access to carry out maintenance of its
equipment to ensure that it can be returned to service
and be available as part of the national transmission
system. Such access can be difficult to obtain without
inconveniencing and disturbing occupiers and
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residents, particularly where properties are in close
proximity to overhead lines.

National Grid seeks to encourage high quality and well
planned development in the vicinity of its high voltage
overhead lines. Land beneath and adjacent to the
overhead line route should be used to make a positive
contribution to the development of the site and can for
example be used for nature conservation, open space,
landscaping areas or used as a parking court. National
Grid, in association with David Lock Associates has
produced ‘A Sense of Place’ guidelines, which look at
how to create high quality development near overhead
lines and offers practical solutions which can assist in
avoiding the unnecessary sterilisation of land in the
vicinity of high voltage overhead lines.

Potential developers of the sites should be aware that
it is National Grid policy to retain our existing overhead
lines in-situ. The relocation of existing high voltage
overhead lines will only be considered for projects of
national importance which has been identified as such
by central government.

The statutory safety clearances between overhead
lines, the ground, and built structures must not be
infringed. To comply with statutory safety clearances
the live electricity conductors of National Grid’s
overhead power lines are designed to be a minimum
height above ground. Where changes are proposed
to ground levels beneath an existing line then it is
important that changes in ground levels do not result
in safety clearances being infringed. National Grid can,
on request, provide to developers detailed line profile
drawings that detail the height of conductors, above
ordnance datum, at a specific site.

Support noted.Highways England can continue to be supportive of
this policy which is consistent with the withdrawn Plan

3978Question 66

and continues to seek to achieve net self-sufficiency
and the management of waste as close to production
as possible, which can help to minimise strategic waste
transportation.
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Support noted.Q67 Policy 60 Waste management forms an important
part of New and innovative ways of using waste should

2394Question 67

be supported and encouraged particularly energy
generation.

This policy provides the overarching policy basis for
considering new waste management provision. The

Again with regard to criteria a. we would reiterate that
proposals which involve the use of inert waste for the

1581Question 67

policies provisions relates to matters such as the wasterestoration of mineral workings can only accept
hierarchy, net self-sufficiency and regionalmaterial which is not capable of being recycled
self-sufficiency and need for new waste managementor re-used. Moreover we strongly believe that the
facilities to manage specific waste streams.This policydeposit of inert waste in mineral workings for the
does not set out the policy framework of determiningpurposes of restoration should be considered a re-use

of that material and therefore be viewed positively. planning applications for the reclamation of former
mineral sites, landfill or landraise.The policy approach
for the restoration of mineral working and new
landfill/landraise will be set out in the forthcoming
Minerals and Waste Policies and Allocations
Document. However, it is accepted that in recent years
that the Council has granted planning permission to a
number of schemes, utilising existing plan policies,
which have sought to use inert materials positively as
part of mineral site restoration including at Low
Harperley, near Wolsingham; Birtley Quarry and at
Bishop Middleham Quarry and this will be taken into
account in policy formulation.

The supporting text of this policy relating to inert landfill
and land raise has been amended.

Page 251. Paragraph 5.584 With regard to inert
waste, this refers to a gap in the current landfill
capacity.

1582Question 67

The paragraph goes on to state that increased recovery
rates would extend the life of the County’s landfills
considerably. What evidence for this assumption is
there? It should be remembered that only waste which
is not capable of being recycled or re-used
can deposited in a landfill.

Given the type of inert material currently received at
landfill sites, it is difficult to envisage rates of recovery
increasingly significantly if at all and we would therefore
question the appropriateness of basing policies on
wishful thinking.

The policies of the County Durham Plan will provide
the decision making framework to determine planning

I support,  but more investigation and investment is
needed to secure the most efficient technical methods
of all types of waste ie Future generation inheritance.

1713Question 67

applications for new waste capacity. While seeking to
drive the management of waste up the waste hierarchy
the plan seeks to provide flexibility by not prescribing
the use of specific waste technologies.
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Comments noted. The suggestion that the waste and
minerals policies of the plan should be separated out

Subsequent policies relate to Waste Management and
we reiterate our suggestion that the waste management

1757Question 67

is not accepted. Separating minerals and waste frompolicies and the supporting text are wholly separated
out from minerals policies each other in Local Plan Preferred Options Policies 49

and 50 and Policy 51 into separate policies relating toConclusions and suggested amendments
magnesian limestone, agricultural lime, carboniferous

Whilst there are many matters and issues we support
in the plan, unlike the mineral technical paper, we

limestone, dolerite and sand and gravel would not
result in a more succinct plan and would result in policy

believe the policies in the plan, as they apply to duplication. The council disagrees with the assertion
minerals, have not been prepared positively. The that the plan has not been positively prepared, the
minerals section would benefit firstly from being council has sought to plan positively to maintain a

steady and adequate supply of minerals.separated out from waste matters and secondly from
a more structure approach to individual mineral types.
The NPPF requires plans and policies to be succinct
and prepared positively. We have concerns that the
plan as prepared would not meet these criteria. At 280+
pages the plan could not be considered succinct and
we have highlighted where we feel the plan policies
have not been prepared positively.

We would welcome our recent discussions with the
Council and look forward to further the opportunities
to meet with officers in advance of further iterations of
the Local Plan.

Comment noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1920Question 67

This Local Plan Preferred Options policy provides the
overarching policy basis for considering new waste

The trend in general for many years  has been for
residents to recycle,  for businesses to use waste

3394Question 67

management provision. Its provisions relates to mattersproducts as raw materials for other business activities
such as the waste heirarchy, net self-sufficiency andetc rather than just dump waste, building up future
regional self-sufficiency and need for new wasteproblems, incurring cost etc. There is no
management facilities to manage specific wasteacknowledgement of this in the plan.  Don’t see any
streams.This policy is not intended to provide detailedreference to this key issue in Policy 60 or elsewhere.
information about how all waste streams are managed,Details appear to be all about “business”, with facts
or explain the council's plans to improve wasteabout assets that we have, rather than proposed plans

and ideas to improve performance in this key area. management performance. "Consumer" waste or
"household" waste forms part of the Non-HazardousSuspect that the public would like to know what they

can do, and what are DCC are planning to help improve
the environment regarding waste and recycling.

waste stream, and details of how the Council manages
this waste stream, together with targets and
perfomance data are available from the Council's

Despite the public being alerted to “plastic problem”
worldwide, there is no mention of this at all and

Strategic Waste Managenent Team whom are the
Team within the Council who are responsible for the

precious little on consumer waste at all. What is the collection of household waste which is also known as
vision for County Durham?  What is the current status local authority controlled waste, the operation of
on household and local recycling centres performance household waste recycling centres, and waste
trend with targets,  in much more detail for the whole education, waste recycling and minimisation campaigns

in County Durham.range of waste / recyclable products – paper, plastic,
glass,  “garden waste” etc per Recycle Centre
categories. What is the DCC target each year, what
are the plans to improve, what will success look like,
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what will be expected of residents.  Surely it is more
than just charging more to use “green bins”.

Monitoring and Targets focus only on new provision.
Somewhere in the plan monitoring and targets should
be clearly identified, in language residents understand.
They should inform on performance and guide
residents on better practice to reduce and re-cycle
waste. Waste and re-cycling centres have displays
indicating recycle %’s but there is no other details.
Details by category of household waste performance
and re-cycling centres could be regularly reported via
local AAPs.

Support noted.Waste Policy 60 - Waste management provision
Question 67 - Waste is an issue where potential

2533Question 67

strategic cross boundary planning issues between
County Durham and Northumberland have been
identified. There has been, and continues to be,
ongoing cooperation between the two authorities on
this issue. Policy 60 is supported in principle.

County Durham has an extensive network of waste
management sites, which collectively manage or

Where is the consideration of resources, renewables
and creating local waste a recycling systems?

3439Question 67

facilitate the management of County Durham's waste
arising’s. Evidence on waste is set out in the
Addendum to 2012 Study: Waste Arising’s and Waste
Management Capacity Model, Durham County Council
June 2018. Other policies within the Local Plan
Preferred Options address renewables.

Support noted.Highways England can continue to be supportive of
this policy which is consistent with the withdrawn Plan

3979Question 67

and continues to seek to minimise the effects of
transporting waste including by locating proposals in
close proximity to arisings where possible
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The policy sets out the criteria which will be used to
assess where the majority of new waste management

Again first priority should be to seek alternative
technology that is available for recycling, not just find
another landfill site!

1715Question 68

facilities will be located. Paragraph 5.592 of the Local
Plan Preferred Options makes it clear that this policy
will not apply to a number of types of waste
development whose locational criteria and
environmental criteria will be set out by other
development plan policies i.e. landfill.

Comments noted.We note that the subheading is misnumbered one less
than the policy number for each of these policies.

1921Question 68

Support noted.Policy 61 - Location of new waste facilities  Question
68 - The proposed policy is supported in principle.

2534Question 68

County Durham has an extensive network of waste
management sites, which collectively manage or

Where is the consideration of resources, renewables
and creating local waste a recycling systems?

3440Question 68

facilitate the management of County Durham's waste
arisings. Evidence on waste is set out in the Addendum
to 2012 Study:Waste Arisings and Waste Management
Capacity Model, Durham County Council June 2018.
Other policies within the Local Plan Preferred Options
address renewables.
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 County Durham Building for Life Supplementary Planning Document

DCC ResponseDo you have any comments to make on any
aspect of this document? If so please provide
them here. - Do you have any comments to make
on any aspect of this document? If so please
provide them here, specifying the section and
page number you are commenting on.

IDNumber

Thank you for your comment. The Building for Life
SPD is required as it formalises the way that the BfL

In accordance with our general policy
representations in relation to the CDP Preferred

5

standards are applied within County Durham toOptions Consultation (2018), Story Homes considers
that the Building for Life SPD is not required. ensure a consistent approach and transparency.

The document also sets down Durham examplesPolicy 31 of the Draft County Durham Plan
‘Sustainable Design in the Built Environment’  at against each of the standards to provide local

interpretation.criterion (c) could simply be amended to indicate
that schemes will be assessed against the Building
for Life 12 criteria rather than a separate SPD. The
SPD appears to repeat the content of the Building
For Life document with very little additionality.
Further information is required in our associated
representations to the CDP Preferred Options
Consultation.

Thank you for your comment. Reference has been
added within the document to the Active Design

Sport England believes that sport has an important
role in modern society and in creating sustainable

2

document, which touches upon many of the designand healthy communities. Sport and physical activity
criteria within BfL. The Sustainable Design Policy inis high on the Government’s national agenda as it
the County Durham Plan also references a range ofcuts across a number of current topics that include
good practice guidance which sould be utilised within
the design of new development.

health, social inclusion, regeneration and anti-social
behaviour. The importance of sport should be
recognised as a key component of development
plans, and not considered in isolation.

Sport England along with Public Health England
have launched our revised guidance ‘Active Design’
which we consider has considerable synergy with
the Durham Building for Life Design SPD. Especially
with the Facilities and Services, Public Transport,
Streets for All and Public and Private Space
sections. It may therefore be useful to provide a
cross-reference (and perhaps a hyperlink) to
www.sportengland.org/activedesign . Sport England
believes that being active should be an intrinsic part
of everyone’s life pattern.

The guidance is aimed at planners, urban designers,
developers and health professionals.

1
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• The guidance looks to support the creation of
healthy communities through the land use
planning system by encouraging people to be
more physically active through their everyday
lives.

• The guidance builds on the original Active
Designs objectives of Improving Accessibility,
Enhancing Amenity and Increasing Awareness
(the ‘3A’s), and sets out the Ten Principles of
Active Design.

• Then Ten Active Design Principles have been
developed to inspire and inform the design and
layout of cities, towns, villages,
neighbourhoods, buildings, streets and open
spaces, to promote sport and physical activity
and active lifestyles.

• The guide includes a series of case studies
that set out practical real-life examples of the
Active Design Principles in action.These case
studies are set out to inspire and encourage
those engaged in the planning, design and
management of our environments to deliver
more active and healthier environments.

• The Ten Active Design Principles are aimed
at contributing towards the Governments
desire for the planning system to promote
healthy communities through good urban
design.

The developer’s checklist (Appendix 1) has been
revised and can also be accessed via
www.sportengland.org/activedesign

Sport England would encourage development in
Durham be designed in line with the Active Design
principles to secure sustainable design. This could
be evidenced by use of the checklist.

A suggested model policy for Local Plans is set
out in the attachment.

Sport England would be willing to discuss the
comments made or provide comments on any
amended draft policy wording in advance of further
formal consultation.
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Thank you for your comment. The document has
been amended to incorporate further guidance in
relation to the historic environment and buildings.

The originating document, Building for Life 12 (2015),
had substantial and valuable guidance on creating
successful new housing developments.  It also
covers incorporating the reuse of older buildings.

1

 Its aim seemed orientated more to substantial new
housing developments with less reference to single
larger buildings, intensive or minor infill and smaller
developments within existing developed areas.  It
was particularly lacking in references to the heritage
assets and their role in creating distinctive,
successful developments that are attractive to live
in.  It did not cover adequately the need to respect
the historic environment and to avoid reducing the
value of surrounding areas that have distinctive
historic character.

Durham’s attractiveness lies in its rich heritage,
landscape and natural assets. This is the case with
Durham City that relies for its highly recognisable
image on its historic core and particularly the World
Heritage Site and its surrounds.  It is therefore very
welcome that the County Durham SPD seeks to
strengthen  heritage references in the local
considerations sections – especially sections 6.6,
6.7 and 7.6. The review needs further strengthening
if it is to be used for development other than
extensive new housing.  If it were to be used in
relation to historic areas for larger developments or
individual apartment/accommodation buildings, it
needs greater recognition of the historic environment
and buildings and their intrinsic value.

This might be achieved under local considerations
Section 6 by adding a reference to the need to fully
understand the significance and context of heritage
assets and the historic character of the area within
or near the development. This could emphasise the
way in which the development, its design  and
distinctiveness might positively benefit from this
understanding.  It might also help to avoid damage
to the existing distinctiveness and significance of
heritage assets and historic areas.

Thank you for your general support for the SPD.
Your comments in relation to the scoring criteria

Buildings for Life – Supplementary Planning
Document Representations
This representation has been prepared by Lichfields
on behalf of the Brookhouse Group.The Brookhouse

4

within the SPD have been carefully considered
against the existing criteria sheets. The criteria
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sheets have been amended in some places to make
them more accurate and clearer, and incorporate

Group wishes to thank the Council for the opportunity
to comment on Durham County Council’s ‘Buildings

some of the suggested changes including in respectfor Life Supplementary Planning Document’. The
to public and private spaces and affordable housingBrookhouse Group supports the overall purpose of
percentages. However, your suggested changesthe SPD which is to improve the quality of design
have not been incorporated for a variety of reasons,and to promote a good quality environment.
principally due to the weakening impact they wouldHowever, they have a few minor comments on some
have on the aim of ensuring well designed places,of the Internal Design Review questions which they
in accordance with national policy. To highlightwould be obliged if the council could take into

account.
Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and
Comments for Full or Hybrid Applications
3. Public Transport
The third question asks whether there are bus stops
within 400 metres of the site. However, it will not

specific examples, it was proposed that walking
distances to public transport should be extended
from 400m to 800m. 400m is considered to be the
maximum distance somebody should travel. Whilst
800m is considered a short 'journey' in relation to
services and facilities, the 400m walk would only

always be commercially possible for bus operators form a stage of a journey and therefore the two
to provide a service to achieve the 400m distance figures have different meanings. In relation to your
and hence there could be cases where this distance
is unachievable.
The Brookhouse Group recognises that paragraph
2.2.2 of the Parking and Accessibility Standards

comment on meeting local housing requirements,
the BfL guidance is quite clear that different types
and tenures should be spatially integrated to create
a cohesive community. While visual markers should

document advises that “800m was considered to be be avoided as well, the aim of spreading out tenures
a ‘short journey’ and walkable distance based on and types is to attempt to avoid clustering of
the research by ‘Campaign for Better Transport .” particular groups and to encourage better social
Furthermore, recent research studies undertaken integration – this is a key aim of national policy. In
by WYG and DHA Transport have both found that, terms of character, the review process recognises
in many circumstances, people are prepared to walk that there will be many different responses to a site,
further to local facilities and public transport services however a key aim of the BfL process (supported
than is indicated by a number of guidance
documents.
Whilst recognising that acceptable walking distances
will vary between individuals and circumstances,

through national planning policy) is to respond to
local context where possible and desirable. The
flexibility is evidenced in the fourth bullet point under
the ‘Character’ criteria, which states “If the area lacks

based on the findings of recent research studies, it discernible character what character should be
is considered that a walking distance of up to 800m created in the new development?”. It is not
(10 minutes) for a bus stop is acceptable. The considered likely that this would impact on the
Brookhouse Group considers that the 400m distance viability of a scheme, as costs and designs could be
is inflexible, may not be achievable and does not adjusted accordingly to ensure this is not a
reflect reality.The Brookhouse Group considers that significant burden upon development. In terms of
the reference to maximum walking distances should public and private spaces, the proposed change is
either be removed or the maximum walking distance
be increased to 800m.
The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests that the
third question is amended to one of the following
two options:
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“Are bus stops should be within a walkable distance
of the site?”
“Are there bus stops within 400 800 metres of the
site?”
4. Meeting Local Housing Requirements (page 38)
The fifth question is about whether the affordable
dwellings and specialist housing provision are
dispersed throughout the scheme.
Registered Providers (RPs) generally have concerns
about affordable / specialist housing being dispersed

rejected as it implies that SUDS are solely reliant
upon optimum ground conditions.This isn’t the case
as sustainable drainage techniques can normally be
incorporated throughout most schemes and they are
not specifically reliant on ground conditions (for
example permeable parking surfaces and capture
at source). Ground conditions will be factored into
the consideration of a scheme as a matter of course.
In respect to wildlife habitats changes are not
needed as the existing wording provides sufficient
flexibility.throughout developments due to management

difficulties. Such providers prefer the housing to be
clustered together. The Brookhouse Group is
concerned that, should this statement be sought, it
could lead to difficulties in finding RPs to manage
such properties.
‘Buildings for Life 12 – The sign of a good place to
live’ (30.1.2015) is worded more flexibly. Rather it
asks whether the different types and tenures are
spatially integrated and advises that homes should
be designed to be tenure blind. The Brookhouse
Group considers that the question posed in the
Council’s Building for Life (BfL) SPD is more onerous
than the actual BfL document and suggests that the
following question is removed:
Is the affordable housing and specialize housing
provision dispersed throughout the scheme?
The separate question about whether such housing
is devoid of markers of their status is considered to
suffice.
5. Character
The second question asks whether the standard
house types can be adapted using elements of the
local vernacular. The Brookhouse Group wishes to
highlight that adapting standard house types will
have cost, time and potentially viability implications,
which should be taken into account.The Brookhouse
Group suggests the following change to this
question:
“Can standard house types be adapted using
elements of the local vernacular for example
material, detailing, window shapes, roof details, door
patterns etc, where appropriate and subject to
scheme viability?’

6. Working with the Site and its Context
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The fifth question asks whether the existing trees,
hedgerows and other natural features have been
conserved and carefully designed into the
development. There may be cases where it is
appropriate for such features to be lost, particularly
if they are of a low value and where appropriate
mitigation and / or compensation can be provided.
The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests the
following change to this question:
“Have the existing trees, hedgerows and other
natural features been conserved and carefully
designed into the development, where possible and
appropriate?”

9. Streets for All
The seventh question asks whether the scheme
minimises steps and level changes.The Brookhouse
Group recognises the need to minimse steps to
ensure accessible developments. However, it will
be impossible to avoid level changes on a sloping
site. The Brookhouse Group considers that
minimising steps should be sufficient and suggests
the following change:
“Does the scheme minimise steps and level
changes?’

11. Public and Private Spaces
The last question asks whether the scheme includes
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS). The
Brookhouse Group supports SUDS provision;
however, there may be instances where they cannot
be provided due to unsuitable ground conditions.
The Brookhouse Group suggests that the question
is amended as follows to reflect this:
“Does the scheme include sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS), where ground conditions
are suitable, as well as public open spaces and
wildlife habitat attractive features that integrate
successfully?”

12. External Storage and Amenity Space
The first question asks whether the bin storage
facilities are integrated so that bins are less likely to
be left on the street. Rather than asking for such
facilities to be integrated, The Brookhouse Group
suggests that the question is amended as follows
to ensure flexibility:
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“Is storage space fully integrated, for bins provided
in appropriate locations so that bins are less likely
to be left on the street?”
The fifth question asks whether storage facilities are
provided for garden equipment. The Brookhouse
Group seeks clarification as to whether such storage
facilities include garages, rather than having to
provide a garden shed as well as a garage. This is
given the cost implications of providing garden sheds
for every house in a development.

Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and
Comments for Reserved Matters Applications
4. Meeting Local Housing Requirements
Question 3 asks whether the mix includes 10%
affordable housing. It is not clear why this question
is being asked when the level of housing will have
been agreed as part of the outline planning
permission. It may also have been agreed at that
stage that affordable housing does not need to be
provided on viability grounds. Furthermore, the
percentage of affordable housing, as set out in the
draft County Durham Plan, varies across the county
to reflect changes in values.The Brookhouse Group
therefore suggests the following change:
“Does the mix include 10% the level of affordable
housing accord with the outline planning
permission?”

6. Working with the Site and its Context
The third question asks whether the existing trees,
hedgerows and other natural features have been
conserved and carefully designed into the
development. There may be cases where it is
appropriate for trees / hedges to be lost, particularly
if they are of a low value and where appropriate
mitigation and / or compensation can be provided.
The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests the
following change to this question:
“Have the existing trees, hedgerows and other
natural features, such as streams been carefully
designed into the development, where possible and
appropriate?”

9. Streets for All
The second question asks whether the streets are
designed in a way that they can be used as social
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spaces, such as places for children to play safely or
for neighbours to converse. The Brookhouse Group
queries whether this is realistic, given that the
majority of streets will be subject to vehicular
movements, albeit it is recognised that small
cul-de-sacs could be as a place for children to play.
Given that the first question relates to streets being
pedestrian friendly and designed to encourage cars
to drive slowly and carefully, the Brookhouse Group
do not consider that there is a need for question two.
The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests that this
question is removed.
“Are streets designed in a way that they can be used
as social spaces, such as places for children to play
safely or for neighbours to converse?”
The fourth question asks whether the scheme
minimises steps and level changes.The Brookhouse
Group recognises the need to minimse steps to
ensure accessible developments. However, it will
be impossible to avoid level changes on a sloping
site. The Brookhouse Group considers that
minimising steps should be sufficient and suggests
the following change:
“Does the scheme minimise steps and level
changes?’

11. Public and Private Spaces
The fourth question asks about what improvements
can be made to the public and private space
provision. Surely, the question should be whether
such provision is suitable and appropriate, rather
than asking how it can be improved.The Brookhouse
Group suggests that the question is amended as
follows:
“What improvements can be made to Is the public
and private space provision suitable and
appropriate?”
Question six asks whether the scheme takes
opportunities to protect, enhance and create wildlife
habitats. However, there may be cases where it is
agreed that appropriate mitigation and / or
compensation can be provided instead of protecting
an existing habitat, in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraphs 118 and 152) and the draft NPPF
(paragraphs 35 and 173). The Brookhouse Group
suggests that this question is amended as follows:

8
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“Does the scheme take opportunities to protect,
enhance and create wildlife habitats, where possible
and appropriate?”
The last question asks whether the scheme includes
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS). The
Brookhouse Group supports SUDS provision;
however, there may be instances where they cannot
be provided due to unsuitable ground conditions.
The Brookhouse Group suggests that the question
is amended to reflect this:
“Does the scheme include sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS), where ground conditions
are suitable?”

12. External Storage and Amenity Space
The second question asks whether the bin and
recycling storage facilities are integrated so that they
are less likely to be left on the street. Rather than
asking for such facilities to be integrated, the
Brookhouse Group suggests that the question is
amended as follows to ensure flexibility:
“Is storage space for bins and recycling items
integrated, so that they provided in an appropriate
location, so that they are less likely to be left on the
street?”

Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and
Comments for Outline Applications
2. Connections
The last question asks whether any off-site works
are required which may impact on any designated
or sensitive landscape or building / structure. The
Brookhouse Group suggests that this question is
extended to ask whether appropriate mitigation can
be provided:
“Would any off-site works be required which may
impact on any designated or sensitive landscape or
building / structure and can appropriate mitigation
be provided…”

4. Bus Stops
The second question asks whether there are bus
stops within 400 metres of the site. Please see the
Brookhouse Group’ response to section 3 (Public
Transport) in relation to the Internal Design Review
– Scoring Mechanism and Comments for Full or
Hybrid Applications for details of their comments.
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5. Character
The last question asks whether there will be
demonstrable harm to the setting of any heritage
asset, landscape designation or habitat. The
Brookhouse Group suggests that this question asks
whether appropriate mitigation can be provided or
in the case of harm to a designated heritage asset,
whether there are public benefits that need to be
taken into account.The Brookhouse Group therefore
suggests the following change to this question:
“Would the principle of development result in
demonstrable harm to the setting of any heritage
asset, landscape designation or habitat, and if so,
can appropriate mitigation and / or compensation
be provided and in the case of harm to heritage
assets are there public benefits that need to be taken
into account?”

Thank you for your general support for the SPD.
Your comments in relation to the scoring criteria

This representation has been prepared by Lichfields
on behalf of Theakston Estates Limited (TEL). TEL

6

within the SPD have been carefully consideredwishes to thank the Council for the opportunity to
against the existing criteria sheets. The criteriacomment on Durham County Council’s ‘Buildings
sheets have been amended in some places to makefor Life Supplementary Planning Document’. TEL
them more accurate and clearer, and incorporatesupports the overall purpose of the SPD which is to
some of the suggested changes including in respectimprove the quality of design and to promote a good
to public and private spaces and affordable housingquality environment. However, they have a few minor
percentages. However, your suggested changescomments on some of the Internal Design Review
have not been incorporated for a variety of reasons,questions which they would be obliged if the council

could take into account. principally due to the weakening impact they would
have on the aim of ensuring well designed places,Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and

Comments for Full or Hybrid Applications in accordance with national policy. To highlight
specific examples, it was proposed that walking
distances to public transport should be extended
from 400m to 800m. 400m is considered to be thePublic Transport
maximum distance somebody should travel. WhilstThe third question asks whether there are bus stops

within 400 metres of the site. However, it will not 800m is considered a short 'journey' in relation to
services and facilities, the 400m walk would onlyalways be commercially possible for bus operators
form a stage of a journey and therefore the twoto provide a service to achieve the 400m distance
figures have different meanings. In relation to yourand hence there could be cases where this distance

is unachievable. comment on meeting local housing requirements,
the BfL guidance is quite clear that different types

TEL recognises that paragraph 2.2.2 of the Parking
and Accessibility Standards document advises that

and tenures should be spatially integrated to create
a cohesive community. While visual markers should

“800m was considered to be a ‘short journey’ and be avoided as well, the aim of spreading out tenures
walkable distance based on the research by and types is to attempt to avoid clustering of
‘Campaign for Better Transport .” Furthermore,
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recent research studies undertaken by WYG  and
DHA Transport  have both found that, in many

particular groups and to encourage better social
integration – this is a key aim of national policy. In

circumstances, people are prepared to walk further terms of character, the review process recognises
to local facilities and public transport services than
is indicated by a number of guidance documents.

that there will be many different responses to a site,
however a key aim of the BfL process (supported
through national planning policy) is to respond toWhilst recognising that acceptable walking distances

will vary between individuals and circumstances, local context where possible and desirable. The
flexibility is evidenced in the fourth bullet point underbased on the findings of recent research studies, it
the ‘Character’ criteria, which states “If the area lacksis considered that a walking distance of up to 800m
discernible character what character should be(10 minutes) for a bus stop is acceptable. TEL
created in the new development?”. It is notconsiders that the 400m distance is inflexible, may
considered likely that this would impact on thenot be achievable and does not reflect reality. TEL
viability of a scheme, as costs and designs could beconsiders that the reference to maximum walking
adjusted accordingly to ensure this is not adistances should either be removed or the maximum

walking distance be increased to 800m. significant burden upon development. In terms of
public and private spaces, the proposed change is

TEL therefore suggests that the third question is
amended to one of the following two options:

rejected as it implies that SUDS are solely reliant
upon optimum ground conditions.This isn’t the case
as sustainable drainage techniques can normally be“Are bus stops should be within a walkable distance

of the site?” incorporated throughout most schemes and they are
not specifically reliant on ground conditions (for“Are there bus stops within 400 800 metres of the

site?” example permeable parking surfaces and capture
at source). Ground conditions will be factored into
the consideration of a scheme as a matter of course.
In respect to wildlife habitats changes are notMeeting Local Housing Requirements (page 38)
needed as the existing wording provides sufficient
flexibility.

The fifth question is about whether the affordable
dwellings and specialist housing provision are
dispersed throughout the scheme.

Registered Providers (RPs) generally have concerns
about affordable / specialist housing being dispersed
throughout developments due to management
difficulties. Such providers prefer the housing to be
clustered together. TEL is concerned that, should
this statement be sought, it could lead to difficulties
in finding RPs to manage such properties.

‘Buildings for Life 12 – The sign of a good place to
live’ (30.1.2015) is worded more flexibly. Rather it
asks whether the different types and tenures are
spatially integrated and advises that homes should
be designed to be tenure blind. TEL considers that
the question posed in the Council’s Building for Life
(BfL) SPD is more onerous than the actual BfL
document and suggests that the following question
is removed:

11
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Is the affordable housing and specialize housing
provision dispersed throughout the scheme?

The separate question about whether such housing
is devoid of markers of their status is considered to
suffice.

Character

The second question asks whether the standard
house types can be adapted using elements of the
local vernacular. TEL wishes to highlight that
adapting standard house types will have cost, time
and potentially viability implications, which should
be taken into account. TEL suggests the following
change to this question:

“Can standard house types be adapted using
elements of the local vernacular for example
material, detailing, window shapes, roof details, door
patterns etc, where appropriate and subject to
scheme viability?’

Working with the Site and its Context

The fifth question asks whether the existing trees,
hedgerows and other natural features have been
conserved and carefully designed into the
development. There may be cases where it is
appropriate for such features to be lost, particularly
if they are of a low value and where appropriate
mitigation and / or compensation can be provided.
TEL therefore suggests the following change to this
question:

“Have the existing trees, hedgerows and other
natural features been conserved and carefully
designed into the development, where possible and
appropriate?”

Streets for All

The seventh question asks whether the scheme
minimises steps and level changes.TEL recognises
the need to minimse steps to ensure accessible
developments. However, it will be impossible to
avoid level changes on a sloping site.TEL considers

12
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that minimising steps should be sufficient and
suggests the following change:

“Doe the scheme minimise steps and level
changes?’

Public and Private Spaces

The last question asks whether the scheme includes
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS). TEL
supports SUDS provision; however, there may be
instances where they cannot be provided due to
unsuitable ground conditions.TEL suggests that the
question is amended as follows to reflect this:

“Does the scheme include sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS), where ground conditions
are suitable, as well as public open spaces and
wildlife habitat attractive features that integrate
successfully?”

External Storage and Amenity Space

The first question asks whether the bin storage
facilities are integrated so that bins are less likely to
be left on the street. Rather than asking for such
facilities to be integrated, TEL suggests that the
question is amended as follows to ensure flexibility:

“Is storage space fully integrated, for bins provided
in appropriate locations so that bins are less likely
to be left on the street?”

The fifth question asks whether storage facilities are
provided for garden equipment. TEL seeks
clarification as to whether such storage facilities
includes garages, rather than having to provide a
garden shed as well as a garage. This is given the
cost implications of providing garden sheds for every
house in a development.

Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and
Comments for Reserved Matters Applications

Meeting Local Housing Requirements

13
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Question 3 asks whether the mix includes 10%
affordable housing. It is not clear why this question
is being asked when the level of housing will have
been agreed as part of the outline planning
permission. It may also have been agreed at that
stage that affordable housing does not need to be
provided on viability grounds. Furthermore, the
percentage of affordable housing, as set out in the
draft County Durham Plan, varies across the county
to reflect changes in values.TEL therefore suggests
the following change:

“Does the mix include 10% the level of affordable
housing accord with the outline planning
permission?”

Working with the Site and its Context

The third question asks whether the existing trees,
hedgerows and other natural features have been
conserved and carefully designed into the
development. There may be cases where it is
appropriate for trees / hedges to be lost, particularly
if they are of a low value and where appropriate
mitigation and / or compensation can be provided.
TEL therefore suggests the following change to this
question:

“Have the existing trees, hedgerows and other
natural features, such as streams been carefully
designed into the development, where possible and
appropriate?”

Streets for All

The second question asks whether the streets are
designed in a way that they can be used as social
spaces, such as places for children to play safely or
for neighbours to converse. TEL queries whether
this is realistic, given that the majority of streets will
be subject to vehicular movements, albeit it is
recognised that small cul-de-sacs could be as a
place for children to play. Given that the first question
relates to streets being pedestrian friendly and

14
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designed to encourage cars to drive slowly and
carefully, TEL do not consider that there is a need
for question two. TEL therefore suggests that this
question is removed.

“Are streets designed in a way that they can be used
as social spaces, such as places for children to play
safely or for neighbours to converse?”

The fourth question asks whether the scheme
minimises steps and level changes.TEL recognises
the need to minimse steps to ensure accessible
developments. However, it will be impossible to
avoid level changes on a sloping site.TEL considers
that minimising steps should be sufficient and
suggests the following change:

“Doe the scheme minimise steps and level
changes?’

Public and Private Spaces

The fourth question asks about what improvements
can be made to the public and private space
provision. Surely, the question should be whether
such provision is suitable and appropriate, rather
than asking how it can be improved. TEL suggests
that the question is amended as follows:

“What improvements can be made to Is the public
and private space provision suitable and
appropriate?”

Question six asks whether the scheme takes
opportunities to protect, enhance and create wildlife
habitats. However, there may be cases where it is
agreed that appropriate mitigation and / or
compensation can be provided instead of protecting
an existing habitat, in accordance with the NPPF
(paragraphs 118 and 152) and the draft NPPF
(paragraphs 35 and 173). TEL suggests that this
question is amended as follows:

“Does the scheme take opportunities to protect,
enhance and create wildlife habitats, where possible
and appropriate?”

The last question asks whether the scheme includes
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS). TEL
supports SUDS provision; however, there may be
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instances where they cannot be provided due to
unsuitable ground conditions.TEL suggests that the
question is amended to reflect this:

“Does the scheme include sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS), where ground conditions
are suitable?”

External Storage and Amenity Space

The second question asks whether the bin and
recycling storage facilities are integrated so that they
are less likely to be left on the street. Rather than
asking for such facilities to be integrated, TEL
suggests that the question is amended as follows
to ensure flexibility:

“Is storage space for bins and recycling items
integrated, so that they provided in an appropriate
location, so that they are less likely to be left on the
street?”

Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism and
Comments for Outline Applications

Connections

The last question asks whether any off site works
are required which may impact on any designated
or sensitive landscape or building / structure. TEL
suggests that this question is extended to ask
whether appropriate mitigation can be provided:

“Would any off site works be required which may
impact on any designated or sensitive landscape or
building / structure and can appropriate mitigation
be provided…”

Bus Stops

The second question asks whether there are bus
stops within 400 metres of the site. Please see TEL’s
response to section 3 (Public Transport) in relation
to the Internal Design Review – Scoring Mechanism
and Comments for Full or Hybrid Applications for
details of their comments.
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Character

The last question asks whether there will be
demonstrable harm to the setting of any heritage
asset, landscape designation or habitat. TEL
suggests that this question asks whether appropriate
mitigation can be provided or in the case of harm to
a designated heritage asset, whether there are public
benefits that need to be taken into account. TEL
therefore suggests the following change to this
question:

“Would the principle of development result in
demonstrable harm to the setting of any heritage
asset, landscape designation or habitat, and if so,
can appropriate mitigation and / or compensation
be provided and in the case of harm to heritage
assets are there public benefits that need to be taken
into account?”
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ID

The sequential test has been revised to address the crossing of the
River Browney and River Wear as requested.

SFRA

Whilst we support the outcome of the Level 1 SFRA and feel that the
plan has been positively prepared in respect that there aren’t any

2

allocations within flood zones 2 and 3. However I would advised that
the relief roads and in particular the crossings of the River Wear and
River Browney are assessed further and if required taken through the
sequential and exception tests within an updated SFRA.

Noted.The SA Framework will be amended accordingly.The following
criterion has also been added ‘ensure net gains in biodiversity are
achieved.’

We welcome the inclusion of an objective on biodiversity and
geodiversity in the SA framework. Under criteria, it should read ‘Protect
and enhance for the first four bullet points (p50). In line with the NPPF,
this could also include a bullet point on achieving net gain.

4

Disagree. The sustainability appraisal has been undertaken in a
consistent and objective manner in line with current guidance and by

Sustainability Assessment

18. Sustainable development can be defined as development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

6

suitably qualified and experienced assessors. The significant effects
of the preferred approach and the alternatives dealt with have beenfuture generations. The Sustainability Assessment used for Preferred
identified and the reasons for selecting or discounting alternatives has
been provided.

Options appears to be skewed to deliver the employment, housing
and transport infrastructure outcomes sought by the County Council.

Noted: The council acknowledges the comments made by Transition
Durham on Objective 7. The SA framework already considers the
proposed questions by TD on this objective through the questions:

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 7 in the SA framework reads

- To develop a sustainable and diverse economy with high levels of
development.

8

‘Encourage the use of local labour, goods and services?’TD note with concern that the associated SA criteria asks the question,
‘Improve diversity/resilience of the economy?’- Will the emerging plan promote growth in key economic sectors?
Please note that ‘growth in key economic sectors’ also encapsulates
low carbon and green technology sectors so no change to this sub
criteria is proposed.

Economic growth is the principal driver of natural resource consumption
and generation of waste. Globally, growth based economics drives
such environmental degradation at an accelerating rate. The term
‘promote growth’ has no place at all within a Sustainability Appraisal Disagree: The following sub criteria all relate to the use of minerals:
Framework, especially when what is clearly needed in County Durham • Ensure the efficient use of minerals resources
is economic stability and local resilience rather, than the continued • Reduce the adverse impacts of minerals processing and

extraction to acceptable levelsboom / bust cycles caused by reliance on growth based metrics and
over exposure to national and global markets and employers. A • Reduce the energy used in minerals extraction, processing and

transportresilient economy manages exposure to global economic factors by
maximising opportunities for local and small scale business

Please note, that the SA Framework also includes a separate objective
central to climate change (8: to reduce the causes of climate change)

development across all communities and especially with regards food
production in the countryside.

which minerals related options and policies are subject to, along with
all other SA objectives in the Framework.TD recommend that the question ‘Will the emerging plan promote

growth in key economic sectors?’ be replaced by

‘Will the emerging plan promote economic stability and resilience?’
and Comment noted. A slight amendment will be made to the decision

making criteria as follows::

1
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‘Will the emerging plan support the use of more local suppliers for
agriculture, manufacture, construction, retailing and other services?

‘Encourage a sense of community and wider engagement in community
activities or local democracy to enable residents to influence social,
economic and environmental decision making?’Sustainability Appraisal Objective 15 in the SA Framework reads,

- To improve the sustainability of minerals extraction and use and
reduce adverse impacts on Communities and the Environment

TD note with considerable concern that the associated SA Criteria
does not ask not a single question associated with use of minerals,
the consequent carbon emissions and their impact on climate change.
This is of particular relevance to County Durham which still provides
for open casting of coal and UCG at the Durham Coast.

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 2 in the SA framework reads,

- To promote strong and secure communities

TD consider that the criteria in relation to this objective are weak and
do not give sufficient significance to the importance of building
community cohesion, especially with regards encouraging democratic
participation in decision making. We recommend replacement of the
question, ‘Will the emerging plan encourage a sense of community or
wider engagement in community activities or local democracy?’ with,

‘Will the emerging plan enable improved democratic empowerment
of local residents to influence social, economic and environmental
decision making?’ This is particularly pertinent given the appalling
approach taken with this very consultation exercise (see comments
directly below).

Noted. The context review of the sustainability appraisal has been
updated to include the 25 Year Environment Plan and acknowledge

Having reviewed the Sustainability Appraisal I can advise that overall
we agree with the SA vision, objectives and key guide questions.

1

its key messages and implications. As a result, the SA FrameworkWe welcome the amendments and addition of comments we made in
the scoping report response in June 2016. Further to these comments has been amended and the following criterion has been added to

objective 10 – ‘ensure net gains in biodiversity are achieved.’ Thewe wish to advise that the 25 Year Environment Plan was published
suggested criterion relating to the WFD waterbody classification hasby the government in January 2018. We feel that there is an
also been added to objective 13. Please note that the 2015 Riveropportunity to incorporate the 25 year environment plan into the County

Durham Plan and Sustainability Appraisal. Basin Management Plan for the Northumbria River Basin District forms
our baseline position on the likely achievement of WFD objectives for
each respective catchment by 2021 and 2027.Point 10 of the Sustainability Appraisal Objectives (Table 11) refers

to enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity. This is something
that we fully support, however we feel this the objective needs to be
stronger and the criteria question should include the following question:

‘Embedding an ‘environmental net gain’ principle for development,
including housing and infrastructure? this is a key message from the
25 year environment plan and should be implemented in the plan and
Sustainability Appraisal to embed this principle for development.

We support the requirement to protect and improve water as outlined
in point 13 the Sustainability Appraisal Objectives (Table 11). We

2
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would encourage that Water Framework objectives are linked to these
objectives and a key question:

‘Will improve the WFD waterbody classification?’

We would also recommend that WFD classification is used to
summarise the baseline condition waterbodies and linked to the 2015
River Basin Management Plan.

Noted. The context review of the sustainability appraisal has been
updated to include the 25 Year Environment Plan and acknowledge

Having reviewed the Sustainability Appraisal I can advise that overall
we agree with the SA vision, objectives and key guide questions.

3

its key messages and implications. As a result, the SA FrameworkWe welcome the amendments and addition of comments we made in
the scoping report response in June 2016. Further to these comments has been amended and the following criterion has been added to

objective 10 – ‘ensure net gains in biodiversity are achieved.’ Thewe wish to advise that the 25 Year Environment Plan was published
suggested criterion relating to the WFD waterbody classification hasby the government in January 2018. We feel that there is an
also been added to objective 13. Please note that the 2015 Riveropportunity to incorporate the 25 year environment plan into the County

Durham Plan and Sustainability Appraisal. Basin Management Plan for the Northumbria River Basin District forms
our baseline position on the likely achievement of WFD objectives for
each respective catchment by 2021 and 2027.Point 10 of the Sustainability Appraisal Objectives (Table 11) refers

to enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity. This is something
that we fully support, however we feel this the objective needs to be
stronger and the criteria question should include the following question:

‘Embedding an ‘environmental net gain’ principle for development,
including housing and infrastructure? This is a key message from the
25 year environment plan and should be implemented in the plan and
Sustainability Appraisal to embed this principle for development.

We support the requirement to protect and improve water as outlined
in point 13 the Sustainability Appraisal Objectives (Table 11). We
would encourage that Water Framework objectives are linked to these
objectives and a key question:

‘Will improve the WFD waterbody classification?’

We would also recommend that WFD classification is used to
summarise the baseline condition waterbodies and linked to the 2015
River Basin Management Plan.

Noted: The council acknowledges the comments made by Transition
Durham on Objective 7. The SA framework already considers the
proposed questions by TD on this objective through the questions:

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 7 in the SA framework reads

- To develop a sustainable and diverse economy with high levels of
development.

5

‘Encourage the use of local labour, goods and services?’TD note with concern that the associated SA criteria asks the question,
‘Improve diversity/resilience of the economy?’- Will the emerging plan promote growth in key economic sectors?
Please note that ‘growth in key economic sectors’ also encapsulates
low carbon and green technology sectors so no change to this sub
criteria is proposed.

Economic growth is the principal driver of natural resource consumption
and generation of waste. Globally, growth based economics drives
such environmental degradation at an accelerating rate. The term
‘promote growth’ has no place at all within a Sustainability Appraisal Disagree: The following sub criteria all relate to the use of minerals:
Framework, especially when what is clearly needed in County Durham • Ensure the efficient use of minerals resources
is economic stability and local resilience rather, than the continued
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boom / bust cycles caused by reliance on growth based metrics and
over exposure to national and global markets and employers. A

• Reduce the adverse impacts of minerals processing and
extraction to acceptable levels

resilient economy manages exposure to global economic factors by • Reduce the energy used in minerals extraction, processing and
transportmaximising opportunities for local and small scale business

development across all communities and especially with regards food
production in the countryside.

Please note, that the SA Framework also includes a separate objective
central to climate change (8: to reduce the causes of climate change)
which minerals related options and policies are subject to, along with
all other SA objectives in the Framework.

TD recommend that the question ‘Will the emerging plan promote
growth in key economic sectors?’ be replaced by

‘Will the emerging plan promote economic stability and resilience?’
and Comment noted. A slight amendment will be made to the decision

making criteria as follows::‘Will the emerging plan support the use of more local suppliers for
agriculture, manufacture, construction, retailing and other services? ‘Encourage a sense of community and wider engagement in community

activities or local democracy to enable residents to influence social,
economic and environmental decision making?’

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 15 in the SA Framework reads,

- To improve the sustainability of minerals extraction and use and
reduce adverse impacts on Communities and the Environment

TD note with considerable concern that the associated SA Criteria
does not ask not a single question associated with use of minerals,
the consequent carbon emissions and their impact on climate change.
This is of particular relevance to County Durham which still provides
for open casting of coal and UCG at the Durham Coast.

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 2 in the SA framework reads,

- To promote strong and secure communities

TD consider that the criteria in relation to this objective are weak and
do not give sufficient significance to the importance of building
community cohesion, especially with regards encouraging democratic
participation in decision making. We recommend replacement of the
question, ‘Will the emerging plan encourage a sense of community or
wider engagement in community activities or local democracy?’ with,

‘Will the emerging plan enable improved democratic empowerment
of local residents to influence social, economic and environmental
decision making?’ This is particularly pertinent given the appalling
approach taken with this very consultation exercise (see comments
directly below).

Disagree.The detailed SA matrices relating to the housing distribution
options (see Appendix D – PO SA Report acknowledges that the wider

CDGP note that just over half of the consultation respondents
supported the Wider Dispersal Option and a quarter chose the

7

dispersal option could support economic regeneration and improveSustainable Communities Option .There is considerably more support
from consultees for the Wider Dispersal Option. the economic conditions of other settlements. However, on comparison,

there are several reasons why the Sustainable Communities optionCDGP notes that the principle reasons given by DCC for rejection of
the option favoured by consultees stem from the associated is predicted to have more positive longer term economic benefits not

only to Durham City but to other strategic and locally important
employment areas.

Sustainability Appraisal. CDGP contend that the outcome of the
Sustainability Appraisal is erroneous, misleading and has resulted in
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the false justification of the Sustainable Communities as the preferred
option. Specifically:

Disagree. The purpose of the SA is to inform decision making but not
to make it. In this regard, the SA was only one consideration amongst
a range of others including for example, effective use of land, viability  SAl Objective 1 - Decent affordable homes
and delivery that officers in Spatial Policy took into account before

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as able
to provide more decent affordable homes than the Wider Dispersal
Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms.

selecting the Preferred distribution of housing. Please see pages 43-46
of the County Durham Plan Preferred Options document for a fuller
narrative on all the elements taken into account.

However, the SC option focus home building within areas of high
market value, ensuring that their final cost will be higher, and of course

The purpose of the SA is to inform decision making but not to make
it. In this regard, the SA was only one consideration amongst a range

reduces the likelihood of home building in smaller communities as of others. The SA on the Housing Distribution scenarios concluded
more profitable development options are made available elsewhere.
The SA report is incorrect and misleading.

that there is the potential for each distribution scenario to help deliver
a range of positive impacts as well as a range of negative impacts.
The sustainable communities option was predicted to have greater  SA Objective 2 - Promote Strong and Secure Communities
opportunities to deliver sustainable patterns of growth.This was basedThe SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as

better able to provide strong and stable communities than the Wider upon a range of evidence including the Viability Assessments, the
SHMAA, the SHLAA, County Durham Travel Patterns amongst others.Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms. Design
The SA of the Distribution of Housing Land, clearly demonstrates thatwithin the urban environment provides the Council with its most
many alternative options were assessed and that the environmentalpowerful lever with regards building strong and stable communities,
impacts of all options were generally similar. With regard to releaseparticularly through designing out crime, creating a stronger sense of
of Green Belt land, the Exceptional Circumstances Note together withplace and fostering local pride. The coalfield communities are in far
the Spatial Strategy justification provide the evidence. It is also notedgreater need of this sort of support, and the overall benefit in terms
that evidence suggests that the Western Relief Road is neededof promoting strong and secure communities would be far more
currently due to levels of congestion. Whilst the Green Belt Releasesignificant to these communities, should development be focussed on
will worsen the issue, sites along the A167, including in Crook,them. However, the SC option will result in reduced regeneration within
Willington, Esh etc will also have the same impact.The Northern reliefthese communities in favour of the more wealthy market areas. The

SA conclusion is incorrect and misleading. road is being developed to provide an alternative to Milburngate Bridge
for through traffic and create and re-prioritise space for sustainable
modes within the City Centre.  SA Objective 3 - Education, Training and Lifelong Learning

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as
better able to provide Education, Training and Learning in than the

The previous interim examination report cannot be taken into
account at this stage.

Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms.
As previously stated, the Distribution of Housing Land assessment,
clearly shows that a range of Alternative Options were assessed both

CDGP contend that the reverse is actually the case, focussing house
building into fewer areas will rapidly exceed the capacity of existing

at Issues and Options stage and at Preferred Options stage. Theeducational facilities in those locations, whereas the dispersal model
Council has clearly identified a range of reasonable alternatives,will share the increased load more evenly over all educational facilities.

The SA conclusion is identified significant adverse and positive effects and suggested
measures to mitigate such impacts for all alternatives

incorrect and misleading.
Objective 1: Disagree. Whilst the Sustainable Communities option
does result in the allocation of more homes in high and highest value  SA Objective 4 - Health inequalities and Lifestyle

areas compared to the wider dispersal option, allocations are alsoThe SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as
better able to reduce health inequalities and improve lifestyles than made against the Sustainable Communities option in medium and low
the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms. value areas. Other policies in the Plan (Addressing Housing Need)
Coalfield communities suffer some of the poorest levels of health in also require developers to provide higher levels of affordable housing
the country. CDGP find it frankly absurd that the SA concludes that
the SC option is of greater benefit to these

in high and highest value areas, thereby supporting greater levels of
provision. As cited in the SA, (please see Appendix D – PO SA report)
as viability issues are less of an issue in these areas, there is also
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communities than the WD option, when the SC option will clearly
reduce the opportunities for regeneration of urban and green space,
and job creation within these locations.

greater certainty over the delivery of affordable housing alongside
new development. The SA is therefore not misleading or incorrect in
respect of predicting positive effects against  the objective to provide
everybody with the opportunity to live in a decent and affordable homeSince the SC option is taken to entail the construction of the Northern

and Western Relief Roads, it is clear that opportunities for facilitating Objective 2: Disagree.The SA predicts the same level of impact over
the short and medium term for both the Sustainable Communities andactive travel have not been taken seriously. The Plan assumes the
Wider Dispersal options. (please see Appendix D – PO SA report)construction of obesogenic environments in which the primary mode
The SA also recognises, that the specific location, design and mix ofof transport is the private car. The SA conclusion is incorrect and

misleading. housing against both options are key considerations. Longer term
effects against the Sustainable Communities option and objective 2  SA Objective 5 - Need to travel and sustainable transport
have the potential to be more positive than the wider dispersal option,

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as
better able to reduce the need to travel and provide sustainable

as, as predicted against Objective 1, the Sustainable Communities
option comparably provides greater certainty that the types of homes

transport than the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium needed by different sectors of the community e.g. affordable/older
persons etc will be delivered.and long terms. The SA also states in 4.2.4.9 in relation to the WD

option ‘The distance from Durham City and the key economic market
Objective 3: Disagree. The SA does acknowledge that the wider
dispersal option will put less pressure on the capacity of existing

areas are likely to result in more journeys and thus increased traffic
and congestion and impact upon the AQMA’.

educational establishments than the Sustainable Communities option
The SA appraisal makes the assumption that housing needs to be
located in the vicinity of areas of current economic strength in order

and the other distribution options subject to assessment. However,
investment in schools infrastructure would still be required under the

to regenerate the County economy, and also makes the assumption wider dispersal option and as a higher proportion of housing is
that locating housing within towns and villages will not result in distributed to medium and low value market areas under this option
economic regeneration and employment.This is akin to abandonment there are likely to be fewer opportunities to secure the developer
of the prospects for regeneration of the poorer areas of the County. contributions that are needed.The SA therefore predicted the potential
Instead, the Council, through allocation of land for housing and for negative mid and long term effects. (Please see Appendix D – PO

SA Report)employment purposes, should be implementing policies that empower
local people to start businesses within their own community and

Objective 4: Disagree. Long term health effects against both the
Sustainable Communities and Wider Dispersal Options are predicted

strengthen existing businesses through driving local customers towards
them - concomitantly reducing the overall need to travel. Instead, the

to be negative without mitigation. In addition, 51% of the housingCouncil is favouring a spatial option that will result in the further
migration of employees and customers to centres of economic strength allocated to meet the Sustainable Communities distribution in the

Preferred Options version of the Plan are within deprived wards (GIS
and away from those areas that need regeneration. system) and therefore, as recognised in the SA, (please see Appendix

D –PO SA Report), the Sustainable Communities option does notThe SC option includes substantial development on the Green Belt,
but argues that the spatial approaches will reduce the need for travel ignore areas in need of regeneration.  In addition, because the
as development is in closer proximity to key areas of employment. concentration of houses located in the County’s larger towns, the SC
Clearly, development in Green Belt will dramatically increase the options will have better access to facilities such as GPs, hospitals,
requirement for private car ownership as new households will have sport centres, open space, employment opportunities etc, promoting

healthier lifestyles.to travel by car to access services and employment. Siting housing
within or adjacent to existing settlements, as would be the case in the Objective 5: As stated in the Preferred Options SA report (please

see the Durham City Sustainable Transport Section in particular), ofWD option, avoids this need and ensures that if the residents do need
to commute they will be close to a public transport route. all the settlements in County Durham, Durham City exhibits the highest

attractor of trips within the County with inflows from within the CountyWhile we accept that co-location of housing with facilities and services
can reduce the need to travel, it is clear that the Plan as it stands does and from neighbouring authorities being collectively higher than
not take this objective seriously. The development of large estates in outflows. Durham City also exhibits the highest levels of
the green belt is being used as a rationale for justifying the Northern self-containment i.e. people who live and work in the same settlement.
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Regardless, of the housing distribution selected, Durham City will
continue to play an important role as a key administrative, educational,

and Western Relief Roads, on the assumption that they will generate
large volumes of traffic. This assumption implies that there will be no

employment, service and tourist centre and will continue to be a draweffort made to facilitate active and low-carbon transport. It is grossly
misleading for a high level of trips. Therefore, the SA is correct to identify that

housing distributions which lead to housing being more widelyto present Green Belt development as favourable in terms of
sustainable transport.The SA conclusion is incorrect and misleading. distributed around the County and in locations further away from the

City will increase the number of trips and/or distances travelled against
  SA Objective 7 - Economy and Employment SA objective 5. Whilst the long term economic effects predicted for

the wider dispersal option are less positive than the sustainableThe SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as
better able to improve the economy and employment than the Wider community’s option, the SA recognises that the wider dispersal option
Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms. This is could assist in the promotion/expansion of business and facilities at
undoubtedly true for those wealthy residents who live and work in the a local level and could support regeneration and improve the economic
economic centres of the County, however it is the poorer areas that
should be seen as the priority for economic regeneration.

conditions of other settlements across the county. (Please see
Appendix D –PO SA Report).This will be brought out more in the main
body of the SA report.Focussing development on already successful areas can only reduce

the opportunity that development might bring for economic Objective 7: Please see previous comments against Objective 5.
Please also note that aligning housing with key employment locationsimprovement in poorer areas. In this instance, the conclusions of the
(i.e. Durham City, Newton Aycliffe, Bishop Auckland, Peterlee, ConsettSA are misleading as they focus on the economic opportunities for a

socioeconomic group that should not be the priority for DCC. and Chester-le-Street) in County Durham does not necessarily mean
that housing will be located in wealthy areas. In many cases, high
levels of deprivation exist within the key employment locations.

  SA Objective 8 - Climate Change Mitigation

The SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as
better able to Mitigate Climate Change than the Wider Dispersal Option Objective 8: Section 3.40 and 3.47 of the Issues and Options

Document (June 2016) states that the Main Town and Sustainable(WD) in the short, medium and long terms. CDGP note with concern
Communities Options would require a solution to the congestion onthat SA omits consideration of the environmental consequences of
the A167 either through a Western relief Road or other significantthe Northern Relief Road, which is inseparably coupled with the Main
highway improvements. Until further studies had been undertaken, itTown and Sustainable Communities Options. Construction of this road
would have been incorrect for the SA to assume that these distributionswill cause very considerable carbon emissions, serious ecological,
required a Western Relief road. In addition, Section 4.3.6.2.17 of thelandscape and heritage impacts. The road is only made possible by
Preferred Options SA report also identifies that regardless of thethe CIL generated by the sale of high market value homes in prestige
location of new housing, the current configuration of Durham City’sareas (Durham Green Belt), and is only made necessary by the
road network would not be able to support background levels of trafficincreased car ownership these properties will generate. Inspector
growth associated with business as usual housing and employmentHarold Stephens in his interim views on the previously withdrawn CDP,
growth. Jacobs (2018) Durham Local Plan: Traffic Impacts. Pleaseparagraph 97 states, “However, the DfT publication Smarter Choices
note that no link between the housing distributions and a Northernshowed that a high intensity programme of sustainable travel initiatives
Relief road have been made as the rationale for a Northern Reliefcould achieve a reduction in peak hour traffic of 21%. The issue for
road relates to providing an alternative to Milburngate Bridge forDurham is all about peak hour travel demand so such evidence should
through traffic and creating and re-prioritising space for sustainable
modes within the City Centre.

be fully taken into consideration”. Once again, the conclusion that the
WD model will increase overall journey distance is akin to
abandonment of the prospect of economic regeneration within the
poorer communities of Durham.

Objective 13: Please note that the SA identified adverse impacts to
air quality in relation to all housing distribution options. (Please see
Appendix D – PO SA Report) However, the potential for worse impactsThe conclusion simply assumes that this won’t happen, and that

instead, all new employment opportunities will occur within wealthy to air quality were identified against the wider dispersal option
compared to the sustainable community’s option for the reasonsareas of the County, causing residents to travel. It is akin to saying
mentioned against objective 5. Comparatively, housing sites within orthat the County economy cannot be influenced by the Plan Making
on the periphery of Durham City will have greater opportunity to accessprocess which undermines the very purpose of the emerging plan, i.e.
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to proactively effect a positive future for the people of Durham. CDGP
believes that plan making should be positive, proactive (as opposed

and use sustainable modes of transport for shorter trips compared to
housing sites that are more dispersed and located further away from

to passive) and genuinely focus on those with greatest need. We the City. Please note that the study referred to relates to the withdrawn
believe that it is possible to regenerate the economies of poorer version of the Plan and is inadmissible.The PO SA Report highlighted
communities, so creating sustainable employment to improve the the need for specific air quality assessment to refine further the effects
quality of people’s lives. With regards the SA conclusion is incorrect
and misleading.

on Durham City’s AQMA as an outstanding issue (Please see section
7 of the PO SA Report).

  SA Objective 13 - Resources: Air, Water and Soil In relation to soil resources, we disagree with the comments made.
The SA recognises that with respect to soil resources the widerThe SA report identifies Sustainable Communities (SC) option as

better able to conserve resources including air, water and soil than
the Wider Dispersal Option (WD) in the short, medium and long terms.

dispersal option will result in a higher number of housing allocated on
poorer quality agricultural land and previously developed land. Possible
adverse effects to soil resources are predicted against the wider

Air dispersal option, whereas certain adverse effects to soil resources
are predicted against the Sustainable Communities option. Please
see Appendix D – Preferred Options SA report.

It should be noted that all options associated with increased house
building create environmental impacts both associated with
construction of homes, and the future use by residents. Where viable Disagree:The SA recognises that with respect to soil resources the

wider dispersal option will result in a higher number of housingalternatives to the private car do not exist, most family homes will
result in 2 additional cars therefore during the lifetime of the plan, an allocated on poorer quality agricultural land and previously developed
additional circa 50,000 cars may be introduced onto the Cunty road
network.

land. Possible adverse effects to soil resources are predicted against
the wider dispersal option, whereas certain adverse effects to soil
resources are predicted against the Sustainable Communities option.
Please see Appendix D – Preferred Options SA report.

Durham City already faces air quality problems and, given that central
government have no immediate plans to phase out diesel vehicles,
the only solution to this problem is to reduce the overall number of The conclusions of the SA are informed by a number of evidence

sources including locally specific, and up to date transport modellingcars on the city highways network. The SC option will achieve the
polar reverse of this as the proposed Green Belt development will add
substantially more cars to the network and the

which suggests that without the introduction of transport improvements,
the current configuration of the Durham City road network will not
effectively support background traffic growth brought about by housingNorthern and Western Relief Roads will stimulate the growth of more

traffic. and employment growth in line with national forecasts over the next
20 years. The long term effects of this (i.e. over the next 20 years) willIt is claimed that the Northern and Western Relief Roads will draw

traffic out of the City Centre, so that the existing AQMA is less polluted. therefore be an increasingly congested and poorly performing road
network in Durham City which is predicted to have a number ofHowever, Valley Environmental Consulting’s study “Durham Relief
negative social and economic effects as outlined in the SA. TheRoads, Air, Noise and Water Impacts Appraisal, 2014” shows that the
modelling also shows that sustainable transport solutions combinedrelief roads will create no material benefit in relation to air pollution.
with infrastructure solutions futureproof Durham City’s transportWe are very concerned that the Council are cherry-picking evidence
network to accommodate the business as usual levels of growthto support their claims in this matter, and request that this document

is submitted as material evidence to inform the consultation process. anticipated over the longer term. This is why the SA consequently
predicts better social and economic conditions compared to the

Also the SC options positions the City as the major focus and of
employment and economic growth, and this will of course draw

business as usual scenario. However, no assumption is made by the
SA that such effects will be permanent a ‘potential’ for permanent

additional cars into the city as residents drive to work (those who work effects only is cited in the detailed SA matrices.The SA also highlights
the potential social dis-benefits of the introduction of relief roads.in the city cannot afford to live in it, or in it’s immediate vicinity due to

house prices, and this forces additional car journeys).
Disagree. The transport modelling used to inform the SA has taken
into account traffic reduction and network performance improvementsCDGP do not consider the western and northern relief roads to be a

viable solution to the problem of traffic congestions as as a result of shifts to sustainable transport. The predicted effects of
this and the sustainable travel and demand management measures
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  It is a well-established principle of transport planning that the
construction of new roads tends to stimulate a considerable growth

outlined within the Durham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
(DCSTDP) are considered in more detail in the SA matrices against

in traffic.This principle has been suggested since at least the 1960s options B and D. A comprehensive narrative is also provided in the
and was definitively proven by the Standing Advisory Committee on SA report regarding other sustainable travel and demand management
Trunk Road Appraisal’s report in 1994, since when the trend has
continued. Typically, traffic volumes rise

measures which have been proposed throughout the Plan making
process.

by an average of 20% in the first instance. In subsequent years, they
rise according to the capacity of the new roads, so that the system

Please see previous comments as above

becomes as congested as before, only with more vehicles, more
pollution and more land-take.

  It has not been demonstrated that traffic crossing the City in order
to access the A1 is the primary cause of congestion through the City.
The Northern Relief Road, therefore, would not solve the congestion
issue, even temporarily, by removing traffic from the city centre.

  The roads will act to establish an outer perimeter to the city which
will ultimately result in infill development up the the relief road. This
would further add to the congestion and pollution issues in and around
the City. This is exactly what has occurred in other County Durham
and North East towns including Gateshead, Newcastle, and closer to
home at Spennymoor where

traffic is at a standstill along the bypass during rush hour. And
historically, the A690 that passes through Durham was originally built
to ease congestion through Durham Market.

Soil

Options involving green spaces development will clearly have a greater
impact on the availability of soil, in particular for local food production.
The SC option relies on the release of green belt. With regards these
resources, the SA again concludes that the WD option has a greater
overall impact, and this is not the case. SA conclusion is incorrect and
misleading.

In summary, CDGP feel that the Sustainable Communities option
should not have become the preferred option as the decision seems
largely based on a SA making the erroneous assumption that
development within towns and villages would not stimulate the
economies of these locations. It instead assumes that regardless of
plan interventions, the city will form the focus of future economic
development and job creation. Unfortunately, the preferred spatial
option fails to deliver for the the poorer communities of County Durham.

Noted. The Council is confident that the Sustainability Appraisal is
being undertaken in a legally compliant manner, including with respect

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This submission provides Gladman Developments’ representations
on the Durham Local Plan Preferred Options 2018.

9

to the assessment of reasonable alternatives and documentation of
reasons for either selecting or discounting the alternatives dealt with.

Gladman has considerable experience in the development industry
in a number of sectors, including residential and employment
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Please note that whilst housing growth options have been assessed
previously through the SA, section 4.2.2 of the Preferred Options SA

development. Gladman’s specialisms include the promotion of strategic
land for residential development, with associated community

report explains why differing growth options are no longer consideredinfrastructure and has also actively delivered commercial development
to be reasonable alternatives in light of the Government’s standard
approach to assessing housing need.

in a wide number of locations, including at employment sites in County
Durham.

These representations concern the following matters:

In respect of the distribution of development, the SA has assessed
five alternative approaches including the creation of a New Town.
Please see section 4.2.4 of the Preferred Options SA report

a. National Planning Policy

b. Duty to Cooperate

c. Sustainability Appraisal

d. Housing Needs
Section 2.2 of the Preferred Options SA report outlines the
methodology with respect to the housing sites assessment processe. Housing Supply

undertaken with regard to the potential alternative sites that could bef. Spatial Strategy
allocated to meet the selected spatial distribution. This includes allg. Emerging policies
reasonable sites (those identified as green or amber through the

h. Site Submissions Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment process) above 0.2ha
(in line with PPG advice). Justification is also provided in section 4.2.4On 24 July 2018, The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local

Government published the revised National Planning Policy Framework of this report as to why some sites which performed better in
sustainability terms than those selected for allocation were discounted.(NPPF, 2018). This publication forms the first revision of the National

Planning Policy Framework since 2012 and implements changes that
have been informed through the Housing White Paper, the planning

In addition to the 1700+ potential housing sites that were subject to
assessment, 15 alternative areas of search were also assessed to

for the right homes in the right places consultation and the draft revised
National Planning Policy Framework consultation.

determine whether the selected spatial distribution could be met without
The next iteration of the County Durham Plan will therefore need to
be drafted in the context of the NPPF, 2018 taken as a whole. In

the release of green belt land (see section 4.2.4 of the Preferred
Options SA report).The reasonableness of other greenbelt avoidance

addition, at this stage it is important to note that the standardised measures such as optimising densities and maximising use of
methodology to assess housing needs has been introduced, but that previously developed land etc are also described in the SA report and

the Council’s Exceptional Circumstances Note.this remains subject to change.This is as a result of the Government’s
response to the draft revised NPPF consultation, which reiterates the
need for these reforms to lead to more homes being built and highlights
the intention to consider adjusting the method to ensure that the
starting point in the plan-making process is consistent in aggregate
with the proposals in Planning for the right homes in the right places
consultation and continues to be consistent with ensuring that 300,000
homes are built per year by the mid 2020’s. It is now expected that
this will be given further consideration by the Government after the
2016-based household projections have been released in September
2018.

The Council’s current evidence on its housing requirement can be
found in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) undertaken
by Arc4 and dated 2016. The Plan as drafted acknowledges that the
national policy position will be changing in relation to the introduction
of a standardised methodology for the calculation of housing need
and indicates that the Council will move towards the preparation of a
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plan under the revisions that have now been made to the National
Planning Policy Framework. It is therefore important that the Local
Plan that is published for consultation under Regulation 19 is prepared
in the context of the requirements of the NPPF 2018 as a whole. It
will also need to give full consideration to the accompanying changes
to the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). In this regard, it is noted
that the policies of

the plan and its chapter headings relate closely to the structure and
content of the NPPF 2012.

It is important that the plan making process considers all reasonable
alternatives and that the Sustainability Appraisal tests them to the
same level of detail as the options that are ultimately chosen for
allocation. It is vital that the outcome of any associated decisions is
transparent.The Plan includes a review of the Green Belt and its draft
policies indicate the intention to release 126.5ha of land from the
Green Belt at Sniperley Park and Sherburn Road to create ‘Sustainable

Urban Extensions’ to Durham City, which would have a combined
estimated dwelling yield of 2320. In addition, there are also proposals
for a small number of ‘Non-Strategic Green Belt Amendments’. It is
essential that the evidence base provides a robust case for Green
Belt release and care will need to be taken to ensure that the approach
taken remains up-to-date in the context of the recent revisions to the
NPPF and the PPG.

Gladman agrees that strategic town extensions can often form part a
sustainable growth strategy, however it is essential that evidence is
provided which explains why this is an appropriate approach for County
Durham, where extensive development opportunities exist outside of
the Green Belt. Furthermore, consideration will need to be given to
how Green Belt boundaries can endure beyond the plan-period.

For all site allocations and existing site commitments, it is essential
that the deliverability, scale, complexity and development requirements
of these allocations are accurately considered as part of the evidence
base that underpins the pre-submission version of a Plan. As currently
presented, the ‘Preferred Option’ offers insufficient flexibility to
safeguard against any risks to the overall delivery of housing to meet
objectively assessed housing needs.

A wide portfolio of site allocations will be required within and adjacent
to settlements across the County. This would align with the dispersed
‘sustainable communities’ strategy and ensure that the Local Plan can
demonstrably meet the development needs of the area through its
allocations and fulfil the national policy requirement to significantly
boost the supply of housing. Gladman would suggest that site
allocations are included within the Plan to provide land with the
capacity for 20% more housing than the minimum housing requirement
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that is ultimately identified. This approach will provide an appropriate
safeguard against circumstances where sites do not come forward in
the manner that is initially forecast within the Plan’s housing trajectory.

It is vital that the allocations of the Plan fully reflect the spatial strategy
to support the promotion of sustainable communities through a
dispersed pattern of development. Gladman are of the view that a
number of development opportunities exist in locations that will support
the sustainability and regeneration of settlements over the plan period
which should be positively considered for allocation to support the
plan in demonstrating that housing needs can be met in full over the
plan period. In this context, Gladman highlight a number of sites.

Within the appendices, Gladman provide site submissions for
residential development opportunities in a number of sustainable
locations within the County. These sites are suitable, available and
achievable; and are deliverable and developable within the plan period.
As such, they represent significant opportunities for allocation through
the Local Plan that have the ability to align with the spatial strategy
and make a significant contribution within the housing trajectory:

• Land off A181, Thornley

• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland

• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor

• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington

• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss these opportunities
further with the Council as part of the plan-making process. Effective
and on-going engagement with all interested parties, including the
development industry, will ultimately ensure the production of a Plan
that is deliverable and successful in achieving its vision and aims.

INTRODUCTION

Context

Gladman Developments specialises in the promotion of strategic land
for residential development with associated community infrastructure.
This submission provides Gladman Development’s representations
on the County Durham Plan Preferred Options 2018.

Through this submission Gladman has highlighted a number of issues
relating to the Durham Plan and its supporting evidence base.

The Local Plan must provide for a sufficient supply of deliverable and
developable sites to meet the needs of County Durham over the plan
period.We submit that in addition to the sites that have been identified
for allocation, the Local Plan should be seeking to identify a wider
number sites across the settlement hierarchy.
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This response promotes the inclusion of the following sites for
residential development within the Local Plan, further details of which
are appended to this submission:

• Land off A181, Thornley

• Land at Copeland Road, West Auckland

• Land at Cockhouse Lane, Ushaw Moor

• Land off Petwell Lane, Easington

• Land at Hustledown Road, Stanley

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2018) sets out four
tests that must be met for Local Plans to be considered sound. In this
regard we submit that in order to prepare a sound plan it is fundamental
that it is:

• Positively Prepared – providing a strategy which, as a minimum,
seeks to meet the area’s objectively assessed needs; and is informed
by agreements with other authorities, so that unmet need from
neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so
and is consistent with achieving sustainable development;

• Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable
alternatives, and based on proportionate evidence;

• Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective
joint working on crossboundary strategic matters that have been dealt
with rather than deferred, as evidenced by the statement of common
ground; and

• Consistent with National Policy – enabling the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in this Framework

1.2 Previous Submissions

1.2.1 Gladman have previously made submissions in response to the
County Durham Local Plan at the Issues and Options Stage

2 NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY

2.1 National Planning Policy Framework and Planning Practice
Guidance 2.1.1 On 24 July 2018, The Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government published the revised National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2018). This publication forms the
first revision of the National Planning Policy Framework since 2012
and implements changes that have been informed through the Housing
White Paper, the planning for the right homes in the right places
consultation and the draft revised National Planning Policy Framework
consultation.

2.1.2 It has been made clear that local plans that are in preparation
will need to move towards the use of the new standardised
methodology for calculating housing needs, unless the plan is
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submitted for examination before 24 January 2019. In addition, at this
stage it is important to note that the standardised methodology to
assess housing needs has been introduced, but that this remains
subject to change. This is as a result of the Government’s response
to the draft revised NPPF consultation, which reiterates the need for
these reforms to lead to more homes being built and

highlights the intention to consider adjusting the method to ensure
that the starting point in the plan-making process is consistent in
aggregate with the proposals in Planning for the right homes in the
right places consultation and continues to be consistent with ensuring
that 300,000 homes are built per year by the mid 2020’s. It is now
expected that this will be given further consideration by the
Government after the 2016-based household projections have been
released in September 2018.

2.1.3 Gladman notes that the consultation documents that have been
published in relation to the County Durham Plan highlight that the
approach will be to undertake consultation on a presubmission version
of the Plan in January/February 2019. This approach should enable
the Local Planning Authority to take full account of the reforms that
have been introduced through the NPPF 2018 prior to its submission
for examination. In this regard, it is notable that the current preferred
option is structured to reflect the content of the current NPPF, in
particular through its subject headings and that this will therefore need
to be revisited.

3 LEGAL COMPLIANCE

3.1 Duty to Cooperate

3.1.1 The Duty to Cooperate is a legal requirement established through
Section 33(A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004,
as amended by Section 110 of the Localism Act. It requires local
authorities to engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis
with neighbouring authorities on cross-boundary strategic issues
throughout the process of Plan preparation. As demonstrated through
the outcome of the 2012 Coventry Core Strategy Examination and
the 2013

Mid Sussex Core Strategy Examination, if a Council fails to
satisfactorily discharge its Duty to Cooperate, this cannot be rectified
through modifications and an Inspector must recommend nonadoption
of the Plan.

3.1.2 Whilst Gladman recognise that the Duty to Cooperate is a
process of ongoing engagement and collaboration1, as set out in the
PPG it is clear that it is intended to produce effective policies on
cross-boundary strategic matters. In this regard the Local Planning
Authority must be able to demonstrate that it has engaged and worked
with neighbouring authorities, alongside their existing joint working
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arrangements, to satisfactorily address cross boundary strategic
issues, and

the requirement to meet any unmet housing needs. This is not simply
an issue of consultation but a question of effective cooperation.

3.1.3 Further, the PPG reflects on the bodies which are subject to the
Duty to Cooperate. It contains a list of the prescribed bodies.The PPG
then goes on to state that:

“These bodies play a key role in delivering local aspirations, and
cooperation between them and local planning authorities is vital to
make Local Plans as effective as possible on strategic cross boundary
matters.”

3.1.4 Paragraph 27 of the NPPF 2018 indicates that in order to
demonstrate effective and on-going joint working, strategic
policymaking authorities should prepare and maintain one or more
statements of common ground, documenting the cross-boundary
matters being addressed and progress in cooperating to address
these. These should be produced using the approach set out in
national planning guidance, and be made publicly available throughout
the plan-making process to provide transparency.

3.2 Sustainability Appraisal

3.2.1 In accordance with Section 19 of the 2004 Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act, policies set out in Local Plans must be
subject to Sustainability Appraisal (SA). Incorporating the requirements
of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes
Regulations 2004, SA is a systematic process that should be
undertaken at each stage of the Plan’s preparation, assessing the
effects of the Local Plan’s proposals on sustainable development
when judged against reasonable alternatives.

3.2.2 Critically, the current NPPF 2018 at Paragraph 32 sets out that:

“Local plans and spatial development strategies should be informed
throughout their preparation by a sustainability appraisal that meets
the relevant legal requirements. This should demonstrate how the
plan has addressed relevant economic, social and environmental
objectives (including opportunities for net gains). Significant adverse
impacts on these objectives should be avoided and, wherever possible,
alternative options which reduce or eliminate such impacts should be
pursued.Where significant adverse impacts are unavoidable, suitable
mitigation measures should be proposed (or, where this is not possible,
compensatory measures should be considered).”

Following this the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) requires that
different realistic and deliverable options for policies within the Plan
are tested, setting out:
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“they must be sufficiently distinct to highlight the different sustainability
implications of each so that meaningful comparisons can be made”

The SA is required to set out why those reasonable alternatives were
chosen. In terms of housing policies for the Plan this means the need
to test:

i. Reasonable alternatives on the quantum of development (i.e. the
housing requirement);

and,

ii. Reasonable alternatives on the distribution of development (i.e. the
spatial strategy and

combination of site allocations to be made).

The County Durham Plan should be based on an SA process that
clearly justifies its policy choices. In meeting the development needs
of the area, it should be clear from the results of the assessment why
some policy options have been progressed, and others have been
rejected. Undertaking a comparative and equal assessment of each
reasonable alternative, the decision making and scoring should be
robust, justified and transparent.

Gladman remind the Council that there have now been a number of
instances where the failure to undertake a satisfactory SA has resulted
in a local plan failing the test of legal compliance at Examination or
being subjected to legal challenge.

As part of the site selection process, it considered vital that the Local
Plan is underpinned by a process that includes a robust assessment
of development opportunities across all scales of sites that exist in
the area. It is considered that small and medium sized sites across
the county will form an essential element of a sustainable growth
strategy for County Durham and that an extensive number of
alternatives will need to be thoroughly considered through the SA
process. Due consideration must also be given to all development
options outside of the Green Belt as part of any justification for the
existence of ‘exceptional circumstances’ necessary for the adjustment
of Green Belt boundaries. Furthermore the ability for the Green Belt
to endure beyond the plan-period will be an important consideration
through the preparation of the Plan and its sustainability appraisal. In
addition, sites should not be discounted from consideration without
being considered on a like-for-like basis with the option that is
ultimately preferred within the Local Plan. Critically, the SA must
positively reflect the Planning Practice Guidance which highlights that:

“The sustainability appraisal should identify any likely significant
adverse effects and measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and, as
fully as possible, offset them.The sustainability appraisal must consider
all reasonable alternatives and assess them in the same level of detail
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as the option the planmaker proposes to take forward in the Local
Plan (the preferred approach).”

Gladman would wish to highlight that the SA must identify and assess
all reasonable alternatives in a consistent manner using the information
that is made available to the Council through site submissions during
the plan preparation process. The site selection process should not
arbitrarily discount sites from consideration. In addition, the
Sustainability Appraisal must provide adequate reasoning and
justification for the sites that are allocated or rejected for allocation.
The PPG states

“the Sustainability Appraisal should outline the reasons why the
alternatives were selected, the reasons why the rejected options were
not taken forward and the reasons for selecting the preferred approach
in light of the alternatives. It should provide conclusions on the overall
sustainability of the different alternatives, including those selected as
the preferred approach within the Local Plan. Any assumptions used
in assessing the significance of effects of the Local

Plan should be documented.”
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For the detailed table of the SA response to the HRA report responses
please see Appendix A in the Pre-Submission Habitats Regulations

Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)

Determination of sites

1

Assessment (HRA) of the County Durham Plan. However the
responses are summarised below:Please note that formal consultation on the proposed extension to the

Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA has now commenced; as a
HRA report:result, the area has become a potential SPA (pSPA) and has the same

status as an SPA. It should therefore be included into the HRA. Noted – the proposed extension area to the Teesmouth and Cleveland
Coast SPA will be included in the HRA as a potential pSPA as opposed
to functional land.The titles of SPA's and SACS have been amended.

The titles of Figure 1 and 2 should read ‘SPAs’ and ‘SACs’.

In-combination assessment
The HRA and its in-combination assessment will be amended
accordingly to reflect the consultation response and discussion.Generally, an in-combination assessment would be required when a

Plan has no significant effect alone. As this Plan will have significant
''Natural England concurs that the housing land allocations in this Plan
may have significant effects Durham Coast SAC, Northumbria Coast

effects, and mitigation is required, an in-combination assessment is
necessary only if residual impacts are identified. This assessment

SPA and Ramsar and Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA andshould only include those plans and projects without significant effects
or with residual effects. Ramsar, however, Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast pSPA will need

to be assessed as well.'' - This will be included.
Screening assessment

Section 7.03 - the Plan and HRA will be amended accordingly to clarify
this aspect. The Council will clarify that where GreenpeaceNatural England concurs that the housing land allocations in this Plan

may have significant effects Durham Coast SAC, Northumbria Coast enhancements are proposed, contributions towards coastal access
SPA and Ramsar and Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast SPA and management measures will also be required. The approach to
Ramsar, however, Teesmouth and Cleveland Coast pSPA will need
to be assessed as well.

contributions towards these measures will be reviewed and clarified
within the HRA and Developers Guidance document.

Appropriate Assessment Section 7.2.10 - The HRA and Developers Guidance document will
be amended to clarify this.Section 7.0.3 includes the description of a three-pronged approach:

Reference to HRA report Section 7.3- Clarity will be added to the HRA
report and Developers guidance document in relation to the 'in

1. Presumption against any net increase in residential development
within 0.4km of the coastal sites

perpetuity' issue i.e. greenspace sites in the Council's ownership willEven though the Plan does not allocate any land within this buffer, it
does not specifically include a presumption against development, or continue to be retained and maintained by the Council. The 20 year

costs for the coastal access management and monitoring measuresany other approach that is different from development outside the
will be retained.The current wording of the Internationally Designated
Sites policy will be reviewed in relation to this matter.

buffer.This is therefore not a mitigation measure, unless a modification
is made to the Local Plan.

2. Provision/enhancement of suitable natural greenspace to reduce
the frequency of visits to the coastal sites by residents and hence
reduce pressure on them

Developers Guidance:

Housing figures will be revised to reflect the most up to date figures.
This includes a requirement of 3ha per 1000 persons. Natural England
has previously responded to this requirement in a consultation on the

The contribution for the access management and monitoring costing
will be re-considered.

‘HRA Guidance document for developers’ (our ref 228952, dated 10
The HRA of the Plan did not need to mention this aspect as the County
Durham Plan does not allocate any development within 400 metres
of the coastal sites or any other Natura 2000 site.

November 2017), in which we requested further detail on calculations,
in order to evidence the 3ha.

The HRA provided with this stage of the Local Plan does not include
any further detail on its calculation, nor has it addressed any of the
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Reference to 2.06 comment - This section will be revised accordingly
to reflect the People Over Wind ruling.

issues we raised previously. In addition, the statement in section 7.2.5
that ‘the quantity standards for mitigation greenspace need to be based
on existing open space provision’ is not appropriate, as mitigation Noted - tourism development will be required to contribute and the

position on this will be made clearer in the Developers Guidance
document.

measures are determined by their effectiveness in preventing adverse
impacts on European designated sites only. The current provision of
green space and coastal space does not indicate how much additional
green space might be needed to mitigate for new development. In
addition, due to the unique character of the coast, any green space
provision cannot be considered to be a true alternative. The
requirement for green space depends on the type of development, its
location and the existing recreational use in the area and therefore
providing a general size requirement may not be appropriate.

With regards to the specific green spaces described, section 7.2.10
states that ‘it will be up to the developer to carry out any necessary
assessments to secure the site, prove their value and relevancy to
any particular development proposal and develop any required
supporting infrastructure’. It is therefore unclear whether these green
spaces can be delivered at this moment.

It is therefore unclear which of these sites will be brought forward as
mitigation. It is important to note that the HRA for the Local Plan should
be aimed at the impacts of the Plan specifically. The relation between
all green spaces included and specific mitigation for allocations is not
provided. In addition, further detail will be required on the proposed
enhancements, such as how the variety of habitats will be increased,
how dog walkers will be encouraged to use the site etc. It should also
be noted that greenspace will need to be maintained in perpetuity if
used as a mitigation measure. Lastly, there are no details on how
these measures will be funded.

3. Access management and monitoring measures to reduce and
monitor the effects of residents and those from a wider catchment
who visit the coastal sites

We welcome this mitigation measure, in particular as green space
provision has limited effectiveness in preventing impacts. The costs
are calculated for 20 years, please note that mitigation should be
managed in perpetuity and it will need to be shown how this will be
funded.

Implementation

Reference is made to the developers’ guidance, which states that ‘in
terms of deciding whether the housing allocations proposed in the
Plan should contribute towards measure 2, measure 3 or a combination
of both, please note that the two strands are not mutually exclusive
and will be tailored to fit the specific nature of the proposals once these
are forthcoming.’. Please note that measure 2 alone is not sufficient
to prevent impacts.

2
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The HRA states that housing growth is expected to be 3,815 dwellings,
but the calculations of the costs are based on 2,804 dwellings; further
clarification would be welcome.

In summary, we advise that the HRA (and guidance for developers)
would need some amendments to ensure that the submission draft
of the Plan will not have adverse effects on designated sites.

HRA Guidance document for developers

We recommend to add details on the version and date of this Plan. It
is unclear whether any changes have been made in relation to the
development of the preferred options.

It is explained that the contribution for small developments is less than
for large developments. However, the HRA calculated the average
contribution for the access management and monitoring measures as
£658.98 per dwelling. Section 4.0.7 states that the smaller contribution
is to ensure viability and that small development equals to 11% of total
housing growth. However, the contribution for larger development has
stayed at the same level, which could mean the costs for mitigation
(capital costs) might not be met. It needs to be explained further
whether this would cause impacts on designated sites.

The guidance states that development within 0.4km of coastal
protected sites will not be sufficiently mitigated by the measures in
this guidance, however, the HRA did not identify this and did not
propose additional mitigation.

Section 2.0.6 states that ‘At the screening stage, it will often be
appropriate to consider whether projects can be adapted or mitigated
so that any likely significant effect can be ruled out.’ Please refer to
our comments above regarding People Over Wind Ruling by the Court
of Justice of the European Union. This also applies to section 3.0.4.

Section 4.0.1 includes: ‘in terms of deciding whether new development
should contribute towards measure 2, measure 3 or a combination of
both…’ Mitigation that is only aimed at providing greenspace is unlikely
to prevent significant effects. It is not explained why tourism
development would not be required to contribute to access
management and monitoring measures.

For the detailed table of the SA response to the HRA report responses
please see Appendix A in the Pre-Submission Habitats Regulations

Paragraphs 2.0.1 and 2.0.2.

The RSPB welcomes use of the following guidance:

2

Assessment (HRA) of the County Durham Plan. However the
responses are summarised below:Dodd A.M., Cleary B.E., Dawkins J.S., Byron H.J., Palframan L.J. and

Williams G.M. (2007) The Appropriate Assessment of Spatial Plans
in England: a guide to why, when and how to do it. The RSPB, Sandy. HRA report:

Functional Land:The approach will be made clearer in the HRA report.
Please note that Natural England have since confirmed that Curlew
is not an interest feature of the SPA (Email: 17/10/18).

We thank the Council for their continued consultation and welcome
the opportunity for further discussion as the Plan develops.

Functional Land
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The following plans of The Hartlepool Borough Council Plan and The
Northumberland Draft Local Plan will be taken into account.

The RSPB agrees that consideration of potential impacts to land that
is functionally linked to Natural 2000 sites is important.We particularly
welcome the identification and mapping of coastal seabird feeding
and roosting areas.

Flow chart has been removed.

Table 11 Visitor Attractions and Visitor Accommodation: Preliminary
Assessment of the Preferred Option Policies - The supporting text toHowever, we disagree with some of the assumptions made regarding

the identification and consideration of foraging areas for upland SPA
species, in particular Curlew and Golden Plover.

the policies will be re-considered to clarify that tourism related
applications could have a potential recreational impact on protected
sites where they fall within the HRA buffers.Curlew and Golden plover are both species which nest in moorland

habitats and both have preferred feeding areas which could be outside Table 11: Preliminary Assessment of the Preferred Option
Policies: Minerals and Waste policies - In relation to Natura 2000of the SPA. It is true that golden plover almost exclusively nest on the

moors and blanket bogs, however, they do most of their feeding on sites an ‘unacceptable adverse’ impact would be an adverse effect
surrounding pastures. They do not nest on farmland but sometimes on the integrity of the site as per the Internationally Designated Sites
chaperone their chicks up to 2km to feed on farmland and adults will policy. In this respect, the Plan is to be read as a whole. This will be

made clearer in the HRA report.fly some distance to forage (males 2.4 to 2.7km and females
6.6-7.4km).

Curlews, in contrast, are a more generalist breeding, breeding on both
moorland and enclosed land. We accept that it is difficult to ascertain HRA Guidance Report:

which land utilized by foraging curlews is functionally linked to the Comment Reference 3:  'RSPB’s main concern in making this point
is that the Council should be able to justify their approach to FinancialSPA as such birds could be breeding within and outside of the SPA.
contributors and to be able to demonstrate that an adverse effect onThis difficulty may be resolved through surveys which can determine

whether birds are commuting back to nests inside the SPA. integrity will be avoided' - The approach to contributions has since
been revised with no distinction being made between major and
non-major developments.

Research (Robson et. al. 20021) found that, in contrast to the distances
travelled by foraging golden plover, Curlews preferred to feed in fields
closest to the nest, usually within 1km but occasionally straying further. Comment Reference DJ7 - The Council will consider the information

from the RSPB further with reference to 'within 0.4km' of the coast
wording.

Therefore, we do not agree with the assumption that a large proportion
of the SPA curlew population will utilize similar areas to golden plover
for foraging. Comment Reference 13 :The wording of the HRA, Guidance document

and Plan policy will be updated accordingly. Thank you for your
suggested wording.

The Linnaen name for golden plover is misspelt – it should be Pluvialis
apricaria.

Comment reference 18 : More detail will be provided.In considering the potential for in-combination effects to Natura 2000
sites, it may be prudent to consider the following plans: Comment Reference 20 : Noted – the Guidance document will be

updated accordingly and further clarification on the approach adopted
will be provided to developers

• The Hartlepool Borough Council Plan was adopted on 22nd May
2018. following further modifications to the HRA and association HRA
mitigation and delivery plan. Comment Reference 22: Noted – the Guidance document will be

updated accordingly and further clarification on the approach adopted
will be provided to developers

• The Northumberland Draft Local Plan July 2018

Figure 7: Likely Significant Effects Flowchart
Comment Reference 23: The scale of the greenpeaces identified for
the housing allocations  are unlikely to trigger pooling restrictions in
terms of the contributions required.

The Likely Significant Effects Flowchart will need to be amended to
reflect the requirements of the European Court of Justice decision in
People over Wind & Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta C-323/17. The box
“Could the Plan be changed or counteracting measures added to avoid Comment Reference 28 and J29: More detail will be provided
likelihood of significant effects?” needs to be deleted and the arrow
from the test “Would the effects be likely to be significant alone or in
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combination with other plans or projects?” should lead directly to the
box which states “Appropriate Assessment required”.

Table 11: Preliminary Assessment of the Preferred Option Policies

Visitor Attractions and Visitor Accommodation

Both policies have been assessed as B (1)

B (1) Option / Policy may lead to new development but due to either
the development type under consideration, distance from Natura 2000
Sites and/or absence of connected impact pathways there are no
conceivable effects.

The HRA: Guidance and Requirements for Developers document:
Section 3.1 - describes the types and location of development which
are required to be included for consideration in the coastal mitigation
strategy in order to avoid an adverse effect on coastal SPAs. This
includes visitor attractions and visitor accommodation. Therefore, it
is not possible to screen out potential impacts from these policies and
they should be subject to further assessment within the Appropriate
Assessment.

Table 11: Preliminary Assessment of the Preferred Option Policies

Minerals and Waste policies

Policies which may lead to new minerals workings/built development
have been assessed as B(2)

B (2) Policy may lead to new development but the policy wording
includes safeguards to ensure that such development will only be
delivered where no adverse effects to Natura 2000 sites will occur.

Policy wording states in most cases that all proposals must
demonstrate that there will be no unacceptable adverse impacts on
the environment.Whilst we note that no minerals allocations are made
within or close proximity to either SAC/SPA, we have particular concern
regarding the phrase “unacceptable adverse impact” which lacks the
necessary precision for policies to be effective. The text should be
clear on the level of adverse effect that is ‘unacceptable’. In the context
of Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of Conservation, the
policy should make it clear that the aim is to avoid an adverse effect.

We consider that wording should be consistent with the hierarchical
approach to the protection of nature conservation designations as
detailed in Policies 43 to 45. We also note a numbering error from
Policy 44 onwards in the policy number detailed within the boxed text
differs from the main heading text.

Please note that RSPB comments on the Appropriate Assessment
are already covered within RSPB on the HRA of the Developer
Guidance document.
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"The text will be changed from ""the promotion of
active travel"" to ""significant potential for active
travel""

My comments on the Durham City Sustainable
Transport Delivery Plan, 2018–2035 presented by
Durham County Council are set out below. I am
responding on my own behalf as a local resident.

26

The scope of the Delivery Plan was shaped by
consultation with the public and stakeholders at theOverall Impression
start of the process to identify where the priority
areas for improvement are.
Proposals for other areas of Durham City are being
taken forward within the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
The areas surrounding Durham City which
accessible by sustainable modes i.e. up to 5 miles

Unfortunately I think the Delivery Plan fails much
like the unadopted 2016 Durham City Sustainable
Transport Strategy it replaces, its scope is still too
constrained geographically and it seems even less
ambitious than before.

For example in 2016 the strategy stated “There is
significant potential for active travel and sustainable

outside Durham City, are considered within the
County Durham Walking and Cycling Delivery Plan

modes of transport.” In 2018 that becomes “There (CDWACDP). As part of the CDSWACDP the
is significant potential for the promotion of active Council will construct Cycling Super Routes linking

key settlements within 5 miles of Durham City..
.
In Table 7.2, targets are given which the Delivery
Plan seeks to achieve. These targets relate to the

travel and sustainable modes of transport in
Durham.” This is a massive and unacceptable step
down and should be addressed. People who don’t
currently walk, cycle or get the bus, are not going to
switch modes because the Council produce a leaflet first five years post-implementation (2018-2023) and

will be revisited post-2023 implementation.telling them they can. They may switch mode if the
infrastructure is improved and provides a safe &
direct alternative. Comment on VMS and SCOOT noted.

The Delivery Plan states that the Northern Relief
Road is dependent on lane reduction on Milburngate

Again the areas that are proposed areas of
investment miss out the A167 & Neville’s Cross and

Bridge. The consultants do not believe that thethe areas beyond, west/southwest of the city, part
reduction of lanes should be done without displacingof which is in the AQMA, which seems to be a glaring

omission. the traffic on the Bridge. If this scenario was to
happen, the Council would be concerned about

This omission is then repeated in the areas identified
for intervention for the Whole City Long Term
Strategy.

traffic on radial routes spreading and having a
negative impact on all form of sustainable transport.

One way systems are often confusing and can mean
higher speeds. From a public transport perspective,Despite the proposed Western Relief Road in the

County Durham Plan purported to relieve traffic on buses would need to go longer distances, perform
Neville’s Cross Bank, Junction & the A167, there difficult manoeuvres and their routing would be
are no junctions to be improved, no transport priority
routes through this area.

confusing for users. We also need to consider the
parking of residents on Hallgarth street, it also calms
traffic by reducing speed of traffic.It really is very poor indeed.
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This strategy has been informed by considerable
consultation.Targets and timescales are mentioned
in Section 7.2.

Providing the infrastructure for people who live in
Durham to walk & cycle to their destination is a fine
ambition, but it isn’t going to have a noticeable
impact on the AQMA and congestion if everyone DCC agree that bus lanes will help in the peak traffic

and are looking at opportunities including one at
Neville's Cross and Gilesgate.
"

from villages a couple of miles away still see driving
to Durham as their only viable option.

Most people would consider cycling at 10-14 mph
to be an unhurried pace & most people would
consider cycling for 30 minutes to be a
straightforward task.Therefore it would make sense
to expand the area covered by the Sustainable
Transport Strategy to a 5–7 mile radius around the
city to maximise the impact of the measures
proposed.

Drawing a 5 mile ‘cycle-able’ zone around Durham
it is surprising how many villages are within easy
cycling distance of the city but the numbers of people
cycling to school, work and the shops will be 1-2%
at most.

That is the size of the area required for
improvements for the delivery plan to maximise its
impact, as not only do the people of Durham have
to walk & cycle more but the people coming to
Durham have cycle & get the bus more frequently
as well.

At the close of the period covered by the delivery to
be able to assess its impact the strategy must
contain targets and timescales; and reference to the
appropriate standards and guidance, so that DCC
builds the high quality infrastructure that will achieve
them. Without this, the “Smarter choices” promotion
and the strategy as a whole will not be effective.

Infrastructure Measures

The Draft Durham City Sustainable Transport
Delivery Plan identifies the infrastructure measures
to create a more sustainable transport network in
the city through mini-plans.

My comments are:

• Urban Traffic Management & Control, Variable
Message Signage & SCOOT. This is of little
importance to modal shift and encouraging
sustainable transport. It will legitimise and
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encourage ‘rat-running’ to avoid congestion
hot spots.

• The STSDP has correctly identified reducing
traffic lanes on Milburngate Bridge as an
achievable aim but has incorrectly assumed
the displaced vehicles have to be provided for
elsewhere. The traffic using the bridge is not
a force of nature but the combination of
people’s individual choices regarding transport
and convenience. If sustainable solutions are
implemented comprehensively and to a
high standard, modal shift will reduce the
demand for crossing Milburngate Bridge in a
motor vehicle meaning it can cope with
reduced traffic lanes without the need for the
Northern Relief Road. Therefore, the STSDP
should ensure the sustainable transport
measures and lane restriction is brought in
first. If after a suitable study period that to fails
to reduce traffic then the argument for a
northern relief road could be made.

• Improvements to the bus station and stops will
make things better for existing bus users but
will have little impact on non-users and so
won’t induce modal shift. If people are sat in
traffic and see the bus moving freely and not
being held in it, it will encourage more people
to leave the car at home making journeys
easier for people for whom taking the car is
essential.Therefore, the STSDP should ensure
city bound bus lanes are constructed on roads
that experience heavy traffic in the morning.
To encourage people to leave their car at
home and travel on the less convenient, less
direct, dirty, slower, more expensive bus DCC
must ensure that buses are not held in the
traffic in the morning peak. People want to get
to work on time, they want regular and reliable
travel and city bound bus lanes are the way to
support that.

• For example the on-street car parking on
Neville’s Cross Bank could be removed and
replaced with a city-bound bus lane. The
occasional car parking for parents using St
Margaret’s could be stopped permanently &
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the bus lane continued down Crossgate Peth
to near the traffic lights. This would massively
decrease bus journey times on this route and
make them more reliable, encouraging people
to leave the car at home & take the bus
instead. DCC should compulsory purchase
land adjacent to A177/Shincliffe Peth, Toll
House Road, Broom Lane and the A691 and
construct bus lanes

• I am concerned that improvements to the
walking routes to the University, while
necessary and worthwhile in of themselves,
without other measures to restrict on-street
parking and provide infrastructure for cyclists
will make these roads more hostile for and
suppress use of them by cyclists. There will
be less room for drivers to overtake on the
narrower roads or they will make cycling less
beneficial as there would not be room to filter
past the stationary traffic. Therefore, the
STSDP should seek to remove onstreet
parking and introduce one way systems to
create space for segregated cycle
infrastructure. For example, Church Street
should be converted to 1-way city bound.
Hallgarth Street should be converted to 1-way
outward bound. There should be no U/right
turn between Church & Hallgarth Streets and
the pavement on the corner would be built out
to join onto the pedestrian island, no right turn
into Elvet Crescent and motor vehicles would
be directed to the Leazes Bowl roundabout
before returning to Hallgarth Street. Close
Whinney Hill to through traffic to prevent it &
Old Elvet becoming a rat run but have a bus
gate, so bus services can still use the roads.
Outward bound bus stops would be relocated
to Hallgarth Street, pedestrian links between
the two roads already exist and would be
improved. On both roads: remove all on-street
car parking from these two ‘Distributor Roads’,
retain a single all traffic lane, build a
bi-directional segregated cycle lane, widen
footpaths & where the width allows provide a
bus lane.
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• This is incredibly important to modal shift and
the junctions should be expanded to include
those on the west of the city Toll House Road,
Neville’s Cross, Stonebridge, Cock o’the North
and the roads accessing them to ensure
benefit is maximised.

• Reducing congestion for motorists is not going
to induce modal shift to sustainable transport.
Therefore, in conjunction with the junction
improvements the STSDP should seek to close
rat runs in and into the City. For example
Lowes Barn Bank, Potters Bank and Margery
Lane should be closed to through traffic. This
would concentrate traffic onto the larger
through roads, the A roads A690 & A171 and
allow residential roads to return to their
established function of being destinations not
major thoroughfares. Further it would benefit
Durham School whose buildings are separated
by a busy road on two blind bends, a shared
space could be created between the bends as
the only traffic going that way would be serving
the school.

Conclusion

This delivery plan is unduly limited geographically
and displays a lack of ambition, defined timescales
and targets and doesn’t state what standard or good
practice should be applied to ensure that the
interventions are of the required high quality to
achieve a modal shift to sustainable transport.
The report does identify many of the benefits in
favour of sustainable transport but should be much
stronger on the required interventions.

Based on this plan I can guarantee that at the end
of the plan period nothing will have changed, car
use will be broadly in line with national averages,
walking, cycling and public transport use will be low
in comparison especially given the compact nature
of the city. The vast proportion of spending will be
on improving things for motorists and relatively little
on.

"Section 2.2.3 - The Council are seeking to extend
the capacity of two Park and Ride Sites and create

Section 1.1 Defining the vision and objectives
(p7-18)

25
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a new site at Stonebridge. As part of this extension,
it will be necessary that routes will be revised to

Durham University is very supportive of the positive
vision and objectives of the Durham City Sustainable

accommodate the extra site.The University requestTransport Delivery Plan (STDP) including
that Sniperley and Belmont can serve the Universityimprovements to the walking and cycling
is noted. The DC STDP also suggests theinfrastructure, creating space for sustainable travel
Sniperley-Belmont service serving Belmont business
park.

and reducing single-occupancy car commuter
journeys. The targets within the Plan reflect the
targets within our Sustainable Travel Plan 2014 -20. Text will be revised in the Park and Ride section of

the document.The University has a long commitment to improving
sustainable travel, evident with the creation of its The Council is reducing the number of free parking

spaces available to its own staff by moving itsSustainable Travel Plan in 2014-20, with one of its
stated aims being to reduce single-occupancy
journeys.

Headquarters and investing in more Park and Ride
capacity on a new site on the edge of the city centre.
This will have the added advantage of reducing car
trips and transport pollutants in the city centre.
.

Section 2.2.3 Building on a successful ‘track record’:
Park & Ride, local buses and rail (p.21 & P.22)

The text could be strengthened here by reference
to the University's travel surveys, which regularly Policy 2.2.4 - The limited provision of coherent and

continuous cycling infrastructure is also
acknowledged

demonstrate that the Park and Ride is not at all
convenient for University staff. There should be
recognition in this section of the need for Park and Policy 2.2.9 - Durham City is a desirable residential,

commercial and tourist city with increasing andRide services to serve the University from Sniperley
and Belmont. competing demands for parking space. The area

mentioned is already part of the Durham City
Controlled Parking Zone.

Policy 2.2.4 Opportunities for cycling (p.22)

P.24 states that "the very compactness of Durham
City that encourages such high levels of walking The controlled parking was introduced in order to

provide a balanced approach to parking provision;may as a consequence be a significant factor that
has constrained cycling levels". ensuring the varying needs of all sectors of the

community were met.While the hilliness of the city is off-putting to some
extent, it is clear, again from the University’s travel Current costs (per half hour) for parking in the areas

identifies are:surveys, that the almost complete lack of direct,
continuous cycle routes is the main factor, rather
than compactness.

Potters Bank 20p
Elvet Hill Road 20p
Church Street, 30p
Hallgarth Street, 50p
Whinney Hill, 20p
Quarryheads Lane 20p
Crossgate, 80p
John Street, 50p
Atherton Street 50p
New Street, 50p
Mitchell Street 50p

Policy 2.2.9 Parking (p.27)

We are glad to see the acknowledgement that the
cheap on-street car parking leads to problems for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Better management of car parking spaces is
required, especially on streets near the University,
such as Potters Bank, Elvet Hill Road, Church Street,
Hallgarth Street, Whinney Hill and Quarryheads
Lane.

The income generated goes towards maintenance
and enforcement of the scheme as well as providing
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By imposing a 2-hour maximum stay on these roads,
the benefits for local businesses would be maximised

the park and ride service and subsidising public
transport throughout the county.

with greater turnover. The number of spaces could Section 3.2 - Comment noted.
be reduced if a few more were allocated solely for

Section 3.4 - The Council is investing in
improvements to cycling routes on the A167 'Great
North Cycle Way'.
Figure 3.1 - The scope of the Delivery Plan was
shaped by consultation with the public and

residents' use. It would also discourage use by
students and staff and reinforce the University's
efforts to manage its own car parking provision
better. Less parking will make it possible to find
space for cycling and walking improvements.

stakeholders at the start of the process to identify
where the priority areas for improvement are.
Proposals for other areas of Durham City are being
taken forward within the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
The areas surrounding Durham City which are
accessible by sustainable modes i.e. up to 5 miles

Section 3.2 – Place and movement hierarchy (p.32)

We agree with the hierarchy as this also strengthens
the need for improved footpaths, especially along
South Road and Church Street – which are part of
the delivery plan and the University Estate
Masterplan which is noted. outside Durham City, are considered within the

County Durham Walking and Cycling Delivery PlanSection 3.4 Delivering the plan (p.34)
(CDWACDP). As part of the CDSWACDP the

In Figure 3.1 no interventions are proposed along
the A167 corridor or the junctions along it, except at

Council will construct Cycling Super Routes linking
key settlements within 5 miles of Durham City.

Sniperley.To increase the number of cyclists coming
Section 4.3.2 -Pedestrians are the priority in this
area of the city. Work on cycling routes to the city

into the City requires improved cycle routes from
local villages including Bearpark, Broompark,

centre is ongoing as part of the ongoing CyclingLangley Moor & Spennymoor and provision for these
routes to cross the A167 safely. audit process. However, as this strategy

acknowledges, it is very difficult to identify routes for
It is also noticeable that the Neville's Cross,
Merryoaks and Crossgate Moor areas of the city are

cyclists through the city centre due to a shortage of
space. There are a number of issues which have

omitted from the plan. How can this be justified given led to the removal of the proposal to allow cyclists
the large number of staff and students that live here
and beyond?

to access Framwellgate Bridge and Silver Street.
There are significant safety concerns related to the
conflict of cyclists with pedestrians in this area ofSection 4.3.2 Short term plan (p.42)
the city alongside suitability of the surface forThe previous version of the document, which was

out for consultation two years ago, included a cyclists. In addition in order to allow cyclists to use
Framwellgate and Silver Street would require theproposal that cycling either way along Framwellgate
introduction of appropriate signage to notify bothBridge and Silver Street should be permitted outside
cyclist and pedestrians.The introduction of additionalthe peak shopping hours, before 10am and after
signage contradicts with the principle included within4pm. This idea garnered wide support, but the lack
the Delivery Plan to reduce street clutter, especiallyof any route identified to link Framwellgate Bridge
in the conservation area to improve the overall visual
environment within the city centre.

with the top end of North Road was criticised. It was
also suggested that Elvet Bridge was similarly
treated. Section 4.3.4 - Comment noted. As mentioned in

Section 4.3.5, our primary focus of the NorthernThe current Delivery Plan makes no such proposal,
and it appears the Council has been persuaded to Relief Road is that it should only be provided to

enable road space reallocation in the city centreremove this idea by ill-informed anti-cycling rhetoric.
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Therefore, each route will remain strictly one way,
and technically cycling is only permitted if you are

helping remove traffic and improve facilities for
sustainable modes.

making a delivery, at the same hours as deliveries
by motor vehicle are permitted.

Section 4.3.5 - Support noted for smarter choices
collaboration which we see as a good opportunity.

There is criticism of students flouting the current
restrictions and an objective assessment of the risks

Section 4.4 - New or improved cycle routes are
acknowledged. Work on cycling routes to the city

would surely conclude that allowing two way cycling centre is ongoing as part of the ongoing Cycling
on Silver Street and Elvet Bridge before 10am and audit process. However, as this strategy
after 4pm would impose very little additional danger acknowledges, it is very difficult to identify routes for
to pedestrians, and would afford a far safer route for
cycling.

cyclists through the city centre due to a shortage of
space.

By way of evidence, you can see from the accident
data for Saddler Street, where cycling is allowed at

Section 5.2.1 - Support for introduction of smarter
choices acknowledged.

all times, that there have been no collisions involving
Section 5.3 - Comment noted.We feel the formation
of a formal partnership of employers seeking to
increase sustainable transport is a good idea.

cycles but a considerable number involving cars and
lorries. Rather than having our students (and staff)
criticised for disobeying unreasonable restrictions,
the restrictions themselves should be changed. Of Section 5.6 - Good idea. Further discussion to be

considered.course during the peak shopping times the
restrictions should probably remain, with the caveat
that disabled users may need to be accommodated.

Section 6.2 - Comment noted

Section 6.3.1 - Comment noted
There are many students living in the viaduct area
and on the bailey and Claypath who need to travel Section 6.4.1 - Comment noted.The Nexus pop card

is now available and most buses in the city nowto Elvet Riverside, Maiden Castle and other
accept contact less payment cards. In addition thedestinations on that side of town, where the most
bus operators are now working with the localconvenient route lies through the market place. It
authorities and NEXUS in order to structure fares inwould also be beneficial to staff and help the
a more customer friendly way so fares can beUniversity achieve its Travel Plan targets if this

cross-city route could be made available. capped and be less complex. Its not just about Smart
phones, its about making payment simple.

Section 4.3.4 Priority for sustainable modes on
Milburngate Bridge (p.43) Section 6.4.2 - Comment and support noted for

extension of Park & Ride operating hours.
Preference would be that these plans were brought
forward early in the plan and not linked to the
provision of the Northern Relief Road.

Section 6.6 - Comment noted about emphasis on
the use of zero emission vehicles.

Section 7.1 - The Delivery Plan sets out ideas for
different measures in the city in order to deliver the

Consideration needs to be given to how cyclists
would be able to access the neighbouring network

wider Transport Plan. It forms part of a hierarchy ofsafely, and be protected at the various slip roads,
once off the new space on the bridge. documents being produced by Durham County

Council, central to this is the development of the
Section 4.3.5 A new northern route for traffic (p.46) Spatial Strategy which presents a vision for potential

housing, jobs and the environment till 2035. TheWe still have a concern regarding the long-term
strategy of implementing the transport improvements Spatial Strategy is supported by a wide ranging
for pedestrians & cyclists after the Northern Relief evidence base including documents such as the
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Infrastructure Deliver Plan and the Durham City
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. The Durham

Road due to its lateness in the plan and the risk this
may not go ahead.

City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan will beHowever as previously mentioned we support the
introduction of ‘smarter choices’ which will improve followed by the development of area specific action

plans.
"

travel options for all. The University welcomes the
opportunity to work with DCC and to be involved
with the Go Smarter Programme and agreed to
continue working with Go Smarter and use their
branding.This will assist with advising and promoting
to staff the alternatives for travelling into Durham
City.

Section 4.4 University to the City Centre corridor
(p.51)

The document says that dedicated cycling facilities
between the University and the city centre will be
developed in partnership with the University, and
makes reference to the University masterplan.There
is wide support for measures to improve cycling
facilities and, reduce and slow traffic in these areas,
but partnership working must also include
stakeholders if it is to be effective.

The routes shown on the map of page 52 are all
important cycling routes, and it would be excellent
if improvements could be made in the near future.
Whinney Hill should also be included in the scope
of this work.

The Council should not rule out more radical options
such as introducing a one-way system for motor
vehicles on Church Street, Hallgarth Street and
Whinney Hill, and should explore restricting through
traffic on Margery Lane and Quarryheads Lane, a
scheme to create a shared surface at Durham
School with vehicle usage of it limited to access only.
Also on Quarryheads Lane between the roundabout
and the New Inn, the road width offers scope for
dedicated cycle tracks.

What is missing from this section is mention of any
other routes to the University, which are also in great
need of improvement.

It may be possible to deliver better routes parallel
to South Road in conjunction with the masterplan.

But beyond the works the University propose to do
on its own land to link Mount Oswald to Church

9
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Street, there needs to be a continuous separated
route to link to the A167 paths at the Cock o'the
North, which would allow University staff from
Croxdale and Spennymoor to cycle safely to the
University.

There is also a need for improvements on Potters
Bank (particularly the junction with Elvet Hill Road)
and Lowes Barn Bank. A large number of staff &
students travel in this way from Langley Moor,
Meadowfield and Brandon.

Between Stockton Road and Shincliffe, the cycling
provision is very poor. A route alongside the A177
should be provided.

There is also a great opportunity to create an
off-road route to Belmont and Gilesgate Moor by
linking the Maiden Castle footpath with the National
Cycle Network route through Old Durham.
Opportunities like this should be included in the plan.

Overall, the focus of the Delivery Plan is currently
rather limited, and should be broadened to include
these areas.

Section 5.2.1 Longer term mobility management
(p.60)

We support the introduction of ‘smarter choices’
which will improve travel options for all. The
University welcomes the opportunity to work with
DCC and to be involved with the Go Smarter
Programme and agreed to continue working with Go
Smarter and use their branding.This will assist with
advising and promoting to staff the alternatives for
travelling into Durham City.

Section 5.3 Employer travel planning (p.60)

These set out aspirations for increasing sustainable
transport via employer travel plans. While this
section sets out commendable aspirations, it is not
backed up by any specific policies either in the
Preferred Options local plan or in the Parking and
Accessibility Standards. As set out in Section 7.1,
given the University is the largest employer within
Durham City, we would support the formation of a
formal partnership of employers working together to
assist with creating an impact on reducing single
occupancy vehicles and taking the Strategy forward.

10
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Section 5.6 Umbrella marketing and promotional
programme (p.68)

Regarding marketing, a walking and cycling app
could be developed around the City. This could link
in with the way finder signs. This initiative could be
developed by a Durham University student project.

Section 6.2 Walking (p.72)

It is noted the proposal to reduce speed limits to
assist with safety of pedestrians and cyclists and it
would be good to see a 20mph zone along South
Road and Church Street, and from the Viaduct area
along Margery Lane & Quarryheads Lane to improve
the safety of all users. The widening of footpaths
and improvements with the removal of on-street
parking will also greatly assist.

As there are no plans to significantly improve
conditions for pedestrians or cyclists in this area, we
request that the speed limit is reduced from along
the A177, from the cutting to outside Maiden Castle.

Section 6.3.1 Cycle Parking (p.73)

To increase the number of cyclists into the City,
cycling parking needs to be addressed on Palace
Green and the Market Place, this would also assist
with increasing tourists, staff and students numbers
into the City. Especially with the proposed cross city
expansion for the NCN14 cycle route over Prebends
Bridge.

Section 6.4.1 Bus ticketing and on-board experience
(P.74)

A multi-ticket for use on all bus services is welcomed
and note this is being worked on, however, the
sooner this is introduced the better to encourage a
change in travel behaviour sooner rather than later

Section 6.4.1 Park and Ride (p.74)

The University would welcome the extension to the
operating hours of the Park and Ride sites beyond
7pm and the expansion of these to run a loop from
Sniperly and Belmont around the City Centre and
to Howlands allowing the greater use of the service
for staff and students travelling in from the respective
P&R areas, and welcome this to be introduced as
soon as this is practicable.
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Section 6.6 Low emission vehicles (p.77)

If buses are to continue coming on to the Bailey,
they should all be electric, we would still like to see
greater emphasis on the use of zero emission
vehicles such as electric buses, and in particular the
Cathedral Bus service.

Section 7.1 Impacts of measures within the plan
(p.80)

The University STP target has set an 8% increase
in cycling by 2020 so we agree with the 10%
increase in this Plan.
Given that the University is the largest employer
within Durham City, we would support the formation
of a formal partnership of employers working
together to promote sustainable transport and would
expect to be a key partner in helping to take the
Strategy forward. We look forward to working with
DCC in the future.

Additional items for consideration

Overall, this document is not considered to be a
delivery plan. It is more of a high-level strategy. The
actual planning, in conjunction with the LCWIP
process, is long overdue and must be given the
utmost priority, both in staff resource and in funding.

It is pleasing to see that the plan has been improved
in several places to cover the needs of disabled
people and wheelchair users. The text could be
further improved to recognise that ordinary bicycles
are often used as a mobility aid.
There is also a need to accommodate specially
adapted cycles which are used by disabled people
and by families with children. There is an excellent
Guide to Inclusive Cycling which the University and
the County Council should look to adopt, published
by Wheels for Wellbeing:
https://wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk/campaigning/guide/.

It is also worth saying that well-designed cycle routes
can be a huge benefit also to those who use
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.

Given the size of Durham and the rural nature of
County Durham, we would also continue to
emphasise the need to increase public & sustainable
transport from rural areas into the City as these are
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key areas for reduction in reliance on the private car
and also the recruitment of staff.

Other possible options to consider would be the
introduction of high-occupancy vehicle lanes on key
access roads such as the A690.

Greenspace are Durham University's Environment
Team who promote the University's Environmental
Policies, Plans and Procedures and coordinate a
range of environmental initiatives including those
set out in its Environment Schedule. The group
generally support the County Durham Plan, and
suggest that, to ensure the Plan receives support
from the UK Government, the Plan clearly
demonstrates support for the UK 25 Year
Environment Plan and Clean Growth strategy (links
below for reference). We can see no reference to
these within the County Durham Plan and therefore
a review of the plan and strategy below if not already
undertaken by DCC, may be beneficial.

A Green Future; Our 25 Year Plan to improve the
environment:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/693158/25-year-environment-plan.pdf

The Clean Growth Strategy Leading the way to a
low carbon future:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/700496/clean-growth-strategy-correction-april-2018.pdf”
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"The Delivery Plan sets out ideas for different
measures in the city in order to deliver the wider

Introduction

While this note is provided as a response to the
County Council’s separate consultation on its

18

Transport Plan. It forms part of a hierarchy of
documents being produced by Durham CountyDurham City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan
Council, central to this is the development of the[DCSTDP], the City of Durham Trust is responding
Spatial Strategy which presents a vision for potentialat the same time to the Preferred Options draft of
housing, jobs and the environment till 2035. Thethe County Plan.That response includes comments
Spatial Strategy is supported by a wide rangingon Policy 23, Delivering sustainable transport, and
evidence base including documents such as thePolicy 24, Durham City sustainable transport. The
Infrastructure Deliver Plan and the Durham CityTrust also responded to the Council’s 2016 draft of
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. The Durhamits Durham City Sustainable Transport Strategy
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan will be2016-2033, and much of the Trust’s response to that
followed by the development of area specific action
plans.

document remains applicable to this successor
version issued two years later.

The use of 2011 Census statistics is standard
practice for journey to work data given it is the most

All of these submissions should be read together as
representing the Trust’s comments on the DCSTDP;

recent, large dataset available on such information.in addition, the Trust largely endorses the response
We would be interested in understanding the moreof the Durham City Neighbourhood Planning Forum
current figure and trend data that you are aware of
that provides detail on travel patterns in Durham.

to this current consultation, recognising that the locus
and geographical area of interest of the Forum is
narrower than that of the Trust. The comment about the infographic of modal split

is noted.Vision and scope
Comments regarding level of traffic on Milburngate
bridge noted. The package of improvements for

The Trust wholeheartedly supports the Vision for
the DCSTDP, set out on page 8 of the document,

Milburngate Bridge and the two roundabout junctionas the overriding definition of the appropriate
either side will be subject to feasibility studies. Thetransport future for this unique city. However, it must
text and supporting data within the Delivery Planimmediately record its disappointment that, after
provides only the strategic justification. It is acceptedalmost three years in development and two rounds
that further detailed work will be required to betterof public consultation, the draft document that has
understand the performance of the network in this
location.

emerged still falls far short as a policy document to
guide the delivery of that vision – indeed, a
significant proportion of the proposals in the draft As mentioned in Section 4.3.5, our primary focus of

the Northern Relief Road is that it should only bestill have only the status of “recommendations”,
provided to enable road space reallocation in thepresumably by the firm of consultants who are
city centre helping remove traffic and improvecredited, alongside the Council, on the cover of the

publication. facilities for sustainable modes. Given the limited
space for people and vehicles across the city centre,Its content fails to constitute a “delivery plan” in any

accepted usage of the term: quite apart from the we feel that to provide the step change in sustainable
transport we are targeting, there is a need to deliverunspecified status of the various “recommendations”
the Northern Relief Route to reduce the level of
through traffic in the city centre.

made in respect of significant delivery streams, there
is no costed and timetabled programme of
interventions and investments that are proposed for
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Comments and suggestions on the Delivery Plan
are noted and appreciated."

future commitment – other than current on-going
projects, the short term and long-term plans that are
identified on an area or corridor basis within
DCSTDP amount to little more than a prospectus,
in some instances already overtaken by events, and
without clarification of how the various
interdependencies will be resolved and prioritised
for future funding The specificity that Is needed to
translate the many examples of good practice from
elsewhere into an effective delivery programme for
Durham City and to give substance to the monitoring
measures that are proposed in Section 7 is entirely
lacking.

This is an especially serious weakness because of
the recognition in Preferred Options draft policies
23 and 24 and in DCSTDP itself of the importance
of early and consistent action in achieving
sustainable transport outcomes. Both documents
refer to the importance of building effective
sustainable travel requirements into approvals for
new development, yet many of the major
opportunities within the immediate city centre have
already been lost for the Plan’s 2035 horizon
because of the current pace of redevelopment.
Indeed, some of these developments have
undermined sustainable travel within the city,
because of the prolonged disturbance to footways
and the reduction in safe crossing opportunities
during building works

DCSTDP’s data base

This lack of timeliness is also apparent from much
of the data that is quoted in support of the Plan.The
relatively favourable modal split of journeys to work
in the city centre that is quoted on page 7 is based
on the 2011 Census; this proportion will almost
certainly require to be recalculated because of the
recent significant loss of retail employment within
the city centre. And, given the proposals within
Preferred Options to locate around 40% of the total
new housing requirement for the entire county on
the edge of Durham City, well beyond the 20 minute
range of easy walkability identified as a characteristic
of the city by DCSTDP, that proportion could come
under even stronger pressure during the plan period.
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More generally, the document appears to use data
for illustrative rather than interpretative purposes.
The infographic of modal split on a “present” and
“future” basis on page 8 is meaningless without an
absolute scale – it is not possible to infer from the
diagram whether the reduced future proportionate
reduction in car travel also represents an absolute
decrease, or whether it masks an increase in total
car journeys because of the overall growth in travel
that the right-hand column forecasts.

It is also unfortunate that, by using snapshot figures
and an apparent reliance on outdated information,
the analysis within the document takes no account
of more current figures and trend data. In paragraph
2.2.7 DCSTDP perpetuates the erroneous statement
in the 2016 draft version that 47,000 cars cross
Milburngate bridge every day. Paragraph 5.213
corrects this to 40,000 vehicles per day in 2015, and
the latest DfT traffic count series for Milburngate
bridge gives a 2017 daily average of 38,270 vehicles.

Paragraph 2.2.7 also quotes data from the Council’s
2015 rebase of its transport model which is used to
infer that a significant proportion of the traffic on
Milburngate bridge is through traffic which has “no
reason” to be in the city and can therefore could be
rerouted via a Northern Relief Road to allow space
on the bridge to be freed up for sustainable travel
modes. But the new origin and destination
information that was obtained is not sufficiently
robust or fine-grained to justify such claims, while
even if it is assumed that DCSTDP’s reference to
cars was intended to refer to total vehicle trips, there
has already been a 19% reduction in traffic volumes
on Milburngate bridge which, in DCSTPS’s own
words, can be “locked in” to provide for sustainable
transport, without any need for a Northern Relief
Road.

Prioritisation

The comments above indicate a fundamental flaw
in the strategy underlying DCSTDP. The strategy
purports to endorse a priority ranking that places the
most sustainable forms of urban travel at the top of
the hierarchy, and car travel lowest. However, by
appearing to make the effective implementation of
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a sustainable travel strategy for Durham City
ultimately dependent on the provision of substantially
more highway capacity (at a probable cost which
would be many multiples of that needed to give effect
to tangible sustainable travel measures), DCSTDP
undermines its stated vision in four key respects:

• It imports unnecessary delay into the
implementation of effective sustainable travel
measures by making them consecutive to an
undetermined prior programme for delivering
a major new highway scheme.

• It is ultimately self-defeating, since both
general evidence and the modelling that was
undertaken previously for the Council
demonstrate that providing such additional
road capacity will of itself generate more car
journeys, with all the associated air and noise
pollution.

• In its local context, a NRR would be hugely
damaging to the city’s setting and ecology,
would sever a valued and historic active travel
corridor, and would increase road safety risks
because of the redistribution of network traffic
that would result.

• It sends a clear signal that, despite the
aspirations expressed in DCSTDP, the
Council’s policies actually continue to prioritise
the needs of car travellers over those of users
of more sustainable modes.

Paragraph 4.3.6 acknowledges that alternative
approaches are possible, including more effective
measures to restrain vehicular traffic. DCSTDP’s
refusal even to consider such measures, when
trends in traffic and car ownership remain low
despite the economic recovery since the depression,
and despite recent experience that the city was able
to function effectively while two lanes of Milburngate
bridge were unavailable for a prolonged period, is
ultimately a failure of the Plan’s vision. The Trust
cannot therefore support the Plan’s core proposition
that a Northern Relief Road is a prerequisite for the
effective delivery of sustainable transport in Durham
City. It considers that DCSTDP should be withdrawn
in its present form, and urgently revised and updated
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for further consultation on a basis which is more
consistent with LTP3.

Other comments

On the assumption that a revised version of
DCSTDP will be prepared following this consultation,
the Trust offers the following more detailed
comments in addition to those it has submitted on
the detail of previous drafts.These comments follow
the order of the draft document.

Introduction, head of page 7. The words “the
promotion of” in line 1 are an unnecessary
circumlocution. “Promotion” is not an end in itself –
there should just be a clear statement that there is
“significant potential for active travel and sustainable
modes of transport in Durham.”

2.2.3 The Trust supports many of the conclusions
about bus travel in this paragraph and about areas
for improvement, but has reservations about the
extent to which the Park & Ride services are
effectively integrated with the rest of the bus network.
The restricted hours of operation, and the limited
opportunities for direct interchange (for example,
the P&R services do not call at the North Road stops
opposite the bus station) means that they are largely
an overlay, which might in fact abstract some traffic
from core stage services.

2.2.9 The Trust strongly agrees that more effective
management of the supply of parking is required,
and that present arrangements adversely affect
peak-hour modal share. It also agrees that on-street
parking in controlled zones could be better managed,
to the benefit both of local residents and of
businesses, for example by imposing a two-hour
limit on non-permit parking where this is allowed to
ensure a better turnover of spaces.

2.2.10 The Trust agrees with the comments in
2.2.10. It is probable that one factor in the
over-supply of taxis in on-street ranks is the lack of
a common central telephone booking system
comparable with that in many other cities.This could
be remedied by a license provision.

3.1.5 As noted previously, many of the opportunities
for embedding sustainable travel provisions into new
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developments in the city centre have already been
lost.

3.4 (pages 34-35) The Trust considers that Neville’s
Cross, Crossgate Moor, and Merryoaks should also
be included in a local delivery plan.

4.3.2 (on page 42) The Trust considers that the
proposed improved pedestrian crossings in the city
centre should be to a standard that prioritises
pedestrian movements over motor vehicles, as
suggested elsewhere in the document, at paragraph
6.2.

4.3.7 The Trust agrees that bus access and
interchange provision needs to be greatly improved,
especially in the area close to the retail core at the
Market Place.There is no easy interchange between
most inbound and outbound services other than at
the bus station, so that passengers transferring
between radial services for journeys between
different points on the outskirts of the city are faced
with unnecessarily extended journeys.

4.3.8 The Trust supports some of the
recommendations in this section. However, it
considers that any relocation of the bus station
further away from the core city centre, either to
permit full pedestrianisation of North Road or for
commercial redevelopment, would be contrary to
the principles of 4.3.7 and would further undermine
interchange between services.

6.3 While supporting all of the city-wide measures
proposed in this paragraph, the Trust considers that
in addition better provision should be made for
pedestrians to cross diagonally at key junctions, and
that new off-road walking routes should be
established, and existing routes upgraded, to provide
safer and less polluted environments for pedestrians
within the city. All such routes should be designated
as Public Rights of Way.

6.4.3 The Trust has repeatedly expressed its
concerns about any proposals that would entail
diverting long-distance and regional passenger train
services away from Durham City to release capacity
on the East Coast Main Line. It considers that the
primary opportunities to be pursued for the Leamside
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line are for diverting some freight traffic, and for
extension of Metro or other local rail services as
noted in DCSTDP.

"Support for expanding current Park and Ride sites
and a new Park and Ride site is noted.

3R Land and Property support the principle of
planning policy seeking to reduce the dominance of

15

car traffic within Durham City. The potential for a The Council are seeking to extend the capacity of
two Park and Ride Sites and create a new site attransport interchange on land at Neville’s Cross has

been discussed with Highways Officers as there are Stonebridge. As part of this extension, it will be
clear benefits for Durham City of locating a new park
and ride in this location.
The Draft Durham City Sustainable Transport
Delivery Plan 2018-2035 establishes the Park and

necessary that routes will be revised to
accommodate the extra site. Text will be revised in
the Park and Ride section of the document.
"

Ride system as one that underpins the wider strategy
for sustainable transport within the city. Sections
2.2.8 and 6.4.2 highlight the need for additional park
and ride sites to the west of the city.
The area to the west of Durham and in particular the
Neville’s Cross Junction currently experiences high
levels of congestion due to the flows of traffic through
Durham City Centre from the A1 to the A690 and
the settlements to the west.This causes bottlenecks
and increases journey times.
To combat this congestion, the promotion of
sustainable modes of transport should be
maximised. Our client, 3R Land and Property,
propose the expansion of Durham’s existing Park
and Ride scheme to ease congestion hotspots to
the South- West of Durham which would benefit
commuters both in the short and longer term. The
land to the west of the A690 at Neville’s Cross Bank
is in an excellent position to facilitate an extension
to the existing Park and Ride Scheme in close
proximity to the proposed Western Relief Road.
Durham already benefits from a Park and Ride
system, which provides users with the option to
complete their trips using the service. However, in
the south west of the city, and particularly around
Neville’s Cross, there are currently significant
congestion issues.These issues will be exacerbated
by future development.
In improving the sustainability of Durham, as well
as linking the west of the city with the Park and Ride
service, our client, 3R Land and Property, propose
the section of land to the west of the A690 at
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Neville’s Cross Bank as an excellent position for a
new transport interchange including a park and ride
facility adjacent to an existing bus lane.
New facilities for a Park and Ride would create an
opportunity to mitigate the impacts of traffic growth.
Instead a significant proportion of these trips can be
completed through a more sustainable mode of
travel.The site at Neville’s Bank Cross benefits from
an existing bus lane, which improves journey times
for the users of a park and ride bus.
The site is currently washed over by Green Belt,
meaning that the current Green Belt boundaries
would need to be amended to facilitate a new
interchange. Development of a transport interchange
in this location would not be inconsistent with the
NPPF’s Green Belt policies and brings with it
substantial public benefits, supporting wider local
and national ambitions to promote sustainable
modes of travel.
Discussions with the Council’s highways officers are
ongoing over the possibility of bringing this site
forward for use as a transport interchange with a
new Park and Ride for the City. In order to ensure
that this can be delivered in a timely manner the
County Durham Plan should reflect the desire for a
new Park and Ride and draw a Green Belt inset
boundary around this site and identify it as an
allocation for a transport interchange.

"Comment noted regarding engagement with the
Parish Council which will be sought.

DurhamCity Neighbourhood Planning Forum
welcomes the ConsultationDraft DurhamCity

13

As mentioned in Section 4.3.5, our primary focus of
the Northern Relief Road is that it should only be

Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan including
its analysis and recommendations. We offer, provided to enable road space reallocation in the
without prejudice, the following short city centre helping remove traffic and improve
summary response. The Forum is aware that facilities for sustainable modes. Given the limited

space for people and vehicles across the city centre,the City of Durham Parish Council may wish
we feel that to provide the step change in sustainableto make representations once it has had the transport we are targeting, there is a need to deliver

opportunity of considering the analysis and the Northern Relief Route to reduce the level of
through traffic in the city centre.recommendations in detail. The Forumwould

urgeDurhamCounty Council to constructively Regarding Park and Ride, the Council are seeking
to extend the capacity of two Park and Ride sitesengage with the Parish Council, in order to
and create a new site at Stonebridge. As part of thisfully explore all practicable solutions to
extension, it will be necessary that routes will be
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revised to accommodate the extra site. Text will be
revised in the Park and Ride section of the
document."

Durham City's numerous traffic issues. The
Forum's area is the same as that of the City
of Durham Parish Council.

The Forum considers that the Durham City
Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan is a highly
significant forward step in managing the
pressures in this fragile city not just in its
physical fabric and heritage qualities but also
air pollution, quality of life and the vitally
important tourism sector of the County’s
economy. The Forum is fully supportive of
aims for better provision for pedestrians, for
cyclists, and for public transport users which
will enable and encourage greater use of
sustainable transport modes. These should
be introduced in the soonest possible
time-frame.

The Forum urges the implementation of the
sustainable transport proposals wherever
possible without waiting for the proposed
Northern Relief Road. Sustainable transport
measures must not be postponed on the
grounds of delays to either of the two relief
roads. Moreover, it is crucial to get the
staging of transport improvements correct.
The Delivery Plan places provision for motor
vehicles bottom of the ranking of priorities,
whereas Preferred Options proposes major
investment in new roads. This attempt to
increase motor vehicle capacity undermines
the case for the interventions which are
necessary to enable and promote sustainable
modes. The Forumdoes not see that the relief
road projects can be reconciled with the
statement in Policy 23 that “all development
shall deliver sustainable transport by (a)
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delivering, accommodating and facilitating
investment in sustainablemodes of transport
in the following order of priority: walking,
cycling, bus and rail transport, car sharing and
alternative fuel vehicles”.

The Forum is surprised that there is no
proposal for a further Park-and-Ride facility
and believes that this should be remedied in
the County Plan, to the west or south-west
of theNeighbourhoodPlan area, as thiswould
greatly assist reducing the destructive
pressures and congestion caused by vehicular
traffic attempting to enter the city centre and
to park.

Comments noted. The principal in the delivery plan
is to reduce street clutter especially in the

The proposals for disabled people seem to be
around wheelchair users, but what about other

10

conservation area of the City and to prioritiesdisabilities for safe walking in Durham. What are
pedestrian movements over cycling. On a practicalyour proposals for people who are blind, how can

they access information or read signage in Durham. level, the Council also look to implement engineering
solutions such as tactile paving to cater for people
who are blind.

"As mentioned in the Delivery Plan, we feel the
Northern Relief Road should only be provided to

A very comprehensive document but very repetitious.
(an academic thesis? incomprehensible to most of
the public)

8

enable the reallocation of road space to sustainable
modes. Given the significant proportion of throughCould do with a brief summary of the salient points.
traffic which use Milburngate Bridge, we feel the

Its emphasis on reducing carriageway widths for
walking and cycling facilities is understandable

relief road is required to ensure traffic is removed
from the city centre to provide the step change in

where alternatives are available for vehicular sustainable transport facilities, and deliver air quality
transport ie the proposed Northern and Western benefits given the limited space for people and

vehicles across the city centre.relief roads. However there is such a strong traffic
flow across the City between Milburngate

Suggestions for ways to reduce traffic on Carville
High Street are acknowledged.

Roundabout and both the Sherburn Road and the
Elvet areas (and beyond) with no suitable alternative
routes that any narrowing of roads will create more Objection to County Hall relocation to a more central

location is noted."traffic congestion on top of that already on these
roads.

Problems on Carrville High Street are recognised in
the document. Ways to reduce traffic on this road
could include a weight limit and/or finding a way to
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connect Belmont Business Park to the A690 at the
north end of the site. This would also provide a
circular route for buses and a small diversion for the
Park and Ride buses with stops in the Business
Park. The proposed developments on Dragonville
Industrial Estate and the proposed housing
development on Bent House Lane will exacerbate
the problems.

The traffic and parking issues in the Walkergate area
and the difference in levels between this area and
the Market Place that creates problems for walkers
and disabled people are recognised in the document.
Therefore the proposal to relocate County Hall into
this area fails to recognise these issues and should
be abandoned.

"Regarding a new Park and Ride at Shincliffe,
beyond constraints around finances, the land here
is not under Council ownership.

The plan needs to go a lot further in not only
promoting bus use, but making sure that bus
services are available at all times of the day. Not the

6

current 6pm run off that a lot of services seem to The Council are seeking to extend the capacity of
two Park and Ride Sites and create a new site athave now. A multi-operator ticket is also essential

in promoting bus use to non-users. Stonebridge. As part of this extension, it will be
necessary that routes will be revised toThe Park and Ride needs a fourth site at Shincliffe

to manage congestion into the City from that area, accommodate the extra site. We are also exploring
but I don't think that alone would resolve the the potential to extend the hours of operation for the
problem. The council need to be more radical here Park and Ride services and sites to allow those
and look to introduce a peak congestion charge working shifts or enjoying the evening economy to

use the service.around the Elvet/Old Elvet area, where traffic really
bottlenecks on a morning and afternoon. This has Peak congestion charging would not be acceptable

for most residents and businesses of the city. Ita massive impact in the reliability of buses, and
therefore has a negative knock on effect to bus
users... nobody likes a late bus.

would dis-courage discretionary trips to the city and
therefore have a detrimental impact on the
commercial centre of the city.In terms of the Park and Ride as we have it, I think

the Council need to look towards extending the hours Comment around Park and Ride buses noted.
Further consideration of electric buses can be found
in the Air Quality Action Plan for Durham City."

of it Mon-Sat. We'll soon have Millburngate and
Riverwalk as new developments, and the businesses
that are hosted there, will be
predominantly businesses that people visit on an
evening or weekend. Having a Park and Ride service
that finishes at 7pm does not support business in
the City already, nevermind the vast amount of
business coming soon. Perhaps a 20 minute
frequency from 7pm-11pm would be a good move?
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It is referenced that Park and Ride buses should
also be Euro VI compliant. I don't think this goes far
enough, and it actually leaves the council as 'the
norm' rather than a leader. The Durham Park and
Ride service (and Cathedral bus) should be fully
electric from the next contract, and the Council
should be urgently looking at installing the
infrastructure to support that at P&R sites. Harrogate
will become an 'all electric' town this year, with a
new fleet of electric buses relying on pantograph
charging points at the terminus.

"The Council note the objection to reducing lanes
on Milburngate Bridge even in conjunction with a
Northern Relief Road.

4 1 I refer to all sections of the document where
Durham County Council links the narrowing of
Milburngate Bridge to the new new roads it
wants to build, including sections 1.1.7, 2.2.7 The Delivery Plan is clear that the long term

transport strategy for the city centre is dependentand 3.1.3 (pages 17, 24 and 29-30) In trying
to justify its new roads by making a perfectly on the ability to provide more space ‘for people’
good existing road narrower, I think that travelling on foot, by bike and bus and where there
Durham County Council is being altogether
disingenuous.

are barriers to direct continuous routes, those
barriers need to be removed. This is impossible to

2 For decades Durham County Council has
wanted to build new roads. But when they last

achieve without a new crossing of the River Wear
which provides an alternative to Milburngate Bridge.

tried, as part of the proposed County Durham Both measures need to happen together to
implement the strategy.Plan, one of the reasons that counted against

them was that Milburngate Bridge was actually
coping with the traffic reasonably well. Given that a significant proportion of the traffic using

Milburngate is through traffic, we feel providing the3 The Council, however, are determined to build
new roads come what may and have found a Northern Relief Road will reduce the level of traffic

travelling through the city centre whilst encouragingway of overcoming this obstacle to their
the uptake of sustainable modes of transport at theambition: reduce the lanes on the bridge to
same time helping to improve air quality in the city
centre."

squeeze the traffic.  By reducing the lanes, the
Council aims to create, in an entirely
unnecessary and artificial manner, the “need”
for the new roads they have wanted to build
for so long.

4 There is no legitimate reason to make the
bridge narrower for cars other than this fixed
desire for extra roads. But this true objective,
one that long predates the current proposals
for reducing the car lanes on the bridge,  is
hidden beneath ostensible concerns about
pedestrians, cyclists, wheel chair users and
the environment.
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5.Speaking as both a pedestrian and a cyclist, the
current crossing of Milburngate Bridge on the dual
use path works fine. This is true even though the
alternative pavement over the bridge on the upper
side is temporarily closed for building work,
effectively doubling pedestrian use on the dual use
path.

1 It is incorrect to claim to be helping the
environment by building major new roads
across beautiful countryside. Such roads will
ruin the environs in which they are built.

2 Reducing Milburngate Bridge to one lane each
way will quite probably increase pollution not,
as claimed, reduce it because of the likelihood
more traffic jams on each side of the bridge.
These traffic jams can be predicted to extend
further back, and last for a larger period of the
day than at present.

3 If Durham County Council is genuinely (if
mistakenly) concerned about pedestrians,
cyclists and wheel chair users getting across
the bridge, they could either (a) create more
space on the bridge by expanding it sideways
without reducing the number of lanes for cars,
or (b) build another bridge.

4 If Durham County Council is genuinely
concerned about cyclists getting in and out of
the city it could do numerous things to improve
the cycling routes into the city, including in
areas where where nothing has been done for
decades. For example, (1) DCC could move
forward on the Belmont to Pittington off road
route, (here a ‘temporary on road route has
been in place for 20 years or more); (2) DCC
could create the obvious bridleways on the
Durham City to Haswell route—something the
inspector said could be done at the Inquiry into
the roads used as public paths in question;
(3)DCC could move forward on turning the
Belmont Viaduct into a pedestrian and
cycleway route.

5 Substantial public money has recently been
spent on refurbishing Milburngate Bridge.This
money will have been wasted if DCCs plan to
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make the bridge narrower for cars is allowed
to go ahead.

"The Council have worked with the University on
this plan and also on the University’s masterplan for

In general, the objectives of the plan are laudable,
but it would be nice to see more specific aspirations
than "better" and "improved" (e.g. figs 4.4, 4.5).

2

the area to ensure real changes are made on the
ground, particularly in the areas you have mentioned
such as the New Inn Junction.
"

I note that the objectives of this plan do not entirely
accord with the current proposals of the Durham
University masterplan, which provides essentially
no provision for cyclists in the proposed remodelling
of Church Street and the New Inn junction (contra
"Re-model junctions to provide priority for
pedestrians and cyclists", p. 52).  At a public
consultation, strong views were expressed by the
council representative with whom I spoke against
the provision of dedicated cycle infrastructure.  In
particular, the provision of cycle lanes or, where
space does not permit, shared lane markings
(sharrows) could be stipulated or encouraged in the
transport delivery plan.

Comment noted.We do not fully support the current STDP and advise
that any proposed bridges over the River Wear and

24

River Browney may be required to go through the
sequential and exceptions tests if they are within
flood zones. In Flood Zone 3a essential infrastructure
should be designed and constructed to remain
operational and safe in times of flood and will need
to be assessed within a Level 2 SFRA.

Comment noted.We do not fully support the current STDP and advise
that any proposed bridges over the River Wear and

22

River Browney will be required to go through the
sequential and exceptions tests if they are within
flood zones. In Flood Zone 3a essential infrastructure
should be designed and constructed to remain
operational and safe in times of flood and will need
to be assessed within a Level 2 SFRA.

"Comment about potential clashes between
pedestrians and cyclists is noted. This will be

Consultation on Durham City Sustainable Transport
Delivery Plan 2018 - 2035.

20

considered during work on detailed feasibility whichRef no: 106660/GB01T17I85
will include consultation with local residents and
businesses.It is heartening to see that a plan has emerged that

begins by carefully assessing the issues involved in
providing sustainable transport in Durham City.
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Concerns around road safety and current pedestrian
crossing timings have been noted. Traffic signals

In the Delivery Section there is though a lamentable
absence of clear commitment to the proposed

and pedestrian phases are too much detail at thisactions and a (likely unreasonable) supposition that
stage, but the Council will to follow up these issuesthe road intended to take non-destination traffic away
as part of action plans informed by further
consultation.

from the city will happen in the foreseeable lifetime
of the plan.

Concerns around on-street parking noted.It is good to see that current inadequacies regarding
the current provision for cyclists is acknowledged. The North East Combined Authority is currently

developing a Bus Strategy for the North East whichHowever, the remedies are conceived in an overly
top-down manner and their effectiveness depends will look into the points you have raised regarding

bus travel in Durham. "on a first round of consultations that do not go deep
enough. For example, the potential for clashes
between cyclists and pedestrians are not fully
realised against the geography of the city centre.
How can this be managed with increased numbers
of cyclists?  Thought should be given to the
positioning of cycle racks where cyclists can be
secure about alighting and becoming pedestrians.
Sound research is required to encourage such
transitioning and the views of cyclists need to be
canvassed to get it right. There is no indication in
the Plan that such research will precede decision
making on this or other issues.

The use of Prebends Bridge and the potential of the
crossing of the Wear at Baths Bridge are not
sufficiently explored in the plan.

Although the word “safety” is sprinkled liberally
throughout the report, there is no special attention
to road safety and no picture of the current dire
circumstance relating to road safety in Durham.  For
example, where crossings exist the time allowed for
people to get from one side to the other is ludicrously
short. There are no crossings with countdown
systems.The functioning of the lights at the junction
with Margery Lane /Sutton Street/Crossgate Peth
are a prime example, but there many others.

Parking in residential roads is another danger to all
road users and this occurs even in roads where the
houses have driveways, so residents do not need
on-road parking. This is not the place to rehearse
all the danger spots in Durham, but road safety is
paramount and anxieties generated by current
conditions is a huge block to cycling and walking for
many residents including those with children.
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Narrow roads with pavements wide enough for only
one pedestrian continue to be used as vehicle
through routes and are even combined with cycle
routes and major walking routes for schoolchildren
as on the uphill section of Redhills Lane.
Suggestions have been made that the council does
not want to make Redhills Lane one way – as safety
factors would require – because it would no longer
be available as a rat run that distributes the city
traffic and thus reduces pollution in black spots. The
council needs to be honest and knowledgeable about
such conflicting problems. In this example, how does
the traffic along Redhills affect air quality for the
people who live there, so close to the road?  How
does this weigh in the wider context of air pollution
in the city? In these respects while the report is
extensive it does not sufficiently acknowledge the
interlocking issues of the city’s transport system and
their implications.

It is important not to neglect unintended
consequences. A public bike scheme receives a
mention. However, a recent small scale research
project by students at the University indicates that
students, especially overseas students, are
concerned about safety when considering cycling in
Durham and will not pay for short-term bike hire if it
costs more than the subsidised bus fare they enjoy
on certain routes.Yet large buses contribute to these
anxieties about cycling. The report does not
consider if smaller more frequent buses, ideally an
electric fleet to reduce pollution, would suit Durham
better. Such buses could be appropriate for some
routes serving outlying parts, where the large buses
are often not full. Altogether, the plan fails to deliver
a complete understanding of bus travel to/from and
within Durham City or to distinguish between routes,
types of vehicles, their interaction with other forms
of travel and their contribution to air pollution and
carbon emissions.

Sandra Bell, written as a resident of Durham City at
3, Redhills Terrace, Durham, DH1 4AX

"Page 7: The text will be changed from ""the
promotion of active travel"" to ""significant potential

While the Friends of the Durham Green Belt are
primarily concerned with issues directly to do with

14

for active travel"". With regards the expiry of thethe Green Belt, the Durham City Sustainable
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Transport Delivery Plan has been discussed and we
offer the following comments in the hope that they

County's Cycling Strategy the County Durham
Strategic Cycling and Walking Delivery Plan

may be of some assistance. (With apologies for 2018-2028 has been out for consultation and is
proposed for adoption in 2019submitting the comments to the wrong

consultation document yesterday). Page 28: Durham City is a desirable residential,
commercial and tourist city with increasing andIt is pleasing to see that the Delivery Plan has been

improved in several places to cover the needs of competing demands for parking space. The area
disabled people and wheelchair users.The text could mentioned is already part of the Durham City

Controlled Parking Zone.be further improved to recognise that ordinary
bicycles are often used as a mobility aid. There is The controlled parking was introduced in order to

provide a balanced approach to parking provision;also a need to accommodate specially adapted
cycles which are used by disabled people and by ensuring the varying needs of all sectors of the

community were met.families with children. There is an excellent Guide
to Inclusive Cycling which the County Council should

Current costs (per half hour) for parking in the areas
identifies are:

look to adopt, published by Wheels for Wellbeing:
https://wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk/campaigning/guide/.
It is also worth saying that well-designed cycle routes Potters Bank 20p

Elvet Hill Road 20p
Church Street, 30p
Hallgarth Street, 50p
Whinney Hill, 20p
Quarryheads Lane 20p
Crossgate, 80p
John Street, 50p
Atherton Street 50p
New Street, 50p
Mitchell Street 50p

can be a huge benefit also to those who use
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.

Page 7: We have concerns about the sentence
which says "There is significant potential for the
promotion of active travel and sustainable modes of
transport in Durham". This would be very much
stronger if the words "the promotion of" were
removed. Promotion is actually of limited
effectiveness in achieving significant switch to
sustainable modes of transport. What is needed
primarily is better infrastructure for cycling and The income generated goes towards maintenance

and enforcement of the scheme as well as providingwalking, coupled with bus priority measures and
the park and ride service and subsidising public
transport throughout the county.

subsidy. There needs to be greater commitment to
resourcing cycling and walking. It is three years since
the expiry date of the County's cycling strategy and
a new one for consultation is still awaited.

Page 42: There are a number of issues which have
led to the removal of the proposal to allow cyclists
to access Framwellgate Bridge and Silver Street.Page 28 (para 2.2.9): We welcome the

acknowledgement that the cheap on-street car There are significant safety concerns related to the
parking leads to problems for pedestrians and conflict of cyclists with pedestrians in this area of
cyclists. It would be good to see better management the city alongside suitability of the surface for
of car parking spaces on streets such as Potters cyclists. In addition in order to allow cyclists to use
Bank, Elvet Hill Road, Church Street, Hallgarth Framwellgate and Silver Street would require the
Street, Church Street, Whinney Hill, Quarryheads introduction of appropriate signage to notify both
Lane, Crossgate, John Street, Atherton Street, New cyclist and pedestrians.The introduction of additional
Street, Mitchell Street and New Street. By imposing signage contradicts with the principle included within
a 2 hour maximum stay on these roads, the benefits the Delivery Plan to reduce street clutter, especially
for local businesses would be maximised with
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greater turnover of parking spaces. The provision
of free short stay parking, maybe 1 hour with no

in the conservation area to improve the overall visual
environment within the city centre.
Suggestions around pedestrian crossings, bench
type and location and pedestrian signage
appreciated and noted.

return within 4 hours for example, close to city centre
would be highly beneficial to commerce.

Page 42: The previous version of the document,
which was out for consultation two years ago, Page 43: How cyclists would access the

neighbouring network to and from Milburngate Bridgeincluded a proposal that cycling either way along
needs to be developed in detail as part of futureFramwellgate Bridge and Silver Street should be
Action Plans with involvement from residents and
retailers in the streets in the area.

permitted outside the peak shopping hours, before
10am and after 4pm. This is welcome but a route to
link Framwellgate Bridge with the top end of North Page 47 and Page 51: Comments noted.
Road needs to be identified and Elvet Bridge needs

Page 53: Areas of objection and support noted.to be similarly treated. At present each route is
strictly one way, and technically cycling is only Page 72: Comments noted.
permitted if making a delivery, at the same hours as Page 74: The Council are seeking to extend the

capacity of two Park and Ride Sites and create adeliveries by motor vehicle are permitted. The
current Delivery Plan makes no such proposal. An new site at Stonebridge. As part of this extension,
objective assessment of these possibilities should
be carried out.

it will be necessary that routes will be revised to
accommodate the extra site. We are also exploring
the potential to extend the hours of operation for theThe statement "Improved pedestrian crossings from

key transport interchange areas including North Park and Ride services and sites to allow those
Street Bus Station and Claypath bus stops" is working shifts or enjoying the evening economy to

use the service."welcome, but also in many other locations. How
about reintroducing zebra crossings, or Pelican
crossings that prioritise pedestrians over cars, and
what about diagonal crossings, particularly at the
New Inn junction?

Turning to the statement "More benches around the
central core area to assist those with mobility
difficulties", we would agree provided that the
benches are properly ergonomically designed (with
backs (supportive, corrrectly angled, right depth of
seat to accommodate shorter people, hand rests,
etc.), not the travesties in the Market Place. And
they need to be located at regular intervals
throughout the city, so people with mobility problems
could walk in from the more outlying areas..

"Provide consistent pedestrian signage" is strongly
supported, and needs to be designed with both
visual accessibility and appropriateness to a
conservation area. The dog’s breakfast of different
signage designs in the City is appalling.

Page 43: The idea that space on the Milburngate
Bridge should be reallocated for cycling is most
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attractive but, apart from the bridge itself, how would
cyclists be able to access the neighbouring network
safely, and be protected at the various slip roads?

Page.47 (para 4.3.8): Increased pedestrian priority
in the city centre is fully supported.

Page 51 (para 4.4): The University to City Centre
corridor is a major issue such as concerns around
the University's Mountjoy walking route and the
County Council’s Church Street proposals. These
matters are ongoing and need a detailed University
Masterplan for a full understanding of the impacts
of the University plans on traffic and people
movement in these areas.

Page 52: South Road pavements should not be
widened as this would require the loss of the trees
lining the road. Better, as proposed by the University,
that walking routes should be on University land
either side of South Road.

Loss of on-street parking. We have already noted
that this is detrimental to businesses and permanent
residents in the Church Sreett area. Better to have
managed parking with resident permits and 2 hour
day time parking limits.

Measures to slow traffic speeds throughout the
corridor are supported.

Remodelling of junctions to provide priority for
pedestrians and cyclists, and to slow general traffic
speeds through the junctions is supported.

Pages 60-62: These pages set out aspirations for
increasing sustainable transport via employer travel
plans.These are very important and require a major
employer to set an example. . Free corporate on-site
parking provided by Durham County Council and by
Durham University should be addressed. This
section sets out commendable aspirations, but it is
not backed up by any policies either in the Preferred
Options Local Plan or in the Parking and
Accessibility Standards.

Page72: We would like to see more emphasis on
existing (and new) public rights of way as a walking
solution that take pedestrians off
pavements/footways that line roads (sources of
pollution). And a major programme to ensure that
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all existing footpaths are designated as PROW if
they are not already so designated.

Page 74: Extending the hours of operation for the
Park and Ride services should be a key priority.The
park and ride sites could perhaps become later in
the day a car park for people working late or visiting
the City centre for evening leisure even if buses are
no longer running.

Finally, a very regular round city hopper bus service
that visits all the tourist venues as well as all the
commercial centres and bus and rail stations and
park and rides would be a real boon.

Friends of the Durham Green Belt 3 August 2018

The Council are seeking to extend the capacity of
two Park and Ride Sites and create a new site at

Park and Ride has proved successful however, there
is need for a Park and Ride site to the West of the
City ie; Stonebridge - Meadowfield.

17

Stonebridge. As part of this extension, it will be
necessary that routes will be revised to
accommodate the extra site. Text will be revised in
the Park and Ride section of the document.

Comments noted.Page 36/8412

3.4.2 Infrastructure plan: the re-allocation of space
to sustainable modes

Infrastructure investment needs to be delivered to
achieve the re-allocation of space to sustainable
modes, to lock in the benefits of mode shift resulting
from changes to travel behaviour delivered through
the smarter choices plan. This will include the
provision of more priority for mobility impaired and
disabled users, pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport, in line with the hierarchy of users identified
earlier in this report. This hierarchy demands the
consideration of provision for mobility impaired and
disabled users first, in accordance with Durham
County Council’s Parking and Accessibility
Standards.

 Some measures will require the removal of traffic
lanes, and the removal of on-street parking. Some
of these measures will be potentially unpopular
amongst individuals directly affected, but the
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re-allocation of space will support the plans vision
and objectives to improve quality of life for all people
in Durham City, regardless of mode of travel, and
to help make Durham altogether wealthier, healthier,
greener and safer.

So, we can assume that private car owners and
users are as dung on the pavement as far as the
Council is concerned; as ever with the true Socialists
using the new metric ‘sustainable’ to batter petrol or
diesel car owners into submission!

If readers go to this carefully checked statement,
found at
https://wintoncentre.maths.cam.ac.uk/news/does-air-pollution-kill-40000-people-each-year-uk,
they might find that, in the words of the author:-

“Given this complexity, it is not plausible to think of
the figure of ‘attributable’ deaths as enumerating an
actual group of individuals whose death is
attributable to air pollution alone, i.e. the victims of
outdoor air pollution.”

The County Council are preparing to change an
entire city’s traffic plan, based on faulty science, a
strange acceptance that the whole climate is
changing, and the rapid removal of petrol- and
diesel-powered cars; with the alternate of electrically
powered vehicles as the real answer to everything;
along with cycling and walking.

"Section 4.2/4.3 - It is felt a Northern Relief Road
will allow the step change in sustainable transport

[WHOLE DOC] Whilst the sentiments are laudable,
the document seems to be repeating 'policies' that

9

in Durham to be more deliverable and could behave been in DCC documents for the 5 years at
delivered at a significantly lower cost than a A1 to
A1 ring road.

least, and has so many disclaimers and 'get out'
clauses ('feasibility studies' and 'business cases'
needed) that you wonder at the time wasted on Comment around air quality noted. A greater

emphasis on air quality is given in the Air Quality
Action Plan for Durham City.

writing it and what the sustainable transport team
have actually achieved over the last 5 years! I feel
that DCC is so far behind other councils on many

Good suggestion regarding the 'Don't be idle'
campaign.

transport issues that it is shameful to use the term
'trail blazer' (page 21). The Movement Hierarchy is
good to adopt but there is little evidence of this Section 5.3 - As mentioned in the Delivery Plan, we

are currently stepping up our own travel planningpriority in action to-date. It is long past time for
activities and we are seeking to works with otherCouncillors/politicians to stop thinking of short-term
employers in Durham City to develop a formalpopularity and take true responsibility to make
partnership to enact more ambitious travel plans
including car park management and business travel.

'inconvenient' decisions to protect future populations
and the environment, instead of deferring actions
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until they have personally retired so it doesn't affect
their comfortable commute! The continued dredging

Section 5.4 - Comment about school travel plans
noted. As outlined in the Delivery Plan, DCC are

up of the relief roads plan fails to address the need seeking to work intensively with schools within the
city as a major element of the Smarter Choices Plan.for a true ring road (A1 to A1), rather than this plan

which causes more bottlenecks and ploughs through
the green belt.

Section 6.3 - There are a number of issues which
have led to the removal of the proposal to allow
cyclists to access Framwellgate Bridge and Silver[4.2/2.2] There is little in the actual deliverable part

of this document on air quality (apart from on LEVs), Street.There are significant safety concerns related
it is only mentioned generally, but affects all to the conflict of cyclists with pedestrians in this area
users/population. Existing enforcement of pavement of the city alongside suitability of the surface for
parking and engine idling is NOT enforced .... in fact cyclists. In addition in order to allow cyclists to use
DCC pollution officers seem unaware who's Framwellgate and Silver Street would require the
responsible for enforcing the laws and Civil introduction of appropriate signage to notify both
Enforcement Officers don't want to know. ANY cyclist and pedestrians.The introduction of additional
reductions in emissions at all will benefit the people signage contradicts with the principle included within
of Durham and the planet, so DCC should stop using the Delivery Plan to reduce street clutter, especially
transient targets to say that enforcement is not in the conservation area to improve the overall visual

environment within the city centre.necessary. 'Green walls' are a good idea but it would
be better to reduce the pollution at source in the first Section 6.4 - Comment noted. The Nexus pop card

is now available and most buses in the city nowplace by a strong campaign to remind drivers that it
is ILLEGAL to run their engines whilst stationary. A accept contactless payment cards. In addition the
single car engine idling produces up to 150 balloons' bus operators are now working with the local
worth of harmful chemicals PER MINUTE. Why are authorities and NEXUS in order to structure fares in
other councils enforcing this with FPNs but not DCC? a more customer friendly way so fares can be
We need a 'Don't be idle' campaign to show all capped and be less complex. Its not just about Smart

phones, its about making payment simple. "drivers that they do not have the right to pollute
Durham and waste resources unnecessarily.

[5.3] DCC again are shying away from workplace
car park levys - pushing responsibility down to
employers by 'advising' rather than using the
planning system to forceably restrict the size of car
parks (and extensions to car parks!). As well as
DCC's own poor record in offering extensive free
car parking to their employees (as acknowledged in
this document), and the University, one of the other
worst examples is at the NHS commissioning
organisation NECS (Upper Mountjoy) ..... not much
healthy lifestyle example there!!

[5.4] Encouraging schools and employers to write
travel plans ....... according to DCC previous strategy
"all schools were required to have a School Travel
Plan by March 2010"! But there has not been a
feedback loop enforced by DCC and many schools
(eg Durham Johnson) still do not appear to have
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one, or actually have the audacity to state: "the
boundaries of the travel plan are the school gates
.... travel beyond that is covered by DCC travel
plan"!! Also, when I checked last year there was only
1 school in Durham signed up to the (long
established .... nothing new here) Modeshift
programme.Whilst I understand that primary schools
may be more motivated to adopt travel plans, I think
it is wrong (lazy) to prioritise them first as easier
targets - you should be putting pressure on the
schools that create the most traffic (ie larger ones
with student drivers as well as large staffing levels).
You also need some teeth in enforcing travel
changes - set targets for schools and penalise those
who do not comply.

[5.5/6.2] Walking - why are we not establishing safe
(pollution-free!) walking routes from residential areas
to the city centre? For example, Redhills bank would
be an ideal safe route from the Crossgate Moor area
if the steep section was closed to all but emergency
or 2-wheeled traffic. At present you choke on the
fumes every time you make the healthy choice to
trudge up the steep bank (and
pushchairs/wheelchairs are put at risk - it is no
wonder parents choose to drive short distances)!
Reduction of speeds (eg making the residential
areas all 20mph and A167 thru residential areas 30
mph) would make a big difference to the perception
of safety when walking (and cycling). People dodge
traffic on the A167 because of the low priority on
timing of the pedestrian crossings!

[6.3/Fig 4.2] As the document doesn't address any
city centre cycling issues in the short term, it is
important that allowing cycling outside the peak
times through the city centre (cycling on Silver Street
before 10am and after 4pm was part of the 2016
version) is maintained.The document doesn't make
this entirely clear. It is good that you state now that
just shoving cyclists onto shared pavements is the
worst solution, but most cycling deliverables/ideas
seem to have been kicked again 'into the long grass'.

[6.4] We definitely need a key push to get integrated
public transport in the Durham area. Need a Durham
'ticket' that includes all operators.
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[6.5] Low Emission Vehicles - DCC should put more
pressure on the truly local taxi firms to convert to
LEVs, then bring in local bylaws (?) that only LEVs
can operate in the city centre (so protecting local
firms as well as reducing pollution). Similarly with
bus companies.

"As outlined in the County Durham Plan, it is
important that opportunities are maximised to access

Section 4.3.4, page 43pp.  Priority for sustainable
modes on Milburngate bridge.

7

sustainable forms of transport for residents of bothThe County Durham Plan (CDP) foresees an
increase in traffic demand due to economic growth, existing and new developments. Therefore, the

homes being constructed in Sniperley will haveand a specific increase in demand due to the
access to the Sniperley Park and Ride facilityconstruction of homes in Sniperley. This growth in
reducing the need to travel into Durham city centre
via private car.

demand is likely to offset the 33–36% of trips that
might be avoided by routing "through traffic" by a
new route north of Durham, so it seems that other The package of improvements for Milburngate Bridge

and the two roundabout junctions either side will beaspects of the CDP are together likely to lead to a
subject to feasibility studies, consultation with localvehicular demand on Milburngate Bridge similar to

today's. residents and businesses and may require the
development of a business case in order to attractI understand the plan as it stands to reduce the

vehicular capacity of Milburngate bridge by 50% by external funding. This additional work will ensure
that any potential knock on effects in terms ofreplacing one lane in each direction with additional
rerouting, congestion or air quality would bespace for pedestrians and cyclists.  Unless vehicular
identified and managed or mitigated., to ensure the
effective delivery of the scheme.

demand can also be reduced by 50% – and I see
no evidence from the plan that this reduction is
feasible – the plan to replace vehicular lanes with "
cycle lanes will increase congestion at peak hours,
decreasing air quality and the quality of environment
for pedestrians and cyclists using the improved
bridge.

More significantly, I anticipate that the increased
congestion will lead commuters to employ other
routes through Durham, with Quarryheads Lane
being an obvious diversion. This quiet residential
route is currently a valuable thoroughfare for
pedestrians and cyclists travelling north-south.  Is
this road suitable for the increased volume of traffic
that is likely to arise as vehicles avoid congestion
on Milburngate Bridge?  How will it influence the
"quality of place" that currently characterises the
road?  Will the additional traffic undermine the
planned redesign of the New Inn junction?

I frequently cycle along Quarryheads Lane when
commuting to Durham University, as do a number
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of colleagues who commute from the station.  I
presently find cycling unpleasant and dangerous at
peak times due to traffic overtaking on the narrow
lanes; increased traffic flow along this route would
make me less likely to cycle and more likely to drive
– an opinion which, if shared by others, would
counteract the objectives of the Sustainable
Transport Delivery Plan.  If the planned modification
to Milburngate Bridge is to go ahead, I trust that the
impact on re-routed traffic will be carefully modelled
and mitigated such that the additional traffic does
not deter people from using sustainable methods of
transport on routes that do not make use of this
crossing.

"The Delivery Plan sets out ideas for different
measures in the city in order to deliver the wider

This document is entitled "Delivery Plan" but it really
seems much more like a high-level strategy. There

5

Transport Plan. It forms part of a hierarchy ofis no sign that the Council has any detail yet on how
to deliver sustainable transport. documents being produced by Durham County

Council, central to this is the development of theI am pleased to see that the needs of disabled and
wheelchair users have been taken into account in a Spatial Strategy which presents a vision for potential

housing, jobs and the environment till 2035. Thenumber of places in the plan. I think the plan could
Spatial Strategy is supported by a wide rangingbe strengthened by recognising that for some elderly
evidence base including documents such as theor disabled people both ordinary and adapted
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and the Durham Citybicycles can help them remain mobile, and that good

cycle routes are also beneficial to wheelchair users. Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan. The Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan will be

I am glad to see on page 28 (paragraph 2.2.9) some
recognition that car parking can be a barrier to

followed by the development of area specific action
plans.

improving streets for pedestrians and cyclists.
Comment noted about how wording could be
strengthened around how bicycles can help keep
elderly and disabled people mobile.

Indeed, it can also prevent bus lanes being
introduced. The management of car parking is not
very good at present. Much of the on-street parking
is very cheap (as the report acknowledges) and there This consultation has been part of the ongoing

approach DCC are taking to engage with local
people about the Delivery Plan.

are no maximum stay limits, which means the
turnover is not as good as it could be. This means
people have trouble finding parking spaces, and There are a number of issues which have led to the

removal of the proposal to allow cyclists to accessretail businesses might not get so many customers.
But there will undoubtedly be a lot of popular Framwellgate Bridge and Silver Street. There are
pressure if the Council try to take away car parking. significant safety concerns related to the conflict of
The Council needs to work with local people to cyclists with pedestrians in this area of the city
understand the concerns and actual needs, and build alongside suitability of the surface for cyclists. In
approval for changes by demonstrating how good addition in order to allow cyclists to use
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Framwellgate and Silver Street would require the
introduction of appropriate signage to notify both

practice has worked elsewhere, having trial
arrangements, etc.

cyclist and pedestrians.The introduction of additionalPrevious versions of this plan have included
proposals to open Framwellgate Bridge and Silvery signage contradicts with the principle included within

the Delivery Plan to reduce street clutter, especiallyStreet to two-way cycling before 10am and after
in the conservation area to improve the overall visual
environment within the city centre.

4pm.Why has this been removed? Outside the peak
shopping hours, why should cyclists not be allowed
to cycle uphill on Silver Street? They would be at no The scope of the delivery plan was shaped by

consultation with the public and stakeholders at thegreater risk of collision with delivery lorries than
start of the process to identify where the priority
areas for improvement are.
Proposals for other areas of Durham City are being
taken forward within the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
The areas surrounding Durham City which
accessible by sustainable modes i.e. up to 5 miles

pedestrians are, and at the quieter times there is
enough room to avoid collisions with pedestrians.
Lorries and cyclists are allowed to use Saddler Street
all day, so why should not cyclists use Silver Street
(and Elvet Bridge) outside the peak shopping times?
This would offer a quick win for sustainable modes,

outside Durham City, are considered within theas crossing the city by bike otherwise involves the
County Durham Walking and Cycling Delivery Plandangerous Milburngate Bridge or very indirect routes

like Pennyferry Bridge. (CDWACDP). As part of the CDSWACDP the
Council will construct Cycling Super Routes linking
key settlements within 5 miles of Durham City.

I object to section 4.3.6 where various alternative
approaches have been rejected. Local authorities
need to take a stronger lead on enabling and Congestion charging has been looked at previously

and has been found to be an unrealistic alternative,promoting sustainable transport.The document cites
as well as the likelihood of it being unpopular with
residents and local businesses.

the experience of Edinburgh and Manchester, where
congestion charging was rejected in referenda. Note
that these referenda were held before the matter of As mentioned in the Delivery Plan, we feel the

Northern Relief Road should only be provided toair quality reached public awareness, so they are
not a good guide to current opinion. It is also enable the reallocation of road space to sustainable
important to note that in Stockholm they successfully modes. Given the significant proportion of through
introduced congestion charging by operating a trial traffic which use Milburngate Bridge, we feel the
for several months and taking the referendum after relief road is required to ensure traffic is removed
the trial, when people could appreciate the actual
benefits.

from the city centre to provide the step change in
sustainable transport facilities, and deliver air quality
benefits given the limited space for people and
vehicles across the city centre. "

I am concerned that the reason given at the foot of
page 46 for rejecting alternative approaches is that
"there is little widespread appetite, especially
amongst business stakeholders, who have concerns
over the impact of such measures on retail and
visitor economies". It is possible to arrange
congestion charging and other measures such as
managing car parking so that the visitor and retail
economies are encouraged, but so that peak time
congestion related to employment and education is
diminished. Businesses should not be given greater
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weight than the needs and health of people who live
and work in the area.

Why are the Merryoaks, Neville's Cross and
Crossgate Moor areas omitted from the delivery
plan? See page 35 and also the sections about
routes to the University on pages 51 to 52. The
omission means that outer areas like Brandon and
Meadowfield would also see no improvements to
sustainable transport options.

Regarding the Northern Relief Road (paragraph
4.3.5) I think that the Council could deliver a lot more
improvements for public transport, cycling, walking
even without reallocating space on the Milburngate
Bridge and other city centre locations. This
investment should happen well before the
construction of any relief roads to enable a shift of
travel habits away from the private car. I am very
skeptical that the Council would have the political
will to reallocate space on the Milburngate Bridge,
and by building the Northern Relief Road we will just
end up by accommodating extra road traffic and the
reallocation will never actually take place.

The Council have worked with the University on this
plan and also on the University’s masterplan for the

In general, the objectives of the plan are laudable,
but it would be nice to see more specific aspirations
than "better" and "improved" (e.g. figs 4.4, 4.5).

3

area to ensure real changes are made on the
ground, particularly in the areas you have mentioned
such as the New Inn Junction.

I note that the objectives of this plan do not entirely
accord with the current proposals of the Durham
University masterplan, which provides essentially
no provision for cyclists in the proposed remodelling
of Church Street and the New Inn junction (contra
"Re-model junctions to provide priority for
pedestrians and cyclists", p. 52).  At a public
consultation, strong views were expressed by the
council representative with whom I spoke against
the provision of dedicated cycle infrastructure.  In
particular, the provision of cycle lanes or, where
space does not permit, shared lane markings
(sharrows) could be stipulated or encouraged in the
transport delivery plan.

"DCC are not considering charging vehicles for
entering the city centre over and above the charging

as far as driving in and out of durham city centre if
you put a charge on it I find that disgusting I pay my

1

zone already in place for vehicles accessing theroad tax always have and to be charge to pass into
Durham peninsula. Additional congestion chargingthe city centre or in fact any other I find that under
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handed disgusting and shows how low councils will
to make more money out of the driver, my car is a

would not be acceptable for most residents and
businesses of the city. It would discourage

diesel and i'am going to hammer'd thank's to the discretionary trips to the city and therefore have a
government ill thinking and to which it has cost me detrimental impact on the commercial centre of the

city.in the value of my car, more over durham is not a
place I like to visit any more due to the fact its more The Delivery Plan seeks to improve facilities for bus

users and encourage bus operators to consider theinterested in the students, second hand shops, it
look's dirty and uncared for. if you wanted to keep potential for using low emission vehicles on local
the motor car's out you should have built the bypass bus services. This will make the bus offer more
like what you were going to do? strange how one attractive to people and generate significant air

quality benefits in Durham."bus with one person on it seem's to be cleaner than
me in my car as I was behind a bus to day as it
poured out black smoke very clean that was   

"Comment noted. Dedicated cycle lanes is one of
the indicative options which is mentioned as part of

section 4.4: University to city centre corridor.

General idea of encouraging more walking and
cycling is good, but this lacks ambition.You need

23

the area-wide enhancements to improve conditions
for pedestrians and cyclists.not only to widen footpaths, but also to provide

dedicated cycle lanes. This could best be achieved One way systems are often confusing and can mean
higher speeds. From a public transport perspective,by having a one-way system flowing southwards
buses would need to go longer distances, performdown Hallgarth street, and northwards down Church
difficult manoeuvres and their routing would beStreet.This would also mean that you could abolish
confusing for users. We also need to consider thethe traffic lights at the entrance to Hallgarth Street
parking of residents on Hallgarth Street, it also calms
traffic by reducing speed of traffic."

and Church Street from New Elvet. The traffic
backing up because of these lights causes serious
air pollution.

Comment noted.We wish to advise that any proposed bridges over
the River Wear and River Browney will be required

21

to go through the sequential and exceptions tests if
they are within flood zones. In Flood Zone 3a
essential infrastructure should be designed and
constructed to remain operational and safe in times
of flood and will need to be assessed within a Level
2 SFRA.

"As mentioned in Section 4.3.5, our primary focus
of the Northern Relief Road is that it should only be

The plan discusses lots of "smarter choices", but
seems to be saying that these are all too difficult

19

provided to enable road space reallocation in the(particularly employee parking issues), so we need
city centre helping remove traffic and improveto build a Northern Bypass! This appears in section
facilities for sustainable modes. Given the limited4.3.5 on page 46. I cannot find references to the
space for people and vehicles across the city centre,western bypass in this document, although it appears
we feel that to provide the step change in sustainablein the map document. I am fully in support of smarter
transport we are targeting, there is a need to deliverchoices. I am strongly against the non-smart option
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of building more roads. Apart from the impact of the
roads themselves, history would suggest that the

the Northern Relief Route to reduce the level of
through traffic in the city centre.

next step is to infill the area between the road and As mentioned in the Delivery Plan, we are currently
stepping up our own travel planning activities andthe city with more development. As a resident of

Crossgate Moor, the difference in traffic between a we are seeking to works with other employers in
school day and a school holiday day is considerable. Durham City to develop a formal partnership to enact
If we could get these children out of cars and on to more ambitious travel plans including car park

management and business travel.buses, bikes or walking, we would solve most of the
traffic issues.This is listed among the smarter choice
options. The need for school travel plans to encourage travel

by sustainable modes is acknowledged.

"
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The approaches set out are compliant with regulatory
and NPPF requirements. As well as e-consultation

Not really consultations no consider for people who
don't have IT skills, drop in sessions in Stanley

1

information, there were several meetings at differentofficers could have been completing submission
venues and the consulation documents wereforms or recording comments.Your officers were
available for reference at many access points aroundvery friendly and did send me further information not

complain about your officers but your process. the county. A summary of responses is provided in
the council's Statement of Consultation, along with
details of how they have affected the Local Plan.

What happens to my comments, how are they
included and acted upon.

The approaches set out in consultation documents
are written in a way that ensures that they are

this consultation document is way too long. Ive had
enough now

15

accessible to everyone, and that they are fully
comprehensive, with a concise executive summary
provided to offer more accessibility.This is compliant
with NPPF policy and guidance.

The vision was shaped by engagement activities
during consultation of the Issues and Options stage

The Vision should be one which is County wide, with
regeneration, housing, development and appropriate

13

of the County Durham Plan. Responses receivedfacilities provided across the County, without undue
during consultation are summarised in the Statementemphasis on development being concentrated on
of Consultation along with how they may haveDurham City and its immediate environs. At the last
affected the Local Plan preparation. The agenda forConsultation, the vast majority of Respondents were
when, how and with whom consultation should bein favour of the above County wide approach (as
is set out in the Statement of Communityexpressed by their preferences for Options 3&4 in
Involvement and is compliant with regulatory andthis previous Consultation). The current CDP now
NPPF guidance. The County Durham Plan sets outbeing presented by DCC for consultation seems to
local development framework for the whole county.be based on Options 1&2 of the previous Plan. This
Development within the city centre is importantputs undue emphasis on wholly inappropriate
because investment can be maximised, employmentdevelopment in Durham City without adequately
opportunities boosted and congestion can beaddressing the needs of the County as a whole. I
reduced with fewer journeys and sustainable
transport initiatives.

would question if DCC have any intention of carrying
out a meaningful Consultation Process on the latest
CDP, when they have ignored the views of the
majority in the previous Consultation Process.

Durham County Council's Statement of Community
Involvement sets out when, how and with whom

Finally The consultation process is very poorly
advertised, the minimum required has been

11

consultations should be made during developmentundertaken- a few notices on lampposts and
of the Local Plan. Details of the consultationinformation on a website that is difficult to navigate.
meetings were made available on the council'sEmails should have been sent to those registered

1
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and leaflets sent to every address. This would
ensure people were aware and have the opportunity

website, social media, posters in local libraries, and
emails were sent out to those that have registered

to put forward their views, not just those that happen their details with the Spatial Policy Team and letters
to see a notice or use your convoluted consultation
process.

were sent to addresses within up to 150m of a
housing allocation.The council considers that these
approaches are compliant with regulatory and NPPF
requirements and best practice.

Thank you or the feedback with regard to our
webpages. We will endeavour to make it as
accessible as possible for our users.

I tried using the ‘www.durham.gov.uk/future’ website
as recommended but didn’t find it very user friendly
at all, hence this email.

9

The development plan making procedure is such
that it allows for sustainable growth of the whole

Complaint regarding consultation for county
Durham Plan.

7

county to be outlined in a single Local Plan, theWith reference to the above and the previous
consultation event held in Crook on Monday 23rd County Durham Plan. It simplifies the process of

determining applications for development when thereJuly 2018, I wish to complain about the current plan
is a single, unified plan; provides a comprehensiveand the lack of consideration towards the residents

of Crook, who will be adversely affected by the plans. plan without patchwork. This is in line with statutory
and NPPF guidance. which includes details of

We initially received a letter regarding the proposals
for the site behind High West Road in Crook dated

consultation events for the Local Plan which includes
details of strategies within and around Crook, along

15th June 2018, however the link to the detail on with e-consultation information. Two consultation
your website is very poor and difficult to navigate to meetings in Crook on 12th July 2018 and 23rd July
the specific documents which relate to this site. I do 2018 were attended by 150 people and 120 people
not believe that residents in Crook are really respectively. There was also a meeting with the
interested in trawling through the whole County Disability Partnership and engagement with schools
Durham Plan, to find the basic details available on
the proposed Crook Development.

across the county, including 3 primary schools in
Crook and one secondary school.

It would be perfectly reasonable for people to
assume that this was a purposeful act to prevent
easy access to the relevant details.When important
documentation is supposed to be easily accessible,
the persons responsible for posting of the
documents, should at least test the site access with
members of the public to ensure the website is easy
to use.

It is evident from the Crook residents I have spoken
to, that there has been no widespread publication
of the development proposals for Crook and whilst
I’m sure DCC may have complied with the basic
requirement of notifying residents within a specific
radius of the proposed site, what about the rest of
Crook. Taking into account this development could
adversely affect thousands of residents, why have

2
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DCC not adopted a more transparent approach to
ensuring greater visibility for those affected?

Can you advise how many residents have been
contacted directly?

Considering we are all deep in this digital age, could
you not send out a text message to all Council Tax
payers to raise awareness of plans to build in Crook?
This could then signpost people to DCC website or
a specific department that could answer any
queries?

With reference to your Consultation and Engagement
Strategy, I would also like to raise some concerns.

You have indicated a desire to improve customer
satisfaction, engaging with all communities, including
children, young people and those often
underrepresented. Can you advise how this new
approach has been applied in Crook? And how many
of these groups have been specifically targeted for
opinions on a future housing development in Crook?

Since the initial Persimmon Housing Plans at the
rear of High West Road were initially rejected, and
taking into account proposals for a housing
development were still an option, can you advise if
this prompted DCC to consider alternative sites
which would be more suitable to accommodate
Housing in Crook?

I have attached a further document regarding the
above which includes details pasted from the DCC
website which explains how DCC will consider the
County Durham Plan preferred options.

The black text in the attachment is from your website
and I have added my comments/questions below
your statements (in blue text) and for further clarity
this all relates to my home at ……… and the impact
of the County Durham Plan on my family and existing
residents of Crook.

You will also note I have attached this document to
a previous email sent to the spatial policy team, with
my views on the proposed development and whilst
I have not had a response to my comments, I would
expect them to be also considered as part of this
draft.

3
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Regards……….David Longstaff

Durham County Council apologises if there have
been mistakes in the Privacy Notice document. The

The Privacy Notice handout sheets contain 9 spelling
mistakes and a sentence under section 8, which

5

Statement of Community Involvement set out themakes no sense. As this is a formal document about
agenda for consultations during the development ofdata and information rights, the Council should never

send out any document which is so full of mistakes. the Local Plan and is compliant with regulatory and
NPPF guidance in terms of when, how and withThe so-called consultation meeting was shambolic

and clearly not a meeting. The representative we whom consultations should be made. Details of
consultation meetings were advertised in severalfinally spoke with admitted that he had not expected
manners, including on the council's homepage, viasuch a large turnout.This is possibly because it was
social media, press releases, via site notices andnot advertised to all interested parties/Consett
with information given in access points. The Countyresidents. His reaction was that it was on social
Durham Plan is necessary to guide developmentmedia or a letter to people within a narrow distance
across the whole County, and all of the county isfrom the site. Clearly not everyone is on social
included within it, summarised in an executivemedia.The council representatives were not readily
summary. It is a key element of the vision thatidentifiable; hence large groups of people were

unable to access officials with their questions. strategies be put in place to boost the economy and
this encompasses a need to develop within the city

The document itself is not user friendly and is in a
very complicated format. We would think that this is
not accessible to the majority of residents.

centre, where existing investment is located and
near to transport links. Since Durham city centre is
an important employment hub (e.g. the university,
passport office, hospitals), development in the cityThe whole plan is Durham – centric with the outlying

areas appearing to be dormitary. centre in a planned way is important to strengthen
investment in an area popular with investers and
residents of County Durham as well. Development
in the city centre also reduces congestion with
sustainable transport initiatives, whilst protecting the
Green Belt. Despite this, the County Durham Plan
guides development across the county, not just
within the city centre area.

The aim is that the Local Plan consultation
documents are written in an accessible format and

TD has a general objection to the inaccessible format
of this document. This consultation ought to be an

3

delivered through a variety of methods to allow foropportunity to engage the people of County Durham
engagement with as many people as possible,in a broad conversation about the future of our
including executive summaries. The consultationcounty. We do not believe this document can
period as outlined in the Statement of Communityaccomplish this; it contains a great deal of planning
Involvement is compliant with regulatory and NPPFjargon with little explanation, and we believe it is
guidance and best practice. Consultation eventsunjustifiably difficult for the average, inexpert resident
were scheduled purposefully to avoid clashing with
sporting event scheduling, where possible.

to understand its salient points.We also believe that
conducting this consultation during mid-summer (end
of term and holidays) and directly overlapping the
World Cup tournament is the worst possible time of
year to maximise the number of responses from

4
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residents. We believe that the 6 weeks given for the
consultation period is too short.

The map you are referring to is the Ordnance Survey
base map. This is kept up to date by the Ordnance

The Map

I was horrified to see that the base map, on which
all your proposed policies for future years are

4

Survey themselves and is not the responsibility of
the council.marked, was considerably out of date and gives no

indication of the hundreds of recently built new
houses in Barnard Castle and Startforth.

By omitting these significant areas of new housing,
and not making any attempt to show them by for
example by coloured hatching, DCC is presenting
a misleading and inadequate representation of
Barnard Castle area.

Durham County Council's Statement of Community
Involvement sets out when, how and with whom

I would however also like to stress my utter
disappointment and dismay at the inept, so called

2

consultations should be made during development“Consultation Event” which I attended on the 17th
of the Local Plan. The approaches set out areof July 2018 at St Patricks Hall, Consett, what an
compliant with regulatory and NPPF requirements.absolute waste of time. Consultation as defined by
Comments made by attendees of consultationthe English Dictionary is 1. the act of consulting, 2.
meetings have been recorded and responses areconference of discussion or the seeking of advice,
summarised in the Statement of Consultation, withneither of which I found evident at this gathering.
details of how the Local Plan will be affected. TheOther than the proposed development plan of
council's records show that 200 people attended theConsett which, like most of my fellow attendees had
event in Consett on the 17th July 2018, andpreviously seen, there was no other meaningful
comments made by attendees have been recorded.information available. There was no register of
Responses will be summarised in the Statement ofattendees, no one recording any comments or views
Consultation, which aids transparency in the
consultation procedure.

of the attendees and in my personal experience,
none of the Durham County Council officials in
attendance were able to directly answer any of my
questions. After speaking to quite a number of the
other attendees it was no surprise to find they also
left the so called “Event” bewildered and
disappointed.

The approaches set out in consultation documents
are written in a way that ensures that they are

I am a pretty articulate and intelligent individual, this
consultation document is both confusing and

16

accessible to everyone, and that they are fullycomplex to negotiate I have tried to respond to the
comprehensive, with a concise executive summaryvarious questions but found a large amount of
provided to offer more accessibility.This is compliant
with NPPF policy and guidance.

duplication and complexity, I am therefor going to
respond via email

5
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A new draft Issues and Options plan was drawn up,
where the council outlined issues and consultation

No one can argue with the basic principles of
securing homes and jobs for our residents, however

14

gave options for addressing them. Consultationthis plan is very, very similar to the one previously
responses shaped the Preferred Options draft of thesubmitted that was ruled as being unsound, after
County Durham Plan. All approaches have been inseveral million pounds and a number of years I
line with regulatory and NPPF guidance. A summarywould have expected the council to be more
of responses is provided in the council's Statementimaginative in their approach and offer options that
of Consultation, along with details of how they have
affected the Local Plan.

both take on board previous consultation responses
and the rulings that have been previously made in
the "unsound plan" It does make you wonder if
consultation responses are actually being taken
onboard

Consultation that meets the standards of regulatory
bodies and NPPF guidance has taken place during

First of all I don't want you to feel that my response
to the CPD is an angry one, I am not an angry

12

preparation of this Plan, where the issues facing theperson. My direct response comes as a result of a
county in the period up to 2035 were outlined andlack of consultation and consideration throughout
views of the consultees formed options for solvingthe previous process and this current consultation.
them.There needs to be an overall balance betweenThere has been little solution focused work
providing local employment opportunities, promotingundertaken or shared as to how possible solutions
sustainable development and protecting thecould be found to identified problems.The University
countryside and heritage, and evidence reflects theand student situation as well as local relationships
need for purpose built student occupation (includingis now untenable. Our City has lost it's identity as
housing of multiple occupation) to be located nearDCC has given unmonitored permission for
to existing employment and accessible by publicexcessive HMOs to be approved within the city
transport, to reduce congestion in the city centre andcentre and DCC cannot understand how the
county wide. The Durham University Impact Studyresidents feel, as no work has been done with the
outlines environmental, heritage, land-use,residents and the University on development.There
economic, transport and culture impacts from thehas been a total lack of involvement until a recent
university and ways to mitigate these. Sites formeeting where, it has to be said, the University were
housing and economic investment are identified byshocked at how the residents felt. This could and
the council, inaccordance with current national policyshould have been done better, many locals backs
and guidance and they include previously developedare literally "up" as you simply haven't done enough
sites, those submitted by land owners for theirto work with those affected, the farmers, the
development potential, those submitted by parishresidents affected and those communities affected.
councils and others, among others. They areWe all could have had a better outcome and I am
assessed for sustainability before being included insure this plan would have been applauded,
the Plan as options, and are not influenced by any
particular developer.

supported and understood. As it is once again we
have confusion and disappointment.We all want our
beautiful city to flourish, we are proud of it, however
you haven't invested in us as local residents and our
invested in hearing our views. It was hoped you
would have learned from the previous consultation
re issues raised and how vociferous locals and
groups were, and it is a further disappointment that

6
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again you have placed Stuart Timmiss as the lead
on this CDP, given the last consultation debacle.
Additionally there is a growing sense that actually
this is the developers plan and not the DCCs.

We all want Durham to thrive, to be economically
viable and be a leader in terms of culture, jobs and
prospects. Housing of course is essential to drive
forward that vision, however whilst I agree with this
foreword I do not agree in the "how" that is to be
achieved. Additionally, I am confused as to why we
have this preferred option presented to us as, in the
previous plan a large % of people were in favour of
the previous options 3/4 yet this recent plan does
not take into account the outcomes of the last
consultation and it has basically reverted back to
option 1/2.This is concerning. Furthermore, this Plan
doesn't sit well with other consultations taking place
such as the new situation of County Hall, Sustainable
Transport.

Durham County Council's Statement of Community
Involvement sets out when, how and with whom

Thank you for the information re CDPlan.
I received two letters on Friday the 22 June at eleven
thirty about the various public meetings re the "new"

10

consultations should be made during development
plan but was very annoyed when I read and found of the Local Plan. As well as a letter, details of the
the date of the Spennymoor meeting was this consultation meetings were made available on the
Monday 25 June which I was very unhappy about council's website, social media, site notices, press
and phoned to speak to a very polite young man notices and on other documents. The magazine
James to tell him that is ridiculously short notice , 'County Durham News', delivered to every household
one working days notice for most people and my in the county, also had details of consultation. DCC
neighbours were very annoyed about that bad considers that these approaches are compliant with
planning . People also have busy lives so a little
more notice than a day is needed.
I'm on loads of boards etc and no way would I get
such short notice about such an important issue or
is someone hoping no one will turn up???!
Anyhow that's my moan over but this is an official
complaint so may I have an answer . The local

regulatory and NPPF requirements and best
practice. 150 people attended the consultation
meeting in Spennymoor on the 25th June 2018.

people want to go to a local place to read about plan
not as was suggested to me that there was another
meeting ( not in letter ) in Ferryhill. I don't , nor do
others want to have to travel to Ferryhill .
Please can you continue to update me via e mail
and I in turn will try and keep our residents group in
the loop

7
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Consultation documents are written in a manner that
is compliant with regulatory and NPPF guidance.

Just received your letter.

I class myself as quite an intelligent person but I
have to say have your department ever heard of
plain English?

8

There is an executive summary which is aimed at
providing a more accessible, concentrated format.

I work in a government department and we have to
write our customer facing to a reading age of 11 to
12.

Maybe it is a ploy that anyone trying to read this
letter will throw it away as they can’t understand it
and therefore not take part in your consultation?

Who knows but I certainly wouldn’t be putting my
name to that letter.

The County Durham Plan is necessary to guide
development across the County, without which

For me a plan basically sets out where you are,
where you want to get to by when and why ( the

6

development would still occur, but without directiongoals) , what are the actions / activities / projects
and influence by the council. The County Durhamthat will get you there, what are the barriers / hurdles
Plan has been developed to be compliant with plan/ issues to be overcome and how will you address
making policy as set out in the NPPF and bythem etc, what resources will you need, how will
regulatory bodies. Saved policies drawn up by thethey be provided etc.  Actions and activities are
former local planning authorities prior to localdesigned to enable goal achievement.  KPIs describe
govenernment reorganisation authorities arethe goals, metrics track progress towards meeting

KPIs available to be viewed on the council's webpage. It
would not be feasible or reasonable to video record
all council meetings.

This plan as more of a “statement” or set of
aspirations, with a heavy bias on Durham City.

Could we have a scope, assumptions, including what
was new and what was brought from the previous
plan to help readers of the plan.

It could help residents across the County to have
more visibility into the works of DCC. This increased
visibility and transparency is what residents want.
To this end why are Council meetings and key
Committee Meetings not video recorded and made
available to the public to assist wider
understanding? 

8
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Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

This representation has been prepared by Lichfields
on behalf of Theakston Estates Ltd (TEL). TEL

12

Viabiltiy is not considered to be an issue in relationwishes to thank the Council for the opportunity to
to the requirement for porous and permeablecomment on the ‘County Durham Parking and
driveways. Market research has suggested thatAccessibility Standards 2018’. TEL supports the
pourous surfaces have a similar, if not lower, costoverall purpose of this document and the need to
per m2 when compared with tarmac and otherprovide appropriate car parking which is designed
non-permeable or non-porous surfaces. In relationproperly. However, they have a few minor

comments. to your comment on bus routes looping around
housing estates, this paragraph has been amendedTEL supports the last sentence in paragraph 2.2.2

which states that “800m was considered to be a to consider instances where an entrance and exit
may not be possible in a housing estate. Paragraph‘short journey’ and walkable distance based on the

research by ‘Campaign for Better Transport[1].” 2.7.2 has been amended to the following Public
transport infrastructure should be provided at an

Paragraph 2.2.3 provides some general design
principles which should be followed when

early stage in the development, even if a site is only
part occupied, where practical and whilst taking into

considering the design and location of car parking. account discussions with bus operators, site phasing
The third bullet point states that driveway surfaces and scheme viability. In relation to your comment
should be permeable (or porous). However, this will on the distance to the nearest bus stop, 400m is
have cost implications and TEL is concerned that it considered to be the maximum distance somebody
could affect the viability of some developments.TEL
suggests that this bullet point is amended to state:

should travel. Whilst 800m is considered a short
'journey' in relation to services and facilities, the
400m walk would only form a stage of a journey and“The driveway surface used should be permeable

(or porous) to allow for the drainage of water such therefore the two figures have different meaning.
as gravel, permeable concrete block paving or
porous asphalt, where viable.”

The Council agrees that bus contributions to
subsidies services should be time limited to reflect
and this has been reflected in the standards to a2.4 Electric Vehicles (EV)
period of up to 5 years. The requirement for EVCP

TEL supports the statement in paragraph 2.4.2 that
a proportion of the total parking provision in new

provision in residential areas refers to 'passive'
provision and not a physical charge point. Passive

developments (residential and non-residential) will charging relates to the wiring and necessary
be allocated to electric vehicle charging points
(EVCPs).

infrastructure to allow the installation of a charge
point in the future. If planned into the design of
schemes, the cost of such provision will be very
small.

2.7 Public Transport Design

Paragraph 2.7.1 advises that bus routes should not
loop within housing estates. Although TEL
understands the reason why this is being sought,
there could be instances where it is not possible to
provide a second entrance / exist. To provide
flexibility, TEL suggests the following change is
made:

“To be attractive to residents and other users, bus
routes within residential areas are not to 'loop' the
estate, wherever possible, entry and exit form/to the

1
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estate must should seek to be at different points that
reassure passengers that progress is being made
in the journey”.

Paragraph 2.7.2 advises that public transport
infrastructure should be provided at an early stage
in the development, even if a site is only part
occupied. However, TEL has concerns about this
statement on the following grounds:

• There could be cases where bus operators do
not wish to operate a service through a site
until there is a critical mass of population;

• Bus operators may wish to use existing
services that run nearby in the short-term
rather than divert or provide new services into
the site;

• For large sites this requirement could result in
developers having to complete sections of
highway infrastructure (to an adoptable
standard) to deliver a bus route through parts
of the site where they have not yet started
building houses.This would not be practicable
and could have significant viability implications;
and

• The cost of delivering a bus route needs to be
considered in the context of other contributions
/ infrastructure that must to be delivered at an
early stage.

• TEL therefore suggests that the first
sentence of paragraph 2.7.2 is amended
to the following:

“Public transport infrastructure should be provided
at an early stage in the development, even if a site
is only part occupied, where practical and whilst
taking into account discussions with bus operators,
site phasing and scheme viability.”

Paragraph 2.7.3 states that the maximum walking
distances to the nearest bus stop from any
residential property should not be greater than 400m.
However, it will not always be commercially possible
for bus operators to provide a service to achieve the
400m distance and hence there could be cases
where this distance is unachievable.

TEL recognises that paragraph 2.2.2 of the Parking
and Accessibility Standards document advises that
“800m was considered to be a ‘short journey’ and

2
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walkable distance based on the research by
‘Campaign for Better Transport[2].” Furthermore,
recent research studies undertaken by WYG[3] and
DHA Transport[4] have both found that, in many
circumstances, people are prepared to walk further
to local facilities and public transport services than
is indicated by a number of guidance documents.

Whilst recognising that acceptable walking distances
will vary between individuals and circumstances,
based on the findings of recent research studies, it
is considered that a walking distance of up to 800m
(10 minutes) for a bus stop is acceptable. TEL
considers that the 400m distance is inflexible, may
not be achievable and does not reflect reality. TEL
considers that the reference to maximum walking
distances should either be removed or the maximum
walking distance be increased to 800m.

TEL therefore suggests the second sentence of
paragraph 2.7.3 is amended to one of the following
two options:

“Bus stops should be within a walkable distance of
the site”; or

“The maximum walking distances to the nearest bus
stop from any residential property should not be
greater than 400m 800m”.

• Paragraph 2.7.4 states that major residential
developments may require financial
contributions from developers to enable the
setting up of public transport services at an
early stage. Please see TEL’s response to
paragraph 2.7.2 for details of their concerns.
This paragraph continues by stating that
contributions will be paid to subsidise services
until such time as they are likely to become
commercially viable. However, a requirement
for contributions to be paid for an undefined
period is considered unreasonable because:

• this could result in payments being made for
a service that will never become commercially
viable;

• public transport operators could decide to
amend or withdraw a service and the
developers will have no control over this;

• house builders would not wish to sign up to a
legal agreement where there was no control
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over the size of / timescales for a payment,
particularly as this could have viability and
cash flow implications; and

• this approach conflicts with Regulation 122 of
the CIL Regulations because for example
having to pay a contribution over a 10 year
period towards an unviable bus service is not
necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms and is not fairly
and reasonably related in scale and kind to
the development.

• A period of up to 5 years is a timescale
that has been agreed with other local
authorities in the North East.

• TEL suggest that these sentences are
amended to the following:

• “Major residential developments may
require financial contributions from
developers to enable the setting up of
public transport services at an early
stage in the development, whilst taking
into account discussions with bus
operators, site phasing and scheme
viability. Contributions will be paid to
subsidise services for a maximum of 5
years unless a shorter time period is
agreed with public transport operators
until such time as they are likely to
become commercially viable.”

Paragraph 2.4.2 seeks a proportion of the total
parking provision in new developments (residential
and non-residential) to be allocated to electric vehicle
charging points (EVCPs). However, Table 4 requires
a minimum of 1 EVCP per dwelling. TEL considers
that the provision of one EVCP per dwelling is an
onerous requirement and will have cost implications
which could affect scheme viability. TEL suggests
that a footnote is added beneath the table that
advises that the provision of 1 EVCP per dwelling
is subject to scheme viability.

The first bullet point on page 20 requires the parking
surface for dwellings to be permeable (or porous).
As advised in response to paragraph 2.2.3, TEL is
concerned that it could affect the viability of some
developments and suggests this bullet point is
amended to state:

4
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“Where new provision is required within the curtilage,
the parking surface must be permeable (or porous)
which allows water to run through such as gravel,
permeable concrete block paving or porous asphalt,
where viable.”

[1]
https://www.bettertransport.org.uk/sites/default/files/research-files/Sustainable-Transport-and-the-NPPF.pdf

[2]
https://www.bettertransport.org.uk/sites/default/files/research-files/Sustainable-Transport-and-the-NPPF.pdf

[3] How Far Do People Walk? WYG, 2015

[4] A Study of Acceptable Walk Distances to Local
Facilities, DHA Transport, 2016

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

General comments

The most significant area of concern in the document
is how it addresses cycle parking at student
accommodation.We request more emphasis on this.

10

The requirement for cycle parking in PBSAs has
been updated as a proportion of the number of
bedrooms and not 'per unit'. The text in section 2.2

The document is also flawed when it comes to
policies on travel plans and reducing car parking at

has now been amended to include provision where
a house is converted to a HMO.The following clause

major employers with good transport links. Car has been included: "where a house, which does not
parking management, including charging and have the minimum requirement for garage storage,
reducing capacity, must be part of the mix if the UK has been converted to a HMO then 2 long stay cycle
is to meet its climate change obligations and
encourage active and healthy lifestyles.

spaces per 5 bedrooms (40%) should be provided".
The Standards have been updated to include more
flexibility on cycle storage within residentialSection 2.2 General residential (p.7)
developments (inc PBSA). The text has beenThe requirements for cycle parking provision at

residential accommodation without garages should updated to reflect the acceptabiltiy of storage within
a residenital unit as well as a cycle compound.also be increased. One space per house is not

sufficient if a family is to embrace active travel. Enclosed storage is deemed more appropriate for
overnight cycle parking, however, we acknowledge

In particular, if a house is to be converted to C4 or
sui generis HMO use, there should be a requirement

that there should be flexibility for visitor cycle
parking. To provide further clarity on cycle parking

to provide cycle parking at the same rate (suggested
minimum of 2 spaces per 5 beds), as with PBSAs.

design and requirments we have included additional
diagrams in the Parking and Accessibility Standards
document.We would like to see provision exceeding the

minimum when accommodation is over 1.5km from
the University in acknowledgement that students
living further out are more likely to need and want
to cycle.

It is to be hoped that HMO accommodation will
become more dispersed through the city as a result
of the Article 4 Direction, but this will require better

5
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cycle parking and infrastructure to accommodate
student needs.

Section 2.5.1 Long stay cycle parking (p.11)

The requirements for long stay cycle parking may
require revision.

While paragraph 2.5.1.2 is good relating to cycle
parking at residential accommodation, a fine balance
will need to be struck to ensure the secure & covered
cycle parking is located in a convenient location to
encourage use and there may be alternatives which
provide suitable provision. For example, at the
University, staff (mostly long stay) and students
(mostly short stay) cycle parking is largely mixed,
the current covered but unenclosed stands work well
because there is a high turnover of bikes and high
footfall past to deter thieves. There should be
provision of enclosed stands in areas which are not
overlooked or are away from main thoroughfares,
but in general a mix of types of cycle parking is better
for the university, and the provision should be
responsive to demand, delivered via travel plan
commitments. Section

2.5.2 Short stay cycle parking (p.12)

It is suggested that this paragraph is strengthened.
The 2003 guidance included dimensions for spacing
of racks, but this is completely lacking in the latest
revision. Correct design of cycle parking is not
obvious.

It is suggested that the Council should mandate the
use of the Cambridge City Council guide:

https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/CycleParkingGuide_std.pdf

The Cambridge guide is excellent and (with the
exception of Appendix A) wholly applicable to
Durham.There have been a number of poor designs
proposed for private student accommodation
developments in the last few years, and adopting a
guide like this would ensure that serious mistakes
are avoided. Section 4 Parking quality standards
(p.18)

It is suggested that Table 4 on page 18 requires
amending. It requires 1 car parking space (minimum)
per 5 staff, with "no requirement if in the controlled
parking zones for students". Off curtilage, there is
an additional requirement of 1 space per 5 staff and

6
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1 space per 15 students. The off-curtilage provision
seems excessively large, and does not have any
get-out clause for CPZ areas. The on-curtilage
provision for students should be defined if the
property is outside the CPZ.

All the University's proposed sites for student
accommodation are in or adjacent to the CPZ, but
this is ambiguous. Surely it is more important to
determine how close to the university the PBSA is,
and therefore how likely it is for students to want to
have cars. There should also be a mechanism to
extend the CPZ to streets adjacent to new PBSAs
to protect residential amenity from students keeping
cars on-street. Section 4 Parking quantity standards
(p.19)
In the 2014 policy there was a requirement for 1
secure covered place per 5 students for Purpose
Built Student Accommodation, coupled with
short-stay visitor cycling spaces at the rate of 1:20.

The new policy is on page 19 of the document, which
says "where residential units form a block (such as
flats or purpose built student accommodation), a
minimum of 1 long stay cycle space per unit should
be provided". If it is a block of one-bedroom/studio
units, there will have to be as many cycle spaces as
bedrooms, but if the units are six-person cluster flats,
there will be less provision required than at present.
The requirement for visitor spaces has disappeared.

A more realistic rate would be 2 long-stay spaces
per 5 students, again with 1 short-stay space per 20
students. This is based on the evidence from the
National Travel Survey that around 45% of people
aged 17-20 own or have access to a bike. While
fewer students overall may bring bikes to Durham,
there is currently an under-provision of cycle parking
(evidenced by the number of bikes locked in
inappropriate locations), so requiring a higher level
to compensate and to encourage future growth in
numbers is justifiable.

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Section 2.2 non residential

I would like to see sufficient parking facilities
provided at railway stations to support sustainable

8

The document does not set standards for new train
stations and this would be determined on atransport options.  In Bishop Auckland there are no
case-by-case basis depending upon the location ofallocated long stay parking bays which deters those
a new train station. Whilst the document is notwith limited ability from travelling by train and also

7
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those who may wish to and from their work place by
car.

responsible for setting parking tariffs, the Council
are always looking for ways to encourage town
centre shopping and parking charges are a
consideration for Council-owned car parks.

I would like to see all Council owned car parks
offering 3 hours free parking to encourage town
centre shopping and for introduce a consistent, fair
and equal approach to parking charges across the
county

While the Friends of the Durham Green Belt are
primarily concerned with issue directly to do with the

6

Green Belt, the question of parking and accessibility
has been discussed and we offer the following
comments in the hope that they may be of some
assistance.

It is pleasing to see that the Delivery Plan has been
improved in several places to cover the needs of
disabled people and wheelchair users.The text could
be further improved to recognise that ordinary
bicycles are often used as a mobility aid. There is
also a need to accommodate specially adapted
cycles which are used by disabled people and by
families with children. There is an excellent Guide
to Inclusive Cycling which the County Council should
look to adopt, published by Wheels for
Wellbeing: https://wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk/campaigning/guide/.
It is also worth saying that well-designed cycle routes
can be a huge benefit also to those who use
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.
Page 7

We have concerns about the sentence which says
"There is significant potential for the promotion of
active travel and sustainable modes of transport in
Durham". This would be very much stronger if the
words "the promotion of" were removed. Promotion
is actually of limited effectiveness in achieving
significant switch to sustainable modes of transport.
What is needed primarily is better infrastructure for
cycling and walking, coupled with bus priority
measures and subsidy. There needs to be greater
commitment to resourcing cycling and walking. It is
three years since the expiry date of the County's
cycling strategy and a new one for consultation is
still awaited.
Page 28 (para 2.2.9)
We welcome the acknowledgement that the cheap
on-street car parking leads to problems for

8
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pedestrians and cyclists. It would be good to see
better management of car parking spaces on streets
such as Potters Bank, Elvet Hill Road, Church Street,
Hallgarth Street, Church Street, Whinney Hill,
Quarryheads Lane, Crossgate, John Street, Atherton
Street, New Street, Mitchell Street and New Street.
By imposing a 2 hour maximum stay on these roads,
the benefits for local businesses would be maximised
with greater turnover of parking spaces. The
provision of free short stay parking, maybe 1 hour
with no return within 4 hours for example, close to
city centre would be highly beneficial to commerce.

Page 42

The previous version of the document, which was
out for consultation two years ago, included a
proposal that cycling either way along Framwellgate
Bridge and Silver Street should be permitted outside
the peak shopping hours, before 10am and after
4pm. This is welcome but a route to link
Framwellgate Bridge with the top end of North Road
needs to be identified and Elvet Bridge needs to be
similarly treated. At present each route is strictly one
way, and technically cycling is only permitted if
making a delivery, at the same hours as deliveries
by motor vehicle are permitted.The current Delivery
Plan makes no such proposal. An objective
assessment of these possibilities should be carried
out.
The statement "Improved pedestrian crossings from
key transport interchange areas including North
Street Bus Station and Claypath bus stops" is
welcome, but also in many other locations. How
about reintroducing zebra crossings, or Pelican
crossings that prioritise pedestrians over cars, and
what about diagonal crossings, particularly at the
New Inn junction?

Turning to the statement "More benches around the
central core area to assist those with mobility
difficulties", we would agree provided that the
benches are properly ergonomically designed (with
backs (supportive, corrrectly angled, right depth of
seat to accommodate shorter people, hand rests,
etc.), not the travesties in the Market Place. And
they need to be located at regular intervals
throughout the city, so people with mobility problems
could walk in from the more outlying areas..

9
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 "Provide consistent pedestrian signage" is strongly
supported, and needs to be designed with both
visual accessibility and appropriateness to a
conservation area. The dog’s breakfast of different
signage designs in the City is appalling.

Page 43

The idea that space on the Milburngate Bridge
should be reallocated for cycling is most attractive
but, apart from the bridge itself, how would cyclists
be able to access the neighbouring network safely,
and be protected at the various slip roads?

Page.47 (para 4.3.8)

Increased pedestrian priority in the city centre is fully
supported.

Page 51 (para 4.4)

The University to City Centre corridor is a major
issue such as concerns around the University's
Mountjoy walking route and the County Council’s
Church St proposals. These matters are ongoing
and need a detailed University Masterplan for a full
understanding of the impacts of the University plans
on traffic and people movement in these areas.

Page 52 

South Road pavements should not be widened as
this would require the loss of the trees lining the
road. Better, as proposed by the University, that
walking routes should be on University land either
side of South Road.

Loss of on-street parking. We have already noted
that this is detrimental to businesses and permanent
residents in the Church Sreett area. Better to have
managed parking with resident permits and 2 hour
day time parking limits.

Measures to slow traffic speeds throughout the
corridor are supported.

 Remodelling of junctions to provide priority for
pedestrians and cyclists, and to slow general traffic
speeds through the junctions is supported.

Pages 60-62

10
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These pages set out aspirations for increasing
sustainable transport via employer travel plans.
These are very important and require a major
employer to set an example.  . Free corporate on-site
parking provided by Durham County Council and by
Durham University should be addressed. This
section sets out commendable aspirations, but it is
not backed up by any policies either in the Preferred
Options Local Plan or in the Parking and
Accessibility Standards.

Page72

We would like to see more emphasis on existing
(and new) public rights of way as a walking solution
that take pedestrians off pavements/footways that
line roads (sources of pollution).  And a major
programme to ensure that all existing footpaths are
designated as PROW if they are not already so
designated.

Page 74

Extending the hours of operation for the Park and
Ride services should be a key priority.The park and
ride sites could perhaps become later in the day a
car park for people working late or visiting the City
centre for evening leisure even if buses are no longer
running.

Finally, a very regular round city hopper bus service
that visits all the tourist venues as well as all the
commercial centres and bus and rail stations and
park and rides would be a real boon.

Friends of the Durham Green Belt

2 August 2018

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Good to see cycling and EV parking improvements.
On driveway permeability, does DCC actually police

4

The requirement for permeable and porousthis? Many recent driveways in DH1 (in some cases
driveways is a new addition to the updatedtarmacking over the full front garden!) do not look
document. This will help reduce flood risk andpermeable (so maybe they don't have planning
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permission). Please note that more tree planting
should be required in residential areas for

improve the quality of driveways on new
developments.

temperature reduction in summer heat (and shading
of vehicles) - some of your photos used are not good
examples of this and many local sites are appalling,
eg Durham Retail Park, Arniston centre.You are
also failing to encourage 'green' driveways and car
parks, eg grass and stabilized gravel. Stop
tarmacking everywhere!

test2

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

County Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards
2018

9

Viabiltiy is not considered to be an issue in relationThis representation has been prepared by Lichfields
on behalf the Brookhouse Group. The Brookhouse to the requirement for porous and permeable

driveways. Market research has suggested thatGroup wishes to thank the Council for the opportunity
pourous surfaces have a similar, if not lower, costto comment on the ‘County Durham Parking and
per m2 when compared with tarmac and otherAccessibility Standards 2018’. The Brookhouse
non-permeable or non-porous surfaces. In relationGroup supports the overall purpose of this document
to your comment on bus routes looping aroundand the need to provide appropriate car parking
housing estates, this paragraph has been amendedwhich is designed properly. However, they have a

few minor comments. to consider instances where an entrance and exit
may not be possible in a housing estate. Paragraph

Chapter 2 – Parking and Design Principles 2.7.2 has been amended to the following Public
transport infrastructure should be provided at an2.2 General Residential

The Brookhouse Group supports the last sentence
in paragraph 2.2.2 which states that “800m was

early stage in the development, even if a site is only
part occupied, where practical and whilst taking into

considered to be a ‘short journey’ and walkable account discussions with bus operators, site phasing
and scheme viability.distance based on the research by ‘Campaign for

Better Transport .”

Paragraph 2.2.3 provides some general design
principles which should be followed when
considering the design and location of car parking.
The third bullet point states that driveway surfaces
should be permeable (or porous). However, this will
have cost implications and the Brookhouse Group
is concerned that it could affect the viability of some
developments. The Brookhouse Group suggests
that this bullet point is amended to state:

“The driveway surface used should be permeable
(or porous) to allow for the drainage of water such
as gravel, permeable concrete block paving or
porous asphalt, where viable.”

2.4 Electric Vehicles (EV)
The Brookhouse Group supports the statement in
paragraph 2.4.2 that a proportion of the total parking

12
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provision in new developments (residential and
non-residential) will be allocated to electric vehicle
charging points (EVCPs).

2.7 Public Transport Design
Paragraph 2.7.1 advises that bus routes should not
loop within housing estates. Although the
Brookhouse Group understands the reason why this
is being sought, there could be instances where it
is not possible to provide a second entrance / exist.
To provide flexibility, the Brookhouse Group
suggests the following change is made:

“To be attractive to residents and other users, bus
routes within residential areas are not to 'loop' the
estate, wherever possible, entry and exit form/to the
estate must should seek to be at different points that
reassure passengers that progress is being made
in the journey”.

Paragraph 2.7.2 advises that public transport
infrastructure should be provided at an early stage
in the development, even if a site is only part
occupied. However, the Brookhouse Group has
concerns about this statement on the following
grounds:

• There could be cases where bus operators do not
wish to operate a service through a site until there
is a critical mass of population;
• Bus operators may wish to use existing services
that run nearby in the short-term rather than divert
or provide new services into the site;
• For large sites this requirement could result in
developers having to complete sections of highway
infrastructure (to an adoptable standard) to deliver
a bus route through parts of the site where they have
not yet started building houses. This would not be
practicable and could have significant viability
implications; and
• The cost of delivering a bus route needs to be
considered in the context of other contributions /
infrastructure that must to be delivered at an early
stage.

The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests that the
first sentence of paragraph 2.7.2 is amended to the
following:
“Public transport infrastructure should be provided
at an early stage in the development, even if a site
is only part occupied, where practical and whilst
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taking into account discussions with bus operators,
site phasing and scheme viability.”

Paragraph 2.7.3 states that the maximum walking
distances to the nearest bus stop from any
residential property should not be greater than 400m.
However, it will not always be commercially possible
for bus operators to provide a service to achieve the
400m distance and hence there could be cases
where this distance is unachievable.

The Brookhouse Group recognises that paragraph
2.2.2 of the Parking and Accessibility Standards
document advises that “800m was considered to be
a ‘short journey’ and walkable distance based on
the research by ‘Campaign for Better Transport .”
Furthermore, recent research studies undertaken
by WYG and DHA Transport have both found that,
in many circumstances, people are prepared to walk
further to local facilities and public transport services
than is indicated by a number of guidance
documents.

Whilst recognising that acceptable walking distances
will vary between individuals and circumstances,
based on the findings of recent research studies, it
is considered that a walking distance of up to 800m
(10 minutes) for a bus stop is acceptable. The
Brookhouse Group considers that the 400m distance
is inflexible, may not be achievable and does not
reflect reality.The Brookhouse Group considers that
the reference to maximum walking distances should
either be removed or the maximum walking distance
be increased to 800m.

The Brookhouse Group therefore suggests the
second sentence of paragraph 2.7.3 is amended to
one of the following two options:
“Bus stops should be within a walkable distance of
the site”; or
“The maximum walking distances to the nearest bus
stop from any residential property should not be
greater than 400m 800m”.
Paragraph 2.7.4 states that major residential
developments may require financial contributions
from developers to enable the setting up of public
transport services at an early stage. Please see the
Brookhouse Groups response to paragraph 2.7.2
for details of their concerns. This paragraph
continues by stating that contributions will be paid
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to subsidise services until such time as they are
likely to become commercially viable. However, a
requirement for contributions to be paid for an
undefined period is considered unreasonable
because:
• this could result in payments being made for a
service that will never become commercially viable;
• public transport operators could decide to amend
or withdraw a service and the developers will have
no control over this;
• house builders would not wish to sign up to a legal
agreement where there was no control over the size
of / timescales for a payment, particularly as this
could have viability and cash flow implications; and
• this approach conflicts with Regulation 122 of the
CIL Regulations because for example having to pay
a contribution over a 10 year period towards an
unviable bus service is not necessary to make the
development acceptable in planning terms and is
not fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind
to the development.

A period of up to 5 years is a timescale that has been
agreed with other local authorities in the North East.

The Brookhouse Group suggest that these
sentences are amended to the following:
“Major residential developments may require
financial contributions from developers to enable the
setting up of public transport services at an early
stage in the development, whilst taking into account
discussions with bus operators, site phasing and
scheme viability. Contributions will be paid to
subsidise services for a maximum of 5 years unless
a shorter time period is agreed with public transport
operators until such time as they are likely to become
commercially viable.”

Chapter 4 – Parking Quantity Standards
Paragraph 2.4.2 seeks a proportion of the total
parking provision in new developments (residential
and non-residential) to be allocated to electric vehicle
charging points (EVCPs). However, Table 4 requires
a minimum of 1 EVCP per dwelling.The Brookhouse
Group considers that the provision of one EVCP per
dwelling is an onerous requirement and will have
cost implications which could affect scheme viability.
The Brookhouse Group suggests that a footnote is
added beneath the table that advises that the
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provision of 1 EVCP per dwelling is subject to
scheme viability.

The first bullet point on page 20 requires the parking
surface for dwellings to be permeable (or porous).
As advised in response to paragraph 2.2.3, the
Brookhouse Group is concerned that it could affect
the viability of some developments and suggests
this bullet point is amended to state:
“Where new provision is required within the curtilage,
the parking surface must be permeable (or porous)
which allows water to run through such as gravel,
permeable concrete block paving or porous asphalt,
where viable.”

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Story Homes wishes to express concerns regarding
the proposed provisions of Section 2.2 of the ‘County

11

Viability is not considered to be an issue in relationDurham Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’.
to the requirement for porous and permeableIt is considered that the provisions at paragraph 2.2.3
driveways. Market research has suggested thatthat driveway surfaces should be permeable (or
porous surfaces have a similar, if not lower, cost perporous) should not be a general design principle set
m2 when compared with tarmac and otherout in the ‘Parking and Accessibility Standards’. It
non-permeable or non-porous surfaces. In relationmay not be appropriate to include permeable
to your comment on bus routes looping arounddriveway surfaces on developments and therefore
housing estates, this paragraph has been amendedthe document should not stipulate this as a general
to consider instances where an entrance and exitprinciple to be followed. The strategy to address
may not be possible in a housing estate. Paragraphsurface water drainage on development sites should
2.7.2 has been amended to the following Publicbe considered as a whole on a site wide basis rather
transport infrastructure should be provided at anthan requiring specific features through various
early stage in the development, even if a site is onlycouncil documents. This allows for greater flexibility
part occupied, where practical and whilst taking intoin providing appropriate bespoke surface water

drainage solutions within developments. account discussions with bus operators, site phasing
and scheme viability. Regarding residential EVIt is therefore requested that paragraph 2.7.1 is

amended as follows: provision, we will require 1 passive charge point (i.e.
the wiring and any associated infrastructure) to allow

‘2.2.3 The suitability of the proposed parking area
in terms of its design, size and number of spaces

take-up of an active EVCP. This provides flexibility
and the opportunity for residents to install a EVCP

will be assessed as part of the planning application. at a later date.Where a residential units do not have
For an application to be acceptable, it should meet off-street parking, 20% active (this is a formal EVCP)
general design principles as well as meet the and 80 % passive (wiring and any associated

infrastructure) will be required.minimum size requirements set out in Section 3
(Parking Size Standards) of this document. The
general design principles which should be followed
when considering the design and location of car
parking are:

access points to and from residential driveways and
commercial development should be designed such
that safe inter-visibility is afforded between vehicle
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drivers and pedestrians to allow greater awareness
and reduce the risk of accidents

vehicular driveways for residential driveways must
be able to accommodate a standard size vehicle
with wing mirrors extended as well as additional
space to allow a driver and a passenger to open a
door to the vehicle (these size standards can be
seen in Section 3)

the driveway surface used should be permeable
(or porous) to allow for the drainage of water
such as gravel, permeable concrete block paving
or porous asphalt’

Public Transport Design – Paragraph 2.7.1

Story Homes wishes to express concerns regarding
the proposed provisions of Section 2.7 of the ‘County
Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’.
It is considered that the provisions in paragraph 2.7.1
to defer securing an indication of whether proposed
allocation sites in the County Durham Plan might
require the provision of public transport links in or
through developments through contact with the
County Council’s Sustainable Transport Group is
inconsistent with the provisions of paragraph 16 of
the National Planning Policy Framework (July 2018)
in that it is not justified or effective.   It is considered
that if the Council is to request such provisions for
allocation sites this must be known from the outset
in order to consider the viability implications for the
deliverability of sites through the emerging Plan.

In addition, the requirement for bus routes not to
‘loop’ developments should only be sought where
this is appropriate and deliverable. The potential to
require additional accesses to sites not needed in
highways terms just in order to facilitate such a
requirement would not be justified or effective.

It is therefore requested that paragraph 2.7.1 is
amended as follows:

‘2.7.1 The benefits of providing public transport links
to or through the development should be considered
at an early stage. Details of where such provision
is necessary and viable for allocated sites in the
County Durham Plan will be set out in the
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Plan. For non-allocated sites Eearly contact
with the County Council's Sustainable Transport
Group will assist in giving an indication of whether
this is likely to be required. Bus routes through the
site should be direct, well related to the development
as a whole, easily negotiable by appropriate sized
buses and accommodate suitably sized shopping
areas. To be attractive to residents and other users,
bus routes within residential areas are not to 'loop'
the estate, should consider having entry and exit
form/to the estate development must be at
different points where this is appropriate and
viable that in order to provide reassure
passengers that progress is being made in the
journey.’

Public Transport Design – Paragraph 2.7.2

Story Homes wishes to express concerns regarding
the proposed provisions of Section 2.7 of the ‘County
Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’.
It is considered that the provisions of paragraph 2.7.2
do not take into account the need to ensure the
deliverability and viability of sites. To require public
transport infrastructure at an early stage of
development, including where there is limited
potential patronage, would be onerous and place
undue burdens on developments, particularly at a
stage when there is limited income and cash flow.

In addition, it is considered that the requirement for
small schemes to build in additional public transport
infrastructure in case future local or adjacent
development, which may have no or limited certainty,
is not effective and justified. It places additional
financial burdens on small developments that the
Government is seeking to encourage delivery on to
help to meet housing requirements.

It is therefore requested that paragraph 2.7.2 is
amended as follows:

‘2.7.2 Public transport infrastructure should be
provided at an early appropriate stages in the
developments., even if a site is only part
occupied. Infrastructure in terms of road widths
and  potential  stopping  areas  will  be  required
 where  there  is  potential  for  small  housing
developments to be linked into a neighbourhood
future development that cumulatively will require
the development of a penetrative bus route.’
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Public Transport Design – Paragraph 2.7.3

Story Homes wishes to express concerns regarding
the proposed provisions of Section 2.7 of the ‘County
Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’.
It is considered that the requirement in paragraph
2.7.3 that all residential properties should not be
more than 400m from the nearest bus stop is
onerous and not effective or justified. Whilst the
400m walking distance is a ‘desirable’ distance,
development that includes properties beyond 400m
should still be considered to be accessible and
sustainable.

The Chartered Institute of Highways and
Transportation issued guidance for ‘Providing for
Journeys on Foot’ in 2000. This stated at Table 3.2
what are ‘suggested acceptable walking distances’,
defining 400m as ‘desirable’, but notes that 800m is
‘acceptable’ and 1,200m is a

‘preferred  maximum’.
Therefore,  the  proposed  stringent  requirement  stipulating  a
maximum of 400m walking distance for all properties
to the nearest bus stop is considered to be onerous
and lack flexibility in the context of recognised
accepted norms. It is therefore not considered that
to be deliverable in accordance with provisions of
paragraph 16 of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF).

It is therefore requested that paragraph 2.7.3 is
amended as follows:

‘2.7.3 Higher density housing should be located
close to public transport routes, with lower densities
in more remote parts of the site. The maximum
walking distances to the nearest bus stop from any
residential property should seek to be not  be
greater than 400m where possible. Where this
is not possible developments should seek to
have properties within an  acceptable  walking
 distance  of  800m,  and  a  preferred  maximum
 of  1,200m  from  the nearest bus stop.’

Public Transport Design – Paragraph 2.7.4

Story Homes wishes to express concerns regarding
the proposed provisions of Section 2.7 of the ‘County
Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’.
The reference at paragraph
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2.7.4 that major residential developments may require financial contributions at an early
stage of development does not effectively take into
account the need to ensure the deliverability and
viability of sites. To require contributions towards
public transport infrastructure at an early stage of
development, including where there is limited
potential patronage, would be onerous and place
undue burdens on developments, particularly at a
stage when there is limited income and cash flow.

It is unclear how the timescales for bus services to
likely become commercially viable would be
calculated and which party would determine this.
The requirement should be amended to be more
flexible rather than focussing on commercial viability.

It is therefore requested that paragraph 2.7.3 is
amended as follows:

‘2.7.4 The extent of local rail network in County
Durham means that opportunities to provide direct
links to rail stations are limited. Major development
proposals in the vicinity of existing or proposed rail
stations will need to provide for safe walking and
cycling routes to/from the station. Additional access
arrangements by public transport may also be
needed. Where necessary a contribution towards
the improvement or construction of rail routes and/or
facilities will be sought. Major residential
developments may require financial contributions
from developers to enable the setting up of public
transport services at an early appropriate stage in
the development. Contributions will be paid to
subsidise services for  appropriate periods of
time. until such time as they are likely to become
commercially viable.’

Parking Quantity Standards – Paragraph 4.1.1

Story Homes wishes to clarify the proposed
provisions of Section 4.1 of the ‘County Durham
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018’ relating
to the provision of EV charging points. We would be
grateful if the Council would confirm that the
requirement for ‘All other parking spaces should be
fitted with ‘passive’ provision to allow easy
installation of an active charge point at a later date
if required’ (page 19) relates only to the residual 80%
of available spaces for out of curtilage allocated
spaces for flats and student accommodation that
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would not already have a requirement for an active
‘slow’ charge point.

Story Homes hopes that the Council finds our
representations useful and that they are incorporated
into future iterations of the emerging County Durham
Parking and Accessibility Standards  2018
 document. We  would  welcome  and  opportunity
 to  discuss  the  above matters and our suggested
modifications in greater detail.

Story Homes wishes to be a significant provider of
quality homes in Durham and we look forwards to
providing further positive engagement into the local
plan-making process.

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Introduction

The City of Durham Trust appreciates the opportunity
to comment on this document, and welcomes the

7

The 800m radius has been set to encourage
sustainable modes of travel within urban areasCouncil’s intention to revise these standards to
where people have good access to services andreflect changing requirements and also to ensure
facilities. The document has now been clarified tothat they reflect the framework provided by the
remove ambiguity concerning the location which theemerging County Durham Plan and in particular the
800m radius is measured from.Whilst we recogniserole that parking standards can play in supporting
there may be instances where certain developmentssustainable transport objectives. The Trust also
may fall just outside the radius, given that thewelcomes the removal of some unintended
standards apply for all of County Durham and thatinconsistencies resulting from the last revision in

2014. most services and facilities are located within urban
centres, an 800m radius from the central point of a

The comments below follow the order of the
consultation document, and are made in relation to

centre is considered to be a practical solution to
encourage sustainable travel. The parking standard

the effects of the standards in the Trust’s area of quantities text for PBSA has been amended to give
interest, which is that of the former City of Durham clarity that it is still a maximum standard and the

off-curtilage provision text has also been amended.District Council. Where no comment is made the
Trust is in agreement with the proposed revisions.

Paragraph 2.2.2 - General residential

The Trust notes that, for Durham City, the principle
of an 800 metre radius from the town centre has
been carried forward from the 2014 standards, but
applied to residential properties (previously a 400
metre radius) as well as non-residential. The 400
metre radius was based on the Market Place, and
the non-residential 800 metre radius on an
unspecified major transport interchange. No specific
point appears to be identified in the consultation
draft, and without this the definition will be
ambiguous.
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The Trust entirely agrees that maximum parking
standards should be determined in relation to the
accessibility of residential and non-residential
properties to public transport, and considers 800
metres to be as appropriate to residential as to
non-residential properties. However, given the
topography of Durham City and the configuration of
its street network, an 800 metre radius circle, no
matter whether it is based on the Market Place, the
bus station, or the railway station, could produce
anomalous results by bisecting individual residential
streets such as Whinney Hill, Hallgarth Street, or
Albert Street. The Trust’s view is that a map-based
approach should be adopted and suggests two
possible alternatives:

1 Have a bespoke map which approximates to
an 800 metre radius +/- 100 metres, but is also
intelligible in terms of the city’s street layout
and urban core. It will be appreciated that it is
difficult to be definitive in a response of this
nature, but, for example, where circumferential
streets such as Margery Lane, Quarryheads
Lane and Stockton Road form a natural
boundary, these could be adopted, along with
the streets inside them. In other parts of the
city, key nodes such as the Gilesgate and
County Hall roundabouts could be selected,
and logical lines drawn to link them with other
boundary points.

2 Alternatively an existing designation could be
adopted, the most obvious choices being the
Conservation Area or the Controlled Parking
Zone. The former would however extend well
beyond the 800 metre radius at some points.

Table 4: residential quantity parking standards

The Trust is unsure of the rationale for the
requirements shown in the PBSA row of the table,
and in particular for the off-curtilage requirements
for staff and students, which could have a major
impact in the case of infill developments. It is also
unclear how the phrase “controlled parking zones
for students” is intended to be interpreted. In the
Trust’s view, a maximum should be applied to PBSA
student parking provision, but the level of this should
be determined on a case-by-case basis.
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The reference to maximum standards in the lower
half of the table needs, of course, to be related to
how the 800 metre radius is defined, as discussed
above. It is also important to ensure that this is not
worded in a way that allows a 1-space per dwelling
standard to apply to new student residences.

On the continuation of this table on to page 19, the
provision for cycle parking in student accommodation
should also require spaces for visitor as well as
long-stay cycles, and clarity is needed on whether
cluster accommodation will be regarded as a single
unit or whether cycle provision should be made on
a bed-space basis.

One of the Trust’s members has commended the
Cambridge City Council Cycle Parking Guide
[https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/CycleParkingGuide_std.pdf
] as a useful reference tool for specifying cycle
parking design.

Table 7: retail quantity parking standards;Table
8: parking quantity standards for employment
use;Table 9: parking quantity standards for
leisure use;Table 10: parking quantity standards
for other uses

As with regard to paragraph 2.2.2, the Trust
considers that in the case of Durham City, an
unambiguous map-based definition of the town
centre should be specified for these tables.

Additionally, in the case of Table 10, clarity is needed
as to whether the FE provision applies to Durham
University. Although these are maxima, policy should
not encourage students to drive to university
buildings. Similarly, the Trust is concerned to see
provision made for up to 5% of secondary school
pupils to drive themselves to school. This would be
inappropriate, and inconsistent with the draft Durham
City Sustainable Transport Delivery Plan.

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

4.1.1.1 Extensions to Residential Development

Table 6 (p. 19) indicates that the extension of a
3-bed to a 4-bed property will require the addition

5

The table only refers to the extension of a 3-bed to
4-bed property where it initially only has a singleof an additional parking space.  Presumably this is
parking space. This section has been clarified to
reflect your comments.

only the case where the 3-bed property only
incorporates a single parking space within its
curtilage.  As currently stated a 3-bed dwelling with
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two unused parking spaces would be required to
add a third, which presumably is not the intention?

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Cycle parking

I am very glad to see on page 19 the reinstatement
of the requirement for all residential developments

3

There is no special provision as garages are not
factored into in-curtilage parking standards meaningto include cycle storage. As about 40% of people in
that the current standards should provide amplethe UK own or have access to a bike, it is important
storage. To provide further clarity on cycle parkingthat this need is provided for. I am concerned,
design and requirements we have included additionalhowever, that in houses with garages no special
diagrams in the Parking and Accessibility Standardsprovision is required if a garage meets the minimum
document which show minimum space standardssize.The minimum size of garage is only 6m by 3m.
between Sheffield Racks. With regard to e-bikeThis would make it quite cramped to store bikes as
charging, given that many of the batteries can bewell as a car. By comparison the Cambridge City
disconnected from bikes, it is assumed that they canCouncil guidance requires garages of a minimum of
easily be charged at home or from a 3-pin plug at6m by 3.3m with space for cycle storage being
the place of work. Whilst we will continue to reviewadditional. I would like to see this adopted by
this, at the moment it is felt that it would be anDurham County Council also. Cars in Durham are
onerous requirement particularly given the currentthe same size as those in Cambridge, and land
lack of funding streams available for installation.prices in County Durham are substantially cheaper,
However, if a development wanted to include e-bikeso we should be going for the better standard and
charge points within its design then this is somethingresisting any claims from developers that this would
the Council would support.The requirement for cyclemake housing developments unviable. For larger
parking in PBSAs has been updated as a proportionhouses, there should be storage for more than one
of the number of bedrooms and not 'per unit'. Thebike, of course. Given that the car parking
Standards have been updated to include morerequirements scale up for larger houses, the cycle

parking should also. flexibility on cycle storage within residential
developments. The text has been updated to reflect

The guidance given on the actual design for cycle
parking on pages 11 and 12 is superficial. In the

the acceptability of storage within a residential unit
as well as a cycle compound.Whilst the Parking and

2003 and 2014 guidance you required cycle racks Accessibility Standards document does not
to be spaced at 1m intervals, but the latest document specifically cover street design, Policy 31:
has no such advice. Again, I would suggest turning Sustainable Design in the Build Environment of the
to the Cambridge City Council guidance, available
online at

County Durham Plan will ensure that major new
developments create a clearly defined, easily
navigable and accessible layout which arehttps://www.cambridge.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/CycleParkingGuide_std.pdf
attractively designed and priorities the needs of
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users.

All but Appendix A ( the quantities) would be relevant
to Durham.This guide is extremely helpful, with lots
of photographs, technical drawings and dimensions
given. It has been adopted by several other local
authorities. Rather than reinventing its own guide,
Durham County Council should adopt this one.

I am disappointed that the document does not cover
the need for storage for mobility scooters and
powered wheelchairs. If the cycle storage space was
adaptable to storing these sorts of equipment as
well, that would be excellent. It would also be good
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if the cycle storage arrangements stipulated
provision of electrical power for charging e-bikes.
These are becoming more popular and in Durham
will really help more people take up cycling. But if
they have no secure place in the house to store and
charge them, that will limit take-up.

The requirements on page 19 for cycle parking for
flats and purpose-built student accommodation are
not clear enough. It says "a minimum of 1 long stay
cycle space per unit should be provided". If the
development consisted of 1-bed flats then you would
have 1 cycle space per bed. But if it was a
development of 7-bed cluster flats for students, there
would be one space per 7 students. The current
2014 guidance specifies 1 space per 5 students (or
20%) long-stay, with visitor spaces in addition at the
rate of 1 space per 20 students.

I think, given the national figure of 40% of people
owning a bike (National Travel Survey), the ratio for
flats should be 2 spaces for every 5 bedrooms,
irrespective of the number of actual units. For PBSAs
the same figure could be used, as although that is
higher than the 2014 guidance, I think there is
evidence that an increase is needed. Some local
authorities (e.g. London) are going so far as requiring
one space per bed for student accommodation, and
North Tyneside requires a rate of 50%. Given that
central government policy aims at doubling cycling
over the next decade, new developments should be
future-proofed by requiring a higher level of provision
at the outset. Again, the storage could be made
flexible so that other types of equipment may be
accommodated.

There should also be visitor spaces at flats and
PBSAs, particularly as the long-stay parking is
required to be in a gated compound.The rate of 1:20
would be a good start. By the way, the Cambridge
guidance is more flexible about the types of long-stay
provision, with storage within the building footprint
being preferred over a separate compound. That is
another reason why the Cambridge guidance should
be adopted in Durham, as it gives the developers
more options for complying with the policy in ways
which carefully meet user needs.

Street design
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There does not seem to be any guidance on street
design. It would be good to put a stop to the types
of design where on-street car parking is allowed
anywhere on a street, and instead have bays
delineated by build-outs featuring trees, grass,
benches, and other features that make the street
more livable. Such design helps to encourage
outdoor play by children by avoiding streets being
dominated by cars, and encourages cycling as well.

I would like to see guidance encouraging designs
where houses and flats are clustered around green
spaces, with walking being the prime mode of
access. When I lived in Oxford, our street had rows
of terraced houses set at right-angles to the access
road, with no car access to the front doors. Cars
were parked in an area the other side of the access
road, and the front doors of the houses were
accessed by a paved path between the front
gardens.This made the development very calm and
pleasant to live in, and there was much better social
interaction. I think it was actually also more efficient
use of the land. Some continental developments
(e.g. Vauban) have taken this further, with large
estates having car parking in rented spaces in
multi-storey blocks on the very edge of the
development, while public transport and cycle ways
enter into the site. If everyone starts their journey
with a bit of a walk, they are more likely to choose
sustainable modes.While I would not expect Durham
County Council to require such radical provision, it
would be good if your design guide encouraged
solutions which favour sustainable transport, rather
than the standard car-dominated developments we
tend to see by default.

Student accommodation

Aside from the cycle parking requirements already
mentioned, the guidance relating to car parking for
PBSAs is confused. I think you have taken the
requirements from the 2014 guidelines, where
PBSAs were in with the other non-residential uses,
and have transposed them into the residential table
without thinking it through. So the 2014 requirement
for 1 space per 5 members of staff, and 1 space per
6 students for locations outside town centres has
become an off-curtilage requirement for 1 space per
5 members of staff, and 1 space per 15 students.
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This seems to apply to all locations except town
centres. In town centres, it seems that the rate of 1
space per dwelling would apply, though what that
would mean for PBSAs is a mystery.

Similarly, in the 2014 guidance, PBSAs in town
centres needed 1 space per 5 staff and no student
provision in the CPZ. This rate has been copied
straight into the "in curtilage" rate for PBSAs in the
2018 document. Because the 2014 table and the
2018 table have different columns, it means that in
2014 you required 1 space per 5 members of staff
(whether in town centres or not) whereas in the 2018
document you require 1 space per 5 members of
staff in curtilage, and a further 1 per 5 members of
staff off-curtilage. This surely must be an error.

Moreover, because they are part of the residential
table, these rates of provision become minima,
where they were previously maxima.

And what is meant by "no requirement if in the
controlled parking zones for students"? Do you mean
the ordinary CPZ in Durham, or some special zone
that only applies to students? Perhaps it should be
"no requirement for students if in the controlled
parking zones"? The problem with this is that many
potential PBSA sites in Durham are outside the
current CPZs. What rate applies to them? It would
be good to discourage students from bringing cars
to Durham, and there should be some mechanism
to allow the CPZ to be extended to streets in the
vicinity of a proposed new PBSA to avoid students
storing cars nearby. For example, the Sheraton Park
area could do with controlled parking now that
Ustinov College has been located in the middle of
it.

Further education, schools and colleges

The policy now allows car parking provision at the
rate of 1 space per member of staff, even in town
centre locations. This is quite excessive. Please
reinstate the 2014 limit of 1 space per 5 members
of staff to encourage greater sustainable transport
use. Doctors and dental practices are still at a rate
of 1 per 5 in town centres and there is no reason for
educational sites to have more parking.

I question why secondary schools should have
spaces for 5% of students outside town centres,
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especially as pupils under 17 cannot drive. Assuming
all 6th form students qualify for driving licences ready
for the start of their final year, this would allow about
a third of the pupils with driving licences to park at
the school. This is a very high rate of provision.
Instead a maximum rate of 5% of 6th form students
would be more appropriate.

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

Dear Sirs

I write with reference to Section 4 and Table 7 on
the aspect of EV guidelines.

1

Having considered emerging evidence and reviewed
the feedback from the consultation events the

I work on behalf of a national food retailer in the UK
who has seen the change in demand for EVCP and

standards have been amended to a lower provision
(5% active/10% passive) of parking bays. This will

as such have developed their own policy for such be reviewed to take account of local and national
within its developments. Thus we recognise the trends. Supermarket size standards have been
changes happening and we also recognise the amended accordingly to reflect the differences in
change in the Government's stance with regard to shopping characteristics (i.e. less time being spent
standard vehicle engines and support the positive
approach.

at a smaller supermarket). Whilst all schemes will
be expected to provide EVCP provision if it can be
demonstrated to the Council throughHowever, I make the following points:
correspondence with the DNO that it would• the Council's proposed guidelines are a

significant leap from the current 2014 compromise scheme viability, this would be
considered.standards.  As an example, a 100 space car

park would require 2 EV spaces at minimum
under the current guidance  The new guidance
proposes that a 100 space car park would
require a minimum of 10 active and 10 passive
spaces as an example. That's from 2% to
10-20%.  On what basis does the Council
justify this significant change?

• The proposed standards are substantially
greater than other LPAs in the north east and
indeed are the highest I have seen in the north
of England as a whole?  Has consultation been
undertaken with the other LPAs in the north
east?  

• The term used is to ensure 'adequate'
provision.  How has adequate been judged
and interpreted?

• There is no difference in the standards based
upon the size of supermarket.  As we know
there is a significant difference in customer
shopping characteristics in terms of the time
spent at a smaller supermarket compared to
larger ones which have non-food products, a
café, etc. The existing standard split the
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supermarkets into a range up to 4000sqm and
then over 4000sqm.  Now all supermarkets
over 1000sqm are clubbed together in the
same category.

• There is no differentiation between Town
Centres and the Rest of the County.

• Technology is rapidly evolving in the EV
market and so will EV charging.  Surely it
would be better to consider a more moderate
change to EVCP guidance now and then
review again in a similar 4 year period.  EVCP
may have moved on again resulting in working
to out of date guidance and abortive works.

• In terms of infrastructure costs, even for a
modest sized 100 space car park the additional
KVA loading would not be accommodated by
a modest sized supermarket's switchgear.
Therefore, for every store a dedicated supply
from the DNO network i,e, a substation will be
required especially in town centres where the
existing electricity networks are already
nearing capacity. The additional cost and
planning requirements are significant.

I trust that these comments may be useful and
considered as part of the Consultation process.

Kind Regards

Nigel Dyson

Thank you for your comments on the Council's
Parking and Accessibility Standards 2018 document.

The Parking and Accessibility Guidelines are not fit
for purpose and should be revised. The minimum

13

The new Parking and Accessibility Standardsprovision for cycle parking in particular is too low
and apparently not enforced. document aims to encourage cycling as a mode of

transport particularly with the new requirement forThe motor vehicles maximum parking provision
allowed is too high and doesn’t encourage modal all new residential developments which do not have

garages to provide cycle storage. The standardschange. If there is plenty of car parking at work or
also set maximum parking requirements atthe shops, what will motivate people to switch to an

alternative more sustainable mode? destinations such as shops and work to encourage
sustainable modes of travel.
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Representations made on sites allocated in the County Durham Plan Preferred Options and Council responses

4H1 Gilesgate School1

8H2 North of Hawthorn House2

11H3 South of Potterhouse Terrace3

14H4 Former Skid Pan, Aykley Heads4

17H5 Sniperley Park5

26H6 Sherburn Road6

32H7 Cook Avenue7

35H8 Cook Avenue North8

38H9 Land Adjacent to Woodlands9

41H10 Arizona Chemicals10

43H11 Former Roseberry11

46H12 Brackenbeds Lane12

48H13 Former Harelaw School13

50H14 Former Annfield Plain Community Centre14

52H15 Former Swimming Baths15

55H16 Former Blackfyne School16

60H17 East of Muirfield Close17

65H18 Laurel Drive18

70H19 South of Knitsley Lane19

81H20 Rosedale Avenue20

85H21 Chaytor Road21
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87H22 High West Road22

99H23 Former Spennymoor Day Centre23

103H24 Former Tudhoe Grange Lower School, Durham Road24

107H25 Former Tudhoe Grange Upper School, St Charles Road25

111H26 Land to East of Ash Drive26

114H27 Former Etherley Lane Depot27

117H28 Former Chamberlain Phipps28

120H29 Bracks Road29

123H30 Copelaw30

126H31 Eldon Whins31

128H32 Land at Woodham College32

131H33 Cobblers Hall33

134H34 Land at Eldon Bank Top34

136H35 Adjacent Hunwick Primary School35

139H36 North Blunts36

141H37 Seaham Colliery37

144H38 Former Seaham School38

147H39 Camden Square39

150H40 Murton Colliery40

153H41 Dunelm Stables41

155H42 Grove Works42

158H43 Land off Leazes Lane43
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H1 Gilesgate School

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

A good use of derelict land.Reasons for support

6 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

TheRationale for Housing Allocations document
sets out the methodology used to select housing
allocations.

Too many greenfield sites in the plan. Supporting
developers not the public.

Greenfield Sites

The document sets out the approach which was
taken which was briefly:

Using the list of settlements in the order
identified in the Settlement Study we
identified SHLAA Brownfield sites in each
monitoring area that were suitable,
deliverable and viable. Viability is
determined in the Local Plan Viability
Study
If the list of brownfield sites was insufficient
to meet the residual for allocation for that
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area the exercise was repeated but this
time suitable, deliverable, viable greenfield
sites were identified;
If this was still insufficient the remaining
houses were allocated to other monitoring
areas where there were additional suitable,
deliverable sites. It was only once these
additional suitable deliverable sites were
exhausted that the Green Belt was
considered.

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key
priority for the council. We also recognise the
issues experienced in some areas as a result

Howmany empty homes there are currently that the
council could invest in.

Empty Homes

of concentrations of vacant, underused
properties and will continue to work with all
relevant agencies and in particular Homes
England to pursue funding that will allow as
many properties as possible to be brought back
into use.

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery
Plan the Plan recognises the need to ensure
that all new development is supported by

Community centre should be a requirement to
replace the one that was demolished.

Infrastructure

More residents yet less facilities as loss of school,
community centre and playing fields.

appropriate infrastructure provision and
mechanisms are embedded within the policy
framework to require this of developers where
applicable.
A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County
Durham is in preparation and will update and
replace the PPS and associated Playing Pitch

The site is considered to be a playing field or would
prejudice the use of a playing field.

Healthy Communities

Loss of all-weather tennis courts, football pitch and
basket ball courts. Action Plans from 2013. The PPS will assess

the current and projected supply and demand
for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitch
quality and usage levels. The findings of these
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assessments will provide the evidence of where
provision needs further consideration and/or to
be protected/enhanced and inform the
development of both strategic and sport specific
recommendations. The strategy will set out site
by site recommendations based on
pre-determined areas aligned to the County
Durham Plan (5 delivery areas).

The issue regarding this site concerns the loss
of playing fields, in lieu of evidence which shows
that there is a surplus of playing pitches across
the respective areas. In this case the playing
pitch will be retained.

The Plan sets down policy requirements to
ensure development is well-designed and
includes sufficient amenity and privacy for new

Design of new housing means estates are cramped
and properties overlooked.

Amenity

and existing residents. A new Supplementary
Planning Document is being prepared to set
down adequate and consistent privacy/amenity
distances throughout the County.
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H2 North of Hawthorn House

1 representation neither objected to or supported the allocation.Level of support

Stated that the site is best suited to bungalows.Reasons for
representations

3 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The site has been assessed by Highways as
part of the site selection process, no issues
have been identified. Highways access is
obtainable from St Godrics Close.

Queries over where the access will be. Concerns
over increased traffic to the Arnison centre and
Framwellgate Moor. Vehicles parking on the
footpaths and mounting the pavement raising

Highways

concerns over pedestrian safety. Concerns about
the junctions on Lanchester Road and at the bottom
of Pity Me adjoining the A167.

The Rationale for Housing Allocations
document sets out the methodology used to
select housing allocations.

There should be no use of greenfield land.Greenfield Land

The document sets out the approach which
was taken which was briefly:
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Using the list of settlements in the order
identified in the Settlement Study we
identified SHLAA Brownfield sites in each
monitoring area that were suitable,
deliverable and viable. Viability is
determined in the Local Plan Viability
Study
If the list of brownfield sites was
insufficient to meet the residual for
allocation for that area the exercise was
repeated but this time suitable,
deliverable, viable greenfield sites were
identified;
If this was still insufficient the remaining
houses were allocated to other monitoring
areas where there were additional
suitable, deliverable sites. It was only once
these additional suitable deliverable sites
were exhausted that the Green Belt was
considered.
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H3 South of Potterhouse Terrace

1 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Agree with the allocation.Reasons for support

3 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The site has been assessed by Highways as
part of the site selection process, no issues have
been identified. Highways access is obtainable

Parking and access is already an issue on the site.
Concerns over increased traffic to the Arnison centre
and Framwellgate Moor. Vehicles parking on the

Highways

from St Godrics Close. Access is possiblefootpaths and mounting the pavement raising
through realignment of the cul de sac head at
The Forge to continue the carriageway into the
development site.

concerns over pedestrian safety. Concerns about
the junctions on Lanchester Road and at the bottom
of Pity Me adjoining the A167.

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery
Plan the Plan (IDP) recognises the need to
ensure that all new development is supported

Ongoing problems with the sewage on the estate at
present.

Infrastructure

by appropriate infrastructure provision and
mechanisms are embedded within the policy
framework to require this of developers where
applicable. Sewage and Water Management
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are recognised in the IDP as critical components
of the infrastructure required to support new
development.
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H4 Skid Pan

3 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

It was commented that the site should have been approved as part of the former Policy Headquarters site. The site promoter
is seeking a larger area than that identified in the Plan. The three additional parcels have been assessed through the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA).

Reasons for support

9 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The sites have been deemed unsuitable for
housing development owing to the unacceptable
impact on Hoppers Wood.

The site promoter is seeking three additional parcels
to the site allocation.

Impact on the Green Belt

The former skid pan is an area of previously
developed land within the built up area of
Durham City. Whilst the site is within the Green

Open, recreational uses should be proposed instead
given its Green Belt status.

Wider distribution of small, brownfield sites would
be more sustainable as well as allowing the growth
and regeneration of local economies.

Belt, the skid pan area s a derelict, redundant
site which until recently was used by Durham
Constabulary as a skid pan and car park. As
such would form an exception for decision

There is no evidence of exceptional circumstances
and no record of anti social behaviour having been
reported to the police.

making under the National Planning Policy
Framework which would allow limited infilling or
the partial or complete redevelopment of
previously developed land, whether redundant
or in continuing use which would not have a
greater impact on the openness of the Green
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Belt or would not cause substantial harm to the
openness, where the development would re-use
previously developed land and contribute to
meeting an identified affordable housing need.
The Green Belt assessment concluded that the
site did not perform strongly against the Green
Belt and its removal would allow a
comprehensive design solution to prevent it
becoming an unsightly area of redundant urban
land which could attract future anti-social
behaviour.

Any possible visual or landscape impacts will
be need to minimised through appropriate
mitigation and the avoidance of encroachment
into Hoppers Wood.

Avoid visual impact on the nearby nature reserve.Environment

Ensure that any building work does not impact on
the Aykley Heads nature reserve.

The Skid Pan site is a popular recreation route for
dog walkers and the site is undergoing "re-wilding".
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H5 Sniperley Park

3 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

In addition to the site promoters, support was given to the site as being the best site to accommodate housing in and around
Durham City.

Reasons for support

82 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

A comprehensive Green Belt assessment has
been undertaken which seeks to determine the
role the Green belt plays against each of the five

The site is unsuitable in the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment owing to Green Belt.

Impact on the Green Belt

Wish to retain the special character of Durham as
far as possible.

purposes including: checking the unrestricted
sprawl of built up areas and preserving the
setting and special character of historic towns.

The northern boundary of the site along
Potterhouse and Trout's Lane will preclude any
sprawl further north than this boundary.

The Green Belt seeks to prevent sprawl.

Masterplanning of the site will ensure that the
layout and design is in a manner which will
reduce any perceived sprawl. This site has been
identified as having the greatest benefits and
also retain the special character of the city.
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The housing need figure is not determined on
employment projections. The housing need is
identified for county Durham and the Exceptional

No demonstration of a genuine need and is too
large and in the wrong location.

Exceptional
Circumstances

The scale of this development is based on
aspirational and flawed employment projections for
Durham City.

Circumstances paper sets out the range of
alternatives that have been considered in light
of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for theHouses would be unneeded owing to the length of

time it takes to sell properties on Newton Hall and
Framwellgate Moor.

Sustainable Communities option. The spatial
distribution already considers the location of
existing planning permissions. In line withRather than deleting Green Belt, the County

Durham Plan should be reviewed in year 2024 / 25
to determine whether or not allocations and sites

National Planning Policy Framework, sustainable
patterns of development have been taken into
account. Consideration has been given towith planning permission are being delivered.

Sniperley Park should be safeguarded for release
beyond 2025.

channelling development towards the urban area
of Durham City (within the inner Green Belt
boundary), towards towns and villages insetThe positioning of 1900 homes is disproportionate

at 40% of the total across the whole of the county. within the Green Belt and towards locations
beyond the Green Belt. Completion rates around
Durham City give an indication that sales for
properties are buoyant indicating a demand for
properties int he Durham City locality.

The chosen spatial strategy has had regard to
the level of planning permissions which currently
exist within settlements of Bearpark, Consett,
Crook, Peterlee (Horden), Seaham, West
Durham and Thornley. All these settlements
included site allocations. Chester-le-Street is
also constrained by Green Belt and other
environmental designations but does not offer
the same employment opportunities as Durham
City.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the
infrastructure requirements associated with
development proposed within the County

Sniperley Park would cause gridlock on local roads
and exacerbate congestion.

Infrastructure
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Sniperley Park would put unreasonable pressure
on schools and nurseries.

Durham Plan. As a result, the policy sets a
requirement for a new local centre which will act
as a focus for community activity including retail

Housing is only being proposed to fund the relief
roads.

convenience and an allowance for A2, A3 and
A4 units to facilitate a viable and vibrant
community. This should also include a building

Concern about the impact on local services /
amenities including at the doctor's surgery, accident
and emergency hospital.

which is suitable for the use of a health centre.
A primary school will be required together with
suitable playing and open space facilities.

A GP surgery should be developed on site.
Concern about the capacity for primary and
secondary education.

Traffic modelling demonstrates that the build out
of Sniperley Park will exacerbate existing traffic
issues on the A167 therefore the developmentCommunity buildings including a community centre,

leisure facilities and a church building would be
required.

of the site will require additional capacity
introduced to the highway network by the
Western Relief Road. Detailed transportFor a playing pitch strategy (PPS) to be considered

up-to-date, it should have been undertaken within
the last three years. County Durham's overarching

assessments will be required to show how the
build out of the site will relate to the completion
of the Western Relief Road.PPS was adopted in 2014, then the 14 Playing Pitch

Action Plans which sit beneath it were completed
The masterplan developed for Sniperley Park
demonstrates where additional road
improvements will be made to ensure the

during 2015. The PPS coverage for County Durham
will become out of date as the Plan progresses to
adoption. Where a PPS is out of date Sport England

upgrading of the Pity Me roundabout and anconsiders that it is not possible for a Plan to be able
alternative route to the Blacky Boy roundabout.to justify allocations which seek the development of
This will ensure that the junctions andplaying field sites, unless it is proposed that the
associated roads will be able to accommodateplaying field be replaced as part of the plan. Former
additional demand. The expansion of the ParkRoseberry Comprehensive School allocation would
and Ride and safe and attractive cycleways andprejudice the use of a playing field in lieu of evidence
footpaths will be also required as part of thewhich shows that there is a surplus of playing
development. The Park and Ride is alreadypitches across the respective areas, which is not

considered to accord with paragraph 74 of the NPPF
or Sport England's Playing Field policy.

subsidised to ensure lower charges to users.
The policy includes reference to the need to
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ensure Sniperley Park is able to achieve
sustainable and cohesive communities enabling
connections to the east of the A167.

Public transport will be required including the Park
and Ride.
Sniperley Park cannot be the justification for the
Western Relief Road.

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County
Durham is in preparation and will update and
replace the PPS and associated Playing Pitch

Sniperley Park should not be developed until both
the Western Relief Road and the Northern Relief
Road are operational.

Action Plans from 2013. The PPS will assessSniperley Park should not be developed until the
Northern Relief Road is operational. the current and projected supply and demand

for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitchThe road infrastructure along the B6532 Sacriston
Road is inadequate and this is the only exit for
Westcott Drive along to the Blacky Boy roundabout.

quality and usage levels. The findings of these
assessments will provide the evidence of where
provision needs further consideration and/or toPotterhouse Lane and Trout's Lane would be

inadequate and would not allow for free flowing
traffic.

be protected/enhanced and inform the
development of both strategic and sport specific
recommendations. The strategy will set out siteThere should be lower charges for the Park and

Ride to encourage its wider use. by site recommendations based on
predetermined areas aligned to the CountyThe speed limit along the A167 should be reduced

to ensure that people can cross the road safely. Durham Plan (five delivery areas). The current
Durham City Playing Pitch Action Plan indicatesFyndoune School has recently closed. that there is an adequate supply of senior
football pitches in the Durham City area even
after considering the loss of pitches at Sniperley
Park. There is however a requirement to provide
additional mini soccer pitches to meet latent
demand from teams based within the area
should their existing central league venues in
Sunderland cease, or change to home and away
format. Whilst the PPAP recommendsmitigating
latent demand by the conversion of surplus
senior pitches on specified sites, on a 1:4 ratio,
it will be necessary to incorporate some
additional mini pitches at the new primary
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school/s which can be used both by the school
and by community teams via a formal community
use agreement.

There are currently no proposals to close the
Fyndoune School.

The northern boundary of the site is existing
roads at Potterhouse and Trouts Lane which will
prevent further encroachment towards Sacriston.

Avoid visual impact on the nearby nature reserve.Environment

Mitigation and compensatory improvements will
Green Spaces should be retained and protected. be required on Sniperley Park. A detailed
This site is of natural beauty and needs to alleviate
the impact on the wildlife and nature reserve.

masterplan has been developed to ensure that
the need for mitigation is identified. The extent

Deer, buzzards, owls, bats and woodpeckers are
some of the species found on the site.

of the linear park has been identified to ensure
that opportunities to enhance the nature reserve,
woodland and non-designated heritage asset
are identified.

There are a number of ancient trees on the site.
Concern about encroachment towards Sacriston.
The impact on the setting of Sniperley Hall and
Farm will be detrimental which will be difficult to
mitigate when the development wraps around much
of the western and southern boundary of the Historic
Park and Garden of local interest.

The policy itself also sets out the requirement
to design development in the vicinity of of
Sniperley Hall and Farm will have regard to their
character and setting owing to the recognition
of the area as an Historic Park and Garden ofSniperley Park is on good agricultural land.
local interest. This could include through the
provision of open space and lower housing
densities.

An assessment of agricultural land has been
undertaken on Sniperley Park which confirms
that the site is on Grade 3 agricultural land.
However it is considered that the benefits of
allocating Sniperley Park outweigh this.
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Business Register and Employment Survey
Data, 2016, evidences that Durham City
contains over 20% of total workplace

Insufficient jobs to support new development
meaning people will commute to other cities and
cause pollution and create a ghost town.

Employment

employment within the county. Furthermore,
there are proposals to create further employment
opportunities around Aykley Heads.

A detailed masterplan has been developed to
provide details regarding landscaping along the
A167 and along Potterhouse Lane in the vicinity

Houses should be 1 bedroom rather than executive
homes with 2 / 3 cars.

Site Layout

Further land should be identified within the site
allocation boundary. of the household waste recycling centre and the

poultry farm. The extent of the linear park hasLandscaping along the A167 should be retained to
reduce any noise and dust which could impact on
existing properties.

also been identified to ensure that opportunities
to enhance the nature reserve, woodland and
non-designated heritage asset are identified.Need to consider amenity issues resulting from the

poultry farm.
The development will be expected to provide for
a mix of house types which will meet need
including affordable housing and older persons
housing.

The location of the country park needs to be
defined.
Older persons homes should first give first refusal
to developers of specialist housing for elderly,
disabled and vulnerable people. Additional land within the vicinity of Sniperley

Park has been considered but no Exceptional
Circumstances have been identified.

Strongly urge that 4/DU/73 to the north of Witton
Grove is not included within the site allocation.

There are no proposals to remove land to the
north of Witton Grove from the Green Belt.

A Health Impact Assessment has been
undertaken for the County Durham Plan which
has considered issues arising from the

Concern about the construction phase and the
impact of construction vehicles on residential
amenity and health.

Residential Amenity

consultation on the impact on human health.Residential amenity resulting from additional traffic
flows. The process has included recommendations to

ensure that operational hours for constructionAmenity issues for existing residents owing to the
Park and Ride expansion. are in place as part of the determination of any
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future planning application. The process has
also endorsed the requirement to ensure there
is sustainable transport measures including
cycling, parking and walking provision.

Deletion of the Green Belt will change the character
of the Witton Grove including through noise, air and
light pollution.

There are no proposals to remove land to the
north of Witton Grove from the Green Belt.

Brasside Stores, previously developed site in close
proximity to Durham City, which can be built in a
manner which safeguards the ecological interest of
the site and delivers mitigation and enhancement.

Alternatives

The Exceptional Circumstances paper sets out
the range of alternatives that have been
considered in light of the preferred chosen
spatial strategy for the Sustainable CommunitiesPreviously developed sites in Sherburn Road,

Bearpark, Consett, Crook and Thornley should be
considered instead

option. In line with National Planning Policy
Framework, sustainable patterns of development
have been taken into account. Consideration
has been given to channelling development
towards the urban area of Durham City (within

There is a brownfield in Esh Winning which should
be considered.

the inner Green Belt boundary), towards towns
and villages inset within the Green Belt and
towards locations beyond the Green Belt.

Sniperley Park should include a retirement village
which would result in less traffic and would benefit
from the local amenities and the park and ride.

The chosen spatial strategy has had regard to
the level of planning permissions which currently
exist within settlements of Bearpark, Consett,

Development instead should be identified around
Horden because of the rail station.

Crook, Peterlee (Horden), Seaham, West
Durham and Thornley. Chester-le-Street is also
constrained by Green Belt and otherAlternative sites in West Durham. environmental designations but does not offer
the same employment opportunities as Durham
City.

Wider dispersal option is preferable.
Alternative sites should be identified at Crook,
Chester-le-Street or Seaham.
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Brasside Stores has been considered as part of
this process, however has not been deemed a
suitable alternative given the ecological and
heritage constraints which exist on the site. In
addition, given the site's detachment from the
settlement to the north of Frankland prison, there
are less opportunities for sustainable
movements into the city.
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H6 Sherburn Road

4 Representation supported the allocation.Level of support

The site promoter supports the identification of the site allocation. In addition, support is given to the development of agricultural
land which is of low amenity and wildlife value and given the site's proximity to employment uses.

Reasons for support

22 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

A comprehensive Green Belt assessment has
been undertaken which seeks to determine the
role the Green belt plays against each of the five

The Green Belt was established around Durham
City in order to protect its historic setting and
character.

Impact on the Green Belt

purposes including: checking the unrestricted
sprawl of built up areas and preserving the
setting and special character of historic towns.

The Green Belt seeks to prevent sprawl.

The exceptional circumstances have not been
demonstrated. Masterplanning of the site will ensure that the

layout and design is in a manner which will
reduce any perceived sprawl. This site has been
identified as having the greatest benefits and
also retain the special character of the city.
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The development of Sherburn Road will ensure
that there is sufficient recreational provision
included and will also seek to ensure beneficial
enhancements providing opportunities for green
infrastructure beyond the site boundary.

It was established on the full knowledge that it would
in due course constrain the future development and
outward sprawl of the City.
The site should be used for recreational uses.

The site promoter is seeking a range of between
420 and 480 dwellings.

Site Layout

The yield of 420 is considered to be appropriate
number of dwellings for the site, having taken
into account the need for open space,
landscaping and the design and layout of the
site.

The site will become an area for student housing.

The County Durham Plan includes a policy
specifically for DurhamUniversity Development,
Purpose Built Student Accommodation and
Houses in Multiple Occupation. The council
monitors the spatial concentrations of student
properties across Durham City as one of the
areas we consider as part of our ‘Annual
Monitoring Report’ (AMR). This is monitored
through the use of use of council tax data and
note the concentrations of such properties by
postcode area. It is through this process where
we would consider whether the evidence would
support the creation of an additional Article 4
Direction.

The highways infrastructure is already under
considerable pressure and will be made worse by
the additional traffic.

Infrastructure

Whilst this site would have good pedestrian,
cycle and public transport links, the traffic signals
at the junction with Dragon Lane would not haveConcern that highway access will not be achievable

regarding two highways junctions. capacity for extra traffic from this direction.
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However following a meeting between the
Highways Authority and the proposed developer,
which the proposed access onto the A181 and

There is the potential for a bottleneck being created.
The current volume of traffic is heavy on the A181
and improvements at Gilesgate roundabout there is
often queuing down Gilesgate Bank along to
Sherburn Road and Sunderland Road.

through the existing Sherburn Road estate is
not the council's preferred access route it was
agreed that the proposal is a workable solution.Traffic will increase further increase at the traffic

light junction into Dragon Lane.
A Health Impact Assessment has been

undertaken for the County Durham Plan which
has considered issues arising from the

Impact of additional traffic on residential amenity.Residential Amenity

consultation on the impact on human health.
The process has included recommendations to
ensure that operational hours for construction
are in place as part of the determination of any
future planning application. The process has
also endorsed the requirement to ensure there
is sustainable transport measures including
cycling, parking and walking provision.

Sherburn Road will be subject to a
masterplanning exercise which will ensure there
are opportunities for compensatory

Green spaces are important and encouraging
wildlife and providing an enhanced quality of life.

Environment

improvements to the remaining Green Belt
including the improvement of ecosystems
including Old Durham Beck and access linking
through to Pelaw Woods and the city centre.

In terms of protected species, surveys and a
detailed desk study have determined that: The
majority of the site is considered as having low

Concern for the wildlife including the rabbits.

potential for supporting breeding birds as the
dominant habitat is arable land, which is
considered poor for many species of breeding
bird. The field margins around the arable land
may be suitable, however, for some species of
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ground nesting birds. There is one tree on site
that has features suitable for roosting bats. No
other habitats or features are considered to be
suitable for roosting bats, although the
hedgerows across the site and around the
boundaries of the site may provide suitable
habitat for foraging bats or commuting bats and
due to the overall balance of the habitat types
and previous and current land use it is
considered that reptiles are unlikely to be
present on site.

An assessment of agricultural land has been
undertaken on Sniperley Park which confirms
that the site is on Grade 3 agricultural land.
However it is considered that the benefits of
allocating Sniperley Park outweigh this.

Sniperley Park is on good agricultural land.

The housing need figure is not determined on
employment projections. The housing need is
identified for county Durham and the Exceptional

Wider dispersal option is preferable.Alternative Sites
Brasside Stores
The positioning of 1900 homes is disproportionate
at 40% of the total across the whole of the county. Circumstances paper sets out the range of

alternatives that have been considered in lightDevelopment instead should be identified around
Horden because of the rail station. of the preferred chosen spatial strategy for the

Sustainable Communities option. The spatialAlternative sites in West Durham.
distribution already considers the location of
existing planning permissions. In line with
National Planning Policy Framework, sustainable
patterns of development have been taken into
account. Consideration has been given to
channelling development towards the urban area
of Durham City (within the inner Green Belt
boundary), towards towns and villages inset
within the Green Belt and towards locations
beyond the Green Belt. Completion rates around
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Durham City give an indication that sales for
properties are buoyant indicating a demand for
properties in the Durham City locality.

The chosen spatial strategy has had regard to
the level of planning permissions which currently
exist within settlements of Bearpark, Consett,
Crook, Peterlee (Horden), Seaham, West
Durham and Thornley. Chester-le-Street is also
constrained by Green Belt and other
environmental designations but does not offer
the same employment opportunities as Durham
City.

Brasside Stores has been considered as part of
this process, however has not been deemed a
suitable alternative given the ecological and
heritage constraints which exist on the site. In
addition, given the site's detachment from the
settlement to the north of Frankland prison, there
are less opportunities for sustainable
movements into the city.
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H7 Cook Avenue

3 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

It was commented that the development of 200 houses in Bearpark was agreed with. Partially agreed that Bearpark needs
more affordable housing.

Reasons for support

5 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan
the Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new
development is supported by appropriate

Section 106 money from the site should be
spent within the parish not towards the
western relief road as this will not benefit the
parish.

Infrastructure

infrastructure provision and mechanisms are
embedded within the policy framework to require this
of developers where applicable.

Section 106 money from the site towards the
western relief road and widening of Colliery
Road is not justified.
Western Relief Road not supported therefore
the housing is not supported as this is part of
the road proposals.

Given the level of vacancies on the site, it was
considered that the employment site was no longer
performing its function and therefore in accordance
with the evidence within the Employment Land
Review, the Plan no longer protects the site.

Concern over the loss of employment land,
and would like to see this relocated within the
village/parish.

Employment
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The site has been assessed by Highways as part of
the site selection process, highway improvements
would be required on Colliery Road, which would be
dealt with at the planning application stage.

Traffic problems at the junction of Colliery
Road should be adequately dealt with.

Highways

The Rationale for Housing Allocations document sets
out the methodology used to select housing
allocations.

Although it is agreed Bearpark needs more
affordable housing, there are non greenfield
sites in the area that could be developed.

Distribution of Housing

Sites should be allocated in Lanchester rather
than Bearpark and Langley Park, as Langley
Park scores higher in the settlement study.

The document sets out the approach which was taken
which was briefly:

Using the list of settlements in the order
identified in the Settlement Study we identified
SHLAA Brownfield sites in each monitoring area
that were suitable, deliverable and viable.
Viability is determined in the Local Plan Viability
Study
If the list of brownfield sites was insufficient to
meet the residual for allocation for that area the
exercise was repeated but this time suitable,
deliverable, viable greenfield sites were
identified;
If this was still insufficient the remaining houses
were allocated to other monitoring areas where
there were additional suitable, deliverable sites.
It was only once these additional suitable
deliverable sites were exhausted that the Green
Belt was considered.
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H8 Cook Avenue North

2 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

It was commented that the development of houses in Bearpark was agreed with. Partially agreed that Bearpark needs more
affordable housing.

Reasons for support

2 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery
Plan the Plan recognises the need to ensure
that all new development is supported by

Section 106 money from the site should be
spent within the parish not towards the
western relief road as this will not benefit the
parish.

Infrastructure

appropriate infrastructure provision and
mechanisms are embedded within the policy
framework to require this of developers where
applicable.

Seek assurance that there will be
contributions to the local road network
improvements.
Western Relief Road not supported therefore
the housing is not supported as this is part of
the road proposals.

The Rationale for Housing Allocations
document sets out the methodology used to
select housing allocations.

Although it is agreed Bearpark needs more
affordable housing, there are non greenfield
sites in the area that could be developed.

Housing Distribution

Sites should be allocated in Lanchester rather
than Bearpark and Langley Park, as Langley
Park scores higher in the settlement study.

The document sets out the approach which
was taken which was briefly:

Using the list of settlements in the order
identified in the Settlement Study we
identified SHLAABrownfield sites in each
monitoring area that were suitable,
deliverable and viable. Viability is
determined in the Local Plan Viability
Study
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If the list of brownfield sites was
insufficient to meet the residual for
allocation for that area the exercise was
repeated but this time suitable,
deliverable, viable greenfield sites were
identified;
If this was still insufficient the remaining
houses were allocated to other
monitoring areas where there were
additional suitable, deliverable sites. It
was only once these additional suitable
deliverable sites were exhausted that the
Green Belt was considered.
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H9 Land Adjacent to Woodlands

0 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

4 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The Rationale for Housing Allocations document sets out the
methodology used to select housing allocations.

The site is thought to be in an
unsustainable location. Small dispersed
sites are favoured rather than large
estates.

Housing Distribution

The document sets out the approach which was taken which
was briefly:

Sites should be allocated in Lanchester
rather than Bearpark and Langley Park,
as Langley Park scores higher in the
settlement study.

Using the list of settlements in the order identified in the
Settlement Study we identified SHLAA Brownfield sites
in each monitoring area that were suitable, deliverable
and viable. Viability is determined in the Local Plan
Viability Study

Wide spread local developments on
brownfield sites would be more
sustainable. If the list of brownfield sites was insufficient to meet the

residual for allocation for that area the exercise was
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repeated but this time suitable, deliverable, viable
greenfield sites were identified;
If this was still insufficient the remaining houses were
allocated to other monitoring areas where there were
additional suitable, deliverable sites. It was only once
these additional suitable deliverable sites were exhausted
that the Green Belt was considered.

The site has been assessed by Highways as part of the site
selection process, and Highways state that the site could be
accessed from the approved access road to site 4/LP/01 to the
north of the site.

Concerns over access to the site, and
acting as a secondary access in relation
to the larger site subject to planning
consent.

Highways
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H10 Arizona Chemicals

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

Agree with the allocation and would support an extension if possible.Reasons for support

No objections to the allocation.Level of objection
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H11 Former Roseberry Comprehensive School

2 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Private developer is in negotiations to the purchase the site - they confer that the site can deliver 98 dwellings (CDP identifies
yield of 65 dwellings).

Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County
Durham is in preparation and will update and
replace the PPS and associated Playing Pitch

For a playing pitch strategy (PPS) to be considered
up-to-date, it should have been undertaken within
the last three years. County Durham's overarching

Infrastructure

Action Plans from 2013. The PPS will assessPPS was adopted in 2014, then the 14 Playing Pitch
the current and projected supply and demandAction Plans which sit beneath it were completed
for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitchduring 2015. The PPS coverage for County Durham
quality and usage levels. The findings of thesewill become out of date as the Plan progresses to
assessments will provide the evidence of whereadoption. Where a PPS is out of date Sport England
provision needs further consideration and/or toconsiders that it is not possible for a Plan to be able
be protected/enhanced and inform theto justify allocations which seek the development of
development of both strategic and sport specificplaying field sites, unless it is proposed that the
recommendations. The strategy will set out siteplaying field be replaced as part of the plan. Former
by site recommendations based onRoseberry Comprehensive School allocation would
predetermined areas aligned to the Countyprejudice the use of a playing field in lieu of evidence
Durham Plan (five delivery areas). It is notedwhich shows that there is a surplus of playing
that the development site will not impact upon
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playing pitches and any development on the site
of the former school buildings will be required
to maintain an access to the adjacent playing
pitches.

pitches across the respective areas, which is not
considered to accord with paragraph 74 of the NPPF
or Sport England's Playing Field policy.
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H12 Brackenbeds Lane

No representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
Housing allocations give priority to suitable,
deliverable previously developed land in the first
instance, as set down in the Rationale for

The site is greenfield land so should not be
developed.

Housing Allocations document which forms part
of the CDP evidence base. The council
promotes brownfield sites for development
through the Brownfield Land Register. Suitable,
deliverable green field sites are chosen where
there are no previously developed sites
available.
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H13 Former Harelaw School

3 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

1 representation of support was in principle only, owing to environmental constraints on land to the south of the site.Reasons for support

1 representation raised concerns with the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Flood risk and surface water issues relating to
the site have been considered. Previous
blockages in the culvert near the church have

The whole site cannot be built upon to the North of
the site as there is an underground Culvert,
accommodating Carmyers Burn. Houses adjacent

Infrastructure

been solved with head walls and betterto the site have been subject to flooding 5 years ago
maintenance. The culvert will have to be takendue the fact that in part the Culvert and entrances
into account of within the layout of the houseshad been subject to neglect. This situation has now

been resolved but the area around and above the
Culvert cannot be disturbed or built upon.

in the northern part of the site. The Plan places
a requirement on developers to address any
such issues for a scheme to be granted planning
permission.

The council are not aware of any specific
environmental sensitivities on this site which
would prevent development.

There are some environmental constraints
particularly on land to the south.

Environment
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H14 Former Annfield Plain Community Centre

2 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

No further comment.Reasons for support

No objections to the allocation.Level of objection
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H15 Former Swimming Baths

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

No further comment.Reasons for support

2 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Consett and Stanley are considered suitable
locations for further residential development.
The council have assessed all the suitable and

Consett does not need additional housing - should
be directed to Stanley instead.

Existing housing stock

deliverable sites in both towns and identified
where development opportunities exist through
the allocations in the Plan.

Development will provide many local benefits
including through employment creation
(construction phase) and increased support for

Concern selling off land assets without any local
benefit.

local services and facilities. Development is
also required to offset the environmental impacts
of development. The Plan includes policies
which require a proportion of specialist housing
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(affordable, accessible housing) within new
residential schemes, ensuring social benefits as
well.
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H16 Former Blackfyne School

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

No further comment.Reasons for support

8 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County Durham
is in preparation and will update and replace the PPS
and associated Playing Pitch Action Plans from 2013.

For a playing pitch strategy (PPS) to be
considered up-to-date, it should have been
undertaken within the last three years. County

Infrastructure

The PPS will assess the current and projected supplyDurham's overarching PPS was adopted in
and demand for pitches, including a technical analysis2014, then the 14 Playing Pitch Action Plans
of pitch quality and usage levels. The findings of thesewhich sit beneath it were completed during
assessments will provide the evidence of where2015. The PPS coverage for County Durham
provision needs further consideration and/or to bewill become out of date as the Plan progresses
protected/enhanced and inform the development ofto adoption. Where a PPS is out of date Sport
both strategic and sport specific recommendations. TheEngland considers that it is not possible for a
strategy will set out site by site recommendations basedPlan to be able to justify allocations which seek
on predetermined areas aligned to the County Durhamthe development of playing field sites, unless
Plan (five delivery areas). Compensation will beit is proposed that the playing field be replaced
provided for the loss of facilities on the former schoolas part of the plan. Former Blackfyne School
site in the form of a replacement sports changing roomallocation would prejudice the use of a playing
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field in lieu of evidence which shows that there
is a surplus of playing pitches across the
respective areas, which is not considered to
accord with paragraph 74 of the NPPF or Sport
England's Playing Field policy.

and financial contribution towards the improvement of
the existing playing fields immediately to the west of
the site.

The site has been identified as a suitable housing site,
taking into account playing pitch and sports and
recreation requirements in the local area. The site may

The land could be used to improve the facilities
for sport and recreation and a car park to
alleviate parking problems.

support some open space on site, driven by the
landscape and green infrastructure requirements,
however existing sports pitches adjacent to the site will
be retained, while the site is well located in relation to
existing open space (including parks and gardens).

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing
situation which arise from new development.

More infrastructure needed (school places,
dentists, etc.).

Consett and Stanley are considered suitable locations
for further residential development. The council have
assessed all the suitable and deliverable sites in both
towns and identified where development opportunities
exist through the allocations in the Plan.

Consett does not need additional housing -
should be directed to Stanley instead.

Existing housing stock

Development will provide many local benefits including
through employment creation (construction phase) and
increased support for local services and facilities.

Concern selling off land assets without any
local benefit.

Development is also required to offset the environmental
impacts of development. The Plan includes policies
which require a proportion of specialist housing
(affordable, accessible housing) within new residential
schemes, ensuring social benefits as well.
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Assessment, a Badger
Survey and a Great Crested Newt Survey have been
completed for this site. There is no significant protected

This site provides important habitat for wildlife
which would be displaced.

Environment
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species presence on the site. Suitable mitigation, in the
form of integrated bat roosting provisions for crevice
dwelling species, would be appropriate when
re-developing the site. There is a small area of
semi-improved neutral grassland along the eastern
edge which is understood to aid water logging in this
location. This is a priority BAP habitat which will need
to be retained or, if lost, mitigated for during any
development of the site, however it would be just as
valid to replace with a different green space option to
suit the housing design layout subject to addressing
the water issues. Mature trees on site should be
retained for their biodiversity and landscape values, or
if lost then replacement planting should take place.
Development is required to respond to local character
and the surrounding area in relation to design and
materials. The Plan sets down policy requirements to
ensure development is well-designed.

Concern about the quality and materials used
for new development elsewhere in Consett
which would be harmful to the character of
Blackhill.

No adverse highway impacts have been identified in
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA).

Vehicular congestion worsening in Consett.Highways

Access is available, however minor localised highway
improvements are likely to be required to ensure a safe
access.

Vehicular access to this site is problematic and
hazardous, especially in the winter.

Development would need to provide sufficient parking
in accordance with the council's standards for residential
development. It is not considered that new access

Parking problems will be exacerbated as the
majority of the local houses do not have
garages and therefore have to park on the

arrangements for the development would impinge upon
existing parking and access arrangements in the vicinity
of the site.

road. Double yellow lines just as the road
straightens after the bend will further create a
problem for parking and access.

There is no evidence to suggest that existing housing
sales suffer as a result of new house building. The Plan
strategy seeks to balance delivery throughout the

New development has negative impact on
existing house values.

Social/Amenity
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county, to ensure that it occurs in locations with good
demand. Any impacts on existing house values cannot
be regarded as a material consideration for strategic
planning purposes.
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H17 East of Muirfield Close

No representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

24 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing
situation which arise from new development.

Development will exacerbate infrastructure
deficiencies - money would be better spent
on our hospital, GP surgeries and schools
rather than more houses.

Infrastructure

Extended Phase 1 Habitat Assessment, a Badger
Survey and a Great Crested Newt Survey have been
completed for this site. The site is predominately

Development will result in the loss of
wildlife habitat, including associated flora.

Environment

species poor neutral grassland but is bordered by
ancient woodland. There is a badger sett on the golf
course. While there is no evidence that badgers access
the Muirfield site, there is evidence of humans
accessing the badger sett for nefarious reasons. A
mitigation plan will be provided for habitat retention
along the border with the golf course and a security
fence preventing access to the golf course – both
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essential elements for this site in order to protect the
ancient woodland and badger sett. A sustainable urban
drainage scheme would be recommended for the site
and if the topography allows this system should link to
the existing stream to the east of the site.

A mitigation plan for habitat retention along the border
with the golf course and a security fence preventing
access to the golf course will be required in order to
protect the ancient woodland.

The proposed buffer adjoining ancient
woodland would be a dumping ground for
garden waste, something which has been
happening around the edges of the Links
Estate ever since it was built.

It is not considered that development on this site would
result in harm to the Derwent Walk or the nursery which
is opposite the entrance to the Links estate. The site

Development would adversely impact upon
the Derwent Walk and a nearby nursery
owing to increased traffic both during the
building phase and thereafter. would deliver a relatively small number of units which

would mean a short period of construction, while
construction traffic would be required to adhere to
normal safety standards and hours of operation to
minimise impacts.

The overland flows in the area are not directly linked to
this site. Nevertheless, further investigation would be
required by the proposer to determine the requirement

The estate suffers from serious flooding
issues and there have been various
attempts to fix the problem without

for mitigation measures, for example incorporating
sustainable drainage techniques to ensure the effective
management of drainage from the site.

success. Development would only add to
this problem as additional tarmac would
add to run-off, making the problem worse
for the existing houses of the estate. This
problem would likely increase as the
gardens, especially front gardens, of the
proposed dwellings would be paved over
to provide the extra parking wanted by
residents but not provided by the developer
as witnessed on every single new estate
built in Consett for the last 30 years or
more.
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Further site investigations would be required based
upon a detailed plan for the site. This would ensure
that adequate foundations are provided and
development occurred without adverse impacts upon
ground stability.

Any disturbance of the land on this site will
destabilise the ground and cause further
instances of slippage and landslides
creating a threat to properties that border
it and even to lives.

Housing allocations give priority to suitable, deliverable
previously developed land in the first instance. Suitable,
deliverable green field sites are chosen where there

Brownfield land should be developed
before greenfield sites – there are plenty
of opportunities nearby and elsewhere in
Consett and Stanley (which should receive
a greater portion of new development).

are no previously developed sites available. Consett
and Stanley are considered suitable locations for further
residential development. The council have assessed
all the suitable and deliverable sites in both towns and
identified where development opportunities exist
through the allocations in the Plan.
It is accepted that during any construction phase there
will be a degree of disturbance which is unavoidable.
However, conditions are normally attached to a planning

The construction phase would introduce
difficulties and dangers to residents,
especially children, as well as noise, dirt
and disruption. consent to safeguard residential amenity, for example

through considerate construction practices and
controlling operating hours.
It is accepted that during any construction phase there
will be a degree of disturbance which is unavoidable.
However, conditions are normally attached to a planning

Existing roads are inadequate for
construction traffic.

Highways

consent to safeguard residential amenity. Construction
traffic would be required to adhere to normal safety
standards and hours of operation to minimise impacts.
Development would need to provide sufficient parking
in accordance with the council's standards for residential
development. It is not considered that new access

Development would exacerbate parking
problems.

arrangements for the development would impinge upon
existing parking and access arrangements in the vicinity
of the site.
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Development will provide many local benefits including
through employment creation (construction phase) and
increased support for local services and facilities.

Concern selling off land assets without any
local benefit.

Existing housing stock

Development is also required to offset the
environmental impacts of development. The Plan
includes policies which require a proportion of specialist
housing (affordable, accessible housing) within new
residential schemes, ensuring social benefits as well.
Given the configuration of the golf course (and factoring
in 'industry standard' safety margins) it is considered
that the site would not be adversely impacted upon by
the existing golf use.

The adjacent golf course poses risks to
amenity and safety.

Social/Amenity

There is no evidence to suggest that existing housing
sales suffer as a result of new house building. The Plan
strategy seeks to balance delivery throughout the

There would be a negative impact on
property prices.

county, to ensure that it occurs in locations with good
demand. Any impacts on existing house values cannot
be regarded as a material consideration for strategic
planning purposes.
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H18 Laurel Drive

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

A developer registered their support as landowner of the eastern portion of the site (SHLAA ref 1/CO/07). They have undertaken
preliminary investigations (ecology, geotechnical) in relation to the physical suitability of their site and to demonstrate it is
developable. They would like to see their additional land to the east allocated. The developer supports the provision of a
primary school on the west part of the site providing a need is identified.

Several representations noted that if development is needed in Consett then this would be the best site, providing it delivered
infrastructure improvements.

Reasons for support

16 representations did not support, or raised more general concerns with, the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Evidence underpinning the Plan informs that this site
could deliver 10% affordable housing as part of the
mix. This is the lowest requirement, reflecting the

Leadgate needs a higher percentage of high
quality larger houses so the high density of
290 houses on a greenfield site should be

Existing housing stock

relative level of viability and need to balance the housingreduced and more affordable housing sites
created in Shotley Bridge and Lanchester to
provide more balanced communities.

stock. The gross density is below the average of 30 to
the hectare which is normally used to calculate an
indicative yield, which reflects the need to create
structural planting and facilities on the site.
Development occurring in Shotley Bridge or Lanchester
would be expected to deliver a proportion of affordable
housing to address need in those areas.
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Consett and Stanley are considered suitable locations
for further residential development. The council have
assessed all the suitable and deliverable sites in both
towns and identified where development opportunities
exist through the allocations in the Plan.

Consett does not need additional housing -
should be directed to Stanley instead.

Housing allocations give priority to suitable, deliverable
previously developed land in the first instance, as set
down in the Rationale for Housing Allocations document

Development should be directed to smaller
brownfield sites.

which forms part of the CDP evidence base. The
council promotes brownfield sites for development
through the Brownfield Land Register. Suitable,
deliverable green field sites are chosen where there
are no previously developed sites available.
Development will provide many local benefits including
through employment creation (construction phase) and
increased support for local services and facilities.

Concern selling off land assets without any
local benefit.

Development is also required to offset the environmental
impacts of development. The Plan includes policies
which require a proportion of specialist housing
(affordable, accessible housing) within new residential
schemes, ensuring social benefits as well.
The site is well located in relation to services and well
served by buses on Leadgate Road. The site is also
adjacent to the C2C national cycle route. The Plan
includes requirements for improved links to services
and provision of a school on the site.

The site is located just that bit further from the
amenities so most people will drive to work,
drive their children to school, drive to the
shops, etc.

Infrastructure

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing
situation which arise from new development.

Existing infrastructure is already inadequate.
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Consett is identified as a suitable location for further
development given that it is well-contained in relation
to services and facilities, schools and employment
opportunities. The council have assessed this site as
suitable and deliverable.

Several responses questioned the need for
more housing in Consett, however if more
development is planned then this is the best
site (providing it delivers a new school and
other facilities) as it has good road access, can
be accommodated without disruption to
existing residents.

The site has been assessed through the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) 2019
as being suitable. The Plan includes requirements for

290 new houses will put more pressure on
local roads and in particular the ring road and
its roundabouts. What traffic safety measures

Highways

improved pedestrian links with Leadgate local centre.will be put in place particularly at the Villa Real
Further highway and footway improvements are likelyand Drovers roundabouts to ensure the safety
to be required to ensure a safe access arrangement,
which will be provided through more detailed design
work.

of walkers, cyclists and those with visual or
hearing impairment? I believe we need
pedestrian crossings with lights and sound to
enable visually, hearing and physically
impaired people, able bodied walkers and
bicycle users to cross the roads safely and to
support healthier communities through walking
and cycling.

Vehicle trips have risen in general terms, with
subsequent impacts in relation to journey times. This
is comment across the highway network, and the council

Bearing in mind the traffic jams currently being
experienced, high concern now raised at the
allocation for over 700 more new homes in
Consett which will put more pressure on traffic
through Stanley.

seeks to manage this through planned works and
improvements. The council also promoted and support
for modal change tomore sustainable transport options.
The Plan includes policies to reinforce this, for example
by providing appropriate and direct routes for walking,
cycling and bus access, amongst other things.
The Plan supports further employment growth in the
Consett area through the allocation of sufficient suitable
land. The council supports existing businesses (for

There is little new economic growth in the
Consett area (except for the coal extraction
which is unwanted and will only provide jobs

Employment

example through targeted business and buildingfor a few years). More housing, therefore,
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would unbalance the already
precariously-balanced community which is
striving to accommodate the existing
newcomers.

improvements) as well as a range of initiatives to
improve employment levels including through
apprenticeship opportunities.
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H19 South of Knitsley Lane

1 representation agreed with the allocation.Level of support

The site owner lodged their support for this site allocation, subject to:Reasons for support

the yield being extended (as per previous CDP figure of 370 dwellings);

inclusion of additional site to south (ref 1/CO/44) to ensure sufficient landscape buffer and more logical site layout; and

deletion of the community centre requirement, as there is an existing one nearby in Delves Lane which would provide for
this need.

120 representations disagreed with the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Consett and Stanley are considered suitable
locations for further residential development.
The council have assessed all the suitable and

Too much housing identified for Consett -
disproportionate strategy. There is sufficient housing
already in Consett.

Existing housing stock

deliverable sites in both towns and identified
where development opportunities exist through
the allocations in the Plan.

The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of
empty homes as part of the calculation for
determining howmany new homes are needed.

There are many vacant properties that should be
used rather than building more homes. What is the
plan to bring empty homes back into use?
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Whilst bringing empty homes back into use falls
outside of the scope of the Plan, the council's
Empty Homes Team address this issue.
Additional land is required to meet future
projected needs in addition to the houses that
are brought back into use.
Housing allocations give priority to suitable,
deliverable previously developed land in the first
instance, as set down in the Rationale for

The site is greenfield and the strategy states
brownfield sites should be developed as a priority.
Brownfield sites are available in Consett (e.g.

Housing Allocations document which forms partGenesis sites), and in Stanley (e.g. School of
of the County Durham Plan evidence base. TheTechnology and South Moor Community Hospital

sites), Chester-le-Street etc. where more
development is required.

council promotes brownfield sites for
development through the Brownfield Land
Register. Suitable, deliverable green field sites
are chosen where there are no previously
developed sites available.
The Plan includes a requirement for developers
to mitigate any such impacts on infrastructure
over and above the existing situation which arise

The town centre and associated infrastructure (road
network, bus services, shops, policing, fire services,
health care, etc.) should be improved before more

Infrastructure

from new development. The statutory utilityhouses can be built. No provision has been made
providers have been consulted throughout thein the plan for the required infrastructure to support
plan making process and there is no indication
that any shortfalls resulting directly from the
development of the site cannot be mitigated.

increase in population. GPs and dentists are already
over-subscribed and people already have to travel
significant distances to access them. Struggle to
recruit GPs to the area.

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan informs the
infrastructure requirements within the Plan. This
recognises the need to ensure that all new

Schools and nurseries are oversubscribed and
people already have to travel significant distances
to access them. The local schools are full to

development is supported by appropriatecapacity and are even exceeding the maximum
infrastructure provision and mechanisms arenumber of pupils per year group. This has a negative
embedded within the policy framework to requireimpact on the standard of education with teachers
this of developers where applicable, for example
in relation to additional school places,
classrooms and facilities.

already struggling with the sheer volume of children
and range of needs. I know that Delves Lane
Primary has recently had to convert its library into
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a class room to accommodate for extra pupils and
has no more room to expand further. Consett
Academy has had to reject 1 in 5 pupils according
to a governor, due to the lack of places. St Bede's
Catholic Secondary school was also full this year,
meaning that pupils had to travel as far as Tanfield
to find a Comprehensive School - Tanfield now has
limited space because of this. Plans to expand the
schools may not suffice due to the amount of
planned housing proposed in the plan.

The council support the improvement of schools
throughout the county. The allocation policy has
been amended to include provision of additional

Delves Lane Primary has developed a successful
strategy to put play at the heart of pupil learning.
The school have developed wide range of outdoor

screening around Delves Lane Primary School
to minimise impacts of new development both
during construction and through occupation.

play equipment (dens, mud kitchens, etc) which
have contributed to the school being awarded as a
leader in this approach and positive impacts on
attainment. The proposed development would
adversely impact upon this through the construction
phase and may lead to safeguarding issues.

The council are working with caravan park
regarding improvements to the area, however
this is still ongoing with no final decision to date.

Poor facilities in surrounding area - Allensford Park
- half the equipment is missing and dangerous. The
path betweenMillfield and Eggleston has never been
finished off - dangerous in the dark. The path between Millfield and Eggleston is a

public footpath and is maintained to that
standard, however it is not adopted at the
current time. Should the condition of the
pathway deteriorate and resources allow, the
Authority may decide to bring the whole path up
to adoptable standard or secure funding to
surface it however there have been no
complaints about its condition in recent years.
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The statutory utility providers have been
consulted throughout the plan making process
and there is no indication that any shortfalls

Between no 29 and 30 Deepdale Drive are the
sewerage works for the whole of the Dales View
estate - development would mean these pipes would
have to be moved, which would cause significant
disruption to over 200 existing homes.

resulting directly from the development of the
site cannot be mitigated. In the case of large
pipes development is planned so that there is
an easement above to ensure access in the
future should it ever be required.
The allocation policy has been amended to
ensure development provides access routes to
the Lanchester Valley Walk.

The site currently provides safe link through to C-2-C

The allocation policy has been amended to
ensure development provides a substantial area
of open space for public access that connects

The site functions as an important green space for
this area of Consett. It is particularly important to
many local residents (elderly, disabled, low car

Environment

with existing adjoining housing and theownership) who cannot readily access comparable
Lanchester Valley Walk. This will ensure thatgreen space. The area provides significant health

and well-being benefits (recreation, start gazing,
etc).

open space benefits remain for existing
residents, while ensuring that the quality of this
space is improved to ensure access for all
users.

An assessment has been undertaken which
show that there are no protected species records
in the vicinity of the site that raise concerns.

The site harbours an abundance of flora and fauna
including many protected species. Replanting the
greenery will take decades to re-establish.

The site is therefore highly unlikely to hold UK
Priority Habitats and the habitats present appear
to be common and of low to medium
distinctiveness. Although development on the
site could result in the net loss of biodiversity
the development would be expected to provide
ecological linkages to the wider countryside
especially via the wooded corridor of the
Lanchester Valley Railway Path. The ditch and
stream through the site should be retained and
enhanced to create a wildlife corridor and
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potentially be included as part of the SUDS
solution for any development. These
enhancements would help to deliver on-site
biodiversity benefits, with any residual impacts
on biodiversity being dealt with through off-site
compensation.

The existing allotments would not be harmed by
development on this site. Allotments are
protected under separate legislation, and

Development would encroach onto existing
allotments.

development creates opportunities to enhance
existing open space provision through
contributions. The plan includes a requirement
to provide a substantial area of open space on
the site. The land adjacent to the allotments
would lend itself to such a use given the
topography in that part of the site, along with the
route of the ditch and stream which is identified
as a potential tract of green infrastructure and
a target for enhancement.
The site is a mixture of grazing land and
scattered scrub. The grazing units are liable to
be poor semi-improved grasslands and the scrub

Mature hedgerows and trees on the site.

habitats are dominated by hawthorn and gorse
scrub. The areas of scrub border a small stream
that runs through the centre of the site. The
hedgerows on site are gappy and unlikely to be
in good condition. Nevertheless, any scheme
on the site would be expected to include new
and additional landscaping to ensure the site is
integrated into the landscape and to ensure
biodiversity benefits.
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There is no recorded history of flooding on the
site. The water courses which run through the
site should be retained and enhanced to create

The area is known to flood. Streams on the site flow
into Smallhope Burn which flows through Lanchester
and any development could exacerbate flooding
problems in Lanchester. There is an underground
spring that used to manifest at the bottom of the hill.

a wildlife corridor and potentially be included as
part of the sustainable drainage solution for any
development. The controlling of discharge of
water from the site would benefit Lanchester
and would not make it worse.

These enhancements would also help to deliver
on-site biodiversity benefits.

There is adequate sewage capacity at Knitsley
Sewage Treatment Works. The facility has been
upgraded to maintain site compliance and

The proposal will put more strain on the sewage and
drainage system. Storm drains near Fellside have
flooded in the past and adding residential

headroom exists for additional housing. Flooddevelopment would mean this would need to be
upgraded or even replaced to cope with future
flooding.

risk and surface water issues relating to the site
have been considered. The Plan places a
requirement on developers to address any such
issues for a scheme to be granted planning
permission. The council is satisfied that any
surface water issues could be adequately
mitigated as part of a detailed scheme being
submitted for planning permission.
The site is not identified as a site of potential
land contamination, however the site lies within
the Durham Coalfield. There may be stability

The site contains a number of mineshafts that would
require filling before houses could be built. The site
is on bad ground and the land would need piling to

and ground gas issues associated with the coalenable houses to be built. This will require augers
to drill into the ground and this can cause structural
damage to surrounding land and housing.

measures, so any development would be
required to contact the Coal Authority for further
advice.
It is accepted that during any construction phase
there will be a degree of disturbance which is
unavoidable. However, conditions are normally

Air and noise pollution from construction phase.

attached to a planning consent to safeguard
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residential amenity, for example through
considerate construction practices and
controlling operating hours.
It is accepted that development of this sort will
introduce additional vehicle movements to the
area. However given the scale of the proposal

Air, light and noise pollution from increased traffic.

it is not considered that pollution would increase
to a level significantly in excess of existing
levels, or to a point where air quality safe levels
would be exceeded.
The bus depot at Hownsgill has been assessed
for environmental impacts and no concerns were
raised in relation to potential impacts for nearby

Development at Hownsgill (new bus depot and
proposed gas fired power station) will increase
pollution in the area, which would be harmful for
existing and potential new residents. residents/workers. In the event that a power

station is built at Hownsgill this would also need
to ensure that pollution levels were not
detrimental to neighbouring uses in order to gain
planning permission.
The Plan supports further employment growth
in the Consett area through the allocation of
sufficient suitable land. The council supports

There are very few jobs in the local area and there
are not any plans for more to be created. Where
will the new employment proposed come from as
people have to commute given out flux of former
employers?

Employment

existing businesses (for example through
targeted business and building improvements)
as well as a range of initiatives to improve
employment levels including through
apprenticeship opportunities. There are a
number of sites with a past industrial use in the
surrounding area such as iron works, quarry etc.
When the site is development these all need to
be considered in the risk assessment.

The site is not regarded as Common Land.Site is common land as agreed by Councillors in the
1980s/90s - what written agreements exist from that
period?

Social
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The site has been identified as a suitable site in
planning terms. The council have considered
all relevant responses in respect of the site and

Strong local community spirit – proposed
development is not welcome amongst local residents
(facebook petition).

amended the development requirements and
site area to take into account these valid
concerns.
Consett is one of the largest towns in County
Durham. Nevertheless it's character is to some
extent formed by its setting within a largely rural

Negative impacts on the character of Consett –
turning into a city. Loss of rural feel and character.

Loss of views and visual
amenity from existing
estates

area. While development is planned for the town
to provide continuing support for services, other
schemes are in place (for example the town
centre regeneration and the Land of Oak and
Iron project) to compliment this growth and to
help support and enhance culture and heritage
in the town.
The Plan sets down policy requirements to
ensure development is well-designed and
includes sufficient amenity and privacy for new

New dwellings would lead to loss of privacy for
existing residents.

and existing residents. A new Supplementary
Planning Document is being prepared to set
down adequate and consistent privacy/amenity
distances throughout the County.
There is no evidence to suggest that existing
housing sales suffer as a result of new house
building. The Plan strategy seeks to balance

Negative impact on house prices

delivery throughout the county, to ensure that it
occurs in locations with good demand. Any
impacts on existing house values cannot be
regarded as a material consideration for
strategic planning purposes.
The allocation requirements have been
amended to remove the link road between the
existing distributor road and Hownsgill Drive.

Highways The road leading down from Langdon Close
will become incredibly busy making it unsafe
for children to play and walk around safely.
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There is a planned play park area at the top of
this road which will render it completely unsafe
and unsuitable due to the increased traffic
flows.
The proposed highway connection to Hownsgill
Drive will have a negative impact on the local
community. Traffic will use the route via
Stockerley Lane/Hurbuck Cottages to access
the A691 avoiding the congested A692,
particularly at peak times. This this will turn a
quiet access road into a new south western
bypass for Consett. Already, HGVs from the
Hownsgill Industrial estate mistakenly try to
travel down the road before realising it is a
dead end.
The Consett bypass is well used, particularly
on Friday and Saturday nights when cars and
bikes race up and down. Creating a link
through this site would worsen the problem by
providing more highway for these activities,
making it harder for police to control.
The proposed through road will be extremely
costly for the developer of such a small number
of homes. Are there more planned
developments for this area? PersimmonHomes
currently own the site in question, if they
develop the site would they be required to build
the bypass or is this just the council hoping that
they will?

The site has been assessed through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) 2019 as being suitable. Nevertheless

The development will be prejudicial to highway
safety particularly when developed in
conjunction with the other sites with planning
consent or proposed for allocation in the area.the Plan includes requirements for improved
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access links through the site to ensure safe
route for pedestrians and cyclists. A link is
specified to improve access to the Lanchester
Valley Walk (which is a key cycle route in the
area).

Increased traffic in the area would put cyclists
at risk.
There have been a number of fatal road
accidents, many attributed to poor road
conditions including insufficient gritting during
winter months.
Pedestrian safety - especially children who walk
to school along path linking Redmire and
Templetown estates.

Vehicle trips have risen in general terms, with
subsequent impacts in relation to journey times.
This is comment across the highway network,

Increased commuting and congestion – increased
travel times to local areas of employment. Traffic
congestion is already a major concern in Consett
as a whole and particularly in Delves Lane. and the council seeks to manage this through

planned works and improvements. The council
also promoted and support for modal change to
more sustainable transport options. The Plan
includes policies to reinforce this, for example
by providing appropriate and direct routes for
walking, cycling and bus access, amongst other
things.
There is no vehicular link proposed between
Redmire Drive and the allocation site.

Concern that the access will be taken from Redmire
Drive.
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H20 Rosedale Avenue

No representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

5 representations did not support, or raised concerns with, the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

The final type and mix for the site would be
determined through any planning application.
The Plan sets down a requirement for specialist

If developed for bungalows they should be built to
ensure adequate space for occupants - many new
homes are too small.

Existing housing stock

housing as part of this mix, which ensures that
a proportion is designed to meet the needs of
older people (i.e. level access bungalows or
flats),
Development will provide many local benefits
including through employment creation
(construction phase) and increased support for

Concern selling off land assets without any local
benefit.

local services and facilities. Development is
also required to offset the environmental impacts
of development. The Plan includes policies
which require a proportion of specialist housing
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(affordable, accessible housing) within new
residential schemes, ensuring social benefits as
well.
The Plan includes a requirement for developers
to mitigate any such impacts over and above
the existing situation which arise from new
development.

Development will exacerbate infrastructure
deficiencies - inadequate medical provision, traffic
congestion, flooding, pressure on education, hospital
overcapacity and may close down. No further
housing should be built until existing infrastructure
is acceptable to community.

Infrastructure

The County Durham Plan ensures that
development is planned, which means that
infrastructure and services such as waste

Further pressures and impacts on waste collections
and broadband speed.

collection are factored into provision and any
improvements. The council is working in
partnership with the Government to help improve
broadband speeds for residents through several
initiatives.

Development is required to respond to local
character and the surrounding area in relation
to design and materials. The Plan sets down

Development should be sensitively planned to
ensure a quality of place and life.

Environment

policy requirements to ensure development is
well-designed and includes sufficient amenity
and privacy for new and existing residents.
Housing allocations give priority to suitable,
deliverable previously developed land in the first
instance, as set down in the Rationale for

Brownfield land should be developed before
greenfield sites.

Housing Allocations document which forms part
of the County Durham Plan evidence base. The
council promotes brownfield sites for
development through the Brownfield Land
Register. Suitable, deliverable green field sites
are chosen where there are no previously
developed sites available.
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The council have not identified any highway
problems in relation to this site. Traffic flows in
and out of the site would be relatively low-level
given the scale of the site and the anticipated
number of vehicle movements.

Development would increase traffic congestion onto
Rosedale Avenue especially around peak times.

Highways
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H21 Chaytor Road

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

1 representation registered concerns with the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Development will provide many local benefits
including through employment creation
(construction phase) and increased support for

Concern selling off land assets without any local
benefit.

Existing housing stock

local services and facilities. Development is
also required to offset the environmental impacts
of development. The Plan includes policies
which require a proportion of specialist housing
(affordable, accessible housing) within new
residential schemes, ensuring social benefits as
well.
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H22 High West Road Crook 
 
 

Level of 
support 
 

 8 people agreed with the allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

• It will bring more people into Crook and therefore boost economy, 

• Scope for the proposal to facilitate improvements to infrastructure, services and facilities 
•  it will also create more opportunity for the younger generation from Crook to remain in the town and not have to  
            move away.  
• The proposed sites location is ideal, it is close enough to walk into the town and use the facilities and go shopping,  
            use the restaurants and bars.  
• There are bus stops close to the site for commuters who choose to use public transport to go to work.  
• It is close to primary schools and the bus stops to secondary schools. 
• Crook itself and small business would benefit from more people staying/living in Crook instead of having to move  
            away.  
• It would bring income and jobs into Crook.  
• It is close to Durham and Newcastle and ideal for commuters and also close to the countryside. 
• Provides scope to improve housing choice and mix (e.g. bungalows and other accommodation suitable for retirees) 
 

Level of 
objection 
 

66 representations were made opposing the site. 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 
 

Infrastructure 
 

• Crook struggles to live up to its 
categorisation as a main town with the 
loss of employment, services and 
facilities over the years whose capacity 
is already breached before any further 
housing. 

 

• GPs and dentists could not support 
further housing development. 

 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period in accordance with the preferred Spatial Strategy. 
 
Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 



• Schools could not support further 
housing development.  No secondary 
school in town which means children 
need to travel a distance away.  Local 
schools are full up. 

 

• Transport & roads could not support 
further housing development. 

 

• Insufficient shops to support housing 
growth. 
 
 

• Insufficient leisure facilities to support 
further growth. 

 

• Insufficient children’s play facilities to 
support housing growth. 

 

• Recent new developments have added 
to pressure and have not resulted in 
improvements to infrastructure. 

 

• Proposal will contribute very little to 
Durham western Relief Road which 
seems to be the key driver for the site. 

 

• The site is remote from railway services 
which will result in higher car use. 

 

• Public transport opportunities are poor 
particularly in the evening which will 
result in higher car use and Crook will 
become a dormitory town. 

 

applicable.  The Plan includes a requirement for 
developers to mitigate any such impacts over and above 
the existing situation which arise from new development.  
It has also considered future employment and retail needs 
and made allocations where appropriate to do so. 
 
The Plan is being developed in a context where we are 
engaging with infrastructure providers including the local 
education authority and health providers to understand 
the infrastructure requirements and necessary mitigation 
that the developer will need to incorporate into any 
forthcoming planning application. 
 
The site has been assessed through the SHLAA process 
as suitable for housing development.  No adverse 
highway impacts have been identified which would deem 
the site unsuitable.  The policy mitigation recognises the 
relationship of the site to traffic around Durham. 
 
Housing growth has direct positive implication in 
supporting town centres and the wider regeneration of 
settlements.  This is evidenced elsewhere in the county, 
for instance Consett. 
 
The scale of the site provides opportunities to assist in 
supporting opportunities to improve accessibility to 
alternative modes of sustainable travel. 
 
There is no evidence to suggest that the development of 
this site will place a strain upon policing. 
 
The developer will be required to work alongside utility 
providers at planning application stage.  At this point in 
the planning process utility providers have raised no 
objections to the site in question. 



• Site will add to congestion. 
 

• Insufficient employment opportunities to 
support growth. 

 

• Sites closer to less rural towns with 
greater services and facilities should be 
pursued.  

 

• High levels of commuters will not 
regenerate the towns facilities. 

 

• Poor access to A&E facilities. 
 

• Site would require a Crook bypass. 
 

• There is no infrastructure development 
plan. 

 

• Strain on policing in area. 
 

• Consider that planning for in migration 
is reckless particularly given lack of 
jobs and infrastructure in Crook. 
 

• Adverse impact upon water pressure 
which is already an issue in the area. 

 

 

Alternative 
sites 
 

• Alternative PDL sites should be 
pursued in the town. 

 

• Land at Woodhouses Close, 
Coronation and Eldon Lane should be 
redeveloped instead. 

The site has been assessed with all others identified in 
the area through the SHLAA process using a consistent 
methodology.  Housing allocations have been selected 
from suitable, viable, deliverable sites using a consistent 
methodology which prioritises the reuse of PDL site first 
which are suitable, viable and deliverable within the Plan 



 

• Proposal fails to meet governments 
brownfield first policy. Loss of green 
field land which is contrary to planning 
policy to maximise profit rather than 
reusing previously developed land in 
the area. 
 

• There are sufficient empty homes to 
meet Crook’s future needs. 
 

• Had the points system of the 
Settlement Study been applied 
correctly Crook would not have been 
awarded Main Town Status. 

 

period to meet the Spatial Strategy.  This is set out in the 
Rationale For Housing Allocations document. The site 
has been selected having applied a PDL first 
methodology consistently across the county.  Only then 
has green field undeveloped land been considered. 
 
Sites referred to have been considered and discounted 
through this process on suitability and/ or viability 
grounds.  The housing requirement has made an 
allowance for empty homes which will be brought back 
into use through the plan period. 
 
The Settlement Study has been amended and no longer 
categorised settlements into typologies.  Rather it sets out 
the degree of access to services and facilities.  In 
comparison to other settlements Crook does perform well 
in relation to the range of services and facilities which it 
currently offers.  The council maintains that this 
settlement is capable of supporting the level of growth 
proposed with mitigation. 

Flood Risk 
 

• Properties and highways are already 
affected by surface water flooding from 
the site.  This will be exacerbated by 
the development. 

 

• Adverse impact upon culvert which 
runs through property which is already 
over loaded in times of rain in terms of 
breaching capacity or being diverted. 

 

• Not convinced the correct technical 
calculations have been done to ensure 
there is capacity to deal with rainfall.  
Reference made to capacity of pond 

There is a policy requirement for surface water flooding to 
be mitigated which any forthcoming planning application 
would need to comply with.  The site presents great 
opportunity to mitigate existing issues within the site as 
well as ensuring that surface water flooding issues are not 
exacerbated, rather improved outside the site as a 
consequence of the development.  The scale of the site is 
such that suitable Sustainable Urban Drainage can be 
achieved. 



above site and previous flood mitigation 
work undertaken in 2013. 

 

Residential 
Amenity 
 

• Invasion of privacy and overlooking will 
result, particularly given some 
properties are set below the level of the 
site and have very short rear gardens. 
 

• Concerns about how residential 
amenity will be safeguarded. 

 

• The loss of green spaces for residents 
to enjoy walking and leisure time, due 
to the loss of rights of way and rural 
surroundings. 

 

• Increase in noise, disturbance which 
will affect mental health. 

 

• Increase in pollution (smell noise and 
dust). 

 

• Loss of open rural aspect. 
 

• Devaluation of existing property prices 
in a context where house prices have 
already stagnated.  Compensation will 
be sought. 

 

• The new houses will have an 
overbearing and overshadowing impact 
upon existing properties 

 

• Loss of a well -loved amenity area 
which has public footpaths crossing it.   

The site is of a scale to ensure that adequate separation 
can be achieved between existing and proposed 
dwellings. 
 
The eventual scheme will be required to meet the 
standards set out in the design SPDs which are being 
prepared in conjunction with the plan and which deal with 
the material matters raised regarding amenity which fall 
within the scope of planning control. 
 
Open space within the site will be pursued through the 
generic policy requirements set out elsewhere in the Plan 
at planning application stage. 
 
It is considered that locating housing next to existing 
housing results in compatible land uses next to one 
another.   
 
The amenity issues raised through this consultation are 
not considered to be significant enough to deem the site 
unsuitable.   The site is of a sufficient scale to be able to 
achieve appropriate layout, orientation and distances 
between properties within and beyond the site.  
 
Individuals loss of open aspect/ view is not a material 
planning consideration.  The site is of a scale which could 
accommodate substantial landscaping and green areas 
both within and around the site. 
 
Devaluation of property is not a material planning 
consideration and there is no mechanism to pursue 
compensation from the council in this regard. 



 

• Could a restriction be placed upon the 
developer to complete the site within a 
reasonable time frame? 

 

• Fear of flooding. 
 

• Proposed landscaping will result in root 
encroachment. 

 

• Negative impact upon air quality which 
can be a cause of cancer and 
respiratory disease. 

 

• Impact upon health due to medical 
condition which will be exacerbated by 
fear of or actual amenity impacts set 
out above. 
 

• Why do residents have less rights that 
prospective residents of the site? 

 

 
The council cannot put time limits on the completion of a 
planning consent. 
 
No air quality issues have been identified as a 
consequence of this proposal. 
 
Residents are not being given less priority.  One of the 
roles of the planning system is to give certainty to 
developers yet at the same time manage and balance the 
competing impacts of new development in the public 
interest.    It is considered that the policy framework 
contained within this Plan provides a mechanism to 
enable the council to do this.  The Plan site allocations 
establish the broad principle of development only.  Whilst 
the site assessment and public consultation responses 
have identified some potential issues relating to this site, 
it is considered that there is scope for these to be 
overcome through the application of the policies 
contained within the plan at planning application stage 
and through the implementation of mitigation required as 
part of construction phase.  The council therefore 
maintains that this is an appropriate site allocation. 
 

Highway 
Safety and 
accessibility  
 

• Site will generate a high level of car 
borne trips. 

 

• A689/ A690 is an increasingly busy 
road with many drivers regularly 
exceeding the 30 miles per hour speed 
limit, a vast number of cars, buses and 
heavy goods vehicles using the route, 
overtaking dangerously and making it 
increasingly difficult for the residents to 
exit their drives and properties in 

The suitability of the site from a highway perspective has 
been carefully assessed.  This has included the accidents 
within the locality. It is considered that the required 
highway works could result in traffic calming in an area of 
concern to residents.  No unacceptable adverse effects 
which would be prejudicial to highway safety have been 
identified.  The Highway Team are satisfied that a safe 
access can be attained and that appropriate pedestrian 
connections can be made with the current footpath 
network. 
 



vehicles and on foot safely. There have 
been a number of accidents recently 
with fatalities in the past.  The 
development will exacerbate this. 

 

• The access being proposed is at an 
accident and speeding blackspot. 

 

• Visibility at the crest of the hill is poor. 
 
 

• Poor relationship of access with other 
surrounding junction at Woodifield Hill. 

 

• The footpath along High West Road is 
inadequate to serve the development 
and increased use of the road will 
impact upon pedestrian safety. 

 

• Concern that the site would only be 
served by one vehicular access which 
is unsafe. 

 

• Query as to whether a traffic impact 
assessment has been undertaken. 
 

• The spatial distribution proposed will 
not reduce greenhouse gases. 
 

• Given position, distance and 
topography the site will be cut off from 
the remainder of the town. 
 

• It will exacerbate parking problems in 
the town centre. 

A detailed Traffic Assessment would be required to 
support a forthcoming planning application.  The Highway 
Team have confirmed that in principle a safe access can 
be achieved with mitigation and no adverse impact upon 
the local highway network would result. 
 
The Plan can never prevent people from choosing using 
the car as their choice of travel.  However it seeks to 
provide opportunities to encourage people to make 
smarter choices in relation to alternative modes. 
 
The site has been the subject of a rigorous assessment 
through the SHLAA process which has taken into account 
the degree of accessibility that the site has to local 
services and facilities.  The council maintains that this is a 
sustainable choice, relative to other reasonable options 
available, having balanced all of the social, environmental 
and economic credentials of this site and considered it 
against other sites through a robust, consistent site 
selection methodology. 
 
The proposed housing scheme will need to be 
demonstrated improved permeability which is required 
through the application of relevant policies contained 
elsewhere within the Plan. 
 
There is no evidence to substantiate the claim that 
parking in the town centre will be exacerbated as a result.  
Though it is anticipated that residents will support the use 
of the town centre and will be provided with opportunities 
to use alternative transport modes through quality design 
features. 
 



 

Environment 
 

• The development of the site will result 
in detrimental effect on nature and 
wildlife, particularly bats. Many small 
birds nest in the hedgerows and what 
will happen to the field mice, voles, 
hedgehogs, butterflies, hares, Skylarks, 
owls, Swifts, Swallow, Curlew and deer 
that share this precious habitat. 

 

• Loss of trees. 
 

• Has an ecology survey been 
undertaken? 

 

• Great Crested newts in the pond above 
the site. 
 

• Loss of a Landscape Conservation 
Area. 
 
 

• Reduction in agricultural land and 
opportunity particularly in the context of 
BREXIT. 
 

• Adverse impact upon character of area 
including loss of rural entrance into 
town. 
 

• Coal mining legacy issues exist.  DCC 
unstable land map suggests the site is 
a high- risk area.  Site was previously 
mined. 
 

The SHLAA assessment has not identified any issues that 
would be a ‘show stopper’ to development in respect to 
ecological issues.  Any forthcoming planning application 
would be subject to ecological related policy set out 
elsewhere in this Plan and would need to be supported by 
up to date appropriate ecology surveys undertaken prior 
to its submission and any identified necessary mitigation 
implemented.    
 
The loss of part of a LCA has been assessed through the 
SHLAA process alongside landscape impact and this has 
not been deemed significant enough to deem the site 
unsuitable. 
 
The proportion of land that will be lost from agriculture to 
housing is not considered to be significant in relation to 
the county’s wider context.  The Plan makes provision to 
facilitate the effective use of soils in a specific policy that 
would be applied to any forthcoming planning application. 
 
It is considered that whilst this will transform the entrance 
to Crook that through good design this site offers potential 
to result in a positive outcome.  The SHLAA assessment 
has confirmed that any adverse impacts have scope to be 
mitigated through landscaping, design and layout to a 
degree which will not be objectionable.  These details will 
be progressed and controlled through the planning 
application process. 
 
The council is aware of mining legacy issues in the area. 
With this in mind the Plan makes provision through a 
specific policy to ensure that these are fully addressed 
through the Development management process at 
planning application stage.  The site would be subject to a 



 
 

detailed assessment in accordance with specific relevant 
policy set out within the Plan pertaining to this issue.  
 

 Scale and 
housing 
needs 
 

• This will become the first phase of a 
larger development which will further 
exacerbate concerns. 

 

• No evidence of need for this housing. 
 
 

• Lots of vacant houses that should be 
reoccupied first. 

 

• The plan seeks to encourage migration 
rather than plan for the existing 
populations housing needs. 

 

• There are committed housing sites in 
the area to meet demand. 

 

• There are houses for sale in the town to 
meet demand. 

 

• Risk of a failed half completed 
development like what has happened 
elsewhere e.g. Tow Law. 

 

• Smaller alternative sites exist that 
should be allocated instead. 

 

• Large land releases are not justified for 
the number of units left to allocate land 
for. 

 

The site boundaries proposed are clearly delineated on 
the Policy Map accompanying the Plan.  Assumptions 
that this may change are unfounded and are not a basis 
to object to this proposed allocation. 
 
This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the Local Housing 
Need for the Housing Market Area during the plan period.  
This need has been calculated using a government-based 
methodology. 
 
The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes and sites that already benefit from planning 
consent as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county. 
 
The Plan identifies a range of sites in terms of scale and 
location to provide a flexible housing land supply capable 
of meeting future needs throughout the plan period. 
 
The site has been assessed through the SHLAA and 
housing allocation process and have been found to have 
no barriers to development and would be viable having 
taken into account costs relating to policy requirements.  
There is no evidence to suggest that the development 
would fail.  There is a well- established developer who is 
promoting the site through the plan making process. 
 



• Higher density developments would 
reduce amount of land required for 
allocations. 

 

• There is a reliance upon lower density 
homes when the age profile of the 
population is shifting to older people. 
Should be addressing older persons 
agenda rather than promoting further 
housing growth for migrants into area. 

 
 

• Concern raised it is 4th largest housing 
development proposed in the county 
proposed in an area of low demand, 
low level of facilities and remote. 

 
 

• Yield is too low and there is no 
justification for this (site promoter). 

 

• Should be planning for what existing 
and future population need (single 
persons, older persons 
accommodation) not what developers 
want to build. 
 

• No provision is made for older persons 
and those with specialist needs within 
the plan. 
 

 
 

The yield expressed is an indicative figure based upon an 
average density of 30 dwellings per hectare. 
 
The Plan also requires that all new housing developments 
of 10 units or more deliver a proportion of units which are 
suitable for older persons. 
 
The site is considered to be deliverable within the Plan 
period.  There is a known developer promoting the site, 
the site is suitable, and its viability could withstand the 
policy requirements relating to housing need, open space 
and infrastructure. 
 
The Plan requires the site to deliver affordable and older 
persons housing as part its mix.  The market will 
determine the mix which the developer will pursue. 
 
The Plan seeks to balance the needs of all sectors of our 
community.  The Plan has been the subject of an 
Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) and a Health Impact 
Assessment (HIA).  It includes policies which are either 
directly specific to older people e.g. the provision of older 
peoples housing or which have criteria which will be of 
benefit to meeting the needs of older people e.g. design 
criteria.  The content of the Plan and accompanying 
design SPDs have also been prepared having regard to 
the needs of those suffering from dementia.   
 
 



 Other 
 

• Development will cut off two farms and 
make them unviable to operate. 

 
 

• Crook needs a comprehensive plan for 
the future, not new housing. 

 
 
 

• Proposal does not accord with the 
vision and objectives of the CDP. 
 

• The selection of the site is not 
consistent to numerous statements 
 

• A series of questions are raised which 
relate to specific matters that would be 
the subject of discussion with the 
applicant during the development 
management process.  

 

• Insufficient detail is available. 
 

• Consultation event was poor. 
 
 

• How will additional waste generated 
from population growth be disposed of? 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The site has been promoted through the SHLAA process 
by the land owner who has considered their long-term 
business plan and operational requirements. 
 
The CDP is a comprehensive plan for the county.  There 
are further opportunities for local communities to 
undertake neighbourhood planning to plug any gaps and 
supplement the CDP where they see fit. 
 
The proposal is considered to have potential to accord 
with the vision and objectives of the Plan providing that all 
policy criteria contained within it and the design SPDs are 
adhered to at planning application stage. It is considered 
that the responses made above to the representations 
made demonstrate that this site does not conflict with the 
objectives of the Plan. 
 
A series of questions are raised, and statements made 
which relate to specific matters that would be the subject 
of discussion with the applicant during the development 
management process or are addressed in the above 
responses to the above representations.  
 
It is not the role of the Plan to meet the infrastructure 
needs of the existing population.  Rather it must make 
provision to ensure that new development needs are 
adequately met so as not to exacerbate any existing 
deficiencies and to include policy criteria which will allow 
future planning applications submitted by providers to be 
determined in a manner which results in a sustainable 
development.   
 
The level of detail available at this stage of the planning 
process is consistent with government requirements and 
advice.  Layouts and further site -specific detail and 



information will form the basis of a detailed planning 
application which would come after the principle of 
development is established through the plan making 
process. 
 
The consultation was undertaken in accordance with the 
Statement of Community Involvement and provided the 
available information which is proportionate to the plan 
making process.  The event was staffed with 
knowledgeable officers.  The turn -out was high which 
may have impacted upon the available resource.  Council 
representatives returned to the venue upon request for a 
public meeting within the consultation period. 
 
The Plan addresses existing and future waste 
requirements for the county, having taken into account 
future population growth and means of waste disposal.  
 

 Evidence 
base issues 

• Inconsistent assessment with other 
sites in Crook which have been 
categorised as amber unsuitable in the 
SHLAA. 
 

• SHLAA site assessment has 
inaccuracies 

 

• The plan has not been positively 
prepared.  There are errors in the 
Settlement Study which has been used 
to define Crook as a main town. 
 

The SHLAA assessments have been reviewed for 
accuracy and consistency and where necessary 
amendments have been made to address the concerns 
raised. 
 
The Settlement Study has been amended and no longer 
categorised settlements into typologies.  Rather it sets out 
the degree of access to services and facilities.  In 
comparison to other settlements Crook does perform well 
in relation to the range of services and facilities which it 
currently offers.  The council maintains that this 
settlement is capable of supporting the level of growth 
proposed with mitigation. 
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23H23 Former Spennymoor Day Centre



 

H23 Spennymoor Day Centre 
 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 person agreed with the allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reasons were given. 

Level of 
objection 
 

8 people disagreed with the allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response  

Existing 
housing 
stock 

There is sufficient housing already in 
Spennymoor. 
 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 

There are many vacant properties that should 
be used rather than building more homes. 
What is the plan to bring empty homes back 
into use? 
 

The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county. 

Infrastructure Shops, schools and community facilities are 
needed to support housing 
 

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable. 

GPs are over subscribed to support increase in 
population 
 

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing 
situation which arise from new development. 



Schools are oversubscribed, particularly a new 
primary school is required to support increase 
in population. 
 

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing 
situation which arise from new development. 

 No provision has been made in the plan for the 
required infrastructure to support increase in 
population 
 

The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing 
situation which arise from new development. 

Environment Should retain site as green space 
 
 

This is a previously developed site within the built- up 
area within a predominantly residential area.  The Plan 
seeks to safeguard existing open spaces and secure the 
provision of additional open spaces to support new 
developments.  However, it does not make specific 
provision for additional open space, this is the role of a 
neighbourhood plan should the Spennymoor Town 
Council consider it appropriate to pursue and is a matter 
which you may wish to pursue with them. 

Employment Where will the new employment proposed 
come from as people have to commute given 
out flux of former employers? 
 

The Plan makes provision for the protection of existing 
employment sites and the provision of new sites across 
the county to meet the projected forecasts. 

Highways The development will be prejudicial to highway 
safety particularly when developed in 
conjunction with the other sites with planning 
consent or proposed for allocation in the area. 
 

No adverse highway impacts have been identified in 
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA). 

Newly erected speed signs on the road are not 
effective and speed limits are broken daily.  
 

This matter falls out with the scope of a development 
plan. 

The increase in houses with lead to congestion 
at the junction to Durham Road, into the village 
on to both North Road and Durham Road, the 
Black Horse on to Tudhoe Colliery as well as 
St Charles Lane coming out at the Daleside 
arms. 

No adverse highway impacts have been identified in 
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA). 



 

People will use the village roads as a cut 
through increasing the volume of traffic and 
mostly likely accidents.  
 

This matter falls out with the scope of a development 
plan. 

The road network has insufficient capacity to 
support further housing growth. 

No adverse highway impacts have been identified in 
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA). 
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24H24 Former Tudhoe Grange Lower School, Durham Road



 
 

H24 Durham Rd Spennymoor 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 representation supported the proposed allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reasons were given. 

Level of 
objection 
 

20 representations disagreed with the proposed allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 

Housing 
Supply 

• There is sufficient housing already in 
Spennymoor. 

• There are many vacant properties that 
should be used rather than building 
more homes 

• It is difficult to sell older housing within 
Spennymoor because of the level of 
new house building that is occurring. 

• What is the plan to bring empty homes 
back into use? 
 

 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 
 
The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county. 
 
There is no evidence to suggest that older housing sales 
suffers as a result of new house building. 



Infrastructure • Shops, schools and community 
facilities are needed to support housing 

• No provision has been made in the plan 
for the required infrastructure 

• Electric, gas and sewerage capacity 
are already at its maximum. 

• GPs are over subscribed to support 
increase in population 

• Dentists are oversubscribed to support 
increase in population 

• Schools are oversubscribed, 
particularly a new primary school is 
required to support increase in 
population. 

• The road network has insufficient 
capacity to support further housing 
growth, particularly during peak times 
and school drop offs. 

• Retain site as green space 

• Use site for a much-needed new school 
 

 

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable. 
 
The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts on infrastructure over and 
above the existing situation which arise from new 
development. 
 
The site has previously been the subject of a Traffic 
Assessment which has concluded that there is capacity 
within the road network subject to some minor mitigation 
measures being implemented. 
 
This is a previously developed site within the built- up 
area within a predominantly residential area.  The Plan 
seeks to safeguard existing open spaces and secure the 
provision of additional open spaces to support new 
developments.  However, it does not make specific 
provision for additional open space, this is the role of a 
neighbourhood plan should the Spennymoor Town 
Council consider it appropriate to pursue and is a matter 
which you may wish to pursue with them. 
 
Any proposals for a new school will be the subject of an 
options appraisal exercise regarding suitable, available 
land and does not form part of this Plan. 

Highway 
Safety 

• The development will be prejudicial to 
highway safety particularly when 
developed in conjunction with the other 
sites with planning consent or proposed 
for allocation in the area. 

No adverse highway impacts have been identified in 
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA). 
 



 

• The football academy parking provision 
will be lost and will cause overspill into 
the surrounding streets. 

• Concern raised about the location of 
any footpaths to the rear of resident’s 
property from a safety perspective. 

• Newly erected speed signs on the road 
are not effective and speed limits are 
broken daily.  

• The increase in houses with lead to 
congestion at the junction to Durham 
Road, into the village on to both North 
Road and Durham Road, the Black 
Horse on to Tudhoe Colliery as well as 
St Charles Lane coming out at the 
Daleside arms. 

•  People will use the village roads as a 
cut through increasing the volume of 
traffic and mostly likely accidents.  
 

 

The concerns raised regarding the appropriateness of the 
location of new footpaths and parking arrangements for 
the football academy would be the subject of any 
forthcoming planning application.  Residents would be 
able to consider the detailed proposals and make any 
representations at that stage.  The purpose of site 
allocations is to establish the principle of development as 
being suitable and the finer detail is considered and 
managed through the planning application process which 
follows thereafter. 
 
Matters relating to speeding traffic and other driver related 
issues unfortunately fall out with the scope of a 
development plan.  

Clarifications • Can the land be bought back as 
gardens were previously reduced to 
make way for the school?  

• Wording in plan refs to site of former 
school however it seems to take in 
more land, this point needs clarified 

• Where will the new employment 
proposed come from as people have to 
commute given out flux of former 
employers? 

 

The allocation of the site would not prohibit residents to 
approach the land owner to negotiate purchase of land.  
That is a matter to be agreed with the landowner out with 
the plan making process. 
 
The precise boundaries of the site are defined on the 
Policies Map which forms part of this Plan.  It is that 
rather than the site name which defines the site area in 
question. 
 
The Plan makes provision for the protection of existing 
employment sites and the provision of new sites across 
the county to meet the projected forecasts. 



Residential 
Amenity 

• Concerns about disruption during 
construction phases of sites 

• There are important trees and 
hedgerows on the site that should not 
be lost and should be afforded TPO 
status as they play an important role in 
visual amenity, privacy and wildlife.  
The plan does not safeguard these. 

• Old trees within site suffer from falling 
branches and require management 
works 

• Concern about type of boundary 
treatment between existing and 
proposed properties. 
 

 

It is possible to attach some conditions to a subsequent 
planning consent for the development of the site in the 
interests of safeguarding residential amenity.  However, it 
is accepted that during any construction phase there will 
be a degree of disturbance which is unavoidable. 
 
The trees in question do not meet the credentials to be 
assigned TPO status.  However, there are policies within 
the Plan which seek to safeguard flora and fauna and 
visual amenity and privacy which would be relevant to the 
consideration of any forthcoming planning application. 
 
Tree management works are a matter which fall out with 
the plan making process. 

Evidence • Planning policies should be based on 
robust and up to date assessments of 
the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities 
for new provision. The PPS coverage 
for County Durham will become out of 
date as the Plan progresses to 
adoption. Where a PPS is out of date it 
is not possible for a Plan to be able to 
justify allocations, which seek the 
development of playing field sites, 
unless it is proposed that the playing 
field be replaced as part of the plan. 

 

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County Durham is 
in preparation and will update and replace the PPS and 
associated Playing Pitch Action Plans from 2013. The 
PPS will assess the current and projected supply and 
demand for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitch 
quality and usage levels. The findings of these 
assessments will provide the evidence of where provision 
needs further consideration and/or to be 
protected/enhanced and inform the development of both 
strategic and sport specific recommendations. The 
strategy will set out site by site recommendations based 
on predetermined areas aligned to the County Durham 
Plan (five delivery areas).  It is noted that the 
development site will be required to maintain a suitable 
maintenance access to the adjacent playing pitches. 
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25H25 Former Tudhoe Grange Upper School, St Charles Road



 
 

H25 St Charles Rd Spennymoor 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 representation supported the proposed allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reasons were given. 

Level of 
objection 
 

31 representations disagreed with the proposed allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 

Housing 
Supply 

• There is sufficient housing already in 
Spennymoor. 

• There are many vacant properties that 
should be used rather than building 
more homes 

• What is the plan to bring empty homes 
back into use? 

• There are other sites within the vicinity 
that would be more appropriate to 
accommodate all/ some of the units 
proposed on this site. 
 

 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 
 
The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county. 
 
There is no evidence to suggest that older housing sales 
suffers as a result of new house building. 
 
All suitable sites within the vicinity of the site have been 
considered and discounted for the reasons set out in the 
Rationale for Housing Allocations document. 

Heritage • The Evidence Base, does not fully 
address the historic environment for the 
housing allocations identified in Policy 

The council has undertaken a heritage assessment in 
addition to the assessment through the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) of the 



5, or constitute a 
proper assessment.  The SHLAA 
assessment is not sufficient, identifying 
only the presence or absence of 
heritage assets rather than assessing 
impact on significance. An assessment 
is required which would inform stronger 
mitigation in the policy.  The Council 
should clearly demonstrate that the 
appropriate assessment has been 
undertaken, and if any harm is 
identified to heritage assets, 
demonstrates how that harm might be 
removed or reduced. If, at the end of 
the process, it is concluded that the 
development would still be likely to 
harm elements which contribute to the 
significance of the heritage assets, then 
the sites should not be allocated unless 
there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (as is required by 
the NPPF, paragraphs 195 and 196). 

• The extent of the site boundaries 
includes land which should be 
safeguarded from development in the 
interests of ensuring separation 
between Tudhoe and Spennymoor 
continues. 
 

potential heritage impacts that could arise through the 
development of the site.  It is considered that these can 
be adequately mitigated through the retention of a 
substantial undeveloped area of open space at the 
northern part of the site along with sensitive positioning 
and use of materials.  The latter is specified within the 
policy. 

Infrastructure 
Capacity 

• Shops, schools and community 
facilities are needed to support housing 

• GPs are too over subscribed to support 
increase in population 

• Dentists are oversubscribed to support 
increase in population 

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable. 



• Electric, gas and sewerage capacity is 
already at its maximum. 

• No provision has been made in the plan 
for the required infrastructure 

• Schools are oversubscribed, 
particularly a new primary school is 
required to support increase in 
population. 

• The road network has insufficient 
capacity to support further housing 
growth 

• Retain site as green space 

• Where will the new employment 
proposed come from as people have to 
commute given out flux of former 
employers? 
 

 

 
The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts on infrastructure over and 
above the existing situation which arise from new 
development. 
The statutory utility providers have been consulted 
throughout the plan making process and there is no 
indication that any shortfalls resulting directly from the 
development of the site cannot be mitigated. 
 
The site has previously been the subject of a Traffic 
Assessment which has concluded that there is capacity 
within the road network subject to some minor mitigation 
measures being implemented. 
 
This is a previously developed site within the built- up 
area within a predominantly residential area.  The Plan 
seeks to safeguard existing open spaces and secure the 
provision of additional open spaces to support new 
developments.  However, it does not make specific 
provision for additional open space, this is the role of a 
neighbourhood plan should the Spennymoor Town 
Council consider it appropriate to pursue and is a matter 
which you may wish to pursue with them. 
 
The Plan makes provision for the protection of existing 
employment sites and the provision of new sites across 
the county to meet the projected forecasts. 
 
 

Highway 
Safety 

• The football academy parking provision 
will be lost and will cause overspill into 
the surrounding streets. 

• The development will be prejudicial to 
highway safety particularly when 

The concerns raised regarding the parking arrangements 
for the football academy would be the subject of any 
required forthcoming planning application.  Residents 
would be able to consider the detailed proposals and 
make any representations at that stage.  The purpose of 



developed in conjunction with the other 
sites with planning consent or proposed 
for allocation in the area. 

• Proposed access road is directly 
behind existing properties will not only 
increase traffic and noise it will also be 
on an already dangerous bend.  

• Newly erected speed signs on the road 
are not effective and speed limits are 
broken daily.  

• The increase in houses with lead to 
congestion at the junction to Durham 
Road, into the village on to both North 
Road and Durham Road, the Black 
Horse on to Tudhoe Colliery as well as 
St Charles Lane coming out at the 
Daleside arms. 

•  People will use the village roads as a 
cut through increasing the volume of 
traffic and mostly likely accidents.  
 

 

site allocations is to establish the principle of development 
as being suitable and the finer detail is considered and 
managed through the planning application process which 
follows thereafter. 
 
No precise site layouts have been devised as part of this 
Plan.  Any forthcoming scheme wold ned to meet current 
highway design and safety standards. 
 
Issues relating to speeding and use of short cuts fall 
beyond the scope of the plan making process. 
 
No adverse highway impacts have been identified in 
respect to this site as evidenced in the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Study 2019 (SHLAA). The site has also 
previously been the subject of a Traffic Assessment which 
has concluded that there is capacity within the road 
network subject to some minor mitigation measures being 
implemented. 
 
 

Consultation  

• At the public consultation event 
insufficient information was available  

• A full consultation needs to be arranged 
with residents (a public open 
consultation) once a vendor has been 
selected and before a contract has 
been issued in order that all objectives 
can be fully scrutinised. 

• The consultation is a tick box exercise 
and residents are not listened to. 

• The need for further public engagement 
throughout the planning process 

The consultation was arranged and conducted in 
accordance with the council’s protocol on this 
matter to ensure meaningful engagement and all 
representations submitted have been considered 
and responded to.  Where appropriate and 
justified this has resulted in amendments to the 
Plan.  The purpose of the plan making process is 
to establish the principle of development.  There 
will be further consultation on the Submission 
version of the Plan.  Further detail regarding a 
specific development scheme is the subject of a 
later planning application which residents will be 



 
 

given the opportunity to consider and make 
detailed representations to.  

Clarifications • Will I be consulted, once the vendor 
has been appointed, as to their plans. 

• Will there be an assurance that the land 
will not be held onto for years on order 
that a greater profit can be made.  

• Assurances requested that residents 
view and space will not be affected.  

• The SHLAA boundary does not align 
with the allocation boundary. 

• No feedback on the previous 
development brief on the site has been 
undertaken 

• There are no detailed plans to consider 
 

 

The purpose of the plan making process is to establish 
the principle of development.  The detail regarding a 
specific development scheme is the subject of a later 
planning application which residents will be given the 
opportunity to consider and make detailed 
representations to.  This will include consideration of the 
impact that the detailed design has on residential amenity 
in terms of outlook and privacy. 
 
The Plan cannot specify that a site has to be developed 
within a certain timeframe.  However, the evidence 
relating to this site confirms that it is suitable and capable 
of being delivered within the lifetime of the CDP. 
 
The SHLAA Assessment relates to the whole of the site 
allocation.  This can be viewed on the mapping which 
accompanies the Plan and the SHLAA.  The site title does 
not impact upon the suitability of the site for housing 
purposes. 
 
The council has not progressed the development brief 
given the site is being progressed through the plan 
making process.  However, the findings of the 
consultation have informed the preparation of the plan in 
terms of the site allocation.  It is anticipated that public 
consultation will be undertaken as part of the process 
relating to any forthcoming planning application. 
 
 

Evidence • Planning policies should be based on 
robust and up to date assessments of 
the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities 

A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County Durham is 
in preparation and will update and replace the PPS and 
associated Playing Pitch Action Plans from 2013. The 
PPS will assess the current and projected supply and 



for new provision. The PPS coverage 
for County Durham will become out of 
date as the Plan progresses to 
adoption. Where a PPS is out of date it 
is not possible for a Plan to be able to 
justify allocations which seek the 
development of playing field sites, 
unless it is proposed that the playing 
field be replaced as part of the plan. 

 

demand for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitch 
quality and usage levels. The findings of these 
assessments will provide the evidence of where provision 
needs further consideration and/or to be 
protected/enhanced and inform the development of both 
strategic and sport specific recommendations. The 
strategy will set out site by site recommendations based 
on predetermined areas aligned to the County Durham 
Plan (five delivery areas).  It is noted that the 
development site will be required to maintain a suitable 
maintenance access to the adjacent playing pitches. 

 Residential 
Amenity 

The retention of pitches which are not regularly 
used is favoured over the interests of 
residents. 

The pitches are currently in use by a local football club.  
The pitches are required to ensure that an appropriate 
supply is maintained within the area in accordance with 
the Playing Pitch Strategy.   
 
An undeveloped landscaped area is specified within the 
policy to ensure that amenity is safeguarded to an 
acceptable level.  This area correlates broadly with the 
area to which representations relate. 

 Impact upon 
existing 
vegetation 

The existing trees and hedgerows should be 
retained, particularly those adjacent to 
properties on St Charles Road. 
 
The existing trees within the site should be 
protected by a Tree Preservation Order 

The developer will be required to undertake a tree survey 
and submit a landscaping scheme as part of the planning 
application process.  There are other policies within the 
plan that will control landscaping and the provision of 
open space within the site.  The area to be maintained as 
undeveloped open space includes the area within which 
trees along the boundary with properties on St Charles 
Road are located. 
 
The need for a TPO will be considered in conjunction with 
the consideration of any future planning application for the 
site.  The TPO process is separate to the plan making 
process. 

 Yield The site area should be reduced or amended 
to incorporate some of the playing pitches. 

The council considers that the most appropriate site 
boundary has been identified, bearing in mind the need to 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 retain the pitches.  The yield specified in the policy is 
indicative using a standard methodology.  The final yield 
will be confirmed through a formal planning application 
and will be design led. 
 

 Impact upon 
ecology 

The site has a range of biodiversity interest. The council considers that the site can be developed in a 
manner in which any impacts upon biodiversity can be 
mitigated.  There are policies within the Plan which would 
control this. 

 Flood risk Concerns about drainage in relation to existing 
properties. 

The drainage team have confirmed that any surface water 
flooding issues within the site can be mitigated. 
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26H26 Land to East of Ash Drive



 

 

H26 Ash Drive, Willington 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 representation supported the proposed allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

The site is well located and accessible to a range of services and facilities.  There are no known technical constraints. 
 

Level of 
objection 
 

6 people disagreed with the allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response Further 
Action 

Residential 
Amenity 

• Devaluation of property due to 
proximity to new development, loss of 
view and noise during construction 
phase which will never be recovered.  

• As proposals have been published it 
will be impossible to sell property now 
even though the development may take 
some time to proceed. 

• Impact on residential amenity from 
extensive noise and building site 
pollution and other inconveniences. 

Devaluation of property values and impact upon sales 
potential of existing properties is unfortunately not a 
material planning consideration that can be taken into 
account in plan making. 
 
It is possible to attach some conditions to a subsequent 
planning consent for the development of the site in the 
interests of safeguarding residential amenity.  However, it 
is accepted that during any construction phase there will 
be a degree of disturbance which is unavoidable.  Issues 
regarding security during construction phase is not a 
planning matter unfortunately. 



• Security of existing homes is also likely 
to suffer as new build sites are 
commonly prone to anti- social 
behaviour and theft and neighbouring 
existing premises can often be targeted 
and/or affected in such activities.  

• Although there is a planning permission 
on the former garage forecourt to 
restore it back to a petrol station and 
local shop, this area at the moment is 
an eyesore. If the suggested works do 
not materialise for some years, then 
residents will have no choice to travel a 
mile or more up the road which is then 
creating more congestion in the main 
shopping area of Willington in the High 
Street and Commercial 

• The new development will completely 
block views and result in overlooking.  

• Disturbances during the construction 
phases will be inevitable.  

 
The Plan cannot specify that a site has to be developed 
within a certain timeframe.  However, the evidence 
relating to this site confirms that it is suitable and capable 
of being delivered within the lifetime of the CDP. 

Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

• The requirement for large land releases 
is not justified for this relatively small 
number of dwellings required and 
concern that the preferred strategy of 
the 2015 County Durham Plan, 
entailing large green belt deletions in 
order to pay for road infrastructure, has 
been carried over despite a change in 
circumstances.  

 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. The Plan has also made allowance for demolitions 
and the reuse of empty homes as part of the calculation 
for determining how many new homes it needs to plan for.  
Whilst bringing empty homes back into use actually falls 
out with the scope of the Plan the council has an Empty 
Homes Team who are carrying out activity to address this 
issue across the county.  The amount of land required to 
accommodate the projected housing requirement over the 
lifetime of the Plan has also taken into consideration the 
number of recent completed units, as well as units 
benefiting from planning permission already. 



Housing 
Supply 

• the demographics of the County are 
changing rapidly towards a population 
which contains a greater number of 
older people and more people in 
smaller households and therefore 
concern with the repeated use of the 
word ‘houses’ rather than ‘dwellings’. 

•  DCC should be planning for a range of 
housing types to meet the needs of the 
ageing population, a range of 
household sizes, and a population who 
are increasingly unable to afford larger 
new-build dwellings.  

 
 

The Plan includes a policy which will secure an element 
of dwelling units which are suitable for older persons as 
part of new housing schemes. 

Land 
Availability & 
Transport 

• An exclusive focus on building houses 
rather than denser forms of 
development does not permit the most 
efficient use of land, or the form of 
development which best facilitates 
walking, cycling and public transport.  

• More efficient use of land could 
significantly reduce the need for 
additional greenfield land development 
and reduce the number of private car 
journeys over the Plan period, and this 
does not seem to have been taken 
seriously.  This is intrinsically 
unsustainable. There is an inverse 
correlation between housing density 
and distance travelled. That is, people 
living in very dispersed developments 
have to travel further to access 
facilities, services, and employment, 
and are more likely to use private cars 

The Plan adopts an average density of 30 dwellings per 
hectare.  However, this in itself does not preclude 
securing denser developments where this is appropriate 
to the character of the area and does not compromise 
design and layout. 
 
The methodology used to select the housing allocations is 
based upon giving priority to suitable, deliverable 
previously developed land before suitable, deliverable 
green field sites.  This is set out in detail within the 
Rationale for Housing Allocations document which forms 
part of the CDP evidence base. 
 
A reduction in the use of the motor vehicle is in part 
determined by location of new development.  However, it 
also relies upon other transport related activities which 
the council and partners are undertaking, and which fall 
out with the scope of this Plan. 
 



for local journeys. It has also been 
shown that dispersed developments 
are harder to serve by public transport, 
because there are fewer dwellings 
within walking distance of any public 
transport stop. Very low densities are 
also an extremely inefficient use of 
land.  

 

The plan seeks to strike a balance between the needs of 
all parts of the county, regardless of remoteness and 
securing sustainable patterns of development. 

Highways 
Safety 

• The existing estate has narrow roads 
and the bus service that runs, cuts part 
of the estate out on an evening due to 
the congestion from parked cars that 
return from work.   

• The access from the A690 is a safety 
concern, with traffic from 200 homes all 
trying to get in and out through one 
access onto a fairly small roundabout of 
the main road into & out of Durham will 
be difficult.   

• Due to Willington itself only having a 
butcher, greengrocer and a small co-op 
store, many occupants will have to go 
to Spennymoor, Bishop Auckland or 
Crook to do their weekly shopping.  
Driving to each of these is problematic. 

•  The nearest train station is Bishop 
Auckland.  

 

Access to the site would be from a separate point off the 
A690 and therefore the development of this site would not 
impact upon the existing estate road network. 
 
The site has been assessed through the Strategic 
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) 2019 as 
being suitable.  That assessment has confirmed that a 
safe access could be secured from A690. 
 
The Settlement Study has concluded that Willington 
performs well in terms of its access to services and 
facilities relative to other settlements within the county. 
 
The Plan includes policies to maximise the provision of 
opportunities for prospective residents to use alternative 
means of transport to the car. 

 Transport • The site is poorly served by public 
transport. 
 

The site presents opportunities for existing public 
transport to be improved. The Plan includes policies to 
maximise the provision of opportunities for prospective 
residents to use alternative means of transport to the car. 

 Infrastructure 
Capacity 

• There are no play areas/equipment and 
with the further development this will be 

The Plan includes a policy requirement relating to the 
provision of open space to serve prospective residents. 



more of a safety issue as the children 
are playing in the street and onto the 
roads.  

• The proposal of over 400 houses is not 
backed up with any further 
infrastructure to build new or extend 
school facilities and it is already difficult 
for families to get their children in the 
nearest school 

• There is no provision to extend the 
NHS facilities in the town which are 
already at capacity. 

• In the past power cuts were frequent. 
Improvements have taken place, 
however the demand from an additional 
200 homes will put a greater strain on 
the power, gas, water & telecoms.  

• The water pressure is already very 
variable, particularly during summer 
months. 

•  Phone and internet connections are 
poor. 

• The treatment works are located by the 
river South of the estate (directly in line 
with the proposed development 
courtesy of the prevailing South 
Westerly wind) and were upgraded 
around 10 years ago in order to cope 
with the load from the new estate built 
on the former carpet factory. It is likely 
the treatment works would require 
further upgrades to accept increased 
flows. The other aspect is delivery of 
waste water to the works. The inlet is at 

 
Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable.  In addition, the Plan has been developed in 
discussion with utility providers. 
 
The Plan includes a requirement for developers to 
mitigate any such impacts over and above the existing 
situation which arise from new development. 
 
There is no evidence that the development of this site 
would result in the misuse of the existing recreational 
resources within the locality. 



the opposite end of the site from the 
new development, as such connection  
will rely on either joining the drainage 
network on the Wear Valley Estate 
(already liable to blockages) or create a 
new branch through steep sloping 
farmland.  

• All schools in Willington are at capacity. 

• The town requires more facilities for the 
people who live there at present. The 
new houses recently built on the former 
carpet factory have already put a strain 
on the town. Willington already has 
enough people, it requires investment 
in the existing development & 
resources to adequately serve the 
current population, not an increase in 
population. 

• There are a number of public footpaths 
(including a BOAT immediately South 
of the proposed site) parks and a 
nature reserve within walking distance 
of the proposed site, the increased use 
& misuse is of concern.  
 

 Housing 
Supply 

• Houses are not needed given existing 
planning consents though there is a 
shortage of family bungalows of 2 or 3 
bedrooms within Willington which 
results in residents having to make 
adaptations or move out of the area. 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 
The Plan requires a mix of housing to be provided, 
including those suitable for older persons, which may 
include bungalows and affordable housing. 

 Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

• The CDP states development of 
brownfield sites are preferable to green 
field but this represents Green field 

The methodology used to select the housing allocations is 
based upon giving priority to suitable, deliverable 
previously developed land before suitable, deliverable 



Development as the land parcel is 
currently farmland, and  

• The site projects substantially beyond 
the most Easterly line of existing 
development forming Willington. The 
urban sprawl by placing 200 houses on 
this site would be highly invasive to the 
rural landscape, and potentially pave 
the way for the principle of 
development in the fields beyond.  

• Areas more central to Willington would 
benefit greatly from regeneration. 

• Council should be allocating brownfield 
land for housing. 

green field sites.  This is set out in detail within the 
Rationale for Housing Allocations document which forms 
part of the CDP evidence base. 
 
The potential landscape impact of the site has been 
assessed through the Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) which has concluded that the 
impacts of development can be adequately mitigated so 
that they are not unacceptable. 
 
Other policies within the Plan support the regeneration of 
areas within the existing built up framework which are not 
specifically allocated within the Plan for development. 

 Tenure Mix • The reputation of the estate has 
improved, and it is presently a relatively 
quiet and increasingly more desirable 
place to live. Despite this, house prices 
are low and take typically 6-12 months 
to sell. There is still a lot of council 
houses and private rentals, many of 
whom are long term tenants. With a 
brand new estate on its doorstep, the 
new development would be much more 
appealing for both buyers and tenants. 
Concern raised that houses will 
struggle to sell more, prices will fall, 
rental income will drop, and the estate 
will revert back to its former state. 
 

There is no evidence to suggest that older housing sales 
suffers as a result of new house building.  Rather, it is 
widely documented that new housing can have 
regeneration benefits for communities. 

 Complaints & 
Requests 

• The council has a duty to compensate 
residents for the adverse effects they 
are now having to suffer.  
 

There is no obligation on the council to compensate 
residents regarding the allocation of land for development 
purposes. 



 Flood Risk • Surface water issues with increased 
runoff and potentially 8.9ha of 
infiltration area lost will lead to 
significant issues. The site is relatively 
flat, and it is common during heavy 
rainfall events for ponding to occur in 
the field, on the roads through the Wear 
Valley Estate and more worryingly to 
see the roundabout on the A690 (the 
proposed sole access point) to flood 
entirely to the point at which it becomes 
impassable. The fields North of the 
A690 slope towards the A690 and are 
fairly flat on the opposite side until they 
drop away to meet the river. The soils 
are clay, so surface water accumulates 
on the plateau, this is particularly bad in 
autumn when the drains get clogged 
with silt & leaves it is usually around 
late spring before they improve.  

• Attenuation ponds will most likely be 
required and present a high risk to 
children.  
 

Flood risk and surface water issues relating to the site 
have been considered.  The Plan places a requirement on 
developers to address any such issues for a scheme to 
be granted planning permission.  The council is satisfied 
that any surface water issues could be adequately 
mitigated as part of a detailed scheme being submitted for 
planning permission.  Safety is an important consideration 
when considering any subsequent proposal to address 
any flooding issues. 

 Biodiversity • The site is separated from the Wear 
Valley Estate by a hedgerow, which 
can be seen in its current position on 
1945 overhead photography and has 
ecological value having a wide variety 
of birds Bull finches, gold finches, 
wrens, wagtails & as well as the 
blackbirds, various tits, sparrows & 
pigeons.  This should be retained. 

• A variety of owls including a barn owl 
and bats hunt over the green behind 

The treatment and retention of hedgerows and trees 
would be managed at detailed planning application stage.  
The Plan includes policies to safeguard biodiversity 
interests and any subsequent planning application would 
need to accord with these policy requirements and where 
necessary provide acceptable mitigation. 



Ash Drive, the field, hedgerow & the 
green.  

• Old House Beck & the ditches along 
the byway may well be home to great 
crested newts & water voles.  

• Foxes and badgers are in the area too 
based on the casualties seen on the 
side of the A690.  
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27H27 Former Etherley Lane Depot



H27 Former Etherley Depot Bishop Auckland 
 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 representation agreed with the allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reasons were given. 

Level of 
objection 
 

2 representations disagreed with the allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response  

Housing 
Supply 

• There is already sufficient new homes 
being built in the area. 

• There are vacant houses that should be 
reoccupied before new homes are built 

 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 
requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 
 
The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county.  Additional land is required to meet future 
projected needs even where these are brought back into 
use. 

Infrastructure 
Capacity 

• GPs and schools are at capacity Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable. 

Highways 
Safety 

• Further housing will increase 
congestion in the locality 

The highway implications of the development of this site 
have been considered through the Strategic Housing 



 Land Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) and this has 
confirmed that the development of the site would not give 
rise to any unacceptable impacts in respect to highway 
matters. 

Residential 
Amenity 

• Concern that location of affordable 
homes on the site will devalue property 

 

There is no evidence that the provision of affordable 
housing will devalue existing properties.  Best practice 
suggests that affordable units should be dispersed within 
a housing scheme.  There are many different affordable 
housing products within the market.  The council has a 
duty to plan to meet all housing needs. 

Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

 

• More land should be allocated in 
Bishop Auckland to enable range and 
choice.  This is a small site which will 
not significantly contribute to overall 
needs and has limited marketability.  
Woodhouses Farm is suggested as a 
suitable site to meet needs. 

The calculation of the amount of land required to 
accommodate additional new homes and the subsequent 
selection of the housing allocations takes into account 
those units which already benefit from having planning 
consent.  Therefore, there are a number of units already 
in the pipeline, over and above the number specifically 
allocated for housing purposes in the Plan.  The council 
will monitor actual housing delivery in all areas and where 
delivery is not as expected a review of the Plan may be 
triggered. 
 
The reasons why the site referred to has not been 
selected as a housing allocation are set out in the 
rationale for Selecting Housing Allocations document 
which forms part of the Plan’s evidence base. 
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H28 Former Chamberlain Phipps 

 
 

Level of 
support 
 

2 representations supported the allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

• The site comprises a brownfield site close to a wide range of food/non-food shopping facilities provided at Bishop 
Auckland Retail Park. The site is now characterised by extensive areas of hardstanding, and it has an unkempt 
appearance with some evidence of fly tipping having taken place along the site frontage.  

• A full application for the erection of 75 no. dwellings was recently refused planning consent as the Council identified 
harm in respect of traffic impact in the Tindale Crescent area (specifically the Maud Street/Greenfields Road/Dilk 
Street junction) Gleeson has submitted an appeal in respect of the refused application and the outcome will 
determine the nature of mitigation (if any) required at the Tindale Crescent cross roads.  

• There is more than way of achieving such mitigation and essentially the key issue to be considered is the extent and 
cost of works. This does not however represent a showstopper that could prevent delivery of the draft allocation - 
Gleeson does not wish to deliver a mitigation scheme that is more extensive than necessary, and the company is 
firmly of the view that any works required by the County Council should be reasonable, necessary and proportionate. 
Since submission of the appeal Gleeson has investigated the possibility of improving footway links along Greenfields 
Road to improve the connectivity of the proposed development. A new section of footway along the western side of 
Greenfields Road is therefore proposed within the adopted highway, which will permit occupants of the development 
to more easily access public transport, services and employment to the south of the appeal site. A technical drawing 
of the footway is attached to this representation.  

• The site also has an industrial history and requires remediation there is no demand for the site for employment use 
and therefore a housing scheme is realistically the only viable way for the site to be tidied up and remediated.  

 

Level of 
objection 
 

2 representations disagreed with the proposed allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 

Housing 
Supply 

• There are already sufficient new homes 
being built in the area. 

This site was identified as a suitable deliverable site 
which is capable of meeting part of the housing 



• There are vacant houses that should be 
reoccupied before new homes are built 

 

requirement for the Housing Market Area during the plan 
period. 
 
The Plan has made allowance for the reuse of empty 
homes as part of the calculation for determining how 
many new homes it needs to plan for.  Whilst bringing 
empty homes back into use actually falls out with the 
scope of the Plan the council has an Empty Homes Team 
who are carrying out activity to address this issue across 
the county.  Additional land is required to meet future 
projected needs even where these are brought back into 
use. 

Infrastructure 
Capacity 

• GPs and schools are at capacity 
 

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable. 

Residential 
Amenity 

 

• Concern that location of affordable 
homes on the site will devalue property 

 

There is no evidence that the provision of affordable 
housing will devalue existing properties.  Best practice 
suggests that affordable units should be dispersed within 
a housing scheme.  There are many different affordable 
housing products within the market.  The council has a 
duty to plan to meet all housing needs. 

Highways 
Safety 

• Further housing will increase 
congestion in the locality 

 

The highway implications of the development of this site 
have been considered through the Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Assessment 2019 (SHLAA) and this has 
confirmed that the development of the site would not give 
rise to any unacceptable impacts in respect to highway 
matters. 

Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

• More land should be allocated in 
Bishop Auckland to enable range and 
choice.  This site has limited 
marketability.  Woodhouses Farm is 

The calculation of the amount of land required to 
accommodate additional new homes and the subsequent 
selection of the housing allocations takes into account 
those units which already benefit from having planning 
consent.  Therefore, there are a number of units already 



suggested as a suitable site to meet 
needs. 

 

in the pipeline, over and above the number specifically 
allocated for housing purposes in the Plan.  The council 
will monitor actual housing delivery in all areas and where 
delivery is not as expected a review of the Plan may be 
triggered.  The reasons why the site referred to has not 
been selected as a housing allocation are set out in the 
rationale for Selecting Housing Allocations document 
which forms part of the Plan’s evidence base. 
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H29 Bracks Road Bishop Auckland 
 
 

Level of 
support 
 

No representations supported the allocation.   
 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reasons were given. 

Level of 
objection 
 

22 representations disagreed with the allocation: 
 

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 

Land • Land Typology: the site is designated 
as mostly greenfield however it is 
wholly open arable /agricultural land. 
Other areas which have been 
described as greenfield have been 
discounted due to being agricultural 
land e.g. 3/BA/38. There are a number 
of areas nearby identified as greenfield 
sites which are actually scrub land and 
visually unattractive compared to this 
agricultural land associated with the 
Durham Dales area. Site 3/BA/31a is 
100% agricultural land, providing both 
natural beauty and a valuable local 
food/employment source. 

• Topography: As outlined in the 
allocations rationale document features 
exist which may impact on the layout 
and design of any development and 
there is a drop in levels due to being at 
the top of a hill. The development 
would be an incursion into the attractive 

The SHLAA Assessment sets out the credentials of the 
site in terms of suitability using a consistent methodology.   
This includes prioritising suitable deliverable PDL sites 
first.   
 
A site is not unsuitable merely on the basis of it being 
agricultural land.  Landscape impact and topography are 
credentials which has been carefully assessed as part of 
this process. 
 
The site has been selected having used a consistent 
methodology set out in the rationale For Housing 
Allocations document. 
 
The Plan accepts that in order to meet the full Local 
Housing Need some agricultural land will be lost however 
this is not considered to be a significant amount. 
 
Devaluation of property is not a material consideration 
and the compatibility of a housing development with its 
surroundings has been adequately assessed through the 
SHLAA process. 



countryside as it would be visible to 
existing properties and the existing 
A688.  The land is raised above the 
level of the adjoining Brack's Road and 
neighbouring housing in Redworth 
Grove and Wynyard Grove. 
Development on this land would 
severely disadvantage the residents of 
Brack's Road, Wynyard Grove and 
Redworth Grove as in recent years they 
have seen adjacent land heavily 
developed into a number of large 
residential estates to the West, North 
and South.  If the one remaining piece 
of farmland to the East is allowed to be 
developed this would enclose the 
residents on all sides with modern 
housing of a very different style to their 
own resulting in a reduction in the 
property market value.  

• The area is agricultural land and this 
goes against the council’s policy on 
protecting and enhancing the natural 
and historic environment.  

• The proposed development lies within 
DCCs own designated Landscape 
Improvement Priority Area and would 
be in direct conflict with, and contrary to 
the principles and spirit of their policy of 
landscape conservation and 
improvement. The presence of 50 
houses on this parcel of agricultural 
land, clearly visible from a number of 
directions, will have a strong, adverse 
and detrimental impact 



 

Housing Mix • Adjacent Uses: It is incorrectly stated 
that the proposed site will abut a 
recently developed Taylor Wimpey 
estate. The Taylor Wimpey houses 
were built in the 1960’s therefore any 
development would not be in keeping 
with existing properties in the area. 

 

Comment noted.  However, this does not impact upon the 
assessment of the site’s suitability for housing in principle.  
The appearance of the new units would be carefully 
managed through a planning application to ensure that 
they integrate successfully into their surroundings. 

Housing 
Supply 

• There is sufficient new housing in the 
area. 

• The properties on the adjacent side of 
the road were purchased with country 
views, many bungalows, the building of 
houses may impact on the right to light 
and decrease value significantly, 

• There is no guarantee that a builder will 
be able to sell any new homes. 

The site is required to help meet the full Local Housing 
Need within the lifetime of the Plan. 
Existing residents do not have a right to a view and right 
to light is a civil matter.  Devaluation of property is not a 
planning matter. 
 
Housing delivery is governed by demand and supply.  In 
the current economic climate, a developer is unlikely to 
construct units only to stand empty.  The viability 
evidence which underpins the plan suggests that the site 
is viable and has a reasonable prospect of being 
delivered within the lifetime of the Plan. 

Infrastructure 
Capacity 

• Access to Services and Facilities: As 
cited in the allocations rationale 
document for 3/BA/31b (adjacent to 
3/BA/31a) the site is not within walking 
distance of services and facilities a 
reason for refusing planning 
permission.  An increasing number of 
services are being taken away from 
Bishop Auckland town centre and 
repositioned in the Tindale area a 
considerable distance away with large 
areas of scrub land available (to the 
rear of the Premier Inn) to develop 
housing allocations on which would 

The site relates to one of the county’s largest towns which 
offers the full range of services and facilities which are 
accessible from the site.  Opportunities to improve 
permeability and access by alternative sustainable 
transport will be pursued through the application of other 
relevant generic policies set out in the Plan at planning 
application stage. 
Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable.  The Plan includes a requirement for 



improve not only the appearance of the 
land but also provide it with a useful 
purpose. 

• There is a lack of public facilities in the 
Bishop Auckland area. The hospital 
that now has no accident and 
emergency, schools dentists and GPs 
are all at capacity 

• The site, which is out of reach of the 
minimum distance from amenities, in 
contravention of the councils own 
planning policy and is therefore not 
serviced by adequate safe access to 
main road arteries.  

• The site is not in walking distance of 
services and amenities.  

• Local doctors surgeries and other 
amenities are already overstretched, 
additional housing would further stretch 
these as there are no plans to open 
new such amenities.  

• The proposed development site has no 
direct bus route to either the nearest 
supermarket or to the nearest shopping 
centre, both of which are over 1.5 miles 
away or to other essential services, all 
of which require the use of a car so 
adding to road congestion. Again, this 
is contrary to DCCs policy which 
promotes a low carbon footprint.  
 

developers to mitigate any such impacts over and above 
the existing situation which arise from new development. 

Highways 
Safety 

• Highways/Access Issues; As cited in 
the allocations rationale document for 
3/BA/31b & 31c there would be a 
requirement for a footpath and 

The SHLAA assessment confirms that a safe access can 
be achieved in principle with mitigation which is 
considered acceptable.  The precise details will be 
considered at planning application stage and residents 



widening of the existing road to enable 
appropriate access. However, this 
would not be possible due to the 
existence of mature hedgerows and 
trees which cannot be removed. The 
retention of existing hedgerows was a 
condition stipulated with the granting of 
planning permission for the Persimmon 
site 3/BA/48 (Hazelbank) therefore this 
must be consistently applied across the 
board.  

• Concern is raised that Bracks Road is a 
hard junction to exit on to Durham road 
due to rail backs from New Coundon 
roundabout at peak times. 

• The area would be congested with 
even more traffic and the beautiful 
countryside would be changed forever 
with a detrimental effect for all residents 
living close by. 

• Site borders a high-speed bypass & 
creates a safety risk, which would pose 
a noise and health risk to the residents 
who might live there. 

• There is no footpath or suitable existing 
access to the site.  

• Bracks Road is also very busy already 
and used as a short cut from the A688 
to Durham Road, often at high speeds 
and a danger for children living in the 
area. This risk will be increased due to 
more vehicles (potentially 100 as most 
houses these days have multiple 
vehicles) being used and more children 
in the area. 

will have an opportunity to comment on the finer detail of 
a scheme at that stage. 
 
The SHLAA assessment has not identified any issues 
with the local highway capacity as a consequence of this 
site being developed which would demand the mitigation 
suggested. 
 
The positioning and design, including any need for 
specialist glazing and acoustic fencing in relation to the 
proposed units will need to take into account the adjacent 
bypass.  This is not considered to be a reason to deem 
the site unsuitable for housing purposes.  



• The manoeuvre of turning right into 
Durham Road at the north end of 
Bracks Road has its own safety risks 
(note the number of accidents from 
vehicles leaving the road at this 
junction) and the increased volume of 
traffic from the proposed development 
will add to the risks. These significant 
road safety risks are unacceptable. My 
comments and objections are 
supported by evidence from leading 
organisations and the Durham County 
Councils own policies and guidelines 
which do contradict many of the 
assertions made in the Site 
Assessment 3/BA/31a. 

• The addition of a potential 50+ vehicles 
attempting the manoeuvre of accessing 
the A688 at the south of Bracks Road, 
in the face of high volumes of speeding 
traffic at peak times exacerbates an 
already existing dangerous road 
hazard. 

• The land proposed is very close to the 
busy A688, the noise pollution from this 
road would have a negative impact on 
the ability to sell houses on the 
proposed site.  

• Bracks Road is a minor road with a 
single pedestrian footpath on the 
opposite site to the proposed building 
site, this would cause further risk to 
safety of all pedestrians accessing this 
site, if the road was to be narrowed to 
include a footpath to the new site this 



would further narrow Bracks Road 
causing additional danger to drivers 
and pedestrians! 

• There will also be a significant increase 
in traffic in the area.  

• DCC will have to re-install the traffic 
lights again at the top of Durham Road 
(near Redworth Grove access / Grange 
dead-end). 

 

Landscape 
Impact 

• Landscape Impact As already outlined 
in the allocations rationale document 
the adjacent 3/BA/31b&c this is 
agricultural use land and recognised 
within as a landscape conservation 
priority area (LCPA). This site 
(3/BA/31a), being wholly agricultural 
land, has been incorrectly designated 
as a LIPA and should have been 
designated as a LCPA the same as 
other adjacent agricultural land with the 
same use. In addition to this the 
rationale document further states that 
the development of 3/BA/31a would 
result in an adverse residual landscape 
and visual impact. This is due to the 
site being visible from a significant 
distance (several miles) due to it being 
situated on an elevated hillside.  

• Considerations to landscape and visual 
impact have been taken into 
consideration on other sites such as 
3/BA/31c and 3/BA/38 therefore why 
are there inconsistencies in which ways 
the rationale has been applied?  

Through the SHLAA assessment process full 
consideration has been given to landscape impact and 
topography credentials and no impacts which would deem 
the site to be unsuitable in relation to these have been 
identified.  Each site has been judged on its own merits 
and therefore there will be differences given the 
subjective nature and varying site contexts involved. 
 



 Biodiversity • Biodiversity Impact: As outlined in the 
allocations rationale document an 
otter/water vole survey is needed and 
the site requires significant non-
accessible buffer from river and habitat 
improvements.  In addition, the land is 
home to many native species of wildlife 
including woodpeckers which are not 
commonly found in the Bishop 
Auckland area.  

• The surrounding land holds 
environment for numerous wild 
animals, birds of prey, protected bats, 
hedgehogs etc  

• Bats are associated with the site. 

Any ecological interests relating to the site would be 
managed through the application of relevant ecological 
policy set out elsewhere in the Plan at planning 
application stage.  The purpose of the SHLAA is to 
identify the potential for any ‘show stopper’ credentials 
which would render a site unsuitable in principle even with 
mitigation.  No such adverse impacts have been identified 
in this instance.  Any subsequent planning application will 
need to be supported by appropriate ecological surveys at 
the time that an application is submitted to ensure that the 
most up to date information relating to a site is obtained. 

 Flood Risk & 
Drainage 

• Flood risk:  In the allocations rationale 
document it is incorrectly stated that 
none are identified. Having lived in the 
area for several years (including 
previously at Wynyard Grove) it is 
regularly observed that the existing site 
in question and adjoining Bracks Road 
suffers from surface water flooding 
issues due to the gradient of the land. 
This would be greatly compounded 
should housing and associated 
infrastructure be permitted posing a 
major safety risk to existing residents in 
the area along with road users, 
including the adjoining A688.  

• Drainage issues. 

• The site is also at risk of extensive 
flood risk and the area in question 
already has a long history of flooding 
issues.  

The DCC Drainage team have considered the site and 
have advised that no significant issues are apparent and 
appropriate mitigation will, if required be secured through 
a planning application for the site as part of the 
forthcoming detailed layout. 



• The agricultural land is on a hill, and if 
removed will cause flooding issues, 
where there is already issues due to 
the last housing project. The drainage 
infrastructure cannot withstand any 
more. The bottom of the hill often floods 
and the properties there will be at 
greater risk should the natural flood 
defence of agricultural land be 
removed. (no flood risk has been 
mentioned; however, this is already a 
problem and the council were notified). 

• Properties towards the southern part of 
Bracks Road have been subjected to 
their driveways, gardens and, in some 
cases, their garages being flooded. At 
times of heavy rain, large volumes of 
water can be observed flowing from the 
proposed housing site at various places 
along its length parallel to Bracks Road. 
This water then traverses the roadway 
and flows towards the gullies. However, 
these gullies often overflow in times of 
heavy rainfall and the level of overflow 
of water has, in recent times and 
despite the raising of the reduced 
driveway kerbs, needed to be 
controlled by physical means, such as 
sandbags. By creating hard surface 
areas in the field proposed for 
development, the natural absorption of 
the rainwater will be very severely 
reduced with the consequence of 
increasing the risk of flooding to the 
properties mentioned above.  



 Residential 
Amenity 

• Additional consideration should be 
given to the amount and scale of 
development these residents have 
already reluctantly accepted around 
them in recent years and the 
associated loss of beautiful countryside 
as well as the negative impact on 
house prices in the area.  

• Increased crime. Local police are 
already stretched, more housing (in 
particular social housing) will increase 
burglary and theft. 

• There is no natural soundproofing. 
Residents of Hazelbank were told the 
tree line would provide adequate sound 
proofing however this is not the case 
and would not be the case for a new 
housing estate either.  

Devaluation of property is not a material planning 
consideration which can be taken into account.  There is 
no evidence to suggest that new housing will result in an 
increase of crime.  The subsequent scheme set out in any 
forthcoming planning application will need to comply with 
design criteria aimed at designing out crime. 
 
Any impact from the bypass will be considered fully at 
planning application stage and if justified appropriate 
mitigation will be required as part of the layout and 
detailed design and construction of units.  This is not 
considered to be a matter which cannot be resolved. 

 Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

• Brownfield land would be a better use 
of land than a farmers field that 
provides income.  

• There are plenty of other brown field 
sites in Bishop Auckland that might be 
used alternatively.  

• Insufficient housing is allocated to 
Bishop Auckland.  It is one of the 
largest towns in the County with 
significant areas of employment, shops, 
services and schools. The large 
commitment at Etherley Moor 
recognised, although this leaves a 
dearth of smaller sites which can come 
forward quickly and easily, increasing 
the risk of non- delivery. This is 
contrary to guidance in NPPF and 

The methodology used to select the proposed housing 
allocations, including this site has given priority to 
suitable, deliverable sites.  This can be viewed in the 
rationale for Housing Allocations document. 
 
The level of housing growth planned for bishop Auckland 
is based upon the preferred Spatial Strategy and takes 
into account existing planning consents in the pipeline as 
well as identifying new sites. 
The council considers that it has identified a sufficient, 
flexible and varied supply of housing sites to meet the full 
calculated Local Housing Need by the end of the plan 
period. 
 
The site at primrose Villas has been assessed as 
unsuitable within the SHLAA (2019) and therefore has not 
been allocated for housing purposes.  The site 



would result in limited choice for the 
large population of existing and future 
residents of the town. There are more 
houses allocated to the towns of Crook 
(350), Willington (200) and Consett 
(830) none of which benefit from the 
range of services including secondary 
education, range of employment sites 
and town centre offering as Bishop 
Auckland which has been allocated 135 
new homes.  

• It is not understood why an allocation is 
made at Bracks Farm (H/29) for 29 
houses when this site is much more 
poorly related to the town than other 
more central sites. An allocation for 50 -
60 dwellings should be made at our 
client’s site at Primrose Villas (site 1), 
which is located close to the housing 
commitment at Etherley Moor, and all 
local amenities, the school and 
employment areas. The site is well 
enclosed and would form a natural and 
logical extension to well- established 
and popular residential areas of the 
town. An allocation of up to 10 houses 
at our client’s site at Etherley Lane 
should be made, (site 2) which would 
tie in with the adjacent allocation for 10 
houses on the former depot, improve 
certainty to both owners / developers, 
increasing the prospects of delivery and 
potential viability of both sites. 

• More land should be allocated in 
Bishop Auckland to enable range and 

assessment can be viewed in the Individual SHLAA Site 
Assessment document.  All other land identified through 
the SHLAA process has been assessed in terms of its 
suitability and deliverability and sites have been selected 
for allocation using a consistent methodology set out in 
the rationale For Housing Allocations document. 



choice.  This site has limited yield and 
marketability.  Woodhouses Farm is 
suggested as a suitable site to meet 
needs. 

• Other suitable more central sites should 
be pursued. 

• There are under- utilised allotments in 
Bishop Auckland that should be used 
instead. 

 Visual 
Impacts 

• The visual impact on the area would be 
significantly changed and this will be 
viewed from miles around due to the 
location of the proposed site.  

• The area in question seems to have 
become very overcrowded and 
ascetically unpleasing with housing 
being built in areas of natural beauty 
without any thought for the negative 
impact on the countryside and the 
community/residents as a whole. 

The visual and landscape impact has been assessed 
through the SHLAA process and has been deemed to be 
acceptable. 

 Policy • The plan also is in direct contravention 
of policy of protecting a natural and 
historic environment and a policy of 
keeping a low carbon footprint.  

The CDP policies reflect the policy approach required by 
national planning policy (NPPF) and provide a new local 
planning policy framework for the determination of future 
planning applications.  These policies will supersede the 
existing Wear Valley District Local Plan. 

 Pollution • Houses will be an excellent noise 
reduction 'acoustic fence’ 

• Dust and noise from construction work 
will affect residential amenity. 

• The 2008 Ambient Air Quality Directive 
sets legally binding limits for 
concentrations in outdoor air of major 
air pollutants that impact public health 
such as particulate matter and nitrogen 
dioxide.These come from vehicle 

Comment about the acoustic qualities of new housing is 
noted. 
The planning process accepts that there will be a degree 
of disturbance during construction which may not always 
be controllable through planning conditions being 
attached to any subsequent planning consent. 
 
No implications on air quality in this location have been 
identified as a consequence of a development of this 
limited scale. 



exhaust fumes. Air quality is a 
consideration in Strategic 
Environmental Assessment and its 
appraisal can be used to shape an 
appropriate strategy. It must consider 
the impact of point sources of air 
pollution, which is pollution that 
originates from one place.  
In this case, the point of source is the 
particular section of the A688 which 
runs adjacent to the proposed site H29 
at a distance of only 3 metres from its 
eastern boundary.  From the Bone Mill 
Bank / Bracks Farm roundabout just 
south of the proposed site, there is a 
relatively steep incline for approx. 
1000m to the Coundon Gate 
roundabout at the A688/ A689 
interchange. There is a localised and 
very significant rise in exhaust pollution 
as vehicles accelerate from the 
southern roundabout in both traffic 
lanes northbound for a distance of 
approx.800m, the majority of which is 
adjacent to the proposed site. At peak 
times, this pollution is sufficiently 
concentrated to be noticeable on 
Bracks Road, some 50 to 100m to the 
west of the A688. The Government 
Policy Paper, updated May 2015, 
states Air pollution, for example from 
road transport, harms our health and 
wellbeing. It is estimated to have an 
effect equivalent to 29,000 deaths each 
year and is expected to reduce the life 

 
The council’s response regarding noise impacts is set out 
earlier. 



expectancy of everyone in the UK by 6 
months on average. In addition, there is 
increasing evidence of direct links 
between road traffic noise and various 
types of illness, like heart attacks and 
strokes.)  
At all times of the day in Bracks Road, 
road traffic can be heard loudly, from 
the low pitched, loud noise from heavy 
goods vehicles accelerating up the 
A688 to high pitched extremely noisy 
motor cycles, as well as the noise of 
cars. The impact will be much greater 
on the site proposed for housing 
development H29, with a significant, 
continuous impact on the families 
inhabiting those properties. This 
assertion is supported by the World 
Health Organisation who state the level 
of noise from traffic is correlated with 
the traffic flow rate, the speed of the 
vehicles, and the proportion of heavy 
vehicles, which, together with 
motorcycles, tend to be about twice as 
loud as motor cars. Special problems 
arise in areas where the traffic 
movements involve a change in engine 
speed and power, such as at traffic 
lights, hills, and intersecting roads. 
(World Health Organisation (WHO) 
revised 1999 -Environmental Health 
Criteria for Noise; Road traffic 2.3.2) 
British Standard 8233 (1999) gives 
maximum tolerable noise levels from 
road traffic for houses and their 



gardens. Whilst the road traffic noise 
can be attenuated through double and 
triple glazing and other methods of 
insulation, the noise outdoors cannot 
be reduced significantly. In Section 
7.6.1.2 of the British Standard, gardens 
are considered, and maximum tolerable 
levels are given. It is asserted that 
those levels will be exceeded in the 
gardens of the proposed development. 
In light of the above, it seems 
incredulous that DCC is considering 
house building on this site, putting 50 
families at risk.  
 

 Consultation / 
Complaints 

• An insincere response from DCC which 
feebly attempts to alleviate concerns 
raised is anticipated. A willingness to 
engage in a meaningful discussion to 
broach the plans to prevent a 
misguided plan is expressed. Local 
Media will be informed.  
 

The consultation and associated feedback provided has 
been undertaken in accordance with the council’s 
Statement of Community Involvement.  Further 
meaningful engagement will be sought through the 
consultation on the Submission version of the Plan. 
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H30 Low Copelaw

5 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

A consistent theme was that the allocation should be increased from 600 to the 950 identified in the previous withdrawn
CDP. Site is close to Aycliffe Business Park which is largest employment site in the County. Site has good access to strategic
routes and networks. Site can be developed as a sustainable urban extension. Support the allocation of the site which is
deliverable, viable, suitable and achievable. Site is close to housing and existing facilities. Pedestrian and cycling links need
to be enhanced.

Reasons for support

9 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The allocations reflects the anticipated build out
rate for the site within the plan period. The site
will actually accommodate 1,400 houses in total

The number of houses for the site has been reduced
from 950 units (previous CDP) to 600. Will this mean
more executive houses for the site?

Housing numbers/tenure
mix

and the policy text has been amended to clarifyThe housing allocation in relation to the size of the
site means the development is a low density and an
inefficient use.

this, and this will include a ranges of house types
and tenures including affordable and potentially
larger properties developed at a lower density,
as well as community facilities.

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery
Plan the Plan recognises the need to ensure
that all new development is supported by

Shops, schools and community facilities are needed
to support housing.

Infrastructure

appropriate infrastructure provision and
mechanisms are embedded within the policy
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framework to require this of developers where
applicable. The site will be developed with
community facilities including a local centre.
The north east corner of the Copelaw site will
be enhanced as open space with no built
development proposed in the vicinity of the gas
pipeline.

High pressure gas transmission system crosses
part of the site. National Grid prefers that buildings
are not built directly over its lines to protect amenity
of future occupiers and to enable quick and easy
access to carry out maintenance.

Despite the current barrier created by the A167,
severance issues to the town will be overcome
by improved crossing facilities with Central

Concerns that the Copelaw site is severed from the
main settlement by a main road and not within easy
walking distances of employment opportunities and
town centre. Pedestrian and cycle links across the
A167 should be by way of a bridge.

Sustainability/Access

Avenue to promote sustainable modes of
transport and pedestrian access from the site.
The site will provide a safe and attractive
environment for walking and cycling which
encourages local journeys to be made by foot
or by bicycle. Walking and cycling routes across
the A167 will be designed to encourage and
enable convenient pedestrian/cyclist crossing
at formal crossing points. Development will be
designed to facilitate easy movement and
sustainable access via all modes of transport
(including public transport, walking and cycling)
within the site, further enhancing and creating
sustainable connections from the site to the
Town Centre, Aycliffe Business Park and other
local complimentary land uses. Newton Aycliffe
is one of the County’s principal towns, and home
to the largest employment estate in the County
(Aycliffe Business Park) which is only 0.5 miles
to the south of the site.
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H31 Eldon Whins

1 representation supported the allocation, and 1 representation had no objections.Level of support

No reasons were given.Reasons for support

2 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The methodology used to select the housing
allocations is based upon giving priority to
suitable, deliverable previously developed land

Look to other site not greenfieldUse of Greenfield land

before suitable, deliverable green field sites.
This is set out in detail within the Rationale for
Housing Allocations document which forms part
of the CDP evidence base.
The Defra Map is based Lower Super Output
Area (LSOA) which use the rural urban
classification from the Census (2011). Middridge

The Rural Urban Classification Map (P84) produced
by Defra showsMiddridge as part of an Urban Area.

Clarifications

Parish is however recognised as a designated
rural area under the The Housing (Right to
Enfranchise) (Designated Protected Areas)
(England) Order 2009.
Site now has planning permission and the
highway impact of developing the site was found
to be acceptable.

Concerned that the extra traffic will create problems
along the road in to Middridge.

Highways
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H32 Land at Woodham College

0 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

7 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
Loss of a view is unfortunately not a material
planning consideration that can be taken into
account in plan making. However, the design

The new houses will be situated right outside and
in front of existing housing and will result in the loss
of a view.

Visual Impacts

and layout of development will have to accord
with the 'Sustainable Design in the Built
Environment' and 'Amenity and Pollution'
policies.
A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County
Durham is in preparation and will update and
replace the PPS and associated Playing Pitch

For a playing pitch strategy (PPS) to be considered
up-to-date, it should have been undertaken within
the last three years. County Durham's overarching

Infrastructure

Action Plans from 2013. The PPS will assessPPS was adopted in 2014, then the 14 Playing Pitch
the current and projected supply and demandAction Plans which sit beneath it were completed
for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitchduring 2015. The PPS coverage for County Durham
quality and usage levels. The findings of thesewill become out of date as the Plan progresses to
assessments will provide the evidence of whereadoption. Where a PPS is out of date Sport England
provision needs further consideration and/or toconsiders that it is not possible for a Plan to be able
be protected/enhanced and inform theto justify allocations which seek the development of
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playing field sites, unless it is proposed that the
playing field be replaced as part of the plan.
Woodham College allocation would prejudice the

development of both strategic and sport specific
recommendations. The strategy will set out site
by site recommendations based on

use of playing field in lieu of evidence which showspredetermined areas aligned to the County
that there is a surplus of playing pitches across theDurham Plan (five delivery areas). It is noted
respective areas, which is not considered to accord
with paragraph 74 of the NPPF or Sport England's
Playing Field policy.

that the development site will not impact upon
playing pitches and any development on the site
of the former school buildings will be required
to maintain an access to the adjacent playing
pitches.

The Green Infrastructure policy will ensure that
there is sufficient quantity of open space

Loss of green space used by many people including
dog walkers and children to exercise.

Environment

provided as part of any new development. This
includes amenity green space and children's
play area.
Previously developed land is considered for
housing allocations first however there are

Look to other sites not greenfield

insufficient, deliverable sites and therefore
greenfield land is also required.

Minor localised highway improvements are
required. Site to be accessed via single junction
onto existing public highway (Hardinge
Road/Wiseman Walk).

Access for Woodham College is inadequate and
would cause worsening traffic and safety issues.

What will be the access/egress from the site? Traffic
congestion will be increased if houses are built here.

Highways
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H33 Cobblers Hall

0 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

4 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The methodology used to select the housing
allocation is based upon giving priority to
suitable, deliverable previously developed land

Look to other sites not greenfieldUse of Greenfield Land

before suitable, deliverable greenfield sites. This
is set out in detail within the 'Rationale for
Housing Allocations' document which forms part
of the CDP evidence base.
There is no evidence of any land stability issues
and adjacent land parcels at Cobblers Hall have
been developed out in recent years without any

This area was originally designated as unstable land
and the area is very special regarding the planting
and shrubs in the locality.

Land Stability

stability issues. To the north of the site is a
The land has previously been deemed unsuitable
for housing due to subsidence issues.

designated Local Wildlife Site ('TheMoor') which
is a protected site and a benefit to the area in
terms of fauna and flora.
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Newton Aycliffe as a new town has been
planned and developed with extensive areas of
open/green spaces which recognised within the

Loss of open land.

Newton Aycliffe has an abundance of trees and lots
of green spaces.

Open Space

Open Space Needs Assessment (OSNA) and
afforded protection by the Green Infrastructure
policy. This site has long been earmarked for
housing development and previously benefited
from outline planning permission for housing.
The Southerne Club site has previously had
planning permission for a 60-bed residential care
home (7/2011/0214/DM).

The vacant Southerne Club site which has remained
a wasteland would have significantly less impact
and would be more suitable.

Land
Availability/Allocations

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery
Plan the Plan recognises the need to ensure
that all new development is supported by

More housing would put greater strain on the local
GPs

Infrastructure

appropriate infrastructure provision and
mechanisms are embedded within the policy
framework to require contributions from
developers to this where applicable.
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H34 Eldon Bank Top

0 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The methodology used to select the housing
allocation is based upon giving priority to
suitable, deliverable previously developed land

Look to other sites not greenfieldUse of Greenfield Land

before suitable, deliverable greenfield sites. This
is set out in detail within the 'Rationale for
Housing Allocations' document which forms part
of the CDP evidence base.
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H35 Adjacent Hunwick Primary School

representations supported the allocation.Level of support

Reasons for support

54 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The site is no longer proposed as a site
allocation because significant surface water
flooding has been identified.

Access via Quarry Farm Close is unacceptable.Highway Access / Safety
An increase in traffic could pose a risk to
pedestrians, especially playing children.
Traffic is dangerously high throughout the village.
Concerns regarding construction traffic in the
cul-de-sac.
Public transport within the village has declined.Infrastructure
There are insufficient local amenities and facilities
within the village.
Concerns that the school cannot accommodate
additional children.
Previously developed land should be developed in
preference.

Environment

Flooding occurs on a regular basis.
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Landscape quality.
There are no employment opportunities within the
village.

Economy

There was a planning application refused in 1994
for 25 dwellings.

Other
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H36 North Blunts

1 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

It was commented that the site is in a sustainable and accessible location and would help contribute to land supply and widen
and diversify the local housing market.

Reasons for support

2 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection

Bringing empty homes back in to use is a key
priority for the council. We also recognise the
issues experienced in some areas as a result

There are many empty homes in Peterlee which
need to be bought back and updated.

Empty Homes

of concentrations of vacant, underused
properties and will continue to work with all
relevant agencies and in particular Homes
England to pursue funding that will allow as
many properties as possible to be brought back
into use.

The CDP has been subject to a full HRA which
has gone through the whole process, so all sites
within 6km of the coastline (including Murton
Colliery) have been subject to Appropriate
Assessment.

Habitat Regulations, sites should be subject to a full
site specific screen test.

Environment
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H37 Seaham Colliery

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

It was stated that Seaham is fabulous and a good job has been done there.Reasons for support

3 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The CDP has been subject to a full HRA
which has gone through the whole process,
so all sites within 6km of the coastline
(including Murton Colliery) have been
subject to Appropriate Assessment.

The proposed housing allocation is not justified
or sound or legally compliant by virtue of the
provisions of the Habitat Regulations. Contend
that the housing allocation does not accord with
the Court of Justice of the European Union

Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)

(People over Wind) which has implications in
relation to any development proposals or plans
that may affect European nature conservation
sites. The recent ruling has established that
where a Habitats Regulations Assessment may
be required for a development, mitigation cannot
be taken into account when considering the
screening test for likely significant effects as
part of the Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA). The sites cannot now be screened out
of requiring a full appropriate assessment at the
initial stage on the basis of taking into account
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mitigation which may come forward. No
evidence can be identified that the sites have
has been the subject of a full site-specific
screening test for likely significant affects. This
is now a requirement that must be undertaken
even at the plan stage. It is therefore considered
premature and inappropriate to bring forward
these sites, in advance of them being screened
for likely significant effects. This matter can no
longer simply be addressed through a
generalised application of mitigation measures
as has been applied previously to developments
within 6km of the coastline.

No precise site layouts have been devised
as part of this Plan. Any forthcoming
scheme would need to meet current

Query whether there would be access to the
Avenue for bus stops and shops

Development would cause traffic congestion.

Transport

highway design and safety standards, and
permeability and pedestrian access would
be promoted.

The site has previously been the subject of
a Traffic Assessment which has concluded
that there is capacity within the road network
subject to some minor mitigation measures
being implemented.

Matters such as littering falls outside the
scope of a development plan.

Increased footfall past causes concern and
existing littering will be exacerbated by more
housing.

Residential Amenity

No precise site layouts have been devised
as part of this Plan, however, the layout of
new housing would be expected to make
provision for adequate amenity and privacy.

Overlooking and privacy concerns.
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H38 Former Seaham School

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

No reasons were given.Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The CDP has been subject to a full HRA which
has gone through the whole process, so all sites
within 6km of the coastline (including Former
Seaham School) have been subject to
Appropriate Assessment.

The proposed housing allocation is not justified or
sound or legally compliant by virtue of the provisions
of the Habitat Regulations. Contend that the housing
allocation does not accord with the Court of Justice
of the European Union (People over Wind) which

Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)

has implications in relation to any development
proposals or plans that may affect European nature
conservation sites. The recent ruling has established
that where a Habitats Regulations Assessment may
be required for a development, mitigation cannot be
taken into account when considering the screening
test for likely significant effects as part of the
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). The sites
cannot now be screened out of requiring a full
appropriate assessment at the initial stage on the
basis of taking into account mitigation which may
come forward. No evidence can be identified that
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the sites have has been the subject of a full
site-specific screening test for likely significant
affects. This is now a requirement that must be
undertaken even at the plan stage. It is therefore
considered premature and inappropriate to bring
forward these sites, in advance of them being
screened for likely significant effects. This matter
can no longer simply be addressed through a
generalised application of mitigation measures as
has been applied previously to developments within
6km of the coastline.
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H38 Former Seaham School

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

No reasons were given.Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The CDP has been subject to a full HRA which
has gone through the whole process, so all sites
within 6km of the coastline (including Former
Seaham School) have been subject to
Appropriate Assessment.

The proposed housing allocation is not justified or
sound or legally compliant by virtue of the provisions
of the Habitat Regulations. Contend that the housing
allocation does not accord with the Court of Justice
of the European Union (People over Wind) which

Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)

has implications in relation to any development
proposals or plans that may affect European nature
conservation sites. The recent ruling has established
that where a Habitats Regulations Assessment may
be required for a development, mitigation cannot be
taken into account when considering the screening
test for likely significant effects as part of the
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). The sites
cannot now be screened out of requiring a full
appropriate assessment at the initial stage on the
basis of taking into account mitigation which may
come forward. No evidence can be identified that
the sites have has been the subject of a full
site-specific screening test for likely significant
affects. This is now a requirement that must be
undertaken even at the plan stage. It is therefore
considered premature and inappropriate to bring
forward these sites, in advance of them being
screened for likely significant effects. This matter
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can no longer simply be addressed through a
generalised application of mitigation measures as
has been applied previously to developments within
6km of the coastline.
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H40 Murton Colliery

1 representation supported the allocation.Level of support

No reasons were given.Reasons for support

1 representation did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The CDP has been subject to a full HRA which
has gone through the whole process, so all sites
within 6km of the coastline (including Murton
Colliery) have been subject to Appropriate
Assessment.

The proposed housing allocation is not justified or
sound or legally compliant by virtue of the provisions
of the Habitat Regulations. Contend that the housing
allocation does not accord with the Court of Justice
of the European Union (People over Wind) which

Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)

has implications in relation to any development
proposals or plans that may affect European nature
conservation sites. The recent ruling has established
that where a Habitats Regulations Assessment may
be required for a development, mitigation cannot be
taken into account when considering the screening
test for likely significant effects as part of the
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). The sites
cannot now be screened out of requiring a full
appropriate assessment at the initial stage on the
basis of taking into account mitigation which may
come forward. No evidence can be identified that
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the sites have has been the subject of a full
site-specific screening test for likely significant
affects. This is now a requirement that must be
undertaken even at the plan stage. It is therefore
considered premature and inappropriate to bring
forward these sites, in advance of them being
screened for likely significant effects. This matter
can no longer simply be addressed through a
generalised application of mitigation measures as
has been applied previously to developments within
6km of the coastline.
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H41 Dunelm Stables

2 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

It was commented that the site can deliver a high number of units and is an important regenerative site.Reasons for support

0 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection
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H42 Grove Works

2 representations supported the allocation.Level of support

The site will involve infill and previously-developed land.Reasons for support

9 representations did not support the allocation.Level of objection

Our ResponseIssueThemeReasons for Objection
The site would be well suited to elderly residential
accommodation.

Housing

The site is no longer allocated owing to further
evidence which has raised concerns regarding
site viability.

The site is no longer allocated owing to further
evidence which has raised concerns regarding
site viability.

Site allocations should avoid harming the
significance of both designated and undesignated
heritage assets, including effects upon their

Environment

setting. Whilst the SHLAA assessment for Grove
Works (H42) does discuss the need for a sensitive
approach, it assumes that the existing buildings can
be cleared without an assessment of their
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contribution to the special interest of Barnard Castle
Conservation Area. Even with the (limited)
assessment given, there is no historic environment
mitigation included in the policy. We would
recommend that the Council clearly demonstrates
that the appropriate assessments have been
undertaken, and if any harm is identified to heritage
assets, demonstrates how that harm might be
removed or reduced. If, at the end of the process,
it is concluded that the development would still be
likely to harm elements which contribute to the
significance of the heritage assets, then the sites
should not be allocated unless there are clear public
benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by
the NPPF, paragraphs 195 and 196).

The site is no longer allocated owing to further
evidence which has raised concerns regarding
site viability.

No corresponding increase in public services
including doctors, policy, fire and ambulance to
accommodate the additional housing which has
been built in recent years.

Infrastructure

The site is no longer allocated owing to further
evidence which has raised concerns regarding
site viability.

Traffic needs to be controlled within the town.Highways
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H43  Land off Leazes Lane 
 
 

Level of 
support 
 

1 representation supported the proposed allocation 

Reasons for 
support 
 

No reason was given 

Level of 
objection 
 

7 representations objected to the proposed allocation  

Reasons for 
Objection 

Theme Issue Our Response 
 

Land 
Availability/ 
Allocations 

• The housing allocations do not seek to 
improve the lower dales or western 
settlements. The smaller communities 
of Weardale have no allocations 
beyond historic sites that have not been 
pursued by the developers. The dales 
become sleeper communities that are 
losing local services due to closure of 
schools etc. 
 
 

• Of all the local centres proposed for 
housing allocations there are large 
inconsistencies in the quantum of 
housing units, both compared to land 
values which is linked to deliverability 
and geographical coverage. The 
average total allocation size for local 
centres across the County is c100 units 

The CDP includes a flexible policy approach to support 
rural communities.  In allocating further land for housing 
according to the preferred spatial strategy the Plan has 
taken into account existing unimplemented planning 
consents which exist across the county and including the 
area to which this representation refers.  Furthermore, the 
Plan makes further provision for suitable housing to be 
provided on unallocated sites and within the countryside 
where policy criteria are met.   
 
The site selection methodology to meet the preferred 
Spatial Strategy is set out in The Rationale for Housing 
Allocations document.  Viability is one element of site 
selection but is not the only driver in terms of the 
development of the Preferred Spatial Strategy. 
 
The Head of the school referred to recently addressed 
Stanhope Parish Council in respect to his plans for the 
sixth form.  The falling school roles are attributed to a 



and should be appropriately distributed 
to support the rural and tourism 
economy of West Durham. 
Furthermore, the higher viability of 
housing in these areas further supports 
a larger allocation for Wolsingham as 
housing is more likely to be delivered 
than in less viable areas. Ultimately the 
current approach stifles the areas 
vitality and will be detrimental to its 
growth and prosperity. 
 

•  Wolsingham Sixth Form College is 
closing in order to release the land for 
housing. How is this sustainable? The 
rural communities have been ignored in 
the Plan to make way for a more 
prosperous Durham City. 
 

• Any sequential advantages of using 
PDL should be balanced by the poor 
sustainability of H43 in comparison to 
our client’s land. 
 
 

 

number of other factors which fall beyond the scope of the 
Plan and housing land supply. 
 
The site selection methodology referred to above clearly 
prioritises suitable, deliverable PDL sites such as H43. 
 

Infrastructure  • Concern expressed about provision of 
schools, doctors and transport links in 
the area. 
 

• Whilst this site is previously developed 
land this must be balanced against the 
poor relation to the existing settlement, 
facilities and services which will mean it 
will become an isolated cluster of 

Through the associated Infrastructure Delivery Plan the 
Plan recognises the need to ensure that all new 
development is supported by appropriate infrastructure 
provision and mechanisms are embedded within the 
policy framework to require this of developers where 
applicable.  The Plan includes a requirement for 
developers to mitigate any such impacts over and above 
the existing situation which arise from new development. 
 



housing with a minimal functional role 
in supporting the settlement, the site is 
further from bus stops and grows the 
settlement northward as opposed to a 
traditional linear pattern of 
development.  
 

• Planning policies should be based on 
robust and up to date assessments of 
the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities 
for new provision. The PPS coverage 
for County Durham will become out of 
date as the Plan progresses to 
adoption. Where a PPS is out of date it 
is not possible for a Plan to be able to 
justify allocations, which seek the 
development of playing field sites, 
unless it is proposed that the playing 
field be replaced as part of the plan. 
 

 

The site has been assessed as suitable in the SHLAA 
and is considered to have acceptable access to services 
and facilities capable of supporting development.  The 
policy has been the subject of rural proofing to ensure 
that rural areas are not prejudiced and treat inequitably. 
 
A new Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) for County Durham is 
in preparation and will update and replace the PPS and 
associated Playing Pitch Action Plans from 2013. The 
PPS will assess the current and projected supply and 
demand for pitches, including a technical analysis of pitch 
quality and usage levels. The findings of these 
assessments will provide the evidence of where provision 
needs further consideration and/or to be 
protected/enhanced and inform the development of both 
strategic and sport specific recommendations. The 
strategy will set out site by site recommendations based 
on predetermined areas aligned to the County Durham 
Plan (five delivery areas).  It is noted that the 
development site will be required to maintain a suitable 
maintenance access to the adjacent playing pitches. 

Heritage • Site allocations should avoid harming 
the significance of both designated and 
undesignated heritage assets, including 
effects upon their setting.  The 
Evidence Base does not fully address 
the historic environment for the housing 
allocations identified in Policy 5 or 
constitute a proper assessment.  
Assessment of individual allocations in 
the SHLAA Individual Site 
Assessments is not sufficient, 
identifying only the presence or 
absence of heritage assets rather than 

A Heritage Assessment has since been carried out in 
respect to the site as part of the Submission version of 
the Plan in response to this concern.  It is considered that 
this addresses the concern raised.    The site has also 
been the subject of Sustainability Appraisal which 
balances the social, economic and environmental 
credentials of the site, including heritage impact. 



assessing impact on significance. For 
example, from an initial look through 
the allocations, we have noted the 
following:  The SHLAA assessment for 
Land off Leazes Lane (H43) is 
contradictory: its 'heritage assessment' 
concludes it is likely to have a major 
negative impact on 
Wolsingham Conservation Area whilst 
the 'outcome' on the same page says it 
would not. No mention of historic 
environment impact is given in the 
policy. We would recommend that the 
Council clearly demonstrates that the 
appropriate assessments have been 
undertaken, and if any harm is 
identified to heritage assets, 
demonstrates how that harm might be 
removed or reduced. If, at the end of 
the process, it is concluded that the 
development would still be likely to 
harm elements which contribute to the 
significance of the heritage assets, then 
the sites should not be allocated unless 
there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (as is required by 
the NPPF, paragraphs 195 and 196). 
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